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Sub-station, Distribution and Office
Methods of the Chicago Edi-

son Company.
r the grcAt central generating plant (The completic

tlie Chicago Ed'

west side of the i

old central static

1 of the

Adaii

nd an office building for the executive and

adquarters of the company. The machinery

in the new central station was formally put in operation in

August, 1S94, and thereafter the down-town load was

gradually transferred from the

old plant in Adams street to the

improved modern equipment at

Harrison street, with its mas-

sive direct-connected machinery,

which, as a whole, is considered

to represent the latest advance

in central station economy. The

Adams street building was then

completely remodeled. Up to

that time it had been the princi-

pal source of constant-potential

electricity in Chicago. With all

generating machinery taken out,

the change has made it a very

attractively arranged aggrega-

tion of olVices for the transaction

of the business of a great central

station company, a depot for

electrical supplies and the dis-

tributing center for a system of

feeders extending to the various

junction boxes in the network

of underground mains in the

down-town business district ol

the city. The electrical energy

now comes into the building

through an immense trunk line

feeder from the Harrison street

station. This transformation

marks a very interesting phase

of central station development

in Chicago. It is the purpose

of the present article to give the

readers of the Western Elec-

trician a succinct description

of the manner of distributing

current from this building and

the general routine of business

RETROSPECTIVE.

It is a significant commentary

on the rapid growth of the elec-

trical business that the Adams

street central station, now en-

tirely superseded^ was completed

as late as August 8, iSSS, being ^^'~- ^- -' i-^tatimn, di

in service for a period of less

than seven years. At the date of its erection, however, it

was considered a fine example of electrical and mechanical

engineering in central lighting and power station work. The

boilers and engines were located on the first floor, with

dynamos on the second floor. The boilers were of the

Heine water-tube pattern, supplying steam to high-speed

Armmgton & Sims and Mcintosh & Seymour engines, each

engine driving by belting a pair of Edison bipolar dynamos.

The switchboards were built of Georgia pine, all conductors

being of polished copper erected in a substantial manner.

Each feeder was provided with equalizers and ampere-

meters, with an elaborate system of potential indicators for

showing the relative condition of electrical pressure at the

ends ot the feeders in the street system. The offices and

salesroom of the company occupied a small space in the front

of the building in the first and second stories, with the meter

department on the third floor front. The station started in

operation with four engines and eight dynamos, a total

capacity of 800 horse power, additions being made from

time to time; and at the time the plant was abandoned as a

generating station there were nine boilers, 14 engines and

2S dynamos, with a total capacity of 4,500 horse power.

The growth of the business of the company was phenom-
enal and quite exceeded the most sanguine hopes of its pro-

moters. With the demand for increased space for ma-
chinery the offices were gradually moved to the Rookery
Building opposite, and there they remained during the build-

ing of the Harrison street station, and until the ist of May,

1895, when, after three months of hard work the Adams
street station was cleared of its machinery and transformed

into what is pronounced by many prominent central station

The attention of the passer-by wiU very likely be attracted

by the sohd three-story edifice, with its heavy arches, snugly

ensconced beside the towering Home Insurance building.

Pleased with the dignified exterior of the Edison building.

Fig. I, he enters the hall, Fig. 2. At his left he may enter

the supply show room. Fig. 3, wherein are displayed, on

the walls, in symmetrical and artistic fashion, samples of

the many switches, cut-outs, sockets, lamps and other de-

tails used in the electric lighting and power industry. On
the table in the center of the room is exhibited a full

line of electrical heating devices, chafing dishes coffee-pots,

sad-irons and numerous fan motors and battery outfits

for operating them. The purchaser may, therefore, look

over at his leisure the samples of the various articles for

sale, and having satisfied himsell as to his desire, ac-

quaint the sales clerk, who takes his order and attends

to the delivery of the goods.

Immediately in the rear of the show room is the large

store room, 40 by 150 feet, in which one finds quantities

of all the articles shown on the sample board, arranged

neatly and compactly on shelves, bins and racks. Heavy,
materials, such as cable, underground coupling boxes,

lamp barrels, etc., are found in the basement below,

access to which is had by stairs and also by the freight

elevator in the rear, Fig 4.

At the right of the entrance hall is the purchasing agent's

office. Fig. 5, and directly in the rear of it are the offices of

construction department and the underground department

with a special passage going

through to the rear of the buil-

ding for the workmen to enter

and leave the offices.

Taking the electric passenger

elevator in the front hall, Fig. 6,

the first landing brings the visi-

tor to the offices of the president

and the secretary. Fig. 5, which

are separated from each other

by an outer office. In the office

of the president the meetings of

the board of directors take place.

An interesting feature of the

president's office, shovra in the

central view in Fig. 5, is the

center table, the top of which

contains a large map of the city

of Chicago, covered with glass.

Upon this map, shown greatly

reduced in Fig. 7, is marked the

entire system of underground

conductors of the company—the

high pressure alternating, the

Edison three-wire, the series

arc and the 500 volt power con-

ductors being marked in lines of

different colors so that they may
be readily distinguished. The
various central generating sta-

tions of the company are marked
upon the map, so that a compre-

hensive conception of the extent

of the system and territory

covered by the company is ob-

tained at a g'ance. The map
is always kept corrected up to

date, new lines added as they

are laid. On the walls of the

president's office may be seen

plans, elevations and sections of

the Harrison street station,

showing the arrangement of the

generating plant in detail. At

the front of the office, between

the windows, standmg upon a
)MPANV.—EXTERIOR OF pedestal, is a beautiful bronze

bust of Thomas A. Edison.

Directly opposite Presidents InsuU's ofi&ce is the ofiice of

the secretary and treasurer, F. S. Gorton, also shown in

Fig- 5-

Going from the offices of ihe president and secretary np a

short length of stairs, the visitor reaches the second floor

of the building, Fig. 2. At the right is the accounting depart-

ment, the space for this department being divided into

offices for the cashier, assistant to thecomptroller, paymaster,

credit clerks, and for general book-keeping. At the left is the

electrical engineering, canvassing and inspection depart-

ments, where the general business of the company with its

customers is transacted. The arrangement of this floor is

shown in the views grouped in Fig. 2.

At the end of the hall, between the electrical engineering

and accounting departments, is the oflSce of the meter super-

intendent, with the setting-up, testing and weighing rooms

in the rear.

On the third story, fronting on Adams street and im-

mediately overlooking the engineering, canvassing and

accounting departments, are the offices of the electrica



engineer, general superintendent and comptroller, shown in

Fig. s.

ELECTRIC ELEVATORS.

The building is equipped with two electric elevators, both

of which are herewith illustrated. The one in front, Fig. 6,

is a handsomely finished Crane passenger elevator capable

of lifting 2,000 pounds 250 feet a minute. It is operated by

a 15 horse power Eickemeyer motor, connected in the man-

ner shown in the ilhistration. The car is provided with

doors on two sides, giving admittance to offices fronting on

Adams street or to the middle of the building. It runs very

smoothly and gives e,\cellent service. The combined freight

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

the canvassing department and signs an application for serv-

ice. This application is turned over to the credit depart-

ment, and the standing of the applicant is investigated. If

it is found to be satisfactory and proper credit is established,

the application goes to the chief inspector, who sends an in-

spector to make an examination of the wiring. This inspector

makes a report to his chief, and if it is of a favorable nature

the chief inspector at once issues an order on the meter de-

partment to install a meter. This instrument and the nec-

essary lamps are then put in, connection is made with the

street mains and current is furnished.

DISTRIBUTING THE CURRENT.

The Adams street building is the main center of distribu-

tion for the down-town district; at this point the trunk line

ends, and from it the various feeders emanate.

Under the street in front of the build.ng is constructed a

vault into which enter the 15 3,000,000 circular mil

tubes constituting the trunk line. To each of the conduc-

tors in these tubes are connected three 1,250,000 circular

mil rubber-covered cables, which are supported in iron racks

and insulated with porcelain. Each trio of cables is con-
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Fig. S (center), open at one end, the longer sides being 21

feet in length, and the short end being six feet wide. At a

distance of six feet on two sides of the feeder board is a

tile partition enclosing the switchboard and forming a fire-

proof room with an entrance door in front. There are 35
feeders in all connected to this switchboard, with a total of

105 switches and 70 amperemeters. The switches are of

pure hard-dravm copper and of a special design by the elec-

trical engineering department of the company. They are

of the multiple blade type, the 400 ampere switches having

a single blade and the Soo ampere having two blades, the

over-all dimensions of the switches being the same in each

case. The handles of the switches are of cast metal with

ing. The switches for each feeder are

ith the aiameters directly above, one

for negative. The ampere meters are

formerly used in the Adams street

rted into the edgewise type, as shown
in the central picture in Fig. S, having been rebuilt and

recalibrated and provided with new cases by the company.

At the end of the room are mounted the

molded rubber c

grouped in thre

the old Edisc

station, but e

and passenger elevator in the rear. Fig. 4, is of the Smith-

HiU manufacture and is equipped with a Keystone motor.

It is equal in capacity to the other and fulfills every re-

in days gone by there was much debate of the effect of

elevator motors on lighting circuits among central station

men, and the question has been thoroughly studied by the

electrical engineering department of the Chicago Edison
company. It has been shown, however, that the lights are

not affected, and the company's approval and encouracrement

of this service are shown by the no belted elevator motors,

of a total horse power of 1,077, a^d the 40 direct-connected

J5S5 horse power, which have area

HANDLING THE WORK.
The arrangement of offices is such as to greatly facilitate

the handling of the business, as well as being very conven-
ient for the comfort o( the company's patrons. The intend-

ing customer, desiring to be supplied with light or power,

s visited by a soliciting agent of the company, or calls a

nected through heavy cast terminals to the studs of a 4,000

ampere switch mounted on a marble switchboard. Fig. S.

Six of these switches are connected in multiple to the posi-

tive bus-bar and six in multiple to the negative bus-bar on
(lie lack of the switchboard. There is one switch connected

t'
I tin :,Landard neutral tube and two additional switches

which are used to throw the lubes to which they are con-

nected from the neutral to the positive or negative, as de-

sired.

This trunk line switchboard is connected to the feeder

distribution board by means of three copper bars in both

the positive ;in J iirL;;iiive pntc, each bar having a cross section

4^inchi-s i.x ~r^ru . i.jnii iiu:h, making a total cross-section

li ni ij. 14 s.jiKire inches. This bar is hard

drawn and wa.>, mudc l.y llie .\nsonia Brass & Copper

company, and it was stated by that company at the time it

was ordered that it was the largest copper bar ever drawn

through a die in this country. Six of these bars form the

bus-bar for the positive and negative on the feeder distribu-

tion board, three in each pole.

The feeder distribution board forms a hollow rectangle.

for reading the total output from the switchboard. There is

one for the positive and one for the negative, each being of

the Weston central station shunt type and reading to 15,000

amperes each. There is also an amperemeter graduated

to 4,000 amperes connected to the neutral conductor of the

trunk line, by which is shown the balance of the system and

indicating the direction of flow of the neutral current at all

times. The neutral current is extremely small, averaging

only about 50 amperes, and under maximum load of 33,000

amperes on the positive and negative the neutral current is or-

dinarily only 150 amperes. Under the ammeters are mounted

two voltmeters connected to a 150 point switch. To the

switch are connectetl the pressure wires from the various

feeder ends, so that the pressure at the junction boxes may

be taken at the switchboard. There are also other special

Mtche;

any feeder may be made the standard feeder at will.

The material of the switchboard is white Italian marble

1)4 inches in thickness and supported by a steel frame.
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All of the connections are upon the back of the board

(sec bottom view, Fig. 8) and are made by means of pure

hard-drawn copper studs and nuts, no soldered joints being

From the back of the switchboard the cables lead to the

front and rear of the building, where they connect with the

underground tube feetjers. These cables arc of stranded

copper, 500,000 and 1,000,000 circular mils, wound with

pure asbestos cord, covered witii light linen braid and

painted with asbestos paint. They are supported in cast-

iron racks of a special design and insulated by a sepcial

porcelain insulator. The cable conconstruction, as well as

the switchboard, is absolutely fire-proof, and neither over-

heating or flame could injure it. A. current of ii.ooo am-

peres has been passed through the neutral cables of 3,000,-

000 circular mils in this building for 10 minutes with-
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of the building in addition. This department is illustrated by

the four views in Fig. 9, {p. 7,) to which the reader is referred

The central room is the office of the superintendent of the

department, and of his book-keepers, clerks and inspectors.

Neatly finished in oak and furnished with conveniently are

ranged desks, tables and filing cabinets, its appearance is

lir.l ..n, llL-rr;irc krpl ;ill ..flliL- vrr.nv\. I r.-l-.tlging par-

Ki_'i'].!ii[^ ;iinl hllni^ ciia!>lt;s (lie scurclR-r lo luid witliout delay

any of the numerous ''record card-;," "weight sheets'* and

other sheets which are used in keeping record of the pro-

cess gone through in reading the meters of the five or six

thousand consumers of electricity connected with the com-

pany's mams. In one corner of the room is a vault for the

filing cases, containing the original records of every meter

whileat the north end is the scale-room and rear elevator en

trance. Of these rooms the testing room is the most inter-

esting. This is a largi, well lighted room about 15 by

20 feet in size. Three sides of it are occupied by cab-

inets, working benches and testing tables, while on the

fourth side are the entrance and a window opening into the

main meter-room, through which the meters are given out;

also on this side of the room is a llarnes power lathe driven

by a one-half kilowatt E.Hson mot ir with controlling rheosta

so that any desired sp;ed can be obtained. The work-

bench is on the oposUe side of the room. On this is a

small jeweler's lathe, also electrically driven by aone-twelfth

horse power slow-speed Edison motor. Racks and care-

fully labeled cabinets before and at the sides of the bench

contain every tool and miterial that may be required. An-
other side of the room is devoted to the testing tables. No

4. President.

FIG."5. SUE-STATION, DISTRIBUTIO

out any apparent injury to the cable There is ab-

sosolutely nothing used in the electrical equipment which

could burn or carry fire. The pressure wires are carried

from the tube ends, where they enter the building, to the

switchboard by means of three 60 conductor cables in lead

casing, like poles being in each cable.

METER DEPARTMENT.

In the office work 01 a great central station there is no

more interesting or important department than that devoted

to the measurement of the current delivered, upon which the

customers' bills are based. The electrolytic method is

largely used by the Chicago Edison company, and the work

is very carefully systematized.

The meter department is located in the rear portion of the

second floor of the building, occupying the space which was

formerly the upper boiler room for the mechanical portion

of the work, and having a large room in the centcal portion

OFFICE METHODS

Secretary and Treasurer.

Conslrucrion DepartmePl

Geaeral Superintendent.

THE CHICAGO 1 ISDN COMPAN

reading taken since the organization of the company. A
polished oak display board on the wall of the office supports

samples of the various meters used, b3th mechanical and

chemical, all equipped and connected so that the snap of a

switch throws a load upon them, consisting of incandescent

lamps which are ornamentally arranged upon the same

board. Glass doors and cases permit a full examination of

all parts of the meters.

In the rear of the office and opening directly from it is

the main room for the mechanical work of the department;

it is a large room with a high ceiling supported by iron

columns and floored with concrete. Its whitened walls

throw back the light of two 2,000 candle power arc lamps,

making the room e.xtreraely bright and revealing the neat-

ness of all its details.

Opening from the east side of this room, consecutively

from south to north, are the lavatory and bathrooms, the

testing room, the meter storeroom, and the grinding-room.

.—GLIMPSES OF OFFICE INTERIORS.

locomotive engineer in his compact cab has any better con

trol of the situation without moving from his seat than the

expert operator who sits or stands before this testing table.

Upon the wall against which it stands, and just above the

table, is a small switchboard of white marble, upon which

are mounted three single-pole throw-over knife switches.

On one side of this is a Weston ammeter and on the other

a Weston %'oltmeter, while about the edges of the board in

pairs and threes are hea\7' copper binding posts, apparently

a very simple affair and yet enabling the operat;r to have

at his service instantly alternating current of 50, 100 or

i.ODo volts, and direct current of any desired intensity up

to 500 volts. Above the board is a small bank of lamps

for resistance, but when varying currents are desired water

resistances are used. These are to the right of the test

table and are made as follows: Two large plates of sheet

lead about 30 by i8 inches in size are rigidly held together

at a distance of one-half inch by rubber bolts and wash-



ers. These plates are suspended in an ordinary alcohol

barre which is filled with slightly acidulated water. The

plates are connected by flexible conductors and lines run-

ning to the test table, and, by means of a cord passing over

pulleys to a brake wheel with friction stop situated directly

beneath the table, the operator can raise the plates from

the barrel or lower them into the same, and thus obtain

any desired current from one-half to 150 amperes without

leaving his seat. Two of these resistances are neatly cased

in, and all the arrangements of the switchboard are such

that two operators can work at the same time and inde-

pendently of each other. At the left of the test table is a

tall case, behind whose glass doors can be seen the various

voltmeters, ammeters, dynamometers and other instruments

needed in careful laboratory work.

In one corner of the room is a fine Wheatstone bridge

and reflecting galvanometer. An arc lamp of simple con-

struction has been arranged before the galvanometer, so

that a brilliant beam is reflected to the opposite wall of

such intensity that even on the brightest days it is not

necessary to darken the room at all when using the bridge.

The room is also equipped with a sink and a cabinet of

chemical reagents, so that any ordinary test in that line

can be made. All meters used by the Edison company,

both chemical and mechanical, are carefully tested in this

room and corrected if found in error, before they are sent

out. Here, too, is done the repair work necessary on all

Thomson wattmeters which are used throughout Cook

Without describing the othf ; connected
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the loss is always the same. As the consumption of

zinc would be enormous were all the current used

in commercial purposes passed between zinc plates, this

has been avoided in the Edison meter by the use of

shunts. In the three-wire meter two-low-resistance shunts,

one for each outside wire, the neutral not being in-

troduced into the meter, carry the main current, while in

multiple with each of these is a high-resistance. shunt carry-

ing only about one- thousandth of the current. In series

with this high resistance shunt, or forming a part of it, is

the meter bottle containing two zinc plates in a solution of

zinc sulphate. Two meter bottles and resistance spools are

placed in multiple with each low resistance shunt, so that

two entirely independent readings are taken in each meter,

giving a check on all results obtained It will be readil)

seen that since the transfer of zmc is directl) proportional

to the amount of current passing the total current can be

easily figured if a certain fraction of the current has been

accurately determined this fraction of course being m
versely as the ratio of the resistance of the high shunt to

the total resistance

The preparation and placing in the meter of the meter

plates and the collection of the plates

chanical work of the meter department

are made of cast zmc one eighth inch

varying in size from a side area of one half to one of 12

square inches, according to the capacitv of the metei in

which they are used From one end of the phte extendb

a copper contact rod of about No 10 gauge The prep

aration of these plates for use is quite e'aborate First

:onstitute the me
The meter plate;

in thickness am

FIG. 3.

I. General Slock Room,

r ION, DISTKinuTION /

2. Sample Room for Electrical Siipplic";

klETHODS OF TIIF-: CHICAGO EDISON COMPANY.—MERClM

with this department, whose general character can be in-

ferred from their name, it will ho of interest to give a brief

description of the Edison racier and the process gone
through in reading it.

The Edison chemical meter is based upon the experi-

mentally ascertained fact that one ampere of current pass-

ing between zinc plates immersed in a solution of a salt o^

that metal will in one hour deposit from one plate upon the

other 1,224 milligrams of i^inc- The current may vary in

any mmner, provided that the total amount is the same;

fresh su'-facc on electrically driven sandpaper wheels; then

the rods must be painted near the plale with b!.^ck asphal-

tum varnish to prevent any action on them. The plates

are now amalgamated, and having been freed from any

surplus mercury by a rapidly revolving brush of soft bris-

tles, are set away in racks to dry. When dry the plates

are given a smooth polished surface on a revolving steel

wire buffing brush, and the rods, having been cleaned on

the same brush, arc repointed on a sandpaper wheel. The
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plates are now ready for the scale-room, where they ar=

carefully weighed on delicate balances, which easily detect

a variation of five milligrams in weight. Four of these

scales are kept in constant use and every plate is weighed
twice before going out, so as to prevent the possibility of

error. To each plate is fastened a tag, on which is the

name of the consumer, the number of his meter and the

weight of the plate. The weight of the plate is also en-

tered on the customer's meter card, which is kept on file in

the department. The plates are now taken to the main
meter room, where each weighed plate is set up with a cor-

responding negative plate which has not been weighed, the

losing plate only being weighed. The plates are fastened

together at a uniform distance of one-fourth inch from
each other b} hard rubber fitting They are now put in

the meter bottles or tumblers as the\ should rather be

li

alleJ from thei sliape and Ihc bOtlkb arL hlled \Mtha

olut.c n of /inc bulpha e hlb iolutio 1 IS m id from

hem. all) pure sulpha t ol /Ml dis- Md .11 d stllkd

boltles hninj: butn Idk.l uilh this si liilnn iic liiud wilh

large corks lliiough whitb protruik the rids Ir in iIil

plates the tif, IS kft hinj,iii^ omi IIk side of tin bottk

Ml lb It itmiins now is to put the bottles in eirrjin^ uses
and plan, them in the meteis, in which contact is made
with the plale rods by means of copper spring clips. At
the same time the bottles which have been in the meter the

previous month are taken out and brought back in the same

case in which the new ones were carried out. The old plates

arc then "knocked down/' as the term is, and after they

have become thoroughly dry, are again weighed. These

weights, together with the outgoing weights of the same
plates, are entered on weight sheets, and from these sheets

the amount of current consumed is figured on the custom-

er's meter card, on which the outgoing weight has already

been entered when the plates were first sent out. The
gross bills having been figured on these cards, and the re.
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suits having been carefully checked, they are copied on

billing sheets and sent to the accounting department, the

work of the njeter department ending with the rendering

of the meter readings.

The process of reading an Edison meter is rather com-

plex ; but for durability and utility of results the meter is

unsurpassed, and where the reading of them has been re-

duced to such a system as with the Chicago Edison com-

pany, it is not found more expensive than the reading and

necessary inspection of the more delicately constructed

mechanical meters.
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but the secondary wiring is on the three-wire system, with

104 volts on a side, precisely as on the direct current low-

tension system. This use of the ihree-wire system for al-

ternating secondaries is found to be entirely satisfactory,

and is capable of great expansion.

Another new and interesting feature of the underground

the Ma

lap, g. 7. 5 the extent of

i of the Chicago Edi

The business of tlie company is conducted in an orderly

and dignified manner, yet titles and distinctions are not

allowed to interfere with the one object of

I. Trunk Line Switchboard (under sidewalk). = Feeder Distribulion Room.
3. Back of .Switchboard (Fe?der Distribution Room),

FIG. 8. SUB-STATION, DISTRIBUTION .IND OFFICE METHODS OF THE CHICAGO EDISO.V COMPANY.—DISTRIBUTING
THE CURRENT.

company. Between 400 and 425 miles of circuits are com- ductors of 1,000,000 circular ihils. This tie line.unites in

prehended in the low-tension, series arc, alternating and one network the company's street mains from Lincoln Park

500 volt power systems. Some additional statistics will be on the north to Thirty-ninth street on the south—a dis-

interesting. On December 21, 1895, there were connected tancc of over seven miles. By its-use the company expects

with t?he company's mains translating devices as follows: to be ab'e to shut down the North Side station in summer

Incandescent lamps of 16 candle power 191,074 '^''"1 ^^y from I A. M. to 4 P. M., the light load being

High tension arc lamps (500 watts) 1,854 taken from Market street. Current can also be sent through

Low-tension (ten ampere) arc lamps 1332 the tie line to help out the North Side station at times of

Low-tension (six ampere) arc lamps i.3f>6
„3,i„„„ jo^d joj ^.^^v with the necessitv of installing

Horse power in motors ^.S4°'A .. , ,.

Figuring this output as all required for incandescent additional mach.nes.
^^^^^^^^^ _

lights, it reaches the imposing total of 3i4,32g 16 candle
^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ the' directors of the Chicago

power lamps. ^^.^^^ company are:
On the map the full extent of the Milwaukee .venue Itne is

p,,3ide„t-Samuel Insull.

not indicated. On thisstreet the systemof distribution isof Vice-president—J. W. Doane.

particular interest, and although perhaps somewhat outside Secretary and treasurer—Frank S. Gorton,

of the scope of this article, a few words of description may General superiiitendent—C. H. Wilmerding.

- J Au ,- r„„.:c,„!,.Hnnt1ni«<;trppt Hi.; Comptroller—W. M. Authouy.
be permuted. Alternatmg current is used on this street, dis-

.

^^J^.^^^ engineer-L. A. Ferguson,
tributed from the transformers on the three-wire system. Purchasing agent—Charles Holmes.

In a distance of two miles there are four large trans- Directors—J. W. Doane, A. A. Sprague, R. C. Clowry,

formers- the primary circuits are two-wire at 1,150 volts, Edward L. Brewster, A. F. Seeberger, Robert T. Lincoln,

endeavor—the cons ant improvement of the service in

quality and quantity This is r.-ali/.-,l |,y ,-,11, and the re-

suit is a direct,
,

,i.-ii, .,1, l,ii-,i .-.-Ilk. .-iriniinistration.

Mr. Insull has gene :;l , .... iiim , h; - ,,i .-,11 ti,,; affairs of

the company; Mr. \ili.K-idi,i- i:,l,.-s i,,„k-r his care the

operation of staiio IS and all underground work; Mr.

Anthony has superv 'sion of the accounts; Mr. Ferguson is

in charge of theelec ricial engineering and the procurement

of central station an d isolated business and its supervision;

Mr. Holmes, who has been with the company over 14

years, is responsible for merchandise sales and purchasing.

Comprehensive Canadian Electrical
Project.

The Dominion of Canada Is quite aroused, in railway

and electrical circles, by a legal notice appearing in Cana-

dian papers stating tiiat application will be made at the

next session of Parliament for an act to incorporate "The
Canadian Electric Railway and Power company, with

power to build, operate and maintain an electric railway

from the city of Montreal in the province of Quebec to the

city of Windsor in the county of Essex, via Brockville,

Kingston, Belleville, Toronto and London, with power to

build a branch line to Suspension Bridge (Niagara Falls),

with power to build branch lines for a radius not exceed-

ing 25 miles from any point or points on the main line; to

enter into contract and arrangements with all existing or

authorized' firms or corporations along the said route, par-

ticularly with existing strejt or electric railway, light or

power companies for the purpose of acquiring, leasing,

amalgamating or making running arrangements with same,

or to supply same with heat, light or power; to establish,

maintain and carry on street railway services in such cities

and towns on the line of said railway as the company and

municipalities interested may agree on; to build said rail-

way in sections as may be authorized; to acquire water

powers and sites for and build electric works in connection

with said railway for the purpose of generating electrical

energy; to acquire the right of way to transmit and also

the right to sell and otherwise dispose of electrical energy

for heat, light, power and other purposes and to distribute

the same; with power to expropriate lands for the purposes

of the undertaking as provided by the Railway Act; with

all other powers necessary for constructing aod operating

the said electrical works, and otherwise fully carry on the

said undertaking; with power to issue paid-up stock of the

company in payment of its obligations for all or any of the

said authorized purposes, and with all proper or usual

powers given or granted to companies incorporated for any

of the purposes aforesaid.''

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the M inneapc lis correspondent of the Westekn Ei.ectbician.I

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company is making

overtures to secure an entrance into Mankato, Minn. It

proposes to put in a local exchange and to give connection

with northern Iowa.

The Oikosh Northwestern Telephone company of Osh-

kosh, Wis., expects to have its entire system in operation

this week.

A local telephone company has been formed at New
Richland, Minn. C. A. Wagner is president, E. C.

Cram secretary, and Henry Jaehning treasurer and

The Forman, N. D., Telephone company has recently

declared a quarterly dividend of 3 per cent.

Arrangements have been made to extend the telephone

line from McMillan, Wis., to Marsh Rapids, six miles, con-

necting on the way with two of McMillan's lumber camps.

Seattle, Wash., now has 921 telephones in use. The com-

pany is putting in exchanges at Everett and Whatcom,

Wash.

Royalton, Minn., is connected by long-distance tele-

phone with Little Falls, Minn., and through that ofifice

with the Twin Cities,

A. F. Cutter, secretary of the Iowa Union Telephone

company, says that his have long-t

from Chicago and New York to Omaha, via

Davenport, and that work will be completed through Illi-

nois in 1S96. The line through Iowa to Omaha may not be

completed in 1S96, but it will be only a matter of a little

longer when it will be.

A resolution was introduced in the city council of Winona,

Minn., ordering the Northwestern Telephone company to

remove all its instruments from the city ofiices, buildings,

fire and police stations, and ir.sliucting the superintendent

of fire alarms to remove them in case the company did not

within a certain length of time. The motion was adopted.
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and progress of the Great West, from an electrical point

of view, will be carefully and fully recorded, and every

effort will be made to make this journal still more repre-

sentative and worthy of the field it occupies.
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PUBUlGflTlON OPPIGES:

6 Lakeside Building, - - CHICAGO.

TELEPHONE, MAIN 1746.

There should be a rigid investigation of the recent ac-

cidents on the Metropolitan "L" road of Chicago, in

which it is reported that the cars became uncontrollable.

If the motors, controllers or brakes refused to act properly,

the cause should be promptly ascertained. There can be

no good excuse. Perhaps the human equation will be

found at fault.

Eastern Office: 108 Times Building, New York.
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An ambitious Canadian electric railway project is chron-

cled on another page. An electric line connecting Mon-

treal and the chief cities of the Province of Ontario would

be a very noteworthy piece of railway engineering indeed.

In addition, the promoters seem to figure on doing all the

other electrical work of the country traversed. As at pr s-

ent outlined, the plan can hardly be taken seriously.

i workers earnestly de
especially welcome; and communications, views, news
newspaper clippings, or any informahon likely to interest

will be thankfullyreceived and cheerfully acknowledged.

___ . . ntory exclusively

:an be made by no other Electrical Journal
) States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers
n trade will appreciate the unequaled value ot

.n advertising medium in its special field. Advertis-

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

The article on the distribution and measurement of the

current furnished by the Chicago Edison company, which

forms the leading feature of this week's issue, will be found

to be of general interest. This company is the second elec-

tric lighting company in the country in the magnitude of its

operations, and its experience as to best methods of opera-

tion cannot fail to be of value to all mterested in electric

lighting. The portions of the article devoted to the feeder

distribution and meter department will be of the greatest

interest to the student, while the general methods of opera-

tion and the statistical information will be ot especial import-

ance to him who devotes himself to the commercial side of

the business.

We have called attention to the dissatisfaction which

business men have manifested because they have been

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. obligedtofurnishliglitsfor the streets in front oftheirplaces
PAGE.

^j- jjyg^jiggg g^
j-

{jjgj^ ^j^yj^ expeuse, and we have also alluded
Sub-station. Distribution and Office Methods of the Chicago

, , , , r - .1 . . r ,-u-
_^. „ „, , to the alarmmg prevalence of ccmie in the streets of Chi-
Edison Company. Illustrated i, =, 3. 4, 5. 7 & t'

Comprehensive Canadian Electrical Project 5 ^^ago, made possible by the failure of the City to properly

Telephone News from the Northwest 5 illuminate ils thoroughfares. Now, another objection is

Editorial 6 raised, and it is one that cannot be permitted to pass un-
Storaoe Battery Discussion. (American Institute of Electrical

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^. Tribune, of recent date, contained
Engineers} 7.8. 9 ^, „ ,, .

Book Table 9
the followmg news item:

Water-driven Pumping and Electric Light Plant Illustrated.... 9 Electric lights in the vicinity of Rush street bridge went

Electro-pneumatic Braking Apparatus on the Metropolitan Elc- on a Strike at 6:30 o'clock last night and caused consider-

vated Illustrated 9
able inconvenience. The south approach was enveloped in

Erownell Automatic Governor Illustrated 10 darkness, and vehicles frequently collided, but no serious

Samson Braided Cord Illustrated
...'.''.' .'.'.^'.'.'.' .":.'."."'' .'.'

10 damage was done. Pedestrians groped their way through

Curious Accident on the Metropolitan "L" .0
^^'^^^''^ ^"^ "^'^^ ^^'^^ ""^'^^^y-

The hiladelphia Strike 10 Those who are acquainted with the locality will at once

recognize the importance of the situation thus presented.
DEPARTMENTS. To jeopard the lives of the thousands of citizens who pass

Correspondence 10, 11 that point is a terrible responsibilily, which should appall
TradeNews n
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Business n, 12
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Illustrated Electrical Patent Record . 12 ^^^^^=^=^^

Some of the readers of the Westeoin Electrician

will receive this, the initial issue of 1S96, on the first day of

the year. To them and to all other members of our con-

stit-uency we extend a hearty greeting. A Happy New

Year to you all! May all our subscribers find themselves

advanced at the close of the year in all things intellectual

and material; may our advertisers do a greatly increased

business-r-and we will help them to do it; may our esteemed

contemporaries, laboring with us for the diffusion of electrical

knowledgeandthe ex|>ansion of the electrical industry, pros-

per as never before (yes; the Electrical World, too—may

the Almighty endow it with sense and manliness). Let us

all take courage on the threshold of a promising year. Old

Eighteen Ninety-five was not all that the electrical friiternity

might- have asked; but it might have been much worse.

This year is sure to show a great improvement, or ?n signs

arc misleading. It will mark the firm upholding of the

Monroe Doctrine, but without war; it will witness a presi-

dential election and a marked betterment of business; it is

a leap-year, and the last to be thus distinguished for eight

years. We are entering upon a bright, promising, and, in

many rcspect.s, a remarkable ye^r. Hurrah, then, lor 1896!

The Western J'Ilectrici.xn will continue to issue the

best electrical paper that it knows how to produce. We
c»n point to our past record as an earnest of continued

will make the paper better than ever before. The needs

The report of the Institute discussion on the use of stor-

age batteries shows that the accumulator men made a good

showing. Messrs. Leonard and Perry were incredulous,

but, on the whole, the other side appears to have had the best

of the argument. There is certainly a use for storage bat-

teries in central station work, and Mr. Childs cited a very

striking incident in Boston, where the use of reserve cur-

rent at a moment's notice was very beneficial. A gas en-

gine reserve could have been pressed into service in such an

emergency, but not so quickly. An English contemporary

justly remarks that, "In very large cities the use of the stor-

age battery can easily be justified, for it is important to re-

member [hat the energy they accumulate during the day is

obtained from steam power that must be kept going, and

but for the storing of part of its energy would be even more

wasteful. In fact, energy stored during periods of light load

may be so much waste prevented, and, to a certain extent,

the peaks of a night load are covered by energy that would

otherwise have been lost." We think that Mr. Perry has

taken a rather extreme position in assuming the attitude of

invariably recommending the gas engme at the expense of

the storage battery, and that local conditions may obtain

which will be favorable to each.

TifE electrical fire hazard is a fruitful topic of discussion

abroad as well as at home. In London, however, it does

not excite alarm, or ought not (o, if the figures given by

Major I'In. .M'.v;r ni ill.' / .i,-,.,rrcct. This authority

quotes iri III.
. ' ,

!lir causcs of fires in

thenurir..] II
!
Ill ' iidlcs, 157; gas, 2S4;

lamps, .(7'; ' I'l ii 1. II \ ,

J
I 111 I , 1 must favorable showing

—belter, pcrhaj^s, iluui could be made in any large Ameri-

can city, alihough we have not the figures at hand. Major

Flood-Page is not, however, altogether easy in mind. He
views what he fears is an impending danger, and he explains

himself as follows:

I view with some alarm the efforts of some electrical

engineers who are advocating an increase, and in some in-

stances actually increasing the pressure at which they de-

liver the current of electricity, to 220 volts, while the ordi-

nary current has been 100 to no volts. It is supposed
by some that a difficulty has arisen in the manufacture of

incandescent lamps to meef this demand. Permit me to

say that the lamp presents the smallest difficulty in con-
nection therewith. A far more serious question, and one
which touches very closely upon fire insurance, is whether
houses wired with fittings and switches manufactured for

100 volts can safely carry 220 volts. It stands to reason
that before this change can be made every house must be
inspected—switches, wiring and fittings thoroughly tested

and examined. I have no hesitation in expressing my own
opinion that it is far better that we should, for many a day
yet at any rate, be content with the useful safe pressure

under which we have obtained the most satisfactory reports

which these figures of the MetropoUtan Fire Brigade show
inconnection with fire risks and electric light.

Considerable attention is now being paid in England to

the subject of220 volt lamps, and the views of the alarmed

major are not shared by the majority of British elec-

No ONE will deny that the use of ,

fords the ideal means of electric tractic

it will take away a large share of tht

calamity howlers. Think of a time wl

torage batteries af-

occupation of the

en there will be no

"deadly trolley" to lie about!—no weary routine of "fall-

ing wires," of "hampered firemen," and of "danger to life

and property" in the sensational press ! If that time shall

come, all sensible persons will experience a sense of grate-

ful relief. Of course a storage battery car going at a rapid

rate will be just as liable to the accident of colliding with

an inactive pedestrian as a trolley car; perhaps more so, as a

couple of tons of cells on the trucks will make it heavier and

possibly less responsive to the brakes than the trolley car.

;dents" paraded in the daily

t, and so, in sober fact, the

dangerous" as the maligned

eet collisions will always re-

people demand transit by

on the surface cf populous

be actuated by steam, gas,

my form of application.

Nearly all the "trolley car ;

papers are casualties of this

storage battery car will be a

trolley car. The danger of

main as long as the Ameri(

means of rapidly moving c:

highways, whether the mot

compressed air or electricity

Nevertheless, the storage battery system is ideal. No
smoke from boilers, no odor from oil motors, no puffing ot

engines or "surging" of wires, no cumbrous and inartistic

overhead construction, no overhead conductor to become

covered with sleet or conduit to collect water and dirt, no

dependence on a remote source of power—the advantages

of the system are obvious by contrast. Let us have the

battery car, then, by all means, if it is practicable. Unfor-

tunately it is just at this point that our pleasurable antici-

pations are overcast by the gloom of doubt. Is the system

practicable.^ With all its advantages, why is not the sto-

age battery in extensive use on street railway cars?

To a limited extent storage battery cars have been oper-

ated in Paris and in the capital of this country, and numer-

ous experiments have been made elsewhere. However, no

large American street railway system is operated by accumu-

lators on the cars. Numerous mechanical difficulties have

been encountered—the time taken to charge the cells, the

necessity of replacing the discharged battery at the power

house with a freshly charged set of cells after, say, 10 hours'

run, but, principally, the great weight of the battery on the

car, it having been found impracticable to run a large car,

loaded with passengers, up a steep grade. Withal, the first

cost and operating expense of the equipment are such, it is

charged, as to prohibit the success of the system from a

commercial point of view. The situation, then, is that elec-

trical men generally agree that the introduction of storage

battery cars would mark a welcome improvement in surface

transportation in cities, but they doubt, in the present state

of the art, the commercial possibility of such a step.

In this state of affairs it is gratifymg to observe that the

experiment of operating a storage battery road is to be again

tried—this time under the indirect auspices of a great manu-

facturing company that will hardly fail to make the trial

exhaustive and thorough. The franchise of a Chicago sub-

urban railway has been purchased by a company in which

the stockholders of the principal storage battery corpora-

tion of the country have a controlling interest. This road

is to be equipped with storage battery cars and, with a road-

bed absolutely level and the latest improved type of accimiu-

lator cell, the promoters confidently predict success. Some
startling claims are made as to the rate of charging the bat-

teries in point of time, and the results will he awaited with

interest. We hope that the new company will persevere in

its announced determination and give the pubUc the results

of its experience.
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Storage Battery Discussion.

So far us it has been received from tliL* secretary of t

Institute, tlie discussion l)cforc the American Institute

Electrical r:ni;inccis uii ihc coniiiHinications recently re

before tluU \nn\y, Imvini^ U>\- ilicir subject the use of \

-storage halU'iy, i-- Milishuiiially as Inllows:

eemcd to me lo be the prin-

ere, and it prevented its ex-

ep the circuits entirely free

would l)e that one system

actually exists, _wc can actually save m..n.y l,y .r,|i,,|,|,,i

-

one-third of our stations with battery ami iv,m ih,,,! v.iih

of kilowatt hours in general, for traction |,iu|„,sc,, .,r \„r
all the incidental purposes, that batteries are of course not
veiy miicli „,..ri; i_-s|.eMsivc than steam plants, and 1 tried lo
make- thissiaicinem wiili particular relerence to thatspecial

tOKivinL..--...'. lHM„,.„ln,l, V"'.v ;„ r, ,.;„,l 1,, ,.ir,ri,.n,7, .,nr guaranteed efficiency

sually .

engines,

our. I

by in-

from $50 to $60 a horse power. With ilic new type, hi^h

economy plant, i[ costs from $go to $iooa horse power. In

our own experience we find that almost exactly true. In re-

gard to batteries, our first battery was put in to give out

1,650 amperes on each side of the system. A 650 horse

power generating set gives out 1,333 aniperes on each side.

This, as a steam plant, would have cost $65,000. Our con-
tract was for $44,000, and there were enough incidentals

Weighmg Ro'^m.
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that could be relied upon. May I ask what make of engine probably

that is? cent, dut;

Nelson W. Perry: I think that all the manufacturers in

this country will guarantee 15 cubic feet, but in actual prac-

tice from 17 to 20 or more are required. I have used 25

cubic feet of illuminating gas in my calculations.

C. L. Edgar: I would like to answer the questions Dr.

Crocker raised;'' but before doing that, I desire to call at-

tention to the point he made in regard to charging accumu-

lators in series! He probably referred to the Popp system

in Paris, which I also investigated with considerable interest.

If that system is used, it is impossible to charge and dis-

charge at the same time, unless the local systems of distri-

bution are entirely separate; so that it conld not by any pos-

sibility be used as we use systems of distribution in this

;ry. All our network is connected together — ^
=•-—

batteri t be charged i Duld be necessary

bring it up to $50,000. This included 45 per

I do not mean that if it was bought in this

ould cost the 45 per cent, less, for I understand

that the cost of crude lead here is so much more that part of

it is eaten up irrespective of the question of duty. The sec-

ond battery was double the size. That capacity would cost

$130,000 if it had been a generating plant. Our contract

was $64,000 for the battery. The former price included

the switchboard; the latter did not; to that I add $25,000

to include switchboard and everything outside of the build-

ing. So that about $90,000 as compared with $130,000,

and $50,000 as compared with $65,000 is the comparison I

had in mind. I want to emphasize this one thing, and that

is that we do not care anything about the kilowatt hours

of the battery for this particular comparison. Kilowatt

hours have to do with operating. Kilowatt maximum has

to do with investment; and we put it in for investment pur-

poses. That is to say, as I have already said, we can with

the same amount of capital put in more apparatus by using

storage batteries than we can without. Now, if such appia-

ratushas a capacity large enough to do that work which

M v..
I

i,..n,.,v. II .. mi.LMihicdIy gf.ing to cut
.i.,..n !l,. ',i|,.. :iy. Will, an linNr-.nd-a-half rate of dls-

thal it has at four, five :ind six hours discharge. Theiffi-
ciency is the same, and I feel quite sure that tlip manu-
facturers claimed that we would get higher efficiency if we
charged and discharged at maximum rates than if we did
not. [ personally know nothing about that, except what
I am told.

There is another point that Dr, Crocker made, which
appealed to me in exactly the opposite way from what it

did to him, and that is the English practice of running a
large number of small engines as compared with the Ger-
man practice of using two or three very large ones. It

was that particular thing that appealed to me for the
value of the storage battery. When we realized that with
the same type of engine, if you put in a 200 hoise power
engine and one of 800 horse power, you naturally get 10
per cent, better efficiency out of the large one, from the
nature of its construction, and that the small engine is

likely to run 15 to iS hours a day; you will find that the
inefficiency caused by the small engine is very much greater
than the 25 per cent, battery inefficiency run for only two
hours a day. So that the actual economy of these small
engines running under the best possible conditions is less

than the economy of the large engines run under the best
pos-ible conditions and a storage battery of 75 per cen;.
effici.

Then in regard also to the question of guarantee. I

know nothing about what the American company guaran-
tees. I have never asked the question. Our guarantee
was for 6 per cent, of the cost of the cells. On the $44,-
000 contract I think the cells were put in at about $29,600.
In the $64,000 contract the cells were put in at $59,000,
so we are paying 6 per cent, on $59,000 worth of invest-

ment. There was a clause in the contract that if an
American company was established, this should be re-

duced to 4 per cent., because this was done in Germany.
1 was informed by the manufacturers abroad that they were
always willing to give a guarantee of 4 per cent., but that at

least 75 per cent, of their customers refused it on the ground
that it cost them but three.

H. Ward Leonard: There is one use for storage bat-
teries which has not been touched upon particularly, and
which to me is perhaps one of its best applications, and that
is in connection with the regulation of the speed of the
motor, such as would be required for fhe operation of, for

instance, elevators or street cars, as giving an abundance of
means of securing variable electromotive forces for various
speeds, and for reversals of direction. The point about
storage batteries which is often raised to explain why the
progress has been rather slow in this country has been the

patent litigation, but I look upon that as merely an excuse
for the slow development of an article which has not had a
demand sufficient to develop it. I do not believe any really

meritorious article has been in the electrical field thus far

which has been retarded in its progress by litigation, and the
progress of the litigation which we have seen in the case of
incandescent lamps, systems of distribution and electric

street cars, while it may have cost a great deal of money for

the litigants, as it unquestionably has, I do not think has
tended to retard the progress of development— rather the re-

verse. In the case of storage batteries, the demand has
not existed and their use has not given success, and that is

the sole reason for the fact that they have not been used.

As regards the cost per kilowatt, which is very largely the
essence of the question involving economy, it seems to me
that the figures that I have seen quoted, which make a fa-

vorable showing for the storage battery, take the maximum
rates of discharge for the batteries that it is deemed safe to

operate them at, and have taken the horse powers of the
engine at one-quarter cut-ofF. Now X agree with Mr. Ed-
gar that the question of development of power for the peak
of the load is one which is largely independent of the econ-
omy of production as compared with that for a very large

portion of the total load which is below the peak. But it

seems to me that in making comparisons we should con-
sider the cost of the horse power of steam generating ma-
chinery, when operated at its maximum load, its

maximum capacity, which will certainly be 50 per
cent., without unduly straining any good boiler ,or

engine above that for which it would have for the

ordinary evaporations in the boiler, and a quarter

cut-off in the engine, and I think that steam plants figured

on that basis can unquestionably be installed for $50
per kilowatt to-day, and ones which will be certainly more
efficient in the production of a kilowatt than the develop-

ment of a kilowatt by a storage battery, with the conver-

sion losses and the lack of efficiency and capacity due to dis-

charge at high rates. In that connection, I will say that it

seems to me that it is unquestionable that there is a very
marked difference in the efficiency—not only in the capacity,

but in the efficiency—of the storage battery when discharg-

ing at high rates, and that a very large factor in the ques-

tion of efficiency is the resistance of the battery, and the

C^R loss will certainly very rapidly increase witti the rapid

discharge. What I would like like to find out, if we can,

is: What is the cost per kilowatt, when the battery is dis-

charging at the

the 6 <
.

anteed, and the figures—although we have had figu:

are on their face very convincing—do not give to me an ex-

planation of the difference between the prices which we have

been familiar with in the purchase of batteries and those

which have been quoted. I have bought batteries and in-

stalled them almost every year since 18^5, and I have never



succeeded yet in buying a battery at a price approximating

$50 per kilowatt, although of course, I have not dealt in

very large units, but I have received a discount from the

list, which is as favorable as I think is given to customers
in this country, because the instanceo that I had were ones

in which the manufacturers were quite interested in seeing

the applications made— I could noi; get the batteries at less

than $iSo per kilowatt when operated at the maximum rate

at which they would make any guarantee. I think that,

judging from the price-list that we have in this country, it is

impossible to expect to get batteries to compare in cost with

steam plants, even when run at double the rate that they

call the excessive rate of discharge, ihat is, even allowing

that the battery shall be run at double the excessive rate.

The cost of batteries, even those of the largest size—if I

may judge from the prices of batteries of smaller sizes

—

would be at least $roo per kilowatt.

Now, one point as regards batteries in use in this coun-

try. It is a very familiar saying that we do not appreciate

them over here; that they have been used abroad, and it is

through a lack of interest in the matter, or a lack of appre-

ciation of their points, that they have not been used here.

But there is one thing which is very pertinent to my mind.
I have been installing dynamos for a great many years, and
I do not know one of them that I have installed that is not
running perfectly, successfully and economically to-day and
in good condition. And, as I say, I have been installing bat-

teries nearly every year also, and I do not know one battery

that is running that I have installed. That may be because
I installed it, but there may also be some influence due to

the fact that it is a battery. One of the best remarks about
a battery that I ever heard was made by Mr. Edison to

me. He said that "the blamed thing was wet," and I think
that expresses a great deal electrically.

Personally, I am desirous of saying nothing except what
is favorable of the storage battery, but I think that my views
as to its applicability, and the reasons for applying it differ

from some others. I do not think that the storage battery
ii likely to be installed, when considering the question of
cost in the light in which I presented it, because of its econ-
omy over the steam plant in dollars and cents, but I do not
think that that is the thing to be considered. I think that

Mr. Edgar has expressed it very well, and we all of us
know how it is of the utmost importance that the service

from an electric central station shall be perfectly reliable,

and that the light shall be perfectly uniform, and the ques-
tion of cost of the battery to mymind, and its efficiency also,

is quite of secondary importance—if by the use of the bat-

tery they obtain absolute reliability of service and perfect

uniformity of the light, and cannot otherwise—and I think

that the battery may be installed in a station with a net sav-

ing to the station, rather than to go without it, when viewed
from this standpoint; while I do not believe in the actual

saving in dollars and cents in our central stations in this

country, with the character of load diagrams that we have.

The figures which Mr. Edgar gave, 1 should like to ask
questions about, as I think I must have heard them wrong.
If I understood him, he said that the cost of a single bat-

tery was $50,000, when he considered the additional fea-

tures that were necessary to get it installed, and I under-
stood him to say that the capacity of that battery was 1,650
amperes at the fall voltage of outside wires— 1,650 amperes
on both sides; well, allowmg 250 volts for the outside con-
ductors, unless I have made some error in my hurried cal-

culations, it would seem that thai is about 400 kilowatts,

and if so, that would be about $12 a kilowatt.

Mr. Edgar: One hundred and twenty dollars.

Mr. Leonard: One hundred and twenty dollars—well,

that seems to correspond with my figures better than I

thought it did. Since it is $120 a kilowatt, which quite

agrees with my idea of the cost, I do not see why it is main-
tained that it is so much cheaper in first cost than a steam
plant.

Mr. Edgar: I would like to say, in answer to Mr. Leon-
ard's statement, that I do not think our battery rated at

1,600 amperes has any less factor of safety than an engine
with one-quarter cut-off; that is to say, that the battery is

supposed to run regularly 1,600 amperes, and the engines
that were put in at that cost are supposed to run regularly

400 kilowatts. It is possible that the engine would run
double that. If you had dynamos that would run Soo kilo-

watts instead of 400, they would cost very nearly twice as

much. There isno overloading of thedynamo to anything like

the extent there is of the engine. The excess power of the
boiler has already been discounted in its installation. On
the other hand, the battery, although guaranteed for 1,600
amperes, is said to run 4,800 for 15 or 20 minutes, if it has

to, and I would not hestitate a moment to put that on if

necessary. So I think the element of overloading in one is

about equal to what it is in the other.

Mr. Leonard: The point which I should like to emphasize
is that the guarantee has been upon a cost of $120. Of
course, we all know that the batteries will give, with certain

results, a very much larger rate of discharge. As to what
ly the futu

re worked at two or three times tl

nteed by the makers, of course it i

and I do
ng that they will

the

olhe ; tha

tell. But if they

irely at the risk of

ery differently from
hereiotore heen overloaded, I do
Edgar as to the fact that a dynamo
; a period of half an hour or an
;t; amount beyond the amount for

canliniious duly, it seems to me
I-, ii.iiiin-, the output could be very
Ml III' r i.f an hour or two without

I the I

The upiiiiui, :• ..II .li^ih^ci.. ui;L v.liom 1 spoke on the sub-

i'-ct were the s:irnc .xs those Mr. lidgar has expressed to-

jiight. I have met engineers from Siemens & Ilalske and
the AUgemeinc Electrtcitats Gcsellschafl, Schiickert & Co.,
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Oerlikon and other large companies, and whenever 1

started to criticize the battery m any way, they rebuked
me by saying that it might be so in this country, but that

the results were different there, and the results were very

satisfactory. The company ship; 60 tons of battery a day.

In Hanover, where they have had an installation for six

years, the efficiency was S^j4 per cent, for the entire year's

work, and the loss of engergy but five per cent, of the total

output. The company sells the batteries with the capacity

specified for the different rates of discharge. The customer
may discharge it in one hour, two hours or 10 hours as he
pleases, and it does not affect the guarantee. The pur-

chaser has the option of taking the battery witlTout any
payment for guarantee for two years. The company keeps
it in perfect repair for that time. At the end of two years

the purchaser can take a guarantee from the company for

4 per cent, a year for 10 years, but very few of them care to

do that. The actual expense of maintenance has been 2X
per cent, to the company. In that time they made consid-

erable money out of that 4 per cent, guarantee.

J. K. Williams: I would like to say that the efficiency

of the battery, as Mr. Edgar stated, does not vary except
within a very small fraction as the discharge rate increases;

that is to say, a battery that would give a watt efficiency

discharge at a lo-hour rate of 80 to S5 per cent, would still

give a watt efficienty of 78 to S4 per cent, if discharged
at a two-hour or a one-hour rate. The capacity would
decrease as the discharge rate increased. But if you take

out a certain capacity at a high discharge rate, it would
only require charging to the same extent as the amount of

current that had been previously discharged.

J. Appleto.v: There are one or two things about Mr.
Perry's co.-nmunication to which I would hke to call your
attention. He advocates the use of generators driven by
gas engines for taking the peak of the load in central sta-

tions. Now in any station of a reasonable size this peak
must be at least 400 horse power. In order to take this

with gas engines, it must be necessa.ry at least to have two
or more engines driving generators. I would like to ask

Mr. Perry if he has tried to run dynamos in parallel with
gas engines of that size. If he tried it once, I do not think

he would be inclined to advocate it in this way. I notice

Mr. Perry begins his communication by advocating the use

of gas engines for electric lighting, and th=n goes on to say

that he does not think there is a single case in this country
where they have b;en successful. 1 think this must be due
to the fact that he has never tried to use them in conjunc-

tion with storage batteries. The modern gas engine, as built in

this country to day, I do not think is very far behind the

European gas engine. Germany is considered the home of

the gas engine, but I think we are getting nearly as good re-

sults in this country now, as they are obtaining there. In

fact, I know of many isolated plants which are working per-

fectly satisfactory with a combination of a gas engine and
storage battery. Mr. Perry calls attention to the fact that

in England, France and Germany a great many isolated

plants and also central stations are using gas engines, but I

venture to say that not 5 per cent, of the whole number are

running without a storage battery in combination. Referring

to his suggestion of transmitting power to outlying stations

by means of gas through an iron pipe, even if the gas engine

were available for taking the load in the ou-lying district

during certain hours of the day, I think his calculations are

wrong in one respect. He compares the price, of the iron

pipe to the price of copper mains. Now I take it that if he
has his iron pipe, he must have his copper mains as well;

and having his copper mains, he might just as well use them
to transmit current to the outlying districts and charge the

this country, I think the previous practice has been wrong in

this respect. The individual conditions of each case have
not been considered. When an engineer considers any par-

ticular installation, he looks to the conditions, and puts down
his generating plant to suit those conditions, and it must
be done in the same way with a storage battery. There are

storage batteries built to-day for certain purposes which
ought not to be discharged above a lo-hour rate. Then
again there are storage batteries built to discharge at a half-

hour rate, because for heavy work and for regulation a bat-

tery must be capable of discharging at a very heavy rate.

With regard to the question of regulation, recently I have
had occasion to figure on a problem where there was an out-

put of about 2,000 horse power from one station; it was a
fluctuating load, resulting in a variation in voltage of about
20 per cent.; by the application of a battery which would
give about 350 horse power at a one-hour rate, it is possible

to keep that fluctuation down to a total \
'

'

cent., and I think that is nearly as close a

been a success, and in connection with this there is one
It, I think, which has been quite overlooked. A storage

ttery will not show signs of distress when it is very heavily

overloaded. You take a case of a dynamo and battei

working in parallel on a two or three-wire system; say some
extraordinary conditions arise on the circuit, such as a short-

circuit; the battery would take a very great deal more than
its share of the load. The generators begin to kick at once.
The battery will take all that is wanted; and it is this very
fact of your being able to get out of a battery nearly every-
thing you want, whether the battery is built to discharge at

a high rate or not, that has been the ruin of a great many
batteries in previous years.

Chas. Bliz\rd: We do not recognize the company Mr.
Perry so mysteriously describes as *'the leading storage bat-

tery company of this country."
Through an oversight, unintentional no doubt, Mr. Perry

does not quote from a letter under date of June 11, 1894,
sent him by this same "leading storage battery company" in

which the matter of maintenance is dealt with as follows:

"We will undertake to maintain installations of our accu-
mulators when operated at normal rates upon a basis that
will limit the cost of perpetual maintenance to 10 per cent,
per annum upon the original cost."

If Mr. Perry had brought his communication up to date

January 4, iSqG-

he might have quoted from the current edition of the cata-
logue issued by ths storage battery company in question in
regard to maintenance as follows:
"The company is prepared to undertake maintenance

contracts under which they will guarantee that the total
amount paid for renewals during the term of the contract
shall not exceed 10 per cent, per annum on catalogue prices-
of the cells specified in the contract." The clause covering
there turn of the old material being omitted.

tained when

It is not a fact that the public has been led to understand
by the battery company or its representatives that the guar-
antee offered means anything more or less than what is dis-

tinctly stated in the catalogue, and the fact that in the letter

from which Mr. Perry quotes he was referred to the cata-
logue for terms of guarantee is a sufficient refutation of his
argu.

Pen the I

the battery i

tnred who recommends the installation of a battery of ca-
pacity suitable to the work to be done, and who asks, when
giving a maintenance guarantee, that the battery be worked.
within its normal limits and handled in accordance with the
simple rules which experience has proven produced the best
results as to efficiency and durability. I fail to see the in-

justice or hardship involved in these requirements.
Perry's statement tha: the guarantee holds good when

ed for in exact accordance with the in-

)wn by the manufacturer conveys the im-
pression that an infraction of the rules would necessarily-
nullify the guarantee. While the selling company would
undoubtedly have the right to withdraw, I do not know .

of a case in which such % course has been taken.
"The leading storage battery company of this country"'

does not anticipate that its business will bs materiall5r

affected by Mr. Perry's alleged discovery of the difference
between its nominal and actual guarantees.

Mr. Perry: Replying to Mr. Appleton, I believe that
he was right—that in most of the applications of the gas-

engine abroad ihs storage bittery is also used, as it is in

connection with dynamos driven by steani engines. He
speaks of the peak of the load requiring in the neighbor-
hood of 400 horse power. The largest gas engine so far
constructed, so far as I know, single cylinder gas engine, is-

of 375 horse power, with fuel gas; with illuminating gas it

will go something over 400, perhaps 450 horse power, and:
it has been repeatedly stated by Englisb manufacturers that
they were ready to make gas engines in 1,000 horsepower
units whenever wanted. But it is customary, I under-
stand, where the large units are employed, to use two-
cylinder gas engines, so that we may have, for instance, an
engine of two cylinders, each of which would separately
give 200 horse power, and the explosions are so timed as to
give an explosion once every revolution. There is an ad-
vantage in that since it makes the angular velocity of the
armature more regular. Then in ri _

*

sion of power by means of gas to an outlying static

Appleton suggested that we have the copper i

the coppe ith the £

hile I suggested a six-inch pipe, that was as-

suming that we required that power continuously. With
the storage battery the claim is that we may use a smaller
conductor, and by charging for a long time, we can store

up a large amount of energy to use when the demand is

excessive. The same would apply to gas storage. Vou
have your gasholder there, and instead of using a six-inch

main to carry that energy that d stance, you might use a
very much smaller one, and charge your gasholder during
the day, or during the hours of light loads, and your ex-

pense of transmission would be still less, and the interest on
investment would be still less; and the other object in trans-

mitting by gas to outlying stations was that the efHciency of
transmission would be very much greater, at a distanceof two
miles e\en, than if you used a transmission of a thousand
volts, which I suppose would be about as high as it would
be proper to transmit current for the storage of energy in

storage batteries.

In regard to Mr. B'lizird's remark, in reading a paper be-

fore the National Electric L'ght association, at Cleveland,

I was jumped on by a member of the leading storage bat-

tery company of this country for some of my remarks in

regard to the storage battery at that time. He distinctly .

stated at that time, if I recollect his remarks, that the cost

of maintenance, guaranteed charges, was 10 per cent, on
the price of the battery, and this letter that I referred to

and the catalogue— the catalogue was the one in force at

that time—contradicts that statement flatly. This is the

first opportunity I have had of replying to it. I have seen

a later catalogue since that, and this also bases the guar-

antee on the-catalogue prices. I also have in my possession

the letter to which Mr. Blizard referred, but which I have
not copied here. That letter, as I recall it now, is less specific

than this one—this one being very specific—as it states here:

"We send ynu by to-day'smail ouriUustrated catalogue, and
would especially call your attention to the question of main-

tenance, as contained on page i r. " That seemed to be very

specific, as to what their guarantee means. Their guarantee

was on the catalogue price and not on the cost price; and
at that time and in that place it is stated that: "In all cases

of renewal by contract, the old material becomes the prop-

erty of the company and must be returned to their works
free of charge for carriage or packing." Now the omission

of that statement from the new catalogue does not convince

me that they do not expect that. I know from the expe-

rience of some others—not my own expciience^-that when
you ask for a battery for some pellicular purpose where the

discharge is pretty rapid, or fur some very umisual use, that

the guarantee which they oiler you. or that they print in

their books, or that they {alk :ibout, no longer hold^.

They want a very much lart^cr piicf for their battery, o.

their guarantee will be very much less Livnrahle. And I

admit that it is perfectly proitei lluu llicy shall protect

themselves; that that battery shall be used under certain

conditions and in certain ways. They cannot guarantee n

battery or a steam engine or anything else that is improp
eriy used. But what I maintain is that it is not econom
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ical under most conditions of central station practice, or at

least where the demand is somewhat excessive in the way
of discharge, to use the storage battery; that their prices

slights were kept
cimum load of his

Now ther „ IS ;l 11 I-IT

thelnslil. I.' I.V Ml
make ymi si )Hll
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a guarantee of 3
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Water-driven Pumping and Electric
Light Plant.

The illustralion represents a pumping plant in the ciiy ot

Spokane, Wash. It consists of five 54-inch New American

turbines, four of which furnish power for four duplex Holly

pumps, each of 3,000,000 gallons capacity per 24 hours.

This plant is located on the Spokane river, about three

miles from the business center of lliu city. The water is

lorced through about ihreu miles of pipe to a reservoir ele-

vated about 300 feet above the business portion of the city.

The turbines work under a 14 feet head, each wheel devel-

oping 195 ciTective horse power. The power of the fifth

wheel will be utilized for electric lighting. The turbines are

placed in sul)slantial iron flumes, the whole mounted on
solid masonry and steel I-l)eams. The harness which sup-

ports the driving machinery is of the same construction,

with iron bridge-trees. The driving gears are wood and iron

machine-dressed teeth. The pumps are anchored directly

on the stone foundation. The water is supplied to the tur-

bines by one feed pipe, connected with the flumes in which

the turbines are placed with branch pipes. The branch

pipes are supplied with gate valves, so that the water can be

shut off from the water wheels when occasion may require.

The entire outfit, being stone and iron, will be very durable.

This attractive plant was designed and furnished by the

Dayton Globe Iron Works company of Dayton, O.

t chai

E. T. Birdsall: In regard to Mr. Perry's figures on the

transmission of gas, he omits several important factors in

the transmission of gas for that distance. In New York
the subways are ventilated by pumping air through pipes,

and they find that the loss of pressure per mile of eight-

inch pipe, when delivering 12,000 cubic feet per hour, is

II ounces per square inch. That is, starting with 16

ounces pressure, at the end of one mile the pressure is re-

duced to two ounces. That means, considerable power is

used to pump that gas along, and that should be counted in

the cost of transmission. Another factor is that the friction

in the flow of gas in pipes depends greatly on the number
of bends in the pipe; if it had a large number of bends or
elbows, it would make a vast difference.

A third factor is the leakage factor. Every gas company
in New York, except possibly the latest one, which has
new mains, figured that the loss of leakage at the joints is

about 10 percent., and in that the loss of pressure in the

electrical conductors is balanced at once.

In regard to the reason why batteries are not used more
universally, it has always been my opinion, as the result of
considerable experience, that all the first plants were too

small for the work they had to do, and I will give two or
three examples. One was a large private plant. A battery

was put in, and it lasted six months under the use, and they
put in a second one, about one-fourth larger, and that

lasted about a year. The next one was about four times

the size—that was about the time that I appeared on the

scene—and that one lasted about three years, and now we
are contemplating putting in one about eight times the size

to do the work. In that connection, I might say that I just

let a contract to-day to replace one of the plants that Mr.
Leonard mentioned. This is due to no fault of Mr. Leon-
ard's,- I laid out the original plant—he merely installed it.

The original plant was 300 ampere-hours' capacity, and
the plant that takes its place is Soo ampere-hours' capac-

ity. That is as big as I could get the man to buy. If I

had my way it would have been about 1,600 ampere-
hours. Though that is an unusual'case. They have elec-

tric heaters, and that I think explains the whole matter.

But this has been the great difficulty; a man would put in

a battery, and as a rule it would be about one-tenth of the

size necessary to the work, and the battery would fail in

SIX months, and all batteries were the same in his eyes

after that. In regard to guarantees, it is my present prac-

tice not to call on the companies for guarantees where I

am reasonably certain of having a chance to look after the

plant once in a while. The only experience I had with

guarantees was not successful—the company failed before

we had a chance to call on them,
A. E. Childs: Mr. Edgar in his remarks spoke of the

value of his battery in cases of rapid changes of weather. I

was in Boston one day in September, and I happened to be
in an office taking light both from his company and from
the alternating current company in that city. At three

o'clock a very black cloud passed over the city, and inside of
five minutes possibly every light in Boston that was ordi-

narily in use was turned on, and there is no doubt that inside

of five minutes Mr. Edgar's station had on its maximum
load. His lights were absolutely perfect; there was no
diminution in voltage. The lights were steady without a
single flicker. The lights in the adjoining office were low;

they were like red-hot hair pins, and were flickering. The
alternating current company's representative stated after-

ward that they had not even had time to fire up their boil-

ers or to warm their engines before the load was upon them,

and, so suddenly did it come, that it was impossible for them

the storage battery that ( be ga.

BOOK TABLE.
Modern Examinations of Steam Eng
TiCAL Theory Explained and Illustrated.

W. H. Wakeman. Bridgeport, Conn.: Americ

Industrial Publishing Company. 1895. Price, $2.00.

This Is a practical, useful book
of 272 pages, which is of larger

scope than that indicated by
the rather awkward title. Start

ing out with the assumption

that there are many m^^n in

charge of Steam engines, or em
ployed about engine and boiler

rooms, who are not possessed of

sufficient technical and theoretical

knowledge to pass successfull> an

examination of ordinary thorough
ness to obtain a license from United
States or local authorities the

author gives a large amount of

practical, elementary informal rn
intended for all who aspire to be
come comp tent engineers The
book is plainly written and adapt
ed to the comprehension of all

PRAC-
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Electro-pneumatic Braking Apparatus
on the Metropolitan Elevated.

The public is quick to appreciate the advantages of an

electrical equipment on an elevated railroad, such as the

Metropolitan of Chicago. The absence of smoke and cin-

ders from puffing locomotives, and the smooth, easy run-

ning are patent to all. The braking system is not so well

understood, but it is, of course, of the highest importance.

The equipment in use presents several features of interest.

Compressed air is used, and the compressors, which were

furnished by the New York Air Brake company, are placed

in the cab set apart for the use of the motorman. These

compressors are operated by motors directly connected, and,

as will be seen by the accompanying illustration, the equip-

ment is very compact. The motors are completely en-

closed, dust and moisture-proof, and were furnished by the

Storey Motor & Tool company of Philadelphia, which also

supplies equipments of a similar kind for lighter work and

engn

tiful principles underlying

of steam. The men in c

Dur stationary engines ca

be too well informed on
methods of practice, and

right sayii

) determine the proper length

applied with 300 test ques-

mended as a good, practical book
for steam engineers desiring^ a electro-pneum
hand-book of

The Textile Manufacturers' association ol the South an^

West has issued a call for a conference of all textile manu-

facturers of the West and South to meet at the Palmer

House, Chicago, January 14th, to consider financial condi-

tions. C. S, Tomlinson, 177 Adams street, Chicago, is

the secretary of the association.

tor use on ordinary trolley cars as well as motors for all

kinds of pneumatic equipments.

These machines run at a speed of 650 revolutions at 450

volts and develop 3_K horse power. They are constructed

to stand an increase of voltage to 700, and occupy a space

over all of i$j4 hy 30^ inches. They weigh 400 pounds,

and there are at present 61 of them in operation.
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Brownell Automatic Governor.
The accompanying cuts show the governor used by the

Brownell & Co. of Dayton, Ohio, on its automatic engines.

In the illustrations Fig. I is a view of the complete gov-

ernor, while Fig. 2 shows the main eccentric, the au.^iliary

eccentric yoke and the springs removed.

As will be seen, the governor has the usual arrangement

of weights and springs, and belongs to that class of gov-

ernors in which the eccentric swings from a fixed point.

The principal feature of the governor is the manner in

which the motion of the weights is transmitted to the main

eccentric. As is shown in Fig. 2, the weights are connected

by links to the ears of the auxiliary eccentric, which is fitted

to turn upon the hub of the governor wheel, so that as the

weights are moved the auxiliary eccentric is turned around the

shaft. This auxiliary eccentric is fitted with ayoke, or strap

which is shown removed in Fig. 2. In this yoke is a hole

Curious Accident on the Metro-
politan *'L."

A motor car on the Metropolitan West Side elevated road

in Chicago plunged through the terminal bumpers at the West

Forty-eighth street station on the morning of December

23d and fell into the street below. The rear end of the car

caught on the elevated structure, so that it almost stood on

its head in the street. The car was on the north track and

struck the heavy oak bumpers at full speed. The big iron

bolts which fasten the beams to the structure were torn

from the wood; the beams gave way and the car plunged

into the street. It met some trolley wires above the street

and hung for a moment. Then its great weight broke

through the wires and carried them down. With daylight

came the officials of the road and gangs of men to hoist the

shattered car to the tracks agam It was found that not a

single wmdow on the north side of the car had been broken,

BROWNELL AUTOMATIC '

which receives the pin bolted to the main eccentric. Thus,

as the auxiliary eccentric is turned around the shaft, its

yoke is thrown across, carrying with it the main eccentric,

which is thus moved nearer to or farther from the center,

thereby decreasing or increasing its throw.

The advantages of this combination of eccentrics are that

the gove nor is mechinicaliy locked in every position it

assumes, and can only be moved by pulling on the weights,

the pull of the valve having no effect whatever, while at the

same time, the governor is free and certain to act, sensi-

tive, strong and durable.

To reverse the governor, the pin bolted to the main ec-

centric is chinged to the holes on the opposite side; the

weights and springs are changed to the holes provided

for them, and the operation is complete. Engineers will

apprec'ate the simplicity of this operation. The governor

is compact, yet all adjustable parts are very accessible. Al^

wearing parts are circular in form, thus insuring smooth,

uniform wear. The entire wear of the governor is taken

up by two simple adjustments. The governor was designed

and patented by H. C. Clay, superintendent of the engi-

neering department of the Brownell & Co., Dayton, O.

Samson Braided Cord.

Samson braided cord has now become recognized ss a

standard device for the suspension of arc lamps, and it is

no less in demand for trolley cord and armor cord for cov-

ering magnets of dynamos. The size in greatest demand

for hanging arc lamps is No 12 (three-eighths inch diam-

eter): for trolley cord. No, 8 (one-fourth inch diameter),

No. 9 (,,'2 inch diameter), or No. lO (/(, inch diameter);

for armor cord, No. 4 or No. 4>^ (about one-eighth inch

diameter). A special waterproof finish is applied, unless

otherwist: specified. This increases the durability of the

cord considenibly, and it is strongly recommended for all

outside service. The cord is made of cotton, linen or

Italian hemp. The cotton cord is, however, more com-

monly used, and is probably quite as durable as either of

the others. In order to protect their customers against the

substitution of low grade cord, the Samson Cordage Works
of Boston, M.iss,, have undertaken to provide a distinctive

mark which will at all times be indicative of first quality

cord. They now furnish, therefore, the Samson spot cord,

which is the regular Samson cord marked with a series of

colored spots. This device has been adopted as a trade-

mark, and the cord is, as heretofore, warranted of pure

stock, perfect braid and smooth finish.

and the car had stood the strain well, except that the floor

was damaged and both trucks knocked off. The accident

did not prevent the running of the trams as usual. No one

was seriously hurt. It is reported that the accident was

due to the motorman sleeping at his post.

Tlie Philadelphia Strike.

The strike of the conductors and motormen of the Union

Traction company appears to be over at last. After return-

ing to work once, the men had several misunderstandings

with the officers of the company in relation to wages and

the retention of non-union men. At the last account, how-

ever, the men were at work, awaiting developments under

a temporary agreement.

ning trolley c

and without

asked his O]

CORRESPONDENCE,
New York Notes.

New York, December 2S.—Mayor Schieren is in favor

of a trolley system on the Brooklyn bridge, believing that the

lighter cars can be handle so that a greater number of passen-

gers can be carried than by the cable system. Recently the

Nassau Electric Railroad people made an informal applica-

tion, it is said, to the bridge trustees for the privilege of run-

:ross the bridge without change of cars

rxtra fare. When Mayor Schieren was

1 of the feasibility of the project, he

inced that it was feasible, and that the

int one. "As one of the trustees, I have

given a good deal of thought to the subject of carrying pas-

sengers over the bridge by trolley-cars," said the mayor. *'I

believe a loop system could be devised by which this could be

accomplished. I have consulted the engineer about it, and,

the subject as deeply as we might,

not be done, nor has he pronounced
in favor of it." Mayor Schieren said that the loss in revenue

on account of carrying the people across Iree (-ould be made
up by charging the'trolley company a half-cent or a cent a

head. ''The revenue derived at present is about a million

and a half a year," said the mayor, "but the expenses are

over a million, and there remains only about $450,000 net

income." Relative to a 4-cent fare, the Mayor said: *'I

have no doubt the trolley companies could give the people a

4-cent fare if they didn't water their stock so much."

Another Brooklyn bridge scheme of interest contemplates

telephonic communication between the train dispatcher and

every car in motion. Experiments to (his end havel)een

made under the direction ofKingsIcyL. Martin, assistant

engineer i)f ihe bridge, and ihty have jnovcd L-niircly sue-

be placed. In foggy weather the gripmcu will wear a tele-

phone receiver as a headpiece, so that they can respond

instantly if called up by the despatcher. Mr. Martin be-

lieves that such a system of telephoning would be a guaran-

tee against accidents on the bridge railway.

President Rossiter of the Brooklyn Heights Railroad

company says that early in iSgb some of the Brooklyn

face roads will begin extended operations, improving their

service. He says his company is ready to spend a large

amount of money to improve its system, and work will be

begun at several points in the spring. The new station in

the Eastern District will be completed by February ist. In

it will be a reading-room for conductors and motormen, and

there will be bath tubs and shower baths. A large brick re-

pair shop is to be built In South Brooklyn. The company,

Mr. Rossiter says, has bought over 4,000 tons of new 90-

pound steel rails, to be delivered during the winter months,

and will provide for the reconstruction of part of the road-

bed. There will be extensions and improvements, and the

company expects to adjust the matter of the extra 5-cent

fare now charged on some of the suburban lines.

From West Virginia, the charter home of the Long
Island Traction company, comes the news that the sale of

the company has been confirmed. The dispatch is dated at

Clarksburg, December 26th, and reads as follows: "Two
important cases came to an end to-day. Both were heard

by United States Judge Goff in chambers. The case of

William M. Kidder and others against the Long Island

Traction company and the New York Guaranty & Indem-

nity company against the Long Island Traction company
and others were consolidated-, and upon the hearing a set-

tlement was reached by which $5,500,000 will be paid by

the purchaser of the Long Island Traction company prop-

erty and at once distributed. There were present to-day

J. G. Jenkins, I. S. Williams and C. A. Vollin, attorneys

of Brooklyn; Julian T. Davis, Harris D. Colt, Arthur W.
Butler and W. C. Trull of New York; G. E. P. Howard,
the private secretary of ex-Governor Flower; Horace G.

Morse, receiver, and Kingsbury Curtis, special master."

The International Bell Telephone company has declared

a dividend of 6 per cent., payable January 3d.

W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNEAroi.is, December 27.—It is said that there are

several miles of unused subways in St. Paul, the property

of the National Subway Company. It has been stated

that they revert to the city owing to the company not pay-

ing its taxes. The Board of Public Works is investigat-

ing the matter to ascertain the right of the city to use them,

and also the poles of electric companies.

The VVaCertown, S. D, electric light company will shut

The Postal Telegraph Company is negotiating with Man-
kato, Minn., with a few to e.xtending its line from Ran-
dolph, Minn., about ninety miles.

The Edison Power and Light Company, of La Crosse,

Wis., has recently put in a 2,000 light monocyclic electric

dynamo, furnished by the General Electric Company.
The Kenosha Light and Power Company, of Kenosha,

Wis., has incorporated with §12,000 capital stock. W. W.
Strong, S. C. Newman and G. R. McDonald as the in-

corporators.

The electric light plant put in by the Montevideo Mill

Company, of Montevedeo, Minn., will soon be in operation

The McCook Electric Light Company has been negotiat-

ing for the purchase of the electric light plant at Hastings,

Neb.

A citizens' committee at Beatrice, Neb., reports that an

electric light plant in connection with the water works can

be put in at a cost of I9.000 for a 50-arc light plant and
for $6,000 additional for a 1,200 16 candle power incan

-

descent plant.

The electric light plant at Beresford, S. D., has been
closed on a mortgage foreclosure.

It is said that Jamestown, N. D., will dispense with elec-

tric lights soon as a matter of economy.

The City Council of Council Bluffs, la., has been disput.

ing with the Council Bluffs Gas & Electric Light Conipaiiy

for several months over the number of lights out during the

month and about ihc amount to tJcduct Ironi the monthlv

when the report \

^^i;-; ii;: ii:--iir,|, \ nnviiii.iri ^i.ni.iing last April causcd the

LkcUu vi;mp.uiv I" oLii oui lIk' city hall, and it has berri

lighted with kerosene since that time. These lights arc u-

be restored also.

A resolution has been prepared and will soon be offered

aincil and promised lo |

received a proposition

furnish the city forty
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to the West Superior, Wis., city council to annul the fran-

chise of the Superior Rapid Transit Railway Company.

The resolution states that it has forfeited the francliise in

several particulars, one being that it failed to heat the cars

in October and November, that it did not keep the space

between the tracks in repair, and that the cars are not run

on schedule time.

C. E, Loss & Co. have applied for a receiver for the

Central Wisconsin Electric Street Railway company of

Oshfcosh, Wis., and allege fraud in a number of particulars.

Tlie claim is made tluU 20 per ceiU. of llie e.ipil.il slock siili-

scribed has tuH been pai.l in, as re<iuia-,l Lv Ihe side l:uv,

and other violaliims of llielaw are asserLeil. This eoiiii..iiiv

has recently secured a further extension uf its francliise in

Oshkosh, to ne.\t June, despite the application for a re-

ceiver. M.
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TRADE NEWS.
illustrated "write-up" of the Amei•ican Electri-

of Phillipsdale, R. I., is < ined in the special

the Providence £vauns :,^rn»

P, C. Ackerman, New York agent of the American Elec-

trical Works, expresses great confidence in the outlook for

future business in the electrical trade, on the basis of future

orders which he has secured for his company of late This,

coming from a gentleman thoroughly in touch with the

business, is a gratifying evidence of improving conditions.

The Electric Appliance company reports that its sales of

the Packard transformers exceed even its greatest expecta-

tions, and claims that after handling this apparatus for three

years, it has yet to receive the first one to be returned as

burned out by lightning. The company carries a complete

line at Chicago, and can ship any orders promptly from

stock.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible company of Jersey City, N.

J., is as enterprising as it is reliable. It has a well-known

standard product and knows how to exploit it in an attract-

ive, taking manner. Its recent booklet, "Hints of What
We Manufacture in Graphite," is well arranged and will be

widely read. Electricians will be especially interested in

the pages devoted to lubricating graphite and graphite for

E H. Forst, general manager of the California Supply

& Construction company of San Francisco, Cal., has been

in New York during the past two weeks arranging for a

large amount of electrical apparatus to be installed in the

Parrott building of San Francisco, which is expected to be

one of the largest buildings west of Chicago and second in

size to the Palace Hotel of that city. The electrical instal-

lation will include 4,000 incandescent lamps, 550 arc lamps

and 15 Sprague electric elevators, while Interior Con-
duit will be used throughout the building. Mr. Forst will

go direct from New York to San Francisco on his return.

The Ohio Storage Battery company of 52 Wade building,

Cleveland, O., is exploiting the Ford-Washburn Storelectro

company's batteries. The company points to the entire

absence of plates in its cell as a great advantage and adds:

'The construction of our cell obviates the necessity of ruin-

ous repairs; in other words, it stands incessant charge and

discharge with so little perceptible wear, that it compares

with a well built dynamo and motor as to absence of repairs

and in requiring no attention. Not only will our battery

stand repeated discharges on dead short-circuit without

injury, but it will remain in first-class condition for an indefi-

nite period of time, when unused, on an open circuit."

The Metropolitan Electric company of Chicago closes a

prosperous year with bright prospects for still greater busi-

ness success in 1S96. In addition to N. I. R. wire, P. & B.

insulating compounds. Storey motors, Metropohtan incan-

descent lamps, and the other old and well-known specialties

which it handles, the company has recently added to its list

the switches of J. Grant High & Co. and the American
Carbon company's goods, both very favorably known. The
Metropolitan people have also had a remarkable holiday

run on a toy $i motor, which seems to have captured the

heart of Young America, and report many sales of interior

iron pipe wiring conduit. The clear business sagacity of

President W. H. McKinlock is largely to be credited with

the present magnitude of the company's business, well

shown by the mammoth catalogue recently issued.

Employes of the Viaduct Manufacturing company had
a joUilication and flag-raismg recently at the company's
works, situated at the Baltimore & Ohio railroad's via-

duct over the Patapsco river, seven miles from Baltimore.

The jollification was over the occupation of the new works,

the old buildings having been destroyed by fire last June.

A straight, white 75 foot pole has been set up be-

tween the machine shop and the stock room of the plant. It

is surmounted by a lo inch gilt ball, and from it was
flown a 20 foot flag. The reconstructed works, which
were occcupied in November, are on a larger scale than the

plant which was burned. Every department is on the

ground floor. The principal buildings cover spaces of loo by

40, 200 by 4S and 68 by 4S leet, respectively. In ad-
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dition there are a dry-house, forge and olTice building, all

of brick, and also lumber sheds. The company owns 2$
acres of land along the river front. AH llie buildings
are filled with the most approved machinery for manufac-
luiin^ Mn;ill ckcirical goods. Telephone apparatus, in-

Llihlin;.; iii;u;iici<i I n;lls and district mcsseriger boxes, are the
|ii inri|Ml ;ir In lr:, made. About loo persons are employed

.^5 the
the coils is effected with micanite shields. The carriers ,in-
sist of two heavy brass castings clampeil on in the scL^Min-nts.

The complete carrier is supported on two Imtis ]ii<.Hiiiii-'

from the rim. The insulation of these 1- >li
1 .1 m n 1 r ..1

great impo)-tancc. The field coils on the ncv, i i
:

1 ,!,,.

torareconstructcdby winding bare copptT 'si t r. - m!'.

a spiral, with msulation between adjacent iinn , i h. .Im
ger of the high voltage from the bare copper ol the armature
sparking across to the field has been overcome in this case
by placing micanite caps over the poles. These caps, which
are about one-eighth inch thick, have all been tested up to

25,000 volts. Since being in use no faults have developed
in them. The micanite used in the construction of this

machine was manufactured in the American factory of the
Mica Insulator company at Schenectady, N. Y. This com-
pany has recently established a factory in London. England,
where it now manufactures micanite in its various forms.

In an October issue of the Western Electrician
mention was made of the fact that General Manager
Herbert H. Brooks, of the American Circular Loom com-
pany of Chelsea, Mass., had organized a western depart-
ment for his company and obtained a handsome suite of
offices at H14 Marquette building, Chicago, placing the
management of the western business in the hands of A. D.
Chandler. Following the plan decided upon at that time.

Mr. Brooks has remained in the West, and, together with
Mr. Chandler, has pushed a most energetic campaign in

the interest of the American Circular Loom company. It

was a foregone conclusion to the friends of Messrs. Brooks
and Chandler that their appearance in the west under such
circumstances was a wise move. Although it had not
been Mr. Brooks' intention to remain permanently in the

West, still the western department has been so remarkably
successful that it is a question as to how long Mr. Brooks
will continue to act in conjunction with Mr. Chandler.
The business thus far accomplished by these energetic

men is such as would indicate a great amount of fore-

thought in the company's enterprising move. Mr. Brooks'

large acquaintance among the supply people and other
buyers no doubt has aided them greatly in making such an
excellent showing. In fact both Messrs. Brooks and
Chandler have acquitted themselves in a manner that leaves

no doubt that they will receive the American Circular

Loom company s happiest greetings for a conrinuance of
the already happy New Year.

The Gordon-Burnham Battery company of New York,
although only three months in business, has a record of

which it can be justly proud. The primary battery which
this company sells has a very high efficiency, said to be
four times greater, weight for weight, than the ordinary

gravity cell. The explanation offered is, that the elements

of this battery cell are in such shape that a much larger

surface is exposed than in any other battery, and in con-

sequence the electrolytic action is greater. The company
offers to furnish a written guar.ntee that this cell will not

r handle it.

ecently re-

turned to New York after an extended trip through the

central and western states, and as a result of his trip and
the tests that have been made with the battery, a number of

the leading railroad companies have adopted it exclusively,

among them being Pennsylvania lines from New York to.

Chicago the Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago & North-
western, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, and the Northern
Pacific. On account of other numerous inquiries and
duplicate orders to be placed, Mr. Gordon will be compelled

to make a return trip in January. General Manager F. A.
Burnham attends to the general detail, which has grown to

large proportions of late, and he reports that the company
has now under consideration the extension of its manufactur-
ing facilities. There are but few better known electricians

than Geo. A. Johnson, who has charge of the technical

part of the Gordon-Burnham Battery company. His long

experience in telegraph, railway, and signal work has fitted

him to take charge of the construction department of this

company. He has for an assistant W. C. Banks.

BUSINESS.
The Kester Electric Manufacturing company of Buf-

falo manufactures the Niagara telegraph outfit for learners

and students. This is said not to be a toy. but an instru-

ment of real, practical value.

It is generally supposed that the demand for weather-

proof wire is limited after December ist, but the Electric

Appliance company reports that its sales are increasing,

and, if anything, are larger than during the fall months.

The Eoudreaux Dynamo Brush company looks over the

campaign of the last year with great satisfaction. Its

foliated anti-friction metal brush has been received with

the same favor which it met at its first appearance in Eu-
rope four years ago. The company has just brought out a

handsome sample device for the leading supply houses. It

consists of a shield covered with crimson plush, upon
which different sized brushes, from a small fan motor

brush to those for large multipolar generators, are artistic-

ally arranged. It makes a very rich and ornamental dis-

play.
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The Stillwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile company has installed

a waterworks pumping plant at Alexandria, Ind., that is

highly praised. The station is fitted with two dupli-

cate pumping engines, each having a capacity of 2,000,-
000 gallons each 24 hours; they are of the compound, non-
condensing, duplex pattern. The Gas Belt N'ews says:

"No question exists but that Alexandria's citizens and of-

ficials feel perfectly confident that the Smith-Vaile ma-
chinery in the pumping station is equal to any in the state;

all are apparently enthusiastic in its praise, and not one
word has yet been spoken against it."

For the 2Sth time *'Kerite" rings its glad tidings for a
happy New Year, and this lime, as many times before,

comes the kindly greeting to the trade from the man whose
energy and magnetic personality have brought such remark-
able results for Kerite in the western field. Not many sales-

men are there in any liije of business that can boast of
friendship alike with buyers and their own strongest com-
petitors, but it must be said to the credit of S. F. B. Morse

then : this ;

for:

that

the -hddy Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,
Conn., reports that its business will aggregate over double
that taken in 1894, with a large amount of prospective work
on hand. This concern owes its success largely to careful
management under the direction of Secretary A. D. Newton
and General Manager M. E. Baird, and the same success is

predicted for the future. Recent orders tor Eddy ma-
chines have been received from the following: Stanley
Works, New Britain, Conn.; Eldredge building, Boston;
Hartford Rubber Works company, Hartford, Conn.; Hart-
ford Cycle company, Hartford, Conn.; Eraser & Chalmers,
Baker City, Ore.; Central Coal & Coke company, Texar-
kana. Ark.; Chambers Electric Light & Power company,
Truro, Nova Scotia; Lowell Electric Lieht corporation,
Lowell, Mass.; .V<r^ York Herald, New York; Hammer-
stein's Olympia Theater, New York; BurHngton Woolen
company, Winooski, Vt.; Culver Military Academy, Mar-
mont, Ind.; M. T. Davis & Co., Montgomery, W. Va.;
Maine Slate College, Orono, Me.

When one looks over the list of recent business which
has been secured by the western department alone of the
Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company, one will be in-

clined to believe that the New Year, for this company at

least, will be a decidedly happy one. A recent visitor at

the office ot Leonard F. Requa, general manager of this

company, in the home office in New York, was astonished
at the account of the company's recent remarkable record.
This company has been installing over 60 miles of under-
ground feeders for the West Chicago Street Railway com-
pany, and also the underground feeders for the Pabst Power
company, Milwaukee, Wis.; the underground feeders for

the Edison Illuminating company of Milwaukee, and under-
ground feeders for the Chicago City Railway company. It

is interesting to note that among the more than 900 splices
in the cables for the West Chicago Street Railway company
not one was found to be imperfect, and this would substan-
tiate the statement made by this company that it has the best
cable corps in the country. This branch of the work is

under the direct supervision of Lieut. E. J. Spencer of St.

Louis, Mo. The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company
is also making a specialty of underground work and is doing
all its own construction when possible, and is thus able to
give the very strongest of guarantees. The well-known Requa
White Core and Saiety wire is in great demand, and
keeps M. B. Austin, the Chicago agent of this company,
very busy in attending the calls upon his time in the
western territory. Among the numerous orders recently
taken was a contract for wire in the new Concord build-
ing, Chicago. Mr. Requa reports that the factory has
been running nights for the past six months in order to
keep abreast of the orders. It is a matter of congratula-
tion to Lieut. Spencer and Mr. Austin that they have
handled their departments with such success during the
past year, and reflects credit upon them as well as the
company they represent.

Secretary and Treasurer Thos. 1. Stacey of the Electric
Appliance company, Chicago, recently returned from an
extensive trip throughout the southern and southeastern
states, and was interviewed by a representative of the
Western Electrician. Mr. Stacey said: "Yes; I com-
bined business with pleasure in my recent trip through
the South. I was struck with the showing of the rapidly
increasing prosperity that the South now presents. Mak-
ing, as I did, quite a large number of towns and talking
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with so many southern people, I reached the conclusion

that the southern field was a good one for electrical busi-

ness. OTcourse, as is well known, the southerner's pros-

perity is gauged largely by the cotton crop, and this year,

although the crop was small, the cotton planter had profited

by previous experience and greatly lessened the cost of pro-

duction: hence, even with the small crop, through the bet-

ter price and the cheapening of production, the southerner

is left this year with more money. On the whole, I am glad

to have made such an extensive trip and such an encourag-

ing one. I should state, however, that a portion of Flor-

ida is feeling decidedly 'blue.' Blasted orange crops are the

cause of many orange planters having entirely lost heart,

and they are making no effort to try it again; but Flor-

ida is the exception.""

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued December 14, iSgj.

551,951. Automatic Temperature Regulating Apparatus.
Charles L. Fortier, Milwaukee, Wis. Application
filed May 8, 1S93.

The combination with a heat controlliog valve or damper, and

551,755. Switch Operating Mechanism. John P. Cole-

man, Swissvale, Pa. Application filed February 21,

,895.

The combinatioD of .1 fluid pressure switch operaung mechan-

and'magnet controlling a lock for the valves, make-and-break
mechanisms in the circuits of the magnets, electrically controlled

ig formed in

lock of the st controlling the lock

Mass. AppUcation filed May 13, 1S95.

electric hoisting mechanism, the combination v

551,820. Mechanism for Operating Elevator Controlling

Mechanism. Frank E. Herdman, Winnetka, 111.

Application filed July 10, 1S95.

We'2rth^e°el

of switch device by means independent of 1

of a motor arranged to operate said g
and automatically at frequent intervals,

duced only when needed and power is et

renewed February i

projecting lug upon :

551,781. System of Electrical Distribution. Thomas F.

Mullanev, Worcester, Mass. Application filed Septem-

ber 24, 1S95.

,785. Electric Brake. William B. Potter, Schenectady,

N. Y. Application filed March 30, 1S95.

In an electric braking apparatus and in combination, a

790. Machine for Connecting Electric Conductors.
Harlie J. Savory, Somerville, Mass. Application filed

April 17, 1S93.

a larger one. It has a frame provided with a clamping device
to clamp it upon the larger conductor, and a clamping device

or to the frame, combined with a
I conductor within a perforation

551,795. Electro-galvanic Belt. Samuel J. Spalding, Can-

c Into Polypha:

frame, arms of metal permanently united therewith, sleeves of
insulating material surrounding said arms, and upon which the

brushes are mounted, and an adjustabie device for applying

551,863. Alternating Current Machine. Maurice Hutin
and Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France. Application
filed May i, 1S95; patented in France June II, 1S92.

lining synchronous
ing current motor of

paratively high 'self-induction, both Simultaneously fed from

mechanically coupled.

551,880. Electrical Eye Cup. Theodore B. Wilcox, New-
ark, N. J. Application filed January 10, 1S95.

An eye cup for application to the eye, carrying adjacent met-
als of different character adapted to constitute battery elements.

551,920. Electric Stop Motion for Machines for Preparing
Sliver. William P. Canning, Lowell, Mass. Appli-
cation filed June 19, 1S95.

Greene, Covington, Ky. AppUcation filed September

3, 1895-

An electric railway train signal, comprising electric annunci-
ators for the engine and cars between which communication is

desired, circuit closers also for each of said engine and cars, a
three-wire system of electrical conductors extending through
the train, and an ele trie generator whose poles are connected

generator wires and thethirt
the circuit closers being connected up in multiples
generator wire and the third wire, and the wires beinj

I sections corresponding
I connected up in divided circuit with coup-

ling devices.

551,942. Electric Latch Apparatus for Semi-automatic
Operation of Railroad Signals. Harry C. Barnes and
William W. Slater, Oakland, Gal. Application filed

March 21, 1895.

signaling apparatus comp
and intermediate mechanis

ery, abelloranni
, binding posts w

.aphore, a latch lever,

1 a controlling eiectro-magi

relay to connect or cut off the current from't
magnet, an elastic arm which connects th

ed, and which shunts the current through

551,947. Electric Telegraph. William H. Cooley, Brock-
port, N. Y. Application filed March 23, 1

1 connected to be energized from tl

having an armature provided with :

elease the operating clockwork, an(
free end in the path of the lug

iuced in miniature,
leresuUant of these

Tolley pole ex-

thereby, the brake for the rear wheel, the operating rod extend-
ing up through the platform to be operated by one foot of the
passenger, the electric switch and the operating means therefor
arranged to be operated by the foot of the passenger extending
up through the platform of the car.

,998. Electric Signal. Eugene M. Phelps and Archi-
bald T. Sampson, Lynn, Mass. AppUcation filed

October S, i?9i.

and arranged to Keep tne magnet energized, signals in cit

with the electro-magnet, and respe lively locaied and arrar

to show "safety" in a direction rearward from the poir

operation of thi: actuating trolley, ;(nd to show "danger"

552,036. Material for Incandescent Conductors. Ludwig
K. Bohm, New York, N. Y. Application filed Novem-
ber 5, 1891.

552,053. Electrical Switch Operating and Signal Appa-
ratus. Justin Dulrey, New Orleans, La. AppUcation
filed May 25, 1S95.

and inductively co-operatin
rvcrscly connected with respct
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The Home Life of Francis Blake.
A Boston newspaper man recently paid a visit to

Keewaydin, the estate of Francis Blake at Weston,

a Boston suburb, ten miles from town. Mr. Blake is

the invenior of the telephone transmitter bearing

his name, and is now leading a life of quiet en-

joyment amid the elegant surroundings of wealth

and leisure. In the course of an interesting chat

with his journalistic visitor, Mr. Blake admitted

that for two years he had done no serious work.

"Since my invention of the long-distance trans-

Although Mr. Blake is very much in sympathy with
all branches of scientific advancement, he could not

be prevailed upon to prophesy much. In regard to

what he proposed to accomplish himself, he was
equally silent. "I think it is a great mistake," he
said, "to talk about what you hope to do. Do it first,

and then talk about it afterward."

"I don't see," he said, when questioned in regard
to the future of sound transmission, "what more is to

be attained in the shortdistance telephone. Youmay
see evidence of this in the fact that men are no longer

attempting to improve
upon it as they were (

Perhaps you remember
that for a few years after

Mr. Bell's discovery there

were an infin

of improvements offered,

"Would you mind telling'me how you chanced upon
the discovery which bears your name?"

"Certainly not, although it would be quite a long

story to go into details, for I was experimenting some
two years or more before I was convinced that I had
discovered the principles of a great invention. My
attention was first directed to the Bell telephone in

1876, when Prof. J. E. Hilyard, a prominent member
of the board which awarded Mr. Bell his prize for the

telephone at the exhibition explained to me the in-

strument which he had examined. I was very much
interested, for I had made a special study of electric-

ity while I was attached to the astronomical service

of the Coast Survey, where I was engaged principally

in the telegraphic determinations of

parts of the United States, Europe and South

America.

"Very soon after this I constructed a pair of hand
telephones myself, very much like Mr. Bell's, which I

still have in my possession. I devoted a great deal

of time—many months—to experiments designed to

," said he, "I have not

ed anything of particular

commercial value. Still, I am
busy in here most of the time,

for I take the keenest delight

m machinery and

mechanical devices."

The inventor related his ex-

periments in arboriculture, and
confessed that coffee

had formed a late diversion,

which he had carried to the ex-

tent of erecting an S8,ooo plant.

Mr. Blake is

photographer. Hehasagallery
fitted up with all the necessary

appliances for making pictures,

his cameras being (

ally fine workmanship. The
photographs from which the ac-

companying illustrations were

made were taken by him, and

his work has won several prizes

in New York exhibitions. One
of the finest pieces of his work-

manship is a series of pit

of a galloping horse, showing

the successive attitudes of the

animal in motion. The manip-

ulation of the camera was so exact that the dust

thrown off the hoofs is caught and distinctly por-

trayed. Another remarkable picture of motion is

that of a flock of flying pigeons, taken just as the

birds were on the point of alighting on the ground.

Still another was taken of an express train running

at the rate of 40 miles an hour, every part of which

was as clearly caught as if the train had been motion-

less. Next to his mechanical experiments and ama-
teur photography, Mr. Blake is most interested in

the improvement of Keewaydin, the name which he

has givento his fine estate.

nels which have not been so thoroughly

There must be some alluring promise to er

men to study for the improvement of any piece of

apparatus, and the telephone no longer holds any

such inducement. As for the long distance tele-

phone, there is practically no limit to the distance

which may be covered on land. It is only the ques-

tion of the size of the wire used."

"Do you think a transcontinental line is practi-

cal?"

"I doubt if it would pay at present, The plant

would cost too much.

the best proportions for various parts of the

telephone—the size of the coils, diaphragms, methods

of clamping, etc. I constructed a microphone, after

an article by Prof. Hughes, which appeared m Nature,

I think. By experimenting upon the microphone I

was finally able, after a great many trials, to con-

struct one which, when placed in the circuit of my
small hand-telephone produced most satisfactory re-

sults. I well remember that on the first test of this

instrument every word was distinctly understood,

while even a whisper was perfectly transmitted. I

then became satisfied that I had the broad principle
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of an important invention, and from that time on 1

devoted myself to a series of careful experiments to

perfect the details and to discover the methods of

adjustment of the parts necessary to produce the

most nearly perfect results."

Hoiv well Mr. Blake did his wort is evidenced in

the remarkable fact that in 17 years the Blake trans-

mitter has not been essentially changed in any of

its parts. He gave it to the world already perfected.

Mr. Blake's life has been a remarkably varied and

eventful one. In i855 his uncle, George Smith

Blake, secured his appointment from the Brookline

High School to the United States Coast Survey, and.

it was while in this service that he began those scien-

tific studies in which he has attained such eminent

success. He was in the employment of the govern-

ment for 12 years, and during that time his name was

associated with important scientific achievements.

His work met with the highest approval of his

superiors, and his promotions were frequent. He was

stationed for astronomical duty at Harvard, and also

in Texas and Louisiana. While he was at Harvard

he was interested in a very interesting experiment to

determine the velocity of telegraphic time signals.

A metallic circuit 7,000 miles long with 13 repeaters

was used; and it was found thit a signal sent from

Cambridge to San Francisco was received back, after

travelling 7.030 miles, in 8-10 of a second. He was

also engaged as aid in a party organized for a hydro-

graphic survey of the Susquehanna river near Havre

de Grace, Md., and was engaged in similar service

on the west coast of Florida and the north coast of

Cuba, Mr. Blake did further astronomical and geo-

detic work for the government on the coast of New

Jersey; was sent to Steubenville, Ky., to observe the

total solar eclipse of August 7, 1869, and was ordered

to determine the astronomical latitude and longitude

of Cedar Falls, Iowa, and St. Louis, Mo. For a time

he was detached from the Coast Survey and was

appointed astronomer to the Darien exploring expe-

dition, under the command of Commander Selfridge,

U. S. N. This expedition was for the examination of

the Aratro and Tuyra river routes for a ship canal

across the isthmus of Darien. The zeal, ability and

ingenuity which he displayed on this very hazardous

expedition won for him high praise from the officres

in charge, and he was recommended for promotion.

Three years after this he was offered charge of the

transit of Venus expedition to the southern hemi-

sphere, but he was forced reluctantly to decline be-

cause of domestic ties. For some time Mr. Blake

was stationed successively at Brest, France, the Im-

perial Observatory at Paris, and the Royal Obser-

vatory at Greenwich This wis the occasion if the

third and final determinatirn of the difference of

longitude between Green^vlch Pans an 1 Cambridge

and all the obser\ations were made by him

These are but a fe v of the important expeditions

with which i\Ir Blake was connected while ein| loyed

by the government Within a month of his resi,,na

tion he had begun a series of important experiments

leading to the inventi n of the Blake transmittei

He has al= > secured patents foi some twenty other

inventions of minor iniportince most nf them per

taining to the telcf hone

Mr. BKkc 5 homt kcen-iidin which is situated in

the southeastern firt of the town of Weston is one

of the most beiutiful in the suburbs of B iston At

the gate «hirh k-id-, 11 t the giounds ib a sign wel

coming visitors with the nt restriction that they shall
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mont and Lincoln. Adjacent to the house on the

northeast is a bit of landscape gardening which may

not be duplicated in this country. This is a sunken

garden, modeled after one which Mr, Blake had seen

at Hampton Court in England. In the center of the

garden is a large sun dial imported by Mr, Blake from

Europe which the manufacturer declared was not

equalled in workmanship by any in

the world. During the summer months

this spot is brilliant with velvet lawns

potted plants and graceful palms and

ferns.

The stable buildings, which are

constructed of brick, are grouped

around an interior court yard, and in

addition to the ordinary stable accom

modations, comprise a cottage for

the coachman, a mechanical labori

tory, experimental and photograph

rooms, bowling alley, and, most noi el

of all, a miniature theatre, with a

seating capacity of about 100, fitted

up with all the accouitrements of a

first-class playhouse. In one of the

buildings is a boiler room, from which

the stables and the house are supplied

with steam heat through under-ground

pipes. The estate is furnished with

a complete system of water works in

eluding a reservoir holding a quarter

of a million gallons, with a head of

no feet.

Mr. Blake is a member of a great

number of social and scientific c^ubs

Among the number is the Somerset
club, the most exclusive social club

in Boston, whose members he has

several times entertained at Kee
waydin. He is a public spirited

man, and his townsmen have shown
their appreciation of his devotion

to the interests of Weston by con

ferring upon him the oifices of se

lectman, and overseer of the poor
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confine their visits t

stric ion which the i

ssary The est

exte nt, cccupics rn

elev ations which cha

diy—a le

forming a weird and charming scenic variety. The
lake attracts all tourists, and when it has been

sufficiently studied and admired it is considered the

proper thing to ascend the mountains which surround

the beautiful waters, to the end of admiring them

from a new point of vantage. So modern enterpris .

has been led to invent railroads with steep "rade s

Its most beautilul aspect li
|

gers on the Boston & AlbTnj

the foot of the s uthcistcti I

broad outl

In the fiutgroutid is the valley of the Ch.irles, at this

point dotted in the summer with all manner of small

pleasure craft, and beyond an occasional glimpse of

roofs and steeples locate the towns of Waltham, Bel-

As
a year for discharging the duties of

the first and S50 for the second, which

the town through the public library.

The Electric Cable Road of the Star
serhorn, Switzerland.

The Lake of Fou Cantons (Lake Lucerne), which

is truly in the heart of Switzerland, i surrounded, says

L, ^7 //; by fol upon fold of n untains—a con-

tinuous circle as 1 from Lu to Fluelen.

yy

In Europe the seat of this species of transportation is

in the Swiss mountains.

First came the cog-wheel rack and pinion road of

Witznau-Righi, shooting boldly along the flanks of

this mountain, which to the north towers over the

plain between the two lakes, the Zug and the Four

Cantons. Latterly the system has been expanded by

a new line to Goldau, and an extension to Scheideck.

It has also made its way to Pilate, the summit of

which has an attitude of 2,125 meters, and overlooks

Loppenberg. Fig. i is a map showing the geography

of the region.

All these lines of steep gradients, of which the con-

struction has been carried on in the midst of every

variety of difficulty, present a considerable technical

interest, and we can readily appreciate the fact that

the trip through these picturesque fastnesses should

testify to the ability of the railroad engineer.

While the grade of these mountain lines did not

exceed 7 per cent the ordinary locomotive was able

to cope with the difficulty, the Utilberg being a strik-

ing example; but above this grade the cog or t'e

cable system became necessary. The ascent to

Pilate, for instance, has no less a grade than 45 per

cent. A grade above 25 per cent required a cable

and the adoption of a system similar to that em-

ployed in the mine industries, where the car is more

or less completely suspended upon the cable which

Glion,

In SI
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Here are graceful and verdant fields, there grand and
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least c
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power being a fall at liuochs, [our

kilometers away i

running into tliL- h

ithe Aa, the

A lurl)iiic ol i5n iKirsc; power
crnot only (or the railway, but

also for a small ln]lloy line coiiiiectiiiK the village of

Stans witfi Stalistadt, and also the (;al)le line of liur-

genstockand Kehrsiten, which climbs an altitude of

870 meters. Further than this the two hotels, one on

the summit of the Stanserhorn, Fig. 3, and the other

at Burgenstock, are lighted electrically from the same

power house.

The Stanserhorn road is divided into three sec-

tions, each having its own power house and an inde-

pendent cable. At each of these stations there is a

motor run by the current from the general station at

Ruochs, these being geared to actuate the two pulleys

of 4,5 meters diameter upon which the cables of

ascent and descent are wound. These pulleys make
but five or six revolutions per minute, which gives

the cable a motion of about 60 to 80 meters. The
cables are of steel wire, the smallest, which has the

least grade to combat, being 25 millimeters diameter,

with a breaking strain of 25,000 kilogrammes—more

than ten times what can ever be called for. In the

upper sections the diameter of the cable is increased

to 32 millimeters. Each section h.^s two cars, one

moving in each direction. Passengers change cars

at each section terminal.

The road is single tracked, but guides are arranged

upon the wheels and rails which prevent the possi-

bility of derailing either on the straight line or at the

passing points. Automatic brakes, which act at once

on the stopping of the cable, render accidents nearly

or quite impossible. In addition to this emergency

system there are brakes at the command of the con-

ductor, which may be manipulated by either hand or

foot power.

A telegraph line extends the length of the road,

and at any point along the line the conductor can es-

tablish communication with the electrician by means
of a contact pole which each car carries, and thus

stop the dynamo at will. The engineer has also an

indicator with a traveling pointer showing the exact

position of the car at all times, and automatically

shuts down the cable when the car reaches its desti-

nation. The time upon each of the three sections is

as follows: First section, 13;^ minutes; second section,

18 minutes; third section, 21 J^ minutes; total, 53

minutes.

The first section ends at Kalti, Fig. 2, at an altitude

of 714 meters. The average grade is 12 per cent,

but this increases, as the summit is approached, to 27

per cent as shown in Fig. 3. The lower extremity of

this section crosses a cultivated plain where the ver-

dure and other evidences of civilization contrast strik-

ingly with the wild and uncultivated lands toward the

SL'Tmitof the mountain.

The second section, Kalti to Blumatt, reaches an
a. -tude of 1,221 meters, with a much more pronounced
grade—60 per cent in some localities. Forests of

firs are first crossed by the road; then, as it rises,

it threads its way through a country wild to savagery,

through a gorge with steep, ragged sides along the

ed^e of a mountain torrent, with strong walls as pro-

tection from sudden inundations.

Still onward and upward, over the third section

which reaches the summit, the grade is 60 per cent

and the country traversed is bare and rocky, the

denuded surface contrasting boldly with the pleasant

verdure seen an hour ago at the foot of the mountain.

Here the road passes through a tunnel of 150 meters

in length, crosses veritable abysses upon a viaduct,

the construction of which at this dizzy height is a

marvel of engineering ingenuity. In a general way,

over the greater portion of the road it has been neces-

sary to construct retaining walls, terraced hedges,

etc., on the flank of the mountain to arrest the dis-

lodged rocks from above

.

The road at its summit terminal lands the traveller

in a tunnel underneath the hotel, about 50 meters

iroin the top of the mountain peak proper. Fig. 3
shows this portion of the road, and Fig. 4 gives a gen-

eral view of the entire line, from valley to summit.
From the top of the mountain the view is incom-

parable. Rozberg and Burgenstock peaks, from this

point, seem like hillocks, and the sweep of country
surrounding the tourist is unobstructed. At the north

are seen Lucerne, Argovie, Zurich and Zug, the chains
of the Jura and often Black Forest. Pilate raises its

massive head to the northwest, with its Tomlishorn
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and Esel, at the west Schwarzberg with itsOberland-

Bernois, and in the valley below snuggle under the

hills, Alpnach, and Sarncii, at the south-west the

snowy ranges of the Oberland-Bernois glaciers, and
at the south the glaciers of Wallenstock and others

well known. The panorama of the north-east in-

cludes the mountains back of the lake and sundry

peaks and villages as far as Righi.

A Year's Electrical Progress.'
By Cmaki.ks G. Akmstkong.

, The year i8q5 has been to the electrical interest one
of steady, healthful growth all along the line of its

many branches. In fact, the thorough weeding out
which it received during the latter part of the year

and the beginning of the year 1804 could have no

sinforniation has been published

electricity, steal

locomotion.
Many of th«:

gas engnie or any ul

ccidents due to the tr

FK THE ELEClkIL ^bLt 1 AU t THh.

ST^\SLRHORN SWITZERLAND—ROAD
AND STATION AT KALTI

Other result than a beneficial one, and when the busi
ness once began to recover from the agitation of such
weeding a legitimate and healthful tone has character-

ized it ever since. It is true that it has taken investors

some little time to recover from the fright of the recent
panic, but all the interests that were founded on sound
business principles have been well supplied with cap-
ital throughout the present year, as the numerous new
railroads," electric lighting and other electric plants
will testify.

ELECTRIC RAILROADS.

During the year i8g5 we who live in Chicago have
seen the electric railway penetrate the heart of the

city and ramify its branches throughout the entire

pleasant motion, which, coupled with the fact that
quicker time can be made on trolley lines, makes them
very popular with the people. Much of the hue and
cry against the trolley, the writer has noted during the
present year, has been made by men who ride in car-

riages and seldom use the street-car lines, but the
majority of people who think and reason for them-
selves are satisfied with the electric lines, and would
not exchange them for the horse lines under any con
sideration.

As to the overhead or underground trolley, the
question still remains unsettled. Numerous good plans
have been suggested during the present year, and the
writer has seen some of them in operation, but with
the exception of the line in Washington, which is

about eight miles long, none of them has been put into

practical use, owing to the first cost and the uncer-
tainty and expense connected with the introduction of
new apparatus. The trolley line, with center-pole
construction, using 5C0 volts pressure, is at present a
very safe and economical method of transmitting
power to a car. It has drawbacks, the most serious
disadvantage being the presence of other wires. It has
been clearly demonstrated during the last several years
that it is perfectly practical and possible to place all

wires underground except trolley wires. If the tele-

phone, telegraph, electric light and fire-alarm wires
were placed underground, as they should be, there
would be no possibility of their falling on the trolley

wires, consequently the annoyances of burning out of

telephones and destruction of property from contact
with the trolley wires would be entirely avoided. The
other solution to the problem of transmitting power to

the car, the underground trolley, will probably be suc-
cessfully accomplished, but at present, during the em-

CABLE ROAD

great cable companies equipping car line after car line

with trolleys and converting the slow-going, unsatis-

factory horse-car into the swifter-moving, smooth-run-
ning and far more satisfactory trolley. Much has been
said during the year 1895 regarding the "deadlytrolley,"

; the CIticago Record.

F THE STANSERHUR.N, SWITZERLAND.—HOTEL TERMINUS
AT THE SUMMIT.

thing would be to put all the other wires underground,
use center-pole construction for the trolleys, and rest

assured that very little, if any, harmcan possibly come
from the use of the trolley.

SEEKING CHEAPER FARES.
One of the great benefits from the introduction of

the trolley is the recent agitation for a three-cent
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fare. This has been accomplished in the city of De-
troit, and will undoubtedly be accomplished in Chi-

cago and other places in the near future. It is the
inevitable result of a cheaper and better mode of

propulsion. The cost of propelling cars on the Alley
"L" road, where steam locomotives are used, is more
than twice as much as the cost of propelling cars on
the iVIetropolitan road, where electric power is used.

It does not need a financier to appreciate, therefore,

why it would be possible to reduce fares and still

make a reasonable profit on a street railway invest-

ment where electricity is used.

The year i8q5 has demonstrated to the Baltimore
& Ohio Railroad company the practicability of elec-

tric locomotives. One which is now in use in Balti-

more will move 44 loaded freight cars and three dead
locomotives at one time. The total weight of this

tram is I,goo tons. No steam locomotive has ever

even approached this record. The efficiency of this

locomotive no doubt has much to do with the rumor
that some of our suburban steam roads are to be
equipped with electric locomotives.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

The storage battery has been improved much dur-

ing the present year. The batteries, while they have
not been made much lighter, a thing which we all

hoped to do, have been made more substantial and
better in a great many ways. A storage battery rail-

road has been promised for Chicago, and in fact fran-

chise has been granted for 54 miles of storage battery

road in our southern suburbs. It is sincerely hoped
that the results will prove better than experiments have
shown, which experiments have been invari-

ably failures. Storage batteries for isolated light-

ing plants are being introduced, especially for

country residences, where they are used in connection

with gas and gasoline engines, with a considerable de-

gree of satisfaction and success.

ELECTRIC POWER.

There has been a phenomenal growth of power
transmission during the present year. As predicted

in last year's article, this system of transmitting power
in large factories has come to stay, and it is more ap-
preciated as the months go by. There have been in-

stalled in the immediate vicinity of Chicago thousands
of horse power in motors, displacing cumbersome
shafting and belting everywhere, factory owners pre-

ferring the silent, unobtrusive, tractable electric cur-

rent to the noisy, greasy, uncertain belting and line

shaft.

The alternating current motor has come promi-
nently to the front as a power-transmitting, device.

It has fewer parts than the direct current motor, and
possesses many features of reliability, and especially

in long-distance work it has a field which can never
be occupied by direct current apparatus.

The general lighting system by alternating cur-

rents, especially the two-phase variety, has taken a

decided advance during the last year. One of the

largest plants which have been installed during the
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FIG. 3. CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY IN PARIS.—
CUKVES SHOWING THE PRODUCTION OF THE
CENTRAL MARKETS STATION (a, ALTER-

NATING; C, CONTINUOUS; T, TOTAL).

present year has been the Pabst power plant in Mil-

waukee, where preparations have been made to supply

50,000 in- indescent lights scattered throughout the

city of Milwaukee. The inslallatinn of this plant

establishes ilic fact th.-U ili. .i;imi.i;ii, ^\stcm can
be thoriiUL;lilv relied on l-.i •. i^ . ii^i nliution of

light, heal :nid |,owli-, " ''
. 1 ry small

amount of wirinj,' used, .-i^ ^ .uii. tn 1 -.miIi the cum-
bersome and uiisalibfactury iriiiibiuibbiun ihruugh di-

rect current.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

One of the most notable advance movements dur-

ing the year lias been the general introduction of elec-

tric light plants in small country villages througliout

the whole Northwest. The coiiiitry villages an- build-

ing electric light [ilants to supply arc and incamlcs-

cent lighting; in manv cases they supply lights to

private consumers, altnough in some states they are

prohibited from doing so by law. While the writer
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does not believe in municipal ownership of electric

light plants, or, in fact, anything that can be owned
and run by private capital, yet there are many cases
where such ownership is justified, notably in small
cities where no one would be warranted in installing

a plant for private use. These plants are installed at

public cost and supply the citizens with modern means
of lighting their homes and streets. In many cases
under the writer's observation these plants are pay-
ing all expenses and some profit to the city.

The alternating arc lamp has proved itself an ex-
tremely useful agent of the electric lighting system, is

thoroughly established and is reliable and satisfactory.

Incandescent lamps have greatly improved during
the year, owing to the expiration of the fundamental
patents, the result being that numerous companies
have started up, and sharp competition arising there-
from has greatly reduced the price and improved the
guality, although there is much yet to be accomplished
in improving the efficiency of incandescent lamps. In
fact, with the present method of generating current
with dynamos of from 92 to 95 per cent, efficiency, the
only room for improvement lies in the lamp itself.

ISOLATED LIGHTING PLANTS.

Throughout the city of Chicago there has been a
noted increase in the number of isolated electric light-

ing plants installed in buildings. It has been the
practice among certain architects and owners to estab-
lish expensive steam plants in their buildings for

warming the same and operating their elevators, and
;ing with public venders of electricity for light-

the same, paying the electric light companies
therefor; in one case which the writer

has noted this sum has run as high as §100 a day.
These people have found, upon better advice, that by
installing their own plants, with scarcely any addition
to their expenses and very little to their working
force, they were enabled to light themselves with the
steam plant which heats their building, it being a well-

known fact that exhaust steam is almost as valuable
for heating purposes as live steam—that is, after the
steam has passed through the engine it contains
almost as many heat units available for heating the
building as it would have when used directly from the
boiler.

TELEGRAPHY.
Many improvements have been made in telegraphy

during the year. These improvements, however, have
been m the line of perfecting and simplifying the ap-
paratus in use. One of the most important changes of

telegraph companies in the last year has been the
removal of the Postal Telegraph company from its

quarters in Jackson street to the Stock Exchange build-
ing, corner of La Salle and Washington streets. One
not familiar with the thousand details of a plant of this

kind can scarcely appreciate the enormous undertak-
ing of bodily removing all instruments, wires, etc., in

connection witha colossal telegraph business, and when
I state that this moving was done without any percep-
tible interruption to the service, the care and the great

"ity exercised by the officers of the company in

itself an unmixed calamity, as, while serious damage
hasbeen done to outside wires, there hasbeen awakened
a discussion tending to a more substantial method of

communication between cities, so that sleet-storms can-
not interfere with the telegraph service, and it will not

Jant:iary

all urprismg •ithin the
something adopted in this line.

TELEPHONING.
Numerous improvements have been made in tele-

phone work during this year, one being the introduc-
tion of the "main express" system, which consists of

a switchboard, provided with small lamps for signal-

ing apparatus. This does away with the magneto or
transmitting instruments at the telephone. To call

the station you simply take down the receiver. This
act lights a small lamp, which signals to the operator
that you want something. When you are through
talking another lamp signals that you are through.
It facilitates connection, as it notifies the operator
more positively of your wants than does the old sys-

tem of drops. It seems singular, however, that the
commissioner of public works should permit the tele-

phone people to so violate the terms of their agree-
ment with the city, by the introduction of what they
call their metallic lines and, the express service by
which they are enabled to charge from SSOto Sioo per
year more for telephones than their charter permits
them. In their charter they agree to furnish tele-

phones to all parties for Si 25 a year, and to furnish

all improvements from time to time as they are made.
Instead of doing this, for improvements which they

make they charge subscribers extra money, and by
giving more attention and cpiicker service to the im-
proved and consequently higher priced apparatus
they compel people to use it, making the uninitiated

believe that it is the apparatus which gives better

service rather than their employes. The writer has
maintained that a telephone company can furnish in-

strument's for not to exceed 575 a year, and thai ii

should be compelled to do so.

The telephone interest received a serious stl Inn k

in a very unfortunate decision of one of onr r.mns
relative to the Berliner patent. I h.urvci ,

iliis .Ir

cision has lieen promptly taken lo ilir Nupimir
Court and will undoubtedly be reveisdl. Ii-,..nis

strange indeed that any judge could iind ihai .1 com
pany could hold a patent in the Patent oriice for 12

or 14 years and then have it issued in such a manner

as to prolong the life of the original patent to nearly
twice that which it is allowed by law. The patent
situation, which was extremely clear before this de-
cision came out, is now in such condition that capital
will not readily invest in some forms of telephone
which should be open to the general public. In
fact. It is an extremely unfortunate thing that the
decision of patents, and consequently the fate of
mechanical apparatus, should be left entirely in the
hands of judges whose training has been entirely in
the matter of law and not in machinery. It is safe to
say that many of our patent decisions are made by
judges who have at most but a superficial knowledge
of mechanical appliances.

NEW AND SPECIAL APPLIANCES.
In the new and special appliances in electricity

some advancement has been made. The Tesla vi-

brator for the production of light without the use of
wires and lamps is still in an experimental stage.
Another system which consists of a vibrator in a

^
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FIG. 2. CONSUMPTION OF ELECTRICITY IN PARIS.—
CURVE SHOWING THE TOTAL CONSUMPTION

OF CURRENT FOR ONE DAY IN
OCTOBER, 1895.

vacuum in a receiver containing a rarefied gas has
been brought out and promises much in the way of a
new method of producing light by electricity, and the
year 1S96 may possibly see the same introduced in

some practical form.
In the manufacture of ozone a plant which has been

running for the last year in the Champlain bulling in

this city has demonstrated that electricity has a pe-
culiar field for the production of this valuable agent,
which has been found to be very serviceable in the
cure of pulmonary diseases and in the destruction of
fungus growths, while ev^en cancers give way to this

powerful agent.
Electricity has been found very useful also in pick-

ling iron wire. This is a process which has always
been conducted by the use of acids, the object being
to remove the scale from the wire just previous to gal-

vanizing it. The scale is eaten off by the acid and the
weight thus removed is lost. In the electrical method
the scale is torn from the wire by electrolysis, and in-

stead of being lost is deposited on the opposite pole in

a chemically pure iron worth about S30 a ton. This
by-product is of sufficient value to pay for the cost of

Numerous factories are being built now
using this process, the result being that

be produced cheaper and with a

the curi

more uniform 1

Much has been done during the present year in (

veloping the electric furnace for reducing various

fractory substances. It is well known that heat fn

the electric arc is very intense, and by a proper
rangement of current large quantities of ore can
smelted, and, owing to the extrem
from many of its chemical compounds.

FIRE PROTECTION.

Regarding the general introduction
into homes, factories, office buildings, etc.

of fire risk has been one of considerable

and one which is being handled i

the insurance companies. In order

best possible means of wiring, the insurance companies
have established a bureau of investigation. This
bureau takes the various appliances designed tor elec-

trical work, tests them thoroughly under all practical

conditions, and reports on the same. They also, in

case of fire, re|)ort the exact cause of the fire, if from
electrical causes, just what occurred, in order that the

heat, separated

of electricity

, the question
importance,

: masterly way by

dod

,ve enter on the year 1S07 we j

ir concerted efforts, placed J«
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Consumption of Electricity

lie oiiductois being laid in lead and arniourcd

riie company has a service of 100,000 lamps
tiiiulle power and Gy motors consuming 176

Its of power. The excess of motors here is

ted for by a more general adoption of electric

11 this neighboihood.

FIG. CONSUMF OF ELECTRICITY IN PARIS.—INTERIOR OF
COMPANY.

Elysees District company and in 1893 the Left Bank
District company. were formed.

Since the organization of these companies great im-

provements have been made in stations and in con-

struction work, and a general review of the present

status of these various organizations and their work, at

the close of the year, may not prove uninteresting.

The Edison Continental company has adopted the

three-wire system of distribution, and has three cen-

tral stations—one at the Cite Bergere, one at I'avenue

Trudaine and one at the Palais Royal. These three

stations can be connected in parallel or operated as

three distinct stations. There is also a sub-station of

accumulators installed in rue St. Georges. The total

•capacity of the company is 2,400 kilowatts, but a new
installation in process of construction at the Trudaine

station will increase this capacity to 3,080 kilowatts.

There are 8S,ooo ten candle power lamps, and 30 mo-
tors with a total power of 36.S kilowatts, furnishing

light and power to patrons.

The Light cS: Power company has its primary sta-

tion at Saint Ouen, furnishing high-tension continuous

current, with a capacity of 600 kilowatts, for power at

the secondary stations of Barbes and the passenger

depot of the Northern railway. Other steam central

:Stations are located in the rue de Bondy, rue des

Filles-Dieu, at the Stock Yards and at La Villette.

The total power is 2,025 kilowatts which will shortly

be raised to 2,525 kilowatts by the n

progress at Bondy. These stations furnish

ers with 70,000 ten candle power lamps and 35 motors

calling for 90 kilowatts of power.

The Clichy district is one of the most complete and

(best established of Paris. The five-wire system is

SUE-STATION OF THE

masonry supporting the transformers, -which are solidly

placed upon it. The switch combinations are seen on

the left and right, and the exciters -with their coupling

combinations are shown on the right, while overhead

the traveling- 'crane gives excellent service in the

way of transporting and handling heavy machinery.

Temporarily this station is fed from the Richard-

Lenoir station. Anothei- sub-station is in course of

construction at quai Jemmapes, with a capacity of

2,400 kilowatts for the present, which will also use the

five-wire system. The feeders for this station will be

at the Saint Roch station, coupled in parallel with the

secondaries of the transformers spoken of above.

The Champs Elysees company has an output of

1,200 kilowatts and feeds 75,000 ten candle power

lamps and 15 motors of 25.7 kilowatts.

The Rive Gauche (Left Bank) company has had

its station since 1893 in the Place du Pantheon. It is

now constructing at Issy, on the bank of the Seine,

a central station, which will include 10 Ganz alter-

nators of 400 kilowatts at 3,000 volts with 42 periods

per second. The conductor cables will be of the

Felten & GuiUeaume concentric type, in armored

lead, insulated with jute and paper.

The municipal station in the Central Markets has

now, as originally, a total capacity of 570 kilov/atts,

240 of continuous and 330 of alternate current. There

are also four Desroziers dynamos of 42.5 kilowatts

for charging accumulators and an alternator of 38

If we aggregate the above, we find that there is at

the close of 1895 an electrical output in the French

capital of 10,965 kilowatts, and there are yet to be in-

stalled 7,980 kilowatts additional. The total number

of ten candle power lamps installed is 454,567, and

154 motors, consuming 331 kilowatts in power.

Fig. 2 gives a diagram of the total output of a day
at all of the central stations of Paris. The curve
shows a sudden drop at midnight and it holds the

drop ([uitc persistently during the day, at 500 to 600
kilowatts, but at 4 p. m. it suddenly jumps, arriving

at a maxinmm of 6,778 kilowatts, and almost im-

mediately commences to lower again. This curve
represents quite perfectly the daily consumption with

the exception of the municipal plant at the markets,

where the early morning requirements materially

affect the form of the daily curve of consumption.
Fig. 3 shows the curves of production in continuous

currents C, in alternate currents A, and the total.

One maximum will be seen at 6 a. m. and another at

spite ( the competition of the Auer incandescent

,'T. burner, the consumption of electricity has
gradually increased. In 1889 and 1890 the number
of kilowatts sold was respectively 480,784 and 2,284,-

485, in ,894 it had risen to 7,883,454, a constant in-

crease being shown for each of the intermediate

years

In addition to the public stations mentioned there

are in Paris, many private plants, more or less exten-

snc pertaining to theaters, passengerstatioiis, hotels,

stores, cafes, restaurants, etc., and to manufacturing
establishments. At the close of 1895, these will ag-

gregate 25,760 horse-power of which 23,000 are actu-

ated by steam, 2,260 by gas and 500 by compressed air.

Totalizing the power of the central stations and the

private plants we have a total of 48,700 horse-power

of steam utilized for electrical generation, out of a

total of 80,000 installed in the city for 1895, which
plainly indicates the growth of the use of electricity

both for illumination and for power. The cuts are

from La A^atiirc.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

The Bishop Telphone Exchange has been incor-

porated at Central City,Ia., with S30,ooo capital stock.

This company has already begun active work and
will soon have several lines constructed. One line

that between Central Cityand Prairieburg,is iri'work-

ing order. Connections will be made with Coggon,
Pans and Troy Mills.

G S Barr, of Britt, la., proposes to put in a tele-

phone system at Waseca, Minn. He has secured

over thirty contracts for instruments there, with

others promised.

The local telephone company at Detroit, Minn..
has found it necessary to raise its ates for business

houses to S2 per month payable semi-annually in

Mr. Fargo, of St. Paul, has closed a contract with

the newly formed telephone company at Fairmont,

Minn., to put in an exchange there.

The telephone committee of the Mankato, Minn.
Board of Trade has reported that a telephone sys-

tem can be put in for Mankato and vicinity for 87,550,

or less.

The local exchange at Baraboo, Wis., is completed.

It is put in by Frank and William Bell, of Winona,
Minn.

The Wisconsin Telephone company is offering to

put in instruments at Wausau, Wis., free of charge and
is actually makinga canvass of the town for subscribers

at those terms. The local company, which has forced

this attitude by the Wisconsin company, has such a

hold at present that but few have accepted the gra-

tuitous service. These few are being "guyed" by
press, and probably by people, unmercifully. It is

said that those who did take the free service were
some of the worse "kickers" against the Wisconsin

Telephone company in the town. Rates have been re-

duced by the Wisconsin company at Stevens Point 2s to

50 per cent., which is attributed there to the fight go-

ing on at Wausau. Centralia, Wis., which is having

a local exchange projected, is offered a 25 per cent,

reduction.

C. P. Wainman, superintendent of the Northwestern

Telephone Exchange company, in an interview at

Mankato, Minn., warns the people against local ex-

changes, which, he says, are put in by stock being

subscribed; the exchange is then equipped for half the

money subscribed, and the remainder of the funds go
into the projectors' pockets.
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THisnumber of the Western Electrician is is-

ued under-difficulties, and we are compelled to ask

he indulgence of readers and advertisers for a day's

lelay and the slightly changed appearance of the

laper. The situation is due to a fire in our printing

stablishment on the night of Saturday last, by which

he composing room was gutted. At that time the

eading matter for this week's paper was almost en-

irelyintype. After the firemen had left the build-

ng it was found that the contents of the "galleys"

vere a total loss and that much copy and proof had

)een destroyed. The paper had to be entirely re-

nade in a strange printing office, and we trust that

:he result of the extra labor made necessary by this

embarrassing accident will be found acceptable.

Perhaps only newspaper men can rightly appreciate

the annoyance and confusion of mkI, a .|is:isii-r. It

may be mentioned, f<-»r one thiii-j, limi .ilili',ii-i, u\-,-iiu-

two page " forms" of adveriisiiMj w.r, n:h,.||, ii wa^

found necessary to reproduce nearly loo distinct ad-

vertisements in the size and type of the original. This

has been accomplished, it is believed, without omission,

and in a much shorter space of time than would have

been believed possible.

If any omissions or errors have occurred, we will

be thankful to any reader, contributor or advertiser

who will ijoint them out. 'We expect to issue the next

number amid surroundings more nearly approaching

the normal.
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A. V. Abbott, Maurice Barnett, J. C. McMynn, E. R.
Cunningham, Fred DeLand and others. Generating

machinery, fuel value, storage batteries, power trans-

mission and municipal conditions, and their relations

to central station work, will be discussed. The meet-

ing is sure to show a judiciously blended result of in-

struction and entertainment, and undoubtedly will, as

it certainly should, be largely attended.

According to the testimony of H. H. Vreeland,

president of the Metropolitan Street Railway com-

pany of New York, before the General Assembly
committee on railroads, as reported in the daily pa-

pers, the Lenox avenue line, which is operated by

underground electric trolley, is carried on at a loss.

Nevertheless the company is experimenting on lines

now operated by horse power, with a view to substi-

tuting the underground trolley. No storage battery

system, Mr. Vreeland says, has been found practica-

ble. Under the circumstances it is hardly possible

that the underground trolley system will be extended,

as has been reported; at least, not until it can be

shown that the lines upon which it is proposed to

introduce the conduit system can be operated at a

profit.

One paragraph of the opinion of Judge Townsend
in the recently decided patent suit on the under-

running overhead trolley for electric railway cars

should command the thoughtful attention of patent

attorneys. We refer to the remarks of the court on

the useless prolixity of recorded evidence in patent

cases. On this point the judge says: "The record is

padded unnecessarily with irrelevant matter. Com-
plainant's record covers three thousand one hundred

and forty-two pages; that of defendant two thousand

two hundred and thirty-seven pages. The issues

directly involved do not warrant the taking of such

an inordinate mass of testimony nor the introduction

of such a confusing number of exhibits. This rapidly

growing abuse in patent suits, if persisted in, must

seriously interfere with the present practice of pre-

senting, in an opinion, the results of a full considera-

tion of all the important issues in such cases. If.

admonition will not answer, the next step must be

the punishment of the offending party by the imposi-

tion of costs." ,

This is a well deserved rebuke. The attorneys, by

the great volume of more or less expert testimony,

usually add to the perplexities of the judge rather

than extend the aid of officers of the court; they pile

up needless expense, and simply appall the inter-

ested public desiring to inform itself as to the main

outlines of the case. The record should be made as

brief as possible, consistent with a clear statement of

the evidence necessarily bearing on the case. It is

perhaps not to the interest of the attorneys to set

forth the facts in the case compactly and concisely,

but such a reform would clearly benefit the litigants,

the judge and the public. And the improvement

need not stop with the advocates at the bar. There

are not a few opinions handed down in patent

causes that could be greatly bettered by a judi-

cious pruning-down process. The learned judges

themselves, we venture to say, are not all blameless

in this direction. An opinion can be carefully

reasoned out, logical and meaty without wandering

into uncounted thousands of words of dissertation

and quotation of precedent. The non-legal technical

reader welcomes the short, clear, exactly expressed

opinion with joy because he has known the other kind

so often to his sorrow.

That vigorous youngster, the Northwestern Elec-
trical association, will hold its fourth annual conven-
tion and seventh meeting :ii the Hotel Pfister, Mil-
waukee, on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of

next week. Papers will be read by W. ]. Buckley

o( lepulatioii, and Charles ('.. Armstrong was asked

to represent the electrical industry for 1895 as he had

for iRo-l.
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monstration of the practicability of storage battery

cars. He notes the phenomenal growth of electric

power transmission, greets the alternating current

motor and records the growth of electric lighting. He
favors isolated lighting plants and makes a rather

sweeping generalization in their favor. Mr. Armstrong
is evidently heartily in favor of the anti-Bell interests

in telephony, and he points out one feature of the

local situation that appears to have been overlooked.

This he discusses in the following words;

It seems singular that the commissioner of public
works' should permit the telephone people to so violate
the terms of their agreement with the city, by the in-

troduction of what they call their metallic lines and
the express service, by which they are enabled to
charge from S50 to Sioo per year more for telephones
than their charter permits them. In their charter they
agree to furnish telephones to all parties for S125 a
year, and to furnish all improvements from time to
time as they are made. Instead of doing this, for im-
provements which they make they charge subscribers
extra money, and by giving more attention and quicker
service to the improved and consequently higher
priced apparatus they compel people to use it, mak-
ing the uninitiated believe it is the apparatus which
gives better service rather than their employes. The
writer has maintained that a telephone company can
furnish instruments for not to exceed S75 a year and
that it should be compelled to do so.

This is a point worthy of the investigation of the city

authorities Taken as a whole, Mr. Armstrong's article

IS an admirable resume of the situation. We congratu-

late the Record on its good sense in going to an elec-

trical engineer like Mr. Armstrong for its information.

Other of the Chicago dailies that make themselves

ridiculous by admitting the clamorous misstatements

of the champion electrical politician, John P. Barrett,

may well profit by the example.

In another column will be found an interesting

article on the consumption of electricity in Pans. A
striking feature is found in the fact that all of the

lamps in use in that city seem to be of but ten candle

power, while here nothing less th^tn sixteen candle

power lamps are tolerated for commercial use, and

there is a .very considerable demand for thirty-two

candle power lamps and even higher powers for

private use. This continent long ago emerged from

the thraldom of the tallow dip and the sperm candle,

the first considerable jump being to the mixture of

turpentine and camphor called camphene, followed

by manufactured coal-oil, and this by petroleum. The
satisfied with a leap from

th a clockwork lamp to ten

advance e\en greater than

(4r thirty-two candle-power

people of Europe are

candles and colza oil w
candle power lamps—an

from coal-oil to si'xteen

ither proof that happine

given show that Par

electric lights. This is e

only comparative after a

The aggregate figun

fairly well supplied with incandescent lamps, but

that the gay capital makes a comparatively poor

showing in the use of electric power. The figures are

not available for exact comparison between Paris

and Chicago, but some conclusions may be drawn by

referring back to the statistics of service of the Chi-

cago Edison company, given last week. Naturally,

no one of the French companies can compare in ex-

tent of operation with Chicago's one great company,

as in Paris the service is divided into districts, each

of the companies supplying the territory assigned

to it. Let us, then, glance at the aggregate of all the

central station companies of Paris in comparison with

the service of the one Chicago company. It will be

noted that the total number of incandescent lamps

connected with the Chicago equipment is 191,074, as

compared with the 45-1.567 on the central stations of

Paris. The distinction pointe.l out in the preceding

paragraph must here be borne in mind, however, and,

figured on the basis of ten candle power lamps, the

figures for comparison would be, in round numbers.

',00,000 and .150,000. In addili..n, it must be remem-

bered that over one-third of the Chicigo company's

hicago, 520,000. 1 he total capacity 01 gen

.vchinery in the central stations of the Pa

ipanies and the Chicago company is aboii
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The Okonite Company's Plant at Pas-

saic, N. J.

in truth tlu

growtli of

even nunc

ulity of

of advi
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plant was removed to Passaic, N. J. At this time

liusiness vfas under the management of Charles A.

eever, Willard A. Canilce and George T. Manson,

J ic-maincil so until iKK.), when it was riMirnaiiized

any, hav

pan

achieved afle little 1 : than ro L-ffoi-

speak for themselves. Today the company occupies

an immense plant on the Dundee canal, at Passaic,

N. J., whicli is kept busy filling orders for Okonite

products; its head business- offices occupy a whole

floor at 13 and 15 Park Row, New York city; and its

agencies are located in London, Rome, Yokohama,

Shanghai, Buenos Ayres, Chicago, Boston, St. Louis,

San Francisco, Philadelphia, Omaha, Cincinnati,

Kansas City, Pittsburgh and Buffalo.

The Okonite company had its beginning in 1884,

when J. J. C. Smith, Michael Smith and Herman
Gelpcke organized the New York Insulated Wire &

FIG. I. THE OKONITE COMPANY S PLANT AT
BUSINESS OFFICES.

under the name of the Okonite company, Limitt

with the present management, which is composed
follows ; Willard L Candee and H. Durant Cheevi

nents in the old ones. Recently the plant has been
horoughly overhauled, the machinery rearranged for

nore accurate and rapid work; and new machinery
idded until it now stands perfectly equipped for the

production of any kind of

insulated electrical conduc-

tor,from the fine silk-covered

wire used for lamp cord to

the lieavy, iron-armored sub-

marine cable.

A representative of the

Western Electrician re-

cently spent a day in going

over the Okonite plant in

company with General Su-

perintL-n.leiit George T.Man-
sjn. -IIh; lesiiIlinL' iiiipres-

ai-i..,,. inaiiiilarlunng

tinenls, the iimiiense

capacity of the plant, the

care and intelligent expert

supervision exercised in the

testing department and the

extreme cleanliness observed

in every step of making
Okonite wire. The business

offices are located on the

;nd of the building. They are

s and equipped with a long

nd other modern conveniences

second floor at the

light and commortio

distance telephone

Vulcanite company, and established an experimental

plant for the manufacture of insulated wire at College

Point, Long Island. Here they began making a

special form of insulation which has since become so

widely known as Okonite. In 1885 the name of the

company was changed to the Okonite company, and

managing directors; George T. Manson, ge

perintendent, and W. H. Hodgins, secretary.

In 188S, the present group of factory buildings at Pas-

saic was commenced, and each year since then the

rapidly increasing business of the company has neces-

sitated the erection of new buildings and improve-

for the rapi

building, 12

ply depart

department

handles all

in the plant

. of business. In a separate

; by 50 feet in extent, is located the sup-

lent, which occupies two floors This

is very complete in its arrangement and

raw material of very description used

Bare copper wire, iron wire, jute, yarn.
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belting, fittings and parts of machines are here ar-

ranged in order ready to be supplied on requisition in

an instant. It is a veritable store which sells the fac-

tory' raw materials and buys them back again as

The most notable fact

apparent absence of

fuel for the furnaces

under the four boilers

of 100 horse-power

each. Crude oil, stored

:w England Engineering company, of Wa-
"onn.. A. M. Young, president, has just lin-

'iring all the buildings and has installed a

hboard and bank of transformers. Over 600

:rvice. When all are in use the

: supplies a part of the current

nks side the

buildings to the a-

raount of 60,000 gal-

lons, is used for fuel.

It is forced through

pipes by pneumatic

nace doors, and there

it belches forth in

torrid flames, which

bring the furnaces

iie d with lire brick

almost to a white heat.

In the engine room

is a '250 horse-power

engine and three small

er ones for driving

dynamos. \V a t e r-

power to the amount

of 200 horse-power is

also obtained from the

Dundee Canal. There

is a Thomson-Houston altei

rent for a Thomson welder,

wire, and also furnishes

lator which supplies cur-

sed in joining lengths of

current to the testing

through transformer!

of two slate panels

equipped with Westc

-DEVICE FOR M.^K-

itchboard is composed
seven circuits and

nstruments. It is so arranged

The sw

carrying

throughout. The job is thoroughly up to date, and
one that the New England Engineering company
should feel proud of.

The system of tire protection adopted is N"ery com-
plete. Every building is equipped with automatic

sprinklers and at frequent intervals barrels of sand
are placed. Many an incipient blaze may be quenched
by a handful of sand that would only be aggravated

and spread were water turned on it. This is espe-

cially true of burning oil or rubber. Every here and
there throughout the plant is a hydrant, coil of hose

and a fire axe ready for quick work when necessary.

A carpenter shop, machine shop and blacksrnith

shop occupy a building by themselves. Here all the

wire and cable reels, packing cases and other wooden
things are made, as well as all repairs. The company
builds, from its own designs, a great many of its

cabling, armoring and covering machines and a great

deal of the special machinery employed in the plant.

The largest cabling machine in use in the Okonite
factory was built complete in this shop.

In making Okonite the finest obtainable quality of

pure Para rubber is used. In the immense drying

rooms, kept at the proper temperature by covered

steam pipes laid along' the floor, 50,000 pounds of

rubber is kept hanging on the racks at all times. As
fast as the rubber is used the stock is replenished.

The rubber washing room has a cement floor and is

as clean as a Dutch kitchen. It is fully equipped

with washing tanks, grinders and other machinery,

which breaks and crushes and kneads the rubber

until every foreign substance is extracted.

When the bare copper wire is received it is carefully

measured, gauged, tested for conductivity, cleansed,

straightened and wound on reels preparatory to being

tinned. After being run through the hot tinning baths.

department for the voltage

Houston 450-light direct-currc

the plant with light.

5ts. A Thomson-
machine furnishes

that its capacity may be readily increased. Naturally whicli have a capacity from No. 30 to No. 0000, the

the wire used in running the circuits is Okonite. It wire is cooled and then wound on reels again. After

is all exposed and is carried 011 porcelain insulators this it is taken to the machines which cover it with the
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rom the final process in 72 hours, the same as medium tension, this time

iig, and is then sent being found to Ije suffici nt for all purposes of atu-

the tests are finislieil

any work since the motor was installed.

The cable-making machmery in the Okonite plant

is especially complete and that for the larger cables

is very massive. An immense cable-testing tank is

located just below the largest armoring machine, sit-

uated on the floor above it, and as the cable comes

through tlie machine it runs down through a hole in

the floor into the tank where the tests are made.

This matter of testing is regarded as of the great-

est importance by the Okonite company and their

testing department is one of the most complete in

the whole plant. Not a foot of Okonite wire or cable

leaves the factory until it has successfully withstood

tests many times as severe as would occur in actual

practice. Upon receipt of the wire or cables in the

testing department they are at once placed in tanks

and kept immersed in water. For standard sizes,

the general rule followed is for^lamp cord and smal-

ler conductors to immerse for 36 hours. Other sizes

they are made to stand. If the wires

g enough to stand this test, the fault

iIiiAvs ii]i by a little flame, where the

case a spe(

ss of charge

bur

; the 1 ;lled( the

'ith -mg for the low-ten

of

ING GALVANOMETER.

ration. On special sizes or wires for spe

tests are made to meet the requirements.

water and thoroughly dried on either side. The test

is then repeated, and bhould it stand up O, K., it is

then passed on to an e.vpert, who cuts out the

puncture. These punctures are naturally more
frequent on the low-tension wires than they are on
higher tensions, but a coil is never passed until it

fully stands all the tests that are put upon it. Very
often these coils will stand as many as three or tour

times what they are expected to, and frequently a

coil of low-tension wire stands as high as 8,000 to 10,-

000 volts.

The testing apparatus differs little from that gen-

erally used in all works for the manufacture of in-

sulated wire. Where so many thousand feet are

turned out daily quick methods both of testing and
working out results have to be used. The instruments

are kept at a coefficient of 100,000 each, so that a

reciprocal table will show at a glance the absolute

resistance, and another table giving the feet ex-

pressed in decimals of a mile is used to find the

resistance per mile in megohms. These are further

simplified by having logarithms of both tables made
out, and then all that is necessary is to take the

natural number of the sum of the two logarithms to

obtain the megohms per mile. A diary is kept, where

: Factor J.
ppl> Depart

2. Sh.pping Department. j Coihng; and Measnnng Department

FIG. 4. THE OKONITE COMPANY'S PLANT AT PASSAIC, N. J.—GENERAL

volts, must remain in from 60 to 72 hours. Wire Before any electrical tests for resistance are made a r.

made for high-tension purposes, that is to stand the upon any of these wires an alternating current from find the results

electromotive force of 5,000 volts and over, remains an adjustable transformer is applied to all the coils

eference

Cabling Department.

made at a moment's notice,

my coil tested at any previo

date.
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A stranger, upon entering the majority of testing

rooms, will always notice how extremely dark every-

thing is kept, so as to be able to see the spot from

the galvanometer. Professor Holman, of the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, introduces an idea

by which a testing room could be kept as light as

possible. The accompanying drawing. Fig. 5, will

show how this idea is carried out at the Okonite fac-

tory. The framework holding the scale and lamp is

in the form of a triangle and thoroughly enclosed

except at the ape.v, directly opposite the galvan-

ometer, and the base, which holds the scale sliding

on a rod for convenience of keeping the zero. An
incandescent or oil lamp fitted upon the top of the

triangle is shown in the drawing. It will be easily

seen that the full light of the beam from the mirror

will be received on the ground glass and no outside

light can possibly interfere.

In a building where heavy machinery is used there

is bound to be a great deal of vibration, which will

affect the delicatesuspension of the mirror. A method

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

the rated capacity of the motor. They are said to

possess nearly all the features of excellence of a

direct current motor, while being superior in that they

having no commutator in circuit (except while start-

ing) and call for no attendance at the brushes. They
are absolutely protected from lightning, from being

placed on the secondary side of the current, and,

being arranged for low voltages, they are protected

from the burn-outs due to high potentials and broken

wires, which are especially troublesome in 500 volt

current motors of small size.

No starting box or other device is required in

1 of the Okonite company
the usual suspension by
> the bottom of the instru-

1 a tank of water. The

introduced by the electrici:

to prevent this is to add t<

a spring a buffer attached

ment. This buffer rests

tank could be of any convenient size, and the buffer

should be immersed as far as possible, great rare

being taken that it does not touch the sides of the

tank. The addition of a little oil on the top of the

water prevents evaporation. The usual suspension

by a spring only has the disadvantage of occasionally

synchronizing with the steady vibration of the build-

ing. This naturally is transformed to the mirror, and
the spot, of course, becomes unsteady. The water
buffer nearly obviates this. The drawing, Fig. 6,

will show in detail how the suspension is rigged up.

Where it is possible to get a spot very steady, it is

very often useful to have a very long radius for it, and
on oae of these instruments the radius ii 12 feet,

making it possible to get a coefficient with 200 volts

and a half a million megohms. This helps to get a

mire deli lite res ilt 0:1 shjrt pieces of wire for exper-

imental purposes, etc.

Some college professors are \-ery fond of an electrom-

eter, and no doubt this wonderful instrument is very

useful in a laboratory, but for all practical purposes a

good condenser and a high coefficient galvanometer

FtG. -> niPHO\h.D COWECnCUT TELEPHONES.

laning the motor the stoppmg and starting being
Reeled by a smgle lever. This lever moves across

is shown in the engraving, with three

rked respectively "Off," "Start" and "On."

s allowed to remain in "Start" notch until

ned its normal speed, when it is

." In moving to this latter position

lifted off the com mutator, the externa

thus havmg no

th the amature wmdmg m this

in The sw tch and fuse terminals

Itself the

onlj wiring required with these motors
being the introduction of the

leads into the terminals The stock

sizes of these motors are made by the

compan\ for i6oooand 7 co

fcrcnl proccssi.s of manufncturt so thit when 1 ciblc

ij hnished cither for itrni uider^round or subma
rinc work it is sure to be O K for the work it is ( x

pectcd to do
In going into the details of the testing it must not

hi inferred thit this is all The conductivity of ill

w res is thoroughly t( sted and tin WalKcc high
snndard is verifn 1 b"f re inv coiiductoris insulated
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the special disadvantages of synchronizing motors); a

power factor at full load, of 67 per cent on the 130

cycle circuit and 80 per cent on a 60 cycle circuit for a

Yz horse power machine.

These motors are practically noiseless except white

starting. They are provided with self-oiling, self-

aligning phosphor-bronze journals and a cast steel

shaft, the oil boxes being arranged with gauges and
cocks, no expense having been spared to make these

parts of the motor of the most approved mechanical

construction, as indeed they have to be, since the

clearance of the armature is a little more than i-ioo of

an inch. The Emerson Electric Manufacturing com-

pany is putting these machines out under its usual guar-

antee and is finding a ready demand. It has in prepa-

ration sizes from yi to 3 horse powerand is prepared to

make promptshipment onthe|2 and i horse power ma-
chines of any frequency. Other sizes and a fuller

line are promised at an early date.

Improved Connecticut Telephones.
The accompanying illustrations represents the new

telephone of the Connecticut Telephone & Electric

company of Meriden, Conn., known as outfit No. 7 (Fig.

i), and the same company's desk telephone (Fig. 2).

These instruments are of a high grade of workman-
ship, and the former, after a series of tests, is claimed

to be unsurpassed by any telephone in the market for

these excellences: Simplicity in construction (abso-

lutely no adjustment required); impossibility of pack-

FIG I niPKOVED COWECTICUT TELEPHONES.

ig unler im ilt ei tneness is well as

le I It t II ted L\ nhu-(i.,n

I II I I ndcst uclihiliiv

1 I I I I I N ULind 11 be as

LIS tic lis tle\ are set

I I ins luttci irm shown on
I 1 111 1 ., I will be sold

1 ' I L I 5 Ils rint. It It lb furnished
ith It iiductioii coilsunless othciwise ordcied.

Clown Woven Wiie Bi ush
I wiic brushes are

I lUcaic of electrical

New Alternating Current Power Motor.
Ilie Emerson Electric Manufacturing company,

St. I.ouis, Mo., a pioneer in the manufacture of

alternating current fan motors, is now introducing to

ihc trade a line of small alternating current power
motors, the '/^ horse power size of which is herewith

illustrated. These motors are non-synchronous,

though practically constant speed, the speed regula-

tion being within five per cent, between "no load" and

liling the motor to take care of a large temporary over-

load by virtue of its momentum, and to regain its nor-

mal speed afterward (the inability to do this is one of

machinery, but one fault has been their liability t

spread at the ends, which causes the brush to cove
more segments on the commiit.itor than desired, an
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iWiic r.rush company, of Salem,
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Cll.lh, Ihu of la

ithc ved
firmly lO(,'elhcr with sliciin iliread, which prevents it

spreading at the ends.

This brush differs entirely from other American
made brushes, and is somewhat similar to the im-

ported German brush and, owint; to the duty on the

imported, they are sold at a lower price. This com-
pany also makes the ordinary woven wire brush. Its

sales arc rapidly increasing, and its goods are used all

over the United States and in many foreign countries.

PERSONAL.
Rollin B. Trouslot, manager of the Colorado Elec-

trical Sujiply company of Colorado Springs, Colo., is

spending a few days in Chicago.

Clarence B. Stump, well known in street railway
and electrical fields, has been appointed general
manager of the Electrical Exposition, which is to be
held in New York city, commencing May 4th, and con-
tinuing until the first of June.

Alfred Ely Beach, editor of the Scientific Amencan,
died at his home in New York on January 2d. Mr.
Beach was born in Springfield, Mass., in 1826. He
was the son of Moses Y. Beach. When he was 20
years old he formed a partnership with Orson D.
Munn, and they became the proprietors of the
Scientific American, which was at that time the only
weekly journal of its kind in the country. During
nearly fifty years Mr. Beach was active in the editor-
ship of the Scientific American and in the direction
of the e.Ktensive patent business of the firm. He had
a faculty for mechani?s and all branches of science.

construction than the telephone; and it is gratifying
to hear such good reports regarding the output of the
Connecticut Telephone & Electric company of Meri-
den. Conn. Letters testifying to the good work per-
formed by these instruments have been received from
the Clute Bros. Hardware company, of Cohoes, N. Y.,
Rudolph Schmidt & Co., Rochester, N. Y.; the Peo-
ple's Telephone company. Bowling Green, O., and
from T. J. Campbell, of Hartford, Conn., who was en-
thusiastic over the results obtained, stating that of
the many telephones which he had installed, this
was the first one that did its work in a satisfactory
manner, four being placed on a line of six miles on
trolley poles, with bare No. 12 copper wire, and hav-
ing no induction wnen in use.

TRADE NEWS.
Dr. W. P. Freeman, of New York, has removed his

office from the Electrical Exchange building, to room
2, 106 and !o8 Liberty street, where arrangements
will be made for an experimental room and laboratory.

The Brady mast-arm for electric street lights has a
wide reputation. It is said that over 20,000 are in

use. This device is made by T. H. Brady, 351 Main
street, New Britain, Conn., who also manufactures
brackets, hanger-boards, cut-out boxes, lamp pulleys,
street hoods, spark arresters, etc.

It will without doubt be somewhat of a surprise to

the electrical trade in general to learn that the Metro-
politan Electric company of Chicago sells its cata-
logues. The trade is already familiar with the remark-

BUSINESS.
The Weber Gas and Gasoline Engine company,

Kansas City, Mo., is well booked with orders for gas
engines at this time, and is running its entire force

2K hours overtime. The company further slates
that the outlook for future business is very bright.

The enormous business of the Fiberite company,
manufacturer of the Medbery overhead material,
demonstrates the confidence with which the public
recognizes the superiority of this equipment. When
the highest class of material is desired, the company
is almost without a competitor. No other material,
it is claimed, is sold under such a strong guarantee.
Already large orders have been received for the new
spring business, while several orders have been re-

ceived from roads where it is necessary to re-equip.
Naturally such roads are anxious for the best possi-
ble material. The Mason Electric Equipment com-
pany, Chicago, the selling agent for the company,
carries a large stock m its storerooms ready for im-
mediate delivery.

The Electric Appliance company finds the new year
opening very satisfactorily. Through perseverance
and push it has collected a line of first-class agencies,
which includes bare copper wire, "O.K." weatherproof
wire, Packard lamps and converters and Upton arc
lamps. In fact a central station man can step into the
store at 242 Madison street, Chicago.and placehis en-

tire order for central station, equipment, outside of his

apparatus. The company is also receiving congratula-
tions on its recent appointment as general

I'- \'> !" "I'.
' .', 1, h.,-1, Nrw V„rk. Allcor-
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The licardsley Manufacturint; "i,,,|,ai,y, 211 Lake
strei't, Chicago, is now offering a limj ..f ^/i„,i|s of in-
terest to electrical manufacturers :ui.l si,|,|,ly .lealers.
It is now manufacturing the A|ax bian.l of oiled
Ijaper which is used by a large number of electrical
manufacturers for insulating fields ami armatures of
dynamos and motors. This specialty particularly
has met with a most encouraging demand, and Mr.
Hines states that there has not been a single com-
plaint as to the quality of this pa|ier. The company also
hasexcellent facilities for turning out brass, copper
and aluminum goods. It has, too, for several years
been making commutator bars and brass and copper
connections. Another branch of the business that is

steadily growing is the manufacture of yellow brass
gas and electric light fixture castings. The company
also works a finishing electroplating plant and is pre-
paring to handle any class of firrishing work in a sat-
isfactory manner. The controlling interest of this
concern was recently secured by Lucius A. Hine, the
present manager of the company, and through his
energetic efforts the business is rapidly increasing.

In central stations and railway power stations using
Thomson recording wattmeters to measure the total
output from each machine, or upon each feeder, the
grouping of the dials of all the meters in one place
where they could be conveniently read at one time has
been frequently urged as advantageous. The Gen-
eral Electric company has therefore brought out a
telltale dial system. This permits the placing of all

the dials upon one panel and the installation of the
meters out of ordinary reach, as it is no longer neces-
sary to read them each day. The necessary wiring
from the meters to the panel is simple and inexpen-
sive. The panels can be duplicated and the perform-
ance of the meters can be read either in the dynamo
room or in the manager's office, or any other necessary
place, and the performance of the station can be accu-
rately learned at any time. Each row of dials on the
panel represents a single generator or feeder, and the
recording indicator is actuated every kilowatt-hour by
a simple make-and-break device upon the meter, assur-
ing its circuit. The dials are several times larger
than those on the ordinary meter and they are all

direct reading, all constants being eliminated by mod-
ifications of the actuating mecfianism. It is only
necessary, in ordering the telltale dial, to state the

of each meter and the character of the gen-
the panel can then be properly lettered.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

552,094. Automatic Electric Switch. Harry H.
Blades, Detroit, Mich. Application filed Sep-
tember 14, i8g5.

The combination with an electric inotor, of a switch gov-
erning Ihe admission of current to the motor, a solenoid
electro magnet on an mdependent sliunt circuit, the sole-
noid having a revolving armature adapted to engage and

Issued December ^i, iSgS-

ranged opposite the other end of the bar for closing the
circuit when the strip expands.

552,172. Electro-magnetic Mechanism. Stephen D.
Field, Stockbridge, Mass. Application filed

August 5, 1895.

7irsi^i
: and below wit

552,103. Multipolar Electromagnet. William P.
Daniels, Cologne, Germany. Application filed

September 7, 1895. Patented in Germany July
II, 1895.

In a lifting magnet, the combination with an electro-
maenet, of a plurality of pole pieces therefor, and a yield-
ingly adjustable end piece or extension for each of the pole
pieces adapted to engage the otject to be lifted, whereby
the pole pieces of the lifting magnet may adjust themselves
to variously shaped objects to be lifted.

552,105. Apparatus for AutomaticaJly Maintaining
Current Upon Moving Vehicles. Harry E. Dey,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed May 20, 1895.

The combination with a vehicle, of an electric motor em-
braced in a circuit energized from a suitable source, a motor-
dynamo or similar converting device, and a storage battery
energized from the motor-dynamo and adapted to actuate
the latter and energize the motor circuit upon a cessation of
the main supply.

552,153- Keyless Fire Alarm Telegraph Box. Nathan
H. Suren,-New York, N. Y. Application filed

March 8, 1895.

In a keyless fire alarm signal box. the combination with
the operating handle of a spring mechanism which is wound
up by the movement of the handle, a trip releasing a spring
mechanism from the handle alter a detinite movement of
the handle, and an alarm bell operated by the spring move-
ment after it is released from the operating handle.

552, [66. Electric Thermostat and Push-Butlon.
Orator F. Woodward, Le Roy, N. Y. Applica-
tion filed December 29, 1893.

The combination of a base with an expansible strip, a
movaole conducting bar, and an electrode, all supported on
the base in a plane parallej thereto, the expansible strip and

ranged substantially parallel and having abutting faces, one
of the faces being curved and a support for one of the levers
adapted to permit longitudinal movement thereof.

552,173. Electric Telephone. Stephen D. Field,

Stockbridge, Mass. Application filed August
5, 1895.

The combination with a diaphragm and a device adapted
to vibrate therewith, of a system of compensating levers in-

terposed between the diaphragm and the device and adapted
to alter the ratio between vibrations of large amplitude and

552,181. Electrical Railway Signaling Apparatus.
Henry J. Hovey, Evanston, 111. Application filed

August 5, 1895.

eiectro-magnet therein provided with an armature, of a con-
tact arranged adjacent to the armatures and adapted to
form contact therewith, the armatures having flexible por-
tions arranged in the line of movement of each other
whereby one may hold the other away from the contact, and
a signal circuit having one

""

around the arc. provided with a small inlet for air and ducts
for leading the air in a uniform direction relatively to

552,211. Depolarizer for Primary Batteries and
Method of Making Same. Gustave W. Thurn-
auer. Aurora, and Milton M. Kohn. Chicago, III
Applirniinn Hted February 20, 1895.

' ' '.iti- for batteries consisting of copper
.z. iiiat.erial capable of being reduced by

J I a> lion of the battery, the whole being

552,218. Kleclnc Battery. David S, Williams, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed July 19, 1895.

A supporting device for a sectional cathode, comprising a
number of superposed receptacles connected together hori-
zontally and forming a continuous yielding conductor, the

552,21(5. Electrical Battery. David S. Williams,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Aug. 23
1895.

An improved battery comprising essentially a casing of
electrical conductive material, containing an electrolyte, the

casing and in connection with the conductive portion of the
casing, and an anode between the cathodes of opposite sides
of the casing.

552,220. Electric Battery. David S. Williams, Phil-
adelphia, Pa. Application filed August 23, 1895.
An electric battery comprising an outer shell or casing, a

series of partitions inactive to the electrolyte dividing the
sanie into a number of chambers, studs of conducting ma-
terial in the partitions, a negative electrode carried by one
end of the stud within one chamber, and a positive electrode
carried by the opposite end of the stud within an adjoining

552,239. Safety Device for Electric Circuits. Paul
H. D'Unger, Chicago, 111. Application filed Sep-
tember 16, 1895.

therein, an induction coil whose primary includes a portion

. having i

552,260. Apparatus for Transforming Alternating
Currents Into Unidirectional Currents. Carl
Pollak, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Ap-
plication filed May 22, 1893. Patented in France
October 28, 1892; in England November 2, 1892;
in Switzerland May 26, 1893; in Austria, April 3,

1894, and in Hungary April 3, 1894.

The combination with an alternating current machine, a
straight current device, and a circuit between them, of a
current straightening commutator having suitable segments

' 'iterposed in th*e circuit, the commutator being
:ructed so as to hold the ele
ammutator segments and th

oZVSl
552,271. Electrical Bicycle. Ogden Bolton, Jr.,

ton, Ohio, Application filed September 19,

A hollow shaft with rods insulated therein, and havir
wires.connected thereto, the field magnet secured \
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shaft, the supporting plates canying a portion of the ball

bearings, and provided at their inner edges with a hub lor
-1 an inclosing ring secured to the outer

applied to its opposite ends, thcspokes, and the

block next in advance, and a linu wire constituting an elec-

trical connection between the other of the rails and the

second section or block in advance.

1,309. Electric Meter. John R. Tucker and
Charles C. Hinckley, Aurora, 111. Application

filed March 25, 1895.

In an electric meter the combination of a register with a

device responsive to the main current, a vibratory arm
adapted by its movement to actuate said register, and an
interrupter located between the vibratory arm and the_ reg-

ister and adapted to interrupt the operation of the register

NO. 552,103.

552,313. Synchronous Single-phase Motor. Charles
E. L. Brown, Baden. Switzerland. Application
filed February 6, 1893.

;d directly with the rotating winding, and of

nultiple-partcollectorand the other - '

552,;

111

. ail

and proper elect

Iway Signal
Henderson, Ky. Applicationrhomas B. Di:

filed July 10, 18

In an electrical railway signaling system, the combination.
with an insulated block or section of track, and an electri-

cally controlled signal controlling the entrance of trains to

the block at one end thereof, of a battery at the distant end
of the blocK and a signal circuit therefor passing through

operated from tfie

home end of the block, and arranged, when operated, to

552,322. Secondary Battery. Alvaro S. Krotz and
Wilbur W. Spencer, Springfield, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed January 31, 1895.

A storage or secondary battery plite consisting of a con-
'
-—--

it> of icti\e material and sheets of porous
al hi\ing interior porous projections, the

latter matenaib being pre'^st.d together so that one fills

through and througfi into the interbtice-. of the other and
3Ugh itb porous projections to form in-

;enor hlamentb through the pitrous projec-

552,337. Electric Motor Albert W Smith. Wash-
ington, D. C Apphcation filed July 23, 1895.

holding

1 rough

umerabk

The corabina 1 with rails having holes through them
tubular plugs to pass through and pro-
faces of the rails and open at both ends,
projecting block and a rod extending

!,34i. Electric Smelting Furnace. Joseph A.
Vincent and James E. Hewes, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application filed July 18, 1895.

In an electric smelting furnace, the combination of the

1,347. Motor Suspension for Street Cars. George
F. Card, Mansfield, Ohio. Application filed

August 21, 1895.

The combination, with a motor, of a frame having one end
elastically supported upon the car truck, and the other end
elastically supported from the car axle, and a pivotal con-
nection of the motor and frame between the points of sup-
port of the frame.

!,363. Insulating Joint. Elliott P. Gleason, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed December 27, 1894.

In an insulating coupling the combination of two tubular
and flanged portions, the faces of the flanged portions being
at substantially right angles to the leneth of the tubular
portions, a fastening devic

outside of the flanges and coverir
insulating material and plugs of insularing material extend-
ed through holes in the flanges.

!,369. Means for Operating Electric Railway Ve-
hicles. Ernst G. W. C. Hoffmann, Charlotten-

burg, Germany. Application filed September 3,

1895. Patented in Italy April 8, 1895; in Eng-
land May 5, 2895; and in France June 20, 1895.

An electric railway vehicle having a rntative bar or shaft
adapted for operating current controlling resistance devices
and motor current reversing devices, one or both, and pro-
vided with a longitudinal slot, combined with a coupling de-
vice having studs adapted to the slots of the rotative bars
or shafts of two vehicles.

2,384. Electric Gas Lighter. Philip Meyer, Ala-
meda, Cal. Application filed September 20, 1895.
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[;i;2,477. Rail-bond for Electric Railways. ' Budd J.

Jones, Chicago, 111. Application filed March 29,

1895.

A rail bond for electric railways, comprising rails and fish

plates in combination with a pair of looped U-shaped bond
, ^ -'-'-' --'^ studs on theirrespectiveends,

ig a greater spread than the

other in order to bring
"'

' *
^" ""

'
"''' " '""

1 combination v

disposed upon the ignition sun
connections for the electrodes.

and suitable electrical

, thereby r

utation is shifted

In a dynamo-electric machine provided
pole pieces, the combtnation with symm
sectionally wound field magnet coils, of m
the circuit connections of the sections of

the relative magnetizing power of the coils,

the entire field of force through the armature about the
of the armature in a plane perpendi
whereby the diameter of maximum com
to vary the voltage of the machine.

1,413. Apparatus for Purifying Water by Galvanic
Action. Samuel G. Cabell, Washington, D. C.
Application filed February 15, 1895.

In an apparatus for purifying water by galvanic action,
the combination of the vertical casing having ports near its

' grating arranged '

,414. Galvanic Feed-water Purifier. Samuel G.
Cabell, Washington, D. C. Application filed

October 16, 1895.

In a feed-water purifier, the combination of a gland hav-

Lipplei

B\ttery.

; combination 1

ipurities, a gaK
battery electrically connecte
ng water through the gland t

:unveying hot watt

..^ ...^. studs thereof l

uch bond members being arranged

posite sides of the rail webs, and between the same

NO. 552,397.

552,479. Electrical Rail-bond. Min
Melrose, Mass. Application fil

1S95.

An electrical bond for railway rails,

construction a strip of conductor metal pn
slits which form points or projections adap
into a bolt hole in the web of the rail, and tightly v

therein by the bolt.

552,490. Wire Stripping Tool. Adelbert O. Benecke,
Newark, N. J. Application filed January 10, 1895.

:utting through the insulation upon
insulated e

.the a

pair of hinged i

roller. 01 varying diameter
roller being at right angles

r. the plane of the knife being at right angles to th

le roller, the members being so joined together e

1 space for the wire to lie along the whole length c

between the members.

emulator for Electrical Circuits. Joseph C

ofer. New York, N. Y. Application file

connections trom trie opposite ends 01 the coil independent
of the commutator, and two contacts having circuit connec-
tions movable over the commutator, whereby different cir-

cuits may be regulated independently or together in the
same or opposite directions.

552.496. Electric Lighting System. Joseph C. Mayr-
hofer, New York, N. Y. Application filed July
5. 1895.

In a theater light regulator, the combination with ;i 10-
sistancc coil, a series of commutator plates connc^Jiud ^il

intervals with said coil, and a contact movable over tin;

commutator plates and connected with the supply circiiii.

1 filed Fcbru.ii-y 23, 1895.

552.338. Electrical R:ii!-fish. Vi.

neva, Switzerland. Applicalj

I, 1895.
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3d in cycling took a

t is estimated that

:e the show during

under the auspices

provided were driven a

ing about 500 amperes-

running up as high as

theii m capacity, giv-

-150 from the Edison machine,

76, and 350 from the Mayo dy-

lum of 370, These generators

was utilized for transmission to Sixteenth str

special system of feeders on this street, includ

main laid especially for the purpose, took the

two blocks west to the building, where the currentv

at from 105 to 110 volts, the difference from the

potential of 200 volts representing the drop in I

mile transmission. About i, ino amperes of curr

of the National Cycle Exhibition company of Chicago

—

a corporation organized by the representatives of the

bicycle press in Chicago. The expenses were heavy,

but the company will clear up a handsome profit, even

after turning over 50 per cent, of the proceeds to the

Cycle Board of Trade, as it was compelled to do.

A very liberal use of electricity was made for general

illumination, decorative purposes and for operating

small motors. Tattersall's is supplied with an isolated

plant, consisting of a 35 light Thomson-Houston arc

machine and a 20 kilowatt Edison 110 volt dynamo,
driven by an Armington & Sims engine. There is also

a high-tension arc light circuit and a limited low-ten-

sion current supply from the Chicago Edison company's

mains. These sources of current were entirely inade-

quate, however, for the heavy demand of the week, and
temporary arrangements to supply the needful current

were hurriedly made.

16 candle power incandescent lamps in the booths

lining the four outer walls of the great building. The
output was controlled from a temporary switchboard.

A view of this hard-working equipment is given in Fig. 2,

In addition there was an entirely independent and

greatly increased supply from the South Side station of

the Chicago Edison company. This comprised about

1,100 amperes of low-tension current and the operation

of 64 high-tension 2,000 candle power arc lamps. The

latter feature presented no especial difficulty, as an arc

circuit, operated from a Wood dynamo at the station,

was already in the building. To get the great amount of

no volt current required, however, from the station at

Twenty-seventh street, two miles away, required unusual

and rather elaborate preparations. To meet the emer-

gency two TOO kilowatt Edison bipolar machines, usually

operated at 115 to 120 volts, were cut out of the general

service plant at the station and separately driven to a

candescent

and 30 low

nps of 16 candle power,

5 in the central portior

The feeder circuit wa:

al plant and brought ii

L of Tattersall's and

s entirely independ-

3 at another part of

In all, the current used during the week supplied the

equivalent of 4,000 16 candle power lamps and cost the

Exhibition company about $4,500, including the special

construction work. Quite a number of small motors

were employed to operate stationary bicycles or moving

The work was all quickly done. Erikson &. Smith,

who did the general interior wiring for the exhibits, per-

formed their work practically in two days. It was no

trifling undertaking, as will be understood when it is

stated that three cables, each 245 feet long and of 500,-

000 circular mils section, were used to take the current



from the point where the Edison feeders entered the

building to the center of distribution for the central ex-

hibits. The large amount of wire used was furnished

by the New York Insulated Wire company through

James Wolfif, the Chicago agent. The three-wire sys-

tem was used for the central portion, on the Edison sta-

tion, while ordinary two-wire circuits supplied the out-

side booths, from the basement plant. The entire inde-

pendence of the two systems insured the building

against darkness in the event of a possible breakdown.

Much of the current consumed supplied signs made

up with incandescent lamps. Many of these were strik-

ing and artistic, and a few of the more prominent are il-

lustrated in Fig. I. The Stearns column was conspic-

uously placed and was efiective with ground glass lamps

on a background of dead black. It was made for E. C.

Stearns & Co. by the AUen-Hussey company of Chicago,

which did much of the sign wiring. The Columbia sign

was dainty in miniature red lamps on black letters and

scroll-work on a background of red. The Barnes sign

was a revolving affair, driven by a motor, while the

crescent (emblematic of the Crescent wheel) of the West-

ern Wheel Works was bold and attractive. The Out-

injrr and Smalley signs also attracted much attention.

The signs of Bearings, the Sterling Cycle Works and

the Liberty Cycle company are worthy of mention, but

Of the exhibits only two were electrical, and these

were bicycle lamps. The Cycle Electric Light com-

pany of Chicago attracted rai
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Selecting an Electric Motor.
By Dr. G. H. Zahn.

The Rating of Motors.—TYi^ proper selection of an

electric motor is not so easy as is generally supposed.

The difficulty is due not to a lack of suitable motors, but

rather to the imperfect manner of rating electrical ma-

A steam engine is not sold by the horse power, for an

engine developing 50 horse power at one-fifth cut-off

could furnish about 100 horse power at two-fifths cut-off;

it is rated by the diameter of the cylinder, the length of

stroke and the speed. If boiler pressure and ratio of

expansion are also taken into consideration, it is easy to

select from the manufacturer's list an engine most suit-

able for the work to be performed.

Electric motors cannot be rated the same way, for the

size of the armature and the speed do not give any

means of rating the power developed by the machine.

The load of an electric motor is limited only by two

First—When the motor is loaded to such a degree that

the heating of the windings may injure and destroy the

Second—The load limit is also reached when the

motor sparks so badly that the commutator is in danger

of being destroyed.

In buying a motor the customer, if he is no expert,

depends entirely on the guarantee of the manufacturer,

and generally the machine is preferred which shows at

full load and efficiency perhaps two or three per cent.

pact primary battery and miniature lamp for bicycle use.

The outfit weighs two pounds, and the light, intensified

by a lens, is said to be of 18 candle power. On one

charge of the battery it is said that the lamp will burn

10 hours. The battery is said not to leak over one

per cent, on open circuit, and the life of the lamp is

placed at 300 hours. A somewhat similar lamp, sup-

plied from a primary battery, was shown by the Eclipse

Bicycle company of Boston. The material used in mak-

ing the solution for this battery is sold in the shape of a

dry powder known as "Eclipse electric sand."

Chicago Electrical Association.
The Chicago Electrical association held its third meet-

ing for this season at 1737 Monadnock building January

3d. The paper of the evening was by W. Clyde Jones

I the
'

I by

and complete statement of facts rrgardi

patent laws and customs. Thu p,i)H
1 ,,.1

W. R. Garlon. ThomasG. Gn-

^

|
,, and

others. Following the reading <>\ \' '
\

. 1.^ . \--> lion

of officers for the ensuing year w.i In 11 .ml m ulird in

the election of W. Clyde Jones, prcsidcni; S. G. Mc-
Mecn, vice-president; J. R. Cravath, secretary; F. S.

ilickok. treasurer. There has recently been a great in-

crease in interest and membership of the association,

which promises to take a prominent place among the

local societies in the largest cities of the country. Elec-

trical men around Chicago arc cordially invited to at-

higher than the one of other makers. The fact that (by

the general customer) too m'uch attention is paid to the

full load efficiency of an electric motor, and none, or not

enough, to the kind of work and the conditions under
which the machine is being operated, results quite often

in the disappointment of the purchaser. The conditions

under which a motor is running affect the design of the

machine very much, and there are two distinct classes.

The first class comprises the commercial motors used

for running machinery by belt, Various tests made in

regard to the work done by this kind of motors show-

that the average power demanded is below 50 per cent,

of the horse power stamped on the name-plate of the

machine. The motors of the other class are used for

operating street cars, cranes, or doing other heavy inter-

mittent work.

A motor of the first kind mentioned, say of an output

of 10 horse power, should therefore have a very high

efficiency at light loads, three horse power and above,

and be able to furnish 10 horse power all the day long

without sparking and undue heating, while a so-called

10 horse power motor of the other class should develop

even from 30 to 40 horse power for periods of about 20

minutes without sparking and injury to the machine.

Now, if two 10 horse power motors, both being of

the same design and. generally, built for a high effici-

ency at full load and guaranteed to develop 20 per cent,

power above the normal output, without undue heating

and sparking, are supplied to work under the two differ-

ent conditions mentioned above, the manufacturer will

hear, perhaps, from one customer—using the motor
to run a printing press— that- the efficiency of the ma-
(.hine is too low at one-third load, while the other cus-
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tomer^operating a crane by the motor—will say that

the motor is not a good machine, for it sparks too much
. at an overload of 300 per cent.

Thus it is easily seen that a manufacturer can hardly

fill the requirements of these two distinctly different

cases by supplying machines of the same design.

The efficiency curves of the two kinds of motors are

represented in the accompanying cut. A being the curve

of a commercial motor. It is expected to run at one-half

or two-thirds load average, and the efficiency, therefore,

should be high for these loads. B shows the curve of

the motor of the other class. The efficiency is very low

at light loads, while it is exactly the same for full load

as in A, and at an overload even higher than that of

the former.

This difference of the efficiency curves may be ob-

tained by a slight modification in the design of the two

motors—by the different distribution of the losses of

both machines. The losses in a dynamo or motor are

due to field current, hysteresis, eddy currents, brush

and bearing friction, resistance of armature winding

and commutation. Motor A is a machine using com-

paratively few lines of force: therefore the amount of

copper wire on the magnets is very small and not much
current is required to excite the field. The losses due

to hysteresis and eddy currents are low, only a small

quantity of iron being used in the armature core; the

bearings are rather light, thus reducing the friction, for

this motor is never called upon for more than normal

load. The losses due to armature resistance and com-

mutation may be high without affecting very much the

efficiency at light loads.

In designing a motor of the type B just the reverse of

the former conditions has to be effected. The motor is

supposed to run for some time with a considerable over-

load, which causes a heavy current to flow through the

be of a larger size than in A to prevent heating, and the

loss due to resistance is rather small. More iron is used

in building up the armature core; the greater current,

when the machine is running at an overload, causes a

greater armature reaction, and in order to prevent spark-

ing a stronger magnetic field and more lines of force

have to be produced. This results in larger magnets

and increases the weight of copper wire, so that more
current is required to excite the field. Finally, the fric-

tion is much increased by the use of larger bearings.

As far as the development of power is concerned it is

easily seen that motor B is far superior to A: it can run

at three times its rated load, while motor A never will

be called upon for more than its rated capacity, and
generally is running much below its normal load.

Of great importance in relation to the rating and the

price of a motor is its speed. How far the output of a

machine is affected by its speed may be seen by the fol-

lowing: If the pattern of a 10 horse power motor run-

ning at 1,200 revolutions per minute shall be used to

properly build a motor running at 600 revolutions per
minute, it will be found that the output of the slow-speed

machine is about ^Vz or five horse power. The weight
and cost of manufacture are about the same for both
motors. This explains the higher price of slow-speed

machines.

Therefore, in rating and comparing electric motors,

the following points have to be carefully considered:

At what load does it commence to spark?

At what load does the temperature rise abnormally?'
What is the efficiency at different loads?

At what speed does it run?

These four points, considered together, give a fair

way of rating and comparing motors.

Cencralors as Motors.— \\ is generally known that

a good generator will give good results if used as a mo-
tor. This holds good if the machine be running under
suitable conditions, as considered above; /. c, if it be
chosen with a view to the kind of work to be performed
and its efficiency at different portions of the load. But
if a lighting dynamo is used as a motor its available

brake horse power will be some 30 per cent, less than
the belt horse power to run it as a generator, and the

speed will be about 10 per cent, less than that given for

the dynamo.

The nature and

have to do are so

ized in the same
There are three cl

to the windhiB ..\

conditions of the

ariouslhat they c
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compound wound machines. But there are many ways

o[ winding the field magnets of motors, each adapted to

a particular purpose. A fairly good idea of these vari-

ous windings may be gathered from ^he following table

((I

Mccluinkal and liUclrical Details.—The question

whether a bipolar or multipolar machine shall be chosen

air gap. The number of lines of force per cm.-uf tlie

air space will be 5,500.

If the leakage factor be 1.25 for the magnets and i.i

for the armature, and the factor of the useful cross-sec-

tion of the air space 0,9, the number of ampere-turns on

the magnets is found to be 8,000 (about).' There being

two magnet spools, the number of ampere turns for each

Nature of Winding ol Field MagneLs.

RegSSfon. '^^:^
Remarks.

Generator. Motor.

Series. Series. Good. Good.
M^i""M'''!!'."!^:y'.,',.! ,"!;,'", i!,'

,

'„'.': !':„'.;" -w-:-x^-

Co,n>o„nd or Shunt Good. Fair. '";.:,',:,.„::,„, „':,i,/
,./

'

.: .:

any other supply
ofconstantE. M. fofcc' .ilsu'm'n'.'ikshliil'^

'.".",''
i

;.','
. '"!ni,!!» are'used;

Very Good.

being removed (by belt coiiiii:- ..ti iln n ,
.

speed!"' Chiefly used 't^r Tnmn ulotorT'ot
'

il.u work where
.:hly of the load

•• Difteretltial. Very Good. Fair. Used only where exact speed regulation
regulation in case No. 2 is close enough tor

is required. The

<; Special Fair. Good. A compromise between Nos. 2 and 3. Uset
ing power is required, capstans, hoists, etc.

has nothing lo do with the conditions under which the

motor is working or with its efficiency. Both types can

be built for the same efficiency, and if properly selected.

that is, according to the kind of work to be done, one

machine will do the work as well as the other. The
multipolar dynamos and motors have been the fad of

jfacti

fourth or one-half horse power motors of the multipolar

type. Small multipolar machines do not have any ad-

vantage over bipolars. and there is no doubt that in a

short time more bipolar dynamos and motors will be on

the market. The bipolar motor is a far simpler ma-

chine than the multipolar, as generally built, that is,

with four or more brushes in multiple, and great im-

provements have been made in regard to the drum ar-

mature winding of this type.

Of great importance in selecting a motor is the ques-

tion, What kind of iron, wrought-iron, cast-steel or cast-

iron, is used for the magnet system? The kind of iron

used aflects not only the weight, but. what is more im-

portant, changes greatly the efficiency of a machine.

The best way of forming a fair idea of this question is to

compare two motors, one being made of cast-steel or

wrought-iron, which are about the same, and the other

of cast-iron. Supposing a lo horse power motor of the

horseshoe type, running at Soo revolutions per minute,

is made of cast-steel. The efficiency curve must be of

the form given in B in the cut; in other words, the ma-

chine should be able to work under a considerable over-

load for some time. If the motor is supplied from a no
volt circuit, the current for a supposed commercial effi-

ciency of about go per cent-=:75.4 amperes. Of this

current 2.7 per cent,, or about two amperes, must be

used to excite the (shunt) field, while the rest is going

through the armature windings. The size of the

smooth-cored drum armature will be, in diameter and

length, nine inches. The number of conductors around

the armature core will be 174, wound in one layer; volts

lost in the armature, 3. Hence the number of lines

of force is 4.6X10"- The number of lines of force being

10,000 per cm.- of the steel magnets and 13,000 per cm.

-

of the armature core, the cross-section of the magnets is

460 cm,= or about 72 square inches, and of the armature

core (radial) 190 cm.= or about 30 square inches.

The length of ways for the magnetic lines are no cm.

(44.5 inches) in the field. 25 cm. (10 inches) in the arma-

ture core, and 1.6 cm. (0.63 inch) for the (diametrical)

spool is about 4,000. The mean length of one turn is

90 cm., or 35.4 inches. The cross-section of the wire,

then, is i.i mm.-, corresponding to a wire of about from

No. 17 to No. 16 B. & S. Two amperes will be the ex-

citing current, and hence the number of turns on each

spool is 2,000. If the magnets are wound with No. 16

wire, the length of the wire will be 12,000 feet and its

weight 95 pounds. The larger size of this wire will

allow 10 per cent, for regulating purposes, so that the

exciting current can be increased from two to 2.2 am-

Now, a motor of the same type, output and speed

may be built with a magnet system of cast-iron. All

dimensions given for the armature before hold good in

this case. The only change is in the magnets.

The number of lines of force per square centimeter of

FOR POWER .-^ND LIGHT FROM THIS PL.4NT.

the magnets will be 6,000; the cross-section of the mag-

net, then, is 120 square inches. The length of way for

the magnetic lines is about 140 cm., or 57 inches. All

other data being the same as before, the number of am-

pere-turns on the cast-iron magnets is 12,200 (about).

The magnets may be wound with the same weight of

wire as in the steel motor. The mean length of one

turn is 120 cm., or 47 inches. The proper size of wire

then would be of 2.2 mm. cross-section; the number of

turns on each spool 920; the weight (about the same as

in the steel dynamo) as supposed, 97 pounds, and the

current required to excite the field will be 6.6 amperes,

against two amperes in the steel machine, or, for the

same amount of wire wound on the magnets of both ma-

chines, the efficiency is about six per cent, less in the cast-

iron motor than in the machine made of cast-steel. Prac-

tically the cast-iron motor will hardly be wound the way
mentioned, for the current would be too heavy for the

size of wire chosen. The proper way would be to wind

the cast-i

area the s

(or in this

magnets with a wire carrying per

2 amount of current as in the steel n:

;e 1,8 amperes per mm.)- Then the n

of

achii

.be und with iOf i

each spool. The weight of the wire will be 160 pounds

and the exciting current four amperes. In this case the

result is that the cast-iron machine requires about So per

cent, more copper wire on the magnets and its efficiency

is still 2.7 per cent, lower than that of the steel machine.

It is practically out of the question to arrange the mag-

net windings of the cast-iron motor so that the exciting
current is two amperes, just as in the cast-steel dynamo;
if there Were room enough for the field spools, nothing

would prevent it. The same efficiency could be obtained

by winding 320 pounds of a 2.2 mm.- wire on both spools

—an amount of wire 240 percent, larger than that of

the steel machine.

Transmission Of Energy at La Goule.
This installation, says L'liclairaffv lUcclrhjni-. is one

jf the most important in Switzerland. Eleven villages

n the canton of Berne, situated at varying distances up

2 table published by t 1 Steel Casting conipaa

to 24 kilometers from the generating station, are sup-

plied with light and power from la Goule.

The Doube (which rises in the Jura, joins the Saone

at Verdun-sur-Saone, and is navigable from Dole to

its mouth) furnishes the power to actuate the machin-

ery of the plant. The Doube furnishes a discharge

of 15 cubic meters per second, with a fall of 26 meters,

which gives an available energy of over 5,000 horse

power. A race of 640 meters brings the water to the

power house, which is arranged for the utilization of

2,000 horse power. Here are installed three horizontal

Girard turbines of 500 horse power each, making 200

revolutions per minute, directly connected to three

Oerlikon alternators. A special valve placed between

the second and third turbines permits of the establish-

ment of an artificial circulation in the water of the race-

way when there is danger of freezing.

The alternate current is furnished at a pressure of

5.500 volts. The watch industry, which is the princi-

pal industry of the country, opens a valuable field for

power application in addition to the demand for light-

ing the many workshops of the locality. The alternate

system has been preferably accepted for lighting because

of the uniformity it presents, and has also been given

preference for power purposes. The wiring, however,

is distinct for the two applications, but all the conduct-

ors are brought to the same switchboard.

The alternators, of the horizontal Oerlikon type, with

removable fields, are mounted directly over the tur-

bines. At 200 revolutions per minute, each, absorbing

500 horse power, furnishes 63 amperes at 5,500 volts,

or an efficiency of 94 per cent. The frequency of the

periods is 50 per second. The excitation of each alter-

nator requires but 2,400 watts, or about 0.75 per cent.

of the total power of the machine. The annular field is

2.5 meters in diameter, and weighs about 10 tons. The
armature, with its two supports, weighs 12.5 tons. The
exciters are of the ordinary bipolar form, furnish 30

amperes at 80 volts, with an angular velocity of 700

revolutions per minute, and are run by belts. The
high-tension conductors have an extent of 36 kilometers,

the wire measuring 300 kilometers, and weighing nearly

77 tons. There are three complete circuits of these for

lighting and for power.

Fig. I shows the relative positions of the 11 villages

supplied. The conductors vary from two to 7.5 mm.
in diameter, and are supported on porcelain insulators

fijced to wooden poles. Eighteen feeders leave ' the

station and continue to Noirmont; this wiring repre-

sents about 250 kilogrammes of copper between each

two posts. The fall of potential in the principal con-

ductors attains a maximum of 10 per cent., and in the

power mains as high as 20 per cent.

In each village a sub-station contains a transformer

from which are fed the two systems for illumination

and power for that locality. This wiring is on the three-

conductor system, and is nearly all overhead. All the

sub-stations are telephonically connected to the princi-

pal power station, and also to the headquarters of the

company at Saint-Imier.

The motors, like the transformers, are of the Oerlikon

type, of simple alternate current, with special arrange-

ment for setting the apparatus in motion, in which the

third wire is used.

It is generally understood that the starting up of this

form of motor is somewhat difficult, but the Oerlikon com-

pany has overcome this objection by furnishing a sup-
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plementary idle pulley, which permits the starting of

the motor without any charge. The belt lies on the idle

pulley: the motor moves, and when it has attained its

normal speed the idle pulley is pressed up against the

driver pulley, where it is held by friction, .'^s soon as

this is under full headway, the belt is changed over, and

the idle pulley is disengaged from the belt.

In Fig. 2 is shown the motor connections. The

switch // is double-throw. For putting the motor in

motion, this switch, standing in an intermediate between

L and A' has stopped the machine by opening the cir-

cuit. To start the motor the lever // is thrown up to

the jaws /, where two plates on the lever make three

contacts on the left with the two on the right. The

starting current will then flow through the middle wire

and orie of the outer wires, the principal coil of the mo-

tor being connected to the terminals / and 2 and

starting coil to terminals 2 and ,;. When the ar-

mature is under full motion—in about 30 seconds— the

handle // is thrown down to its position at A' and

left during the run of the motor—the current now flow-

ing through the two outer conductors.

If an induction coil is placed in wire No. 2 of the mo-

tor its core should be pushed in before // is closed on /,,

and gradually withdrawn after the starting of the motor.

The installation is continuously operated thoughout

the year, except for half an hour each day at noon.

Patrons pay 1.35 francs per light per year, and 325

francs per horse power per year for motors of two to 12

horse power. Above this last special contracts are

Study of the Torpedo Ray.

M. A. d'Arsonval, member' of the Institute, at the

meeting of the International Society of Electricians, De-

cember 4th, communicated the results of investigations

which he had conducted with electrical torpedoes.

The Raia torpedo (Lin.) shown in the cut is a fish

with a large body, flat horizontally and nearly oval. It

is very voracious, has sharp teeth, but is devoid of

stings, like some others of the family. It is capable of

giving severe shocks, of which M. d'Arson\'al has under-

taken to measure the power. By means of especial ap-

paratus a curve of this discharge has been quite cor-

rectly registered. When the fish is freshly caught and

not fatigued, the registering curve shows a discharge of

II amperes, with a mean potential of 23 volts.

The fish which M. d'Arsonval had was white under-

neath, its back a dark reddish cinder color, with large

round black blotches. The eyes and air-holes are visi-

ble in the illustration The former are capable of ro-

large field of visii.n without moving the body. The
;ither side

of the fish. Rt moving the 5kin discovers a ser ies of

hexagonal prism s like loney-comb. M. Ranvie r has

carefully studied the ana tomy of the torpedo, and with-

out entering int detail it m ay be s ated that th s is a

veritable voltaic battery with 2,000 COuples in series, 500

of these cells be ing lo atcd n each of the four lobes

side <.i I

M.

been caught the |^: u'. il.'U.^ U.r, at i. uia.ui ucau, and placed

it upon a sheet ot tin, which thus became the n();;ative

contact. He then placed on the back of the fish n sec-

ond connection of large capacity attached to a si\-v(»lt

lamp, and on making the final close of the circuit the

fish three times lighted the little lamp, to the great de-

light of the audience.

Proposed Technical Club in Chicago.

A movement is on foot among engineers, architects,

railway men and representatives of allied interests in Chi-

cagr) to organize a social technical club somewhat on the

lines of the Engineers' club of New York. It is proposed

to provide all of the usual accommodations of a club,

including a restaurant and a rather large number
of sleeping rooms, and to maintain them in a thor-

oughly eomfortable and serviceable manner on a low

basis of dues. It is anticipated that the non-resident

membership will be large and a special feature of

the club, and a number of out-of-town profes83ional

men have been afford(?d oppnrtimity tn join in themove-

Calcic Carbide Plant at Niagara Falls.

Bv Orrin E. Dlklap.

month ends calcic car-

plant at Niagara Falls.

It is e.vpected that before

bide will be made in the

This plant is the first one o

sidering the great interestiterest now manifested in acetylene

gas, which is made from calcic carbide, there is little

wonder that close watch is being kept on the Niagara

able success of this new industry. The product of this

initial plant will be sent to Philadelphia in barrels and

factured into acetylene gas to supply south-

power. The

Falls Power company calls for i.ooo or more horse

power, a force much larger than before used. One im-

portant feature of this plant is that an alternating cur-

rent furnace is to be used, whereas all the other electric

manufacturing plants at Niagara Falls use direct cur-

rent. The current is received all on one phase and

used at a voltage of about loo. At the commencement

it is likely that the furnaces will be operated-with a cur-

rent ranging from loo to i,ooo horse power, and it is

possible from the dimensions of the furnaces that a cur-

rent of 500 horse power will be found the most econom-

The present size of the Niagara carbide plant, an ex-

inches deep, and two feet two inches wide. The cur-

rent will be kept on each furnace for about three hours,

one furnace being operated at a time. Each horse power

used is supposed to give 20 pounds of calcic carbide

each 24 hours, and each pound of the product is sup-

posed to produce a little over five cubic feet of gas.

This is a busy month at the plant. The General Elec-

tric company's force came on from Schenectady to in-

stall the electrical equipment, while the force from the

parent plant in North Carolina, and J. M. Morehead of

New York, the engineer in charge of the erection, are

devoting their united efforts to hurrying the plant to

completion, so that by February 1st, at the latest, the

factory may be in operation.

From the fact that calcic carbide is made from such

low-priced materials as coal dust, lime dust and water,

and that it can be made almost anywhere, there is no

telling the revolution it may create, especially as it

is recognized as the highest illuminant hydrocarbon

known in chemistry. The company that owns the

plant at the Falls makes -the claim that acetylene

"gives more light, throws out less heat, consumes less

oxygen and can be produced at much less cost than any

other illuminating gas. It is capable of being stored as

a solid in the shape of calcic carbide, as a liquid or as a

gas. It may be shipped long distances as carbide or as

a compressed liquid gas manufactured from it. and in

the latter state may be applied to all purposes of isolated

lighting, especially for railroad trains, street cars, car-

riages, bicycles, steamships or sailing vessels, street

lighting, and it may be used in stores, dwellings or man-

ufactories, its application for the latter purpose per-

mitting the manufacture of a gas sufficiently low priced

to be used for fuel or heating purposes." It was for-

merly believed that someday great trains of storage bat-

teries would be sent to all parts of the country from

Niagara, but it may be that acetylene gas cylinders will

take the place of storage batteries in this respect.

It is altogether likely that calcium carbide will be

manufactured in the plant here at a cost not to exceed

S5 per ton. In this connection the promoters of the

plant give some interesting figures. Assuming that 20

pounds of carbide are produced each 24 hours by each

horse power used, the amount made during 300 working

the help employed. The crushing and

n of the outfit is to be of sufficient capac-

plant nf 50 tons rapacity, whereas the

• pl:iiii :M ill.' -.1,11 1 will Ik- at least five

\ I-.- I'li.i '
,

. h-i'.'- \n'\\v\- motor will

ii'liii" |.!.iiii I M tlir iiii w.wv room four

one, would i

this gas, an
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pliin in the form of calcic carbide,
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o£ t2,8oo, and the

atioii and studied. There is no doubt that other factories

for the manufacture of calcic carbide to supply New
York. Massachusetts. Ohio. Northern Pennsylvania,

Indiana, Illinois. Rhode Island, Connec icut, Missouri,

Michigan. Minnesota and other states are likely to be

erected at the Falls, because of its proxim ity to the fields

from which the materials used in its n anufacture are

obtained, and also because of the great upply of cheap

electrical power obtainable there.

Pollak's Current Rectifier.

Among the recent consular reports issued bj' the stale

department at Washington is one prepared by Frank H.

Mason, United States consul-general at Frankfort, in

which the gleichrichter invented by C. Pollak and de-

scribed in the Western Electrician of November 16,

1S95, is given considerable prominence. Mr. Mason ex-

plains that electricity is supplied at Frankfort from the

municipal central station at y}( pfennigs (a little more

than 1% cents) per unit, in the form of single-phase al-

: also affords me pi
parties who have been

terna urrents of 3,000 vo At the ac umulator

work s, whe e the Pollak system has now been i n success-

ful operatic n for more than a yea r, this curr snt is re

duce dbyt ansformers to 65 \ olts and then rectified-

that verted into a direc cu rrent by the new de-

vice, which is illustrated in F g- . For this purpose

electrical press,

ponement?
'

' ~ ;tate that nearly all the

send a delegate to this

g have already accepted and have sent me
notification of their acceptance and the appointment of

their representative. This is most encouraging. I have
no doubt that the others will also act in accord in this

most important matter.

William
J.

Hammer,
Chairman Committee, National Electric Light associa-

tion, 1305 Havemeyer building. New York.
Columbus, O., January J, iSgb.

thei ) colle ings i

of commutator bars, the latter insulated from each other

and the shaft and alternately connected with the rings.

The alternating currents, having been received from the

central station and reduced to 65 volts, enter the machine

through brushes resting on the rings. The direct cur-

rent is taken off by four more rows of brushes arranged

adjustably, the first and third and the second and fourth

rows being connected with each other. The rectifier is

turned by a synchronous motor of small dimensions,

which receives its alternating currents, likewise reduced

to 65 volts, from a small special transformer provided

for that purpose. The outer circuit of the continuous

current which passes from the rectifier includes an auto-

matic disconnector, fluid resistance amperemeter, and,

in various parallel shunts, electric motors and cells and

other apparatus. The converted current produced by

the rectifier is not entirely continuous, but pulsating,

the length of the pulsations being governed by the width

of the commutator bars and the speed of the central gen-

erator. The duration of contact can be regulated by

adjustment of the brushes, and this adjustment should

be so made that the electro motive force of the current

will not fall below that of the battery, which would other-

wise charge back into the circuit.

Long-distance Telephone Company Ob-
jects to Chicago Tax Assessment.

In a bill filed in the Superior Court at Chicago last

week the American Telephone & Telegraph company

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company is

rebuilding its exchauge at Mankato, Minn.

L G Vogel and August Warner are soliciting con-

tracts at New Ulm, Minn., and if they secure contracts

for 75 instruments will put in a telephone exchange.

1 he Northwestern Telephone Exchange company is

considering the extension of its line from Fargo, N. D.,

to Lisbon, N. D., and it will probably be built in the

spring.

The Ripon Telephone company, a branch of the

Standard Telephone & Electric company of Madison,

Wis., has been incorporated at Ripon, Wis. The com-

pany expects to make connections with the Ripon,

Spring Grove and Tnleta Hills company.

A reduction in price has been granted the city of St.

Paul for telephone rent, b^' having the police telephones

disconnected from the central office, and placing 13 in-

struments used by the fire department on private wires

and disconnecting them from the Central office. This

The Winona Telephone company of Winona, Minn.,

contemplates extending a line to Rochester, Minn,, the

thes Qtho four of thi

3 have passed the e:

; stated to be 96 pei

Fig. 2, each for 350 amperes, have been

rvice day and night at the works of the

akfort for more than a year, with such

that the system may be fairly claimed

sntal stage. Their efficiency

COMMUNICATION.
Joint Meeting of Committees on Rules

Postponed.
To Ihe Editor of the Western Electrician:

The committee on standard rules for electrical con-
struction and operation of the National Electric Light
association issued a call several months ago inviting the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the Amer-
ican Street Railway association, the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, the International Fire Chiefs' asso-
ciation, the American Institute of Architects, the Amer-
ican Bell Telephone company, the Western Union Tele-

pany

seeks to enjoin Collector James V Hogan from

ing the collect on of taxes on the compau) s p
for the year 1895.

The bill alleges that in June last the

ceived a notice from A. L. Thomas, the

the personal property of the company in its office

Plymouth place, Chicago, had been assessed at J

and the property in the other office of the comp

105-107 Quincy street had been valued at $800.

.pert)

half the TheRochester compa
t mated co t of the extension is 14 000

The Home Telephone company of Sioux City. I

has a franchise for an exchange in South Sioux Ci

Neb., which expires January 30th. It is understood 1

company will begin work before that time on the .

iboard has been Men
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A woKij of congratulation and encouragement is due
the Northwestern Electrical association at this time. It

is the earnest wish of friends of that organization that

it will continue to adhere to the policy which it has thus

far followed with so much credit to itself and benefit to

the community. The Milwaukee convention this \Veek

should be another successful meeting and we have no

doubt that it will be.

"It's an ill wind that blows nobody good." There-
cent fire in our printing office was Indeed annoying, but

it has proved the orcnslon nf many hind words from
friends and coni' mi i .t.n ii f,,, which we return our

best thanks, fm . i... ill have the advantage

of reading a j<.ii;i I\ from new type of

the most mod<rii k. i !. m.iM. (ace. The type de-

stroyed in the lire had uiily been in use a few months,
and is now again succeeded by a brand-new dress.

1-RANKLiN s memory
many other large cities (

lie meetings, at which at

the esminent character

this illustrious Amerirar

r by pub-

for the electrical fraternity to take a prominent part in

these memorial meetings and recall to the minds of the

present generation the fact that Dr. Franklin's contribu-

tions to electrical science entitle him to a place among

the leading scientists of the world. In these days of

hurry and bustle so much attention is given the com-

mercial features that we are liable to pass over the work

of such men as Franklin if we are not frequently re-

minded of the important bearing it had upon electrical

In these days it is difficult to start any topic of na-

tional or international discussion that does not touch

upon some point of electrical interest. The present

disturbed state of feeling in England and Germany over

affairs in the Transvaal illustrates this. The Associated

Press correspondent in Berlin telegraphs that several

of the newspapers in that capital point out that Ger-

many has big commercial interests in the Transvaal.

It is said that "many important factories have been

built in the Transvaal by Germans, and the Siemens

company has erected there the most important electric

power transmission plant in the world, producing 4.000

horse power." Aside from the intrinsic interest of this

statement, it is curious that the German press should

overlook the 15.000 horse power Niagara plant, which

has attracted attention the world over, in claimitig the

"most important electric power transmission plant in

the world" for a German enterprise in South Africa.

which

genera

m exhibition of ground and lofty tumbling

mend the performance of Mayor Pingree of

and Tom Johnson, who has been trying to en-

business in Pingree's bailiwick. It should be

1 mind that Johnson's performance at Detroit

sn in his capacity as a street railway magnate,

5, of course, a very different role from that of

reformer in which he delights to pose before his

Ohio constituency. Pingree, it must be admitted, is

far more effective than Johnson, if not so versatile. The
latter has been successful, though, and his policy may
serve as an example to others desiring fame as reform-

ers without interfering with their pursuit of fortune to

enjoy in private. He has never permitted his reform

ideas to interfere with his business; he is a money maker

first, a reformer after business hours only. On the

other hand, the picturesque Pingree is a reformer at all

times, and he is never so happy as when he is meddling

with somebody else's business.

The "professor" is at it again—begging for money to

extend his electro-political system upon which the city

of Chicago has the misfortune to depend, in a measure,

for the lighting of its streets. He has now reached the

point of admitting that "Chicago's electric light plant is

operated, for various reasons, just beyond the line of

economy." That is certainly quite a concession—com-
ing from John P. Barrett, heretofore the greatest brag-

gart in the electrical business. However, he does not

mention the chief reasons for the marked lack of econ-

omy in his plants—his own incompetence and the polit-

ical operation of the municipal lighting system. Detroit,

which he cites approvingly, has wisely placed its elec-

tric lighting interests in charge of an electrical engineer

—a man who knows what he is about. Fortunately, in

the present slate of the city treasury, it is unlikely that the

clamor for more money will be heeded. Barrett and
his ill-managed, unsatisfactory lighting service already

cover too much ground Ltt them at least be confined

within their present. limits.

> frequently followed by change

will 1

the

diana avenue hue uf the Chicago City Railway company
under the Brandenburg patents, in order to demonstrate

the practicability of the scheme. They were positive in

their st.ii- ni,ni
, il,, ^ li.i.l faith in their project, and

they a^;l',,| n, |mii n\. ,, bond of Sioo.ooo for the per-

formaii.
'

. 1
ii;. ;; i. till Ml The offer was not accepted,

butanMHiMM) ^^,l, {..iiM.-ii by thcse promoters for the

purpose of ostaltlishing independent street railway lines

to be equipped with the Brandenburg system and oper-

ated in competition with the trolley and cable lines!

This company last week secured the passage of an or-

dinance by th(! Chicago City (\juncil granting it valuable

franchises in South Side streets, but the ordinance does

to the use of an underground

The storage battery and over-electric conduit system,

head trolley may also be used under the terms of this

grant. In explanation of this elastic provision in the

ordinance, the promoters say that the insertion of the

clause making overhead or underground systems op-

tional was insisted upon by the underwriters of their

bonds. They claim that the financial backing of their

company could not be secured beyond question in any

other way. So this company, with its boasted "unlim-

ited backing," was obliged to depend upon the much-

abused overhead trolley for standing in the financial

world.

Opposition to this grant 'has been very bitter, and the

president of the City Railway company, over his own
signature, pronounces the enterprise, an attempt to black-

mail his corporation: he also charges that illegal meas-

ures have been resorted to in securing signatures, and

that many forgeries have been committed by the new
company's agents. For an enterprise presumably in the

interest of the public the project is certainly encounter-

ing great opposition from those whom it is supposed to

In Governor Morton's annual message to the Legis-

lature of New York he called attention to the law passed

by that body in 1895, providing for submitting to the

people, at the general election in that year, the propo-

sition to issue bonds of the state, not to exceed $9,000,-

000, for the improvement of the Erie, Champlain and

Oswego canals by deepening the Erie and Oswego
canals to a depth of not less than nine feet, and the

Champlain canal to seven feet of water, and also length-

ening and improving the locks and strengthening the

walls of the canals. The act was approved by the peo-

ple by a very decisive vote, and the state is thus com-
mitted to the improvement contemplated by the law.

The deepening and enlargement contemplated will

doubtless greatly increase the carrying capacity of the

canals, and when the improvements are completed it

will be possible to change the method of propulsion so

as to permit the boats to be operated at considerably

increased rates of speed. This will, of course, be the all-

important consideration, provided an economical sys-

tem of propulsion is adopted. It is evident that the

governor looks with favor upon the plan to introduce

electricity as the motive power, and it is believed that

in this he reflects the opinion of the superintendent of

public works and other state officials who give especial

attention to canal management. On this point the gov-

ernor says:

s recent experiments with electric motors for
boats propulsion made at the western end of the
:anal were so successful in character and results
lead to the belief that when the system is applied

raffic capacity
hole the -many

ations embraced in this subject, it may safely
ested that it is one of great importance, and

Thi

only m but will doubtless

The official report of these experiments, together with

the result of the tests, is presented on another page of

this issue. City Electrician Barnes of Rochester, who
had charge of the tests, seems to be convinced of the

practicability of the plan tried at Tonawanda last Octo-

ber. The public exhibition of the working of the sys-

tem was fully illustrated and described at the time in

the Western Electrici,\n, The subsequent tests were

and the -m.uI ^li,,%\ni- win, h ih,- ^^ sinn i-, , ir.lnr.l wuh

Barnes says: "T.il ';! ilw 1. m..' (.-.iili^, ,is iii,'\ iwc,

they go a long \\.i\ !., ii.l .1 ;! ; .n.um- ilir l,u i ih.it

electric towage is fiM-^ilHr, |m.u ;h iMc ami full .»l nn^n-
ise in point of economy." And in another part of his

report he says that the present plan has many advan-
tages over the trolley system tried near Rochester when
the proposition to introducr rlf-rtririiv in cin.tl proinil

sion was first m.idr -['his ,r|.,M is ih. in.: ,-iih,.,|

statement of the wnrkn.-s ,.f ih,. nru s.sun, ,n„l u
should bu CarefuIK .n.miuihiI l>\ ,ill wlu-.-nr nilri(-.lril

in thcp''r"-''>l NinMv.nh.n,

Suprrnui n,l,ni \hlM,l.^( will advocate the adoption
of elcciiuiu ,r, .1 intiii\c power upon the Erie canal,

and an L-ituii will he made to secure immediate action
upon this subject. Considerable study and experi-
mental work will be required to develop the plans under
consideration, and it is to be hoped, as the governor
suggests, that the matter will be given the attention
which its importance deserves.
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propeller boats fitted with electrical machii

thereon witli (he luwint- boat attached thereto.

In the experimental plant and equipment examined
thu citbieway comprised a line i^ miles in length of

pules i(. feel hif,di from ground to top and well braced to

withstand lateral strain. These poles were placed 125

feet apart and each carried two iron brackets, one
mounted on top and one three feet below, which were
provided with suitable saddles for the cables to rest in,

the upper 'line of saddles being electrically insulated

from the brackets. The upper line of brackets carried

a cable i}( inches in diameter, while a five-eighths inch

cable was suspended upon the upper line of brackets.

The tow-motor consisted of a 22 horse power electric

motor of the Storey type attached to a little truck having
two grooved wheels, placed in tandem, in 'such manner
that it would hang and travel on the upper cable. The
motor armature was geared to a grooved sheave 20

inches in diameter, around which the lower cable had
been given three turns, and by this means the motor
could be propelled along, the cable being wound up for-

ward and at the same time paid out behind. The elec-

tric current necessary for the operation was conducted
along the upper (insulated) cable to the motor truck,

thence through the controlling switch and rheostat to

the motor armature, after leaving which it passed on to

the lower (traction) cable, returning to the source of

electricity partly through this cable and partly through
the ground, to which the latter was suitably connected.
Thus the upper cable served both as an electric con-
ductor and a support for the tow-motor, while the lower
cable afforded the necessary tractive medium and return
conductor. The motor truck was provided with a seat

for the man operating the motor. A tow-line connected
the motor with the boat. In reference to this last men-
tioned feature, it should be added that it is proposed in

practice to place the controlling device upon the boat
itself and to use a metallic towline to electrically con-
nect the motor with the controlling device, in order that

the steersman may operate the motor himself, thus doing
away with the motorman.

A public exhibition of the system was given October
26, 1895. A canal boat loaded to full capacity was
towed up against the stream, and a train of five ordi-

nary canal boats loaded with people was towed on the re-

turn trip. This exhibition was witnessed by ex-Gov-
ernor Flower, by officers of the canal department and a
large number of interested boat owners, and all present
appeared well pleased with the operation of the system.
Following this public exhibition, I have, with the assist-

ance of competent electrical engineers, made a series- of

careful tests, extending .over a period of several weeks,
the results of which in tabulated "form aie hereto at-

tached. The tables show the readings of electrical

measuring instruments, taken at intervals of 15 seconds,
and the power and speed data computed therefrom. For
the purpose of these tests the state scow Tonawanda
was used, and was towed up and down the experimental
section a number of times, under varying conditions of

wind and current. The Tonawanda weighed 60 tons,

carried a load of jS7)4 tons, making a total displace-
ment of 2iyyz tons, and drew 5^^ feet 6f water. Each
run was made over a distance of 2,145 f^^t, or 0.4062

Referring to the electrical measurement data it will be
observed that the electromotive force fluctuated to a
large extent, this being due to the fact that the current
was taken from a street railway circuit, where the load
is constantly varying. Of course this fluctuation tended
to reduce the efficiency of the apparatus used in the ex-

periment. If the traction system of the canal were sup-
plied from power stations of its own, the pressure on the
line would, from the very fact that in canal navigation
such rapid changes of load would not occur as on an
electric street railway, remain comparatively steady
and the pull exerted by the motors on the tow lines

would be correspondingly even. The motor had been
designed for a 500 volt current, while the voltage actu-
ally available nearly always varied much below this

value; this drawback was somewhat augmented by the
fact that the reducing gear of the motor had been de-
signed for conditions somewhat different from the ac-

tual conditions under which the experiment was made
and which could not readily have been predetermined.
As a result, the current consumed and the power devel-
oped by the motor averaged only about one-third of its

rated capacity.
Electric towage being a new field for the application

of electricity, experience is necessarily to be first se-

cured by experiments such as the one under considera-
tion. Taking the actual results, however, as they are,

they go a long way toward demonstrating the fact that
electric towage is feasible, practicable and full of
promise in point of economy.

(^.),
the motor could not be turne
for such delays, on the assui

company is not to make an;

which power is not consumed
consideration that, if the bo£
motor, a fair interest on the

to effect. But allowing

iption that the Traction
rebate for time during
andifurther, taking into

had

uldha
and

the

boatmen, that

of power, the

short of the present
further elucidate th

assumed condition c

per trip, less than i..

ing that during one

company
1 rental v

nted Drs to the

Id be added to the cost

vould certainly fall far

Eost of towage or propulsion. To
s point, the cost under the above
f continuous work would be, at $5
. cents per boat-raile. Now. assum-
third of the entire time the motor

ained idle at locks and
charged for just the sa

; covered would average :

vhere, although power
then the 'cost per boat-

ents, or $7,66 per trip.

were charged for the
motor, at the same rate per horse power and season as
for the electric power itself, for the entire time, includ-
ing the periods of idleness, the total cost per boat-mile
run would amount to 4.2 cents, or S15.32 per trip. At
this rate not only would power be cheap to the con-
sumer, but the renting out of motors, I think, would
prove a profitable enterprise.

The foregoing estimate, it is to be remembered, is

based upon experimental results which, as pointed out,

can be improved upon and a higher degree of efficiency

attained; and as the tests were made with a single scow,
it is obvious that with a train of canal boats the power
consumed per ton-mile would be less, so that the es-

timate may be considered a conservative one. On
the other hand, the speed factor, of course, is an im-
portant one in the calculation of the power. The en-

.
ergy consumed would vary, approximately, as the cube
of the speed divided by the ratio of speed, whereas the
item for motor depreciation or rental would vary as the
power cjivided by that ratio. Thus, basing the calcula-

tion upon the data given, if the boat speed were to be,

say, 3>^ instead of 2}4 miles per hour, the power would
be increased from S}4 to about z^^q electrical horse
power, the cost of the electric current from 2.1 cents to

4.1 cents per mile, and the item of motor depreciation
or rental, also from 2.1 to 4.1 cents; this would make,
together, 8.2 cents per mile, or $29.93 per trip, for the
higher speed. A tow-motor running continuously
would make 48 trips at the higher speed, against 35 trips

at the lower speed per season; but if one-third the
entire time were lost by delays, in either case there
would be still be made 32 trips at the higher, or 23 trips

at the lower speed, per season. Of course, the time
allowance for delays, which is here assumed at one-
third of the entire season, is an arbitrary one, and it

seems rather unlikely that anywhere near as much
time would necessarily be lost, especially not with the

proposed improvements in the locks. There is no oc-

casion for the tow-motors laying idle while the boats
are loading or unloading, as is the case with horses or
mules, for they may go on towing other boats after

reaching destination and, therefore, the total idleness

motor as with horses, mules or propellers. In view of

this, the estimate given is believed to leave a good mar-
gin for still further economy. In fact, the results ob-
tained from the experiment are so encouraging as to

admit of a rather unusual liberality in making allow-

ances and deducing estimates therefrom, without even
taking into consideration any improvement in the effi-

ciency of the system over that of the experimental
equipment, and this fact has induced me to go beyond
precedent in regard to estimates on canal traction, and
include not only the cost of electrical energy, but also

interest and depreciation on or rental for tow-motors,
at what I deem an exceedingly liberal if not excessive
figure.

Of the various systems that have been proposed or

suggested for canal traction, the towage system seems to

appeal most favorably to boatmen, as only the towing
facilities require to be changed from the mule or horse to

the tow-motor. The boatmen would be relieved not
only of the uncertainty of the life and health of their

animals, but the men necessary to attend the animals
(usually one man per team) could be dispensed with en-
tirely, while the space now reserved for the animals on
board would be available for other purposes,

Having, in accordance with instructions of the super-
intendent of public works, made an investigation of and
submitted a report on ah electric trolley system, as ap-
plied to canal traction, toward the close of the year 1893,
it seems proper here to draw a comparison between the
general features of the electric trolley system of propul-
sion and the electric system of towage. The former in-

cludes a trolley line erected along or over the canal, sup-
plying current to the motors. In this system either

tors could more readily and at less expense be kept
reserve at suitable points along the canal, to meet 01

demands, than would be the case with propeller boa
and boats could be towed even singly or in ouples wi

a fair degree of economy, not necessit;jting the maki
up of long trains as with propellers. In fact, as already
poi; I ted the

gle boats. For trams of boat, m
size and capacity could be built, or two or more mo
coupled together to meet any demand.
Summing up, the electric towing system appear-

present so many meritorious features that I have
hesitation in indorsing it as the system deserving prt

ence over any other hitherto experimented upon or li!

to be devised in the near future.

Following is a tabulated statement of the result

the experiments. In all tests observations were mad
intervals of 15 seconds. Tests one to six inclusive \

made against wind and current, the current velc

being about one mile per hour. Tests seven to 12 in

based
amely.
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Another Reason for Burying Wires.

of nbiiervntio

ulcRtriC llOFHe pOWC'l Xtlpocd, 2.m n

Several thousand patents relating to electricity are
granted every year, and yet nobody has thus far in-

vented an electric lineman who can ascend a pole crnce-
fully.
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Storey Electric Chain Hoist.

In the average shop where belting is employed there

is a loss of at least 50 per cent, between the power gen-

erated and that which is available for the operation of

the tools. Many persons would no doubt contradict this

statement, but careful tests prove it to be true. What
a contrast is presented in the equipment of factories

using electric motors!—a strange absence of shafting,

belting and pulleys; instead, small motors directly con-

nected to the different tools, making an equipment not

only neater in appearance and one where there is less

danger to employes, but also one that is far more effi-

cient—where, when a tool is stopped the coal pile is ef-

fected, not the nearest countershaft.

One of the many moves in the line of direct-connected

apparatus is shown in the chain hoist herewith illus-

trated, which is a very useful piece of machinery, espe-

cially in electric light and power stations, iron and steel

foundries, factories, etc.. and for handling heavy

freight. This is one of the products of the Storey Mo-

tor & Tool company of Philadelphia, and the type illus-

trated is of 10.000 pounds capacity. This hoist is oper-

ated by a five horse power motor and will lift 10,000

pounds 5U feet per minute and lighter loads proportion-

STOREV ELECTRIC CHAIN HOIST.

ately faster. It will lower at the rate of 10 fet

minute. By means of the reversing controlliuL

which comprises a part of the .ippar.-itus ihr hfi'

raise and lower anywhere wiilnn ihc ;ilui\c ^pn

will of the operator. The stai 1111-, sLi-ppm-, t, -u

and reversing of the motor aiu cuiuiulkd by ili

ropes shown in the picture, which are connecte

wheel on the reversing rheostat, which is autoniti

its action, the current being cut off as soon as the rope

City Electrician Advocated by the Mayor
of Buffalo.

In his annual message, submillted to the Comnuin
Council on Monday, January 6th, Mayor Jewett of Buf-
falo said:
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.'w in the streets. The damage
m very large in some cities, and
iln ought to beongiinrd in pre

ire here. Plenty of wi>tk i-muM

A Contrast in Enterprise. one of these, known as the

ly. was incorporated last week,

a franchise in East Orange,

proposals to the governing

s, If is understood that the

the Newark Tulephone company, re

Expert testimony has been addu

the Special Rapid Transit ("ommi

MrMynn;
nningham:

De Land.

Haller Tube Cleaner.

This device, designed for cleaning the tubes of boilers,

is manufactured by the McClain Manufacturing com-

pany of Pittsburg, It is the invention of a practical en-

gineer, and is claimed to be the besi, appliance of the

kind in the market.

The body of the cleaner is made of cast-steel and the

cutting wheels of the best tool steel. All the parts are

interchangeable, and should any one of them become

broken or injured in any manner, it can easily be re-

placed. One of the features of this machine, to which

particular attention is directed, is the set screw, by

means of which the jaws are regulated. This is a feature

not possessed by any other tube cleaner, it is said. The
set screw prevents the jaws from contracting, and a passage

must be cut through the deposit before it can possibly

go any farther. Any engineer who has ever used a tube

cleaner can appreciate the advantage there is in having a

machine which will not pass readily over obstructions.

No injury can be done to the tubes, because the machine

is set a size smaller than their inside diameter, and no

pressure will be exerted except where there is a coating

of scale between the cutting wheels and side of the tube.

What Might Have Been!
[From the New York5««.]

A commission has been appointed for the purpose of

studying the question of illuminating the Hellespont
with the electric light. It is no romantic substitute for

poor Hero's lamp, but Leander might have lived to a
good old age if he had only had the benefit of it. And
the fair Helle herself, who gave her name to the since
somewhat well-known piece of water, might have been
able to pick up a life preserver if the sea had been
properly lighted, and so have escaped a wet death and
immortality.

The stenographic report of the 14th annual conven-
tion of the American Street Railway association at Mon-
treal October 15-18, 1895, is out. It is a well arranged
and well printed volume of 278 pages, with a steel en-
graving of ex-President Hurt as a frontispiece. Secre-
tary Penington is to be congratulated on his prompt-
ness and editorial skill.

[The distinction made by our esteemed contemporary

is further emphasized by the fact the fire delayed last

week's issue of the Western Electrician but one day.

-Ed]

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, January 11.—Considerable attention has

been attracted by the decision of Justice Ingraham of

the Supreme Court in the telephone case of Simon Sterne.

The temporary injunction which Mr. Sterne obtained a

year ago preventing the Metropolitan Telephone & Tel-

egraph company from removing the telephone from his

office has been made permanent by the judge, pending

the action brought for the same relief. The plaintiff is

required to give a bond to secure the company from loss

of rents and damage, if it should ultimately be decided

. the; , tha :itled

The:

direction, shall hold t

1894, Mr. Sterne had ;

;e, and mainly turned on whether

right to fix rates arbitrarily, or

1 carrier which must take business

urts, in the absence of legislative

3 be reasonable. Until October,

a telephone service at }Ei25 a year,

but in that month he and other subscribers were notified

that owing to improvements in the service they must call

and make new contracts for S240 a year. Mr. Sterne

disregarded the threats of the company to. remove his

old telephone unless he signed a contract for the higher

rates. When the company finally set a day for him to

sign or have the telephone removed, he procured the

temporary injunction from Justice O'Brien. Owing to

the importance of the case, it was argued very fully last

February, and Justice Ingraham had since then reserved

decision, having to wait a large part of the time for briefs.

of the counsel. In his opinion the judge said: "I am
inclined to think that this duty of the courts extends to a

a business carried on under the authority of law which is

in its nature a public business 'affected with a public in-

terest,' and that the transmission of intelligence by elec-

tricity is a business of such a public character that it is to

be exercised under public control. " The question of rea-

sonable compensation is held in abeyance until the action

is tried and witnesses are examined.

Experiments have been made in the line of telephon-

ing fo moving trains on the Brooklyn bridge from the

office of Train Dispatcher Prince at the Brooklyn end of

the structure. A conversation was carried on all the

way over, and the train was stopped within 14 seconds

after Mr. Prince had ordered a danger signal hoisted.

Superintendent Martin says he will recommend the

trustees to adopt the system.

Speaker Fish has announced the following Assembly

committee on electricity, gas and water supply: Messrs.

Lounsberry of Ulster, Braun of Erie, Cutler of Rock-

land, Goodsell of Orange, Brownell of Broome, Mc-

Naughton of Saratoga, Taylor of Oswego, Messiter of

Sullivan, Forester of Kings, Cole of Wyoming, Finn

of New York, McKeown of Kings, Corrigan of New
York.

Over in Jersey they are having a lively discussion of

telephone rates and service. The Orange Common
Council, the East Orange Township Committee and the

South Orange Village Board of Trustees are considering

ordinances granting to the New York & New Jersey Tele-

phone company the right to construct underground con-

duits for its wires. The ordinances correspond in con-

struction, and each one of the governing bodies seems to

be waiting for some other to take action. It is con-

tended that the company's object is simply to make more

secure its present monopoly and to compel people to take

the long-distance or metallic circuit service at an in-

creased cost. It is also asserted that the company

charges its patrons in the Oranges from ^75 to $,130 a

year, while it furnishes similar service to Newark cus-

tomers for ft6o a year. The alleged great profits of the

telephone company have given rise to the formation of

perienced engineer, gave ,111 rsiiiij;ii(: <>[ idial in,,i o[

$89,500,000, or ^39, 500,000 iiioic llian Mr. J'arsons' esti-

mate. Other engineers did not consider this an exces-

sive estimate. The hearing was adjourned until Mon-

Electric transparencies, carried about on the shoul-

ders of men, have made their appearance in this city.

The transparency is about three feet high by two feet

wide, and on its face extols the merits of the wares of

the advertiser. Within are four incandescent electric

lights with red, blue, green and white globes. A stor-

age battery strapped about the waist of the bearer of

the device, furnishes the illuminating power, and as he

walks along he in turn lights and extinguishes each of

the lamps, the result being a novel effect of rapidly

changing colors. W. F. O.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, D. C. January 10,—

A

the Home Telephone company of this city to install,

maintain and operate a telephone plant and exchange in

the District of Columbia has been introduced into the

House by Mr. Wellington. The rates to be charged by
the company shall not at any time be more than $30 per

year for residences nor more than S42 per year for busi-

ness houses in the city of Washington, and such addi-

tional sum for service in the District, outside of the city,

as may be approved by the commissioners of the Dis-

trict, and the various departments of the District of

Columbia and executive departments of the United

States shall not be charged more than the rate of S18 per

telephone per year for service within the city of Wash-
ington, and such additional amounts for services in the

District outside of the city as may be approved by the

secretary of the interior.

Mr. White has introduced into the Senate a bill grant-

ing to the Kern River & Los Angeles Electric Power
company a right of way over, and reservoir and building

sites in, the reservation established by the president by
proclamation No. 38, dated December 20, 1892, and

also a right of way over, and reservoir building sites in,

the reservation established by the president by proclama-

tion No. 43, and dated February 14, 1893, and in and

over vacant public lands. It is desired that it be enacted

that a right of way 200 feet wide be granted to the com-

pany for the construction, erection and maintenance of a

line or lines for the electrical transmission of energy

from a point on Kern river, in the county of Kern, state

of California, to a point in the county of Los Angeles,

state of California, and thence through various townships

to range 14 west, San Bernardino meridian. The com-

pany is to have the right to use such timber, stone,

earth or other material as may be necessary to con-

struct, erect or maintain the said lines, and to fell such

timber as may be necessary to protect the poles and

wires of the company. It is further asked that the com-

pany be granted right of way for such canals as may be

from time to time necessary for the purposes of the com-

pany, and that it be allowed the right to appropriate and

use any and all water for its purposes from the Kern

river and other rivers and streams not otherwise appro-

priated at the timeof the passage of this act. Also, it is

provided that the company shall not assign or transfer

or mortgage the rights granted for any purpose what-

ever until the completion of its works, when possessed

of the ability to deliver at the city of Los Angeles, state

of California, electrical power equivalent to 5,000 horse

power. The rights granted shall be lost and forfeited

by the company if the amount of electric power equiva-

lent to 5,000 horse power be not ready for delivery at

the city of Los Angeles within five years from the pas-

sage of the act.

Eight trolley roads are in operation rbout Washing-

ton, and all these roads are soon to be connected by the

line of the Potomac Power & Light company from New-
ark street on the Tenley town road, which this company

owns, by way of Sherman avenue and the Soldiers'

Home, to the power house on the Brentwood road east

of Eckington, On the other side of the river the Wash-
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ington. Alexandria & Mount Vernon road has come up

from the tomb of Washington, and, skirting the north-

east side of Arlington cemetery, has begirt the city on

the south and west from Alexandria to Rosslyn. Even

now this company is seeking, to get a foothold at the river .

front on Fourteenth street, southwest, with every pros-

pect of success. The Washington. Arlington & Falls

Church road has recently started its cars again to Fort

Myer. and it is only waiting a little delay in the courts till

it shall reach across the Aqueduct Bridge and condect its

trolley S3stem with that of the Potomac Power & Light

company, which is supposed to have behind it the influ-

ence of ex-Secretary William C. Whitney. N. C.

News From Niagara Falls.

Niagara Falls. N. Y., January 10.—It is officially

announced that a contract has been made between the

Niagara Falls Power company and Walton Ferguson of

New York city, under the terms of which Mr. Ferguson

will immediately build a factory on the Power com-

pany's lands for the production of chlorate of potash.

The site has been selected and is located about 200 feet

to the east of the new calcic carbide plant. Like all

the other factories built and building, it is located on

the line of the Junction railway, and includes one acre

be erected at once. The first delivery of power will be

500 horse power, the contract calling for an additional

amount up to 3,500 horse power. This makes four fac-

tories under way on the Power company's lands, and

more contracts are under consideration and likely to be

announced any day.

The bids which the Niagara Falls Power company
has asked for the extension of its wheel-pit are to be

filed in the company's office. Mills building. New York,

on or before the 13th instant, at which time the pro-

posals will be considered and the contract awarded.

The work will cost fully a million dollars.

New Year's Day brought Ricardo Zuloaga of the

"Compania Anouima La Electricidad," Caracas, Ven-

ezuela, to this city to inspect the big power plant and

method of power development at Niagara. Mr. Zulo-

aga's visit was not one of idle curiosity. On the con-

trary, he came representing the Venezuelan company
mentioned for the purpose of ascertaining the best

method of development of 3,000 horse power at the

Falls of St. Encantada, the power to be transmitted

from there to Caracas, a city having a population of

about 100,000 inhabitants. At the point where it is ex-

pected to develop this power. Mr. Zuloaga stated, there

are two falls, each quite high but not of great volume.

These falls are formed by the El Guaire river. One is

120 feet high and is located about 10 miles from Car-

acas, while the other is 225 feet in height and 12 miles

away from the city that expects to be benefitted by the

project. It is expected that the first fall will develop

about 1,000 horse power, and that the other will give at

least 2,000 horse power. In the development of this

power a canal would be used, the plan being something

of the nature of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power &
Manufacturing company's plant at Niagara: therefore

no tunnel would be necessary. Electricians who con-

template going to Venezuela to get the contract for this

plant or any part of it will be interested in Mr. Zulo-

aga's statement that "a man can live very comfortably

in my country on about S135 a month; thai is, if he is

a single man." On his visit at Niagara Mr. Zuloaga

was accompanied by W. B. Wreaks, who is the New
York agent of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-
turing company of Pittsburg.

The new building of the Carborundum company is

going up rapidly, and this company will soon be making
all its goods at Niagara. O. E. O,

Detroit, Mich.
Dhtkoit. January ir.—A careful survey of the elec-

trical field in this locality reveals the fact that business

is in better condition than usual at the. beginning of the

year. Every firm is occupied with work, and some of

them are rushed. Of this class mention should be made
of the Detroit Electrical Wiring & Rnpnir rnmpnny
It has under way work at the Cenir;il !li 1. ^I 1 iln

Union Trust building, Children's [h ' i'
! !.

Public Library. The High School m : . ,

,

a conduit system of electric light \sirin II, 1 ,, il

plan was to have brass-armored comiiiirs li is <juitr

probable, however, that iron-armored conduits will be
used. There arc to be installed motors, storage battery,

self-winding clocks, a Ictlphone system, call bells and
electric light fixtures.^ The plant at the Children's Free

Hospital comprises two direct-connected dynamos and

an engine. The wiring will be an iron conduit system.

The work at the Union Trust building is electric light

wiring, both brass-armored conduits and Circular Loom
tubing. The Public Library work is electric light wir-

ing in brass-armored conduits. This firm has the

agency for the Siemens Sc Halske machinery.

The Michigan Electric company is likewise having a

successful season. One of its latest accomplishments

is the installation of an electrically illuminated sign for

the J. L. Hudson company. The sign was designed by

Joseph E. Lockwood. president of the Michigan com-

pany, and was built by the Edison decorative and min-

iature lamp department of the Edison Lamp Works. It

is not an exaggeration to say that the sign installed for

the Hudson company is surpassed by none in the coun-

try. This sign, Go feet in height, makes prominent the

word "Hudson." It has two sets of lamps, and may be

seen for a long distance from either direction. The let-

ters are four by six feet with eight-inch face, and con-

tain a total of 360 20 candle power Edison lamps. The
mechanical features of the sign are well worth the study

of anyone interested in that kind of decoration. The
Michigan company is agent in Detroit for the General

Electric company's goods.

The serious accident known as the yb?/r7;«/ building

boiler explosion, which occurred here some weeks ago.

has created among a great many the impression that

there is no safety in any high-pressure steam apparatus.

Detroit's mayor is of that class, and with him the oppo-

sition to high-pressure boilers has become so strong that

he has attacked the Board of Education, and is attempt-

ing to prevent the installation of an independent lighting

plant in the Central High School building. The board

had the advice of the best electrical engineers and was

likely to succeed in spite of His Honor's opposition, but

Detroit's mayor will not give up easily; in fact, the na-

tives doubt if he was ever fully persuaded of personal

defeat. His latest move consists in securing the adop-

tion of ordinances requiring that all public buildings, in-

cluding schools, in which electric lighting is used, be

furnished with current by the Public Lighting Commis-
sion, and prohibiting the use of steam boilers carrying

more than 10 pounds pressure in public school buildings

or grounds. This action on the part of the mayor and
the Common Council at first appears to be a complete

defeat for the school board, but with such an example as

that of the mayor to teach fighting qualities, the board

has made some advance in that line, and does not pro-

pose to give up the fight at this point. It has employed
able counsel to assist its attorney and proposes to have
the courts decide on the ordinances. It is reported

that a further move on the part of the mayor's forces will

be to cut down the appropriation so that the school

board will not be able to run an independent plant. The
outlook is certainly an encouraging one for the space

writer and the lawyers, and of course an interesting topic

of conversation for the friends of both sides. C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis. January n.—The receiver for the Gen-

nn., contemplates

nes and using the

eral Electric company of Winona, Minn,

material made available to extend the ther

: the

The electric light company at Chamberlain. S. D., has

just completed an artesian well eight inches in diametef

and 6go feet deep. Its flow is estimated at 4,000 gallons

per minute, or nearly 6,000,000 gallons every 24 hours.

The electric light plant at Storm Lake, la., was par-

tially destroyed by fire.

The Brainerd Traction, Light & Power compnny has

been incorporated. This is the ouif^iia\ ii, ,,| th. 1. , ,nt

vote of the city of Brainerd. Minn ,1 ::
1

- .
i ,,

light plant to C. N. Parker. This
;

pend Sio,ooo to $15,000 on improvcnicuL, .a ilic li^lnmg

station. The new company will control the Brainerd

Electric Railway company, the electric light plant, the

granted a fifteen-

' i^' II I'll .li' -i h.i iIm ( i-Miral Wisconsin Elec-
'M. |.:.Mh.,,(> , MiMp,ni\ ;ii ( >-,li|.,.r,ii. Wis,, despite its

nunicroub legal troubles. Charles W. Felker has made
application to the attorney-general to annul the charter

of the Central Electric compariy. and it is understood

that it is at the instance of the Oshkosh Street Railway
company. The Real -Estate 'Board has unanimously

passed a resolution condemning the action of Felker and

the Oshkosh Street Railway company in vigorous terms,

and has asked the attorney-general, before he makes
any decision in the matter, to visit Oshkosh and make
a thorough investigation.

The Twin City Rapid Transit company is about to

equip its cars in -St. Paul with fenders. Fenders have

been in use on a number of cars in Minneapolis for

:hav thad; bette ;tha

scoopmg up dogs that have got in the road.

Miss Lillian
J.
West was recently married to Dow F.

Smith of St. Paul, who is connected with the Twin
City Rapid Transit company. Mr. Smith has been

superintendent of the St. Paul system and nominal

superintendent of the Minneapolis system for some time,

but has recently been relieved of the Minneapolis de-

partment.

Elihu Colraan has been granted a first lien on the

plant of the Light, Power & Railway company of Fond
du Lac, Wis., in order to buy meters and other needed

improvements.

Prof. Shepardson's report on the electrical equipment

of the new court house at Minneapolis shows nearly

everything up to requirements. Experts have been

engaged in making tests of the electric elevators for

some time, and it is understood that, in the main, the

results have been satisfactory. The fear that attempts

have been made to interfere aod damage the machinery

of the elevators has led the Sprague Electric Elevator

company to offer a reward of Si 00 for the arrest and

conviction of any person making such attempts.

The Electrotechnic club has been formed in Minne-

apolis by electrical engineers and those engaged in al-

lied work.

The City Council of Jamestown, N. D., has ordered

the street lights shut off for an indefinite period. It is

proposed to put in a municipal electric light plant and

secure power from an artesian well.

The backers of the proposed Milwaukee, Racine and

Kenosha electric line have applied for a franchise

through Kenosha. Wis.

The People's Light company secured a contract to

light the city of Davenport, la., at a reduction of S19

per light from the present figure, which is 575 per year.

The acceptance of the contract carries with it an agree-

ment to put in a gas plant and heating plant.

A. C. Bachelor, a stockholder in the Tower. Minn..

Electric Light & Telephone company, has sued Geo. H.

Claypool and E. C, Jones of Duluth, claiming that they

are managing the affairs of the company for their own
benefit, and that they have misappropriated $9,000.

Among other things he charges that the books have

been kept falsely. He wants the defendants restrained

from paying out of the company's funds claims which

they hive against it, and also asks for a receiver.

The Northfield Light, Heat & Power company of

Northfield, Minn., has moved into its new building.

J. S. Bartholomew of Grand Forks, N. D., has pur-

chased the electric light plant at Aberdeen. S. D., and
will make a number of improvements in it.

Chas. Hinman proposes to put in an electric light

plant at Bellevue. la.

The Arcadia Milling company of Arcadia, Wis,, will

have an electric light plant in working order by Febru-

The Lincoln, Neb., Electric Light company proposes

to purchase the Hastings, Neb., plant and interest local

The Hratncr L^lu oMnp.nu ,>l I
:< ,. ; ,

:.r, Xeb.. has

offered tu tiirnish h-lit lu Mi^
.

'. ,
, wjiich the

jected. An uiUinancc will be luuoJuctU w- puL an occu-

pation tax on all telephone and telegraph poles in the

The Green Bay, Wis., council has refused a franchise

to David McCartney to extend an electric road on the

West Side, and some of the disappointed people of Green

Bay say that the rival company's stockholders control

the council.

The Combination Bridge company of Sioux City, Iowa,

now controls a majority of the stock of the South Sioux

City Traction company.

materially reduce expenses.

It is understood that the report of the Board of Public

Works of St. Paul on lighting the city will recommend
eli'ctricily by contract.

It is underotood that the North American Telegraph
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TRADE NEWS.

ery strong, is water-

pany has completed extensive additions and improve
munis and is better fitted to execute orders than evei
before. It has a new catalogue in press, which will \h--'-

las issued. The company wil

anyone sending hi:

Ma

paper lU.m .,iul v.:,, .,.,,!,,,. :
,
: , Ml \l, l,..u -, p.-,,.M

in thcuabiuMi and luhu.iI mi.

Isaac L. Kice, chairman ol ihv r\,'(iiii\.' coininiiirr

of the Electric Storage l-irm<Tv (-miii|i;uu mI Hiil.i.lrl

phia, is in Chicago. Mr. Kiiris.ii ihc Iwadi^l iIu'smi-

dicate that has purchased tliu ICuf^lrwuud ^V (ducaK"
street railway franchise for a stura{.;e baltury road.

Friends of J. S. Tebliets, manager of the Chicago
agency of the Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing
company, will doubtless be surprised to learn that he
has resigned the management of the Chicago district to

accept a position with George Westinghouse. Jr. Man-
rico Coster, who has heretofore been engineer and agent
in connection with the Chicago oflice, has been pro-

moted to fill the position left vacant by Mr. Tebbets.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
J. D. Bennett of Brooklyn has been appointed re-

ceiver of the Rockaway Electric Light company. The
liabilities are Sioo.ooo and the assets $15,000.

The introduction of the electric light for the purpose
of facilitating the navigation of rivers in India, has, says
the Calcutta E/i^dishman, been a complete success. It

was introduced by the River Steam Navigation company,
with a view to expedite the journeys of their vessels

down from Goalundo to Calcutta, through the broad
reaches of the Sunderbunds, during the night time. The
advantage of the system has been abundantly proved
during the voyages of the steamers Nagpur. Gwalior,
Ajmere and India, each of which towed two barges with
an average combined load of So, 000 drums of jute be-

tween the two. Under the older system the run from
Goalundo to Calcutta occupied nine days, and even more

of the

light the cargoes have been
two instances, and within fiv

substantial saving of time an

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
At a meeting of the stockholders of the New Orleans

Traction company, held January 6th, in which 60,594
shares ou^ of 75,000 were represented, the following

board of directors was elected: A. Baldwin, C. H.
Hyams, R. M. Walmsley,

J. C. Denis, James H. Maury,
Frank T. Howard, John D. Taggart. At a subsequent
meeting of .the board the following named officers for

the ensuing year were elected: James H. Maury, presi-

dent; R. M. Walmsley, vice-president; Henry Seligman,
secretary and treasurer; A. H. Ford, assistant secre-

The annual meetings of the Northwestern Elevated
road and of the Columbia Construction company, Chi-
cago, were held last week. The official estimate of the
cost of the entire elevated road, a little over seven miles
in length, is $7,290,000; but the company expects to

save a large sum, from §300,000 to Sgoo.ooo, in salvage
through the sale of real estate purchased, but not
needed, and of buildings on the right of way bought and
removed. It is stated officially that the company sees
its way to the completing of the road without any in-

crease in its capital. Of the Northwestern Elevated
bonds first issued about $800,000, it is said, were used as

collateral, but these will be retired and cancelled from
the proceeds of the preferred stock, so that no bonds
will be outstanding. The directors of the Northwestern
Elevated elected were: D. H. Louderback, L. S. Ows-
ley, E. W. Sherman,

J. L. Cochran and Howard Abel.

The En mutacturing company of St.

inquiries regarding its new
Although recently placed on

be all that is

ternatmg power
e market, these motors are provmg
aimed, and the guarantee of the E
nple assurance to the trade of an)
' it. This company is adding to i

lities and will make the power m

The partnership heretofore existing between
J.

George T. Eyanson and Cyrus C. Armpriest

rticle turned out
already large fa-

jrs a leading fea-

dissolved on December 17, 1895, by the w

J. Grant High, his whole share of the rights, title, inter-

est and good will having been purchased by George T.
Eyanson. The business will be conducted as heretofore,

Mr. Eyanson attending to the construction, as he has
been doing for the last two years. His success in build-

ing switches and switchboards should insure the future

success of the new firm.

The second directly coupled 800 kilowatt monocyclic
generator built by the General Electric company has
been started successfully in the St. Louis station. This
machine, like its mate, which has been operating for

some time in that station, is so large that it was impos-
sible to assemble it at the works before shipment. These
machines are now operating successfully incandescent
lamps, arc lights and motors in the city of St. Louis. A
model was shown at the Atlanta exhibition, for which
some very attractive printed material was also issued.

It is not an uncommon sighf for shivering pedestrians

along Chicago's busy thoroughfares to see the shining

blades of a Lundell motor-fan whirling away in many
large show windows, seemingly for no other purpose
than to keep in practice. However, this is not the rea-

son, as a very practical object is in view. Some thought-

ful window dresser discovered that the breeze from one
of these fans would keep the large plates of glass free

from frost. However beautiful the frost crystal really

is, the window dresser does not admire it in the wrong
place, particularly after making an elaborate and expen-
sive display. The Lundell fan breeze, turned against

the glass, immediately clears it of frost and vapor. The
philosophy of this may be left for the reader to figure

out. The Central Electric company of 173 Adams
street, Chicago, is figuring it out now in a very accept-

able manner, having sold a large number of Lundell fans

during and since the holidays.

BUSINESS.
The Eureka brazer of the Union Heater Supply com-

pany of Detroit is operated by gasoline, and is so con-

structed that the heads can be adjusted, permitting the

flames to be placed just where the heat is required.

Five hundred of these brazers were sold the first year
they were out.

The National India Rubber company of Bristol, R. I.,

is very busy in its electrical department, and is particu-

larly rushed in the cable room, having secured a very
large and important N. I. R. cable order. The com-

spread interest in llie electrical Iradt

very strong statement regarding its

number o£ orders that have been dii

.oltage.

plicated

'

The
of the

large

strong
testimony to show the worth of the 1-jattery.

Eugene Mtansell & Co., 218 Wateir street, New Yorl<,

with agencies in the principal cities, report an increased
demand for solid sheet India and amber mica, of which
they make a specialty for electrical insulation. They
import directly from the mines, and at all times carry
what is said to be the largest stock of mica to be found in

They have recently installed several new
presses. vhich : then ncreased facil ifor

furnishing stamped sohd sheet mica segments for all

types of railway motors, and mica to any shape or pat-

tern. Franklin Brooks, the junior member of the firm,

is now making a tour around the world, and, at the pres-

ent time, is spending considerable time at the mines in

India, where the firm is largely interested.

The Hayes, Tracy, Fyfe company. 360 Dearborn street,

Chicago, is receiving favorable indorsement from motor
makers and users of the Fyfe motor starting and motor
speed regulating rheostats. The device thoroughlyprotects
the motor armature from overload and is automatic in

release. Those having double-pole switch attachment are
an extra safeguard against accident to motor from out-

side causes, such as lightning and the like, when the

works are closed, as the motor is entirely cut off from
the mains. The action of the switch is positive, and,
when closing, throws the field in circuit just ahead of the
armature and throwing the armature out just ahead of

the field by the automatic falling of the contact arm.
The motor speed regulating rheostats are novel, inas-

much as they are automatic in release from each step
of the resistance. City authorities and boards of under-
writers have been unanimous in pronouncing the appa-
ratus entirely satisfactory. Among the points appreci-
ated is the absence of fine wire magnets to make the ac-
tion unreliable. The mechanical construction and fire-

proof qualities are everything that can be desired.

The works of the Pittsburg Reduction company have
now been in operation at Niagara Falls for several
months. The necessary electric current has hitherto

been furnished through four of the General Electric

company's 400 kilowatt rotary converters, but owing to

a considerable increase in the reduction plant, they have
been found inadequate for the service, and each of these

400 kilowatt converters is about to be replaced by one of

600 kilowatts capacity. The new machines will be
mounted upon the same base frames as the 400 kilowatt

converters, and thus the converter plant will be in-

creased one-half without any increase in floor space. A
of 600 kilowatts capacilfifth

beside the others and will be
respect. The total rotary (

be 3.000 kilowatts. Includi

;talled

thet

I them in every
capacity will then
nsforraers installed

3 works of the Carborundum company and the Cal-

cium Carbide company at Niagara Falls, the General
Electric company will have furnished 5,000 kilowatts ca-

pacity of transformers for operation in connection with
the Cataract Construction company's system.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

552,371. Method of and Apparatus for Measur
Edv

_J. He
Kennelly, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Feb-
ruary 13, 1895. [Issued December ji, iSg^.)

The method consists in defiinitely diffusing the effective

exposing a test object in definite relation to the diffused
secondary illumination only, definitely obscuring the test
object to the limit of visibility, and comparing with a stand-
ard that condition of illumination of the test object which
corresponds with the limit of visibility of the test object.

552,516. Telephone Switch. George W. Coy, Milford,

Issued Ja?iuary 7, iSgd.

ically rotating the field of the motor, and thereby va

540, Electric Meter. William H. McGral
Wayne, Ind., and John M. Oram, Dalla
Application filed July 8. 1895.

A rotating switch is employed for cii(i:'i; [ii. -,;

devices in and out of circuit, togetlni H,
1

piece, including a motor-driven trnin '

the spring upon a furl

^ex 552,553. Pha

Conn. Application filed March 15, 1895. point of rotation, and to release 1

A transmitting apparatus is mounted to move in a fixed
path, and switching levers moanted independently of the 552,542. Apparatus for Protectii

John M. Oram, Dallas, Te
June 4, J895.

i2,52i. Electric Motor. Stephen D. Field, Yonkers,
N. Y. Application filed June 27, 1892.

pne feature claimed is the method of controlling the cir-

ta?n?.5^'tlfe%'Ci°s''o"thVre'iay''a",'d!

Electric Switch. Sigmund Bergmann, New
, N. Y. Application filed April 23, 1895.

o or more pairs of line wire contacts are provided,



,594- Electric Gas Lighting Burner. Joseph E.

Swendeman, Boston. Mass. Application filed June

7. 1893.

There is a fixed electrode, also a movable electrode pro-

vided with a longitudinal slot and swinging on a fulcrum

pin passing through the slot, the movable electrode being

provided with a suitable terminal, and having a notch in its

lower portion, an oscillating disk or member having a pin

or nroiection adapted to engage the notch in the movable

.604. Electric Raihvav System. Henry Branden-

burg. Chicago. 111. -Application filed October 5,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

552.730. Telephone

series in a telephone line, and a telephone receiver in shut

or parallel circuit with one of the secondary helices.

552,733. Automatic Electric .Alarm. Thomas J.
Stan

sel. Laredo. Tex. Application filed June i. 1895.

The claim is given; A switchboard consisting of a sui

January 18, 1896

552.756. Electric Circuit Controller. Hermann A.

Gorn, New York, N. Y, Application filed July 26.

1895.

552.776. Electric Signaling. Frank G. Pratt
Mass. Application filed August 20, 1S94.

The features claimed are a signaling circuit.

liacts for establishing elec-

the slot closer is moved to open the slot.

Trolley. Bert Dale. Milwaukee. Wis. Ap-

forked trolley arm. having

seated in the tubular eKten-
3 passed through

,680. Electric Cut-i

Wagner and Ferdi

Mo. Appli

and Insulator. Herbert A.

d Schwedtmann. St. Louis,

filed January 21, 1S95.

ung box or case of metal tor a trans-

shells carried thereby, a line wire sup-

the other end of the shell, and a fusi-

Telephone Transmitter. Isidor
J.

Kusel, St.

s, Mo. Application filed April 29, 1895.

cal plane, a horizontal stationary U-shaped bracket

"SB
1

552.734. Telepl
C.Wales, Jr., Boston, ivia

Philadelphia, Pa. Appl

itchboard and Circuit. Thomas
Mas-^ and Theodore Spencer,

ion filed July 25, 1895.

and-break 1

552,803. Aut(

This de-
fer applying a fluid pressure to one side and a regulated
yielding pressure to the other side of the diaphragm, astern
for the diaphragm having an enlargement, a contact piece
forming one terminal of an electric circuit, and a pivoted
contact finger connected to the enlargement and forming
the other terminal of the circuit, the pivoted finger being

its together for c

Mth the upper end c

..gjfc^

cord plug having a third conductor to ground through a re-

*r^

Ivin, New York, N.

iKrefor'V,','..'.

552,738. Printing Telegraph. Jonathan E. Wood
bridge, Duluth, Minn, Application filed Octobei

7. 1R95

552.755- Conduit System for Electric Railways. Charles

A. Gaines, New York, N. Y, Application filed Mav
I, 1894-

552,729. Spring-jack Switch. Charles E. Scribncr, cnrforo|.. 1 ti
1

,,.

Chicago, III. Aoplication filed May 9. i893- SicnUii7ii!i in',:
'

ih!",.'i ,1',

Tho nprinKjififlWin* four contact pioccs arrnnilcd in the othci. .ui.l ilu 1.,! .Iim.i,

two piiirn. wlAo moniborit arc Hoparnblo, ono pair buiniz in- tcrpoHotl Hpriiig i-\)iaiisiuii in

clnded in on^ lino conductor. The pliifl ih odaptod to roti in HinniltnncouBly nctod r

make connection with tho four conldct plet^oH. coHBivo cnrs.
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Transformer Equipment for Street Rail-

way Service at Niagara Falls.

In supplying pnwcr

Falls electric railway I'na'u'i'r'l'ii'i

llie Hu ffalo& Niagara

\'ia,L;ara I'alls

& Suspension Bridge

Power company passes

generators of its static

transformers. The pr

n lhnlU.^h

nciple foil ^^t•a in

Nia-;rra I'alls

and two sialic

the conduction

of the 500 horse power

mature of a direct cur

which are electrically

current can be drawn f

otary transformer

rent dynamo be 1,

iSo degrees apart

rom the armature

s that if the ar-

pped at points

an alternating

and if this dy-

Ample room for the e m of the system is afforded,

phase, four cables are nec-

tvvo being used for each phase. The cables are

ted to the middlepointsof two double-pole double-

swiiches, and when these switches are thrown up

ndariesof which:

The
the ; shaft the

L synchronous motor. In passing through this revolving

irmature the voltage is mcreased in the ratio uf seven to

ici^hl 111 \i this point the direct current

:ii'c I li ma) be closed. The rotary

ind \( re installed by the Westing-

ansformer armature.

When it is desired to start, both switches are first thrown Assignment of the Standard Electric
up, then the current is thrown into the starting motor. Company.
and the entire shaft starts and is brought up to speed. On Thursday, the i6th instant, the Standard Electric

Then the field circuit of the main armature is closed and company of Chicago made an assignment to George N.

alternating current can be drawn from collector rings

tapped on at the points mentioned: and vice versa, if the

dynamo be run as a synchronous alternating current mo-

tor, a direct current can be taken from the commutator.

The big 5,000 horse power dynamos in the station of

the Niagara Falls Power company supply current at

2,000 volts which changes direction 3,000 times every min-

ute. The service performed by the rotary transformer

and its accompanying static transformers is to change

the alt 575
volt current in order that it may be adapted to use on a

street railway circuit equipped with the standard electric

railway apparatus. Four cables carry the current from

the main bus-bars at a potential of about 2,250 volts.

the voltage is allowed to build up. Synchronizing lamps

determine the phase relation of the armature. These

lamps are two in number and they are placed in series

with the secondaries of two 2,000 to 100 volt converters,

the primaries of which are attached, one to the main dy-

namo circuit and one to the 2,000 volt side of the static

transformer feeding the rotary. As the armature nears

synchronism these lights slowly grow bright and then

dim. and it is by keeping careful watch of the lights that

the operator can determine the proper moment for throw-

ing down the switches. When this is done the dynamo

current passing through the two static transformers is

reduced in voltage from 2,250 to about 440. while the

current is increased in the same ratio. It is at this re-

duced voltage that the current passes into the alternat-

Stone, a lawyer, in the County Court of Cook county.

The company has done a large business, particularly in

manufacturing dynamos and arc lamps. The announce-

ment of the assignment came as a surprise to most peo-

ple in the business. The company's offices are in the

Home Insurance building, and its factory in Canal street,

Chicago. It has borne a first-class reputation among
manufacturers and users of electric light machinery, and

made both arc and incandescent apparatus, although its

principal business has been in arc machinery. No state-

ment of the company's condition has yet been issued

but the liabilities are supposed to be about S75.000

Manager D. P. Perry states it as his belief that the as-

sets will prove to be nearly three times that amount, and

is emphatic in his assurance that all creditors will be
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paid in full. He expects the company to reorganize and

resume business. There has been a good demand for the

company's apparatus, but collections have been slow and

this is gi\-en as the principal cause of the failure.

Manager Perry has the confidence of the trade and will

doubtless be able to get the company in shape again with

little delay.
.

Delegates and Visitors.

Following is a list of the delegates and visitors in at-

tendance at the convention of the Northwestern Elec-

trical association at Milwaukee, last week:

Abbott, A. V Chicago.
Andrae, Herman Milwaukee. Wis.
Angel, J

.Hammond, Ind.

Arnold. B. J Chicago.
Atkinson. J. M Chicago.

Baker, CO Chicago.
Baker, A. O . , Sheboygan, Wis.
Bashford. R. M Madison. Wis.

Boggis, H. F Milwaukee, Wis.
Boyer, F. N Chicago.

Brooks. H. H Chicago.

Brown, R. E Mankato, Wis.
Buckley, W. ] Chicago.

Bunce, AC Chicago.
Burch, L. W Madison, Wis.

Chandler, .\. D Chicago.
Chat, J, B Chicago.
Church.

J.
V. S Chicago.

Clark, E. L Chicago.
Clark, Jr., James H Chicago.
Cole, G, L Beloit, Wis.
Coleman, S. G Milwaukee. Wis.
Collins, Carroll • Green Bay, Wis.
Collins, L. W Chicago.
Conway, G. M Milwaukee, Wis.
Cook, Wallace P Oconto, Wis.
Copeland. FA La Crosse, Wis.
Cuno. Charles Oconomowoc, Wis.
Cutler. H. H Chicago.

Debell, C. L Sheboygan, Wis!
DeLand, Fred Chicago.
Dickey, Edmund Noblesville, Ind.

Donohue, F. E Chicago.

Farwell, G. A Waukesha, Wis.
Fisher, W. W Milwaukee, Wis.
Fleming, T," J Milwaukee. Wis.

Gille. H. J St. Paul, Minn.
Gordon, Thomas S Chicago.
Grimm, George .Jefferson, Wis.
Grover, T. F Wauwautosa, Wis.

Harding, J.
H La Porte, Ind.

Hartley, B Chicago.
Hawley, G. W Marinette, Wis,
Higgins, H. C Marinette, Wis.
Hixson, H. K Chicago.
Howell, W. S Harrison, N.

J.
Hussey, M. H Waukegan, Wis.

Jones, J.
H Milwaukee, Wis.

Korst, P. H Racine. Wis.

Lasell, Edward Chicago.
Latimer, H. M Chicago.
Lord, I. P Waupaca, Wis.
Luthy, G. G Peoria, 111.

McLaren. G. S Milwaukee, Wis.
McLeod,

J
D Milwaukee, Wis.

McRoy,
J T Chicago.

Mercein, T R Milwaukee, Wis.
Morawelz, F Milwaukee, Wis.
Mullen. 1-; r, Milwaukee, Wis.
Murpliy, J. C Chicago.

Newt.m, fieorge M Sparta, Wis.

I'igcon, rrank A.

.

Rau, O. M
Remington, W. A.
Richer, Carl
Roberts, D. E
Rogers. L. H
Ruggles, C. H....

Schuelte, John

.Osh

lith, W. C,
Smith, A
Stephen,

J.
L .

Slurges. G. W .

Terry, A. S. .

.

Terry, F. S
Tliorpe, W. H,

M.
Wis.

Wilkinson,
J. H Chicago.

Williams, O. U Whitewater, Wis.
Wilson. John McNeill Chicago

Chicago:
Chicago.

Milwaukee, Wis.

The electrical equipment of the temporary postofTice
building on the Lake«»Tont. Chicago, will include two
electric elfvntors. A

Wilson. C
Wilson. Willia
Wyman, C. D.

Chicago Delegation.
The scene at the depot of the Northwestern Railroad.

Chicago, was a lively one when the Chicago delegates

gathered to take the train which would carry them to

Milwaukee to attend the fourth annual convention of the

Northwestern Electrical association. It was quite a merry

party, and the trip to Milwaukee was thoroughly enjoyed.

Chicago was well represented at the convention, as will

be seen from the following list of delegates:

M. B. Austin, Safety Insulated Wire company; George
S. Searing. Hart & Hegeman; F. S. Terry. Sunbeam In-

candescent Lamp company; \V. W. Low. president Elec-

tric Appliance company; James Wolff, New York Insu-
lated Wire company; C. C. Baker, Chicago General Fix-
ture company; J.

H. Reid, Westinghouse Glass Factory;
W. P. Sullivan, the Electrical En^^inccr; Fred DeLand,
Electrical Engiiiecrijiff : C. W. Woodward. Electric

Storage Battery company; Thomas G. Grier. Grier
Brothers;

J.
M. Hill. Columbia Incandescent Lamp com-

pany; W.
J.

Buckley. Fort Wayne Electric corporation:

F. S. Viele, Standard Underground Cable company;
H. Roy Osborn and William Gallagher. Osborn Electric

company; W. D. Fickels, Warren Webster company; F.

L. Perry. Western Electrician; George Cutter, L. L.
Summers. Accompanying the Chicago delegation were
Luke Lilly. De Vere Electric company. Cincinnati, Ohio,
and

J.
H. Harding. La Porte Electrical Works, La Porte.

Ind.

I any one or all of the four engines is a

one or all of the seven machines whit

far installed. This makes the question
practically impossible.

Fig.

ighting pla

arious applic

lights. It ^

lating generators and four
ining at the same speed,

independent bear-

Arnold Electric Power Station System.
The paper on this subject read by E. R. Cunning-

ham before the convention of the Northwestern Elec-

This system is subje
representing its adapta
operating alternating a

that this plant has four aitema
arc light generators, all runn
Each armature is carried on a q
ings of its own, and arranged
shaft by means of magnetic or positive jaw clutches, as

desired. The shaft is separated in the middle, so that

either portion can be shut down, while the other is in op-

eration, and on each end is placed a steam engine of

some improved form. With such an arrangement it is

possible to start and stop any generator in the plant

without stopping either engine. The dynamos being
brought up to speed as motors, the clutches which con-

nect them to the driving shaft are then thrown in, and
by means of suitable switches the machines are con-
verted into generators, and then can be cut in on the

line for active service. The system comprises numer-
ous electrical devices for controlling the speed of these

machines and otherwise making the plant easy to handle

Fig. 3 shows the design used for isolated plants in

office buildings and apartment houses. In this case one
of the engines can be a steam engine which can be used
for operating the lights of the building through the win-
ter months, the exhaust steam being used for heating
the building, while in the summer months the lights are
driven from a gas engine located on the other end of the

shaft, and the steam plant allowed to stand idle. The
result is a great reduction in the cost of labor during the
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At a recent meeting of the stockholders of the New
Orleans Cily & Lake railroad the following named
directors were elected; A. Baldwin, John P. Taggart,
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3al Associ
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.5th,

Of the Northwestern Electr
ation at Milwaukee, Je

15 17, 1S96.
Tlic meetint; of the Northwestern Klectri

tion at Milwaukee, which was opened on Ja

was an interesting gathering of central station men, ex-

perts and the usual number of supply men. All gave

close attention to the meetings, and the discussion of pa-

pers read before the meeting was participated in by a

large number of the delegates. Considerable business

was transacted, including the election of officers for the

In opening the proceedings President Grimm read his

annual address, which is herewith appended:

ing ex
have 1

Expression for Fuel Values." by Arthur Vaughan

Abbott, C. E., and a blackboard talk on "Central Sta-

tion Economies," by Leland L. Summers, Mr. Abbott

was unable to be present, so Mr. Summers gave the

combined talk on these two subjects. This was followed

by the reading by Fred De Land of a paper on the "Up-
building of the Small Town." In the afternoon the

following papers were read; "Storage Batteries in Cen-

tral Stations," by Maurice Barnett; "Some Facts about

Acetylene Gas," by John C. McMynn, M. E., and "The
Arnold Electric Power Station System," by E. R. Cun-
ningham.

On Friday, the third day, papers were read on

"Economical I?esults in Modern Isolated Arc Lighting,"

by V. E. Drake, and "Water Purification for Steam,"

by John McN. Wilson,

dealing ancr ,il ••I.' h .! •• :.• . 1

tp'-'T 1".
' - •

- '

. This defraying i;xpL-iisi.-s. and the e.\L'--

,.,,f we could, with little or no expcn
good to the electrical interests and

of the age. stand in the front r nk of intellectual ability

courage and business daring. 3ut I will stop right here

lest a feeling of pride and self satisfactic n take posses-

sion of you, which would milita the object o:

my remarks. The fact is I ha% nee to which 1

desire to lend words, which, he wever, to be generous to

desi. have nted
records of our association. This grievance is the more
emphasized by reason of the fact that since my mem-
bership I have received many benefits in the nature of

knowledge and experience, and have seen the grand
possibility of far greater accomplishments than we have
yet obtained. Since my assuming the duties devolving
upon me as your president, and owing to the fact of the

absence of our secretary for a considerable period of

time, I have become exceedingly familiar with the

body of men handling, controling and commanding an
enterprise requiring such consummate skill and ability,

and such masterful tact in dealing with the prejudices

of public opinion, should base the fabric of its associa-

tion upon a foundation so utterly unstable and insuffi-

cient. Think of it. Without having incurred any ex-

traordinary expense, each succeeding report of our
secretary shows a deficit in the treasury which no
juggling with figures is able to conceal, and it is

only by the strongest efforts of the secretary
and president combined, that it is possible to raise suf-

ficient funds from generous-hearted advertisers to [pay
the expense of publishing the proceedings of our conven-
tions. It is apparant that a radical change must be in-

augurated; either the annual dues must be increased, and
prompt payment insisted upon, or other provisions must
be made. If for a few minutes you would bring that

skill that has made your individual business a success to

would take the place of the feverish abortions of justice

presented at almost every session of the legislatures,

which would receive the support of all right-minded cit-

izens, and we could, as in this state, completely answer
all adverse arguments by ourselves proposing to meet
the public demands by just laws and in an honorable
manner. By drafting a uniform system in that line, to

be submitted to the legislatures of the different states,

by the individual members of the association, however,

and not by the association as a body, we would disarm

opposition and accomplish untold good for the electrical

.interests without incurring any expense. There are

other matters calling for attention on your part. The
rules of wiring, etc., adopted by various boards of un-

derwriters, are frequently oppressive and impracticable

in many details. The safest body of men to draft these

rules are practical electricians, and a thorough system

embodying the best experience of both underwriters and
electricians would be safer and less oppressive than any
we now have. I think these remarks will suffice for

this time. We do not want to undertake too much at

once; but whatever you may determine in regard to the

work we should accomplish, do not let this convention

adjourn without having devised some means of putting

us upon a good financial basis.

On Wednesday the greater part of the forenoon ses-

sion was devoted to the transaction of general busi-

ness. In the afternoon William J.
Buckley, author of

"Electric Lighting Plants; Their Cost and Operation,"

read a paper entitled "Modern Apparatus vs. Existing

The morning of the second day. Thursday, was set apart

for the reading and discussion of a paper on "Economic

A'as devoid of especial happenings.

The noticeable feature of the gathering- was that almost

the entire time was devoted to convention business, al-

though Milwaukee displayed its usual hospitality in tak-

ing care of the delegates after business hours.

As far as the exhibits were concerned, it was a matter

of regret that supply houses and manufacturers did

not seize this excellent opportunity to make special dis-

plays. It will be remembered that last year's conven-

tions were remarkable for the number of handsome ex-

hibits that were a credit alike to the association and to

the supplymen and manufacturers. It is an unques-

tioned fact, the truth of which is now generally realized

by frequenters of electrical conventions, that exhibits are

a most attractive feature. The central station man who
travels a long way to visit a convention is always glad

to see the latest improvements; he is on the lookout for

the "new thing" just out, and lei it be rumored that a

convention is to be marked by numerous and varied ex-

hibits, the out-of-town delegates display all the greater

eagerness to be present. In spite of the fact, however,

that the exhibits were comparatively few, there was no

lack of energetic "representation."

On Thursday evening the association banquet was

given in the hall of the Pfister Hotel. Without going

into detail it may be said that the committee, consisting

of H. Andrae. O. M. Rau and W. C. Smith, discharged

its duties admirably. The banquet lasted until midnight.
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toasts and brilliant replies: it

3tunda after the affair that tew

waukee have seen a more bril-

Convention Notes.

The Badger Manufacturing company had an exhibit

in one of the parlors. F. Werner represented the com-
pany.

M. B. Austi

Nothing short of sickness could have kept Chicago
Manager Joseph M. Hill, of the Columbia Incandescent
Lamp company from, a Northwestern convention. Mr.
Hill is general sales agent for the Wagner Electric
Manufacturing company as well, and in this dual ca-

pacity he -did" the convention. Mr. Hill has the enviable
reputation of the man who sells strictly -first-class goods
and thinks therefore he is entitled to fair prices.

thei

In a large, handsome parlor
the day, and night as well, thai

so well represents the interests

was found at all hours of

energetic contingent that

of the Fort Wayne Elec-

tion of one of the handsomest electrical catalogues
that have recently been put on the market, together
with Mr. Rogers' energetic work, made a good impres-
sion and secured a number of orders for this now suc-

cessful and growing Cleveland enterprise.

H. J. Gille, agent of the Washburn & Moen Manu-
facturing company at St. Paul. Minn., was one of the

most energetic workers at the Milwaukee convention.

Mr. Gille left hardly a spot or a pocket without the

Washburn & Moen company's "new hand-book for

1896." The Washburn & Moen company made a good
selection in placing Mr. Gille in the western territory,

as he has been identified with the electrical supply busi-

ness for years, and St. Paul is his home territory. He

i was the ( ear at the convention held at the

Pfister, the exhibitors chose parlors the majority of

which opened upon the balcony overlooking the rotunda.

Was James Wolff there? It was rumored that such a
gentleman was in evidence, and that he had more or less

to say about a wire manufactured by the New York In-

sulated Wire company.

The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company, as usual,

was represented by F. S, Terry and A. S. Terry, who
were indefatigable in adding to the many friends of
the well-kno\\n "Sunbeam."

C. W. Woodward, wes
Storage Battery company
as his first western conve
well, as he made friends oj

of the Electric

Philadelphia, attended this

ion, and his visit paid him
ivery hand.

The Chicago General Fixture company w
sented by C. O. Baker. Mr. Baker made n

but, like a year ago, he left an impression tha
doubtedly ahe tof 1

George S. Searing came up with the boys
aged to do considerable business in Milwaukee
among the convention delegates. Everyone kn
ing and Hart switches, and many took this

place their orders.

An electrical convention would not be complete with-
out the well-known electric specialist. George Cutter;
he was at this one, but it was regretted that he made no
effort to bring to the front this time any of the numerous
unique electrical novelties for which he is so constantly
working.

President W. W. Low and William Wilson, of the
Electrical Appliance company, were in attendance, but
made no exhibit. Mr. Low, as usual, was surrounded
by a crowd of old central station friends, who now so
rarely have a chance to grasp his hand, as his close appli-

cation to business in Chicago keeps him almost entirely

off the road.

Of course the General Electric company was well rep-
resented. F. N. Boyer, M. C. Wheaton. A. C. Bunce,
W. S. Howells and R. A. Swain did the honors in a
large parlor opening onto the balcony, and although the
company made no attempt at display beyond a few
pieces of apparatus. General Electric literature was
everywhere to be found.

Ernest Lyle Clark was seen at the convention, but
without his partner. J. Valentine. As the Valentine-
Clark combination has a way of traveling in pairs, it was
wondered if this was a case of stealing a march. How-
ever this may have been, Clark found many welcome

trie corporation. W.J. Buckley,
J. C. Murphy

Wilson did the honors, backed up by
in the way of luncheon and other refreshments, and it is

safe to say there were few at the convention who did not
spend considerable time with this jolly party.

L. W. Collins, with his energetic efforts and persua-
sive manners, made an excellent impression in favor of
Collins' well known compound, Boudreaux brushes, and
the numerous other specialties that have helped to w:n
for Lee & Collins their enviable reputation for unique
and excellent specialties. Lee & Collins have of late

been doing some good work in securing numerous orders
for Weston instruments.

"Crefeld" insulated wires and cables were well repre-

good work for the Washbur

G. G. Luthy, of the Royal Electric company, Peoria,
was one of the first to arrive at Milwaukee, and one of
the last to leave. Constant in his attendance, and with
an energy deserving of praise, he did excellent work in
the interests of the Royal Electric company. Mr. Luthy
brought with him the company's new transformer, which
is claimed to be the most efficient converter yet pro-
duced. Almost every man interested in such apparatus
sooner or later found his way to Mr. Luthy's quarters,
where the many excellent novel features of the trans-

arefuUy explained. Mr. Luthy has had
perience in the line of businconsiderable t

man of many fr

especially, and
much kindly feeling' to

Thomas G Griff wa

ppreciable

, are also

Electric company of Ck-v.
Ar. Rogers brought with
eries arc lamps, and tlit.-
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t number of repres

IS present, and it '

'ilcy of thcChicat,'o

t is run by water, the power is transmitted throu

PR fi T,5nn H^ht Wood alterna

thi:

hois and the Westinghouse

n-n and William Gallaglier.

ssc gentlemen let the world
terior conduit on the market,

'Osborn specialty"

metHiii- wiih iL'm.irkalile favor. This conduit has been
devclnprd by Osliiirn 15 rothers at great expense. Osborn
brothers are among Chicago's most energetic and rapidly

growing supply dealers, and the production of this valu-

able specialty marks but one of their many progressive

steps. The Westinghouse Glass company was repre-

sented by J.
H, Reid. It is rumored that Mr. Reid took

several handsome orders.

The American Carbon company of Noblesville, Ind.,

came nobly to the,front. represented, in the person of Ed-
win Dickey. Mr. Dickey was in constant attendance at

the Pfister, and without doubt his presence at such a

time will revert strongly in the interestsof his company.
Mr. Dickey, who has for so long been connected with the

American Carbon company, is most aggressive in his

npetit ith < usiness who
seek a monopoly. He is a "fighter" in every sens

with the excellent production of his company behind
him, he has brought it to its present prosperous condi-

' tion. Mr. Dickey said; "TheAmerican Carbon company
is in a better position to-day financially than it has ever

oeen. Backed by the strongest kind of Indianapolis

and other capital, it proposes to fight most energetically,

and in every legitimate way, all combinations that

would tend toward monopoly. Good goods at fair prices

is what the consumer of carbons desires, and we propose
to show the people of this country that there is no one in

a better position than we to give them just such treat-

A display that attracted a great deal of attention was
that of the vitrified terra cotta conduit made by John
T. McRoy, 36 South Clark street, Chicago. The
material used in construction is shale, which is thor-

oughly ground and rendered free from all rough parti-

cles, a most objectionable feature in some of the con-
duits heretofore in use. During the process of manu-
facture the terra cotta is subjected to shrinkage to such
a degree that a perfectly dense mass is secured, thereby
rendering the conduit, when finished, absolutely non-
porous. Not only is the terra cotta vitrified throughout,

but all -surfaces, interior and exterior, are glazed as an ad-

ditional precaution against moisture. The interior of

the ducts being finished perfectly smooth, with rounded
edges, there are no projections to impede the drawing
in of the cable. The conduit is manufactured in multi-

ple duct form of any desired number (from one to 12)

and cable capacity. The section lengths are about six

feet. As the use of cement or concrete is unnecessary,
the services of high priced artisans are not required.

The conduits can be installed by comparatively un-
skilled labor at any season of the year. The points of

superiority claimed for this invention are that it is im-
perishable, so far as corrosion is concerned; it is abso-

lutely non-porous, effectually excluding moisture, gases,

etc, from the cable; it is perfectly finished, thereby per-

mitting the drawing in of cable without abrasion or

damage to the outer covering; it is not affected by the

destructive electrolytic action of railway return cur-

rents; it is not expensive, is easily installed and is a very
durable device. The conduit is manufactured by
special machinery, also designed by Mr. McRoy.

A very extensive and interesting exhibit of central

station and street railway supplies and house goods was
made by the People's Electric company of Madison,
Wis., and is illustrated on this page. This supply house
was organized in October last by L. W. Burch, who was
for a number of years a traveling salesman for one of

the Chicago houses. Mr. Burch has associated with

him in his new enterprise F. H. Ford, a graduate of the

University of Wisconsin, who is secretary and electrical

engineer, and L. W. Kroncke and P. F. Harloff, who
were formerly electrical contractors in Madison. The
exhibit was of a character that displayed a thorough

knowledge of what was best in the supply line and was
displayed to great advantage. The company, on account of

the personal acquaintance of its president, Mr. Burch,

with all the central station managers and electricians in

the Northwest, has been enabled to secure some of the

best specialties in the supply line. Among those of special

interest were the Columbia lamps, Wagner transformers,

Paiste&Co.'s full line of porcelain cut-outs, sockets,

switches, arc lamp projector, Hart switches and Bry-

ant goods. Seven fine large photographs illustrated the

"Northern," motors and dynamos manufactured by the

Northern Electrical & Manufacturing company in

its new works at Madison, Wis. The Standard tele-

phone was to be seen, and was thoroughly examined and
explained and pronounced to be a winner by all those

interested in telephones. Some 50 samples of overhead
line material for street railway construction showed to

what extent the Badger overhead line material had
grown; the People's company carries a full line of these

goods. Besides the specialties mentioned, a complete
line of house goods was shown, including the Peo-
ple's carbon battery. Capital dry battery, "Our special"

soldering pot. Sure-grip tape, Grirashawand Raven core

wire, Coe's electric mail boxes, etc. The untiring ef-

The New President of the Northwestern
Electrical Association.

succeed timu ;iTirl hil.'M !

born at tion ..r lllr N.Hlhv.r- 1. rn 1 .. :
.

infancy the organization sr.nircl ,or„ lo ,li,," ijul by

the indomitable persevcranco <.r I few men like Mr.

Baker, it revived and grew into its present state of pros-

perity. Mr. Balier lias before bee urged to accept the

office of president, but has hi herto modestly de-

clined.

NORTHWESTEKl

Racine, Wis., in 1859, and there completed his educa-

tion in the Academy of Col. McMynn, father of John C.

McMynn, a well-known member of the Northwestern

association. At the age of 20 he went to Marshfield,

Wis., and entered the employment of W. H. Upham,

now governor of Wisconsin. Later, upon the organiza-

tion of the Upham Manufacturing company, he was

elected treasurer, which position he held until 1SS7. In

Telephone News from the Northwest.

E. T. Jones, who has been in charge of the crew at

work on the Northwestern Telephone Exchange com-

pany's system in St. Cloud, Minn., has been transferred

to San Antonio, Tex.

I. F. Strauss is an applicant for a telephone franchise

at Janesville, Wis.

The Fairmont Telephone company of Fairmont,

Minn., has been incorporated.

The Commercial Club of Mankato, Minn., is consid-

ering an offer from the Blue Earth Valley Telephone

company of Winnebago City, Minn., to put in a tele-

phone e.^change there, if $2,000 to $3,000 worth of stock

is subscribed.

Telephone connection between Washington, la., and

Brighton and Fairfield will be made soon.

The Black Hills Telephone company of Deadwood, S.

D., is having considerable trouble with its lines in vari-

ous parts of the Hills. It is supposed that wind storms

are the cause of the trouble.

The Oshkosh Northwestern Telephone company of

Oshkosh, Wis., has begun operations with 200 sub-

EXHIBIT OF THE PEOPLE'S ELECTRIC COMP

that year he severed his connection with the company

and went into the banking business at Waupaca, Wis.,

where he now resides. As cashier of the National Bank

of Waupaca he has won for the institution a reputation

making it first in Waupaca county.

In 1891, with Irving P. Lord, Mr. Baker purchased

the electriclighting plant at Waupaca, the business of

which has been built up in a very satisfactory manner.

The plant is small, but well constructed and managed.

: company of Forman, N. D
line north from Lisbon i

a Buttzville to Enderlin,

The Forman Telephor

ontemplates extending it

ie spring, and would go 1

It is believed that the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

bange company will soon have to make a central office

f its exchange at Red Wing, Minn., which is now run

a the individual plan, as the subscribers are becoming

)o numerous for that system.
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As USUAL, the annual report of the Board of Railroad

Commissioners of New York contained recommendations
for the amendment of the railroad law compelling the

use of fenders on surface cable and electric cars

and generally regulating the operation of such roadsrfis to

the use of air or power brakes, but the companies seem
to be no nearer the solution of the fender problem than

they were a year ago.

Judging from the sensational yarns that have appeared
in the daily ncw.spapcrs of the country during the last

two weeks, Tesla must have added a press agent to his

staff. It would be unjust to hold the celebrated inventor

responsible for the nonsense that has been printed about
himandhis "electric cure'*bythe "metropo"

and extensively copied throughout the co

would advise a suspension of judgment pcndi:

authorized statement by Tesla himself.

Ml ^w»L lighting was tried at iiraincrd, Minn., and
as usual the results did not meet the expectations of the

people. Accordingly the taxpayers by an overwhelming
majority voted tosell the plant, Is it not to., bad thai the

city of Chicago cannot dispose of the street lighting

equipment with which it is encumbered? No doubt con-

siderable difiiculty would be experienced in finding a

purchaser, as under Barrett's administration the plant

has so depreciated as to be of little value to any commer-

Adolt this time of the year it is customary for large

corporations to hold their annual meetings, submit to

their stockholders a report of the business transacted dur-

ing the preceding twelve months, and formulate a policy

for the ensuing year. In the reports of the meetings

of this character that have appeared in the daily papers,

it is noticeable that there is marked improvement in

tone, based upon the present condition of the mar-

ket and the signs of returning confidence that can be

seen on every side. In the electrical industries there

seems to be an almost universal impression that the com-

ing year will see a revival of prosperous times. A great

deal of construction work is already in sight; many pro-

jects that had to be temporarily abandoned two years

ago on account of the hard times are showing signs of

returning animation; the manufacturers and dealers are

giving evidence of renewed interest in life, and alto-

gether there is an air of confidence displayed in the

trade that affords positive relief after the struggle for ex-

istence which many have been forced to keep up during

the last two and a half years. Let us hope that the

present year will fulfill all our expectations and repay

us in part at least for the trials and vexations that we
have been compelled to bear. Surely there is reason to

be encouraged.

With the adoption of the trolley for the Clark street

line it was thought that John P. Barrett would realize

that his opinions were not respected in Chicago. It

will be remembered that the business men and property

owners on that thoroughfare co-operated with the Chi-

cago City Kailway company, notwithstanding "Profes-

sor" Barrett's strenuous efforts to get an underground

system adopted. The underground scheme was dead

from the moment it received the Barrett endorsement.

This, it would seem, ought to wind up the "profes-

sor" as far as the Chicago street railroads are concerned.

He recommended an underground system to President

Yerkes of the North and West Side companies, and was

turned down; and then a similar fate befell him at the

hands of the South Side company. Alas, alas! how great

were the days which have departed!

It may have been the example of the two old compa-

nies that influenced the action of the General Electric

Railway company last week in determining the system

of propulsion to be employed upon the lines for which

franchises were recently given. The promoters of the

enterprise started out with the idea of building an un-

derground conduit railway, but in an evil hour they con-

sulted Barrett and secured his "endorsement" of the

plan. Then their troubles began. It was only when
Barrett had been disposed of and the plans which he

approved had been discarded that fortune again smiled

upon the project. From these facts it is easy to draw
this valuable lesson: If you have a project which you

desire to succeed in Chicago, get J. P. Barrett to con-

demn it. If you want your venture to meet with a

storm of opposition, get the "professor" to indorse it.

A POINT raised by Mr. Cunningham in his paper be-

fore the Milwaukee convention last week was the desir-

ability of engineers and designers of station apparatus

and construction giving more attention to the improve-

ment of the steam plant, the boiler and engine equip-

ment, and the general plan of construction and arrange-

ment, instead of devoting all their time to increasing the

efficiency of the electrical apparatus. A source of great

trouble and annoyance to station man.i;.;( r^ ha-^ ]-'->-u. In

says, lack of availability, or, in ntlii i v.-iU \.u I .1

systematic arrangement of dynamos :w\.\ i u-im -. wln^ h

nomatter what may happen, will enable thrm si ill i.ic;n r\

their load, furnish light and power to customers and

drive electric cars without interruption. In Mr. Cun-

ningham's estimation this lack of availability resulted

from having too great a variety of machines. For in-

stance, he says, we have a machine for incandescent

lights, a machine for arc lights, a machine for power

service and a machine for railway service. What is

needed is a universal machine, and then by suitable

transforming, rectifying, phasing devices to accommo-
date the current to all sorts of uses to meet the wants of

the consumer. He suggests as a means for insuring ab-

solute reliability, that the station be so designed, the

dynamos so connected to engines, that, with a capacity of

say one-third more than the largest load, the company

can always be in position to assure

service. Practical experience has convinced him that

greater possibilities are open to designers of stations of

this type than to those studying along the line of higher

electrical efficiencies.

Developments in street railway circles in Chicago

last week will have a far-reaching effect upon the indus-

try in every part of the country. It is announced upon

what may be considered excellent authority that the

street railway lines for which the General Electric Rail-

way company secured franchises in the Chicago City

Council two weeks ago will be equipped with storage

batteries. Until the ordinance, as passed by the coun-

cil, was printed in the daily papers, it was understood by

those interested in the project that an underground con-

duit electric system would be introduced, but, as was

pointed out last week in these columns, the ordinance did

not restrict the company to the underground system.

This discovery was followed by the announcement that

a trolley line would be built. Now one of the gentlemen

interested in the enterprise has given positive assurance

that the line will be operated by storage batteries, that

the contracts have been awarded for the construction

and equipment of the road, and that ample financial

backing has been secured by the men now holding the

franchise. In deciding upon the form of equipment the

capitalists interested were guided somewhat by special

conditions which confronted them. The consents of

property owners had been secured with the understand-

ing that an underground system would be installed, but

the particular type proposed is untried, and conse-

quently purely experimental. They were not satisfied

with the operation of the underground systems at Wash-
ington and New York, believing that they would require

much improvement and radical changes before becom-
ing commercially successful. They believed, too, that

pubbc confidence would be gained by adopting an en-

tirely different system from that of the Chicago City

Railway company, thus impressing the people whose
support they sought that it was a live and earnest com-
petitor of the old corporation. It is believed that the

new lines will be operated in conjunction with the En-
glewood & Chicago Railroad company, and will thus

give that important system down-town connections that

will prove very valuable.

Street railway companies throughout Illinois will be
interested in the proposition to bring them under the

control of the state railroad commission. At the next

meeting of that body a test case against the Chicago

General Railway company will be argued, and as there

are several important legal points involved, the hearing

will doubtless attract considerable attention. The exten-

sion of the powers of the commission to include street car

lines depends on the decision as to what law is applic-

able to them, Most of the lines are incorporated under
the "horse and dummy act," which does not provide for

the use of electricity as a motive power. Some of the

roads might claim exemption under theirspecial charters.

The law under which the commission wo
control is the general railway act of 1S73 the applic

tion of which has been occasionall\ admitted by stn

tht \okei

tection 1 he present

sympath\ with the pu

pic

T5th th

'1 11 U 1 -1 cai at Iwent) second and Ihrotp
I \l east to the ruei a distance of less than

Miir milr |M\ ing five cents for the transportation. The
in.iMninni i.iU' of fare allowed by the commission is

allegation lliai on ilie same day and on thesamc line pas-

sengers were carried a distance of five miles for five

cents, the railroad is charged with extortion and unjust

discrimination. For the violation of the law, provided

that it is held that the company comes under the pro-

visions of the railway act, the corporation is liable to a

fine of from Si.ooo to $25,000. In many other way^ ;i

check would be exercised on the street railroads if the\

were under the jurisdiction of the railroad commission.

Reports of all accidents would be required and general

regulations imposed. It is not to be expected that other

street railway companies will let a decision be math-

without taking a hand in the fight.
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Apparatus vs. Existing Condi-
tions.'

o thingis are constantly changing the conditions of

:ilants, namely, the development of new apparatus
iit; rt-diictinn in price of sujiplics.

lamp service at muter vales, thus reducing the price, but
not the proportionate profit.

A big cut in your 2,000 candle power rates will trans-

form that service into a non-paying investment, while a
service i>f liall the I .uidlc- power at half the cost of pro-
ductiun vmI! im\ ,, piMlu

The Ih- iiir,ni<ii-.i ifu himp is a money-making factor
ignoreil h\ .1 [11,11^11 ly of operating stations, either

through lack ot knowledge or appreciation of the fact

that cfi^icient 100 to 500 candle power lamps are selling

at a price that commend their use.

Unless you are running a modern plant, it costs S6
per month to produce and maintain a 2,000 candle
power arc lamp. This applies to the average station,

and will be believed by the stockholder who has been in

business long enough to see his intended investment en-
larged, his plant rebuilt and his prospective profits used
up long before they reach him in the form of a cash re-

turn, in expenditures necessary to meet unlocked for

changes or unwelcome competition. One of the chief
elements of the latter is the Welsbach burner. This
competition you have met in your various ways; yet you
are all doubtless impressed with the fact that it has come
to stay: not perhaps in its present form, but in a new
and improved burner which eliminates some of the
many glaring faults of the original. The quicker this

competition is met, the easier and cheaper it is over-

But how?
Many men of many minds would have as many an-

swers.

The president of the Calumet Gas company of Chi-
cago, operating the second largest arc plant in this

country, thinks the strongest competing service is an arc
system in "blocks of five"—500 candle power arc lamps,
/'g carbons, S5 per month, five per cent, discount when
paid within five days after the first of the month.

In this consideration we may assume: First, it is un-
necessary to bodily buy the gas company, or, secondly,
sell your holdings at a sacrifice. If you can sell at a
price and will not, we take it that you are running your
station for the sake of your health, in which event, the
Welsbach burner becomes a mere diversion breaking
the monotony of an otherwise peaceful life.

The Welsbach fad strikes a town over night and goes
-through it like measles. It lasts about nine months, will

usually displace one-third of your lamps in service,

which, owing to the many objections of the burner, de-
veloped in its use, gradually return like lost sheep to the
fold until the former output is reached, if not passed, by
the demand created for a more liberal illumination.
The first change found necessary in your operation is

to increase the candle power of your lamps to a compet-
itive brilliancy. When 16 candle power lamps sold at

S5 cents this might prove disastrous, but with better
lamps at iS cents a piece, it becomes a necessary virtue.

This will not decrease your profits as much as your first

thought might suggest, for the increased voltage will run
your meters fast enough to make up the added expense.
provided you sell your current through meters. If you
do not do so, the added revenues of those who do, would
suggest that you climb in the band wagon and buy
meters for your entire equipment. It is a money earn-
ing proposition to you and the satisfaction to your cus-
tomer, who is pleased with his daily inspection of current
used, even if the meter is 25 per cent, too busy.

In this connection the advisability of accurate switch-
board instruments and their periodical calibration with
a standardized instrument is clearly shown, as a com-
parison of the station output with the receipts will im-
mediately uncover any leakage in the revenue.
The increasing of your pressure will disclose, if your

experience has not already proven it, the inefficiency of
small transformers of any make. The ground losses on
the line and the copper and iron losses in the transform-

. ers of the ordinary alternating station are uselessly and
unnecessarily large. Four out of seven stations tested
by me in the last three months for their constant load
loss have shown that less than two-thirds of the current
generated reached the lamps, One station employing a
90 kilowatt, i.Soolight, 1,000 volt alternator, with 1,842
lamps wired, gave an output of 70 amperes at the
switchboard when 840 lamps were burning. The lamps,
which were all of one make, were counted between the
hours of 7 and S p. m., when the customers were re-

quested not to turn off or on any lamps in that interval.
The test showed that current for 1.400 lamps had gener-
ated at the station with a constant load loss of 28 am-
peres. This loss should not exceed eight amperes. The
current at the switchboard running 840 lamps should
have registered 50 amperes, all of which would indi-
cate that this station ran with a constant load loss of 20
amperes, or current enough to supply 400 16 candle
power lamps, for which the station received no pay.
This useless loss was eliminated by putting triple petti-
coat porcelain insulators in place of the single petticoat
S. G. glass, removing one fixed and one intermittent
ground oa the line and changing 1,400 lights of 5, 10 and 25
light 50 volt transformers to two 250 light, eight 100 light

I. Read at the annual meeting oi
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and two 50 light 100 volt transformers. The balance, of

400 lights, was on the residence circuit and were
changed from 50 to ion volts without materially decreas-
ing the '-'r.-r '4 tlic t irinsformers. When these changes
were cdMipL hd ii,,. |Hit at the switchboard was 51
ampctr, Mid .:,- I.iii.i. Iiurning. >Vhile formerly most
of tin ipiii ,1, mIiI ;,t a given rate per lamp per
month, uli'ii ihc ( h.mMi; was made every lamp was put
on meter, and the losing station converted into a paying
property.

Increasing the candle power will apply to the

the public is w

power. Takir
candle power i

This

npetii We know
re for

ihey get full candle
-rent lamps at equal
-vould be as follows:

presumption will certainly leave a fair margin of

profit on a competitive basis, as the life of the incan-
descent lamp cuts but one-fifth the figure it did four
years ago. The pioneer usually forgets this change in

lamp values, and through force of habit and training

keeps down the incandescent candle power.
A new rule hung on the switchboard should read:

"Keep up the candle power to keep your job."
The following table of efficiencies of 100 volt 16 candle

power lamps is the result of a test made with some of

the prominent makes:

Thomson-Houston 62 amp. 62 watts 3.875 watts per c. p.
Edison 55 " 55 " 3.437 "

3-362

flteed ]

1896.

The price delivered and the g
points which decide the preference, but I hesitate to in-

clude the life test through a dislike of a probable criti-

cism of advertising some particular lamp; and again each
batch of lamps filling a given order from almost any
maker seems to vary from the average life of the preced-

ing lot.

The "New Lamp," like the "New Woman," will cur-

tail the material used in its construction and produce
more effect with a given energy.

A lamp having a life of 500 hours and taking 2)4 watts
per candle power at 18 cents apiece, or still better, a 300
hour two watt lamp, will greatly increase our xompeti-

The contingency arising from an opposition plant en-

tering your field with neither your permission nor pleas-

ure is, of course, governed by local conditions and your
judgment.

Filled with Chesterfieldian courtesy you might intro-

duce the enemy to your customers and also show him
your earnings from the starting of your plant. Not only

would your sincerity be doubted but he would believe

you made twice the profits shown; and that if you did not

that he could; and even this belief would be direct-

coupled with a mental pity of how much you have yet to

learn in your business. You might even allow there was
room for two, or you might conclude to let him go ahead
and hang himself on his own proposition. Meantime it

is demoralizing your customers, dividing either your
business, your profits, or both, and, worst of all. constantly

reducing the fixed valuation of your property.

Referring again to the Calumet Gas company, as a

successful fighter of competing plants, I will add that

this company has but one rule—fight from the shoulder-

Drop the prices down at one stroke to a point where the

other fellow must lose. Deprive him of all revenue and
he is forced to quit. This rule has placed the price of

Chicago at 10 cents per night, $2. 60 per month.
It may be expedient to state that the Calumet Gas

company has money and a modern plant. If you have
neither, the value of fighting from the jump is not

altered, as it forces you to draw on other resources to

modernize your station, a good thing in itself, or without
resources it compels a more liberal and immediate pur-

chase of your plant.

To-day power, arc and incandescent service is pro-

duced from the same machine, and any agreement to di-

vide the service is liable to daily abrogation,

The best protection to the value of your properly and
its revenue is to keep it modernized. This contem-
plates a continuous expenditure anticipated and met by
the money earning plants.

The development of the business has demonstrated the

economy of large units. In arc service the 100 to 125

light machines have displaced the 35 to 50 light units

with a saving in maintenance of 40 per cent.

In direct current service the large units effect a sav-

ing in maintenance of 20 per cent., which is increased

up to 50 per cent, by being direct-connected.

In alternating current service, the large units effect a
less apparent saving in current efficiency, but the slower

speed, lower temperature and ability to run continu-

ously makes their adoption a commercial gain, apart

from the simplification of circuits.

Speed and weight should govern the price of all types.

A dynamo running at 600 revolutions weighs nearly

twice as much as one of the same design and rated ca-

pacity at r,2oo revolutions- It costs 70 per cent, more
to build. Hence, a direct-connected dynamo at 275 revo-

lutions is worth 70 per cent, more than a belt-driven

machine of the same design at 550 revolutions. When
the armature is built directly on the extension of the or-

dinary engine shaft, this may be reduced to 50 per cent..

on account of the doing away with one box, pedestal

and part of the frame.

pound]
,h an ar

1 revolu-

ifficiency

gate.

Aga

Mine hie eight years.
nf the same make, if you will,

utid capacity in horse power,
rj from 5goo to $2,200 in price,
I'T..-^ not always receiving at

:':-ii iK. ; rleserve.

111. _- of any dynamo will

:
!i I nee of weight is dele-

I :
.
ii,'!M.

,
\r, (III- maker should

I
;' '^ i^rM liines offered

'- '

' '-iin-iating theirshould be placi

capacity, namely, :i-.-.ii;nin:j, lin- hi-ni-.i ]MNnt ot effici-

ency as full load, iliu adilcd (.:ypaL.)iy ul the machine be-
yond that should be regarded as an overload. Most dy-
namos are rated at their utmost capacity, irrespective of

efficiency or temperature.
A 150 kilowatt alternating dynamo rated at 130 am-

peres and 1. 150 volts is worth but 86 per cent, of one of
equal quality rated at 150 amperes and 1,000 volts; the
first being the output at the dynamo, the latter the out-

put at the center of distribution, where it belongs.
This difference in actual value is reduced to 75 per

cent, if the first dynamo is rated at full capacity and the

latter at its most efficient output.
It may be a question of the value of money to you

whether you can afford to buy slow-speed machines at

their increased cost.

The Ha
company I:

of current per kilowatt hour by the use of direct-con-

nected machinery, but the units are from 500 to 1,500
kilowatts.

A fair estimate of the added saving in the use of di-

rect-connected apparatus would be a 100 kilowatt

machine, 10 per cent. ; 200, 20 per cent. ; 300, 30 per cent.

;

500, 40 per cent.; i.ooo, 50 percent.
In buying arc apparatus the speed and weight should

also govern in nearly the same degree the price of the

largest size you can use. The pressure which reaches

6,500 volts in a 125 light arc dynamo seems to be car-

ried on the ordinary e

Ofc volts ^

theoretically would require twice the insulation to hold
but experience has shown that if an overhead arc line

is built to protect a pressure of 3,000 volts, it will carry
6,000 volts with safety. No reliance whatever is placed
upon the insulation of the ordinary No. 6 overhead arc

line, which should be erected as if the wire was bare,

as almost all such lines five years after erection are
bare so far as insulating qualities are concerned. The
weak spots requiring increased insulation are the wires
from the pole to the lamp or entering stores. Beginning
then at the pole, these wires should be a high-grade rub-
ber insulation. The regular weatherproof line wire
will give a constant trouble even when protected with
porcelain or hard rubber bushings or flexible tubing. It

is not necessary to use rubber insulation throughout
your overhead arc line, even with 150 light arc ma-
chines.

When the purchas(sr comes to buy alternating appa-
. with single-phase, quarter-phase,

two-phase, three-pha;

surely enough to feazf

3e, multiphase and moncyclic-
: him to start with.

But what system wi 11 fit his conditions? Which ma-
chineshouldhebuy?
With the use of an efficient motor the siingle-phase is

the ideal alternating current system. No condensers.

no balancing of the load, no fixed arbitrary line loss, but
two wires on the line. all giving a flexibility that affords

the; achii

apparatiAll the catalogues of multiphase
statements, variously expressed, tha

chronous motor is the most desirable but unattainable

type. This is no longer true as to its unattainability.

Single-phase motors are now sold on the market, having
as high a commercial efficiency as is obtained in any but
the large types. They are self-starting at full load with

maximum torque. They require no special circuits or

connections, no starting rheostat, no condenser and no
special transformer, the ordinary lighting transformer

answering the purpose. Being in step with the gener-

ator, the regulation of the synchronous motor is perfect

under all loads, and the motor will pull out of step and
stop running if more than a 50 per cent, overload is ap-

What is a single-phase dynamo? It is a machine
wherein the number of coils in the armature equal the

number of pole pieces in the field. The armature coils

have the same "pitch" as the pole pieces. The "pitch"

is the distance from the center of one field pole to the

center of the next. The coils are connected so that the

The two-phase dynamo means that there are twice the

number of coils in the armature that there are poles in

the field, having half the pitch of the pole pieces. The
armature is split in two, and instead of every coil being

connected on one circuit, every other coil is connected

together, so that the armature presents two independent

circuits or rings of coils. It is practically two armatures
in one field, each having its separate circuit for service.
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Lamps may be tapped from either circuit, and one half

the armature may be cut out and the other half run on a

single-phase; but all four wires comprise the power cir-

cuit and must be connected to each motor. This means
four wires throughout on your poles. Both circuits may
be tapped indiscriminately for light and power, but in

doing so they require the same hand regulation at the

station to constantly balance the load that is usually

given the three-wire direct current system. Two legs of

the circuit may be one wire of a nearly equal cross-sec-

tion, so that the three wires require practically as much
copper as the four.

In the three-phase dynamo the armature coils are

three times the number of poles and represents three

separate circuits or rings of armature coils having one-

third the "pitch" of the pole pieces. The number of

phases by reducing the line induction especially fit the

three-phase system for the transmision of very large

powers over very long distances, and the current may be
delivered on not less than three and as many as six wires,

depending on the fluctuations and proportioning of the

load in the different services.

Monocyclic is different only in the method of connect-

ing and proportioning the armature coils and is to all

^aa^sar

intents and purposes an unbalanced three-phase ma-
chine, unless we assume that the placing of the teaser

coil in the middle of the main coil of the armature does
not split these coils in two. in which case it becomes an
unbalanced two-phase machine, as the teazer coil, while

having wire of the same cross-section, is but one-fourth

the size of the main coil. The armature coils equal the

number of pole pieces and are of the same "pitch," and
the teazer coils, being wound in the opposite direction,

cuit, the other end to the third collector ring, making a

three-wire circuit, this arrangement being slightly mod-
ified to include a commutator for compounding the field

to compensate for line loss.

When the dynamo is intended for lighting service

only, the third wire maybe dispensed with and the ma-
chine run as an ordinary single-phase machine, but with

a consequent reduction in efficiency caused by the idle

is intended for

be of the same c

power nly, the

ion and

light are both run, the so-called

can be reduced in proportion to

iiiio is a two-pha
til or go degrees

se mach
ahead

ne with
of each

other
You are all familiar with the difference of cost in

erecting and maintaining two or more circuits instead of

one, or three wires instead of two; but some buyers
neglect the consideration of this expense until their mul-
tiphase apparatus is purchased, when it confronts them
with the nasty familiarity of the unexpected expendi-

ture so usual in disbursing our wonderfully over-esti-

mated receipts.

A^^ain at least one two-phase system .il - .\\<- iimiMn ;

the loss on line copper to two per < i - .'n
i nih r

cash for toppt-r is a redmiiMn in il

you might get time on .i|

The phase affects ili

distributed. Impedan. < '

!

as the size of the hoU-(--\< iirny TTn.uirs irn irasr, pr;i(ii-

cally limiting the distribution of power on a single-phase

circuit to motors not exceeding in size loo horse power.
The single-phase generator may be a i.ooo horse

power machine, but any one of the motors must not be
larger than loo horse power unless independently ex-

cited and starled.

So far as the phases are conrorncd. the only condi-
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able than a single-phase is in the transmission of very

large amounts of power over great distances, and where
the power is distributed in several units.

After the phases the important consideration is the

number of alternations or the frequency.

The market apparatus of various makes gives i6,Soo,

15.000 and 7,200 alternations, or the product of the

number of poles multiplied by the speed per minute.

An alternation is the traveling of a current through
the circuit in one direetion; and when it has completed
its journey in the opposite direction it has made a com-
plete period or cycle. Two alternations make a cycle;

hence i6,Soo alternations per minute is S.400 cycles per

minute, or 140 cycles per second; 15.000 alternations

per minute, 125 cycles per second, and 7,200 alterna-

tions per minute, 60 cycles per second.

Why do different manufacturers make machines and
transformers with different phases and alternations?

First, the opinion is offered that it is to have something
new, implying an improvement to talk up and advertise;

something different to that which the other fellow sells.

Secondly, because low frequency machines are cheaper
to build. Thirdly, because different frequencies affect

in different degrees the power, incandescent and arc

Generally speaking the higher the frequency the bet-

ter the lighting service. The frequency of 3.600 alterna-

tions per minute, or 30 cycles per second, is suitable for

power only and will not commercially operate an arc or

incandescent service at all; because the low period cur-

rent waves produce an undulating and decidedly fluctu-

ating light.

Power is practically limited between 20 and 150 cycles

per second or 2.400 and 18,000 alternations per minute,

because lower frequencies reduce the speed and increase

the weight of motors and transformers beyond a commer-
cial economy, while higher frequencies mechanically pre-

vent getting the necessary number of pole pieces within

an efficient compass or radius.

In the alternating arc lamp the high frequency makes
an audible hum. with a distinct "pitch" of tone more or

less musical; the low frequency reduces this tone "pitch"
and increases the volume with but a little lessened Wag-
nerian effect. This noise is partially eliminated by
using a special transformer for arc service only.

There is a special arc transformer on the market that

will feed a steady current through the ordinary $y car-

bon, dispensing with the S20 to S30 cored carbon and re-

ducing the cost of carbons S7 per year in the single carbon,

and S14 per year in the double' carbon lamp, giving an
equally good service without the use of resistance or

economizing coils with their corresponding waste of

energy.
Running any make of alternating arc lamp from the

incandescent transformer has not yet produced a com-
petitive arc ser\ice; and applying the known results to

the plants represented in this association, the applica-

tion would resolve itself into the use of the regular arc

dynamo and lamp where the number of lamps exceed

40. When an alternating station has an output of a

few arc lamps, by all means use the alternating arc with

a special transformer permitting the use of the ordinary
carbon, but when you can sell more than 40 arc lamps
the saving of the current lost in conversion and the sin-

gle-wire circuit of the regular arc system must then
commend itself.

The alternations also affect the ordinary transformer.

But two makers to my knowledge build a transformer
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hot;
The quick repair transformer, wherein the iron field is

split in two so the coils can be readily replaced, is too

dear at any price, the broken magnetic circuit causing
too great a loss of current in energizing the transformer,
apart from the charring of the insulation by the excess-
ive heat generated.

you.

Summing up the brief opinions offered might suggest
to the members of this association who are probable
buj'ers of new apparatus:
First^If the amount and valuation of your money will

permit, buy direct-connected apparatus.
Second—If your means or present arrangement of

power suggests the purchase of belt-driven dynamos, buy
the heaviest slow-speed machine of the largest capacity
practicable.

Third—Use 2;^ watt lamps; two watt if you can buy
them.
Fourth—If your power service is in small motors, none

of which are larger than 50 horse power. use single-phase,
apparatus; if in motors larger than 50 horse power, use

Fifth—If the proportion of lights is greater than power,
buy high frequency apparatus; if power is the most im-
portant service, buy low frequency.

Sixth—Use the largest transformer practicable having
the best regulation consistent with minimum loss on no
load.

Seventh—Sell all your current through meter and
check up the station output with your receipts.

These suggestions numerically arranged, like the

iproved Attachment Plug.

As shown by the cut, the improved plug attachment

for electrical circuits herewith illustrated is made to be

flush with the wall or floor when the plug is not in-

serted. A lid is furnished to conceal the place where

connection is made, and the fixture can be finished to

match the decorations of the room. This device is

strong and durable and has been approved by the fire

underwriters. It is made by William Pringle & Co.,

102G and 102S Filbert street, Philadelphia.

Vacuum Exhaust Pipe Head.
Steam users will be interested in the simply arranged

exhaust pipe head and roof protector herewith illus-

trated. The device is placed on the market by I. L.

Faucett of Quincy, 111., who claims that it is noiseless

and unequaled for either high or slow-speed engines.

There are no hoods or deflectors, and an unobstructed

steam outlet is provided, thereby avoiding back pres-

out re-cnturing or passing through the escaping steam.

The device is neat and ornamental, and is built on prac-

tical and scientific principles. It is sold on a 30 days' test.

Automatic Indexing Machine for Notch-
ing Armature Disks.

The demand for electric motors has made it ncrossnry

for electrical manufacturers to obtain special ni;uIiinLr\

for producing the several parts accurately aii<l rxpitli

tiously. The Farracute Machine conip.inv mI i^ihli^r

ton, N, J., has for some time bwii lniMin .mi ;;i,iiu

indexing machines to cut the non h
1 m

disks which form such an import. m: 1 !i u-

motor. It has recently improvi-d it- mli ,)ii,l; in,u Iliu',
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and the accompanying illustration represents this useful

mnchinc as now built. The Improvements recently

made ennblcs the mnrhino to be run at a much higher

speed than lonmily. I'hc moving parts have been care-

fully rud(si>;ruil, Willi a view to reducing the momentum
by means n[ lif^hlcr chncUs, spiders and dials. Anew
leather brake has been added, and a ri^;iii r.innci ii<Mi

between the frame of the press and tlic h anu ut ihr m-

dexer is also a new feature. The i.icniiK I1.1-, \>,-vn

moved on dp-;ret's to the right upon ihu main hhafl,

whirli iii,ik(-. ilic ram stop half way down, thus obviat-

iiil; ilir \ iniriii jerk to thc indexing arrangement at the

starting ol llu-rlutch.

The machine has also been improved in a nuniln-r of

minor details, such as the use ol niM.ri- Mripjirrs .,n ihr

punch, giving more friction room i\ir -nun- ihc w>>rk

the bottom of the pintle ot the lower j^rippin^i chuck. A
most important improvement consists of a device for

owering the ram suddenly in relation to the pitman and

shaft, while the press is in action, the object of this de-

vice being to allow the press, with its dial, etc., to be

set in motion at a very high speed by means of the

treadle, and, while running, have the punch brought

down into working* position. The consequence is a uni-

form indexing of the notches, which is not disturbed by

the stopping and starting of the press, an evil which

sometimes occurs by the old system. This machine

has been successfully run at a speed of 200 per minute.

Of course this speed is not practicable when the notches

are far apart, but can be approached very closely in or-

dinary work.

A machine of this nature obviates the necessity of

having an expensive pair of dies for cutting out the

notched disk entire or by notching the circles one notch

at a time by hand, the latter method being slow and in-

accurate. By means of the machine shown in the pic-

ture the manufacturer has only to provide circular disks,

place them in pmper position liriwet-n the dies, depress-

ching,

ter of 36 inches

iial, with a giver

of disks withir

ing the treadle, and the machine 1

ting one, two or three notches a

the disk around automatically u

machine will notch disks up to a

which will cover the needs of mo:

advantage of this machine is thai

number of ,teeth, will cut any di;

the 36 inches mentioned.

Among other advantages of this system of indexing is

the ability to use a large diameter of dial, with conse-

quent accuracy, on account of its being placed above the

frame of the press, so that in many cases it is larger than

the disk to be cut. This construction enables a very

small chuck to be used, with consequent small diameter

of disks. The adjustment to change disk's can be made
in a few minutes, as can also the change from one num-
ber of teeth to another. Duplicate dial-wheels can be

furnished afterward with any number of teeth required.

These can be slipped on in a few seconds, and can be

adjusted in a circumferential direction so as to locate the

notches to agree with key-seats, etc. The number of

teeth in the disk is the same as in the dial-wheel, or any

lesser number which is a perfect divisor of that number.

The whole attachment can be taken off in a few minutes,

and the press used for ordinary work. The illustration

shows an electric motor in position, driving the fly-

wheel of the machine.

The A/.T/r
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Improved Arc Cut-out.

The illustrali(m show-; an improved arc

manufactured b_\ iln I'lnl,,.!- :|.i i,. I'l. . 1 1 i> .d .

facturing compan\ |
1 i .: , . i|

for which the IMei I' !
' '"

'

' .iiii..iii'

It will be noticed by this method of measurement thai

person of ordinary intelligence and without practical

xpcricncc in the use of a bridge cannot fail in making

the

cut-out is such that many points of superji

other makes are clairaed. Some of these

bility, safety, neatness of design, etc., and

comparatively new to the wr.irni ii.nl- ii I

lished for itself an enviahK i-i-ii m iI

and middle states. It is (ii- nnl nhi in- ].i

spoken very highly of by ihi im ninl-
1

.
jm r

Dayton Gas Engine.
This engine, which is herewith illustrated, is put upon

the market by the Dayton, O., Gas Engine & Manu-
facturing company as a strictly high grade engine for gas

Scale Wire Bridge.

A portable bridge and testing set is being l^rought

by the Buffalo Instrument company of Bulialo. N
which is meeting with considerable favor amon^^

electrical trade, both in this and foreign countries

embraces many valuable features, viz., simplicity

rapidity of operation, wide range of reading, simplicii

construction and durability, and is being placed on

iRC CUT-OUT.

figure which should bring this cla

to more general use.

i the gen. ral

line. A description is necessary to show its design of

construction. The variable resistance of the bridge is

composed of a continuous scale wire, 500 inches in

length, stretched around suitable insulated pins at each

end of a table. Upon the table is a chart divided into

1,000 half inches; each half inch is divided into 10 de-

grees, which virtually divides the scale wire into 10,000

separate units or degrees. This chart simply divides

the entire length of the scale wire into 10,000 separate

units or degrees for convenience in reading the scale in

making measurements.

The standards of resistance or multipliers of the

bridge are one ohm, 10 ohms 1000 ohms and 10 000

ohms respectively. The standards are calibrated to em
brace one-half of the scale wire 5 000 units or degrees

of the scale (from .1 to B, Fig 2) while the other side

m base and is very

d to protect the sur-

i or gasoline can be

used through the same apparatus. The working parts

are simple, complete, accurate and all on top, where

they can be easily reached. The valve stems have

double bearings, making their alignment perfect. The
gasoline enters the cylinder in the form of perfect gas

without the aid of gravity or force pumps, and the gaso-

line tank is lower than the inlet, thus avoiding danger of

flooding. The valves are of the poppet type, and each

valve is worked positively and directly from the cam
shaft, by means of a separate stem with double bearings

keeping them in alignment. The cylinder and explosion

box are both water jacketed, without having any pack-

ing whatever between the cylinder and water chamber-

Should it ever become desirable to throw a belt on or off

the main pulley, the speed of the engine can be reduced

almost to a stopping point, the belt can be replaced, and

the engine speeded up again without stopping. The en-

gine can be arranged to increase or diminish its speed at

it can easily be changed

refered. All of the oil

that speed until another cha

It is built for electric igniti

to tube ignition, whenever i

cups can be filled while the engine is running.

The cost of running with gasoline is about one cent an

hour per actual horse power, and the natural gas con-

sumption is about 17 feet an hour per horse power. The
company guarantees the engine to be the actual horse

powei claimed and will replace any breakages occurring

withm one }ear through poor material or workmanship

RecentU a test was made of this engine belted to a

Shawh^n i-l-iln^^itt d\mmn b^ J t Shawhan with

T iiitiin of speed from

the cted

multiplier post I). The standard

would be from letter B to J to V
The unknown is across the re

maining leg of the diagram (from

D to XX).
One side o£ the receiver

vanometer is connected to D the

other side of which is at C which

is a finder or contact to benised in

tracing the n<mtral p(jint o\ er the

scale (betwee

The battery connet

Band 1)

:ts between

points-^and A-.Y.

To find the neutra 1 poin t tale

the finder or

it over he ma
pointer

nifolds .

C and draw

of the scale

wires." It is; readily determined

on which wii

lies, as the

•e the nleutral

indie

point

sharp, loudsc

the neutral
]
point or

cept

«

close

hen at

when it becomes weakei and fin

ally is silent directly at the neu

tral point. Readings taken with this style o£ recc.i\er

have proved to be fully as sensitne as the ordmar) gal

vanometer, and in many instances much closer results

have been obtained with it, where the galvanometer

remains dull from foreign forces, etc.

The chart under the scale wire gives the degree of

the scale. By referring the degree of the scale to a

there is

HL loid ti full load ^^ IS nh n tr cent and th

paratus ga\e no trouble whate\er Mr Shawhan

sidered the test to be "exceedingly satisfactory."

of the bridgefound the direct reading of i

from .0001 ohm to 99 megohms. This obviates all

cessity of figuring the resistance from the standards.

In the forthcoining book of contributions on "One
Hundred Years of American Commerce," edited by

Chauncey M. Depew, the writers of the distinctively

electrical sections are; "The Telegraph," Gen. Thomas
T. Eckert; "The Telephone," John E. Hudson;
"Electrical Manufacturing Interests," T. C. Martin;

"The Street Railways of America" are described by

H. H. Vreeland of New York, and "Machinery Manu-
facturing Interests" by William Sellers of Philadelphia.
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Chicago Surface Railway Reports.

The Chicago City Railway company gained much

traffic through the operation of electric lines in 1S95.

The annual report at the stockholders' meeting shows an

increase of 5150,653 in net earnings after the payment of

all fixed charges and cost of reconstructing a portion of

the cable system. In 1895 the company converted 69

miles of horse-car lines into electric lines and increased

its mileage of electric roads 70 miles. Electric lines now

make up nearly three-quarters of the South Side system.

It is chiefly through these lines that the road was able to

make a better showing than in 1S94. Last year 51,300,-

the conversion of horse-car 1 ines into electric lines.

Under city ordinances the cc)mpany must build 8.12

miles of road by July 16, 1896 , and 19,7 miles in 1897

and 189S. The n,umber of re-renue passengers carried

during the year was;

Per cent. Number.
Cable lines

Horse lines 7.79 6,918,616
3--I2 28,528,016

Decrease on ciible lin .330,979
Decrease on

'1

.670.748

.001,727
4. on. 474

The total earnings were 84.476,8!4 and the cost of

operation, including iinsuiranee and 1:axes, was S2.807,-

726. or 62 7:2 per cen t. oi; the total receipts. The net

earnings wei•e,Si, 368,'709. or 14.41 pe r cent. 01n a capital

of S9.500.00 0. A di^idend of 12 per cent. was paid.

The net loss on horse line;i for the year was S122.241,

caused by loss on large number of horses disposed of on

a stagnant market and the transfer to electricity of reve-

nue-producing lines- The total number of car-miles run

was 21,941,900, Compared with 1894, the increase of

car miles on the electric lines was 3,676,500 and the de-

crease on the cable lines 358,820. The cost of operation

per car mile was: Cable, 10.24 cents; electric, 14.77

cents; horse, 30.55 cents. Several new lines, for which

franchises already have been obtained, will be built this

year, and to meet the cost of this construction the stock-

holders empowered the directors to increase the capital

stock $2,000,000, to be subscribed for at par by the

stockholders. President Wheeler said that the first call

for subscriptions probably would be made in July.

Work on the new lines will be begun early in the spring.

The North Chicago Street Railroad company had an

excellent year in earnings. The receipts from passenger

traffic of the system amounted to $2,694. 359 and receipts

from other sources $86,128, making a total for the year

of $2,780,487. The operating expenses aggregated

$1,312,107, and the fixed charges, including interest and

rentals, $471,251, making the total expenditures

$1,783,359, leaving as the net earnings, for the 12

months covered in the report, $997,127. There was paid

out in dividends to stockholders $659,922, leaving $337,-

205 to be added to the surplus, which at the beginning

of the year amounted to $i.357.o75- This gave a total

surplus of $1,694,281, from which an extra dividend

amounting to $r,ioo,oco was given stockholders, leaving

!ie surplus at the close of the

eipts of the cable lines amoun
xpenses S651.942, leavin- ;i^ 1

'he receipts on the elec ii n li

S594-

ted

81, The re-

;,797 and the

pts $980,855.

d to $670,284

and the expenditures SvviV', I'l in..; ns the net re-

ceipts $367,148. The receipts h.!,, i i , . ,1 linns

amounted to $391,276 and the i :.; , ; '.•<-^>^.

leaving as the net receipts only $ 1 1 ,

1

]
.itint;

expenses of the North Chicago Sim- t 1 n!i ..,! — tcm

amounted to 48.70 per cent, of the gross n-ccipts, as com-

pared with 54.33 per cent, for the preceding year. The
cost for each passenger carried, figuring only operating

expenses, was 3.78 cents. The net earnings of the com-
pany were 18. 12 per cent, of the capital stock. During

the year 1895 about 58 miles of track was changed from
hor.se to electric track, so that at the present time the

trackage consists of xj miles of cable, 06 miles of elec-

tric and three miles of horse car track. President

Verkes said: "It was not until the year was more than

half spent that we were running the electric lines under
fair conditions, and since the commencement the im-

provement has been rapid and greatly to the advantage
of the public and the company. The last few months
has clearly denion.strated to the management the wisdom
of the rh.-ing(!. and we predict that the future will demon-

but that the n(;<.ple arc uivi-n muilIi mmc s.niisf.irtnrv
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service, both as regards rapid transit and shorter time

between trains. Electric lines encourage the growth of

the country, and not only increase the value of the

property, but improve the quality of the buildings which

are erected in the new neighborhoods through which

they run. That the change from horse power to elec-

tric has been, even under the disadvantages which sur-

rounded the change, a great benefit to the road, is shown

by the fact that the percentage of expenses to the gross

receipts was 48.71 per cent., against 54.33 per cent, last

The report of the West Chicago company showed that

the gross earnings of the company w-ere $4,201,477 and

the total operating expenses $2,267,195, leaving as net

earnings $1,934,281. The balance as shown in the

statement applicable to dividends amounted to $1,032,

-

266. The amount of dividends paid was $791,340, leav-

ing a balance to be carried to the surplus account of

$240,926. which gives as the total surplus at the present

time $1,722,619. The West Chicago street railroad last

year changed from horse car to electric lines a large

amount of track. Previous to the extension of the elec-

tric lines the company had a total of 157 miles of horse-

car lines and 30 miles of cable track, or a total of iSo

miles. Of the horse-car lines loS miles have been

equipped with electricity, and more than 13 miles of new
line have been built. At the present time the company
has a total of 201 miles of road, of which 49 are horse-

car, 121 electric, and 30 miles cable. The cost of

motive power decreased from $756,768 in 1894 to $526,-

The Chicago General Railway company carried

1,746,112 passengers in 1895 (an increase of S3 per cent.

over the preceding year) and reported net earnings of

Storage Battery Railway for Chicago's
Down-town Business District.

Within a year Chicago will have a storage battery

street railway line penetrating the down-town business

district and connecting with the projected extensive sys-

tem of storage battery lines in the South Side suburban

district, if the plans of the gentlemen who have secured

control of the General Electric railway ordinance are

executed. It will be remembered that the consents of

the property owners for that ordinance were obtained

with the understanding that an underground system, the

"Brandenburg under-car," would be used. When the

franchise was put through the council it became known
that the-ordinance did not restrict the promoters to the

use of the underground system—the trolley and storage

battery being also permitted, if found desirable. The
mayor disapproved the ordinance, and the council

promptly passed it over the veto. Last week the pro-

moters of the enterprise succeeded in attracting capital-

ists to the scheme, and it is now announced that plenty

of money has been provided for building and equipping

the line. The gentlemen now in control have deter-

mined to put in storage batteries instead of an under-

ground system. Contracts have already been placed for

building and equipping the line. C. E. Loss & Co.,

Chicago, will build the road, and the Electric Storage

Battery company of Philadelphia will supply the accu-

mulators. Work will be begun immediately, it is an-

nounced, and in less than a year it is hoped the line will

be in operation. The route of the new line, as set forth

in the ordinance, is as follows:

Beginning at Twenty-third and Dearborn streets,

north in Dearborn street to Fourteenth street, east in

Fourteenth to Plymouth place, north in Plymouth place
to Jackson street: also in Custom House place from
Jackson street to Fourteenth street, east in Fourteenth

Ho I Dear

sh avenue and Fifty-seventh
ith street to Morgan street,

-1 Fifty-sixth street, west in

r\ ihr s.tiiir \v i 1 h thc Other
']- M'lvv Ml lififafter owned
"""""" ^^'"' -'''1 company.

I

'
l;'H^^ .;i,iiiirii, if dcslred,

I Tw.

n IS annoiinir.i ii,,ii ii,,, im, ^ill |'i..i):iii|y be oper-
ated in conjunction with Ihr Knglewi.ud cS: Chicago sys-

tem, which it was recently decided to equip with storage

batteries. This will give Chicago an extensive storage
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Why Folks Read Business Papers.
By N. C. Fowler, Jr.

Business people read business papers. He who cant

get business out of the business paper has no business to

be in business, and generally isn't. The daily paper has

its business department. The religious paper recognizes

business. The business paper is all business, for it can

contain nothing excepting that directly pertaining to the

business it represents.

The business paper is the distributer of hard business

literature. The business paper is the periodical clearing-

house in which is made the balance of trade. The busi-

ness paper increases trade, regulates competition, pro-

tects industries. It is a protective organ, as well as a

medium for the distribution of unpolitical free trade.

I do not mean to say that all poor business men do not

read trade papers, but there never was a good business

man who did not depend upon the paper of his trade.

Perhaps the trade paper editor may not have been drilled

in the business he represents. Perhaps he may have

been a failure as a business man. It is not the business

of the business editor to be a success in business. It is

his business to act in the capacity of the absorber of

business information, that he may the better present,

with or without argument, the data of business.

Into the trade paper goes the theory and practice of

business manipulation. It is a mirror of business. It

reflects trade* directly. It does not allow the rays of

business to diverge from the straight line of trade.

The business man may read an hundred daily papers,

or he may read a dozen magazines, and from them all he

may obtain general information of positive value in the

conduct of his business; but from a good trade paper he

receives definite, practical information of as much im-

portance to him as the counter in his store, or the record

book in his office.

Folks read business papers because they want to.

Folks read business papers because they have to. The
first indication of intelligent progression in the clerk is

when he turns from his desk at opportune moments to

absorb the paper of his trade.

The intelligent man of business reads his trade paper

from begining to end. advertisements and all. He may
not always read it intelligently, but he gives to every

page at least an eye-glance. The advertisements to him
are of the same importance as the reading matter. In

the combination of the two he derives information of

pertinent necessity to the management and development

The trade paper is a necessity, and so long as it occu-

pies that position it v/ill be read conscientiously and in-

telligently by every business man who has proven his right

Chicago Telephone Companies.
The annual report of the Chicago Telephone company

for 1895 contains the following figures: Gross earnings,

Si, 759.752: net earnings, $542,838; dividends, $455,544
{on a capitalization of $3,796,200); surplus. $87,294,

The net earnings increased $34,262 over 1894. It is

reported that the capital stock will be increased Si. 000.-

000. George M. Pullman was elected a director in

place of John B. Drake, deceased.

.The Central Union company did not do so well, as the

opposition of anti-Bell companies has cut down its net

earnings S50.823 from the amount of the year before.

The 1895 figures are: Gross earnings, $1,345,233; net

earnings, $355,165; dividends, $330,265: surplus, $24,-

900. It is stated that the company has used its surplus

in extending its business, and that it borrowed $300,000

in 1893 and $500,000 last year.

Electricity for the Lake Street "L."
The experience of the Metropolitan road shows that

on an elevated railroad the expense of electrical oper-

ation giverages 45 per cent, of the gross income. Figur-

ing on this basis and the pn'-s,.ni businrss n| t^,.!,^,. pas-

sengers per day. Presidcni l.Mn,K'ii>,|,K Ml liir l.,ikrMirL-l

Elevated Railroad company ,
i \\n ,il;". csiim.iU's ih.u ihu

change from steam locomotives to electric power on that

road will cause a saving sulficient to show an annual net

earning of $362,312. This will meet the fixed charges

of $280,237, a»<l leave $82,075 for the stockholdLMs—

changing the road from a losing venture u> :\ [Moiiial.k-

one. According to the annual rci^.Mi, .,miIi.uIs h,,\r

been let for equipping the road wiili rlcriiiciu .11 an

atedt I of
and I sho
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New York Notes.
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already been stated,

have heard nothing of c

Sucrclary W, B. Kar

power li

7, i.^MS. wfii: thrnwn open for inspection to invited

j^uesls 'riu' cuinixmy malies electric motors and dyna-

mos ;\ pi^ciiliarilj- of the works is that there is no

shafting or belting in the entire place, each machine in

the works being directly driven by an electric motor.

Each lathe, drill, planer or other machine has a small

motor connected with it. The power house, with en-

gines aggregating 325 horse power, stands some distance

from the main works, the electric conductors being car-

ried fi-om it through an underground tunnel. The main

machine shop of the company is 450 feet long by 100

feet wide and is traversed from end to end by an elec-

tric traveling crane with a lifting capacity of 20 tons.

A large number of visitors inspected the works, and

on Thursday many members of the American Society

of Civil Engineers visited the works.

The advocates of the new gas, acetylene, are encounter-

ing the opposition of the underwriters here. The Tribune

states that the Board of Underwriters has issued a

special circular to the effect that it will refuse insurance

on buildings using acetylene gas. This action was taken

upon the report of Professor Henry Morton of Stevens

Institute, Professor Morton, on being interviewed in

Hoboken, stated for publication his grounds for an un-

favorable report. He explained that pure acetylene was
not explosive, but when mixed with the air it was ex-

tremely so. ' 'The Pintsch Light company, " said Professor

Morton, "while experimenting with acetylene gashad an

explosion which I believe will be repeated very frequently

under similar circumstances. They charged a cylinder

with gas with only go pounds pressure, according to the

gauge. Suddenly the head blew out and crashed through

thereof, went up into the air,and then fell back, demolish-

ing a chimney. You can see for yourself how unsatisfactory

any gauge must be in case of acetylene, for 90 pounds
pressure could hardly cause such an explosion. How-
ever, I do not believe that calcium carbide, from which
acetylene gas is made, can be manufactured at a price

which would make it available. It will cost at least Sioo

a ton. Even if it can be manufactured in such a way as

not to be explosive, the cost must be reduced to S15 a ton

to be used as an enricher. I will not say that there is

absolutely no use for the new gas, for at present it is

wholly in the experimental stage."

It is expected that the first trolley car built for the

purpose of shunting trains at the terminals of the Brook-

lyn Bridge will be ready for trial on Wednesday of next

week. If it is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the

bridge trustees that a car fitted up with an electric

motor can be used in place of the locomotives now used

to switch the cars at either terminus of the bridge, a

dozen more cars will be equipped in the same way and

the locomotives will be sold. The officials of the Gen-

eral Electric company claim that the trolley car will be

of greater utility than the locomotives, and that one of

these cars when loaded with passengers will have suf-

ficient power to haul three other loaded cars up the

bridge incline. It will also do away with the nuisance

of smoke, steam, cinders and noise caused by the loco-

motives. The Nassau Electric Railroad company has

made a proposition to operate electric cars across the

bridge to supersede the present service. President Flynn
offers to pay for the expense of an impartial investi -

gation of the subject by three competent engineers in

the United States service. W. F. O.

Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

Buffalo, January 18.— Attorney Herbert P. Bissell

of the Buffalo Traction company denies the report that

the Buffalo Traction company is seeking admission to

Niagara Falls. "We are not seeking to enter the Falls

by this route or any other one," he says. "We have
bought the Buffalo, Kenmore & Tonawanda line, as has

I probably be compromised.

sideral.l

power in Niagara Falls. During the last few weeks the

company has made contracts to supply several large

manufactories which are to be built here. They being

the first to come, their wants will hpve to be attended to

first. It is promised that the work of the enlargement

of the plant will be pushed forward rapidly now.

The Gorge Railway company has been g

of way through Walnut and Second st

Falls, by the Common Council, but there

able annoyance felt by Superintenden

others of the Gorge company at the tactii

some of the property owners to shut this c

town. After Mr. Brooks had agreed

through which tracks are to be laid,

and catch-basins, it was thought that

ter and that the grant would be given

ited a right

Brooks and

adopted by

company tof

id put in curbing

luld end the mat-

it was not so. Notwithstanding the lateness of the hour

a question was raised regarding the hours during which

workingraen's tickets would be accepted, and a long

discussion follow^ed. Charles. F, McKenna, a property

owner, also raised a point regarding the construction of

a loop on Prospect street, and Attorney Lawrence, who
represents the Gorge 'company, found it a difficult task

to explain and agree to matters that the company had

so suddenly been confronted with. About 11 o'clock the

members of the council got tired of the talk and ordered

that the company be given the right of way it had asked

for. This was done after a clause had been inserted in

the franchise placing the fare through the city at 5

cents, and workingmen's fares between the hours of 6

and 7 A. M. and 6 and 7 p. m. at iVz cents.

F. C. P.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis. January 17.—The Deadwood and Dela-

ware company of Deadwood, S. D., will light its smelter

with electricity, putting in 100 lights.

A mass meeting of citizens at Farmington, Minn., ap-

pointed a committee to investigate the cost of an electric

light plant.

Fred A. Wachter, a tie and pole dealer of Oshkosh,

Wis., secured an attachment against the Central Elec-

tric Railway company of that place for ^4,280, claimed

to be due for material.

The Kenosha Electric Light company of Kenosha,

Wis., has filed notice of dissolution.

The aldermen of Mankato, Minn., and the Mankato

Gas & Electric Light company officials got together in-

formally to discuss what the former wanted in connec-

tion with the recent advertisement for proposals to put

in a street and commercial lighting plant and operate

street cars, for which there were no bids. The alder-

men generally wanted about five miles of street car line,

and 80 arc lights of 2,000 candle power.

The city electric plant at Chamberlain, S. D., is now
being operated by artesian well power.

It is rumored that H. B. Laughlin, manager of the

Fisher, Minn., telephone system, is considering a stock

company to put in an electric light plant.

The council of Madison, Wis., passed a resolution di-

recting a committee to ascertain what a municipal elec-

tric light plant would cost.

The Northern Pacific Railroad company is rebuilding

its telegraph lines through to the coast. It completed

about 200 miles in Washington last year. There is out-

lined for this year about 225 miles of line east of Helena,

Mont., to be rebuilt.

William H. Merrill of Chicago recently addressed

the Commercial Club of St. Paul, dwelling on the care-

less way in which a great deal of the electric wiring in

that city is done, and upon the dangers attendant. The
club, after his speech, appointed a committee to send a

resolution to the council on the matter of an electrical

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The village of Lowell, Mich., has employed Hu

phrey & Carr of Detroit as engineers for the constr
tion of its electric light and power plant. The elect

cal machinery will be located eight miles from the villa

and driven by water power.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The National Association of Manufacturers is holding

its first annual convention this week in Central Music
Hall, Chicago.

The Chicago Mineral and Mining Board has been or-

ganized for the purpose of centering in Chicago the busi-
ness of developing the mineral resources of the country.
The office is in the New York Life building.

The regular weekly issue of that excellent journal.
The Iron Age, for January 2d, contained 128 pages of
"reading matter" and 160 of advertisements—a truly re-

markable showing. The Iron Age is 40 years old, but
entirely modern and progressive.

TELEGRAPH.
The Rocky Mountain Postal Telegraph company has

been organized in Helena. Mont., for the purpose of
competing with the Western Union Telegraph company

The nyha
to purchase the Rocky Mountain Telegraph company,
which now owns and controls 365 miles of lines in Mon-
tana. Projectors of the new company have been in Chi-
cago for several days perfecting arrangements with the
Postal Telegraph-cable company.

TRADE NEWS.
The Adams-Bagnall Electric company of Cleveland

has opened a New York office at 1302 Havemeyer build-
ing. A. D. Dorman is in charge.

J.
H. Burghardt, who has been identified with the

Boston office of the Page Belting company, has been
made general manager of this concern, with headquarters
at Concord, N. H. Mr. Burghardt is widely known as
a pushing salesman and business man, who will add
much to the business department of the Page Belting
company.

An attractive pamphlet setting forth the merits of the
Standard water-tube safety boiler, with a full and well
illustrated description, is issued by the Standard Boiler
company, 1120 Marquette building, Chicago. The ad-
vantages claimed for Ibis boiler over the ordinary type
lies in its economy in the use of fuel, its freedom from
possible explosion, and in its perfectly free and unre-
stricted circulation, and the ease with which any part
may be examined for cleaning and repairs. The Stand-
ard is offered as an improvement over any existing type,

having all the good features of the older styles, and many
others which are peculiar to itself. Standard boilers to a
total capacity of 4,000 horse power are installed in the
power station of the North Chicago Street Railroad
company.

General Manager W. E. Gray, of the Campbell &ZeU
company of Baltimore, Md., reports that during the
past year the business has increased so rapidly as to tax

the works to their full capacity. This concern has re-

cently closed the contract for the boilers for the Mary-
land & Columbian railway and the new electric road
between Baltimore and Washington. There will be two
power houses, one at Ilchester and another at Hyatts-
ville, each to contain 3,000 horse power boilers of the
Zell improved water-tube safety boilers, there being 10
boilers in each installation. The competition for this

order was exceedingly lively, and extended over
several months, in which time very close investigation
was made into the merits of the many firms who bid
for this work; and it is stated that experts prominently
known were employed especially for this purpose.
Among duplicate orders recently taken the company
mentions a fourth order from the Maryland Electric
company, Baltimore, of 560 horse power; a fourth order
from the City & Suburban Railway company, Baltimore,
of 754 horse power; a third order from the William Hen-
derson Sugar Refinery, New Orleans, La., of 500 horse
power; also one of 500 horse power from the St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans; one of 300 horse power from the
Botsford Paper Mill company, Kalamazoo, Mich., and
one of 600 horse power for the new Olj'mpia Theater.
New York. It has also just installed a 117 horse power
high-pressure boiler to work at 200 pounds pressure for

the Baltimore Chrome Works, and several days ago re-
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ceived an order from the Richmond,
pany for 500 horse power of boilers.

The Standard Telephone & Electri

son, Wis., begins the year 1896 with

exchanges equipped during the last y.

in successful operation. Recent installations are at

Menomonie. Wis.; Marquette, *Mich.; Wausau. Wis.;

Merrill, Wis., and in Madison, Wis., where one of its

model trunk-line switchboards of i.ooo drops capacity

is in operation with 500 lines connected. The company
closed contracts for complete equipments at Jackson-

ville. Fla,. Parsons, Kas.. and several minor points last

week. The promoters of this company have appreciated

the vital importance of turning out apparatus adapted
to meet the most exacting requirements of exchange
and long-distance service. The company is the sole

licensee for the sale of the Milde microphone transmitter

in the United States, and has up to this time sold over

10.000 of these instruments, which are noted for sira-

erful transmission. The new telephone, now ready to

be placed upon the market, embraces new features

whereby simplicity, efficiency and durability are in-

creased—the new generator has high voltage and large

quantity; the polarized bells have centrally pivoted ar-

matures, and the telepho
'
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A. D. Sill. Elgin, 111., manufacturer of telephones and
telephone appliances, also does all kinds of telephone

repair work, such as rewinding burned-out 'phones,

changing magneto into electric 'phones, etc.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has cov-

ered the western states with a calendar that is unique
moonlight sched-

ule that will be found
managers.

W. W. McChesney,
Manger of Brooklyn, w,

McChesney is making a

eful

I states

Jr., representing Huebel
in Chicago last week. M

ur through the we
ess excellent. He secured a

ber of good orders for Huebel & Manger's well-

vn bells and other electrical specialties during his

far has found bus:

standard blad

iacturing company of St.

switchboards during the

being the fifth board by one

two months. This company's
ife switches are capturing the

e. If quality and price count, the

:pect to keep this up through the

pre

be highly appreciated by old tele-

lone men. The new bridging bells, with centrally

voted armatures, have high co-efficient of self-induc-

m. The new standard switchboards are complete in

ery respect, durably made, handsome in appearance,

pid and efficient in operation, and embrace several

nv features.

BUSINESS.

Among the recent installations of Kester dynamos m
Chicago is a 600 light machine, driven by a 60 horse

power Ball engine, at the Plzensky Sokol building. The
entire plant was installed by Richards & Meacham. S6

La Salle street, general electrical contractors and agents

for Kester dynamos. The firm reports several import-

ant plants which are about to be equipped with Kester
machinery.

The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, reports

that it is still receiving letters of congratulation from
all parts of the country on its catalogue. This catalogue
seems to have taken the electrical trade by storm, and
all pronounce it the largest and most complete electrical

catalogue yet issued. The company reports the busi-
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on a busmess trip,

A correct map of any
that will send for it, is the

by President A. G. Davis of the Viaduct Manufact
company of Baltimore, and the large amount of re-

quests which this concern has received in response to

this offer would indicate that it will have to enlarge its

supply in the near future. This company is having a

large business and meeting with the success which has
always attended it in the past. With the new factory at

Relay in operation It can take care of the rapidly in-

James E. Woodbridge. for many years at the head of

the small tool department of the Pratt & Whitney com-
pany of Hartford, Conn., has recently acquired an inter-

est in the Brady Manufacturing company of Vork and
Washington streets, Brooklyn, N. Y., as its president. It

is now the intention of the Brady company to take up the

manufacture of a full line of small tools of every descrip-

tion, in addition to its regular business of special auto-

matic and labor-saving machinery, special tools and fix-

tures, including complete plants for the manufacture of

specialties.

The Standard Boiler company of Chicago reports a

good business during the last year. It has moved into

its new offices, ii2oand 1121 Marquette building. These
boilers are built by the well-known Link Belt Machine
company, which has put in new and improved machin-
ery for their manufacture, reducing the prime cost as

well as making the various parts interchangeable. Dur-
ing the year a number of fine plants have been installed,

including 4,000 horse power for the North Chicago
Street Railroad company at the new power station at

Hawthorne avenue; 500 horse power for the Cincinnati

Edison company at Cincinnati, 0,;6oo horse power for

the Western Electric company at its factory in Chicago,
and various others. Prospects for the coming year are
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-phase Alternating Current
in Chicago.

tral stalion plant represented by the il-

ilh Hiven is one of a large number of

ions employed in generating current for

ally dis

tance from the ce Her of the city. It is owned an

by Otto von Bachelle at 397 West Madison

and supplies cu rent for custo lers in the te

bour ded by Cent oe street. Ogde

nue and Washing on boulevard. t has been in ex

aboi t three jears but until recently supplied dire

rent only, for high-tension serie arc lighting.

desi ous of suppl -menting this service with alte

chine and for the care taken of it that during this time

not a coil has been lost or a cent spent for repairs. Al-

though severely tested, the machine is to-day apparenll>

as good as new. The new two-phase alternator— the

middle machine in the picture—is a compact, handsome
multipolar machine of 60 kilowatts capacity. It is

operated at goo revolutions per minute, and the current

is taken oft' at the collector rings at 1,100 volts potential

and 7.200 alternations per minute. This alternator and
its exciter, shown at the left, are Westinghouse ma-
chines. The exciter is a small multipolar 125 volt d)-

namo of ,}Ji kilowatts. It is driven from an extension

pulley on the armature shaft of the two-phase machine

Its capacity is considerably in excess of the current

ing current rheosta

lield and directly ii

ifor phi

; of the stalion overhead to an adjacent terminal

box, where the cable (which is of the Standard Under-
ground Cable company's manufacture and was made to

order) is connected and runs down into underground con-

duits which run alongside the curb in the street. This
cable is laid up as follows; The insulation is such as to

carry under regular work 3.000 volts, and the conductors

consist of four No. 6 H. & S. copper wires insulated

from each other and twisted together in order to over-

come induction; this twisting completely transposes the

circuits at very short intervals, doing away with induc-

current that could be used both for incandescent light-

ing and for power. Mr. von BachelU recently installed

a two-phase machine, and. as this class of equipment is

soinething of a novelty in Chicago, its use renders the

modest West Side plant one of considerable interest.

The steam plant consists of one loo horse power Stir-

ling boiler working at 125 pounds pressure, an Ideal

compound engine, with cylinders 10 and 16 inches in

diameter and 12 inch stroke, operated at 300 revolutions

per minute, a Berryraan feed-water heater of 100 horse

power capacity and a Deane steam pump. Coal screen-

ings are used as fuel, and the engine drives the dyna-

mos by direct belt connection.

Three dynamos make up the electrical plant. The arc

machine is of the familiar upright bipolar type of the

Standard Electric company. It is driven at 900 revolu-

tions and is rated as a55-lighter. but has been constantly

overloaded for three years. It speaks well for the ma-

needed for the field

is partly used for s

charging storage batteries for customers.

One of the most pleasing features of the pi;

alternator, and the surplus

ghting and is available for

the

switchboard. It is of white Italian marble, four feet

wide and five feet high, mounted in an iron frame.

The instruments are of the handsome glass-covered type

sent out by the Westinghouse company, and the

whole effect is a delight to the eye. The arrangement of

instruments is as follows: At the top is the switchboard

converter; just below an ammeter on each side, one in

each circuit, with the voltmeter between; under the volt-

meter is the fireproof rheostat controlling the field of the

exciter, and below this again is the exciter switch, On
either side of the exciter switch is an alternating current

double-throw, double-pole dynamo switch, so connected

that either circuit can be thrown on either side of the al-

ternator, Underneath the switchboard is the alternat-

iron conduits.

There will shortly be i operation from this station a

alternating and direct current

ay be called, in the Ashlandpower plant, if s

Hotel, to operate an elevator. This outfit consi

of a Tesla multiphase motor, without commutator

brushes, directly connected to a Westinghouse ra

tipolar 150 volt direct current generator. The operati

of the plant will be as follows: The Tesla motor %^

drive by belt the elevator pumps and also the general

to charge a set of storage cells, during the operation

the station, from 3 p. m. to midnight. During the ti:

the station is not in operation the cells will furnish c

rent to the direct current generator, operating it a

motor to drive the pumps until the station genera

starts. This is believed to be the first time any co

bination of this nature has been attempted in thisci
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and it will be an interesting and instructive installation

when it has been operated long enough to obtain author-

itative data.

Mr. von Bachelle is very well pleased with the oper-

ation of the two-phase system thus far. He says that

the generator requires scarcely any attention at the

switchboard, and so far the regulation has been within

one per cent. It should be stated, however, that the

machine has thus far been run with only partial load.

Incandescent lights and induction motors aie run from

Illumination of the Municipal Casino of
Royan.

In the pretty little city of Royan, at the mouth of the

Gironde river, France, a grand casino was recently

erected on the beautiful beach of Grande-Conche. one of

the noted ocean resorts of the country.

The building, which is surrounded by extensive gar-

dens, was constructed by an architect of the government.

An idea of the structure and its surroundings can be

gained from Fig. i. The entire structure is lighted by

electricity.

A difficulty arose from the fact that there was no ade-

quate supply of soft water for cooling the cylinders of

the gas engines, which it had been decided to use for

generating the electricity, and a second problem came to

the front in the form of that disturbing element, the ex-

haust of the engines, for the casino is in the midst of

the city proper, and bordered on two sides by two of the

most fashionable boulevards. Then again there was the

trembling of the building to be taken into consideration

—

a rather serious matter if the vibrations caused by mov-

ing machinery were not guarded against.

Fig. 2 shows how the objection to vibrations was over-

come. A bed of beton 0.8 meter thick and 1.6 meters

deep was built independent of the foundations of the

building proper. On this the foundations of the engines

were placed, as well as those of the dynamos and motors.

The exhaust of the engine is carried into a brick chim-

ney which debouches into a ventilation system termi-

nating in an opening on the roof. At this pointa strainer

of pulverized coke filters the air, which has come from

all parts of the building, before setting it free in the up-

per air. and effectually quiets the whistling of the ex-

The water required for cooling the cylinders of the gas

engine is used over and over, because of the scarcity, In

the yard next the power house a circular basin (Fig. 3)

was constructed with a capacity of 100 cubic meters,

with a fountain in the center. Four reservoirs at differ-

ent parts of the main edifice, for fi
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The 400 ampere no volt dynamo, driven by a leather

bait, is shown in Fig. 6. The other two engines are

single, running at 170 revolutions, each operating a dy-

namo of 200 amperes of the same type.

The constructors of this machine, having found by

sad experience that neither fiber, asbestos nor mica

was above suspicion as an insulator, have discarded

these and other materials, and have insulated the col-

lector bars by only an air separation.

The three engines are fed by three gas jets of 500

burner capacity each, at either extremity of the room,

connected by a pipe, so that in case of accident to one

of these the other would still be available.

These engines have each two heavy flywheels, and

the dynamos are furnished with heavy driving pulleys,

P"ebruaiy

The station record of the electrician showed a service

of 29,955.2 kilowatt hours divided thus:

For general lighting 25,530 kilowatt hours
Nightservice 4,425.2

This shows a consumption of 1.056 liters of gas per

kilowatt hour of electricity consumed.

Calling gas 0.30 per cubic meter, the expense of

maintenance, based on these figures, would be for 74 days:

Gas~3i.653 m'' at 0.30 /9.495.90
Employes—Electrician and second 1.500.00

Engineer and helper 1,500.00

Lamps and carbons 600.00

Total .A3-775-90

The cost then per kilowatt hour would be 0.4 franc.

<? ^
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IICIPAL CASINO AT

hold the light perfectly

nove at a speed of 700

the result of all of which

steady under all c

The two smaller dynamos

revolutions, and the 400 ampere machine at 600 revolu-

tions per minute.

Fig. 5 shows the plan of the board, with its nine

groups of circuits. So much confidence is shown here

that there is but a single gas jet in this room, and no-

where can be seen a reserve in the form of a storage

The theatrical board, shown in Fig. 7, tells its own

story. Its many contacts have given it the name of

'organ keyboard," where all the manipulations re-

But if the plant is considered as depreciating 10 per

cent, per annum, the figures then bring the price up

from 0.4 to 0,76 of a franc per kilowatt hour of light.

FIG, 2. MUNICIPAL CASINO AT ROYAN.—FOUN

nect with this basin, so that by means of electric pumps
the fountain serves the double purpose of maintaining the

water at a proper degree of temperature for cooling the

cylinders, and as an ornamental display. These tanks

were filled but once for all.

The engine room measures 15.5 meters by 11 meters.

The absence of a coal and boiler room materially reduces

the space required for the engine plant. The 160 horse

power engine is readily attended by one person.

The gas installation comprises three groups, one of

80 horse power and two of 40 (Fig. 4). The 80 horse

power has two parallel cylinders, similar to those in use

at Reims, Calais, Toulon, etc. Its dimensions are as

follows;

Cylinder diameter 0.380 meter
Stroke 0.600 meter
Revolutions a 160

lATION FOR MACHINES IN THE POWER HOUSE.

quired in the show business can be carried on by the

electrician of the theater. All the ettects of light, sun-

rise, twilight, night, moonlight, etc., obey the sudden

demands of the button or the switch.

The cost of the installation, in round numbers is given

by L'Encrgie Eh-ch-iquc, from which the illustrations

are taken and the article condensed, as follows:

160 horse power gas engines complete, in place,. /'60, 000
Dynamos, switchboards, etc., in place ,20,500
Water connections, pumps, pipes, etc 4,000
Electrical wiring, etc 5.500

Total of the installation complete /go.ooo

The gas meters, for the 75 days from August 25th to

October 6th inclusive, showed a consumption of 31,653

ubic iof r

Telephone News from the Noii:hwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elkc-

Steps are being taken at Manawa, Wis., to form a

telephone company to build lines along the Green Bay

road to Waupaca, Symco, Big Falls, Marion and Clin-

tonville.

An effort is being made at Hutchinson, Minn,, to in-

duce the Northwestern Telephone Exchange company to

build a line to that place.

The Wood County Telephone company of Grand Rap-

ids, Wis., has voted to stop all negotiations with the

Wisconsin Telephone company and purchase material at

once for a new system, on which construction is to begin

in the early spring. The company will co-operate with

the Wausau and Merrill companies in their fight with

the Wisconsin Telephone company.

The Iowa Electric company and the Hess Electric

company of Des Moines, Iowa, are behind a scheme to

start a co-operative telephone system in Des Moines.

They propose an exchange with 1,500 instruments, which

they estimate will cost 867,000, with all wires under-

ground, the subscribers all to hold equal amounts of

stock. They agree to give service to business houses for

S12 per annum, after the system is paid for, and the

subscribers are to pay an additional S12 the first four

years for a sinking fund.

The telephone enterprise of Louis Vogel and Charles

Wagner at Sleepy Eye, Minn,, is developing well and

the projectors hope to make a success of a system to

cover Brown county.

East Grand Forks, Minn., wants telephone connec-

tion with Crookston, Minn.

A citizens' mutual telephone company is proposed at

North Platte, Neb, The Menominee, Mich,, council

has granted a franchise to local capitalists to put in a

telephone system to connect with Marinette and points

in Northern Michigan and Wisconsin,

Chicago West Side Park Lighting.

Ground has been broken for the new arc lighting sta-

tion in the northwestern corner of Garfield Park, Chi-

cago, for the illumination of the West Side parks and

boulevards. The building and machinery foundations

will cost about $40,000, The contract for the conduits,

manholes and for setting the poles has been awarded to

John Murphy for 59,087.50. There will be 300,000

linear feet of tubing and 128,000 feet of trench
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Some Facts About Acetylene Gas.'

By John C, McMvnn, M, K.

Acetylene gas has been known for many years as a

laboratory product too expensive for anything but experi-

mental use. A ]iossiblo method of producing'this gas on

a commercial basis was developed in the electric fur-

naces of tlu- Willsori Aliiiiiiniun company, at Spray.

North t^iroliiia, by T I. Willson while experiment-

of other \LTy refractory substances, such as lime, silica,

calcium, etc., under thedirectionof Major J.T. Morehcad.
the president of the company and a geologist of nearly

national reputation.

In a recent visit to Spray, N. C, I found a very primi-

tive electric furnace, the current for which is furnished by
two 120 kilowatt alternators. The voltage is trans-

formed down to about loo; the carbons are 12 inches by
eight inches and 36 inches long, and with between
t,3oo and 1,400 amperes the brilliancy and intense heat

produced can hardly be imagined unless seen, Finely

powdered coke and crushed lime are thrown between
the carbons and fused in the intense heat, which results

in the production of calcium carbide. This is a black

crystalline substance, very hard and insensible to heat'

but when placed in water produces a carbon vapor,

through the chemical combination of two parts of car-

bon with two parts of hydrogen, and which possesses the

highest illuminating power of any known gas. The cal-

cium combines with the oxygen of the water, thus mak-
ing a double decomposition.

A company was formed to develop its production and
to sell rights for its manufacture. The new product has
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that these tips will replace the common four or hve
cubic foot tips, we would have oiic-h.'iir cubic f(inl nivinj;

more light than four cul)ii \-'\ 1 imimiimm, m ,
> n

1,000 cubic feet of ac(i\l ,

i; 1,1 iii.,

8,000 cubic feet of ordinal , 1
1

,
. |; 1,

gas in the six plants in sum mi n v,
1

> 1,11 m 1 1 / i- 1

1.000 cubic feet, hence tht; cuiicspundiiiK [hi. <: l.,i a* d^
lene gas would be $14.08 per i.uuu culjic Icul, Tlial

is, acetylene gas could give the same amount of light

per 1,000 cubic feet for this price. But the fact is that

this gas can be produced at any suitable electric plant in

southern Wisconsin for a maximum figure of $5 per
r,ooo cubic feet.

The gas can be used in several ways:
First—Distribution through mains is not the most ad-

visable method, since leakage would be a large factor

and the original investment large.

Second—The carbide can be distributed to residences

and a small automatic generator placed in the basement,
in which a week's supply could be stored. A house hav-
ing 20 burners would probably use 10 burners for about
four hours per day, and with one-half cubic foot tips

would consume 140 cubic feet of gas per week, or about
28 pounds of calcium carbine, at a cost of three cents
per pound, would give a gas bill of S3. 36 per month, and
the house would be much more brilliantly lighted than
it could be in any other way except by a larger number
of incandescent lights.

Third—A valuable property of the gas is that it will

liquefy itself if the resulting gas is contained when water
is added. This liquid gas is to be distributed in cylin-

ders similar to carbonic acid gas cylinders (as used for

soda water fountains), and when admitted to the house

than by ordinary gas or electricity, for one-third cubic

lailmtr, i(, I ,ihHi< \r.v.r, v, 1
1 h acetylcnc {one-third

cubic iuul pur liMiii
J

c<.:.Lri p.rjuiij, J (j caudlc power in-

candescent costs practically 8..uo6; iG candle power
ordinary gas at Si. 76 per .' 000 cubic feet with four foot

tip, S. 00704; or acetylene costs AVo^a cent per hour as
compared with electricity at ,"0 of a cent, and ordinary

These figures are based on the present
acturu and maximum cost, and no al-

improvcments which must
tation by practical men.

been the arget for all the usual criticisms, and such pa-

pers as the -AVzl' i'ork Tribuuc and the Eng^incering

and Mining Journal in recent issues have asserted that

there was never a ton produced in this country, and if

there were it would have cost over Sioo per ton. These
statements can only be excused through a biased de-

termination to oppose any new process, or a disinclina-

tion to investigate both sides of a question. That the

new gas will be a rival to electricity cannot be denied,

and as owners and managers of electric lighting plants it

behooves the members of this association to investigate

the subject for themselves and to decide as to its value

as an opponent to not only the incandescent but the arc

light, and not to take the advice of such electrical papers

as are too cowardly to state the truth or too lazy to in-

vestigate. While at Spray every facility was given me
to fully examine the plant and to make measurements of

all factors entering into its manufacture. I regret that

at this time I cannot make my report public, but I can

state most emphatically that while I was there two tons

of calcium carbide were produced in two days, and at a

cost of about S25 per ton. Samples of this carbide pro-

duced an average of 5.13 cubic feet of acetylene gas per

pound of carbide.
' ' '. Spray can be improved upon by

w plant, and many of the losses

mains through pressure reducing valves, it assumes a

its gaseous qualities.

To sum up the situation from an electrical standpoin

this is a new gas having an illuminating power muc
greater than common gas. No investment for stre

hence the

ither ;

gas .

The methods used ;

anyone building a n

eliminated.

In regard to its use a;

when burned in a tip usi

produce about 50 candle
]

solid flame, having no
seems to diffuse much mi

because of the fact that

with thatof the sun. Ao
flame that is ample for

and these tips 1 be

in illuminant. acetylene gas

; one cubic foot per hour will

wer, but the flame, which is a

ue portion near the burner,

3 than this amount of light,

; spectrum is nearly identical

;-half cubic foot tip will give a

1 purposes of house lighting,

;t generally used. Admitting

adjunct to their present

system to supply isolated buildings and residences which

can be reached neither by their present mains nor by elec-

tric lights. If they obtain the rights for this gas, they

will have a weapon which will be as much stronger than

the Welsbach burners, as the acetylene flame is stronger

than the Welsbach light. To produce this gas or cal-

cium carbide, the gas companies must put in electric

plants, which when not in use making carbide, can be

placed in competition in electric lighting.

There are places, and many of them, where nothing

will ever supersede the use of electric lights, but when
you consider that only five per cent, of the residents of

southern Wisconsin are reached by gas and only 30 per

cent, are reached in Milwaukee, and that even less can

be supplied with electric lights, there is a field opened

which is wonderful in the possibilities for successful in-

vestments and large business.

Most of your lighting plants are idle during at least

half the time, and could thus be made producing plants

for the whole time, and you could reach a territory which

cannot be reached by either the gas companies or your-

selves without large outlays for extensions; and. in most

cases, not reached at all.

Of the following facts I am certain: First, the gas is

intensely brilliant; second, it has a decidedly disagree-

able odor if it escapes without being burned, and when
burned emits no odor or smoke; third, the gas can be

distributed for much less cost (considering the interest

on the investment) in cities, and also to every resident

of the state, whether in the city or country; fourth,. the

same amount of light can be produced for much less cost

method of man
lowances are n

necessarily folk

the

Fatal Accident Accompanies Experi-
ment with Acetylene.

Three lives were lost on January 21st, as the result of

an explosion of acetylene gas, which wrecked the four-

story brick block at New Haven, Conn., occupied by

English & Mersick and Frank Pfleghar & Son, machin-

ists. The killed were: Joseph C. Hauser, machinist,

arm and leg blown off by the explosion and killed in-

stantly; Harbona Stephens, a bookkeeper, found in the

ruins after the flames had been extinguished, and

Thomas Toof, body found in the ruins after the flames

had been extinguished. '-The injured are: John Higgins,

member of the fire department, injured by falling de-

bris; Alexis Krah, foreman in factory, severely burned

about the head and face; Lous Richter. burned about

the head and face.

The explosion occurred in the tool room of Pfieghar's

shop, which is on the third floor of the main building.

Experiments were being made in the workings of

machinery designed to control acetylene, and the gas

was contained in two pipes four feet long and about six

inches in diameter. The gas was so compressed in

these cylinders that it was in liquid form.

In the tool room were Joseph C. Hauser, Frank Ridh-

ter. Alexis Krah, the foreman; James McNeil, Louis

Richter and Mr. Pfleghar and his two sons. They were

all working about the engine, Hauser and Richter be-

ing right over it when the explosion occurred. Both

were hurled to the ceiling, and Hauser's right arm and

leg were blown off, killing him instantly. Richter was

knocked unconscious and burned somewhat about the

face and head, but otherwise was unhurt. All the other

occupants of the room were knocked down, but recoverd

in time to escape. The total loss is estimated at $100.-

Acetylene Gas Discussed in Boston.

The monthly dinner of the Electric Potential

club was held at the Quincy House, Boston, on January

iisK. It was the best attended meeting thus far held,

there being close upon 100 gentlemen present. The

company included the leading electrical and gas engi-

neers of New England, who had been invited to listen

to an address on the new illuminant, acetylene gas, by

W. R. Addicks, engineer to the Bay State Gas company,

which has recently purchased the exclusive manufactur-

ing rights from the Calcic Carbide company for Boston

and Brookline for a large sum. Mr. Addicks gave a de-

scription of the properties of acetylene and of the de-

velopment of the new industry. He said that there was

a time when gas engineers did not take kindly to elec-

tricity, but to-day the two industries were almost identi-

cal. The gas men and electricians now meet on com-

mon ground, and acetylene gas has demonstrated that

their interests are mutual. The paper was carefully dis-

cussed, and a vote of thanks was extended to the author.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

At the meeting of the Institute held in New York

on the evening of January 22d a paper was read by

F. J.
Sprague on "Electric Elevators, with Detailed

Description of Special Types." About 150 members

and guests were present. The paper was fully illus-

trated by lantern slides, and the practical operation of

the electrical controlling apparatus was shown by a

working exhibit of the essential parts on the platform.

The paper was discussed by Messrs. Steinmetz, Hill

and Leonard, but owing to the lateness of the hour fur-

ther remarks were postponed until the next meeting.

At the meeting of council in the afternoon the follow-

ing named associate members were elected: E. B. Cun-

ningham, Fort Dodge. Iowa; C. L. Edgar, Boston,

Mass.; Edward A. Evans, Quebec, Canada; W. S.

Franklin, Ames, Iowa; Walter L. Githens, Chicago. lU.;

Zentaro Jijima, St. Louis, Mo.; Charles Lemon, Pal-

merston North, New Zealand; John E. Lloyd, Philadel-
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phia. Pa.; Wm. E. Moore, Augusta, Ga.; Geo. P.

Nichols. Chicago, 111.; Win. Bancroft Potter, Schenec-

tady. N. Y.; Edward Andrews Wagner. Coahuila,

Mexico,

The following named associate members were trans-

ferred to full membership: Harry Bottomley, Marl-

boro, Mass.; George W Gardanier, New York, N. Y.;

Fred A. Scheffler, New York, N. Y,; Harvey Stuart

Chase, New York, N, Y,; Ralph D. Mershon. Pittsburg.

Pa.; Norman T, Wilcox, Seneca Falls, N, Y.; Samuel

Reber, U. S. Army, Washington, D C; Francis Jehl.

New York. N. Y

The Upbuilding of the Small Town.^
By Fred DeLand.

Though we may not agree with the pessin

nacted

itable

Litigation Over Street Railway Tracks
in Public Highways.

The Appellate Court of Cook county is considering the

legal contention of the General Railway company of

Chicago that it has a right to run its cars over the tracks

of the Chicago City Railway company. Judge Tuley

held in the lower court that the General Railway com-

pany could not make use of City Railway tracks in the

disputed portion of East Twenty-second street without

making just compensation therefor, and it is from this

decision that the present appeal was taken.

In accordance with the Tuley decision the General

tbe question Mr. Fletcher so ably presented ii

Doom of the Small Town," yet we must admit
clearly pictured the silent tragedy that is being 1

in many towns and villages from which the you
hopeful, the more ambitious depart to seek more ;

abiding places, leaving the dullard, the ne'er-do-well, the

rich-in-purse-but-poverty-struck-in-soul to rust on in un-

helpful existence. And while citing many causes that

may have led to present conditions, his conclusion that

"whatever be the causes, unless tendencies be arrested,

the future of the small town is extremely discouraging, and
it is very doubtful whether any material change in exist-

ing conditions will soon occur," is not nearly correct.

But the question I propounded to myself while reading

this article was: Has Mr. Fletcher shown us only one
side of the shield and that the dark side? Is it not possi-

ble to gather statistics relating to small towns that would
have shown a condition of prosperity in rnany, even
though such a showing would rob the first portion of his

paper of much of its gloom? For there is nothing new
in villages being deserted for towns more favorably lo-

cated or offering greater advantages to the inhabitants.

Such movements in our country can be traced as far

back as the year 1700.

The reverse side of the shield shows that never before

have so many small towns enjoyed modern improAC-
ments that not only tend to make life better worth the

living, but also to increase property values out of all

Railway company also has pending two condemnation

suits for the use of City Railroad tracks on Twenty-
.second and Clark streets, the compensation therefor to

he fixed by a jury, It also has pending a suit at law for

heavy damages growing out of the car-sniashiug episode

of last .\pril. The main contention of the McGann
company, however, is thai it should not even be re-

quired to make compensation for the use of City Rail-

way tracks, claiming that the latter company has no ex-

clusive ownership in the streets. The case was argued

by counsel, and a decision is expected by 1-^bruary loth,

proportii , the '

itants with ele
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owns of only 600. 800 and 1,000 inhab-
trically lighted streets, with well kept
urrounded by that atmosphere of pros-

J acts and invites the refined, the practical
and the prosperous. In Michigan there are 71 incorpo-
rated cities varying in population from 237,837 (Detroit)
to 746 (Gladwin), and in every city there is one or more
electric lighting plants, which is not at all strange. But
there are also 309 incorporated villages 1

lation in 1894 varying from gi to 6.051
villages, nearly 100 have electrically
though several reported a population c

than 1. 000 souls, Compared with the
the census of 1894 records a decrease
several towns and villages, but in no to\v

lighted streets was any decrease reported.
growth in some nf these is almost marvelous. Speaking
to rr Mirhi.;;)!! ni'MTh.^nt on this ';iilii<--'-t W replied that
in h. :....;,

, : ,,<.,,;-. . v,,., .ni,,in, uiis Uie marked

eportingapopu-
Of these 300

lighted streets,

onsiderably less

census of i8go.

of electrically

years were torn down and a modern office building
erected on the site. These improvements furnished our
local editor with a subject to talk about, and soon the

fame of our house cleaning had penetrated every hamlet
in the state. That this fame brought its own rewards is

shown in the fact that we now have no less than seven
factories, one of which employs 180 hands, and five

large modern stores, to say nothing of numerous small
shops, two new school houses, three churches, while 5S3
new dwellings and other buildings have been erected
since the arc lamps were placed in circuit; and when I

consider how remarkable are the changes that have
been wrought, and how we might still be jogging along
in the old way had the dozen oil lamps not been dis-

placed by the big white lights, I feel very grateful for

the wisdom and the forethought that ordered the ex-

penditure that proved to be so profitable an outlay."

This is a homely illustration but thoroughly sensible

and practical, and one that many a village resident

might profitably ponder.
From another town comes this story: Our village

was always blessed with natural advantages far superior
to those possessed by neighboring towns, but we lacked
that impulse so essential in starting any good movement.
Following the building of a railroad through our town
much business of a certain kind was transacted, but
there was no healthy growth, The construction forces

passed on, the undesirable characters that always flock

along the line of a new railway flitted to greener pas-

tures, and the town resumed its normal dullness. Thirty
miles away a village having progressive merchants who
tactfully sought the trade of outlying districts rapidly in-

creased in population and in wealth; and there our own
townspeople would go and make all but the smaller
purchases. So our business houses decreased in num-
ber till we had but one dry goods store, a few shops,

three groceries, a saloon or two and three churches,
while the weather-stained fronts of buildings large and
small told in plainer terms than any language could ex-

press that ours was a town of grayhaired toilers eking out
only a semi-decent existence, and longing for the days to

come when their children should be safely settled in

one of the larger cities.

And then came the crisis. A shrewd old man of

wide experience and broad views, searching for the

right climate where his last days could be passed free

from the pain and distress of a periodical ailment, made
his home in our town. Energetic, full of resources, tact-

ful, he gradually won the good will of the village au-

thorities and secured a franchise for an electric lighting

plant and an order for six street lamps for a long term
of years. Now. six arc lamps are a very small num-
ber, yet. as they were all hung within sight of the depot.

30 days had not passed ere it appeared as if all the

world had learned of our progressiveness and had come
to visit us. And with this influx of visitors came the

desire to spruce up our belongings. Houses dingy from
neglect were washed and repainted, lawns were placed
in order, trees were trimmed, sidewalks repaired. And
as the smallest happening in a village is duly chronicled
and commented on soon it was heralded throughout the
state that an abundant prosperity was being showered
upon our town. And then the prosperity actually came
Quickly others came to enjoy the overflowing riches that
rumor accredited to us. and since that time we have
experienced a regular healthy growth, while our young
people are brought in contact with, and are in posi-

tion to enjoy, every advantage afforded the children in

any but the very largest of cities. Now the streets are
paved, parks abound, school-houses contain every mod-
urn convenience, taxes are low, there is no debt, and
the average value of real estate is five times what it

was seven years ago.

Surely it is more pleasant to read instances of this

character than it is the" despondent conclusions Mr.
Fletcher has presented in the Forum. And it requires
no vivid stretch of the imagination to conclude that just

as satisfactory experiences might have been recorded
in some of the Massachusetts towns that report such a
marked decrease in population during the last 10 years.
The state census report just issued shows a loss in the
10 years intervening between 1SS5 and 1895 in 140
towns and villages. The streets of some of these vil-

lages and towns have never been lighted with electric

lamps, and the decrease in population reported in each
ranges from five percent to -- prr mnt

, while, on the
contrary, many other vi)l! -- ''

- 1 inred rapidly in

population. Millis. lor os ^ to 1.006. or
an increase of 47 per en i\ that modern
progressive methods wnc inn-.M;,h ,.1 Millis, it is need-
less to say, is a town of elcctricalh lighted streets. Then
there is Dudley, with a gain of 17 percent in popula-
tion, and a dozen other electrically lighted villages, all

showing marked gains, while their neighbors, puttering
along with dark streets, have slowly degenerated.
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Mayors Discuss Electricity in City Life.

About the lii-si of th<- yuar the mayors of many Amer-

ican cities ;nl(ircss the aldermen on the conditions and

requircmfiUs ol llu-ir nspective municipalities. Elec-

trical power, in nil its \nricd applications, is now used

so universally in cities, that many of the mayors' mes-

sages contain interesting references to it. As noted in

the of this journal of January iSth. the mayor of

ffalo advocates the employment of a city electrician

that enterprising city, Other suggestions bearing on

Utica, X. y,: I take pleasure in stating that a sub-
way for telephone and telegraph wires has been placed
in the business part of the city, and it is expected
that early in the season our principal streets will be rid

of that class of wires. It will then remain to devise
some method of getting the electric light and other
highly charged wires underground. I trust you will be
able to successfully deal with this question, and thus re-

move from the streets the unsightly and dangerous ob-
structions which are caused by these wires.

Worcester. Mass.: It is the business of this [the
-wire] department to see that the wires for transmission
of electric currents are safely put up and properly main-
tained. A beginning has been made in the removal of

dead wires from the streets, and we look for a vigorous
prosecution of this work during the coming year. The
electric light and telephone companies, acting under de-
crees of the City Council, have already constructed a con-
siderable amount of underground conduit, and there
seems to be no reason why the number of overhead wires
should not be materially lessened in the near future.

Syracuse, N. Y.: The city of Syracuse should own
ats own electric lighting plant. I have come to the con-
clusion, after some little study, that the municipality
should own and control a lighting plant as well as a
water plant. We must come to it sooner or later, and
considering the subject now with a view to action at the
first favorable opportunity. The amount of money that

we are paying annually for lighting the streets of the
city would more than pay the interest on a first-class

lighting plant. Municipal ownership in lighting is prac-
tical, economical, necessary and in the interests of the
people and not a favored few. The city of Detroit was
offered $2,000,000 for her public lighting plant, which
cost her but $600,000. Could we but keep politics out
of this question and operate the plant on business prin-
ciples and the merit system, the people would feel more
like advocating municipal ownership of lighting.

Springfield, Mass. : In regard to municipal lighting,

this year will witness a new departure in our street

lighting department, the city having purchased the
plant of the Chicopee Electric Light company at a cost

of $27,000. A new station for the dynamos, engines,
boilers and all the machinery connected with the system
was ordered built on the lot near the high school. It

was hoped to have the whole system under the control
of the city by the first of this year, but on account of
the failure of the contractor to have the buildings fin-

ished as agreed by the terms of the contract, arrange-
ments have been made with the Chicopee Electric com-

pany to co
"n'Ti'
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Salem, Mass.: Well lighted streets are second only
to well cared for streets; the streets are rendered safer

for travelers, and are of the greatest assistance to the

police department. The freedom of our city from
breaks and other offenses in the night time, I believe to

be due. in a large measure, to their being so well lighted.

We have the reputation of being a well lighted city; our
citizens have become accustomed to well lighted streets,

and would strongly object to a backward step in this di-

rection. * * * * I believe in yearly contracts for

street lighting, but it is a very bad policy to put off until

very late in the year the making of these contracts. The
contracts should be signed as early as the first week in

September. Such contracts should include all lights in

the city. At present, these corporations have an ac-

count against each department of the city,

l-'all River, Mass. : The mayor advocated the giv-

ing of an opportunity for competition in the matter of

electric lighting of the streets, and recommends that

early in the year the question of new contracts be con-
sidered and determined. He does not think it advisable
for the city to construct an electric light plant. It

means a large expenditure, and the constant changes
made necessary by improvements in electric equipment
would call for continued expenditures, which will be
much better provided for by private enterprise and cap-
ital for at least an additional five years, Underground
wires are urged at the earliest moment.

Hoiyoke, Mass. : The five-year contract that the
city had with the Hoiyoke Water Power company ex-

pired during last year, and a new contract for three

years was entered into with the same company. Under
this we pay Sioo for each light per year, being a reduc-
tion of about $2o a year on the cost of each light under
the former contract. Since the passage of the law
authorizing cities and towns to provide their own elec-

tric lighting, the question of the desirability of doing so

has been discussed. I am informed that one town in

the state has availed itself of this provision of the law.

and is supplying itself with electric lights at a lower cost

than is charged by private corporations to other cities

and towns. It might be well for our people to keep this

matter in mind ajd to be prepared, upon the expiration

of the present contract for electric lighting, to secure its

electric lights on the most advantageous terms, whether
by putting in its own plant or otherwise. We have now
237 electric lights, and 48 gas and naphtha. Since every

additional light entails a cost of $100 upon the city, it

is apparent that our present number should not be in-

creased unless when absolutely necessary. It strikes
' ' the number, that some of

s in some localities, might
be, with profit, removed to places where there appears
to be great need for them.

Haverhill, Mass. : On August 6th of the past year

the City Council created an office, the duty of whose in-

cumbent is to supervise and regulate all electric wires.

Effect of Electric Motors and Bicycles
on Horse Business.

So much has been said and written about the effect of

the motor car and the bicycle upon the business of horse

dealers, liverymen, etc., that the views of a man of ex-

perience in the horse business will not be untimely. F. J.

Berry of Chicago says that neither electricity nor the

bicycle can kill the trarle, Ho continues: "It has been

published in our n.->v ,|,;i|„ 1 il i-Imut the country that

electricity has kinH;: n ,, ;< and made him

cheap, and that 'h ;i motors have taken

the place of horst;, mi 1 Im - r-i 'ived a great many
letters from all over this cuuntry lur my opinion on this

subject. I must say this is an erroneous idea, The
country is growing, and the uses for which horses are

required are multiplying. It is true electricity has taken

the place of a great many street-car horses, but where

it has shut off the demand in one place it has created a

demand in others. For instance, every line of electric

or cable cars or elevated roads for rapid transit has

caused the people to build farther out from business

centers, where they can keep and use horses that they

would not, had they continued to live near the center of

the cities. Then again, people living far out on the

electric lines will go to the business portion of the city

to buy goods, and these goods have to be delivered with

horses, so, on the whole, the demand created by the

rapid transit lines will very nearly offset the horses that

are thrown out of use by electricity. As for electric and

other motors that we have read so much about giving

speed trials all over the country, and the prediction that

they will take the place of horses for commercial pur-

poses in our cities, I want to say to you that this can

never be done, as steam or electric motors can never be
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sider such ; step in the right direction. In

this connection I would recommend to your careful con-
sideration, the advisability of providing for the placing
of many of the wires, running through the streets and
over buildings, in suitable conduits under ground. The
increasing tangle of these wires, and the unsightly poles

and connections therewith, disfigure and mar the ap-
pearance of our streets and add greatly to the liability

of accidents and fires,

Omaha, N'cb. : Mr. Bemis, the retiring mayor, states

that Omaha pays S120 per annum per arc, each lamp
receiving a current of 9.6 amperes and 50 volts. In his

closing report Mayor Bemis takes a stand in favor of

municipal ownership of the lighting plant, basing his

judgment upon facts and figures discussed in the raaga-

used in our streets, as they would cause great destruc-

tion of human life, and the city authorities would never

allow them to be used in the cities, so this is out of the

question. Then comes the bicycle, which has worked

some injury to our liveries, but horses that are used in

liveries are but a drop in the bucket, and will never be

missed from the trade. Bicycle riders are a class of

people that could hardly afford the expense of a horse."

Chicago Electrical Association.
The next meeting of the Chicago Electrical associa-

tion will be held Friday evening, February 7th. at 1737

Monadnock building. A paper on "Lightning Arrest-

ers" will be read by W. R. Gartori, and the

will be opened by G. W. Knox.
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Wonders will never cease. Property owners on a

Chicago thoroughfare have held a meeting and decided

to begin proceedings against the Chicago City Railway

company to compel that corporation to substitute for

the present horse cars an overhead trolley system. It

seems the company had made arrangements for the

change, btit there had been delays and the property

owners became impatient.

Kathek unusual is the appearance of a tribute to the

memory of an inventor in an official opinion by a judge

of the United States Circuit Court, yet in the case in

(juestion it is safe to say that no one will take exception

to the remarks of the learned jurist here quoted. In the

following excerpt is summarized Judge Coxe's view of the

value of the work of Charles J. Van Depoele in the de-

velopment of the electric street railway: "Although the

electric road of to-day is a composite organism to which

tnany ingenious and able men have contributed, yet it

;in'i r. I> : d «-nied \\r.a fB Van Depoele. more than to any

other man, belongs the credit of having made it a practi

cal, working success." The only regret is that the brilliam

inventor did not live to enjoy the recognition which his

work is receiving on every hand.

When a man holding the position of -president of the

Metropolitan Street Railway company of New York

publishes over his official signature a letter in which he

suggests the "enactment of a law prohibiting the use of

street railway tracks by other vehicles," it is not to be

wondered that there are cranks whose chief occupation

is to denounce corporations, and that the public, or a

large portion of it at least, listens with approval to these

tirades. We could leave Mr. Vreeland to the mercy of

these professional reformers, were it not for the- fact

that others might suffer on account of his folly. Mr.

Vreeland's friends, however, should see to it that his

future contributions to newspaper literature are closely

scanned by some person of common sense before they

are given to the world.

Repudiated by the electrical fraternity and denounced

by the merchants and taxpayers of the city, John P. Bar-

rett has consoled himself with the reflection that he was

still considered a man of importance by the political gang

that infests the city hall, but even here he is not secure.

The poor lighting service given in the city building has

long been apparent, but up to the present time little has

been said about it, as the occupants of the offices feared

that complaints might offend the "professor." Now,

however, that there is no longer any delusion about the

"professor's" ability or his standing in the community,

these long-suffering political hacks are complaining

loudly about the insufficiency of the lighting furnished

them, and their protests have been so vigorous and per-

sistent that the commissioner of public works decided to

make an investigation. This disclosed the fact, accord-

ing to the Chicago Tribune, that there are not more

than one-third enough lights in many of the larger

offices, such as the Board of Election Commissioners, city

clerk, water and special assessment bureaus, engineers'

and the city attorney's quarters, to permit of work being

done easily. The same paper says that much complaint

has come from the clerks in these offices because of the

effect upon their eyes. It is further announced that an

appropriation of ftio.ooo will be asked by the com-

missioner with which to rearrange and enlarge the plant

and rewire the building. In order to get relief, however,

it will be necessary for the city to place the work in

competent hands. Of course Barrett will want to spend

the money appropriated, but if the city wants to get any

:theE 5of :
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Very few men in this country feel that sense of security

in their position among their professional brethren and

before the community that will enable them to trifle

with the newspapers of the country and through them

impose upon the credulity of the public. Yet. this is the

only reasonable explanation that can be offered for the

recently published newspaper interviews with Edi-

son upon the subject of electricity in warfare. The fa-

mous inventor has shown himself as ingenious in weaving

a tale as in designing a mechanical device. He must have

enjoyed himself hugely in contemplating the eagerness

with which his words were caught up by the daily papers

and spread broadcast over the land. Doubtless many
persons were imposed upon, and it will be hard to con-

vince them that they have been the victims of misplaced

confidence. Lieut. Bradley A. Fiske. who is an authority

uponithe subject of electricity in naval warfare

oulthat EdisoiI's yarn:s may prove detrimental h

terests of the country. He says;

It \\,ould ma,lifestly be improper for me to ;

thmg about the worli which the govetnmen( i

but something ought 110 be said to COunteract
fluenr.e of what Mr. Edison sa.id. Such thi

liable to have a bad It Waishingtor
gressmen. for instance, might accept it all in good faith,

and then when the departments came asking for an ap-
propriation they would be met by the statement that
there was no need of the work they were doing. If there
should be war it would only be necessary to turn Edison
loose and his schemes would suffice. But his schemes will

not suffice Two things were the trouble with the things
Ediv(Mi ,,|:innf.l thf>se of them which contained elements
n[ I.., iiiiiiu \'

,
1, ,1(1, and those which were new were,

w n I"
1

li'' lorpedo cable is years old. It has
rked (

,
and it won't do.

Lieut. Fiske's criticism is just and deserved. He
might have gone further and rebuked Edison for holding

up to the ridicule of the world those admirers who faith

fnlly accept his statements without reservation or re-

striction.

hands of the

powerful weapon placed in the

5 of municipal control of commer-

cial enterprises is the mismanagement of those corpora-

tions which give service, electrical or otherwise, to the

general public. By mismanagement we mean that mis-

taken and short-sighted policy which is apparently based

on the desire to "work" a municipal franchise for all

the possible profit there is in it, to the disregard of the

equities of the people granting the franchise. We be-

street lighting, the people can be best served by the em-

ployment of private capital and the methods that are of

approved success in supplying similar service in other

lines of trade; but, where the original rights are ob-

tained from the people by chartered companies, operat-

ing under municipal franchises, it is very obvious that

the people, who are in this country always the ultimate

source of power, have a right to demand efficient service

at rates affording a reasonable^not an excessive—profit

on the capital fairly and honorably engaged in the enter-

prise. A disregard of this equity is bound, sooner or

later, to bring effectual rebuke to the corporation dis-

playing it, and furnishes, as has been said, the most

.effective argument of those who would supplant individ-

ual enterprise in every direction by a general expansion

of the responsibilities of the municipality on socialistic

The general demand for thr

oft tral

e-cent fares in the cities

;s shows that the public

the beneficent results ofis awake to the fact that (

the introduction of electric traction is a great decrease

in the cost of operating street railways, and that it is de-

termined to share in this benefit. This is a question

which street railway managers must fairly and truthfully

meet. While it is true that a sweeping reduction of 40 per

cent, in the rate of fare would in many cases wipe out the

profit altogether and work a grave injustice to the men
who have made the investment, it is nevertheless evi-

dent that companies that are earning a net profit of from

15 to iS per cent, on watered stock can easily afford to-

make a substantial reduction in price, of great benefit toi

the working classes, and still receive a handsome return

on the money actually invested. There is no question

that lower street car fares are bound to prevail, and the

companies that meet the situation frankly and honestly,

insisting on their rights, but also conceding to the pub-

lic a participation in the benefits brought about by priv-

ileges obtained from it in conjunction with the general

advancement of the art, will win the confidence of the

people and receive the patronage and continued sanc-

tion on which they depend for existence.

It is not difficult to foretell what will happen to those

corporations that fail to make reasonable concession to

public opinion. Philadelphia furnishes two cases in

point. The people there are incensed at the Union-

Traction company, owing to the interruption of service,

due to the recent strike, the responsibility for which is.

generally laid on the company. What is the result? An
ordinance has been introduced in the Common Council

providing for the purchase by the city of the passenger

railroad of the Frankford & Southwark Philadelphia City

Street Railroad company. It is proposed that the city

shall own the road and lease it for operation. The meas-

ure is stated to be "the wedge that will eventually split

the arrogant Union Traction combination," and one daily

paper makes this comment: "No corporation should be
allowed to occupy public property and to utilize a fran-

chise to the detriment of the masses. In this country

the interests of the masses are supposed to be paramount
to the interests of the few. and the time has come when
the people must rule the railways, instead of allowing

the railways to rule them." Turning to the field of

street lighting, we see that in the same city great irrita-

tion has been caused by an increase in the price for

public electric illumination. The city submitted to the

terras of the one company occupying the field, but now
there is a great cry for a municipal plant. "Next year

a municipal electric light plant should be in operation."

says the Philadelphia Record. "Then- the city could

snap its fingers at its defeated extortioners." The moral

of all this is obvious. Patient and usually illy repre-

sented in city government, the people still have rights

and means for enforcing them. The wise corporations

doing municipal service will recognize this fact and in-

sure their own preservation by dealing justly with those

on whom they depend for support.
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Diplomatic Complications over the Trin-

idad Cable Station.

Interest in the diplomatic correspondence between

(".rent Britain and Brazil over the occupation of the

island of Trinidad is of special interest to the electrical

fraternity, as the present complications grew out of the

l-^nglish policy to control the submarine cable service of

the world. An explanation of the present situation is

thus presented by a naval officer:
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an cxclu forAn English company
coastwise cables in Brazil, the conressiun having about

twenty years more to run. Sir John Pender, the cable

king, several years ago determined to secure telegraphic

connection between his great systems and the Pacific

coast of South America, which is a lucrative field for

telegraphic enterprise. To that end he entered into
• • .. . ~ .. . •

'is for

almost every country

except in Brazil, where he was antagonized by the Eng-
glish company, which, under its exclusive right, operates

all the lines from the Amazon to the Rio Plata.

f-fe asked Brazil for the use of the island of Trinidad

as an intermediate station, but the English company in

Brazil opposed this, and defeated it through the very

fact that Trinidad was Brazilian and therefore included

in its own absolute concession. Sir John Pender went
ahead, however, with his negotiations with other coun-

tries until a sufficient time had elapsed for an English

war ship to go secretly to Trinidad and land there a

number of Sir John Pender's employes. The English

liag was raised, the cable company's operatives were left

in possession, and the war ship steamed away again.

The only inhabitants of Trinidad to-day are Sir John
Pender's men taken there by the English government.

The concession secured from the Argentine govern-

ment, which was especially favorable to that country,

provided for the construction of a cable connecting with

the company's main line on the African coast, and pro-

ceeding thence to Trinidad, the new port of La Plata,

the Falkland Islands, and so around to Chili, the Argen-
tine government giving the right only for the landing at

La Plata.

On January 20th a dispatch from Rio de Janeiro con-

tained the information that Dr. De Carvalho, Brazilian

minister of foreign affairs, will demand from Great

Britain the immediate restitution of the island of Trini-

dad, recently occupied by her for the alleged purpose of

making it a landing station for ? cable, but which Brazil

claims as her territory. Another dispatch says that the

British minister has handed to the Brazilian Foreign

Office a note from Lord Salisbury in which are em-

bodied the points held as the foundation for England's

claim to the island of Trinidad. The British prime

rainistei says that, while the English are in actual pos-

session, in the exercise of a conciliatory spirit the gov-

determining the rightful ownership. Brazil must reply

definitely as to whether or not she will accept this

friendly proposition at the end of the current month or

on February 12th. The note further says that when

the British Parliament opens the declaration that Eng-

land now occupies Trinidad will be announced in the

queen's speech, and that unless Brazil gives reason for

delay in arbitrating the dispute, by showing better

proofs of ownership than those already advanced, the

island is lost to the republic.

Further interest was given the controversy by the an-

nouncement that the Argentine Republic had taken up

the cause of Brazil and had given substantial proof of

her sympathy for her sister republic by cancelling the

English cable company's concessions. A dispatch from

Buenos Ayres says: "The Argentine government has

cancelled the concession granted to the English cable

company to land at La Plata, on the ground that the

company had failed to secure rightfully the other land-

ing points necessary for its successful operation. This

action, it is understood, is taken in concert with Brazil,

and has direct bearing upon the Trinidad Island dis-

FoUowing closely upon this information came the an-

nouncement that the Brazilian corvette Benjamin Con-

stant had sailed for Trinidad to take possession of that

island. According to the dispatch the commander of

the expedition was instructed to land a force if the

island was deserted; otherwise, in the event of resistance

being made to the landing, the commander was in-

structed to return to Rio Janeiro for further orders.

The Brazilian view of Great Britain's policy as ex-

plained by Minister Mendonoa at 'Washington is that to

expect them to arbitrate the ownership of Trinidad

would be as reasonable as to ask the United States to

arbitrate the possession of Block Island if England

should suddenly occupy it on the ground that the United

States had not hitherto made a good use of it; or, as

another example, that the United States would tamely

submit to England's establishing a' colony on an unin-

Electrolysis and Underground Cables.

electrolysis, which appe.-ir', 1 In lii-' /',/, /'.v .- ,/,,,,/.

January i.jth, has callcil l<.iil .1.

ment by electrical experts, hm m|,i 1

the [ :icle <

of the country, and they gi\e tlie public nio.sl urruncuub

impressions of the working of underground electric ca-

bles. An expert who has made this subject a special

study says that while a number of gas and water pipes

and cables have been destroyed by electrolytic action,

it is also a fact that at the present time there are

several well-known means by which destructive elec-

trolytic action can be prevented. The cables in Pitts-

burg which suffered most from electrolysis were laid from

six to iio years ago in wooden boxes filled with pitch,

but the cables which have been laid in the ducts are giving

perfect satisfaction, and electrical tests show that there

is no immediate danger of their being destroyed by elec-

trolytic action.

Since cables and water pipes began to be destroyed by

the return currents of the electric railroads, much experi-

menting has been done by electrical experts to discover

means to prevent the further destruction of underground

pipes and cables. These early experiments prove con-

clusively that cables are only injured when the electric

current flows from them to the earth through a moist

medium, and that when the current goes from the earth

to the cables there is no danger whatsoever of their be-

ing destroyed.

This investigation suggested at once the first remedy,

which was to lay large copper wires parallel to the lead-

covered cables and the electric railway, as a supplement

to, and thoroughly connected with, the ordinary railway

return system of rails and bond wire, and to connect

the cables or water pipes by means of this supplementary

return system, to the negative side of the dynamo of the

electric railroad company, the positive side of the dy-

namo being connected to the trolley. This enlarged re-

turn system and the cables or water pipes connected

thereto serve as a means of collecting the electric cur-

rent from the rails of the electric railroad, and from the

earth, and carrying it directly to the power house. This

plan has been adopted in a number of places with most

satisfactory results.

Another method, for which still better results are

claimed, is to connect the negative side of one dynamo

in the power house of the electric railroad to the cables,

the negative side of the other dynamo being connected

to the rails and return feeder, and the positive side of all

the dynamos to the trolley. The voltage of the dy-

namo which is connected to the cables, is always kept

from 10 to 20 volts higher than that of the other dy-

namos, and this, practically speaking, prevents any of

the current from flowing from the cable to the earth,

and thus positively makes electrolytic action impossible.

Wherever there is electrolysis, there is loss of power to

the electric railroad company. In one case, the amount

lost in this way was 20 per cent, of the total power used

for propelling the cars, as was proved by tests made be-

fore and after the method was adopted. From the stand-

point of economy to the electric railroad company. the

same good results are obtained when the first mentioned

method is adopted; hence, everybody concerned is ben-

efited by adopting these methods of preventing electro-

lytic action, and there is practically no danger of cables

or water pipes being destroyed, when these means, so well

known now to the electrical profession, are adopted

We wish t

Baptism of Fire.

[From the Electrical A£e,-\

onvey to our esteemed contemporary,
TRiciAN, our sympathy in its recent 1

omposing material. With character!:
Western Electri
by fire of its com^
enterprise, however, a way was found out of the diffi-

culty and the last week's issue was gotten out under
enormous difficulties and very little behind time.

Note the Difference.
[From the Electrical Revieiu.'\

Our tea-green contemporary is running a week behind

in getting out, as it generally has been in the matter of

And now our chicory-tinted neighbor has been hypno-
tized or paralyzed by a miscalculated write-up, and has

dropped behind a week. The editor who fails to look

ahead a little, whether he intends to publish a big story

or a lot of free advertisements, can only expect such

disaster. These unnecessary delinquencies are in great

contrast to our deep-blue contemporary at Chicago,

, although losing

\ going to press,

complete paper.

A Lineman's Risks.

, Hep., r,^M), 'I'his w
amages for personal

the plaintiff while employed as a lineman by the defend-

ant company. He had been ordered to string a line of

wire upon certain telephone poles. A pepper tree, sit-

uated upon private land, and between two of these poles.

Thereupon the lineman climbed the tree, and, while en-

gaged in arranging the wire, the limb upon which he

was standing gave way, and he was precipitated to the

ground, with serious injury to himself. Under these

circumstances, the court holds that a nonsuit was prop-

erly granted, because it fails to find any evidence of

negligence upon the part of the defendant company. It

cannot be claimed, says the court, that this pepper tree

was an appliance furnished by defendant. It belonged

nger, upon prr

tied to 1recover. }\s> to the .comparative 1

linemarI and the company

the tree , and the dangers arising from

pliance,,
the court did not deem it wo

consideration.

concedmg it an appliance, and a defective one. it was

one of the employe's own choosing, and he must

bear the burdens resulting from a bad exercise of judg-

ment upon his part. Suppose he had fallen from a de-

fective fence encountered in the line of his duty while

stringing this wire, and had suffered injuries, would the

company be liable? Or assume that he had undertaken

to swim a stream while in the line of his duty, and had

been drowned, would there be a liability against his em-

ployer? The court fails to discover it. He was ordered

to do certain work, namely, to string wires. He was fur-

nished the poles upon which to string them. Without

demanding further appliances of any kind, or informing

his employer that others were needed, he proceeded with

the work, and while so engaged, called to his aid additional

appliances of his own selection. He stands in the same

position as though he had chosen for his use a frail

plank or a rickety ladder, rather than a pepper tree.

For these reasons, the court holds that he was not enti-

the

A 1,500 Kilowatt Generator Burnout.

-The St. Louis Republic gives the following graphic

description of a recent burnout on one of the big direct-

connected generators in the power house of the Union

Depot Railroad company of that city:

Through the grounding or crossing of wires a short-

circuit was formed on wires leading from the monster
dynamo in operation, and in a twinkling it burst into

dazzling blue flames that shot out a distance of 15 or 20
feet on either side of the machine and to the height of

the ceiling above, while the imge flywheel, 25 feet in

diameter, became a veritable fire wheel as it whizzed
around through the flames at the rate of 75 revolutions

to the minute. So brilliant was the spectacle, and so

sudden and unexpected, that the attendants were for a
moment dazed and blinded.

Assistant Engineer Hoffman and Electrician Pabish
were fortunately standing far enough away to be out of

harm, and as soon as they could recover from their sur-

prise and realized what was the matter, they made a rush
for the engine to shut off the power. This was a dan-
gerous task, as they found, for the lever was within the
circuit of the revolving electrical flames. But no time
was to be lost; the floor and woodwork around the ma-
chine were now on fire, while the dynamo, under the in-

tense heat, was sizzling, crackling and popping to pieces,

emitting volumes of smoke from the burning rubber in-

sulation of the wires.

At imminent risk of life Engineer Hoffman dashed
into the flames and seizing the lever whirled it around
to a shut-off position. By this time the room was so full

of pungent rubber smoke as to be nearly suffocating, but
this did not deter Engineer Hoffman and his assistants

from fighting against the progress of the flames. A
water hose was brought into action, and in a few mo-
ments the fire was under control. Citizens opposite,

who saw the brilliant illumination, equal to 1,000 arc
lamps, thought the whole interior of the building, from
floor to ceilin.g, was a roaring mass of flames and that

the emploj'es were perishing in the conflagration.

Great excitement prevailed, and an alarm of fire was
turned in, but before the engine reached the scene the

danger was over. The accident, of course, suspended
all traffic on the road, but only for some 40 minutes, as

a number of small dynamos were immediately harnessed
on to the circuit and set going to supply the necessary

The disabled dyn vhat I
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2.000 horse power. It is one of the

made, and the only one of the kind ir

e of Chicago. The machine and it;

t Sroo.ooo. and it is estimated thai ii

to repair the damage resulting fron:

Prof. Kennedy Recommends 230-volt
Lamps for Edinburgh.

The Town Council of Edinburgh, Scotland, hnds it

necessary to extend its new electric lighting plant, and

the electric lighting committee recommends the addi-

tion of four engine-dynamos for low tension and one

high-tension unit, with the necessary boilers and aux-

iliary apparatus. This recommendation is based on an

interesting report from Prof. A. B W, Kennedy of

London. Prof, Kennedy's report, showing the suc-

cess of the Edinburgh plant and containing the sugges-

tion that existing 115-volt lamps .be replaced by 230-

volt lamps, on the three-wire system, is worthy of atten-

tion on this side of the Atlantic. It is as follows:

The Edinburgh electric light station, as the commit-
tee will remember, was supplied with plant sufficient

for the supply of electric energy to 40,000 lamps wired.

This was the number given in my prelinJinary report as

likely to be reached within two or three years for private

also gave, in my preliminary report an
of works costs as 3d. per unit (including all

office expenses) when the output was 300.000 units per
annum, and 2-5d. per unit when the output reached 680,-

sequence (if I may be allowed to say so) of the energy
and determination of the convener of the committee, the

number of lamps wired already, after only jYz months'
/vorking, is equivalent to 42,300 of eight candle power,
oesides arc lamps equivalent to about 3,316 more, mak-
ing in all the equivalent of about 45.600 lamps of eight

candle power already connected up, as compared with
my suggested number of 40,000 after four times as long

a period, I am glad to say that not only has the suc-

cess of the light been almost phenomenal in the matter
of the number of consumers, but under Mr. Monkhouses
management the economy of production has also been
/ery remarkable. The total number of units actually

sold up to date has been about 285,000 (in 34 weeks),

and the total station expenses, including office charges,

have been about /i,S5o. or an average of i.56d. per
unit sold, including units for public lamps, and includ-

ing carbons and lamp trimming. This result for little

more than a first half year's working, including all the
summer months, when the demand is a minimum. "and
ncluding also the actual start, when only 2.500 lamps
were connected, is quite a record, so far as I know.

It is easy now to estimate the results up to the end of

he year (37 weeks from the opening of the station), and
hey will be approximately as follows:

Jnits sold, including nrc lamps 384.000

Wanagement and centra! expenses..

.

575 o.36d. " "

Total working costs £2.775 i-73d. " "
interest and sinking fund ^t £7,670 per

Total £S,252 5-i+d.

Thus It appears that m your first 37 weeks' working
you will not only have paid all working expenses, but
very nearly also all charges for interest and sinking
fund, in spite of the fact that the period covered has
been mainly summer time. In your first completed
year of working (/. e.. b>i»the middle of April next) you
will have sold over 800,000 units, your total income will

have been about ^^16,000, and you will have a credit

balance of between ;^2,ooo and ^^3,000, after paying
every charge of which I have knowledge, including in-

terest and sinking fund at the rate mentioned above.
The total working costs will have fallen to about il^d.
per unit sold, averaged since the opening of the station.

The total capital expenditure, so far as it concerns
matters covered by my estimates, has worked out a

little less than the estimates. As you are aware, how-
ever, considerable additions have been made to the
work, both in the station building and in the mains,
which have caused additional expenditure. The result

seems to me to have been the best possible justification

of the policv adopted l)v the Town Cnunril in makini^

watts. These together could provide for 26,400 lamps
alight at once, or say 53,000 lamps wired beyond those

at present on the circuit. The station could therefore

safely supply current for 90.000 to 95,000 lamps wired,

including the equivalent of the arc lamps. This num-
ber will, no doubt, be reached by the end of 1896, and I

think the only question now is whether you should put
down four or six new sets at once. This plant would,

of course, provide for all required extension of arc

lamps so far as they lie on the route of continuous cur-

rent mains. On the high-tension side of the station the

addition of the 13 lamps from the postoffice to Regent Ter-
race (already sanctioned) will practically fully load the

present rectifiers, leaving, of course, one spare machine.
The proposed lamps on Clerk street and in Leith walk
will be high-tension lamps, and if these are sanctioned
two mose rectifiers will be required, because half the

lamps must be on an all-night circuit and the remainder
on a half-night circuit. These two rectifiers will be suf-

ficient for 25 or 30 additional lamps for still further ex-

tensions. Four rectifiers, when fully loaded, constitute

very nearly full load for one of the existing alternators,

and will, therefore, take up all the balance of power at

present available for private high-tension lighting. For
this purpose an additional machine will be required, and I

think it ought to be of a capacity about double that of

the present ones, or say 160 kilowatts. It would, there-

fore, be able to supply both private and public lighting

during heavy load, leaving the existing machines to

come on late at night, when the private load ceases. At
the same time I believe it would conduce to economical
working if a motor-alternator were provided which could
be driven by the battery in the day time, so as to avoid
the necessity of always keeping an engine (with boiler)

actually at work.

As to buildings, nothing has been done in the engine
rooms beyond finishing the concrete foundations for the

new plant, as they were fully carried out in the first in-

.stance. The boiler house is also large enough for many
more boilers than those mentioned below. But the space
which must be occupied by the new boilers is used at

present as coal store, and I think it would be desirable,

when work is going on at any rate, to erect the gantry
and finish the coal store above the boiler house, as I

originally schemed it. and, as I believe, it is shown in

Mr Cooper's drawings. As to boilers, at present five

out of the existing six boilers are used at full load, and
the output at that time is more than can readily be done
by four boilers, although the five boilers are by no means
fully loaded. Four boilers more would therefore be suf-

ficient to take up double the present output, but there
would be a certain constructive convenience in adding
five boilers rather than four, and I should advise that

if possible this should be done. The present boilers and
mechanical stokers have proved efficient and conven-
ient, and I cannot suggest any improvement on the ex-

isting type except in such matters of detail as can easily

be included in a revised specification. As to mains—the
existing feeders, which contain, of course, the heaviest
copper, have been laid large enough for about 75 per
cent, beyond their present load, so far as they are laid

in armored cable. Those portions of .hem which con-
sist of bare strip can be nearly doubled in section with-
out moving the roadway or pavement, and at a very
moderate cost. This addition ought, no doubt, to be
carried out during the open weather next spring. Exist-
ing distributing mains do not require any change. The
extension of either feeders or distributing mains to new
districts (such as Stockbridge, Lauriston or Dairy), is a
matter to be considered and settled by the committee,
but does not press just now so much as the extension of
plant, as. of course, no new roadwork can be entered on
until the spring.

There is another matter which I have to bring before
the committee, and which is of very considerable import-
ance— it is a matter on which some decision should cer-
tainly be arrived at reasonably soon; I mean the ques-
tion of the use of lamps of doubled voltage, Two years
ago, when I was asked to advise the Town Council on
the matter of electric lighting, it had only just become
possible to buy lamps having a voltage of as much as 115,
and I advised the use of a three-wire system with this,

the highest voltage then practicable. It was certain
that later on lamps would be manufactured suitable for
working at a much higher pressure, but how soon this

would come about was only a matter of speculation.
The system, however, which I recommended to you, and
which you have carried out, w?s chosen so that full ad-
vantage could be taken of the new lamps whenever they

come sooner than
:)be had of satisfac-

burgh. Let the undertakers give notice (a) that on and
after a certain date (say ist February, or perhaps May.
iSg6) their standard voltage will be 230 in respect to all

consumers connected after that date; {b) that on and after

another certain date, say 1st August. 1897, the new volt-

age will be standard over their whole system, new and
old; and [c] that at any time between those dates the
undertakers will supply any existing consumers with new
lamps, for 230 volts, at the price of 6d. each, the old
lamps becoming the property of the undertakers. The
effect of this last clause would be that each consumer
would run his existing set of lamps as long as possible,

and then buy a new set very cheaply from the under-
takers. The undertakers would probably lose about 8d.

per lamp on the transaction. Your number of lamps.

I differ.

eight

cost to you of an operation which quadrupled the ca-

pacity of mains which may have cost you /"5o,ooo or

;^6o,ooo would be about ^^670—plus the wages of men
employed in changing the lamps, etc. There are no
electrical difficulties in the way of making the change.
and for your public low-tension arc lighting it would be
an advantage—you would, in fact, get nine arcs worked
for every eight which you now have without any addi-

The idet;

shops which at present use nol

as to a few motors, but these

can be easily arranged, and it is unnecessary to encum-
ber this report with purely technical details.

As to the cost of extensions, I stated to you in my re-

port of 8th April, 1893, that the cost of doubling the

capacity of your plant and feeders would not exceed
^30,000. It is quite certain now that this figure will

considerably more than cover the extension named, and
will leave a substantial margin for extension of mains
into districts not yet provided with electrical energy.
One other matter" I Ought to mention—the question of

the price per unit to be charged to consumers. Un-
doubtedly—as I have already pointed out in my early
reports, and as is fully recognized by the committee

—

the way to make the electric light a success is to keep
its price as low as possible. Although I am not to-day

in a position to suggest a precise figure to you, I feel

sure that you will be justified in making a substantial
reduction either in the nominal price or in the scale of

discounts, to take effect after the new year.

Electricity in Gold Mining.
The system of Siemens & Halske for the recovery of

gold from the tailings in mines has been in use in the
Transvaal for some time, with good results. These tail-

ings, says L'Energie Eleciriquc, after all other pro-
cesses of amalgamation, etc., still retain about 12
grammes of gold to the ton, and it was for recovering
this metal that several processes were experimented
with, the final selection of the Siemens & Halske process
being indorsed as best, all things considered.
This process is based on the direct electrolysis of the

cyanide of gold and potassium between two electrodes,

one of lead the other of iron. The lead becomes the
cathode, and is covered with a layer of gold, from which
it is easily removed by smelting. The anode of iron is

transformed into potassium ferro-cyanide and an oxide
of iron, giving a precipitate of Prussian blue. The
electromotive force necessary is only four volts, and with
this voltage a ton of tailings may be completely cleaned
up with an expense of 100 ampere-hours, or a total of
four hectowatt-hours per ton.

The installation at the Worcester company's estab-
lishment comprised two troughs for receiving the tail-

ings, measuring 6.08 meters by 2.32 meters, and five

troughs for luxiviation of 6.08 meters diameter by 3.04
high; these would contain altogether 500 tons,

Each trough is filled and discharged daily. The pre-
cipitation is made in four tanks, 6.08 meters long, 2.12S
wide and 1.21 deep. Copper wires on the rims of these
carry the current to the electrodes, made up of 75
plates of iron for the positive and 74 plates of
lead for the negative. The iron plates are 2.128
by 0.91 meters, and three millimeters in thick-
ness. To prevent short-circuiting the troughs are
covered with canvas. The lead plates are restrained
from warping by being held between two iron wires
fixed in light wooden frames, and are suspended between
the iron elements, Covers with a lock and key are fitted

to the tanks. They are opened but once a month for

cleaning up. The electric energy required is furnished
by a Siemens dynamo of eight volts and 600 amperes.

Electric energy has here found another source of em-
ployment, and by its aid about 10 per cent, of the min-
eral originally held in the rock, which has heretofore
been lost, is recovered at a comparatively trifling ex-

that i , economical

I

:
: rii and satisfactorily promoted

i.Minitv ^.' ih.ii eventually electricity may up-
I drive out all competitive methods of freeing the
i metal from the dross in which it is imbedded.

Telegraphic.
Wallace-'Do you think electricity will be much i

At Houghtt
oinpany is reconstructing
ig advice of B. ], Arnold.
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Ferranti Alternator of 1,000 Kilowatts.

Thu latest addition tn tlie f:;('ii(-i*-itinj< plant at the

and I lies

engines

the 700 \ulis ,lrM|. Ill ilir M Ml
;
and it is

capabk- nl Mi\ III- roniiini>M; :. . I.n -cr ontinit

if called Lipuii to Jo so ill- i.iii.il ii'M t)!!.'. adopted

by Mr. Ferranti in his iVirtsuioiitli alternators, has not

here been followed, a return having been made to the

parallel-field type of his earlier machines, on account of

the higher frequency at Deptford. The armature coils,

G4 in number, are mounted in pairs on ebonite-insulated

spokes projecting from the rim of the flywheel. The
coils are thus carried between two circles of field-mag-

net coils, 64 of these latter coils being placed on one side

and an equal number on the other side, and all the field

coils being mounted upon the inside of a cast-iron circu-

lar frame. The armature complete weighs 35 tons, and
its extreme diameter is 22 feet; thediameter of the pitch

circle of the coils is 20 feet. The speed at all loads is

15(1 revolutions per minute: and as this involves a linear

velocity of lo.Soo feet per minute, it will be seen that

the centrifugal stresses against which the copper coils

have had to be designed are something enormous. The
armature coils are wound with hard drawn copper rib-

bon. }{ inch wide, upon a core of laminated brass insu-

lated with asbestos. The windings, both of the arma-
ture and of the field coils, are bare. The current den-

sity in the armature does not exceed 2,000 amperes per

square inch at full load, and in the field coils it does not

exceed half that figure. The field coils are wound on
solid cores of hammered scrap wrought-iron, the cores

being of circular section, five inches in diameter in the

main part, and fitted with a pole-piece shaped in a rec-

tangle with rounded ends, of nine inches diameter across

the circular ends. Over the pole face a nine-inch cir-

cular cap of insulating material is securely fixed, the

purpose of this being to prevent sparking from the ar-

mature to the field coils or cores. Some hard experi-

ence had to be gone through before the right sort of

material for these caps could be found, as it is no easy

matter to prevent sparking at 10,700 volts through a

mere yi inch or ^>.j- inch of material. Woodite was tried,

and while some caps of this material could stand over

20,000 volts, others broke down rapidly under normal
pressure. The present caps are of enameled micanite,

8^/f inch in thickness. Into the gaps between the rect-

angular pole-piece and the circular cap, gun-metal fill-

ing pieces have been bolted. The clearance between
any pole and the opposite pole on the other side of the

armature is, when the machine is running. 1% inch, and
this is composed of ^i inch for the armature, y^ inch for

the two insulating micanite caps, and ^l inch for each

air clearance between the armature and the pole caps.

So narrow an air gap necessitates that the armature
coils should be securely mounted, and that some means
of adjustment should be provided for bringing them into

exact center. These provisions are made in ihe follow-

ing manner: Each pair of armature coils is first held

in position in a frame and placed between two heavy
bronze castings, with a sheet of mica between each cast-

ing and the metal of the coils. The castings are then

hydrauUcally squeezed toward one another, so as to grip

the coils tightly, and while in this position the castings

are riveted together. The solidly built armature pair is

now mounted upon a pair of radial pillars or spokes pro-

jecting outward from the rim of the flywheel. These
pillars are arranged in pairs, side by side, and the

bronze holder of the armature coils is bolted between
the pillars in such a way that by the adjustment of a

locked nut on the end of each pillar the coils may be
shifted laterally and thereby be brought into exact cen-

ter. The nuts on the pillars are ebonite-insulated.

The rim of the flywheel which carries the armature
coils is in two parts, held together at the rim by two
steel rings shrunk over lugs or bosses on the inner side.

Each ring is 23 inches in diameter and five inches by
three inches in cross-section, and is of Siemens-Martin
forged steel. The rim is also held by eight double
spokes of rectangular section and eight mild steel tie

rods. These ties are of 5.'-^ inches diameter in the body,
and have six inch screws at their ends. At their inner

ends they are secured to a mild steel block shrunk on to

the armature spindle. This spindle is 18 inches in di-

ameter in the main portion, coned to 12 inches in the

bearings, and it is flange-coupled to the end of the en-

gine shaft. The bearings are each three feet long, and
are of the spherical pattern admired by Mr. Ferranti.

A collar on the shaft outside each bearing serves to pre-

vent end motion. AVe should mention that the frame of

the field magnets is in two separate portions, one on
each side of the armature, and that by means of an
electrically driven worm gear these two halves may be
drawn apart some 20 inches for cleaning or repairs.

Several electrical and mechanical conditions have had
to be complied with in the construction of this alternator.

The rim of the flywheel has been made strong enough to

hold itself together if it could be run up to speed without
any other support than its own material and the rings at

Its joints; its arms are strong enough to hold ihe wheel

parts of all three engines, so that ill' i
I .1

1 in\

one engine need not long stop the ,- 1
1

. o

can be run by themselves, the only i|i 1 r. 1..m : ih.ii nr

cessitated by the disconnection of the damaged engine or

the interchange of a broken crank section and a good
one. Each engine is built to develop goo indicated

horse power with steam at 140 pounds on the engine
side of the stop valve and running at 156 revolutions

per minute. The steam pressure at Deptford is often

180 pounds, so there is ample reserve of power, and it

is estimated that 2,000 indicated horse power will be
available from the three engines. The stroke is 2G
inches and the diameters of the high and low pressure
cylinders are 17!^ inches and 36 inches respectively,

The stream is distributed to the high-pressure cylinder

by piston valves and to the low-pressure cylinder by a D
slide valve, all these valves having the same travel and
being carried by the same valve rod and eccentric gear.

The weight of the valve gear is supported by the pres-

sure of live steam on a piston in a small cylinder on the

top of the valve chest, and in the down travel steam
acts on the top of this piston. Variation of cut-off in

both cylinders is effected by varying the travel of the

valves, which in turn is controlled by Joy's hydraulic
valve gear. The action of this expansion gear consists

in hydraulically shifting the position of the eccentric

with respect to the shaft, the throw of the eccentric be-

ing varied between zero or in center—when the cut-off

would be close to the commencement of the stroke—and
the full half travel, when the latest cut-off of about five-

eighths stroke would take place. The eccentric is con-
tinually pressed in centerwards by means of steel

springs, and outward by means of water pumped
through a one-inch hole passing through the crank
shaft. The hydraulic pressure, and therefore the posi-

tion of the eccentric, is regulated by means of a small
centrifugal governor.

Each engine is provided with a separate jet condenser
and air pump. The condensers are formed inside the

back cast-iron columns which support the engines; the

air pumps are situated at the bases of the columns. In-

side the condenser chamber the steam is in-drawn
from the top and meets the injection water, which is

sprayed upward from a nozzle at the bottom. Water
from the adjacent Thames is used for injection; this

water being carried into the condenser by the vacuum
and without an injection pump. The tank is filled by
the river every high tide and contains more than enough
water to condense all the steam used in the station be-

tween tides. The ejection from the air pumps is con-

veyed direct to the river, only a small portion being re-

turned to the reservoir at times when the water in the

latter is liable to freeze. Occasionally, however, the

particular engine set under consideration is run non-

condensing, when the pump rods are disconnected from
the beams.

Climax Boiler Oil Feeder.

The cut shows the device manufactured by Lovegrove

& Co,, 143 and 145 North Third street, Philadelphia, for

feeding Climax boiler oil into the boiler, drop by drop,

for the purpose of preventing scale formation. This

oil has an afllinity for the scale-producing matter held in

suspense in the feed-water, and, being injected into the

HL FEEDER.

water by the drop, as it becomes heated it separates into

innumerable atoms, preventing the particles of lime and

other impurities from cohering to each other, and also

prevents them from adhering to the tubes and shell of

the boiler. The feeder is attached to the feed pipe with

a three-quarter inch connection. The quantity of oil

to be used will depend upon the quality of the water and

amount of scale in the boiler. Experience has shown

that, under ordinary conditions, one quart may be used

to every 100 horse power per 10 hours' run. James W.

Dailey, 319 Bourse building. Philadelphia, is the sole

agent for this device.

Legal Rights of Repair Wagons.
Since the introduction of electric railways, the General

Term of the City Court of Brooklyn says, we often see

rapair wagons with clanging bells and drawn by horses

at full speed. But the court goes on to say that its atten-

tion has been called to no law which give? the repair

wagon of a railway company a right of way over any

other vehicle, or which authorizes the galloping of the

horses attached to it through the streets, or which per-

mits the clanging o( ilie lull as ;i warning that vehicles

or individuals shouM tiunoui II the railway compa-

if they are held liable by juries lur all damages which

result from their negligence, and from its willful viola-

tion. The law requires that everyone who uses the

streets shall do socarefuUy. The driver of a wagon used

by a railroad company, the court holds, in the case of

Northridge against Atlantic Avenue Railway company,

decided December 23, 1895, has the same rights as the

driver of a wagon used by an individual—no more and

no less. And the rule that a person driving on a track

of a street railway company is bound to look around oc-

casionally, and see if a car is approaching has no appli-

cation requiring him to watch for repair wagons.

New Bryant Key Socket.

The Bryant Electric company of Bridgeport, Conn,,

las recently added to its line of sockets a key socket

vhich is called No, 2 A. This socket, shown in the cut,

vith the company's No 2 and No, t sockets, makes a

ery complete line of sork'-t-, 'I'hc peculiar feature of

the No. 2 A socket consists of a change of shape of the

elliptical cam fastened to the key. This is made of

stamped brass and is secured by steel pins; it does not

form a part of the conductor, however, having but the

one function, that of making the contact. The socket

in all its parts is of good material and is well put together.

Thomas G. Grier and Edward R. Grier, the mana-

gers of the western office, Monadnock building, Chicago,

say that the sockets can be shipped the same day orders

are received.

The sleet storm of January 22d interfered to su

extent with the operation of Chicago electrical compani
but not to an extent comparable with the great storm

last November. The Chicago Telephone compan

Electricity in the Navy.

After a conference with the bureau chiefs.of the Navy
Department on January 22d, Secretary Herbert adopted

the recommendation of the Bureau of Ordnance to install

an electric turning gear in half the turrets of the

cruiser Brooklyn and operate the remainder by steam.

The speed with which the turret is turned is regulated

by the variation of the current. There is a switch at-

tachment by which the turret is stopped or reversed or

moved quickly or slowly, as the operator desires. The

chief objections to electrical turning gear for turrets are

liability to get out of order and weight, which is said to

be more than that of any other system. To offset these

disadvantages it is claimed that in the case of the

hydraulic motors used on the Maine and many other

ships in the navy, the pipes are liable to burst by the

freezing of the water in them. In Russia, many of

whose ships contain hydraulic machinery for operating

their turrets, steam pipes have been run alongside the

hydraulic pipes, and the water is thus kept from freez-

ing in them. Great Britain's battle ship Empress of

India has also been fitted with this arrangement of the

pipes. The Navy Department is considering the feasi-

bility of making some such provision for the ships of

our navy. The pneumatic system of turning turrets is

also operating successfully abroad, and is expected to

demonstrate its value when the monitor Terror's turrets

are tested. The Navy Department intends to make an

elaborate trial of the turning gear of this ship in order

to compare the results obtained from the pneumatic sys-

tem with those secured from other methods,

A bill has been introduced in the Uni-ted Stales
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Senate by Mr Hill to authorize the

electric cruiser, equipped with a system of electrical

motors and propellers, invented by Richard B. Puinton,

or the equipment of one of the present ships of the navy

with that system. No definite appropriation is named

in the bill. The inventor claims that a speed of 35

equipped _^__

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, January 27.—The stranding of the steam-

ship St. Paul of the American trans-Atlantic line on the

New Jersey coast at Long Branch has been the means

of revealing the telephone in a new field of usefulness,

and one which has excited great attention. The idea

was simple enough—establishing telephonic communica-

tion between the stranded vessel and the nearest tele-

phone line on the land, and thus with New York and

other points on the coast—but it was, nevertheless, a

happy and original thought, and was brought to a suc-

cessful realization in spite of the obvious difficulties. The

telephone line on the coast is that of the New York &
New Jersey Telephone company. On the beach con-

nection was made between the pole line and one end of

a cable 700 feet long furnished by the Safety Insulated

Wire company. This cable was attached to one of the

life-savers' lines going out to the ship, and, with consid-

erable difficulty, hauled on board. The cable was at-

tached to one of the mastheads, over a pulley block, so

that it would not snap with the motion of the ship, and

the conductors were led down the mast and connected

with an instrument in one of the officers' cabins. There-

after conversation was easily maintained with the ship

from Long Branch and also from New York and Phila-

delphia. An officer of the ship was especially detailed

to answer the telephone, and verbal orders were given

to the captain and ship's company from General Man-

ager C. A, Griscom of the American Line, in New
York, The improvised service proved very useful and

was in great demand This is believed to be the first

instance of uff-shore telephonic communication between

a stranded vessel and the mainland.

The experiments with electrically operated cars on

Brooklyn Bridge are now expected to take place the lat-

ter part of this week.

The annual report of the superintendent of public

works has been transmitted to the Legislature, and as

the subject of canal improvement is considered in this

document, it attrrcted unusual attention. Concerning

the application of electricity to the propulsion of canal

boats, Superintendent Aldridge says:

Early in the season of 1S95 application was made to

me to officially designate a part of the Erie canal for the

proposed test of the efficiency, economy and practica-

bility of the so-called "Lamb system" for improving the

present system of towage on the canals of this state.

The location selected was a piece of canal about ij-^.

miles in length at Tonawanda, N. Y. The purpose was
to select such a portion of canal as would embrace as

many practical obstacles to the success of such a plan of

the 26th day of October, 1S95, a test was made of

the electrical appliances previously erected and pre-

pared, in the presence of ex-Governor Roswell P.

Flower, the .superintendent of public works, the state

engineer and many prominent forwarders, boat-owners
and other interested citizens, the department of public
works being also represented by Charles R. Barnes, an
electrical expert of Rochester, N. Y.

After the conclusion of the public test, many exhaust-
ive private tests and experiments were made by Mr.
Barnes, the results of which are fully detailed in the
annexed report and tabular statements submitted by

'\\"- .n]i' Mnh[i.lint of public works is very sanguine
t!i.ii I- .. ,1 , iM.il boat propulsion is not only possi-

II' I ;.ii !;- 'ievices which have been already

I-' ; I -.".ill become a cheap and
1.1 :ind forwarders; and that

I V reduced and the speed

Mr. Barnes itpun, which was printed in the West -

1 i^N Electrician January i8th. is incorporated in Su-

perintendent Aldridge's report. Another matter that

will be of interest to electrical men is the following sug-

gestion in Mr. Aldridge's report:

It is also earnestly recommended that an act be passed
by the Legislature autliorizing the superintendent of

I'liblic works to conslrjjgj a system of telephone stations
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tne ime 01 tne canai. anu maKing an apprupriauuu lueie-

for. A system can be so arranged that there will be a

constant and automatic check upon each patrolman,

and all necessary information be instantly transmitted

to the section superintendent from any patrolman, lock-

tender or repair scow. All of this, while being of the

utmost importance, need not be enormously expensive.

Permission may be obtained from the companies oper-

ating telegraph lines under permits from the state, along

the lines of the various canals, to attach the necessary
3 be erected. For

les 01 me variuub uau;

to their poles already

the purpose ofpurpose of commencmg the mauguration of such a

;m, the appropriation of 550,000 is suggested.
W. F. O,

Washington, D. C.

W.\SHiNGT0N, January 24.—A bill to incorporate the

Columbia Telephone company has recently been intro-

duced by Mr. McMillan in the Senate. John D. Lang-

horne, Benjamin Butterworth, John A. Baker, Tall-

madge A. Lambert. T. Cushing Daniel,
J.

E. Keelyn.

W. G. Waggaman and Thomas Armat form the body

corporate, and desire the right to construct and main-

tain an underground electrical telephone system in

the District, with the necessary conduits and ducts

and mechanical and electrical devices and appliances

pertaining thereto. The bill states that it shall be un-

lawful for the company to charge at any time more

than S50 per annum for its service in any business

establishment and S30 for any residence in the city of

Washington.

The Washington & Great Falls Electric Railway com-

pany has transmitted to Congress its report for the year

ended December 31, 1895. The receipts for the year were

$77,090.83, as follows: From bonds, $75,600; passen-

gers, $1,237.93; tickets, S25o.5o;sale of lumber, $2.40

The expenditures amounted to $76,770.48. The number

of passengers carried from August 23d to the close of the

year was 27.045,

The progress of work on the boulevard electric

road between Washington and Baltimore justifies the ex-

pectation that parts of the line will be in operation by

the first of June, The middle section, 13 miles long.

form Loreley to EUicott City, will be put under construe-

The secretary of state has been appealed to by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company of

Pittsburg, Pa., to assist in the search for Alexander
J.

Boroday, an American electrician, who is said to have

been exiled to Siberia for alleged political offenses in

Russia over six years ago. Mr. Boroday left this coun-

try last March and was provided with passports by the

State Department. When last heard from he was at

Kiev, nis native place. In case it is found that Boroday

has been arrested in violation of the treaty between the

United States and Russia, a demand will be undoubtedly

made for his release. M.

New England News.
Boston, January 25,—A bill is pending in the Massa-

chusetts Legislature establishing a Board of Telephone

and Telegraph Commissioners. Three commissioners

and a clerk are proposed, the chairman to receive a

salary of $3,000, the other commissioners $2,500, and

the clerk $2,000. The expense of the board is to be as-

sessed on the telegraph and telephone companies, but

the commissioners are to be appointed by the governor.

All companies must make annual reports to the board,

which shall have general supervision oyer them, pass

upon complaints and regulate the price and character

of the service generally.

John W. Duxbury, a veteran in the telegraph busi-

ness in the East, died at his home in Lowell on January

13th. He was general manager of the central division

of the New England Telephone company, with head-

quarters in Lowell. For many years he was traffic

chief in the office of the Western Union Telegraph com-

pany in Boston. Mr. Duxbury was born in Dover,

N II
,

ill iS.]4, and was graduated from Bowdoin Col-

\' y HI I
ii^. He immediately entered the employment

;:,' Wrstcrn Union, and was in charge of the tele-

Kuii'li I'll ihe Union army at Chattanooga,

The advanced sheets of the report of Wire Com-

missioner Murphy, which is to be issued next month,

give some idea of the vast amount of work which his de-

partment has accomplished during 1895. Many thorough-

fares in the business section are now clear of overhead

wires and poles, making it a pleasure to pass through

them. The New England Telephone & Telegraph com-

pany has rcmovedsome 4,000,000 feet, including cables,

while the Boston Electric Light company is removing its

wires at the rate of 10 miles or more per day. The

February i. 1896

its wires from poles and most of them from buildings,

and the same can be said of the police and fire depart-

ments. The quantity of duct laid and cable drawn in

during 1895 by all users of electric wires has been tabu-

lated by Commissioner Murphy for his annual report, as

West End Street Railway company. . . 43,

c

Boston Electric Light company 300,(
Smaller companies 50.

c

Police Department 30,

c

Edison Electric Illuminating company. 35,

c

New England Telephone & Telegraph

Church-Green Electric Light & Power
company

Western Union Telegraph company. . .

Postal Telegraph-cable company
Boston District Messenger company . .

.

Miscellaneous

58,000

576.000
15,800

The amount of wire overhead in the 1S95 district, for

which underground accommodations were provided, was

in the neighborhood of 11,000,000 feet. The work

done from January i, 1895, to January 1, 1S96, in the

way of laying underground ducts for the accommodation

of wires, drawing in cable, etc., was considered extraor-

dinary, in view of the fact that it was carried on in the

congested part of the city. About 554,400 feet of pipe

was laid and 898,800 feet of cable drawn in. This left

about 1,000 feet of pipe laying and 131,200 feet of cable

drawing undone, the former consisting of some service

connections belonging principally to the Boston Elec-

tric Light company, and the latter being divided up be-

tween the Boston Electric Light company. 69.000 feet ;

Postal Telegraph-cable company, 10,000 feet; Western
Union Telegraph company, 4,000 feet; Church-Green

Electric Light & Power company. 5,000 feet; and
smaller companies (some nine in number), 43,200 feet.

The companies, however, have made such good progress

that, except as regards dead wires, the wire department

has not been compelled to remove any of their wires, as

required in case any remain overhead after January ist.

In the 1896 section are about 1.500 fixtures and outrig-

gers, and about 15,000,000 feet of overhead wire, mostly

over buildings. A large amount of this wire has been

removed already by the wire department and the own-

ers, and considerable of the underground work necessary

this year was anticipated during 1895. Such companies

as the Western Union Telegraph company, Postal Tele-

graph-cable company and the Boston Electric Light

company have completed work sufficient, with a little

additional labor in the way of connections, to enable

them to look after the wires in the section running down
to Hanover street that will claim attention this year.

This section contains about one-fourth of the entire ter-

ritory affected by the act of 1S94.

The gas and electric light commissioners issued an

order January 14th approving an issue by the Boston

Electric Light company of $200,000 mortgage bonds, 30

years, not exceeding five per cent., said bonds and the

proceeds to be applied in payment of the cost of addi-

tions and extensions of the company's plant made since

July I, 1895, "or which may be made subsequent to that

date." The report says; "From an examination and

appraisal of the company's property, it appears that the

fair structural value of the plant at the time of the ap-

plication of the company equaled the outstanding bonds

From the testimony and schedules submitted at the

hearing it appears that the proposed extensions and ad-

ditions are needed to meet the public demands, and will

require the amount stated in the petition," The com-

pany asked for $250,000, stock and bonds, $200,000 to

be applied to the cost of extensions and additions to the

company's plant subsequent to the date of the petition,

and $50,000 to funding a portion of the floating debt

then existing. The board is satisfied, however, that

the income of the company is ample to permit it to

adopt the policy of paying its debts rather than of fund-

ing them as a permanent burden. In view of all tlie

facts the board is able to approve of bonds to meet the

cost of new extensions, but not those intended for the

funding of the debt. C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNi-.\POLis, January 24.—The contract which the

City Council of Davenport, Iowa, offered to the People's

Light company, to include the establishment of a heat-

ing and gas plant, was refused, and the contract then

awarded to Walsh Bros, of Clinton, Iowa.

The city of Butte, Mont., will vote at the next elec-

tion on the establishment of a municipal electric plant.
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The city of Mankato. Minn., is taking bids for the

(jsLablislimcnt and operation of an electric light and

power plant, and an electric street car system with five

miles of line.

The receiver for the General Electric company of

Winona, Minn., has been ordered to put vestibules on

the street cars there. These are said to be the only

electric cars in Minnesota not vestibuled.

The people of Farmington. Minn,, are considering an

electric light plant. C.

PERSONAL.
r. the consulting eleLuther Slieringer. the

of the Atlanta exposition, which came to an end a

ago, spent Monday and Tuesday of this week in Chi-

cago. He was waVmly welcomed by many old friends.

President A. A. Ziegler of the Ziegler Electric com-
pany of Boston, Mass., has been confined to the house
for the past three weeks because of the burning of a

Christmas tree at his home. In throwing the tree out

of the house, Mr. Ziegler's hands were severely burned,

but the attending physician now says

lose the use of them. It was a narrov

President Pliny Jewell of the Jewell Belting company
of Hartford, Conn., and president of the Leather Belt-

ing Manufacturers' association, was in Chicago last

week as a delegate to the manufacturers' convention.

Mr. Jewell was pressed by leading delegates to accept

the office of president of the association, but his numer-
ous connections in business circles would not permit of

it, much to the regret of his friends. General Sales

Agent C. L. ToUes of the Jewell Belting company was
with Mr. Jewell at this meeting.

General Manager W. Boardman Tobey of the S. K. C.

Specialty company of Pittsfield, Mass., has resigned to

accept a flattering offer made by the Ecuador General

Electric company of Guayaquil, Ecuador, to take the

general management of its business. Mr. Tobey has
many acquaintances in the electrical trade who will wish
that only the best success attend his new business rela-

tions. That the concern to which Mr. Tobey goes has
secured one of the growing men of the business is at-

tested by past high positions he has held in several elec-

trical companies.

George Barnett, the president of the G. & H. Barnett
company, Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of the well-

known Black Diamond files, died at his home in Ger-
mantown, Philadelphia, on January 7th, after an illness

extending over a long period. Mr. Barnett was 63 years

of age; he was a native of England, but he learned his

trade as a filemaker as a boy in Philadelphia. With
his brother Henry he built up a very successful business,

and the concern now employs 500 hands and sends its

products all over this country and Canada and to many
European countries. For years Mr. Barnett had en-

joyed the reputation of being one of the best practical

thee ntry.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The electric light plant at Cardington, Ohio, a few

miles north of Delaware, burned to the ground recently.

A live coal fell on the floor, which was saturated with oil.

The loss is $9,000.

The electric light plant at Aberdeen, S. D,, has been
sold to J. S. Bartolomew of Grand Forks, owner of the

local gas plant as well. The facilities will be greatly im-

proved and additions made to the buildings. The con-
sideration was S6,ooo.

The Springfield Electric Light & Power company of

Springfield, Ohio, is rebuilding its station plant. New
Corliss engines and additional arc and incandescent
machinery is being placed at an expense of $25,000.

B. J. Arnold of Chicago is the consulting engineer.

The city of Columbus, Miss,, has decided to have the

streets lighted by electricity, and has accepted a propo-
sition of the Brush Electric Light company of Savannah,
Ga., to put in 40 arc lights and have them ready by
April ist, when the present contract with the gas com-
pany will expire.

Negotiations have been pending for several weeks be-

tween the Hartford Electric Light company (capital

$350,000) and the Hartford Light & Power company (cap-

ital $150,000), the two electric light companies of JHart-

ford, Conn., for consolidation. It is now stated that the

arrangements have been completed by which the

former company absorbs the latter.

The Edison Illuminating company of Detroit is pre-

paring to erect a plant on the east side of the city to take

care of the increasing commercial business in that sec-

tion of the city. President George Peck of the company
says that the plant will be very complete in every
respect. No site has yet been selected or plant prepared.
The plant, it is stated, will not be built, if at all, before

The controlling interest in the Syracuse, N. Y., Elec-
tric Light & Power company has been purchased by the

Boston bondholders of the company. The amount of

stock purchased from the Syracuse stockholders is said

o be about $400,000. The price paid for the stock is

rep(jrted to be 30. The negotiations were conducted by
George W, Davenport, acting for the Union Electric Se-

curity company and the Street Railway & Illuminating

company of Boston.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

Railwav .
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It is reported that the construction of the new electric

line from Watch Hill to Narragansett Pier, K. J., via

Point Judith, will begin during next month. The road

will be 39 miles long, and will follow the sea beach the

entire distance. It will open up for seashore purposes

one of the finest beaches between New York and Boston,

road made a profit of $197,000 on the transaction. The
electric company sold 9,850 shares at J20 per share to

the road. The Consolidated road also assumed a float-

ing debt of $70,000 and purchased a first mortgage of

$101,000, making the entire expenditure, in order to get

hold of the property, $368,000.

All probability of another strike of the motormen and
conductors of the Union Traction company is now be-

lieved to have ended. The directors of the company
ratified the recommendations that were submitted to

both the company and the employes by the citizens'

committee, and a committee of the employes called on

John Sparhawk, Jr., a member of the citizens' com-
mittee, and announced agreement with the terms pro-

Electric railroads are proving of great benefit to the

farmers in Maine. The trolley lines run out from the

large cities and towns to villages far removed from
munioation, and in several districts

making to run trolley milk trains.

steam railroad

arrangements
vegetable train

get their prod
posed 1

; that 1

quickly

; only wood.

The Title Guarantee & Trust company has been dis-

charged as receiver of the "West End Street Railway com-
pany of Rockford, 111., and the property has been turned

over to the new owner, the Rockford Traction company,
of which John Farson of Chicago is president. The
people of Rockford are much pleased to note the change in

management, as it is understood it is the intention of the

present owners to give the citizens the best street rail-

way service they have ever had.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the

Rochester Railway company the following named direc-

tors were elected; H. Sellers McKee, Horace Magee,

Richard 'W. Clay, Thomas Dewitt Cuyler, Benjamin
Graham, John N. Beckley, Frederick Cook, Marsenus
H. Briggs, George "W. Archer, Jacob Gerling, A. Erick-

son Perkins, E. M. Upton and F. P Allen. The direc-

tors unanimously re-elected these officers; President,

John N. Beckley; vice-president, Benjamin Graham;
secretary, Charles A. -Williams; treasurer, Frederick P.

Allen; general manager, F. O. Rusling; inspectors, C. A,

"Williams, A. Masters McDonnell.

TELEPHONE.
The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company has

perfected plans to extend its long-distance lines from

Fargo to Lisbon, N. D., and has secured the right of

A receiver has been appointed by the District Court

of Topeka, Kas,. for the Topeka Telephone & Electrical

company. The receivership was asked by the City Real

Estate 'Trust company on a claim of $11,000 with inter-

est from May i, 1895. Charles O. Knowles was ap-

pointed receiver by the district judge. The real estate

company is trustee for $15,000 worth of bonds issued by

the original company. Of these $5,000 were bought by
Edward A. Rozier of St. Louis, and afterward $5,ooo

more were sold to him, with the remaining $4,000 held

as collateral security. This makes the amount of the

bonds held by Rozier $11,000, for which the real estate

company is trustee. The step is regarded by the mem-
bers of the company as a friendly step to tide the com-

pany over until claims they say are unjust can be set-

tled. They regard it as the best thing for the creditors

and the company.

The Colorado Automatic Telephone company, located

at Colorado Springs, has just secured a franchise for

telephone purposes in that city. Six telephones are to

be furnished to the city and as many more at half rates

as may be required by the City Council. The company
has 30 days in which to accept the resolution and nine

months in which to complete the exchange. It will not

put wires in conduits until all companies are compelled

to do so by the City Council. The life of the resolution

is 20 years. The rates are to be S30 for residences and

$40 for places of business; long-distance metallic circuit

instruments being used in connection with automatic

exchange switches. The construction will commence
immediately. The completed exchange will start, it is

said, with about 500 subscribers, double the number now

using Bell instruments. Nearly that many three-year
contracts have already been secured. The company's
president, James F. Burns, and three of its directors
own a controlling interest in the famous Portland gold
mine, said to be the largest producing mining property
in all Cripple Creek.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Report of a curious accident comes from George Van-

derbill's Cdunlry place at Asheville, N. C. Henry Pon-
tet, 'an el' I 11 I' 1,111 '...),

I into the gasoline tank to make

I,
I ken out. Pontet's dead body

(i been in the tank several hours,
/.erland and leaves a widow.

nufacti

iploye

in the Westinghouse Electric &
y's factory at East Pittsburg last

5 between the company and a por-

er a cut in the punching depart-

ment amounting to trom 10 to 20 per cent. These em-
ployes are paid by the piece. The company claims that

the improved machinery introduced in this department
will enable the punchers to average the same pay as

heretofore. The management did not hold the positions

of the punchers open as in the winding department,
where girls are employed, but filled the places of a num-
ber of the strikers with new men.

A meeting of the supporters of the scheme to organ-
ize a technical club in Chicago was held in the rooms of

the Western Society of Engineers on January 24th. About

75 persons were present, and all the preliminary steps

were taken toward effecting the organization. The pur-
pose of the promoters of the idea is to create a club con-

stituted of engineers, architects, contractors and those

identified with the scientific branches of manufacturing.
The meeting was presided over by Captain Rob-
ert W. Hunt, and Hugh M. Wilson was elected .to

the office of secretary. Committees on organization and
location of quarters were appointed, the former consist-

ing of C. E. BiUin. J.
W. Cloud and George W. Led-

derle, and the latter of A. Sorge, Jr., H. F. J.
Porter

and J. F. Lewis.

A leading Boston financial journal of recent date says;

"We understand that the General Electric company
has been devoting attention of late to the matter of im-
proving its facilities for turning out work cheaply. Its

apparatus has become established to such an extent that

it is now less a question of how parts shall be made
than how they can be made to best advantage. Experts

have been examining different processes with the result

in many cases of simplifying methods materially. In

one case, a method by which machinery in use pro-

duced parts at the rate of only one in five or six minutes,

gave place to one by which they could be produced au-

tomatically at the rate of 100 a minute. This principle

applied to the various departments is expected to effect

quite a material saving in operating cost."

A movement is in progress for the establishment in

New Bedford, Mass., of a factory for the production of

electric dynamos, motors, switches and switchboards

,

rail bonds, and other street railway supplies. The com-
pany which is being formed is to have a capital stock of

$70,000, of which $50,000 has already been secured.

Among the subscribers to the stock are George R. Stet-

son, Rufus A. Soule, N. B. Kerr, Abbott P. Smith, Ro-
dolphus Beetle and Anthony L. Sylvia. Mr. Stetson

says that with a capital of from $60,000 to $70,000 the

business can be run successfully, and bring to New Bed-
ford an enterprise which inside of two years should em-
ploy 100 first-class mechanics. Charles S. Mendell, who
has for the last three years been connected with the

Union Street Railway company as electrician, will be
general manager of the new company. Mr. Mendell
has been engaged in the manufacture of electrical ap-

pliances for 13 years.

TRADE NEWS.
Alfred Moore of Philadelphia says that his business

has kept up its usual average, and that the works are at

present crowded with orders, but this seems to be the

general condition with Mr. Moore's business.

J. F. Chuse & Co., engine builders of Mattoon, 111.,

manage to keep busy. They are now erecting their ninth

engine for the St. Louis Brewing association and have

recently placed several others. Their engine has re-

cently been improved by a change in design.

The Electric Protection company of 1026 Filbert

street, Philadelphia, reports that the orders for the Ste-

vens flush switch have increased largely during the last

few weeks. Those who have had these switches in prac-

tical operation during the last year testify that they are,

as claimed, "moisture-proof," and the mechanical con-

struction has given no trouble.

C. E. Ainsworth, New York agent of the Jewell Belt-

ing company, has taken office room at 105 Havemeyer
building. He reports that bis sales for this company
were in 1895 double that of any previous year in his ter-

ritory, and that the present indications are for an even

larger increase in his business. The Jewell belts are

well known among the central station and power plants

throughout the country.

A. J.
Burns of Kansas City, welh known as an elec-

trical expert, has decided, after one year's test on dif-

ferent plants all over the state, to take the agency of the

Boudreaux dynamo brush for Kansas City and Missouri.

This is a new victory for the Boudreaux dynamo brush,

which has been re-christened by the engineers the
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principle brush,'•new pri

find it diflBcult to wrestle with the French i

MacCurdy & Smith of Indianapolis are doing a good

business in construction and supplies in that thriving

city. They have recently secured the contract for wir-

ing the fine building of the Natural Gas company, using

iron armored conduit and carefully complying with the

rules of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Many
old buildings in Indianapolis are being rewired in ac-

cordance with the requirements of the underwriters.

Barton L. Peck of 32 Clifford street, Detroit, is ex-

ploiting the Ebonite commutator dressing. This is a

solid lubricant which is being extensively used on com-

mutators supplied with both copper and carbon brushes.

When properly applied it is claimed to prevent sparking

and cutting. It may be safely used on dynamos gener-

ating high potentials, as no shock can be received

through it. It is made up of compounds free from acids

or other destructive substances.

The large sale of Medbery station switches indicates

that the trade appreciates high grade material. The
pony switch made by this company has already become
a standard article for the purpose. It is made with the

same regard for accuracy as that given to the larger

sizes; in fact, it is claimed that it is the only absolutely

reliable pony switch manufactured. The selling agent.

the Mason Electric Equipment company, Chicago, has

placed these switches with the leading supply houses,

which are selling large quantities.

Among recent shipments of its new alternating cur-

rent power motors the Emerson Electric Manufactur-

ing company of St. Louis reports two Yz horse power
and one i horse power machines to New York; one Yz

horse power to Buffalo and one Yz horse power to Mem-
phis. The company expects to be obliged to increase

its capacity in this line very shortly, as the demand for

this motor is from all parts of the country. One of the

most gratifying features is the confidence which the

trade seems to place in this new motor, merely because
it bears the name and guarantee of the Emerson com-
pany.

The manufacturers of the Packard lamp recently re-

ceived from one of their customers an interesting

souvenir in the shape of an old burned-out Packard
lamp, together with a valentine card on which was writ-

ten :
' 'This lamp has been in constant use for two years

and three months.'" Accompanying the valentine was a

congratulatory note from Mr. Hesser of the Cincinnati

Gas Light & Coke company. The Electric Appliance

company has had the souvenir on exhibition at 242
Madison street, Chicago, where it has attracted consid-

erable attention. A lamp which has burned over 19.000
itled than ordii

The Garlock Packing company of Palmyra, N. Y..

with branch offices in New Y6rk. Boston, Chicago, Phila-

delphia, Pittsburg, Omaha. St. Paul and Rome, Ga.,

reports that its business for the year 1895 was the most
prosperous in the history of the company. The sec-

tional ring, elastic ring, spiral and special water pack-
ings are not only holding their own, but are becoming
more popular year after year and are coming into gen-

eral favor with engineers of all sections of the country.

The new waterproof hydraulic packing is especiall}

adapted for high pressure pumps, hydraulic machines

and pumping stations. The company has recently

placed in the market a high pressure packing intended

for high pressure work on locomotive, stationary and
marine engines, which is designed and made to insure

BUSINESS.
The Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing company of

Hartford, Conn., has brought suit in the United States

Court against the Anchor Electric company for alleged

infringement of patent of the Hart snap switch.

The Whittingham Electric Car Heating company of

Baltimore reports recent sales to a number of roads.

The general superintendent of the Ithaca, N. Y.. road
considers the Whittingham heater the best on the

A. O. Schoonmaker. 1 58 William street, New York,

is now prepared to furnish mica disks and washers
stamped out of India or amber mica. Those desiring

any form of mica will do well to write to Mr. Schoon-
maker for information.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing company of Wind-
sor, Conn., reports the largest force of hands since it

has been in business. A large amount of work is on
hand for future delivery. This will keep several de-

partments at work overtime in order to fill orders
promptly.

General Manager M. M. Whipple, of the American
Machine & Tool company of Boston, Mass., reports

that the results of the year 1S95 in his business far ex-

ceeded the anticipations. The outlook is for an increase

and the company hopes to extend its business to many
points in the West and South.

General Manager J. O. Davis, of Davis & Son of

Hartford, Conn., who manufacture the original Berry-
man heater, reports that the business for the past year
has been a large one for them, and much in excess of

1894, with prospects of still greater extension this year.

The productions of this firm are to be found in many
of the leading electric power stations of the country,
and the Berryman heater is recognized as having but
few equals.

The western office of the Bryant Electric company
(Thomas G. Grier and Edward R. Grier managers) is

notifying the trade that the genuine K. W. cut-outs are
packed in individual boxes with the Bryant Electric
company's name on every box, and can be obtained
from all dealers when specified. This company is de-
veloping some new and advanced specialties for high-
tension work. W. C. Bryant, the general manager, in

his earlier days was the electrician and superintendent
for a central station, and he fully appreciates the value
of keeping up to date on all devices. The new produc-
tions of his company will without doubt be of merit.

Reviewing the trade situation of 1895 and the present
outlook, the Chicago Belting company writes: "We are
having an extremely active trade and our increase in

business of '95 over 94 was more than double. We have
an order now under way for the largest leather belt, to

our knowledge, in the world. We had a double hydraulic
belt press built, which has just been completed, to ac-

commodate this belt, and this, with other improved
machinery placed in the factory, places us in position to

handle orders of any magnitude. The belt referred to
will be 84 inches wide, three-ply heavy leather, approxi-

mately 160 feet in length, and will weigh when com-
pleted over i^ tons."

Western Manager F. E. Donohoe of the American
Electrical Works was in attendance at the Northwestern
electrical convention during the entire time the meeting
lasted. Mr. Donohoe kept his company in close touch
with the Northwestern delegation and added many
friends to his already long list. It will be recollected

that Mr. Donohoe came West a year or so ago to estab-

lish this company's western department. He opened
a handsome store at 241 Madison street, Chicago. ?nd
the company's policy of keeping a large stock in the

western metropolis has already reverted decidedly to

its interests. Mr. Donohoe's policy is, "good goods on
the spot at fair prices," and last but not least immediate
shipments. With these strong cards in its favor the

western department has been remarkably successful

and has borne out the %visdom of the company's policy.

At the annual meeting of the Perkins Electric Switch
Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn., the usual
handsome dividend was declared, and much satisfaction

was expressed at the large increase shown in the busi-

ness for the year. General Manager J. J. Gates and
Secretary F. W. Davis resigned their positions with the

company. The business will be continued with C. G.
Perkins as president and Edward W. Hooker as secre-

tary. Mr. Hooker is well known in Hartford through
his connection with the Broad-brook Manufacturing
company, and enjoys a large acquaintance among the

leading business men of Connecticut. The selling

department will be in charge of C. I. Hills, with head-
quarters in New York. The Chicago, Philadelphia and" ~ "*'

3ntinue as previously, and will be
ith the main office, insuring the

prompt delivery of goods as heretofore.

The spring manufacturing business of the house of

Wallace Barnes of Bristol, Conn., was established by
the late Wallace Barnes in 1857, and is now conducted
by the administrator of his estate, C. F. Barnes, who
has been identified with the house for the last 15 years,

assuming the continuance of the conduct of its business
at the period of its founder's decease. March, 1893.
The plant covers an area of 100 by 150 feet, including a
three-story building, hardening shops, die house, etc.

The machinery equipment is of the latest improved pat-

terns, and includes many expensive automatic machines
for special electrical and bicycle work. Here a force of

50 skilled and experienced hands is provided with con-
stant employment. The range of productions embraces
springs made of brass or steel, from the very minute
spiral to large coiled motor springs. This house is one
of the largest and most responsible of its type in the

country, and its trade constitutes an important feature

of the commercial and manufacturii
Bristol.
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ission at Niagara.

L'he po dev

nd the iL-laiionsof the

and future for

Niagara Falls

lel, announced

that of

progressing bey

luipcfu! persons who have predicted a
}

ilir Niagara locality. Only recently th

lower company, which owns the big tui

.ts intention to enlarge its wheel-pit and central power

station to make room for seven more 5,000 horse power

turbines and generators. Bids for the work have been

received and the active steps of the extension will soon

be taken. Another project of great

the Niagara Falls Hydraulic

Power & Manufacturing com-

pany, which is actively engaged

in erecting a power house in the

gorge at the water's edge to in

crease the supply of power. This

latest power house at Niagara is

to receive its water supply from

the hydraulic canal. A sketch

showing the general features of

the project is presented in Fig 3

The hydraulic canal is the old

est power project at the Falls

It is an open waterway which

diverts a portion of the water of

the upper river from its natural

channel and conducts it to a

basin situated a short distance

(300 feet) back from the" high

bank of the lower "river, from

which basin it is conducted by

Humes to the penstocks of the

turbines of the mills now operated

there. For the last few years the

owner of this canal, the Niagara

Falls Hydraulic Power & Manu
facturing company, has been e\

pending a large amount of money

in widening its possession in or

supply and thus increase the

power facilities. The work of

enlarging the canal is now prac

tically completed, and the com

pany has prepared plans and

commenced work on what is des

tined to be a power house and

plant of considerable magnitude

This new power house is to be

located on the sloping bank at

the edge of the water in the river

below the falls. It was necessar}

to clear the site of the broken

rock and bowlders which had laid

undisturbed for centuries in or

der to prepare for the construe

tion of the building. In some

places this mass was from 75 to

100 feet deep and represented the

droppings from the high cliff for

ages. The removal of this debriswas

the forebay penstocks of flange steel, eight feet in diam-

eter, will conduct the water down the slope, a distance

of 210 feet, to the power house at the edge of the water

in the lower river, These penstocks will lead from the

forebay vertically about 135 feet to the top of the bank

slope, thence down this slope to the side of the power

station next to the bank, thus making the total length of

the eight-foot pipe about 240 feet. Pipes 10 feet in di-

ameter will run horizontally into the building and be

suspended over the tail-race leading from the station.

The thickness of the steel in these pipes will be fifteen-

sixteenths of an inch. AH horizontal joints will be butt-

the tail-race. The turbines wil

ital shafts of the double discharge

fitted with runners 74 inches in

ity bn etal.

;quipped with balanced gates. They will be so designed

hat the wheel runners are absolutely balanced by the

;qual discharge of water on each side, thus avoiding the

ise of end-thrusts on the shafts. They will be set in

;ases 11 feet in diameter, made of the best heavy plate

teel and double riveted. The feeder pipe connections

IS will be on the bottoms of the same,

tly to the five-foot hydraulic cylinder

valves, all of which valves will

be connected to the main feeder

pipe, which will be 10 feet in

diameter, and occupy space un-

these

eted dii

betM the-

ELECTRIC POWER :

: the 2of ; zed

. the East. This

; the gold mines in the

a powerful stream of

emoved a substantial

for the first time in the locality, if]

machine is very extensively used i

West for excavating by means of

water. When the debris was all

stratum of Medina sandstone was found, and on this the

new power house will be erected. A view showing the

progress of the construction work is given in Fig. 2.

The building will be of stone, 60 feet long and 100

feet wide, -but ultimately, as demand for power makes it

necessary, the length of the building will be extended.

For this plant water will be carried in an open canal

from the basin before referred to, to a forebay 30 feet

wide and 22 feet deep, which is now in process of con-

struction between the edge of the high bank and the ba-

sin, A view of this canal is presented in Fig. i. From

strapped and held with three rows of rivets on each side.

The cross seams will be all double riveted. The total

pressure on the end of the pipe will exceed 1,000,000

pounds, thus making strong work in all parts necessary.

At the start four turbine wheels of the hori'zontal

type, having a capacity of about 7,000 horse power, will

be located on the first floor of the station. Each tur-

bine will be fed by a separate penstock and work under

a head of 210 feet, which is said to be the highest head

under which water has ever been used in the quantity

proposed in this new Niagara plant. It is for this rea-

son, to counteract the effect of the enormous pressure,

that every detail of the penstocks and water wheels

has been designed with the greatest care. From the

horizontal portion of the penstock the water will pass

up through 60-inch valves on to the outer wheels, which

will be supported upon iron beams stiffened by braces

foundation walls. Down each

side of the main feeder pipe

draft-tubes from the turbines

will pass, connecting with the

tail water, which will be set at a

distance of 27 feet from the center

of the turbine shaft. These
shafts will be of the very best

quality hammered wrought-iron

carried in adjustable ring oiling

bearings and mounted on heavy

James Leffel & Co. of Spring-

field, O., will build the four ini-

tial wheels for this station. Three

of them are guaranteed to develop

1,700 horse power under a head

of 205 feet, which is the mini-

mum head estimated as obtaina-

ble, and to run at a speed of 250

revolutions per minute. As the

ordinary head used will be from

210 to 215 feet, the power from

these wheels, it is expected, will

power each. These three wheels

will be connected to six electrical

generators, two to each wheel,

the power product to be used by

the Pittsburg Reduction com-

pany, manufacturer of alumi-

num, in a new factory to be built

on the top of the high bank, to

which point the electric energy

will be transmitted. The fourth

wheel will be connected to two

560 kilowatt generators and will

make 300 revolutions a minute.

By this means a 500 volt current

for street railway or general

power purposes will be obtained.

W. C. Johnson, chief engineer of

the company, is in charge of the

Close beside the Canal com-

works the Cliff Paper company is building

a new power house in which it will generate elec-

tricity for use in its paper mill. This paper company

has a pulp mill at the water's edge in the gorge and its

paper mill on the top of the high bluff, and thus se-

cures a double service from the water. This double

use of water was quite an innovation, and has brought

discredit upon the saying that "the mill will never

grind with the water that is passed." Now, how-

ever, this progressive company is about to take another

step to practice economy, and will adopt electricity to

succeed steam to run its paper machines. When this

proposed electrical plant is installed it will supplant

three steam engines of over 200 horse power. Prepara-

tory to the adoption of the electric current, this company

will build a stone power house, 20 by 30 feet in size, close

to the pulp mill- The penstock leading to the pulp mill

pany^
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will be tapped and a portion of the water diverted to run

a 250 horse power turbine, to which will be attached two

125 horse power generators. The head of water on

this turbine will be 125 feet. Up in the paper mill two

lof : ched

to each of the paper machines, and besides two motors

of five horse power each will furnish power for the small

machinery about the mill.

The capacity of the Niagara Falls Paper company's

plant on the lands of the Niagara Falls Power company

is to be doubled. The paper company was the initial user

of tunnel power, and this enlargement is significant of

its estimation of it. At present the mill is using about

15,000 cords of wood a year, and when the enlargement

is made it will use about 40,000 cords. The increase

calls for about 3,000 additional horse power, and a con-

tract for it will be made with the Niagara Falls Power

company within a few days This additional power is

practically covered by the company's option on e.\tra

power, fl will be recalled that this company has its

own wheel-pit. which is connected to the main tunnel by

a lateral tunnel. The turbines used are made by K. D
Wood & Co. of Philadelphia, and the necessary new

wheels will be made by the same firm. They are of the

inverted pattern with vertical shaft and each has a ca-

pacity of I, TOO horse power. The capacity of the present

wheel-pit is 8, 000 horse power, which will still leave

some to spare after the new turbines are placed. This

company's pulp mill has a capacity of 40 tons a day, and

another mill of the same capacity will be built. Still

another new building will be used as a sulphite mill of

30 tons a day capacity. Another new building will be

devoted to an additional steam plant, the capacity of the

new boilers to be 750 horse power. In preparation for

this extra work and product the company has purchased

a large tract of spruce wood in Michigan and new ves-

sels are to be put on to bring this wood to the mill.

Most of the new machinery has been ordered, and work

on the buildings will s

Milwaukee Street Railway Sold.

A Milwaukee press dispatch states that on January

29th William Nelson Cromwell of New York bought the

property of the Milwaukee Street Railway company for

55,000,000. He made the bid on behalf of C. W. Wet-

more, Arnold Marcus and himself of New York and

Frank G Bigelow. Charles Pfister and B. K. Miller, Jr.,

of Milwaukee. Mr. Cromwell's bid was the only one

made, and Frank M. Hoyt, the special master in chan-

cery, announced him as the purchaser of the road. Mr.

veil 1

road for the faithful performance of his part of the con-

tract. B. K. Miller, Jr., said that he and the other

purchasers of the road comprise a bondholders' com-

mittee, and that a reorganization will be at once per-

fected under the name of the Milwaukee Electric Rail-

way & Light company, with a capital stock of SS, 000,-

000, of which $4,500,000 shall be preferred stock and

$3,500,000 common slock The sale included all the

property of the Milwaukee Street Railway company,

comprising its real estate and buildings, tracks, power

plants, franchises and privileges, r.ggo shares of stock

in the Badger Illuminating company. 2,400 shares in the

Whitefish Bay Railway company (the old Hinsey com-

pany) and 3.000 shares in the West Side Street Railway

company. The sale was under foreclosure proceedings

on two consolidated mortgages for Sio.ooo.ooo and

Si. 265. 000, dated December 27. 1890, and September
14.1S93. respectively, upon which there was due a

little over 59,340,000.

Storage Batteries on the Manhattan
Elevated.

The Sun of New York, in its issue of February 2d,

makes this announcement: j"The Electric Storage Bat-

tery company of Philadelphia has obtained permission

of the executive committee of the Manhattan Railway

company to make an experimental lest of its motors on

the branch of the elevated railroad from Third avenue to

the Thirty-fourtli street ferry. This fact has given rise

to rumors, which were circulated in Wall street yester-

ilay for stock-jobbing purposes, of a deal between the

General IClcctric, the Storage Battery, and the Manhat-
tan Railway companies."

The West End Street Railway company of Boston
has just placed an order with the General Electric com-
pany tor four i.aookilowatl generators and one 1,500 kilo-
watt generator, making a total of O.300 kilowatts^in five
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The 220-volt Lamp Question.

Bv W. N. Stewart.

When the writer, at the convention of the North-

western Electrical association held in St. Paul some
18 months ago, prophesied that 220-volt lamps

would soon come into general use in this country, he met

with the usual fate of prophets. When he further bid

upon plants, both central station and isolated, calculated

for the use of such lamps, he met with nothing but scorn

and abuse from his competitors. \nA it is probable that

even to-day a large number of usually well informed elec-

tricians would most heartily condemn and disparage any

such revolutionary departure from recognized practice.

And yet in a recent number of the Western Elec-

TRici.xN we find arepoit from the distinguished Prof.

Kennedy, in which he recommends the municipality of

Edinburgh to replace their no-volt lamps with those of

230. The big St. Pancras station in London uses noth-

ing else, while all over England they are coming into

When, in this country, I first tried to get the lamp-

makers to produce a practical high-voltage lamp, I met

with scant encouragement. To-day fairly good lamps are

made by most makers and excellent ones by others,

while the standard of efficiency is being raised from the

original four or more watts per candle to the European
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proach of danger, while sockets spark less with high

than with low voltage lamps. Some of the 10 ampere
branch blocks on the market should not be used, even

for no volts, but outside of these there is no trouble.

With good workmanship, a 220-volt system is safer than

any other, and bad workmanship is going out of favor.

There is another surprising piece of information con-

nected with 220-volt lamps, which to my knowledge has

not become public property; that is. that these lamps

last longer and blacken less than the common style. The
life of most of these lamps averages 1.500 hours or over,

while the blackening is almost negligible. The reason for

this phenomenon will readily suggest itself to the expert.

The 220-volt lamp has come to stay, and it will play a

large part in the central station and isolated work of the

future. The writer is quite satisfied to bear up patiently

under the bad language of some of his electrical friends,

in the hope that, as even the vilest sinner may return,

they may in time come to appreciate the merits of an

article which marks an epoch in the history of the art.

Burying the Wires in Baltimore.
The annual report of U. S. Hill. Jr.. engineer of the

Electrical Subway Commission of Baltimore, contains

interesting figures: Of the work completed. 129,224

feet, or 24.K miles, of conduits is built, and contain

366. 38S feet of electrical ducts: 90.49S feet of the con-

at the water s I

standard of three and one-tenth. In the eighteen

months since the respected members of the Northwestern

association considered me a fit subject tor a commission
de hiiialico iijgiiirciiclo, myself and my esteemed

competitors have established in the Northwest over

othf

and most engmeers in this section now specify the sys-

tem exclusively. Many large plants are also in use or

under construction east of Chicago.

It now seems to be pretty well established that tor

village work a two-wire, 220-volt system comes pretty

near to the ideal, .\ single compound wound, self-regu-

lating dynamo lights streets and houses with arc and in-

candescent lamps, as desired, and if this dynamo is a

slow-speed, direct-connected machine, as it ought to be,

the engineer has what is known in common speech as a

"soft snap." Using a common negative wire for both

duits are laid beneath cobblestone pavement: 33,460
feet under Belgian blocks. 24. 2S6 under asphalt blocks.

2,838 under sheet asphalt. The average cost per mile

has been $3,050.99. While S200.000 was appropriated

tor the work, nearly Si. 000 more than that has been ex-

pended. Engineer Hill recommends strongly in his re-

port that all the wires in the city, be placed under-
ground. He has made an estimate of the cost for a gen-
eral subway system and believes the work can be done
for Si. 467. 000. His idea is to require, through legisla-

tion, all companies having wires to place them in the

city's conduits and pay to the corporation an annual ren-

tal for the use of the subway. By this plan he thinks

the rents will soon pay the cost of constructing the sys-

street and comn
tial on every lamp, regardless of changes of load t

commercial circuit—a condition of things which cannot
be had if distinct circuits are used from a single machine,
while, as only three wires are used, the simplicity of the

Careful experiments lasting over many months show
that the danger from fire is less with 220-voU lamps than

with any other. The danger in any incandescent .system

is not from vollage but from current. The small fuses

used on s20-volt systems give way at the slightest pp-

No Motor Like
.nving infornKiiiM;, ;, _..», .,

"^"'''
' '

, .,1 constructed
'!i'""- -" .Mi:,...,:;,

, „ia,-,tthesame
!""', ''';,'''ii.^ I .1 ;.„";.'. :r^^.:, ^.'^ no jerking. It
nas iH-en cxamuii'il by pr,5rlical electricians and pro-
nounced good. The patent attorneys say that no motor
like it has been patented and this application for a
patent will be granted,"
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Water Supply of Niagara.

Hy OiiKlN K. DiiNi.Ai',

iiual report tn the

of the Slat.

the United States and Grcai l:n

there is nothing to prevent ihr si,

provinceof Ontario from drawm^

the upper Niagara as to inaki-

disappear." This oilicial prute

commissioners will bu found ii

power development, but it doe:

will be supported by public senti

to this time eight companies hav

power rights. This includes both sides of the

However, these eight companies are not diverting

for power, nor are they likely to. because cap:

not with them. The three companies to be

sidered seriously in the Niagara power d<

are the Niagara Falls Power company, the Niagara Falls

Hydraulic Power A Manufacturing company and the Ca-

nadian Niagara Power company. The first two'are New
York state incorporations, while the latter is a Canadian

concern and will divert water from the river on the

Canadian side, at the Horseshoe or Canadian Fall.

These three companies have ample capital back of

them to perfect their projects, but as the Reservation

<rsr,^;,li.i„ say; "If

Ml n luxe 1,1 interfere,

mI x, w Vcirk and the

II si> much waterfrom

cataract practically

is evidence that the

opposition to further

not follow that they

3nt in their stand. Up
secured franchises for

Niagara river must and docs depend largely on the lake

level. Other causes have a tendency to vary the (low of

the river, even while the same volume of water is present

in Lake Erie. The most potent of these is the direc-

tion and intensity of the wind and its effect on the lake

level at the intake of the Niagara river. Still another

cause is the presence of ice at the head of the river. He
recites that in March, i8,)8, these two causes combined

were sufficient to practically stop all water from flowing

over the American F'all, and to give even the famous

Horseshoe Fall but a semblnnrp nf its nrdinary appear-

ance. "These are mighty \ari.-iiiMn,, .,n , M r 1 iL-rschel.

"and comppred to any that air lil.-.K ,wi i,. i.i> (iroduced

chel

States Lake Survey as shuwiiif; lli.ii ,, ,inliii,,M ami

usual flow ot the river has bt-cn (,.1111,1. bl KailK"m lllc

river near Black Kock, to be 265,000 cu Ac feet per sec-

ond. Of this he estimates the grant to the Niagara

Falls Power company will take, in time ij,333 feet per

second, or five per cent, of the flow of the r iver; the wheels

of the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power \ Manufacturing

company, and of its tenants, require i 650 cubic feet

per second, or about five-eighths of one percent, of the

river's flow; while leases of the same c mpany will re-

quire 1,132 cubic feet per second, or se\

'ith the New York state pos-

mst be considered as

hey are supposed to

FIG. 3. ELECTRK

Commissioners have to d

session, only two of the c

relating in any way to th

guard. These compani

and the plants of both are now in operation. Be-

cause the commission makes the statement, it does not

follow that it is accurate. In fact there is evidence from

high authority that the Falls of Niagara are in little dan-

ger from the results of power development. This au-

thority is no less than tt;e eminent hydraulic engineeer.

Clemens Herschel, who has recently written a very able

paper on the subject which contains much that is of im-

portance to the electrical and engineering worlds at this

time. In this paper Mr. Herschel refers to the anxiety

of the Reservation Commissioners, and he expresses the

belief that they should have considered the question one

of quantity or measurements before passing judgment.

He cites the fact that the grant to the Niagara Falls

Power company is ' 'no more water than shall be sufficient

to produce 200,000 effective horse power." He then

ventures the off-hand assertion that this, when consirued,

is likely to be taken as meaning a grant in the vicinity of

13.333 cubic feet per second, or about five per cent, of

the flow of the river. With good judgment he recog-

nizes that the discharge of the river varies greatly from

day to day, from season to season and from year to year.

He calls attention to the fact that the level of all the great

lakes varies two feet a year and six feet during a period

of years. Thus, he points out, the discharge of the

one per cent, of the river's flow. In order tc

effect the withdrawal of these quantities of

be likely to have on the

;the

antities of water would

Herschel truthfully as-

sumes that the American Fall, at an ordinary stage of the

river, consists of-a.sheet of Vater four feet thick flowing

over a broad dam goo feet long. Such dam would discharge

22,259 cubic feet per second, or about one-twelfth of the

flow of the whole river. It is supposed the remaining

242,741 cubic feet per second flows over the Horseshoe

Fall, 1.500 feet long, at a depth of 14 feet. Mr. Herschel

then finds that for every 5,000 cubic feet of water per

second diverted from the river, the American Fall would

lose five-eighths of an inch in thickness, out of its four

feet of thickness, while the Horseshoe Fall would lose

2^ inches out of its 14 feet. Thus, by the time the

Niagara Falls Power company shall have grown from its

present possible use of iS.ooo horse power to the full

capacity of its tunnel, or to 100,000 horse power, and

from that to the construction of another tunnel of the

same capacity, the sheet of water passing at ordinary

times over the American Fall will have dwindled from

4.00 feet down to 3-87 feet, and that of the sheet of

water passing over the Horseshoe Fall from 14,00 feet to

13.54 feet. Should the Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power

& Manufacturing company receive a like grant from the

state and in time come to use it all, the two companies

taken together would then cause the American

have a depth of 3.74 feet instead of 4.00 feet, as

nary times, and the Horseshoe Fall a depth of

Fall

13.08 feet, instead of 14 feet. Mr. Herschel then cites

the fact that the consumption of water for domestic uses

in rapidly growing cities increases at the rate of 40 or 50

per cent, in 10 years. At the larger rate of increase the

present use of less than 30.000 horse power at Niagara

Falls would grow into a use of 400,000 horse power by

about igfto. Thus an unrestricted growth of manufac-

turing at Niagara Falls would only have reduced the flow

of the Niagara river in i960 from 265,000 cubic feet per

second down to 238,334 cubic feet per second, and the

depth of the water as mentioned, which would be no ap-

Central Station Economies.'
By Lei.ani) L. Summeus.

lot difficult to find points to criticize in the design

FIG. I. CENTR.\L STATION ECONOMIES.

sometimes to say just what changes are economical in a
station already in existence. It is the dollars and cents
account that appeals to one under these circumstances.
and not what class of machinery is used, or what the ef-

ficiency is. In the design of a new station the dollars

and cents may depend entirely upon the efficiency, and
usually do. But with an older station we are not at lib-

erty to discard engines already in position for those of a
more economical pattern, nor are we allowed to shift the
plant around without regard to expense, as the station
may already be handicapped with a bonded indebtedness
which will not permit of further favors in this direction.
The question is; How can the station which is not deriv-
ing a proper income from its service be improved with-
out the expenditure of an amount which would be pro-
hibitory?

Mr. Buckley, in his paper, has touched upon many of
these features, and I shall only attempt to supplement
some of the points he has brought out by giving results

of actual efforts in this direction. I have chosen to illus-

trate some of these remarks with tests taken from a small
country station. In considering the value of fuels as
steam producers we practically need only deal with the
subject of coal. But the variation in price and the wide
difference in results obtained from the various coals upon

great differ-

coals we will ordinarily find

the

ical analysis of the

practically the same constituents, but a difierence in the

amounts which are contained in the fuel. Furthermore
we find that there are two different analyses ordinarily

made, one being known as the ultimate and the other as

the proximate. The proximate analysis is ordinarily the

one made, as it does not need the apparatus required
for the ultimate analysis, and enables an idea to be formed
of the constituents of the fuel. The proximate analysis

usually determines the amount of carbon, volatile mat-
ter, sulphur, ash and moisture there is in the fuel. It

will be noticed that volatile matter is considered as a
whole rather than the constituent parts of which it is

composed. The calorific value or heat-producing power
of the coal is dependent upon the chemical constituents,

but the chemical analysis is only an approximate way of

ascertaining the heating value of the fuel. With an ulti-

mate analysis in which the volatile matter is separated

and the amount of hydrogen, hydro-carbons, etc., ascer-

tained, it is possible to figure out with a fair degree of

Addn
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accuracy the heat contained in the coal. With a proxi-

mate analysis the calculations of the heating value of the

coal are more or less approximate. Under these cir-

cumstances it has been the practice to determine the

heating value of the coal by measuring its heat producing
power directly, and not by calculating it.

As you are all aware, the heating value of the fuel is

ordinarily expressed in British thermal units, a British

thermal unit being the amount of heat required to raise

one pound of-water i° Fah. AVhile there is a slight differ-

ence in the amount of heat required to raise a pound of

water one degree at different ranges of temperature be-

tween 32 and 2 1 2 degrees, this difference is so small that

it is practically neglected, so that throughout the range
from 32 to 212 degrees it is considered that one thermal

unit will raise one pound of the water one degree in

temperature As the value of the fuel is to be expressed

in British thermal units, evidently one of the simplest

quantity of fuel with a given weight of water, and
measure the rise of temperature of water as the fuel

is consumed. There are many refinements necessary

in making this test, such as preventing radiation, insur-

ing complete combustion, etc, but we need not con-

sider these, as it will unnecessarily complicate the

elementary presentation of it.

If we have a vessel (Fig. i) and place loo pounds of

water in it and submerge in this a second vessel of very
thin metal containing say, one pound of coal, and supply
this coal with oxygen and thcroughly consume it, we
would find that a given amount of heat would be ra-

diated from the coal receptacle to the surrounding water.

Suppose this rise in temperature was found to be 150
degrees. We would then consider that inasmuch as 100

pounds of water had been raised 150 degrees, there was
iooXi5o°^i5.ooo British thermal units.

fEsT^ WoR-i-HiEii3,TD« Pu^5ra6 ^iOilllL::

„.-jNDJjjNnE,.&^iffi£R:as!r£ai-3i:'^:!..

units to generate the pound of steam from the pound of

water. So that it has become standard practice in order

that boilers may be compared, to consider the feed water
as supplied at 212° and the steam generated at 212°. or

in other words, from and at 212°; that is, as requiring

966 heat units to evaporate one pound of water. Under
these circumstances it will be seen that with coal having

a heating value of 15,000 heat units, if all this could be
utilized the number of pounds of water evaporated from
and at 212° would be H-iru**' °^ ^5-4 pounds of water per

pound of coal. But under the conditions of actual evapo-

ration there would only be obtained YiW. O"" ^2.6

pounds of water per pound of coal-

This, it will be remembered, would be obtained if the

boiler were perfect, and there were no losses due toradi

ation. or to the heat wasted in the stack in order that a

draught may be created. If in actual practice there was
obtained an evaporation of eight pounds of water per
pound of coal, using the same kind of coal, we would
see at once that our boiler was xl-o- '^^ ^^ per cent, effi-

ciency, and, when calculated as from and at 212°, the

evaporation would be 15. 4X-66=io pounds.
In applying these considerations practically, the effi-

ciency of the boiler will depend, first, upon its design,

and, second, upon its setting, neither one of which can
ordinarily be changed, so that we can only improve the

conditions by perhaps changing the quality of the coal,

or by insuring a more perfect combustion of the fuel.

It is evident that if a better grade of coal is used, or a
coal that possesses a greater number of heat units, more
power can be obtained from the boiler with a given con-

sumption of fuel.

Whether it is economy to consume the better grade
of coal will depend largely upon the location of the plant
and the freight rates, so let us confine ourselves to the

subject of the combustion of the fuel. When coal is

/
it.^.

It will be seen by this method of testing that it will

not require any cheinical analysis of the coal proper to

determine its heating value, and with a properly con-
structed instrument for this determination, various
coals may be compared and their heating values directly
obtained.

.^fter ascertaining the actual heating value in the fuel,

the question arises how much of this is available for power
purposes under the ordinary conditions of steam genera-
tion. In order to generate steam it is necessary first to

raise the temperature of the water to 212''. then to add a
certain amount of heat in order that the water may expand
into steam, and if we wish steam at a higher temperature
than 212°, or a higher pressure than the atmosphere,
we must add another amount of heat to raise it to the
required pressure. Suppose then we start with water
at \^2°. 'l"o raise one pouud of water to 212° il will re-

first thrown upon the fire it absorbs heat from the fire,

and the first effect is to drive off the moisture and the
volatile products. If the furnace temperature is suffi-

ciently high these products may be ignited and con-
sumed, and their heat may be utilized in generating
steam. If, however, in throwing in the coal the tem-
perature of the fire has been lowered by the coal ab-
sorbing the heat, and also by the inrush of air through
the fire doors, it may not be possible to have the vola-
tile products ignited when they are driven off, and they
thus escape to the chimney unconsumed. In this way
it leaves only the fixed portion of the fuel to produce
the heat. Under these circumstances it is evidently
best to maintain the furnace at as high a temperature as
possible, and for this purpose to admit only the required

perature of the furnace will be lowered, and some of
the heat will be wasted which escapes to the chimney.
In order to govern the amount of air an even fire is

maintained upon the grates, so that no portion of the
grate will be left uncovered and allow the air to rush
through the fire For this purpose the b.acli end of the
rnlr i-, ,,rfr,i Inwpvrrl, n^ in Fi,; . •;„ that the bacli
[M,l ,.| ll„. Inn,:,,,. !,,, ,, .|,..|,,|. ],.„„; bed of fuel
"'-" Il""' !: I'l-, I- ,,,.„n, a sufficient
;,:'"! -! ,,ii I-- III, ...•, Ill, . ..II i|.|i. ih,. fuel, the fire

in the

I the percentage of the

the fact that the eastern
fixed combustible and less volatile

combustible, they gii

possible in the ordii

volatile products.

Under these circun

coals which may co
British thermal units

British thermal units

itain about the same 1

giving widely different

coal running, say, abc

and a western coal only from five to eight pounds.
After the consideration of firing coal so as to consume

ilas thoroughly as possible, it might be well to consider
what proportion of the coal is wasted through the
grates. That is, as to whether the grates are properly
designed for the particular fuel being used. Often the
coal is not weighed and still less frequently the ash. If

the coal were to be weighed, and from the same run
the ash is weighed, dividing the weight of the ash by
the weight of the coal would give the percentage thrown
away as ash. This might possibly contain some small
particles of fuel, and in order to determine what per-
centage is actually contained, suppose a chemical analy-
sis of the fuel were made, which would show the ash
remaining from the coal when the combustion had been
perfect. Under these circumstances considerable dif-

ference might be found, as in a test recently made I

found there was 25 per cent, of refuse, while a chemical
analysis showed there was 13 per cent, of ash. Under
these circumstances 12 per cent, of the coal was being

the
1

that
they were better adapted t,

material saving. One of the most difficult features to

judge of is the condition of the fire under the boiler and
whether the firing is being done at a proper rate, for it

is evident that this may make considerable difference in
the results obtained. In making an evaporation test, for
instance, it is very essential that the fire at the begin-
ning and at the end of the trial should be about the
same and that a uniform rate be preserved throughout,
otherwise the results would be affected, and it is prob-
ably due as much to this feature of firing as to any other
that very often a test conducted for evaporation shows
much better results than are ordinarily obtained. In
considering a method of checking up the rate of firing,

I came across one proposed by John Lundie, a well-
known civil engineer of Chicago, for making a graph-
ical representation of the rate of firing. Mr. Lundie, in
testing a large pumping plant, had occasion to pay par-
ticular attention to the rate of firing, and designed the
following method for keeping a record of it. illustrated
in Fig. 3. If we represent by the vertical distances or or-
dinates the energy supplied, for instance, in horse power
hours, or foot-pounds of energy, and by the horizontal
distances or abscissa the time, the load will be repre-
sented by a diagonal line, for if at one hour's time a cer-
tain number of horse power hours have been expanded,
at two hours' time twice that number will have been ex-
panded, etc.. so that a line drawn through these values
will make the diagonal line here shown. It is evident
that as this load is perfectly constant on the station the
rate of firing can be maintained perfectly constant. If
a given amount of coal is weighed out for use under
each boiler, and if the time is taken at which each shov-
elful is fired, we will be able to tell by the average for
each shovelful how much coal was fired and the time it

was fired, or. in other words, we have a record of the
rate of firing. As we have already represented the
time by horizontal distances, in measuring the power
we can use the same scale and then represent the
pounds of coal used by the vertical scale or ordinates.
and we can plot the rate at which the coal was fired
along the same diagonal line as the load. If the firing
is properly done it is evident that the amount of coal used
should correspond with the power line throughout; that
is, for the same time along the horizontal line the pounds
of coal used and the energy developed should bear the
same relation. In other words, these lines should agree
with each other. If the coal was fired throughout as it

was in the beginning, as shown in Fig. 3. it would seem
that this would have burned the coal at a rate alto-
gether out of proportion to the load, so that it was not
until about half an hour after the start that the pn
rate of firing was inaugurated.
of coal. then, will enable us to trace the line of firing,

which should agree with our load line, and if the firing
is being done too rapidly, it will show when the results
are plotted. I will now plot the results of firing under a
variable load (Fig. 4.). but it may be well to construct
the complete diagram and illustrate with actual figures
what may be taken as a typical small country station
under actual operating conditions. This will show the

proper
velfuls
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load.

fairly sn. As,!,,-

the only vaiinlion

able voltage as lln

sent thisasanuthe
to about 21 horse power. This line we will call No. 3.

At six o'clock the incandescent load upon this station, as
shown by a wattmeter, is equivalent to about 70 horse
power, and at seven o'clock the load remains at 70 horse
power, increasing slightly at eight o'clock, but gradu-
ally falling off until i a. m.; plotting the results in the
form of a curve, we will call this No. 4. By actual
nieasuremeut of the transformer losses we can draw a
constant liiic iilmvc the arc load line, and this we will

call Nil 3 1
1

will Ik- seen that at practically i a, m.
the iiH aiiilrsci'iii loinl line comes down to the trans-
forniLT luss line, showing that at this hour no incandes-
cent lights are in service, so that no income is being de-
rived from the incandescent service. Under these
circumstances the distance between lines 2 and 3
represents the area we are deriving revenue from, the
balance of the load being a dead load upon the station.

Transferring the line representing the transformer
losses, so that these losses may be added to the station
losses, we will represent this by a dotted line which we
will call No. 6. We see that the distance from line o—
we will call the axis o—the losses from o to line No. 6
then are dead losses upon the station which no income
is being derived from, while the lines above No. 6 will

represent the load we are deriving a revenue from after
deducting the transformer losses. When one contem-
plates this large dead load upon the station, it is readily
apparent why there should be such a discrepancy be-
tween the figures given for the cost of producing elec-

trical energy in different stations and under various
conditions. It is readily apparent that even with the
same engines, the same boilers, or in fact the same ma-
chinery throughout, the load line or the methods of
operating, either one, may affect the conditions in such a
-way as to entirely preclude the possibility of comparing
them directly.

Now in regard to the economy of the amount of fuel

consumed under the variable load and the results of con-
sidering the rate of firing upon the same general plan
which Mr. Lundie pursued in the tests we previously out-
lined, a record of the firing may be drawn in, and it looks
about like No. 7, Fig. 4. In examining this we find that

upon the whole the firing line corresponds very well with
the load line, but that at different points the rate of fir-

ing was greatly altered. From 7 to about 7:20 the firing

was altogether too rapid, as it will be seen. This line

would run off at an angle. We will mark this point .4.

From 7 130 to 8 the firing line corresponded very well with
the load line. We will mark this B. From these figures

it is apparent that we can tell about what the rate of

firing should be and how well it agrees with the load line.

In addition to considering the losses due to station man-
agement such as firing, we might consider whether it is

possible to diminish any of these fixed losses from which
we are deriving no revenue. It is evident that by chang-
ing the station design or the size of the units, we might
diminish these. At the light load period the station we
were considering furnished 15 horse power to line, and
almost 10 of this was lost in transformers. Inasmuch as

23 horse power was a fixed station loss, it is evident that

33 horse power was wasted in supplying five to the con-
sumers, and that while the engine could very easily pro-
duce a horse power hour on say five pounds of coal, it is

evident that it actually required 5X38^190 pounds of

coal to supply the five horse power, or in other words
there was 38 pounds of'coal used per horse power hour
supplied to the consumer. It is also evident that the station

fixed losses are far greater than the transformer losses

on the line. In one plant in which we were endeavoring
to diminish the fixed station losses, we considered the ad-
visability of using a storage battery and a direct current
motor to drive a small alternating current generator dur-
ing the periods of light load. It was figured that the ex-

citer for the large alternator might be larger than the
ordinary size, and in addition to supplying the current
for the alternator fields could charge a storage battery.

During the period of average load, in which the large al-

ternator would be perhaps carrying a half load, the ex-

exciting dynamo would charge the storage batteries and
toward the latter part of the evening, when the incan-
descent load was very light, the engine and large alter-

nator could be shut down and the exciter run as a motor
from the storage battery, directly connecting the motor
to an alternator of sufficient size to carry the load, which
would be very small. In this case there would be many
questions to be carefully weighed. The interest and de-
preciation on the storage batteries, the loss of energy
due to charging them and the extra loss due to driving
the larger exciter would have to be compared with the
saving made by decreasing the station losses. This prob-
lem would be a particular one for each station, so that

no general conditions can be discussed. Furthermore
we have assumed that our machinery is already in position
and that no money is available for extensive alterations.

The next source of loss, then, would be the transformers.
Mr. Buckley has given some figures obtained from sta-

tions in which he has replaced the small transformers
with larger ones, and from his results it would seem that

about 58 or 59 watts were required for each light burn-
ing. Of course, in figuring out the watts from the ampere

the consumL-rs' huusrs and
at the fuse blocks. In thi

turned on from the station ;

the losses could be made.
with a direct reading wa ,

former capacity of each circuit and figured
loss per lamp capacity. These "

"*

Circuit, Watts,

1 800

made found in the ordii :ary

vhich, however, die

azardous than tho

electrial plants,

If we assume that the average load on the consumer's
premises is about one-third the transformer capacity,
the watts lost per lamp for the average load would be

very closely with the results gi

These tests, as stated, were made with
that they would be more correct than an approxi

Electrical Trades Association.

A new organization for the protection of electrical

traders has made its appearance in Philadelphia. It is

known as the Electrical Trades Association of Phila-

delphia, and a charter has been applied for. Any man-
ufacturer or wholesale dealer in electrical supplies may
become a member, and the principal object is mutual

protection in the matter of extending credits. The by-

laws contain these provisions:

It shall be the duty of members of this association to

refuse credit to, and to sell for cash before delivery only,

all parties who shall be reported as delinquents by the

tion made with the station instruments. By replacing
the 10 and 15 light transformers by larger ones and
grouping the service as much as possible onto larger
transformers, these losses have since been materially
reduced.
One other factor might be considered which is apt to

prove a source of loss and one which perhaps does not
receive the attention it merits. It is well known that
there is a pronounced tendency in some of the arc lights

upon the market to change their adjustment slightly and
gradually lengthen the arc. If 45 volts produce a satis-

factory arc any increase over this will represent a loss.

A voltmeter in the station, if properly calibrated, ought
to show the increasing tendency of lamps toward a
longer arc, and proper steps might at once be taken to

correct this. A portable voltmeter can readily be carried
around and a lamp lowered and its voltage taken very
easily. So that this source of loss is not difficult to

guard against or to correct. But suppose the lamps in-

stead of taking 45 to 47 volts, are taking 53 to 55 volts.

It is evident that these eight volts per lamp would rep-
resent a loss of about 15 per cent, of the total power sup-
plied, and it may be added that it is not unusual to find

from eight to 15 per cent, of energy wasted in this way
among the smaller plants where the lamps are not brought
into the station for cleaning or repairs until absolute fail-

In conclusion, I might say a word in explanation of

Mr. Terry's remarks, which seemed to meet with some
criticism. Mr. Terry said that the station operating
expenses might average only 50 per cent, of the cost of

light to the consumer. In other words, a kilowatt hour
selling for 15 cents might be produced at the station

for eight cents; furthermore, that for a large number of
stations 25 percent, of the capital was a fair estimate of

the gross income. In other words, a station having a
capital stock of $50,000 might have an income of $12,500
and the operating expenses might be $6,250. That
would leave $6,250, or 12^ per cent, upon the capital

stock. It is evident that without considering the ques-
of depreciation, independent of repairs, or the

provide a very

; and decide the

STATION ECONOMIES.

be referred by the creditor mt
committee, who shall hear the t

case on its merits, and their decision as to the justice or
otherwise of the claim as far as it may apply to the com-
plaining member shall be final. Their decision shall
not be construed as interfering with the right of the
member to sue the disputant should he so desire.

The list of officers is as follows: President, C. E.
Trump, of Novelty Electric company; vice-president.

C. M. Wilkins, of Partrick& Carter company; treasurer,

P. Logan Bockius, of F. H. Stewart & Co.; secretary,

Richard Cadbury, 733 and 735 Drexel building, Phila-

delphia; executive committee. C. E. Trump, chairman.

C. M. Wilkins, A. Bournonville of A. F. Moore, H.
G. Kepler of Walker & Kepler. H. C. Roberts of

Vallee Bros. & Co.

and c

from New England.
New York Su?/.]

:ic street cars in Danbury have
:o protect their faces from cold

Wha

aking fund items, this does i

light be called a "motorman's pose" has been
developed by the trolley cars, according to observations
made at a ball given by the trolley motormen in Wor-
cester, Mass., last week. It is alleged that while rest-
ing between the dances every motorman stood on one
foot. When running a car the motorman must stand on
one foot and have the other free to pound the gong, the
gong being pounded incessantly, as any Brooklynite
will testify. Thus a necessity of work has developed
into a habit at all times. This is a subject for the con-
sideration of the evolutionist.

The New Orleans Traction company reports a great
increase in net earnings. The figures are: 1894, $355,-
943; 1895, S583.076; increase, $227,133, or 62 percent.
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country and they will use every means at hand to hasten

the completion of enterprises which they believe will

assist them in developing the fields of mercantile activity

and commercial manufactures. They have for some

time been trying to imitate the electrical devices which

American and European companies have introduced, but

they have not as yet attained a position that would make

them dangerous rivals in this particular field. But they

are persistent and progressive, and American manufac-

turers of electrical apparatus would do well to take ad-

vantage of present conditions and reap the benefit of

the market of to-day. In ten years Japan may be in posi-

tion to build its own electrical machinery and sup-

plies In the meantime America should do the bulk of

the busmess with the mikado's subjects.
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How long is Dr. Henry S. Carhart to continue in the

company of his present Chicago associates? This is a

question that many persons are asking nowadays,

Milwaukee street railway and electric lighting inter-

ests have been purchased by a syndicate of New York

and Milwaukee capitalists. They announce that the

property will be managed upon business principles and

that many improvements will be made. In this they

will receive the support and encouragement of the peo-

ple of Milwaukee, and they will be carefully watched by

the street railway interests of the country. There is no

doubt that the Milwaukee enterprise has been a great

disappointment, and the effect has not been lessened by

the knowledge that the failure of the enterprise was due

almost entirely to poor management. It is to be hoped

that under the new owners the company will redeem

itself, but to do this more than formal reorganization

will be necessary, A complete change will he required

before the confidence of the electric railway

the country will be regained.

Japan may become a manufacturing rival to American

and European countries. Just now there is little reason

to become alarmed, but it is certain that the Japanese

are actuated by a desire to promote the interests of their

Buffalo to ha\e

sa) ofiSciall; th apport

plimentary to the civic pride

5 board of railroad commissior

:own is not big er

more than one street railway company. Yet that is what

the commissioners did when they extended their protec-

tion to the present company and refused to countenance

competition The decision of the commissioners denying

the application of the Buffalo Traction company to build a

new line of street railways does not seem to be approved

b> the people The ground of the refusal is that the

cit} alread) has railway facilities enough. Those who
fa\ ored the new company say that if the city has the

facilities the existing monoply certainly refuses to ex-

tend them to the public. Much dissatisfaction with the

management is expressed by patrons of the old company,

and it is believed lively competition might persuade

the existing company to mend its ways. It is the gen-

eral belief that the commission has stretched its author-

it} to the utmost in refusing to let a new company lend

an improving hand. The commission has subjected

itself to the imputation that it is influenced by existing

corporations against the public interest. This is not

the first time that the commission has come to the

rescue of companies with large political and financial in-

fluence when hard pressed.

That the proper lighting of streets has an important

bearing upon the commercial and social progress of a

city or village is clearly shown by the statistics pre-

sented by Mr. DeLand in his paper before the North-

western Electrical association. While it may be true

that there is a tendency on the part of young men born

and raised in small towns to leave them for the greater

attractions offered in large cities, it is also proven that

the villages that have displayed a progressive spirit dur-

ing the last 10 years have not only held their own in

the matter of population, but they have attracted out-

siders and brought in new industries, besides maintain-

ing their normal growth. In many cases this improve-

ment can be traced directly to the introduction of elec-

tric lighting into these towns. When care is taken to

properly light the streets it is generally found that they

are well paved and well kept. Then, too, the residents

are found to be more progressive than their neighbors

in villages that have dimly lighted streets. Their places

of business are more inviting, their homes are more at-

tractive, and there is an air of prosperity, comfort and

culture pervading such a community that invariably at-

tracts a most desirable class of homeseekers. It is

well to consider these different aspects and impress

their importance upon the men intrusted with the

welfare of the town. Electric lighting companies in

small communities cannot have too many favorable argu-

ments on this subject to present for the consideration of

local authorities.

;been ars since there has been an elec-

consequence in the city of Newtrical exhibUic

York, and it may be said that there has never been an ex-

hibition of an electrical nature in the metropolis that

fittingly illustrated the condition of the art at the present

time. When the Lenox exhibition was held it attracted

great throngs, yet it could not be called a representative

collection nor was it conducted upon a scale commensu-

rate with the importance of the industry. The principal

novelty was the use of incnndesccnt lamps in decorative

lighting, and in this particul.u- ih.- cvliil.iiion was certainly

all that could be desired. I'lu 1 \m r mI li^ht proved a

great advertiscmi-nt for iiK.tiiiirsrciu <lcctric lighting,

and <

tht: V. !

.

itss in several lines which have

sint< I' ' Hut New York has never seen a

firsi-d.i ..i> 111' il li>u such as can be given to-day, and

it is safe to say thai the people of that benighted city will

open their eyes in astonishment when they behold the

wonders that will be placed before them at the exhibition

to be held next May in connection with the meeting of

the National Electric Light association. The promoters

of the project say that they are receiving much en-

couragement from electrical manufacturers in all parts

of the country and that they can confidently predict that

the electrical exposition will be the biggest and best show

of the kind ever attempted. We earnestly hope that

these expectations will be realized and that the people of

New York will show appreciation of these efforts by

liberally patronizing the exhibition.

Compulsory arbitration as a general rule does not ap-

peal to the American spirit of independence and individ-

ual enterprise, but there are special cases where the

general public is much more interested than the em-
ployer or the employes, and in many of these contro-

versies the rights of the community seem to have been

utterly disregarded. For such cases, it is contended, the

only practical means of reaching a fair settlement is

through the agency of some tribunal established by law

for the purpose of adjusting the points under dispute.

In its annual report just issued the New York State

Board of Mediation and Arbitration renews its recom-

mendation that railway companies, in the event of

threatened strikes or lockouts, be compelled to submit

the differences between them and their employes to

arbitration. The board is careful to provide that the

recommendation be limited in its application to corpora-

tions engaged in public service and not extended to

private employers. It is argued that railway corpora-

tions are creatures of the state, receiving from it special

privileges, and in consideration thereof assuming special

obligations. It is not unreasonable to ask in return for

the and efficie

Qfort and

strikes, it is contended, the greatest

people who are put to inconvenien(

loss of time by reason of the suspension of their accus-

tomed transit facilities. Compulsory arbitration is sug-

gested as the best protection against these evils, and it is

believed that it would work to the advantage of railway

companies and their employes as well as the general

public. It is evident that the recommendation of the

board has created a much more favorable impression

this year than it did when first presented, and this may
be attributed to the fact that the great street railway

strikes have prepared the way for such a measure.

Vigorous opposition to the further extension of the

numerous power transmission schemes at Niagara Falls

may be expected henceforth from the commissioners of

the New York State Reservation at Niagara Falls. In

their annual report, just submitted to the Legislature,

the commissioners say: "If the United States and Great

Britain refuse to interpose, there is nothing to prevent

the state of New York and the province of Ontario from

drawing off so much water from the upper Niagara as to

make the cataract practically disappear." If this state-

ment of the case should prove fair and accurate, there is

no doubt that further concessions to power companies

would be denied and possibly those already granted

might be revoked, but the reports of eminent hydraulic

engineers who have carefully examined the problem in-

dicate that the commissioners are unduly alarmed. Mr.

Herschel's paper, which is cited in an article on this sub-

ject printed on another page, would indicate that there

is absolutely no cause for alarm. The data upon which

he bases his calculations is taken from no less an au-

thority that the official government report of the Lake
Survey. Assuming that the companies already operat-

ing at the Falls would utilize all the power which their

franchises entitle them to, Mr. Herschel presents figures

going to show that there would be no material reduction

in the flow of the river. If this be true, it effectually

disposes of the commissioners" protest. It would cer-

tainly be unjust at this time to impede the progress

of industrial development at Niagara Falls without bet-

ter grounds than the apprehension expressed in the re-

port and the belief that the beauty of the natural scen-

ery was threatened by the development of these power
projects. The investment represented in these enter-

prises is of too great magnitude to be lightly regarded.

Capital was interested in this work only after assurance

had been given that the privileges oblained were secure

to the companies to which they were granted. It is not

believed that the Legislature will take any action that

will jeopard existing enterprises, for while there is a

strong sentiment throughout the slate in favor of pre-

serving the natural advantages of the Niagara reserva-

tion, there is also a sense of justice that will not permit

the commissioners to sacrifice great financial interests

without good cause, and it is not believed that the courts

would sustain them in such a policy.
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Development of Artificial Illumination.'
By W. M. Stine.

Idrcn of the sun. and

thi!

kindled by the friction- between pieces of wood rubbed
briskly together. We next find that the primitive man
noticed that a greasy stick burned better than the com-
mon wood. This gave rise to a vessel filled with animal
oil and containing a porous wick. The collections of an-
tiquities in the museums show that the ancients paid
great attention to artificial lighting, as evidenced by the
great number and varieties of their lamps. Many of

-Ihesewere crude and made of common baked clay; others
-were elaborately decorated and artistically designed.
They were all constructed on the simplest principles. A
vessel to contain the oil with an opening for a wick is

.about as simple a device for lighting as a pine splint.

The oils employed were of various kinds—those extracted
from animal fats and olive and almond oils. These were
often scented with fragrant gums. But the ancients
ne\er rose to the dignity of mechanical contrivances,
even so simple as those employed in the kerosene lamps
of to-day. The only mechanical feature of their lamps
was the wick. Oil of itself never burns; the wick in

by capillarity, feeds it to

;ties that the heat may va-
porize it. In this sense gas has been burned for light

from the earliest times. Whether oils or solids, such as
wood, are burned for light, the flame is always gaseous.
"The candle was doubtless an accidental discovery due to

ihe fat solidifying about the wick in the containing ve5-
sel after the light had been put out.

In quite modern times the lamp underwent a slight

'improvement; the vessel was closed and the wick
brought out through a tube, but the chimney was rarely
used. A little later on we find the "fluid" lamps in use.

This fluid was commonly a mixture of alcohol and tur-

pentine, but was so explosive that many serious acci-

dents caused it to fall into disuse. Immediately follow-
ing this was the advent of petroleum or rock oil- The
first use of petroleum was not for illumination but as a
panacea for about all the human ills. It is singular that

i)Oth electricity and coal oil should have at first received
attention for their healing powers, and been the means
in the hands of unscrupulous quacks for the perpetra-
tion of fraud. It looks as if the human race was more

ything else, and needed medicine rather
than
Only in the

eived serious

facil

stigat . Wher
rtificial lighting re-

it was realized that

gases, it was only
le to drive off these

se. Here we mark

all flames v
natural that attempts shoul
gases by heat and store th

the rise of the gas industry
We may now ask, What (

of light? A purely gaseous flame is scarcely luminous.
To become a light-giver it must contain some solid or a
mass of particles highly heated. In general a flame is

a mass of burning gas yielding an intense heat, con-
taining incidentally finely divided carbon which is

heated to incandescence by the flame. Incandescence
may be termed a form of molecular vibration, since it is

only these ultimate little particles which can give rise

to it. When the carbon molecules are highly heated
they vibrate with such rapidity as to give rise to light
waves. But the instructive part is that when so vibrat-
ing they do not move with one particular rapidity, but
yield thousands of wave speeds. A very minute frac-
tion of these lies within the range of visible waves, the
greater part being too slow to aSect the eye, and so are
merely heat waves. In the serious study of our subject
it may be remembered that visible heat rays have a
frequency between the limits 400 to 800 billions per
second. We speak more of carbon in this connection
because it gives rise to a greater range of visible rays
than any other form of matter. Common experience
settled upon this long before science could offer an ex-
planation for it. In point of fact about all artificial

illumination has so far been effected by employing
heated carbon derived from one source or another.
We may now inquire into the actual efficiency of dif-

ferent methods for illumination. Probably in no other
instance has a greater waste of energy occurred. We
have literally burned up whole present and antediluvian
forests to get a little light. It matters not what form of
lighting we consider, the story is the same. We can
base our estimates only on very general ratios. In order
to obtain one cent's worth of light it is necessary to burn
from S2 to S5 worth of coal oil. What becomes of the
great waste? It is spent in heating the air and sur-
rounding objects. Were the eye as susceptible to the
flame energy as the hand it would be destroyed by an
attempt to see. About the same story maj- be told of
the candle and the animal oil lamps. From the stand-
point of economy no more absurd procedure can be
imagined than the use of a flame for its light-producing
qualities. From the standpoint of necessity the race
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has been compelled to do this or remain in darkness.
Illuminating gas is even more wasteful as a light source
than oils and fats. On (he same basis one cent's worth
of light is obtained only by burning from S3 to S() and in

some cases even Sio worth of gas. It needs no further
argument to show that gas is more suitable for fuel than
light.

The question may be asked, What is the gain in elec-

obtaiM'.i:. :,.,:. ...u carbon. The veriest savage
obtains ..:, :l. .:m. sfmrcu. So far as the means
for rciul'iiii (li-^.iihMi incandescent, electricity is the
only rational and scientilic method yet employed. Based
on the percentage of total energy in the light source to

that absorbed in directly producing light, the arc lamp
is by far the best illuminant, In ordinary practice it

converts about 15 per cent, of the energy expended upon
it into light. The light energy of the incandescent lamp
is usually considered about five per cent, of the total

energy absorbed by it. In ordinary plant practice only
about four per cent, of the total coal energy is de-
livered to the lamps. Reducing the light energy to a
coal ratio, the arc lamp shows a light-producing efficiency

of about six-tenths per cent.; the incandescent lamp of

two-fifths per cent. This means that one cent's worth of
light is obtained in the arc lamp for an expenditure of

about Si. 50 for coal; in the incandescent lamp for $5
for coal. For the utilization of the total energy the in-

candescent lamp is less efficient than the candle or the
oil flame. Summing up the various iUuminants and
representing the energy necessary to produce one candle
power in the gas jet by 100, the oil flame requires about
45; the incandescent lamp, three; the arc lamp, one.
This has reference only to the energy consumed in the
light source.

The most interesting aspect of our subject is to antici-

pate what may be gained in the future. The present
wasteful and unsatisfactory conditions cannot obtain
for many years longer. It is half the battle to know
what to fight. We know pretty clearly what constitutes
light—that it consists of transverse vibrations in the
ether of certain rapidities. Further, it is known that
electricity sets up in the ether movements that are
similar to light waves, but these are as yet too slow. It

only remains to devise the connecting link to make light

mechanically possible. When an alternating or pulsat-
ing current passes over the wires its concentric lines of
force swing in and out in time with its fluctuations.

An ordinary alternator produces pulsations of a fre-

quency of 120 to 260 per second. To produce light

mechanically it would require a rapidity of pulsation of

400 to Soo millions of millions per second. The swift-

est alternators are then two billion times too slow. Let
us imagine that an ideal alternator could be speeded up
to the required pulsations per second. The dynamo,
wires, connections and lamps would become luminous,
we would need no lamps at all. But it is doubtful if

this would really occur. A line of force is but the ether
in rotation, like a smoke ring. Whether these could
drag the surrounding ether so as to set up true light

waves is still an unsettled question. It might still be
necessary to interpose some form of molecular disturb-
ance to serve as the connecting link. Some rapid strides
have been taken toward the accomplisment of what
may be called the electrician's dream. We have gone
as humble students to Nature's school and studied the
processes and efficiencies of her man-'elous lights. Be-
fore man ever dreamed of electricity the electric eel

was electrocuting its prey in a truly modern fashion.

The firefly and glowworm have for countless ages been
emitting their lights. Only since we have come to

realize that our light is accompanied by such enormous

of light have not been consumed by their brilliant

efforts. In these insects and worms we find illumina-

tion with an almost ideal efficiency; we have in them an
example of cold light.

ary 30, 1896.
5 Chicago Academy <

Hamacek's Current Rectifier.

An American inventor, Adolph Haraacek of Sturgeon

Bay, Wis., claims to have invented a device similar to

the PoUak current rectifier now in use in Germany and

described and illustrated in the Western Electrician

of November 16, 1S95, and January 18, 1S96. In sup-

port of his claim Mr. Hamacek produces correspond-

ence dated August 5, 1S93, in which his invention and

its application are thus alluded to:

In the case of alternating currents, where direct cur-
rent is needed, I employ a synchronous motor for driv-

ing a pair of commutators whose segment? correspond
in number with the alternations of current and thus
commulate it into direct current in the external circuit

for commercial purposes, and return it back to its source
again as alternating current through the same device.

Another application assures self-regulation for any out-

put of current to the full capacity of the generators,

and is thus described by the inventor: I employ a com-
pound wound constant potential direct current gener-

ator and apply my commutating device for converting
the output into alternating current, and then distribute

it by means of the transformer system. Thus we have
a system which is adapted for long-distance lighting and
is entirely self-regulating from one ampere to any ca-

pacity. It is also applicable with trolley circuits, or

current employed for commercial lighting from street

car lines. I employ direct current motors at conven-
ient points to operate my commutating device, and these

transform the direct current into alternating, and thence
distribute through transformers.

Storage Batteries in Central Stations.'

By Maurice Barnett.

Those who were present at the cfjnvention of the
Northwestern Electrical av,^.- mh. 1, , ,..H.r, ill r<--

call the paper on "Stora^^< 1

,

; 1
,

: ,
i ,

read by Herbert Condict, .r.. ,1. i.,!:
, ii,.:

paperinquestion did not .-., . , ,::,,:.: ,| ,. ,, .,,,,1

far

with hiin .iij'i !i.' .1: r u ,,,;, !ii:it was started drew,
from a ininih'T <A ]>^.i• Ih .il ]'• rnral engineers expres-
sions that were lav(jrahle to the use of storage batteries
in central stations. At the meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineer's, held November 20,

1895, not fewer than four able papers were read on the
subject of storage batteries, and the general consensus
of opinion seemed to be that storage batteries, looked at
either from the standpoint of first cost or general utility

and economy in the station, were a decidedly valuable
adjunct of central stations. Again, two years ago. there
was only one important storage battery plant in use in

a central station in the United States, and station man-
agers were not seriously considering the installation of
this form of accessory apparatus. During the last two
years very large battery plants have been placed in

Boston, in New York, and in Lawrence, Mass., by local

Edison companies, while two battery installations have
been made in Merrill, Wis,, and Anaconda. Mont,, in
connection with railway power plants. Since the first

installation was completed at Lawrence, the battery
capacity has been doubled, and it is understood that the
advisability of increasing the capacity of some of the
other stations in the same way is conceded. Negotia-
tions for storage battery plants for other central stations
have been carried on for some time and will probably
end in our seeing the number of existing battery plants
very greatly increased.

What, it may be asked, has occasioned the change of
attitude of electrical engineers and station managers to-

ward the storage battery? The answer to this is:

First—Litigation no longer stands in the way of the
use of any of the standard types of batteries.

Second—The application of special types of batteries
to special kinds of work has resulted in a vastly improved
performance of battery plants in meeting the exigencies
of station work. This refers especially to the perform-
ance of a battery acting as a reser\-oir for storing the
energy represented by the difference between the aver-
age and the maximum load, as a regulator of pressure on

former utilizing high voltage charging currents and dis-

charging at any lower voltage desired.

Third—It is generally recognized that plants part
steam power and part storage battery are cheaper than
an all steam power plant would be for the same work.
Fourth—The use of batteries in sub-stations frequently

permits a saving in conductors between the central and

With regard to litigation it may be said that formerly
when one bought a storage battery one assumed liability

for a lawsuit at the same time. It is now generally
known that this incubus on the storage battery business
has been removed. One large company, ably managed,
has obtained control of this business by securing to itself

the right to manufacture, in the United States, storage
batteries of all the important types heretofore developed.
It has also obtained control of valuable foreign patents
such as those covering the manufacture of the "chloride
accumulator" and of the "Tudor" battery. The field has
thus been cleared of litigation and those wishing to use
storage batteries can do so without apprehending annoy-
ance or loss in any way. This element of uncertainty-

was removed simultaneously with the dispelling of the
prejudice against storage batteries, caused by their fail-

ure in certain applications for which, especially in their
undeveloped form, they were notoriously unfit, a circum-
stance that has been of infinite value in removing the
most important obstacle to the use of storage batteries

in places where they were specially adapted.
Before taking up the practical side of this subject, as

covered by the adaptability, performance and economy
of storage batteries in central stations, it may be inter-

esting to review a few typical battery plants here and
abroad which have been installed to perform both regu-
lar and special functions. From the RailzL'ay Woi-ld-

of Novemberi2, 1895, the following paragraph is taken:
"The first accumulators used in connection with a

railway power station were, so far as the writer can
ascertain, those employed in the power plant of the
railway lying between Zurich and Hirslanden, Switzer-
land, an account of which was published in the Elck-
ti'otechnische Zeitschrift of June 28, 1S94. According
to report, the dynamo delivers current under a constant
load, the accumulators, being charged or discharged as
load on the line is less or greater than the output of the
dynamo. In this plant there were automatic means for

cutting in and out of end cells to keep the voltage con-
stant. Results showed that by means of the accumula-
tors a saving was effected of 2.2 pounds of coal per hour,
amounting to nearly a ton per day, or S2. 500 a year. The
cost of accumulators, installed complete with accessory
apparatus, was $7,400. Allowing for interest and de-
preciation the battery paid for itself in four years by-

saving in coal bills alone. The saving was effected by
reason of there being no necessity for keeping a second
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boiler and steam engine in reserve, and that by this handle the

arrangement the power plant ran at its highest efficiency.

It was furthermore developed that the first cost of com-
bined steam power and battery plant was less than the

cost of total steam power plant would have been for the

Two interesting battery applications were recently

made abroad in the power plants of the Douglas-Laxey

line and the Snaefell Mountain electric tramway, both

in the Isle of Man. In the Douglas-Laxey line it re-

quires a current of 150 amperes at 500 volts to carry a

car up the SVz per cent, gra e at a nine-mile rate.

Before the battery was connected to the hne the cars

did not run very smoothly, owing to the variations pro-

duced by the starting of other cars. When the bat-

tery was connected to the line the cars ran with excep-

tional smoothness, the accumulators keeping the voltage

steady and eliminating the variations due to sudden
starting of cars.

The Mt. Snaefell battery plant consisted of 246 spe-

cial cells of the chloride accumulator type. At 550 volts

the battery furnished 176 amperes for three hours; 112

amperes for six hours; 84 amperes for nine hours, and
72 amperes for 12 hours. The battery was used in pre-

cisely the same way as that on the Douglas-Laxey line,

with the exception that a special use was made of it at

seasons of the year showing but little traffic. By agree-

ment the line bound itself to run two cars a day each
way every day of the year. As it would not pay to keep
the power house in operation just for this load the prac-

tice was adopted of charging the battery once a week
and alloA-ing it to carry the whole load for the other six

days.

Lastly, there is the Germantown plant. This battery

installation is used to carry the peak of the load and
also the minimum load. Speaking of this latter func-
tion, Charles M. Allen, the superintendent, has put him-
self on record as follows: "In the second place, we do
not have sufficient day load to pay us, '^ - * and it is here
the battery comes to our relief. Before we used the

battery the loss on our day circuits was more discourag-

ing. By ihe use of the battery we have wiped out this

loss and can show some profit besides. We now shut

down the machinery in the early morning, and the bat-

tery carries the entire load until nearly dark; then after

midnight, while the load is light, but while we must
still run our cily lights, we charge the battery, and it is

a fact noticed by our engineer, as shown on his reports,

that he uses about the same quantity of coal on nights

he does not charge the battery as when he does."

We can now take up in a general way the questions

of adaptability, performance and economy of a storage

battery in a central station, considering these in the fol-

lowing order: First, ability of battery to carry peak of

load; second, economy of battery to carry minimum

tions will

erage output with some less expensive ap-

paratus to take care of the overload. For the latter

work Mr, Perry has proposed gas engines to drive extra

dynamos. Such a plant, while avoiding the stand-over

losses to which a boiler plant is subject and showing
smaller interest charges, is open to the objection that

amortisation expenses of cheap machinery, not to speak

of loss in efficiency, counterbalance the saving in in-

terest. Nor has such a plant any reserve capacity in

case of accident. Mr. Perry's suggestion of gas engines

would be valuable, were it not for the fact that every

failure to ignite would appreciably alter the speed of the

dynamos, as gas engines cannot maintain their speed
when obliged to make two revolutions on a single ex-

plosion. As a matter of fact in gas engine plants a

storage battery is considered almost absolutely essential

as a regulator and as a reserve against breakdown.
Lastly there is the combination of a steam power plant

to handle the average output and a storage battery to

take care of the overload. Storage batteries of central

station type can be installed for this work for about one-
half what a steam power plant would cost, making a
plant half steam power and half storage battery cost

only three-quarters what an all steam power plant would
for the same work. C. L. Edgar, general manager of

the Boston Edison Illuminating company, which is the

owner of the largest storage battery plant in the world,
has put himself on record as to the accuracy of the

above figures.

A question that arises here is as to the maintenance
cost of such a battery. Generally speaking it should
not exceed that of direct generating machinery. In
work of this kind, therefore, the storage battery has un-
doubted economic, value as it suggests the way of de-
signing a central station that will be only moderately
expensive and which will be safeguarded aga..nst stop-

page arising from accident to the generating machinery.
Coming now to the question of using storage batteries

to carry the minimum load, it may be said that opinion
is divided on this point. Abroad, where the motor load
is insignificant, the minimum demand for power lasts for

half a day. It is thus possible to get along with a single

shift of men and something is also saved by drawing the
fires, banking the boilers or other practice when it is not

intended to run the plant—and it is considered mort
economical to let the battery take care of the rainimun
demand than to handle it with the direct minimum ma
chinery. In this country the motor load is very import
ant and the minimum load lasts only from four to si:

hours a day. A whole shift of

saved. Experiments have been tried in E
large scale with a view to ascertaining the
storage battery

conclusion has been reached on this point. Undoubt-
edly there are numerous cases where the minimum load
is small and lasts for half a day at least, making it eco-
nomical to use a battery. The Germantown plan already

: obtained by usin^

One of the most import,

storage battery in a centi„. ^.^ .

^_ anyone ^^q watches th

would personally feel very much inclined to i

battery plant for the above reason alone.

Lastly, we come to the question of the use of
batteries in sub-stations. Just imagine a city wh
spread out irregularly. At some distance from t

tral station it may happen that the population
and that considerable current will be required to

adequate light. If the situation is such that it is c

to furnish light from the central station, than to <

a small power plant as a sub-station, the former
done. The consequence of this will be shown
heavy losses in the line owing to large currents
mitted; and secondly, there will be heavy interest (

for very large conductors. If, on the other 1

storage battery sub-station were located in the ce
this suburb the following economies would be :

In the first place much smaller conductors would be em-
ployed, resulting in diminished interest charges; and
secondly, a high-tension current would be used in trans-

mission, by which losses on the line would be lessened.

These economies are brought about by the ability of the
battery to act as a "transformer." In other words the
battery may be charged in series with a high-tension

current and discharged in multiple, bringing the pressure
at the sub-station down to requirements.
On the other hand, a battery may be charged in multi-

ple and discharged in series, by which it will be possible

to get along with one dynamo instead of two or more in

series. Owing to the flexibility of storage batteries they

are splendidly adapted to working on a three-wire or a
five-wire system.
There is one point that has not, thus far, been touched

upon, namely, the local consumption in a station con-
sisting of both generators and batteries. The use of

storage batteries is sometimes objected to on the ground
that there is a loss of 15 to 20 per cent, of the watts gen-
erated while the battery is being charged. Perhaps we
can do no better than by quoting Mr. Edgar again :

' 'The
watts lost," says Mr. Edgar, "by the inefficiency of the

battery are made up more than four-fold by the better

economy of the steam plant. We have taken typical

winter days and figured out exactly the cost of running
our system with the battery and without, and have
proved that the actual coal consumed with the battery is

a material amount less than without it."

To recapitulate, storage batteries are valuable in cen-

tral stations on account of the three-fold function they
perform as reservoirs of energy, regulators of pressure.

jetween this and the sub-
ly be installed. They are,

the power and generating
machinery from strain and in effecting economy by
introducing the factor of high efficiency in the station

and on the line.

first cost for conducloi
stations where batteries

further, valuable in sa\

lachinery from

he question of large first cost it has been proposed
nlroduce the best type of economical machinery

bl(- a much higher clliciency botli in (lie station and on
the line. Mr. Edgar has said that if a steam plant and a
battery plant were on a par in all other respects, he

The Jii'ookh'U Mauit/aclurt'r is a new monthly
journal started as the especial advocate and exponent of

the manufacturers of Brooklyn and Long Island. The
first number is a creditable one.
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Dickinson Electric Lamp-letters.

Tlu; utility of the now incandescent lamps for electric

liyht advertising which are shown by the accompanying

cut is at once apparent, and the new lamps will un-

doubtedly be in great demand for sign lighting. In

making, the bulbs are blown with broadly flattened ends,

and on this surface a roating of japan is applit^I which

forms a black t^round to lli'-- Inter, tlu- lamp I>t'iiiti

frosted so that only a dillilsion and not ;i k1:iiv of linht

is present, and of coins

the eye is the U-iht oI

DICKINSON ELECTRIC LAMl'-LETTEliS.

and change his announcement as often as desired. The

letters are, of course, interchangeable, and there is no

limit to their usefulness. The idea is simple and effect-

ive and should prove very popular. The device is

known as the Alpha and is exploited by the Dickinson

Electric Supply company. Tract building. New York

city-

As:

Ajax Arc Lamps.
lamps are becoming more generally used c

potential circuits, the increased demand for such lamps

has stimulated inventive minds to great activity in the

field of developing a lamp that will be electrically effi-

cient, mechanically simple, neat in artistic design, and

capable of filling the exacting demands of a critical pub-

lic in the point of quality of light and steadiness of

burning, and at the same time meeting the commercial

requirements at a low first cost.

One of the recent additions to the already long list of

lamps claiming more or less merit in this particular line

is the Ajax lamp, manufactured by C. S. Van Nuis of

136 Liberty Street, New York, of which three designs

are herewith illustrated. Fig. i shows an ornamental

brass lamp with opal globe and rich cast-brass corona;

Fig. 2 represents a black japan case, with round globe

and spark arrester, as arranged for out-door use, the re-

sistance coils being mounted upon porcelain insulators,

on a detachable frame within the tube at the top of the

lamp, making the lamp complete in itself and presenting

compact and neat appearance, while Fig. 3 depicts prac-

ically the same lamp as Fig. 2, with the spark arrester

emoved, showing the type of globe-holder adopted for

ise with these lamps. This globe-holder is one of many

ngenious devices that enter into the make-up of the

tjax lamp, contributing toward a serviceable and artistic

vhole.

Among the points of superiority claimed for the Ajax

amp are the absence of complicated parts and mechan-

sm. The regulation is accomplished by a single mag-

let, which attracts an armature through a long arc and

:ontrols at the further end of a rock-shaft a triple move-

nent which acts upon the rack or upper carbon rod.

I'his triple movement is accomplished in an ingenious

nanner by a simply constructed movement frame and
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brake-wheel, which is said to admit of the lamp striking

approximately a normal arc and maintaining a uniform

candle power throughout the life of the carbons. Where;

one movement alone controls the regulation of a lamp,

it may be said that maximum mechanical simplicity has

been attained, but it is questionable if any one move-

ment, either electrical or mechanical, can be applied

directly to the upper carbon of a lamp, so as to obtain

an accurate adjustment of the arc under the varying

conditions of a practical working electric circuit. So far

,is ilir simiilifying of the controlling movement to a

-inv.li imii I. (.Micurned, the designer of th(^ Ajax lamp

h.r. 1 r.M lifti iliai KO^l. bill he has deemed it advisable lo

Am.

Artistic Design for Arc Lamps.
Mn\- ihe iMi].i<.vciii.-n!s that have marked the de-

the public as those affi

lamps. In the early da>

was all that was deman

Ofcon.fnn I
,. .,, .tml m,,,-!.

were positively ngly in appearance. Hut w*

changes have been made of late years. At the

iple the

feeil mechanism in order to insure a more gradual and

delicate adjustment of the arc than could be obtained by

applying a simple magnet movement direct.

Fluctuations of electrical potential are fatal to close

ment between governing magnet and the arc, and it is

claimed for the Ajax lamp that a considerable variation

in the governing magnet, due to a sudden rise or fall of

potential of the circuit supplying the lamps, will effect

the arc but slightly, because such sudden variation is

largely compensated for by the three-fold movement

above described.

It would appear, therefore, that with a closely regu-

lated circuit, the Ajax lamp would feed by inappreciable

increments, giving steady light, and that with an ever

varying potential these fluctuations would be minimized

at the arc.

city, and in many pi

ornamental purpose?

An idea of

)the appear

ered from the fact that one coiTipaio. --. Ki^ ii Im- mi;mI<

special feature of artistically design. --l
I

]i.li,i -

apatent on one style. The acconi|iaii, 111- - m -.hi- li

taken from the records of the Pateiii uiIilc :-,Iiov.:-.

lamp designed by Thomas E. Adams of Clevelan

which has just been patented. This lamp, it will

remembered, was described and illustrated in this joi

nal, October ig, 1895, and is made by the Adan

Bagnall company of Cleveland.

New Storey Portable Electric Drill.

The general adoption of electricity in machine shops

and factories favors the use of a compact and efficient port-

Electrlcally Operated Mining Apparatus.

In the cuts on page 68 are shown some special

forms of electric motors designed for operating mining

machines. Fig. i shows a 6^ inch by 8 inch horizontal

triplex pump, directly driven by a 10 horse power four-

pole slow-speed motor through two reduction gears, the

entire combination on the same base being mounted on

able electric drill such as that placed on the market by

the Storey Motor & Tool company of Philadelphia and

illustrated in the accompanying cut. This machine is

adapted for drilling pig-iron and copper for test work;

drilling rails and for various other kinds of work. Owing

to the type of the motor, which is entirely enclosed, it is

suitable not only for indoor work, but can also be used

for outside purposes without requiring any specially ar-

ranged covering for its protection. The outfit complete

consists of motor and drill combined, together with a

regulating rheostat for obtaining any desired speed,

and a drum with 100 feet of flexible cord, all mounted on

a truck, with or without a rack for holding material to

be drilled. These machines drill in sizes up to 1'/, inches

in steel and two inches in cast-iron, and are furnished

with both automatic and hand feeds These drills can also

be placed on a table or in any stationary position and

will cover a large range of work of different classes. As

an illustration, an application may be mentioned

where two of these drills are mounted on bed-plates, one

at each end of a large callender roll, drilling two holes

in flanges at the same time and tapping them in the same

operation, before the roll is moved. Another adaptation

of this drill is where it is fitted with a telescoping shaft

and is used in yards for drilling holes in the construction

of switches and crossings for street car and railroad

The Philadelphia Edison Electric Light company's
annual report shows a profit . of $200,223, according to

newspaper report.

a truck for ready transportation from place

the mine. The motor is controlled by a rheostat set at

the side and, like the motor, housed in with a sheet-iron

cover. Fig. 2 shows a No. 4 Root blower driven by a

four-pole slow-speed motor of 15 horse power capacity

and mounted on a common base frame. Fig. 3 is a 60

inch steel plate exhaust fan operated by a 2)4 horse

power four-pole motor. The fan makes 4S0 revolutions

per minute and has a capacity of 8,300 cubic feet of air

per minute at three-quarter ounce pressure.

These motors, built by the General Electric com-

pany, are recent developments designed for use on

direct current circuits. They are compactly built

and admit of direct combination with machinery

without increasing the space occupied to any great ex-

tent. Although reduction of speed must necessarily

imply increase of weight, it is claimed that in this case

it is amply compensated for by economy of material

effected by the adoption of the four-pole type. The

frames and fields are of special soft cast steel, which,

possessing high magnetic permeability, allows of the

construction of a motor lighter than other motors of the

same output at higher speed. The armatures are thor-

oughly ventilated, and the windings of copper wire,

first formed and insulated, are embedded in slots in the

armature core, and bound down securely on the pro-

jecting flange of the armature spider. The coils can be

easily removed and replaced; the insulation is the result

of years of experience. The machines are sparkless and

the load can be varied from nothing to full load without



the necessity o£ shifting the brushes. Precautions are

taken to prevent any tendency on the part of the bear-

ings to get out of alignment, and proper contact of

brushes with the commutator is insured by special con-

struction of the brush-holders. Another combination,

introducing the multiphase motor for use on alternating

current circuits, whether monocyclic or multiphase, is

shown in Fig 4, illustrating a triplex vertical single act-

ing pump, directly connected to a 220 volt, 60 cycle, 10

horse power multiphase motor. This type of motor,

aside from its compactness, which allows of its erection

in a restricted space, has the additional advantage of

beisg absolutely without brushes, commutator or mov-

ing wires. The special features claimed for it are that

it requires no attention and may be stopped and started

under full load or no load; in fact, that it has all the

advantages of the best type of direct current motor with

better regulation and without any of the disadvantages

which the presence of commutators, brushes and a wire

wound armature may develop.

Electric Motors for Cable Drums in Kan-
sas City Railway Work.

James R. Chapman, electrical superintendent of the

City recently in consultation with the officials of the

Metropolitan company in regard to running the ma-

chinery of the various cable line power houses-by elec-

tricity furnished from the central electric power house

which it is the intention of the company to build this

spring in Riverview.

Mr, Chapman stated that this scheme has already

been tried in some cable houses and has been found not

only to work well, but to effect a great saving, as several

lines of cable can thus be run by power furnished from

one central plant. Mr. Chapman discussed thesubject

with President C. F. Morse, General Manager Walton

H, Holmes and General Superintendent Conway F.

Holmes, and they were much impressed by the facts

and figures given them. General Manager Walton H.

Holmes said that the Metropolitan company was inclined

to look very favorably on the plan and that in all likeli-

hood it would be tried as soon as the Riverview power

house is completed.

Mr, Chapman has been retained as consulting en-

gineer for the electrical part of the Metropolitan system

and in a short time he will make another visit to Kansas

City, at which time the question now under considera-

tion will be fully decided.

St. Louis Electrical Exchange.
The fourth annual banquet of the St, Louis Electrical

Exchange was held at Koerner's Cafe on Washington

avenue, St, Louis, Saturday night, January 25th. The
exchange is composed of construction men and supply

dealers.

The president, Edward T, Cooke, gave an address in

which he set forth the disadvantageous position of con-

struction men, in that they not only have to compete

closely with each other in making bids on work, but are

frequently annoyed and sometimes handicapped by sup-

ply dealers who retail goods direct to the consumer at

about wholesale prices. This state of affairs has caused

the exchange to consider the matter of organizing a

national exchange to be composed of local exchanges of

all the larger cities throughout the United States.

The secretary. Otto Kuhns, read a number of articles on

the same subject, in which it was shown that other con-

struction industries maintained local and national asso-

ciations with great advantage to themsel\-es and that the

electrical construction industry will be compelled to do

likewise for mutual protection.

The St. Louis exchange intends to initiate such a

movement at once by sending out to all construction

concerns inquiries on the subject of a national exchange.

An excellent menu was served, and toasts were re-

sponded to by George J. Percival. ex-presidenl of the

exchange. Otto Kuhns. A. E. Boeschenstein, E. Ruebel,

Gus Sachs, Jacob Ehrlich. ]. H. Fenton,
J. Dillon,

Charles
J.

Sutter. Paul Cable and Charles Stagl,

Standard Electric Company's Affairs.

Al a meeting of Ihe creditors of the Standard Electric

company, held on January 27th, the following named
committee was appointed; F. E, Donohoe, American

Electrical Works; E. C, Ferguson. Erie City Iron

Works; E, L, Barr. Ansonia Electrical company: H. R.

Mixson, Simplex Electrical company; F. S, Terry,

Lakon company. This committee will represent the

whole body of creditors in investigating the affairs of
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the company, and will make a report. Mr. Hif;son is

the secretary.

On February ist the company, by its treasurer. E. E.

Crepin. issued the following statement:

On account of some misunderstanding various rumors
are being circulated concerning the affairs of this com-
pany, which are detrimental to the ofiScers of this com-
pany, and are not in accordance with the exact situation,

we deem it best to make the following statement:

The general depression in business for some time past

so affected the affairs of this company that the board of

directors decided to make a general assignment. Ac-
cordingly, on January i6th last, an assignment was made
for the benefit of all creditors.

The assignee has just completed and filed an inven-

tory, which shows as follows:

Merchandise and manufactured ma-
chinery $ 94,490-27

Machinery and tools 32,684.64
Bills receivable. 5.449.21
Accounts receivable 73.393-45
Office furniture 75.00
Real estate 60,400.00
Stocks and bonds 5,750.00

Total assets £272,242. 57
The liabilities are 100,142.97

Total assets over liabilities $172,099.60

In this inventory are not included patents and pat-

terns, w^hich represent a considerable amount upon the

books of the company, and which are of some value to a

We are satisfied that the estimate of the assets as above
stated is a fair one, and that all creditors can be paid

therefrom in full, without expense of any kind on their

The impression has arisen that there is, or was, some
especial reason for making an assignment other than that

which appears, and that with the assets as stated we
should have continued in business. Our answer to this is

that owing to the stringency of the times, difficulty of

making collections, and inability to meet our obligations

as they became due. it was thought best to make an

Our stockholders hope to realize something upon their

investment after all creditors are paid in full. The offi-

cers of the company are aiding the assignee under order
of court, in realizing the full value of all assets. We ask

the hearty cooperation of each of our creditors to this

By sending a verified statement of your account to the

assignee it will receive all necessary attention without ex-

Any further information will be gladly given.

February

CORRESPONDENCE.

Engineers' Club of St. Louis.

At'the meeting of the Engineers' Club of St, Louis

on January 22d, Lieutenant E. J. Spencer read a paper on

"Underground Electrical Service," giving the results of

the wide study and varied experience which the speaker

has had in work of this characteriin different parts of the

country. He reviewed the historical features of the sub-

ject, explaining the work done both at home and abroad,

the difficulties which had been met and how they had

been overcome. The speaker explained the work which

had been done in New York, Philadelphia, Boston,

Chicago and elsewhere, and regretted the fact that

St. Louis was moving so slowly. He stated that there

was no city east of St. Louis of 150,000 inhabitants or

more which did not have its wires underground in the

business districts. He showed a number of samples of

cables of different types and for a wide variety of pur-

poses. Messrs. Moore, Bryan and Flad participated in

the dis

Assignment of the Gates Electric Manu-
facturing Company.
31st Ele Lifactu

company, having an office at 1140 Monadnock building.

Chicago, and a factory on the fourth floor of a building

at Harrison and Clinton streets, made a voluntary as-

signment to the Chicago Title & Trust company. The
creditors are principally employes, who have not been

paid, il is said, for three weeks past. Eastern houses

timated at Sio,ooo and assets nominally at $17,000, con-

sisting of machinery, stock, tools and accounts receivable,

The: t nf the City & Suburban Rail

ban- Last \.,,i :
,,,,.., ,„

round number^. 1 : ' . 1 ,; , , , .m

pany has comph 1 .:
1 m

Sparrow's Poini . Ir. n . ,; mhm,, ., l, n-i\u mir: ..1 ihi'

road in that diitit...M ^,1 , _. i,iil.r> Iv.k''' '' ^^-'v

has been secured, and work will be begun al the
first indications of favorable weather, and the work
pushed through for the summer traffic.

New York Notes.

February i.—The moverae

ion of the electric lighting a
state, begun in December last, is attracting attention.

The New York State Electric Lighting association has

been formed, and Charles R. Huntley of -Buffalo is the

president. The association is organized, according to its

constitution, '"to furnish reliable information concerning

the electric light, heat and power industries and to foster

and promote the common interests of its members." All

the companies in the important cities of the state will be

invited to join. A gentleman in the interior of the state

interested in the new association gives this explanation of

its objects: "In Pennsylvania and in Massachusetts

there are state associations through whose efforts state

commissions have been established similar to the railroad

commission in New York, to which applications for fran-

chises have to go. This prevents the striking that is go-

ing on continually in all cities where valuable franchises

are held, by which one company secures a franchise under

which it never intends to do business, and uses that fran-

chise to force the company already operating a plant to

give up a portion of its stock. It is this sort of thing that

the state association is going to prevent if it can. All

electric hghting companies from New York to Buffalo will

stand together to put a stop to striking. The association

is in no sense a combine. The meetings will probably

be largely devoted to a discussion of the teachings of

electrical business. The furtherance of our common in-

terests by every legitimate means is, of course, contem-

plated. A state electric commission in New York would

be of advantage to the electric companies and to the state.

That commission would investigate every new company
formed and consider every franchise granted by local

authorities. Its influence would be altogether good."

At the hearing last week in the Supreme Court on the

application of the elevated railroad companies of Brook-

lyn for an injunction to restrain the city from selling

their property for arrears of taxes, the main argument

hinged on the alleged breach of faith of the city authori-

ties in allowing the surface roads to be operated by

electricity, and thus introducing surface rapid transit.

It was declared that the operation of the trolley cars had

proved a ruinous competition, and reduced the earning

capacity of the elevated roads 50 per cent. The unpaid

taxes on the Brooklyn elevated road for 1S93 amount to

Sioo.ooo and on the Kings County.Elevated S70.000.

The Edison Electric Illuminating company of New
York reports that for the year ended December 31st thf

gross earnings were $1,859,721, an increase of $372,810

as compared with the corresponding period of the pre

vious year, and net $911,758, an increase of $122,292

The report of the Edison Electric Illuminating company

of Brooklyn for the year shows: Gross receipts $621,-

149, increase $200,075; net earnings $237,442. increase

S50.566; total income $267,349. increase $43,934: balance

after interest $233,599, increase $35,184; surplus after

dividends $31,099, increase $1,434. The American Dis-

trict Telegraph company of New York shows a net

profit of $80,634 for the year, an increase of S12.429

over 1S94.

A certificate of the incorporation of the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit company, with a capital of $20,000,000, has been

filed with the county clerk in Brooklyn. The new com-

pany will succeed the Long Island Traction compan>- in

the ownership of the Brooklyn Heights road and in the con-

trol of the Brooklyn City and the Suburban companies.

Charles H. Hines, superintendent of the electric de-

partment of the Flatbush gasworks, while attempting to

start a dynamo placed his hand on a partially unprotected

switch while standing with his shoe heel on an iron sub-

stance. He received a shock from an alternating current

estimated to have a potential of 2.000 volts. He fell un-

conscious and was removed to his home, where, after

several hours, he showed signs of recovery. He remained

in a partially paralyzed condition all day, but the numb-

ness caused by the shock gradually wore off, and he re-

covered. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, January 31.—Geo. F. Dickinson

Oshkosh. Wis., committed suicide this week. He
an enthusiastic supporter of the new electric rail

project there and supported it with his money

believed that he got into financial straits through i

and committed the deed because he despaired of

ting on his feet again.

It is announced that tbeHartman General Electric c
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pany has bought a conCroUing inlerest in the Gas & Water

company at Duluth. Minn., but as the latter is held in

no enviable regard by Uululh citizens, owing to tlie re-

cent disclosures on the water supply, and an election is

pending, some have suspicions that the transfer was

for political purposes only.

Mil

electrii

the electric companies which maintain

roofs of buildings in the down-town di

thcni at least seven feet above the roofs.

from Minneapolis, has
J. T. Houstead, an ele

examined the Hrainerd TimiIImh I.i-lii .'.' I'ltwer com-

pany's plant at Brainerd, M 1
ii !. !

1. that it re-

quires a general overhaulm-' I'l.11 "Ill

K.W.Oakley of Madis.in W 1
,111. 1 S T Norvell,

manager of the Rapid Transit cnmpaiiy al Superior,

Wis., have been appointed receivers for the corporation,

on application of the Central Trust company of New
York. It is understood that the company has a bonded

liability of $200,000,

The Board of Public Works of St. Paul has pre-

pared specifications for lighting the city by electricity,

to supplant the present equipment of gas, and figures

that 370 arcs of 2,000 candle power will do the work.

The board does not recommend a municipal plant un-

less the bids for lighting the city should prove too high.

The board divide the city into four districts to per-

mit firms with private plants bidding for the lighting in

their districts. Estimates were taken on the basis of

overhead wiring in the subway districts as well as on

underground. The president of the gas light company

in an interview criticizes the report roundly and hints

that should the city attempt to use overhead wires in

the prohibited district a suit for damages would follow.

The project of an electric line from Minneapolis to

Lake Minnetonka, which has bobbed up every spring

since electricity first went into use in the city, has ar-

rived again. This time it is connection with the Min-

neapolis & St. Louis railroad, which is alleged to have

built its tracks with a view to equipping them for elec-

tricity. The rumor has it that the trolley system will

not bs used. A fleet of electric launches for the lake is

also promised.

H. J. Burton of Minneapolis, a yachting enthusiast,

is considering equipping a sailboat with a storage bat-

tery and motor, which would make yachting an almost

perfect sport. He has a complete plant at his country

home at Deephaven, Lake Minnetonka, and may equip

his boat in that fashion this summer.

Rockwell City, la . will vote on the question of an

electric light plant.

It is understood that the Electric Light & Power

company of Fort Dodge, la., will begin work in the

early spring on an electric line.

C. M. Fleekof JanesviUe, Wis., was swindled out of

Sioo by a bogus telegram from Baltimore to his son in

JanesviUe, signed with his own name, and says he will

sue the telegraph company for the amount lost.

A. L. Smith, representing a reorganization committee,

bought the plant of the Appleton Edison Electric Light

company of Appleton, Wis., at sheriff's sale.

The City Council of Minneapolis has requested the

street railway company to consider the matter of an ex-

tension of the Camden Place line to the workhouse, as

petitioned by North Side citizens.

William H. Doane of Westerly, R. I., L. H. Biglow

of New York city and E. P. Griswold of Chicago inter-

vene in the case of the Old Colony Trust company

against the Dubuque Light & Traction company of

Dubuque, Iowa, and allege that the former purchased

the Eighth street line through fraudulent representa-

tions, and ask that the sale be set aside and the property

restored to them, free from lien or claim by the Old

Colony Trust company. C,

PERSONAL.
Cable advices from London state that Sir John Pen-

der, known as "the cable king," from his extensive con-

nection with submarine telegraphs in all parts of the

world, is dangerously ill.

Max A. Berg has resigned the management of the

Chicago office of the Ohio Brass company to accept a

responsible position at the home office of the company
at Mansfield, O. The Chicago office will be continued

in charge of J.
H. McGiU.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Harry S. Lafterty has been granted au electric light

franchise by the City Council of Bedford, Iowa. Per-

sons desiring information may address him at Alexis,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

['he city of St. Joseph, Mich., contemplates t

1 of a municipal lighting plant,

rhe I'ort Wayne company has secured the i

the plant at f-onrtnn, O
,
for 55.0'i'"' 5"

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Ottawa. Ont ,

Electric Kailw;I^ > -[m|mm h- . ,,, ,1

1895, $128,173. yS. The total expun^"- "..'i- - ,,
, r

leaving net profits of f?54. 190.50, or <-<>^ \"'i - iin \--\

the seven months on the paid-up capital stock 1 lie

passengers carried for the period numbered 2.843,173.

At a special meeting of the Akron. O ,
Street Railway

& Illuminating company it was decided to double

the present capacity of both branches of the industry.

In order to do this new electric light and power houses
will be built at once. A street car I

structed in East Akron and many new
. be<

Street Railway company has
sital stock of $350,000. The
trol of all the street railway

property formerly owned and operated by the Dallas

Consolidated Traction Railway company. The com-
pany is chartered under the laws of Texas and has a

number of stockholders outside the state. It is the pur-

pose of the new company to put all the lines under its

supervision in first-class shape, and, as soon as practi-

cable, to place electric cars on Ervay and Akard streets

and McKinney avenue.

The Correspoi

land, O.. announces complete
chanical engineering, includ:

engineering. Thorough train

TRADE NEWS.
dence School of Technology of Clev

mg

W. H. McKinlock, president of the Metropolitan
Electric company, has returned from the East, where
he has been getting some new agencies and calling upon
old friends. The prospects for business for i8g6. he

states, are very bright.

In addition to having the largest gear cutting equipment
in the world, the R. D. Nuttall company claims to turn

out some of the finest machine work in the country, in-

cluding such work as sewing machines, geometrical lathes,

etc.. and the company has a standing in these lines equal

to its reputation in the electrical trade.

F. M. Bernardin has been appointed sales agent in the

western states for the Dorner & Dutton Manufacturing
company of Cleveland, manufacturer of gears, pinions,

trucks and other electric railway specialties. Mr. Ber-
nardin, whose office' is at 315 Keith & Perry building,

Kansas City. Mo., reports large sales of electric railway

supplies during January.

The business of the reorganized Ansonia Electrical

; being pushed by Ma
ipan ufact the

nown Shield brand moisture-proof insulated wire, "the

ighest quality of braided insulation.'" Hercules trolley

'ire and a complete line of house goods. The officers

re: Franklin Farrel. president; Thomas Wallace. Jr.,

ice-president and manager; Franklin B. Piatt, secre-

iry; L. F. Anschutz. treasurer.

ing company, 150 East Fifth
sports amost gratifying in-

prosperous of the northwestern electrical enterprises,

and it has recently entered the telephone field. The
company is manufacturing telephones, believing that

telephone buyers prefer to purchase direct from the fac-

tory. General Manager J. J.
Schoenleber is pushing

the business, assisted by J. H. Whitacker. Both Mr.
Schoenleber and Mr. Whitacker are men of wide experi-

ence in the electrical business, and their present success

is well deserved. As far as the company's telephone

business is concerned, although this is only one of its

branches, the supply business oeing the main portion,

the concern has already shipped instruments all over

the country, and the demand is increasing in a manner
that indicates a very bright future for the telephone de-

The Hess Storage Battery company of Springfield, O,

,

has issued an attractive prospectus. The distinguishing

feature of the Hess battery is the permanency of its

plates. The electrodes are asserted to be practically

perpetual; they are so protected that disintegration is

said to be impossible, and the method of protection is

such that it interferes in no way with electrolytic or

chemical action. The fundamental principle of con-

struction is the use of the double electrode. Instead of

pasting the active material upon a single lead plate,

exposed directly to the action of the electrolyte, in the

Hess battery the plates (composed of lead) are in pairs,

forming what may be termed a double electrode, or con-

ducting body, for the active material, which is inter-

posed between the two plates. These plates are per-

71

forated and arc entirely covered with an insulating
material, excepting portions of the inner faces of the
plate. Thf perforations of the plates are filled with a
non-ronrlii-tin- mrii'-rinl of great porosity, composed of
quari-' .c.i ii, |,,m n, \.-. ,,f which are held together by
asphali II M- ;i liave been tested by Houston
& KcTiii' I

;
I ihem to be well adapted for

^'
' I iiiceting of the Standard Underground

'
i-

:
:

-a Pittsburg, the following named gentle-
I '! I

!

liiirg) werere-electedasdirectors: George
^\

'
111 li I |[ . Robert Pitcairn. Mark W. Watson,

pany s existence \

.. u . ...
, :

'.:_<
1

,,,-

story and basem-'ni l.uililui,: .
|

,,- i. ,;, ( , ..,,(-
, i.mijiI- 1'-H

and occupied, adjaci:-nl to the comp.'inv's other factories

at the corner of Sixteenth street and the Allegheny Val-
ley railroad, in the heart of the manufacturing district

of Pittsburg, and Factory B was remodeled into a three-

story and basement building, 55 by 117 feet, of first-

class slow-burning construction. The original factory
(A) is a large four-story and basement building, and all

three factories were equipped during the year with auto-
matic sprinklers, thus greatly reducing insurance premi-
ums, and making a serious fire practically impossible,
and so obviating any danger of inability to fill orders on
account of fire—an extremely important consideration,
where, as in the case of this company, the orders have
kept the factory running night and day throughout most
of the year. The company carried over into January a
large amount of unfilled orders. The orders booked
in January have been spread over a wide extent of

territory, and the prospects for a large business in 1S96
are considered good. This company was the pioneer in

the underground cable business, having been organized
in 1SS2. and was for a number of years the only dis-

tinctively underground cable company in the United
States. For a number of years past it has also been
doing a large business in insulated wire of various kinds
for overhead use. During the period of its existence,

its products have been installed and successfully oper-
ated in every state in the Union, and in many foreign
countries, notably Venezuela, Brazil and the Argentine
Republic in South America, and in England, India,

Australia, China and Japan. It is expected that the

officers will be the same as heretofore, namely: George
Westinghouse, Jr., president; Joseph W. Marsh, vice-

president and general manager; F. A. Rinehart, secre-

tary and treasurer; P. H. W. Smith, assistant manager;
C. M. Hagen. auditor; W. A. Conner, general superin-
tendent manufacturing department, and Henry W.
Fisher.

"" ...
eastern sales department. Times building, New York;
W. Dugdale. 336 North Broad street, Philadelphia. F
and J. R. Wiley, manager western sales departme
the Rookery. Chicago. 111.

BUSINESS.
The General Electric company has secured a:

from the Cataract Construction company for one 500
kilowatt rotary converter for use in supplying current to

the Buffalo & Niagara Falls Railway company.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, has issued

and distributed an attractive calendar for iSg6. Com-
bined with the calendar is a carefully prepared moon-
light schedule for the entire year of 1S96. making the

calendar doubly useful.

The Whittendon Manufacturing company, Taunton,
Mass., is increasing the power plant in its Westville

(Mass.) spinning mills by the addition of a 300 horse

power Ball tandem compound condensing engine, built

by the Ball Engine company. Erie, Pa.

Among the recent contracts closed for auto-telephones

Wolff apartment building in Chicago. This system is

finding many users in

its simplicity and con
84 and 86 La Salle

cago and vicmity.

Among recent orders taken by the James Leffel & Co.
of Springfield, O., builder of water wheels, is one for

four pairs of 45 inch Samson wheels on horizontal shafts,

aggregating 5.600 horse power, for the Glen Manufac-
turing company pulp mills, Berlin Falls, New Hamp-
shire. These are to take the place of four pairs of

wheels now in use, built by a Massachusetts company.
Three pairs have already been shipped; the fourth pair

is in course of construction.

No better indication could be had of the rapid growth
of the electrical business in the Northwest than the

prosperous appearance of the establishment of the Elec-

trical Engineering company of Minneapolis. Years ago

this company was started by its present president and
general manager, Morgan Brooks, and since the start

has grown at a remarkable rate until there are few, if

any. that would question its claim of being the largest

supply house in the Northwest. A funny but neverthe-

less very pertinent and significant illustration of the

manner in which the residents of Minneapolis look upon

s of this kind, owing tc

Richards & Meacham,
i the sole agents for Chi-
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ompany was brought to the

of the Western Electri-
that city. General Man-

ager Brooks made the statement, and verified it by an

exhibition of the proofs, that even the postoffice officials

have paid them the high compliment of delivering to

them letters addressed to "Largest Electrical Supply

House, Minneapolis. Minn." This of course speaks for

itself as an evidence of the prosperity of the company.

The Electrical Engineering company is agent for the

Siemens & Halske" company's machinery and has re-

cently installed a very interesting plant in the North

Star Woolen Mills in Minneapolis. The outfit consists

of one of the Siemens & Halske 500 light slow-speed ex-

terior commutator machines and is run by water power.

The wiring of this installation is remarkable for its

thoroughness. It may be said that the Electrical Engi-

neering company's motto is "the best work at fair

"The Superiority of Electric Storage Traction" is

dealt with by Stern & Silverman of Philadelphia in a

handsome cloth-bound book just published. This firm

argues that storage battery roads, properly operated, are

superior to any of the present methods of propulsion for

street railways for decreased cost of installation, greater

reliability and less cost of maintenance. The approved

method contemplates the use of a battery "large enough
to prooel the car for three or four hours, although it is

intended to make one trip only—allowing, of course, a
very large margin of safety. The car. in running through
the barn, at the end of each trip, stops over a pit, and
in 30 seconds, less time than is required for changing
horses, the discharged battery is removed and a
new one attached and connections made." This
plan naturally makes the battery much less in weight
and space than anything heretofore used, and al-

lows it to be carried on the truck instead of in the car.

In relation to economy, Stern & Silverman make this

statement: "Where batteries are purchased, substantial

guarantees are furnished by the Electric Storage Battery
company, covering the operation, efficiency and main-

entire installation under our plans, they are prepared to

furnish guarantees covering total operating expenses."

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Louis shows a low priced distribution cut-out which it

has been handling through the trade for some time, and
which is very popular in place of branch blocks. Its

price brings it within the reach of any installation, and
there is no question of the convenience of distribution

cut-outs. Any specialties in this line as well as alternat-

ting current motors are supplied by the Emerson com-
pany, which can furnish either the finest or the cheapest
lines of distribution boards of all kinds from dynamo
switchboards to the distribution cut-out referred to

The Kester Electric Manufacturing company of

Buffalo has just completed an automatic machine for

making dynamo brushes, which is stated to be the only
one in the United States. With this machine the com-
pany makes its patent, ventilated, self-lubricating dy-
namo and motor brushes of wire cloth up to three

inches in wadth. Almost any sized brush can be made
at the rate of one complete brush per minute. This
machine cost over Si.Soo and is a great success. The
company has just received a large consignment of wire
cloth from Scotland, and will place the wire cloth

brushes on the market at a price that will suit every-
body. It now makes a set of dynamo brushes while you

Schifi, Jordan & Co. of Vienna. Austria, have recently
appointed Frank S. DeRonde. 2 Liberty street, New
York, sole agent for the United States and Canada for their

high grade carbon for electric lighting. No better
choice could be made in the selection of a gentleman
who has a thorough knowledge of the electrical trade in

all parts of this country and the proper way to most
quickly present a first-class article to its attention. Mr.
DeRonde reports that in the few weeks he has been in

charge of this business he has been favored with a large

number of orders. The various sizes of the well-known
Ship cored carbons will be carried in stock ready to fill

all orders promptly. The carbon is said to be free from
dust and impurities, burning noiselessly and steadily.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

553,528. Lightning Arrester. Ernst G. W. C. Hofi-

mann. Chariottenburg, Germany. Application filed

September 3, 1895.

solenoid magnet interposed i

tions opposi

of the condu
tioiis adapte
pans of the

F. Merritt,

embedded in the 1

553.557- Ar
Gardner, i lu. ,.>;.,

1895.

end turned latorally

553,596. Secondary Battery. Paul F. Ribbe, Berlin,

Germany. Application filed July 10, 1895.

A double electrode for storage batteries, composed of two
plates of non-conducting material held together by an acid
resisting substance between them. The plates have curved

553.605- Composite Telegraphic and Telephonic Trans-
mission. Edward E. Backus, New York, N. Y.

Application filed June 17, 1895.

Ttie combination is claimed with a telegraphic circuit
main line constituting one conductor of a double wire tele-

phone circuit, and its telegraphic relay included therein, of

in the' main circuit, an auxiliary winding for the relay,
and a compensation circuit containing the auxiliary relay
winding and the other winding of the induction coil.

553.633. Antiseptic Diaphragm for Telephones. Emil
Weschcke, San Francisco, Cal. Application filed

May 9, 1895.

The device is composed of a fabric capable of absorbing

and an annular cap adapted to press the edges of the
diaphragm against the mouth-piece while using.

553.635. Underground Trolley System. Nathan H.
Anspach, Chicago, 111, Application filed August
20, 1895.

A slotted conduit is used, and a housing in the conduit is

553.637 Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest
J.

Bagnall and
George Arnold, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed

October 2, 1S95.

In combination with the separating magnet and carbons
of an arc lamp there are employed arc-starting devices con-

553,642. Register. Thomas B. Dixon, Henderson,
Ky. Application filed August 20, 1894.

Electrically controlled signal operating mechanism is

employed iu a register, comprising two vessels and a divisi-

mechanism for transferring the divisible substance from
one vessel to the other, and contact points actuated by vari-

r oi divisible

553.697- Electric Arc Lamp. Hans O. Swoboda, ?

York, and Erwin Lavens. Brooklyn, N. Y. Ap
cation filed September 6, 1S94.

These features of construction are claimed for the in

by the movable frame, a rock-shaft provided with an
also carried by the frame, a stop for co-acting with the ;

.732. Electrolytic Bath and Appliance. James H.
George, New York, N. Y. Application filed May S,

1S95.

solution composed of .1

ri'|idTo1lo?d'lh?coiVi.iii

553-733- Automatic I<v\

dial bath for J

I., ilie respective track rails, and means
ii through the respective branches of

553.799- -tliHli

Navy. .'\i'|':

, ,lv, ,> M,.,., T. Wood, U. S.
.:. :: !. ' '--.1 ..::I- ,., 1S95.

'Z'" hi ',:',.
' V \^ ::;:,:::, r'SiL§il

^i''!!u'-' 1

'''1''

^>-i. M, I.M 1 l.ciric Motors. Gaston
M.J 1. -,,h M. L. Savatier and

l.i4,iMi. 1 I Seyne, France. Appli-
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Photographic Experiments in Chicago
with Rontgen Rays.

By Frank L. Terry.

Since Professor Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen gave to the

world the results of his experiments with the Crookes

tube and aphotgraphic plate, the newspapers have been

hard at work making his name famous. Experimenters

in all parts of the world, with that quickness so character-

istic of this age. have been industriously engaged with

the so-called "X-rays," to "see for themselves" and

ascertain to what extent might be believed the wonder-

ful stories flashed from foreign shores of the German
professor's work.

It may readily be believed, from the current reports

one of the first, if not the first, of the succesful experi-

ments in Chicago to produce a "shadowgraph" of the

bones of a man's hand with the aid of a Crookes tube

and a photographic plate.

On the aftenoon in question an interested party of

electricial men gathered in one of the rooms in the ex-

perimental department of the Western Electric com-

pany's factory on Clinton street. An invitation to wit-

ness the experiments had been extended to the party by

Inventor C. E. Scribner of the Western Electric com-

pany and Dr, James Burry. The experiments had been

undertaken by Mr, Scribner at the instance of Dr.

Burry. who had procured a suitable Crookes tube after

much difficulty; and a number of partially successful

was placed under the flesh of the hand between thumb
and forefinger.

In this first experiment an eight by lo inch Seed

"26 X" photograpic plate was employed. This plate

while in the dark room had been wrapped with yellow

postolTice paper before insertion in the plate-holder. In

a word, the face of the plate was so protected with

the yellow envelope paper and arranged in this and

the experiments following that when the slide of

the plate-holder was removed the film on the plate

would still be protected from the daylight. The plate

thus prepared, with the slide of the plate-holder in place,

was brought from the dark room to the stand upon

which the experiment was to be tried.

FIG. I. PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS

that there is a. "corner" in Crookes tubes, that almost

every physicist with the means of experiment at hand is

doing more or less in the way of an investiga;tion of the

wonderful properties of the X-rays, A number of re-

ports have already been chronicled from eastern col-

leges, but it is a fact to be noted that up to the present

time little beyond generalties has been published as to

the practical means employed by experimenters to se-

cure results. The public has been regaled with re-

markable and startling accounts of what is being

done with the X-rays; their brilliant future is al-

ready so heavily discounted that even at this early date

the time is ripe in which to begin the sifting process to

ascertain and publish reports of experiments more in

detail.

On Saturday afternoon, February 8th, i

lege of the writer to be present at what may prove

priv

H RONTGEN RAYS.—SHADOWGRAPH OF F. R. M EEI

tests had been made previously, but none of these

had equaled in importance those of Saturday after-

With a view of giving its readers a detailed descrip-

tion and a correct idea of the manner in which these ex-

ceedingly interesting but nevertheless very simple

experiments were carried on, the Western Electrician

photographed two of the experiments while in progress,

reproducing herewith these and other photographs and

shadowgraphs taken at the time.

In the first experiment it was decided to attempt to

make a shadowgraph of the bones of Mr. Scribner's hand

by the aid of the X-rays, and also to secure at the same

time for comparison's sake, at the side of the impression

of the hand, a shadowgraph of a small block of wood in

which a bicycle bearing ball had been embedded. A
bullet, too. about three-eighths of an inch in diameter,

rv'S HAND, FULL SIZE, WITHOUT RETOUCHING.

In order more clearly to understand this experiment, it

will be well to refer to Figs. 2 and 3. In these views

may plainly be seen Mr. Scribner's hand resting on the

plate holder, the Crookes tube suspended about g^/4

inches above the hand and plate-holder, the induction

coil, the motor-driven circuit interrupter and the con-

denser boxes. In this first experiment Mr. Scribner's

band had been placed on the slide of the closed plate-

holder and then covered with two thicknesses of day-

light-proof black cloth. After having been thus pro-

tected by the cloth, the slide of the plate-holder was

withdrawn so as to allow the flesh of the hand to come

directly into contact with the envelope paper, only the

latter keeping the hand from contact with the film of

the plate. In this manner Dr. Burry and Mr. Scribner

sought to secure more marked results by bringing the

subject of the proposed shadowgraph closer to the plate,
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and yet keeping the plate from the diffused daylight of

the room.

Fig. 2 shows Mr. Scribner's hand as it appeared in

position on the plate-holder before the slide had been

withdrawn, and Fig 3 shows his hand when covered

with the two thicknesses of olack cloth during the exposr

ure to the X-rays from the tube above.

This exposure of Mr. Scribner's hand lasted 35 min-

utes, and a very fair result is plainly shown in Fig. 4.

A second experiment tried on this occasion was to ascer-

tain if it was not possible to produce with the apparatus

at hand a shadowgraph of a broken wrist bone. Ad-

judged from the appearance of the plates of the previous

experiments taken in the manner just described, and the

negative of Mr. Scribner's hand. Fig. 4, it seemed that

a 35 minutes' exposure had hardly been time enough

to produce a shadowgraph of bones in as thick an object

as a wrist. This, it would seem, is clearly indicated in

Fig. 4 by the distinctness with which the bones of the

finger tips are shown as compared with the failure to

The time of exposure to obtain the shadowgraph of Mr.

McBerty's hand was 50 minutes. It is interesting to note

that in this experiment an attempt was made to "stop

down" the X-rays, as indicated in Fig. 6, with a leaden

diaphragm about one-sixteenth inch (scant) thick and

10^4 inches in diameter, with a half-inch aperture. The
distance in this case from plate to diaphragm was about

10 inches, while the distance from plate to tube above

was about 11 inches. The curious feature in the shadow-

graph of McBerty's hand was the fact that the line of

the joint at the finger tips is so clearly indicated. The
appearance of this picture, where the eye runs from

finger to wrist, would seem to indicate that better results

will be obtained where the time of exposure is increased

or, perhaps, a stronger source of X-rays employed.

For the benefit of those who may wish to profit by the

study of these experiments, the following details are

Cum for J mterruptt ,vas fir

50 volt storage battery c

t taken from a

terrupter was

that it was hung as indicated in Fig. 6, one teat on the

left resting in a wire loop from the wooden support above,

while the upper portion of the bulb rested on the op-

posite wooden support to the right. The cathode directly

at the top of the tube terminated in an aluminum disk

about five-eighth inch in diameter, and the tube was so hung

that the cathode rays of fluorescence would beat down,

as it were, upon the lower portion of the tube and through

to the plate. In the experiments the anode was made
at the terminal at the lower right hand side of the tube.

Among those who witnessed the experiments, outside

of Inventor C. E. Scribner. F. R. McBerty, his assist-

ant, and Dr. "[araes Burry, were: E. M. Scribner. J. C.

"Warner. E. P. Warner, H. H. Wait. C. L. Jenness,

M. O. Slocum. E. Parmalee Prentice,
J.

L. McQuar-
rie, W. I. Jenkins, William H. Gardiner, Gayton A.

Dougl?ss. W. Forraan Collins and Frank L. Perry.

Credit should be given to W. I. Jenkins for the ex-

cellent photographs of the experiments and to William

H. Gardiner, the Western Electric company's photog-

PrC. 3, PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPEl

obtain in the same picture a representation of the bones

in the thicker part of the hand nearer the wrist.

Andrew Settervall, an employe of the Illinois Steel

company, had been secured by l.»r. Burry as a subject,

and Fig. 5 shows Mr. Settervall with his wrist in posi-

tion for the experiment, by which it was hoped to reveal

evidences of two breaks between wrisl and elbow, the

fractures having occurred two months before. This ex-

posure was made in a manner similar tu the first, but

lasted 40 minutes. The negative obtained seemed to

indicate, however, that the exposure had not been long

enough, for although the shadow of wrist was clearly

impressed on the film of the plates, no bones were shown.

Later on in the afternoon a third test was made with

the hand of F. R. McBerty, Mr. Scribner's labora-

tory assistant. Mr. McBerty attained the distinction of

having helped to obtain the best shnMnv. rnpli fhn , f.ir of

the human hand sc:cured during th. .•
|

,1 n, ul (, . |„ ri-

ments. A reproduction of Mr. Mr 1 ;ri
1 ImhI i in.wn

page illustration of ^jis i

:MENTS in CHICAGO WITH RONTGEN RAYS.—ARRANGEMENT I

attached to the end of the armature shaft of a one-eighth

horse power motor which ran at about 800 revolutions.giv-

ing 1.600 interruptions per minute. This interrupter was
connected as indicated in the diagram. Fig. 7, with three

cells of storage battery, working approximately at a volt-

age of six volts, and the circuit was completed through

the primary coil of a Western Electric three-inch gas

lighting spark coil. The secondary from this three-inch

spark coil was connected to the Crookes tube, as indi-

cated in the pictures of the experiments. but shown more
clearly in Fig. 6. The whole arrangement was ex-

ceedingly simple to anyone familiar with ordinary elec-

trical apparatus. A two and one-half microfarad con-

denser bridged, as indicated, the circuit from interrupter

to primary coil. I'or developing the photographic

plates cikonogen-hydrochinon was used,

For the sake of accuracy it should be stated that during

the attempt to make a photograph of Mr. Settervall's

wrist the motor was speeded up to about 4,000 alterna-

lons per 1

Relative the Crookes tube it should be 1

RING EXPOSURE FOR FIG. 4.

rapher. for his careful wor^

shadowgraphs.

the development of the

Following Rontgen's Experiments.
Interest in the new developments following the an-

nouncement of Prof. Rontgen's discovery is not confined

to any locality or class. Universities and colleges

throughout the country are looking into the subject, in-

ventors and experimenters are satisfying their own curi-

osity by repeating the experiments already described and
applying new tests. In Chicago. Prof. Michelson of the

University of Chicago is following a series of experi-

the :
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Form of Radiation.'

tube. Fli

from the apparatus. It is easy 1

the cause of the fluorescence is the discharge apparatus
and nothing else.

2. The most striking feature of this phenomenon is

that an influence (.'/.^'cz/a) capable of exciting brilliant

fluorescence is able to pass through the black cardboard
cover, which transmits none of the ultra-violet rays of

the sun or of the electric arc, and one immediately in-

til they appeared to be of almost equal
The following table gives the thicknesses
the thicknesses relative to the platinum

liehav

I was not able l(

transparent than
lead, gold, platinu

but only when the plates are not t( !> 1 hi..
I

IIiimi

0.2 mm, thick is transparent; silver and coppur shi

may be decidedly thicker. Lead 1,5 mm, thick is

good as opaque, and was on this account often made
of. A wooden rod of 20 by 20 mm. cross-section, pair

white, with lead paint on one side, behaves in a pecu
manner. When it is interposed between apparatus
screen it has almost no effect when the X-rays
through the rod parallel to the painted side, bu
throws a dark shadow if the rays have to traverse

Thickness. KeLitive Thickness. Density.

Pi. 0.0, ,S

I'b. 0,05

Zn. 0,10
3

7-1

t of the thickn

it is to be obser
that although the

]

sity may be the same, it does not in ;

the transparency of the different met;

trauKparrncy increases at a greater

Ty way loilow that

s is the same. The
ite than this prod-

6, The fluorescence of barium-platino-cyanide is

he only recognizable phenomenon due to X-rays,

nay be observed, first of all, that other bodies fluort

quires whether other bodies possess this property. It

is soon discovered that all bodies are transparent to this

influence, but in very different degrees, A few examples
will suffice. Paper is very transparent;- the fluorescent
screen held behind a bound volume of 1,000 pages still

lighted up brightly; the printer's ink offered no percepti-
ble obstacle. Fluorescence was also noted behind two
packs of cards; a few cards held between apparatus and
screen made no perceptible difference. A single sheet
of tinfoil is scarcely noticeable; only after several layers
have been laid on top of each other is a shadow clearly
visible on the screen. Thick blocks of wood are also

transparent; fir planks 2 cm. to 3 cm. thick are but
very slightly opaque. A film of aluminum about 15 mm.
thick weakens the effect very considerably, though it

does not entirely destroy the fluorescence. Several
centimeters of vulcanized India rubber let the rays
through." Glass plates of the same thickness behave in

I. Preliminary communication to the Wiirzburg Physico-medi-

litions, but without the int(

revity's sake I should like
tinguish these from other i

pami Very similar to the metals themselves are their

salts, whether solid or in solution.

3. These experimental results and others lead to the

conclusion that the transparency of different substances
of the same thickness is mainly conditioned by their

density; no other property is in the least comparable
with this.

The following experiments, however, show' that den-
sity is not altogether alone in its influence. I experi-

mented on the transparency of nearly the same thick-

ness of glass, aluminum, calcspar and quartz. The
density of these substances is nearly the same, and yet

it was quite evident that the spar was decidedly less

transparent than the other bodies, which were very

much like each other in their behavior. I have not ob-

served calcspar fluoresce in a manner comparable with
glass.

4. With increasing thickness all bodies become less

transparent. In order to find a law connecting trans^

parency with thickness, I made some photographic ob-

servations, the photographic plate being partly covered
with an increasing number of sheets of tinfoil. Photo-
metric measurements will be undertaken when I am in

possession of a suitable photometer.

5. Sheets of plantinum, lead, zinc, and aluminum

REPRODUCED

Qple, phosphorus, calciun
ium glass, ordinary glass, calcspar, rock salt

Of especial interest in many ways is the fact that pho-
tographic dry plates show themselves susceptible to X-
rays. We are thus in a position to corroborate many
phenomena in which mistakes are easy, and I have,
whenever possible, controlled each important ocular
observation on fluorescence by means of photography.
Owing to the property possessed by the rays of passing
almost without any absorption through thin sheets of

wood, paper or tinfoil, we can take the impressions
on the photographic plate inside the camera or paper
cover whilst in a well-lit room. In former days this

property of the ray only showed itself in the necessity
under which we lay of not keeping undeveloped plates,

wrapped in the usual paper and board, for any length of

time, in the vicinity of discharge tubes. It is still open
to question whether the chemical effect on the silver

salts of photographic plates is exercised directly by the

X-rays. It is possible that this effect is due to the fluor-

escent light which, as mentioned above, may be gener-

ated on the glass plate or perhaps on the layer of gelatin.

"Films" may be used just as well as glass plates.

itally proved that the X
; able to cause thermal effects, but



well take their existence as probable, since it is proved

that the fluorescent phenomenon alters the properties of

X-rays, and it is certain that all the incident X-rays do

not leave the bodies as such.

The retina of the 63-6 is not susceptible to these -rays.

An eye brought close up to the discharge apparatus per-

ceives nothing, although, according to experiments

made, the media contained in the eye are fairly trans-

parent.

7. As soon as I had determined the transparency of

different substances of various thicknesses I hastened to

ascertain how the X-rays behaved when passed through

a prism—whether they w^e refracted or no. Water
and carbon disulphide in prisms of about 30*^ refractive

angle showed neither with the fluorescing screen nor

with the photographic plate any sign of refraction. For
purposes of comparison the refraction of light rays was
obsen,'ed under the same conditions; the refracted

images on the plate were respectively aboat 10 mm. and
20 mm. from the non-refracted one. With an aluminum
and a vulcanized-rubber prism of 30° angle I have ob-

tained images on photographic plates in which one may
perhaps see refraction. But the matter is very uncer-

tain, and even if refraction exist it is so small that the

refractive index of the X-ray for the above materials

can only be, at the highest, 1.05. Using the fluorescent

screen, I was unable to discover any refraction at all in

the case of the aluminum and the rubber prism.

Researches with prisms of denser metals have yielded

up to now no certain results, on account of the small

transparency and consequently lessened intensity of the

transmitted ray.

In view of this state of things, and the importance of

the question whether X-rays are refracted on passing

from one medium to another, it is very satisfactory that

this question can be attacked in another way than by
means of prisms. Finely powdered substances in suffi-

cient thicknesses only allow a very little of the incident

light to pass through, and that is dispersed by refraction

and reflection. Now, powdered substances are quite as

transparent to X-rays as are solid bodies of equal mass.

Hence it is proved that refraction and regular reflection

do not exist to a noticeable degree. The experiments

were carried out with finely-powdered rock salt, with

pulverulent electrolytic silver, and with the zinc powder
much used in chemical work. In no case was any dif-

ference observed between the transparency of the pow-
dered and solid substance, either when using the fluores-

cent screen or the photographic plate.

It follows from what has been said that the X rays

cannot be concentrated by lenses; a large vulcanized-

rubber and glass lens were without influence. The
shadow of a round rod is darker in the middle than at the
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appreciable regular reflection of the rays from the sub
stances experimented with need be looked for. Othe
investigations, which I will describe here, lead

same result. Nevertheless, an observation must t

tioned which at first sight appears to contrad

the

the

RONTGEN RAYS. CROOKES TUBE IN POSITIO,

PLATE-HOLDER, LEAD DIAPHRAGM

above statement, I exposed a photographic plate to the
X-rays, protected against light rays by black paper, the

glass side being directed toward the discharge tube. The
sensitive layer was nearly covered, star-fashion, with

edge; that of a tube filled with any substance more trans-
parent than the material of the tube is lighter in the mid-
dle than at the edge.

8. The question of the reflection of the X-rays is set-
tled in one's mind byttfre preceding paragraphs, and no

blanks of platinum, lead, zinc and aluminum. On
developing the negative it was clearly noticeable that
the blackening under the platinum, lead, and especially
under the zinc, was greater than in other places. The
aluminum had exorcised hardly any effect. It appeared.
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therefore, that the three above-mentioned metals had
reflected the rays. Nevertheless other causes for the
greater blackening were thinkable, and in order to make
sure I made a second experiment, and laid a piece of

thin aluminum, which is opaque to ultra-violet rays
though very transparent to X-rays, between the sensi-

tive layers and the metal blanks. As again much the
same result was found, a reflection of X-rays by the

above mentioned metals was demonstrated. But if we
connect these facts with the observation that powders
are quite as transparent as solid bodies, and that, more-
over, bodies with rough surfaces are, in regard to

the transmission of X-rays, as well as in the experiment
just described, the same as polished bodies, one comes
to the conclusion that regular reflection, as already
stated, does not exist, but that the bodies behaved to the
X-rays as muddy, media do to light.

Again, as I could discover no refraction at the point
of passage from one medium to another, it would seem
as if the X-rays went through all substances at the same
speed, and thai in a medium which is everywhere, and
in which the material particles are embedded; the par-
ticles obstructing the propagation of the X-rays in pro-
portion to the density of the bodies.

9. Hence it may be that the arrangement of the par-
ticles in the bodies influence the transparency; that, for

example, equal thicknesses of calcspar would exhibit
different transparencies according as the rays were in

the direction of the axis or at right angles to it. Re-
searches with calcspar and quartz have yielded a nega-

10. It is well known that Lenard, in his beautiful in-

vestigation on Hittorf cathode rays passed through thin
aluminum foil, came to the conclusion that these rays
were actions in the ether, and that they pass diffusively
through all bodies. I have been able to say the same
about my rays.

In his last work Lenard has determined the absorp-
tion co-eflicient of various bodies for cathode rays; and
among other things for air atmospheric pressure pt 4. i,

3.4, 3.1, at per centimeter, and found it connected with
the exhaustion of the gas contained in the discharge ap-
paratus. In order to estimate the discharge pressure by
the spark-gap method, I used in my researches almost
always the same exhaustion. I succeeded with a Weber
photometer (I do not possess a better one) in comparing
the intensity of the light of my fluorescing screen at dis-

tances of about 100 mm. and 200 mm. from the discharge
apparatus, and found in the case of three tests agreeing
well with one another that it varied very nearly inversely
as the square of the distance of the screen from the dis-

charge apparatus. Hence the air absorbs a very much
smaller fraction of the X-rays than of the cathode rays.

This result is also quite in agreement with the result

previously mentioned, that the fluorescing light was still

observable at a distance of two meters from the dis-

charge apparatus.
Other bodies behave generally like air—that is to say,

they are more transparent for X-rays than for cathode
rays.

11. A further noteworthy difference in the behavior
of cathode rays and X-rays consists in the fact that, in

spite of many attempts, I have not succeeded, even
with very strong magnetic fields, in deflecting X-rays
by a magnet. The magnetic deflection has been up to

now a characteristic mark of the cathode ray; it was.
indeed, noticed by Hertz and Lenard that there were
different kinds of cathode rays "distinguishable from
one another by their phosphorescing powers, absorption
and magnetic deflection," but a considerable deflection

was nevertheless observed in all cases, and I do not
think this characteristic will be given up without over-

whelming evidence.
12. After experiments bearing specially on this ques-

tion it is certain that the spot on the wall of the dis-

charge apparatus which fluoresces most decidedly must
be regarded as the principal point of the radiation of
the X-rays in all directions. The X-rays thus start

from the point at which, according to the researches of

different investigators, the cathode rays impinge upon
the wall of the glass tube. If one deflects the cathode
rays within the apparatus by a magnet, it is found that
the X-rays are omitted from another spot—that is to

say. from the new termination of the cathode stream.
On this account, also, the X-rays, which are not de-

flected, can not merely be unaltered reflected cathode
rays passing through the glass wall. The greater den-
sity of the glass outside the discharge tube cannot, ac-
cording to Lenard. be made responsible for the great
difference in the "deflectability."

I therefore come to the conclusion that the X-rays are
not identical with the cathode rays, but that they are
generated by the cathode rays at the glass wall of the
discharge apparatus.

13. This excitation does not only take place in glass,

but also in aluminum, as I was able to ascertain with
an apparatus closed by a sheet of aluminum two mm.
thick. Other substances will be studied later on,

14. The justification for giving the name of "rays"
to the influence emanating from the wall of the dis-

charge apparatus depends partly on the very regular
shadows which they form when one interposes more or
less transparent bodies between the apparatus and the
fluorescing screen or photographic plate. Many such
shadow pictures, the formation of which possesses a
special charm, have I observed—some photographically.
For example, I possess photographs of the shadow of
the profile of tbn <1nor ^Pp-ir,nhn>; \ho ^o.^^l in whirh was
the discharge .-ipiMi.mi , iiom ihr i,>. mh m v, in, h \n,i-, ihe
photographir

i-:
us ,>f

the bones oi" il-. i
,
:'.! 1'

, ! ,
;. - -. ;, A,.nnd

of a compass in whicli the magnetic iicrdlc is (-ompk-lely
surrounded by metal, of a piece of metal the lack of
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homogeneity of which was brought out l)y the X-rays,

To show the rectilinear propagation of tlie X-rays

(here is a pinhole photograph, which 1 was able to take

by means of the discharge apparatus covered with black

paper. The image is weak, but unmistakably correct.

15. I looked very carefully for interference phenom-
ena with X-rays, but unfortunately, perhaps only on ac-

count of the small intensity of the rays, without success.

16. Researches to determine whether electrostatic

forces affect X-rays in any way have been begun, but

are not completed.

17. If we ask what X-rays, which certainly cannot be

cathode rays, really are, we are led at first sight, owing
to their powerful fluorescing and chemical properties, to

think of ultra-violet light. But we immediately en-

counter serious objections. If X-rays be in reality ultra-

violet light this light must possess the following charac-
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cording to this hypothesis, if two electrodes under oil,

separated a certain distance, instantly acquire a differ-

,
and that the increase of such

{a) It must show no perceptible refraction on passing

from air into water, bisulphide of carbon, aluminum,
rock-salt, glass, zinc, etc.

id) It must not be regularly reflected to any appreci-

able extent from the above bodies.

(r) It must not be polarizable by the usual means.
{d) Its -absorption must not be influenced by any of

the properties of substances to the same extent as it is by
their density.

In other words, we must assume that these ultra-violet

rays behave in quite a different manner to any infra-red,

visible, or ultra-violet rays hitherto known. I could not

bring myself to this conclusion, and I have, therefore,

sought another explanation.

There seems at least some connection between the

new rays and light rays in the shadow pictures, and in

the fluorescing and chemical activity of both kinds of

rays. Now, it has been long known that besides the

transverse light vibrations, longitudinal vibrations might
take place in the ether, and according to the view of

different physicists must take place. Certainly their ex-

istence has not up till now been made evident, and their

properties have not on that account been experimentally

investigated.

May not the new rays be due to longitudinal vibrations

in the ether?

I must admit that I have put more and more faith in

this idea in the course of ray research, and it behooves me
therefore to announce my suspicion, although I know
well that this explanation requires further corroboration.

Dielectric Strength of Oils Under Alter-

nating Potentials.

By Elihu Thomson.

In the course of tests made under the direction of the

writer some two. or three years ago, the interesting fact

was noticed that the striking distances of high potentials

in insulating oils were in some way variable with the

frequency of the current or potential waves, or upon the

time during which electric stresses existed in a given
direction through the medium.
This relation has been confirmed by other and later

experiments. The general effect was found to be that

discharges at low frequencies are capable of puncturing
tnineral oil layers up to from one-third to one-half the
thickness of an air layer required to just resist puncture
by the same discharges, while with high frequencies of

equal striking distance in air, an oil layer of one-thirtieth

to one-sixtieth of the thickness of the air layer was suffi-

cient to prevent discharges. At frequencies such as 125
per second a potential which would give one-half inch
spark in air may puncture from one-third to one-fourth
inch of oil between the electrodes, while at frequencies

of 50,000 to 100,000 a layer of oil of one-fourth inch may
resist puncture when the spark in air is as much as eight

inches. The high frequencies experimented with were
such as are given by condenser discharges over an air

gap including a primary of a few turns, with a secondary
of a single layer of some hundreds of turns immersed in

oil. The discharges, in such case, are not continuous
waves, but a rapid succession of oscillatory discharges
with dead intervals or periods of-inactivity intervening.

The effect of carefully drying an oil was found to in-

crease its insulating power. This was also true to a

marked extent when careful filtering was resorted to, a
decided decrease of striking distance through the oil

with the lower frequencies being observed. It follows

from this that all oil used in insulating for high potentials
with low frequencies should be kept clean and homogen-
eous, and free from floating particles.

Variations of temperature of oil did not, in the experi-
ments made, greatly affect the striking distances for a
given potential. The general fact, however, that with
high frequencies the insulating power of oil layers is, as
measured by the striking distance in air relatively to

that in the oil, far in excess of such insulating power, for

low frequencies seem to be unaffected by the dryness,
clearness or temperature of the oil used.

It appears probable, also, that with partially conduct-
ing liquids like alcohol and water the behavior with high
frequencies is more like that of a true dielectric insula-
tor than with low frequencies. As an interesting fact

in this connection it may be noted that a high potential
high frequency coil capable of yielding spark torrents

over 30 inches inches of air gap between its terminals
still maintains its discharges even when shunted by a
glass tube i}i inches in diameter containing ordinary
water and long enough to bridge the gap.

It is difficult to account for the differences in the ef-

fects obtained with high frequencies from those with low
frequency alternating waves. A time lag in the estab-
lishment of the full dielectric stress or full electrostatic

field in the oil might account for the phenomena. Ac-

He

field, due to the molecules of the substance, such as the

interposed oil, is subsequent to the former.

If this were so the establishment of an electrostatic

field at high rates in oils would present analogies with

the case of magnetic fields in iron or metals.

It would also follow, if the supposition of a lag as above
be true, that in condensers such as those using oil as a

might Ijc UiiN.a a tlitjlii uiu livhturesis. Such a prop-
erty may exist tu a inuie marked degree in oils.

In the tests of the power of oil layers to withstand
puncturing by high potentials a curious effect was
noticed, which was that discharges under oil passed far
more readily between balls than between sharp points.
In other words, with any given difference of potential
between the immersed electrodes, as measured by the air
spark obtainable, pointed electrodes could be brought
much nearer than balls without provoking puncture.
With balls of one-half inch diameter as terminals, and
with low frequency (125), potential differences ranging
from 100,000 to 150,000 volts, the space between the points
could be one-quarter that between the balls, The ratio

between the length of spark in air and between sharp
points in oil was 10 to i at 10,000 volts, and 8 to i at

15,000, while with balls these ratios fell 10-2.4 to i and 2
to I, respectively. When flat plates were substituted for
the balls the striking distance in oil was still further in-

creased as compared with the distance with points.

The seemingly anomalous action of points under oil, so-

different from their action in gases or air, is certainly
curious, and the usual injunction to avoid points and
edges, as conducive to electric discharge, does not seem
to apply in such media as oil, at least when the poten-
tials are alternating and at ordinary frequencies.

In experimenting with discharges in oil uniform results
are only to be obtained by using carefully filtered oil, as
ordinarily they contain suspended particles,, fibers, etc.^

which appear to bridge the space between the electrodes
and provoke a breakdown due to the non-homogenous
character of the dielectric. It is also necessary to dis-

card oil after arcing has once occurred through it, as it

will have become much weaker, owing doubtless to the
fine carbon particles set free and which remain floating

ready to be drawn into the space between the electrodes,

thus giving rise to loss of homogeneity of the medium.

dielectric the capacity would be less the higher the fre-

quency. Again, if any such lag as is assumed exists, it

would probably vary with diff'erent insulating media and
it may depend upon the molecular states, as viscosity,

for example. Observations of the oil space between the

immersed electrodes by polarized light could probably
be used with certain media to detect any differences in

time of establishment of electrostatic stress with differ-

ent frequencies, it being well known that under high
stresses certain insulating liquids become strongly af-

fected in their optical properties, with rotation of polar-

I RONTGEN RAYS. ATTEMPT TO PHOTOGRAPH WRIST.

has issued the first number of Home Study, a monthly-

journal devoted to the interests of technical students
striving to improve themselves by application at home.
The contents embrace articles on steam engineering,

mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, archi-

tecture, plumbing, heating and ventilation, mining en-

gineering, drawing, civil engineering, mathematics and
popular science. These articles are practical, clearly

written and beautifully printed and illustrated. If

excellence is recognized. Home Study should sue-
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It may afford some relief to the mind of the zealous

health commissioner of Chicago to know that another

antiseptic diaphragm for telephones and speaking tubes

has been invented. We have no doubt that if the at-

tention of the inventor could be directed to the letter

addressed by Commissioner Kerr to the Chicago Tele-

phone company on ihe subject of "disease breeding in-

struments." a sample of the new device would at once

be forwarded to the Health Department of Chicago.

Whatevkr criticism may have been made against

former promoters of storage battery projects for giving

more attention to patent litigation than the development

and commercial application of the accumulator, it is cer-

tain that no such complaint can be made to-day, The
slorat;i; battery is bring given a fair show now; it has

influ' r>
' !i, iIm[>

1 ,ini|.le capital for the ex-

prop. ;

excellent showit

cessful applicati

. Mr, Lloyd, in h

and recounted thesu

itor to special work i

Europe as well as in this country. He has looked into

the work now in progress in Europe, and his report fur-

nishes some interesting hints for American engineers.

Discussion of the "near crossing ordinance"" which

has been in force in Chicago since the first of the year,

and which has just been repealed by the city council,

has demonstrated the fact that the prejudice of certain

newspapers will make them hold street railway compa-

nies responsible for annoyances that they cannot possibly

avoid. The streets of this city have been for a long time

in a filthy condition, and after the recent snow storm these

thoroughfares were almost impassable. It is not to be

wondered, then, that there were many complaints from

persons who had occasion to patronize the street rail-

ways. In order to reach a car they were compelled to

wade through slush and mud ankle deep, and when they

left the car they were again compelled to wade through

mud to the sidewalk or the nearest crossing. As we

have already said, there was reason for complaint, but not

against the street railway companies. The fault was

with the street department, which was responsible for the

filthy condition of the streets. Chicago streets at the pres-

ent time are a disgrace to the city. We believe the

people will place the blame where it belongs.

It is always interesting to watch the progress in any

line of industrial development, and, generally speaking,

there is no better means of gaining information of the

latest advancement than through the weekly reports is-

sued by the Patent Office. Reference to the "Illus-

trated Electrical Patent Record" which appears in each

issue of the Western Electrician shows that there is

no abatement in the interest manifested in this field by

the inventive genius of the country. This record con-

tains in condensed forma review of the electrical pat-

ent field, and shows what is being done from week to

week. It is too much to expect that evfery week will

bring forth some great discovery that will startle the

scientific world, but it may be remarked that the gradual

improvement that is taking place, as shown by this

record, indicates a healthy condition of the industry.

The'American people are progressive; they are ever on

the alert for improvements, and in no other department

of industrial activity has there been such constant ad-

vancement as in the electrical field. These little refine-

ments in the art, which are being worked out every week,

show that we are constantly striving for a higher stand-

ard, and that we are rapidly attaining perfection in

these lines.

Elsewhe nis issue is presented Prof. Rontgen's

communication to the Wurzburg Physico-medical
j so-

ciety on 'A New Form of Radiation, " which has attracted

much attention abroad and has given rise to almost unlim-

ited speculation in this country. It is admitted that P,rof.

Rontgen's discoveries are of vital importance, that they

mark distinctive progress and that the widespread interest

that has been manifested in his announcement is bopnd

to result in still further advancement. Moreover, .it is be-

lieved .that the shadow pictures produced by .these i;ays

will prove of practical value in surgery. It is the opin-

ion of the eminent scientist that his-X^rays are longitu-

dinal. vibrations in the ether, and not -merely ultra-viblet

radiation. Prof, Kontgen reports that he has not been

able to show that these rays give rise to calorific effects,

or are subject to any regular reflection. or refraction at

the surface of different me^dia, and- that they probably

move with the same velocity in all bodies and in a

medium which penetrates ever_ything, and in which the

molecules of bodies are embedded. The possibilities

opened up by Prof. Rontgen's discovery have alre^ady

attracted the minds of the most eminent scientists in this

country and abroad, and while some of the predictions

which were made before an authentic account of these dis-

coveries was received in this country may not be realized,

it is probable that, the "new form of radiation" will lead

to still further discoveries that may eventually distiurb

many of the theories that are now pretty generally ac-

Last week we called attention to the action of the

state railroad commission of New York in the matter of; the

application of the Hufialo Traction company to establish

ing company. The refusal of the commission to grant

the desired permission provoked much unfavorable com-

ment, and as this is the third lime the board has taken

this stand, the people throughout the state are protesting

against the apparent favoritism that the commission has

been guilty of. The matter is again brought into prom-

inence by two bills that were under consideration at

Albany last week. One of these relates directly to the

commission and bears upon this point; the other has no

direct connection with the matter, but it tends to show

that the rapid extension of the trolley lines throughout

the state has had the effect of stirring iiji \\\v si, am

railroad companies. A conspiracy to slmi tmi i <niip( iiiion

is charged against the street railroad [np<>r;itions uf the

state, which are urging the passage of the Brackett

Husted bill, requiring the consent of the state railroad

commission before any existing street railroad may be ex-

tended. Should this bill become a law the present com-

panies would have an absolute monopoly of the business.

in every city of the state, for the state commission re-

cently has denied three applications of companies desir-

ing to compete with existing lines. The commissioners

take the ground that this paralleling of roads is against

public policy. All the street railroads in the state are

said to be back of this effort to extend the powers of the

commission to all additions to existing roads. While the

people of Buffalo are engaged in their fight against the

extension of powers of the commission, the people in the

eastern part of the state are preparing for a long struggle

with the steam railroad interests that hope to shut out the

trolley from the Hudson river towns between Albany

and New York. A bill has been introduced in the Legis-

lature providing that the Albany post road from Albany

to New York shall be a public highway forever, and pro-

hibiting the laying of any railroad track on the road ex-

cept within New York city. This would forever prevent

the building of a trolley railroad in Peekskill, and there is

nothing to-day that Peekskill is endeavoring more earn-

estly to obtain than an electric railroad. The bill places

other towns along the river in the same predicament. It

would prevent the paralleling of the lines of the New
York Central & Hudson River Railroad company with a

trolley road from New York to Albany. It is explained

that the principal street in all the Hudson River villages-

is the Albany and New York post road, and to shut the

trolley out from this road would mean to prohibit it

entirely from these towns.

Who is the biographical authority of the organ of the

electrical kindergarten? Who compiled the data accom-

panying the portrait of Sir William Siemens, issued by

that publication? The "professor" himself must have bad

a hand in it, for it seems incredible that anyone else

could have gotten so much misinformation into such a

small space. Historian Barrett tells us that Sir William

Siemens "invented the Siemens armature and the self-

exciting dynamo," and also that he was "first to trans-

form mechanical into electrical power, and vice versa,

without the aid of permanent magnets.'" And now the

question arises: Who told Barrett? Can it be possi-

ble that the professor has been made the victim of a

cruel practical joke? It must be so, for we know of no-

other person in the electrical world to-day who would be

capable of such a glaring blunder. Even Hornsby ought

to know better than that.

Barrett will probably say that he had nothing to do-

with it, and he may repeat his statement that he has

"merely given the use of his name" to these Hornsby

enterprises. This will not relieve him of responsibility,

nor will such an admission reflect credit upon him. But
this oft-repeated statement of Barrett about the "use

of his name" suggests an inquiry as to whether the gen-

tlemen whose names are so prominently paraded as his'

associates are actively engaged in prompting these Bar-

rett-Hornsby enterprises, or whether they, too. have

made arrangements for the use of their names. It seems

hardly possible that they could entrust their personal

honor and professional reputation to the keeping o£

Hornsby. If they have done so, they deserve the rid-

icule which this last blunder will certainly bring upon

them, and they have also forfeited the respect of their

professional brethren by practicing deception upon the

public. It is time that these gentlemen made an ex-

planation. The public is entitled to it, and the sooner

they set themselves right before the community the bet-

ter it will be for themselves. There are good reasons

for believing that misrepresentations have been made.

One cannot understand, for instance, how Dr. Carhart

or Prof. Anthony could have been guilty of such a

blunder as that noted in connection with the portrait of

Sir William Siemens, yet if we acquit them of stupidity

we can only do so by convicting them of cupidity. If

they were guilty of lending their names to these schemes^

they thereby sanctioned these erroneous statements

which were sent broadcast with their apparent endorse-

ment. In the case of Messrs Jackson and Thomas we
can understand how they may have been so preoccupied

with their numerous commercial enterprises that they

might fail to give the same careful attention to such mat-

ters as might be expected from Dr. Carhart. But they

cannot shirk responsibility. Their sense of professional

honor should prevent them from occupying a false

position before the public. An explanation is demanded,

gentlemen.
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Recent Improvements in America and
Europe in the Storage of Electricity.'

By Hkuhkut Lloyd.

During the 10 or 15 years that cover the period during
which storage batteries have been nnore or less in com-
mercial use, the electricians of this country have been

• divided into two distinct classes, ;in<l l wo .mly llmse

unalterably opposed to tlu-ir iim\ .mkI ihr miIht » lass hnn
believers, and. one might sa\. i mhnsiasis

In Europe one gets the iiu|iirsM(Pii ln.ni an ai ipiaini-

ance with electrical engineers, in Englaiul, ! ranee and
Germany, at any rate, that accumulators are considered
an essential feature in almost all electrical work. Some
engineers are greater advocates than others of the sys-

tem, but all are apparently believers, When it is borne

in mind that the discovery of secondary currents was
made in i8oi, and even a lead accumulator was made in

1803, it seems strange that it has only been within the

last five or six years that a lead accumulator has been
proven to be a commercial piece of apparatus.

A really practical storage battery was, of course, made
by Plante in 1S60, and another step was made in iSSi,

when Faure and Brush developed the battery pla.e

made by the application of already formed active ma-
terial. In about i8g6 the chloride plate was developed,

differing both from Brush-Faure and Plant(5. This
plate depends for Its usefulness on the peculiar and
beautiful crystalline structure of the cast material. Al-

though the present state of the art shows more than one
excellent form of positive plate, there has nothing yet

been produced comparable with a chloride negative

plate. Its capacity for weight and ability to withstand
both the use and abuse which a battery to be success-

ful must withstand, is almost phenomenal.
In England and France the companies doing by far

the greater portion of the business use no negative but a
chloride negative, and in those countries there are no
fundamental battery patents in existence to-day. In

England one is impressed not perhaps with the magni-
tude of the battery installations, but by their number.
Private house plants run by gas or gasoline engines are

abundant. Central station batteries are being installed

about as fast. as central stations are built, which in Eng-
land is comparatively slow. In Manchester, London,
and Belfast, Ireland; very large central station batteries

have been installed within the last year. The three sta-

tions just mentioned were equipped, respectively, by the

Chloride syndicate in Manchester, the Epstein in Lon-
don and the Electric Power Storage in Belfast, the bulk
of the business being done by these three companies.
During the time I spent in England the Chloride syndi-

cate got 10 successive contracts, which were about all

that were given out within that period, the fact of their

having strong patents covering the only practically per-

fect negative plate giving them very great advantage.
The combination of this negative with the best known
positive produces the most effective battery obtainable.

Electric traction, of course, in England and on the

continent is carried out on a very smalf scale, either

trolley or battery traction. . In Birmingham, England.
a storage battery road has been in operation for some
six or seven years, and has been the experimental
ground for almost all makers of battery, and the service

rendered was, of course, not the most satisfactory. A
little over a year ago the Chloride syndicate got a con-
tract for the equipment of all the cars of this line with
their battery, and with the experience of their allied

company in France at their back, they have been en-
tirely successful, giving service satisfactory to the rail-

road company and doing the business at a profit to them-
selves.

In France the Madeleine & Saint Denis road has now
been in operation over three years, running some 30 22-

foot cars, double decked, seating between 50 and 60
people. These cars have run,up to this time between
two and three million car miles, and the company has
every prospect of gradually replacing the horse cars in

Paris, in the face of the most terrific compeiition with
steam motors, compressed air motors, gas motors, and I

do not know how many more. On this road some very
good results have been obtained in what they call "re-
cuperation." A very careful test covering 100 trips,

about II miles each, give the folio *ving results, accord-
ing to figures given by M. Sarcia:

"The car while descending a 10 per cent, grade could
recover 57 per cent, of the energy expended in ascending
it; on a four per cent, grade a return of 42 per cent, is ef-

fected, and on a two per cent, grade 23 per cent. On a
one per cent, grade the recuperation is zero, with a trac-

tion coefficient equivalent to 22 pounds per ton. If the
traction coefficient could be reduced to 11 pounds per
ton there would be recovered, in utilizable form, accord-
ing to their experience, 63 per cent, of the energy ex-

pended in ascending a 10 per cent, grade, and with that

low coefficient of traction 23 percent, could be recovered
down a one per cent, grade. If the traction coeffi-

cient was zero on the level, the car having no dead re-

sistance, either electrical or mechanical, there would be
recoverable on descending a two per cent, grade 70 per
cent, of useful energy, the efficiency of the battery be-
ing in this case 70 per cent. An electric mountain rail-

road recently built on the Isle of Man, on which the
grade is almost a uniform 12 per cent., is equipped with
a trolley system having a battery in the power house.
On this road the car descending the grade delivers back
to the battery over the line about 33 per cent, of

the energy which it consumes in ascending, so that it

is beyond question that these applications should be
taken advantage of wherever it is possible, the economy
being so apparent."

I. Read before the New York Electrical Society, January 29,
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The cars that have been in operation on the Paris
roads for three years are of the old type, with the bat-
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The matter of charging the batteries on this road has
received very careful attention, and has been modified
at various times. Originally, when the road was started,

the battery was charged at a constant potential, 108 cells

being thrown on to a 260 volt bus. Under these cohdi-
the rging current coi

amperes, but gradually decreased, so that at the end of

charge it had reached about 10 amperes. They now
use two buses. The battery is thrown on to a bus
equivalent to 2.4 volts per cell, where it is left for three
hours, or until the current has fallen from go to about
30 amperes. At the end of the third hour the battery is

thrown on to a higher bus, equivalent to 2.55 per cell,

on which the charge is completed in from one to two
hours more, thus avoiding the use of resistance.

The most interesting feature in connection with the
operation of this road is in the method of repasting the

positive plates. The positive support plate is grooved
and made of an alloy, upon which there is very little

electrolytic action, and by a special process the peroxide
which has been deposited on the bottom of the jars in a
wornout cell is repasted into these grooves. Two men
are employed repasting and are able to keep some 30 cars
in continuous service, so that the cost of this portion of

the operation is wonderfully small, I saw a number of

these grids which had run between 25,000 and 50,000
miles, showing no evidence whatever of depreciation.

The casting of these girds is carried on by a special

process, by which the alloy is cast under very heavy air

pressure, which method is protected by an original

American patent, the French patents of which have
been assigned to the French Chloride company.

In a a five-wire station at Paris two very large bat-

teries were being installed last fall, one-half being manu-
factured by the Chloride company, the other half by
the Tudor company. This battery, which is now com-
plete, is probably one of the largest in the world.

In Germany the Tudor company, with works at Hagen,
has, during the past eight years, installed over 5,000
plants. A most interesting application of storage battery

has just been made by it on the street railroad of Han-
over, where the cars are propelled by storage batteries

within the city limits, and run by the trolley outside, the

battery being charged without removal while the cars

are running through, the outskirts. Forty-four cars have
been installed on this plan. Battery cars are also run-

ning in Berlin, Hagen and other German cities, and also

in Vienna. Up to the past year the German Tudor
company has devoted its attention almost entirely

to lighting work, but in Germany and France there

is a feeling that the time is ripe for the develop-

ment of storage battery traction, and within the next

year a great deal will be accomplished in this line.

It is well known that in this country patent litigation-

has long interfered with the development of the Storage

battery business. Something over a year "ago one strong

company acquired all .the patent rights of the contend-
ing companies, thus removing all question on the score

of patents, ' This company, being also allied with the three

strongest European companies, is able to take advantage
of every improvement that is made either here or abroad,

and can therefore produce the best battery obtainable.

Some months ago the New York & Harlem Railroad
company of this city decided to place two storage battery

cars on its Madison avenue line, to be operated through
the winter, in order to determine whether ornot the sys-

tem has been brought to a stage of advancement which
would warrant the equipment of the entire road.

In the cars run from Eighty-fifth street to One Hun-
dred and Thirty-fifth street the batteries are suspended
between the axles, on the car truck, entirely independ-
ent of the car body. In fact, so independent are the

trucks that they have been run alone, without any car

body on them at all.

The cars have standard Stephenson bodies 18 feet

long and standard Peckham trucks. Sixty cells of nine
plate traction type chloride accumulators, capacity 400
ampere hours, are placed in a tray about 4/^ feet square
and connected up solidly by lead burning, in two series

of 30 cells each. This tray is placed on a small transfer

truck, running on a narrow-gauge track in a pit eight

feet below the level of the street car tracks. An electric

elevator is utilized to hoist the tray full of batteries, to-

gether with transfer truck, up between the street car

rails into position on the street car truck, where the tray

is automatically locked and the elevator, with transfer

car, withdrawn. Large contact shoes on the car, kept
in place by steel springs, engage with contact plates on
the trays, as batteries are raised, so that the connections
are made automatically.

Each car is equipped with two G, E. Soo motors; sup-
ported outside of axles, and two "K" controllers, giving

combination as follows: First, batteries parallel, motors
series; second, same with shunt field; third, batteries se-

ries, motors series; fourth, same %yith shunt field; fifth,

batteries series, motors parallel; sixth, same with shunt
n<-ld, A fiable system will hr applied tu the shifting of

absentr i- '
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in batteries have cume into use just as large generating

units have, an example of this being the battery installed

in the Boston Edison company's station, where each cell

weighs about three tons, capacity 8,000 ampere hours,

or 16,000 ampere hours at 140 volts, with a maximum
output of 8. 000 amperes.
The size of cell could be increased almost indefinitely.

Batteries are now constructed specially to suit the work
for which they are intended, Until recently in isolated

plants, such as private houses, 150 ampere hour cells in

glass jars were generally used, as many as eight of such
series being jnstalled in one house. A private house
plant has been recently installed in this city with one
series of cells of 2,500 ampere hours each, and in the

last three months half a dozen similar plants have been
installed, varying in size from 1,000 ampere hours up.

Within the last year the question of electric train light-

ing has come up with considerable force, and cars are
now running between New York and Chicago lighted by
storage batteries alone, without any systems for operat-

ing dynamos and engines on the train. Train lighting

inthis country is a different matter fram train lighting

in Europe. In Europe a few eight candle power lamps
to the car are considered sufficient. The cars just re-

ferred to as running between New York and Chicago
have 44 16 candle power lamps. A train consisting of

five or six such cars requires a lighting plant of quite
serious proportions.

Experiments are being i

with small dynamos drive
moderate-sized storage battery is used to maintain the
lights when the speed of the train falls below some 20
miles an hour. A car so lighted is now running satis-

factorily between New York and Washington.
Perhaps the application of storage batteries which

will arouse greatest interest is that of stationary bat-

teries applied to equalizing the load on trolley lines.

Two or three plants of this character have been in-

stalled within the past year. In a road of considerable
length the application of a storage battery would save
in feeder copper a great deal more than its own first

cost, and the contingent advantages to be derived from
the operating of the generating plant at a practically

constant load are too well known to, require reiteration.

The application oi batteries, to electric elevator in-

stallations shows as great or even greater advantages. As
Mr. Sprague stated in his paper before the last, meeting
of the Institute, to operate six elevators without a battery -.-

would require a 120 kilowatt generating plant, while thej

average load would be but 35 to 40 percent, of this.

With a properly constructed battery," he states that the

;

direct plant could be reduced to 60 kilowatts, or even to,

but 50. -A battery was installed last fall in connection
with the elevator, plant in the new court-house in Minne-
apolis^ and the curves shown proved the effect. A simi-

lar plant is just being installed in the Chicago Board of

Trade building for the same purpose.

.In this class of, work, it is necessary that the.. battery

,

should be capable of discharging at rates which would!
completely exhaust it in" from half an hour to an hour. '.

These discharges, of course, are not long continued, and ',

the batteries as now constructed are not injured by this !

treatment. " Up to two or three years ago a 10 hour rate]

of discharge
-.

-
. -

xle of the <

the afactu : of battt

! been entirely, along the line of producing a battery
,

which is capable of discharging in from one to three'

hours, and although the cost has not materially decreased,
1

if capacity alone is considered, when discharge rate is
;

considered the cost has been greatly reduced, since a bat-

tery which can he discharged at five times its normal rate
;

will replace one five times its size of "the old type.

One feature of the battery business which has received
[

a good deal of attention recently is the specific gravity of

the electrolyte. The curves shown are very interesting,

as they show how the capacity of a cell varies with the
]

density of the electrolyte; the plates being respectively ,

one-fourth inch thick and four-tenths inch thick. The
;

thicker plate has a maximum capacity when the density
[

of the. acid, is about . 1,275; ^^^ one-quarter inch

plate has a maximum capacity when the electro-

lyte is about 1,240. It is very noticeable how rap-

idly the capacity falls off on either side the maximum
point. These curves are taken from two chloride cells,

the volume of the electrolyte being sufficient to prevent

any great change in specific gravity. The mean volts on
discharge shown in the upper curves rise almost regu-

larly as the acid density rises.

The rate of discharge being the same per pound of

active material, the discharge rate per superficial area is

therefore approximately 40 per cent, greater with the

thick plate than with the thin.

The battery just being installed in the new Edison
station at Twelfth street, this city, consists of 150 four

thousand ampere hour cells. The positive plates of this bat-

tery somewhat resemble the Tudor type; the negatives

tives are the chloride type. They are installed 75 cells



on each side of three-wire system; the 25 end cells on each

side are used as regulating cells, being connected by

copper bar to four regulating switches, two on each side,

so that the battery can be discharged at different poten-

The battery h hour I ate of 4

mpere hours on each side; at a thr e hour rate of 3

mpere hours on each side, and at o Qe hour rate of 2

mpere hours on each side.

The curves here shown give the percentage capa

f such a battery at rates \arying from eigh

The erection of the battery in two tiers, the upper tier

of iron framework, is perhaps new in this country. The
installation of the cells is effected by a special type of oil

insulator, which makes this method of erection quite

safe.

The battery is installed in a room approximately 20

feet by 40 feet, which is, I think, the smallest space in

which a battery of equal capacity has yet been placed.

Another Edison station recently equipped is in Law-
rence, Mass.. where a smaller battery, with capacity of

about 1,500 ampere hours is in use; this battery is dis-

charged completely in two hours, between four and six in

the afternoon, during the peak of the load.

The carriage which secured the gold medal, iirst

prize, in the horseless carriage contest in Chicago, was

built by Caffrey of Philadelphia, and weighed complete

1.650 pounds, including a battery weghing 664 pounds.

The battery consisted of 44 50 ampere-hour chloride

cells; the wagon was equipped with two i>2 horsepower
Lundell motors with series parallel controller.

This carriage is capable of running from 25 to 30 miles

on one charge at a speed of 10 miles an hour; it could

attain a maximum speed of about 20 miles an hour for

one hour, carrying four people. The two front wheels

of the carriage are driving wheels and it is steered by
the rear wheels. On the first speed, with an average

discharge of 5-6 amperes, or two-thirds of anelectrical

horse power, a speed of 4.6 miles was attained, and at

this speed the carriage would travel 46 miles on one

charge. On the second speed, running at 10 miles an

hour, it required 13 2 amperes, or i^Vo- horse power,

covering by this speed about 30 miles on one charge.

This carriage has been sold and shipped to Germany to

be used as a model for building similar ones over there.

This question of electric vehicles is attracting the at-

tention of the large carriage and bicycle manufacturers

,

many of whom are building such vehicles, and with a

battery such as is now produced, capable of very heavy
discharges, and with good roads, it would appear as

though the business would soon assume large propor-

The use of electric launches is growing steadily, but
not as rapidly as other applications. In this work light

weight is not so important as for carriage work, but bat-

teries for this work must have large capacity, as it is

often necessary to make long runs before facilities for

recharging can be obtained.

The improvement in storage cells for this work is

shown in the fact that the batteries on the launches
which ran for three months at the Atlanta exposition did
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Electric Traction on the Brooklyn
Bridge.

The use of electricity in place of steam for switching

the cars at either end of the Brooklyn bridge has been

recognized as the only suitable method ever since the

electric railway motor became a practical fact. But not

until the motor had been adapted to heavy train ser\dce

and had proved successful on the West Side elevated

railroad at Chicago, the Nantasket Beach division of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad and on the

Baltimore & Ohio mam line, did its employm'-n^ in th^

February 15,

e tilting sheaves, when the grips will take up the

nd the motors cease work. Should the grips slip

he train is mounting the 3. 7S, grade, the motors

ne again into requisition and assist the trains over

imit. Moreover, during the early morning hours,

raffic has become light and the cable is no longer

J.
the trains can be operated entirely by motor

i they now are by the locomotives. The eventual

e will probably be the exclusive operation o f the

railroad by these motor cars. Meanwhile they

ELECTRIC TRACTION ON THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE. MOTOR

bridge service become possible. Trustees Howell, Hen-

riques and Page, together with Chief Engineer Martin

of the bridge corporation, have visited these roads and

have become convinced of the practicability of handling

the bridge trains by electric power. To enable the trus-

tees and the engineer the better to judge of the ad-

vantages which electric power might offer over the

steam power hitherto employed for switching service,

bids were called for the proposed electrical equipment.

The General Electric company responded, offering tc

not cost one cent for repairs, which was not the
with those used at Chicago at the World's Fair,
.battery used at Atlanta was the chloride type.

'\t is reported that the power house for the. Union ele-

vated loop in Chicago is to be located on the property

on Market street. 300 feet south of Van Buren street,

east front, the dimensions being 141 by 165 feet, extend-

ing to the river. The property was purchased recently

by Marshall I'"icld. who now leases it for 99 years to the
I,f)op company at &0, 000 per year. The building and

luuy equip one car, operate it

of that time, if the results were

the car to its original conditio

experiment.

If the general plan adopted

as well as satisfactory, a certE

equipped with four motors, 1

cars are to be known as motor

with its own train at all time:

for 30 days and at the end

not satisfactory, to restore

1 and bear the cost of the

at first proves economical

in number of cars will be

)ne on each axle. These

cars, and each will remain

;, switching it from the in-

the outgoing tracks and pulling or pushing

its own switching power—^the motorcar—all the interfer-

ence which the steam locomotives have hitherto placed

in the way of the incoming and outgoing trains will be

done away with, and the complexity of the switching be

greatly reduced. At present, the time consumed in

switching a train is 20 seconds, and in that time a large

number of people gather on the platforms. With the new

motor and the new principle of operation it is expected

that passengers will at all times have cars waiting for them.

Beside the gain in time in the switching process, all the in-

conveniences of the locomotives—the noise, smoke, steam

and gases—will be eliminated, and this in itself will be no

small gain

Car. No- 76, Fig. i, one of. the regular passenger cars

of the Brooklyn bridge, was selected to receive the first

electrical equipment. All the apparatus, with the ex-

ception of the controlKiig handles and circuit breakers,

will be placed out of sight beneath the floor of the car.

The ordinary light Pullman trucks on which it has hith-

erto run and the cable grip mechanism were removed.

Heavier trucks were necessary to carry the motors.

These were supplied by the McGuire company of Chi-

cago and combine the best features of the passenger and

locomotive truck. They are shown in Fig. 2.

The general character of the motor equipment is sim-

ilar to that in use on the Chicago Elevated and Nantas-

ket Beach roads. The motors, Fig, 3. are known as

the G. E. 1,200, from the fact that under normal

conditions each will exert a horizontal effort of 1.200

pounds when mounted on a 33 inch wheel. Four of

these motors are employed, one to each axle or two to

each truck. They are completely incased and are water

and dust-tight. The armatur'is are of the well-known

iron-clad type, the windings being sunk into slots in the

armature core. The Eickemeyer winding is used on the

armature. By this method the crossing of two wires of

large difference of potential is avoided. The insulation

is substantial and each segment of the commutator is of

hard drawn copper. The armature is mounted on a

sleeve keyed to the shaft, which may be withdrawn with-

out interfering with the armature structure. The field

frame is of cast-steel. The ratio of reduction between

the armature shaft pinion and the wheel gear is 3.5

to one.

Each motor weighs about 3,000 pounds. With this

equipment and the regular train a speed of about 15

miles an hour may be obtained. Each motor is sus-

pended on the truck from two trunnions in the upper field

set in two bars, the outer ends of the bar resting on ellip-

tical springs. The axle is thus relieved of nearly all the

weight of the motor. At the base of each motor, facing
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; thethe ends of the car, is a small roller which depresses

cable and allows it to pass the motor without injury,

while a long iron bar runs beneath the truck and de-

presses the tilting sheaves, preventing them from strik-

ing the motor.

The operation of the motors is controlled by series

parallel controllers of the L-4 type, which have given

such general satisfaction on the Chicago roads. The in-

dicating dial of the controller is placed at the top of the

platform rail and is lettered "scries." "multiple" and

"off." showing' exactly the position of the controller it-

self. The reversing liandle is a jointed handle, which

can be placed on or taken off the reversing switch spin-

dle only when the controller handle points to the "off"

position, showing that there is no current in the motors

at that moment. The controller itself has no effect un-

til the lon^,' arm of this jointed handle is dropped into

-rs. each operated

roller will operate

; may be desired.

magnetic cut-outs are

also placed beneath the c

easy reach of the motori

vice is instantaneous and

any accident to the mot

floor. Beneath each hood of

:ircuit breaker, placed within

n. The operation of this de-

; an effectual safeguard against

These circuit breakers take

the place of the main circuit hood switches, but are

wired in multiple with each other instead of in series.

To guard against any possibility of one being closed

while the motorman is at the other end of the car and

desires to open his main circuit, only one handle is pro-

vided. The handle cannot be taken off without opening

the circuit breaker, and when removed the circuit is

locked open. As the motorman must take the controller

and circuit breaker handles with him when changing

ends, all danger of complication is avoided.

The car is equipped with 12 electric heaters, manu-

factured by the Consolidated Car Heating company of
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the overhead wire, is a diamond shaped frame of metal

set longitudinally upon the roof of the car and carrying

at right angles a bar in the center of which is a roller.

The arms are wide enough to preclude any possibility

of missing contact. The diamond frame is depressible

and expansible. on the principle of the pantograph, allow-

ing a play up and down to conform to the varying

heights of the overhead wire. With this collector the

trouble of reversing is entirely done away with.

The power to run the cars will be taken from the

overhead wire, already in position, supplying current

to the electric lights in the cars. The extr

J be supplied from the Fulton street feeder

of the Kent avenue station of the Brooklyn City railway,

the return wire being connected to the rails of the sur-

face road.

On February 8th the first official exhibition of the

system was given in the presence of President Howell,

Vice-president
J.

Seaver Page and Trustees Keeney and

Henriques. The motor car was coupled to three of the

ordinary passenger cars, and the complete train of four

cars was switched by the motors from the incoming to

outgoing platforms and thence to the cable sheaves sev-

eral times. The car was then taken over the complete

bridge circuit twice. Complete satisfaction was e\

pressed by the president and trustees and by Chief En
gineer C. C. Martin, at the manner in which the work

was performed. In "addition to those named there were

present ex-Mayor Charles A. Schieren, E. R. Know les

K. L. Martin. EHsha Dyer, Jr., of the Brooklyn ele

vated railroad: H. M. Littel. president of the Atlantic

Avenue electric railway; Dennis Sullivan, president

Coney -Island & Brooklyn steam railroad; F. B. Scott

and F. H. H. Sheppard of the Baltimore & Ohio rail-

road; Major G. W. McNulty; A. C. Vosburgh of the Raw
Hide Pinion company; W. J. Clark, A. K. Baylor, C. B.

Martin, R. H. Beach and F. Gilbert of the General Elec-

tric company; E. E. Higgins, Street Railzvay Journal

;

W. F. Osborne, Western Electrician; C. W. Price,

Electrical Revieiu.

Party-line Telephone.
The telephone herewith illustrated is known as "Out

fit No. 20" by the manufacturer, the Connecticut Tele

phone & Electric company of Meriden, Conn. It has ;

Albany, N. Y. This system of heating has been exten-

sively adopted on the surface cars in the city of Brook-

lyn, and the consequent abolition of the objectionable

stove has caused a general feeling of relief. The heaters

consist of a slab of porcelain in front of which is a cylin-

der of porcelain wound with galvanized iron wire.

These heaters have a maximum capacity of 40 square

feet radiating surface at 400 degrees Fahrenheit. Five

different temperatures, to suit the weather, can be ob-

tained by means of a controlling switch.

The collector, Fig. 4, which takes the current from

series battery call, and is put on the market as a first-

class low priced instrument not requiring the services

of an experienced electrician to set it up. From two to

10 or more of these instruments with from one to three

cells of battery at each station can be run in series on

one line, thus doing away with a complicated system of

wiring. This set gives excellent satisfaction on short

lines, as the resistance of each set is very low.

This telephone is guaranteed to be free from infringe-

ments, and equal in workmanship and speaking qualities

to any telephone on the market.

Northwest Engineering Company's Tel-
ephone.

The new telephone herewith illustrated -has lately

been placed on the market by the Northwest Engineer-

ing company of St. Paul, Minn. It has many points of

merit. The transmitter is of the improved Runnings
type, using Bildhauser coke imported from Germany.

The instrument is handsome in appearance and well

made. It is confidently recommended as a reliable tele-

phone.

Combined Harrington Hoist and Elec-
tric Motor.

The application of electricity to the Harrington hoist

marks a noteworthy epoch in the history of hoisting ma-

chinery. The electric crane has a large and increasing

field of usefulness, but the crane has only a limited area

under its control, while the electric portable hoist makes

it possible to apply the power of electricity in many
places where the crane cannot be used. With this new

combination there is a saving of two-thirds the labor re-

quired to lift 6,000 pounds or 8,000 pounds by the hand

power hoist. Ten thousand pounds can be lifted with

and with a saving of three-quarters of the

five to one; that is

la'ximum speed of 5j^

10 feet per minute

labor, while the gain in time is j

10. coo pounds can be raised at a

feet and lowered at the rate

Smaller loads can be raised faster. By means o£ a con-

troller, operated by the rope shown on the right of the

cut, the operator can vary the speed as he may desire,

within these limits. By this controller, also, the action

of the motor is started, reversed, or stopped,

A Storey motor is used, and the electrical features

were described and illustrated in a recent issue of this

journal. Edwin Harrington. Son & Co. of Philadel-

phia are the makers of this hoist, and they are to be

congratulated on producing a very neat and effective

machine.

Chicago Electrical Association.

The last paper of the present series before the Chicago

Electrical association will be presented on Fridaj- even-

ing. February 21st, by Bertrand S. Summers on the

"Outlook for Electro-chemistry." The attendance at

this course of lectures has been very gratifying to the

officers of the organization and they are very much en-

couraged by the interest manifested. The series will

be followed by another course, and the topics to be dis-

cussed at this t

as the authors

nounced. Thi;

April and May.

and the dates of the lectures, as well

will read papers, will soon be an-

mrse will extend through March,
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Philadelphia Lighting Situation.

Professor Willi.im D. Marks, late president of the

Edison Electric Light company of Philadelphia, is

greatly opposed to the leasing of the company's properly

to the new, comprehensive Pennsylvania Heat, Light &

Power company, which seems to be endeavoring to se-

cure a monopoly of the electric lighting business of

Philadelphia. Prof. Marks was defeated as a candidate

for re-election to the presidency of the company recently

and Charles M. Swain was chosen in his stead. He was,

however, elected a director, but tendered his resignation,

and thus withdrew entirely from the management of the

company. In a letter which Prof. Marks has issued to his

friends in the company, he says, after expressing his

thanks for their confidence in his management: -'This

ends my connection with the company, the object of ray

unceasing thought and labor for many years. At my

personal expense and for my guidance in protecting your

interests, I have procured the opinion of Theodore F.

Jenkins and George Tucker Bisphara, who most emphat-

ically state that any lease of our property and fran-

chises will be illegal, no matter what ordinances councils

may enact." It is said that President Marks received a

salary of $15,000 a year.

The question as to whether a lease will be effected to

the Pennsylvania Heat, Light & Power company is one

of future consideration; but if at any time the directors

are advised that it can legally be done, a stock vote will

be taken on 60 days' notice to the shareholders. In the

meantime Mayor Warwick has vetoed the bill of coun-

cils which was intended to enable the various electric

light companies to lease their wires and conduits to one

company, presumably the Pennsylvania Heat, Light &
Power company. A number of men prominent in busi-

ness, professional and other pursuits are connected with

the company, and strong pressure was brought to have

the mayor approve the work done by councils in passing

the measure. So strong was the opposition to it that

Mayor Warwick granted a public hearing, receiving the

statements of both sides to the controversy. The advo-

cates of the measure urged that if the bill became a law

the streets would not be torn up and the citizens would

be spared the annoyances associated with that work. On
the other hand, those who objected said that the granting

of the privileges sought would be the means of creating

a monopoly in the electric lighting business. The mayor

weighed both arguments for a week and finally returned

the bill with a veto.

Interesting Rumor from Niagara Falls.

There is a possibility that there may be a very notable

change in the installation of the seven additional dynamos

soon to be placed in the plant of the Niagara Falls

Power company. When Secretary William B. Ran-

kine was in the city of Niagara Falls a few days ago, he

stated that there would be a slight delay in letting the

contract for the extension of the wheel-pit and power

house, owing to the fact that the company is considering

a propo;sed change of plan for the installation of the

dynamos. The two 5.000 horse power generators now
at work are connected to the turbines in the wheel-pit by

a steel tube 166 feet long, which is 38 inches in diameter,

except at points where it passes the journal bearings or

guides, at which it is 11 inches in diameter and solid.

Now. it is understood, if the electrical companies can

guarantee the efficiency of the dynamos if placed at the

bottom of the wheel-pit, the additional generators will be

placed there. This will be a startling nnovation in-

deed; however, if practicable, it would be a very econo-

omical method, for it would result in di.spensing with the

expensive shafts which now extend up through the wheel-

pit. This important question will be decided as soon as

possible, and after it is settled the work of the extension

will be rapidly proceeded with.

Litigation over Booster Patent.

On Monday, February loth. a bill was filed by the

Siemens & Halske Electric company of America against

the Toledo Traction company and Albion E. Lang, presi-

dent of thai company, upon the so-called booster patent,

No. 417,668, issued December 17, 1889. This is the first

suit brought upon this very important patent, which,

covers the direct current booster, which has gone into

.quite extensive use already, and the use of which will be

more extensive as electric lighting and power circuits are

more extended. This patent is looked upon by its

owner as a fundamental one, and the interest in the liti-

gation just begun will be general among those engaged

in electrical pursuits.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, February S.—The strike at the Manhattan

Hotel against the employment of electrical workers who

are not represented in the Board of Walking Delegates

has excited some attention. These electrical workers

belong to Local Assembly No. 5 of the National Brother-

hood, lately organized, and which Electrical Workers'

Union No. 3 declares to be formed of delinquent union

men who formerly took the places of strikers. The con-

tractors refuse to take back the men of Union No. 3. A
representative of one of the largest firms in the business

said: "The contractors are in favor of organized labor,

but they will not have anything to do with Union No. 3,

as it has broken its agreement with them. The contrac-

tors are now depending on Union No. 5 to furnish them

with all the union men they want."

Edwards & Co. 's Electrical Works, in One Hundred

and Forty-fourth street, near the cut of the New York

Central railroad, were almost entirely destroyed by a fire

which started in the engine room at eight o'clock on Tues-

day night. All that was saved was the shell of the fac-

tory. All of the floors were burned through, and the

machinery and stock, which were valued at §25,000, were

destroyed. Before the fire reached the north end of the

building Robert Edwards succeeded in taking a number

of valuable papers from the safe in the office. The

police made an investigation as to the origin of the fire,

and concluded that it was caused by spontaneous com-

bustion in the varnish-room, where several hundred gal-

lons of oil and varnish were stored. The building and

stock were insured for §15,000.

At the recent annual meeting of the Electricity News-

paper company of New York city, these officers were

elected for the ensuing year: Edward Weston, presi-

dent; A. M. Aich, treasurer, and L. J. Montgomery,

One of the most instructive exhibits at the forthcom-

ing Electrical Exposition is promised by the Edison

Electric Illuminating company of New York. This dis-

play will occupy a space of over 1,000 square feet, and

will comprise a complete demonstration of the applica-

tions of electricity for domestic purposes. The most im-

proved methods of house lighting will be shown in detail,

and electric heating, also cooking by electricity. This

will be the first time that such a practical exhibition of

the many uses to which electricity can be applied in the

home has been made, and the understanding of the visi-

tor will be further enlightened by a well arranged dis-

play of the various kinds of apparatus employed, all of

which will be explained by those in charge of the exhibit.

W. F. O.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, February 7.—A bill- has been intro-

duced by Mr. Frye in the Senate relating to the require-

ments of vessels propelled by electric motors. It requires

all vessels above 15 tons burden carrying freight or pas-

sengers for hire and propelled by such motors to be made

subject to all of the provisions of the Revised Statutes

of the United States relating to the inspection of hulls

and boilers and requiring engineers and pilots, and that

all vessels so propelled, without regard to tonnage or

use, shall be subject to the same regulations as steam

vessels in passing each other, and also subject to such

provisions relating to lights, fore signals, steering and

sailing rules as the board of supervising inspectors shall,

by their regulations, deem applicable and practicable for

their safe navigation.

The scramble of proposed telephone companies for a

franchise to operate in Washington is getting interesting.

Three companies are knocking at the door for an oppor-

tunity to divide the business with the local company.

They are the Standard, the Home and the Columbia.

Since the commissioners reported adversely upon the

general proposition to charter another telephone com-

pany, the would-be competitors have been uneasy. Sev-

eral hearings have been held, with a view to a reconsid-

eration, but up to this time the commissioners have not

indicated a disposition to change their action.

Chief Justice Bingham, in delivering an opinion on

the Potomac Electric Light case, recently argued before

him, denied the right of the commissioners to grant the

permits authorizing that company to connect George-

town with Eckington by an overhead electric line, and

he based his decision upon the fundamental principle

that such concession of public ways for private uses can

only be made by the commissioners under specific direc-

tions from Congress. Justice Bingham said, in effect,
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that the commissioners have no more right to authorize

the construction of the electric light lines proposed by

the Potomac company than they have to authorize the

Tenleytown Railroad company to build a street car line

over the same route. In concluding his opinion Judge

Bingham adverted to the importance of the matter. He
said it was of the utmost moment that it should be fully

determined just what powers the commissioners have in

permitting the occupancy of the streets, in allowing poles

or other obstructions to be erected, or having the streets

dug up for laying pipes or poles. In his view they had

not primary authority to authorize any ofthese things.

They must have the sanction in each case of a special act

of Congress. The Potomac Light company's permit from

the commissioners is, therefore, rendered valueless by

Justice Bingham's decision. T. M.

PERSONAL.
At a meeting of the directors of the Interior Conduit

& Insulation company of New York, held February ist,

Allan C. Bakewell was elected vice-president and gen-
eral manager in place of E. W. Little, resigned.

John W. Mackay, Jr., who was killed by a fall from a
horse near Paris on October ig, 1895, was buried on Sun-
day, February 2d, at Greenwood cemetery. Brooklyn. His
body was brought to this country on the French line

steamer La Touraine. The father, mother and brother
of the deceased accompanied the body. They were met
on their arrival at New York by George G. Ward of the

Postal Telegraph-cable company, and the funeral services,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Norfolk, Neb., Electric Light & Power company

has leased its plant to H. H. Patterson for a period of

five years, beginning February ist.

It is possible that the Gas, Electric Light & Power
company and the Electric Light & Street Railway com-
pany of Wichita, Kas., may be consolidated.

The stockholders of the Chester. Pa., Electric Light
company have voted to increase the bonded indebtedness
of the company from §35,000 to §100,000. This is done
in order to cover the erection of the company's new
plant.

The Tradesmen's Bank building, a large and hand-
some block now being erected in Pittsburg, will be lighted

by electricity from its own plant, which consists of Ball

engines built by the Ball Engine company. Erie, Pa.,

directly connected to Westinghouse dynamos.

The Wapello Light & Power company of Wapello,
Iowa, has been incorporated with a capital stock of

§7. 000. A plant having a capacity of 30 arc and 1,200

incandescent lights will be put in. The officers of the

new company are: President, Jonas Miller; vice-presi-

dent and manager, W. H. Prescott; secretary, Mr. Ong;
treasurer, D. C. Thomas. In addition to those named.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Yonkers, N. Y., Electric Railroad company is

having plans prepared for a two-story brick power house,
repair shop and carhouse in Buena Vista avenue, near
Main street, to cost about §40,000.

"Tom Johnson may drop his fares as low as he
pleases," Ford Starring, of the Detroit railway, is re-

ported to have said, "but the Detroit railway will pro-

ceed as it now is. We have no idea of attempting to

carry on an expensive gift show just to play tag with
Tom Johnson. There will be no war of rates so far as

we are concerned."

The Chicago General Railway company, noted for its

fine rolling stock, has purchased five new cars of excep-
tional size and finish. The cars are 40 feet long, with
five-foot vestibules at each end, and are said to provide
seating capacity for 44 persons, with a total carrying ca-

pacity of 100. Each car has two four-wheeled trucks

and two 50 horse power motors, and is equipped with
the Sperry electric brake. The interior finish is white-
oak, with brass trimmings.

The amounts of taxes paid into the city treasury of

St. Louis by the street railway companies in 1895 was
as follows; Cass Avenue & Fair Grounds, §10,966.47;
Citizens', §5,764.39; Compton Heights, Union -Depot &
Merchants' Terminal, §3, 171. 35: Jefferson Avenue,
§1.101,67; Lindell Avenue, §12,616.11; Missouri. §12,-

760,11; People's, §3,134-45; People's (leasehold). §53710;
St. Louis, §11,982.66; St. Louis and Suburban, §5.454.45:
Southern, §5,287.77; Union Depot, §14.552.54.

TELEPHONE.
At Des Moines, Iowa, January 30th. a meeting of tele-

held to organi

a co-operative exchange. It

change of 1,500 instrument-^ r

. §12 per year for .„

deuces. The promoters
exchange and the raectii

was feasible, A commith
cles of incorporation and 1

io forresi-
ons for the
t the plan
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TRADE NEWS.
Antoine Bournonville of the Alfred V. Moore com-

pany of rhiladelphia was in New York on Saturday—
his lirst visit for several months, lie reports that rush-

ing business lias confined him closely to Philadelphia.

The Storey motor of the Storey Motor & Tool company
of Philadelphia is being pushed intelligently and persist-

ently and is rapidly coming into prominence. A recent

descriptive pamphlet, which will be sent on application,

fells all about it and its applications.

Condensed information in readable shape is given in

the new "Catechism on Oil Filtration," issued by the

Purity Oil Filter company of 211 Water street. Pitts-

burg. This booklet essays to show how the consumer
can save from 50 to 90 per cent, of his oil expense by
the use of the company's oil-saving device.

The American Carbon company of Noblesville, Ind.,

through Secretary Edmund Dickey, has just closed a

contract for three years with the Badger Illuminating

company for the latter's supply of carbons. Previous to

this time the company had a year's contract, and the

signing of this new arrangement is a tribute to the ex-

excellence and reliability of American goods.

The Crown Woven Wire Brush company, Salem,
Mass., reports a steady demand for its brushes, espe-

cially for the new brush, the Crown "K," which is the

only brush of its kind made in America. H. B. Coho &
Co., 203 Broadway, New York, are the New York agents.

At present the company has no ageat in Chicago, but it

hopes soon to enter into an arrangement by which one
of the largest dealers will carry a stock of these goods.

The Standard Telephone & Electric company of Mad-
ison, Wis., has been awarded the contract for 1,000 tel-

ephones and a 1,000 plug switchboard for the new ex-

change at Portland, Ore.; also for 500 telephones and
switchboard for Jacksonville, Fla., and for 700 tele-

phones and switchboard for San Jose, Cal. The Cali-

fornia Telephone & Construction company of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., has also contracted for the exclusive use of

the Standard company's telephones and switchboards in

California for a period of four years.

Exhaustive circulars of information and books of tes-

timonials from students are issued by the International

Correspondence Schools of Scranton. Pa., and will be
found valuable by all young men desiring to advance
themselves in technical pursuits by home study. The
Amc7-ican Artisan says of this institution: "The faculty

compare favorably in scholarship and character with
those of technical institutions everywhere. The prog-

ress of students has been as marked here as anywhere.
The Correspondence School counts among her graduates
leaders in industrial circles everywhere. This school
lacks only three of the features of our technical colleges

—the students are too far apart to haze one another,

formulate a college yell, or organize a football eleven."

Courses known as "Complete Electrical," "Electrical

Power and Lighting" and "Mechanical-electrical" are
provided.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

F. H. Ball has sold his interest and retired from ac-

tive participation in the management of the Ball & Wood
oompany of Elizabeth. Mr. Ball has l^-.-n nn<; of the

cfTicers of this company for a numln 1 i-f .-u . .ml l

Ball,

wilW
Bert
department. The business
pany has been excellent tki

extended largely through t

office was opened a year ago
very busy executing thecont
engines for the Edison Elect
Paterson. and also orders for the New York and Brook-
Ivn Bridge; Johnston Building, New York; Ellicott

Square Building, Buffalo; St. Charles Hotel, New Or-
leans, and others.

General Manager E, C. Wilcox of the Connecticut
Telephone & Electric company of Meriden, Conn., says
that his company's business for January exceeded
several times that of any previous month, and the pros-
pects are that they will have all they can do to fill orders
now booked for telephones. Recent sales have been to

the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad com^
pany; Delaware & Hudson Canal company, Albany, N.
Y.; Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific Railway
company; Cudahy Packing company, South Omaha,
Neb.; George H. Hammond company, South Omaha,
Neb.; Searles Manufacturing company, Newark, N. J.;
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,
Pittsburg; Broad Brook company, Broad Brook,
Conn.; Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.; Central
Railway & Electric company, New Britain, Conn.;
Hartford Street Railway company, Hartford, Conn.;
Seneca Light & Power company, Seneca Falls. N. Y.;
Perry Telephone compaay. Perry, la.; Juneau Tele-
phone company, Juneau, Alaska.

BUSINESS.

S. D. Kopf of the Furniture City Electric company.
Grand Rapids, Mich., visited friends in Chicago during
the last week.

The Union Heater Supply company of Detroit, Mich.,
calls attention to its complete line of linemen's fire-pots

and portable forges for electricians. Detailed informa-
tion IS cheerfully furnished.

The Jewell Belting company of Hartford. Conn., has
just issued a pamphlet descriptive of its pulley covering
material. The company will gladly supply copies of this

little book to engineers of power or lighting stations who
will apply for it.

The Emerson Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Louis has just issued a small pamphlet descriptive of its

new alternating current power motors. This little book
gives, in addition to a complete table of sizes, frequencies,

:-, some interesting information about

motors of this class, "power factor" of motors and val-
uable information in relation to installing. It should be
in the hands of everyone interested in alternating current

The Nor hwest Engineering company o St. Paul
esonalargeraanu facturingand upply bus-

and telephone nlan
methods of construction have jecome a standard n the
Northwest, Ithasjustcomp elcd an iron a rmored in-

stallalion i the United Sta es custom house a Man
kato, Minn , on which it re eived a high testi

from the U ited States government. The 5ngin eering
and manufacturing departm nts are cond cted
most systematic basis, which enables them intain
the high standard of excellence and at the sa ne ti -ne re-
diice the co t of production to the lowest pos ible point

for

sales agenti

by the Aultman & Taylor Machinery company, Mans-
field, Ohio, report the following recent sales of Cahall
boilers: National Chemical company, Cleveland, 150
horse power; Republic Iron Works, Pittsburg (fourth
order), 250 horse power; municipal electric lighting
plant, Longton, Ohio, 250 horse power; Voight Brew-
ing company, Detroit, Mich., 500 horsepower; Michigan
Alkali company, Wyandotte, Mich, (fourth order), 300
horse power; Jefferson Coal company. Coal Glen, Pa.,
500 horse power; Ohio Iron company, Zanesville, Ohio,
500 horse power. The boilers for the Republic Iron
Works are for the utilization of waste heat from heat-
ing furnaces; those for the Ohio Iron company are for
blast furnace gas, and the other orders mentioned are
for boilers of the direct-fired type,

H. O. WoodruS and L. G. Nilson, the moving spirits

of the Sioux City (Iowa) Electrical Supply company,
have been very successful. The Nilson-Woodruff com-
pany has now been incorporated and has purchased the
plant of the Rathbun Manufacturing company, which
is claimed to be one of the best equipped machine shops
in the Northwest. This building will now be used as a
machine shop by the Sioux City Brass Works, and two
buildings will be erected at once, rne for the plating
department and pattern-making and one for the foundry.
Next summer it is the intention to build a three-story
building on the east half of the property, which will be
occupied by the Sioux City Electrical Supply company.
The Supply company, besides doing construction work
and jobbing electrical goods, manufactures a line of
small supplies, such as telephones, lamp sockets and
chandeliers. The Brass Works are building heavier elec-
trical machinery, such as dynamos and motors, and do-
ing fine machine and model work.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
553,831. Secondary Battery. Anthelme E. W. Boucher,

Prilly, Switzerland. Application filed August 13,

1895.

which is inclosed in a metallic frame adapted to conduct
the current to the perimeter o£ the anode, the frame pro-
tected by a layer of insulating material from the electrolyte.

553.838. Successive Non-interference Signal Box. Fred-
erick W. Cole, Newton, Mass. Application filed

April 21, 1890.

with a variable stopping device for the train, comprising i

controlling detent for the train, a holder for it, and a re
storing device for the holder under the control of the arma
ture of the non-interference magnet.

ference signal box there is a signaling

3. ThereT?e
: and a stop-
ng members

ture is adapted to move out of the field of
a signal-controller governed by the armature and a stop-

of which is governed by
1 running for restoring the a

553, 840 . Successive Non-in terference Signal Box. Fred-
erick W. Cole, Newton, Mass. Application filed

May 3. i8go.

The last claim is for a non-interference signal box, a
train, a circuit controller for the signaling circuit operated
by it, a non-interference magnet and its armature combined
with a shunt switch for the circuit controller controlled by
the train in running, which is opened at the beginning of a

which is controlled by the magnet, and means independent
of the action of the magnet for opening the last named

,ining a magneto generate

Issued February ^, iSg6.

len the former is operated

1,844. Insulating Joint. William O. Duntley, St.

Louis, Mo. Application filed May 25, 1895.

In an insulating joint the combination is claimed of a sec-
tion adapted to be secured to the gas pipe.

bottom of the perforation therethrough, and fibrous in-
sulating washers adapted to bear the strain of the parts.

1,847. Electric Transformer. Walter K. Freeman,
Fort Wayne. Ind. Appl

I therethroi
s pipe,

The last claim is given: In an inductorium, the combi-
nation with the oppositely arranged co-operating plates,
each having end and intermediate arms of sufficient length
to bridge the space between the bodies of the plates, each
of said end arms having inclined edges for mutual co-
operation, and the intermediate arms having reduced ends
and bearing surfaces arranged at an equal inclination to the
inclined surfaces on the end arms, whereby the plates may
be joined in solid sections adapted to be inserted or re-
moved for the renewal, repair or inspection of the coils.

1,857. Electric Light Switch. Harry W. Lawrence,
Denver, Colo. Application filed April i, 1895.

In a three-way switch the non-conductive ratchet wheel is

three circular divisions of teeth separated by collars, each
alternate tooth of each end division intermediate of the
teeth of the opposite end provided with a conductive pole-

The features of this invention are a motor, means for
operating it, a retarded operative device consisting of a
signal wheel moved by the train to operate the circuit for
its first time after the train has run a longer time than the
longest closure in any signal, and a determining device
comprising a non-interierence magnet, its armature, and a
shunt lever governed by it, which is free to act during the
lapse of time to prevent an interfering signal being sent.

553,890. Electric Programme Clock. Herman T. R. Zeid-
ler, Berlin, Germany. Application filed June 29,

1895.

The combin;
provided with
and a lever for sliding the shaft, the lever being provided
with a hooked end engaging with the flange, of an electro-

its hooked end through the notch in the flange.

553.900. Electrical Whistle Controlling Device. Arthur
E. Colgate. New York, N. Y. Application filed

November 24, 1S94.

553,901. Automatic Current Regulator. Stanley C. C.
Currie, New York, N. Y. Application filed Febru-
ary 20, 1895.

553,911. Regulating Socket for Incandescent Lamps,
Alvin B. Hendricks, St. Mary's, 111. Applicatior

filed June 19, 1895.

radially extending coils of varying 1

onary contact fingers arranged to clo
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553.919. Electric Arc Lighting. George R. Lean,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed September 26,

1895-

A multiple arc circuit is supplied v "

'

annular pocket adapted ply of V

nk is permanently
lie inclosing shell

wound

ng provided with i

bedded in this handle, and a remo
case is composed of material sic

adapted to be applied and locked thereto.

553.977- Adjusting Attachment for Telephone Signal

Bells. Cleveland F. Dunderdale. Chicago, 111.

Application filed June 27, 1895.

The claim: An adjusting attachment for telephone sig-
* member comprised of two

553,920. Electric Arc Lighting System. George R.

Lean, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Septem-

separable parts, overlapping each othei

, bell gongs held and

ably

ber 27, 1895.

\yith two or m

voltage of the i

, each having a carbon se;

t or solenoid adapted to engage t

the separating and feeding ma|

of the

s

[inals of

etort

db said s''e'*^a"rilte arts

aid separate parts being
ts carrying the gongs to-

ward or away from the striker in order to effect the proper
djustment, and means for holding the two separable parts
ermanently upon the telepho:

St when the voltage
whereby increase of voltage of the

arc of one lamp will not affect other lamps in the same
multiple arc circuit.

553,923. Apparatus for Electric Welding. Hermann
Lemp, Lynn, Mass. Application filed June 17,

1891.

In an electric metal-working apparatus there are two
transformers supplying heating currents to the same work,
alternating current sources connected respectively to the

primaries of the transformers, and adapted to supply alter-

nating currents of different frequency.

553,927. Electric Trolley. Nelson Muslar, West Boyl-
'

ston, Mass. Application filed April 9, 1894.

NO. 553.847-

553.97-9- Electric Railway. Frederick C. Esmond
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April 19, 1893

shaped top of conducting material connected to the base,
and a flange upon the top projecting beyond the base, sup-

gSo. Electric Railway. Frederick C. Esmond,
Brooklyn, N. Y.. and Harding F. Gray, Passaic,

N. J. Application filed May 4, 1893.

The combination of a hollow case having a base of insu-
lating material, a ring of conducting material upon the out-
side of the base, a magnetic circuit-closing device within
such case having a helix-coil in a permanently closed cir-

minal of such coil and the ring.

,981. Circuit-controlling Device for Electric Rail-

way Systems. Frederick C. Esmond, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed July i, 1893.

The combina 1 supply conductor and e

adapted to be encoun'

plete tne circuit irom tne car tnrouen the tiel

or helix in the circuit controlled by the switch

554,036. Telephone Apparatus. Carl J. Schwarze,
Adrian, Mich. Application filed September 17,

1893.

,083. Electric Time and Signal Recorder. Charles
E. Ongley. New York, N. Y. Application filed

December 8, 1893.

nagnet in the latte:

and releasing the type wheel, and
magnet in the signaling-circuit, fc

and releasing magnet after the I.,

erated, whereby a record will be"printed from the type
wheel, after which the type wheel will be released,

,089. Electric Carriage Lamp. Patrick H. Quinn,
New York, N. Y. Application filed December 3,

1895.

A socket is provided with bottom springs, for retaining
the socket in the cup or cone of the candle-bolder of the
lamp, a spring-cushioned lampholder is supported on the
socket, means are provided for locking the socket to the
cup or cone of the candle-holder, an incandescent lamp is
inserted in the lampholder, and provided with the usual

554,097. Apparatus for Railway Signaling and Switch-
ing. John D. Taylor, Cbillicothe, Ohio. Applica-
tion filed October 29, 1894.

In the combination of an automatic reversing switch with
switch-rails, interlocking mechanism, a magnet and pivoted
armature are employed for locking a portion of such

554.102. Underground System for Electric Railways.
William P. Allen, Chicago. 111. Application filed

June 22. 1895.

disconnected from the conductor, and insulating supports
at each end of the sheath, and an electrical connection
through the sheath to the inner conductor.

554.103. Electric Conductor and Contact Device there-

for. William P. Allen, Chicago, 111. Application
filed July 15, 1895.

An outer casing i

plates, being adapted to form a slol

opening in the toi

through^the diaphragra. the connections being arranged

554,063. Commutator for Magneto-electric Machines.
John C. Henry. Westfield, N. J. Application filed

March 31, 1893.

This commutator has radial arms of its alternate seg-

554,104. Underground System for Electric Railways.
William P. Allen. Chicago, 111., and Alvaro S.

Krotz. Springfield, Ohio. Application filed August
23. 1895.

closed at each end as descri

flanged to receive

;hairs, a flexible casing
; casing being formed of

.'hich is bolted or other-

One claim is for the combination with the electrically

operated switch, the trolley and the line wire, of the spring-
pressed plates on the trolley arms, the conducting strips op-
posite the plate, and an electric circuit including a gener-

trically operated switch.

553.957- Telegraphy. Patrick B. Delany, South Or-
ange, N. J.

Application filed July 25, 1891.

,960. Electrical Igniting Device. Wilhelm Kaiser.

Vienna. Austria-IIuncary. Application filed Sep-
554,138. Mechanical and Electrical Development and

Storage of Wind T^nvp' Wnlt.^r L. Negbaur,
Brookline. and l--- 1 h 1 I ^ - N ^^aIpole, Mass.
Application filed o,

1

553.964- K.;K'^"'-"ny Apparatus i

Quatrani. I'anUow, German
July 26, 1895.

^SleS"r 1

Randall. London,

j^n.,,.,..,,„,h,

McKlroy, Al- 554,;

The fentiire of t
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Rontgen Experiments in Chicago.
During the week considerable progress has been made

in the experimental work at the Western IClectric com-

pany's laboratoiy in Chicago, and in one case the X-rays

were utilized in performing a surgical operation, On

Thursday. ! cln u;n\ i illi, what is supposed to have been

the firsi sur^uiil M|>ci.-ition performed in the United

States as a dirrri icsiill nf the revelations of Riintgen's

rays was rllnuJ in ward C of Mercy Hospital, Chicago.

The oiuiaiiMii in iisdl was simple and consisted merely

in reni(i\m- a luuksliMt i^ncysted between the bones of

the third and f.amh lingers and about i;'^ inches back

from the knuckles. The operation was performed by

Dr. James Burry, assisted by Dr. J. S. Rankin and Dr.

J.
L. Miller. The subject was Louis Burkhart, wholives

at 725 West Madison street, Chicago. Burkhart had pre-

sented himself at the Western Electric company's labora-

tory on Tuesday, February nth, complaming of a sore

hand, and importuning Charles E. Scribner and Dr.

Burry, whose experiments

with the cathode rays had

come to his notice, to shad-

owgraph his hand prepara-

tory to a surgical operation

for the removal of what he

believed to be a foreign sub-

stance of some kind, possibly

a bullet which he had re-

ceived 2yi years ago near

Strasburg, Germany.
Mr. Scribner and Dr. Burry

consented to try the experi-

ment, and after an hour's

exposure to the cathode rays

secured a plate of the in-

jured member from which

they developed a negative

revealing clearly every bone

in the hand and showing

what appeared to be a

buckshot in the spot referred

to. The operation was sim-

.ple, and no trouble whatever

was experienced, as the ex-

act location of the bullet

had been shown by the

plate in possession of the

surgeon.

One of the most satisfact-

ory results thus far obtained

was the print from which the

picture on this page was re-

produced. The subject was

one of Mr. Scribner's as-

sistants; the exposure lasted i)4 hours, and eight volts

instead of six were employed. Mr. Scribner was partic-

ularly pleased with this result, as the negative clearly

indicated every bone in the member; in fact, so clear

was the result that the inside of the bones of the hand

were shown. Another result of this experiment was

that it demonstrated the fact that the new photography,

or sciagraphy, as Professor Stine terms it, will be of in-

calculable value in the study of anatomy. In mounting

subjects—the hand, for instance—much has been lost, and

it has been impossible to secure such satisfactory results

as that which the present experiments develop. A careful

study of the picture here presented will show many im-

portant differences and minor details between this repro-

duction of the live subject and a mounted skeleton. For

this reason alone the work of Mr. Scribner and his asso-

der it i possible to project an ins an taneous sh adow
which w Duld reveal tc the surgeon all that 1 good shad-

owgraph wruld show and it s insom 3 sucl- way as this,

It seems to me, this process w 11 be usEdby surgeon s. If

1 am CO rect in this two m nutes' t me w ould gi^ e the

-surgeon a clear idea of the conditio n of the parts he

wishes to investigate
^

The New Photography
By W. M. Stine.

The present excitement

new species of photography recalls the hi^

ery made by Oersted in iSig. For years s

been guessing and dreaming about a possibl

between electricity and raagnetisn

and experimented in vain for

combination occurred to this in-

fleeted the magnetic needle by mi

discovery produced a perfect fu

issues at stake, will certainly prove of value to the gen-

eral reader.

Some four years ago Hertz found that metallic

films were partially transparent to the radiant streams

from the negative terminals of a Crookes tube. The un-

tiinely death of this brilliant investigator left the matter

in the hands of his assistant. P. Lenard. to more fully

develop. In 1894 he published some results which now
are of greatest value in understanding the "new"
radiation. The work of Professor Rontgen seems to be

ihad

After having studied

7 years, the happy

jtigator, and he de-

is of a current. This

re in Europe. We

merely in extension and applicai

recently developed.

As a matter of course, there a

rious explanations advanced. I^

ciful that they merit no attentie

entitled to serious consideratioi

caused by: {a) Infra-red rays;

transmitted cathode rays; (rf) loni

1 of what had been ;

/idely va-

y of them are so fan-

However, the views

xplain the results as

ultra-violet rays; (c)

dmal vibrations. The
last suggestion has been made by Rontgen himself, and i

leading physicisi

:hese rays be show

valuable ever made. Present

ing on the two rival theories

of light, and as such frequent

reference is being made to

these, they may be briefly

stated.

The electro-magnetic the-

ory of light was advanced by

Maxwell, and, as it is largely

a matter of mathematical

deduction, is difficult to pict-

ure. When an electrical

charge on a plate or a current

in a conductor is changing

this I the

ether an electrical displace-

ment which will vary with

the exciting cause, changing

from positive to negative with

such changes in charge or

current. Such disturbances

pass out into free space

with the velocity of light

and are supposed to be

identical with light waves.

The ordinary sine curve

of the alternating current

but the of the

ng the
1

ciates in perfei

to future experimenters.

Dr. Burry delivered a lecture on

fore the Chicago Medical society,

the application of Rontgen's discc

tratedhis ideas with prints from negat

process. Speaking of the' adi

prove of great value

Monday evening be-

n which he discussed

t'ery to surgery, and

taken by

, of this

may well pause to ask why. From it has come the

theories of electro-magnetism and practically all modern

electrical appliances. It may not be out of place to com-

pare the present discovery with this famous historical one.

The interest of the masses has been aroused by the

gruesome shadows of the bones taken through the flesh,

and the mysterious outlines of coins through boards, and

the like. However interesting this may be, we know
it will soon pass into the commonplace. But there are

other and vastly more important reasons for the way in

which the matter has taken hold of the scientific world

—reasons which seem to indicate that the results to be

finally obtained will be far-reaching and clear up many
misty and disputed theoretical problems, and may even

lead to the direct production of light. It is scarcely

probable that the new sciagraphy, if such it may termed

by analogy to photography, will afford any general and

practical application; yet its consequences must be of

influence on science having to do with disturbances in or

of the ether.

Both the general and technical press are giving it the

widest attention, and some of the knottiest problems in

physics are so often referred to that a systematic sum-

mary of results so far obtained, and the recent scientific

action of such stresses. This theory regards the

ether as a solid capable of the transverse stresses, but

perfectly incompressible, so that only such trans-

verse vibrations are possible. Now, if it can be estab-

lished that longitudinal vibrations do occur in the ether,

the present electro-magnetic theory of light must be seri-

ously modified. The rival theory of light is a purely me-

chanical one. It regards the ether as an elastic solid,

like gelatine, in which a rapidly vibrating body sets up

lateral displacements, which are propagated like waves on

a stretched rubber tube. Only bodies of molecular di-

mensions are capable of disturbing the ether. For exam-

ple, a simple molecule acts much as a vibrating tuning

fork. As its free edge vibrate? to and fro, it sets up lat-

eral displacements which give rise to transverse vibra-

tions; the sides of the molecule, also producing compres-

sion, set up longitudinal waves. A tuning fork would

set up both longitudinal and transverse vibrations if it

moved in a mass of highly elastic gelatine. Such high

authorities as Lord Kelvin and Dr. Boltzmann admit the

possibility of longitudinal vibrations in the ether. Any
new experimental evidence on longitudinal ether vibrations

must influence our view of gravity. Some have at-

tempted to explain gravity by means of longitudinal ether
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stresses. Interest now centers on whether the ether

takes up longitudinal waves of rarefaction and compres-

sion or only stresses. Any experiments which shall dem-

onstrate the existence of true longitudinal waves will add

immensely to our knowledge of the properties of the ether.

If the ether is a perfectly rigid solid, then only longitu-

dinal stresses can exist, and these are transmitted with

an infinite velocity , This condition is nee essary in order

to explain gravity by means of stresses. On the other

hand, should the presence of longitudinal waves be dem-

onstrated, it will show that the ether is not perfectly rigid.

but is subject to compression. This will m =an that the ve-

locity of such waves is not infinite but may be calculated.

It must be confessed that these newexper ments strongly

indicate the presence of true longitudinal vaves. If this

is confirmed, we may confidently expect much new
knowledge on all ether phenomena, espec ally those of a

chemical nature.

What is the cathode ray? It is an e£fe t produced at

the negative or cathode plate of a Crooke tube. When
pulsating high potentials are applied to the plates of

such a tube, a stream of luminescent particles seems to

fill the entire tube, whose walls fluoresce with a green

light, if they are made of German glass, or with a bluish

tinge if made of lead glass. These rays proceed only

from the negative electrode, and their nature has been

in great dispute. Some recent experiments by M. Jean

That the"X".rays are not infra-red or long transverse

rays seems proven by the transparency of alum solu-

tions, for it is a well-known fact that all infra-red rays

are absorbed by an aqueous solution of alum. The sug-

gestion that the "X" rays may be ultra-violet is a more

formidable one to meet. These rays are often called

actinic, and are supposed to be especially active in

ordinary photography. However, like ordinary light

rays, the ultra-violet waves are refracted and focused

by lenses. Though a plausible explanation, facts seem

against it. But it is to be expected that the ultra-violet

guess will be most vigorously defended by conservative

and mathematical theorists. The fact that a magnet is

without influence on the "X" raj^s diflferentiates them at

once from cathode rays, and it is by no means proven

that true cathode rays may pass through dense sub-

stances of considerable thickness. Besides, scipgraphy has

proven possible in the apparent absence of all cathode

We now come to the explanation offered by Professor

Rontgen himself, that the radiations at issue are true

longitudinal ether waves. It must he admitted that so

far such an explanation best explains all the known facts,

though it would be extremely rash to affirm as yet that

it is the only possible theory in the premises. This

presupposes that the ether is at least slightly compressi-

ble. Such vibrations could transmit the energy from

Prof. Wilhelm Konrad Rontgen.
Very few men have so suddenly attained fame as the

subject of this sketch. Before the announcement of his

remarkable discovery regarding the new form of radi-

ation, made known in his communication to the Wurz-
burg society, which was reprinted in the Western
Electrici.^n last week, he had gained some prominence

on account of his experimental work and his writings

upon scientific subjects, but to the world at large he was

comparatively unknown. His published works show

him to be a man of splendid attainments, though, and

his last communication, in which he gave to the world

the result of his experiments with a new form of radia-

tion, insures for him lasting fame. Since his last dis-

covery was announced there has been much interest in

the man himself and his former work, as well as in

his late achievement. At the present time he is a pro-

fessor in the Wurzburg University, with which institu-

tion he has been identified since iSSS, when he left

the institute at Giessen. He was educated in Switzer-

land and lived in that country several years, but he

is Dutch by birth, and first saw the light in 1S45.

While in Switzerland he prepared a monograph on the

way to establish the relations of the warmth that exists

in the atmosphere. This attracted considerable atten-

tion to the author, who at that time had not yet finished

his course of studies at Zurich. He acted as assistant

to Professor Kundt at that time, and when the latter re-

tired from Zurich, Rontgen accompanied him to Wurz-

burg and later again to Strasburg University, where

Kundt held the position of professor and Rontgen was

again his assistant and favorite pupil. In 1S73 Rontgen

taught at Strasburg. and in 1S75 he was professor of

%
Perrin^ seem to settle all doubts as to their character.

By means of specially constructed tubes he found the

cathode rays able to impart a negative charge to a con-

ductor. He concludes that the cathode rays are streams

of particles of the gas still in the tube, thrown off by re-

pulsion from the negative plate after they have become

negatively charged. He also proves the existence of

streams of particles from the anode charged with pos-

itive electricity. The negatively charged molecular

up by impact with the charged cathode. These parti-

cles usually move in straight lines, and, impinging on the

walls of the tube, impart their energy to the molecules

of the glass, which in turn become fluorescent. It is to

be noted that these cathode rays are deflected by a mag-

net. It is in keeping with what is a well-known fact

that rapidly moving charged bodies are deflected by a

magnet.

Prof. ROntgcn considers that the newly discovered

sciagraphy is due to longitudinal vibrations of what he

terms "X," or unknown, rays. A summary of the facts so

far at our command shows that the rays (a) are not re-

fracted by a lens or prism; {b) they produce fluorescence;

(r) that all forms of matter are more or less transparent

to them: (d) they arc not deflected by a magnet; [c) are

not absorbed by a solution of alum, but by a solution of

iodine; (/I are capable of producing chemical changes.

In view of these facts, let the four explanations above

given be tested.

the electrified s the chemical molecule and throw

e consequent image on the plate.

Such waves would probably have very long wave length,

and hence be so slightly refracted by a lens or prism as

to possibly escape all experimental determinations.

Further, in consequence of long wave length, they could

readily pass through solid bodies. It is a matter of com-

mon experience that extremely low tones or notes pass

through walls more readily than vibrations in a higher

key. Such rays would not be deflected by a magnet, and

being able to produce chemical changes, could also

transmit the energy to set up fluorescence.

Professor Oliver Lodge has put forth one other sug-

gestion; that Ihe results follow from a species of elec-

trolysis. This is really the only dangerous rival to the

theory advanced by Professor Rontgen. Several experi-

menters have made excellent shadow pictures, using two

plates connected to an induction coil. Here one can

scarcely conceive of any but an electrolytic explanation.

The writer inclines to a modified view, which, in a ser

unites the longitudinal wave and electrolysis theor:

Longitudinal waves seem to offer a more satisfactory

planation for electrolytic phenomena than any so

advanced. No doubt we are on the eve of some new
theoretical developments which may broadly modify

physical science.

The electric light committee of the City Council of

New Castle, Colo., has decided to advertise for bids for

an electric light plant for the town.

;ap-

mathematics and physics in Wurtemburg
he returned to Strasburg University, and in

pointed professor and director of the University Insti-

stutefor Physicsat Giessen. He went to Wurzburg Uni-

versity again in iSSS and has remained there ever since.

During all these years Professor Rontgen has been a

very industrious student and experimenter, and his con-

tributions to scientific literature have been frequent. His

career has verified the excellent opinion with which the

scientific world received his first publications. Among
his contributions to literature was a treatise on a method

to fix the isothermal surfaces of crystals: and a later vol-

ume was on a method to determine the intensity of sun-

light. Electricity had occupied much of his attention

while he was still in Zurich, and he studied the figures

produced in dust by electrical discharges as Professor

Kundt showed them, and the curious phenomena shown

by electricity passing through

favorite topic was the absorpti

by steam and gases. In

emitted when gases are

he published a valuable t

ation of the telephone.

irious gases. Another

I of ordinary heat rays

he studied the sounds

tently lighted up, and

n the theory and oper-

ted an aneroid barom-

eter to tell the weight of the atmosphere.

It will be understood from this brief sketch that the

eminent Hollander has been a very busy man, and that

he has accomplished much in a comparatively short

space of time.

The Treasury Department at Washington, through
the olficf of the supervising architect, has awarded the
conlr.'u I I 1 >itM 'IrMi It passenger elevator for the post-

office 1m: .'
i I !!, Pa., to the Sulzer-Vogt Ma-

chine I. ! I
I .\ille, Ky. The amount of the

8ucce^^ll u.i^ -:,si'>, and the time for completion
70 dav-s.
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WilliiUm Crookes, F. R.S.'
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Another Application of Rcintgen's Dis-
covery.'

The time has come to settle the question whether
there is glass in "Buck" Ewing's right arm. Professor
Kontgeii's recent discovery, whereby the bones in a
man's body can be pliot.Jtirapherl without removing the
il.-,li Mill vrii, I.. 'Ii-,, 1.,-,.- die .illeged crystallized
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woman's hand in Birmingham last week. In London
an effort is being made to form a society for making
serious expenments in the new photography.

Harold Frederic, the London correspondent, relates
this story: Although it is evident that America is fully

abreast of Europe in expanding and developing ROnt-
gen's disr<i\(iry. sonu; <niaint incidents of the: prrjcess

here ni;.', ir/ l-.' :!u,.:: 1 -.i, iK- Mil,,-i I I,- r,,r in-

partment of the RadclinV- nh<,rv\-.iu.yy ,ti Oxford. In

1859 he founded the Cht-miioi \ru-s. and Jive years

later he became editor of tlic i^'!/<rr/<-r/y JouDini of

Prof. Crookes had a natural love for original research.

In 1861, while examining the residues from a sulphuric

acid works, he discovered the new metallic element
thallium. This was followed by his election as a fellow

of the Royal Society. It was his "delicate spectro-

scopic investigations" in connection with the newly dis-

covered element "which led him to the study of the

'rare earths,' which has proved so fruitful in his hands."
The mining world is deeply indebted to him for draw-

ing attention to the value of sodium amalgam in the ex-

traction of gold. At a later date he called in the aid of

the alternating electric current. This agent, acting in

concert with various mercurial salts, and particularly

with mercury cyanide, has rendered possible the extrac-

tion of gold from highly refractory ores.

In 1S72 he was at work on his investigations on "Re-
pulsion Resulting from Radiation," to which question
his attention had been drawn by his observing the ac-

tion of heavy pieces of glass which he was weighing in a

vacuum balance, which, by the way, was his own inven

tion. In 1877 he invented the otheoscope, and in the

same year science signified its indebtedness to him by
electing him a member of the Royal Society. In a paper
before the society he stated that he had "succeeded in

obtaining a vacuum so nearly approaching perfection

that the pressure in it was only 0.4 millionth of an
atmosphere." These experiments led to very important
results, for it was found that in such an extreme vacuum
gases pass into an ultra-gaseous state, which Prof.

Crookes termed a state of "radiant matter;" and further,

these extreme vacua opened up the way for the incan-

descent lamp.
A March number of the Electrician of 1891 says:

"Professor Crookes' house in Kensington Park Gardens,
electrically lighted in iSSr, was, we believe, the first

house in London fitted up with the electric light. It

may be interesting to state that the wires were chiefly

laid with his own hands. To meet the difficulty of ob-

taining carbon filaments for the glow lamps, not possess-

ing the structure of the material from which they were
made, Prof. Crookes dissolved cellulose in a strong so-

lution of ammonium copper sulphate, dried up the solu-

tion into sheets, dissolved out the copper, and used the

horn-like material remaining for filaments. The lamps
in the inventor's house, fitted with such filaments, remain
still in good working conditio

the French Academy of Scien
upon Prof. Crookes an extraordinary prize >

and a gold medal, in appreciation of his

molecular physics and on radiant matter.

His studies of the ' 'rare earths" have led Prof. Crookes
to the conclusion that "the bodies which have generally

been accepted as elements are not primordially distinct

or independent, but have been formed by a process of

evolution remotely analogous to that which we now
recognize as having been at work in the formation of or-

ganic species." These views were put forth in his presi-

dential address before the chemical section of the British

association, under the title "The Genesis of Elements;"
and it is undoubtedly his most splendid among many
brilliant contributions to the philosophy of science. In

1885 the Society of Arts, and in 18S8 the Royal Society,

gave him medals, the first "for his improvement in appa-
ratus for the production of high vacua and for his inven-

tion of the radiometer," and the latter society "for his

investigations on the behavior of substances under the

influence of the electric discharge in a high vacuum."
In addition to his extensive work in the laboratory.

Prof. Crookes has been a voluminous contributor to the

scientific literature of the age. Among other works he
has written "A Hand-book of Dyeing and Calico Print-

ing," "Select Methods in Chemical Analysis," a manual
of "Dyeing and Tissue Printing," a work on "The Solu-

tion of the Sewage Question." He has translated and
edited Reiraann's "Aniline and its Derivatives," Wagner's
great work on "Chemical Technology," and many other
works of scientific prominence have emanated from his

busy pen.
The splendid results which have attended Prof.

Crookes' labors are not to be attributed solely to his un-
doubted genius for experiment and observation. They
are largely the result of persistent hard work carried out

on logical lines and with strict attention to method. He
possesses that "infinite capacity for taking pains" which
is indispensable to genius, if its powers are to produce
valuable, lasting results.

From the Scic

yx will, possibly by next year, be armed
mcr, a Crookes tube, a Leyden jar and
ays. whereby every suspect applying for

will have his osseous and petrified frame
; naked eye". None of them can lie out of

thii c of

A great

Tebeau and

nan is Professor Rontgen! Perhaps his

penetrate the skull of Patrick O'Mally
^ive us a picture of the wonderful machine

winding its bandages to solve this paradox, but the
shadow photograph now plainly reveals the skeleton of

a large bird.

A Toronto dispatch, dated February 14th. says: To-
day in Grace llo.spital the value to surgery of Prof.

Rontgen's discovery was again demonstrated A woman
patient, whose fool had caused her intense pain, was sub-
mitted to the cathode rays, and the photograph revealed
the presence of a needle. Prof. Wright of University
College, who conducted the experiment, pointed out to

the surgeons the exact location of the foreign body, and
an operational this point proved the photograph to be a

O From Buffalo comes a statement that a local physician.

Dr. Elmer G. Starr, has succeeded in producing the X-
rays by an interrupted electric discharge of high poten-
tial, without a vacuum, thus dispensing with the Crookes
tube. A photographic negative, or rather a positive, was
made with this radiation, it is stated. The print will

make the dark parts appear light, and the light dark.

In the cause of science I have made a little experiment
of my own. Armed with a cathode ray, and following

the lines of photography recently laid down by Profes-

sor Rontgen, I have succeeded in getting a picture of

the bones in the glass arm of a celebrated ex-pitcher of

the National League.
As will be plainly seen, the cause of this man's decad-

ence of power and usefulness to the baseball profession

is clearly defined to the naked eye.

How the glass got there must be surmised.
What a wonderful thing is the advance of science!

X-ray Stories from Various Sources.
The European and American press contains new
dings of the Rontgen photograph discovery from

Edison on Prof. Rontgen's Discovery.
Two interviews have been published by New York

papers in which Edison, who is reported as being hard

at work upon experiments with the X-rays, expresses the

belief that the great European scientist will not profit

financially by his discovery. The World contributes

the sketch herewith reproduced to the "popular" con-

sideration of the subject.

"What I want to learn about this thing," Edison said

to the Situ reporter, "is to what practical advantage I

can apply it. That is my business. Prof. Rontgen has

opened to the scientific world a new field, and his discov-

ery is undoubtedly a great one. but I do not believe that

it will yield him any financial returns. It has been said

caused by tuberculosis. Her condition was fully re-

vealed, as also was the case in the photograph of the

bones of the same woman's knee showing inflammation

of joints.

The Spanish papers announce that Spanish scientists

are conducting experiments along original lines. The
Barcelona L'nivcrsal declares it is an important fact

that no one has yet been able to photograph the heart,

but this is scarcely likely to remain unperformed.

From Germany comes news that Rontgen is about to

publish a pamphlet for which all the scientists in the

world are on the qui vive.

From all over Europe photographs of hands and feet,

the discovery of bits of copper wire, needles and the

like are taken almost daily. A needle was seen in a

I. From the New Vorlf .Herald.

that his discovery was a mere accident, but I do not be-

lieve that. I give hira credit for accomplishing what he

has by good hard study and solid experiments."

"Professor Rontgen," he is reported in the ffcrald as

saying, "will probably never realize a dollar from his

discovery. He is one of that class of pure scientists who

study nature's mysteries for the love of knowledge and

experiment, and. after they have produced something

wonderful, some fellow like me. who views such things

from a commercial standpoint, comes along and turns it

to practical account. That is the condition of Dr. Ront-

gen's discovery. It is a wonderful one, but we have

now got to find out what it can be utilized for and give it

a place and value in the commercial world/'
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European Practice in Overhead Trolley
Construction.

In view of the recent litigation over street railway pat-

ents and Judge Townsend's decisions in the Van Depoele

patent cases, by which the General Electric company

what mav be termed

the distinctive patent feature recognized in the ruling of appear;

the United States Circuit Court on this patent, that in or- as show

der to be operative the American device must provide jected I

for lateral motion, as otherwise the trolley wheel could Aside

not remain on the trolley wire, which, while theoretically many r

above the center line of the track, really deviates consid- operatii

Ihe top of the

night for the

FIG. I. EUROPEAN PRACTICE

the American type of overhead under-running trolley, it

will be of interest to street railway managers whose

roads are not equipped with General Electric apparatus

to find a practical method of operating trolley lines with-

out infringing the Van Depoele patents. At the pres-

ent time an appeal from Judge Townsend's decision is

pending, but street railway men do not seem to be in-

clined to await the result of this proceeding. It is of

special interest at this time to consider the methods em-

ployed abroad, for while American engineers claim to be

far in advance of their European contemporaries in the

matter of electric railway development, it is generally

admitted that there are many desirable features in the

form of construction employed in Europe that might with

advantage be introduced here, and in the present case

American engineers will gladly avail themselves of any

plan that will insure protection from patent litigation

and make a monopoly in this field impossible. It will

be seen by reference to the picture on this page that

there is a radical difference in the appearance of the

trolley device employed in the system here illustrated

from thai generally found in American cities. The cut.

Fig. I , shows a car on the overhead trolley road at Buda-

pest, equipped by Siemens & Halske of Berlin, and

this may be accepted as an excellent type of European

practice. There are several forms of this device in use

in Europe and further modifications may be made, if

considered necessary, to conform to American ideas.

In Fig. 2, for instance, the appearance of the device is

somewhat changed, but the principle is the same. This

is also true of the form shown more in detail in Figs. 3

and 4. The longitudinal elevation and plan of mount-

ing are illustrated in Fig. 3 and the transverse elevation

is shown in Fig. 4. This apparatus, which, by the way,

is really a sliding contact collector, consists of a metal

frame, pivoted and spring—supported on the deck

of the car, the upper part of the frame carrying a

horizontal contact bar made of special metal and extend-

ing transversely four or five feet. This bar slides with

constant pressure on the line wire.

It may bo contended that the European device consti-

tutes an under-running trolley as defined in the valid

Van Depoele patent. Attention is directed, however, to

OVERHEAD TROLLEY CONSTRUCTION.

erably in practice. In the European device no lateral

I motion is provided for, and as a matter of fact the trolley

i wire in this construction is preferably not above the

center line of the track. Again, the European device

makes the overhead construction much simpler and

i cheaper, it is claimed, reducing for instance the number

Aside from the appearance of this apparatus, there are

many material points o*^ difference in construction and

operation that will readily appear upon closer examina-

tion. As compared with the ordinary trolley, or rolling

contact collector, the Siemens apparatus offers the great

advantage of insuring permanent communication with

the supply line under all conditions. It entirely does

away with the frequent interruptions of contact due to

the jumping of the trolley, especially on curves or pass-

ing under frogs and wire hangers, when the speed is not

kept within a low limit. Objection has been raised to

the use of the sliding contact on account of the consid-

erable friction and the consequent noise and wear of

the working parts. Siemens tt Halske claim, how-

ever, that the noise with the sliding collector is not

greater than that experienced with the trolley, and, as

regards the wear, by constituting the contact bar of a

special soft alloy the line wire is not only protected from

any deterioration, but its lower surface becomes gradu-

ally covered with a layer of particles from the softer

metal, the contact thus becoming improved. All the

wear is taken by the contact bar. which is interchange-

able, and may be easily replaced. In order not to con-

centrate the wear on a single point of the bar, the line

wire may be stretched with slight deviations from the

axis of the track, making a kind of zigzag line. A re-

cent improvement introduced into this system consists in

the substitution of a soft alloy contact bar with an alumi-

num channel, of IJ-shape and filled with grease, so as to

insure a certain lubrication of the contact. It is stated

that by this contrivance all noise is practically avoided,

and less power is lost in friction, besides which the re-

newal of the slider bar need not be so frequent. This

latter improvement is of considerable importance, as

will be readily recognized by engineers, as it will permit

of much higher speeds, without danger of losing contact,

than is now possible with devices employing a trolley

wheel, especially where there are numerous curves in

the road. The Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America, which controls the patents in this country, has

been engaged in an extensive series of experiments at

its factory in Chicago with a view of testing the latest

improvements that have been suggested by experience

in European practice.

One of the latest contact devices of this character

which the Siemens & Halske Electric company of

America developed consists of a sort of compromise be-

tween the European and American trolleys and illus-

trates the adaptability of this idea to special require-

ments. In the device shown in Fig. 5, it will be noticed

that a trolley wheel or roller is inserted in the center bar

of suspension wires at curves and doing away entirely

with overhead switches and frogs, so that the decision of

the Court of Appeals sustaining Judge Coxe's findings

regarding the Van Depi'i 1< v.Ii<) |.iImii would not ap-

ply to this construction -
! ;

i
. nstruction, it

may be remarked, is \-\' 1 1
\m

1 man practice

from an aesthetic viewpi>ini '.i.il^ -n ilir nther hand the

so that contact may be made in this way when the trolley

wire is above the center of the track, and at other times

when the wire may slip off the trolley, as, for instance,

in rounding curves, contact is made with the bar.

It is believed that this system can be applied to

American cities, inasmuch as the requirements of Euro-

pean municipalities are much more exacting, and yet it
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is in successful operation at Hanover, Dresden, Bucharest,

Lemberg, Bochumn. Barmen, Basle. Vienna, Pankow.

Berlin, Budapest and other cities.

Exclusj' Ownership of Street Railway
in Public Highways Upheld.

county has aflirmed the

the effect that a street'

wnership of its tracks in

ij of last April, when the of per^^

The Appellate Cuurt of Ci

decision of the Circuit Cour

railway company has exclusi

public streets. The decision

out of the "car-smashing" ep

Chicago General Railway company attempted to run a

car on the tracks of the Chicago City Railway company

in Twemy-second street, with the result that the car was

comple'jL^^demolished by the superintendent and men of

the latter company. The Circuit Court dismissed the

bill filed by the General company to prevent the City

company from interfering with the passage of the com-

plainant's cars upon a portion of Twenty-second street,

Now the Appellate Court affirms the decision of the

lower court, which was rendered by Judge Tuley.

Judge Waterman, in his opinion, says: "It is the duty

of the Chicago City Railway company to use for the ben-

efit of the public, as the public convenience demands, all

the rights granted to it to lay tracks in the public streets;

and to afford the public all reasonable and proper facili-

ties in the way of travel over each and every part of its

tracks. To do otherwise, to stand in this regard as a hin-

I the accommodation of the public, is a gross per-

FIG. 3 EAD TROLLEY

version of the privileges accorded by the municipal au-

thorities to the City Railway company."

As to the "riot" feature of the case Judge Waterman

continues: "But it does not follow that if the City Rail-

way company has done this, or if it has taken the law in

its own hands, and with a great force of men by un-

seemly violence and riot in the public streets, to the an-

noyance and terror of peaceable citizens, broken and de-

stroyed the property of the Chicago General company,

that thereby the latter has acquired the right to make

use of the rails of the City Railway company in any por-

tion of Twenty-second street."

As to the rights of the Chicago City Railway company

the court adds: "The right, in consideration of sen-ices

rendered the public, to lay tracks in the public street

and to operate cars thereon is a valuable property, and is

therefore a right. How lasting it may be, how it may
be regulated or revoked, or taken away, is another mat-

ter. Being property held under certain conditions, it

may be forfeited, but it can not either in whole or in part

be, by the mere will of a legislative body, taken from

its owners either for public or private use. If it is to be

taken for public use. its owners are entitled to just com-

pensation, and that compensation, it would seem, must

be ascertained by a jury. The decree of the Circuit

Court dismissing the bill is therefore affirmed."
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Remarkable Atmospheric Phenomenon.
An Omaha correspondent writes that Superintendent

Korty, of the Union Pacific's telegraph department, in

speaking of the salt storm which occurred in Utah and

Wyoming on New Year's Day and interfered with the

working of the telegraph wires, makes this statement:

Work has been begun on the stack of the plant of the

Potomac Electric Light & Power company in Washing-
ton. D. C. When completed this will be the tallest

chimney in the District. It will be of steel and will

tower 200 feet above the roof of the building.

iiK buen sprinkled with whitewash. The
^t(ircs and residences at Evanston were

tolookout. Dr. C. T, Gamble of Aim, A'.',- a ..> n[\'--

man of undoubted reliability, states tli !
-

'

posited in Almy alone 27 tons of sail 1 n

may appear fabulous," says the doctur im i.. .
;

!,. ,.

is true, as it has been proven by caiululi, u.uin^t. li-

the quantity on a given subject in different parts uf the

camp. The area of Almy is something over nine miles,

and three tons to the mile would make 27 tons of the
matter deposited. The salt if collected and sacked
would make 10 ordinary wagon loads. Those who doubt
the above statement can go to figuring."

The salt storm lasted about two hours. After it had
ceased raining the sun came out. and as fast as things
dried they turned a whitish color, and it was found that
everything was covered with a thick coating of salt.

Cars, buildings, trees, telegraph poles, insulators and
wires all looked ghostly in their white coats. Through
Weber canyon the salt storm turned into snow later. A
peculiar effect of the salt deposit on the telegraph poles,

arras and insulators through Weber canyon was noticed
in operating the wires. During the day, when the sun
came out, the wires worked clear and without interrup-
tion, while at night, when it turned cold, the wires were
rendered unserviceable, which was attributed to the fact

that the snow, having melted some during the daytime
and again freezing at night, created a moisture in conjunc-
tion with the salt deposit underneath, so as to entirely de-
stroy the insulation of the wires. After several unsuc-
cessful attempts to remove the cause of the trouble, an
engine with a pump and long hose was sent over the
lines and the deposits thoroughly washed off the poles
and fixtures for a distance of 40 -miles. The wires of

the Rio Grande ^Vestern railroad between Ogden and
Salt Lake City were slightly affected the same way. as
were also those of the Southern Pacific for a short dis-

tance west of Ogden.
The only theory that is given for this phenomenal

storm is that the salt was raised in vapor over Salt Lake
and was carried by the wind and deposited over the
country for many miles to the eastward.

Unique Feat in Telegraphy.
The work recently done by the New York H^orid in

querying every bank of consequence in the United
States as to its readiness and abiliiy t.j suljscribe to the

perfection to wIkm has been
brought. The fa- I >: ,

i
,

.
. n hing.

In carrying out th- lu. ,m fi- -1 km.,m- ;,_-•-, were sent
to every city, tuwn and MiiaK'' "i '"«' I nued States that
has a banking instituiiun. reach them alt it becan

Electric Circuit of St. Louis.

At the annual meeting of the Electric Circuit of St.

Louis, W. S. Meckle was elected president, Tyler

Sturgeon vice-president. George Bahret secretary, T. S.

Clark treasurer andG. S. Montgomery sergeant-at-arms.

The
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necessary to send 10.370 separate telegrams, and includ-

ing replies, the grand total of messages was about 17, 500.

The messages were sent out in two lots. It was de-

cided to first sound the national banks. To reach them
all it was necessary to send 3,698 telegraphic inquiries.

This was done on Sunday night, January 5th. The
Western Union Telegraph company had been notified

that it would receive this great volume of extra business,

and Night Manager E. F. Cummings, at the main office,

detailed Frank B. Smith to personally attend to traf-

ficking the business. At six o'clock in the evening the

messages were delivered to the Western Union people.

By midnight the last had been sent.

The task of reaching the state and savings banks, trust

composed of A. R. Pike and Gus Sachs. Fifty persons

took part in the banquet succeeding the election. The

toasts responded to were: "Natural Gas," G. E. Mont-

gomery; "Electricity in the Future," Gus Sachs; "The

Electric Circuit." George Bahret; "The Year's Advance

in the Lighting and Power Industries." Alex. R. Pike.

Prof. G. W. Krall, of the Manual Training School of

Washington University, was the guest of the evening.

The professor has been indirectly connected with the

Electric Circuit since its inception, and has done much
toward assisting it in attaining its present success. The

organization has doubled its membership many times

during the short period of its existence. The club now

has handsome permanent quarters at 1600 Locust street,

CONSTRUCTION.

companies and private bankers, which was undertaken
five nights later, was twice greater than that of "reaching

all the national banks, for it was necessary to send out

nearly twice as many messages—6.672.
The work was commenced at six o'clock in the evening

and by 2 a. m. every message had been handled. Every
message reached the bank as soon as it was open for

business. The great bulk of the answers came the morn-
ing after the messages were sent.

It was a great undertaking. Never before had the

Western Union Telegraph company been called upon to

handle such a great number of messages at one time by
any one person or corporation.

M. W. Rayens, the manager of the delivery depart-

ment at 195 Broadway, handled the immense number of

replies in such a manner as to call forth praise from the

JVorld for the prompt service.
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One of the most interesting contributions upon Pro-

fessor Rontgen's discovery is presented on another page

this week, entitled "The New Photography," and is a

concise statement by Professor W. M, Stine of Armour
Institute, Chicago, upon the experiments, researches

and discoveries in ihis particular branch. Professor

Stine has made this matter a subject of special study,

andhis views are entitled to consideration. His use of

the term "sciagraphy" (from the Greek, skia, a shadow,

and graphein, to v/rite) may not be generally adopted,

but it is worthy of consideration.

It is gratifying to note the interest that is everywhere
shown in the progress of the Rontgen experiments now
being conducted at the laboratory of the Western Electric

company in this city by Charles E. Scribner and Dr.

James Burry. Last week these experiments were de-

.scribed and profusely illustrated in the Western Elec-
trician, and since then the work has been continued and

much progress has been made. It has been demon-
strated that the discovery of Professor Rontgen can be

applied to surgery, and it is also clearly shown that it will
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be a great aid to students of anatomy. Chicagoans re-

flect with considerable pride upon this excellent record,

and it is of course particularly gratifying to those

directly interested in electrical science to see the city

gain such distinction. It is worthy of note that the facil-

ities which have enabled the zealous experimenters to

conduct their investigations, the splendidly equipped

laboratory placed at their disposal and the corps of ex-

perts to assist in the work, were furnished by a private

corporation engaged in commercial pursuits in Chicago.

The public spirit and disinterested motives which

prompted this undertaking should not be overlooked. It

may be remarked that it is this public spirit, so

prominent in all Chicago enterprises, that has earned for

the city its fame in this and foreign lands.

Barrett is again doing the heavy. This time he

is posing before the public in his favorite attitude as

an electrical engineer. His apparent longing for recog-

nition in this role may be explained by the fact that it is

so utterly impossible of attainment that the idea possesses

fascination. At any rate, we find him recommending

plans for the installation of electric motors to turn Chi-

cago's bridges and the enlarging of the electric lighting

installation of the city hall, both very commendable pro-

jects to be sure. There is no question about the desir-

ability of turning the bridges by electric motors, nor is

there any inclination to deny the necessity for more

incandescent lamps in the city ofi&ces, but there is

one feature about the affair that stands out so promi-

nently that it cannot be overlooked. It is Barrett's at-

tempt to pose as an electrical engineer and get a little

applause from the public, which he does not deserve,

for his "plans." There are standard rules of practice

followed by engineers in such cases, but Barrett prob-

ably knows nothing about this or he thinks he can make
the people of Chicago believe the idea originated with

him, The "professor" is certainly in a bad way when

he has to resort to such devices.

Special interest attaches to the article printed on

another page this week, in which a type of overhead

electric railway construction common in European

cities is described. In appearance it does not com-

pare favorably with the American trolley pole and

wheel, for which it may be used as a substitute on ac-

count of the recent patent litigation affecting the over-

head under-running trolley and the overhead construc-

tion for trolley lines. The European device is a sliding

contact collector, and. while it appears cumbersome and

to many may be unsightly, it possesses many excellent

features that may influence street railway managers and

the public in its favor. It may not be amiss to call

attention to the fact that this style of construction has

been adopted on the overhead trolley system at Buda-

pest. In the mind of the average American reader there

is an impression that the street railways of that town

are equipped entirely with the conduit system, whereas

the overhead system is extensively employed, and the

lines thus equipped run out in all directions from the ,

business center, where the conduit road is used. It may
be interesting, too. to mention that conduit lines are

prohibited in some parts of the town, as well as the

overhead construction, and in one instance a tunnel road

two miles in length, extending through Andrassy street

from the river directly across the town, was the only

plan that would be accepted. This will of course be

electrically equipped and will make another interesting

feature of transportation in this celebrated town. It

will doubtless be a revelation to some of our vociferous

American city officials that in Budapest, the city /rtr

excellence of the underground conduit railway, there is

an extensive overhead electric system in operation and

that the people are well pleased with the service.

Telephone rates form the subject of proposed legisla-

tion at Albany each year, but thus far the Bell interests

have succeeded in defLMiii _; ili,-,,' m,:imn-es. At the

present time there is a In '
i - 1

ir mmmittee on

finance, providing ftir il 1 1..:!. 1 rates and the

establishment of a teli'pl imhh. i. fi to have a gen-

eral supervision of telephone luatu-rs throughout the

state. This, in a general way, conforms to the features

of bills heretofore considered. Tn the Brush bill now

under consideration, it i'^ pt -vi lr,' -bn! ilm rr^mptroller.

"

attorney-general and tlir i' ! dl * Mni^i ise a

telephone commission win. i ;, i i,
,

.

|

vn i.. m wsti-

gate all telephone compaiii^ , iihI i.> 111'].. 11,1 u iiti'sses,

etc. It is evidently the desire of ihr fram.rs of the bill

to guard against the possibility of having the commis-

sion used for improper purposes, for it is provided in the

bill that none of the employes of the commission shall
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be interested in telephone companies in any manner, and
it is made a misdemeanor for any officer of a telephone

company to solicit a place for a friend under the com-
mission. The latter is given the discretion, whenever

the profits of any telephone company exceeds 10 per cent.,

: the ] still 1 . adv

in its judgment, the telephone company is doing business

at a loss. The expenses of the commission shall not ex-

ceed Sio.ooo, to be borne by the several telephone com-

panies doing business in New York state. It is upon
the question of compensation that the companies will

doubtless make their strongest fight. The bill provides

that the annual rates for telephones shall be as follows:

In cities of 1,000,000 or over, S125; in cities of 500,000

and less than 1,000.000, SS5; in cities of loo.cooand less

than 500,000, S48. In fixing these rates the population is

to be determined by the census of 1S90, and when the

rate has once been fixed it shall not be changed by
reason of increase in population. The rates for public

telephones shall be 10 cents for the first five minutes

and five cents for each five minutes thereafter. Those
renting instruments are not to be charged for talking

through public telephones, and each subscriber is to be
given a card that will enable him to ase all public tele-

phones free of charge.

The first announcement of a discovery or an invention

always develops a curious phase of human nature, which

seems well-nigh universal. There are two stages of this

disease, which may be called primary and secondary,

although these may occasionally blend so completely as

to present common symptoms. Usually the attack is

sudden, and the patient suffers more or less with febrile

symptoms, indicated by a disposition to decry and belit-

tle the inventor or discoverer, and also the result which he
has accomplished; and after a short interval the symp-
toms take on a new form, and a claim of priority is made
in favor of the patient, or—well anybody, so that the per-

son who has made the announcement does not get credit

for his work. The disease is something akin to klepto-

mania, differing only in this: that the person who assists

in defrauding somebody is not particular who becomes
final possessor of the abstracted article. When the tele-

phone was first publicly announced Mr. Bell suddenly

became a very well-known lunatic, and was the preemi-

nently laughed-at individual of the country. The tele-

phone was only a scientific toy, at best, well enough as a

plaything, but of no commercial value. So said the

skeptics. But the telephone grew, and the public sud-

denly found out that there were no less than half a dozen

claimants for the honor of having invented this "useless

toy" long before Mr, Bell had made known his discov-

ery, and attempts were made to steal it wholesale and

retail, which were only defeated after large suras of

money were spent in litigation. Morse's telegraphic in-

ventions caused the same sort of green-eyed and hook-

fingered epidemic. When the acetylene discovery was

made known a derisive laugh rang out all over the world;

denial of the chemical possibility followed; then when it

became an indisputable entity, it was suddenly discov-

ered that it was a well-known laboratory fact; but it was

useless, because dangerous, expensive, poisonous, ex-

plosive, and the Lord only knows what quality that is

bad and wicked that was not attributed to it. Recent

experiments reported to the French academy show that

it is not only safer but less poisonous than ordinary coal

gas.

No sooner had Rontgen announced that he had taken a

shadow picture by the direct ray process than half the civ-

ilized world commenced to gossip about the assumed re-

sults that could be of no possible use. except to amuse;

second week, Rontgen's assumed discovery seems to

have been for the most part anticipated: third week,

Lord Beforehand, or Sir Previous, or the Right Hon-
orable Tichford Claimor seem to have in reality antici-

pated the Rontgen nonsense, of which there is so little

of worth at first sight, but which may in the hands of

competent investigators become of slight value, etc.

Now to the ordinary reader, who has never graduated

in logic, what seems very funny is this: If 30 or 40 peo-

ple, more or less, could have done this thing 10 or 20

years ago, why didn't they do it? Why were they "lying

supinely on their backs, hugging the delusive phantom

of hope," that they might reap the fruition of another's

labors, instead of doing the work, if they could? There

is a moral, if not a legal, responsibility for knowing how
to do these things and not doing them, and afterward

claiming credit when some other laborer accomplishes

the work.

The question at issue is not whether others could

have produced the Rttntgen effects, but why didn't theyl*
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Study of the Fuse Problem and Solu-
tion.'

\vi-:sTr':k\ eli-:ctkictan.

every time. After this 15 amperes was wire main line, 30 amperes 10 light plug, carried 20 am-
ime fuse for l'^ minutes; heated fuse peres five seconds, actual carrying capacity of fuse i}4

older wood fuse bloc U. Tho old in.ul-i, ~, ,
, uiiMuinl, and

changes have been made [roni lime m iimr m \\\-- in-mi-

details.

For several years instances have come to my knowl-

edge where the line, although properly fused, has been

seen to give oft" smoke, followed by the virtual roasting

and destruction of the insulation. Investigation proved
that this was due solely to the sluggish action of the fuse

when the circuit was either overloaded or short-circuited.

Alloys of different compositions have been used, in

which, experience has proved, some chemical change
takes place, either from oxidation or action of current,

resulting in variation in fusing current required. In

some instances to my knowledge the fuse has blown far

below its rated capacity, thus making a temptation for

users to fuse higher than good judgment would dictate.

Owing to the repeated cases in my experience, such as

burned-out fuse blocks, charred

nty li^;ht iusc. 1., amperes,
: flame, arced for fried 40 amperes iS sec

time before breaking circuit.

(9) Twenty light standard link. 14 amperes, fuse block
covered with mica, carried 40 amperes iS seconds;
heated, burned mica badly before blowing.

(10) Twenty light standard link, block covered with
mica, carried 40 amperes; mica burned about half way
through, time 22 seconds.

(11) Twenty light standard link. Same as before;

current 40 amperes, time 32 seconds; burned mica still

farther.

(12) Thirty light standard link fuse, 21 amperes,
covered with fresh mica; main circuit breaker after 50
seconds carried current from 40 to 43 amperes; fuse

showed dull red before blowing.

(13) Same fuse, 21 amperes, as before; mica covering
new and clean ; carried current of 45 amperes 55 seconds,

damaged base. The standard block replaced with 25
amperes branch block.

burned gas-pipes, etc., the grave fire risk attendant

upon the use of fuses and fuse blocks has continually

obtruded itself upon me, and has led me to examine into

the subject of fuses and their appliances very carefully.

The gross unreliability of fuse metals and the lack of

dependence to be placed upon the best designed fuse

blocks used in practice has forced me to the opinion

that in all cases of over 10 amperes capacity fuses and
their appliances, while generally operating as desired,

under certain conditions, however, are a serious fire

risk, not only in themselves, but in their failure also as

As some criticisms have been made concerning ray

opinions for some time past, the following tests and quo-

tations from authorities upon fuse metals are herewith

given to emphasize the claims of the writer as to the

gross unreliability of fuse metals and the fire risks attend-

ant upon their use in all cases over 10 amperes capacity.

Further, the tests show the lack of dependence to be

placed upon the fuse blocks used in practice.

The following tests have been made in Philadelphia,

January 14, 1S96. across the termmals of a 100 light no
volt dynamo. A Weston ammeter, a water rheostat, a

main switch and the fuse blocks were all in series; a

short circuiting switch around the fuse was used in most

instances, permitting the current adjustment with water

rheostat before throwing current upon the fuse to be

tested. In all instances commercial fuse blocks and

standard fuse metals were employed:

(i) Standard 30 ampere double-pole cut-out strip fuse,

mainline, five light standard link fuse 3/^ amperes; the dy-

namo magnetic circuit breaker set at 25?4 amperescurrent.

Twenty-six and one-half amperes passed through fuse

and breaker five consecutive times and protecting fuse;

fifth time blew fuse but did not open breaker.

(2) Five light fuse, 3'^ amperes, blew at 26 amperes.

(3} Five light fuse or ^Yz amperes, 10 to 12 tests on

fuse without blowing with current of 27 amperes opened

1. Report presented to the Board of Fire Underwriters at

(14) Fuse, 15 ampere standard, carried 40 amperes
one minute, then arced for at least 10 seconds. The
block was lying on back.

(15) Fuse, 15 ampere standard, block vertical lying

lengthwise, carried 40 amperes 28 seconds, then fused

and arced 32 seconds, cracked lid, composition ran out

back, block cracked from heat, vicious, continued arcing,

destroyed the block.

(16) Standard main line 25, lying lengthwise, fuse

15 ampere, edge of block forming a shelf for fuse and
covered: current carried 40 amperes two minutes, 45
amperes one minute; showed only slight variation in

color. Current withdrawn.

(17) Same fuse, 15 amperes standard, one minute car-

ried 40 amperes, next minute 45 amperes, slight change
in color. In this test the block was turned on short end,

edge of block forming a shelf for fuse, as before, and
horizontal. Current withdrawn.

(18) Block uncovered; same fuse, 15 amperes, not

touching block, carried 40 amperes 35 seconds and blew;

block standing on short end, fuse vertical.

(ig) Fifteen ampere fuse, standard, same block;

covered, lying on back in proper position as on ceiling,

fuse touched lid, carried 45 amperes for 20 seconds, then

arced with 27 amperes 33 seconds; burned seriously,

vicious, continued arcing destroyed the block.

(20) Standard main line double-pole 30 light link

standard fuse, 21 amperes, block face (mica) down,
carried 40 amperes one minute, 45 amperes for the next

ble agaii

Same block, same fuse, in sa

22 seconds; blew with small i

Same block, in same positic

5s standard, carried 45 ampe blev

(23) Ten amperes branch block, 10 amperes stand-

ard fuse, stood on its side, fuse horizontal, cover on.

carried 35 amperes and blew in rive seconds; arced

for 35 seconds; current in arc dropped from 28 to 18 am-
peres; arcing vicious, block destroyed (see cut).

(24) No. 2165 standard plug, block face down, three-

. fus. test of

jth.

block of 30 amperes, 30 am
ied Go amperes three minutes
:, 70 amperes one
5 amperes one minute (stand

(28) Standard bran
peres standard fuse c,

65 amperes one mini

discoloration noticed),

ing upright).

(29) Same block, same fuse; 80 amperes one minute,
85 amperes one minute, 90 amperes 45 seconds; blew
and arced four seconds, burned hole in mica.

(30) Same block as No. 28, 30 ampere standard fuse,

touching mica; carried 100 amperes 12 seconds.

(31) Same block as No. 28, 30 ampere standard fuse,

touching mica, block face down; current increased grad-
ually to 75 amperes in 22 seconds.

(32) Block upon edge standing upright (same block as

No. 28), 30 ampere standard fuse, carried So amperes

(33) Same block, 30 ampere standard fuse link, car-

ried 40 amperes one minute, 45 amperes one minute, 44
amperes two minutes 20 seconds; kept red until current

was withdrawn.

(34) Standard link fuse block, main line double-pole.

50 ampere, fuse block resting on bottom; 50 ampere
standard fuse carried 70 amperes 45 seconds, 75 amperes
one minute, So amperes one minute, S5 amperes two
minutes, 90 amperes one minute 10 seconds. 95 am-
peres one minute 20 seconds, too amperes one min-
ute 30 seconds, 105 amperes one minute 10 seconds, no
amperes one minute 35 seconds, 115 amperes one minute
10 seconds, 120 amperes one minute, 125 amperes two
minutes. 130 amperes two minutes 15 seconds; arced
one minute seven seconds. No. 6 copper leads became
hot, followed by insulation running, serious heating of

wire (note size of wire), destroyed block.

(35) Standard 50 ampere double-pole main line fuse

block, 50 ampere standard fuse; fuse block upon its

side; carried 70 amperes two minutes, 75 amperes one
minute. So amperes one minute, 85 amperes one minute,

90 amperes one minute, 95 amperes one minute, 100

amperes one minute, 105 amperes one minute, no
amperes one minute, 115 amperes one minute. 120 am-
peres one minute, 125 amperes 20 seconds, arced three

seconds; mass of molten metal laid in bottom which
arc could have passed over.

(36} Same block, new side, 40 ampere standard link

fuse, rated to blow at 50 amperes; carried 50 amperes
one minute, 55 amperes one minute, 60 amperes one
minute, 65 amperes one minute, 70 amperes one minute,

75 amperes 30 seconds; slight arc.

(37) Same block, 50 ampere standard wire, length-

wise position, carried 75 amperes one minute, 80 am-
peres one minute, 85 amperes one minute, 90 amperes
one minute, 95 amperes one minute, 100 amperes one
minute, 105 amperes one minute, no amperes one
minute, 125 amperes 13 seconds; arced 13 seconds, de-

stroyed block.

The following are quotations from various sources and
authorities bearing upon fuse metals in general:

A prominent fuse wire company's catalogue says:

"The fusion necessarily depends upon all the elements
that effect this heating. It takes time to heat even a

wire, and people are sometimes greatly disappointed be-

cause a fuse does not open a circuit with the rapidity of

a photographic drop shutter the instant there is a sud-
den increase in load. It also shows, however, that on
account of the time required to heat the fuse to melting

point, one cannot expect it *^o do the work of an auto-

matic cut-out, which opens the circuit instantly at a set

strength -

other serious troubles, an automa

M.Stine, H. E. Gaytes and C.Prof, W. M.Stine, H. E. Gaytes and C. E. Freeman,
in a paper on "The Heatii _

Wires,"' read before the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, October 23. 1895, say: "We may now
summarize some of the practical conclusions deduced.

Covered fuses are more sensitive than open ones. Fuse
wire should be rated for its carrying capacity for the

ordinary lengths employed. When fusing a circuit the

distance between the terminals should be considered.

On important circuits fuses should be frequently re-

newed. The inertia of a fuse for high currents must be
considered when protecting special devices. Fuses-

should be operated under normal conditions to ensure

certainty of results. Fuses up to five amperes should

be at least i^'-^a inches long, one-half inch to be added
for each increment of five amperes capacity. Round
fuse wire should not be employed in excess of 30 am-
peres capacity. For higher currents flat ribbons ex-

ceeding four inches in length should be employed."
From a paper entitled "Property of Fuse Metals

jfron paper
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when Subjected to Short-circuits,"' presented to Niagara dency o£ the insulating

Falls meeting of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers by Walter E. Harrington, this paragraph is

taken;
• 'The' natural conclusion arising from a knowl-

edge of the above data is that fuse metals are under no

circumstances to be considered in the light or nature of

a protection."

LESSONS-

ultimately break dai

Fifth—It would seem desirable to have the magnf
rcuit breaker so constructed that in event of the i

it breaker opening, owing to overloaded condition
that if the :

First—Fuses carry 50 per cent, to 200 per cent, cur-

rent in excess of rated fusing current. See tests.

Second—Tinier 'short-circuits' a fuse will carry

excessively abnormal current. See tests Nos. i, 3, 6,

7, 3S.

Third—F-ase metals made of alloys, so as to have a

low temperature melting point, will maintain at a red

heat, making a serious fire risk. See tests Nos. 3, 4, 5,

7.8, 33
-Copper, alummum, iron, etc., are not

adapted for fuse metals, owing to .the high temperature

required for fusing. To be reasonably sensitive, they

must be maintained at a red heat, which is not permis-

sible owing to fire risk.

Fifth—Fuse metals arc and make a serious fire risk.

See 'tests No. 14, 15, 19, 21, 23, 34, 35, 37. This phe-

- nomenon was very pronounced using different length

fuses, and placing fuse blocks in different positions. In

my judgment this is a fault inherent in fuse metals, due

to the fact that the molten metal can still carry current

and the arcing will jump across the slight distances in-

tervening between the terminals and the molten metal,

although an arc can be maintained without the presence

of the molten fuse metal.

A'.vC//—Enclosing a fuse is not safe, as the gases gener-

ated upon the fusion of the metal will continue to carry

the current in event of a short-circuit. See paper read

before the American Street Railway association at At-

lanta, Ga., entitled, "Destructive Arcing of 500 Volt

Sc-i'ei:th~-Fase metals are very sluggish in fusing, and

in this particular make a serious fire risk, as the current

flowing in many instances permits the wire under insu-

lation to become hot, or intervening space between wires,

if a leak arises, to become hot. See tests No. 34, 35, 36,

Eighth—Fuse metals are generally unreliable, as their

position, length, age, oxidation, shape, composition, tem-

perature, terminals, all afiect their fusing point. No
standard fuse block and fuse could be established, but

that some of these factors would enter to cause a vari-

ance in the results. See tests 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33.

Attempts were made in the early days of electric light-

ing to use automatic magnetic circuit breakers in place

of fuse metals. Owing to the lack of proper mechanical

design of these early electro-magnetic safety devices,

their use was abandoned. In the last few years, how-

ever, as a substitute for fuses automatic magnetic cir-

cuit breakers have been adopted in power transmission,

railway work, isolated lighting plants and storage bat-

tery installations, independently of any requirements of

boards of fire underwriters, as engineers have long real-

ized by practical experience the untrustworthy character

of fuse metals. I have made a careful detailed investi-

gation, visiting power stations where the modern mag-

netic circuit breakers are used, and have also made per-

sonal tests. While I have found certain faults in the de-

sign and mechanical construction of some of the m?g-

netic circuit breakers now in use, in no instance are

these faults comparable to the more serious inherent

faults in fuse metals.

An automatic magnetic circuit breaker depends for its

action upon the magnetic quality of the current. This

action is instantaneous. A fuse depends for its action

upon the heating quality of the current. This action is

necessarily slow, and it is inherently foreign to the pur-

pose for which the fuse is intended, to-wit, protection.

I believe automatic magnetic circuit breakers should be

employed to protect all circuits over 10 amperes ca-

pacity.

After carefully considering the several features in

principle and design of automatic magnetic circuit

breakers, I believe that a device embodying the follow-

ing particulars would be an entirely satisfactory electro-

mechanical device for the protection of electric circuits;

J'irst-K magnetic circuit breaker wherein no springs

are permitted in its adjustment. Adjustment should be

effected by means of distances.

Second—U should have the feature of opening the

circuit in less and less time as the conditions of the cir-

cuit proterled approach a short-circuit. The electro-

ining

dial.

Is thsthrough ih« rl.,,

the switch will,

opened.
Third—The magnetic circuit breaker should be so

constructed that with the minimum current flowing

through it necessary to open il, the plunger or armature,

if it moves at all, that the blow struck or power exerted,

under all conditions, should be such that the switch will

Fourth—The electro-magnetic mechanism wherein

any insulation enters into the construction of the trigger

or catch, should not be permitted, owing to the ten-

l parts liable

overloaded condil

at the time the circuit breaker is thrown
will not engage.

Sixth—Wnere magnetic circu:

ployed in damp places, all bear
to be ailected by rust should be of phosphor Dronze
and moving iron parts plated.

Sevcjit/i—The armature or plunger of the magnetic
circuit breaker should not be permitted to act on the re-

taining catch or switch arm, unless a free preliminary
movement precedes such action. The reason for this is

apparent, as the adjustment would be then affected by
the friction of catch or arm.

In conclusion, to condense the above features to form
a specification to cover what would constitute an ap-

proved automatic magnetic circuit breaker, I submit the

following;

First—The magnetic circuit breaker must have the

features of opening the circuit in less and less time as

the conditions of the circuit protected approach a short-

circuit, that is, have an inverse time element. The
electro-magnetic part of circuit breakers must be de-

signed to develop more energy than is necessary to trip

retaining catch. The additional energy developed should
be applied directly to aid in opening the :

breaker when
springs : ;adju

//^/j-f^—Insulation r

of the trigger or catch.

Fourth—All bearing pins and parts liable to be affected

by corrosion or rust must be of phosphor bronze, and
moving iron parts copper-plated.

Fifth—The armature or plunger of the magnetic cir-

cuit breaker must not act on the retaining catch or

switch arm unless a free preliminary movement precedes

Economy of the Detroit Municipal Plant.

Probably Detroit, with its large and recently installed

arc light plant, is in the best position of any of the large

cities of the country to thoroughly test the efficiency of

municipal station lighting. Alex. Dow, an honest and

capable engineer, is in charge, and the plan is being

given a fair trial. Nevertheless, the economy of the

change is called in question by competent critics, and

Mr, Dow seems careful not to deny that the cost to the

city per light par year amounts to S120. This is in de-

cided contrast to the unfair, bombastic claims of the ad-

vocates of municipal control of the Barrett stripe. The
controversy over the Detroit plant is very interesting,

and will be found valuable by the readers of the

Western Electrician. The attack on the municipal

system is well represented by the following letter in the

Detroit Free Press, from the p3n of C. Livingston of

St. Paul, Minn.:

In your Issue of Friday, January loth, you give the

average cost per lamp per month of the public arc lights

of the city of Detroit at S7.20, I am always at a loss to

know what advantage it is to an individual or a munici-
pality to deceive him, or itself, which you certainly do,

and which Detroit certainly does in the statement you
publish. In the detailed statement of the cost of oper-

ating the public light plant which you give, the ques-

tion of depreciation of the plant, insurance, water and
also taxes are all eliminated. The figure Sr.34 is the

interest charge per lamp per month. If I am correctly

informed the plant cost S6go,ooo; interest, even at four

percent., would amount to Si. 46 instead of Si. 34 per
lamp per month. Taking, however, your own figures of

Si. 34, plus S5.86 for the items you mention, gives the

figures you state, S7.20 per lamp per month. I am in-

formed that the value of the real estate is $145,000.
Taking this from the total cost of the plant ($650,000)
would leave $505,000 as the cost of the machinery. It

is the consensus of opinion of the best electrical experts

that depreciation in electrical machinery is at least 10

per cent, a year. Say, however, the value of the ma-
chinery is $400,000; 10 per cent, of this is $40,000; to

this add the cost of insurance, say lyi per cent, on S545.-
ooo, which is much below the going rate of insurance
on electrical machinery, and you have the total cost of

these two items, S48.175, which, divided by 1,483, aver-

age

per $2. 70
. find the t
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;
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;- In fact, in a railroad company, of which I

am a director, a certain percentage of our gross earnings
is credited to the fund to pay for personal damages each
year, and the amount so credited does not equal the

amount paid for personal damages, and in an electric

lighting company that I was formerly connected with, in

a much smaller town than Detroit, in 11 years' time
the smallest amount paid for personal damage cases in

the form of legal expense and settlements, in any one

At this distance I am quite likely to make some minor
errors regarding your plant, but, in the main, the state-

ments that I give above are correct, and when the state-

ment is made to your people that the cost per lamp per
year is $86. 40, they are being deceived, unintentionally

doubtless, but none the less deceived. I am sorry to saj-

I have neither the time nor opportunity, and I may sav
the inclination. to discuss this subject. I have no doubt
my few remarks may elicit many replies in contradiction

of what I state, but I am satisfied that any good, sound
business man in your city will see that the statement, as

made in your paper of the loth, is not borne out by the

facts, if he would take the trouble to investigate it.

To this Mr. Dow makes this defense:

The communication of Mr. Livingston shows that the

many readers of the Free Press who are not residents

of Detroit and naturally not familiar A-ith the financial

system of the city, may misunderstand and be deceived

by the figures published of cost of public lighting.

The residents and taxpayers, to whom the publication is

primarily addressed, expect from the lighting commis-
sion only a statement of actual expenses from the public

lighting fund and interest fund; and (to quote your cor-

respondent) "any good, sound business man" of the city

can add to these items of cash expense the figures for

depreciation, loss of taxes etc., which he thinks right.

The costs are published for exactly what they appear to

be, namely, those costs of a public lighting plant which
come out of the annual tax levy. That the taxpayers do
calculate depreciation, loss of taxes, etc., is a matter of

common knowledge to the Free Press and to the light-

ing commissioners; and Mr. Livingston's letter is emi-
nently proper in that it tends to educate the greater pub-
lic outside of our own city in the .precise knowledge of

lighting costs, .which long discussion and some experi-

ment has brought to the home public.

Mr. Livingston's argument is generally correct. The
minor errors which he thinks he may have made are

numerous and invalidate his final figures; but taking the

figures as he makes them—namely, S120.24 per lamp

—

there is still a saving to the city of S12 per lamp per
year as compared with the last contract.

But that is not the whole story. Even if a new con-
tract had been made at such a price as would equal the

cost of the municipal operation, plus interest, sinking
fund, depreciation, loss of taxes, etc., undsr the contract
system at the" end of 30 years, that is, to say at the com-
ing due of the lighting bonds, the city would have had
30 years lighting for its money. Under the municipal
system, with the accounts kept as Mr. Livingston pro-
poses, the city would have had the lighting, and also

would own. free from encumbrance, a lighting plant in

good running order and a depreciation fund of such
amount at that instant as to restore the plant to its orig-

And still there is more of it. For. under the contract
system, the equivalent to the sinking fund and deprecia-
tion fund is paid in equal annual installments to the
contractor, in whose hands these installments would lie

until their investment becomes necessary. Under the

municipal system these moneys remain in the taxpay-
ers' hands until called for and the taxpayers have the

use and benefit thereof. This is no small item. Just
figure it at compound interest on the assumption that

the money is even paid into a savings bank instead of

being used over and over in the active business of the
taxpayers.

The same reasoning applies to the fire insurance.
The city is so large a corporation that it can profitably
carry its own insurance, and as a matter of fact the
lighting plant is a very good risk.

Now for the minor errors. The interest charge is

Si. 34 per month; the bond issue is $600,000; the remain-
ing capital was raised by direct tax. This explains the
difference Mr. Livingston notes, but he is, of course,
justified in figuring interest on the total capital.

The water supply is obtained by a direct gravity con-
nection with the river, which connection is charged to

capital, The water costs nothing. Uncle Sam making
no charge for the water and gravity running it into the
well.

The difference between $145,000, the value of real

estate, and the total capital is not entirely electrical ma-
chinery subject (perhaps) to a 10 per cent, annual depre-
ciation, There is less than $100,000 worth of electrical
machiner\-. a!l t-Md There is $85,000 worth of steam
machin'M\ n m. . linilers. piping, foundations, etc.

—whii I
,.! i.:ii,il experience shows to have a

deprc. I
: : il)i>nt five per cent, on gross cost.
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Standard Telephone & Electric Com-
pany's Switchboard.

One of the most progressive companies engaged in ac-

tive competition with the Bell interests in the West is the

Standard Telephone & Electric company of Madison,

STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELEC

lost taxes, will equal the contract cost of lighting, there

is a gain to the taxpayers in municipal lighting. Di-
rectly, by reason of the ownership of a marketable asset,

free from incumbrance, at the winding up of the sinking

fund; and, indirectly, by the retention of the depre-

ciation fund in the active business of the taxpayers.

First Baldwin-Westinghouse Electric
Locomotive.

The first electric locomotive constructed at the Bald-
win Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, for the Baldwin-
Westinghouse combination, has arrived at the Westing-
house Electric company's yards at East Pittsburg, Pa.,

where the electric motors are being placed upon it. The
locomotive is of the regular standard passenger size of

I,ooo horse power capacity. I ii appearance it does not
resemble in the least the ordinary locomotive, says the

/ro/2 .is'e, but looks like a passenger car. measuring 3S

feet in length and nine feet across. All the operating
parts of the locomotive are placed under the body of

car, giving ample room above for the storage of freight.

The engine has eight wheels, each 42 inches in diameter,

and the truck is built exceptionally strong on account of

Wis. It should not be inferred, however, that because

this is a western company its operations are con-

fined to the western territory exclusively, for as a mat-

ter of fact it has installed its apparatus in every part of

the country, the East and the South as well as the North

and the West. In every case, too, it may be added,

those operating the Standard apparatus speak highly of

its efficiency, reliability and the economy of operation.

The company is prepared to furnish complete equipment

for exchanges of all sizes, and the excellent outfits that

it has already installed afford the best possible evidence

of the company's ability to turn out first-class apparatus.

The accompanying cut gives an excellent idea of the

appearance of the company's new switchboard- In this,

as in all other apparatus employed by the Standard com-

pany, the apparatus as well as the method of operation

is exceedingly simple. To illustrate the system of con-

necting subscribers the following explanation will suffice:

Supposing drop 20 falls, for instance, and the operator

plugs into 20, upper row of spring jacks,and ascertains that

93

50 is wanted, this movement being made with the listening

plug. The farthest plug from the board (of any pair of
cords) is then inserted in 50, also of the upper row of

jacks, the hand generator being turned before the second
plug of the pair is picked up from the inner row. This
rings 50. After ringing, the inner plug is picked up and
inserted in 50, lower row of jacks. Hence, where a hand
generator is used, but four moves are required for the

operator to answer a call, ring number wanted, and con-
nect the lines, and no further move is necessary to ascer-

tain that the subscribers are in communication. Where
a power generator is used, but three moves are necessary

to accomplish the same result, as ringing is done auto-

matically when the first plug of the pair of connecting

ds is inserted ii

ntcd. This result

t system adopted

the nber

edby the use (.ft

fringed, and the work is done just as quickly and well in

the following manner: The drops are cut in only un the

lower row of spring jacks, being cut out of the upper
row. In making connections, the subscriber making the

call is always plugged into the lower row of jacks, and
when the "ring off ' comes in, the drop on the line falls.

Thus the operator has but one drop to replace, and the

resistance of but one drop is cut into line.

Electric Light on Board Nansen*s Ship.
While one portion of the scientific world is following

with fascinated interest the development and experiment

of the new form of radiation to which Prof. Rontgen

called attention, another is dwelling with equal delight

on the possibility of truth in the report that Dr. Nan-

sen, the Norwegian explorer, has in fact reached the

North Pole and is even now safely returning home. Dr.

Nansen's preparations for his voyage were most com-

plete. He and his twelve companions were provisioned

and equipped for a period of five to six years and set sail

in a small vessel so constructed, in theory at least, that

when fairly in the grasp of the rigor of the northern seas

the ice would not crush it but would bear it up. The
theory of the expedition was that the ship, once packed

in, or lifted on, the ice, would drift slowly, possibly for

years, toward the Pole in a current that Dr. Nansen bad

theoretically demonstrated to exist. But what illumina-

tion was depended upon for the hardy adventurers dur-

ing the long Arctic winter nights? Nothing less-than the

electric light. The manner of generating the current

can be best described in Dr. Nansen's own words, taken

from an exceedingly interesting article contributed to an

English magazine:

I have already said that we have a snug saloon to live

in, and we have electric light to make us forget the
absent sun. But many will perhaps ask bow we shall

get the necessary power to produce the electricity, as we
could not afford to burn coal for that purpose. This is

not, however, so very complicated. On one hand we
have the wind, and by the help of a big windmill we
shall be able to work the dynamo, and by the help of our
accumulators we shall be able to store up electricity for

some time when we get a gale. But when there is no
wind, we have ourselves. We are 13 men, and when a cap-
stan is arranged on deck we shall be able to do work simi-
lar to that which a horse does in its horse-mill on land.

In this capstan four men take their turn at a time; thus
we shall obtain good and regular exercise, and be useful

at the same time. When the sun disappears and the long
night comes on, we shall take our walk in a ring on the
deck of the Fram to produce our own sun. In this way
man must conquer nature. But I dare not say for cer-

tain that we shall not long for the natural sun, and look
eagerly forward to . its appearance again in the dawn of

spring Then it will rise slowly and majestically over
the horizon, and pour its blessed light into our souls.

It is a dull imagination indeed that cannot conjure

up, from this description, a mental picture of the most

unique electric light plant in existence. It is in truth, as

the explorer says, a spectacle of the intellect of man array-

ing some of the forces of nature to aid in wringing from

it jealously guarded secrets. One of the party, it may
be added, Bernhard Nordahl by name, is an electrician

.

Concrete Foundations for Street Railway
Tracks.

City Engineer McClintock of Rochester, N. Y., is en-

deavoring to secure concrete foundations, in the shape

of a bed of the material six inches thick, under the ties

of the street railway tracks in that city. He believes

that such a foundation would be a great benefit to the

street, where expensive pavements are laid, and that

incidentally the danger from electrolysis may be averted

to some extent. In a letter on this subject City Engin-

neer Benzenberg of Milwaukee says:

L Last year the street railway company decided to put



in such foundation under tracks which are to be relaid

on streets that were to be repaved- Their experience

has been such that of their own accord they have ad-

mitted their mistake in refusing to put in concrete where
required two years ago, and are now preparing to take

up the tracks on those streets and relay them upon a six-

inch bed of concrete under the ties. Experience has

forced them to this conclusion, and it seems to me that

it ought not to be very difficult for any street railway

man experienced in the construction to see the benefit of

a rigid foundation for a track which is called upon to

the heavy load and of the elect:

Value of Wilson's Acetylene Gas Pat-
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Some friends of mine in New York w
ing buying the right for certain populo
purpose of going in there and explc

county rights, had some of the best patent lawyers ot

the city of Washington examine into the patents, and
their opinion was that there was no patent, and that there

is nothing to prevent any electric lighting company in

the United States, or anyoneelse who chooses to attempt
to make this calcic carbide, from entering into its manu-
facture. What Mr. Wilson did was simply to discover

a process—a much cheaper process, it is claimed, than the

ordinary one—of manufacturing the gas. Previous to this

its manufacture has been very expensive, and I seriously

question in my mind whether even now the carbide can
be made in large quantities for less than Sioo per ton;

and at that rate you can readily see that it is no com-
petitor whatever, even for ordinary illuminating gas. to

say nothing about the electric light, because at that cost

it would represent about Si per thousand cubic feet for

ordinary illuminating gas. There are many gas com-
panies putting the gas into their holders for as low as

17 cents per i.ooo feet, as the cost of production, and
that, gentlemen, is the point which you have got to con-

tend with in calculating what you can sell an incan-

descent lamp for. What does the current cost that is

going through that filament to produce the light? I

know a number of gas people who thoroughly investi-
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Apology Unnecessary.
[From the London Electrician?^

Our Chicago contemporary, the Western Electri-
ci.\N. in its issue of January nth, comes out with a quite

unnecessary apology for "a days delay and the slightly

changed appearance of the paper," due tea fire which
took place on the previous Saturday, and by which the

composing room was completely gutted. We diagnosed
the condition of our contemporary as "normal" until it

gave us an insight into the very abnormal conditions

amid which its issue of January nth had been brought

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, February 15—The Legislature in Albany

has been giving much attention to street railway mat-

ters. The Assembly committee appointed to inquire in-

to the question of municipal ownership of railroads and

of the organization, construction and operation of ele-

vated and surface railroads in cities has presented its re-

port through its chairman, S. Fred Nixon of Chautauqua

county. The committee found flagrant instances of

over-capitalization and proposes remedial legislation.

The suggestive features of the report may be thus sum-

marized:

The committee recommends limiting the power toissue

stocks and bonds bystreet railway companies to a stated

sum and, further, the passage of a bill which would re-

quire all the strr-r--t railwnv rnmpanifs hereafter incorpo-

the

i>f which would be detr:
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pay the operating expenses and fixed charges with a div-

idend of five per cent, upon its capital stock.

A system of transfers from one road to another belong-

ing to the same company should be enforced by statute.

The making of a law for the proper heating and light-

ing of cars is also recommended.
As to fenders, the committee believes their use has

been required on all cable and electric cars in the cities

of the first and second classes audit urges placiugon the

statute books a law prohibiting one car passing another
that has come to a full stop.

Bills were introduced to carry out these recommenda-

tions. It is pointed out, however, that the 3'/3 cent fare

bill is defective in that companies are entitled to earn

five per cent, on their stock before they are compelled

to make the rate. It would be an extremely easy matter

for a railroad company to swell its expenses, and thus

keep the earnings under the limit, by erecting office

buildings in the shape of power houses and by giving

enormous salaries to the officers of the company. On
the other hand, if no limit of protection for earnings

were provided, grave injustice would be done in many

Other "reforms" are proposed. One bill places the

control of all street railroads in the state in the hands of

the state railroad commission, so that no extension can

be made without first securing the consent of the com-

mission. Another proposes to regulate the pay of grip-

men, motormen, drivers and conductors of cable, elec-

tric and horse cars throughout the state. It provides

that all such shall be entitled to not less than two dollars

a day, and any man who shall take a car out and make

one or more round trips shall be entitled to full wages

for the day. Some of the proposed laws are intended to

benefit the public, while others appear to be merely

sandbagging schemes. Perhaps few or none of these

bills will be enacted, but their effect is to unsettle the

street railway industry of the state.

It is reported and denied that the Metropolitan Trac-

tion company is trying to secure control of the elevated

At a recent session of the Rapid Transit Inquiry com-

mission David L. Barnes of Chicago told of the railroads

with which he had been connected, and of his present

work as consulting engineer to the Baldwin-Westing-

house combination of Philadelphia and Chicago, for the

construction and sal-^ of electric locomotives and ap-

paratus. In reply to Mr. Shepard's questions, he ex-

plained the advantages of electricity over steam as a

motive power and showed by photographs where steam

locomotives had damaged and warped rails that had

stood harmless under heavier weights drawn by electric

motors. Mr. Barnes' testimony was to show to the

commission that by the use of electric motors the prob-

able vibration of which the opposing property owners

complain will be reduced to a minimum, if not entirely

done away with. Mr. Barnes contrasted the amount of

fuel needed to generate the requisite electricity in a cen-

tral station with that necessary to supply steam for an

engine, and estimated that on the 18 miles of road shown

in Mr. Parsons' plan the saving in favor of the electric

motors would be at least 50 per cent. An electric

motor, the witness said, attached to six loaded cars

could reach a speed of 60 miles an hour in 47 seconds

and within 2,700 feet of its starting point, and while

going at that rate could be stopped within 1,500 feet.

W. F. O.
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C. Haskins. Chicago, has rec
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( A, Benton of the Sprague Electric Elevator com-
pany of New York was a Chicago visitor last week.
Major Benton was welcomed by his old friends in this

part of the country.

C 1\ McKay, a prominent electrical engineer of Salt
II' 'ii

.
Ml 1 I "liirrif^o last week for the purpose of
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Ills in this city possesisng features

February 22, 1896

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A Bridgeport, Conn., dispatch states that the Bridge-

port Electric Light company has voluntarily reduced the
price of electric lights furnished to that city from 33
cents a light to 30 cents The city will therefore pro-
ceed to erect and maintain enough more lights to make
up the total amount of the appropriation of about 540,-

Sealed bids will be received by Sumner T. Bisbee,
clerk of council of the city of Keokuk, Iowa, until noon
of February 21, 1S96, for lighting the city of Keokuk
with 140, more or less, arc lights, in accordance with
specifications now on file with Mr. Bisbee. The con-
tract is to be for the term of five years from and after

May 3, 1896.

A New Haven paper states that the Berlin Iron Bridge
company has erected an electric light plant, and will soon
light the whole town of Berlin, Conn., by electricity free.

The company does this for the benefit and the pro-
tection of its plant as well as for the benefit of the town.
The company has made application to the Southern
New England Telephone company for permission to run
its wires on the poles of the telephone company, and it

has been granted.

Contracts have been awarded to the Chicago Edison
company for supplying the electric lighting apparatus
for the temporary postoffice at Chicago, at a cost of

$2,387, with a proviso that the work of wiring the build-

ing shall be completed in 20 days. The general il-

lumination will be supplied by low-tension arc lamps,
and incandescent lights will be used in the offices and
over the sorting and stampiijg tables.

The Holyoke, Mass.. Water-power company has just

put in a new 2,000 light electric generator for the in-

candescent circuits from the power and light station.

The Edison generators, which have been used, were not
large enough to take care of the business that was being
done, and it was necessary to add a new machine. The
new generator will be used on the incandescent circuits

on the hill, and the lower part of the city will be served
by the Edison generators.

The ultimate destination of the 10.000 light Westing-
house alternators in the service plant in machinery hall

at the World's Fair has excited much conjecture. It is

interesting to learn that the Westinghouse company re-

cently furnished four of them to the United Electric
Light & Power company of New Y^ork city, and they are
furnishing current for lighting a considerable portion of

the metropolis. Several others are installed in the plant
of the Brush Electric Light company at Baltimore,
while the rest are distributed in several large electric

light plants throughout the country.

The contract for the lighting of the streets of Colum-
bus, O., has been awarded to the Citizens' Light. Heat
& Power company. The minimum number of lights

under the contract is 800, but it is understood that until

January i, 1897. the- lights are to be run on the moon
table system, and thereafter on the all-night plan. For
the eight months ending January i. 18 97, the price to

be paid is $38,400, and the total for the nine years there-
after, S703.S00; on the basis of 1.000 lights the figures
would be $918,150. The successful company is com-
posed of R. T. McDonald, C. S. Knight. Ralph Rickly,
David C. Beggs and Thomas Cooper. The capital stock
is $200,000 and is owned principally by McDonald and
Knight, and the director (a municipal officer of Colum-
bus) states that he investigated their manufacturing
plant and found it a very large affair at Fort Wayne.
with a pay foil of about S36.000 a month, and that the
Fort Wayne Electric company has nothing whatever to do
with the present company. Mr, McDonald, the director
found, was possessed of several hundreds of thousands
of dollars worth of property. In a short time the com-
pany to whom the contract has been awarded will ask
the City Council for a franchise forcommercial lighting

that (

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Consolidated Street Railway company of Grand

Rapids. Mich., has announced a reduction in fare from
five t0 4.'4 cents, to take effect March 1st. There had
been no urgent demand for reduced fares in the city,

and it is believed that the reduction was made with the
single view of increasing the patronage of the road.

The officials of the Washington, Alexandria & Mount
Vernon Electric Railroad company of Washington. D.
C, have received advices Ihnt tin- C.r,

pany has completed the 01,1.. r< . .i-.

the line. General Pas.,: ,

porter that these motors 1

miles an hour, which Hi, >

certain parts of tlier..,„i ;: ,,,

ington and .\le\,in,ln.i, li, ,11, i, ih.

motors will draw Mill in,,x,> xl,,wh lu

where there ar,' n,, ,,l,Mrii, 11. m, il,

speed that the nh.i.-i-. .,,, ,, ,,>,!, 1,-

availed of, an,l ' m. . ..|

whenever the (

I one dollar, good between the
and 5 and 7 i'. m., each week day

i of any such road are sufTicient to
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Hammond, Whiting & East Chicago
Hammond to Koby, thence over I

street railway to Sixty-fourth street

WESTERN ELFXTRU'IAM.

Louisiana Elect

its charter to g'

nor had the Km
bonds,

roads most of the travel from
ite points has gone to the trol-

are several that tap that terri-

POWER TRANSMISSION.
The supervisors of Bakersfield, Cal.. have given per-

mission to the Kern River & Los Angeles Electric

Power company to erect poles and wires along the roads

of the county. This company proposes to convey elec-

tric power from Kern river, near Kernville, to 'Los

Angeles, a distance of about loo miles.

At a recent meeting of the Board of Trade of North
Adams, Mass., W. S. Kelly of the General Electric

company of Boston appeared before the board and out-

lined his scheme of converting the waters of Howes
pond, situated near Readsboro, Vt., into electrical en-

ergy and transmitting it to North Adams and other
towns in the vicinity. There was a large attendance at

the meeting and considerable interest was manifested in

the proposed plan. Mr. Kelly discussed his proposed
plan at some length, exhibiting a map showing the pond,
watershed, pipe line to the power station and proposed
wires to the city. The distance from the power station

to North Adams is lo miles, and he proposes to secure
from the pond 1,000 horse power, furnishing power 24
hours a day, 30S days in a year.

At the office of "the People's Power company in Rock
Island, 111., on January loth, the contract for an im-
portant extension of the company's capacity for gener-

ating electric power by means of water wheels at the

dam opposite Rock Island arsenal was awarded to the

Trump Manufacturing company of Springfield, Ohio.
The increase expected to be made is equivalent to 2,000
horse power at seven foot head of water, and the cost of

installing the twelve new water wheels called for by the

specifications, together with the necessary transmitting
machinery, is $23,000. All the power gained by this

additional machinery will be used for moving the cars

of the Moline Central Street Railway company, which
is said to be the longest street railway in the country
operated by water power.

Senator Cannon of Ogden, Utah, makes public the
announcement that the final arrangements have been
completed in the East whereby the Pioneer Electric

Power company will be able to sell bonds to the amount
of $1,500,000, and thus complete the work of utilizing

the power in Ogden river canon. The present company
was organized in the fall of 1893 and has been prosecut-
ing the work steadily ever since, but has been hampered
by the unwillingness of eastern captalist

in enterprises in a territory. The admi
a state and the friendliness of the state constitution to

outside investors have. aided materially in the success of

the Pioneer company in floating its bonds. The pipe
line, power house and electrical machinery for the devel-

opment of 5.000 horse power must be completed by Sep-
of this year and the other 5,000 soon after.

for laying the steel and wooden pipe,

0,000 feet in length, has already been let, and
of laying will be begun soon, as there are
niles of the trench completed. The wooden
set in diameter in the clear, will be constructed

the ground and laid as fast as it can be put together,

)art of the material having already arrived. Bids are
bout to be called for for the construction of a large
eservoir dam in the valley above the canon as a pre-

iminary to the development of the remaining 5,000 horse

of Utah 2

The
which

-pipe,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Toronto Globe claims to be the first newspaper

in America using electricity for power for all purposes.

The Daily Fuiancial NccL'S of New York, in its monthly
report of the fluctuations of quotations on the New York
Stock Exchange, shows that the highest and lowest quo-
tations of General Electric stock for December were
31^ and 20. For January the variation was not so

great, the figures being 29^ and 22.

In the suit of the New York Guaranty & Indemnity
company against the Louisiana Electric Light company
and R. T. McDonald, the latter has filed his answer in the
United States Circuit Court. Mr. McDonald admits the
execution of the mortgage referred to in the bill of com-
plaint, but denies that the 2,000 shares of stock of the

Edison Electric company is subject to the conditions of

that mortgage. The defendant further avers that the

and he was engaged in that task when, it is supposed,
he placed the back of his right hand on the pole of a

switch and received the full effect of 2,500 volts, John-
son, an oiler and a fellow employe, heard a noise which
attracted his attention. He went behind the swilch-

board and found Hoffman in a sitting position. The
injured man said: "I am done for. Johnson!" and fell

over. He was carried out and doctors called, but he
could not be revived, and died in five or six minutes.

The first and second fingers of his hand were skinned,
and near the thumb was a small black spot. On the sole

of his left foot, close to the heel, was another black mark
about half an inch in length.

The Philadelphia Commercial Museum, apublic institu-

tion wholly supported and controlled by the city, has a
bureau of information that should be of value to Amer-
ican manufacturers seeking foreign trade relations.

The object of this bureau is to make a special study of

foreign commerce, compile all data relative thereto, and
make it available to the American manufacturer and.
consumer in as concise and definite form as possible.

This bureau will endeavor toad
of all theii

relations, their international treaties, their systems of

communication and transportation, with special details

of freight lists and tariffs, exchanges and currency. It

is the purpose of this department to be sufficiently broad
in its scope to command the good will and co-operation

; and all others interested in the

foreign trade. The manufacturer
oduce his goods into new markets

of all I

development

abroad will be shown samples of ^

ble in those markets. Full details as to tl

he may have to meet will be furnished hii

^RADE NEWS.
Richards & Meacham of Chicago have appointed

George W. Redfield of Galesburg, 111., to handle the

auto-telephone system in Knox and Rock Island coun-
ties, Mr. Redfield is well known in electrical circles in

his vicinity and no doubt will make a success of this

popular type of telephone. Alex. D. Sill of Elgin,

111., has likewise been appointed exclusive agent for his

locality for the sale of the system. All styles of the auto
telephones can be procured from Messrs. Redfield and
Sill.

The Co

thei

^ with the large army of electrical workers
need of electrical instruction but cannot afford

time .from work in order to procr

feel

leave home or lose time .from work
it. If it continues at the present rate it bids fair, ere

long, to become the most widely known of any of the

_
correspondence schools. It is true that the Correspond-
'ence School of Mechanics had on the nth instant an
enrollment of 3,569 students and the Correspondence
School of Mines 2,909, while that of the Correspondence
School of Electricity, on the same date, was only 1,522.

but it is recalled that the first of these departments was
started over a year and the second over two years be-

fore the Correspondence School of Electricity had its

first pupil.

A statement from the National Conduit Manufacturing
company of New York that it has purchased the entire

business interest of the Norwich Cable company of Har-
rison, N. J.,

will be a surprise to the electrical trade.

This arrangement was completed on the 8th inst.. and
this concern will take up the business of this company
and manufacture various sized Cables and establish

agencies in the leading cities throughout the country.

This product needs no introduction, as it has been in

successful operation for several years, but has been in

need of the push and energy which will be brought to it

through the efforts of President E. S. Perot. Vice-presi-

dent C. Gallagher and James P. McQuaide, secretary and
treasurer, of the National Conduit Manufacturing com-
pany. Arrangements have been made to add new ma-
chinery and increase the production of this company to

The Warren P. Freeman company of 106 and loS

Liberty street, New York, is now settled in its new
quarters and prepared to receive orders for electrical

and mechanical engineering in all its departments. It is

equipped for the manufacture of special electrical and
mechanical apparatus and automatic machinery. Espe-

'ven to the various lines of experimental

of impnri. .
II I III- duty and freight on these,

Mr, \\i-x\ li.
.
'

.
. .: inU'-d to almost $1,600. Such

figures a-. \\\<--.'- ^\\
1
Iw-m -.I'lves pay a high tribute to the

excellence ol Mr, VVertheim's goods. He carries this

large stock in Chicago and keeps in store such a varied
assortment of sizes that it is most reasonable to presume
that there is no order for imported carbons that cannot
be filled accurately and with the utmost dispatch at 53
South Canal street, where Mr. Wertheim has been
located in a handsome store since the first of last May.

BUSINESS.
The Conne

Meriden. Coi
La Salle stre.

:ut Telephone & Electric company
,
has established a Chicago office at r

In relation to the hydraulic and electrical improve-
ments for the Cliff Paper company at Niagara Falls,

recently mentioned in this journal, it may be added that

Leffel water wheels will be used.

The electric light installation in the handsome build-
ing of the Duquesne club, Pittsburg, will be a complete
one in every respect. Ball engines, built by the Ball
Engine company, Erie, Pa., directly connected to West-
inghouse dynamos, furnish the light and power.

A practical and useful little book is that bearing the title

"Cutter's Handy Wiring Tables," compiled and pub-
lished by George Cutter, 851 Rookery, Chicago. Com-
mon sense definitions, simple formulae and everyday
tables for wiring are given in form suitable for the pocket.
Much valuable information is encompassed in small
space, and incidentally the Cutter electric light special-

The foreign business of the Mica Insulator company
has grown largely during the last six months, so that it

has increased its facilities for manufacturing the well-

known insulation micanite, having made additions to the
factory in London. European manufacturers of elec-

trical machinery are usin.g micanite largely in the con-
struction of their various designs of apparatus, and the
company is to be congratulated upon the success which
its insulation has met in foreign countries.

The Electric Appliance company has established quite

a reputation for bringing out original advertising novel-
ties. Its latest scheme in this line is certainly a good
one and consists of a complimentary duplicate order
book. The book consists of 50 original and duplicate
order sheets bound in a special cover in such a manner
that the customer has an impression copy of each writ-

ten order, made at one writing. The books are furnished
complete with carbon paper ready for use, and will be
sent on application.

The Knowles Steam Pump Works of 93 Liberty
street, New York, has issued a special catalogue of elec-

tric power pumps. The company says of this catalogue
that it "is compiled, not from designs and data of types
as yet largely on the draughting board, and with the
hope of influencing business by sheer force of novelty
and ingenuity, but from knowledge of apparatus already
built in our own shops, and thoroughly proven in actual
service by customers throughout the world." The Chi-
cago office is at 163 South Canal street.

The United States Treasury Department, through the

office of the supervising architect, is inviting proposals
until March nth for all the labor and materials required
for furnishing and erecting complete one electric passen-
ger elevator, including electric elevator, car guide, wire
spring work, Bostwick folding beds, etc., for the United
States custom house and postoffice building at New
Haven, Conn. Prospective bidders may obtain additional
particulars by addressing the Hon. William Martin Aiken,
supervising architect. Treasury Department, Washing-
ton, D. C.

F. B. Macomber, manager, and George S. Whyte an-

nounce that they have charge in this territory of A. Les-
chen & Sons Rope company. This concern's office and
warehouse is centrally located at 19 and 21 South Canal
street, near Washington street, Chicago, where they
will carry a complete stock of wire rope, cordage,

blocks, iron, steel and copper wire, bare and insulated,

for telegraph, telephone, other electrical and manufac-
turing purposes, electric railway and light specialities,

flat tempered and coil springs of every description, etc.

Mr. Macomber and Mr. Whyte will undoubtedly make
a success of this business, as both gentlemen are known
to be experienced, energetic and aggressive in their re-

spective lines.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

554,230. Regulating Phase Relation of Alternating Cur-
rents. Ernst J. Berg, Schenectady. N. Y. Appli-

cation filed October 8. 1S95.

The principal claim is for an alternating generator, lines
extending therefrom, between which electromotive forces
are to be maintained, electro-magnetic devices responsive
to a change in phase relation of current and electromotive
force in the lines, and acting in opposition to each other,

such opposition being balanced when the current and elec-

tromotive force are in phase, and means actuated by the
electro-magnetic devices for restoring the phase relation.

554.239- Method of Transferring Feeders. James
Burke, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 24, 1894.

The method of transferring a generator from one circuit
tial consif

: through
; oldc

varyii

554,240. Method of Electrical Distribution. James
Burke, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed De-
cember 24. 1894.

554,245. Means for Supporting and Moving Electric

Lamps. James Dempsey, Berlin, Conn. Applica-

tion filed April i, 1895.

A lamp supporting and moving mechanism is described,
.consisting of a driving shaft, a fast drum moimted to rotate
with the shaft, a loose drum, a ratchet wheel rigidly con-
nected with the loose drum, a rigidly connected projecting

shaft and a clutch mounted on the projecting sleeve end for

locking the loose drum and crank together against inde-

554.247, Battery. Walter S. Doe, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application filed September 18, 1894.

In a battery cell containing a depolarizing liquid, the
vessel is formed of the porous cup, and a bottle-shaped top

shouldered portii nouth provided with a closing
n such vessel, and a rod which

is connected with the carbon and extends veriically through
and is sealed in the opening.

554.263. Electric Cable. Theodore Guilleaume, Mul-
heim-on-Rhine, Germany. Application filed March
19, 1895.

System. Edward M.
:ter, Schenectady, N. Y.

554,270. Till- v,:v-

Application filed September 10. 1895

ator fron

^^^^'::£::'^

55.1.275. Method of and Means for Detecting Grounds.
John F. Kelly, Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed

June 17, 1895.

This method consists in maintaining a conducting needle
at zero potential, and subjecting separate parts of such
needle to the influence of two fields, each maintained at the
potential of one of the respective branches of the circuit.

554. 27G. Controller for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Walter H. Knight. Lynn, Mass.. and John W.
Darley, Jr.. Baltimore, Md. "-Application filed May
6, 1893.

In a scrlcs-par.iU. 1 . 1 n i. j il,. . .ul.irirition is claimed

Issued Fcbv i8g6.

that the controlling
switch may regulate the motors from rest to another or dif-

ferent speed.

321. Electrical Measuring Instrument. Elihu Thom-
son, Swampscott, Mass. Application filed Novem-
ber 1^95

ondu. versed by

ends of uvo piece to be oined together
n one of the pie

a ma n lockin
col ar engaginfthe collar

provided with

and adapted t be secured to the other piec

,350, Trolley and Switch for Electric Railways.

Lorenzo L. Stimpson, Boston, Mass. Application

filed May 2, 1890.

A car, a trolley pole mounted thereon, capable of expand-

ngs. a trolley wheel mounted the
ling from the top of the pole to tl

ing it approximately in a vertica!

,353. Electric Locomotive. Charles F. Uebelacker,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed September 6,

1893.

Here is the claim allowed : In an electric locomotive the
combination with a truck frame and axle, of a transverse
bar extending over the axle, springs between the ends of
said transverse barand the truck frame a U-shaped frait

meeting ba

spring d
l^bar™ ThTtr and an electric mot

mounted in the fr e end of the U-shaped

^he'mo

,365. Electric Motor. John H. Guest, B
Mass. Application filed December 23, 1893.

Several sets of field coils are employed, in whi

2 corresponding proje.

,369. Commutator Brush. Osborn P. Loomis,
Bound Brook, N. J. Application filed February
13. 1895.

This brush is composed of alternately arranged layers or
strips of metal of high conductivity and metal of high re-

sistance, while a fastening device secures the outer ends of
the strips together, the device being insulated from the

,379. Electric Light Cabinet. Eason L. Slocum,
Pawtucket, R. I. Application filed March 21,

1895.

554,270.

,394. Insulating Joint. Louis McCarthy, Boston,

Mass. Application filed October 14 iSrK.

application of heat.

,395. TeleRraph Receiver. Louis E. Oehring, Chi-

cago, 111. Application liled fulv 20. i8cn.

554,414. Automatic Current Regulator. Stanley C.C.
Currie, New York, N. Y. Application filed May
23, 1895.

dcomrol^magne

,427. Voltaic Battery. Stanley R. V. Robinsi
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed May 9, 1S94.

The device is composed of an exterior box or eel

, and a rubber
lined cover fitting tightly onto the

554,445. Slot Iron for Street Railway Conduits. Will-
iam H. Holden. Chicago, 111. Application filed

July 27, 1895.

A feature of construction in a cable or electric railway
is the fixed supports on opposite sides of the conduit, slot
irons hinged and adapted to tilt on such supports to open

ntally

NO. 554,365.

554,450. Underground Conduit for Electric Railways.
William S. Merkle, St. Louis, Mo. Application

filed March 29, 1894.

The claim : In an underground electric system the combi-
nation of a plurality of hangers, a conductor semi-circular in

cross-section, theflatfaceof which forms a contact surface,
a cap-plate semi-circular in cross-section and provided with
perforated side flanges and fixed to but insulated from said

parallel to the said conductor and supported by the said
flexible insulating material.

1895.

A reflector is employed, adapted to re
t electric lamp and provided with a h

ycle, a horizontally
live the foot which
instructed with an ofif-setti

forming a center upon which the ring

I be applif
a clip adapted
nged coupling

oupling

ling ring throngh its coupli

554,505. Electrical Burgla

nged
guarded structi

located at dista:

,508. Automatic Cut-out for Electrical Converters.

William J. Greene, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Applica-

tion filed September 30, 1895.

The features claimed include a pair of cylindrical switch
closers having a chain belt connection, a pair of opposing

and moving between the terminals, whereby tilt

i gnide

Two carbon holders, a ime-piece adjusted to a pr
ned ral

gh the coil, whereby the
troller is ca sed to acceb
the alance \ heel, are the features described.

554,557. F.lect ic Switch. Henry B. Whitehead, Me
phis Tenn. Applicatic n filed August 29, 1894.

An
and as ring-pressed witch lever, of a bar niounte

engaged by a enl for engaging the bar.

554.594-^ Elect ic Type \ 'riting Machine. John

'Z^

"!ss?™ 554, 399. Apparatus for Telephone S

Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.

filed July 2, 1895.

and Max Kriigi'

January 7, 1895.

The device cons:
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Lighting Plant in the Chicago Y. W. C. A.
Building.

It is not without reason that tht- ladies of the Vounu

lMi(

eproof buil

). The pri

pride in their line new budd

It is a handsome seven-story steel-frame

ing valued, with the site, at over S2oo,i

cipal object of the association is to provide a home for

working girls who come to the city as strangers without

the protection and guidance of parental influence.

Much good has been accomplished in the furtherance of

this worthy object, and with the large new building

greater opportunity is afforded of contributing to the

spiritual, mental and physical well-being of working

girls. The edifice, which was formally opened last

week, is exceeded by none of its kind anywhere in size

and appointments. The enterprise is also noteworthy

has capacity for supplying current to about 1,400 incan-

descent lamps of 16 candle power each. No arc lamps

ICxhausi steam from the boilers is used for heating the

building, and power is also supplied for two Crane steam

The specifications for this typical modern plant were

prepared by Chas. G. Armstrong; the engines and dyna-

mos were installed by A. McEwen for the Western Elec-

tric company, the contract being secured by E. W.
Goldschmidt; the wiring was performed by the E, S.

Karoly Electric Construction company.

men will be welcome, and space will be provided for

them for exhibits if they desire it. Applications for

space should be made to
J. K. Urie of the Galveston

City Railroad company.

Curious Accident at Butte.

The electric street railway company in Butte,

as a distinctive work for woi

aspects, financial and otherw

taking, from start to finish.

Mrs. Leander Stone is the

president of the association,

and her executive ability

has been shown in the suc-

cess of the building project.

The building is in every

way attractive. It commands

a fine view of the lake and

contains fully 300 rooms.

The architecture is of a clas-

sic design, and the building

throughout is finished and

furnished in modern style.

The basement is devoted

to the employment bureau,

by all

, fen nder

has recently equipped its line to carry ore, and after

having made tests with empty cars, started to load two

cars and test again , There is a cut at the loading place,

which is too narrow for the cars, and the car got wedged New York

Conference Upon Wiring Rules.
Preliminary arrangements have been completed for

the conference upon wiring rules at New York March
i8th under the auspices of the National Electric Light

association. In addition to the committee of that organ-

ization upon standard rules for electrical construction

and operation, composed of W,
J.
Hammer, H.

J. Smith

and E. A. Leslie of New York, and James I, Ayer and

William Brophy of Boston, the following named organiza-

tions represented by the delegates named, will partici-

pate in the conference:

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Pro-
fessor Francis B. Crocker, New York.

Railway association, John A. Seely,

the deal a

plant. The first floor has

beautifully furnished parlors

and reception rooms, a li-

brary with bookcases already

well filled, a commodious

dining-room. and offices.

The second floor has a large

assembly room with a capac-

ity of seating 60G persons and

many bedrooms. The re-

maining floors are given to

Electric lighting for this

building is provided by the

basement plant illustrated

by the accompanying pict-

ure. The installation is

compact, well arranged, direct-connected and modern

in all respects. There are two engine-dynamo units,

either one capable of taking care of the ordinary load

of the building, so that ample reserve is provided.

The engine and dynamo of each unit are placed on

a common sub-base of cast-iron, and lead-covered

cables, laid beneath the floor-level, lead to the. switch-

board. Simple Ball engines, supplied with steam

from two 80 horse power tubular boilers from Wil-

der, Keating & Co. of Chicago, drive the dynamos.

These engines have cylinder dimensions of j^t: by 10

inches and operate at 300 revolutions per minute. The
dynamos are four-pole 120 volt machines made by the

Western Electric company. They are compound wound

and are sparkless with fixed carbon brushes from no

load to 40 per cent, overload. Each has a capacity of

40 kilowatts.

White Italian marble panels, red Tennessee marble

border, highly polished copper switches and circular

Weston instruments make the switchboard pleasing in

appearance, although simple in construction and con-

nections. The back of the board is boarded in, and

from it the distributing mains lead to the upper floors.

All the wiring is in iron armored conduit, and the plant

National Board of Fire
Underwriters, William H.
Merrill, Chicago. 111.

Western Union Telegraph
.

company. A, S. Brown. New
York.

Postal Telegraph com-
pany, Francis W. Jones.
New York.
American Institute of Ar-

chitects, Alfred Stone. Prov-
idence, R. I.

Nat:

Capt. Wil
of

by the piojcctmg sideboards. When the start was made

it took all the power to get loose, and being at the top of

a grade a mile and a half long, the car gathered speed

very rapidly. The brakes refused to work, and the two

loaded cars dashed down the grade at terrific speed.

There were three men on the train, one of whom
jumped. A short distance down the hill a passenger

car was met going the other way. but the motorman was

alert, and the car was started the other way in time to

avoid a head-end collision. The ore train overtook the

passenger car soon, but the passengers of the latter had,

all but one, time to get out. The shock crushed one

man's leg, making amputation necessary, and hurt an-

other. The damage to property was $2,000,

Texas Street Railway Association.

The Texas Street Railway association will hold its

second annual convention at Galveston on March iSth.

The present officers of the organization are President

W. H. Sinclair, Galveston, and Secretary C. L. Wake-
field, Dallas. These gentlemen, with W. H. Weiss of

San Antonio, George B. Hendricks of Fort Worth and

C. A. McKinney of Houston, comprise the directory. It

is announced that at the forthcoming convention supply

Brophy, B c

American Bell Telephone
company, C. J. H. Wood-
bury, Boston, Mass.
General Electric company,

Lieut. S. D. Greene, New
York.
Westinghouse Electric &

Manufacturing com p a n y,
Charles F. Scott, Pittsburg,

the meeting in New York it

is proposed that the rules

which have been promul-

gated by the various inter-

ests, electrical and insur-

ance, shall be taken up for

consideration and thoroughly

discussed from the stand-

point of the interests repre-

sented at that meeting, with a view of forming a new code

comprising the best that is in the rules now in vogue, and

new matter considered advisable. Delegates may take

part in the discussion and vote upon the various mat-

ters that come up bearing upon the importance and

value of the rules submitted without committing them-

selves or the interests represented. After a code has

been prepared which has met with the approval of the

delegates attending the meeting, it shall be submitted by

the delegates i,o the bodies which they represent, with the

intention of securing approval and support, but no organi-

zation is bound to accept these rules or any part of them.

The committee hopes, however, that it will be able to com-

pile such an excellent set of rules that its decision shall be

unanimously accepted by all interests involved. On be-

half of the preliminary committee of the National Electric

Light association, which is arranging the details of this

meeting, an invitation is extended to anyone to send to the

chairman, W.
J.
Hammer, or to George F. Porter, secre-

tary of the National Electric Light association, 136 Liberty

street. New York, any criticism or suggestion upon any

of the rules now in vogue or matter which might be in-

cluded in the proposed new code.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has



extended the courtesy of the use of its headquarters

at 12 West Thirty-first street for the holding of the

proposed joint meeting on March iSth and igth.

Electric Power in Chemical Works.
The accompanying illustration, from La ^'utiire, v.

France. These works produc

products, and especially fertil

phosphates, etc.

that

an establishment of this n

power should be available

let, at Aubervilliers,

ny forms of chemical

phosphates, super-

every part of the

premises, to the uttermost room, in order to accommo-

date the grinding, mixing and preparing of the products,

at each step of which more or less power is required;

and the handling of the manufactured article also calls

for motive power.

For several years this house has possessed three steam

engines of 150 horse power, with shafting for transmitting

this force. But in consequence of extensive additions to

the establishment it became necessary to augment the

power capacity of the machinery department. Because

of the difficulty of satisfactorily distributing steam

power and the difficulty of maintaining the moving parts

in good condition amid so much flying dust, electricity

was substituted for steam.

M. Linet selected for his purpose a gas engine of So

horse power, here represented on the floor, while below,

in the sub-cellar, is shown the transmission installations.

The upper room is in the form of. a semi-ellipse; the

peculiar combinations and arrangements were rendered

necessary by scarcity of room. Motion is communicated

from the gas engine to the main shaft by means of a belt

running over a pulley, from which it may be thro-vn on

to an idle pulley when necessary. From the main shaft

a second belt drives the dynamo, in the rear of the

engine in the same room. This dynamo by a special ar-

rangement is capable of being run or not, and at various

rates of speed as well, as required, consuming only the

actual amount of power necessary for the purpose. A

traveling bridge crane is seen over the engine.

The present installation comprises only a single gas

engine of So horse power, but will, when complete, in-

clude two other similar machines.

The two dynamos are of the Gramme six-pole variety,

making 360 revolutions per minute. One of them, shunt

wound, serves the triple purpose of distributing power,

furnishing light and of charging storage batteries, and

has a capacity of 56.5 kilowatts, 390 amperes, at 145

volts. The other dynamo has a capacity of 56 kilowatts,

but is wound for 450 amperes at 125 volts. Both arc

and incandescent lamps are used in illuminating the

works. Motors distributed throughout the buildings are

supplied with current by wires from the switchboard at

'the left of the cut. There are 1 2 motors, all running at

Thes One

machinery of the shop, one of 7.5 kilowatts operating a

grinding machine. on6 of 4.5 kilowatts running a gas

furnace, two of 7.5 kilowatts employed on the drier, two

of 7.5 and 4 5 kilowatts connected to two ventilators, one

of 7.5 kilowatts turning a kneading machine, one of 4.5

kilowatts moving a freight elevator, one of 7.5 kilowatts

actuating a sack-tilling machine, one of 7.5 kilowatts

operating a mixing machine and one of 10.8 kilowatts run-

ning a dyeing machine.

All these are bi-polar Grammes, shunt wound, with

carbon brushes. Experiments running through several

months were made under the most thorough tests to as-

certain the effect of the dusts in various portions of the

establishment, with perfectly satisfactory results.

The efficiency of the various pieces of the installation

was carefully worked out at the factory before acceptance

by M. Linet. The dynamo tests were as follows for

various conditions of load: At 54 kilowatts, 91 per cent.;

at 42 kilowatts. 90 per cent.; at 36 kilowatts. S.s per cent.;

at 24 kilowatts, 82 per cent., and at 15,6 kilowatts 77.5

per cent. The efficiency of the motors with full load

marked 89 per cent., for motors of 1 s KiKiwaii^ wnh 900

revolutions; S8 per cent., for 75 1 il'.v,.iii , it i,<.5o

revolutions, and 8G per cent, for tlm - .>i 1.3 kllM>,^,,us at

1,072 revolutions. Tests of the engine were etiually

favorable. The coal per horse power.indicated is 0.508

kilogramme, and o.GOr kilogramme per horse power at

the brake.

The fifth annual ball of Illinois, No. 40, branch of Na-
tional Association Stationary Engineers was given at
Association Hall, 205 East Madison street, Friday even-
ing, February 28th, Committee of arrangements; A. Be-
raent. chairman.

J. W. Matthews,
J. N. Lawrence. Byron

E Van Auken, Chas. G. Hubbard.
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Continuous Advertising in the Business
Paper.

By N. C. Fowler, Jr.

In continuity is strength. In disconnection is fail-

ure. The Builder of the Universe did not build some-

thing Monday and build nothing Tuesday and rebuild

Wednesday and rest Thursday. He built something

every day of the week, and only rested when He was

through.

The forces of nature are continuous. The funda-

mental principle of motion is everlasting. The brook

which runs on forever is the brook the fish live in. The
brook which dries up this month and is a torrent next

month is the brook folks try to get rid of. The man
who feeds his horse on Monday and gives him nothing to

eat on Tuesday has a weak horse on Wednesday and a

dead horse on Thursday. The child who goes to school

on Monday and skips Tuesday, and attempts to connect

the end of Mondav's lesson with the beginning of

Wednesda) s lesson is handicapped by conditions dia

metrical!} 01. p ed to pr gressi e education

All tl 1
i

I tl e 1 1 has been the
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ruary than it does to advertise in January. F'ebruary

and March altogether.

There are lines of goods which can't be advantageously

extensively advertised during certain months of the

year, but advertising of those goods should never be

completely annihilated. It can be reduced in size for

any object, but it should be continuous, that there may
be no need when extensive advertising again begins of

connecting the two advertising periods. The continuity

which regulates all good business should be used in the

regulation of advertisng.

Advertising is no longer a luxury or a side issue. It

is a commodity. It never will be successful unless it is

handled the same way as are handled other commodities.

In the continuity of advertising is the good of it.

In the continuity of advertising is the strength of it

To break the advertising connection is to break trade

connection. Trade connection can be broken, advertis-

ing connection can be broken and the house still re-

main successful but the shrewd business man is not

satisfied with the minimum of success He is e\erlast

mgl> struing for the maximum of e A\ 1 n 1 e

longest time in some one place is the store which does

the greatest business. Change of base, and especial!}

change of business base, is only allowable under condi-

tions which make moving essential.

Money is made in specialities and bargains, but the

fortunes of trade have been made, and always will be

made, along the regular line of regularity; by handling

business to-day as it was yesterday, and by handling

business to-morrow as it was handled to-day subject to

the changes of the times and to the recognition of the

conditions of progress. Continuous good is far better

and more negotiable than transient good, however good

transient good may be.

The most progressive advertisers of the world have

advertised continuously. They advertised not for the

fun of it. They figure business on the hardest slate

with the hardest pencil. All that they do they do for

profit only. Ninety-nine percent, of successful adver-

tisers are continuous advertisers. The man who adver-

tises in January and discontinues his advertising in Feb-

ruary must advertise more extensively in March in order

to cover the gap his foolishness has created. It takes

more advertising in March to bridge the break of Feb-

cuts expenses he cuts proportionate!} e\er\ where He
does not stop advertising.

He advertises a little less, perhaps, but he advertises.

He never allows the medium he uses to go to press

without the mention of his name and of his business.

He ad\'ertises in off-season in order that the people may
be better prepared to appreciate his efforts in season.

He keeps everlastingly at advertising and wins.

Chicago Electrical Associatii
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Electrodynamic Rotations Produced by
Means of Alternate Currents.'

i.ir to each
n along the

ilu; diagonal
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sinusoidal: if they

are represented by .v and v respectively, they may be

expressed in the terms of time t by the equations

where ./ and B indicate the maximum values, T the

period, and — the difference of phase between the two

T
currents. Eliminating / between these two equations

we obtain a relation between .v and y which is the equa-

tion to the line described by the point R with respect to

O X and (' J' taken as co-ordinate axes.

When the difterence of phase between the two cur-

rent is zero, or corresponds to one entire number of half-

periods, the path described by R is a straight line pass-

ing through O. and on this line the point A* traverses

distances proportional to those traversed in the same
time by A and B on OX and O Y. In this case the re-

sultant magnetic field has a constant direction and an
intensity varying according to the sinusoidal law. like

the component magnetic fields In every other case

—

/'. (-. when the two currents are not reversed at the same
instant— the path described by R is an ellipse, with its

Y

8 -^P

OF ALTERNATE CURRENTS.

center at O. In this case the vector O R, which rep-

resents the intensity and direction of the resultant mag-
netic field, is constantly different from zero, and rotates

in the plane X O 1' about the point O; in other words,

we have a magnetic field which never becomes zero, and
rotates about O. The rotating field goes once around
during the time T, the period of each current. The
direction of rotation is inverted if the phase of one of

the currents is made different by half a period or an in-

tegral number of half-periods.

If. in particular, the directions OX and O Vol the

component magnetic fields are perpendicular to each
other, if the maximum intensities .-/ and B are equal,

and if the difference of phase is %, we have

t angular velocity

99

versal of the commutator takes place while the cylinder
is moving in a certain direction, the speed decreases
rapidly, the cylinder stops, and then commences to spin

obtains I il ih.- iv, il . \ .\\\<\ // ;.r-- nr.rrtf-'I in two de-

brought about that

o currents are equal,

phases of the cur-

-urrent operatmg

tainable from a r

'(^

ducting body may be reproduced by means of a simple al-

ternating current, and thus the old experiments on mag-
netism of rotation may be repeated in a new form. If a

conducting body is placed in the space where the two
alternating fields are superimposed, the rotation of the

resultant field produces in such a body induced currents,

which, by Lenz's law. oppose the rotation of the mag-
netic field, and upon which the magnetic field reacts

with forces which tend to whirl the body around in the

same direction. If the conductor is movable, it rotates

about (9. just as if it were placed between the poles of

magnets rotating about O.

I shall now describe some of the experiments by which
I have verified and utilized this fact.'

Fig. 2 represents diagrammatically the arrangement
adopted in a first experiment. The wires / A A A i'

and 3 B B B 2' represent two flat coils, the former con-

sisting of a few turns of thick wire, and the latter of

many turns of a thinner wire. The plains of the two
coils are vertical and perpendicular to each other. They
intersect along the vertical O O' , which represents the

axis of the apparatus. The coil A A A of thick wire is

introduced in the primary circuit of a Gaulard and Gibbs
transformer. B B B is inserted in the secondary cir-

cuit, together with an adjustable resistance free from
self-induction, by means of which the ratio between the

intensities of primary and secondary current, and hence
also the difference of phase between the two currents,

The transformer is arranged for a ratio of transfor-

mation equal tounity. but since a great difference of phase
must be produced by inserting a high resistance in the

secondary circuit, the reduction of the current must be
compensated by increasing the number of turns. By
suitably arranging the resistance inserted in the second-

ary circuit the two magnetic fields at the center may be
made sensibly equal while having a considerable differ-

ence of phase. This condition can be easily realized by

A'

a magnetic field of constant intensity rotating about O
with uniform velocity.

The effects above described may be produced may by
means of a single alternating current. It is, in fact, al-

ways" possible in various ways to obtain the two currents

necessary to produce the component magnetic forces

from a single alternating current, and to vary the differ-

ence of phase between them within certain limits. One
way of doing this is by letting the current pass through
the primary coil of a transformer. Then the original

current and the induced current are at our disposal. By
letting those currents traverse two electro-magnets with
their axes along O -Vand O Y, they may be used to pro-

duce the forces O A and O B. In order that they may
present the required difference of phase it suffices to in-

sert a suitable resistance in the secondary circuit; the

difference of phase thus obtained tends toward a quar-
ter-period as the resistance approaches infinity. But
then the secondary current becomes too feeble, and

electro-magnets, so that . /r^/>, and we have a constant
field rotating with uniform velocity.

elect;

trial. When it is obtained there is in the space between
the two coils a magnetic field of approximately constant

intensity, which rotates uniformly about the axis O O'

,

and makes a complete turn for each period of the alter-

nating current. In this space is suspended a small hol-

low closed cylinder of copper C, by a wire O.

If the current is made to pass through only one of the

coils, the cylinder remains stationary, but if the current

passes through both coils in the manner indicated, the

cylinder at once begins to move about its axis, twisting

the fiber through many turns. If by means of a com-
mutator the connections 2 and 2' oi B B B with the

terminals of the transformer are reversed, thus produc-

ing a difference of phase of half a period in the current

B, the rotation of the cylinder is reversed. If the re-

from \

side

subsiMuii
I I' r cylinder an equal cylinder of

iron II I Ir .
,
liij'l. I

I iiti>loyed is small, and occupies
only a .^imall jjai i ol iln- space between the coils, the ex-
periment succeeds as well with the iron as with the cop-
per. When, on the other hand, cylinders are em-
ployed to fill up a great part of the space between the
coils, the experiment succeeds less well with iron than
with copper, on account of the high self-induction, of the
former. When in fact the coils ,-/ and B have a high
self-induction, the necessary difference of phase cannot
be obtained except by inserting very considerable ex-
ternal resistances, which waste a great part of the avail-

able energy.

In one experiment I employed a cylinder of iron, con-
sisting of a number of disks separated and insulated by
as many cardboard disks. In such a cylinder the in-

duced currents by which the above result is explained
cannot be produced, and yet the result is the same as

before. In this case the rotation is due to the lag of the

magnetization of the iron disks behind the rotation of

the magnetic field to which it is due.

The experiments above described, for the performance
of which rough and improvised apparatus suffices, may
serve not only as modifications of the classical experi-

ments of Arago. Babbage and Herschel for teaching
purposes, but especially for showing the difference of

phase between primary and secondary currents in a
transformer, or the difference of phase between two de-

rived alternate currents, or that between any two alter-

nate currents of equal period. It is also easy to arrange
the experiments in such a manner that they show the

variation of the difference of phase as depending upon
the variation of the resistances and self-inductions in the

If now we employ a light cylinder of copper, almost
entirely filling up the space between the crossed coils.

"1 '7\

FIG 4. ELECTROD\NAMIC ROTATIONb PRODUCED BYMEANS
OF ALTERNATE CURRENTS.

borne by a long bifilar suspension and provided with a

mirror for reading with scale and telescope, we obtain a

very sensitive instrument, which shows, even with cur-

rents of small intensity, very slight differences of phase.

Instead of suspending the movable conducting cyl-

inder by a wire or a bifilar suspension, it may be
mounted on a shaft running in bearings, and by giving

it larger dimen
alternating curr

later on. that a

any importance
energy, but by
open to some useful appli

provisional model of

electri

evident, and it also

h I shall go into

T thus constructed would not be of

1 means of transforming electrical

mplicity and by its properties it is

I have constructed a

periments wiin it.

Fig. 3 is a section of the motor made by a plane per-

pendicular to the axis of rotation. It may serve to give

an idea of the arrangement of the principal parts of the

machine. The movable portion of the apparatus con-

sists of a copper cylinder, C, mounted on an iron shaft,

O, and in contact with it. The copper cylinder is hol-

low and closed by plates of copper at the ends. Its out-

side diameter is S.g cm., and its length 18 cm.; it

weighs 4.9 kilogrammes. The shaft O is one cm. in di-

ameter, and is mounted horizontally on two pivots. The
fixed portion of the apparatus consists simply of two
pairs of coils, shown in section in the figure at A A.

A' A', and B B. B' B' . One of these pairs of coils.

A A, A' A', is arranged with its turns in vertical planes,

and when it is traversed by a current it produces in

the space containing the copper cylinder a field directed

on the whole horizontally. The other pair, B B, B' B'.

has its turns in horizontal planes, and when traversed

by a current it produces in the cylinder space a mag-
netic field whose mean direction is vertical. The coils

are contained in wooden formers of rectangular form.

Two of these, those for the coils B B', only just allow

the cylinder freedom to move. The other two, those

containing the coils A A', have the same breadth and a
greater length, so that they embrace the two formers

B B' and just fit. When the four are in position they

enclose a rectangular space d c / ff^ which is cir-

cumscribed about the cylinder C, leaving only space

xpeni 1 of 1885.

enough for freedom of motion. The gap between A and
A' and between B and B' is only as wide as the shaft O.

The coils A A' consist of copper wires 1.92 mm. diame-
ter, with 96 turns each. They are joined up in series

so as to make a single coil of 192 turns. The total re-

sistance of the two coils is 0.S44 ohm. The coils B B'

consistof copper wire o- 97 mm. in diameter, each con-

taining 504 turns. The two coils are joined in parallel,



so as to be equivalent to a single coil of 504 turns of

double the section. The resistances of the single coils

are 7.12 and 6.63 ohms; that of the two coils together

is 3.43 ohms.
For driving the small motor I used a Gaulard and

Gibbs secondary generator. The thick-wire coils were
introduced in the primary, and the thin-wire coils into

the secondary circuit. In the same circuit was placed a

commercial rheostat free from self-induction, by which
the intensity and the phase of the secondary current

could be regulated. The resistance corresponding to

the best running of the litde motor was determined by
trial. This resistance naturally depended upon the self-

induction of the transformer, and upon the periodicity of

the current employed. In my experiments the coils of

the transformer were equal, and hence the self-induction

of the secondary was equal to the mutual induction of

both coils. The frequency of alternation was about So

per second, and it follows from previous experiments

upon the transformer that the apparent resistance due to

the self-induction of the secondary coil was about eight

ohms. Under these conditions the experiment showed
that the best running of the small motor took place when
the resistance of the rheostat in the secondary circuit

was 15 to iS ohms. With the above numerical data it

may be calculated that the resistance necessary to make
the mean intensity of the magnetic field produced by the

coils B B' equal to that produced by the coils A A' is

comprised between those limits. It may also be shown
that with the above resistances inserted in the secondary
circuit, the difference of phase between the primary and
secondary circuits must correspond to little under a fifth

of a period.

Under these circumstances the copper cylinder of the

motor commenced to put itself into motion when the cur-

rent in the primary circuit reached a value of about five

amperes. With a greater current the cylinder acquired

a velocity sometimes exceeding 900 revolutions per min-
uLe, Beyond this limit the imperfect centering of the

cylinder on its shaft gave rise to vibration too violent to

allow of the continuance of the experiment.
In the secondary circuit was inserted

which the connections of B B' with the

could be reversed. Tl

versed, or, if it was proceed
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The mean value of the primary current was about nin

amperes, with So alternations per second. It will be see

that there is a maximum at about 650 revolutions pe
minute. On plotting the above figures as a curve, th

first portion, up to 500 revolutions, is approximately ;

straight line. After that the curve bends down. Thi
is due to imperfect centering. Otherwise the curv.

would reach a ma
scend regularly un
of the field itself— the available power would reach ;

The relations between the couple producing the

rotations, the useful work, the heat generated, and the

velocities of the drum and the field, may better be in-

vestigated by assuming ideal conditions, e. g., sinusoidal
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ULATING A TWENTY-FOUR CENTIMETER GU

magnetic fields produced by equal currents wi

ference of phase of a quarter-period. Under t

cumstances the field is invariable and has a unii

gular velocity. Let this be S2, and that of the

then thei-r relative velocity will be i2—w. Puttin

the couple exerted by the rotating field upon
nduced in the drum, fr for the

It in the unit of lime (inclu

resistances), we have
tha

Revolutions
per minute.

W5tt5 Kevolutionb
Watts.

262
400
546
653

132

2!65

2.77

722
770
772
goo

2-55

2.04

energy
lat spent

this IS equal I

tue velocity ii—

f

kmetic energy, is to the total energy ff'-f/', manifested
partly as mechanical and partly as thermal energy, as
the velocity of the drum to that of the field.

If. as supposed, the magnetic field is constant and
rotates uniformly, there is a system of induced currents
in the drum which always retains the same configura-
tion. This system rotates about the axis, but the cur-
rents shift their places in the drum. The heat devel-
oped by the currents in the cylinder is therefore the
same as if the currents were constant and stationary.

But in each volume element the current is proportional to

the specific resist

s proportional to p I

etal.

k
and M=~{il^i,i).

Given the period of the alternate (

has a definite and constant value
that the energy //'. manifested as n

n ployed, S2

work, is a

so that then the mechanical work is equal to the heat de-

These calculations and experimental results con-
firm the evident a /;vbr/ conclusion that an apparatus
founded upon this principle cannot be of any commer-
cial importance as a motor, and while we may study its

dimensions in order to increase notably its power and out-
put, it would be useless here to enter upon any consid-
eration of this problem Still, the experiments de-
scribed may be of some interest.

In the first place, the little apparatus may be useful
for purposes of instruction. The couple is always in the
same direction, and by the sole power of electro-dynamic
forces, always feeble, great quantities of kinetic energy
may be developed. In the second place, and this is

more important, an apparatus like that just described
may serve for measuring the electricity supplied by alter-

nating currents. For this it would be sufficient to brake
the movement of the drum by a resistance proportional
to the square of the velocity. Since the moment of the
mo\ ing couple is proportional to the square of the mean
value of the current, the velocity of rotation would be
proportional to the mean value. Thus the electricity

supplied might be measured by registering the number of
revolutions of the drum. The axis of the instrument

I have sought to repeat the experiments with an
iron drum of nearly equal weight, but only a very slight

rotation was obtained, owing to the high self-induction
thus acquired by the coils B B' . An iron cylinder con-
sisting of insulated disks as before also gave negative re-

sults. I also experimented with another kind of motor,
where the drum rotated on a vertical axis and occupied
the space between the cylindrically bored poles of four
electro-magnets facing each other in pairs. One pair was
excited by the primary, the other by the secondary cur-
rent. In this case iron gave better results than copper,
but the effects were decidedly less than those before de-
scribed, and for substantially the same reason as given
above. Finally, T substituted a liquid conductor, say a

For this

plan. They
as they wen

'le arrangement was
id /V />', B' B' were
.vo parallel and per-
I form the four fours

Electric Turrets in the Danish Navy.
So numerous are the advantages to be gained from tl

employment of electricity in naval warfare and coa

defense that the subject is bccnming rcooiznized as oi

quoted the viev

emphatic in hii

licle on the subject, in which were

t of Admiral Heveill^re, who is most

advocacy of electricity as compare
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with other forms of power now in use. The opinion oK

JLieut. Bradley A. Fiske, of the American Navy, was

also given considerable prominence, but attention was

principally given to the work of the Danish Navy, es-

pecially in the matter of the operation of electric turrets.

The Danish vessel Skjold has throe of these turrets.

Fig. I. Two are for cannon of 12 centimeters and one

*)f 24 centimeters caliber. If necessary, from any

cause, the maneuvering of the guns may be changed

from electric to manual by turning a crank, without loss

of time. In the largest machine the motor is used for

both sighting the gun and for elevating the ammunition

from below. The smaller cartridges are raised to the

platform by means of an endless chain and by hand car-

.riers. The smaller guns are only sighted by the aid of

Ihe motor. The excellent action of these motors was dem-

onstrated in the bay of Havre before a Danish commis-

sion and a large assembly of French and foreign officers.

Fig. 2 shows the larger pattern.

The handling of the turret is positive and always the

same; not only can the raavement be stopped instanta-

neously, but it will obtain a given perpendicular range

almost instantly, and accurately withm one-quarter of a

"degree. The parts are so combined that there is per-

fect equilibrium at all times, so that there is no shock

from rapid movements or stops.

The motor which so readily handles this massive

turret with its heavy platform, its armor and the 24cen-

limeter gun with it. is of 15 horse power capacity, but

only about 10 horse power is necessary to accomplish

the work. The handling of the projectiles of this heavy

gun is entrusted to a special eight horse power motor,

which also aids by charging the piece. The other smaller

pieces are served similarly by three horse power motors.

Moonlight Schedule.
Following is the Western Electrician moonlight

schedule for March. It should be borne in mind that

this schedule was calculated upon the following basis:

Light one-half hour after sunset and" one hour before

moonset; extinguish one hour after moonrise and one

hour before sunrise:

Light.
Dax of

No light.

No light.

No light.

Extinguish.

No light.

No light,

p. M. 9.30

Total . .191.40

A Slight Contrast in the Rates of the
Wisconsin Telephone Company.

Citizens of Milwaukee are asking themselves why the

AVisconsin Telephone company charges them from Sioo

to S120 a year for telephones and at the same time

makes a rate of $g to $12 a year for corresponding service

in Madison, Wis, They are disposed to question the jus-

tice of such an arrangement, but Manager McLeod says

.it is all right; that the rates in Madison are adopted as a

war measure, to strangle competition, and that the ex-

-change there is losing money. In Milwaukee, it will be

observed, there is no competition.

The subject is to be investigated by the Common Coun-
cil. Alderman Rudolph is leading the crusade. He

For a number of weeks past I have been gathering in-

:formation from all the towns of the state in which tele-

phone service is given. I find that Milwaukee is cora-

^jelled to pay eight or 10 times as much for telephone
service as some of these towns. Madison, for instance,

The council has a right

ecity,

office :

egulate
for a COmi
reduction :

Manager McLeod, of the main office in Milwaukee,

deprecates such action. He explains that the Madison

circular was issued simply as a war measure. The Wis-

consin Telephone company has competition in Madison.

The rival company announced it would furnish service

for S24 and $iS a year. The result of this was the re-

duction of the Wisconsin company. Mr. McLeod claims

the Madison exchange is being operated at a loss. There

are several other points in the state where competing

lines have been established during the last year, and at

all of them rates have been cut, and in some instances

telephone service is absolutely free.

This is all perfectly clear, but the Milwaukee people

still refuse to accept it as a satisfactory explanation.

Heinrich Hertz's Work.
At this time, when the whole scientific world is occu-

pied with the consideration of Prof. Rontgen's discovery,

a sketch of Heinrich Hertz, who may be said to have

paved the way, in a measure, for the Wurzburg professor,

must possess interest for students in this line of thought

and experiment. An appreciative biographer in the

'London £iecn'u-ia// (whose initial letters, P. L., indicate

that it was none other than his assistant, P. Lenard)

speaks of him as "the man with whom science buried its

best and richest hopes." While this may be considered ex-

travagant praise for the dead scientist, it must be, and,

it may be added, it is, universally admitted that Hertz

succeeded in crowding into the 37 years of his life a re-

markably great amount of valuable scientific work. It

was not alone what he accomplished, but the influence

his work had in directing minds into new channels of

thought and new lines of experiment.

Prof. Hertz was born at Hamburg, February 22, 1857,

his father, Dr. G. F, Hertz, being at the time one of the

city's most distinguished citizens. At an early age the

subject of this sketch displayed special aptitude for me-

chanical studies, and when he had completed his studies

at the Hamburg Gymnasium he devoted himself to the

study of engineering and was engaged in the municipal

office at Frankfort during the construction of the great

bridge over the Main. He spent a short time at the

Polytechnic at Dresden and in the autumn of 1S77 he

went to Munich, intending to continue his studies at the

Polytechnicura of that city, but, as he read over the sylla-

bus of the classes and realized, more clearly than before,

the nature o*^ the work that was to occupy him, he began

to feel dissatisfied and he finally resolved to go over to

the university. After studying for a year at the Univer-

sity of Munich he went to Berlin, and became the pupil

of von Helmholtz and Kirchhofi. It was von Helmholtz

in particular who exercised the greatest influence upon

the whole course of his thoughts and views. Hertz there-

fore retained throughout his life an especial attachment

for him. and a characteristic childlike gratitude toward

him. After only one year's work in the laboratory of

von Helmholtz he completed his first original investiga-

tion, in which he seeks to answer the question whether

electricity in motion possesses inertia. Tendered with

words of rare praise from the lips of von Helmholtz and

Kirchhoff, the work gained the gold medal offered by the

Philosophical Faculty for the solution of the problem.

It happened also about that time that von Helmholtz

drew the attention of the 22-year-old student to the prize

problem of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Berlin, re-

ferring to the proof of Maxwell's theory, and offered him

the assistance of the institute u: case he decided to carry

out the research. Hertz himself tells us in his work

"On Electric Waves" that he thought over the subject,

and finally gave up the attempt, realizing that the meth-

ods then known were inadequate. But he retained in his

mind for eight years the deep impression made upon him

by this request of von Helmholtz. until the discovery of

new methods enabled him to achieve success in his fa-

mous electrical researches.

Soon after this first work Hertz obtained the doctorate,

with a theoretical dissertation, in which he solved the

problem of Foucault currents with a generality including

all previous solutions as particular cases. He was ap-

pointed assistant to von Helmholtz—a post which he held

three years. During this time he produced an excellent

series of researches, both experimental and theoretical

in character. Their number, 12, testifies to the enormous

capacity for work their author pos.sessed, while their con-

tents show how wonderfully he mastered, even at that

time, theory as well as experiment. In the year 18S3

Hertz left Berlin, and, following the advice of von Helm-

holtz. settled down as privat-docent at the University of

Kiel, where he received a teaching appointment from the

Prussian minister. During his stay of two years he was

occupied exclusively with theoretical investigations, there

being no laboratory at his disposal. But he was always

partial to the subject of his first work, electro-magnetics,

upon which two very important communications were

published by him about this time. At the age of 28 he

received almost simultaneously three calls to professor-

ships, in Greifswald. in Kiel itself, and in Carlsruhe, the

last of which he accepted, being well pleased with the

laboratory.

He observed the small sparks at the ends of a Riess

spiral used by him in a lecture, and the very fact which

so many had previously passed over became for him the

starting point of his great researches. The recognition

of such work was not wanting; it is now consoling to

know that it came so quickly. Hertz was soon invited

to become the successor either of Kirchhoff in Berlin or

of Clausius in Bonn. He preferred the latter, and went

to the Rhenish town in the spring of iSSg. England,

also, was not backward in doing honor to his success.

The Rumford Medal was awarded to him; the Literary

and Philosophical society of Manchester and the Cam-
bridge Philosophical society each elected him as an.

honorary member and the London Mathematical society

conferred the same distinction upon him. The latter

especially pleased Hertz, as being a particular recogni-

tion of the mathematical merits of his researches. He
became a member of almost all the chief continental

academies and many prizes were awarded to him.

For three years and a half Hertz thus lived happily in

Bonn, perfectly content in his sphere of activity. In the

last three years of his life Hertz completed a work on

"The Principles of Mechanics."

At the time of the announcement of his results Hertz's

experimental work attracted as much attention in the

scientific world as Prof. Rontgen's later discoveries, but

while the consideration of Hertz's theories accupied the

scientific mind, they did not appeal as forcibly and directly

to the public generally as do those of Rontgen. "Hertz's

Experiments with Waves of Electric Force" was the

title of an exhaustive series of papers by Prof. C. S.

Cook in the Western Electrician in November and

December, 18S9. and a brief sketch of Prof. Hertz which

was published in this journal January 4, 1890, four years

before his death, closed with this sentence: "He is a

young man, and there are many predictions that he will

render to science services which will make his name still

more famous." The universal regret expressed at the

time of his death i ailed by the Rontgen (

Many queer minerals are reported to be found in

Utah. Among them is a substance known as ozokerite,

or mineral wax. George Eldridge of the Geologica

pockets between layers of shale. It has not been mined
at all. Many uses for it are likely to be discovered ir

the future. To electricians it will be valuable doubtless,

inasmuch as it is one of the best insulating materials foi

employment in their business."
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most unpopular of the many boards which infest the

state government, and an alliance with that body will

not raise the street railroad corporations in the estima-

tion of the people from whom tbey receive valuable

franchises and to whom they must look for support.
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Our sympathies are extended to the municipalities and

small towns throughout the country, especially in the

Northwest, which very foolishly followed the example of

Chicago in establishing a municipal lighting plant.

These communities are already beginning to realize that

they have made grievous mistakes in following Barrett's

advice, and they are all trying to get out of the hole into

which the professor betrayed them. One of the latest

of this class is the city of Chariton, Iowa, which finds

its investment in an electric light plant not a paying one.

The plant will have an annual deficit of $200 to $300 at

the present rate, which is a considerable sum for a

small town, and the City Council is casting about for

some plan to increase revenues. It is proposed to

lease the plant to a private firm. Our Minneapolis

correspondent says that something must be done soon

or the streets will be dark, as the mayor says he will re-

fuse to sign any more warrants for light after March ist.

Chicago finds that its lighting plant is a good deal of

trouble and a very costly experiment.
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COEBESPONDENCE relatins to electricity or any of its

practical applications is cordially invited, and the co-operation
of all electrical thinkers "and workers earnestly desired. Clear,
concise, well written articles are especially welcome; and com-
niuuications. views, news items, local newspaper clippings, or
any information likely to interestelectricians, will be thaukfiUly
received and cheerfully acknowledged.
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to the police reports, 776 accidents occurred on their

lines. This number does not include all the accidentsHiaH VyjLTTER. IwlJLR.K; ™i,hin the city limits, either, as many are never reported

CIRCULATION, 16,630. to police headquarters. The steam railroads contrib-

uted the greater portion of the serious accidents, and a
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could be traced directly to the carelessness of the vic-
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Some Cathode Ray Experiments in Massachusetts Colleges.. 104 with one of the professors contains the information that
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electrical and mechanical branches. At that time he

Business i"7 said. "The work should be done in a manner worthy

Illustrated Electrical Patent Record ir.4 of Chicago; promptly, in fact, immediately, and upon

a large and ever growing scale." What has the great

^ , ., . . -1 r ,1 university accomplished for technological education? It
For several years the street railway companies of the ^ ^

. , , ...
Slate of New York have been organized for mutual pro-

^^^"^^ ^^ '^ some progress m.ght ^ave been made m the

lection, one of the chief aims of the association being to
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prevent hostile legislation. The same interests are now ^as Dr. Harper to offer?

lending their influence to the promotion of a bill

viding for the < -'.ilrnad

railroad curpuraiiunia are nuw pursuin;^ n lr;iu;;hi with

danger. Instead of encouraging Ii_t;is!;iiiMn nf this

character these companies should exert their in(lu<-iice

to restrain and prevent every movement having a ten-

dency to place in the hands of a commission such un-

usual powers, and they should discourage special legis-

lation of this class on the ground that governmental in-

fluence is detrimental tn their interests and jeopards

financial investmentj. Tliey should take into considera-

tion, too. the fact that the railroad commission is the

It may be interestmg I

the advisability of enga^

acetylene to call attention

the most reliable electric

"Taking the results at Sy

it will cost $60.95 per ton

Chicago, as against $23..

that a horse power in CI

including Ml ..|m 1 .iiliv.: ^

.1 can hg-

A pound

February 29, 18961.

McMynn's paper, entitled "Some Facts About Acety-

lene Gas," which we published on February ist. Other

well-known engineers made similar statements about the

cost of producing the gas, and Mr. Summers called at-

tention to the fact that acetylene gas "cannot be pro-

duced in very small plants, as it requires at least 25

horse power to produce the arc, and a much greater

horse power to produce the gas commercially." Mr.

Arnold added that "the factory at Spray uses 184 horse-

power to produce a pound of' calcic carbide." There are

a good many things about the experiments and the

plant at Spray that are not alluded to by the gentleraea

who are exploiting "acetylene rights" throughout the

country. The new illuminant may have many excellent

features to commend it, and if it possesses the merits,

which its friends claim, it is to be hoped that its commer-
cial introduction will soon be undertaken by others thaa

those at present in control.

Very often an old story takes on additional importance

many years after it was originally told because of its ap-

plication to some subject of public controversy of later

date. This is shown in the litigation now pending involv-

ing the validity of patents covering the polyphase sys-

tem. Eight years ago Prof. Ferraris read a paper be-

fore the Turin Academy upon "Electrodynamic Rota-

tions Produced by Means of Alternate Currents,"

which describes experiments conducted by the author

several years before. This paper is relied upon in Eng-
land and on the European continent as a prior publica-

tion of the principles of polyphase induction motors which

Tesla claims the destinction of inventing. It is claimedl

that Tesla's complete English patent specification bearsr

date of May 8, 18SS, whereas Prof. Ferraris read his pa-

per in Turin on March iS, 1S8S; but then again, Tesla's

various American patents were dated in 18S7 and early

in 18SS. The article presented elsewhere in this issue-

is, we believe, the first complete translation of Prof.

Ferraris' paper published in this country. Aside from its-

bearing upon the controversy ove

paper is an interesting contribulic

of the art when these experimei

presents an excellent idea of a

produced by two sinusoid, alterna

pha

This assertion by B.
J

Arn.^l.l ;

of the Northwestern Electrica

kee was made in the course of the discussion upon Mr

the Tesla patents, the-

2 showing the condition.

ts were condu.:ted. It

otating magnetic field

of the same period; and gives a description of

how two currents differing in phase may be derived from a.

single alternating electromotive force, as well as the me-
chanical effects producible by such a rotating field. Act-

ual experiments are recorded with several forms of ?ppa-

ratus made in 1885, to demonstrate the theoretical con-

clusions arrived at, and a motor is described having a.

short-circuited armature nearly nine centimeters in diam-

eter and 18 centimeters long, which developed a maxi-

mum available power of 2.7 watts. It may have beet*,

because of this very small output that, after having:

shown the laws which govern the output and efficiency

of such a motor. Prof, Ferraris sought to find the condi-

tions of maximum output, and came to the conclusioa

that this was reached (neglecting leakage) when the speed

of rotation of the armature was half that of the revolving;

field. "These calculations and experimental results." he
says, "confirm the evident « /r/or/ conclusion, that an

apparatus founded on this principle cannot be of any

commercial importance as a motor, and while we may
study its dimensions in order to increase notably its power

and output, it would be useless here to enter upon any

consideration of this problem."

This conclusion was reached after Prof. Ferraris be-

came convinced that an efficiency exceeding 50 per cent.

could not be obtained. An explanation of his failure t&

secure better results is suggested by the London /.7cr/;-/-

lian, which says; "To anyone reading the paper to-day

with present knowledge, the wonder must be that, with

so clear an insight as Prof. Ferraris evidently had of the

principles of his invention, the forms which he designed

were such as to give these small results. But in 18S5

the magnetic circuit was hardly understood, and the mo-

tor was probably quite as far advanced as the transformer

from which it was worked." The same authority says

that in this paper the essential principles at least of a

two-phase induction motor, an<l the i;eneral theory of its

that it would seem impussiblL' for any scrimi.s claim lobe

made thai this \^.\yr\- u.is not a complete publication in

Englaiul''! Ill- iK.lvplijsr induction motor. Particular

constnu ii.-n. ,111,1 iMiiinilar methods of working may
form thr ^iiiM't 1 ni ^ul^M'.iuent invention—a very differ-

ent ni;iti( 1 iti ,1 iiiitiiil rl.iiin such as has been suggested.

It is i\pc. iid ili.ii this paper will assume importance

in the liu-.tiitui piiitlmt; in this country.
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Experiments with the "X" Rays at Ar-

mour Institute Laboratories.

abled devoto serious

. the 17th inst. that the writer was en-

iittention to the experimental

investigation of the new radiant. Since then experi-

ments have been prosecuted with all possible diligence,

with the able assistance of Professors T. P. Gaylord

and J.
E, Snow. A summary of our experiments and

results may be of interest.

The Apparatus.—'V)^Q induction coil used was made

by Carpentier at Paris and is capable of producing

sparks six lo eight inches in length. The current

was furnished by a bank of storage batteries. The

pulsations of current were produced at times by the use

of a mercury interrupter, and later by a rapid make-and-

break vibrator. A cylindrical interrupter resembling a

commutator was also employed. This broke the circuit

Two condensers, with a total capacity of 14 microfarads,

were connected across the brushes of the interrupter,

their large capacity enabling the use of high currents

without injurious sparking. From our assortment of

Crookes tubes one was selected as most suitable, known

as the shadow, or Maltese-cross tube. This tube con-

tains a light aluminum cross which, by the shadow on

the bulb, shows that the cathode rays may be inter-

rupted, and that they also pass in straight lines. The

cross, being hinged, was tipped over when in use for

sciagraphy. The tube is pear-shaped and about 10

inches in length. A cathode disk three-quarters of an

inch in diameter is located at the smaller end, and the

glass, being purposely rich in uranium, yielded a brilliant

greenish-yellow fluorescence under the bombardment of

the cathode rays.

It was early found that the disposition of the dry

plate was of greatest importance. In preliminary

trials the plate was placed in an ordinary holder and

covered with the ordinary cardboard slide, coated

with a black varnish. This was found to be so opaque

that the X-rays did not penetrate it with an ex-

posure of one hour. Later experiments led us to con-

clude that such cardboard is quite opaque, but the nega-

tive results were probably due to the black varnish

rather than the slide. A definite method for placing the

plate was then adopted. It was wrapped in the black

paper which comes around dry plates, and placed in a,

pasteboard box, with the objects whose shadows were

desired laid over it. The lid was closed, and the whole

wrapped in several folds of black cloth.

Experiments.—The first real trial was quite suc-

cessful. A pair of pliers was placed over the plate and

exposed to the tube for one hour. A dense negative

was the result, with the tool in clear shadow. The tool

was separatetJ about one inch from the plate, and the

negative showed a marked penumbra. A hand was

next attempted, and an exposure of 75 minutes pro-

duced a satisfactory negative. It occured to us to in-

vestigate the influence of the rapidity of the pulsations

on the time of exposure To this end the circuit-

breaker was run at a slow speed, and the plate given

an exposure of 40 minutes. Another trial was made
with the highest available speed of the motor, produc-

ing about S,ooo interruptions per minute, with the

same length of exposure, and a much feebler negative re-

sulted. At this high rate of pulsation, although 11 cells of

battery were used, the fluorescence was faint. Con-

cluding the time constant of the coil was too large for

such speeds, a moderate number of pulsations per min-

ute was adopted for all future tests.

The sensitiveness of the dry plate next engaged atten-

tion, A fresh Seeds 27X plate, suitable for the shortest

instantaneous exposures, was placed in a box, and a

small Carbutt B 16 plate placed on one end of it. The
exposure in this case was 45 minutes. The plates de-

veloped promptly within three minutes, both coming out

with equal speed and density, just as is the case when
correct exposures are made with sunlight. Several ad-

ditional tests were made comparing rapid with slow dry

plates. As a result, we were unable to note that the

length of exposure was in any way connected with the

light sensitiveness of the dry plate used. This will cer-

tainly prove a somewhat startling result to photographers,

as it runs counter to all practices of their art. This point

clearly established, we adopted the slow plate for all

future tests. This was done since a slow plate works

with greater density and perfectly clear shadows, and is

not so liable to suffer chemical fogging under prolonged

development. In one experiment, among other objects

a brass-bound boxwood foot-rule was placed on the plate,

and exposed to the rays for 40 minutes. A perfect nega-

tive was the result; the rivets through the wood showed

clearly, and even the graduations were seen. We con-

cluded the latter were due to the opacity of the black

paint which is used in filling in such markings, On the

same plate lay an ivory caliper ruler, and the negative

showed the ivory was as opaque as the German silver

trimmings. We believe we first noted the extreme

opacity of ivory. We were led to conclude that all ani-

mal and vegetable structures were transparent, while

only mineral and metallic substances were opaque. An
approximate test of this was made by exposing a plate

under an oak board half an inch thick, and showing the

edge of the grain, In the developed plate, the grain was

clearly perceptible, due probably to mineral constituents

in the plates forming the grain. Such tests may prove

valuable in woodworking. A wood screw and several

nails had been driven into the wood. These showed

very clearly, the threads on the screw being in strong

evidence. This may also prove valuable in practice,

It seemed desirable to make a thorough test of a hand.

A subject was found with a piece of cartridge shell in

the third finger. The hand was firmly bandaged on

an 8 by 10 Carbutt plate, and exposed for two hours,

but unfortunately, considerable trouble was experienced

with the interrupter. Yet on development we found we
had obtained one of the clearest negatives of a hand yet

described. Scarcely any trace of the flesh remained,

even in the palm and wrist, and all the bones of the fin-

gers, palm and wrist were defined with remarkable

clearness. At least two equally good negatives are on

record, but we believe ours is unique in having been

made on a slow plate and with a relatively short expos-

ure. While such experiments are of the greatest value

in surgery, they are somewat sensational.

Xature of the Nczv Radiajit.—We come now to the

main object held in view in our tests—^the natu

the new radiant. It is a matter of the greatest rac

to decide whether these rays are waves of longiti:

or transverse character. A crucial test seems to

mit them to some form of polarizing apparatus. ]

gen had already found that Iceland spar was one of the

most opaque minerals, so the ordinary Nichol prisms

did not seem suitable. Recourse was had to tourma-

line plates, of about one-sixteenth inch thickness.

These plates are cut from a crystallized mineral whose

peculiarity is that transverse vibrations can pass

through it only along one line or axis. In this sense

they resemble a slotted grating. We first exam-

ined the transparency of tourmaline, and found that

this thickness was sufficiently transparent. If such

plates are superposed so that their axes coincide, they

are quite transparent to light rays. If, now. they are

turned so that their axes are at right angles, they be-

come almost opaque. In short, a transverse vibration

practically cannot pass through them. As an illustra-

tion, suppose a piece of rubber tubing is stretched

through an ordinary cellar grating. If the tube be

snapped, a transverse wave passes over it, and if the

plane of these waves is parallel with the grating slots, it

readily passes through. Now, suppose further that two

such gratings are superposed so their slots are at right

angles; it is evident that transverse waves on the rubber

tube would be stopped out and unable to pass through

them. The tourmaline plates were placed over each

other so the axes were in coincidence. An exposure of

45 minutes was given a plate placed under the tourma-

line, Development showed the rays had passed through

quite freely. The tourmalines were then crossed to

opaque position, and another plate exposed under the

same conditions and for the same length of time. De-

velopment proved the rays had passed through as freely

as before. In short, the tourmalines had failed to polar-

ize the rays, so far as we could judge from the negatives,

which were sufficiently sharp to afford a critical com-

parison. It will not do to positively state that this one

line of experiment proves conclusively that the X-rays

are longitudinal and not transverse. However, it is a

strong presumptive proof, when taken in connection

with experimental data so far on record. At the present

writing, the accumulated evidence in favor of longitudi-

nal ether vibrations seems too strong to be overthrown.

From the first publication of Rontgen's discovery, in-

terest has centered in obtaining other methods than the

employment of Crookes tubes for producing the new
rays. Metallic plates connected to the terminals of the

coil were experimented with, but though some results

gave promise of success, nothing of a definite character

has been established. A number of investigators have

been led into serious error here, and it is questionable

if a true sciagraph has yet been made with other than

some form of Crookes tubes. It has been known for a

long time that if a metallic object be placed over a dry

plate and electrified, an image of the object will be

found impressed on development. Such a result may be

termed an clectrograph, and is doubtless caused by the

silent brush discharge. But the sciagraph and electro-

graph must be sharply distinguished. The sciagraph

is a shadow of the object showing in the negative as a

clear image on a dark hnckgroimd, TIil- electrograph is

v.i,i.v'ii il- iM:.',:invnasadarkan impress of thci

image on a clear

reports so far obt

electrographs pur

be obtained unde

to prosecute furtl

)f the
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I conditions. We intend at once

The incandescent lamp bulb has come in for a large

share of attention. We have investigated this form of

vacuum tube very thoroughly and speak of our results

with considerable assurance. Our msthod of experi-

ment was to paste an electrode of tin foil on the outside

at the largest diameter of the bulb, using the connections

to the filament for the other electrode. Out of a large

number of lamps so tested, only one gave positive re-

sults, a sciagraph of four iron washers which rested on

the plate. The exposure was one hour, and a true

shadow picture was the result, though this was quite

faint. We have noticed quite a difference in the vacuum
in lamps, not only by different makers, but of the same
brand. It might be said as a general statement that the

vacuum in the incandescent lamp is too low; in conse-

quence, it behaves as a Geissler rather than a Crookes

tube. These bulbs are blown from lead glass, which at

best possesses but a faint blue fluorescence, and since it

has been abundantly demonstrated that fluorescence in

glass is at least a secondary source of the X-ray, such

bulbs must be less effective. We shall experiment

further on the efficiency of fluorescence for the produc-

tion of the X-ray.

For reasons too lengthy to discuss here, it seems likely

that a species of electrolysis is associated with the longi-

tudinal vibrations in the production of sciagraphs. If

the effects on the dry plate are due to longitudinal vibra-

tion merely, there is reason to suspect that any mole-

cules, of carbon, for instance, vibrating with frequen-

cies sufficient to establish light rays in the ether extend-

ing well over the spectrum, should, at the same time, be

active sources of the X-rays. To this end we have

carefully examined the light from the arc lamp, with a

clear negative result. At least one experimenter writes

to an electrical periodical that he has obtained a scia-

graph under these conditions; but his account shows he

has confused the sciagraph with a purely chemical fog.

This was probably due to the fact that his plate was

not sufficiently covered, and leaked light through the

cloth wrapping during the long exposure.

While experimenting with external electrodes we
noted a curious effect which, so far as I am aware, is

not mentioned in the literature of the Crookes tube.

The Crookes tube in question contained a whirler to

show rotation due to the cathode stream. When the

t^wo external electrodes were used only the cathode pro-

duced the so-called cathode rays, as noted by the

shadows of the vanes on the bulb. With one internal

electrode and an external one of tin-foil, the shadow,

from the streams given off from the internal electrode,

was permanent, whether this was made the cathode or

There is a marked peculiarity noticeable in connec-

tion with a Crookes tube strongly excited. It grows

very hot opposite the cathode, or when the cathode

stream, impinges on the walls of the bulb. It is pos-

sible, with a sufficiently strong current, to melt the glass.

If the hand be held near the heated bulb, decided pul-

sations are felt, due probably to heat waves or impulses.

The question of distance of the dr.y plate from the bulb

may be of interest. Since the fluorescence of the bulb

is a secondary source of the X-rays, these spread out

rapidly, and though so far it is impossible to focus

them, yet the time of exposure varies roughly, as the

inverse square of the distance, at least so far as the

fluorescent source is involved, A good working distance

is three or four inches.

The dealers say that their supply of Crookes tubes has

been long exhausted, and that there is an enormous de-

mand for them. To meet this, several glass-blowers in

Chicago are attempting their manufacture. We have

been experimenting to develop such manufacture, but

find the chief drawback is in the vacuum obtained. To

produce the most efficient tube, the highest possible vac-

uum seems necessary. It has just been discovered in

England that X-rays discharged an electrified body.

This affords a possible explanation for the failure of

Geissler tubes. The X-ray is doubtless produced in

them, but it is absorbed by the great number of charged
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molecules present in the bulb. In the s;

Professor J. ]. Thomson asserts that under the influence

of the X-ray a non-conductor becomes a true conductor

of electricity. However, this is not probable: the en-

ergy of the charge under the influence of the X-ray is

rather transformed directly into heat energy in the

charged body.

Another important item of news comes to us from Eu-

rope, that the sciagraphs have been made with a tube

containing an aluminum window for the passage of the

X-ray, and that such tubes are most efficient. Several

American experimenters have failed in doing this, prob-

ably because of the low vacuum in their tubes, or lack

of familiarity with the phonomena of radiant matter.

One of the strangest peculiarities associated with the

X-ray is that we possess no sense organ for detecting its

presence. It is this which makes experimentation with

the rays so difificult, for they lie so completely beyond

our sphere of sensation. What is now greatly needed is

some highly sensitive fluorescent compound from which

a screen may be prepared to detect the presence of the

rays, throughout a great range of wave length.

Some Cathode Ray Experiments in Mas-
sachusetts Colleges.

Prof. Rontgen's application of the cathode, or X-ray,

has opened up a wide and fascinating field of experi-

ment, which is being explored by students in Boston with

zeal and earnestness. At Harvard Prof. Trowbridge is

experimenting with it with a view to its application to

surgery. At Tufts College Prof. Dolbear and Instructor

Chase are beginning a series of researches on different

lines from those pursued anywhere else. At the

Institute of Technology Dr. Goodwin has shown that

the cathode ray will penetrate the human body, wood,

vulcanite or brass. At Wellesley all the girls and pro-

fessors are excited greatly over the discovery, and Prof.

Whiting has conducted some very successful experi-

ments. At one of the large Boston hospitals experiments

will soon be begun on an extensive scale in order to bring

the ray into the ser^'ice of medical and surgical science.

In numerous private laboratories throughout the city

and state Rontgen's experiments are being repeated with

At the Institute of Technology in Boston, Dr. Good-

win has arranged a very thorough test of the properties

of the cathode ray. By means of a simple electrical ap-

paratus, consisting of an electroscope and a thermopile,

he has been able to charge metallic sodium in a

vacuum tube with negative electricity. This was then

discharged by the cathode ray, which was separated from

the tube containing the electric charge by a brass shield

one-half inch in thickness. The ray was also made to

penetrate the body and clothing of a student, and caused

the discharge of the electric charge. The sensitiveness

of the test was shown by the fact that the cathode ray

discharged the charge of electricity on the sodium, al-

though at a distance of three feet, and with a vulcanite

wall one inch thick separating the ray from the vacuum

tube containing the sodium. The scientists at the in-

stitute are inclined to think that Dr. Goodwin's discov-

ery may lead to further discoveries as to the nature of

the ray itself, its wave length, etc. This test appears to

put the cathode ray side by side with the ultra-violet rays

of the spectrum, which have almost the same effect as

the cathode ray on the negative charge of electricity on

the metallic sodium. In some cases at the institute the

cathode ray has gone completely through one dry plate

and ruined a second plate in the back of the holder. Prof.

Charles R. Cross has made photographs of the bones in

living human hands, and has reproduced distinctly on

the photographic plates all deformities of the hand, such

as broken knuckles or bones.

The first practical surgical application in Boston of this

new means of photography was made a few days ago at

the Institute of Technology. The patient was a young

woman who was in charge of one of the physicians of the

City Hospital. Her wrist, which had been badly frac-

tured, was "shadow-printed," if the term may be allowed,

and a very accurate picture of all the broken bones was

obtained. All the physicians were greatly interested in

the picture, as it served to corroborate the doctor's

diagnosis, which had been doubted. As a result of this

experiment an extensive apparatus will be placed in the

City Hospital, and the test of the applicability of this

photography to surgical operations will be made. Prof.

Cross is of the opinion that the rays emanating from the

cathode of the Crookes tube arc not the rays which

penetrate aluminum, vulcanite and brass, but are un-
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known rays which are generated by the contact of the

cathode rays with the glass of the tube.

At Tufts College. Medford. Prof. Dolbear has been

too busily engaged with other duties to devote much at-

tention to experiments with the cathode ray. He has,

however, followed with great interest the work of other

investigators, and is reported as saying that he antici-

pates great results to science from the present re-

searches.

Prof. John Trowbridge, the lecturer on the applica-

tion of science to the useful arts, at Harvard University,

and director of the Jefferson Physical Laboratory, has

been experimenting for several years in the direction of

the cathode ray. It was about the last of January that

he made his first thoroughly successful experiment, and

since then he has had but_ few failures. He has taken

many pictures of different objects impervious to ordinary

light, among them being one of a number of coins in a

purse. One of his most successful pictures is that of a

chicken's leg and claw, an almost perfect image being

obtained of the bones in both the leg and foot. Another

picture is that of a hand, which had been photo-

graphed through an inch board with an exposure of only

one minute. This is so distinct as to show the outlines

of a ring on one of the fingers. "We are now trying,"

said Prof. Trowbridge to a reporter, "to photograph

through thicker substances, to obtain, for example, a

clear image of a bone or a solid in the thickest part of a

man's body. All that we have been hitherto able to ac-

complish is to obtain images through a comparatively

thin body, because the cathode rays cannot be developed

strongly enough at present to do much more than they

are now doing. The trouble lies with the Crookes tube,

which is not strong enough to resist the great electrical

tension necessary to produce the desired results. This is

the fault of the material at the entrance of the tube, which

is sure to become heated with any very great tension and

break the tube. The matter now stands about where

the telegraph stood years ago when people declared

that all experiments in that line were useless. I hope,

however, that the trouble with the Crookes tube will

soon be obviated."

In a recent lecture Prof. Trowbridge gave an inter-

esting comparison of the different lengths of time re-

quired for photographing by the different processes. In

1S27, by heliography, a six-hour exposure was neces-

sary; in 1839, by daguerrotype, 30 minutes; in 1S41, by

calotype, three minutes; in 1S51, by collodion. 10 sec-

onds; in 1864, by collodion, five seconds: in 1S7S, by
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Results Obtained at Fort Wayne.
A press dispatch dated Fort Wayne, Ind., February

16th, says; The first experiments attempted in this city

of obtaining prints by the Rontgen process were made last

evening in the laboratory of the Fort Wayne Electric cor-

poration, interesting results being obtained. In place

of Crookes' tubes, an ordinary incandescent lamp of large

size was used. The electrodes consisted of aluminum

disks. The sensitized plate was covered with two thick

pieces of cardboard, upon which were several coins, the

whole being covered with a heavy sheet of black felt.

The exposure lasted 40 minutes, and resulted in giving

a perfect shadowgraph. The developed negative also

disclosed well-defined secondary images on the plate.

These secondary images appear to the right of the coins

on the right half of the plate, and to the left of those on

the left side. Thomas A. Duncan, electrician for the

electric corporation, conducted the experiments, assisted

by Prof. A. B. Crowe of the city schools and a local

photographer.

Experiments at St. Ignatius College,
Chicago.

The faculty of St. Ignatius college, Chicago, gave a

private exhibition of Rontgen ray experiments last week

at the laboratories of that institution. The X-ray inves-

tigation in St. Ignatius college has been going on for sev-

eral days, the work being done by Father Meiner. pro-

fessor of science, with the assistance of J. F. Mehren.

William Brown and one or two others. Numerous
shadowgraphs were projected upon a screen at the exhi-

bition iind Father Meiner gave some very interesting in-

formation upon the subject, which he illustrated as he

proceeded with the lecture.

let lo.

Photographer's View of Rontgen Ex-
periments.'

The following highly interesting communication
reaches us just as we are going to press with our last

form. It is from one of our special correspondents in

Germany, and explains the experiments of Professor
Rontgen, which for the past month have excited so

much comment in the sensational press of the day. and
the flights of fancy and imagination in both
correspondent and truthful reporter. Stripped

ot all sensationalism the facts of the case, according to

our correspondent, are as follows;

For a considerable time, various physicists have been
of the opinion that the oscillatory motion or vibration of

light was not only transverse, but longitudinal as well.

This theory was confined chiefly to such light rays as

were absolutely invisible to the eye, and entering upon
the ultra-violet.

In the daily papers communications have appeared at

various times regarding these vibrations, among the lat-

est being the highly-colored accounts of the experiments .

by the Wiirzburg Professor Rontgen.
It is here stated that Professor Rontgen succeeded in

obtaining photographs, by aid of these invisible rays,

without the use of any photographic apparatus. This
statement, impossible as it may appear at the first glance,

may De explained by the following statement of facts.

If an induction current is passed through a Geissler
tube, filled with rarefied air, there appaars upon the
negative electrode a thin seam of light, surrounded by a

relatively dark, bluish glow of light.

The surroundings of the positive electrode, on the con-
trary, and the larger part of the enclosed space, is filled

with strata of bright, red-yellow light. This phenomenon
changes perceptibly when the rarefaction of the air with-

in the Geissler tube is increased.

When a certain degree of rarefication of the air is

reached the blue glow light expands, and under certain

conditions fills the whole interior of the tube. When
this is the case the glow light causes a fluorescence where-
ever it strikes the glass.

This phenomenon x-as studied and published by
Hittorf so far back as 1SS9. Subsequently other scien-

tists beside Hittorf and Crookes occupied themselves
with the study of this phenomenon. Prominent among
the latter were such authorities as Reitlinger. E. Gold-
stein, Gintl, Pubeg, VoUer, Zoch; and the conclusion
was reached that these cathodic rays were endowed with
a series of peculiar properties.

The most curious of these qualities is that the cathodic
rays spread themselves direct (^rad-/ff!/£r]_ and not as

those of the induction current, which turn corners and
follow all the turnings andtwistingsof the tube. This pe-
culiarity of the cathodic rays was not discovered by Ront-
gen, but has been known in scientific circles since the

publications of Hittorf and Crookes. The former, as

well as the latter, gave very explicit instructions for ex-

periments which would show the chief properties of the

cathodic rays. Probably the best account is to be found
in the well-known text-book of Miiller-Pouillet.

Even the peculiarity of the cathodic rays, to show a

unique shadow structure, and which now forms the lead-

ing wonder in Rontgen's experiments, has long been
known, and attention had been called to it.

en has substantiated the fact that

not undulatory, but extended in

able to penetrate almost all solid
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ays of light whatever
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paint, which was on
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could escape, he noticed in

room that a screen with lumi
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ith the covered tube became luminous or phos
icent. This action of the light was noticeable ot

int up to a distance of two meters from the appa
When any solid objects were placed bet the

screen and the covered tube, it was noticed that almost
all substances were penetrated more or less by the
cathodic rays. A pine board an inch thick had no more
effect in obstructing the rays which Rontgen temporarily
designates as X-rays than several thicknesses of hard
rubber plates. Metals on the coatrary. even in thin

sheets, exercised a more or less weakening effect upon
the rays. All of the super-imposed solids threw a more or
less dense shadow or penumbra upon the luminous screen.
As an example, when the hand was held between the

tube and luminous screen a shadow is created in which
the bones of the hand are distinguishable by a much
deeper shadow than that formed by the more trans-

parent or permeable substances.
One great advantage, thanks to modern photographic

methods, is that these shadow pictures can be made
permanent by simply substituting for the luminous
screen a sensitive plate, film or paper, which after ex-
posure can then be developed and fixed in the usual
manner; these results, however, are by no means a
photograph in the accepted sense, but merely a shadow-
graph or silhouette, which, under the best conditions,
may consist of a penumbral shadow, showing different

degrees of density.

This is all there is in Professor Rontgen's miraculous
photography. If repor

* " '
• be credited, the Wt:

Lirgi

I hold the meeting of the British asso-

ciation for 1897 in Toronto, Ont., and it is reported that

there is a possibility that the Prince of Wales may be
induced to accept the presidency of the association for

that year.
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Nomenclature of the New Radiation.

For the class of pictures produced by the Kiintgen

process several names liavr been siij^f'pstrfl. There is nn

what adjt'ciiv.- is rinplM^ <.| \,r\..,,- il^' ..,,,,,, i,,, ,, ,,|„,

tograph is nn iiii|Mi-. u>.u\.- \-^ I, I,

but the

of any
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par

Greek. •SliadnwiM-inf wmu1<1 he m .n Mnicir,! on In-ltcr

etymological principU-s than ' sh,HK'\\L;i-,ilili. " To sat-

isfy the popular i-i;i\in- i-n- ,i uonl ( MninininK the

"graph," howevtT. pi'ssilil\ it ni.iy \>v wiser to adopt
"skiagraph." It is properly derived, is euphonious, and
it is shorter than any other name yet proposed.—.VVrc
i'or/c Tribune.

"Scotograph" is likely to stick as the popular term for

portraits taken by the Rontgen process. It means
"shade picture," and its analogy with photograph, which
is a "light picture," is sufTiciently manifest to help on its

vogue. It happens, however, that the word scotograph
has already been in use a number of years to designate

a writing instrument for the blind, and it is pronounced
as if derived from the proper noun "Scot." But it will

be the simplest matter in the world for the new meaning
of the word to oust the old in popular acceptance, for

that is a general law of language. And despite the dic-

tionary the first "o" will be long, as in photog
rk Worhl.

photograph-

:iuch has to be printed every day about the devel-

t in the line of Rontgen's discovery that the ques-

a name for the thing has become one of impor-
tance. Thus far it is called the new photography, but
that is both clumsy and misleading, and the suggestion

is now made by several English scientists that it be
termed electography. This, however, raises the objec-

tion that all sorts of things are being done a la Rontgen
without the use of electricity at all-—London Corre-

X-Ray Stories from Various Sources.
A newspaper correspondent sends this account from

Zanesville, O.: "J. M, Rusk, a nephew of the late Jerry
Rusk, secretary of agriculture, editor of the J/rt'owwc//^-

vilh- Ihrald. says he has been able to produce photo-

graphs of materials without the aid of the Rontgen
light or the Crookes tubes and with only the most crude
apparatus. At the announcement of the discovery of

Rontgen's process, Mr. Rusk asserted that he could ac-

complish the same result without the aid of the Crookes
tubes, and he accordingly made the experiment at the

electric light plant recently established in the village,

being assisted by Kay Chandler, the local photographer.
Mr. Rusk thus describes his experiment: 1 took a com-
mon No. 27 X photographer's plate; on the back of this

I placed a piece of tinned iron; on the front of the plate

I placed a common needle; this was all done in a dark
room. They were then tied up in two thicknesses of pho-
tographer's paper through which neither the light of the

sun nor an incandescent light, nor an arc light would
penetrate. The package was placed in a heavy paper
box, then box and all were placed in a second box. The
package was then taken to an electric light plant and the

sensitive side placed within six inches of a rubber belt,

the machinery of course running and the belt statically

charged. The plate was left over night in the photog-
rapher's office and developed in the dark the next morn-
ing. The result was perfectly satisfactory.' Mr. Rusk
was more than elated at his discovery, and continues as

follows in his statement of the experiment: 'I make this

general statement, that wherever static electricity can
be obtained there photographic effects can be produced.
The Rontgen ray is longitudinal; it is the highest cosmic
energy possessed by the atom; such a thing as matter
cannot exist without the Rontgen ray existing. With
the proper stresses placed upon the object to be photo-

graphed no existent matter can resist its penetrating

power. Itcan be refracted. It is the crest of the nega-
tive electrical ray. It is the cloudland above the high

peaks on which Tesla has been standing.'"

In St. Louis, according to the daily newspapers, "it

has been demonstrated that the cathode rays used by
Dr. Rontgen can be focused. By focusing the rays any
particular organ of the body may be photographed with-

out the surrounding tissues being shown. And it is

two St. Louis scientists who have succeeded in demon-
strating this fact." Chicagoans will be interested in the

announcement that one of these "scientists" is Dr. Wel-
lington Adams and the other his old friend, Professor
Nipher of Washington University. From the same
source of information it is learned that "they have been
using a Rumkolph coil to generate rays and a Ceisler

tube, and have succeeded in securing a shadowgraph
that has encouraged them to renew their efforts," The
experiments conducted by these distinguished gentlemen
are thus described: "An ordinary raicromatic screw
was placed in its wooden case and put immediately in

front of a sensitive plate. Then the intense penetrating
ether waves or cathode rays, were produced in front of

the case. The result was that the bulb or round portion

of the screw was photographed through the wooden
cover, but the flat portion failed to outline on the sensi-

tive plate. Several other objects were subjected to the

same test without the same
this the recorder of these -.^

fact was established, how(-\.
ihr rays can be focused, f')r

ing upon
"This

i.mts that

produced

tions very far. There are enough men already at work
on it all over the world. He desired to test for himself
the reality of the discovery, and he freely admits its im-
portance and great possibilities. He has successfully
made the ordinary experiments so often described. He
does not use electrodes. The place of electrodes inside

the bulbs is supplied by caps of foil outside."

Among the myriad reports of fresh experiments during
the week that from I.c Gaulois' office is most striking.

Two journalists there succeeded in photographing a let-

ter through the thick manilla envelope used by the
P'rench Parliament by wrapping it in a sheet of tinfoil

off a chocolate packet. In France, where private docu-
ments just now play a chief part in the government of

the country, this ought to be especially useful.

It is stated in the />c-«^-»v//^ Photographen Zcitung
that even more interesting results in cathodic photog-
raphy -have been obtained by Carl Zinck of Gotha.
Germany, than by the Wurzburg professor. Carl Zinck
is the well-known photo-scientist and inventor of the
simplified photo-chromoscope.

"The real test of this new photographic process," ob-
served Rivers in the Chicago Tribune, "will come
when they try it on ashad."

Bell Telephone Outlook.
Boston is the home of the American Bell Telephone

company, and the following from the financial daily of

that city, the Ncics Bureau, may be accepted as a Bell

statement of the telephone situation:

From the annual returns of the various sub-telephone
companies operating in the United States an estimate
can be made of the extensive telephone work done dur-
ing the year 1S95. The expenditures of the New Eng-
land company for extensions will exceed Si, 000,000 and
of the Erie company over $600,000. The former com-
pany will make a net gain of more than 4,000 subscribers

and the latter 2,419. The increase throughout the coun-
try will exceed any period in the history of the telephone
business and will probably not be far from 35,000 sub-
scribers. The Long-distance company has made a won-
derful adv
and it is roughly 1

with all the sub-c

million dollars in
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ated that this company, together

ipanies. has spent from eight to 10
nprovements and extensions during

1S96 the Long-distance

South and Minneapolis, £

Northwest. Montreal and

:ity ;

ipany
nth

' Orleans
ml and Duluth in the

: of the large Canadian
cities will soon be connected into the general system.

The sub-companies are rapidly covering all local points

within their territory with metallic long-distance copper
wires to connect with the long-distance system. The
growth for the next few years promises to exceed the past

and in all probability the entire subscription lists of the

sub-companies will double in the next five or six years. It

has required from seven to 10 years to double the sub-
scribers in the past. Seven years ago the ratio of tele-

phones to population was in cities numbering from
40,000 to 100,000 population about one to every 200; now
it runs from one to 50 and one to 100, averaging one to

75-
rkable ibuted

in part to the introduction by the sub-companies of the

measured and party-line service, thereby enabling a class

of people to have the telephone that heretofore could not

afiord the unlimited rate charged. The introduction of

this service has met with, universal approval and by the

addition of so many new subscribers the value of the

service to those paying the unlimited rate has been
largely increased.

The increase of subscribers for 1896 bids fair to ex-

ceed 1895.

The cost of the addition of new subscribers is not so

great in proportion as the original of a telephone plant,

and the return is a fair one upon the cost, and in addition to

this adds to and strengthens the original outlay and cap-
ital invested.

It is understood that the appropriations for extensions
in the New England company for 1S96 will be at least

5i. 200.000, and that the Erie company will spend in the

neighborhood of 5500,000. This expenditure in the for-

mer company ought to increase its subscription list to

32,000 and the list of the latter company to2i,tloo. be-

sides erecting several exchange buildings contemplated,
extension of the metallic long-distance and underground

It has been found advisable that where 1,000 or more
subscribers are connected with a single exchange, that on
account of the underground plant and safety of the valu-

J05

able switching apparatus that the companies should con-
struct their own fireproof buildings upon a permanent
location. A building, hnw^vpr, fnr r,ono subscribers nt
the beginning iici;*! nol cfc.l miuli in r-xf<:ss of ft i r nn-,
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, , n, !,!|

Telephonu ciiii-aii, J,,..,, „i,,., , , i, ,,,|,i , ,,| ;.joj,,.t55

and net earnings of Siij,yoj.:io for iSyj, The company
paid sJi percent, dividend on $1,500,000. The number
of stations increased from 5,536 to 6,830.

Telephone Companies Common
Carriers ?

common carriers, and that, as such, their charges form
a proper subject for the consideration and supervision

of the courts in the general public good. This view is

combatted by the Bell telephone companies, but has

been advanced by a New York city judge, in a case now
pending, and later by a Nebraska judge, as seen by the

following report from the Minneapolis correspondent of

the Western Electrician:

"Wooley & Gibson secured a verdict for S6o,8o, with

interest, against the Nebraska Telephone company, at

Lincoln, Neb., for overcharges the defendant had com-
pelled them to pay for the use of a telephone for 31

months. The court ruled that a telephone company
was a common carrier whose rights and duties were
fixed by law and it is bound by law to charge a reason-

able rate. No evidence was introduced to show that it

cost the company more to furnish Wooley & Gibson an

instrument than it did to furnish one to other firms who
were mentioned, who were charged a less rate, and it

was held that the lowest rate was reasonable. The
jury was instructed that the company had no right to

discriminate, and having left the jury in the dark as to

the expense undergone in furnishing telephones to

different parties, the company must be considered as

having discriminated against the plaintiffs. The tele-

phone company will appeal the case to the Supreme
Court."

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, February 21—Dr. Pupin's experiments at

Columbia College with that form of radiation to which

Rontgen called' attention have led to valuable results

and have perhaps attracted the most attention among
scientific men of any undertaken in and about New
York. Prof. Samuel Sheldon of the Brooklyn Polytechnic

Institute has also secured some interesting results.

Among other experiments he secured a remarkable pic-

ture of a silver half-dollar. A sheet of lead was placed

on a rubber slide one-eighth of an inch in thickness.

Upon the slide was placed a photographic film wrapped

in black paper. The 50-cent piece was then put in

place and another plate of rubber and another of lead

were placed over it. This condenser so formed was

connected in parallel to the terminals of the secondary

coil and left for i^ minutes. The stress on the dielectric

produced by the high difference of potential between

the lead plates caused a corresponding stress on the pho-

tographic film. Professor Sheldon believes that it also

produced a glow. The impression of the coin was so

marked that it could be plainly seen before the plate

was developed. Upon developing the plate not only the

outline of the coin, but the outline of the figure on the

coin, could be discerned.

ite, or fire ball, which was observed at sea, during a gale,

on board the freight steamer Brooklyn City, from Swan-

sea for New York, on February nth. Your readers will

be interested in the manner of presenting the story:

Chief Officer Ellis, muffled to the ears, clung to the

bridge and longed for warmth and comfort. He was
thinking, he admits, of a cosy cabin, where stewards
could at command brew a certain drink called hot

Scotch.

"I wanted a hot ball, as you New Yorkers say," he re-

marked to me. 'A high ball, I believe you call an es-

pecially large drink. Yes; I wanted a high, hot ball"

He got it. A blindmg flash of light blazed upon the

truck of the foremast. There came the sharp crack of

lightning and the sound of splintering wood. The truck

split in two, fell to the deck, and a big splinter of the

foretopmast came clattering after. That "high, hot ball,"

a globe of fire two feet in diameter, ran down the fore-

mast quicker than any sailorman could ever dare go. It

gleamed with an intense, white light, as though it were
metal heated to the highest point. It illumined mast and



rigging with a strange, ghostly light. The sailors ran

aft and the first officer rolled his eyes and stared.

He hadseen fire balls fall into the sea before, but this

was the first he had ever taken aboard. Then this -big,

white, hot globe struck the deck and burst into a thou-

sand brilliant fragments like a big rocket. After the

flare all was dark again, and when the sailors went to

find some of it they could discover no trace. It had van-

ished in air. There were plenty of splinters on the deck,

though, and the ruins of the highly ornamental truck.

J.T. C.

New England News,
Boston. February 20.—The Board of Railroad Co

of Ma jbmitted the

Legislature advance copies of its annual report for the

year 1S95. For the first time the board considers at

length the adoption of electricity in place of steam, and

under the caption "Electricity as a Motive Power" gives

17 pages of its report to a discussion of that subject.

The report concludes as follows:

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to add, that there is no ap-

parent demand by the public for the substitution of elec-

tricity for steam in general railroad operation. No com-
plaint has come to our ears that the present railroad

service, so far as the motive power is concerned, is inade-

quateor unsatisfarl:ory. The question, as it now stands.

is one purely oler<momy. to be deciided by the railroads

primarily in their c-wn interest, beai-ing in mind, ;IS they

will, that it IS alw•ays tor their interest to give to the

public the b,;st set vice reasonably i n their power. Our
railroad man;)gers, we have reason giving

to the subjeclt their diligent attention,and study; and they

will be alert to introduce the new motive power upon
their lines so as It shall become manifest thaitbyso
doing they ca,n give: to the public a substantially cheaper
and better se rvice.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

petual menace to the safety and lives of passengers. It

was therefore judged unwise to take further steps until

some mode could be devised and the sanction of Con-

gress obtained to obviate so grave a difficulty. All sub-

scriptions of stock are consequently held in trust by the

directors for the benefit of the company.

It is claimed that the electricians of the Capitol work

too many hours a day: 11 and 12 hours is the rule, with

an occasional Sunday thrown in. Each year has seen

an increase in the use of electric lighting at the Capitol.

It was only at the beginning of the present session, how-

ever, that Congress owned its own plant. Twelve men
are required at the Capitol to look after the motors, wires

and lamps that furnish the committee rooms and both

legislative chambers and the Supreme Court with elec-

tric light. Eight of the men are required to look out for

the lights during the day, and four at night. All of the

men are overworked, and say that their lot is such a

hard one that it is almost unbearable. They claim that

by the addition of even four more men the work for all

would be considerably lightened, and they could get a

little time to go home to their families. Mr. Gleira is

the head electrician at a salary of $2,500 a year.

The next highest salary under his own is $1,440.

This salary is received by five of the electricians.

Three more receive Si, 080 each year. The remainder

of the men get $720 each. It is claimed that two of the

recipients of the $1,440 salaries are relatives of Mr.

Gleim, and a third member of the family draws one of

the $1,080.

Februan' 29, 1896,

The second half of the commissioners' report relates

entirely to street railways. Massachusetts companies

now own 907,988 miles of street railway line, 169,997

miles of second track, and 67.523 miles of sidetrack

—

making the total length of the track owned 1,155,250

miles. The whole amount of cash dividends declared

and paid the last year was $1,606,196—an average of 5.76

per cent, on the total amount of capital stock outstanding

at the end of the year, as against 5.97 per cent, in 1894.

Only 33 of the 75 companies paid dividends in the last

year. On company paid nine per cent. ; one (the West

Endl paid eight per cent, on preferred stock and 6'/2 per

cent, on common stock: seven paid eight per cent.; one

paid 7,'3 per cent.; ten paid six per cent.; two paid five

percent,; one paid 4/2 per cent., three paid four per

cent. ; four paid three per cent. ; two paid 2|'2 per cent.;

one paid two per cent,; and the remaining 42 companies

declared and paid no dividends. C. S. G.

Washington, D. C
Washington, February 21.—Repi

f Vermont has introduced a bill

uthorize the extension of the line

: Power company. The bill dir

ion shall be under supervision

lissioners, and no overhead wire

he city limits. Outside of the

Dill in Congress to

of the Potomac Light

Dts that all construc-

of the District com-

shall be used within

:ity, where overhead

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, February 21.—The matter of greatest im-

portance to the electrical interests in Detroit for some

days past was the awarding of the contract for electrical

machinery and wiring required at the new factory of the

Schilling Corset company. Competition was very close.

The Fontaine Crossing & Electric company secured the

contract for one 50 kilowatt generator, four two-kilowatt

motors and 10 one kilowatt motors. The wiring for about

600 lights and the motor service was awarded to the

American Electric company. In addition the factory

will be equipped with electric signals and a complete

telephone system, and when completed will be as finely

arranged and thoroughly complete an equipment as can

be found anywhere. The motors are required for run-

ning sewing-machines and other apparatus used in the

manufacture of corsets. Motors will be attached to the

center of line shafts by cut gears and raw-hide pinions,

one motor being used on each table for 20 to 25 ma-

chines. Humphrey & Carr are the engineers for this

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, February 20.—Charles City. la., will

ote March 2d on granting the Hildreth Hotel & Opera

louse company a franchise for an electric line.

The receivership of the General Electric company of

Min ated

shall be used, provisions

.vires, and the commissioners may us

f cost, for telegraph, telephone or fire a'

ompany also agrees to allow the com

long as the:

: of cha Alldu

and, if the c the

)bei nted '

ade for at least pected. A committee consisting of John S. Bartlett,

use the same, Anthony Perry and Winlhrop Coffin of Boston, repre-

e alarm service. senting the stockholders, is now paying such unsecured

oramissioners a claims as are construed just and legitimate.

heir lines may The committee from the Commercial club in St. Paul,

which appealed to the street railway company for a loop

to connect the retail district with the Union depot, re-

ceived encouragement to believe that the loop would be
.y will

burg

Iheir

Columbia & Maryland Railway company has

contract to the Westinghouse company of Pitts-

> build two power houses on its proposed trolley

ween Washington and Baltimore. Both will be

tial buildings 120 by 250 feet, equipped with the

lectrical appliances, and the contract calls for

mpletion by May 15th.

It is understood that the Georgetown & Tennallytown

Railri.>ad company is endeavoring to purchase the Ten-

nallytown and Kockville road, better known as the

Bethesda line, and has offered that corporation within

S2,ooo of the price asked. If the deal is comsummated the

Cleorgetown corporation will begin at once the extension

of the Bethesda line to Rockville, over a route which has

already been surveyed. Electric light wires will be

strung alrjng the line of the new road, and light will be

furnished to those who want it.

In the annual report of the Washington & Marlboro

Electric Railway company, which has been transmitted

to Congress, is the statement that an amendment in the

act of authorization retjuircs it to pass over the Ana-

costia river by the bridge constructed with a draw apron.

This is believed by the company to be an

thing in an electric railway line, involving also ;

put in next spring.

The Central Wisconsin Electric Railway company of

Oshkosh, Wis., has failed to comply with the terms of

the extension of its franchise, which required that i>i

miles be built by February ist or a guarantee of $5,000

put up as security, but J. K. Tillotson, the promoter,

says that the line will be built. A suit against Mellen &
Co., who are alleged to have jumped their, contract, is

promised by Tillotson, who says they are to blame for

the present delay. There is a rumor in Oshkosh that

the emphatic declaration that the road will be built is

based on a deal recently made with the Oshkosh Street

Railway company.

E. B. Hosford, the manager of ' the Electric Light

company of Anaconda, Mont., has mysteriously disap-

C, E, Mosior, one of the bondsmen of W. M. Hewitt,

receiver for thr SI, n«.Hrr Si,v.-i l;r,,l«M> comp.inv of

Stillwater, Mmn , h.i- .,yy]„'.\ I,, thr ,.u,illo I .r ,vlr,-,sed

from the boiui, .m.l tins ,i. 11.1,1 will |,n>li.il.ly r<siiU in

winding up the receivership matter.

A decision has been handed down in the case of the

St. Cloud., Minn.,. Electric Railway company, by which

the claim of Morrison and Lyons to the electric line is

knocked out. They held a tax title. The ownership is

not settled, however, as no decision is made as to the

identity of the bondholders, or how much is due on the

several bonds that have been issued, and this question

will be referred to a master in chancery.

The Sheldon, fa., electric plant will be enlarged.

Richardson & Sanderson of Hills, Minn., have added

a 250 light dynamo to their feedmill and will furnish the

town light.

The council of Little Falls, Minn., has annulled the

contracts for electric light and water.

Al. Kaufiman was arrested at Council Blufis, la., for

obtaining money under false pretenses at Atlantic, la-

He represented himself to be an inspector of the Postal

Telegraph company from Chicago, and secured ad-

vances of money from the office at Atlantic. He also

forged the manager's name to an order guaranteeing the

payment of his hotel bill.

G. W. Hoskell, manager of the electric light plant at

Austin, Minn., has gone to Revere, Mass., to accept a

similar position. C.

PERSONAL
Walter C. McKinlock, secretary of the Metropolitan

Electric company, has the sincere sympathy of the elec-

trical fraternity on
his baby boy.

death of

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
C. p. Woodworth of Carrollton, 111., has been granted

a lo-year franchise for electric lighting and has closed
a five-year contract for furnishing 35 arc lights to the
town at S60 each per annum.

The negotiations which have been in progress for some
time past with the object of effecting a closer business
relationship between the Toronto Electric Light company
and the Incandescent Light company of Toronto are un-
derstood to have resulted in an amalgamation of the in-

terests of these companies. The bulk of the stock of the
Incandescent company has passed into the hands of the
Toronto Electric Light company, while, on the other
hand, several of the directors of the Incandescent company
have acquired stock in the older company, and will oc-
cupy seats on the board of directors of the amalgamated
concern. It is stated that Frederic Nicholls, the organ-
izer and manager of the Incandescent company, will

shortly retire, and the management of the amalgamated
concerns be placed in the hands of

J. J. Wright, the
* manager of the Toronto Electric Light company.

s believed that Mr. Nicholls will be
V company. Authority will be sought to enabl
npany to increase its capital stock to at least $1,500,

the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is proposed to establish a summer school on Eagle

Island, in Sodus bay, on the model of Chautauqua.
Sodus bay is a picturesque inlet on the southern shore
of Lake Ontario, about 40 miles east of Rochester, and it

is possible that an electric railway may be built to con-
nect the city and the resort.

The financial column of the C/ifirai'O Ert-fiin^ Pos/
of February 17th contained the following; W'ord was re-
ceived from Philadelphia to-day that the Englewood & Chi-
cago Electric Street Railway company has called the lirst

installment of ro per cent, upon the subscription of the
bonds and stock of the company, payable February 24th,
Negotiable receipts for the payment will be issued by the
Manhattan Trust company of New York. The Engle-
wood & Chicago Electric Street Railway company, in
which a number of Philadelphia capitalists are inter-
ested, will be the first complete street railway to be
equipped with the electric storage battery. The road
will have 54 miles of track and will run through a ter-

ritory which is now without railroad facilities. It is

expected that the road will within a short time be ex-
tended into the heart of Chicago through another charter
which is now in contemplation.

The project for a trolley line frnni Camilpn N ] . to
Atlantic City, which hasbeen di.si n~ .. .1 1 „ „ >, ,,il > ...irs,

has again been revi\ed, and c.tpr ! Inliia,

onfer. , was held

POWER TRANSMISSION.
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The water wheels turn at a speed of iG^ revolutions per

minute. The electricity generated at the power house
will be carried a distance of 3 '2 miles to Pelzer, where
it will entLT the mills and drive four motors—one 400
liorse power synchn.iKuis motor wound for high poten-

tial, and Ihrcf nuiltipliase motors of varying capacities

from livu liiirse ]h>w(.t up to :io horse power. The ma-
jority ot these nuttnrs will be of the inverted type, sus-

pended from the ceiling in the different rooms. They
will receive the current at a low potential from step-

down transformers placed in the sub-station at the mills.

The mills will also be lighted from the same circuit.

The system utilized in the operation of these mills is the

three-phase system developed by the General E^lectric

company. It is also in use at the Columbia mills at

Columbia. S. C. and at the Ponemah mills at Taftville,

An English exchange reports that Siemens ^ Halske
of Berlin have in course of construction a long-distance

n plant which is to be operated by the

presa "Electrica de Guatemala," and which is in-

led to carry electric energy for light and power pur-

f Guatemala from a waterfall 22 '/^

> distant. The system of transmission is the three-

phase, at a pressure of lo.ooo volts, with step-up and
step-down tiansformers at either end of the line. Power
is to be derived from the oudet of a lake giving 2.000

liters per second, with a fall of S7 meters. At present
some 1.300 horse power is available, but it is contem-
plated to carry out works permitting the water of the

lake to be accumulated during the daytime; this will bring
the available power to 5,000 or 6,000 horse power. The
plant now in view consists of a set of two horizontal Nagel
and Raemp turbines of 520 effective horse power each,
running at 200 revolutions per minute. Each turbine is

coupled direct to a Siemens & Halske three-phase alter-

nator capable of generating 425 kilowatts at a pressure
of 350 volts. The current is transformed by a set of

four transformers from the pressure of 350 to 10,000

gain by another set of four transformers from g.c

,000 volts, the current being then distributed t(

apply network of the town. The distributing conda
re overhead, carried on iron poles.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Var

badcyclist to train or take his exercise indoo
weather. It has occurred to a French electrician that

he might at the same time be doing some useful work.
Accordingly, an apparatus is described by which the
driving wheel of a safety bicycle of the usual type is

raised from the floor and by means of a strap and speed
gearing drives a small dynamo which is used to charge
accumulators. The arrangement is designed to give a
current of seven amperes at 20 volts.

The newly organized Technical Club of Chicago prob-
ably will be housed temporarily on the second floor of
the Grand Pacific hotel. The organization has been
completed by the election of the following named officers:

President, Robert W. Hunt; vice-presidents, W. I. Bab-
cock and E. C. Shankland; treasurer, H. F. J. Porter;

directors. Dankman Adler. B, J. Arnold, Charles E.
Billin, J. R. Chapman. B. M. Gardner, E. M. Herr,
George H. Lederle, James F. Lewis, Alfred Noble,
Isham Randolph, A. Sorge, Jr., John F. Wallace.

TRADE NEWS.
A. O. Schoonmaker of 15S William street. New York,

is now building his solid sheet mica segments to re-

quired thickness, ready for use. He is prepared to cut

mica to any pattern or shape that may be wanted.

The widely known firm of Darling. Brown & Sharpe
of Providence has issued a booklet, which will be sent
on application, describing its standard and tempered
steel rules in many graduations in English and metric
measurements.

Roofs painted with Dixon's "silica graphite" paint
have not required repainting in 12 to 15 years and over.

Railway and other corporations known for their thor-

ough testing and careful selection of materials use this

paint in large quantities. Anyone desiring to know

of 70

I I'livjite teleplione exchange for

I '
t hicago (a building consisting

loiLs). has, after a spirited con-
test aiUMn- iiii !,„_,,

I L.jlLphone contractors, been let to

Richards A; Meacliam, s., La Salle street, agents for the

auto-telephone system. This installation will include a

central "auto" switch-box, located in the office of the

building, by which connection may be had with any of

the 70 flats and stores. The increasing popularity of

the auto-telephone speaks well for the merits of the in-

struments. Richards tt Meacham are prepared to fur-

nish telephones from Chicago stock on short notice.

O. S. Piatt of Bridgeport, Conn., has incorporated his

business under the laws of the state of Connecticut, and
adopted the name of the O. S. Piatt Manufacturing com-
pany. He will continue the business of pattern making,
the manufacture of the well-known New England
switches and specialties generally, at the old stand. 88 to

102 Cannon street, Bridgeport. The business has been
carried on since 1S82 by Mr. Piatt, who alone is now the

president and general manager of the new company.
Charles

J. Knapp secretary of the company, a man of

business experience, was formerly of the Swords Lum-
ber company. He will have charge of the oflice afl'airs.

With the increased facilities which this new arrange-
ment brings, the company will be in shape to fill all

orders prompdy. and to give more attention to the con-
stantly increasing trade Jn the electrical line, which has
heretofore been necessarily more or less neglected.

The Washington Electric company, which has been
located so long in the Springer building, 205 South Ca-
nal street, has moved to more commodious quarters in

the Russell building. 31 West Randolph street, corner of

Canal street, Chicago. Several years ago this concern
started in a small way and has been growing until a
steady and large increase in business has necessitated

the removal to the larger factory in the Russell build-

ing. President W. O. Meissner of the company states

that it has been found necessary to add a great deal of

new machinery in order to fill the increase in orders.

Mr. Meissner is an experienced electrician and mechani-
cian, and undoubtedly the company's success is largely

due to his skill and experience. The company is now
manufacturing high -class telephone specialties of all

kinds, and also a fine line of Meissner electrical novel-

ties, such as stage dimmers, focusing lamps; it is also

doing considerable experimental jobbing.

One of the most attractive of recent specimens of ad-

vertising literature is the handsome pamphlet just issued

by the Simplex Electrical company. It is entided "A
Few Buildings," and represents, with the aid of beau-
tiful illustration, letter-press, paper and binding, some
of the fine buildings wired with Simplex wire. The list

is an imposing one, and as many of the best buildings in

the country are included, where material of recognized

excellence is required throughout, such an extensive use

of Simplex insulation does indeed speak well for this

standard wire. The illustrations are of a high order of

excellence, and the book is well worthy of preservation

as a pictorial record of contemporary American architec-

ture. It is believed that the happy idea of presenting

"A Few Buildings" in this manner originated in the fer-

tile brain of H. R. Hixson. the wide-awake western agent

of the company, whose office is at T137 Monadnock block,

Chicago. Mr. Hixson is to be congratulated on his

BUSINESS.
The Edison Electric company, New Orleans La.,

has increased its power plant by the addition of a 300
horse power Ball engine, manufactured by the Ball En-
gine company. Erie, Pa.

The Novelty Manufacturing company of Winchester,
Ky., has just been organized to do experimental work
and supply electrical and mechanical specialties. It is

in the market for small machines of merit.

The Electric Appliance company has been pleasantly

surprised at the way in which its wire sales have held

up since the first of the year. It is usual to look for

quite a falling off in this material after January ist. but
the demand for both "O. K." weatherproof wire and Para-

.nite rubber covered wire has been exceptionally good,

much to the satisfaction of both the manufacturers and
the Appliance company.

The Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing
company has just closed a contract to equip the city of

Detroit's police signaling system with 300 of its instru-

ments. This order was secured after considerable com-
petition and speaks well for the merits of the Stromberg-

The Metropolitan Electric company is putting on the

market a double coil filament incandescent lamp for street

car use. This lamp is found to give unusual satisfaction

for this class of work. It resists jarring; the filament

will not break, and the lamp is long lived, without any
appreciable blackening effect. The company has just

sired. Ihu:, „i'.i:i^L..d, ..ul. ...n.iMn, ,,.! 1 r

ing profit and an opportunity to n\'-> ' ...: ,:;im

ments. If the Berliner patent is !m

United States Supreme Court, this (imii| .
: 1

controlling the Method patent for a mil. .in'l lui.il.

telephone, will, it is claimed, present practically the only
opposition the Bell company will have. The company
makes five styles of telephones, and guarantees each one
of them to be absolutely non-infringing in every partic-

ular. Its new long-distance instrument is guaranteed to

talk over G.000 miles of resistance and is said to be su-

perior to any telephone on the market.

Friends of George Townsend will be interested to

dy been appointed western man-
ager for the Keystone Electric company of Erie, Pa.,

with headquarters at 1222 Marquette building, Chicago.
Mr. Townsend is an experienced man in the electrical

business. He started with the Belding Motor company
in i88g, was next identified with the Edison General
company, and up to February ist has done most excel-
lent work for the western office of the General Electric
company. The merits of the machinery of the Keystone
Electric company are already so well known in the West
that it is only reasonable to prophesy that Mr. Town-
send's experience will bring about a rapid increase in the
already growing business of the company. These ma-
chines are built both for lighting and power and are
either shunt or compound wound as the case may re-

quire. The Keystone company makes a specialty of ele-

vator equipments, and the fact that its machinery has
been adopted by the Chicago Edison company for

its Adams street office building, is a testimonial that

speaks for itself most decidedly in favor of Keystone ap-

A statement to the effect that the National Conduit
Manufacturing company of New York has laid nearly
20,000,000 feet of its material in the principal cities of

the United States and Canada during the last three years
will give an idea of the enormous proportions to which
the business of this concern has grown. It was difficult

when the company first offered its material for sale to

get the attention of the purchaser, bat when an order
was secured the proof of the statements as to durability

and high class construction was soon recognized, so that

to-day the National Conduit Manufacturing company
can refer to nearly every prominent city as to the prac-
tical workings of its installations, which now make it

possible for any city or town to place its telegraph and
telephone wires underground, and pave the streets

without fear of having to disturb them on account of

poor conduit construction. This concern is also plac-

ing a large amount of material in hospitals, institutions

and private residences throughout the country, and in

order to meet demand orders it carries a stock of about
500,000 feet of three-inch conduit, which can be shipped
at telegraphic notice, showing the resources of the
largest organized construction plant in the country.
The company has arrangements whereby 500 men can
be placed at work in any city in the country at ro days'

Congratulations are extended to the Cutter Electrical

& Manufacturing company of Philadelphia upon the in-

formation that on February 15th the assignee of this

company was discharged in open court in Philadelphia,

and the company is now doing business under its origi-

nal tide. Henry B. Cutter started an electrical manu-
facturing establishment in the spring of 1SS9 in Phila-

delphia, and the business grew to such large proportions
that the Cutter Electrical & Manufacturing company
was incorporated July 7, 1S91. It did a large and suc-

cessful business, but, owing to some large accounts
which it was unable to collect, it applied for a receiver

August 15, 1S95. Exactly six months later the company
completed a settlement, paying 100 cents on the dollar,

and with less expense than has been occasioned by any
assignment in the electrical business for along time, be-

ing only the actual outlay for the lawyers' fees. The
stockholders of the company thought best to have an as-

signee appointed for the protection of all interested,

since which time they have been doing a good business,

which is indicated by the quick settlement of their

affairs. A. Edward Newton has become actively identified

as treasurer of this company. He is a gentleman well

known in business circles of Philadelphia and is a de-

cided acquisition to the executive force. Arrangements
are now being made to add to the machinery, that the

manufactured product may be increased in all its

branches. H. E. Harrington will continue as the elec-

trical engineer and expert; his productions are well-

known in the electric light and street railway trades.

President Henry B. Cutter was re-elected at a meeting
held by the stockholders of this company last -

to his efforts more than to £

having brought the affair

Manufacturing company t

2 else, is due the honor of

of the Cutter Electrical &
' such a successful conclusion.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
554.656. Telephony. Frank R. Colvin. New York.

N. Y. Application filed November 24, 1894.

in a party telephone line there is claimed the combina-
tion with a plurality of sub-stations, of a metallic circuit,

the two limbs of which extend through all of the sub-

stations, a normally open bridge at each of the sub-stations,

a. microphone or battery transmitter directly included in

each of the bridges, a battery <

ridge, whereby ( ) telephone •

each sub-station located in a branch extending from
tting 1

located in a branch extendii

554.664. Means for Supporting and Insulating Electric

Conductors. Thomas T. Eckert. New York, N. Y.

Application filed December S, 1894.

A metallic pin with a cap of wood, paper or other insulat-

554,670. Induction Machine. Walter K. Freemai

Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed July 5, 1895.

One claim is given : In a consequent pole induction m

pole pii irmed by a portic

554.671. Heat Regulator. Emil Frischknecht, New
'

York, N. Y. Application filed March 9, 1895.

purposes is described, consisting of a movable electric con

tact, means for moving the same upon a change of temper
ature, an adjustable contact having a metallic and an in

[,694. Trolley Support. Frank E. Homer, Cleve-

land. Ohio. Application filed November 30, 1894.

The claim: In a suspended trolley pole support, the

combination of a sleeve socket, a base frame, equalizing

554,716. Electrical Connecting Cord. Charles H. Mc-
Evoy. Lowell, Mass. Application filed May 15. 1895.

NO. 555.051-

554,719. Conduit Electric Railway. Wilhelm Oester
lean, Cincinnati, Ohio. Application filed Septem

A support for electric conductors is a feature of the in

554,761. Electric Battury and Methud of Sealing Bat-

tery Cells. Charles Willms. P.altimore, Md. Ap
plication filed July 12, 1894,

554.766-
Cana
Falls

554. 8l9. .'! "1" '-!"' Mr.il-.iin. MlKr,
H. Hicks :iiid kolx-rlus I'", Troy, ChicnRO, III. Ap-
plication filed August 8, 1S95.

and its operating mechanism controlling

Issued Fcbrua7-y iS, zSgb.

inoperative to control the mechanism in one position of ih

554,821. Electro-magnet. James Houlehan, Chicagc
111. Application filed May 10, 1895.

A set of wire-wound soft-iron cores and pole pieces i

employed, successively of opposite polarities at the oute
ends of the cores, the pole pieces comprising segnieni
joined together end to end and forming an annulus.the se[

ments bein^ couiposed alternately of soft iron and noi

554.836. Machine for Connecting Electric Conductors
Harlie J.

Savory, Somerville. Mass. AppUcatio
filed April 17, 1893.

. Rail Bond for Electric Railways. Robert C.

)wn, Somerville, Mass. Application filed March
1S94.

. hollow plug is inserted through each of the rails to be

,862. Means for Recording and Reprrducing
pulses. William H. Cooley, Brockport, N. Y.

plication filed April 16, 1SS9.

In combination with a recording surface, having a re^

, changing in conductivity along the line or sur
provided for passing an eld

current transversely through sucti re<

ances by varying the lengths of the

554.884. Manually Controlled Electric Block Signal

System. Arthur G. Leonard. New York, N. Y.

Application filed July 26. 1S94.

A rocking spindle and a locking device are under the con-

554. S96. Key Socket for Incandescent Lamps. Benja-
min W. Snow. Syracuse, N. Y. Application filed

January 2, 1895.

; stop supported i

;
pressure !

itact-spring

each provided

path thereof, whereby

terminal when operate
return slightly and rise

spring extending freely over and
! block in the path and plane of the
the spring may be depressed and

Electric Heater, Resistance or Rheostat.
rick B. Delany, South Orange, N. J. Applica-
filed June 7, 1S92.

he first claim is for an electric heater or resistance, con-
ing of a conductor or

1 embedded or inclosed i

bed plate, a bed of i

through the bed of 11

?net having one pole

554.918. Electric Circuit Closer and Breaker. John R.
Farmer. St. Louis. Mo. Application filed May 25.1894.

,926. Actuating Mechanism for Adv
Manly M. GiUam. New York. N.
filed October 15. 1895. ,

554.962. I'l.-MiM ni,,L;n..:,c In.hir.i,.,. S^ sirn, of Pro-
pulsion. -Mpheus C Sliuttleworth, Philadelphia,

Pa. Application filed February 7, 1895.
The feature of the invention is embodied in the following

railwavs, the combin.-ition with sections of laminated iron
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Electric Light Plant at Chamberlain, S. D.,

Operated by Artesian Well Power.
Hrule county appears to be located in thC'heart of that

district of subterranean water courses known as the arte-

sian well basin of South Dakota. This basin is said to

embrace over 20,000 square miles in the central portion

of the state. Throughout this region it seems only nec-

essary to bore into the earth to a certain depth, varying

in different places, but said to average about 1,000 feet,

to obtain a constantly flowing supply of water at the sur-

face averaging about i.ooo gallons per minute for each

well. To convey an idea of this amount of water, it

may be stated that a well flowing 800 gallons per minute

will cover a section of land containing 640 acres one inch

deep every 15 days, or more than two feet in one year.

The soil of this district is fertile, and only a steady sup-

ply of moisture is needed to insure abundant crops. Na-

tion of having the only electrical plant in the country

driven by artesian well power.

As may be judged by the photographs herewith repro-

duced, the company does not at present conduct its oper-

ations on an ambitious scale. Its power house is a small

frame building, which has just been moved to the new
location at the well and is being remodeled into a more

presentable and commodious station; it has one 500 light

dynamo. Should the bright anticipations of greatly in-

creased material prosperity in Brule county, owing to

the possibilities of the artesian wells, be realized, how-

ever, the population of Chamberlain, at present about

2,000, will be rapidly increased, and a much larger plant

will be necessary. Indeed, the installation of a larger

dynamo is now contemplated, as the entire current ca-

pacity of the present machine is engaged. The officers

of the company are; President, G. W. Pitts; vice-presi-

done with the artesian well rig owned by the Bank of

Iowa & Dakdla and D. N. Kaufman of Chamberlain,

and was superintended by Mr, Kaufman. When the

vein of water was struck, however, the patient labor was

amply rewarded, as may be judged by the pictures on

pages no and iir. The entire body of the eight-inch flow

goes up 12 '2 feet from the mouth of the well, as shown in

Fig. 2, while, if reduced to a 2^4 inch stream by a nozzle,

the water shoots up to a height of 162 feet (Fig. i).

Tests show that the flow is 4,430 gallons per minute at

a pressure of no pounds to the square inch, and

it is computed that the effective energy of the moving

water is equal to 100 horse power constantly exerted.

The well is located on the bank of a creek which flows

through the city, emptying into the Missouri river.

Usually the creek is dry at this season of the year, but

now, with the water from the new well flowing into it,

ture's bounty appears to have provided

of irrigation from subterranean streams, and so the ques-

tion of locating artesian wells is exciting great attention

throughout the state,,and is accepted as one of the princi-

pal factors in the future prosperity of South Dakota. It

is only within a year or so that the people realized the

undeveloped resources beneath their feet, but there are

now over 30 artesian wells in Brule county alone, esti-

mated to flow 70.000,000 gallons every 24 hours. The
water shows a uniform temperature of between 60 and 70

degrees, and, flowing in such a large amount and with

such force, no difficulty has been experienced from freez-

ing in the severest weather.

So far these artesian wells have been considered valu-

able principally for irrigation, but they have also been

used to a limited extent for power, and the largest of all,

the "gusher" recently completed in Chamberlain, the

county seat of Brule county, is of especial interest, as it

supplies the power for driving the electric lighting plant

of the town. The Chamberlain Electric Lighting com-

pany is the undoubted possessor of the unique distinc-

dent, W. L. Montgomery; secretary, C. D, Tidrick;

treasurer,
J.
W. Warnshuis.

The well of the Chamberlain Electric Lighting com-

pany is said to be the largest artesian well in the United

States controlled for power purposes. It is about 50 feet

from the power house, shown in Fig, i, and its uncon-

trolled force is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, The well is 675

feet deep and eight inches in diameter. It is composed

of sections of eight-inch iron pipe, inside of which is 60

feet of six-inch slotted pipe at the bottom, to prevent the

ingress of rocks or other large substances with the flow

of water. For a depth of 470 feet from the surface the

main pipe is encased in lo-inch iron pipe to strengthen

it and prevent possible leakage. Both sizes of pipe are

firmly seated on layers of granite. Three or four strata

of this rock, from four to eight feet thick, of exceptional

hardness, were encountered in putting down the well.

This granite was the most obdurate that had thus far

been encountered in the well region, and it required

from two to three weeks' drilling, day and night, in each

case to get through five or six feet of it. This work was

operating the plant, the former creek is a fair-

sized stream.

The mechanical means employed to utilize and con-

trol the power are simple but effective. An eight- inch

L was attached to the top of the casing of the well and

50 feet of horizontally placed eight-inch pipe conveys

the water from this connection to the power house.

Here the volume of water is reduced to a stream about

three inches in diameter, which impinges on the buckets

of a Pelton water wheel. This wheel is mounted on a

shaft carrying a large driving pulley, which is directly

belted to a 500 light alternator built by the Royal Elec-

tric company of Peoria and operating at 1,100 volts. A
small exciter is driven from the armature shaft of the

large machine. The power is more than sufficient to

run the plant to its full capacity, and the 500 lights are

all taken in the city.

Regulation is obtained by raising or lowering the noz-

zle at the wheel, and the power is thrown off entirely by

simply lowering the nozzle so that the water will go en-

tirely under the buckets and run unimpeded through the



waste pipe. The spring in the 50 foot pipe leading from

the well is sufficient to allow this movement. The sec-

> of the wiring s3-stem are operated at 52

LStantly kept up to this pres-

run from sunset until mid-

have the residences of the

warrant all-night running,

ondary

(

volts, and the lamps ai

sure without difficulty.

The lights at presen

night and from 4:30 ^

fall the company expects to have

city take enough light to wan
At present much of the power is going to waste, and

steps are being taken to put it to use by running other

manufacturing plants, and thus utilizing the full force

of the well night and day. The location of Chamberlain

on the edge of one of the greatest cattle and sheep ranges

in the United States makes it an exceptionally favorable

point for establishing a creamery, tannery, wool-clean-

ing establishment, cheese factory or woolen mill, any of

which, or all, could be operated by this power. The

business men of the city are taking an active interest in

the creamery project and endeavoring to secure and in-

terest some first-class creamery man to locate in the

city. A gaarantee of 1,000 cows can be secured with-

out any difficulty in the vicinity of Chamberlain, and
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L looking into the tube through the lens the ob-

sees the outline or shadow of the concealed object,

is thrown on the fluorescent interior. The de-

still crude, but the inventor expects soon to per-

He calls it the cryptoscope.

^larch 7, 1896

Novel Use of X-rays in a Chicago
Hospital.

Probably the most important application of X-rays to

surgery was that made in a Chicago hospital on Friday of

last week. It was an experiment and proved successful,

much to the satisfaction of the doctors directly interested,

and the result will probably excite as much interest in

the profession generally. The surgical operation was

performed at Mercy Hospital by Professor Christian

Fenger, assisted by Drs. James Burry, J. S. Rankin,
J.

L. Miller and J. B. Murphy. The result of the opera-

tion showed that the ray furnishes a method of diagnos-

ing the presence of malignant diseases in the interior of

bones hitherto unknown to medical science. A brief

history of this case will not be uninteresting. On June

II, 1895, the subject was admitted to Mercy Hospital for

FIG. 2. ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT AT CHAMBERLAIN. S. D.

,

sub-Stations can be established across the Missouri river

and in the towns east of the city, as well as north and

south. The well-power is especially well adapted for

creameries on account of the steadiness with which it

would run the separators.

In Fig. I the upper view shows the power house.

with the pipe from the well and the waste water flowing

into the creek. The picture at the left shows the Pelton

wheel, shaft and driving pulley, while the dynamo-room

is shown on the right.

kidney. Sarcoma

of To-

Salvioni's Cryptoscope.
A press dispatch from the City of Mexico. Febru

27th. says that a Mexican scientist in the J

basco several years ago published a claim to ;

similar to that of Professor Kontgen, but m(

discovery of Professor Salvioni of Italy,

means of utilizing certain rays of light to

through opaque bodies. The Mexican claim

instrument enabling him to see the circulatii

trees and blood in the human body. Professor Sal-

vioni's invention has received considerable attention in

European scientific circles. The instrument consists of

a cylinder of cardboard, the inner surface of which is

coaled with a material that becomes fluorescent under

the action of the Kontgen rays. The lens is at one end

of the cylinder. The object tobeexamined with its cov-

erings is placed between a Crookes lube and the cylin-

I of sap i

this case affecting the

s a malignant growth or tumor of a

On June 25th Professor Fenger re-

moved the right kidney. The patient left the hospital on

September 17th. apparently cured. On February 6th

last she returned, complaining of a pain in the bone of

the right thigh. It appears that sarcoma frequently makes

its appearance in portions of the body remote from the

primary seat of trouble, being carried from one part to

the other by the blood.

On February 24th Dr. Burry and C. E. Scribner took a

sciagraph of the woman's thigh, the ray passing through

to the hollow in the thigh bone containing the marrow.

It showed that a portion of the bone midway between the

knee and the hip joint two inches long and an inch wide

was entirely gone and its place was filled up by a spongy

growth. The diseased condition was so apparent in the

picture that Mr. Scribner, without medical education, ac-

curately described its existence and form. The operation

showed that sarcoma had attacked the thigh hone in its

interior and had produced, in size and shajie, a condition

exactly corroborated by the picture.

The importance of the operation lies in the fact that it

demonstrates that the X-ray furnishes a new means of di-

agnosing not only sarcoma but other diseases of the bones,

the presence of which, with the means hitherto avail-

able to medical science, have often been so obscured that

the knowledge of the existence of a malignant disease

has been so deferred as to make it impossible to a

fatal results. This is the first known instance of the

of the ray in such deep-seated structures.

fired I

Furtlier Experiments With Rontgen Rays.
Bv W. M. Stine.

The experiments noted in the last issue of the West-
ern Electrician have been continued, and some of the

results possess sufficient interest to be noted, since they
afford some additional light on the nature of the Ront-
gen rays. The yellowish-green fluorescence of the

working Crookes tube was thought by Rontgen to be
the secondary source of the rays. The fluorescence is

due to uranium present in the glass.

Does the molecule containing uranium, vibrating with
light frequency, directly generate the ray?

To investigate this, a pair of carbons was soaked in

a solution of uranium nitrate, and. after drying, were
burned in an arc lamp, and a plate exposed to them for

two hours. A flash-light powder was made, containing
n nitrate, and several large charges of this were
sar a properly-prepared plate. A large cube of

B glass was obtained, and excited by focused rays
n arc lamp. The fluorescence was singularly

vivid. Plates were exposed to light both transmitted
and reflected by the cube. In all the cases cited not the
faintest trace of a sciagraph was seen. It is thus shown
that this particular fluorescence does not generate the
Rontgen rays. However, in the active tube this fluor-

escence is supposedly associated with a static charge of

negative electricity. The cube was again excited by an
arc lamp as above, being kept superficially charged with
negative electricity by astatic machine, while suitably

prepared plates were exposed near it. As before, not
the slightest eftect was obtained. The reputed success

of tubes with walls partly of aluminum indicate that

the chief source of the rays is either the cathode or the
charged molecules in transit. However, we seem to

have obtained unmistakable evidence that the fluor-

escent end of the bulb likewise generates the rays. If a
piece of metal is supported a short distance from the

dry plate as a nail driven into a block of wood, a marked
penumbra results, while with the object in close contact

with the plate the outlines are very sharp. If the rays
proceed only from within the tube, whether the plate is

placed near or remote from it should not have any in-

fluence on the edges of the shadow. If the flourescent

glass also generates the rays, the penumbra, in case the

object IS somewhat separated from the plate, should be
narrow when the plate is at a distance of say 10 inches,

while at an interval of an inch or two the penumbra
should be proportionately broad. We have repeatedly

and decidedly demonstrated the latter case does occur.

The rumor that the penumbra is due to refraction we
ha\e clearly proven to be without support. These ob-

ser\ations on the fluorescent uranium molecules accom
panied by a static discharge seem to support the ex-

planation previously suggested, that the sciagraphs are

produced by electrolysis in conjunction with longitudinal

We have also tested the effect of flame on the absorp-

tion of Rontgen rays. A Bunsen burner was so adjusted

that the upper part of the flame was brightly luminous.

This was interposed between the tube and a dry plate

during an exposure of one hour. On development, no

rtion of the flame was to be ob-shadow of

served.

The hypothesis that the sciagraph is due to a species

of electrolysis more fully explains the evidence we are

accumulating than any other so far advanced. The
X-rays undoubtedly move radially in straight lines, and
when they proceed from a molecule bearing a negative

charge the lines of induction probably coincide in the

direction of the longitudinal waves. Wherever a mole-

cule is vibrating in the ether, be it with the period of

light or heat, longitudinal waves of a same period are in-

duced. Such rays alone cannot afl'ect a dry plate,

neither can inductive lines of force at rest decompose
the silver salts on the plate. This explains why scia-

graphs are not obtained with exposure to ordinar\- light

sources, or to static or sl.nvly alternating electrical

charges in air. On the other hand, this livpolhtsis in-

dicates that the X r;i\s should be generated williin the

Geisslii A v.rll I . Ml I lie Crookes tube. A number of

exp.nii:. ; , . ii.lrpendently discovered that the

X-i:i, ii;r charges, either of a positive or

negatui th.u.iLiLi. the energy being probably im-

mediately transformed into molecular heat. Accord-

ingly, if the pressure of gas within the tube be such

that the charged molecules are present in suflicient num-

<•
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bers, the rays will be absorbed by them and not escape

wilhout the bulb. It would be too tedious to indicate

the many ways in which our experiments conlirra this

view, but suOice it to state they strongly corroborate it,

so that we are able with precision to indicate whether a

tube will be successful or not by watching it under ex-

The writer is under obligation to a number of experi-

menters who have brought their tubes to his laboratories

to be tested, thus alTording him opportunity to observe

and test the action of a large number and variety of

Crookes tubes.

Close observation of successful. tubes shows such pos-

sess a decidedly green fluorescence, while inactive tubes

.-ire decidedly yellow; at the same time the 111

IS also brighter. It is questionable if a tube is at all

active when its iluorescence is brilliant. The success-

ful tube also shows a more even illumination of the end
of the bulb. The inactive tube differs in this respect:

a marked cathode shadow is perceptible, which shifts in

position almost constantly, the edges of the shadow
being irregular, exhibiting a curious phenomenon, look-

ing like evaporation. This may be due to ray absorp-

tion. The active tube rarely shows any purple cathode

or whiter anode light, and as this decreases, if present at

all, the tube grows more active. It must be borne in

mind that a tube may pass from the active to inactive

condition, but such tubes cannot be relied upon to pro-

duce good results at any time.

We have also found that in every case a tube increases

in efficiency with use, and the purple light grows fainter.

No tube as yet has been very efficient on first trial. If

a tube be worked continuously throughout the day, its

efficiency is markedly increased, but if it be allowed to

stand for some days it has been found that its activity is

lessened. These facts would seem to indicate that the

metal electrodes occlude or absorb a portion of the con-

tained gas, thus materially increasing the vacuum. At

the same time another portion of the gas may have been

absorbed by the superficial layers of the glass, owing to

the strong condenser action between charges on both the

exterior and interior walls of the fube. Sparks may often

be drawn from the exterior of excited bulbs. Tests have

been made upon a large \ariety of Crookes tubes with

varyiijg success One type, however, has proven in-

variably successful; that is, the shadow tube containing

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN..

the maltese cross. The reason is apparent; such tubes

possess an extremely high vacuum. A suggestion might
be made to those who are making tubes to use a large

disk for the anode to increase the amount of occluded

Rontgen Photography.

gas, also that both electrodes be made flat, since con-

cave electrodes produce injurious local heating.

Application of X-rays for Exhibiting
Invisible Objects in Motion.

M.

Dr. McKay of the Packer Institute of Brooklyn. New
York, tested the idea of exposing upon a fluorescent

screen the shadows of invisible objects in motion. We
saw in what is conveniently termed a kinetoskotoscope,

the motion of the bones of the fingers when bent back
and forward, the shadow of the rest of the finger being

faint. The result was so successful that I noticed a cu-

rious feature which was not known to me before, and
that is that the bones appear on a side view to be at the

back of the finger, and very thin, measured from the

back to the front. There is a reason for this. I suppose,

in that the inner side of the finger should be more like

a cushion, so as to be better able to handle objects. An
experiment was also performed consisting in opening

and closing a pair of pincers which were abs.olutely in-

visible to the eye. but the shadow of the moving parts

was clearly \-isible upon the screen. A chain was shaken

back and forth, and the separate links moving relatively

to each other were clearly visible. These experiments

would prove that with the present condition of the X-

rays the skeleton of a fish could be seen to move back-

ward and forward in the act of swimming, as well as the

skeletons of all small objects while in motion and per-

forming the functions of life. I think that some of the

best objects to be looked at while in motion would be,

for instance, a bird, through which the rays would so

easily pass, except as to .he skeleton. All youthful forms

of life could be examined, very probably, by this means,

and the motions exhibited. I have for two or three

weeks been trying different kinds of experiments, and I

find that certain precautions are necessary in order to

obtain the best results. In the first place, it is neces-

sary, very probably, to show just how I made a fluores-

cent screen, because I find that others have tried to

make it by crystallizing the chemical barium platino-

cyanide from a solution upon a sheet of paper. Others

merely pressed the crystals upon a surface like filter

paper. Such screens are of little value, especially as

the substance then fluoresces blue, which is nearly invis-

ible, and only so in spots. By the following means the

results are excellent and the screen is so luminous that

the shadows are clearer than in the X-ray photographs.

The cyanide should be powdered to the finest dust pos-

sible. Then some of the clearest colorless varnish

should be put upon a piece of tracing cloth, because the

same is so strong and so transparent to the fluorescent

light which is produced. The powder may now be

mixed very thoroughly and intimately with the varnish,

so as to make a homogeneous mass, in quantity sufficient

to' spread over the cloth to a thickness of about one-

eighth of an inch. This is mentioned because experi-

menters are likely to make the layer too thin. The rea-

son for powdering the material is to produce a maximum
amount of reflecting surface. The object of the varnish

is to hold it together, and yet to permit the reflected

rays of fluorescent light to become visible. The varnish

should then be dried, but not necessarily perfectly dried.

These directions should be followed very closely for good

results. The end of the tube which is directed toward

the Crookes" tube, and which contains the screen, should

be covered with photographers' black paper, used for

wrapping up sensitive plates. Either side of the screen

may be directed toward the Crookes' tube. A very im-

portant precaution is to perform the experiments in a

rather dark room. It may be light enough to be able to

see objects, but if the room is very light the eyes are not

used to darkness, and therefore the experiments are not

satisfactory; but if the room is quite dark, the screen in

the closed tube appears immediately upoh setting the

eye to the hole in the tube to be perfectly luminous. It

will be more luminous under these precautions than

luminous paint which has been held in the sunlight and

brought into a dark room, and yet if performed where

the eyes are exposed to daylight the experiments are not

so satisfactory. Another precaution is to have the elec-

trical apparatus so arranged that the phosphorescent

light from the Crookes' tube is steady, which may be

done, of course, by means of Leyden jars or other con-

densers. My idea of this new use for the X-rays was

conceived and attested on February ist.

So much has been written about the new photographic
process that I have not ventured before this to add
the results of some trials in my laboratory. The best

result which we have obtained was by Professor
J. O.

Heed on February loth, a reproduction of the picture

being here shown. A key, a coin, a metal tag with a
hole in it. and a bit of a hack saw are among the

objects on the plate. They were photographed through
a slated plate holder, six thicknesses of black cloth and
a pine board three-sixteenths inch thick. The time of

The Crookes tube was placed very near the plate

holder and over one edge of it. The position was deter-

mined by the form of the tube. The penumbral ap-
pearance of one side of the objects is due to the oblique
direction of the X-rays on the plate. They traverse dif-

ferent thicknesses of the objects at the near edge be-
cause of the direction of the rays. The same effect is

noticeable on the remote side of the hole in the steel

saw. For the same reason the key appears to cast a
shadow on the side away from the tube.

The particular object of this note is to call attention to

a point which I have not seen mentioned in any account
of the photograpic process that has excited so much in-

terest. Professor Reed observed that after a Crookes
tube has been used for about half an hour its resistance

appears to be greatly increased, so that it almost ceases

to fluoresce, and sparks break over the outside between
the electrodes instead of the discharge through the tube.

It recovers its sensitiveness after resting about 48 hours.

In working with a tube provided with three anodes, I

found that after the fluorescence had sensibly diminished

with one anode, the transfer of the connecting wire to

another anode, leaving the cathode the same, caused
the tube to fluoresce as well as at first. The third

anode appeared not to work well at any time. If after

one anode had become fatigued, the current was re-

versed, that is, if this anode was made the cathode, the

fluorescence was as bright as when the current was first

started. No effect appeared to be produced at the cath-

ode, but for some reason unknown to me the anode ap-

peared to fail, so far as fluorescence was concerned. At
the same time, the action of the X-rays does not cease

when the tube tires out, because we get good impres-

sions only by continuing the process for 20 minutes or

more after the fluorescence has almost ceased. This
seems to indicate that a tube with an exceedingly high

vacuum, such as the Crookes tube appears to have after

half an hour's use, would give better results than the or-

dinary Crookes tube. I have no means of getting such

a vacuum now, and cannot get such a tube to try; but I

hope to have one soon.
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Sciagraphs and Electrographs.
Bv W. M. Stine-

The excitement which has followed Professor Ront-

gen's discovery has been as remarkable as it has been

universal. Not only have scientists been set experi-

menting, but a great number of laymen as well. Bear-

ing, as the matter does, on some of the most abstruse

points in physics, few scientists are sufficiently prepared

to deal with the matter understandingly. and the laymen

must experiment with naught to guide them. Enthu-

siasm usually overshoots the mark, and when this has

been joined with the sensationalism of the daily press,

and, to some extent, that of the technical press, as in the

present instance, many errors are given wide circulation

and credence. Rontgen's discovery is but the climax of

many investigations extending over the last 10 or 15

years, and there are so many phases of these phenomena,

apparently similar, but in reality radically different.

cientists find it difficult

ouncement of Rontgen's

; produced by longitudi-

DT by the action of static

According to the first.

that even the most competent si

not to be misled. With the anm
discovery two conclusions seem )

cepted—that the sciagraphs were

nal vibrations, pure and simple, (

charges of very high potential,

longitudinal waves should be produced by all molecules

vibrating with light frequencies, so various light sources

wem industrially experimented upon, and some wonderful

results promptly communicated to the press. The sec-

ond conclusion led to testing the efficiency of metallic

plates charged by induction coils, static generators and

Leyden jars. Results more numerous and even more
surprising than the first noted were given the widest

publication. But it is safe to say that all these have not

been sciagraphs at all, for it may be said with the great-

est confidence that no true sciagraph has been produced

by other agency that the electrified Crookes tube. It is

FIG. 3, SCIAGRAPHS AND ELECTROGRAPHS.

not my intention to impugn the honesty of these experi-

menters, but rather to attempt to explain their results

and point out the true conditions for, and characteristics

of. the sciagraph, and this with the hdpe of enabling

many experimenters to detect spurious results. Upon
analyzing the many reputed sciagraphs taken by these

various methods, we find the errors to have been due to

two causes: {a) The fogging of the dry plate by weak,

diffused light; (b) the action of static electricity on the

film of the plate.

A few days since the editor of the Western Elec-
trician kindly referred a number of negatives of sup-

posed sciagraphs for the inspection of the writer. They
were accompanied by a description of the methods of

making them, and, with due deference to the sender, the

report will be quoted verbatim. These results will be

investigated, not in the spirit of criticism of the negatives

themselves, but merely to serve as illustrations in dis-

criminating between true and spurious sciagraphs.

"Plate No. I. (Fig. 4) was obtained by placing a piece

of lead upon the photographic plate and covering the

plate with several layers of photographic paper. It was

then placed upon a board within about 12 inches of the

driving belt of the engine, leading to the main shaft to

which the dynamos were connected (Edison dynamos).

Exposure lasted about 45 minutes.

"Plate No. IV. (Fig. 3) was obtained by means of a

common Ward arc lamp, tne plate parallel with the car-

bons and six inches distant from them. The plate

was in a plate holder with the shutter closed. The ob-

ject was a lead raaltese cross placed on the outside of the

plate holder. [Time of exposure not stated.]

"Plate II. (Fig. 1) was obtained in a manner similar to

Plate I. The same lead cross was used, placed directly

on the dry plate. A device was used to prevent sparks

passing to the plate.

"Plate V. (Fig. 2}. The same object and method as in

thecaseof Plate II.
'

Waiving the conclusions of the experimenters, it may
be pointed out that Figs, i , 2 and 4 are true electrographs

and Fig. 3 a result due to probable leakage of light on the

plate. The last negative is a singular one, the clear

portion appearing as if it had not been due to a shadow,

but had rather been caused by some foreign matter on

the plate while this was in development.

The latest sensation has been an alleged sciagraph

made by a permanent magnet. This was placed on a

protected (?) plate and allowed to remain some hours.

Development showed an imperfect outline of the magnet
in shadow. What really took place was that light leaked

through theimperfect coverings on the plate, the magnet,

as an opaque object, shielding the plate underneath. So

many fallacies are constantly arising in connection with

permanent-magnets that it is well to point out that such a

body can impart no energy. The effect on a dry plate re-

quires the expenditure of a definite though minute quan-

tity of energy. If such a result were possible, the picture

would be of the lines of forces rather than an equally

clouded plate. We have already noted testing the arc

light and sunlight as well, with no result whatever on a

properly covered plate.

The effects noted in' Figs, i, 2 and 4 are electro-

graphic, pure and simple. In Figs, i and 4 the peculiar

brush-like creeping of the static charge is clearly seen.

Whiie Fig. 2 shows the object in partial shadow (it must

be noted the description applies to the negatives, while

the cuts show the effect with the lighting reversed), yet

the black dots are here present which show so distinctly

in Figs. I and 4, In fact, an electrograph may be

recognized by such dark spots, as those familiar with the

subject well know. Had this been a true sciagraph of

the lead cross, the outlines would be more clearly de-

defined, and the spots and irregular cloudiness would be

It may be well here to point out the real distinction

in such cases. In general, a sciagraph shows the object

in more or less clear shadow on an equally dense back-

ground; in the electrograph the object is dark, with per-

haps a denser border on a clear background. But some

doubts may be cccasioned in applying such statements. In

Fig. 5 is shown a true sciagraph of an iron washer resting

on a covered plate. This is to be distinguished from a

negative, due, to leaking in of light, by its sharp outlines.

However, should the object be at some -distance from

the plate, a penumbra results, and the negative is not

to be distinguished from one of the same object in con-

tact with the plate due to weak light. It thus appears

that the only real test for the sciagraph is to employ an

object containing parts both opaque and transparent,

such as a coin in a purse, a lead pencil, or nails in a strip

of wood.

We will now examine the electrograph more fully.

The negative shown in Fig. 6 was made by placing the

FIG. 2. SCIAGRAPHS A]

poles of the induction coil directly on the plate, the

dark tracing being the path of the spark itself. The
brush-like positive end is clearly distinguished from the

smaller negative. In explanation, this effect on the dry

plate is due to electrolysis of the silver salts in the film,

and however varied the electrograph may be, the results

are always due to this cause. It is not necessary that

luminous effects be present in such cases; the electroly-

sis may be the result of a silent, practically invisible

brush discharge, or the electricity may be communicated

by the air itself, or act entirely by induction.

While Fig. 7 shows many evidences of the passage of

sparks, two remarkably clear shadow effects are notice-

able. The objects were coins, and the probable reason

for the lack of effects under the coins lay in too great in-

tensity of the charge imparted to them. When the elec-

trification is slow and small in quantity, the metallic ob-

ject in contact with the plate will be quite accurately re-

produced, provided the exposure is long enough. The
electrograph shown in Fig. 8 is an instance of this, the

spark tracings being almost absent. The face of the dol-

lar illustrates another deceptive case. It might at first be

supposed the shadow on the head was due to the greater

thickness of the

vented the strem

produced in Fig

, but such conclusion

ss of this surface pre-

rge. The negative re-

perfect electrograph.

Every detail of the coin is reproduced with surprising

sharpness and detail, while the brush discharge surround-

ing it is very symmetrical. On careful
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another peculiarity is noticeable; the rim shows in clear

shadow, while the other projections are dark. When an

electrified conductor is in actual contact with the dry

plate, no electrofysis occurs underneath it. This is also

liable to leadfo an error. Ns-This is clearly shown in Fig

10. The object was cut from tin foil and tightly pressed

down on tl^ plate. The symmetrical appearance of the

brushes and the mutual repulsion of like charges of elec-

tricity are very clearly indicated. These eleclrographs

were made in the laboratories of Armour Institute by

Messrs. Wilhoit and Manlove, to whose skill the writer

is indebted- for this singularly beautiful series of nega-

tives. Tn every case the plate was covered as if taking

I to the object, and this be even insulated from the

a true electrograph is the result, but the outlines

; usually so distinct.

Successful X-ray Experiments at the

Northwestern University.

Several experiments with the X-ray have been made

at Northwestern university at Evanston. The experi-

ments have been made under the direction of O. H.

Basquin, instructor in physics, who located a bullet in

the hand of H. F. Ward, a senior. This bullet was ac-

cidentally lodged in Mr. Ward's hand five years ago and

the surgeons at the time were unable to locate it. The

first photograph not only plainly showed all the bones

in the hand, but also the bullet imbedded between the

second and third metacarpal bones. A second photo-

graph was taken with the rays at a different angle, and

the exact depth of the bullet below the surface was de-

have the bullet

Public Confidence Not Lost.
[From the «A„.-, E,.,„!„g /,„r,„^^

But the shaking up will do us good. It has shown us

that we are, perhaps, inclined to magnify the perils of

which we have prated so much, not that they are im-

aginary by any means, only exaggerated in our arguments.

Here we have all of us been praying for a restoration of

public confidence when public confidence had never been

Barrett's "Professional" Reputation.

Mr, Barretts paper, the Electrical Journal, of Chi-

WESTKRN ELECTRICIAN.

For three years earnest efforts to regulate telephone

charges in the interest of the public have been made at

Albany, and for three years they have been frustrated

in the interest of the companies concerned.

A few days ago the bill for this purpose was intro-

duced in both the Senate and Assembly at Albany, and
already a move has been made to shelve it in the Senate.

The telephono inlUuTicc will, as usual, l>e brouf;ht tt)

-has

the
I

)be<
like ' corporations, are

the creatures of the state and the servants of the people.

They derive valuable privileges from the state—the very
right of existence and the privilege of doing business

In return for these they assume well defined obligations

to the public. Foremost among these is the obligation

to give the community an efficient service at reasonable
rates. If they fail to do this, it is both the right and the

duty of the Legislature to see that the obligation is tul-

liUed.

That the telephone business has been and is now car-

ried on in this state in violation of the obligations im-
posed upon the companies is a fact too patent to admit of

denial or successful dispute. The rates charged are un-
necessarily and inexcusably high. They have widely

and loudly been complained of as extortionate, and an
aggrieved public has earnestly appealed to the Legisla-

relief from the intolerable

The bill now pending at Albany has been c

prepared t

efuliv

afford this relief without takii

vantage of the companies or doing them any injustice

It prescribes rates which will relieve the people from
extortionate charges and which, it is believed, will prove
amply remunerative. The companies are expressly

allowed to make 10 per cent, on their capital invested in

addition to the interest on their bonded indebtedness,

and if they can show that the rates fixed by the law are

not sufficient for that purpose provision is made for ad-

No one can read the provisions of the bill without

being struck with its fairness to the telephone com-
panies and the consideration for their interests shown
by its framers. If the public interests and the rights of

the community are held paramount to corporate influ-

ence and party politics, the bill will be passed at

once. We believe that the highest telephone rates m
the world are those charged in this city. There is no
justice in thera, no excuse for them. They amount to

an imposition on the public which should not be toler-

ated, and which an honest, public-spirited Legislature

would be quick to remedy.

Yale Secures a Sciagraph from Rontgen.
An interesting announcement comes from New Haven,

Conn., in the form of a press dispatch, which says that

"the first picture made by Prof. Rontgen, the German

scientist, and sent to this country, has been received at

Yale. It was sent to Dr. W. H. Carmalt, of Yale, who

has placed it at the disposal of the I 'ale MedicalJourtud

It will appear in the Jouriial for March. The picture

shows an arm which was broken and the fracture re-

duced improperly. The vicious union of the broken

bone is distinctly shown. The principle involved will

be used by the professors of the Yale Medical School in

their investigation with the X-rays.

Telephone Cor Common Car

by the courts, and it is safe to say that the telephone
companies have conducted their business with very lit-

tle regard for anything but their own interests.

A few days ago Judge Carpenter, of the Circuit Court
of Michigan, ruled that the Bell Telephone company
was subject to the state laws governing common carriers

and must extend its service to all persons without dis-

t'inctiou who may demand the same, unhampered by un-
usual or extraordinary conditions, such as contracts fix-

abridging the full and
ctedi ;of :

This decision was preceded a few days ago by a de-
cision of a Supreme Court justice of the state of New
York, who ruled that the telephone companies in that

state are subject to the laws controlling common carriers

and must obey the orders of courts in all respects the

The discovery that telephone companies are "common
carriers" and that they are subject to any kind of law is

doubtless a revelation to. the telephone companies. But
if the decision of Judge Carpenter of Michigan is good
law. there is no reason why the courts, under the laws

sonable rate for the use of the instruments.

The mistake which most American cities have made
was in granting franchises to telephone companies with-

out imposing certain conditions for the protection of their

patrons, such as fixing the rates to be charged for busi-

ness houses and for dwellings. That such conditions

would meet with ready compliance is shown by the ac-

tion of the city of Toronto. Canada, which had no diffi-

culty in securing acceptance of a conditional franchise,

imposing many wise regulations and fixing the rates at

less than one-half the charges that obtain in cities of the

same class in the United States.

While the telephone companies have been' given fran-

chises in this country without restriction, compensation
or condition, it is' gratifying to know that the courts have
begun to 'ring off" the monopoly.
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This number of the Western Electrician is the last

lobe issued from the old publication offices, 6 Lakeside

building, which have been the home of thi- journal

since its establishment in July, 1S87. The next number

will be sent out from our new offices in the Marquette

building. The change is imperati\cl\ demanded b\ the

expansion of business and the netts lU I 1 I iii 1 I k ili

ties. When the Western Li 1 i i i tui 1

nearly nine years ago, the business u ] t msi u^\ u 1

lively small, but it has been growinj^ steadily and il

though the original quarters were considerably enlarged

several years ago, it has once more become necessary to

secure more space to accommodate the growing business,

especially in the subscription and book departments. It

was found, too, that the old location, admirable though

it was in many respects, did not possess the facilities de-

manded at the present time. The new offices present

every advantage possessed by the old location and they

offer many others as well. The Marquette is unques-

tionably the finest office building in the city, which is

equivalent to saying that it is the best in the country.

It is located at the northwest corner of Adams and Dear-

born streets, across from the postoffice. and in the very

tion, equipment and appointment, as well as location, it

is a model commercial building. The Western Elec-

TRici.AN will occupy Suite 510, which comprises the west

end of the fifth Hoor in the Adams street wing of the

building. These offices are well lighted and they were

arranged for us with the view of meeting the special re-

quirements of this business. They contain 75 per cent.

more floor space than our old offices and are vastly

superior in every way. On Monday, March gth, our ad-

dress will be changed to Suite 510 Marquette building.

There our friends will be welcome as of old, and we will al-

ways be found ready and willing to assist and encour-

age deserving enterprise. With improved facilities and

in more commodious quarters we hope to advance in

every way, constantly raising the standard of our publi-

cation, maintaining our position as the representative

western periodical, extending our influence in every di-

rection and keeping well in advance of our contempora-

ries. In this way we hope to retain tbe confidence and

esteem of thetradeand enjoy a continuation of the pros-

perity that has marked the career of this publication

from the day of its establishment.

We commend to the careful consideration of our read-

ers the excellent contribution by Professor Stine upon

"Sciagraphs and Electrographs," which appears in this

issue. The suggestions contained in the paper will

serve as a guide to many experimenters who might other-

wise devote valuable time to the making of electrographs

while under the impression that they were following the

lines of Professor Rontgen's experiments. Professor

Stine points out that no true sciagraph has been pro-

duced by other agency than the electrified Crookes

tube. Pictures made by static discharges and other

methods are classed under a general head as electro-

graphs.

One result of the phenomenal success of the late

government bond sale, and not the least important by any

effect

has demonstrated the fact that the people have implicit

confidence in the government and that there is plenty of

capital in the country. It is significant that the issue

was oversubscribed six limes and that the premiums

offered were really phenomenal- With so much unem-

ployed capital, then, why should there bea stringency in

the money market? It is the belief of financiers that there

will be renewed confidence in trade as a result of this

revelation of the country's resources and unemployed

capital, that manufacturers will feel more hopeful and

that there will be a general feeling of relief from the

tension that has been so marked in commercial circles.

It is to be hoped that the popular bond sale marked

the opening of a new era and that from this time forth

there will be no scarcity of capital for legitimate enter-

In the issue of the Eleclrkal Journal ol March ist is

a most disgraceful cartoon, such as might be expected,

however, from the vulgar and coarse instinct of the men

who are directing that sheet.

This type of blackguardism carries within itself its

most effective rejoinder. The one deplorable feature of

this business is Ihat professional men who have reputa-

tions to lose allow their names to be associated with

ihosp of P-iirett anditornsby in the conduct of thisscur-

iil 11 piillii itmn These gentlemen are'

1 1 III s ( arhart

i cnjamm 1 Thomas,
William 1 Hcrdman.
Dugald C. Jackson,

Only prompt action can fumigate the garments of

these men from the odor of indecency,

Do you, or do you not, gentlemen, stand sponsor for

this outrage?

St. Clair McKelway of Brooklyn, made some remarks

about the trolley cars of Rochester. He said that men
who started at one terminus of a line and walked got

gray-headed before a car overtook them, and that chil-

dren in arms became voters before the cars on which
they were passengers reached the center of the city.

There was a time, not long ago, either, when Brook-

lynites refrained from making any allusion to trolley cars

upon festive occasions; and when the subject was dis-

cussed it was with bated breath by women and children,

while among public men it w?s all the vogue to decry

-and denounce the "modern juggernaut," Now. how-

ever, it would seem from the good-natured raillery in

which the gifted Brooklyn editor indulged that the New
York suburbanites are beginning to feel something

akin to pride in what is the only really up-to-date fea-

ture of their so-called municipality.

We feel c

down East who are now e

troversy over the compa
ital work and ;

phe:

distinguished friends

1 an undignified con-

lue of their experi-

ather early to indulge in such

unseemly squabble, and, furthermore, we beg to call at-

tention to the fact that there is scarcely any danger that

any well founded claims for recognition will be over-

looked or disregarded. Such untimely discussion always

gives rise to suspicion that those engaged in it are more
anxious for their personal aggrandizement than for the

advancement of science, and it is almost invariably the

rule that the man who is constantly claiming recognition

is least entitled to distinction. The small man intellect-

ually quarrels with the rest of the world because he does

not receive the credit to which, in his estimation, his

work entitles him, and he can see no value in the results

obtained by others. But the incident already alluded to

has a ludicrous aspect that must appeal to those familiar

with the attainments of the gentlemen engaged in the

controversy. It is certainly amusing to note the con-

fidence with which a well advertised amateur in electro-

therapeutics assumes to dispute one of the ablest and

most accomplished gendemen in the electrical fraternity.

We would advise our enthusiastic medical friend to bear

in mind that it requires more than such puffery as his

newspaper friends may give him to make him an author-

ity in electrical matters. He may be a successful phy-

sician anid still fail to gain disti notion as an electrician;

therefore: our adviIce is: Stick tc) your pills and potions.

doctor, alt least un til such time ai5 you may ha-ve acquired

sufficient experie;uce and knowledge to entiitle you to

recognitiian as an authority on ehictrica 1 subje,;ts. Then
you xvill prob,ably be able to conjmand ion.

The bill pending in the New Jersey Legislature pro-

hibiting electric railway companies from carrying express

packages and freight is an outrageous piece of class legis-

lation; and it seems scarcely possible that the law-mak-

ing body can so far forget its sense of justice, its duty to

the whole people, as to enact this measure into a state

statute. If the bill does become a law, the legislators,

if honest, will have been swayed by the sophistries of

demagogues, for the sole object of the bill is stated by its

advocates to be the salvation of the freight and express

business of the steam roads, to the end that the employes

of the latter may keep their jobs. This is ridiculous.

As well might it be argued that publishers should be

legally debarred from using typesetting machines be-

cause the introduction of the mechanical method throws

many compositors out of employment. The argument is

fallacious and vicious. In seeking the greatest good for

the greatest number, the law-makers have no moral right

to arbitrarily oppose the laws of progress that work out

the survival of the fittest. If the trolley roads can serve

the people better and more cheaply in the carriage of

goods parcels, what right has the Legislature to dis-

Such ;

:e against the

right does nc

1 in favor of the steam roads?

exist.* Both steam and electric

chartered by the state, and the

1 the peculiar excellences of the

Tf there is a popular demand for

,
more men will be needed for it,

iniilarly employed on the steam

then uspic

that the alarmed workingman is merely advanced to

cover the selfish schemes of the real instigators of the

measure- -the steam railroad corporations which have

siifliM-rd hv thf new competition, it will bea disgrace

i>\tu In^ix if the Legislature is bribed or hoodwinked

into -niMilii rin|4 honest and beneficial enterprise by the

p.iss.i-r ..I Mr Skinner's bill.
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Electrical Charge of Storm Clouds.

Alherl N.«lon recently a.nliilnUcd l.i I l'.l,-cl i-hu-n

the results of some researches on this subject, of which

She following is a resume;

During a period of stormy days in the mnnth of June I

exposed in the open air a mci.-illir disk, prrfectly insu-

lated, upon a Mascart base, ilns Km, i irsiinn on a block

of paraffine. This disk was n.mir. ir.l i,i ;i Masrart elec-

trometer by a line copper wire tli. .kmi^IiK nistil.-iled.

Theexprn,Hrnlsc,H,slsl,J n, nl.aMinnt; 1 lir rlrrln.-.-ll

potential of Ihf .l.sk, nllnnir,.! li\ llir M.irin . l.nl.l^ .Inr-

ing thf iillc-r^.ll l.rUvrrn l«.i liiMiiplur , 1 ,j.r ll. i li^rs

,>hK-h Ihe disi-uplions occurred The [.illowing results

were obtaineil.

First—The relative potential shown by the electro-

meter, during the interval comprised between two suc-

which was invariable during the entire storm

Second—The maximum potential shown by the elec-

trometer in the intervals between two discharges was en-

«irely independent of the intervening distance between

ihe point of observation and that of discharge.

From this fact it seems reasonable that the storm

cloud forms, as a whole, a mass of sufficient conductivity

to be considered as presenting an equipotential surface

upon which electrical equilibrium is rapidly re-established

after each partial discharge.

Careful obervation of the instrument invariably tore-

told the precise moment of the coming discharge. At

the instant when the maximum potential was reached—

which was always the same—the discharge occurred.

Rowland's Multiplex Printing Telegraph.
From Baltimore comes the news that Prof. Henry A.

l^owland, of the Johns Hopkins University, has invented

an improved device for sending several telegraphic mes-

sages simultaneously over the same wire. When Prof.

Rowland gets his patent he will, it is announced, pro-

ceed to put his invention into practical use for the benefit

of the 'world. He is reported as making this statement:

The machine I have invented will admit of from five

to lo messages being sent on the same wire at the same
time. They do not have to go to the same pla

Balti the
same wire and one would go to San Francisco, one to Chi-

cago, one to Cincinnati, one to Pittsburg and one to New
Orleans. On short lines lo operators could work, sending lo

separate messages, and they would all be received at the

other end without confusion, or any of them might be
switched off in another direction at any point along the

line. While the wire is full of messages, apparently,

an operator at any station along the line could break in

and send a message either way without interfering with

(hose which are already being sent. This is something
which has hitherto puzzled all who have tried to solve

question. It promises to be a great thing for

paper offices. They fron

the itry the

Qultiplex prmt-

.n the physical

ity, and says it

telegraph operators, but it will enat
on the same line.

Prof. Rowland calls his inventior

ang telegraph. He has one in oper;

laboratory of the Johns Hopkins U
works well.

Financial Returns of Massachusetts
Central Stations.

The eleventh annual report of the Board of Gas and

Electric Light Commissioners has just been submitted

to the Legislature of Massachusetts. The board says:

There are now under the supervision of the board 131

corporations and 12 towns. Of the former 47 are en-

gaged in the supply of gas only. 24 supply both gas and
electric light, and 60 supply only electric light. Of the

towns two have plants for the supply of both gas and
electric light the others supply only electric light.

Official reports relative to action about a municipal

plant tor gas or electric lighting have been received

from 23S towns and cities. Included in this number are

all those in which the population exceeds 1,500. Of
these municipalities 212 have taken no action during the

year 1895.

The cities of Quincy, Taunton and Waltham and the

town of West Springfield have considered the subject for

the first time. The new plants in Marblehead and
Reading have been put in operation during the year.

The following towns have now plants in operation:

Braintree, Danvers, Hingham, Hull, Marblehead, Mid-
dleborough, Needham, North Attleborough, Peabody,
Reading, Wakefield and Wellesley.

Of these, Middleborough and Wakefield only have
plants to supply both gas and electric lights. The oth-

ers supply only electric lights.

The towns ot Danvers, Needham and Wellesley ha>'e
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plants tor street lighting only: the last two purchase
their electricity for this purpose from the Natirk Gas
& Electric comprmv -M,.! Irive recentl c.ncl,,,!.^.) live

years' (•hm.i. i-. . nh ih. . , ..iii|,,.m. .in.i. . ...in, i. .i , 1.,

rectly lo ! .i.^'m ..1 I. .ii 1.. 1

'

.
n ,,i 1

1.....

ham also I. in-, it .
.-li-. n n h- I1..111 ,1 pn. |..iii..

The following show the aggregate results of the opera-

tion of the electric light central stations in the state for

the year ending June'30, 1894, and tor the year ending

June 30, 1895:

1894. .895.

For liKlU .-u,.! "mvcr'.''!':

'"''r&fo
83.79J,or«.,.

For iiuimir.i.l'uo.
',"",";

omcj'"^',!ui'L.s'.„ui'

53,649,457 -2

81,389,187 27

I33.7'8 27

151.235 00

83,822,196 ,0

Sl, 358,689 83
55.|.4io 25

295.789 00
H(.,r«,i ,0

v,::::-;^-''':;;"i:;;'-:'E:"::i:

82,452,982 09

81,196.474 43

184,105 57

82,542,. 33 61

204,027 52

^°
come'\-rom'' rents, "j

51,012,368 86

77.677 04

81,076,035 03

81,090,045 90 81,227,809 31

Hi
ABahist which the folio vine charges

Siindryiteins

e year of....Lc-.ivinR a surplus tor tl

Leaving a <iet>c,t tor the

81.038,770 35

S 51,^75 55
8 182,248 85

Six of the companies appear not to have earned ex-

penses, and n others have not earned sufficient to war-
rant the declaration of any dividend.

The gross profits of the companies doing only an elec-

tric business have increased over the previous year by
5137.763-41, and although interest and dividend charges
have decreased, the increased depreciation and miscel-

laneous charges show a deficit for the year instead of a
surplus, as in 1S94.

Aggregates from the balance sheets of the electric

companies only, taken from the returns of 1894 and
1895, show the following facts:

^zi:°' "1895^°'

'^"":;™Hgh«a';;d'h'inchu"s'"'',^!'.':

3I2!S73 55

304!^ 47

J;g8^J

S13.S47.615 54
483,805 68

Due for light and power ,

17:956 92

irs'::;;::--'--^.::v.::::-::::

815.028.578 97

S S,6oi,8oo 00
3,066,000 00

''442I30 95

815,620,073 00

54:58^
9°

51.363 II

Unpaid bills

Unpaid dividends....,

Reserved and depreciation funds .... '-'KHf,lM
514,996.208 56

180,655 05

Surplus
s.4,385.774 20

642,804 77

615,176,863 61

443.209 39

45 show an aggregate surplus of..

16 show an aggregate deficit of. ,

.

515,028,578 97 S15.620.073 00

Leaving total net surplus, as sliown
S 642,804 77

168,193 83

5

'""iiabiiu?^'"':'"!':':''.
"'""'."

.80,655 05

l:::;^^^]^'^:^.^ S 810,998 60 S 623.864 44

National Electric Light Association.

C. O. Baker, Jr., master of transp.-irtaLion, aunounct

ited; ioi.that the Trunk Line associatior

fare and one-third for ths round trip from points in its

territory to delegates attending the nineteenth conven-

tion of the National Electric Light association, t.* be

held in New York city May 5, 6 and 7, iSg'S. The con-

vention will bs held in a hall most admirably adapted

for the purpose in the Industrial building, Forty-third

street and Lexington avenue, during the progress of the

great electrical exposition.

Contemplated Use of Electi'icity in

Hydrophobia.
The daily press reports that Lieutenant Nelson H.

Boe, after having suffered indescribable agonies for 48

hours, died on February i6th at the Lynn, Mass., hos-

pital of hydrophobia. The application of electricity,

which was to have been tried Saturday evening, had to

be abandoned owing to the intractability of the patient.

Professor Elihu ThomKon said that the application

would have been purely experimental, as electricity had

never to his knowledge been appli-id in a hydrophobia

case. He would venture no opinion as to the probable

Electric Lamp Bargain Counters.
The question of the most economical incandescent

amp, cost, consumption, life, edficiency in short, has

current, nl cIIim. n. >, ..| watts; m fact, about aU the

average ((tiK.iirnti I.iimw ui (jlectric lighting is that he

"turns lliu key, and the light comes on a hairpin in a

bottle."

He who would know more is placed in the peculiar

predicament suggested as a test for genuine mushrooms:

"Eat them, If you live, they were mushrooms; if you

die, they were toadstools," Buy the lamps. If they

are good time will tell, and if they are not you will find

it out; but the maker in the meantime has accomplished

his end—sold his merchandise.

The fact is, that the so-called "life of trade." compe-

tition, has sandpapered the price of incandescent lamps

to a figure at which it is doubtful if a first-class lamp

can be sold at a per cent, of profit which is supposed to

pertain to electrical merchandise in general—two or

three times the cost of manufacture. As a result poor

lamps are hawked about the country by smooth-tongued

salesmen, who have been known in some instances to

divide with janitors and engineers, and even with higher

authorities, on introducing their particular make of

lamps.

It certainly would seem that some method beside the

test of time should be available to the prospective pur-

chaser, to prevent his being duped into the purchase of

an inferior "bargain counter" lamp, and it seems as if

here were an apportunity for an invention of an eco-

nomic character, which could be used either by the pur-

chaser to test the goods offered, or the salesman to prove

the superiority of his lamps.

In a report on the manufacture of incandescent

lamps, made to the associated electrical installation

companies of Germany, the results of a great number of

experimental tests of numerous lamps were given, with

very unsatisfactory results. The report says that the

complaints of consumers are well founded and justifiable.

These complaints were mainly based on want of care in

the manufacture of the lamps, want of uniformity in re-

sistance, and short life.

In a total of 70 lamps rated as 16 candle power, from

eight different makers, claimed to consume not more

than 3.25 to 3.50 watts per candle, the tests showed the

following results: The luminous power ranged between

7.82 and 22.85 can les, and the specific consumption of

current from 2.8 to 6.3 watts per candle. Makers of the

best grades of lamps were not included, as they refused

to enter the contest. Ii would seem from these facts

that electricity is gradually working its way to the

bargain counter of the department store.

i of the

Killaloe Figures in Electric T
sion.

Those who are familiar with the lines of the ai

song in Irish dialect beginning

—

O I liappened to be born

will be interested in the knowledge that Killalo

benefit in the possible utilization and electrical trans-

power of the river Shannon. It is stated

nt writer, the late Sir Robert Kane, in

ok. "The Industrial Resources of Ire-

'ith great clearness from actual measure-

ments supplied to him that the average actual horse

power available all the year round in the 15 miles of the

river from Killaloe to Limerick amounts to 32,950, An
English electrical paper points out that great profit

could be realized by the electrical utilization of this

The great Schuckert searchlight, which attracted so

much attention at the World's Fair, where it was
mounted on the manufactures building, was purchased

by the government to be placed on Fire Island, but

Barnegat, N, J., has been chosen instead as its location.

The present light at Barnegat is 165 feet above the level

land,'

the: tha
tical miles.
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Curve of Current, Drawbar Pull and Ac-
celeration of B. &0. Electric

Locomotive.
The accompanying diagram of a test made by Lee H.

Parker of the efficiency of the first great electric tunnel

locomotive built for the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad com-

pany by the General Electric company fully explains

itself. The test was made in September, 1895. To de-

termine the drawbar pull exerted for each ampere of cur-
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Bending Rolls Operated by Card Electric
Motor.

The accompanying illustration shows a 30 horse power
series reversible motor, controller and rheostat attached

to bending rolls capable of bending iron plates 20 inches

long by one-fourth of an inch or more in thickness. The
electrical apparatus illustrated in connection with the

bending rolls was manufactured by the Card Electric

company, ^lansfield, Ohio.

^larch 7, i8g6

the working parts are made amply large on account of
the severe work necessarily required of such apparatus.

The circuit is opened at 24 contacts, breaking in unison,

reducing the spark to practically nothing. Twenty-nine
contacts are provided for regulating the speed. By
means of this construction any desired speed can be had
and maintained. The resistance is subdivided and the
contacts so arranged for cutting portions of it in or out

that arcing over and blistering the contacts is impossible.

1 /

-

/

/ _
/

....™..o.

Gustafson Telephone System.
The new telephones manufactured by W. A. Gustaf

son, Joliet, 111., are specially constructed for private

lines, business houses, hotels, hospitals, factories, etc.

They will work on lines 25 miles long with entire satis-

faction. A switch at the top of the backboard is for

m iB'iii^i'koi^^kti'iyfh

CURVE OF CI

rent put into the locomol

company's dynamometer

>'o. 2. Acceleration—feet p.

RENT, DRAWB.IR PULL AND ACQ

e, the Pennsylvania Railroad

ir was secured and coupled in

between the electric locomotive and a train of known
weight. The weight of each car in pounds had been ac-

curately determined beforehand. The regular two-mile

haul up grade was then made. When the train was in

the tunnel on the grade the pull was uniform, as was
shown in the diagrams taken on the dynamometer car.

In relation to the economy of the electric system, Mr.

r interval of two seconds,

;leration of b. ,.t o. electric locomotive.

The motor is of 30 horse power capacity at a speed of

325 revolutions per minute under full load. It is geared

directly to a shaft carrying a clutch which is operated by

a vertical lever which engages in two trains of gearing,

as desired, one for revolving the two lower rolls and the

other for raising and lowering the upper one. As the

motor is reversible, the manipulation of the rolls for

bending plates on any circle is easily and quickly accom-

plished and with great accuracy.

ID 2. gustafson

lication: for long lines lightning arresters;

are also provided. The transmitter is said to be of are

entirely new type, guaranteed for satisfactory perform-

ance; it will last a lifetime without getting out of ad-

justment. Fig. I represents the transmitter folded up to

backboard when not in use. Fig. 2 shows transmit-

ter pulled down ready for use. The articulation is so
loud that it

callii

be the I The
iiraply done by pushing a button. Every tele-

phone is numbered and fully guaranteed as to quality

and infringement on other patents.

ron-clad Arma-Arc Dynamos with
tures.

The Western Electric company has designed and put
service a complete line of arc machines havin.

nd othe

Parker gives figures for last October showing that the

actual operating expenses of the electric locomotives for

that particular month are about the same as for the

freight locomotives on the steam railroad, /. <•., 23 cents

per engine mile. The serein- ,,[ ilii- .hriric locomotives

at that time was only alum .11. ihii,l ihal which it is

expected they will have i.-di, .vli,n ih. |iassenger service

le rheostat is made up (

and has a capacity to t

ir under all loads and at

arry the full cui

iny speed. Th
ing the motor at full speed

I the;

ticularly adapted and arranged for

here close regulation of speed, sud-

versals of motor are required. All

lad

i" features. It is claimed that

these iron-clad armatures have
been in use in increasing:

numbers for more than a year

without the loss of a single

coil. This is a practical

demonstration of the possibil-

ty of insulating an iron-cladi

armature for high voltages.

The man who has spent twice-

as much time in replacing the

bands on a burned out arma-

ture as he has in rewinding a

burnt coil will appreciate the

ad\antage of having an arma-

ture in which the knocking out

of a wedge gives complete ac-

cess to a coil.

The general form of con-

struction of these machines is.

shown in Fig. i. The bear-

ing bracket is bored out at

the same time as the pole

pieces so that the removal of

the armature is a very simple

matter The bolt can be

tnktn out and the bearing

>" .ri.o;"s"dearofusi;,

_^^ and the armature will then

''r rest in the pole pieces, and

the bearing can be slid ofl

with very slight exertion.

The simple fact that the armature may be so easily and

quickly removed for examination or repairs is a point

that is fully appreciated by all central station managers.

The bearing may be removed in about five minutes, the

pulley in three and the commutator in 10. It may be

remarked here that the time occupied by one man and

helper in winding an armature coil is, on the average, 50

minutes for an 80 light machine, which may be considered
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average size. The details of construction aresliown very

clearly in l^'i^. i-

The armature is built up of very thin sheet-iron rings

mounted on a brass spider. The sheet-iron rings have

teeth similar to those in the standard incandescent iron-

clad armature; the coils are wound in the slots between

the teeth and are firmly held in place by wciuilen wedges
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between coils, and the voltage between segments of the

commulator is so low that it is difficult to flash the

machines under ordinary running conditions, and if flash-

ing does occur, the elTect on the commutator is scarcely

noticeable. By dividing the winding into a large num-
ber of small ventilated coils the accumulation of heat in

i»:»^

Fig. 4. Armature Comple e.-Pulley End.

ARC DYNAMOS WITH

which are driven in over the top of the winding. The

armatures ar e divided intc a very large number of coils

of comparat vely few turns of wire. In this way the

voltage in the individual oil is reduced to such a small

amount that there is very little s rain on the insulation

slow roasting of the insulation which occurs in some

machines.

The coils are insulated from the core in the slots by a

trough which is built up of alternate layers of press

effectually

from the

from the a

Theadv
evident in

117

lapped to avoid any chance of puncturing at the joints.

The coils on the inside of the armature arc wound in in-

sulating troughs somewhat simil.-ir 1,, il,, ii,,i,;;|is

in the slots, with the exception thai ih. ,,i, „.,ii.,.,,r

and deeper. The ends of the coils ;n- m ni.ii.ri
1 ,

the core, first, by wooden rings, which .-u' |,i.(, , ,1 ,,1 d,,.

ends of the armature and form rounded corners to wind
over, as well as affording additionabinsulation; second,

by built up "U" shaped troughs which overlap and ex-

tend in and around the inside and outside troughs, so
that the result is that each coil is wound in a separate

trough built up of four overlapping troughs, which
nsulate it from each of the other coils and
ire. A complete trough is shown separate

nature in Fig. 3.

Ttage of this form of c

ise repairs become r

without affecting the others in any wa)

no bands, all that has to be done is t

the armature far enough out of the pole pieces to

on it and then take off the commutator and rewind

and put the armature and commutator in pla

In case one or even four or five coils of a

become injured, it is not necessary to rewind it at

once, for if a coil is not short-circuited internally the

terminals of the coil can be simply disconnected from
the clamp on the commutator and a small jumper put

across the same segments to which the coil was pre-

viously connected, and the machine can be run with no
serious increase of sparking.

If any of the injured coils are short-circuited inter-

nally, of course the short-circuit must be gotten out, or

the whole coil may be cut out with a cold chisel. If

this is done, it is necessary to take out the opposite coil

also in order to keep the armature in running balance.

A wooden wedge inserted in the place of the inner por-

tion of the coil will serve to hold the other coils in place.

Th'e following table shows the result of a test made on

an 80 light machine, in which armature coils were cut

; there ;

i agair

Number of
Volts.

switches. 2: Location of coils.

i 3.6.JO

3.600

s
11
iia

?i inch

Adjacent.

Bunches o£ 2.

Bunches of 3.

*8"|nBfe' "oils dis-
tributed around

Bimch^ot""''

the sheets of mica being well

The spark is somewhat increased in length, but is not

of a nature to damage the commutator.

The current may be reduced from that shown in the table

to the normal amount by the use of the reducing switches,

without materially affecting the length of spark, as will

be seen from the following test:
' A five hours' run was

made, with i6 coils cut out in four bunches of two

and the other eight unequally distributed about the ar-

mature. The current was lo amperes and gave a quar-

ter-inch spark. At the end of the run there was no sign

of undue heating and the commutator was not injured in

the least.

The all'important factor producing long life in an ar-

mature, after good insulation has been secured, is that of

ventilation. The many tales of woe .originating from the

slow roasting of insulation, led the designers of these

machines to take special precautions to prevent the ac-

cumulation of heat in any part of the armature as well as

to prevent the general heating. The success of the sys-

tem of ventilation adopted is shown by a test in which

two armatures were built just alike, except that one was

wound in the usual way, and in the other the coils were

ventilated as shown in the cuts and described below.

The former heated 80° F. above the air after a 12 hours'

run, while the latter only heated 60° F. after a 24 hours'

The armature disks are supported by i

the spider. These points of support, which are about

two inches wide, are directly over the spider arms, as

shown in Fig. 2. Between the spider arms in the open

spaces are laid small wooden blocks about one-quarter of

an inch thick, which separate the armature coils from

the disks, and between every three or four coils on the

inside of the armature are ventilating spaces. These

ventilating spaces, which are shown very plainly in Fig. 2,

open into ventilating chambers in the brass ring which

carries the armature disks, and this space communicates

directly with the spaces between the iron disks, which

are, of course, open at the outside v/here the iron teeth

come between the coils. By this means there is a free



circulation of cool air in through the coils, coming in at

the bottom and flowing up through the ventilating

spaces between the armature disks and out between the

armature teeth. In addition to this, the brass spider

arms are partially cut away where they pass through the

winding at the bottom, so that there is an additional

opening for the admission of fresh air into the spaces

between the armature rings. The iron armature rings

are held apart in bunches of about 60 by radial strips of

asbestos which, from their action as a centrifugal blower,

tend to keep the cool air flowing through the armature.

The mechanical superiority of the iron-clad armature

over the surface wound is apparent when necessity re-

quires it to be handled, either in placing it in the

dynamo or moving it about the station. It may be rolled

about the floor without injurious results, as it is abso-

lutely puncture proof.

On the yoke of the machine, shown in Fig. i. is

mounted a pair of reducing switches, which cut out part

of the field winding.

The lower switch is for the purpose of adjusting the

spark at the brushes to the conditions under which the

dynamo is running. When this switch is open the ma-

chine will run along without flashing, under normal con-

ditions, though the spark is in this way reduced practi-

cally to nothing. If there are sudden and great changes

of load, it is desirable to have the machine run with a

slightly longer spark, so that it will not flash before the

regulator has a chance to compensate for the change in

the load; this can be accomplished by simply closing the

switch.

The other reducing switch is for the purpose of re-

ducing the current output of the dynamo, so that if it is

desired to run the machine part of the time at a lower

current than 9.6 amperes this switch can be closed and

the regulator adjusted to the lower current. In this way

considerable fuel can be saved when it is not necessary

to run the lights at full brilliancy.

The commutator, which is shown in detail in Fig. 2,

and complete in Fig. 5, is built up on a very substantial

disk of hardwood veneering, which is mounted on a brass

flange. This wooden disk is then faced with mica and

each segment is screwed to it independently of the oth-

ers. The segments are tapered slightly toward the in-

side, allowing slate wedges to be driven in between

them, thereby protecting the mica facing from the ac-

tion of any burning that might be caused by the flash-

ing of the dynamo. The outside ends of the segments

are held rigidly by a compound ring of mica and veneer-

ing, and each segment is held in position on this ring by

a machine screw and two dowel pins. The segments

are insulated from each other by air spaces, allowing

both sides of each segment to be perfectly inspected and

cleaned at any time when the machine is not running.

With an air insulated commutator the burning effect

of flashing and short-circuits is confined almost entirely

to the brushes, so that it is not necessary to turn down

the commutator after bad flashing, as is the case with

solid built commutators. The carbon brushes feed down

and compensate for the burning as soon as it is over.

All parts of the commutator which are connected with

the circuit of the machine, are on the face of the wooden

disk so that there are no parts behind the commutator

which have to be cleaned to keep the insulation from

running down. The segments are increased in size at

the working part so as to provide for a long life and also

to hold the flashing as much as possible in the working

part of the segments.

The brushes are arranged to cover the commutator

over the entire angle spanned by them, and whatever

sparking occurs is concentrated at the tip of the brush.

At the brush lip is provided a small independent brush

which is automatically fed down to compensate for the

increased wear due to the sparking at this point. This

independent brush is so narrow that the brush angle re-

mains practically constant, no matter how fast the brush

may be worn away by sparking.

In some of the older forms of carbon brush-holders

used on air insulated commutators, considerable annoy-

ance was experienced from the noise caused by the

chatlerini; o{ the brushes. This has been almost en-

tirely nl.\ i.-ilej l>y the construction adopted. In these

briii.li-tnildrrs the main brushes cover several segments

at oni;'- ruid all the brushes are urged by springs in the

direction in which the commutator rotates, so there is no

chance for the brushes to vibrate. With these brushes

it is not necessary to oil the commutator.

The operation of the machines is fully equal to that of

the old surface wound type.

The lamps can be thrown off or on in groups equal to

10 per cent, of the capacity of the machine, from full load
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down to short-circuit, or vice versa, and the regulator will

compensate for the changes without flashing the ma-

chine. Or the whole load may be thrown on or off in-

stantly, and the regulator will compensate for the change
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nds,

The machines withstand without injury the ordinary

accidents of operation, such as open-circuit and short-

circuit, and either side of the circuit may be grounded to

the frame and the circuit opened without injuring the

A test was recently made to ascertain the rise in po-

tential at the terminals of an So light machine. A load

of 90 lamps on a very short line was put on the machine,

and the line opened as nearly instantaneously as possible

at the switchboard. The potential was taken at the ter-

minals of the machine with a Weston voltmeter. With
the machine running at 4,500 volts the voltmeter swung

up to 5,500 volts; when the circuit was opened, at a load

of 3,300 volts, the needle swung to 4,400. This shows

that there is no marked difference between the iron-clad

and surface wound machines in this respect.

If the circuit had been opened in the middle of a long

line, the rise in voltage and consequent strain on the in-

sulation would have been so small as to be hardly worth

figuring on.

The Western Electric company manufactures this type

of dynamo for 50, 60, So, looand 125 lights capacity, and

is also prepared to furnish these sizes for direct connec-

tion to the standard high speed engines.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, February 29.—It is announced tha

Pupin of Columbia College has temporarily :

his experiments with the cathode rays. He will secure

more apparatus, however, and continue his investiga-

tions during the latter part of next week.

The interesting announcement is made that the storage

battery equipment of chloride cells for the Edison

Illuminating company is about ready for operation.

On Wednesday the Rapid Transit Inquiry commis-

sioners held their last session for the taking of testi-

mony. They have until March 12th to file their report,

and it is likely that they will ask for an extension of

time. A. B. Boardman spoke in favor of Mr. Parsons'

plans for an underground railway in Broadway, and

Archibald Murray, associate counsel for the protesting

property owners, defended the' estimates- of Mr,

O'Rourke, the expert, who declared that Mr. Parsons'

figures were too low.

In combatting a foolish statement that the use of

electricity on the Brooklyn Bridge for car shifting

would have a tendency to weaken the sustaining power of

the big supporting cables of the bridge. Superintendent

Martin said:

There is no reason whatever for any apprehension
that the bridge structure may be weakened by electroly-

sis on the steel used in the construction of the bridge.

The fact is that the wires supplying the current for the

propulsion of these cars are completely insulated, and the

current returns through the rails, which are also

thoroughly insulated. There is no reason whatever to fear

any damage to the bridge structure through electrolysis;

the bridge cables themselves are large enough to carry all

the electric currents that may be generated in this city

or New York. All we would have to do would be to

ground any such current, and that would be a very easy
matter. Even if this were not deemed advisable we
could lay a return wire at very little cost. At present

the current for the trolley car is carried through an over-

head wire, and the return current is carried through the

rails, which are also completely insulated. If necessary
we would lay a return wire to carry the current back to

the motor-house, but this I do not believe will be neces-

sary. The truth is that all this talk of any damage to

the superstructure of the bridge because of electrolysis is

wholly erroneous. No danger of damage to the wire
superstructure can result from the use of electricity.

The public will have an opportunity to witness the

new method of making pictures by the Rcintgen radiation

at the electrical exposition to be held in this city in May
in connection with the nineteenth convention of the Na-

tional Electric Light association. Mr. Edisnn has suc-

ceeded in making a picture through eight inches of yellow

pine, and anticipates no trouble whatever in making in-

stantaneous shadowprints. Me has generously offered

to send to the exposition his improved apparatus and his

own corps of laboratory assistants. Mr. Edison will also

send to the exposition his larce collection of experimen-

tal apparatus and designs pertaining to his early work on

his many inventions, much of which has never yet been

shown to the public. W. F, O.

Minneapolis, February 29.—The annual report of the

Twin City Rapid Transit company for 1895 has been print-

ed. A summary shows these figuresiTotal receipts, Si ,988.-

S03.44; total operating expenses, $979,484.93; surplus

earnings, 51,009,318.51; net earnings, 5258,479,46. The
company spent 5153,000 in improvements, and this item

is not included in the above, and hence would reduce the

net earnings by that amount. Of the important expen-

ditures 5125,949.44 is charged to construction, roadway
and track, and went principally into paving along the

tracks on Nicollet and Hennepin avenues. For equip-

ment $21,68498 was spent; machinery and tools,

$1,565.38; real estate and buildings, $4,011.13.

It is understood that Dr. Holmes has offered D. Mc-
Cartney 525,000 for the West Side Street railway in Green
Bay, Wis. If this amount is not satisfactory to Mr.
McCartney, the value of the line will be determined by
arbitration.

C. S. Benson, receiver for the Water, Light & Power
company of St. Cloud, Minn., has notified E. E. Clark,

receiver for the St. Cloud City Street Car company, that

he will cease to act as superintendent of the street car

company because he fears that in case of personal inju-

ries he might be held personally responsible. E. E.

Clark, although receiver, has never demanded possession

and the street car company itself has disappeared, "with-

out having its obituary published," as a local paper puts

it. The receiver will probably operate the line until

Judge Searle, by whom he was appointed receiver, shall

return and direct what shall be done.

L. E. Walkins' bid to the city of Mankato, Minn., to

furnish 2,000 candle power arc -lights for $57.60 per an-

num, and to put in an electric street car line, was ac-

cepted by wire two days after the bids were opened.

The council of Little Falls, Minn., has voted to annul
the contract with the Electric Light & Water company,
passing the resolution over the mayor's veto.

The Fort Dodge, la., Light & Power company has

let the contract for material and will soon begin construc-

tion on its railway line.

The Minnesota Canal company and the Altamonte
Water Power company are trying to get together to pur-

chase the water power in the St. Louis river, near Du-
luth, and utilize the power to generate electricity, which
would be transmitted to Duluth.

John Martin, Sr.. of Livingston, Mont., and others

have a franchise for an electric light plant for Big Tim-
ber, Mont., and expect to begin work on the plant early

PERSONAL.
A. H. Pease, secretary and treasurer of the Hart &

Hegeman Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn,,
paid a flying visit to Chicago last week.

Lord Kelvin will reach this year his jubilee as profes-
sor of natural philosophy in the University of Glasgow.
The anniversary will be celebrated on June 15th.

F. E. Drake, who has for years been identified with
the Standard Electric company in the capacity of gen-
eral agent and assistant manager, has entered the firm
of W. D. Ball & Co., consulting electrical and mechani-
cal engineers, with offices No. 1625 Monadnock block,
Chicago. Mr. Drake's long experience in the commercial
field of the industry and his practical knowledge of the
requirements of central station, isolated plant and gen-
eral practice will be of much value to the new firm and
its clients.

TRADE NEWS.
The New York Exhaust & Blow Pipe company, Hart-

ford, Conn., has furnished and erected for the Premier
Cycle Manufacturing company, Bridgeport, Conn., an
exhaust system for removing the grit, rouge and lint from
the polishing and buffing rooms. The company also in-

stalled a system for removing the smoke and fumes from
the forges and brazing fires. It does an extensive busi-
ness in this line. The New 'i'ork office is at 136 Liberty

John T, McRoy, of the Builders and Traders' Ex-
change, Chicago, is displaying intelligence and enter-
prise in exploiting his excellent and inexpensive vitri-

fried terra cotta conduit. A recent circular setting forth
the merits of this safeguard against electrolysis will be
sent on application. Inquiries for samples of the new-
product have already, been received from England,
France, Germany, Holland, Canada and each of the very
large cities of this country.

on company has
iUling, New York.

It is its intention to place bi-metallic wire upon the
market, the wire being composed of copper and steel

(steel core with copper sheathing), combining great ten-
sile strength with conductivity and, at the same time, se-
curing to the user the "bi-metallic" effect. The wire
sold by this company is manufactured for it by the John
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in diameter may be made to have one ohm resistance or
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work, both by education and practical experience, and
stands high in the electrical fraternity of the West.
This new arrangement went intoeflect March ist.

The Standard Paint company. 2 Liberty street, New
York, manufacturer of the widely known P. \ P t^oods,

has accepted the agency for the United States and
Canada of the "Ship" carbons, manufactured in Vienna
by Schiflf. Jordan & Co. Electricians are already famil-

iar with these well-known carbons, which have been
handled here for some little time by Frank S. De Ronde.
While the business will be continued by the Standard
Paint company, Mr. De Ronde will give it his special at-

tention, and look after it the same as heretofore. The
company has arranged to carry a large stock of these

goods in New York at all times, so as to be prepared to

make prompt shipments. The carbons are claimed to

be of the very highest order, and give a steady, brilliant

light at a minimum current without dust, noise or hiss-

ing. To convince the skeptical, the importers will

willingly send samples gratis on application. It will pay
all those interested to at once correspond with the Stand-
ard Paint company, which, up to April 15th, will be at

the old stand, 2 Liberty street; after that date it will oc-

cupy the new and larger quarters at 79 and 8 1 John street,

necessitated by the steady and growing demand for the

P. & B. products.

Graphite, which is one of the forms of carbon, and more
generally known as plumbago or black lead, has come
to be an important factor in electrical industries. It is

a graphite crucible which is used for electrical smelting,

and it is a graphite pencil or rod which is used as an
electrode in the process of electrical smelting. It is

graphite pulverized to an impalpable powder that is

used in electrolytic work by the copper smelters. Pure
flake graphite is also used for lubricating cylinders and
bearings of engines and dynamos, and the same material

often forms the pigment for protective paints for trolley

poles, electric light poles, and roofs of dynamo plants

and trolley car sheds. Graphite would therefore seem
to be a very important factor in electrical industries.

During the last year or two the demand has very greatly

increased for graphite resistance rods. Unlike German
silver, it is not necessary to take into account the factor

of quantity. For instance a six-inch rod one-fourth inch

i
1 . Icnsivi' Tnini-r, nirniiil; ii-turcr '''^-li''

•' '

•' i iWe because it opens the rir-
,

'

' lias paitl particular attenition to

:i II nl engineers and is sci|iplying cnou^li 1
' iiing. Time and current com-

' Willi large quantities of h>ued.:..:l. rs; time and current combined
melt fuses VVIien this combination becomes excessive,
the fuse operates; but it does not operate with the excess

BUSINESS. of only oneof the factors, as the automatic cut-outdoes."

The new electric light plant about to be installed by
the Brookside cotton mills, Knoxville, Tenn., will con-
sist of a General lilectric company's dynamo and a Ball
engine made by the Ball Engine company, Erie. Pa.

The Graham Equipment company, 258 Washington
street, Boston, claims that street railway companies can
save tons of coal in their power houses daily by reducing
weight through the use of Graham's spring-suspended
steel-framed car, which is said to be much lighter, com-
plete with wheels, than any other open car body without
the truck.

Roth Bros. & Co., 30-34 Market street, Chicago, re-

port a gratifying improvement in business during Feb-
ruary, and say the prospects for a large demand for

their dynamos and motors are unusually bright. They
have a large number of orders on hand at present. The
Roth dynamos and motors, it is claimed, have given per-

fect satisfaction wherever they have been installed.

The Packard Mogul lamp is slowly but surely working
its way into public favor where large lighting units are

required. The Electric Appliance company, the general
western agent for this specialty, has closed several large

contracts for these lamps during the last few months.
The Ravenswood platforms and station on the Milwau-
kee division of the Northwestern railway are lighted by
these lamps. The company furnishes special shades and
street hoods for these lamps, which largely increase their

efficiency.

W. D. Ball & Co., consulting electrical and mechan-
ical engineers, 1625 Monadnock block, Chicago, is the

style of the firm succeeding the partnership of Ball &
Allen, which has been dissolved, Mr. Allen retiring.

The new firm is composed of W. D. Ball, who has been
well known in engineering circles for several years, and
F. E. Drake, formerly the general agent and assistant

manager of the Standard Electric company. The new
firm will continue to do consulting and engineering work,

Mr. Ball taking the technical end, while Mr. Drake will

have the management, caring for the general business.

The general catalogue of the Shawmut Fuse Wire
company of 93 Federal street, Boston, for 1896, is out.

Judge Townsend in the United States Circuit Court in
New Haven, on February 14th, handed down a decision
dismissing the bill in the suit for infringement of patent
brought by Ocron S. Piatt, the Bridgeport, Conn., inven-
tor and pattern maker, against the Bryant lilectric com-
pany. The matter in dispute was the contact on the Bry-
ant push and pull switch. Several years ago Mr. Piatt
invented a switch for use on electric lights. He secured
a patent on it but it was not manufactured to any great
extent at that time. In the meantime the Bryant peo-
ple obtained a switch which was somewhat similar. Mr.
Piatt afterward learned that they were manufacturing
what he believed was his invention and he instituted pro-
ceedings to test their right.- The Bryant company denied
that there was any infringement. It claimed that it was
merely another application of old ideas. This view of
the patent, it would seem, has been sustained by the
Circuit Court, although the full text of the decision is

not yet at hand.

Daniel Webster, for 15 years associated with the Bab-
cock & Wilcox company, resigned his position with
that firm on March ist. Mr. Webster for the last 12
years has been connected with the manufacturing and
construction department of the Babcock & Wilcox com-
pany, and has many friends among the large steam users
and manufacturers throughout the United States, who
will all be pleased to learn that he has accepted a posi-
tion with the manufacturer of the Cahall boiler, the
Aultman & Taylor Machinery company, Mansfield,
Ohio. Although the_Cahall boiler has demonstrated its

superiority as a steaiii generator, still there are many
cases where lack of head room or prejudice prevent the
adoption of anything but a horizontal water-tube boiler.
The company has, therefore, decided to immediately
engage in the manufacture of water-tube boilers of this
type, and Mr. Webster will have entire charge of this

department- Aultman & Taylor expect to be ready to

begin delivering the water-tube type of boiler by June
ist. H. E. Collins & Co., of the Bank of Commerce
building, Pittsburg, Pa., general sales agents for the
Cahall boiler, will act in the same capacity for the water-
tube type.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
,068. Electric Car Lighting Apparatus. William
Biddle, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Decem-
ber 24, 1S94.

Ttiere are included the dynamo and the secondary bat-

incandescent lamps, and a rheostat ; i leve

from the secondary battery a resistance in case of abnorm;
development of current.

555.073- Short Distance Telephone Communication
Walter L. Bradshaw, Cincinnati, Ohio. Applies

tion filed September 2S, 1S95.

The hook in combination with the supporting ring is pr(
vided with a shank extending through the hole in the r

ceiver case and through the spiral spring, and is loosel
fitting but suitably held from turning and rigidly attache
to near the middle of tlie curved plate, while contacts an
wires are adapted to furnish a low resistance path eitht

way from hook.

555,074. Electric Transformer. William Carter, Loui;

ville, Ky. Application filed April 23, 1S95.

Issued February ^j", i8g6.

engaging and locking the power wheel intermedin

detent releasing device in position
taneously actuating the pawl and detent to lock the former
in and release the latter from engagement with the power
wheel, and means for intermittently operating the actuator.

,101. Electric Annunciator. John Kips, Yonkers,

N. Y. Application filed January 8, 1S95.

Claim one follows: The combination with the drop,
pivoted at the spring, having the catch at its free extremity,
the insulated stud, the taut wire extended from said stud to

the spring, the bar pivoted and arranged to arrest by
contact the descent of the drop, of a battery, the wire from
one pole of which connects with the taut wire, while that
from its opposite pole connects witi

^ether by the lugs, ;

)-magnet, and the
[ clutch controlled by :

seve having depending e

:rew-threaded tubular ex

limed the combination of a primary and a secondary c

_ in arranged adjacent to the con-
ciuctor.'and to which is connected the other terminal of the
primary, and means on the disk for opening or closing the

555,075. Brake Apparatus for Railway Vehicles. Fran-
cois Chapsal, Paris, France. Application filed Octo-

ber 4, 1S95.

The action of the brake is accelerated or diminished by
an electrically controlled valve.

555.076- Electric Visual Indicator. Frederick W. Cole,

Newton, and Winthrop M. Chapman, Needham,
Mass. Application filed June 3, 1892.

npleted and the a

or strap fastened
ttracted to the

,112. Hanger Board for Arc Lamps. August J.

Oehring, Chicago, 111. Application filed September

/ided I

cap adapted

countersink or cavit>
an opening through t

littingly and

trolling their intermittent operation a
single timing mechanism controlling the

ation, the releasing or controlling lever c

or caused to operate by that indicating =

ales in response to the first impulse rece

employed, together

^ing the teeth of the
tion and adapted for

with a perpendicular arm, to \

ing to the lattip may be attached, and the caps being capa-
ble of attachment to the lower portions, with the arms upon
the inside or upon the outside, whereby narrow and wide
frame lamps may be accommodated.

.113. Scenic Theater Apparatus for Producing Sun
Effect. August J. Oehring and Albert L. Tucker,
Chicago, lU. Application filed May 13, 1895.

pivoted arm at the rear and to one side of the proscenium
opening, and carrying lamps upon its end is employed ; also

a horizontally traveling lamp carriage above the prosce-
nium opening, a pivoted arm situated upon the opposite
side of the stage to the rear and to the side of the prosce-
nium opening, and carrying lamps upon the end thereof,

and means for rotating the pivoted arms advancing the
carriage and lighting and extinguishing the lamps.

,114. Circuit Controlling Apparatus for Scenic The-
aters. August J. Oehring and Albert L. Tucker.

Chicago, 111. Application filed May 13, 1895.

A continuously rotating drum carrying lugs or projections

) pieces of metal in the
le cavity formed by the
pieces to end pressureind then subjecting the p

and form an expansion into the cavity.

136. Electric Elevator Controller. Ernest P. War-
ner, Chicago, 111. Application filed October 29,

1892.

' a rheostat.

555,145. Trolley Wheel Switch. Philip A. Williams,
Decatur, 111. Application filed June 10, 1895.

A switch for trolley wires is described, comprising a plate
having grooves in its under surface extending from each
side of the main wire to the corresponding side of each
switch wire, holes extending obliquely upward through the
metal left between grooves, recesses in the upper surface
above the holes, and clamp bars above the recesses.



555.152- Constant Potential Alternating Generate

Walter K. Freeman, Fort Wayne. Ind. Appli(

tion filed July 5, 1895.

The combination i

ng Its primary i

of the main drive shaft interposed i

energy of the field of force is governed in accordance wi,th

both the rate of rotation of the drive shaft and the con-

sumption of energy in the working circuit.

555.154- Telephone Transmitter. Alfred Graham, Lon-

don, England. Application filed May 3. 1894.

This instrument includes the combination of a glass

diaphragm, a movable electrode composed of a carbon disk

carried thereon, a stationary electrode composed of a block
of carbon having molded integral therewith a series of

short conical studs, a body of carbon granules surrounding

ducting ring mounted on the edge of the glass diaphragm,
a soft flexible connection (such as metal foil) connecting the

nections for the conducting ring and the stationary elec-

No. 555.154-

555.165. Telegraphic Repeater. Lewis Horton, Jr.,

Reading, Pa, Application filed December 14, 1S95.

The apparatus includes

operated by the relays

local circuit of
the down cont
operated by the

ereby a break in the second circuit, due to

the operation of the first relay, occurs after a break in the
retracting circuit of the second relay, and vice versa.

555,167. Electric Railway Signal System. Joseph Ir-

win, Omaha, Neb. Application filed February 18,

1895.

a series of shunts for allowing a portion of the current pass-
ing directly to the first-mentioned circuits without passing
through the transferring device, and resistances interposed

555,199. Spark Arrester for Arc Lamps. Charley
Winston, Memphis, Tenn. Application filed Febru-

ary 28, 1895.

The device consists of two liinged semi-cylindrical shaped

,2oK, Conduit Electric Railway, Christopher M
Bridges, Seattle, Wash. Application filed May 31

1895.
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,217. Electric Signaling Device for Railroads. Gus
tav A. Lyncker, Munich, Germany, Applicatior

filed April 27, 1895.

Tangement a;

March 7, 1896

Included in this

having signals in s

. the stati

ahead'Sfthe't"
I the contacts, whereby signals w
ain at each station, and the signal

including a signal at the sending s

trically c

thes

Railway Telephone System. William H.
Q, Providence, R. I. Application filed Janu-

8, 1895.

teach end of said

of being opened, and a series of pairs of br^
from the metallic conductors normally open
ble of being electr'"" " ' '— "--

555.239- Telephone.
plication filed April 4, 1895.

There is employed a helical L-shaped spring, havin
tached to the free horizontal portion of the spring
diaphragm, which^is free to vibrate with the spring.

conducl
opposite

to make the conne

ected together by a portable

Garl, Akron, Ohio. Ap-

signaling devicesfcLs'ares.
ignaling c

555,252. Electrical Propulsion of Vessels. Ernest A.
Le Sueur, Ottawa, Canada. Application filed

March 26, 1894.

The means here set forth for the electrical propulsion of
a vessel consist of a conduit located beneath the surface of

conUct orc'iliec^tS^'devic Uy connecting theco

casing containing a resistance adapted to be heated by a
current of electricity, a partition placed in the rear and
upper portion of the casing, whereby an air space is formed
between the partition and the back and top of the casing
through which air can circulate, the casing containing air
ports, permitting air to enter the air space at its lower por-
tion, and to emerge from the air space at its upper portion.

555.263. Contact Device for Electrically Propelled
Vehicles. Erail B. W. Reichel, Gross-Lichterfelde,
Germany. Application filed August 15, 1895.

A contact device for electrically propelled vehicles.
made with a revoluble trolley 1

'

more laterallv extende-- -'----

tachable (

peripheral edges of the t

NO. 555.190

555,266. Underground Conductor System for Electric

Railways. Carl T. H. Schwieger. Berlin, Germany.
Application filed November 15, 1895.

555,291. System of Control for Electric Motors. Elmer
A. Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Feb-
ruary 16, 1895.

The arrangement described comprises the combination
with an electric motor of a current supply, a current con-
troller for the motor circuit having a moving part, a device
responsive to variations in electric current connected with
such motor circuit for decreasing the counter-electromotive

555.297- Spark Arrester. Gustaf A. Anderson, Waynes-
borough, Pa. Application filed September 3, 1895.

A bundle of corrugated plates is arranged vertically in

555.301- Regulating Electric Distribution Syster
James Burke, Schenectady, N. Y. Applicatic
filed December 24, 1894.

The method of regulating the potential in an electric c

of supply of diflferent potential.

f electromotive force ^

cesof supply ton

NO. 555.191-

555.303- Primary Battery. Walter A. Crowdt
cage, 111. Application filed June 12, 1895.

This is a primary batterv, having two or more eel
tions dividing such cells, a metallic conducting pie
ing from and extending lengthwise with the dividii
tion, a negative element or elements supported thei
a positive element hooked over and supported by t

tive element support to electrically connect such

A negative element for primary batteries is
Msisting of a reticulated supporting conductin
'ided vyith a porous coating of baked copper

555.305. Electric Lamp for Vehicles. Walter A. Crow-
dus, Chicago, 111. Application filed October 4,
1895.

A battery cell is employed, provided with a metallic sup-
porting piece, a lamp having a metallic back portion, one
of such portions provided with a proj
other with a hinging perforation, and i

locking the lamp on its supporting piei
SS

555.313- Electric Clock. Sigismund Fischer, Brook-
lyn, N. Y. Application filed May 10, 1895.

The essential features are a swinging pendulum and its
crutch, a recessed block on the crutch, a fulcrumed circuii-

ngaged by the recessed block.

555,326. Electric Distribution System. Eugene C.

ated by the passage of a

555,440.- Illuminated Sign for Electrically Driven Street
Cars. Robert H. Engle. Garden Lake, N.

J, Ap-
plication filed March 3, 1S95.

The device consists of a casing having in one or more of
its sides a translucent or transparent plate, and having 3
lamp with narrow cylindrical bulb projecting longitudinally

casing, and reflectors extending longitudinally through the
casing above and below the lamp, these reflectors being in
a horizontal plane longitudinally, but inclined transversely
and the opposed upper and lower reflectors being reversely

555.452- Process of and Apparatus for Electrolytically
Forming Tubular Bodies. Ignatz Klein. Buda-
pest, Austria-Hungary. Application filed De-
cember 7, 1S94-

The process of electrolytically forming and condensing
metallic bodies of circular section consists in immersing

555. 470- Sectional Conductor for Electric Railways.
William H. Baker, Pawtuckel, R. I. Application
filed March 21, 1805,

:te of mtinufnctiire, 1

nnchino, Imvin^ n kIc
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Use of Stops in Sciagraphy.
While much ..r ili,> so r,,nr,l .-.^u-nrnmu

x-rays that has .« . iMnr.l |sil.lh .ni, hmmh h;

merely in the lint 11 rr ,>i ripciiti.in mI iisisinruh

Professor RontKen aii.l uihrrs. llirrr has \,vcn n

able valualilu work ilone in perfcilinK appara

standanli/inn 1111-ihods Al the laboratories of (,

H. Henderson

Depa

Co., M agcr

trical department, and J.
S. Stokes, manager of the thony, consulting er

chemical department, have been busily engaged in con- S. E. Barton, New
ducting experiments with a view of obtaining data which tory Mutual Fire Ir

would show the most desirable form of Crookes tube The committee ol

for producing X-rays,

These investigators, in

the course of their experi-

ments, have found it ad-

vantageous to use lead

diaphragms in which cir-

cular holes, varying in

siiie from one-quarter

made. These disks were

placed immediately un-

der the Crookes tube

used, and resulted incut-

ting off all X-rays except

those coming from the

holes. By this means

pictures with sharp defi-

nition were gotten.
Three of these pictures

are herewith reproduced.

The rattlesnake, Fig. i,

is a specimen from Kan-

sas, and was about 2)2

feet long. The fish. Fig.

2, is an ordinary perch

about eight inches long.

The small mammal, Fig.

3, is a shrew, about the

Messrs. Leeds and

Stokes have found it ad-

vantageous to use Crookes

tubes, one end of which

is made of uranium glass

blown out very thin, ex-

actly under one of the

electrodes. This is used

as the cathode and is

found to'generate X-rays

very satisfactorily. The
pictures which are repro-

duced were made with a

coil giving only iv; inch

Wiring Rules.

It has beeu decided to

rench, inspector Fac-

uiy, Boston.

the Underwriter

tional Electric assi

to send a delegatf

Stereoscopic Rontgen Pictures.

While. r..|„.| nil, iiIiiil: v.itli III.' making of shadow pic-

lurus, II ,1, , iij Mil iM til,. ,iuil„,i- tliai it would be desir-

aljle to .secure some nulicalioii of the position in space

of various embedded solid objects, or, in other words, to

obtain a pair of pictures which when placed in a stereo-

scope would show solidity. This would manifestly be

space of the parts of a bone, or of a foreign body and
the bone would become evident. The ordinary Kontgen
pictures are simple shadows on a plane surface, ft is

impossible to tell from
such a shadow whether
3ne object or part of an
abject is front or back of

another. There is, how-
ever, no difficulty in de-

termining the real posi-

stereoscopic shadow pict-

The first trial made by
the author was com-
pletely successful, objects

appearing in high relief.

The process consists sim-

ply in exposing a covered
plate in the ordinary way
and repeating this with

the objects and Crookes
tube relatively displaced

somewhat from the first

position. The rays thus

pass through the objects

in two somewhat different

the shadows being made

produced are mounted
for use in the stereo-

scope The effect is very

curious A cork or block

of wood having nails or

clearl) -hown and the

proper positions. When
two heavily insulated

wires twisted together

constitute the object, the

seen, but standing apart

in space, one around the

other.

The bones of two su-

perposed figures are to

be seen in their correct

positions. The complete
skele of

join iferen

wiring rules to be held

at New York on March i8th and 19th, the work of

which and plan of organization were outlined in the

Western Electrici..\n February 2gth. In addition to

the organizations to be represented officially at that con-

ference, a list of complimentary delegates has been pre-

pared, these gentlemen being invited to attend in an

advisory capacity. These gentlemen, by reason of their

experience, the nature of their occupation, their identifi-

cation in the past with work such as the proposed joint

conference will consider, together with their prominence

in electrical engineering matters, have been considered

by the committee as likely to lend valuable advice and

tior has in preparation a transcript of the several codes

mo t extensively in use and this, in a convenient and

compact form, will be in the hands each delegate

pri 5r to the meeting, at which a large amount of addi-

al matter bearing upon American and European

practice will be available, and it is the i itention that in

the consideration of the rules presented It the joint con-

ference the decision as to what shall be adopted for the

"ti

onal code will be go

rvival of the fittest.

erned solely by the law of the

Seattle, Wash., has repealed its wire-burying ordinance.

thus be recorded so as to

be seen in relief, each

bone in its proper space relation to the others.

It may be possible as a development of the use of

Rontgen rays stereoscopioally to arrange two fluorescent

eyes and receive the image or shadow in such manner as

to produce the stereoscopic effect; thus, if the Crookes

tube have two cathodes a distance apart, which are con-

nected to the electric source alternately, and with con-

siderable rapidity, while small shutters are synchro-

nously opened and closed before each eye, respectively,

one of the eyes would at all times receive the impression

given by the rays from one of the cathodes, while the
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other eye would always receive the impression produced

by the rays from the other cathode, and thus stereoscopic

observations would be the result. This method of pro-

ducing the stereoscopic efiect is similar to one which has

been tried and used successfully in stereopticon work;

two lanterns being arranged to throw upon the same

screen in nearly superimposed positions two slides which

are stereoscopic in their relation to each other. A set .f

diaphragms was arranged passing in front of the lantern

tubes synchronously with similar diaphragms passing

before the eyes of the spectators, whereby each eye al-

ways received its appropriate image on the screen, the

result being to give solidity to the scene depicted.

from under the main brush," is denied, and quotations

are made of parts of the specification, and of the first,

fifth and seventh claims of the patent to show that "in

every part of the patent from beginning to end," "the
patentees have affirmed over and over, by argument and
by inference, that the current which flows in the acces-

sory circuit is that due to the difference of potential be-

tween the successive segments as they pass from under
the main brush," and so it is assumed to be unquestion-

able "that patent No. 223.659 describes, on its face, an
apparatus in which an accessory collector takes up the

current due to difference between the potential of the

leaving segment and the one under the main brush, but
no other," and that "the two patents described devices

which differ palpably in their mechanism and in the

principles and modes of operation attributed to them

Final Decision in Regulator Patent Liti-

gation.

In the United Slates Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Seventh Circuit a decision was handed down during the

January term in the appeal of the Thomson-Houston

Electric company against the Western Electric company

on the regulator patent. The case was argued by Fred-

erick P. Fish, R. S. Taylor and George R. Blodgett for

the appellants, while Barton & Brown appeared for

the appellee. The case has been in court for several

years, and as, the interests involved are considerable, the

; the I Imgi

1 favor of the Western Electric company, isg

The objections made to the opinion of the c lthi£

will be considered briefiy, though some of them can
be of but little importance, because directed to matters
which were expressly waived when the 10 propositions

of counsel for appellant were assumed to be true. The
essential question is whether on that assumption a con-
sistent and proper conclusion was reached.

The statement in the opinion that the second patent

does not specify "in just what feature of the construction

or of the mode of use the novelty and utility entitled to

be called invention were supposed by the patentees to be
found," has been misapprehended. No reference to the

requirements of section 4,888 of the Revised Statutes was
intended. In the first paragraph of the statement of the

case it had been said that the controversy turns mainly
upon a comparison of the patent in suit with the earlier

letters, No. 223,659, and in order to make that compari-
son the court was seeking an exact and undisputed state-

ment of the "improved construction and mode of use of

the apparatus employed in patent No, 223,659," in which
the patentees supposed their second invention to consist,

in the patents." The clause "attributed to them in the

patents'" is italicised in the briefs, and, as stated, means
that it must be determined whether the two patents cover
different devices and inventions by a mere reading of the

specifications and claims, unaided by the proofs, however
satisfactory, of the actual operation of devices constructed
in illustration of either patent; or, as it is elsewhere ex-

pressed, the intention is "to hold the discussion where it

belongs—to the patents as they read." To this mode of

discussion section 4,888 is pertinent. It requires that an
application for a patent (not the claim), shall contain a
written description of the supposed invention and of the

uch J

concise and exact terms as to enable any person skilled

in the art . . . to make and use the same;" and it fol-

lows that, in determining whether the invention described
in one patent differs from that described in another, evi-

dence may be heard, and in a difficult case manifestly
ought to be heard, concerning the construction and act-

ual operation of each. Specifications and claims are

m upon another point: "In

lentee. but the actual lari^

tare material.'" Tins is.,]!!,

e being construed and coihiki

nining whether the devict-s

may be conceded to have b
• patentees by their first led

1 which an accessory collet

troUer magnet are included as parts of the combination
without any express limitation as to the origin of the cur-
rent which flows through them. " Indeed it is clear, as
shown by questions 39 and 40 and the answers thereto,

set out in the statement of the case, that there may "al-

ways be found flowing in the accessory circuit some cur-
rent other than that due wholly to the difference of po-
tential between the adjacent segments," and, though it is

plain that if that current should not be sufficient to over-
come the retractile spring which opposes the magnet of
the combination, the effective operation of the appara-
tus would depend upon the varying current produced by
the varying difference of potential between adjacent seg-

ments, it is also clear, as stated in our opinion, after quoting
from the specification, that "it does not seem to follow,

necessarily, that no current was intended to pass through
the controller magnet A, except current resulting from
the difference of potential between successive segments."
None of the claims are in specific terms so limited and
some of them cannot fairly be so construed. Certainly a
charge of infringement of that patent could not have
been escaped by showing that a device, made in all

other respects in conformity with the specification, was so
proportioned that there might always be found flowing in

the accessory circuit some current other than that due to

the difference of potential between adjacent segments-
a fact which it is shown could be determined only by the
employment of suitable tests upon each apparatus. It

may be added, as a deduction from what has been said,

that if the current in the accessory circuit, which results

from the difference of potential of the brushes when
touching a single segment, is barely insufficient to over-

ig opposed to the magnet A, a change in

the
rent, would cause a corresponding increase of the sup-
posed current in the accessory circuit sufficient to over-
come the spring, independently of "the electrical condi-
tion of the segments of the commutator at the moment
of leaving the collectors;" and this being so the appara-
tus, in a measure at least, or theoretically, is responsive
to change;: jn the main current, as well as to the varying
differences of potential between segments, and. when act-
ually so, is to be regarded, according to the contention
of the appellant, as an exemplification of the second
rather than of the first patent. But could it be insisted

that an apparatus of that character, if made during the
life of the first patent, either before or after the issue of
the second, would not have been an infringement of the
first? We think not. On the contrary the- statement
may be repeated, with added emphasis, ' that in respect
to the question of invention, the omission of the acces-
sory brush is of no significance," since its presence or
absence does not effect essentially the mode of operation
nor determine whether a particular apparatus exempli-
fies one patenter the other.

But it is said that "such a doctrine would destroy all

the electrical patents in existence," and, to illustrate the
assertion, reference is made to the telephone of Reis,
which was capable of transmitting music, and to those
of Bell and Blake, which were the first to transmit artic-

ulate speech. The devices of the different patents, doubt-
less, are much alike in appearance and construction and
in the mode or principle of operation, but it is enough
to observe here that they produce distinctly different re-

sults, which are perceived and understood without the
employment of any tests other than the practical use of
the devices in the manner and for the purposes for which
they were respectively designed and patented—a test

which is certainly not unfair or illiberal. It may be con-
ceded, as asserted, that the differences of operation could
be brought about by mechanical changes so minute that
the most expert telephonist in the world, taking an instru-
ment at random out of the line, could not tell, by mere
inspection of it, whether it would be a Reis ora B'lake in
operation and result; but a mere hearing would be
enough. So, too, in respect to the Edison incandescent
lamp and the old form of lamp known as the Konn lamp,
whatever the possibilities of the converting one into the
other by gradual and hardly perceptible changes, it is

evident, on the statements and explanation of counsel,
that the difference between the lamps both in construction
and in operation is clear enough to distinguish one from
the other. By way of further illustration it is said that
"there is a cabinet in the Agassiz Museum at Cambridge

end with a monkey, and ending at the other with a Cau-
casian, The difference between the extremes is wide
enough, but the two half-way chaps look like brothers."
But they are not brothers. By neither man nor monkey
has a live one of either kind ever been mistaken for the
other, and in skeleton, with all the zeal of the Darwin-
ians to find the missing link, they remain, to the experts,
easily distinguishable, and can only be said to resemble.
In the light of present knowledge, the Caucasian, as an
invention, is not anticipated by the simian.

It was understood to be admitted at the hearing, and if

nnt admitted was sufficiently proved, as stated in the
npinion, "that upon alldynamos which existed when the
patents were issued the two devices were interchangeable.

througli Llie controller magnet W, except curr
ing from the difference of potential between
segments al the moment when the forward one passes

nt ought not we are convinced that the same is true of 1

the second. the first patent,
tor and con- The statement that "If, instead of being i

employed
ad of the

is agreed
3 for both
sitatingly)
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Runtgen Rays from Incandescent Lamp
Bulbs.

stitutes for Crookc

rays, but have iisii

llIM' ll.-'/,. 1,
, show

sriaKrapl,s,.r sliadow-

tures may be turmcd,

though the res Jits thus

iDinnd by the original

Im liiipartmen of I'hy-

nn.,1 School a Valpn-
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was f;isi(.-nc(l l,y shellac upon the outside of the end oppo-
siif ihi- brass flccirode. ' The tinfoil was connected by
a wii-c; to I In; .mier coat of the one jar and formed the

cathode. The two brass electrodes were connected by a

wire to the outer coat of the other jar and formed the

anode. The ?park used varied in length from one-half

inch to five inches and could be regulated by the prime

conductor. The sensitive plate was left in the plate-

holder with ebonite cover. Upon the outside of the ebo-

was misled in that reppect, counsel ha/e restated and
elaborated at great length their discussion of the differ-

ence between shifting the brushes to change the current
and shifting them to maintain constancy of current, in

the outer circuit. The question is confessedly a collateral

one only, and without attempting to restate or summar-
ize what has been said about it, we are content to say

simply that when the opinion in the case was written the

court had the same understanding as now of the respect-

ive views of counsel in regard to it.

The objections made to the last sentence of our opinion
are answered already. If the current regulator was not
covered and protected by the first patent, it is because
the claims are too narrow to cover the entire invention
shown: but on the proofs in the record we think it clear

that some of the claims are entitled to a construction
broad enough to cover the supposed invention of the sec-

ond patent. It would certainly be unreasonable to say
that infringement of the first patent could have been
avoided by proportioning the parts of the device, whether
done intentionally or accidentally, so as to admit of the

passage of an effective part of the main current through
the accessory circuit; and yet, as counsel for the appel-

lant have been constrained to contend, when so adjusted
the device is covered by the second patent. In other
words, at least one form of construction of the first device
exemplifies the second. It is therefore beyond dispute,

as originally stated, that to uphold the second patent
would be "an unwarrantable prolongation of the just

monopoly conferred by the first patent."

The petition is denied.

Arc Lamp Posts for Chicago West Side
Parks.

The cut shows the new arc lamp post now being man-

ufactured from the design of Foree Bain, electrical engi-

neer for the West Side park commissioners, for the ex-

tensive electric lighting system of the West Side parks

and boulevards of Chicago. One thousand of these poles

have been contracted for, and as the post is composite

—

of iron and wood—the essentials of safety, cheapness

and gracefulness seem to have been admirably com-

bined. The economy of the pole is shown by the fol-

lowing contract prices:

Iron portion {Union Foundry company, Chicago) .$21.75

Switches (Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing com-
pany, Hartford Conn.) 2.25

Wooden portion {Michigan Pipe company, Bay
City, Mich.) 2.16

Total cost of each pole S26.16

The price given includes delivery and distribution at

the chosen sites in the parks and boulevards. The total

cost for the entireorder is $26,160, The wooden part is

of Norway or Georgia pins treated with preservative.

The cut shows only the upper portion of the pole, the

iron base and sub-base being the same as the earlier de-

sign shown in this journal on November 23, 1895.

Electrician the negative

in Fig. 1 is made. The \

it sho^s that the X-rays

nergized by a Toepli

nite cover was placed a silver dollar and a trunk key.

The coin and key were covered by pieces of wood one-

fourth of an inch thick and held in place by rubber bands.

The plate-holder thus arranged was fastened in a verti-

cal position about two inches from the tube. The ex-

posure lasted three-quarters of an hour. When the

Holtz machine and connected with the Leyd

The discharge was taken from the coatings of the jar to

the binding posts C and thence by wires of opposite polar-

ity to the incandescent bulb D. The lamp was held up-

right in the frame (7, which was provided with sliding

connecting rods. The sensitive plate was held upright

at j^. /" represents the tinfoil electrode at the bottom

of the lamp. A slow plate (No. iG) was used, enclosed

in an ebonite plate-holder. Fyrogallic acid was used as

a developer.

A copper wire was fastened to each of the brass con-

tacts of the lamp bulb and twisted together, making one

electrode. A disk of tinfoil three inches in diameter

; FROM INCANDESCENT LAMP BULBS.

BJi. sparks were discharged through the tube it became filled

ar to with a glow of greenish-yellow light which was densest at

-le cathode.

About 25 differ tried. Of these

power lamp and the other a Sunbeam 32 candle power.

The rays seemed to be discharged in every direction from

the cathode,

The Lincoln Park c

chased 250 ornamenta
in the World's Fair at

used in the new lightii

Lincoln Park.

nmissioners (Chicago) have pur-
arc lamp-posts that were in use
20 each. These posts will be
system soon to be installed in
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Reproduction of a Sciagraph by Rontgen.
No doubt considerable interest will attach to the ac-

companying illustration, which is a reproduction of a cut

in the i'ti/c Medical Journal made from a sciagraph

taken by Professor Rontgen at the State Physical Labor-

atory at Hamburg, January 25th, and showing a vicious

union after fracture of the left forearm. Commenting

upon this illustration the Yah- MedicalJnuriial says ed-

itorially:

The photograph is, we believe, the first reproduction

in this country of a distinct pathological process taken

from the living subject. The faulty union of the broken

bones is brought out clearly and distinctly. This is bat

a forerunner of the possibilities of this latest discovery,

the recognition of the value of which has produced a fe-

verish agitation in the minds of scientific investigators.

Among these possibilities is this, that the surgeon can

take advantage of this process in cases of doubt, where

for any reason he is uncertain as to the diagnosis of a

fracture, or the position of the bones.

Though up to this time there has been little difficulty

in difierentiating between bone and other tissues in the

photographs, also between flesh and foreign particles of

greater density where bone did not intervene, earnest

and eager efforts are being made to so gauge the inten-

sity of the rays emanating from the cathode that differ-

ences between the softer tissues may be rendered appre-

ciable to the eye, so that not only foreign particles can

J. C. Monaghan, consul at Chemnitz, and the last from

C. W. Chancellor, consul at Havre. In all of these com-

munications the impression is given that scientific and

official circles in Europe are stirred up over the X-ray

investigations.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

A company has been formed at Keosauqua, Iowa, to

put in a telephone system.

E. B. McGill of La Crosse soliciting subscribers for

a proposed telephone system to run from La Crosse to

The Iowa Union Telephone company expects to build

a line from Clinton, Iowa, to Dixon, in the spring.

The First National Bank of Mayville, N. D., con-

templates building a telephone line to Hatton, N. D., in

the spring.

The new telephone exchange at Baraboo, Wis., is a

success. It started with a 100 plug switchboard, but was

compelled to order a 200 plug board very shortly. The
line will be extended to Reedsburg. Kilbourn City and

other points next summer.

R. E. Jennings, representing local capitalists, has been

s tock. The defendant admitted subscribing for the stock

,

but claimed that at a subsequent meeting the company
reduced the capitalization without his knowledge or con-

sent, and that when he learned of the change he donated

the first payment and notified the secretary and treas-

urer he would withdraw. The court instructed the jury

that if the change was made without the knowledge or

consent of the defendant to find for him, but if he were

present at the reorganization, he had by his silence at

that time waived his right to interpose objection. The
jury found for the plaintiff.

The Western Electric Telephone company is solicit-

ing subscribers in Rochester, Minn., with a view to

Two telephone companies are endeavoring to get a

foothold at New Hartford, la.

A company has been organized to build a telephone

system in the upper Yellowstone Valley, connecting

Livingston, Mont., with Gardner, Cinnabar, Mammoth
Hot Springs, and points in the National Park.

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company of Win-
nebago City, Minn., has been delayed in its extensions

by the non-arrival of poles. Connection will be made
at Aldan. Minn,, with the Western Electric Telephone

b2 di.scovered in the body, but also the presence and
condition of pathological processes be determined
Relative to this, it may be said, through the kindness of

Professor .\. W Wright, we were permitted to examine
a photograph of a hand, taken at such an angle that the

blood vessels at the extremities of the fingers were dis-

tinctly visible, and another of a rabbit where the out-

lines of the heart and lungs were distinguishable. The
difficulties standing before the realization of the accurate
photography of pathological conditions are, viz., the in-

distinct outline of parts and the lack of delicacy of shad-
ing of lissues of nearly equal density. The solution of

cesses, <. A'-, ni'.iMMinUMn, be'watchtd as the growth
and reproductii.il ..I cells beneath the lenses of the bac-

Consular Reports on Riintgen's Discov-
ery.

In the consular reports issued by the State KeparlmeiU

Marcfi 5th, at Washington, three interesting communica-
tions appear on the RBntgen discovery. One is from

Charles He Kay, consul-general at Berlin, another from

granted a telephone franchise at Menominee, Mich., and

will make application for one across the river in Mar-

The franchise granted the Phojnix Telephone com-

pany at Mankato, Minn., ha^ expired and "nothing was

done b>' that company

Business men of West Bend, la,, are arranging to put

in a telephone system. They have 24 subscribers.

Telephone connection will be made between Barron.

Rice Lake, Cameron, Chetek and Cumberland, Wis.,

in the early spring. A stock company has been organ-

ized.

There is agil telephone exchange at Owa-

>ne company has applied for

Ion, Wis., and proposes to

as well as put in an exchange

The projectors of the new telephone company at

Oconto, Wis., say that work will be begun on the ex-

change in the early spring.

The council of Owatonna, Minn., contemplates put-

ting in a telephone system to be owned and operated by

the city.

The Livingston, Independence & Cooke City Telephone

company at Livingston, Mont., sued C, S, Hefferlin to

recover S75. alleged to be due on subscription to capital

company, which is building to Minneapolis and St,

Paul from Iowa. The Blue Earth company has three

lines in successful operation, \iz.: The Nashville line,

the Elmore line, and the line east to Wells and Alden

A fourth line to Lake Crystal and Mankato will be built

in the spring.

The independent romp.-mies of the Ppper Michigan

Mountain and Escanaba. The M,in]ihii, r,m„ u t
ephone company will build to ICsc,m,.l > ,, ihn> Knn,

a circuit of the leading cities of the pcnni.sula. I

said the Bell company has but one subscriber at li

Mountain and none at Escanaba.

The Northwesierji Telephone Exchange companj
securinf; ,i rii^hi .il way for a telephone line from Gra
Forks \ I

'
1- 1. lilt, Ml and Park River.

Thf Nuiihwisi Irlephone company of Oickinst

N. 11., has secured a right of way and begun work

The Western Electric Telephone company is canvass
ing West Concord, Minn,, with a view to putting in at

exchange.

From Webster City, la,, it is reported that the tele

phone companies of the state are after the Iowa Unioi
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and the Central Union companies, and if the move that

is on foot crystalUzes they will give the Bell monopoly

some sharp competition, A call for a meeting has been-

signed by the Home Telephone company of Sioux City,

the K. I [. Martin Telephone company of Webster City,

the Boone Telephone company of Boone, the Cedar

Valley Telephone companyjof Waterloo, the Mnrsliall

Telephone company of Mlrshalllown and the Home
Telephone company of Oftkaloosa, the lar^^est in

dependent companies in tin; state, to be lield in the city

of lies M,.in,<s Mrirch uilh, lor llu- p,n|..,sf of cllecting

TION AND LINEMAN

quest all Other companies m the state in opposition to

the Iowa Union and Central Union companies to be rep-

resented at such meeting. "The meeting will probably

result in a combination of all the companies," says Mr
Martin. "The lines of our company will be extended

half way in every direction to meet other independent

Iowa exchanges, and a consolidation of all the compa-
nies is favored."

E. Hart of Elroy, Wis., will extend a telephone line

from Elroy to Valley Junction, via Kendall, Clifton and
Tomah this summer.

The Woodbine Telephone company of Woodbine, la.,

is a late incorporation, which proposes to build several

lines as soon as possible.

The Marshall Telephone company of Marshalltown,

Iowa, has its exchange nearly completed. There are

300 instruments contracted for.

Geo. W. Cornwall expects to have the exchange in

Deadwood, S. D.. opened by April ist.

The Rocky Mountain Bell Telephone company at

Butte, Mont., has purchased a site and will erect an ex-

change building in the early spring.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company will

give the weather signals along its long-distance line in

North Dakota, from the signal station at Moorhead, Minn

.

The Steele County Telephone company of Sherbrooke,

N. D., contemplates reorganizing and connecting Hope,
Clifford, Portland and Mayville by telephone in the

spring.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company has

decided to build 748 miles of new long-distance tele-

phone line this season in Minnes
Dakota.

At the annual meeting of the d

Telephone company of Winona,

reported 382 instruments in usi

Telephone Exchange company
"roast" for its style of compet

was charged with attempting to

company by intimidation, ruino

instruments, an 1 by endeavoring to stir up discontent

among its patrons. The claim is made that the North-

western never had but 175 subscribers, and now has

but half that number, three-quarters of whom are

served gratuitously and the remainder at a merely nomi-

nal rate.

The Spokane & Columbia Telephone & Telegraph

company has incorporated, with headquarters at Spo-

kane, Wash., to build into Rossland and Traill, B. C.

Other lines are projected to Carson City, Greenwood
City, and up as far as Penticton. In all 224 miles of line

are proposed. Work will be begun as soon as a charter

can be obtained from the provincial government. N. R.

Stone is its promoter.

Judge Siebecker in the Circuit Court in Madison, Wis.',

has ordered the Western Union Telegraph company to

grant the sama service to the Dane County Telephone

rth and South

of the Winona

,
the secretary

Northwestern

-en a vigorous

company
the home

petit on of free
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company that it does to the Wisconsin Telephone com-

pany for transmission o£ messages over its wires, by

placing a telephone in its ofiice. Two requests of the

Dane company have been unnoticed, and unless, the

Western Union now grants the permission it must ap-

pear at the March term of court and show cause.

French Military Telephones.
A I'rench odicer of the line has recently introduced

into tlie army an invention, or rather an adaptation, of

the telephone principle, combining all the advantages

of compact, durable construction, ready installation and

perfect work. He uses a single naked wire, utilizing

the earth for return, and experiment has shown that for

20 kilometers good results are readily accomplisheil by

magneto telephones, with the uncovered wire lying on

the ground, provided good earth connections are main-

tamed at the terminals.

The wire adopttd, according to fa Xittiire, is bi-

metallic, a core of steel surrounded by copper. The
qualities possessed by such a conductor being conduc-

tivity, solidity, flexibility and light weight, cheapness

and freedom from liability to rust. It has been found

that by the use of small dry batteries, which are also

used to strengthen the magnet effect in the calling mag-

neto, more positive results are obtained

The telephone station is built on the b?ck of the

a part of his outfit as the strap under his chin. In his

hand he carries the reel of wire', which is so connected

that when ordered to halt and "ground, "' he has only to

stick the sword bayonet m the earth and his end of the

hne is in order for business Fig i shows him on duty as

a lineman stringing wire Fig 2 transacting business.

while in I ly ^ hf IS icting; a^ general manager hello

; stationary ex-

f the field. The
al station comprises six kilo-

ed of .60 millimeter gauge on

ree camp tables, four ground

As this installation

re is given to setting

girl and messenger comDinea -tn tne company sei

there are four operators in command of a corporal, i

in addition there are on the regimental staff a corps

operators for communicating between the regimer

and superior officers.

At headquarters on the battlefield ;

changes reaching to all necessary part

outfit of a human regimental station c

meters of the win

six spools, six receivers, three car

plates and four telephone hooks,

may remain for some days intact, care is give

it up. The weight of each spool when full is 3.5 kilo-

grammes.

The amount of wire being known, rude measurements

are made by its aid. The company operator is used

to connect the sentry boxes with the guardhouse and

headquarters, and for connecting detached parties sepa-

rated by woods, rocky country, etc., while making ex-

plorations.

Fig. 4 represents the established line of a regiment,

consisting of four posts two kilometers apart. The cor-

poral takes position at A, fixes his telephone to his ear,

and makes contact to the line and to the sword bayonet

which he has placed in the earth. The peripatetic sta-

tion, in its role of lineman, starts on a run, allowing the

wire to unroll and keeping as nearly in line as possible,

but favoring points where the wire may be readily hung

on bushes, trees, etc. A helper follows who hangs up the

line, where practicable, on trees, buildings and fences,

and permits it to lie on the ground only when unavoid-

able. Having run out his coil of 2.000 meters, he

makes his connection with line, telephone and earth, and

calls back to test the line. A second section, then the
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third, is gone over in the same manner. The operators

stand by their bayonets, the helper meantime acting as

lineman and repairer in case of accident.

In changing positions on the march, on patrol or re-

connoitering, constant contact with the earth is neces-

sary. To insure this the operator holds his scabbard in

his left hand, and, this being attached to the line, forms
a ground contact through his body and feet. As the re-

ceiver is strapped to his head, he hears all that is said

by the corporal or any other operator, when itnecessary

he halts and responds. The cavalryman is also capable

of using the telephone on a march, the ground con-
tact in this case being through the bit, the body and the

TELEPHONES.—LINE READY
FOR OPERATION. W, X, Y, Z, STATIONS TWO KILOMETERS
APART. A, A,' A," B, SWORD BAYONETS AS GROUND WIRES.

shoes of the animal he is riding. His telephone, like

that of the infantry operator, is strapped to his ear.

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

At the meeting of the Institute on February 26th the

report of the committee on incorporation was read, and
a resolution empowering the council to proceed with the

work of incorporation was unanimously adopted.

The discussion of Mr. Sprague's paper on electric ele-

ith ;

the meeting January 22d, when lack of time prevented
some members from participating. The discussion was
re-opened by Dr. Hutchinson, who was followed by
George Hill, R. P. Bolton, H. Ward Leonard and
others.

At the meeting of council in the afternoon the follow-

ing named associate members were elected Daniel

Adamson, Hyde, Cheshire, England; Isaac F. Badeau,
Samuel D. Collett, Edward P. Decker, Edwin S. Reid,

Edward Sullivan, New York, N. Y.; Samuel L. Fos-
ter, San Francisco, Cal.; Eugene E. Griffes, Los
Angeles, Cal.; Ralph L. Montague, Bannack, Mont.;
E. C. Sharpe, Los Angeles, Cal.

The following named associate members were trans-

ferred to full membership; George D. Shepardson,
Minneapolis, Minn.; Henry A. Sinclair, New York,
NY.; Paul N. Nunn, Telluride, Colo. ; George H. Wins-
low, Pittsburg, Pa.

; William D. Gharky, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Walter C. Fish, Lynn, Mass.

Convicted of Holding Up a Trolley Car,
been convicted in Chicago of "hold-

city and Evanston.

They are John

membered thai

was signaled to

-r and John Smith. It will be re-

eight o'clock on the night of October
the North Shore Electric railroad

) at Evanston and Berwin avenues.

near Edgewater, and five men, wearing masks, entered

the car at the front and rear doors and robbed the eigh-

teen passengers. At the trial both Smith and Carr were
identified by half a dozen of the passengers who wero
robbed. There are still seven indictments against the

alleged robbers.
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Never before in the history of the Bell interests was

there such determined opposition to that corporation,

and never before was there such a hopeful outlook for

competinK companies. In the pending litigation over

telephone patents it is believed the anti-Bell forces will

present a solid front, and in the crusade against the pres-

ent excessive rates that are being charged in many
states advantage will be taken of the experience that

f irmer movements have furnished. So greedy have

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

been the Bell people that very little public sympathy is

wasted upon them. The sentiment of the entire com-

munity is strongly in favor of competition where prac-

ticable, and in any event a radical reduction of charges

is imperatively demanded.

CoMPAR.-\TivELV few people realize how much effective

work has been done in disseminating valuable informa-

tion upon electrical subjects by the New York Electrical

society, which is now in its fifteenth year. A circular

recently issued by the secretary of the organization gives

a brief outline of the work thus far accomplished and

enumerates the principal topics discussed by the society.

It also gives an idea of the future policy of the organiza-

tion and proves conclusively that the association is wor-

thy of support and encouragement.' The members are

doingareal service to the community without ostentation

and pretension and they are deserving of great credit.

In anticipation of the annual meeting in May at

which new officers will be chosen for the ensuing year,

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers has

caused to be placed in the hands of its members a circu-

lar explaining the rules of the organization governing

the nomination and election of officers, together with the

list of offices to be filled and the names of the present

incumbents whose terms of office expire at that time.

It will be noticed that the name of William A. Anthony

heads the list of retiring vice-presidents, and consequently

it is not to be wondered that his friends look

upon him as the logical candidate for the presidency.

But the Institute in this case must depart from the rule

which it has generally followed if it hopes to retain its

self-respect, and it must reject Prof . Anthony's claims for

preferment in no uncertain way. He has made himself

so obnoxious to the respectable element of the electrical

fraternity by his Chicago connections that we doubt

very much if he could secure a nomination upon the

regular or opposition ticket. The Institute can not

afford to stultify itself by honoring a man who has so little

regard for his personal reputation as to lend his name to

a questionable enterprise like the scurrilous publication

with which Prof. Anthony is connected, and for which

,

as one of its editors, he is responsible.

A WELL-INFORMED Correspondent predicts for the tele-

phone bill now pending in the Legislature at Albany a

fate similar to that which befell its predecessors. It is

not denied that there is urgent demand for legislation,

nor is it disputed that able and influential men are sup-

porting the measure now pending, but it is explained

that just as soon as there is danger of the bill becoming

a law, the lobbyists, who are now in the background, wi,ll

come forward and assume control of the measure,

smother it in committee or load it down with amend-

ments so that it cannot possibly pass. But this will only

be done, it is explained, when the telephone companies

shall have made their psace with the lobby. Such con-

dition of affairs is greatly to to be regretted, if it really

exists, and it should b3 the aim of every self-respecting

man to put a stop to such practices. The only way this

can be effectually accomplished is by exposing every-

body connected with such a disgraceful proceeding.

There are plenty of men interested in the proposed legis-

lation at Albany who would not stoop to such measures

as are proposed b>' the lobby, or take advantage of them,

and the same may be said of many of the gentlemen

interested in the management of the telephone interests.

Then why not combine these forces against the boodle

element at Albany? It would be a great victory for

right-minded men who believe in and follow higher

methods and business standards. At any rate all tele-

phone legislation at Albany should be subjected to

careful scrutiny.

A RECENT contribution to one of the German electrical

journals recalls the fact that half a century ago the

necessity of protecting telegraphic apparatus from ab-

normal currents of electricity was felt, and the writer

says that, while it has been perfectly satisfactorily ac-

complished, he thinks that for electric lighting and,

power installations and conductors somctliing dctinitu

and positively effective is needed. \\ liil<- ilir icniiim.ii \

removal of the former class of condm 1.1, li.'i;i iln 1 - n h

of the electrical disturber is easily .nnl iIhmuhmIiK ,h

complished, there are cogent reason:, wli> ihi^ LrecUmeiu

is impracticable with power and lighting currents, and

in addition to this, the well-known fact that a normal
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current will follow the lead and maintain an arc where
lightning has traced the way, renders the problem one of

great importance, and correspondingly difficult of solu-

tion. It has been suggested that a commission of com-

petent electricians should be appointed before whom all

devices should be brought, and by whom all possible

tests should be made, in view of the general recom-

mendation of some one or more successful devices.

How this can best be accomplished is problematical, but

that there is a necessity for some positive prevention of

such mishaps, if such does not now exist, is plain and
urgent. In this country it has been found very hard to

effect reforms by commissions, for such bodies are gen-

erally susceptible of influences that lessen their power

for good, and this knowledge has made the people look

with suspicion upon their work- In all probability we
will have to content ourselves with the gradual progress

that will naturally come through business competition.

'"V

In view of the efforts now being put forth to keep up
an interest in the discussion of the proposition to have

the government control the telegraph, this question

arises; Is there a popular demand for the proposed

change? We believe there is not, and this view is

strengthened by the fact that with the retirement of Mr.

Wanamaker from the position of postmaster-general the

movement, which he had supported so strongly, dropped

almost out of public sight. Of course there are always

to be found persistent reformers who cling to their theories

and advocate them on all occasions, and some of these are

now presenting their views on this topic through the

medium of magazine articles. There can be no ques-

tion of the zeal and disinterested motives of the leaders

of this movement. We may doubt their wisdom, but

we cannot deny their sincerity. It should be remem-
bered, though, that in the half of ,

which this topic has been under dis(

never been anything like a great popular demand for the

proposed change, excepting possibly one occasion. and that

was based upon the prejudice aroused against the West-

ern Union Telegraph company by the great operators'

strike. But this exhibition of public feeling did not

last long enough to make a permanent impression, for

the people generally were not sufficiently interested in

the telegraph to keep their attention riveted upon the

issue, and it soon dropped out of public view. As early

as 1S73 a determined effort was made to get Congress to

take action upon the subject, but the measure failed,

and not until Mr. Wanamaker's crusade against the tel-

egraph companies did any administration again take an

active part in the controversy. Many plans have been

proposed, but none has found sufficient favor to lead

Congress to adopt it. There are a good many reasons

for this condition of affairs, the principal one of which

is that the service given by the private companies that

now control the business is as good as could be expected

under the most favorable conditions if the telegraph was
under governmental control, and, besides, the charges

are reasonable and, what is more to the point, they are

borne directly by the person receiving the benefit of the

service. The postoffice authorities agree that were the

government to undertake this branch of public service

there would be as a consequence a heavy annual deficit

added to that of the regular postal department, and

this would have to be borne by the public at large irre-

spectiveof any advantages derived from the service, This

is a very obnoxious feature. The people of this

country as a whole do not wish to provide special ad-

vantages for a few. Residents of Montana do not wish

to pay for an efficient government telegraph service in

New York and Chicago, when a private corporation

willingly supplies just as good service at the same cost,

and the persons who reap the advantage pay for it, In

discussing this subject advocates of the government

scheme call attention to the fact that most of the great

foreign powers control the telegraph. That is because

the service could not be maintained otherwise in those

countries; in fact, in some of the old world countries it

would have been impossible to have established exten-

sive systems of (clr;.;! ,i|ili wlilmiii governmental assist-

ance, and if till- p. n i- withdrawn it is not at

all probable ihai iIm ,< i , .. < v.,.uKl survive. It is not

but not at a sacrifice of

aging private enterprise.

<•
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Another Trolley Decision.

A decision has beoii mride by jiuif-e TownM-ml ul thu

United States Circuit Court for tho Pislrict of Connecti-

cut, upon the Van Depoelo patent No, 495i'H3- fo^ t^^e

under-running electric railway trolley system.

A few months ago Judge Townsend handed down a

decision sustaining the validity of this patent upon final

hearing in a suit against the Winchester Avenue Rail-

road company. Shortly aflur further suits wen; brought

in Conncclicnl ;.-:unsl ih,- i;ilbn^s .V Spmcrr rninp;i.iv

of Harlluni ;iiul Ihr Krlsrv la.vlMc K,Mhv:,\ Sprri,-,lu

compan> u! Ncu llavuii
|
iuIxl' I'-'w n-^'-in] h;is jiist de-

cided these suits ill lavor ul the \'aii DcpDclc patc-nt, and

granted motions for preliminary injunctions after full

argument on both sides.

The court holds that to supply essential or character-

istic parts of the trolley system is a contributory in-

fringement, and will be enjoined by the courts, even

though the defendants may not supply oru.se the patented

combination or system in its entirety. The court

further held that an unlicensed maker of trolley bases

could not be permitted to supply such bases even to rail-

roads which had been originally fully equipped by the

General Electric company.

From the court's opinion, it appears that the defend-

ants in this instance made and sold trolley stands or

bases they urged that such bases were not covered in

detail bv the patent as a separate article of manufacture,

and further contended that they at least might be law-

fully sold to or used by purchasers to repair or replace

parts of original equipments furnished by the Thomson-

Houston and General Electric companies under the

authority of the Van Depoele patent. But the court

held that neither of these things could be lawfully done;

first, because the supply of parts of the patentee's system

ally aidii other parti I the

lawful making, selling or using of the patented system

as a whole, and secondly, because the replacement of a

lawful by an unlawful trolley base or stand is not a

legitimate repair, but a reconstruction of the combina-

In other words, infringement and injunction cannot

be avoided by making up a complete system of parts

gathered together from various sources, but, on the con-

trary, all parlies who contribute toward the infringe-

ment of the entire combination by supplying necessary

and durable parts thereof are themselves infringers and

subject to injunction,

A large number of prior decisions were referred to by

the court, where rulings of a similar nature have been

made, which establish the general doctrine that any sup-

ply of parts amounting to the intentional promotion of

the act of infringement by others will be restrained by

injunction, and that the full scope of the Van Depoele

patent cannot be avoided in- this way, even if the parts

so supplied or used are not claimed by themselves alone

as specific and separate features of the patented inven-

Eiectricai Instruments on the Free List.

A recently rendered decision by the Board of General

Appraisers is that of the Columbia College of New York

against the collector of customs at the port of New York,

relative to the rate and amount of duty chargeable on

certain merchandise imported by the college on July 20,

1894, per steamer Majestic, The merchandise in ques-

tion consisted of certain electrical instruments—two

standard ohm units, one standard resistance, one alter-

nating current wattmeter, one Siemens wattmeter. It

was claimed by the college authorities that these goods

should have been entitled to free entry under paragraph

677 of the act of October, i8go, which reads as follows.

"Philosophical and scientific apparatus, instruments and

preparations, especially imported in good faith for the

use of any society or institution incorporated or estab-

lished for * * " philosophical purposes * - '

and not intended for sale." The board concurred in the

claim, and the protest was accordingly sustained.

mission, introducing all kinds of American products that

might iind a market, and providing a mcians for thf^ Si-

of the United Si,,tr-., n , ,ni l,,,ulK !,. .I,,ui,h.|

merchant in Siam wi^lir , ;iii \ 1 Inn;: u Im li i- oi r.m hi'

he shall] r-.l !.-.;.. ii .iiid ....-, iH.!,„r 1,,,,. I-.hk ^l.'l.n ,

of corn-si..ulrn>.' ,,,,.1 nHpni'. l-l-rr \u- 1,,,. kII, .„,,:

Siamese Market for American Electrical
Goods.

Too little is known-in the United States about Siam, its

people, products, needs and general foreign trade, Siam,
' the principal country of southeastern Asia, has an area

of about 250,000 square miles, equal to that of Califor-

nia and Oregon combined. There appears to be a good

opportunity for a good responsible American house or

trading company. If such were started with sufficient

capital, with managers who would study the needs and

d3iir35 of the paople, selling bDth directly and on com-

The duiy placed on impnrialnms is tlin;).- pL-r ccni.

Drawback of the full amount of duty will be allowed

upon all goods found unsalable and re-exported. There

is an excellent market in Siam for new electrical appara-

tus, like short-distance telephones and electric fans,

electric railway equipment, etc. .Ml signs now indicah-

that the great battle for the commercial supremacy of

the world is to be fought out during the next 10 years.

It will be, a plain caseof the survival of the fittest. Will

the United States bs the fittest?

Added Equipment for Armour Institute.

Several noteworthy additions have just been mad'i to

the dynamo and power equipment of the Armour Institute

of Technology. An arc dynamo has been especially

built for its laboratories by the Standard Electric com-

pany. It is of 20 light, 10 ampare capacity. The
equipment includes a number of Standard arc lamps

and an arc light ammeter. Another arc dynamo has

been purchased from the Gsneral Electric company.

This is also of 20 light and 10 ampsre capacity, and the

shipment includes a number of single and double arc

lamps of the well-known Thomson-Houston make.

A 30 horse power Westinghouse multipolar motor has

also been added to the pow^r equipmant, being the

second added the present year, the other having a rating

of 20 horse power and being of the same type. A con-

tract is being placed for the third alternator. This will

be of a late type, single-phase and 16,000 alternations.

The transformer equipment has been increased by

the installation of a Westinghouse 17.5 kilowatt trans-

former of the latest type adopted by this company.

The total dynamo capacity at present installed is

about 140 kilowatts, and motor capacity about 70 horse

A new consignment of apparatus from Elliot Brothers

includes a very accurate set of standard resistances and

three Ayrton electrostatic voltmeters. These last have

just been tested and found to be very accurate and sen-

sitive. They are in use for arc light and alternate cur-

Statue of Franklin for Philadelphia.

It has been a long reproach to Philadelphia that she

has no fitting rnonuraent to her most illustrious citizen,

Benjamin Franklin. The University of Pennsylvania

and the American Philosophical society, by their good

works, keep his memory green, but there is nothing in

the city that speaks directly to the passer-by of the

journalist, philosopher and diplomat: nothing that

makes his figure familiar to the thjongs that fill the

streets. Fortunately this will soon cease to be the case.

A correspondent writing from Philadelphia says that John

J. Boyle, the well-known sculptor, has been commissioned

by Justus C- Strawbridge to model a statue of Franklin

and to have it cast in bronze. The entire expense of

the work, which will exceed $10,000, will be borne by

Mr. Strawbridge, of whose admiration for the character

and ability of Franklin this statue will be a lasting ex-

pression.

Deserved Rebuke.

We are not surprised to learn that there are many
men who lay claim to the discovery of the wonderful
power of the "X-ray," which Prof. Rontgen of the

Wurzburg University has brought to the knowledge of

the scientific world, which promises to be of extraordi-

nary service to mankind. From several countries, even
from our own country, we have recently heard the utter-

ance: "Oh, we discovered it, or we experimented with
it, or we knew all about it, long years ago; we can knock
out Rbntgen's pretensions to the.discovery of it."

The trouble with all these claimants is that they for-

got to send out the news, or neglected to communicate a
knowledge of their experiments to their scientific breth-
ren, or had made so many other successful experiments
in unknown fields of research that they thought nothing
of the "X-ray" or the, use of it, or the money they could
make out of it.

There are always lots of pretenders whenever any

Power Interests at Niagara Falls.
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that is destined to arouse some little strife is as fol-

Section i. The Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power &
Manufacturing company and its grantors having been
for more than 50 years the owners of lands bounding on
and extending from the Niagara river at Port Day.
through the city of Niagara Falls to the westerly shore
of the river below the falls, through which lands the
hydraulic canal of said company is located, and by
means of which canal said company and its grantors, as
riparian owners, have for about ^o years taken, drawn
and used and leased and sold to others to use waters
from Niagara river for domestic, municipal, manufac-
turing, fire and sanitary purposes, and said company has
developed power therefrom for its own use and to lease

and to sell to others for manufacturing, heating, lighting

and other business purposes, the right of said company
so to take, draw, use and dispose of water from said

river for the purposes mentioned, and develop power
therefrom, and to use and dispose of such power for the
purposes mentioned, is hereby recognized, declared and
confirmed, audits exercise declared to be lawful. But
said right of said Niagara Falls Hydraulic Power &
Manufacturing company to take and draw water from
Niagara river for use and for disposal to others to use for

the purpose above specified, and for the development
of power for its own use and for disposal to others to

use for the purposes above mentioned, is hereby limited
and restricted to taking out and drawing of so much
water from such river as shall be sufficient to produce
200,000 effective horse power; provided that exercise of

by said company of the rights hereby declared and con-
firmed shall not impair the practical navigation of Niag-

This proposed grant of 200,000 horse power will place

the Canal company on, the same basis as the Niagara

Falls Power or tunnel company: that is, each will have

a grant of 200,000 horse power. Increased interest is

attracted to the bill from the fact that it is in direct op-

position to the desires of the commissioners of the State

Reservation at Niagara, who, in their annual report to

the state Legislature, openly proclaim their opposition

to all power projects, fearing that the diversion of water

will mar the beauty of the state's possession. While it

is likely that the bill will have the enmity of the reser-

vation commissioners, it will not be opposed by the Ni-

agara Falls Power company, for, when interviewed on

the measure. Secretary Rankine, of that company, said:

I have read the proposed bill to grant the Schoellkopf
company the right to take water from the river, and be-
lieve that it is important in the interest of power devel-
opment at Niagara that the Schoellkopf company should
have a right to take water from the river. Their want
of this right has subjected them to attacks on the part
of persons who unduly fear the effect of the diversion of
water from the river forpower purposes, and indirectly
these attacks have a tendency to injure both power com-
panies. Since the opinion of the attorney-general that

the Schoellkopf company had no right to take water
from the river (although we have a very strong charter
and the express right from the state to take the water to

the extent of 200,000 horse power), manufacturers have
not always distinguished between our rights and those of
the Schoellkopf company, and both companies have suf-

fered together.

Still another bill introduced by Mr, Dudley has to do
with electric power and its transmission, but this second

measure makes possible its transmission from Canada.

The bill is one authorizing the construction of a bridge

at Lewiston and provides that the company may "lay.

maintain and operate along, upon or under the said

bridge gas. water and other pipes and wires, cables and
other appliances for the transmission of electricity, or

other motive power." Under this franchise the Cana-

dian Niagara Power company, which holds exclusive

rights for the development of power in Queen Victoria

Free Park on the Canadian side might find a good cus-

tomer for some of its probable power product in the

Model City, the projected manufacturing city of the

locality below the Lewiston mountain.
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Stratton Combined Separator and Steam
Receiver.

The fall of pressure that takes place between the

boiler and the engine, due to the fact that the volume of

steam necessary for one stroke of the engine has to be

drawn from the boiler through a long and sinuous pipe

during the short period of admission which in an ordi-

nary Corliss engine is only one-fifth to one-quarter of

the stroke, has always been a source of annoyance to

engineers This reduction of pressure, as shown by in-

dicator cards, generally amounts to from five to lo per

cent, of the boiler pressure. The use of very large

steam pipes reduces the loss only in a measure, while

open to the objection of increased cost, greater difficulty

in keeping the joints tight, especially under high pres-

sures, and greater liability to accidents.

In \iew of all this it has become the practice in large

plants to place a large reservoir or receiver close lo the

engine, thus insuring a free .snpply of steam at subitan-

of New York, the West End Railway company of Boston
and the Nassau Electri; Railroad company of Brooklyn.

The accompanying picture shows one of four of these

Stratton combined separators and steam receivers con-

nected to 1,200 horse power Westinghouse engines at

the new power house of the United Electric Light &
Power company. East Twenty-eighth street. New York

city. Chief Engineer York of this company, after test-

ing the Stratton apparatus, praises it highly.

A Fireman's Curiosity Saves an Electric
Light Station.

vs the Boston Herald.
[ pounds of giant powder ca..ie '

tially full pressure during admission, the boiler having

ample time during expansion to again restore the pres-

sure in the receiver. A receiver of this kind for high

pressures has to be e.specially designed and exceedingly

well made. Its construction cannot be entrusted to any
ordinary boilermaker, as it being an engine room appli-

ance, nicely covered and lagged, the slightest leak must
be avoided. These considerations have led the Gouberl

Manufacturing c.mpany of New York, manufacturer of

the Stratton steam separator, to design a combined sep-

arator and steam receiver. The making of the two ap-

pliances into one, while insllring a supply of perfectly

dry steam at full pressure lo the engine, economizes
space and makes a much neater appearance, as well as

lessens the number of joints that would be necessary if

two different apparatus were used. The large experi-

ence and manufacturing facilities of this company for

high pressure work are a guarantee that nothing but

%mi and tight work, with a safe and efficient apparatus,

will be furnished.

The Goubert Manufacturing company has already

supplied these combined separators and receivers to a

number of large power plants. Among them may be
mentioned the Unileil ^leclric Light & Power company

right

vhen he

thought.

The fireman had thrown a few shovelfuls
furnace and was just about to throw another
noticed that it was heavier than usual. He stopped,
examined the shovelful of coal, found what appeared at
first to be a rather large lump, but which when he
brushed the dust from the surface proved to be a tin box.

' he muttered, and he called the other

work and pried the box open,
black material that did not

2 chief of the night force was
in the box was found to be

•What's

that boiler room
refully removed to

main office of the

rent to pieces, in addition to the fact that fire would
have undoubtedly added its horrors to the scene.

It is entirely probable that the box of powder came
from the mine and was accidentally transported lo the
boiler room of the electric light company with the coal,

but the wonder is that it did not explode owing to the
rough handling to which it must have been submitted.
The company will undoubtedly investigate the matter.
Too much praise cannot be accorded the fireman who

had curiosity enough to investigate a rather heavy shovel-

ful of coal, for it is owing to his curiosity that "the com-
pany has a plant on Summer street extension to-day.

Eclipse Portable Electric Lamp.
The compact electric lamp outfit shown in the c

designed for bicycles, carriages or other places whf

portable electric light is desirable.

Eclipse Electric Lamp company of

these claims are made for it:

[t is made by the

affalo. N. Y., and

It thr brilli;

; jolting ,

light 75
tput

feet; the

the
speed of a bicycle or carriage do not affect it in the least;
It IS as tar ahead and as superior to the very best oil or
vapor lamp made as the electric light tor general com-
mercial use is to the oil lamps used by our forefathers a
century ago, which means of course no heal, smoke or

or soiled clothes from oil. no
getting behind a tree to light matches, no jolting out
and arrest (with the subsequent fines) for "lights out,

"

but instead a light so strong and brilliant that a bicycle
can be ridden with pleasure and comfort the darkest
night.

The material used in making the battery solution for

this outfit is kno%vn as "Eclipse electric sand," and is

sold by dealers. The lamp itself, it is said, will last a

season, with ordinary use. When the filament is burned
out the bulb can be easily replaced. Provision is also

made for replacing the zinc of the battery when neces-
sary. The lamp outfit shown in the cut weighs one
pound and is 3,"/, inches wide, three inches deep and
four inches high.

Painter- Morrison Push-button Flush
Switch.

One of the latest novelties in the line of push-button
flush switches is that known as the Painter-Morrison

type and manufactured by the Morrison Southern Elec-

tric company of Baltimore. The accompanying illustra-

tion gives an excellent idea of the conslructira of the de-

vice and the several parts. Two of the strongest claims

made for this switch by the manufacturers are its simplic-

ity of construction and perfection of mechanism. The
sides and base of the switch are of porcelain, making it fire

and moisture-proof. It can be wired without taking it

apart, thus saving labor and time. The finishing plale

can be made to harmonize with the surrounding decora-

tions and need not be attached until all other work is

finished. The face plates are finished in brass, nickel,

copper or any special finish desired. These switches

II' .1 iiMr |i,,Ic, of 10 amperes capacity, and all parts

ill 11 .ill iheir parts and may be placed in groups.

I 111 I'liiiin, indicate by the touch whether the current



Mr. Wheeler Says the Love System Will
Again be Tried In Chicago.
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Dodge of New York, and H. B. Scotl of Burlington,

va, The comljination will push every form of electric

129

such a substantial part of its proposed railroad as war-
rants affirmative action by the board. In such an ap-
plication a certificate should not be refused if the appli-
cation showed a public need for such a substantial part
of its proposed road as would justify the construction of
the whole.

H. Wheeler, wull know

Side loop experiment

manager of the F-ove c \position. to be held

: fiKl't.

1 build a viaduct, and at Thirty-seventh
I ^o under the tracks which are already ele-

people of Dearborn street should be glad,

will be the best ever built in Chicago and
We get

enough of the road done by winter to she

that the conduit is belter in winter than in summer in

spite of all that has been said. We signed the contract
last week, but I do not know how long the company has
been formed. We will lay 21 miles of track, 10^ miles
double track.

Telephone Fight in Kansas City.

In a press dispatch dated Kansas City, Mo,, March

7th, the following account of the controversy between

the telephone company and its patrons is given:

A test case to prove the validity of the telephone or-

dinance recently passed by the City Council, establishing

a rental of $9 a quarter instead of S18, was made to-day,

when three collectors of the Missouri & Kansas Tele-

phone company were arrested for violating the ordi-

nance. In the police court they were fined an aggre-

gate of S3. 600. Their bonds "were furnished by the

company and an appeal was taken to the Criminal
Court. The telephone company claims the council's or-

dinance is illegal and has continued to collect former
rates. Businessmen have generally combined to uphold

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, March 7.—On Monday the stockholders

of the Commercial Cable company held their annual

meeting, and elected the following named directors for

the ensuing year; J. W. Mackay, James Gordon Ben-

nett, George G. Ward; Sir Donald A. Smith, Sir William

C. Van Home. Clarence H. Mackay, T. Skinner. G. G.

Howland, C. R. Hosmer. R. Irvin, G. S Coe, A. B.

Chandler and E. C. Piatt. The annual report was very

satisfactory. The gross earnings in 1895 amounted to

52,000,738.14, and the working and other expenses to

5794,340.53, leaving a balance of $1,215,397.61. There

was an increase in the earnings of S236.304.10 and an

increase in expense of 531,344.69, as compared with the

previous year, resulting in an increase in net earnings of

5204,959-41. Dividends of 1:4 percent, for the quarters

ended March 31st. June 30th, September 30th, Decem-

ber 31st, were paid, a total of 7 per cent, for the year on

the capital stock, amounting to 5700,000. The reserve

fund was augmented by the purchase of $200,000 United

States government bonds. The balance of the year's

profit, amounting to 5315,397.61, remained to the credit

of profit and loss.

Boston furnishes the news of the latest electrical con-

solidation. After months of negotiation the American

Electric Heating corporation of that city has gathered

unto itself the Western Electric Heating company, St.

Paul, Minn.; the Central Electric Heating company.

New York; the New England Electric Heating company;

the Burton Electric company, Richmond, Va.; the Car-

penter Electric Heating Manufacturing company, St.

Paul, Minn.; the Rich Electric Heating company, Mt.

Vernon, N. Y.; the Dewey Electric Heating company,

Syracuse, N. Y., as well as several others which have

owned valuable patents. The corporation's new board of

directors consists of J, Murray Forbes, president; Charles

A. Morss, Jr., Edward C.Perkins, Charles L. Edgar of

the Edison Electric Light company, Charles Francis

Adams, second, Everett Morss, Arthur B. Smith, George

U, Crocker, Ambrose Eastman of Boston, S. S. Wheeler

of the Crocker-Wheeler Electric company, and Arthur

with explanatory notes, purtraits, autugraph.s. etc. .Mr,

Morse is the possessor of an invaluable collection of tele-

father's notebooks and sketches, all of which will be

shown. Mr, Martin, besides owning many objects of in-

terest connected with the early days of electricity, has

secured from Mr. Tesla, Professor Thomson, Mr. Edison.

Mr. Weston. Mr. Stieringer and others the loan of

early and interesting apparatus, constituting a personal

The special commission of inquiry filed its report with

the Supreme Court to-day, recommending that the pro-

posed plan of the Rapid Transit commission should be

adopted. The sense of the conclusions arrived at is

summed up In the concluding paragraph of the 6,000

word report, which is: ' The stimulus that it would give

to our city it is almost impossible to conjecture, and, there-

fore, while they have given due consideration to the ob-

jections of the Broadway owners, and have not been dis-

posed in any way to minimize them, your commissioners

are of opinion and do hereby determine and report that the

route proposed by the Board of Rapid Tran-.it commis-

sioners ought to bs adopted, and that the railway de-

termined upon by the said board ought to be constructed

and operated." While the report is not final until

passed upon judicially, yet, concurring as it does with

the regular commission, it is pronounced a long step to-

ward real rapid transit which will bring theBattery and

Lower New York within easy distance of Harlem and

the upper portions of the city by means of an under-

ground system lying beneath the surface of Broadway.

Estimates on the cost of the proposed system vary between

$50,000,000 and 595,000,000. Electricity will undoubt-

edly be used as the motive power.

It is expected that no obstacles will be presented to

the accomplishment of the big railroad deal in Brooklyn,

through which, early next month, the Nassau Electric

company will secure the lease of the entire Atlantic Ave-

nue railroad system. The new company will be the

Kings County Traction company, with a capital stock of

$4,500,000. The deal has long been in contemplation^

The Nassau company, which recently established a num-

ber of trolley lines in Brooklyn, has anxiously sought for

a terminus at the bridge. The rental to be paid by the

Nassau company for the Atlantic avenue system is S150,-

000 annually for the first two years and SiSo.ooo annually

thereafter, the whole period being 999 years. In ad-

dition to the II lines of the Atlantic avenue system

the lease includes the roads operated by it, namely, the

Brooklyn. Bath and West End railroad, the Prospect

Park and Coney Island line, and the South Brooklyn

and terminal lines. Within one year from date the Nas-

sau company is to spend $500,000 for the improvement

of the Atlantic avenue system, and no part of the sura is

to be expended in extensions or connections other than

the extension of the Bergen street line from Rochester

avenue to Rockaway avenue. The Kings County Trac-

tion company is the successor of the Brooklyn Traction

company, and is to. receive the dividends paid by the

Atlantic Avenue Railroad company out of the Nassau

annual rental. _^__
- W, F. O.

Buffalo and Niagara Falls.

Buffalo, March 7.—The decision of the State Board

of Railroad Commissioners, denying the application of

the Buffalo Traction company for a certificate to con-

struct and operate a surface railway system in this city,

is still causing animated discussion. The gist of the

decision is contained in the following paragraph:

Upon the testimony and after examining the proposed
lines, both as a whole and in detail, and examining the

needs of the city and service rendered by the existing

system and other facilities, it is the conclusion of the

board that the application must be denied. The appli-

cant has not shown public need for the construction of

jcussai-y ill win..'l,",',,'.l, 'I'mi! .

',!.'

hat' plai, of action

follow, Th./ lirsi -,if|, ;n the new
ny filed wilh l he c ILV <'.krk ih.- lormal ;..cceptanre

gram passed l:.y the aide rmon and councilmen

pproved by the: mayor. After this the! new corn-

v?s in a positicin to comtinue; in earnest. It had a

ng before ths city authoriilies, and its next step

fight for a reversal of theideivision of^ the State

. Ad appeal will b= take;n, and the Appellate

onoftheSuprf:me Com•t wi lib!! asked t

oial of the rai Iroad cornmisisiotlers. Not long ago

the Traction psople made another m^ve. Under the

name of the Elmwood Avenue & Tonawanda Electric

Railway company, they asked permission of the aldermen

to extend their lines through various streets in this city.

The city fathers named the afternoon of February 19th

as the date for the public hearing to consider the appli-

cation. At the same time the aldermen condemned the

Brackett bill, now pending in the Legislature, which

seeks to give to the State Railroad Commission authority

to pass upon extensions of established lines, as well as

the necessity for new roads. The injunction proceed-

ings against the city and the Traction company were

sent to the corporation counsel with instructions to de-

fend. Though the extensions asked for practically cover

the same ground as those in the former application of

the company, many changes are made in the route.

Streets which were formerly included are left out, while

The State Board of Railroad Commissioners held a

the application of the Niagara Falls Electric Railway

company for a franchise to construct and operate an

electric railroad in the eastern and northern sections

of the city and upon Niagara street. After listening to

several witnesses, the commissioners adjourned for a

further hearing in Albany at a later date.

In the village of Medina. Orleans county, the electric

lighting controversy is still unsettled. The present

contract expires in April, and the company's bid

is so much higher than the present contract that

it is probable that the board of trustees will

refuse to make a new contract, and that the town

may gounlighted for a considerable period unless the

people of the village express a desire to settle the matter

themselves at a public meeting, which will probably be

called soon by the president of the village. The elec-

tric fire-alarm system, which has practically been con-

tracted for, is to a greater or less extent waiting for the

decision respecting electric lighting, as the Electric Light

company's poles are the most desirable to use for the

wires of the alarm system. Whoever gets the lighting con-

tract will probably have to give the use of the poles for

adv of

neither the village officials nor the fire-alarm contractors

feel like taking the risk of stringing any wires.

At a recent meeting of the Common Council of the city

of Lockport, Mayor Atwater appointed H. M. Whitbeck.

J. W. Dumville. Jr,, and F. N. Trevor as a committee

to consult with the Niagara Falls Power company "and

endeavor to ascertain the possibility of furnishing Lock-

port factories with reliable electric power, and at what

price. Lockport is the county seat of Niagara county. It

has a population of about 16,000. The majorty of its fac-

tories have been securing power by the use of water from

the Erie canal, but a short time ago the water was let out

in order to facilitate the work of a survey preparatory to

extensive improvements. Then the Manufacturers' as-

sociation arranged- to throw a dam across in order to

secure a temporary supply of water. It is, however, rec-

ognized that the factories will not long be permitted to

use canal water; therefore the desire is to secure power

from the Falls. The distance between Niagara Falls

and Lockport is about 19 miles, and if it be possible to
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successfully transmit power from the Falls to Buffalo.

Lockport stands the same chance of being benefited.

There is no doubt that the Niagara Falls Power company-

will gladly supply Lockport with power, providing suf-

ficient business is offered to support a transmission line.

The new addition to the plant of the Carbarundum

company is having the roof put on. This new building

is of brick and two stories high, fn it are two fine

large pottery kilns, and it will not be long before this

company is doing all of its business at the Falls.

The Pittsburg Reduction company's plant on the

Men are building the foundation for the new rotary

transformer it is proposed to install, and soon the work

of remodeling the four rotary and the static transformers

now in use will be commenced. This task will be fin-

ished in May in all likelihood. This will give the ma-

chines a capacity of 600 instead of 400 kilowatts, or about

7S7 horse power, as compared with the present 525

horse power.

In the calcic carbide plant all is activity. The Gen-

eral Electric company's force is hard at work installing

the electrical machinery, and finishing touches are being

put on the plant here and there. This factory wiUcom-

The new sodium plant is beginning to assume its pro-

portions. This factory is the farthest of any of the new

plants at Niagara Falls from the power house. One of

the frame buildings is up and the other is going up

rapidly-

The Common Council of Lockport has passed a reso-

lution favoring the submission to the Legislature of a bill

allowing that city to issue $40,000 worth of 4 per cent,

bonds for the purpose of establishing a municipal light-

ing plant. The city's present contract expires next

year. The people have already approved the step.

In the event of the Niagara Falls Power company not

deeming it advisable to run a transmission line to Lock-

port, there is ? possibility that Niagara Falls will secure

some of the factories now located there.

The Cowles aluminum plant in Lockport, which was

closed some time ago in consequence of litigation with

the Pittsburg Reduction company, still remains in that

condition so far as the manufacture of aluminum is con-

cerned. Mr. Cowles has turned his attention to experi-

ments in making acetylene gas.

The Niagara Falls & Buffalo Electric Light &
Power company will soon install the machinery that will

make it possible for it to take current from the big gen-

erators of the Niagara Falls Power company. This

company supplies the electric light for publid use in

Niagara Falls as well as supplying private customers.

It has recently increased its capital stock from Sioo.ooo

By March the Cliff Papsr company expects to be mak-

ing papar by electric instead of steam p3wer. This com-

pany is very enterprising and was the first to enjoy a

double use of water on the high bank at Niagara Falls.

After many months of negotiation, it has been settled

that the Massey-Harris company will establish the

United States branch of its business at Niagara Falls.

This company manufactures agricultural implements,

and ha^ plants of some mignituJs in Toronto, Brant-

ford and Woodstock. Ont.

The directors of the Niagara Falls Power company
have decided to at once invite proposals for the poles to

be used in Ihe pnwer transmission line to Buffalo. The
contran i-^ Iikel\ (m be k-l so that work can be begun

early in the sjh 111^ I lowever, Buffalo stands no chance

of securin- Nia-aui ]i )wer this year, for before this will

be possible the wheel-pit extension will have to be com-

pleted, P. D.

Washington, D- C.

WASiriNGTON. March 7.—The following bills, which

will prove of interest to electricians, have been pre-

sented u< Tongress during the last few days;

Sen;it..r i'li^liMl M.iifnn 1 lins .-i bill before the Senate
authMM ; I !: r ii .| tho water power of the
Coos.-iii ih \;,J.,,,,i.. II (, McCall andhisassoci-
ates ! I iM [.dfrig electricity, and for

Con^'l I 1.) authorize the Inter-

ocean. . II. tract and operate rail-

way, I' . hues through the Indian
Territory.

A bill to protect slate anti-gambling laws from nullifi-

cation through interstate gambling by telegraph, telephone
f.r otherwise, has been introduced in the House by
Kepresentative Gillett of Massachusetts.
Representative Clark of Iowa has a bill in Congress

extending the time wherein the Dss Moines Rapids Power
company shall begin work one year.

Senator McMillan of Michigan has introduced a bill in

the Senate authorizing the laying of subways in the

streets, roads, avenues and alleys of the District of Co-
lumbia, and providing for placing the present overhead
wires therein. The bill has been referred to the com-
mittee on the District of Columbia.

Senators Proctor and Bacon gave a hearing to

advocates of a bill introduced in the Senate by Senator
McMillan to incorporate the Columbia Telephone com-
pany. Appearing in the interest of this bill was Maj.
Butterworth. John A. Baker, T. A. Lambert, T. C. Dan-
iel and W. G. Wassaman.

Senator McMillan of Michigan has introduced a bill tn

the Senate to authorize the extension of the lines of the

Potomac Light & Power company, a corporation now en-
gaged in the business of selling electric current for vari-

ous purposes in the District of Columbia and in the state

of Virginia. The bill has been referred to the committee
on the District of Columbia.

The friends of Daniel Drawbaugh were given a hear-

ing by the Senate committee on patents recently. Mr.

Drawbaugh claims to be the original inventor of the

microphone. His application was thrown out of the Pat-

ent Office on the ground that a device of the same char-

acter had been in use two years when he asked for a

patent. Mr. Drawbaugh's friends are making an effort

to secure legislation whereby he may be allowed to pro-

ceed with his application for a patent. The probability

of an early decision by the United States Supreme Court

on the validity of the Berliner patent adds interest to

the Drawbaugh move.

A bill was introduced in the Legislature of Maryland

yesterday for the consolidation of the four electric rail-

road companies that have secured the privilege of con-

structing lines between Baltimore and this city. The
move for consolidation is said to be part of the scheme

for the construction of an electric railroad system from

Washington through Baltimore to Westminster over the

Blue Ridge to the Cumberland Valley and Gettysburg.

Widener and Elkins and other capitalists interested in

railways are said to be connected with the project.

An electrical expert has been appointed by the District

vision of the building regulations, to fill the vacancy caused

by ihe death of W. P. Freeman. Commander Wash-
burn Maynard, U. S. N.. has been selected for the posi-

tion, because of his reputation as an electrical expsrt,

and he will be asked to revise that portion of the new
regulations concerning electricity in large buildings.

A bill has been introduced in Congress by Representa-

tive Quigg of New York, to provide for the extension of

letters patent for an "improvement in insulating sub-

marine cables." The extension is asked to be granted

to Baker A. Jamison and Tallmadge A. Lambert, ad-

ministrators (/c ^o;?^s /wn of George B. Simpson, for the

term of seven years, upon payment of the usual fees and

charges for the extension of patents.

President Phillips of the Metropolitan road states that

the business of the Ninth street 1

rymg to secure 1

; the

has increased k
stallation of the electrical system.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis. March 7.—The city of St. Paul has

awarded the contract for lighting the business part of

town with electricity to the St. Paul Gas Light company
at $69.50, and the rest of the city with gas.

The Hartman General Electric company of Duluth

has been reorganized as the Commercial Light &
Power company, and the capital stock increased from

$500,000 to Si, 000, 000.

The car barn of the Marshalltown Light, Power &
Railway company was damaged by fire, one motor car

being burned and several others damaged : loss

S6,ooo.

The Superior-Cloquet Electric Railway company
has been incorporated at West Superior. Wis., to build

a line to Cloquet, Minn. Considerable traffic is ex-

pected to Spirit Island, where a summer resort will be

fitted up.

The Ironton Structural Steel company of Duhith

has awarded the contract to the Westinghouse Electric

&, Manufacturing company of Pittsburg for furnishing

electrical apparatus to furnish power to handle two 25-

ton traveling cranes.

The proposition for the town to own an electric light

plant at Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, was defeated at the late

The Lidgerwood electric railway in Spokane, Wash.,

will be extended to Hillyard as soon as possible.

The opinion entertained by citizens of Mankato,

Minn., in general, and the aldermen in particular, of

"L. R. Walkins. C. & E. ICng., 30 Court street, Bos-

ton, Mass," is anything but flattering. The town has

5 for electric lighting and

also wants an electric railway. Some time since plans

were prepared for a municipal electric plant, but the

bids were considered too high and were rejected. The
town then advertised for bids for lighting the city, operat-

ing an electric street railway, etc. Walkins offered to

furnish arc street lamps at S57.60 per annum, and to

put in the electric railway. He said he was putting in a

similar plant at Madison, Ind., and mentioned several

businessmen of the East who were interested with him.

The council accepted the bid. and wrote to some of the

men mentioned, and to Madison, Ind. The city clerk

of the latter place denied that Walkins is putting in such

a plant. The business men named do not know of the

plan, or are not men of means. A Boston attorney

thinks Walkins' scheme is to get a franchise, borrow

money on it, and get out from under.

The Ashland Lighting & Street Railway company's

plant was sold under foreclosure for S175.000, and the

new company incorporated by Charles Quarlesof Mil-

waukee, R. C. Heydlauff and A. E. Kanneburg of Ash-

land,

An ambitious trolley scheme is proposed at Niobrara.

Neb., utilizing water power from artesian wells to build

a line to Verdigris, 12 miles, and connect with the Elk-

horn road. The estimated cost is $25,000. There are

ihree or four other points of 15 to. 20 miles distance

which it is proposed to connect with in the future.

A bill has been introduced in the Iowa state Legisla-

ture requiring that all electric cars be vestibuled and

have a double set of brakes, to work singly or double,

and placing street car companies under the control of

the railway commissioners. Forfeiture of charter is the

penalty for violation of the law. C.

PERSONAL.
Superintendent Frank Stevens of the Electric Pro-

tection company of Philadelphia is not only a successful

electrician, but he is also proficient in the political

arena. A flattering notice of his election as councilman
from the Twenty-fourth ward in Philadelphia appeared
recently in a paper of that city. The fact that his

majority was one of the largest given to any councilman
elected indicates that his popularity i

wholly to the electrical trade.

nfined

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It is stated that the water power and steam electric

lighting plant at Elkhart, Ind., is for sale. O. N. Lum-
bert of Syracuse, N. Y., can give information.

A recent issue of En^^inceri/ig- of London contains a
long and appreciative descriptive article, well illustrated,

of the Harrison street station of the Chicago Edison

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

xtend its lines across the bridges to the forn

Howard, having acquired the plant on that side. It has
also just completed arrangements to extend its line to

the village of Depere, five miles south of the city. The
extension will cost $35,000 and will probably prove the

nucleus for a line taking in the whole of the Fox River
valley to Neenah and Menasha, and possibly to Osh-
kosh.

A contract was signed on March 5th in the City of

Mexico for the sale of the street railway system belong-

ing to the Federal District company, the price paid be-

ing $7,750,000, of which Sioo.ooo cash was paid on
signing of contract, $825,000 to be paid in cash in May.
and the same amount in the month of July, and the re-

maining S6, 000, 000 to remain as a mortgage at six per
cent. The buyers are London and South African capi-

talists, who are said to contemplate other large invest-

ments in Mexico. The present capitalization of the

company is $6,500,000, and pays seven per cent. The
new owners will introduce electricity and modernize and
improve the system.

MISCELLANEOUS.
At the regula
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fanrv tricks in scruliii;; and receiving messages. One of

ilu'iii was 1(1 Like iwu messages at the same time. He
could write e.pially well and beautifully with either

hand, and could take a message from one instrument,

writing it out ^ith his left hand, while he copied another

message with his right. He could also send a message
with one hand while he received another message, copy-

ing it with the other hand,

A Mexican national exposition of industries and fine

arts, with an international department, will be opened
in the City of Mexico, September 15th, to continue for

at least six months, England. Germany, France and
the United States, it is expected, will be worthily repre-

sented by exhibits of manufactures. Four main build-

ings will be provided for the housing and display of pro-

ducts from the United States: for manufactures, me-
chanical arts, agriculture and food products. There
will be an international exhibition in Belgium in 1897,

It will comprise 14 sections, of which one will be de-

voted to lighting and heating and another to electric

TRADE NEWS.
Bowers Brothers of 117 and iig Lake street, Chi-

cago, miners and importers of mica for electrical pur-

poses, issue a standard price-list, which will be useful

to the trade. Mica is furnished uncut, in stamped
sheets or cut to any size. Billings & Spencer com-
mutator segments of copper are also supplied by Bowers
Brothers.

The Metropolitan Electric company reports recent

large sales of P. & B. tape and compound'; the spring

construction has begun rather early. The Metropolitan
Electric company is fortunate in having this agency, and
has increased the busin:-s5 West since it has been in its

hands very considerably. It is also receiving good or-

ders for Ship cored carbons.

Thomas F. O'Connor, who has been nine years con-

nected with the Standard Underground Cable company,
has just resigned from that company to accept the posi-

tion of assistant general manager of the National Un-
derground Cable company. Mr. O'Connor has been in

the underground cable business from its infancy; has

seen it grow to its present proportions, and has aided
much in that growth. Outside of his broad experience

in the underground cable business, in which he is an ac-

knowledged expert, Mr. O'Connor is well known as an
inventor in mechanical as well as electrical branches.

riir Iniri mr I iiinliiii A I [i--.ii l:i 1 1< iti Company of New
^^.^k advocates the use of interior conduit in the wiring
of electric cars. The method consists of a system of in-

sulating waterproof and electrically fire-proof tubes
which may be concealed in the framework of cars after

the manner of gas pipes. These tubes are run from
roof of car to motors, controllers and all lamp outlets in

the car. thus making a complete insulated race-way for

all wires, The dangers resulting from the accidental

overheating, or, perhaps, melting of wires, an^ the con-
sequent liability to destruction from fire, is eliminated
by the use of this system. The wires are perfectly ac-

cessible at all times, and in the event of the failure of

any circuit from any electrical derangement the defec-

tive wire may be withdrawn and a new one substituted

in its place without removing the woodwork or defacing
the interior finish of thecar.

BUSINESS.
Franlzen & Bennett, electrical contractors of Chicago,

dissolved partnership on March 3d. Mr. Bennett is no
longer connected with the firm. The business will be
continued by Arthur Frantzen at the same location, 353
Dearborn street.

The baby knife switch has leaped into public favor
with about the same rapidity that the new baby usually

does. The Electric Appliance company is meeting the

demand for this new specialty by carrying a large stock

at very low figures. These switches are furnished with
round or square bases, in 15 and 25 ampere sizes, single

and double pole.

The Columbia pad calendar for i8g6 has made its ap-
pearance, representing the eleventh annual issue, and,
handy and convenient as it has been heretofore, the new
issue certainly surpasses any of its predecessors. The
new calendar contains a much better arrangement than
in previous years, more space having been allowed for

memoranda, while a greater charm has been added by
liberal illustration and a unique and convenient grouping
of dates, calculated to meet the hurried needs of business
men. This calendar is issued by the Pope Manufactur-
ing company of Hartford, Conn.

The National Underground Cable company has just

received from the Central Union Telephone company a
large contract for telephone cable for the city of Toledo,
the contract covering also the laying, jointing and con-
necting of the cables, etc. This is said to be about the
largest single telephone cable order given out in the year
1896, and the National company is proud of it. This
progressive and enterprising company has also booked
within the week several large orders for electric light and
street railway cables and is rapidly making itself felt in

the line of telegraph cables, for the manufacture of which
it has a special department in its factories at Harrison,

N.J.

The F. J.
Pearson Manufactu

, Secu

liorse power; Joiii' i.,-, ;,: , 1 -|,,j horse
power. The biiriri ! .i-

1
In I 1

:
t |,.ii- I i.iic ( Jass com-

pany are of the Standard direct-lire.| type, those for
Joiies & Laughlins will be equipped with the chain grate
stoker, and the battery for Brown & Co, is of the waste
heat type.

In recommending the use of high-grade carbons for
arc lamps, Hugo Reisinger of 38 Beaver street. New
York, says: "I am convinced that if consumers of arc
light carbons will only make a careful test of the carbon
they are using against the 'Electra' carbon, they will
discover that, taking the candle power produced at an
expenditure of a certain amount of current, with life,

steadmess and dust as important factors, the high-grade
Electra' carbons will be by far more economical than
any other carbon, foreign or domestic, manufactured, or
putting it more plainly, the 'Electra' carbon will cost
less per given hours of burning than any other carbon
which may be listed at a lower price," Samples are
sent for testing free of charge.

The Morrison Southern Electric company of Balti-
more, Md.. is rapidly taking a position in the front rank
in the manufacture of electrical apparatus, and in fact it

is the largest concern of its kind in the South. The
ofl5ces and retail store occupy the first and second floors
of the double store in the Hoen building, and they carry
a.stock which would meet the average want of most any
purchaser of electrical goods. The factory is located at
212 and 214 Holladay street, whicb, although a large
building, is somewhat crowded in meeting the calls upon
the company of late because of increasing business. On
the first floor of the factory building are located the
winding room and foundry. Special machinery is used
in many places, the most important being a converter
press, which is one of the few successful machines in
this line of work. The second floor is occupied as an
assembling room, electroplating, bufiing room and stock
department. Thethird floor is filled with a splendid
assortment of special tools and machinery to use in the
varied work which is taken up by this concern. The
Morrison Southern Electric company is undoubtedly
the headquarters for repair work in its vicinity. No less
than 100 hands are employed continually, and of late
night work has been necessary. General Manager

J. S.
Boyd is the right man in the right place. Through his
careful organization this concern has, from a small
position in the electrical trade, assumed large propor-
tions, and he reports that the company is at present at
work upon a large number of electrical novelties which

eral trade soon.''ill be offered 1

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued March ?, 1806.

535 ,487. Closed Conduit Ele
son, Leeds, England.

1894.

ctric Rail

Applicati

way, Chi
on filed

:is Ander-
Marclt 1,

ramp beine "carded' beS." the" ca°

meclianism for raising and depressii

ilact pegs adapted to

^^lll pegs°to''makI

555,488. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Chris Ander-
son, Leeds, England Application filed February
13, 1895.

apparatus for operathig electric

°e"r'tiiall^^movabfe^coma^Jf' e's
adapted to complete the circuit between the car motor and
the electric supply cable, a series oE vertically movable

tilways from ;

I pegs.
pegs.

connected to the lever i

i frora the lever raechan-
in adjacent

engage a raised

In this invention two conductors are emph
ing through the district to be protected, each (

ing closed upon itself. The signaling boxes o
1 multiple between the two cii

555.5o3> Controlling Mechanism for Electric Motor
Lucius T. Gibbs. Milwaukee, Wis. Applicatit

filed January 2, i8g6.

voted switch arm controlling t

:or limiting the movement of tl

ng the switch and arm :

together when
, and an electro-

niagnetarran^ed to hold the am

the normal current passes through the field.

555'509- Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter, Phila-
delphia, Pa, Application filed June 21, 1894.

other, being
working con

king

bridging media

s suspended from c

555,511. Method of Converting Potential Energy of

Carbon into Electrical Energy. William W.
Jacques, Newton, Mass. Application filed June 5,

1895.
'

i of converting the potential energy of
1 energy by

ng tne po

555,544. Dynamo-electric Machine and Electric Motor.
George A. Wells, Jr., New York. N. Y. Applica-
tion filed April 12, 1895.

side of its coil and terminating with U-shaped pole pieces
alternating in sign and lying in a plane concentric with
the axis of the machine, to thereby co-operate with an

braced between the opposite faces of the U-sliaped pole

555.546- Electro-raagnet for Separating Metal. H. H.
Whitacre and A. C. Wolfe, Wellsville, Ohio. Appli-
cation filed March I, 1895.

:tic sepa.
iaily dis

The claim reads: In a band inanipul
rater, the combination of a series of magnets radially
posed about and parallel with a central axis, core exten-
sions of the magnets coincident with the central axis of the
separator, radially disposed intermediate pieces connect-

surrounding the core extensions and abutting against the
radial intermediate pieces, a hermetic jacket inclosing the
coil, a handle secured to the core extensions and projecting
axially beyond the coil and the magnets, and wires lea-ing
from the end of the handle,

555,571. Trolley Pole and Connection. Charles H,
Finson, Pittsfield, Maine. Application filed July
20, 1895-

paths for the battery
i affording

555' 529- Electrically Propelled Cars. Edgar Peckhan
New York, N. Y. Application filed June 11, 189.

The first claim reads: The combination with an electr
motor pivotally connected at one end of the axle of tl cord is tightened and (
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lie tapering end of [lie pole-piece being arranged trans-
ersely to tbe direction of travel of the conveyor and a sec-

555.585- Safety Appliance for Electric Brakes. W. B
Potter. Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed April

22, 1895.

..
J,

Te
filed April :

t for different amounts (

. Electric Meter. Georg A. J,
Telge, Olden-

NO. 555.491-

555.590. Monocyclic Generator. Elihu Thomson,
Swampscott, Mass. ,\pplication filed March 29, 1895.

nets generating single-phase alternating electromotive
forces, a teaser armature upon the same shaft having a sep-
arate core from the main armature and provided with field

magnets and adapted to gnnerate an electromotive force of
displaced phase, and separate means of regulation for the

555,601. Electrical Railway Signal. Wilhelm Fiedler,

Charlottenburg, Gernriany. Application filed Au-
gust 25, 1894.

ventor lainis- Thecombinati on of a semapho
od, a ro ary disk, an eccen ;rica y-placed pin in t

apted to ed by tli

erposec

a pm adapted the wheel train

ircuil.^ e'iheret ».,'--°'<--^=Pf-'l.

Application filed October 15. 1895

Ct::

:ireaded end. t

d. the flai flexil

of the securi
gae.r

the ball bearings for the trolley, and the spring having one
end connected rigidly to the front of the head and the
other end loosely engaging the front of the trolley carrier.

,702. Electrical Measuring Instrument. A.H. Hoyt,
Penacook, N. H. Application filed June lo. 1895.

ring arm forming t r for
movable member,
able member and adapted *to travel over a graduate^ scale.

555.706- Electric Arc Lamp. Erwin Lavens. New
York, N Y. Application filed May 23, 1895.

normally overcomes the weight of the carbon support, a
dog or d'ogs so pivoted as to move eccentrically to the axis

stop against which the dog or dogs strike when the arma-
ture in its movement reaches a predetermined point, thereby

,725. Party Telephone Line Apparatus. Angus S.

Hibbard, Chicago, III. Application filed Septem-
ber 16, 1S95.

.Soo. Electric Railway System. Andrew J. Beik-
zel. Boiling Springs, Pa. Application filed April

15, 1895-

grooves of the rails on opposite sides of the track, and

555.841. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas E. Adams
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed June 6, 1895.

In an electric arc lamp, the combination with the carboi
rod and a clutch having jaws disposed at diametrically op

aphite faci

callyc

and John J. Zimmele, Philadelphia, Pa, Appl
tion filed September 20, 1895.

ri^

of the other two stations are connected between tht

posite limb of the metallic circuit and ground, one c

bells being constructed to respond to current sent ove

555'792. Method of and Apparatus for Magnetic Sep-
aration John P Wetherell South Bethlehem Pa
\ppl cat on filed Feb uary 10 1896

555.850- Core and Coil for Dynamo-electric machii
Abe L. Cushman, Concord, N. H. AppHcal
filed August 29, 1S94,

555-S51- Armature for Induction Motors. Abe L.
Cushman, Concord, N, H. Application filed April
13. 1894-

n.

555.63'l- Trolley Protector for Firemen. John P
Barrett, Chicago. 111. Application filed December
'i. i«95.

ii'ing South Bethlehem, Pa. Application filed February
"'M ,0, .S9O.
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More ar at Niagara Falls. yond it, however, dynamo No. 2 is seen in operation,

making about 250 revolutions a miniitr, m, M.nirtliniL: I,,-,

, ilii^ iIiim! T,nc,.i liorse power gcn- like .S3 revolutions during the expn.iu. f.,i ihu 1

,«,, i.iiiM,, mI- llio Niagara Falls picture. The steady manner in whiiii 11 run, is well

i.i-:ii.i 1 .ill'. ii now under way. displayed by the excellence of the picture, and the reader nin

1 "1 il.WvstinRhouse Elec- will find it hard to comprehend that this machine at the boa

Min|i.,m .if riuslnirg, Pa., maker time the picture was made was delivering such a mighty the

n Ih.s llnnl KL-nerator is installed force as 5,000 horse power. Immediately to the left of are

t of this f^rcal power plant will be dynamo No. 2 is seen the switchboard structure and the ent

ich. as the Western Hi.ECTiilci,iN operator in charge. Placed on the switchboard platform the

creased by the addition of seven are seen the instrument stands, one for each generator I

t it has not been decided just how and two f.T till- rotary transformers, while in front of Ele

1 is proceeding under the direction of W. F.

.in. I \V K Dunlap.

: i^Ki . n li'.-tter idea of the size of the Niagara dy-

v.nh iini-Mfthem standing still and the other run-

t .-iUnaff..r.f-, :i lln.. ^ i. v. ..f lli.. ..nil..f llir switch-

les carrying:!. ,'.•• n.ih- .. ri.ii I,,, i.iries that

plied from this pl.-iiil il nl ... ^im-, ;i \i'jw of the

e to the stairway leading to the elevator by which

;ent is made into the wheel-pit.

is connection it may be added that the Niagara

: Chemical company has just let the contract for

these additional generators are to be erected, it being an-

nounced that the Niagara Falls Power company has un-

der consideration some suggestions of changes, which

may eventually lead to placing the additional dynamos

down in the big wheel-pit, instead of in the power

house, as at present. This method of erection would

save the expense of the 13S foot shafts which now con-

nect the turbines with the generators.

This power house of the Niagara Falls Power company

is the largest in the world, and the illustrations presented

on this and the following pages give the reader a good

idea of its magnitude and manner of placing the great

power producers. In the foreground of Fig. i is seen the

upper works of dynamo No. i. This machine was stand-

ing still when the exposure for the picture was made,

and the rivets of its side are plainly visible. Just he-

each instrument stand is placed a cast-iron stand about

30 inches high, which carries the levers controlling the

air for the switch cylinders. It also has other levers

and wheels. To the right of dynamo No. 2 is seen the

opening in the floor by which access is gained to the in-

terior of the generator.

Beyond generator No. 2 is seen the foundation for dy-

namo No; 3. It represents the condition in which it was

left at the conclusion of the labors of the I. P. iVIorris com-

pany of Philadelphia, Pa., which had the contract for the

installation of the 5,000 horse power turbines and con-

nections. It is here the Westinghouse Electric & Man-

ufacturing company is now erecting the third dynamo,

and it will not be many weeks before it will have built this

latest monument to the great skill of its engineers. All

the parts of the generator are on the ground, and the

he erection of a large plant Rogers & Co. of Tona-

wanda. It is to be built on the lands of the Niagara

Fa Is Power company.

Memorial to Franklin at Passy.
According to a special cable dispatch from Paris to

the .Var York Herald on March Sth, several hundred
persons attended the unveiling of a memorial tablet that

had been erected on the site of the villa at Passy occu-

pied by Benjamin Franklin from 1777 to 1785. It was

at this villa that Franklin conducted many of his early

experiments. The dramatist, M. Manuel, president of

the Passy Historical society, presented the tablet. M.
Faye, a member of the French Academy, spoke of Frank-

lin's scientific researches. Mr. Eustis, the American

ambassador, acknowledged the gift of the tablet. M. Rou-

jon, director of the Society of Fine Arts, Moncure Con-

way, Henry Bacon the artist, Meredith Read and many
ladies were present St U'e ceremony.
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Apparatus for Demonstrating the Heat-
ing Effect of Electrical Oscil-

lations in Wires.
The theoretical study of electric oscillations, says

J.
Klemencic in ll'Udcmai^/rs .-l>/>:a!eii. showius tb^i

the distribution of such a current in a section of the

conductor differs from that of a continuous current. In

the case of oscillations the density of the current is

maximum near the surface of the conductor wire and

minimum at the center; in fact, with oscillations of

rapid frequency the current is confined to a very thin

layer of metal at the surface, and the thickness of this

layer depends on the nature of the conductor. In con-

sequence of this fact the resistances of wires are differ-

ent for oscillating and continuous currents. The de-

velopment of heat being dependent on the resistance,

the proportion existing between the two is as their re-
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length, but of

aid of copper

ranged lo facili

minal A\ is cor

imilar metals. They are fixed by the

is at the terminals A'-,, A'o and Ji^, ar-

an exchange of thermometers. Ter-

ted by a copper wire of three milli-

of the condenser C, of

by a similar contact with

ment it would be necessary to project the thermometer on

a screen, and it would also be of advantage to use a more

powerful source of energy. The thermometer should be

covered with paper to prevent a possible error from ex-

favorable ded

The stiga of Bjerkn

which the other arm <

the exciter and the terminal AV Th
formed of tubes filled with mercury, thi

having i8 millimeters diameter. The
length of spark is three millimeters. An induction coil

/is connected to the armature of the condenser. The
apparatus produces oscillations of less than 10-^ of a

second duration. '

The method of operation is very simple. First a bat-

tery current from accumulators is sent through the two

wires, and change in the level of the mercury at J/

noted. The individual resistances of the two wires are

thus compared. Equilibrium having been restored by

withdrawing the current and opening the stopcocks, the

Secondary or Indirect Electrolysis.

^Vhen the central compartment /? of a vessel .-i, di

le portions by the porous walls B B\ F
I, is filled with any solution, while the two extremes con-

tain an anode E and a cathode F, in similar or differ-

ent electrolytes, the decomposition of these, C C, is not

noticeable in the compartment D; the solution, irrespec-

tive of its composition, remains intact through the pro-

cess going on either side of it. But now, if in this middle

portion a plate or series of metallic plates be placed, as

shown at G G G, an electrolytic action at once takes

place, which E. Andreoli in £e Gctiic Civil denominates

secondary or indirect electrolysis.

those of Klemencic relative to the absorption of energy

in different wires conveying oscillating current have

given at least a qualitative endorsement to the theory,

The latter, desiring to study the question from a quan-

titative standpoint, designed an apparatus for the pur-

This apparatus is represented by Fig. 1. Tt consists

principally of two air thermomftrr'^, '/' /: in whirh

are sealed the wires upon whirl 1 >!' in 1- . .,]ii
1

1

ment, a condenser f and an ONcit' I / h 1 in, .,-,11 th.ii

Kie.ss had already studied witli tli- .inl ,,1 .1 Mmil.ir np

paratus the development of heat by discharges from a

I.eydcn jar.

Fig. 2 gives in detail the form of air thermometer

used; a b and c tl are copper wires of three millimeters

diameter, to which are soldered between b and c the ex-

perimental wire, of about 0.4 millimeter diameter.

These copper wires arc fixed in the glass tubes by means
of sealing wax at *• and/. In the body of the air ther-

mometer is sealed a slopcock //and an alcohol manom-
eter M. The two thermomeS^rs contain wires of equal

FIG. 2. MORE POWER AT N AGARA FALLS.

oscillating current is sent through the conductor.

Again the level at .1/ is noted and c omparison shows the

relative resistance as follows:

1. German silver and brass, six centimeters long and
37 mdhmeters diameter; ohmic res stances, brass 0.042,

3erman silver 0.145. The mercur y column was forced

up the open leg of the thermome er with a continuous
current of one ampere, 13 millim eters with the brass

pcriof to that of the platii

participate in the experi-

Suppose that the two compartments C and c" contain

salt water, and the center holds a solution of cyanide of

gold. For the positive pole at C it is proposed to use an
anode of carbon, and for the cathode F\ron,

As soon as the current is established in . /. the electro-

lysis manifests itself by the disengagement of chlorine at
/-.' and the deposition of caustic soda at /" while the

i:old cyanide is not in the least modified by this transmis-

1 "i 11 '« plunge into the central compartment one or
II. M,, in, i.il plates at (7, G. (/, (/, G, G, there will beade-
piisit of gold upon these plates, although they are not con-
nected to cither the one or the other of the poles of the

generator, nor to theanode or cathode of the other comparts
ments. Time only is required for this action to completely

remove the soda and chlorine from the cell containing

the sodium chloride, and to deposit all the gold contained

in the middle solution.

The film of liquid opposite the diaphragm of the nega-

tive compartment becomes positive, the proof of which
may be seen when a plate of lead 'is used opposite the

<•
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iliaiiliinHm. It becomes completely peroxidized while

111.- uilit.T surface is covered with a deposit of gold. This

is true- of all similarly placed plates. Whether they are

arranged horizontally or perpendicularly, the same rela-

tive side is thus coated.

There are reactions of an interesting character, but the

only fact to which attention is called is the deposit of a

metal by the electro-immersion of metallic leaves in the

solution.

The saline si.liiUcin can be exchanged in ('and (."'by

a solulinn (if K"''' c>ani(le in every respect similar to

that previuM-sly ('.nu.iiiinl in the middle. The anode is

madeof Irail: llu- latlunU- i.f iron. .i\fter a fewdays, itone

Rontgen Rays at the University of Min-

\ B ^\^
i

Isl

cubic

cells, the there wil

foiiDd in this mass exactly the same amount of metal which

the solution originally contained. On the negative plate

there will not be found a trace of gold, yet while this

process has not in the least affected the gold solution, it

has exchanged position with the saline solution.

Another utilization of this indirect electrolysis is the

tranformation of the bisulphite of sodium into the hydro-

sulphite. It is known that the ordinary electrolytic de-

composition of the compounds of sulphur is impracticable.

Indirect electrolysis, on the contrary, readily and rapidly

changes the bisulphite into the hydrosulphite without the

necessity of concentration to 35° or 40° Baume.

Here again the nature of the liquids to be decom-

posed in the lateral compartments matters but little.

It would be well, though, to choose those which are

the best conductors and do not requi-re special elec-

trodes. The decomposition of the sodium salt alone is

of interest. From a specially arranged reservoir a por-

tion of the solution is drawn into D, and, as in the case

of the gold solution, no change takes place until metallic

plates are plunged into the solution; then, when two

plates are immersed, one on the positive and one on the

negative side of the cell, an evolution of gas takes place;

the liquid immediately acquires bleaching characteristics

it did not before possess; and if there is abstracted a

portion of the solution and it is placed in a vessel con-

taining wool it will be seen to bleach it rapidly.

The old writers have held that in an electrolyte the

action takes place between the two poles in a manner

which may be represented as a chain of interrupted

molecules, and that each metallic plate interposed be-

tween the anode and the cathode becomes positive on the

side next the negative pole, and vice versa. But it is evi-

dent that in proportion as the distance between the plate

and the pole is increased the resistance increases, until a

point may be reached where the efficiency would be nil.

poles separated by two plates there is but a singL

Care must be taken not to confuse an old experimen

demonstrating direct electrolytic action with the indirec

form, which latter shows these curious phenomena, anc

denies the theory of the transfer of ions from the ex

treme of one compartment to the other, and reciprocally

across an inert electrolyte; that is, without rendering ii

alkaline or acid. It is simply necessary to obta

result to render the electrolyte active, to place metallic

plates, either solid or perforated, or as a grating, cuttinf

off a large area of the bath, that this latter may be in

fluenced by a change of polarity, acting, so to speak

as a liquid negative electrode of the positive compart

ment. to reduce the gold, the silver, etc., and deposit i

upon the plates, which have no direct

anode, the cathode or the generator.

this

'ith the

HV l-KKN. S. J..NKS.

Experiments on the KOntgen rays conducted at the

physical laboratory of the University of Minnesota dur-

ing the last month have been productive of very satis-

factory and interesting results, some of which seem

worthy of mention.

Although Professor Rrtntgen and many other investi-

gators have failed in thr-ir nf^fmpr: tn rin:r1-,-:-r th,-. y t:w\

by the ordinary wu ' -'
\

;[!,. .n,

certain observed pi" ;!
>

! .! ^

there is an analn;.;' ,:,[
i

.-
1
., ,.n , ,, . 1 1

i,,i !, hjlii.in.l

up uf ni.n :,ii.
- ,,- which differ widely in pen-

etrating ]-.: iii I ,: .. iiiu- light is the sum of rays of

various wast-- lell^lil^ aiul difterent properties.

All investigators have obtained their best results willi

tubes excited by high potentials, and the time i.f ,_-x

posure necessary to obtain satisfactory sciagraphs has

invariably decreased with a rise in the applied voltage.

But lower potentials will undoubtedly produce radia-

tion capable of penetrating cardboard, paper and wood.

tin! radiation but quite transparent to rays excited by

higher voltage.

These and other experiments justify the theory that

the Kttntgen rays vary greatly in penetrating power and

that potential applied to the vacuum tube plays much
the same role in exciting these different rays as temper-

ature does in producing light rays, new wave lengths

being excited as the temperature rises.

Investigations are now being carried on with a view to

EFFECT OF ELECTRICAL OSCILLATIONS IN WIRES.

capable of acting energetically on ordinary photographic

plates, but failing to pass through substances which are

readily traversed by rays excited by higher potentials.

As an illustration of this, the writer exposed a hand to

the rays from a Crookes tube excited by a potential

which produced a spark of about half an inch. The time

of exposure was 2/^ hours. On developing the plate, a

the hand appeared, the negative beingrfect

determining the various potenti

several r?ys showing this selective penetration.

Another series of experiments seem to indicate that

each ray requires a definite and comparatively short time

to produce its maximum effect on a sensitive plate. A
narrow saw-blade was laid over a properly protected

plate and exposed five minutes. A thick sheet of copper

was then slipped over one-fifth of the plate and the ex-

posure continued 10 minutes; the copper was again

slipped forward and the exposure continued 15 minutes.

In this manner the plate was divided in to strips, the

times of exposure varying from five minutes to one hour.

The negative showed a very slight difference between

the five minute exposure and the quarter hour exposure,

but none at all for the strips exposed longer than 15 min-

utes. These particular rays produced their maximum
effect in from five to 15 minutes: longer exposure was

therefore useless. Is it not possible, then, that a differ-

3. Copper coin.

"deep" one. but not the sligh

les of the hand could be found

I that 1 ary 1 . thn

:oil,"an excellent sciagraph of the

)f the hand was obtained with an 1

irely opaque to rays produced by

4. Weights in heavy velvet lined mahogany 6 and 7. Colored glass.

5. Coins'in inner pocketof heavysealpurse. 9. Lead pencil.

3st indication of the entiation and classification of these mysterious forms of

Raising the poten- energy may be accomplished by referring them to the

inch spark from the . various potentials which excite them, by noting their

ntire bony structure penetration of various substances and the time of maxi-

iposure of less than mum effect on uniform photographic films?

; was evidently en- The effects of variation in the tube itself have not been

Gw voltage. investigated since but one tube was at the disposal of the

fairly opaque to low poten- department.



Electric Cranes and Electro-magnets
for Lifting Purposes.

Considerable attention is being given this subject in

England at the present time, and experiments are being

conducted under direction of the army and navy ofificers

for utilizing the devices already constructed and now in

course of development. _ The magnets are used chiefly

for lifting shot at the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich, Fig.

I. They were designed by Major H. C. L. Holden for

the special purpose of lifting shot used for proving

guns and general ballistic experiments. The shot are

of special form, having fiat instead of pointed heads, in

order that their motion may be arrested as quickly as

possible in the sand of the butt into which they are

fired. The shot range in weight from i,8oo pounds,

that of the projectile fired from the no ton gun down-

ward to the smallest bores. They are piled one upon

another in the stores, and formerly it proved laborious

work moving them when required, not only on account

o£ their weight, but also on account of the difficulty of

getting slings round them. The introduction of the elec-

tro-magnet in the place of the slings has made the task

easy, and one which is, moreover, quickly performed.

The illustrations, Figs. 2, 3 and 4, show clearly the con-

struction and method of employment. The body or core

of the magnet is f^-shaped and in one forging. The
winding is mechanically protected by stout brass flanges

and is covered with thick brass strip. The ends of the

winding are led to duplicate terminals. Duplicate twin

wires, to prevent accidents in the case of the wire foul-

ing and breaking, being taken over pulleys to the switch-

box on the counter-weight at the back of the crane. A
single-pole switch is placed in this box and is used, in

Bronze shackles.
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shipping department of the same institution. Pieces of

iron and steel weighing two tons are readily handled by

this apparatus at these works. The electric jib crane,

shown in the illustration, was constructed and is used in

the Sandycroft works under patents of Dr. N. S. Keith.

When the photograph was taken from which the cut

was made the apparatus was lifting a one-ton billet of

steel from a railway wagon. These billets are used for

forging into shoes and dies for gold ore stamp mills.

The magnet takes 5,'^ amperes at no volts, and will

support a weight of two tons of iron or steel. By em-

ploying this crane or magnet it is claimed that three

men do the work in one-quarter of an hour which pre-

viously took six men one hour and a half to perform.

Fig. 6 shows another magnet used in the shipping de-

partment of the works. The piece which it is holding

up weighs i.Soo pounds, and is a cast-iron "jaw"' for a

rock breaker. By the use of the magnet, the handling of

and shipping, is done in less than one-half of the time pre-

\ loublj required. The switch at the top is employed for

throwing on and off the electric current. The pole-ends

irL made of a peculiar shape and longer than necessary

lor simple lifting purposes, being especially shaped for

piekmg certain iron pieces in boxes. The hook between

the limbs is for attaching slings for lifting non-magnetic

substances. This magnet weighs 250 pounds and takes

two amperes at no volts to energize it. The cuts are re-

produced from the London Electrical Reviezc, which

says that ' 'it must be admitted that the use of an electro-

magnet for the foregoing purposes must be exceedingly

convenient, and in closely packing iron or steel bars in

railway trucks it must be admirably suited. But how
far electro-magnetic devices can be used for safely mov-

ing masses of iron and steel over shop floors remains to

be seen. Providing there is no break in the electric

circuit, there A'ould be little to apprehend; and, if one

can insure absolute immunity from such a contingency,

there is little, to our mind, to prevent a wider use of

magnets for lifting purposes."

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondent o£ the Western Elec-

The Western Electric Telephone company, which has

aline as far north in Minnesota as Waseca, and pro-

poses to reach St. Paul and Minneapolis, may be headed

off by the threat of the Northwestern Telephone Ex-

change to parallel its line to Albert Lea, Minn., if it ex-

tends to the Twin Cities. The former had hoped to

their surface is rough and thicl.i;, >.L,.ciua v.uli

The weight of the electro-magnet complute is al

pounds.

Another application is illustrated in Fig. 5,

shown an electric crane equipped with a magnetic

employed at the Sandycroft works, and Fig. 6,

The Western

Ihe LeRislatu

compellins co

The Hard

incorporated

coutity and c

possible. Til

til the Nor hwestern at erminal poin ts, but

we tern is not favoiing ts independen t com-

t at way if it can help it. and the Western

ars there is no way to con^ pel such conn ection.

Electric may hold oil ino of

atu re, when it is hoped law will be passed

cc nnectinn s at terminal xiints.

ird n Coun y T.-lcphone company ha . been

illusti
. magnet for lifting purposes employed in the

i-ith other systems as rapidly as

Inion will build across the north-

ern part of the county with its line from Dubuqiie to

A-hich Sioux City, and a telephone war of no small dimensions
lifter is anticipated in that county. If the Postal Telegraph
vhich extends from Webster City to Iowa Falls, as is expected,
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Quick Methods of Testing for Faults in

Electric Wiring.

By a. E. Hutchins.

We will start with a complete system of wiring, say

for a large office building, hotel or factory, where a com-

plete equipment of multiple (two-wire) system of elec-

tric wiring has been installed, with generating plant in-

cluded, and cut-outs and fuses and switches placed and

connected; also instruments (for governing and regulat-

ing dynamos and plant) placed on switchboard. The
house wiring will consist of a number of feeders or risers

running from the bus-bars on the switchboard of the

generating plant or dynamo room, and thence to differ-

ent sections and stories of the building or buildings,

where they severally end at distributing or cut-out

boxes, where a number of branch or lighting and motor

or electric heating circuits converge or get their supply.

The feeder or riser circuits are also connected at or near

the feeder ends with a set of wires we will call helper

or equalizer wires, that are run from one feeder to an-

other and another, and so on, for the purpose of provid-

ing a means whereby one feeder, if over-burdened with

current, may be, through these equalizer wires, assisted

from another tesder or feeders, and SO borrow lend.

Not t D have to us, we will employ

one se t of tell- ale wires running from th pr ncipal

feeder and back to the switchboard The =lect ric fix-

tares and drop ights have b.-en pu up and nected

and lamps are n. Fan and other motors ready to run

anele trie heat ngapparatusarecon nected. The build-

ings a

ducto

A m

e also eq lipped with gas. sttam and wat

an is sen to start the electric generals rsa d give

the pi run We will say that he has under-

taken to run i and finds that notl iug will vork We
will sa V ne then calls upon the re.idi r and mj self to first

dissec the wir ng and see where he troul le difli-

cidties lie. To ,tart in. we will first disconn ct I le dif-

ferent feeders a t the switchb.iard of the main bu -bars.

and th sn we w- I C.Min.'cl Ihr IriM -,,,!, ..1 igneto

rumored ; : company ith i

one side of the fesder to the oilu-i '

the various motor or heating circmis

a ring by the magneto we ma)_ a-k,

another normal channel for the currei

cuit? as we are looking for normal cai

for abnormal. What about those
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leading back to the indicator or voltmeter in the dynamo
room? As a voltmeter, it is connected across the polar-

ities of the circuit; and so wc next disconnect those

Recollrriiiif; ih;il tliis mu- IrriliT, Im wliii li llie magneto

isstill connected, is connected with all the other feeders

by means of the equalizer or helper wires, we will first

disconnect the different feeders at the feeder ends, to

cut out or disconnect all comnumi. .hLmi ulili ili.ii

branch circuits, and then, by tryin- iln -i n, . m.t

getting no ring, should' we conclud- ih.ii (Im > . i i is

clear so far as feeders and equali/ir win-. ,i i-

cerned? No; not until we go back to ihc inaiii bus-bars,

the bus-bars, then connect or switch in the feeders, onv

by one, and if you get a ring from the magneto on con

necling any of them back to the bus-bars again, you will

then discover that though separately each feeder wire is

properly connected to the like polarity of bus-bar. yet a

mistake has been made by one or each lead of the equal

izing wire connecting the opposite instead of the same

polarity of feeder wire, and thus making what is called a

cross. No
and all

ground by (

to both pola ity ^

nect branch wires at their feeder ends

it clear or free from any cross, we ther

ing system to the lamps at once for ;

cting but one terminal of the magnett

/ires of the feeder and the other termi

on ground. If animat to a water or gas pipe as a cor

contact or ground occurs at any point or ramification

of the system, the bell will ring and tell the tale for the

entire system at once—that there is a ground or "bug"

:Somewhere. Then, by testing at feeder ends separately

>{isolating that feeder from the others) you proceed to

separate the various circuits and test separately till iden-

tifying the grounded or, as the case may be, the crossed

circuit through different (or double) grounds. Of course.

if a wire is grounded on a fixture (chandelier), being in-

sulated from the main pipe by an insulating joint, then

that ground has to be located separately.

Now when we have cleared all the grounds and crosses,

If any, we may look to see if each individual light or out-

let has proper and through electric service from the cut-

out box at the feeder end. Proceeding to connect the

magneto to feeder end and branch wires, we touch the

wires at the outlets, or close the circuit in the lamp socket

of the fixtures by inserting a metallic tool, and, by get-

ting a ring from the magneto, we demonstrate a true

circuit. If the magneto is beyond hearing distance,

then allow the current from the magneto from the out-

lets or ends of the wires to pass through your thumb and

finger, or put your finger end up in the lamp socket in-

stead of the tool, and you will feel when the current is

there. If a wire is broken so you do not get current,

then by grounding separately each wire at one end and

by grounding the other end through the magneto, if it

rings from but one wire and if you have connected to the

proper wire at the cut-out box—then one of the wires is

identified as broken, or is run to another or wrong out-

let, but it may in like manner be so identified. If no gas

or metallic piping is accessible to ground on, then the

circuit may be completed through an extra wire provided

as a temporary leg from the magneto to outlet.

In a case where a confusion of wires is found—as at a

place for general distribution and thence concealed from

view till appearing at the other ends or outlets— the

quickest way to pair them off into circuits is to connect

the terminals of the magneto to the outlet for light or

motor (or with a flexible wire or cord to attaching plug)

.and to the screwed-in lamp socket in a fixture. Test

with your fingers the ends of the wires in the cut-out

box, and when you feel the current you know you have

got the proper wires running to that outlet, so they may
now be rightly connected to the proper cut-out if desired.

out box, a very convenient method of identifying the

wires and pairing them into circuits is to close the ends

of the wires at one outlet at a time, as before, and then

go to the cut-out box, connect with live current from

fused cut-out one wire of lighting circuit, and then, with

one hand on the other polarity of the live current wire

(perhaps from off a main binding post of the unfused

cut-out), take the other hand and feel the ends of the

wire to be tested or identified (/. c., close the circuit

through your person). If you feel a current through

your body you will know you have identified the circuit,

or else another contact or cross is discovered instead,

and you cannot thereby blow a fuse or a plug, as the re-

sistance of your body protects the fuses ,and does not

harm the person.
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very quick mcihad x)f identifying grounded wi

by feeling or closing the current through the

a little dauii_iuijbs in the Uanslurmur), duo lu tliL- pri-

mary wires being grounded outside. It must also be re-

membered that as some meters have a high resistance

137

voltmeter is also a very serviceable instrument in test

ing by use of live current, its greater or lesser deflec-

tions showing in a practical way the stronger or weaker
grounds or crosses that occur through dampness, wet

conduit tabes, etc.

Mistakes sometimes occur by wiremen when they cut

in two double-pole switches on a three-wire branch cir-

cuit from two (one way) branch cut-outs, as the two

adjacent terminals in two neighboring cut-outs are of

opposite polarity and by mistake they use them, or try to,

as a neutral wire, and hence a cross occurs. Sometimes
the wires from different cut-outs supply one fixlurc, and

by mistake are connected so at the switches that one

polarity from each cut-out passes througti one double

pole-switch and the other polarity through the other

switch, so that one switch turns on no lights, but the

second one turns on all, or vice versa.

Street Railway Conductors Afflicted
with Metallic Poisoning.

Street railway conductors in different parts of the

country have complained about their eyes being affected.

In many cases they were badly swollen, and in some

partial blindness followed. One who was obliged to

undergo medical treatment reported that he had ob-

served from time to time that his hands grew black

from contact with the brass railing of the car when he

jumped on and off. In windy weather he had to wipe

his eyes more or less to brush away the moisture.

These two things he only observed after he was well

along in the stage of the eye- trouble, having been

afflicted for four weeks. He was treated for metallic

poisoning, finally recovering without difficulty. Then
he came to the conclusion that the contact with the rail-

ing was responsible for the trouble. Since that time he

has worn gloves and has had no further trouble.

winding that contacts or closes the two poh

which it is placed, it must not be mistaken 1

the lines in testing.

When cut-outs or fuse blocks are in place,

fuses are not in. before fusing them up, if li

present in the cut-outs, close or bridge

fuse opening, with a metallic tool, pliers or

and by closing the other plug socket or co

but plugs or

Due plug or

Prof. Rontgen Made a Baron.

It is reported from Berlin that, in recognition of valu-

able services to his native country and to all the world.

Prince Ludwig of Bavaria has created Professor Ront-

gen of Wiirzburg a baron. Of the private life of the

discoverer of the X-ray it is said that little is known, as

the professor lives a secluded life, being present only at

important social gatherings of his students. He might

be called a bookworm, and landr

by slicking your finger into the plug socket or by spanning

the open place for a fuse wire with thumb and finger,

you can quickly find if there is a cross on any of the cir-

cuits and yet not burn out a fuse. In testing out a three-

wire system, on dead wires, those intended for positive and

negative wires may bs bunched together to be attached

to one terminal of magneto or a testing battery, and the

neutral bunch of wires to the other. The reader is

aware of the use of various galvanometers and the Wheat-

: bridge for greater pr faults. A day late!

What the "Western Electrician" Can Do
When Crowded.

[From the P-zc//!,- Elcctruian,\

The Western Electrici,-\n had a chance recently to

show what it can do when it is crowded. A fire in the

printer's office destroyed almost all the forms just as it

press, and yet the issue came out only one
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Without any explanation whatever, the names of the

gentlemen who have heretofore been so conspicuously

advertised as editors of the FJcclrical Journal were

omitted from their accustomed places upon the front

cover page in the issue of March 15th. The omission

of this important feature is particularly significant at

this time. It can only be construed as a repudiation of

the policy and methods which have characterized this

enterprise from its inception, culminating in the publi-

. cation of a most disgraceful and disgusting cartoon in

_ the previous issue. It would appear that Dr. Carhart
Trade Supplisd by Western News Co

^^^ ^^^ associates had at last recognized the equivocal

^OPTllIGHT i^ '

„ h'h? position in which they were placed by their connection

Thispipen i

i i ittpr with the Barrett-Hornsby enterprise and had determined

"
i-JJ^^c^IPT II

I

1 1
I

I I
I iiir a '° withdraw every semblance of their approval and

full>Laiof II '
'' '

t I 'f'lw'a
recommendation of the scheme. No other inference

ieir^siucle 1
I lun^e of address is re can be drawn, and we are fully convinced that none

quested the 11 _^ retectnci't\oran™f Its
other was intended. It is a fitting rebuke and is cer-

.,ri ti ,1 ,[ I
ii

" iMtid and tlie looperation tainly justified. We have received positive assurance

' ^ "
l'l^\*^\eleome'^ and com that these gentlemen have never had personal supervis-

mu,
''tucTSrS be'llianffuU^

'°° °* "^'^ P^P'^''' ''"' ^= "'^ surmised, their names were

f"' 1^ I

1 i used by the management for the influence which their

AD\ ERTISIiJG till ni tEiv\ FLFrTRiciw - the reputations commanded. With their retirement is re-
only ceneral electrical paperpubli';hedmtheWest-thoroiighlv

lepuia 10

coders a territor> t Iti Ij il oni This is v fi4l"« moved the last vestige of respectability. Henceforth we

;VTHSu^1T™'iT°?FV nearT.f i,Snntl"nd maniite'' may expect the publication to be conducted as a typical

tmeTsUesinnqiTf UiHtral will i| precnte the iNFQUiLiD Barrett-Hornsbv enterprise, with all that this implies.
\ iiuE of this journal is in ^d^HrtlsIn^ medium m its specnl - ^ '^

held Advertising rates tn under ite and will be furnished on ^^
application

^
^^ j^. ^j,^ considerable gratification that we learn

HIG-H: V^A-TER EwIARK: f™-^ authoritative sources that the outlook for the con-

CIRCULATION, 16,630. ™°"°° °f 'he National Electric Light association at

New York in May is full of promise, and that the exhi-

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. bition to be conducted in connection with this conven-

PAGE. tion has already reached the point where its success is

More Power at Niagara Falls. By Orrin E. Dunlap. Ill^us-

^
assured. We believe that this gathering will have a

Mei^^toFraokiinaVpa^sy:::;:::;::::::.::;.'::::.:.::"'; S stimulating influence upon the trade; that a hrst-dass
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These displays will not, however, constitute the entire
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What the Western Electricun Can Do When Crowded.... 137
as forcibly as to the electrical fraternity. Everyone in-

Editona .^..........^..... ...... .••.^^.
terested in the general advancement of the arts and

Proposed Bill Abolishing Niagara commission 139 o

Improvements in Accumulators i39 sciences will find much to study in the historical depart-

A Proposition from Madison. Ind 139 ment, while those who are looking for spectacular effects

The News in Charlevoix. Jil^ich^^...j^.^^.^.^.^.^.^^.^ 139. 140
a^d sensational features will not be disappointed. We

JaTn?er'-Morrrso7LtrhTb\e1egmenrcoL„u,aw^ '*" earnestly hope that the convention will be interesting.

jj-aie^ 140 instructive and eminently successful, and that the exhi-

American Belts for Russia. Illustrated 140 bition will recel^'e the patronage and encouragement
Law Battery Specialties. Illustrated. 140. 14.

^^j^-^j^ j^ deserves. Western members are particularly
Wiemann-s New Arc Lamp. Illustrate .41

^ jg^ at this time, as they desire to make the ad-
Rontgen's Discovery 141 ^^ ^ '^

<
j

Sciagraph of the German Emperor's Arm 141 ministration of President Wilraerding the most success-

National Electric Light Association 141 ful in the history of the organization

.

Medical Treatment by Teleplione 141 _^^^^_____-_^-_^

N^'ESt^SV^hl^b^''"'"^"'""'":::;:::.:::::::..:.: Z -^------^^ gkeex.c.e's proposal to buryau the troi-

Electric Hand Lamps 142 ley wires in Chicago would be afarramg if it were likely

Getting Ready the Sandbag 142 to reach concrete and effective expression. But. as silly

Overhead Trolley Agitation in London 142
^^^ iU-informed as the Council is on matters of electric

Correspondence .^.^.'i'.'^.^.™^'^.'^.^.- 142. 143 railway transportation, this is not likely to be the case.

Electric Lighting i43 The alderman introduced an order in last week's meet-

Electric Railways 143 ing of the illustrious body of which he is a member di-

Telegraph f 43
recting the corporation counsel to prepare such an ordi-

Power Transmission I43 " _, .
^

, ^ ,
"

, . , . .

TradeNews i43 "ance. This order was referred to the judiciary com-

Business 143.144 mittee. of which Alderman Mann is chairman, and
Illustrated Electrical Patent Record 144 seems destined to die a natural death in committee. Mr.
' ~

'. Z r~i 77, 7^ Mann, who was lately nominated as a candidate for rep-
The publication offices of the Western Electrician . n a u^ h. u-.^ resentative in Congress, is a sane man, and he has his

have been removed to much more commodious quar-
^^^,^ opinion of the proposition. "Some of the papers

ters. Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build- startled their readers by declaring the order for an or-

ing. Dearborn and Adams streets, Chicago. dinance was passed." he said, 'and many persons in ray

The telephone number remains unchanged-Main end of the city expected to see trojley wires being torn

down on their way down-town yesterday. However,
^^'^

' the order was not passed, but was referred to the judi-

TitERF, is unmistakable evidence of internal disorder ciary committee. That is as far as it will get, It will

in the appearance of the last issue of an eastern con- be placed on file without r doubi I do not believe the

temporary which is now engaged in an earnest effort to ordinance is at all practn ,il, .hkI tHrtlicr than that, the

establish a reputation for senility. Our contemporary people are with the tnilh
,

l lir\ arc pleased with the

makes pretense of publishing each week a review of change from the old hu!-,,- . .n -.\strin I don't believe

current elcctriciil lit(*rature, but in this particular, as in the council can enforce such an ordinance, even should

other wavs, its record is principally one of failure. The it be passed."

most notnblt: feature of the department last week was Alderman Mann takes the sensible view of this extrav-

thc utler ab.sence of any reference to American publi- agant proposal and voices the prevailing opinion of the

cations. We du imt believe that any of our contempo- community. Alderman Greenacre contends, however,

raries will fc(^l ;if,'j;rieved at this omission, but the lack of thai the General Electric Railway company proposes to

judgment displayed may be taken as another indication use an underground trolley system; and if this is so, he

argues, why cannot the other companies do the same?

We suggest that the alderman can best display ^his sin-

cerity by waiting until such a trolley conduit road is

built and operated through varying seasons. If. con-

trary to the recent experience of the North Side com-
pany with the same system, the line be proved a success,

Mr. Greenacre will have a more tangible basis for his

proposed reform. All he needs is patience.

not to be assumed that there is unanimity of

. among electrical engineers upon the outlook for

There are

thii the :

;ial wo
will become a potent factor in

i as many more who look upon
the project as visionary. That the former are confi-

dent is shown by the fact that they do not hesitate to

assert their views and give their opinions the weight of

their professional reputation. They point out, too,.

the difficulties with which the electric light was forced

to contend in the early days, and they say that the ob-

stacles in the path of the acetylene project are insignifi-

cant by comparison. Assuming fhat the figures given

by those not favorable to the new gas are correct, they

that i redu the

present cost sufficiently in a short time to make the new-

illuminant commercially successful. They direct atten-

tion to the fact that there are many special applications

for which acetylene is peculiarly fitted, one of which is

dispelling a fog at sea. The superiority of the acetylene

flame for this purpose will, it is claimed, open up at

once an important field in which it will be without a
rival. There are other applications, too, equally im-

portant, where it is alleged this form of illumination is

incomparably superior to all others. But it is admitted

by all, friends and opponents alike, that the present

policy of dispensing state rights, as followed by the com-
pany in control of the so-called Willson process, is detri-

mental to the interests of the new illuminant.

To M.A.NV investigators who have been experimenting

with X-rays the most important feature of Tesla's com-
munication in the Electrical Reviciv last week was his

reference to the influence of these rays upon a living:

subject. He said:

By exposing the head to a powerful radiation strange
effects have been noted. For instance, I find that there
is a tendency to sleep and the time seems to pass away
quickly. There is a general soothing effect, and I have
felt a sensation of warmth in the upper part of the head.
An assistant independently confirmed the tendency to>

sleep and a quick lapse of time.

This is a point that has been noted by other experi-

menters and it has led to much speculation as to the

possible effect of these rays upon the physical organism,

although the subject has not received the consideration

which it seems to be entitled to. But now that Tesla has

called attention to it there is a probability that it will be
given more attention, especially as he suggests that 'it

may be possible by these strange appliances to project a

suitable chemical into any part of the body." He is not

confident by any means of the correctness of his views,

though, as he says, "Should these remarkable effects be

verified by men with keener sense of observation, I shall

still more firmly believe in the existence of material

streams penetrating the skull."

The announcement of these conclusions by Tesla has

already excited comment. Professor Stine does not

agree with his eastern contemporary, and in an interview

takes the ground that thus far not a single experiment

has been made to show that the X-ray has any physio-

logical effect. He says that it has been tried on mi-

crobes without apparent result, and claims that the

peculiar vibratory motion and the heat Tesla speaks

about are much more noticeable when the tube does

not give off the X-ray than when it is in perfect working

order. His conclusion is that "the pulsations one feels

when making a sciagraph of the hand, for instance, are

no doubt the effect of heat and the external change of

electricity on the air." Concerning the suggestion that

the X-ray may be utilized to project chemicals into the

human system. Professor Stine says that he can find no-

authority for such an opinion in the accepted theories of

to-day. '•! do nnt lielieve thai we shnll ever be able to

take medirinr th.u w.iv, is hi^ ]-'tT-<.Mi,-il opinion. He
has no faith , n Ihr , , Ml-,.,,,.;, ll,r..M ,,n.l Isi•vidently ve

much surpn..,r,l li. Ill 1.1 1 ,-.1,1 ni.ikiii- siu-h ,t suggestit

It may be atkletl thii t Mr Tesla s ideas as presented

his paper ane not in1 line witli what was generallv i

pected from him by 1his friends.

.\t the present time all these theories are purely spi

ulative, but they should not be dismissed as visiona

They deserve to be investigated thoroughly and inte

gently.



Proposed Bill Abolishing Niagara Con
mission.

The climax of the opposition of the commissioners of

the New York State Reservation at Niagara to the diver-

sion and use o{ wntf-r f«f the Ninynra river for power

purposes canio nn iIm m-lii oi March glh. when Senator

Ellsworth of the \i,i;;.if,i ill .11 u I iiuroduced a bill in the

New York stale- I-.-^islaiui r tn ,li^pe^se with the further

services of this commission in the management of Free

Niagara and placing the management of the State

Reservation at Niagara in the hands of the State Forest,

Fish and Game commission. In other words, the com-

missioners of the State Reservation are to be legislated

out of oflice be- cause of their interference with the

power matters at Niagara.

There is no doubt that this interference is their

that the commission is continually interfering with the

power question, and so public has this become that both

the Niagara Falls Power company and the Niagara Falls

Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing company are con-

stantly in receipt of letters from manufacturers seeking

isking if the c

privileges.

any

had

ith their power rights c

LS. in fact, become quit

s having a tendency detr

Andrew H. Green of New York is at the head of the

Reservation Commission, and he has made the power

question quite a hobby. At all the meetings of the commis-

sion, in its communications to the state Legislature, and

even in the late constitutional convention. Mr. Green's

apparent opposition to the development of Niagara

power manifested itself, and now it is sought to end

these attacks by legislating Mr. Green and his colleagues

out of office.

As the New York legislature is Republican, and as

Senator Ellsworth is the republican leader, there seems

little doubt but that the bill introduced by him will be-

come a law. \Vere it not for the fact that one clause of

the bill provides that the present superintendent of the

reservation and all other persons employed by the

commission shall continue in office, it might be sus-

pected that the introduction of the bill had for its pur-

pose the removal of Superintendent Thomas V. Welch,

who is a democrat, and who has held this office since the

reserve was established on July 15, 1SS5.

This bill will naturally intensify the legislative discus-

sion of Niagara power matters, and probably considera"-

ble of the remaining time of the session will be given

over to this subject, for in addition to the bill here re-

ferred to there is the bill mentioned in the Western
ELECTRrciAN of last week, by which the Niagara Falls

Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing company seeks to ob-

tain the right to enlarge its canal until 200,000 horse

power shall be available. On the afternoon of March
nth the judiciary committee of the Assembly gave a hear-

ing on this last mentioned bill. At this hearing the res-

ervation commissioners were represented by Superintend-

ent Welch. He offered no objection to a confirmation

of the present rights of the company. Letters produced

by him from the commissioners showed an apparent dif-

ference of opinion on the subject. President Green was

unalterably opposed to further concessions, while Com-
missioners Robert Hamilton of Caledonia and Robert

L. Fryer of Buffalo did not object to an enlargement of

the canal to a width of 100 feet and a depth of 14 feet.

The attorney for the power company pointed out that it

was the pioneer in the development of Niagara power

and therefore entitled to the same consideration as had

been shown other power corporations. He pointed out

that the company had invested a large amount of money
and that there were 19 manufacturing establishments on

its lands, representing invested capital to the amount of

$4,739,000, and giving employment to 1,213 persons.

Clemens Herschel, the eminent hydraulic engineer,

whose paper on Niagara power was recently reviewed in

the Western Electkiclan, stated that with the Niagara

Falls Power company taking enough water to develop

200,000 horse power, and the Niagara Falls Hydraulic

Power & Manufacturing company taking a like amount,

the flow in the river would be decreased less than 10 per

cent. He estimated, as a result, a difference of three

inches in the thickness of the sheet of water going over

the. Falls.

The hearing was adjourned until Wednesday, March
iSth, when it is expected that President Andrew H.
Green of the Reservation Commission will be in attend-
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Improvements in Accumulators.
Doctor Sieg at a recent meeting of the Electrotechnic

society of Cologne, according to /.'/(r/a/'rnxri' EUclrique,

communicated some interesting information relative to

some improvements in accumulator batteries,

The improvement pertains mainly to the manufacture

of the molds for casting the lead plates which support

the active mattLM-, These are lighter, bsing about four

millimeters thick, the negalivu plates used being those

of Aloys (Zettler's patent) which are capable of the best

results.

Especial attention has been paid to the question of ac-

cumulators for road service, and the model presented by
the construction company of Cologne is considered ex-

tremely practical.

The space between plates is maintained by celluloid

separators, whirh an- rorrntjat.-d nnrl p-rfnrated, thus

of the <--l.-cirM|\ ic [ hi^ sparr 1, nMiir-,i tu^'i or three

millimeters. The cells arc of hard lead, furnished with

sealed covers, These batteries are especially applicable

for traction and for lighting trains. They have been

adopted for the Marienberg line.

Each carriage carries a battery of eight elements,

coupled in four wooden boxes, each containing two ele-

ments of six positive and seven negatives of 15 centi-

meters by iS centimeters. The elements rest on strips

of rubber. Their capacity is loS ampere hours at 15

volts and iS amperes of maximum discharge. Total

weight 170 kilograms. The high intensity of the charg-

ing current~iS amperes—which this new plate will per-

mit is looked upon as a great advantage, inasmuch as but

six hours in place of 22 is required for charging, the lat-

ter being the time required by that form used in the tele-

graph service.

An interesting innovation is mentioned by which the

accumulators are not only made to serve the train lamps

but to light the stations as well. For this purpose the

first and last passenger coach is furnished on either side

with an arm, which, on being lowered cuts into circuit a

lamp of 20 candle power. All waste of current is pre-

vented by a special switch in each compartment, which

can only be controlled by the conductor. The system

seems admirably adapted to trains which carry

few passengers, and the illumination of the stations and
cars is better and less expensive by this process.

It is generally understood that accumulators can stand,

without shortening their life, a forced discharge for a

short time. This question has been carefully studied,

and as a result the doctor advises that only about two-

thirds of the accumulators' capacity should be with-

drawn where these are liable to sudden strained efforts.

These experiments have been confirmed by similar

ones at Carlsruhe. A battery was wanted for the hand-

ling of an electric crane in the port of Mannheim, and a

battery of elements capable of discharging 1,000 amperes

was demanded. The experiments, which were continued

through three months, showed that a discharge of double

or even triple the normal rate had no deleterious effect

on the accumulators under trial. Further tests, up to a

discharge of 5,300 amperes, were made, a limit beyond

which the temporary measuring apparatus could not go.

Subsequently the elements were put in short-circuit

through the line conductors for 4S hours; in short, every

attempt was made to break down the batteries Those of

the Cologne company were proof. On being examined

after three months' service, no change was noticeable.

They were perfectly plain as to surface and the active

matter had not loosened its hold.

A Proposition from Madison, Ind.

The city of Madison, Ind., located on the Ohio river

50 miles above Louisville, invites capital to come to

Madison and erect an electric lighting plant and an

electric street railway, purchase from the city its pres-

ent lighting plant, and purchase for a nominal price the

electric street railway. ' In return the city of Madison

proposes to give a lo-year contract for lighting the

streets of the city with from 100 to 125 2,000 candle

power arc lamps; lamps to burn all night and every

night. The city will also grant a lo-year franchise for

commercial lighting, and upon surrender of the street

railway franchise, the city of Madison agrees to grant a

liberal electrical street railway franchise for the terra

of 30 years from the date of the contract between

the city and the successful bidder, the franchise to

contain proper safeguards for the city's interest. Those

receiving lighting contract and franchise should pur-

139

chase the present lighting plant as it stand.s, for a sum
of money to be set forth in their proposition. The
same persons who are to receive the franchise for the

extension of the street railway shall purchase the exist-

ing street railway system and existing franchise, good
will, etc., from the present owners for the sum of 52.500.

and shall specifically agree so to do in proposition sub-
mitted to the city, iiids must be made to George 13.

Clark, clerk of the city of Madison, by 7 p. m. on April

Sih, at which time they will be opened. Pierce & Rich-

ardson of Chicago, the engineers for the city, can give

further information.

The Ne Charlev

establishment of an electric railway in \\\it village.

Charles Gabriel and his associates have a-sked ffjr a

franchise for 30 years for an ovcrlK-ad trolley line that

Springs. The Scnliiul h<-.xv\\\\ K.w^m-A tlic- passage of

the ordinance and had ihi^ i. . :.,i> <.i Mr ' >abriel: "He
is a citizen of Charlevoix, and is wide awake in every-

thing that concerns the prosperity of the town. There
is no more capable electrician in Michigan than he. He
is the man for the hour."

Considerable space is devoted to a description of the

local lighting plant. This is so good that the temptation

to reproduce it is irresistible. The title is "Volts and

Amperes, -Mr. Chas. Gabriel's Electricity Mill Turning

Out a Good Quality of That Class of Goods." The text

of the article, unaltered and unabridged, is as follows;

Few who walk un<

by the beautiful whi
thought to the sourc
ous thing that in nat
the heavens.
Down at the power house of the Charli

large quantity of this elem*

r the arc lights or read their paper
light of the incandescent give a
from whence comes this mysteri-
e rends the clouds and illuminates

Co. they 1

ers, anywhere within the corporate limits of the village

of Charlevoix. How do they do it? This is the way.
according to Charley Gabriels story:

First, the motive power is a Ball, high-speed, auto-

matic engine, of 175 horse power, making 275 revolutions

per minute. It is a handsome thing, bright and shining,

and as quiet and unassuming as the gentleman whom we
found brightening up the nickel trimmings—Mr. Patrick
Closson. the engineer, a member of the Saginaw Associ-

ation of Stationary Engineers, and who also has charge
of the dynamos.
The machines that create, or. rather, concentrate

the illuminating current, are a 75 kelo-watt, two phase,
alternating generator, of 7,200 alternations per minute.
with a Westinghouse six kelo-watt multo-polar. direct

current generator, used as an exciter. The direct cur-

rent is generated in this and passed into the field-coils

of the alternating current machine.
This resistless and deadly power must be controlled

and directed. It must supply the prescribed volume of

light to forestall kicks from the patrons, and it must be
kept from "slopping over." thereby burning out sensi-

tive connections. To render this duty easy, a large

switch-board stands against the wall, containing ap-
pliances for that purpose. The switch-board is equipped
with;

,
for of

indie for iOf (

lighti

The system is alt

force. Being also ;

by the raachii

The electro-n

Those iron be

t-outs, rheostatls and switches,

lating, of 2.000 volts electro-motor
induction system, there is no me-

:iatever between the current generated
ad the wires that enter the buildings,

force is reduced from 2.000 to 100
s, placed at intervals upon the poles.

vhich you see upon the poles contain
entirely separate from each other, one

receiving the primary voltage and conveying it to the
secondary only by induction. Were it not for this con-
version, every carbon and fuse in the system would be
burned to a cinder.

It has been observed by outsiders conversant with
electrical matters that the control of the current in the
Charlevoix system is remarkable, in the even distribu-

tion of candle power. This result is obtained by a com-
secondary system, reaching to all parts of the

lightn bv the

The street lighting system consists of 15 arc-

lamps, of 2,000 candle-power each. There are four

commercial arcs the same power, and 500 sixteen candle-

power incandescents now installed. About fifteen miles

of wire is used.

The power-house and office, combined, is a model in

every detail. Everything is clean, bright and orderly,

and Manger Gabriel says there is not a better equipped
electric lighting lighting plant in the state.

Charlevoix has many things to be proud of, but noth-

ing we can point to with greater satisfaction than its

electric lighting system.

The same issue of the Sentinel contained two items

which throw an interesting light on the customs of

Charlevoix:
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—Beginning to-night, the water-works ^vhistle will

take the place of the court house bell, as a curfew.

—Some person, to us unknown, left a box of elegant

cigars on our desk in our absence from the sanctum
yesterday. Whoever it was. may heaven's choicest

blessings be showered into his lap

Tuerk's Alternating Current Fan.

After nearly five years of exp2rimsnt and study, the

Tuerk Water Meter company of Fulton. N. Y., offers

the alternating current ceiling fan herewith illustrated

as the result of its hard earned experience, confident

that this piece of apparatus will meet all requirements

and give satisfactory service to users.

Through the courtesy of General Manager J. C.
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Painter-Morrison Detachable Segment
Commutator.

plates a radical change in the construction and building

of commutators. Here are some of the claims made by

the inventors, G. E. Painter and J. F. Morrison of Bal-

^ ^
Hunter, a repre.en

was recently sho.vn

company. He saw

jected to the severes

thr

ma

uf the W
ough the 1

ts before sh

I a reliable, effectiv

the shoes t

of the

o£ thi=

\'hile

that the '

shipment. Numerous

IS parts of the country show

spects satisfactory. That suc-

cess is assured may bs assumed from the fact that

arrangements are now being made to extend the present

facilities, to meet the demand for ceiling fans. The
company makes both direct and alternating current fans,

and fully guarantees each piece of apparatus as it leaves

the factory. All bsarings are self oiling. The fans are

supplied with handsome figured magnolia blades with

the finest finish and a blade adjuster which admits of

the blades being changed to any angle without stopping

or changing speed. Thus the current of air can be

thrown up or down—a feature said to be possessed by

no other fan. The Tuerk company is looking forward

The object is to secure all the advantages which

could possibly accrue from the use of composite bar

segments with certain other valuable re-

sults. This commutator has contact shoes

mounted in a novel manner upon base

bars, resulting

durable electr

usual brushes, through

rs, thence to the

The latter are nt

cept for repairing the

The lead wires of the art

dered fast to the base bar c

have to be disconnected for

in itself effects a great savi;

prevents injury to the in

lead wires. _.
Additional novel and important results b,Ji«'^^t^^»

are that the contact shoes, with their in-

sulation, may be applied in mass to, and secured upon,

the hub, although, if desired, any one or more injured

or defective contact bars or shoes may be detached

without disturbing the others, and new shoes may be

inserted which have been made to conform to the

reduced worn dimensions. So, also, if the entire

commutator is to be re-clad, the several shoes or

contact bars may be applied one by one until all are

in place, and then all of them secured in position

by the clamping device common to all. When the con-

tact or shoe bars are applied in mass, only a few min-

utes will bs required for removing a set of worn-out

ones and substituting a new set. Or if a shoe or two

should become injured, say from the falling of a wrench

or by burning out, they can be readily removed and new
ones substituted without even loosening the journal

boxes or armature shaft, if, as is usual, enough space

has been provided for between the end of commutator

and journal box. This is a great saving to those who
have small plants with no duplicate parts. The shoe

bars are as firmly clamped to the base bar as the latter

is clamped to the hub, and the clamping force is so ap-

pHed as to secure good, metallic contact between the

shoes and base bars^ The cost of renewing the de-

amination and turned up. The segments w-ere found to

be just as tight as the day it went into sen^ice. The
commutator is nine inches in diameter, and has 95 sec-

tions or segments. Fig. I is a sectional view, showing

the manner in which the segments are held in place. It

will be seen that the base nut. w-hich holds the inner bar

or hub together, need, and must, not be taken oS to re-

new outer bars; only the outer clamping ring need be

taken off. Fig. 2 shows the base bars or hub ready to

Trans-Atlantic ^^^\ Cablegram

receive renew^able segments. Fig. 3 is the same, with only

two segments stuck in to show how they fit. Figs. 4

and 5 show renewable segments held together by a band,

and partly slipped on hub. Figs. 6 and 7 represent seg-

ments removed to make repairs, etc. In Fig. S all the

segments are in place and ready to receive clamping ring.

Fig. 9 gives a side view of a complete set of renewable

segments held together by a band, ready to be slipped on

the hub in a mass. Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show the coni-

mutator ready to be put in service.

American Belts for Russia.
When the government and manufacturers in ii

Russia send to America for leather belting, it

fan.

A contract was closed on March 14th by which citi-

rens of Waterloo, Iowa, take 557,000 worth of real es-

tate, and I., S. Cass of Sumner,
J. H. Bowlan of Wav-

erly, C. J. Fasselman of Waverly and
J. H. Hafferty

of Oelwein invest $150,000 in 16^^ miles of electric
railway in Waterloo, connecting with Cedar Falls, seven
miles distant. Bids for construction will be received at
once, as it is desired to begin work within 15 days.

tachable segment commutator is said to be about one

third of the cost with the present style.

The several views in the illustration are taken from e

Westinghonse No, .5 street car motor commutator anc

show it in various degrees of completion. Thiscommu
tator is now running every day on the Baltimore Trac

tion company's Carey street line, and has made so I

over 14,000 miles, without any attention except thi

after going some 5,000 miles, it was taken out for <

tamly an indication that the belts are good, and when a

single order is cabled for 17,000 feet, it furthershows that

the Russians want a lot of a good thing. The interest-

ing cablegram reproduced herewith was received from
Moscow by the Shultz Belting company, St. Louis, on
February 20th, and, being interpreted, calls for 17,000
feet of Shultz belting, assorted sizes In the same
month an order was received from Sweden for 4,200

feet, assorted sizes. The foreign trade of this concern
is very large and includes also distributing depots in Lon-

A*
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don, Australia, Johannesburg. Africa, Brussels. Mos-

cow and Malmo, Sweden. There are also Shultz agen-

cies in 20 of the leading cities of this country. The

strictly high grade of the Shultz belts, their lasting qual-

ities and uniform standard of excellence, have made

Ihem justly famous in all parts of the world,

Law Battery Specialties.

Some interesting specialtius have been recently placedv

n the market by the Law Hattcry company of New
npany-

BATTERY SPECIALTIES.

ing cuts. The device shown in varying relations in Figs.

I, 2 and 3 will undoubtedly be highly appreciated, as

by its use corrosion between the metal parts of a battery

cell is said to be an utter impossibility. Fig. i is a

general view of this appliance and Fig. 2 shows a sec-

tion. Referring to the latter. ./ is the screw, B the

thumb-nut, C C' stationary nuts, D hard rubber, .£" dense

carbon, /"wax and G pure tin. It will be seen that the

current passes from carbon to metal through interior

and that no portion of it can pass through or over the

exterior surfaces, where moisture and air are always

present and ready to organize a local miniature battery

with, of course, corrosion of the metal. This connector

is designed for use on all primary cells having carbon

plates for the negative elem&ots, in manner as shown by

Fig- 3-

The well-known double cylmder and honeycomb cells

manufactured by the Law company are provided with

connectors that also entail the passage of the current

through interior surfaces. These are in the form of

screws made o£ carbon, and screw down through porce-

lain covers into (in the former case) a double cylinder

threaded to receive it and (in the honeycomb cell) into

a perforated carbon block, also threaded.

Fig. 4 represents a new controlling apparatus, mostly

used in connection with electro therapeutical work. The

old style switchboards, with their mass of wires, may

be entirely supplanted by it, and it is so simple to

operate that a child can manipulate it. The cut clearly

depicts it. This controller consists of two triangular

shaped carbon plates, each carrying a bit of sponge at

one of its angles, and so mounted over a small glass jar

of water, that by means of a worm-gear operated by a

hand wheel, the sponge tips are gradually moved down

higher, being highest when the carbons arc consumed

and lowest when newly trimmed. As the weight of the

carbons is thus compensated for. it is possible to build

arc lamps to run many hundred hours if desired, and

maintain a proper arc throughout; but as the globe

should be cleaned frequently, 100 hours is thought to be

the proper run with one trimming. The photograph

from which the picture was made was taken after 12

hours' burning, the complete run being 108 hours. In

this instance the arc traveled steadily from side to side,

the voltage remaining 50 with current of nine amperes

throughout the run.

The advantages claimed for the lamp are: A proper

arc at all times, n pnsiiivf- sinrt, cheapness of trimming

and carbons, ww Iiiil. .Iiid...-, simple construction and

was sent offering the New Yorker a tremendous fee to

come to Chicago, but the answer was that he could not
come at any price, as he had patients whom it was im-
possible to leave.

:by telephone?" wired back General'Can you
McClurg.

York physicii

..... ... .-,... „,.TTERV

into the water and toward each other until the plates

touch at their lowest points.

Wiemann's New Arc Lamp.
William P. Wiemann of Washington. Pa., has de-

vised the improved arc lamp for constant current which

is shown on page 140. This lamp is of the single rod

type, using flat carbon plates. The feed of the rod

is controlled by the T-shaped lever, which has an arma-

ture operating over the cores of the regulating coils- The

main adjusting spring for regulating the clutch is re-

leased at different points as the carbon is consumed by

coming in contact with the tapered end of the compen-

sating lever, which moves in a tapered slot in the rod.

As the carbon rod descends, the feeding point is adjusted

iswer came, and that night the New
McClurg's doctor had a long confer-

ili .innce telephone, one end of which

. [ui'i-.rns?" asked New York.

ig, described the

Mr W ,<„,, .nn, was born 1863, in Alle-

1 bi.-^an his electrical career with the

II. r Brown Electric company of Pittsburg in iSSC.

Shortly after he went with the Westinghouse company as

gheny.

elect thist

until three years ago, when he became connected

the Washington Electric Light & Power company.

Rontgen's Discovery.
The Troy Times is one of those newspapers that re-

fuse to Professor Rontgen the great honor that belongs
to him. It speaks of the novel and powerful force dis-

covered by him as "X-rays."—-A*or/ns/f; Jht aid

The editor of the Troy Times merely accepted the

If we wish to obtain higher speeds on railroads, we
must employ more power in proportion to weight than
we now have at our disposal with the modern steam-
driven locomotive. In order to greatly increase the
power, it is necessary that the source of energy should
be stationary and the energy transmitted to the moving
train, and the only practical way of accomplishing this

on a large scale is by employing electricity. An electric

engine may be made to develop almost any amount of
power and still be well within the weight and bulk of
an ordinary locomoii\e In regard to the question of

suggestion of Professor Rontgen, who himself referred

to his discovery as ' 'X-rays " Here are the distinguished

scientist's words ' For brevity's sake I should like to

use the expression 'rays,' and to distinguish these from

other rays I will call them 'X-rays.'" Again, was it a

"novel and powerful force" or a manifestation of a

form of energv"^

Sciagraph of the German Emperor's
Arm.

It is announced that an experiment with X-rays upon

Emperor William's arm has revealed the nature of the

malformation. The sciagraph taken is said to have been

submitted to eminent surgeons, who are reported to have

expressed the belief that a simple operation will restore

the partial if not complete use of the arm and hand.

National Electric Light Association.
The New England Passenger association has granted

a rate of a fare and one-third, on the certificate plan,

from all points in that territory to New York and return,

for all delegates and representatives attending the nine-

teenth convention of the National Electric Light asso-

ciation, to be held in New York on May 5th. 6tb and 7th.

Medical Treatment by Telephone.
To General A. C. McClurg of Chicago- belongs the

credit of putting the telephone to a new use. General
McClurg is now in Europe rapidly recovering his health.

A few months ago it was thought he had but a few weeks
to live. The change in his condition is due to the tele-

phone and a New York doctor, says the Chicago Tiincs-
Ncrald.
General McClurg was suffering from some affection of

the head, and, although everything possible was done for

him, nothing availed. Finally he was urged to summon
to Chicago a New York doctor, who had made a wonder-
ful success in the cure of similar diseases. A telegram

supphmg a long road with a powerful high tension cur
rent, Hiram S. Maxim points out in Cassier's Maga-
zive that when trains are propelled by steam it is neces-
sary to employ a large number of separate steam en-
gines. Why, then, should there be any objection to

using a large number of engines for an electrical rail-

road? It certainly costs no more to run a stationary en-
gine than a locomotive engine, and the engines for sup-
plying the current could be placed at regular intervals

along the line. The tension of the current might be,

say. from 2.000 to 5,000 volts. The main conductors
should be thoroughly insulated and protected from at-

mospheric influences. The actual rubbing surface,

transmitting the current to the. moving train, should be
in relatively short sections, and connected to the main
conductor only while the train is actually passing, the

latter being provided with suitable apparatus for switch-
ing the current in ahead of the train and cutting it out
after the train had passed. In this manner there would
be very little loss of current, even if at a very high ten-

sion, and nearly all danger of accidents would be
avoided.
With the present steam engines it is necessary to use

the very best quality of coal, costing at least twice as

much per ton as the cheap coal. A locomotive steam
engine has, of necessity, to be a high-pressure, non-con-
densing engine, and the exhaust steam has to be dis-

charged against considerably more than an atmosphere of

pressure, because it has to be employed for inducing the

draft. Moreover, for reasons before stated, a locomo-

A stationary engine, however, may be made of any
size. It may be a compound condensing or a triple-ex-

pansion engine. Large boilers may be employed, hav-

ing a very large heating surface in proportion to the

coal consumed and the grate surface may be of any size,

so that a very cheap coal may be employed. In this

manner the cost of developing a given horse power costs

60 per cent, less than it does on the locomotive.

Among the latest claimants for recognition in the field

of electrical literature is the SlcUion, a Rochester publi-

cation which, as its name implies, is intended for men in

charge of electrical plants. It is a monthly magazine
and has many attractive features.
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New Electric Lightship.

The first electric lightship built in this country is the

one now on the Sandy Hook station; the second is build-

ing at Bath, Me., and she will be known as light vessel

66. By an odd coincidence in figures, remarks the New
York Su7i. her contract price is S66.000. She is for the

Boston station and will be launched some time in April.

This torch-bearing vessel is of composite construction,

wood and steel entering about equally into her hull, this

build being more durable, easier to take care of, and
safer in case of grounding than one of all metal. Her
dimensions are: Length, 06 feet; breadth, 28>< feet;

depth. 13 feet.

From the masthead two bunches of red light will warn
the mariners of dangerous water. There will be four

no volt 100 candle power lights at each masthead, en-

red gla

sea level, l tie

feet, including ar

will be made of i

Wire

which will be about 43 feet above
eme length of her masts will be 67
foot topmast on each. The masts
16 inches in diameter at the thick-

jing will be used, and enough sail

steerage way in case she iswill be bent on to give

torn from her anchorage.
In addition to a spread of canvas the lightship will be

equipped with a 300 horse power engine, two boilers of

the Scotch type, 300 horse power each, and two donkey
engines for hoisting purposes. Her screw isfour-bladed,

eight feet in diameter, and of composition. She will be
moored with a 5,000-pound anchor. The vessel will be
eqipped with two lifeboats and additional anchors, a

powerful steam siren fog whistle and a 1,000-pound bell.

A mate to this vessel is being built in San Francisco for

use on the Pacific coast.

Electric Hand Lamps.
A number of electric hand lamps of various sizes and

shapes have been patented and are constructed by an
electrical engineer in Vienna. These lamps come in the

shape of bottles, clocks, opera glasses; in fact, in any de-

sired shape, but are all constructed after the same prin-

ciple. The neck of the bottle contains a small battery

in which three pairs of platinum and zinc elements of the

smallest possible size are concealed. This battery is said to

furnish a current of from four to five amperes at six volts.

A minute incandescent lamp is connected with the poles

of the battery, and protected by a knob of cut glass, the

lower part of which is silvered and acts as a reflector.

The body of the bottle contains the reservoir, in which
the battery solution is kept. When the light

is to be used the top containing the battery is

screwed off and the bottle is filled about half

way with the fluid. When the top is screwed on again
tightly the lamp is ready for use. As soon as it is in-

clined so that the fluid reaches the battery the current is

generated and the incandescent lamp glows with a brill-

iant light. No sooner is the bottle replaced in a vertical

position than the light will be extinguished. When the

lamp is not in use there is no waste of material, and the

"smallest sized bottle will furnish a continuous light for

about half an hour. The inventor furnishes with the

lamp a bottle of fluid sufficient for eight fillings at a cost

Getting Ready the Sandbag.

There was a demonstration of aldermanic hindsight
plus aldermanic foresight at the Council meeting last

night. The hindsight was revealed in that clarified vis-

ion of what might have been done when numerous trolley

franchises were bestowed upon the street railway com-
panies. Apparently the innocent city fathers had just

awakened from a long sleep to discover that during their

hypnotic state they had been the unconscious agents of

Mr. Yerkes and Mr. Wheeler. Unofiicial Chicago won-
dered all the time why it was that conditions for an un-
derground system were not included in those franchises.

The press even suggested in its mild way that it was the
duty of the aldermen to make those conditions impera-
tive. It argued that they could be forced upon the rail-

road companies, owing to their eagerness to obtain the
valuable grants. But the hypnotized fathers said

naught and in their dreams let slip the city's oppor-
tunity.

it has been hinted, however, that they were still con-

that brings us to the second part of our story, or the
foresight displayed at last nights meeting. Having got
from the companies what they could in the first instance,

they now cook up a little scheme of the sandbagging or-

der, for the purpose of doubling their receipts. That is

why the public will not sustain them, although the pub-
lic is overwhelmingly in favor of underground wires.
The time to have insisted against the overhead trolley

was when these curious protestants were allowing it to

be generally introduced. Their change of heart is sus-
P'cious,

Overhead Trolley Agitation in London.

The decision of the London County Council, notwith-
standing Earl Russell's weighty arguments, to again op-
pose the. hill uf th.r I.ondun United Tramways company,

tr-'ll' ihnis obstacles

tal aii.. „ .,

English trar

sufficient to

methods of 1

beauty of London, preferred to make quite sure that a
capitalist concern should in no way prosper, and summa-
rily vetoed a system of traction which has found favor
not merely in far away America but in Bristol and Cov-
entry and in many Continental cities, where the beauty
of the streets is generally considered to exceed even the
elusive charm of the Uxbridge-road from Shepherds
Bush outward. We yield to no one in a desire that en-
gineering improvements" should not be permitted to
further disfigure the metropolis of the empire; but high
as is our opinion of the capabilities of the modern engi-
neer, we must confess we never thought him capable of
disfiguring the many dreary roads that lead out of Lon-
don. By all means insist, if need be, on a conduit sys-
tem in the central portions of London; but why refuse
the inhabitants of Shepherd's Bush the boon of getting
away from their hideous surroundings as fast as the elec-
tric car can take them; they are the persons most con-
cerned, and by all accounts do not object to the proposed
innovation. The overhead trolley, whatever its demerits
—mechanical, electrical or esthetic^and they are many.—
will always be the cheapest to erect, and, therefore, so
long as our tramways are in the hands of companies liable
to be bought out on onerous terms by the local authori-
ties, this single advantage will rightly carry great weight,
and should in all fairness and in all good sense be allowed
to do so. When tramways are laid down by philanthro-
pists, it will be time enough to expect a lavish capital
outlay without thought of return.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
YOR rincipal electrical news

of the week clusters about the conference of General

Electric and Westinghouse directors in this city on

Thursday. This meeting resulted in important action

which will undoubtedly have a great influence on the

future of the electrical business of the country. An
agreement for co-operation in relation to patents was
reached, and the following official statement was issued:

Negotia'ions between the General Electric company

Jlted :

Electric & Manufactu
n arrangement with respect to a
of the two companies, subject to

us which are considered mutually

joint use of the
]

existing licenses,

advantageous.
It has been agreed that after certain exclusions the

General Electric company has contributed 62^4 per
cent, and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
company 37 ',-< per cent, in value of the combined patents,
and each company is licensed to use the patents of the
other company, except as to the matters excluded, each
paying a royalty for any use of the combined patents in ex-
cess of the value of its contribution to the patents.
The patents are to be managed by a board of control,

consisting of five members, two appointed by each com-
pany, and the fifth selected by the four so appointed.
Both companies have acquired during their existence a
large number of valuable patents and numerous suits

have been instituted in consequence of the infringement
of these patents by one party or the other, or by their

customers. In the prosecution of these suits large sums
of money have been expended and the general expenses
of the companies have in this manner been greatly in-

creased. It is expected that the economies to be effected
will be very considerable and that the two companies
and their customers will be mutually protected.
The especial incentives which led to the arrangement

made at this time were the recent decisions in favor of
patents of the General Electric company controlling the
overhead system of electric railways, the approaching
trials of a number of other important General Electric
patents on controllers and details of electric railway ap-
paratus and systems and other electrical devices^ and
the equally strong position of the Westinghouse com-
pany in respect to power transmission, covered by
patents of Niitola Tesla, and, in view of its other patents
in active litigation, some of which are of controlling im-
portance.

Although nothing was touched upon in the official

statement save the patent question, there is no doubt

that this important agreement will stiffen prices for the

products of the two companies and lead to a more
friendly feeling generally. The effect on the smaller

electrical manufacturing companies remains to be seen,

and the situation will cause many an electrical man
much anxious thought. The agreement has had a very

beneficial effect on General Electric stock, which has

been advancing slowly of late on optimistic rumors and

also probably in anticipation of the present pooling ac-

tion. A month ago the stock was selling at about 25; it

closed to-day at 36j'/s.

President Charles A. Coffin of the General Electric

company said in a newspaper interview:

Although the statement which has been given out does
not happen to say so in so many words, the arrangement
between the two companies has been formally approved
by the directors of both companies. The agreement is

as yet in skeleton form. It will take several weeks to

complete it, 1 stiouM say it Tuij^lil, [K-rhaps, be perfected
and put into of

shall I thee

are covered by licenses. The compan
fighting each other in the courts, and will
cuting infringements of their patents H...
be saved by the terminjtion of litigation I cannot say,
as all legal expenses are included in one account. It
would be necessary to separate the items to furnish
actual figures. The saving, however, will be large. No
monopoly of the electrical business will be created by
the agreement. There are other important concerns in
the business. The General Electric and Westinghouse
companies do not consolidate. They retain their entire
independence, and will, in fact, as heretofore, be com-
petitors in business. Prices will doubtless be agreed
upon which will benefit customers of the companies and
the companies themselves, but there is no intention of
establishing high prices for electrical apparatus and sup-
plies. It has not yet been figured out how much the
revenues of the companies will be increased by the ar-
rangement, nor can it be until the arrangement has been
put m more perfect form. The first proposition for an
agreement between the companies was made some five
years ago, but the negotiations which resulted in the
agreement were opened recentlj-.

Nathaniel W. Pratt, a well-known engineer and in-

ventor, died on Tuesday last, at his home in Brooklyn.
Mr. Pratt was born in Baltimore, in 1832. He was at

one time consulting engineer to the Dynamite Gun com-
pany, and under his designs and patents the first suc-
cessful dynamite gun was built. At the time of his

death he was president of the Babcock & Wilcox com-
pany, and a member of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, American Institute of Mining
Engineers, American Naval Institute and the Engineers'
Club, of this city. He leaves an aged father and mother,
a widow and three children. W. F. O.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, March 14.—The aldermen of Little

Falls, Minn., voted to annul the contract with the light

and water company a short time since, and have now
notified the company that after April ist all light fur-

nished must be under an express c

practically that, after cancelling the <

it to continue, and offer to make j

The council of Sleepy Eye, Minn., hi

the Fort Wayne Electric corporatiom I

the dynamos for an alternator for an
tem. with 750 lights capacity. The to\

rewired for incandescent lights.

The trustees of Aha, Iowa, have cont

cagofirm toran electric light plant and
III., firm for a steam power plant.

Alden, Iowa, wants electric lights,

that 300 lights would be taken.

The council of Great Falls, Mont., voted to take bids

for 60 days for furnishing 42 arc lights of 2,000 candle
power, for a term of three or five years, or their equiva-

s contracted wi

) exchange one

n will have to 1

ctedv

I Galesburg,

tyle: gas.

The litigation for the possession of the Electric Light

and Power company property at Fond du Lac, Wis., has
ceased, H.F. Whitcomb of Milwaukee and ex-Governor
W. E. Merriam of St. Paul purchasing it. An electric

street car line will probably be built this summer.
The Janesville Street Railway company of Janesville,

Wis., will resume operating its cars soon. They have
been idle for several months.

When the Postal Telegraph company entered Clinton,

Iowa, it put in call boxes, which the Western Union had
not done. The latter started to do likewise, but did not

get permission to erect poles and wires, and was ordered

to stop by the city officials. The company persisted, and

the mayor ordered out the fire department and threatened

to cut the wires, when it desisted.

The council of New Ulra, Minn., is considering

whether to contract with the local light company for

street light, or put in a municipal plant.

The Winona Railway & Light company has been

organized under the laws of Virginia for the supposed

purpose of purchasing the plant of the General Electric

company of Winona, Minn., which is to be sold at re-

ceiver's sale April 30th, when the new company will hold

its meeting to elect directors. F. B. Kellogg. C. A.

Severance and F. A. Seymour of St, Paul and M. B.

Webber and E. Lees of Winona are stockholders. M, P.

Milwaukee. Wis.
MiLWAUKEu, March 14.—The Milwaukee & Wauwa-

tosa Motor Railway company has passed into the hands

of a syndicate represented by J. R. McDonald of De-

troit and Edward B. Gallaher of New York. It is pro-

posed to convert the line into an electric system and to

extend it to Waukesha and Oconomowoc. The new
owners will also try to get an entrance into Milwaukee.

They have organized the Milwaukee & Waukesha Rail-
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way company with a capital stock of Si. 000,000. Mr.

Gallaher, who is the chief engineer of the company,

states that an entirely new track to Wauwatosa will be

built and that the line will be equipped with the most

nindern 35-foot cars. The company already has a right

of way to Waukesha, and Mr, f'.allaher says that if it

gets an entran

Whitelish Ha>

lild ;

I Ml V,,,-, ,. 1. ,,MauK'd by con-

that will be extended Iti Wauku.slia and it will connect

with the Wauwatosa branch at the Grand avenue

viaduct. The route that the new company wants to

follow in building lines in the city is said to have been

mapi-rd nui t )nv Uu-- is the present tracks of the old

comp.'nn nn Wrll. .\u-ri. AnuthcTison Lincoln ave-

thence to Fifth and thence to Locust street, where the

line will branch, one spur going to Lake park, probably

across the new bridge at Folsom place, and the other

spu . the We Side

Considerable i

project to build

; being taken in the new
urban line between Kenosha

and Milwaukee. The town board of the town of Oak

Creek has granted the Milwaukee, Racine & Kenosha

Electric Railway company a franchise to build clear

through that township. It is said that with this fran-

chise the company has a right of way from Kenosha to

Milwaukee and that early in the spring the work of

building the line will be commenced. It is even held

out that cars will be running by next tall. The fares

are to be low, the Oak Creek franchise stipulating that

not more than five cents shall be charged within the

a single-track system and will be built along the Chi-

cago road. There will bs side tracks and stations at

convenient points, and the cars will stop at every cross-

road when desired. The Oak Creek franchise runs for

50 years, and it is provided that work upon the line must

be commenced within iS months, otherwise the fran-

chise will be forfeited. The company, which has been

incorporated under the laws of Wisconsin, has a capital

stock of Sior.ooo. At Racine, it is said, the company
will run its cars over the lines of the Racine Electric

Railway company, and from Cudahy into Milwaukee it

is given out that the lines of the Milwaukee Electric

Railway & Light company will be used. The chief

promoters of the enterprise are Matthew Slush of Mt.

Clemens, Mich., who is president; A. W. Bishop of

Cleveland, who is vice-presidsnt and treasurer, and

Thomas M. Carney, who is secretary. The success of

the enterprise may mean an electric railway from Chi-

cago to Milwaukee. It is not expected that the through

travel between Milwaukee and Chicago would be very

heavy, after the novelty of such a line had worn off, but

it is estimated that the local traffic would be large.

PERSONAL
Thomas R. Taltavall, editor and half owner of the

Electrical Age of New York, has sold out his interest in

that journal and on Saturday last resigned as its editor.

Mr. Taltavall has been connected with the Age six

years.

C. O. Baker, Jr., of Baker & Co.. Newark, N. J., and
the widely known master of transportation of the Na-
tional Electric Light association, was in Chicago on
Monday. Mr. Baker thinks that the prospects for a
successful exhibition in New York in May are very en-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

A large number of bids for furnishing m
wire and supplies for the new arc lighting pla

coin Park. Chicago, were opened by the com
on March 14th. The bids were ordered tabulated for

further consideration on March iSth.

The city of Utica, N. Y., has been considering the
question of establishing a municipal lighting plant and a
report on the subject has been prepared by Montgomery
H. Johnson, but it is hardly possible that the council will

feel warranted in making the large investment required
for a modern plant. Mr. Johnson estimates that the
plant would cost $161,441.45.

Rheubottom & Bond of Union City, Mich., have com-
pleted a central station plant at Bronson, Mich., and

turned it over to the Bronson Electric company. This
plant is an innovation in that section, power being sup-
plied from a gasoline engine. The lights are pronounced
unusually good, both arc and incandescent being in

operation. The engine was furnished by the Otto Gas
Engine Works. Philadelphia, and the dynamos by the
United Electric Improvement company of the same city.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
the pres.iii ,--..p-., i;,ii-[i 1- h-ive the Chi

on tli'' ill <i;! |i
.
11-.

I traffic of the line and using
electiH ii\ ,i , fii.ii,, pi)W(rr the road will a little more
than pay ail lixcd charges.

By the collapse of the government bridge across the
Mississippi river at Kock Island the Davenport. Iowa,
street railway was tied up, as the main feed wires from
the power house in Moline, III., were broken and carried

down The accident was caused by the ice, which had
gorged a mile east of the bridge, and which suddenly
broke and rushed with tremendous force against the

The Syracuse, N. Y., Street Railway company went
into receivers' hands on March 7th. justice Hiscock,
in the Supreme Court, on application of stockholders.

appointed Edward E. Judson, Jr., and W. Judson Smith
receivers. This voluntary action was taken for the pur-
pose of the reorganization and consolidation of all the

street railways in Syracuse into one system. The com-
pany's floating indebtedness and other obligations aggre-

gate about fti,ooo,ooo. A mortgage for $2,500,000, held
by the State Trust company, of New York city, will be
foreclosed.

The North Chicago Electric Street Railroad company
will build at once a cross-town line on Lawrence avenue
from the line of the Northwestern elevated railroad to

Milwaukee avenue. It is proposed to have this line for

a feeder for the elevated road, as well as the North Chi-
cago system, and to collect two fares for a trip from the

section of the city reached to the down-town district

when passengers transfer to the elevated road. The
line will be between five and six miles in length, and ex-

cept for the north and south lines, it will run through a
territory which now has no facilities whatever. It is

the present intention to begin work on the new line

within the next four weeks and to have it in operation

by July ist- The same company will build a line on
Montrose boulevard, from Evanston avenue to Milwau-
kee avenue. This will prove a valuable feeder for the

Northwestern Elevated- Both lines will serve as feed-

ers for the North Chicago system, and only one fare will

be charged for a trip down-town over the ele

nd the cable 1

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company annout

that the River Amazon cables between Para and Mac
are completed. Offices will be opened at Carm^
Mosqueiro, Pinheiros, Source, Breves, Gurupa, Cha^

Macapa. Monte Alegre, Santarem, Alemquer, Obic

Parintius. Itasatiara and Manaos. The terminal

tions are the only ones open at present.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
New York capitalists have received pledges for 2,600

horse power from Utica enterprises for a proposed elec-

The power plant of S. D. Warren & Co. at Smelt
Hill, Bath, Maine, has been started up for the first time-

This plant was built some six years ago, when the dam
at the lower falls of the Presumpscot was constructed.

The plant is arranged for 12 large turbine wheels. It has

Iain idle all this time, but recently the company acquired

the right of way on the bank of the Presumpscot to West-
brook and has run a line of heavy copper wires whereon
to convey the power from the new plant to the big paper

mills. The distance is some five or six miles. The rea-

son that this power has at last been transferred up the

river and put into use is because of the lack of water at

times to furnish a sufficient power at the paper mills.

TRADE NEWS.
American enterprise and superiority of workmanship

have received flattering recognition in the order for 26

trolley cars received by the J. G. Brill company from
Cape Town, Africa,, recently.

The Hunterdon Electric company of Lambertville,

N. J.,
has recently purchased a 100 horse power Ball

engine from the Parker Engineering company, Phila-

delphia, representative of the Ball Engine company.
Erie, Pa.

General Manager W. C. Ballda, of the Utica Elec-

trical Manufacturing company of Utica, N. Y., reports

the largest trade in several years for his electrical spe-

cialties. The company has recently made improvements
to meet the demand for its goods, and is expecting an

^unusually prosperous year. The demand for iron-clad

fuse boxes is very large, and letters testifying to their

excellence have been received from many of the large

electric concerns of the country.

The Ohio Electr

ing attention with
but efficient electr:

The device consist

: Works of Cleveland. O., are attract-

novelty consisting of a low-priced

; light scarf-pin for gentlemen's wear.

of a small incandescent lamp con-

nected by fine wire with a pocket battery and
a push button, which enables the wearer to il-

luminate the lamp at will, producing a brilliant effect

andi
"I'M hip-ri who care
il'H,' MMv.a. These

'I -HI
, < -,l<jr or clear

- like a ball of fire."

The catalogue of the
led by simply sending

begu xpects to be prepan
se of this year. It

<& Smith-V;

and the company
nisti power before the close o
tracted with the Stilwell-Bien
pany of Dayton, Ohio, for 66 l^rge size Victor turbines of
the latest pattern and all the connecting machinery
needed for transmitting the power of these turbines to
the electric generators. This is probably the largest
order for turbines ever placed at one time, and will

certainly add to the enviable reputation already enjoyed
by the Victor turbine.

BUSINESS.
The new spring catalogue of the Chicago Genera! Fix-

ture company will be ready for distribution on April ist.

Anyone desiring to obtain a complete catalogue of the
latest fixtures can do so by dropping a postal card to the
company.

The Electric Appliance company has been fortunate
in securing some nice contracts for bare copper wire,
acting as western selling agent for the Taunton Copper
Manufacturing company. The product of this mill is

well known as a particularly high grade article, and the
Electric Appliance company hopes to make it one of its

leading specialties.

fact that the "Few ildii

illustrated by the Simplex Electrical company contain
about 700,000 miles of Simplex braided caoutchouc wire.
The Masonic Temple, Chicago, has about 350,000 feet
of No. 14 Simplex braided caoutchouc wire, with a
total of about 15,000 pounds of bare copper of all sizes
The City Hall. Milwaukee, has about 100,000 feet of
duplex wire, and about 8.000 pounds of bare copper, all

sizes. Ellicott Square building. Buffalo, has 150,000
feet of No. 14 duplex and about 11,000 pounds of bare
copper all sizes.

The Garlock Packing company, sole manufacturer of
the Garlock packings, with main offices at Palmyra,
N. Y., and Rome. Ga., and branch offices in the cities

of New York, Boston. Chicago. Philadelphia. Pittsburg,
St, Louis and Omaha, reports a large increase of busi-

its factories overtime. On account of the continued in-
crease of the demand for the Garlock packings, the com-
pany is erecting a large addition to its factory buildings
at Palmyra, N. Y.

ego, N. v., in a recent issue,

f the street car company to-day
entered into a contract with J. H. Felthousen. repre-
senting the Trump Manufacturing company of Spring-
field, Ohio, for two of the celebrated Trump model tur-
bine water wheels. They are for the new power house
to be built on the site of the old Skenandoah mills, and
will develop 642 horse power on a horizontal shaft.
They are said to be the best in the market and are to be
delivered by May 1st."

It is confidently claimed that ordinary engine oil and
Dixon's graphite will accomplish what the finest valve
oil has failed to do. and hundreds of engineers are confi-
dent their engines are doing easier and^better work and
saving oil and fuel through the agency of Dixon's pure
flake graphite. Samples and testimonials and all infor-
mation will be furnished by the Joseph Dixon Crucible
company. Jersey City, N. J., which is the only manu-
facturer of a pure flake graphite, it being a product of
the famous Ticonderoga mines owned by the Dixon
company.

The many friends of C. O. Baker throughout the
West will be interested in learning that he has recently
accepted the position of manager of the western office of
the Anchor Electric company of Boston, Mass. Mr. Baker
has suite 1654-5-6 Monadnock block, Chicago, and will op-
erate from this location as a center. Mr. Baker's man-
agement of the western branch of the Anchor Electric
company will without doubt find a rapidly increasing
western business. Mr. Baker has for over four years
been identified with the Chicago General Fixture com-
pany of Chicago, and is a thoroughly excellent salesman
with a host of friends who will undoubtedly do not a little

toward helping him to a continuance of an already suc-
cessful career. In identifying himself with the Anchor
company, Mr. Baker made a wise selection, as his motto
has always been "the best goods at fair prices."

The West End Street Railway company of Boston,
Mass., using engines of various makes aggregating
20,000 horse power, has contracted with the Rice &
Sargent Engine company of Providence, R. I., for two
cross-compound engines, to be direct-connected to elec-
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tition with the leac

and their general d

horse power, each

sure cylii
'

50 inches; length o£ stroke, 60

revolutions per minute. So; steam pr

inch, 150 pounds;

of each flywheel,

aes were selected in compe-
te builders of the country,

5 are as follows: Indicated

500; diameter of high pres-

meter of low pressure cylin-

ches;

wheels. 24 inches; diameter and length of main bearings,

22 inches by 38 inches The rims of the flywheels will

be composed of forged steel, according to a new design,

originating with the Rice & Sargent Engine company,
and the wheels will be practically indestructible. Jet

condensers and air pumps, driven by independent en-

gines, will be used. Reheating receivers will be placed
between the cylinders, and the piping will be arranged
so that either cylinder of either engine may be run alone

if desired. The design is an unusually massive one,
even for street railway work, which is responsible for

much of the increase in weight of modern engines. Al-

though incorporated less than two years ago. the Rice &
Sargent Engine company numbers among its customers
many of the most conservative and influential corpora-
tions of the country, and the above contract is an indi-

cation of the reputation attained by its engines during

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
555.937- Conduit Railway System. Oscar A, Enholn

New York, N. Y. Application filed June 15. 189;

The yokes have transverse arms adapted to receive tl

rails, and laterally arranged plates in line with the condu
openings through the yokes, the plates being broad 1

:ially midw
ally arranged pla

555.938- Individual Call System for Autographic Tele-

graphs. Harry Etheridge, Pittsburg, Pa. Appli-

cation filed February i, 1S92.

The transmitter is provided with a stylus having three in-

sulated contacts, one of which is connected to ground, the

555,959. Underground Trolley. Myron D. Law, Wash-
ington, D. C. Application filed May g, 1895.

The inventor claims a trolley device, comprising a trolley

leg provided at its lower end with an insulating base, a

upon the supporting arm. springs tending to maintain the

trolley arm in vertical position, and means for adjusting the

555.963. Dynamo-electric Machine. William M. Mor-
dey, London, England. Application filed April 21,

,968. Electric Gas Lighting Burner. Ja
O'Neill and George A. O'Neill. Boston. Mas
plication filed November 16, 1895.

23, 1S95

NO 55o 037

555.979 Electric Elevator Humpi
Chicago, 111. Application filed Ma

hoisting cable therefor carrying a magnetic piece formir
the core of the solenoid, and means for successively ene

555.'

line on which are placed

5 operated by each of the

filed ]:

Issued March jo, iSgb.

naterial secured together by one or
ons attached to each section, such r

Stone, Boston, and George K. Thompson, Maiden,
Mass. Application filed September 28, 1895.

Special features of this invention include a polarized

i by one pole to the bai

I between the poles o

03S. Electrolytic Apparatus. Michael H. Wilson,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed May 8, 1895.

An apparatus ior electrolytic decomposition is ilhistraled.

556,046. Rail Bond for Electric Railways. Fred H.

556,072. Electric Signaling System for Railv

George L. Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y. Applic:

filed June II, 1895.

556,138. Electric Gas Igniter. James P. Doyle, Buffalo,

N. Y. Application filed October 29, 1895.

and a movable electrode actuated by the valve stem, the

556,176. Brush for Dynamo-electric Machines. Fred-
erick J Chaplin and Robert Chaplin, Birmingham,
England. Application filed December 10, 1S95.

The improvement consists of lonEitudinal wires crimped
and grouped together into the required section.

556,183. Electrically Operated Railway Gate. Bene-
dikt Haberthur, Logansport, Ind. Application filed

October 15. 1894.

y connected wit

beam and
controlled
ig- pressed

556,189. Electric Gas Lighting Device. John B. Jack-
son, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed August 15,

1895.

NO. 556.03S

556.210. Electric Railway. Harry C. Reagan. Jr..

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed September 6,

1895.

forming an axis for the contacts.

556.311. Closed Conduit Electric Railway. Ernest R.

Esmond, New York. N. Y.

ber iS. 1893.

Application filed Octo

The trolley rail or conductor

!E''£'E"o{io£^r}'TiiifT

olectro-moBnet or solenoic

Jmimtr"b'"lan''c'e°weieht anc

556.315. Electric Snow Plow,
neapolis, Minn. Applicat

1891.

Henry H. Kryger, Min
on filed September 10

1,079. Electric Car Lighting System, Albert H.

Armstrong. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed
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ideas in conducting their investiga-

order to attract attention to their work, and this has at

least had the efiect of somewhat relieving the monotony

of the study of hands, which for a time absorbed the

community. The latest claimant for public considera-

tion is John Kammer of Chicago, who claims to have

conducted his experiments along original lines, and he

presents as a specimen of his production a sciagraph of a

sheep's brain, which is herewith reproduced. Mr. Ram-
mer's work has been confined principally to the devel-

opment of tubes that may be used in place of the Crookes

the Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp Works lead him to

ilieve that the X-ray will be of incalculable value in

rgery, medicine and chemistry, Cavities in bones or

other parts of the body, and the substances present

these cavities, offer an almost inexhaustible field of

vestigation and one which may be productive of re-

sults of great consequence to medical and surgical sci-

ence. The variations in the intensity of the shadow

are, he claims, to some extent an indication of the char-

acter of the substance, and he hopes by the perfection

of the details of investigation, by graduation of the

strength of the X-rays employed, by adjustment of the

distance of the focal point from the object, and the evo-

lution of a set of rules governing the period of exposure,

found to exercise important

iments, rendering feasible,

erations which otherwise ai

of the presence of disturbir

Rontgen Rays Anodic, Not Cathodic.
By Ei.uiu Thomson.

Since the first publications concerning Runtgen's di

rays emanating from

; been assumed by mos

h is a phe

Crookes tube i

investigators tha

of the cathodic 1

Others, again, have considered that the rays discov-

tube for X-ray exper

lamp maker, and hit

good working tubes <

glass. His experim

Hei
;led: beli( that

aid be constructed from Ar

its, thus far, have confirmed this

opinion, and while he is not yet prepared to divulge the

details of his work and the results of his tests, he claims

to have reached the point where he can make the an-

nouncement without any hesitation whatever that Amer-

ican glass is far superior to the German article, as the

tubes constructed by him, he says, have worked tobef-er

advantage than the best'Crookes tubes. As evidence of

the stiperiorjty of his methods and apparatus the picture

on this page is interesting. It is certainly an excellent

production,- and when it is considered that it is the first

successful experiment of the kind thus far recorded, it

is not surprising that Mr. Kammer is elated over the re-

sult of his work.

Other experiments conducted by him at his laboratory

to make these shadowy indications more and more in-

telligible to the expert investigator. As a means to this

end he has now entered upon a series of experiments

with glasses containing liquids of different kinds so

grouped together that the discriminative power of theX-

ray in sciagraphing each shall be displayed for compar-

ison. Among these liquids animal secretions will be the

most important section, and he hopes by this process to

assist also the diagnosis of solid matter formed within

the body. Sciagraphs of plaster of paris molds of

different thicknesses, with the contrasted shadows of

metallic objects within and beside them, have a bearing

on the study of the variations of intensity of shadow,

aod have also another and well defined purpose to aid

surgical science in the treatment of fractured bones

when plaster of paris has been used in the setting and it

is desired to note the progress toward recovery. From his

observations Mr. Kammer believes that X-rays will be

ered by Rontgen were produced at the glass surface or

during transmission through the glass, and as a conse-

quence of the impingement of the cathode rays upon the

glass, causing its fluorescence. Prof. J. J- Thomson is

reported to have exposed photographic plates to the

cathode rays or radiant matter within the tube without

having produced any effect which could be brought out

by development.

Very recently Prof. H. A. Rowland has pointed out

the fact that the Rontgen rays are emitted from the

anode and not from the cathode, and this view, coming

from so high an authority, is in itself aii indication of its

probable truth. The writer, personally, had been led

to suspect that the rays were anodic, not cathodic, for it

was found that the rays, when traced to their source

within the tube by methods which have been published

by him, came from that terminal which during the

passage of the spark discharges could not have been the
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cathode. Using a Wimshurst machine it was easy to

determine the polarities. Furthermore, the best effects

on the photographic plates were produced opposite that

portion of the glass which became strongly fluorescent.

Thi!

athode, the

npinged there.

duced from the

cathode surface w
By constructing a dark tube with a screen of barium

platino-cyanide the writer was able to submit to exami-

nation the various forms of Crookes tubes in his posses-

sion. Some of these, though fluorescing strongly by the

cathode rays, gave at no position with respect to the

screen tube any indications of the emission of Rontgen

rays, while some gave feeble indications near the anode,

and in exceptional instances a strong effect was noted,

not from those parts where the cathode rays made the

glass fluorescent, but from other parts opposite the

The crucial test was made by placing a small patch of

opaque metal upon the side of the tube opposite the

anode. It was found that when the anode, the patch and

the fluorescent screen were in line, no fluorescence was

obtained, although the screen was fully exposed, as it

were, to the cathode.

It may be mentioned here that the fluorescent screen

tube forms a most valuable means for rapidly exploring

the field of the Crookes tube and so determining

whether it can be used as a source of Rontgen rays or

not. It also enables one to determine the best direction

in which the rays are emitted and is much quicker than

the sensitive plate for such observations.

In one of the tubes examined the effects appeared to

indicate that the Rontgen or anode rays are deflected or

turned aside sharply when they arrive near the cathode

terminal, which in this case was a bent sheet of alumi-

num. This effect is worthy of further investigation.

The writer also personally exhausted a Crookes tube

by a Sprengel pump, watching with a fluorescent screen

tube for the first indications of Rontgen rays. It was found

that when that degree of exhaustion was reached which

gave an excellent exhibition of radiant matter from the

cathode, and even clear-cut shadows of objects by such

rays, as evidenced by the brilliant fluorescence of the

glass where the rays impinged, there still was no indica-

tion of Rontgen rays, even when the fluorescent screen

in its dark tube was not more than a quarter of an inch

from the strongly fluorescing glass wall. As, however,

the exhaustion improved, the^indications of Rontgen rays

began to be manifest, and at last they became quite pro-

nounced. These rays seemed to originate at the anode,

and although they may possibly be deflected in the vi-

cinity of the cathode, they otherwise proceed in straight

lines from the anode and through the glass, causing

fluorescence of the latter in much the same way to all

appearances as the cathode rays, except that while the
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Crookes tube; cathode rays (radiant matter) apparently

do not.

Fourth—Both anode and cathode rays cause fluor-

esence of the glass and possibly of many other sub-

It is not known whether anode rays cause fluoresence

of any substances that are not so affected by the cathode

rays, and vice versa.

Fifth—Anode rays are erratic in distribution from the
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hanced and the scientific interest therein multiplied

when it is recognized that there may be an entirely un-

suspected radiation, not from the cathode but from the

anode; that both electrodes may emit radiations charac-

teristic of the electric states of the terminals, and that

such radiations are widely different from each other and

from other known radiations. If the anode rays are lon-

gitudinal waves in the ether, what are the cathode rays?

If the cathode rays are longitudinal, what are those of the

anode surface Cathode ra>s are of nearl) uniform dis

tribution, and leave the cathode surface at right angles.

Sixth—Anode rays are not capable of being deflected

by a magnet, at least not after they have passed the

glass. Cathode rays appear to be so deflected within the

tube and after they have traversed an aluminum win-

dow. (Lenard
)

Seventh—Diminishing the size of the anode concen-

trates and focalizes the rays emanating therefrom. Shap-

anode^ Is it possible that neither of them are longitu-

dmal vibrations of the ether and that one must now look

for an explanation of the two radiations which shall be

alike, and yet not alike?

In these radiations there may be again a manifesta-

tion of differences between positive and negative electri-

cal states, which differ'^nces seem to be in some way im-

pressed on the radiations set up in the neighborhood of

the poles. There undoubtedly is a great field for re-

search opsned by the discovery of Rontgen. and it is for-

tunate for science that the Crookes tube he experi-

mented with possessed a high enough vacuum to cause

it to give anodic as well as cathodic rays.

,irly able

' fluon hanges its di-

ver repeating

the walls ot

reclion with every discharge, scarcely

the same pattern of fluorescent patches

the tube or bulb.

Tlie following summary of effects is apparently in ac-

cord with the facts:

First Cathode rays are produced at lower exhaus-

tions than give rise to anode rays that reach the glass.

Second- Anode rays are best produced at the very

est exhau

lird -An(

1 short of i

:ray,^s through the glass of the

ing the cathode into a concave cup gives rise to a focus

of cathode rays by virtue of their direction being nor-

mal to the cathode surface,

The question suggests itself, Can anode rays reach

and pass through a thin aluminum sheet which is at the

same moment the cathode for the discharge? And, on

the other hand. Can cathode rays traverse the anode if

of thin aluminum slHut; It is probable that opacity of

the opposite tciiiim:il sv.>hI<1 l.r noted in these cases, and

possibly deflLMitpn tpf tlu: ia\ . in each case near the ter-

minal of opposite [lulaiity tu that emitting the rays.

The significance of Kimtgen's discovery is greatly en-

Continuous Secondary Currents.
recently patented method of obtaining secondary

ents of continuous direction and uniform strength at

nain direct current generator is here-

with illustrated. This transformation is accomplished

by means of ordinary converters whose primary coils,

with associated pole-changing commutators or current

reversers, are connected between main leads-carrying a

continuous current. l''he pole changers cause the current

to pass through the primary coils alternately in opposite

directions, and th^ resulting alternating currents in the

secondary coils are commutated before reaching the

working circuit by pole changers operating synchro-

nously with the pole changers that reverse the connec-

tions of the primary coils. Each transformer requires

two pole changers, one each for the primary and second-

ary coils. Two or more transformers and their accom-

panying pole changers are used for each transformed cir-

cuit, the pole changers for each transformer rovi'rsing at

a time different from that at which ih< p. :r, I, ni.,. i.,>i ,iny

other transformer reverse, the cii'
1

n. i. mt; lo

make the transformed working ^,i:: , ,,::,.li ihc

secondary coils contribute, more uinlonii tn i^liaiacler

than if supplied by only one secondary.

Referring to the diagram, the motor/-;, of small power,

revolves the shaft and the various pole changers, insu-

lated from each other, which are mounted on it. By
varying the shunt resistance A', the current through the

motor may be increased or diminished, ('and C are pole

changers for transformer /'". /' is one of the main leads.

The main current passes from it by ./and the fourth (/>)
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and second brushes of C to the upper binding post of the

primary coil of transformer A, then through it downward

{graphically), thence via the thinl and Inst Ijiiishcs to

the switch.V through mo Uu- / and its slinnl nsistatue

AV from the switch (when clnsnU to ih.- mini mam lead

/C. The induced current in llic secondary of /• passes

upward iKiaphirally) lo ihu fourth brush (B-) of C\

thence tluon^h seonil brush to the upper or plus wire

of working; circuit /', returning (after operating translat-

ing devices not shown) to the secondary coll via third and

first brushes.

Assuming that the pole changers have revolved a dis-

tance equal to the width of oije segment beyond their

position as sliown in the illustration, it will be found on

now tracing the path of the current that it passes

through transformer /-primary (graphically) upward, re-

versing its former direction, and a corresponding change

has taken place in the secondary coil; nevertheless, on

account of the change in position of the inside brushes of

C\ the transformed current is delivered to the working

circuit in the same direction as before, so that no matter

how the current passes through the transformer coils, it

always is delivered to the working circuit in a continu-

ous direction. When the inside brushes of C are rest-

ing on the insulation between the segments, there is

momentarily no current whatever delivered from the sec-

ondary of /-'. To prevent such interruption to the work-

ing circuit, an additional transformer /•' and set of pole

changers C- C'-* are shown, connected in multiple with

the first set. The inside brushes of C- C ' are placed the

distance of one-half segment different from the brushes

of C C\ so that when they rest on the insulation (as

shown) the working circuit is supplied from the second-

ary of F. and vice versa. When three sets of transform-

ers and pole changers are used (to obtain still greater

uniformity in the working circuit), the inside brushes of

each set are positioned one-third of a segment apart.

The continuous current in the secondary circuits may

be used to operate motors, for electric lighting and plat-

ing, telegraphy, and for any other purpose for which

continuous current is suitable. It will be seen, also, that

alternating currents may be obtained from the terminals

of either the primary or secondary converter coils. The

circumference of the pole-changing commutators may be

increased, so that the number of alternations in the trans-

formers may be augmented without increasing the speed

of their revolution.

A patent for this direct current transformer was lately

allowed to Chas. M. Davis of Chicago.

have already succeeded in doing), the same cryptoscope
will render visible also the images of bodies enclosed in

wood or other materials.

not been able

Salvioni's Cryptoscope.

There has been considerable interest manifested in

Professor Salvioni's method of enabling one lo see

through solids, much the same as through a photographic

camera. This discovery was referred to in the West-

ern Electrician of March yth. Further particulars

are noted in Professor Salvioni's paper on the subject, of

which the following abstract is from a translation in

Xalure of the proceedings of the Academia Medico-

Cherurgica di Perugia.

Though the retina may be fluorescent to the Rontgen
rays, as is the glass of the photographic plate, it is

hardly probable that it could see objects directly through
layers of wood, aluminum, flesh, etc. This, however,

does not exclude the possibility of seeing them indirectly,

by transforming, so to say, the Rontgen rays into ordi-

nary luminous rays before they reach the eye. I have
made a simple arrangement by means of which I can
distinctly see the shapes of bodies enclosed in boxes of

cardboard, aluminum, etc. This cryptoscope, which I

have the honor of showing to the academy, consists of a

small cardboard tube about eight centimeters high. One
end is closed by a sheet of black paper, on which is

spread a layer of fish glue and calcium sulphide (there

being no barium and platinum cyanide at hand); this

substance I have found to be very phosphorescent under
the action of Rontgen rays. Within the cardboard
tube, at the other end, at which the eye is placed, is

fixed a lens, giving a clear image of the phosphorescent
paper. On looking through this cryptoscope one can
see. even in a light room, the shape and position of

metallic bodies enclosed in boxes of cardboard, wood,
aluminum, and within the flesh. Its action is obvious;

the fluorescent paper, under the action of the rays, is

illuminated only in those portions which receive rays,

consequently the silhouettes of the objects intercepting

the rays appear dark. In this there is, of course,

nothing new which could not have been deduced from
the original experiments of Rontgen; the novelty, if in-

deed it is so. consists merely in making use of the known
facts to design the arrangement.

It seems to me that, in a more perfected form, it

might be of extensive use in surgical and medical science.

The sulphide of calcium may be replaced with advantage
by the cyanide of barium and platinum. It is further
clear that when, by a camera or other means, not only
the shadows, but also the images, can be photographed
(which. I believe. Profs, Battelli and Garbasso of Pisa

agraphs with any length of expos-
It seems that a two or three-inch spark at least

be used, I have also found that redevelopment
to greatly improve the sharpness of the sciagraph.

Edison's Latest Announcement.
According to a New York publication Mr. lulison has

succeeded in penetrating the human body with the naked

eye. He looked into the heart and lungs, and examined

the arteries, the blood vessels and muscles of one of his

assistants The samn paper is authority for these de-

feet.

Mr, I'di^Mi, 1

eight feel IukIi,

body from the u.

The fluorescen. ^.^.^...m,,.^.-

tungstate of calcium. The ..

furnace and at a proper degree of heat form little crys-

tals perhaps one-eighth the size of a Prench pea.

These crystals are glued to a piece of paper by means of

collodion a transparent celluloid pamt In the case of

; huge screen that Mr hdison is buildmg for taki

mpleting a fli

1 enable him to see the c

i head to the sole of one's

ised by Mr, Edisc

...i- the _.

. \Nnnld be
1 the

Electricity in Algeria.

At an altitude of 820 meters, backed up against the

peak of a steep mountain in the province of Gran, Al-

geria, is the little town of TIemcen, once boasting a

population of 100,000, but now rated at 27,000, of whom
5,000 are Jews. 16.000 are Mussulmans and 6,000 are

Europeans, largely French.

TIemcen is one of the most important towns in Al-

geria, and one of the most picturesque as well. The
white minarets, like emblems of peace, are everywhere

in view; the streets, bordered by majestic trees, olive

and fig and mastic, vie with each other to beautify and

adorn the landscape, while its sloping position presents

a perspectue of magnificent beauty.

After several vain attempts, it was finally the good

fortune of a French engineer to secure a franchise for

FIG. 3, ELECTRICITY IN

screen is made in the shape of a monster mill hopper,
standing on end. The face on which the crystals are

applied is about eight feet high and four feet broad.

To this face will be fastened sides that will slant inward
to a sharp poiut. At this point there will be left a slit

just large enough to see through with ease. This slit

will be protected by means of a rubber flap in such a
way as to exclude all light when the eye is applied to it.

The screen will be set up so that the side on which the

tungstate of calcium has been glued faces a row of four

or five Crookes tubes, set one above the other, at an
equal distance. The person to be examined will then
step in between the screen and the light, and he will be
instantly penetrated and become visible to the eyes of

the examiner at the screen.

Rontgen Rays From Incandescent Lamp
Bulbs.

Prof. Joseph F. Smith, of the Northern Indiana Nor-

mal School at Valparaiso, Ind,. is continuing his experi-

ments with incandescent lamp bulbs as substitutes for

Crookes tubes in producing the X-rays, following the

plan outlined in this journal on March 14th. Under
date of March 23d he sends two sciagraphs to the

Western Electrician, taken by this process, which

show an advance on the one presented in the previous

issue of this journal. Prof. Smith says:

I have extended somewhat my experiments with
lamp bulbs and have been able to get results from sev-

eral, I find, however, that the matter of potential

all span hav

an electrical equipment for the city, included in which

was-au excellent hydraulic power freely furnished by

the cascades of Meffrouch, on the Saf-Saf river, at an

altitude of 1,012 meters. This water power was

brought to a mill about six kilometers from TIemcen by

air line, and here the dynamos and auxiliaries were in-

stalled. A dam was placed across the Saf-Saf. and a

raceway brought the water to a point 66 meters above

the station into a reservoir. From this point a steel

pipe 70 centimeters in diameter (Fig, i) leads to the tur-

bine. This tube is. so arranged as to permit of contrac-

tion and expansion, and is supported in such a manner

that it may be moved without injury. The lower end of

the tube terminates in the wheel house, where there are

two tubes of the same diameter cemented in a conduit car-

ried beneath the floor of the station. Here are two

turbines of 75 horse power each, with a discharge of

.150 liters of water per second. Two alternators are run

by these turbines, operating at 360 revolutions and de-

veloping 25 amperes at 2,400 volts. The connection be-

tween alternator and turbine is through rubber ring

cushions, which so completely modifies the shocks as

not to perceptibly affect the regularity of the machines

or the light. The exciter (Fig. 2) of each of these gen-

erators is run separately, and in its turn furnishes cur-

rent for pilot lamps on the machines. The dynamos

are readily coupled in parallel, and the switchboard is a

model of simplicity.
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umber, are aerialFrom the station the lines,

(Fig. 3) and upon the same poles are seen two other con-

ductors for telephonic purposes. The former are 5.5

millimeters diameter, and bare stranded copper is used

until the outer wall of the city is reached; from that

point the conductors are heavily insulated. The posts

are 10 meters in height.

ce has been divided into seven sectors or dis-

: central point of distribution being at the

mayor's headquarters. These are grouped

The pla.

ollov the

Mairie, which is in the midst of the central quarter, is

mostly inhabited by Jews, and includes one of the most

popular promenades of the place (Fig. 4); second, the

old Arabian quarter (Fig. 5), with its curious original

streets, narrow, tortuous and often tunnelled; the

mosques, the low dwellings and little shops—first to

adopt and endorse the innovation ; one of these grand

mosques presents an interior shown in Fig. 6; third, the

quarter which includes the Mechouar. the ancient cita-

del, the military quarters, hospitals, prise

which are now illuminated by electricity.

An excellent idea of the form of line co

the picturesque character of the places

gained from these illustrations. There

ures about this installation that will inter

engineer. At the Mairie a huge sentry-box sort of afiair

stands guard over an 18 kilowatt transformer, and at

other points scattered throughout the city are more

transformers of sakilowatts capacity , The combinations

capable of being worked at the distribution points are

such that if a dynamo, A for instance, is feeding trans-

formers I, 2, 3, 4, and B is feeding 5, 6, 7, the current

of A can be switched to 7 and that of B on 2, and so of

all other combinations.

The principal consumers of this quarter are found in

cafes, hotels and the theater. The tariff of lighting

shows how differently the scale of illumination is ar-

ranged from our own

:

I. Establishments habitually open till midnight, per

all of

e other feat-

t the modern

Its habitually open

For one lamp. 5 c p.

Until midnight /'. 36
Until and after midnight . . .

/'. 42

II, Establishments and apartme

until 10 p. M., and occasionally to n

For one lamp. 5 <= P- 10 c. p. 16 c. p.

For the evening /. 24 36 45
Till after midnight... ./. 42 54 66

Lamps of five candle power are only furnished for

passages, closets and the outside lanterns of Moorish

Each lamp installed is charged for at 15 francs, which

includes lamp, socket, cut-out, wire, cord, labor, etc.

Lamps burned out or broken are replaced for two francs

The municipal contract proper calls for 200 lamps of

16 candle power and 100 lamps of 10 candle power,

which give an average illumination of nine hours per

night. For this the city pays 17,000 francs per annum,

and an excess of 50 francs each for 16 candle power

lamps in addition to this number and 30 francs for addi-

tional lamps of 10 candle power.

Lights in municipal buildings, in the theater, lyceum,

Mairie and other public offices are entitled to a rebate

of 20 percent, over those of individuals.

The Arab population is especially enamored of the

electric light, which knows neither chimney nor wick,

demands neither tilling nor trimming, and lights with-

out a match.

The illustrations are reproduced from L' I-lncr,i^nc

Electrical Equipment of the Lake Street
"L" Road.

The third rail for the operation of the Lake Street

"L," Chicago, by electricity has been laid from State

street to Calirnmi-i rivenue, and the work of putting it

in place fnim ' .,\\\..<n::, ;r .nii.^ is now in progress. The

feeder win:, li.
I

- I.. - n 1
1
iiiil; from the power house of

the West ill], ,
iM^'i I .(il mad company to the tracks

ai \\, ;,
I

,
,, - iimI from Western avenue to State

..11, , I I
1,

I

, I
ril the track is ready for operation.

Ill, i. I :
I -li>r cars, and of this number more

tiian ''II'- li.ill ii'' Nii'.v ready for service. Twenty-six

of the motor cars are smoking cars remodeled and four

are other cars. No new cars were built for the road.

Air brakes arc now being put in place on all the cars,

and in doing this three cars are taken off the line at one

time and equipped and then returned to service. By

May ist at latest the intention is to begin operating the

line with electricity.

The way you say a thing is as important as what you

say. You'll waste your milk if you try to put a gallon

into a quart measure. You'll waste the good of advertis-

ing if you over-fill your space, or don't use space enough.

If advertising is any good, and all good business men
say it is, the good of it is in a good deal of it.

Half the business paper advertisements occupy half

enough space. Folks are not obliged to read advertise-

ments any more than they are to eat hash at a restau-

rant. The successful hash seller makes good hash, and

serves it well. The successful advertiser has some-

thing to say, says it well and serves it well.

You must make people read your advertisements.

That's your part of the business. If you don't use

space enough for folks to see that you're advertising, you

light )u; TOin :adv

any trade paper. doesn't make any
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space. I am of the opinion that nearly every advertiser

of small space will make his advertising pay more than

twice as well by doubling his space. Experience says

so, and experience doesn't lie.

If folks don't see your advertisement, what's your ad-

vertisement good for? How do you expect them to see

it, if it's so small you have to hunt for it yourself?

Treat your advertising space as you do the sign on your

building. Have it large enough for folks to know you're

Perhaps it will not pay you to use a full page, al-

though the full page advertisers are the most prosperous.

I don't think less than a quarter of a page is worth more
than a quarter as much proportionately.

Of course the advertising solicitor wants you to in-

crease your space. He wouldn't be much of a solicitor

if he didn't. Because it pays him to have you increase

your space is no reason why it shouldn't pay you.

Too much of a good thing isn't profitable; that is, if

space. I am only

proven to be the cor

much space 01

^hat experienc

method of public

advertising pays, it is made to

[lything unless made to do it.
'

with what you do for a living

ay brin;^ some return, but there

the trade

uUl, Tl iverages is saier

What you think

e majority think

too much of a good th

When you economize, it isn

everybody about it. Appearan(

cess. When you cut your ad-

outsiders that something is the

your business. Liberal adverl

3 possible, but there's no busi-

ttle of a good thing.

ucccssful advertisers use plent

: plenty of space pays proporlit

ough space

desire that

rice. Thaf!»

.ird to sell a

nth of telling

Electric Railway Mail Service.

Tlie postollice appropriation bill, as passed by the

House of Representatives, rarrics «iih ii ,nn appropria-

by electric and cable s\slcms Ihc pitstmaster-general

is aulli'Ml.'i'l 1" n.ljiisl the compensation to be paid for

thi' ir.ms|, ', 1,,11,'n "I miils on electric car and cable

vhich are to be used

<•
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postal |i

I) feel i

The compensation will apply only to electric

<able routes not exceeding 2a miles in length; the 1

of pay for carrying the mails on longer electric

-cable car routes is to be as provided by existing law

the transportation of mails on steam railroad routes,

further provided in the bill that all street railway o

pa-ties carrying mails shall furnish free Iransportatio

letter carriers to and from the postoffice and their

'sp2clive routes if the distance exceeds one-half mile.

contest, owing to the fact that the Western Union has a

contract with the Bell Telephone company for reciprocity

in business relations, and Manager B. B. Clarlie, of the

l()r;i! irlrphiuic cnniii.iny ,
h.is li.id letters from managers

(li l.«;[l .M-h.-dij;,', in all srri i, ,n-. of the Country, from

New \ink 1(1 ( 71111(11111,1, askinf; In he kept posted on the

Anti-Bell Telephone Association in Iowa.
The Iowa Telephone association held its first meeting

in Des Moines on March iSth and 19th. The proceedings

were conducted behind closed doors. A large amount of

business was transacted, all relating to measures for the

retention of the business of the independent telephone

companies in the state and the defense of their common
interests against the assaults of the BsU Telephone com-

pany. A schedule of rates for toll lines was adopted

with the understanding that it should not be binding,

but only suggestive as to what the association would

generally consider fair charges, the schedule being as

follows: Up to 20 miles, 20 cents; 20 to 25 miles, 25

50 liles. 150 40

E 250 miles and not out of the s

A committee was appointed

ligation involving associated m
littee appointed is to submit information to the associa-

on as to prices of supplies. A third committee was

mpowered to incorporate the association.

The question of furnishing telephones free to railroads

r others was decided in the negative, the sense of the

leeting being unanimous against "dead-head" tele-

A resolution was passed pledging the support of the

ssociation to an independent movement to establish an

xchange in Des Moines.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
[From the Minneapolis correspondeDt of the Western Elec-

The Luce-Vietch Telephone company of GalesviUe,

Wis., will extend its lines to Ettrick in the spring.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company will

«xtendaline from Albert Lea. Minn., to Wells, Win-

nebago City, Blue Earth City and other towns in that

^-icinity this season.

It is probable that the Western Electric Telephone

company will connect its long-distance wire with Fari-

bault, Minn., this season.

The Northwestern Telephone Excha;nge company is

securing a right of way from St. Cloud, Minn., to Fargo,

N. D., for its long-distance line.

The Spirit Lake Telephone company is an applicant

for a telephone franchise at Worthington, Minn.

The Iowa Union Telephone company is arranging to

extend a line from AUerton to Chariton, la., via Russell

and Corydon.

Waterloo, la., parties propose a telephone exchange at

Shell Rock, la.

H. E. Termath is organizing a company to build a

line from Le Sueur, Minn., to Le Sueur Center.

The Grant County Telephone company of Blooming-

ton, Wis., has been incorporated with Sio,ooo capital

stock.

Western Union Not Compelled to Ad-
mit Competitive Telephones.

An important decision was announced by Judge R. G
Siebecker, of the Circuit Court, in Madison, Wis., on

March iSth, in the case of the Dane County Telephone

company against the Western Union Telegraph company,

when he notified the attorneys that he had decided to

deny the writ of mandamus asked by the telephone com-

pany to compel the Western Union to admit new tele-

phones to its offices.

There is a widespread interest in the outcome of the

Proposed Amendment to Bill Authoriz-
ing Metric System.

1^
,B,,,^^a» II i

Washington, D. C, March iH.—The commitlec on
oinage, weightH and measures, to which was referred

In; Hurley bill to fix the standard of weights and meas-
K's by ilifr .nlopiion of the metric system of weights
itI iiH-aMirc;, has presented an amendment in lieu of

In: t,rii;inal bill which reads as follow.^:

Lie il enacted by the Senate and n..ii-;r ,,( I^pir

entatives of the United State., of Am m n m ( mi i- ,s

ssembled. That from and after (h in ,i ri,, ,,1 |(,iv,

ighteen hundred and ninety-eight. ;ill th- li' jmii m -nis

leiil. L-xcept in completing the survey (jf public lands,

hall employ and use only the weights and measures of

system.

That from and after the first day of January, nine-

en hundred and one, the metric system of weights and
easures shall be the only legal system of weights and
easures recognized in the United States.

the

the iight: and

herein referred to is that in which 1

of mass or weight is the internalic

International Bureau of Weights
;

lished in accordance with the cji

le ultimate standard

lal kilogram of the

nd Measures, estab-

/ention of May 20,

NTERIOR OF MOSyU

no doubt the case will be taken to the Supreme Court for

final decision.

Judge Siebecker, in his decision, says:

I have come to the conclusion that the application dif-

fers radically from the principles determined in cases
cited wherein one common carrier has been compelled to

offer the same rights and privileges to the public that it

has granted by means of its relationship to another com-
mon carrier. To grant the application the court would
have to say that the transmission of telephonic messages
and the delivery thprpof from the office nf the teleorapb

1S75, and the ultimate standard of leno

national meter of the same bureau, th

types of which are kilogram numbered twenty and meter

numbered twenty-seven, preserved in - the archives of

the office of standard weights and measures.

That the tables in the schedules annexed to the bill

authorizing the use of the metric system of weights and
' measures passed July 28, i855, shall be the tables of

equivalents which may be lawfully used for computing,

determining and expressing the customary weights and

English Aldermanic Debate
[From Loncion fJc<:trkliy.\

e are some gems of repartee from the proceedings
; sagacious body [the West Ham Town Council],
ncillor charges Alderman Govier with "being led
every night." The alderman retorts by calling

versary "a viper." The councillor points out that

i received provocation, inasmuch as the alderman
terrupted one of his speeches by calling out "Sit

the wires of a telephone company i

be enforced as suci

)f its being
„ the tele-

graph company by :

I think that this principle cannot be applied, for the rea-

son that a telegraph company may deliver its messages
or receive messages upon its own terms and stipulations

as long as they are reasonable. The fact that this tele-

graph company does so for the telephone system of the

Bell Telephone company is a personal privilege or right

they may exercise as they see fit. For these reasons the

application must be denied.

tie more tea Whereat the alderman called the coun-
cillor a lymg scoundrel and a cad and the councillor
in great warmth threatened to punch his head for

him And all this occurred m the course of a debate
upon the introduction of the electric light. It shows very
clearly the caliber of the men who compose the town
council, and what sort of work may be expected of
them.

April 6th on bonds for
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Teie publication offices of the Western Electrician

have been removed to much more commodious quar-

ters. Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build-

ing, Dearborn and Adams streets, Chicago,

The telephone number remains unchanged—Main

i7.,6. ________
Since 17,(6 experimenters have been studying the

effects of electricity on vegetable life, and have sought to

formulate some law governing the relations between the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

two. Until quite recently these attempts have proven

futile, contradictory, or of negative value, so that there

was but little encouragement for investigators. Pro-

fessor Lemstroera, in 1SS5, decided to abandon lab-

oratory experiments, and he has since been conducting

tests upon an extensive scale upon a large experimental

field in Finland. These latter experiments were begun in

iSSS. The ground was covered with a reseauof insulated

wires-separated about one meter, and at intervals of half a

meter throughout their extent branch wires were brought

down quite near the soil This combination of wire es-

capes was connected to the positive pole of a generator,

the negative pole being connected to earth at the station.

The current was continuous for seven or eight hours per

day for about two months^up to harvest time^when it

was found that the yield was augmented about one-

third From the results M. Lemstroem formed the con-

clusion that vegetables may be divided into two groups

—those m which development is aided by electricity, in-

cludmg wheat, rye, barley, oats, beets and potatoes; and

those which are not favorably effected by electricity, as

for instance, peas, carrots, cabbage-radish, cabbage-tur-

nips turnips and tobacco. It was also noted that these

effects were geographically universal, and that during

the heat of summer it was necessary to withhold the

current in the middle of the day, as the combination of

heat and electricity, it was found, was deleterious to veg-

etation Professor . Lemstroem's experiments might

well form the subject of investigation at the hands

of the agricultural department at Washington. An
addition of one-third of a crop of the most valu-

able farm products such as is promised by this report,

would be a sufficient inducement to the authorities to en-

courage these researches, and inaugurate experimental

stations in various parts of the country. The expense of

establishing and conducting these would be but a trifle

in comparison with the value of such an object lesson,

provided, of course, the government authorities found

upon examination that the reports which we have re-

ferred to were authentic and reliable.

As PREDICTED by our special correspondent at Niagara

Falls last week, the affairs of the power companies of

that locality and the legislation now pending at Albany

affecting the rights o£ these corporations and the con-

tinued existence of the reservation commission are at-

tracting considerable attention, not only at Niagara Falls

and Albany, but throughout the state anduation. The
proposal to legislate the reservation commissioners out

of oSfice has raised a storm of opposition to the power

companies' plans and it is possible that the agitation

growing out of this.movement may result in the "defeat

not only of the measure airasd at the commissioners, but

also the failure of ths bill favoring the extensiou of

privileges to the power companies. Evidently it was a

very ill-advised movement on the part of the power com-

panies to attempt to secure the removal of the com-

missioners, because they in the discharge of their duty

have considered it necessary to oppose the plans of these

corporations. It may betrue that the attitude of the com-

mission toward the power companies tended to jeopard

the vast financial interests involved; but this does not

seem to be considered unfavorably by the people and

the press throughout the state. Oa the contrary, there

is every indication that it is the wish of the people that

the commission be upheld. It seems to us that the

dangers to the beauty and grandeur of the Falls which

the commisioners appear to fear from the plans of the

corporations have been greatly exaggerated, if indeed

they have any foundation in fact. But we do not con-

sider the retaliatory measures adopted by the power

companies as good business policy. It was to be ex-

pected that this aggressive policy would meet with dis-

approval throughout the state, and even though the com-

panies may secure the extension of the privileges they de-

sire, it is to be feared that their action in this case will

leave a bad impression in the public mind, which is very

unfortunate, as the day has passed when corporations

seeking privileges from the people can disregard public

Klectrtc railway cc

country business may '

perienceof the steam 1

single-track electric railu.iv 1

in which several persons weri

a reprehensible laxity in the

There were no printed rules,

ing; the motormen were si

manner of running trains.

10 system of train dispatch-

iply expected to "obey
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orders" made by the general manager. There was a
general but rather indefinite understanding as to th&

right of way of trains proceeding in different directions,

but this plan varied with the time of day and was sub-

ject to change by telephonic orders sent and received in

loose, haphazard fashion. The whole "system," it ap-

pears, was criminally careless. Trains frequently met

on the single track, one backing before the other, and it

was perfectly permissible for a motorman to "steal a

switch" or siding if he could do so. It was while one

train crew was trying to do this trick that the accident

and loss of life of March Sth occurred.

This sort of "railroading" will receive the prompt and

severe condemnation of electrical men. It tends to dis-

credit the new method of transportation at just the stage

of development when the public, still dubious of the

practicability of electric traction for considerable dis-

tances, can be easily prejudiced. The electric railroad

is all right, but new companies, whether operating

across country or on streets and roads, must not delude

themselves with the idea that cheap men and disregard

of needful precautions for safety will successfully sup-.

plement a system of pronounced economy of construc-

tion and operation. The best in steam railway practice

is none too good for electric roads under similar con-

ditions. Where companies operating electric railways

offer service equivalent to that heretofore given by the

steam lines, they must exercise at least as much care

and thoroughness in train operation as have been drilled

into the operation of the older roads after years of ex-

perience. How else can the electrical railroad man ask

to be entrusted with the lives and property of the patron-

izing community? The electric line should be not only

the cheapest and most convenient, but the best and
safest. It can be made so, but not without thorough

system and careful, well trained employes.

It would seem to be most appropriate at this time for

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to take

up the subject of the adoption by Congress of the bill

now before that body, providing for the introduction of

the metric system in this country, and make an effective

campaign in behalf of the measure. As a scientific

body, we have no doubt that the Institute would favor

the change, and with its large membership throughout

the country it ought to be able to direct public atten-

tion to the measure and influence public sentiment in its

behalf. It would seem scarcely necessary to enumerate

the advantages to be derived from the adoption of this^

measure, inasmuch as scientists in every part of the

world use the metric system in making their calcula-

tions. To change these calculations from the metric

system into our own is an awkward task and

one that the technical press of this country is

constantly called upon to perform in order to

reproduce for the benefit of American readers the

scientific papers prepared abroad. But the prin-

cipal reason why the proposed bill should pass is that

the metric system is constructed upon scientific prin-

ciples and is based upon a natural and invariable stand-

ard, while that in vogue in this country is arbitrary,

complicated and inconsistent. It was for the very pur-

pose of overcoming these objections and removing the

confusion arising from the diversity of weights and
measures prevailing in the several countries of the

world that the metric system was devised. Each meas-

ure of length, weight and volume bears a relation to the

others in the metric system, and during the hundred
years in which it has been in practical use it has gained

adherents in all parts of the world, until to-day it is the offi-

cially recognized standard of a vast majority of civilized

nations and the accepted authority of scientific men
everywhere. It has been contended that such a radical

change would entail great confusion, but the inconven-

iences mentioned would be only temporary and would be

followed by such lasting benefits that everybody would
feel amply repaid. Besides, the history of the introduc-

tion of the metric system in other countries does not

support the contention of the opponents of the proposed

; already

imger gtr

IS certainly an excellent opportunity for the Institute to

display its interest in the advancement of science and
exert its influence in promoting a public measure that

comes rightfully within its scope.
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Lincoln Park Lighting Plant.
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National Conference on Standard EI

trica! Rules.

Needed Patent Office Legislation.

namos, leav

ivo 160 horse power compound con-

Ay belted to three So light arc dy-

ind engine capacity for a fourth arc

750 ght ahen and
small Brush arc dynamos which are used in summer to

operate the arc lights in the VerUes electric fountain.

The present boiler plant is sufHcient to supply steam to

the new engines. The wiring will be in underground

cable laid in steel pipes, and 240 iron lamp-posts used

for the arc lighting at the World's Fair have been pur-

chased from the World's Columbian Exposition company
at 512-50 each. The switchboard will be put in by the

dynamo contractors, and the matter -of arc lamps is

still in abeyance. Contracts for the remainder of the

new apparatus required have been awarded as follows:

Engines—Buckeye Engine company, Salem, O.. for

$5,925, (This includes the two new en
moval of an old Ideal 100 horse power
propagating house to the new plant ti

nator).

Arc dynamos^—Excelsior Electric

York, for $4,414.
Alternator—Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

company, Pittsburg, for $1,138.

Cables—Western Electric company, Chicago, for 9.7
cents per foot. (About 85,000 feet will be required.)

Conduit (steel pipe)—R. & A. Coleman, Chicago,
for S7.35 per 100 feet for ijA inch pipe and S9.35 for

two-inch pipe.

It is hoped that the plant will be ready for operation

by June ist. The arc lamps will be burned from sunset

until ir p. M.

and the re-

; from the

s the alter-

Secrecy of Telegraphic Dispatches.
The recent decision of Chancellor Sneed of Tennessee

that telegraphic dispatches are privileged communica-
tions, and that their secrecy may not be violated by the
courts except in the most extraordinary emergencies,
was based not alone upon the law of the-state that tele-

graphic messages are confidential, but also upon ab-
stract reasoning from the point of view of common law.

Not the least of the obligations indispensable to the effi-

cient operatipn of the telegraph as a commercial agent,

the chancellor said, is the confidential relation between
the agencies of the telegraph and its customers. There
is no instrumentality in public or private business which
the people have to draw more closely into their confi-

dence. To rule, as courts have done, the chancellor
continues, that agents of a telegraph company might at

any time be called into court to betray matters which
came to their knowledge in the transaction of their busi-

ness, is a "violation not only of public policy, but of the
rules of right and the implied contract of the parties.

Aside from the positive legal restriction, it would seem
that the usefulness of the telegraph as a commercial
agent would be irretrievably impaired by the practice re-

ferred to, as the most important correspondence between
the commercial man and his agent, a correspondence on
which fortunes may depend, is often carried on through
the telegraph, in which the most delicate questions are
sometimes in good faith asked and ailswered, and in

which other men's affairs are brought into question in a
manner that might lead to trouble or litigation when no
harm was intended. It would seem just as reasonable
to establish a judicial espionage over the mails and to

compel the postmaster to surrender or break open letters

and reveal the secrets of all or any private correspond-
ence that may come into his possession."

Electricity Supplanting Gas.

An act to regulate the price of illuminating gas in

cities of the first, second and third classes of this state

has been introduced in the Assembly. The bill has been
referred to the committee on cities.

The act provides that the charge for illuminating gas
in cities of the first class shall not exceed Si per thousand
cubic feet; in cities of the second class not over $1.50,

s of the third class 5,1.75 shall

Hammer of New York, conCTlting electrical enRineer
clabMhrali.iii ilu'i,h,n iii th- 1 inil.-il Stale, IVilenl (.)1Ik

and C.J, H, Wooclbnry of the engineering department of great service and utility tn inventors in the future
of the American Bell Telephone company is secretary. has the unanmii.us approval, nnt only of the official:

A committee made a report on organization. The rules the Patent Oriir.. I,„i-.r - incerc friend of the

stallations were read section by section and formed the

basis of e.'itended discussions, in comparison with other there will be no pniimij .-l ili- .uih.ants asked for.

The bill provides for the establishment in the Pal
Office of a new division, to be called the "Classifica'

submit a report at some subsequent session of this body. ing a salary of S2.750 per year; two first assistant ex;
of F, B. Crocker

Ford, W, H, Merrill, Jr,, Alfred Stone, William Bro-

phy, E, V. French and E, A, Fitzgerald.

The representative character of the gathering is well

shown by the list of those present in official capacity, in

addition to Mr, Hammer: Prof, Francis B, Crocker of

Columbia College, representing the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers; Frank R, Ford, American

Street Railway association; William H, Merrill, Jr,, of

Chicago, electrician of the National Board of Fire Under-

writers; A, S. Brown, Western Union Telegraph com-

pany; Francis W, Jones, Postal Telegraph company;

Alfred Stone of Providence, R, I,, secretary of the

American Institute of Architects; Capt, William Brophy

of Boston, International Association of Fire Engineers;

C, J, H, Woodbury, American Bell Telephone com-

pany; Lieut, S, Dana Greene, New York, General Elec-

tric company; Charles F, Scott, Pittsburg, Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing company; E, A. Fitz-

gerald, Underwriters' National Electric association: Ed-

ward V. French, electrical inspector of the Associated

Factory Mutuals of Boston,

Does Vibration Make Metals Tough?
The notion that a constant jarring or vibration tends

to make metals brittle is one which is thoroughly im-

bedded in the minds of the majority of so-called "prac-

tical" men, notwithstanding the evidence which has
been presented at various times that no such supposed
effect occurs. To the people who still adhere to this

time-honored superstition the Engineering- jVezi's espe-

cially commends a paper by Mr, Outerbridge, in which
the claim is set forth that cast-iron is actually made
tougfi by jarring or shock, instead of being crystallized

and weakened. The interest of this new discovery from
a scientific point of view is evident, and it promises also

to prove of no small practical importance. If cast-iron

can be annealed without the use of heat by simply sub-

jecting it to light jars, it is entirely possible that many
castings and forgings of iron, steel, other metals, and
even of some classes of earthernware, might be annealed

in this manner.

the for feet. The
nber

New Sources of India Rubber.

A journal devoted to the India rubber and gutta

percha trade states that the fear among electricians that

an artificial rubber would have to be resorted to in con-

sequence of the increasing scarcity of the natural prod-

uct has for the present, at all events, been allayed. In

many rubber sources the wholesale destruction of trees

by the natives has been stopped, and odd kinds of rub-

ber are cropping up from unexpected quarters. Sev-

eral new sorts, together with the familiar little black

balls with white center, come from the west coast of

Africa. A new product comes from Madagascar. It

has a horny appearance and contains much earth.

Nothing certain is known of its botanical origin. From
New Zealand have been received packages of a rubber,

which appears very elastic, but which does not bear cut-

ting up well. It is the product of the banyan, and the

rapidity and facility with which this tree reproduces it-

self is an important factor, in view of the wasteful

methods still adopted by the natives, who practically

destroy the tree in order to obtain the rubber. Im-
provements and economy in the manufacture of rubber

ners, at Si, 600 per year; three third assistant examiners
at Si, 400 per year; and thirty-six fourth assistant exami-
ners at Si, 200 per year; and clerks copyists and messen-
gers—in all equal to 564,590, Each person is to be ap-
pointed by the secretary of the interior, upon the nomi-
nation of the commissioner of patents, subject to the
rules and regulations of the civil service commissioner
'The commissioner of patents shall assign to this di-

vision th3 duty of preparing a philosophical classifica-
tion of the subject matter of. all letters patent which
have been granted in this and in the foreign countries
and of printed publications which constitute the field of
search in ascertaining the novelty and patentability of
applications for patents, together with such other duties
having relation hereto as may Jje considered necessary

Not only will the methodical and uniform classifica-
tion of the letters patent issued by the United States be
effected, but also the patents of foreign countries and
printed publications; this certainly will be a great gain,
by enabling inventors or their solicitors, when making
searches in regard to the novelty of inventions, to do so
oa an equal footing with the examiners of the Patent
Office, in addition to affording the latter facilities for the
quicker disposition of applications.
When such legislation is demanded by all conversant

with the naeds of the Patent Office and is urged by the
officials connected therewith, there should be no doubt
about its being enacted. The sooner the better.

New Use for the Phonograph.
.\ remarkable experim

the Elk river in Californi
been erected by a New
got out of order, and wit
the great expense of ha
thousands of

ent with the phonograph has
with a large pumping works on
a. The machinery, which had

ew York firm, after several years
with a view to avoid, if possible,

E having an expert sent so many
o put the machinery into working

order again, the manager tried an ingenious plan de-
scribed in rozeei-^ He first spoke into the receiver,
giving a full and general account of what he found to be
the matter with the pumps; then he brought the receiver
close to the machinery, so that the peculiar sounds of the
pulsation of the defective pump might be recorded on the
wax roll of the wonderful machine of Mr, Edison, The
cylinder, on arrival in New York by post, was placed in
the machine, and then the voice of the Californian was
heard describing what he observed to be the symptoms
of the diseased pump and finally asking them to listen to
the pump's action, which was imitated absolutely by the
machine from the wax cylinder. The ingenuity of the
manager was amply rewarded, for the curious experi-
ment was a complete success. The wax roll enabled the
experts in New York to diagnose the disease, the proper
remedy was suggested, and the pump set running, so
that the expense of sending a competent man from the
Atlantic to the Pacific coast was saved.

The Citizens' street railway of Kalamazoo. Mich,,
formerly the property of J, W, Johnson, T, P, Bailey
and other electrical men of Chicago, has been sold to an
organization composed almost entirely of local capital-
ists, as follows: J, B, Wyckoff, L, M, Gates, J,W, Osborn,
D, B, Merrill, Fred N, Rowley, L, M. Downs and E.
E, Downs, The Messrs. Downs are largely interested
in the Battle Creek and Lansing street railways, and
E. E. Downs was formerly manager of the street rail-
way in Kalamazoo. He will again become manager
under the new regime. A number of

'

improvements are contemplated by the
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nson Measuring Instruments for

Alternating Currents.
iplete line of new indicating instruments has

en developed by Professor Elihu Tfiorason and

introduced by the General Electric company to

demand for low-priced, compact, permanent

rate instruments for use on all alternating cur-

uits, irrespective of frequency. These instru-

e known as the Thomson inclined coil portable

instruments and comprise an ammeter, a volt-

igs. I and 2) and an indicating wattmeter (Fig.

y are introduced as standards of the highest

r all alternating current measurements. The
iptionally Ions and clear, and a depressible

angles of lag on all inductive loads met with in commer-

cial practice. These wattmeters will be found especially

valuable in testing and calibrating recording meters,

testing transformsrs and measuring their efficiency; test-

ing alternating current arc lamps, incandescent lamps,

been especially designed for testing incandescent lamps.

In using the wattmeter for direct current measurements

two readings are necessary, the connections being re-

versed between the two—^the mean of these two read-

ings giving the correct result.

These instrument are made in sizes to meet th

dinary requirements of commercial pract ce. The

5, 50. 100

200 amperes. Tlie i

300 1.500 and 2,500

rate at any potential

of current for each i

watts. T
from zero ,50 ™lt

IS plainly

from to

d to be a

, and the

marked

It The voltmeters

and 150 volts.

are made to read f om zero t

as a subs itute an adi astable weight on a hreaded stud

attached to a magne t, making it a direc feed. This

weight is made adjus able in order to seen re any length

of arc -desired and Xvhen OD ce adjusted i will rernain

so. Themech anical cut-out affords good protectior for

the lamp. acts nstant ineouslvandisverys mple in on-

struction The lamp comp ete weighs if pounds and

measures 42 ,n ches er all.

liable to change
re absent; consetjuently calibration and accuracy are

tsured for an indefinile psriod. While the ammeters
re standard for .-iltt'rnating current work excellent re-

.ilts may be obtained when used on direct current cir-

iiits, provided a high degree of accuracy is not re-

uired.

The indit

Ideal Steam Oil Refiner.

In the oil filter herewith illustrated, which is manufac-

tured by the Purity Oil Filter Manul
of S99 Water street, Pittsburg, Pa., the waste or drip

oil is poured into the receiver .-/, wher

ted by a fine strainer. The oil

through pipe B and is discharged in water that has been

of 150 degrees by :

,t not in it. .'^ll the

heat is by radiation. It is consequently impossible to

get the oil or water so hot that it will boil. The waste oil

gathered each day is poured in the same way until the

chamber A is filled, which will take four or five days;

the ne.xt day's oil will displace the oil poured in the first

by overllowini; il inin pipe /', passing out in water, the

second iini- m , li.nnl.cr /. Mere it cools. When the

oil risr., s,
,

il,.,i II , ,1,1 In drawn from faucet/, it is cold

A glass gauKc is on each chamber that indicates the

amount of oil and water that may be in each. The
faucets A' are for regulating the water and for drawing

oft the sedimentary matter that may accumulate in the

refiner. The pan // catches the refuse that may settle

on it. It is the full diameter of the shell. This can be

withdrawn at an}- time without drawing off the oil and
water, by lifting off the refining chamber £ and taking

hold of the pipe in the center and pulling up slowly.

When out it can be emptied ,. cleaned in a few minutes,

then replaced and allowed to gravitate to its original po-

sition, which will not disturb the oil. The refining cham-
ber may then be replaced and steam connections made

The steam coils are one half-inch diameter pipe. Only
enough opening in the discharge valve lo free the coil of

condensation is required. Very little steam is used. It

wQl be seen that the oil has passed through no fil,tering

material or substance. Consequently there is nothing

that will require to be renewed except the water.

The Electric Treaty.
[•Maltliew Marshall" in the New York Sii„.\

An era of peace, not only between this country and
foreign powers, but also between rival domestic manu-
facturing corporations, seems about to succeed to the
wars and rumors of wars which have disturbed Wall
street, more or less, ever since the appearance of the
president's Venezuela boundary message. It has be-
come quite evident that public sentiment in Great Brit-
ain will not sustain Lord Salisbury in his refusal to

arbitrate with 'Venezuela; nobody has ever seriously be-
lieved that we shall provoke a conflict with Turkey on
behalf of the Armenians, and neither has Congress done
anything yet with regard to the Cuban revolutionists, nor
is it likely to do anything which Spain can make a cause
of war. Fears of collision with these nations have, con-
sequently, nearly vanished, and, to add to the good

feeling thus created, has come the annoi
the General Electric and the Westinghoi
have made a treaty of peace, which, if

will put an end to the litigation in which the two have
been so long engaged.
As usual, the speculators for a rise in General Elec-

tric stock, who had early information of the negotiations
which have resulted in the peace just announced, over-
estimated its beneficial effects upon the market. The
stock, which, since last January, had been gradually
going up from 22 to 35. jumped, upon the news of the
making of the treaty, nearly to 40. but immediately re-
ceded and closed finally on Saturday at 37. This shows
that the uniformed public is not convinced that the ces-
sation of the war between the two companies guarantees
anything more than a cessation of the losses resulting
from the previous hostilities. Whether, eventually.
positive profits will be reaped, is not yet certain. The
common stock of the General Electric company amounts
to S30, 460,000, besides preferred stock of $4,250,000. and
five percent, gold debentures of 58,900,000. No dividends
on tfie common stock have been paid since August. 1S93,
and none on the preferred since October. 1S93, How
soon they will be resumed on either it is not safe to

Warfare is, indeed, the natural condition of the
world. To the struggle for existence and the survival of
the fittest is due the present perfection of all forms of
organic life and the state of development to which the
human race has arrived both spiritually and materially.
The process, however, is so exidentlj- destructive, and
apparently so needless, that, from the earliest times, re-
ligion, philosophy, science and philanthropy have
labored assiduously to diminish the suffering it occa-
sions, and to substitute for it a less painful method of
reaching the results to which it leads. All that has been
accomplished thus far has been mitigation and not ex-
tirpation. Nations still make war upon nations, indi-
vidual men beat, ni.iiin ,-ind murder individual men, and
thoii^li ! ,,' .i.lrn.c h,u,, become less freqnent,

I ii| !. iir iih'.l hv frauds, thefts and in
busi h, as we see, pro-

is blows, wounds

skilled
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^truggleen tails, but they deprive the individ-

of much of his freedom, and. if he has unus-
oxidized copper or polished bras:

variety of styles.

only do they ihii i
.

i ti the hands
of ingenious man

1
1

;.
<

mmIi m tniments for

harassing innofcii I .!,;, i.r iiii|.i'.linn the im-
provement they \\'-\i- i-Mhil I.. |MMTiiMtr

For a multitudi- ..I m.idern inv(;ntions. too, the in-

ventors deserve little or no recompense. Some of them
are lucky accidents, like picking up a coin or a jewel
dropped upon the highway, others are trifling modifica-
tions of earlier inventions, costing scarcely any exercise

of ingenuity, and all of them are based upon previous
contributions to general knowledge of a host of workers
in various fields of research. Undoubtedly, if a man
patiently works out an elaborate piece of machinery,
such as a Hoe perfecting press, and expends in con-
structing it much time and money, it is but right that

he should be protected in the exclusive use of it, but
when, as is often the case, he merely puts a familiar de-
vice to a new use, such as driving down a pipe to draw
water from the earth, and bases his claim to a patent
upon a priority in time of a day or a week, the justice

of giving him a monopoly of that use cannot be main-
tained. In chemical processes particularly an inventor

Irrigating and Electric Station at Mesa,
Arizona.

In the special water power plant constructed by the

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vailecompany of Dayton, Ohio,

for the Consolidated Canal company, Mesa. Arizona,

the water is taken from the Salt river and carried by 48-

inch feed pipe across the Utah canal to a pair of 21-inch

cylinder gate Victor turbines on a horizontal shaft, de-

veloping 40D horse power under 40 feet head. One end

of the shaft is connected by a friction clutch to a 200

horse power dynamo, which furnishes light and power

for the town of Mesa. The other end of the shaft is

connected to a pumping plant for irrigating purposes.

This novel plant, herewith illustrated, is suggestive of

further possibilities in this line.

Portable Electric Derrick Hoists.

The application of the electric motor to portable

hoists for derricks is well illustrated by two hoists

which the General Electric company has lately furnished

the United States government in connection with an im-

portant electrical installation. These hoists are of the

double-drum and single-drum type respectively. The
double-drum hoist is operated by a 20 horse power motor,

which the

Westinghc
ported mainly by the possession of importa
rights, which are themselves monopolies of the

stringent kind. In fact, the reason given for m
the alliance was that each one of the high contr;

parties owned patents without which no
could carry on its business. Hereafter,

two combined can prevent all rivals from
on any but virtually prohibitive terras th

apparatus to which their common patent;

The temptation to abuse the power thus

such as, for example, has marked the management of tl

monopoly by the Standard Oil Trust of the petroleun

supply of the country, will avert legislative attempts
destroy it.

It is a question, iijdeed, whether the time 1 as not

come to abolish altogether our patent laws, and to rec

ompense in some other way than by giving them rao

nopolies the inventors of new contrivances and processes

When our Federal Constitution was adopted a century
ago, vesting m Congress the power of

limited times to authors and inventors

right to their respective writings and discoveries
«„p^o.^l.. . A ^ U^ Ar.r.c r. r. ^.^^tC the prOgH

I n n \ I lates

been applied to the propulsion either of ships or of ve-

hicles on land the cotton gin was unknown; electricity

was a mere scientific plaything, and chemistry but little

further advanced than the alchemy of the middle ages.

Nor were the requirements of domestic life so varied and

so luxurious as they are now. Furniture, clothing, tools

machinery and all the processes of manufacture were of

the simplest character. The inventor had before him

an unexplored waste, with little or no experience to

guide him, and he had, like the pioneer settlers on our

western lands, to break his own path.

How wonderfully everything has changed since then

is a matter of frequent comment. The arts and sciences

have not only advanced, but they have become so mani-

fold and complex as to defy the mastery of any single

intellect. The processes of manufacture, as well as the

machinery for conducting them, have been multiplied

inntt dispense with results previously obtained by
ther experimenters in the same field, and rarely or

ne\er is he morally entitled to patent his discoveries.

I- ^r instance, to patent the cynanide process for extract-

ing gold from ore is like patenting the use of salt for a

nev. kind of animal food.

Still, there is no likelihood that our present patent laws

will be repealed before the electrical devices now con-

trolled by the combined General Electric and Westing-
house companies expire. In the facilities for manu-
facturing electrical appliances which they derive from
their large capital, and in their command of the best

talent in the country, the companies have, besides, an
ad\antage over their competitors of which nobody can
deprue them. Now that they are going to devote thera-

seUes less to warring upon each other, and more to

earning dividends for their stockholders, they will have

an opportunity of demonstrating that a legitimate busi-

nes can be profitable without being extortionate.

Combined Ceiling Fan and Electrolier.

The attractive device shown in the illustration is one

of a complete line of electric fans manufactured by D.

L. Bates & Brother of Dayton, O. It is an electric

ceiling fan combined with an ornamental incandescent

light fixture. The lights revolve with the blades and

give a very pleasing effect. The blades may be re-

moved, during such seasons as the use of the fan is not

desired, and the remainder used simply as an elec-

trolier. The motor, which is wound either for a no,

220 or 500 direct current circuit, is concealed within the

ornamental metallic basket. It has been on the market

a long time and its running qualities are well known

and appreciated. The fans are furnished either with or

without lights as desired and to suit any height of ceil-

ing. They are also mounted on pedestals of different

sizes. These fans are handsomely finished in nickel.

STATION ^T lEbl \R 70\

as shown in the illus tration wh le the singl

hoist has a 10 horse power mD or. Each m
mounted upon the same bed-pl te a the hoist an

a late and efficient type The par 5 of the mote

all readily accessible fo examic and repair,

entirely cc vered in by the mt tor casing and-ar

fully prot cted against dust, moist are and meethanical

The armatures are iron-clad, each coil lying in a slot

in the iron core entirely- bslow the outside surface. The
controllers are known' as -MR, and embody all the

features of the K2 controller used in street car work. The
levers for the brakes, controllers, etc., are so arranged

that full control of the entire mechanism is had without

change of position by the man in charge. The hoists

themselves are from the works of the Lidgerwood com-

pany. The drums are 14 inches in diameter and 26

inches long. -

Introducing Drugs into the Body by
Electricity.

There has bsen considerable talk of late in relation

to the possibility of introducing drags into the human
body, through the skin, by means of a current of elec-

This of a Ne
t of this char; 1 of headache:

Suppose the pain has its seat in the left side of the

head. The foot on the opposite side of the body is

bared and placed on a zinc plate. Under it is placed

the negative electrode. A wet sponge and a layer of

starch are applied to the sole of the foot. The positive

electrode is placed on the left temple. On this disc is

also placed the amount of morphia, or

is desired to administer, and a direc

tricity is passed through the body.

r drug it

: current of elec-

When a drop of
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iodine is placed on starch it changes the color of the

starch to a deep blue or purple. The electrode, covered

with the morphia, is applied to the temple. Within 60

seconds usually the same change begins to take place in

the starch under the foot as is produced by the direct

contact with iodine. The longer the electrode is ap-

plied to the temple the deeper the purple color of the

starch. There are none of the sensations usually ac-

companying ttie application of electricity to the head.

When the electrode is placed against the temple a slight

stinging sensation results, which gradually changes to

numbness. The pain in the head disappears.

The Metric System.
We are glad to notice, says the En^inca-hig and

Mining Journal, that serious consideration is being

given by the House committee on coinage to the bill

introduced by Mr. Hurley of Brooklyn, to make the

metric system mandatory in all official and private

transactions. This is a measure that we have never failed

to advocate, and it is impossible for us to understand

how anyone with the commonest of common school edu-

cation could fail to see its advantages. Practically the

metric system, so far as possible, has been adopted by
every scientific body, and to a certain e.xtent. though not

officially admitted, in various of our government depart-

ments; that is to say, for the sake of simplifying, facili-

tating and shortening work, though not recognized.

Nearly every civilized nation in the world now uses the

metric system in its official transactions, and to quote an

example from our nearest enlightened neighbor, the

Republic of Mexico, this system was introduced by law,

some 10 years ago, in all official transactions without the

slightest difficulty. For instance, -the old lineal measure-

ment, the vara, was quickly exchanged for meter, with

the result, that being used on all railroads and officially

applied in not only measures but weights, it is being

rapidly adopted and found much more convenient by the

Changes in "Electrical Industries."

Several important changes in Electrical Industries

are announced authoritatively The most important is

the removal of the publication offices to New York.

This will be greatly regretted by the friends of E. L.

Powers in this city. Mr. Powers has labored earnestly

and intelligently in building up his publication, and his

work is fully appreciated in the West. Personally he is

very popular, and he has commended himself to the bus-

iness interests by his courteous manners and painstak-

ing methods. In his new field he will have the co5per-

ation of Mr. McGraw of the Street Raihcay Jotunial

and Mr. Weaver of the Electrical World, who have

become interested in the enterprise. Mr. McGraw has

many friends in the electrical field and Mr. Weaver is

weU known as a careful and well informed writer on

electrical subjects. With the additional backing thus

secured it is believed that the paper will take a promi-

nent place in electrical journali East.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

New York, March 21.—The incorporation of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers was accom-

plished on Monday, the i6th instant. In the incorpora-

tion papers filed with the secretary of state at Albany

the principal office is given as being in New York city.

At the first meeting of the Rapid Transit Commission

since the approval of its underground electric railway

plans by the Special Commission of the Supreme Court,

Chief Engineer Parsons was warmly congratulated by

President Orr and Commissioners Low and Steinway on

the success of his profiles for the proposed railway and

for the work he had done with the Special Commission.

A copy of a letter sent by President Orr to Mayor
Strong was read to the board in executive session, ask-

ing that a further appropriation be given the Rapid

Transit Commission by the city. The last appropria-

tion, according to the letter, was made in December,

1895. The letter met the approval of the members

present.

The New York & New Jersey Telephone company
has increased its capital stock from $3,500,000 to $5,000,

-

000, Of the new stock $620,000 will be issued for the

purpo.se of improving and enlarging the company's

plant. The requirements of the company's business

have brought on the necessity of erecting a new build-

ing in Brooklyn for the general offices and the principal

exchange. New exchanges will soon be erected in

iirooklyn and elsewhere within the territory covered by

the company. The extension of the trunk line system

will be continued, and before th* summer it is said that

every important point on Long Island will have tele-

phone connection with the system. The growth of the

company's business is sljown by the fact that in the last
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year the number of stations increased from 10,102 to

11,883, a gain of i.ySi. The following named officers

were chosen at the meeting: President, Charles F.

Cutler; vice-president and general manager, W. D. Sar-

gent; secretary, Joel C. Clark; treasurer, Henry Sanger

Snow; executive committee, Charles F. Cutler, Joseph

P. Davis, W. D. Sargent and Joel C. Clark; directors,

Charles F. Cutler, New York; Alexander Cameron,

Brooklyn; Joseph P. Davis, New York; Charles A.

Nichols, Springfield, Mass.; Hugh Kinnard, Newark;

William D. Sargent, Brooklyn: David B. Powell. Brook-

lyn; George H. Prentiss, New York; Joel C. Clark,

Brooklyn; Felix Campbell. Brooklyn; Edward J. Hall,

New York, and Henry Sanger Snow, Brooklyn.

The Lenox avenue electric conduit road has emerged

successfully from the tests to which the severe snow storms

of the last month have subjected it. During the violent

snowstorm of the nth of March the operation of the road

did not cease for an instant. The snow began to fall about

eight o'clock in the morning and the snow sweeper was

started out over the line, but before it could make the

complete trip the sprocket wheels of the broom broke

and it was necessary to push the sweeper back into the

barn for repairs. Not until four o'clock in the after-

noon was it ready to go out on the tracks again. Mean-
while the service of the road was conducted without any

stoppage, and the cars ran over the unswept tracks with

no greater delay than would be ordinarily caused by

considerable slipping of the car wheels on the snow-

covered rails; it took about eight or 10 minutes longer to

make the trip. At some points on the line the snow was

swept by the wind into drifts, making it necessary for

the motorman to back his car to get the necessary mo-

mentum to push his vehicle through the drifted snow.

W. F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, March 21.—The Wisconsin Telephone

company has in mind the extension of its system from

Madison, the most westerly point now reached by it. to

La Crosse. The extension would mean a long-distance

connection between Milwaukee and St. Paul and Min-

neapolis. The Wisconsin company has had the proposed

extension under consideration for some time, and it will

probably be built this year. The distance from Mil-

waukee to Minneapolis is 400 miles.

The Oshkosh, Berlin & Omro Railway company,

which has been organized recently, proposes to build an

electric railway from Oshkosh to Oraro and Berlin. The
leading spirits in the company, which evidently means

business, are Leander Choate, Thomas Wall, Arthur

Kellogg, William Dichraann and John Martin. Mr.

Kellogg states that the road will be built just as soon as

the right of way and the franchises can bs obtained.

It has been reported here that Smith H. Bracey of

Chicago has signed a contract for the construction of an

electric railway from Oshkosh to Neenah and Appleton,

a distance of about 40 miles. The project is that of the

Central Wisconsin Electric Railway company, whose

bonds, it is said, have been placed in Philadelphia. The
story is that the cost of the line will be S700.000 and

that it is to be completed by August i, i8g6. George

H. Ketcham is president and L. M. Ohl secretary of the

Central Wisconsin Electric Railway company. The
people of the Fox River valley are very desirous of hav-

ing an interurban line built, but there has been so

much talk about the matter, with so liitle result, that

they have naturally become skeptical, and now they

are not likely to credit anything of the kind until they

see the cars running.

The Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light company
does not have to pay any taxes on its electric light plants.

Judge Johnson of the Circuit Court has rendered a de-

cision knocking out the assessment of $400,000 on the

Edison and Badger lighting plants, which are the prop-

erty of the street railway company. The law passed

by the last Legislature provides that the street railway

companies of the state shall, in lieu of taxes, pay one

per cent, of the first $250,000 of their gross earnings,

i]z per cent, of the second $250,000 and two per cent, of

all earnings in excess of $500,000. It is expressly pro-

vided that "such license fee shall be based upon the

gross feceipts of such person, company or corporation

from the street railway passenger business, and shall be

in lieu of all other taxes, assessments and licenses of

any such corporation, and all personal property, fran-

chises, and real estate owned by such company or cor-

poration shall be exempt, from assessment and taxation,

except that all lands or lots unimproved or having build-

ing thereon owned by any such person, company or cor-

poration shall be liable to taxation for state, county and
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school purposes." The -state, school and county taxes

are always mere bagatelles compared with the city taxes.

but it will be noticed that even these small taxes can be

levied only upon the real estate owned by street railway

companies. The city assessed the lighting plants, and the

street railway company at once instituted certiorari pro-

ceedings to set aside the assessment. Its attorneys

claimed that under the law the percentage paid upon its

gross passenger business exempted it from all other taxes.

The city attorney stated that by the percentage law the

street railway company paid only a portion of the taxes

that it would otherwise have to pay, and he contended

that if the street railway company could escape paying

taxes upon its lighting plants by reason of the law pro-

viding for payment of a percentage upon its passenger

business, then it could buy and operate breweries and any

other industrial establishment and escape taxation upon
them in the same manner. Judge Johnson said that in his

opinion the street railway company should pay taxes

upon its electric light income as well as upon its passen-

ger income. The attorney of the company, however,

called -his attention to the fact that the question of

taxes upon electric light earnings was not before the

court, which the judge at once admitted, but added that

it was a bridge which the company would have to cross.

Tax Commissioner Brown made an affidavit in the case

to the effect that merchants and other business men
who have stocks of goods pay in taxes from 15 to 25 per

cent, of their gross receipts, while the street railway

company pays only from one to two per cent. There is

considerable public feeling over the matter, and it is not

likely that the present system of taxing the street rail-

way company will survive the next session of the Legis-

lature. Both the democratic and republican city con-

ventions have inserted in their platforms a demand for

the repeal of the street railway assessment law.

The street railway is keeping a sharp eye upon its

conductors. It was recently discovered that some of

the conductors had been exchanging transfer slips and

turning them in as fares, thus defrauding the company.
There is a fare register on each car and every fare is

"rung up" and counted when it is paid, but the conduc-

tors keep the fares in their pockets some time before

turning them over to the company. The company found

that some of the conductors were meeting at meals and

in saloons and swapping bunches of street car transfers,

which, when the time to settle with the company came,

they would turn in in place of so many nickels. Several

conductors were discharged. C.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, March 21.—The local paper at Port-

land, N. D., thinks an electric light and water plant

would pay there.

The electric light and water plant at Le Mars, la., will

be sold by the sheriff April 15th to satisfy a bonded
indebtedness of $23,290 held by T. P. Dalton. trustee.

The plant is valued at $150,000, and will be sold without

redemption.

The stockholders of the electric light plant at New
Ulm, Minn., offer to build up the plant, enlarge the

power, put in a moderate arc light outfit, etc., if the

city will enter into a contract for increased lighting.

Marquette, Mich., will purchase $10,000 worth of ad-

ditional light machinery.

Waterloo, la., has raised a bonus of $57,000 to secure

an electric line to Cedar Falls, with loops in both Wa-
terloo and Cedar Falls. L. S. Cass of Sumner and

others will construct the line, which will be about i6'.

miles long.

The Electric Light & Power company of Big Tim-
ber. Mont., has been incorporated with $5,000 capital

The directors of the street railway company at Janes-

ville. Wis., have decided not to shut down the system,

even though it is losing Sio to $20 per day, which comes
mostly out of President George W. Bladon of Phila-

delphia, a millionaire and apparently a philanthropist.

An electric plant at Mapleton. Minn., will soon be ad-

vertised for.

The Electric Light company of Hamburg, la., has in-

corporated with $12,000 capital stock.

Arrangements have been completed for the continu-

ance of the St, Cloud (Minn.) City Street Car company
lines, Receiver Clark going into possession April 1st.

They will about pay expenses.

H. A. Clark of Corning, N. Y., contemplates pur-

chasing the electric light and street railway plants at

Beatrice, Neb,

The Redwood Falls. Minn., iUxzefte has a vigorous

"kick" on the service of the Western Union there. It
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declares that a letter mailed the same time a telegram is

sent by that company will arrive as soon as the message,

and that this is the case not occasionally, but re gularly,

and the company's business has decreased one-half by

reason of this fact.

B. Ivers and O. F. Engberg attempted to cross the

track immediately in front of an inter-urban car in

Minneapolis with a buggy, and were both severely in-

jured; the buggy was demolished. This is the first

practical use of the fenders with which the cars in

Minneapolis and St. Paul have been equipped. The

device threw both men clear of the car.

The Sioux City Nursery & Seed company has se-

cured a temporary injunction restraining the Western

Union Telegraph company from informing any person

that its oflice is beyond the delivery limits of Sioux

City, and that messages cannot be delivered to it, and

from refusing to take messages addressed to the plaint-

iff from any point on its lines and from delaying deliv-

ery. The order affects the Western Union Telegraph

company and the Iowa Union Telephone company, as

the former is bound by contract to use the latter's tele-

phone system only. The Nursery company uses the

Home Telephpne only, so messages could not be sent by

telephone to its office, and the Western Union mailed

them, causing material delay. The Nursery company

had employed the Postal .Telegraph company as its

agent to receive and transmit all messages to its office

by the Home Telephone and had notified the Western

Union to that effect in writing, directing that all mes-

sages be delivered to the Postal, which the Western

Union refused to do. The Western Union set up that it

would be liable for damages unless the messages were

delivered to the manager or some one authorized to

transact business, but the court held the objection of no

effect, for the Postal was authorized to do business for

the Nursery company. The case will be tried on its

PERSONAL.
W. W. McChesney. Jr., of Huebel & Manger, Brook-

lyn, was in Chicago last week. He is on his way to the
Pacific coast.

H. G. Tuckerman, who has for several years repre-
sented the Electrical Reviezv at Boston, Mass,, has ac-

cepted a flattering offer to take a prominent position with
the Clark Mining company of Wyoming, and will leave
in a few days for the West. Mr. Tuckerman will have
the best wishes of a host of friends.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Rheubottora & Bond of Union City, Mich,, have been

granted a 15 year franchise at Marcellus, Mich., for

electric lighting and power plant, the lights to be in

operation within six months. The village retains the

right to acquire plant at the end of three or five years.

Gas lighting is to be entirely superseded in the First
ward of Chicago, which comprises the central business
portion of the city, by arc lamps. Heretofore the elec-

tric light service has been supplemented by gas lamps,
but, owing to a disagreement between the city adminis-
tration and the gas company, all gas lamps will be re-

moved from the streets.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
.

The North Chicago Electric Railway company will

build a line on North Robey street from the intersection of
Lincoln and Graceland avenues to Rosehill cemetery.
Work on this line will be begun as soon as the weather
will permit operations. The line will be three miles in

length and will be run in connection with the present
lines of the North Chicago Electric.

New York and Cleveland cai
tem of interurban electric car
cities and towns in northern Indiana. The design, it is

said, is to start from Lake county, where the syndicate
already owns property, and establish a network taking in

South Bend. Valparaiso, Michigan City. Laporte, Elk-
hart and half a dozen other towns. The syndicate is

supposed to be headed by Dan Lamont and ex-Secretary
Whitney. Its active agents are ex-Congressman John-
son and Mark W. Hanna.

ill build a sys

TELEPHONE.
Capt. Gallagher of Meridian, Miss., has closed a con-

tract to erect and equip perhaps the largest telephone
system in the state. When completed it will cover about
150 miles, connecting some 20 places and terminating at

Meridian.

The franchise of the Michigan Automatic Telephone
company of Ypsilanti has been sold on an execution, and
B. B. Hazelton bid it in. Twenty-seven telephones
were also sold. This cleans up everything belonging to

the company, and all its property in Ypsilanti is in the
name of B. B. Hazelton.
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the telegran

point, a telephone switchbuard drop was su ;idaptcd

that whenever the telephone bell rings the drop falls,

ringing a loud bell in the front of the office. This bell

continues to ring until the telephone is answered.

TELEGRAPH.
The new offices of the Postal Telegraph company in

Pittsburg, just opened for business, are very handsome
and complete. They cover 5,000 feet of floor space.

The floor is of marble and the wainscoting of green
granite. Pneumatic tubes extend from the delivery de-
partment in the rear of the building to the receiving de-
partment in the front. The operating room has accom-
modations for over 100 operators.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A good idea may be gathered of the extent to which

the transmission of power by electricity is gaining ground
in this country by the statement that in the long-distance

plants installed by the General Electric company during
1895 over 1,200 miles of copper wire for transmission
purposes alone was used, amounting practically to

1,200,000 pounds of copper.

William A. Chapman & Co.. Providence, R. I., have
been awarded the contract to erect the power house in

Columbia, S. C. for the Columbia Water Power com-
pany. The power house is built for the purpose of de-
veloping all of the remaining water power in the present
Columbia canal, which is approximately 10,000 horse
power. The water power will be converted into elec-

tricity. Power will be sold and the contract has been
made for power to run a large cotton mill, located about
a mile from the canal. The power house is but a short

distance from the one built on the same canal about two
years ago, and power from this is utilized to run a large

duck mill of the Columbia mills. The house will be
about 184 feet long by '30 feet wide*, besides forebay and

MISCELLANEOUS.
Comj>7-cssed Ai?-, "a monthly publication devoted to

the useful application 'Of compressed air," has made its

appearance in New York. It is attractive in appearance
and bids fair to be a worthy representative of a growing
industry. Its publication is another evidence of the

tendency toward specialization in modern technical

Brazil, Uruguay and the Argentine Republic have ex-

tended invitation through the State Department to the

chambers of commerce and other trade organizations in

this country to visit those three countries this year for

the purpose of becoming familiar with their resources.

The object of the trip is to show to representative men
of the United States the opportunities offered in these

markets for American trade.

A judgment for $3,745 has been rendered against the

World's Fair company in the Federal court in Chicago
in favor of the Yale-Towne Manufacturing company.
The later company installed an electric traveling crane

and other machinery in machinery hall and sued for

525,000 on the contract. The Worlds Fair people in-

sisted that they had to expend the money held back to

put the machinery in working order.

James Moran has brought suit for $15,000 against the

Corliss Steam Engine company of Providence, R. L, for

injuries caused by a shock received from an electric

crane in the foundry of that company on February 6th

last. It happened the same day that William Houghton
received a fatal shock. The crane is a large iron struc-

ture fitted with a switchboard, and the men at different

times have received slight shocks while working on the

crane. On account of wet weather the day on which
Moran was injured several of the men received heavy
shocks, Moran's being severe. Soon after this Hough-
ton was killed.

TRADE NEWS.
A new pamphlet issued by the Electric Storage Bat-

tery company of Philadelphia shows the varied uses to

which the accumulator can be put. Much general in-

formation about storage batteries is given, with a list of

plants and directions for setting up and use. Anyone
contemplating the use of chloride accumulators will find

this compilation of great value. The Chicago office of

the company is at 1543 Marquette building.

One of the largest orders for a telephone cable given

out for some time was secured by the National Under-
ground Cable company of New York, for the telephone

cable for the city of Toledo. The contract calls for a

full completion of the work, in laying, jointing, and con-

necting the cables. This company is making a decisive

push also for work for electric light and street railway

cables, and is about to increase the departments and in-

clude one for the manufacture of telegraph cables. Gen-
eral Manager James P. McQuaid is showing his old-

time push in placing this company so soon in the front

The Diehl Manufacturing company of Elizabethport.

N. J., has recently issued a supplementary catalogue illus-

trating its numerous styles of ceiling, electrolier, column.

'55

counter and propeller fans. The catalogue is profusely
illustrated, showing the products in a manner which any-
one in the trade can easily understand. It also in-
cludes full directions for putting up the Diehl electric
ceiling fans. This catalogue should be in the hands of
everyone needing anylliinj< in ihis line.

thi;

in a large increase in biisinr 1 h, ,
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sull of careful and exliaiisn > i- : ii
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brilliant light, and is sni-l ,,h .-iui. i .Kui.., m m
consumption. The packages ,u.- ^ol,i .mis lu ih..- nriR-
inal form received from abroad, with the French labels,

and the company guarantees that every order will be de-
eredi , this

The E. G. Barnard company of Troy, N. Y.. has re-
cently been obliged to extend its manufacturing facili-

ties in order to meet the large growth of its business.
The dynamos and motors manufactured by this concern
are of excellent construction. The magnetic field is

made of one piece of forged iron, and a high grade of
efficiency is claimed for it. The company reports a
large sale for the Powers arc cut-out, which is especially
manufactured to meet severe conditions. The Barnard
company is extending its business rapidly and is now
preparing a number of specialties which will soon be
placed on the market.

The Viaduct Manufacturing company of Baltimore,
Md., is presenting patrons a fine map of the state in
which the applicant may happen to reside. It is correct
in detail, and as a consequence there is a great demand
for copies, which will soon deplete the supply. This
concern is having a large call for telephones and mag-
neto signal bells. The company also manufactures dis-

trict messenger call boxes, which can be used in large
factories or places where this class of signal work is de-
sired. The new factory located at Relay, Md.. is work-
ing over time in order to keep abreast with the large or-
ders which have been placed with this concern since the
first of the year. President A. G. Davis, who has been
identified with the Viaduct company for so many years,
also acts as general manager, and under his careful man-
agement the concern has grown from a business which
vyas at first mainly local to its present large propor-

The Mica Insulator company, sole manufacturer of
micanite, 218 Water street, New York, with factories at

Schenectady, N. Y., and London, England, is sending
to the trade a large sample card, handsomely gotten up,
showing samples of micanite commutator segments,
rings and slot insulation, for the standard railway mo-
tors and power generators. Micanite and Empire insu-

lating cloth and paper are shown in nine different
grades, which are used largely for insulating armature
cores and fields. The lower part of the card is given
up to the list of agencies in the principal cities, where
stock is carried; Chicago, W. H. Sills & Co. ; St. Louis,
A. S. Partridge; Cincinnati, Sinclair Randall; Cleve-
land, the Cuyahoga Supply company; San Francisco,

J. W. Brooks & Co. On the back of the card appears a
description of the different lines of insulation that the
company manufactures. The company is enjoying an
excellent trade on its micanite, which has become known
as the standard insulation, both in this country and in

BUSINESS.
The Connecticut River Manufacturing company,

Holyoke, Mass., has purchased a 40 horse power Ball
engine for electric lighting from

J.
H. Houghton, Bos-

ton representative of the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.

The Electric Appliance company is distributing two
catalogues, which should be in the catalogue library of

every electric light station in the country. One of these
is a catalogue of Paiste specialties and the other of

P. & S. porcelain specialties. Both of these catalogues

are supplied with special trade discount sheets giving

the latest and lowest trade prices on these goods. Copies
are sent on application.

W. C. Sterling & Son of Monroe, Mich., dealers in

cedar poles for supporting overhead wires, carry a large

stock of poles of all lengths up to 60 feet at their North-
ern and Monroe yards, and are always prepared to fill

orders on short notice. The Monroe yard, being located

between Detroit and Toledo, has excellent transportation

facilities. The poles are shaved, housed and painted

Eugene Munsell & Co., 218 Water street, New York,

importers and wholesale dealers in India and amber
mica, are sending to the trade a large sample card show-
ing a variety of forms of mica for electrical insulation,

stamped solid mica segments for all the standard rail-

way motors, mica washers, etc. At the top of the card

appears the company's name and address, in heavy bold

type, as importers of pure India mica for electrical in-

sulation, and the statement that the mica can be fur-

nished in amber quality. The lower part of the card is

given up to the list of agencies in the principal cities:

Chicago. W. H. Sills & Co.; St. Louis, A. S. Partridge;

Cincinnati, Sinclair Randall; Cleveland, the Cuyahoga
Supply company; San Francisco, J. W. Brooks & Co.

This card has been sent to the manufacturers of elec-

trical machinery, electric repair companies and electric

street railways in the United States, and is highly ap-

preciated by the electrical trade in general.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
556,342. Electric Motor Rheostat. Thomas ]. Fay,

New York, N. Y, Application filed December 12,

1895.

A rheostat frame containing a rheostat is mounted upon a

rotary shaft, and there are a series of contacting rings suit-

ably insulated from each other and mounted upon the same
' " '"

' ' ' espectively of tf '
—

: moving the adjust-

556,359. System of Multiphase Distribution. Ralph
D. Mershon, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed April

II, 1895.

NO. 556.342

556,362. Electrical Connector for An
J. McGiU, Thorold, Canada. Applit

carried by the insulator leading from tlie line.

556,386. Electrical Gas Cock. Harry L. Ty

ite sides of the casing in line

J. Fay, Brooklyn, N. Y.

to swing the lever on its pivot, the magnet being included
in two circuits adapted to oppositely magnetize its core.

556,414. Electric Hub Welding Machine. Charles E.

Harthan, Lynn, Mass, . Application filed June 20,

carried thereby and adapted to e
"fr^;ii^tj|-ofT

556,425. Electrical Registering

Lemp, Lynn, Mass. Applies

1891

nstrument. H
tion filed Mar

An actuating electro-magnet is employed having

556,426. Electric Metal Working Apparatu
Lemp and Warren B. Lewis, Lynn, M
cation filed April 23, 1S91.

te work-holders
neans whereby they

mdepend

nother, whereby

Issued March ly, i8g^

on both sides of the paired 1

driven shafts journaled to t

pinions formed with stepp

556.437- Electric

ing from the holding-
inwardly ;

556,479. Electric Arc Lamp. Thomas Spencer, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Application filed July i, 1895.

A friciional feed regulator, a magnet controlling the
same and regulating the length of the arc, and an independ-
ent stopping device for limiting the extent of slip of the
friction mechanism.

556,488. Motor Suspension. Norman C. Bassett, Lynn,
Mass. Application filed November 27, 1895.

This arrangement comprises a truck frame, a wheeled
axle mounted in the frame, a motor geared to the axle, and
a support for the other end of the motor consisting of a bar
or yoke so bent as to be supported upon the truck frame at
substantially the plane of the center of gravity of the motor.

556,496. Telephone. Cleaveland F. Dunderdale, Chi-
cago, 111. Application filed May 24, 1S95.

low armature and shaft of a

titutes the field magnet of 1

:ing shaft to rotate with and

556,609. Telephone Switchboard. Isaac Anderson.
Saginaw, Mich. Application filed July 8, 1895.

An electro-magnet, the core of which is included in the
circuit of a telephone, a working battery in circuit with the
magnet, the zinc element of the battery having a ground

the circuit connections for the battery, a circuit-closing

ing device, a movable armature for the magnet having a
pawl connection with the roller to partially rotate the same,
a suitably suitably supported circuit-closing lever normally

branch wire having a circuit connection with the armature,
and also with the circuit-closing roller.

556,617. Electro- therapeutic Apparatus. William Car-
ter, Louisville, Ky. Application filed January 29,

1896.

NO. 556,

556,626. Electric Furnace. Adam C. Girard and Ern-
est A. G. Street, Paris, France. Application filed

May 24, 1895.

The combination in an electric furnace is claimed, of a
heating chamber, a longitudinal passageway extending

cylir

movement. . cylindi

556,510. Electric Switch. Norman Marshall, Boston, 556,646. Device tor Detecting Short

Mass. Application filed Decembsr 14, 1895.
„„.„..

, _.
.

jitudinal passageway, an electrode project-

connected with the terminals for enabling
3e produced between the electrode and the

Charles
F. Scott, Pittsburg, and Charles E. Skinner. Alle-

gheny, Pa. Application filed December 31, 1892.

The method of detecting the presence of a closed circuit

force of such second coil.

556,654. Electric Locomolii
Cleveland, Ohio. Applit

1894.

556,660. Secondary Voltaic Battery. William ft. B.

Buckland, London, England. Application filed

July 15, 1S95.

Claim one follows: A perforated plate for a secondary
voltaic battery having slots, and provided with a surround-
ing frame, a plurality of T-shaped sections arranged at op-

each side of the plate, which are charged with active inate-

, ^„. length than the thickness and
sing or conduit; a line conductor is arranged
r conduit and passed through the pockets or

nd away from the line conductor, and pro-

vided with means for engaging the conductor , are provided.

556,524. Electric Heater. James E. Williamson, Charles

E. Collins and John B. Graham, Allegheny, Pa.

Application filed February 9, 1894.

ng held in
T-shaped

applif soft

556,544. Battery Connection. Milton M. Kohn, Chi-
'

cago. 111. Application filed July 29, 1S95.

The first claim is reproduced: The combination with ^

556,670. Block Signal Telegraph. Claude M. Gr;
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed September
1S95.

tu^^^te-

thereby, a terminal provided upc
battery insulated from said casii

opposite pole of the battery, and
grasp said terminal, s.iid conlacl

cup forming the terminals ot an e

battery may be placed in positit

NO. 556.646.

jthe feed-wii

iJh"ide of'

i-i94- 556,553. Railroad Crossing Signal. Richard OToole,
1I le- Thurmont, Md. Application filed February 20,

;,'"o''f
i895.

g't°ie'Mrm'ally'o

SSfi.-t.lS I'-lcctric Elevator. John Parkinson, Thomas
M. Martin and Calvin C. Bowen, Los Angele.s, Cal,

Application filed February 7, 1895.

The combination of the four standards, each having on
their outer sides n vaLl of racks formed with stepped teeth
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Simple but Effect!

iti-'s expressions

f the store and

of admiring spec

/e Electric Fountain.
.Im-rnt Sirj^cl, ('ooper & Co.

hnrol llir in;un lloor is the

whuh IS herewith illustrated.

construction, this fountain

satisfactory effect, although it

in the daytime and is sur-

irc and incandes cent lights.

f admiration from the pat-

; generally surrounded by a

It is one of the few in-

pumped up to a surface tank and then farther elevated

to tanks on the roof by powerful pumps. From the

latter tanks a gravity pressure of O5 pounds to the inch

is obtained at the fountain. After being aerated and

serving an ornamental purpose in the fountain, the water

is again returned to the elaborate waterworks system of

the establishment and is used for drinking purposes in

the water-coolers. One of the principal hydraulic fea-

tures of the fountain is a water-regulating and air-col-

lecting device consisting, essentially, of two reservoir

ted with the main supply pipe and with

reached by the water. This box is divided by the hori-

zontal partition .-/ B (Fig. 2), upon which is placed a

4,000 candle power Meissner focusing lamp A, mounted

on the slate base CD, in which is cut the circular

opening E F. This lamp takes 30 amperes at 70 volts,

and is operated, with the interposition of resistance, on

the no volt house circuit. Above the horizontally dis-

posed carbons is a quadruple silver-plated reflec-

tor R, which throws the light through the opening E /',

the glass screen G G^ and the hole in the bottom of the

box / /. into the water of the fountain below. The re-

door electric fountains in the United States, and is fur-

ther distinguished by the fact that the light is reflected

into the water-jets from above instead of from below the

The foun large number of

jets—about 300 in all—which rise in the center to a

height of iS feet from a shallow circular basin, set in

concrete, 20 feet in diameter. These jets issue from a

corresponding number of nozzles in concentrically ar-

ranged rings of brass pipe placed in the center of the

basin. The pipe is three-fourths inch in diameter and

the rings range from one foot to six feet in diameter.

The water is obtained from an artesian well on the

premises which is saidjo be 2,ooo^feet deep. It is first

each other. By means of a siphon effect a partial

vacuum is maintained in the tanks. The arrangement is

such that particles of air in the main header are trapped

into this space. This prevents the jets blowing air and

fluctuating, and the air cushion also aids in maintaining

a uniform pressure. The various jet rings are sepa-

rately controlled by valves in the operator's box, shown

at the left and beyond the fountain in Fig. i, and a con-

siderable variation in the water design is obtainable.

As shown by the diagram of the leading features, Fig.

2, the electrical operation is simplicity itself. A box

four feet square and one foot deep is attached to the ceil-

ing directly over the central jet of the fountain, as may
be seen in Fig. i. It is 2% feet above the highest point

fleeter is attached to the base C D hy four rods, which

are constructed in such a manner that the focus may be

easily adjusted. The light is colored bypassing through

the glass screens in the revolving disk G II, which is

turned horizontally by the one-eighth horse power mo-

tor M through chain, cog and worm gearing, as shown.

The revolving disk has six glass screens—five colored

and one clear—each eight inches in diameter, correspond-

ing to the diameter of the lower aperture. The reflected

light of the lamp is estimated to be equivalent to 2,000,-

000 candle power. It is so powerful that, in spite of the

illumination of six immediately adjacent arc lamps of

2,000 candle power each, many incandescent lights and

the daylight from the street windows, the colored water
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shows almost as brightly at noon as at night. The

switches for controlling the lamp, motor and resistance

are placed in the operator's box, and from this point all

the electrical and hydraulic effects are manipulated.

This electrical fountain has a history. It was origi-

nally constructed for theatrical purposes by L. Hory

and N. R. Mariotte after the modified plans of a French

nobleman who. in the course of a checkered career in

America, made his home in Chicago for a period. It

was changed to some extent to conform to its present

environment, and the electrical devices were installed

by E. C. Bennett. The operator for Siegel, Cooper

& Co. is F. A. Aldrich. The fountain has been in oper-

The Surgical Value of the X-ray.'
By Jajies Burrv, M. D.

I will consider Rontgen's ray only from the surgeon's

point of view. When Professor Rontgen announced he

had secured pictures of the bones when surrounded with

natural and living tissues, he aroused the interest of the

entire world, particularly the medical world.

It is difficult for anyone not a surgeon to appreciate

the importance of securing outlines of deeply embedded
bones or foreign bodies. In the vicinity of joints frac-

tures can only, with considerable difficulty and pains-

taking measurements, be discovered or differentiated

from dislocations, and where both exist it is impossible

at times to locate both—one or the other may be
overlooked. Take, for instance, the thigh bone near its

articulation with the hip bone. This joint is covered

with large and powerful muscles and thick layers of

tissue, so that it is difficult to outline the bones. Frac-

tures and dislocations in this vicinity are diagnosed and
differentiated largely by symptoms, such as the position

of the leg and foot, the difference in length of the leg from
its fellow. These and other means are those ordinarily

employed by the surgeon. Given a fracture two or three

inches from the head of the thighbone, who can tell

whether the upper short fragment of bone is broken into

one or several pieces? In childhood, injuries to the
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clearly this malignant growth in the center of, and con-
fined to, the bone. This picture distinguished clearly

the fat from the muscles. An operation made three

days later showed the accuracy of the picture. So far

as I am aware, this was the first case of a central bony
tumorbeingdiagnosedby means of the X-ray. When it is

known that patients afflicted with these central bony
tumors are not infrequently treated for months for

neuralgia or rheumatism, some idea of the value of this

aid to diagnosis may be had, especially when it is remem-
bered that" every day the disease is unrecognized in-

creases the chances of the transmission of the disease to

other parts of the body, thereby endangering the life of

In one case a picture of a hand was taken which
showed clearly the presence of a part of a fine cambric
needle lying adjacent to the inner side of the long bone
of the hand corresponding to the thumb. This part of

a needle was not quite one-half inch in length, and
several unsuccessful attempts had been made by sur-

geons to remove it. With the picture as a guide, it was
successfully removed; and, as it had been in the hand
over five years, occasioning a great deal of pain and the

loss of use of the hand, its removal firmly fixed in the

mind of this particular patient the value of the Rontgen
ray.

; of the bones and
es that this agency
D control the rays,

is may be desired,

lity that many dis-

may be recognized. For in-

1 of the heart it may be possi-

will be of use. When it is pos
securing greater or lesser inte

it is not beyond the range of

eases of the soft

ble to recognize some forms of lesion. Calcareous for-

mations sometimes occur in the lungs or other organs,

and these should be susceptible of definition. Some of

the grosser inflammatory alterations in tissues may be
recognizable. Renal and biliary calculi should be dis-

closed upon proper exposure to the ray.

The range of use of this ray, however, may be eas-

ily over-estimated. It should not be forgotten that

many of our most serious difficulties have their origin in

changes so minute as to escape an inspection of the tis-

sues made with the naked eye, and it is only when prop-

erly prepared and brought into the field of a microscope

epiphyseal heads of bones frequently occur, and the exact

nature of the injury is difficult to diagnose. Again, one of

the most frequen t of surgical diseases is tuberculosis affect-

ing bones. This disease, which is more popularly known
as consumption, frequently is incapable of detection un-

til gtoss lesions or changes present themselves. Some
idea of the prevalance of tuberculosis may be had when
it is known that one person out of every seven dies from
its ravages. Next to the lungs the bones are the tissues

most frequently invaded by this disease, It is also true

that general constitutional symptoms form no certain

index of the presence of this disease in the bones. Ex-
ploratory operations are generally needed to form a

of great power that many changes in tissues, serious in

their results, can be detected. For instance, take a
paralysis affecting the muscles of the arm; that part of
the spinal cord in which the nerves furnishing motive
power to these muscles originate is the cervical part of
the spinal cord, and should give a good picture; but how

xpect the

What is true of tuberculosis is also true of other ma-
lignant diseases, such as sarcoma or cancer. If their

location happens to be in the medullary cavities of

bon^s, no diagnosis can be made positively without ex-

ploratory operations. Abnormal growths on bones near
joints are sometimes located by ordinary diagnostic

means with great difficulty. Foreign bodies are difficult

of detection when deeply imbedded in tissues, from their

small size or from being enclosed in a dense structure.

In the ducts leading from the large organs of the body
are frequently found calcareous formations which can
only be imperfectly determined by subjective symp-
toms.

All of these conditions have been definitely disclosed

by means of the Rontgen pictures, and, with the excep-
tion of two, have been shown l)y pictures taken by Mr.
C. E.Scribnerandmysdf W . li..w .hou',, ihIhtcuIosIs in

The several improvements which
nd shown to you this evening in the
es will add greatly to their surgical

the^
Mlanadull,

> N- .v..-\Unii or other
ssiu;s surroiindmg the bone could
re taken February 24th last showed

sis from this picture when, if the spinal cord itself was
laid before us, no examination made by the naked eye
would disclose the slight inflammatory changes that pro-
duced the disastrous results causing the loss of use
of the arm? It is, therefore, difficult to imagine that
any improvement in the methods of taking these pictures
would ever disclose the differences if so minute as to re-

quire the use of a microscope for their dectection. n No
photographic print on paper gives an idea of the full

value of this process. The negative is always more dis-

tinct than any print,

have .been described a

taking of these pictui

Many substances are shown by former experimenters
in this field to have the property of fluorescence, or il-

lumination, under the influence of this ray. Taking ad-
vantage of this, fluorescent screens have been prepared.
I understand that to Professor Salvioni of Perugia,
Italy, is to be given the credit of first combining this

screen with a tube, in one end of which was the screen
and in the other a lens, thereby getting instantaneous
and clear shadows.

I believe that with the improvements already made, and
that will be made, by electricians in the production and
control of the X-ray, surgery will find in the process a
mo.st valuable aid in diagnoses, and mankind will be
corre spondingly benefited.

Chicago Electrical Association.
I'npcrs nnnonnccil td be rrad iH-forc the ("hicago Elec-

ist. 'I't-ublr.ns in Electric Hlcv;ih

Cochrane; May 15II1. "Electric llr.i

Puchta. The society will enjoy a b.ii
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On the Source of the Rontgen Ray.
Bv W. M. Stine.

A series of experiments extending over the last six

weeks has at length yielded conclusive evidence and en-

abled the source and distribution of the ray to be

mapped out around the entire tube with great clearness.

Penumbral shadows were repeatedly plotted back to the

tube and invariably pointed to the area of the bulb op-

posite the cathode as the source of the distribution.

These observations have already been published' It

occurred to the writer that the best means to trace the

ray distribution would be shadows cast by short metallic

tubes. Half-inch lengths were cut from No. iS gauge

brass tubing, varying in diameter from one-half inch to

three inches. In the first experiment these were placed

concentrically on a dry plate and placed parallel with

the bulb in position marked 5 in Fig. i, the distance

of the plate from the bulb being four inches. The
sciagraph is reproduced in Fig. 2. Two separate effects

are to be noted in all the sciagraphs of the tubes used.

Both the length and direction of the shadow are clearly

indicated and the vertical shadow of the metal itself. It

will be noted that the latter seems to indicate the pres-

ence of rays which are more or less vertical. Plotting

the shadows in Fig. 2, and noting that the vertical

shadow does not appear beyond the third ring, we find

that the source of the rays was on the surface of the

bulb, and the area of the source was nearly or quite cir-

cular, and not much in excess of the diameter of the

third ring, which was i)4 inches. With such a clear

and unmistakable result in possession, the next experi-

ment was an attempt to decide whether this area was

the only source of the ray. We were guided in this by

some recently published emphatic statements that the

ray was of anodic origin and did not, as popularly sup-

posed, proceed from the cathode. It was seen that

while a screen could be misleading, the shadows cast

by rings would be conclusive. Four plates were pre-

pared for simultaneous exposure. The concentric rings

were placed on one plate and single rings of one inch

diameter and the same height were placed over the

other plates. All these objects were placed as nearly as

possible on the center of the plates. In Fig. i is shown

the shape of the tube, the position of the electrodes and

the plates, which were the 3 '4^ inch by 4 '4 inch size and

placed 2'< inches from the bulb. The plates were

iii:ukr,l wlili Mic Irticr ! imi ilu^ ends, which were dis-

|u>'.,'.l ,1', 'JiMun III ilic Jimuiml; The resulting scia-
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graph from plalc 1 is shown in Imr. .i, that from ])\n\u

2 in fMg. 4, from platu 3 in f'ig, 5 and from plate 4 in

iMg (J,

To interpret the results, note first the sciagraphic ef-

fect of the rings, and, second, the elliptical shadows of

lliu intercepted inclined rays. If the latter be plotted,

lliey all point In one area, Ihc c in iilin i .ilhode imprint

sonrce of tile Kiitil^cn iM\- The \ crlu ,il ring shadows,

weak sources. A general st.-ik'incnt can then be made
to the effect that aboni llir entire suriare .if llie lube is

thus shown tliat a number of sciagraphs may be taken

simtiltaneously if the entire tube be surrounded by

plates, ft might be added that the rings in Fig. 3 were

held in concentric position with wedges of pine wood

one-half inch thick, and since these do not show, they

were entirely transparent for this length of exposure.

The sciagraph shown in V'lQ. 3 is now, perhaps, the

most interesting one of the series. It was purposely

placed exactly opposite the anode. If the anode were

the source of the ray. the resulting sciagraph would have

resembled the one shown in Fig. 2; all the shadows

would have been concentric rather than elliptical. The
result plainly shows that the cathode, not the anode, is

the source of the X-ray. The polarity was determined

by testing the charges on the poles by means of an elec-

troscope. .In Fig. 5 (plate 3) the shadow points "only in

one direction, and since the ring was near the anode, it

would have shown a shadow on the oppo-5ite side had

the anode been* active. Fig. 4 (plate'2) shows another

aito conclusive evidence and

aterial particles are projected

f the

sburg, Carl liering of Philadelphia, Cary '

in of New York, and H, J Arnold of Thica

The shadov broaden as it ex-

the rays crossed

a sense, focused

of the bulb, but

tgen ray has thus

Striking

tends from the ring. This indicates t

between the source and the object.

at once apparent. The rays were, i

by the concave surface of the interl

it must not be concluded that the Ri

been actually focused.

If Figs. 3, 5 and 6 be carefully examined, the vertical

shadows will be seen to be quite distinct, and Fig. 4

shows the same result less strongly marked. These

phenomena are closely associated with the fluorescent

appearance of the tubs, which is decreasingly marked

toward the space around the cathode.

The entire expsriment here described has been care-

fully repeated, to avoid error. To summarize, it shows

that there is but one marked source of the ray, that por-

tion of the bulb. opposite the cathode, and that the entire

surface of the bulb is more or less a weak secondary

source; that it is the cathode, and not the anode, which

produces the rays. The .
only question which now re-

mains is whethei

tube that is active. There are many reasons

point to the interior surface. Another tube h;

of the

been designed this Ho uld

seem that the active surface would be that struck by the

charged molecules. These experiments have been

largely directed by the electrolytic theory of the produc-

tion of the sciagraph which has been advanced by the

The tube used in these tests was one especially de-

signed to promote electrical exhaustion. The writer

has advanced the opinion that this was accomplished by

the occlusion of the gas by the anode. The vacuum of

the tube was too low to produce the sciagraph when first

tested, but after being excited for about 10 hours be-

came quite active. If, ho A'ever, the current is reversed,

the tube immediately fills with the purple light at first

Rontgen's Discovery Discussed at the
Chicago Meeting of the A. I. E. E.

On Wedncsd;iv . ^rnm.; .A l.r.l u.fl, :i inr,.,n,n ,,t t1,..

Chicago memlici', nl \\\.- .\m'i n ,111 lir.iiinif ^.1 I'.Umi k ;il

About 200 members anil visitors, including many ladifis,

were present, and much interest was manifested in the

FIG. 5. ON THE SOURCE OF THE RONTGEN RAY.

proceedings. Angus S. Hibbard, vice-president of the

Institute, presided at the meeting, and W. M. Stine,

local honorary secretary, announced that the topic of

discussion for the evening's session would be Rontgen's

discovery and experiments with X-rays. C. E. Scribner

of the Western Electric company read the first paper

and illustrated his experiments by means of lantern

slides. Dr. James Burry of Chicago, who has the dis-

tinction of being the first surgeon in the United States

to apply the X-rays to the practice of his profession,

presented an interesting paper on the practical applica-

tion of the discoVery to surgery and medicine. Pro-

fessor Stine gave a short lecture on the experimental

sion and showed some very intere ting sciagraphs.

Several Crookes tubes were displayed and their action

explained. A Geissler tube was also e hibited.

At the conclusion of the formal prese ntation of papers

an opportunity was afforded visitors to examine the ap-

paratus employed in these experiments An interesting

"discussion of the papers followed and a vote of thanks

was extended to the gentlemen who c ontributed to the

success of the meeting. The gathering was undoubtedly

the largest that has ever been held in tl is city under the

auspices of the fnstitute, and it is believed that the in-

terest awakened will do much. to stimulate the work of

the local branch.

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

At the monthly meeting of the council on March 25th

:ie returns of nominations were canvassed, and the fol-

nving named council nominees were selected;

For president, Louis Duncan of Baltimore.

FIG. 6. ON THE SOURCE OF THE RONTGEN RAY.

For vice-presidents, Charles P. Steinmetz of Schenec-
tady, Harris ]. Ryan of Ithaca and W. IVI. Stine of

Chicago.
For managers, J. W. Lieb, Jr., of New York, F. A.

Pickernell of New York, William L. Puffer of Boston
and L. B. Stillwell of Pittsburg.

For treasurer, George A. Hamilton of New York.

For secretary, Ralph W. Pope of New York.

The terms of the following named officers do not ex-

pire this year; Vice-presidents, Angus S. Hibbard of Chi-

cago, Dr.M. I. Pupinof New York and W. F. C. Hasson

of San Francisco; managers, A. E. Kennelly of Philadel-

phia, C. S. Bradley of Baltimore, W. D. Weaver of New
York, W. B. Vansize of New York, Charles I^. Scott of

members were elected

;

erick Mackintosh, Scheii'-ria,l\ , j, ,, M.ui-
son. Jersey City, N, J; Willi;, IN

I
11:. I, Md- ,r, . 1 11.

H. Hobart Porter. Jr,. New York; Taylor William Koss,
Key VVe;t, Fla

;
Howard K, Sargent. Schenectady,'

N. Y ; W, M. Stewart, Jersey City, N. J.; Howard F.
Thurber, Brooklyn. N. Y.

The following named associate members were trans-

ferred to full membarship;

F.
J.

Dommerque. Chicago, 111.; Harry E. Heath.
Windsor, Conn.; M.^ T. O'Dea, Notre Dame. Ind.;
Francis B. Badt, Chicago, 111.; Willard E. Boileau.
Columbus, Ga.; Elmer E. Boyer, Lynn, Mass.; James
Mitchell, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; Maurice Coster, Chi-
cago, 111.; John E. Lloyd, Philadelphia, Pa.; William
B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y.

At the meeting of the Institute in the evening a paper

was presented by Prof. W. L. Puffer of Boston on "A
New Method of Studying the Light of Alternating

Arcs." Sixty members and visitors were present. After

the reading of the paper at 12 West 31st street, the

meeting adjourned to Columbia University, where the

experiments mentioned in the paper were very effectively

National Electric Light Association.
The preliminary arrangements for the transportation

of delegates and visitors to the convention of the Na-

tional Electric Light association and the exposition are

progressing. C. O. Baker. Jr., master of transportation,

announces that the Central Passenger Committee has

granted the rate o' a fare and one-third, on the certifi-

cate plan, from points in its territory to New York and

return. Western members will be interested in the fol-

lowing notice just issued by Mr. Baker;

W. A. Kreidler of the Western Electrician, Chi-
cago; Bryan & Humphrey, Turner building, St. Louis,
and E. H. Heinrichs of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company, Pittsburg, will have charge of
transportation matters in their respective localities. A
special party is being organized in Chicago, which will

be joined en route by delegates along the line. A very
large attendance is anticipated.

Chicago Surface Railway Companies to
Light Street Crossings Along

Their Routes.
Under an ordinance passed by the Chicago city coun-

cil on January gth, the commissioner of public works

proposes to require the surface railroad companies

operating in Chicago to provide and maintain electric

lights at all street crossings and intersections along their

respective routes. The ordinance became a law by the

lapse of the lo-day limit allowed for a veto. The 60

days allowed the companies, therefore, began to run from

January iglh. and the limit has therefore expired. It is

estimated that 1,640 lights will be required under the

terms of this ordinance.
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The Source of the X-ray.
By C. E. Scribner and F. R. McBertv.

In an effort to locate the source of the X-ray in the

Crookes tube, the following experiment was made: Im-

mediately beneath the bulb was placed a screen of lead,

thick enough to be nearly opaque to X-rays, with a cir-

cular opening one inch in diameter immediately under

the bombarded spot of the bulb: a'i inches bslow this

diaphragm was placed a second screen with two open-

ings of one-half inch diameter, located so far apart that

any ray passing directly from the cathode plate through

th2 first aperture would be intercepted by the second

screen. Below the second screen was placed a photo-

graphic plate. The arrangement is represented in

Fig. I.

A short exposure aad development of the plate

brought out two densely black elliptical spots on the

plate.

Referring to Fig. i, if the X-ray had proceeded from

the cathide alone, in straight lines therefrom, no image

wojjld have been produced on the plate. The ray must

have proceeded from some point in the tubs far below

the cathode to have reached the plate at all. The di-

mensions of the apparatus and of the spots on the plate

ware accurately measured, and were plotted out to scale

in the way frequently used in optics. Lines i and 2,

carried from the edges of the black spots past the edges

of the screen, located the source of illumination at the

wall of the bulb. Moreover, the illuminated spots on

the plate showed strongly illuminated central disks sur-

rounded by less sharply illuminated parts, such as might

be expected to be produced by a source of radiation of

considerable area acting through such a system of

demonstrate that the ray

FIGS. I AND 2, THE SOURCE OF THE X-RAV.—

did not proceed from the cathode alone, unless it was

diffused in all directions from the wall of the lube at the

p^int of bombardment. It of course did not differentiate

between rays actually proceeding from the glass and

rays which might proceed from matter in the same line

within the bulb.

In the same experiment a pin-hole image of the bom-

barded spot of the bulb was obtained through a very

small hole in the second screen.

Immediately following this experiment, acting upon

the hint obtained in it, a number of pin-hole images

were taken of different bulbs, the upper screen being

absent. In a pin-hole photograph any source of X-rays

within the bulb, or on any portion of the wall of the

bulb, would necessarily produce its image on the photo-

graphic plate below. In every case, however, the image

on the plate was solely that of the fluorescent portions

of the bombarded spot. The image corresponded in

size, form and position with the utmost exactness to

that which would be expected from the optical construc-

tion, on the assumption that the source of illumination

was at the inner wall of the bulb. It was larger than

the actual spot in the bulb when the distance from the

wall of the bulb to the screen was less than that from

the screen to the photographic plate, and smaller under

the reverse condition.

No image was obtained in any case of any spot or ob-

ject within the bulb other than the bombarded spot' op-

posite the plate serving as cathode. The image did not

even include the diffusely fluorescent yellowish streaks

radiating from the bombarded spot or flickering about

the walls of the bulb, Of course with a current which

converted the two electrodes alternately into cathode

and anode, two spots of bombardment would be ob-

Figs. 3 and 4 represent two pin-hole photographs of

different bulbs. The bulb used in making Fig. 3 had a

plain disk of aluminum as cathode, That used for Fig.

,( had a cathode made up of a central small disk of plati-

num surrounded by a ring of aluminum. . The bright

lines in the bombarded spot and in the images do not

correspond to broad surfaces of the cathode, but to edges

or raised portions. These figures are made from India

ink drawings copied from the negatives as faithfully as

possible, on account of the unsatisfactory character of

prints taken from the negatives themselves. The nega-

tives, of course, present the shadings with greater deli-

cacy and evenness, and the outlines more distinctly.

It will be remembered that Prof. Rontgen, in his an-

nouncement of the discovery of the X-ray and its attend-

dant phenomena, mentioned that when the stream of

radiant matter is deflected by means of a magnet, the

X-ray proceeds from the new spot of bombardment.

This proposition of Professor Rontgen has been abun-

dantly confirmed by means of the pin-hole photographs.

Beneath the bulb, the image of whose bombarded spot is

represented in Fig. 5. was placed a diaphragm with a

one-inch aperture having a pair of lead cross wires ex-

tending over the aperture and crossing at its center.

The point of crossing of these wires was located im-

mediately under the center of the series of concentric

rings which constitute che source of X-ray illumination

in that bulb. Beneath the diaphragm carrying the

cross wires was placed the usual diaphragm with a pin-

hole aperture, and below that the photographic plate.

and consequently the spot of bombardment in the bulb,

was deflected by means of a powerful electro-magnet, so

that the second bright ring crossed the center of the

cross wires. After a long exposure the plate was de-

veloped; the image showed the shadow of the cross wires

and the rings which constituted the source of X-rays ly-

iog eccentrically upon them, the most strongly illumi-

nated band—that which appeared blackest on the plate

—

crossing the center of the cross wires. The source of

X-rays had been displaced to a different part of the bulb

by the electro-magnet, namely, to the new spot of

bombardment. The image is shown in Fig. 5.

A similar experiment was made to determine whether

the ray itself could be deflected. The magnet was placed

to act upon the pencil of X-rays near the photographic

plate, at such a distance that the action of the magnet

did not produce any appreciable displacement of the

stream of radiant matter, but that it would tend to pro-

duce a considerable displacement of the image upon the

plate if the ray should be susceptible to its action. The
plate was exposed with the magnet unexcited for 20 min-

utes, and then subsequently with the magnet excited for

25 minutes. If the image had been displaced by the

magnet, two like images in different positions should be

found upon the plate. As a matter of fact, but one was

found, and that in position to indicate that the magnet

was of no effect in displacing the pencil of rays outside

the bulb.

The evidence of single pin-hole images of the differ-

ent bulbs would seem to furnish sufficient grounds for

the assertion that the X-ray proceeded only from the

bombarded spot at the inner wall of the tube opposite

the cathode. A further experiment was made, however,

which is conclusive on this point. Three pin-hole im-

ages were taken simultaneously of the same bulb. One
plate and diaphragm were arranged to view the bom-

barded spot from immediately below. Another plate and

diaphragm were placed at the side of the bulb. A third

plate and diaphraKm were placed above the bulb, in po-

sition tu liiok ilown directly upon the bombarded spot.

lar to It outside the bulb, without obstruction by the

cathode. The arrangement is represented in Fig. 2.

When these plates were developed after a long ex-

posure, the lower plate was found to contain the usual

image of the bombarded spot at the bottom of the bulb.

The plate at the side contained an inverted side eleva-

tion of the same spot. The upper plate also contained

an image of the bombarded spot at the bottom of the

bulb. On none of the plates was there any other image

whatever, although each plate was exposed to the whole

bulb. The small spot at the bottom of the bulb at the

point of bombardment, on the inner wall of the glass,

was the only point about the bulb from which any X-

rays proceeded.

The images also tended to show that the source of the

ray was at the inner wall of the bulb. If it had been at

the outer surface there would have been no glass in the

path of rays to the lower plate, and tw.o thicknesses of

glass in the path of those to the upper plate; hence the

image on the former plate would have been much
stronger than that on the latter. If the source were at

the inner wall equal thicknesses of glass would be in the

paths of rays to the two plates. The images were

of such depth of shading as to show that the plates had

been equally illuminated, allowing for the difference in

distances between the spot and the plates.

No more definite experiment than this seems possible.

These pin-hole photographs were made at different

times between February 20th and March 15th, the first

described experiment having been made at the earlier

date, the last described demonstration about the latter

date; the experiments were reported at a meeting of the

western branch of the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers on March 25th.

From all knowledge which we have been able to gain

of the numerous experiments with X-rays, we believe

these experiments were the first to locate the source of

the X-ray; as respects at least the large number of tubes

which we have used, they located the source accurately

and conclusively. So far as we can learn also, no other

pin-hole images of bulbs have been taken, excepting,

perhaps, the one which Professor Rontgen thought he

had obtained. This mode of photographing promises

excellent results in investigations as to the relation of

the X-rays to the cathode discharge.

Litigation over the Old Villard Deal at
Milwaukee.

At last there is reason to believe that the details of the

deal by which the Villard syndicate obtained control of

the Milwaukee electric light and street railway plants

will be thoroughly ventilated before the public. Several

persons who were interested in these transactions were

known to be dissatisfied with the manner in which they

were treated when the settlement was effected, and at

different times these persons became troublesome, but

were finally induced to remain quiet. Now, however, le-

gal proceedings have been commenced because of a mis-

understanding between members of one corporation that

was bought up by the Villard syndicate. The plaintiff

in the suit is G. Wenninger, who is described in the

newspapers as a wealthy real estate man. The defend-

ants are City Comptroller Fiebrantz and Dr. W. H.

Earle. Wenninger wants an accounting of the affairs of

the Milwaukee Arc Light company, which was absorbed

by the Villard street railroad syndicate. Wenninger's

suit brings to light the fact that the company was con-

trolled by City Comptroller Fiebrantz. Alderman Koeh-

ler and Dr. Earle, and he says that the comptroller

and the alderman made use of their official posi-

tions to compel the syndicate to buy out their plant.

The city officials, it is claimed, desired to keep their

connection with the companysecret. and when they were

threatened with exposure they offered to compromise

with the plaintiff in this suit. Wenninger claims that

when the efforts of the arc light company to get the con-

tract began to annoy the Villard people the latter,

through one of their Milwaukee agents, entered into

negotiations for its purchase. The property finally

passed to the Villard syndicate, the purchase price

being Sioo.ooo. Of that amount $55,000 was to be in

cash and the balance in the securities of the railroad.

Wenninger says that Fiobrant/. 1 >r Fnrleand .Alderman

Koehler received cash for tli<'ir holdin,^'^, .ind l!i:it they

held a meeting and arranLicil ih.ii \\Ciinm;..:i r should got

&5,ooo in cash and about -<-'«> m -.:•, I Mr W cnnin-

ger declined to accept the [UMpositiMn, and t'lrluant/:

called at his house one night and tried to placate him by

offering an additional $500 in cash and $r,ooo in stock.

F. B. Rae of Chicago makes a rough

n electric light plant for Madison, Wii

tha
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Jrooklyn Faith in the Electrical Cure.

.[OIU vide

ill the patrons in each block will pay an equal

nt toward tlie construction of the line, which is

ated a*$g per mile for a double line.

3 Le Sueur Telephone company has been organized

Minn . build ; the

Le Sueur Center, and materials have bsen ordered.

Construction will be begun in the early spring.

The Iowa Union Telephone company will build a toll

line from Mason City to Northwood, la.

The Northwestern Telephone company of Charles

City, la., will connect with Niles, Powersville, Nashua,

Greene, Marble Rock, Rockford, Nora Springs and

Mason City this coming season.

The Wisconsin Telephone company expscts to have

the section of its Chicago-Minneapolis long-distance line

kept out every night until the small hours of the morn-
ing, and in consequence it is his custom to sleep well

through the forenoon. Not long ago his wife, on the ad-

vice of a friend, procured an electrical apparatus, which
was recommended as a good thing for nervousness and
insomnia. The apparatus consists of a sort of harness
or gearing, which is attached to the ankle and wrist, and
then, in order to form a "ground connection," it is

necessary to attach it to a gas fixture, a water-pipe, or

something else that runs into the earth. Good results

appear to have followed the use of the battery, or what-
ever it may be termed, and it is well regarded in the

family. Now. let the head of this household tell the

rest of the story for himself.

"Last week," he says, "I woke up about nine o'clock

one day and got so wideawake that it seemed impossible

hMir inrandesccnt having a capacity of 350 arc lamps

anrl ^,2<.t) incandescent lights; iG electric motors,, rang-

ing fr-um two to 10 horse power each, and two ice ma-

Proposed Extension of Overhead Trolley
in Chicago's Business District.

Following the example of the Chicago City Railway

company, which penetrated the heart of the down-town

business district with the overhead trolley line on South

Clark street, the North and West Chicago Street Railroad

companies wiH endeavor to obtain similar privileges from

the city. President Yerkes says: "Our patrons have

petitioned us to substitute the trolley at the down-town

terminals, and we believe the interests of the public

really demand it. There is no plan on foot to substitute

electricity on the cable roads." It is proposed to ex-

between Sparta and La Crosse completed by June 15th.

A line from Sparta to Eau Claire is contemplated.

The Northwestern Telephone & Construction com-

pany has applied at Racine, Wis,, for a telephone fran-

chise.

J.
McCormick has applied for a franchise to erect

poles to connect Hibbing, Virginia, Mountain Iron,

Biwabik, Eveleth and the Vermillion range towns in

Minnesota by telephone.

The Union Electric Telephone company of Britt, la.,

proposes to extend a line from Chatfield, Minn., to Aus-

tin via Blooming Prairie and Dodge Center.

W. L. Cotterell of Le Mars, la., is soliciting sub-

scribers for a telephone system to connect Sioux City,

la., with Hartington, Dakota City, Wayne and Ponca,

Neb.

H. H. Moon and others have applied for a telephone

franchise for Hibbing, Minn.

Central Union Telephone Company Is-

suing Bonds.

The Central Union Telephone company has decided to

issue 5?i,6oo,ooo of new bonds to pay a floating debt of

the company and to provide for new improvements.
The Central Union Telephone company owes in the

neighborhood of $800,000 to the Bell Telephone com-
pany for royalties and for telephone instruments and
other apparatus. The Central Union will offer the Bell

Telephone company the right to subscribe for these

bonds to the full amount of money due the Bell com-
pany at the rate of gy'/i cents on the dollar. The re-

maining S8oo,ooo will be offered to the present stock-

holders of the company at the same rate, or at $97.50
for each $100 bond. The bonds are to be 20-year 6
per cent, gold bonds. From the sale of the remaining

secure money for needed
"

for me to get asleep again that day. My wife was with-

in call, and urged me to try to sleep some more. I told

her I didn't think there was any use of trying, but that I

would take a book and read a while in bed anyway.
Then she suggested that I should try the electrical ap-

paratus, which had done her such evident good. I said

all right, and off she went and got it. In due time I had
the machine looped around my wrist and ankle and the

proper connection formed with one of the gas fix-

tures. I am frank to confess that I did not have a vast

amount of faith in it, but in spite of that I had not had
it on more than five minutes before I began to feel a

sort of glow steal over my body and a drowsy feeling

come over rae. I told my wife that I was getting sleepy

and after expressing her gratification at the good effect

she tiptoed softly Ither
"The

as speedily

the apparat
fore. FirsI

through usi

Dthu urb I slept,

ent, that

rising. I

i myself

side,

to speak, and d:

ossible, and then proceeded to examme
lore carefully than I had ever done be-

read the directions which said, when
ising, to turn the switch off. I undertook to do
soon ascertained that the switch was at the

ked off, and not at the button on the opposite

lichs itha ttha

In short, the sw

and there had been no
through the thing while
posed, under its effects.

poll uld

prov

itch had been open all the time,

possibility of a current passing

[ had been sleeping, as I sup-

My wife had gone downtown
when I got up, but when she returned the first thing I did

was to get her to examine it, only to have my own im-

pression confirmed, that the switch had been turned off

all the time.

"I have been wondering ever since what it was that

gave me those five hours of beautiful, restful sleep. Ap-
parently my faith was as powerful as the electric cur-

rent, taking It for granted that one is generated in the

manner claimed by the inventor of the machine. I am
not quite sure whether the joke is on myself or my wife.

She naturally supposed that the switch was set right,

: tell her that just as likely as not half of the time

tend the North State street electric line through Lake

street to Daarborn, and south on the latter street to

the Polk street depot. Property owners on Dearborn

street are circulating a petition to the council asking

that the franchise be granted, and it is reported that al-

ready a large majority of the frontage on that street has

been secured. It is the plan of the promoters of this

scheme to secure the consents of all property owners if

possible and remove all objection to the improvement

before seeking permission from the city.

Judges as Electrical Conductors.
[From the Philadelphia Record.^

Unseemly levity prevailed at the meeting of the Pub-
lic Buildings Commission yesterday, and the dignity of

that stalwart body was for a time relegated to the back-
ground. It was all caused by a communication received

from Judge Sulzerberg, who wrote :
* 'In view of the in-

finite number of electric shocks we are called upon to

endure in this building whenever we touch a metal knob
or spigot, would it not be well to consider whether some
non-conductor could not be "substituted or superadded?"
Mr. Miles asked if the communication was serious or

in the nature of a valentine. Electrician Davis explained
how the judges shuffled across their heavy carpets until

they were full of electricity and an electric spark was a
necessary consequence of touching a metal object. The
ingenuity of Mr. Harris rose to the occasion, and he sug-

gested that rules requiring the judges to raise their feet

at least i)A inches at every step be placed in conspicu-

ous places in the courts. As this would involve some
expense, Mr Stevens thought it would be better to sup-

ply the judges' pockets with horse chestnuts to work a
charm on the electricity, and somebody else suggested
that rubber shoes would be an efficient remedy.

An ele

The'^^she gets the : thai. I did when the

line 20 miles long, running from Saginaw,
aburb, has just been equipped by the Gen-
company. A speed of 40 miles an hour is
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Only a comparatively small proportion of the people
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the disposal of < hic;igo by
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are familiar with it speak in the highest term

organization, management and results thus fa

plished, but we think that the nature and exter

undertaking are not sufficiently well known.
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of the the company.

Not a few engineers and designers are devoting their

attention at the present time to the subject of electric

elevators. In large cities particularly there is a splendid

field for this application of electric power, and architects

and builders have not failed to show their appreciation

of the advantages presented and to advise the introduc-

tion of the electric elevator in preference to other types

when power could be conveniently and cheaply secured.

It is noteworthy that the government is specifying elec-

tric elevators in its advertisements for bid^ for public

buildings wherever the conditions will warrant. At the

present time, it is announced, power is furnished for

operating 250 electric elevators by one central station

company in Chicago.

Card parties on trolley cars have proved a pleasing so-

cial innovation in Brooklyn. It is a development of the

summer night trolley excursions into the country districts

that proved so popular last year; but this is a much
more elaborate affair, and is not expected to be so gen-

erally patronized as last summer's scheme. One street

railway company in Brooklyn has put into service two

handsomely finished parlor cars, and they have been

constantly in demand. It is proposed to use these cars

only for this special service of carrying private parties

to suburban points. A popular trip is to Jamaica, nine

miles from Brooklyn, the passengers engaging in pro-

gressive euchre during the trip. At the end of the ride

supper is served, followed generally by a country dance.

The novelty of the idea alone insures its popularity.

1 of thisIn every gathering of street railway 1

try during the last few years the subject of "transfers"

has received serious consideration, and many suggestions

have been advanced with the view of checking the abuses

that have grown up in many cities. It may be said that

the transfer privileges extended by street railway corpo-

rations are abused in every city, and these abuses as-

sume great importance in the smaller communities be-

cause the earning capacity of the property is so limited

that any considerable decrease in the revenues at once

precludes the possibility of a dividend for the stockhold-

ers. It is not to be wondered, therefore, that the sub-

ject appeals to every street railway manager and that

much thought is devoted to the solution of the problem.

To illustrate the case it is only necessary to relate the

conditi . thri :ityc 150.'

The: owned by one

corporation, the service is good and the management has

introduced a comprehensive system of transfers by

which a person may go to any part of the city for a single

fare. All the street railway lines penetrate the heart of

the city, and at the center of the town, where all the

routes converge, transfer may be made from one line to

another. It so happens that in laying out the routes

several lines were made to traverse parallel streets very

near together, and it is upon these lines that the princi-

pal abuses exist. Many persons go down town on one

line, securing a transfer at the end of their journey, trans-

act their business and return by another line close to

and parallel with the first one, using the transfer re-

ceived at the end of the down-trip instead of paying a

I practice, the company
npossible to prevent this

mpany is for

the end

second fare. This is a commc
claims, but it has been found

Another method of beatii

I take r at the end of his journey

and give it to some person who may be waiting for a

car. Instances have been noted where transfers have

passed between strangers, so common is the practice,

and at least one systematic plan for cheating the corpora-

tion was discovered by a stockholder whose interest in

the road was not known to the persons who benefited by

the fraud. Two workmen who were employed in a large

establishment, one going on duty when the other quit

work, made a practice of securing transfers on leaving

the car. thus reducing the expenses for street car

fare 50 per cent. Thus when Jones went to work in

the morning he took a transfer which he gave to Smith,

whom ]w. TL-Iieved from duty, the latter riding home

npan

stances, and no doubt

cities. It is for this

les are opposed to is-

be impossible to es-

nost remarkable feature of this is

that many persons consider it a really meritorious act to

take advantage of a street railway corporation. Of
course such persons are guilty of dishonesty and in many
cases they are responsible for the offenses of others, hav-

ing aided and abetted them in dishonest acts. But the

persons guilty of such practices have not a fine sense of

moral obligation and as long as they are able to beat the

company they will do so. No wonder then that street

railway companies give the subject of transfers much
thought and that it is always an interesting topic for dis-

cussion at street railway gatherings.

As USUAL our well-meaning but ill-advised contempo-

raries are only just discovering what this journal pointed

out a year ago. but they have not yet reached the point

where they fully comprehend the situation. Their atti-

tude suggests the idea that they have been taken com-

pletely by surprise by the recent announcement of an ar-

rangement (based principally on the Tesla and Van De-

poele patents) between the Westinghouse and General

Electric companies, and that they do not as yet fully real-

ize theexact nature of the agreement. There is, of course,

no justification for the bewilderment which seems to have

been occasioned among our contemporaries by this com-

bination, and it can only be explained by their lack of

facilities for gaining exact and trustworthy information.

It would be hard to find a better illustration than that

which this case affords of the comparative merits of a

powerful and influential journal with the resources and

advantages of the Western Electrician and the less

favored publications which are now struggling to create

an impression upon the trade by the zeal which they af-

fect in exploiting the alleged details of the combination

and giving publicity to all sorts of conjectures that can

only result in disturbing the condition of the market and

in raising fears in the minds of intending purchasers and

Wee eful of

our erratic contemporaries the following extract from a

letter just received from the treasurer of a large electrical

manufacturing company in opposition to the combination:

It seems to us it is a mistake to admit that the combi-
nation of the General Electric and Westinghouse compa-
nies is critical to the independent companies. The com-
bination cannot force the independent companies out of

business, and the worst they can do is to bring suits for

infringement, most of which will be simply bluff games.

More than a year ago this journal had exact informa-

tion of the negotiations then pending between the West-

inghouse and General Electric companies, and in an ed-

itorial, which is reprinted on another page of this issue,

the conditions which would be brought about by the pro-

posed compact were clearly outlined. It was shown, too.

that this arrangement would not be as far-reaching in its

effect as was generally anticipated, and this view has

been accepted by at least one of our contemporaries,

which, in its last issue, said:

Any man to-day, who is a competent designer and
builder, can turn out a direct current dynamo or motor
of the best form and the highest efficiency, and pay trib-

ute to nobody. This is true of practically all sizes. Not
less is it true of alternating current apparatus of the gen-
erating class. We know of nothing that can restrain any-
one from manufacturing good alternating generators.

Our contemporary, it will be noticed, not only adopts

our view, but presents it in almost the identical language

which we employed.

The condition of the electrical field to-day is precisely

that foretold by this journal on March 30, 1S95. In the

announcement of the proposed combination we said:

It would be impossible for the consolidated General
Electric and Westinghouse companies or any other com-
bination to monopolize the electrical business of the
country, and no one knows this fact better than the astute
gentlemen who control the great corporations named.
Possibly the two companies have found that patent liti-

gation and rate cutting are unwise and unprofitable and
have agreed to compete in business on different lines and
with less feverish eagerness.

This view was supported at the time by a well-informed

patent attorney of Chicago, who said in an interview in

the Western Electrician:

The electrical manufacturing industries of the coun-
try have reached a point where a general amalgamation
would be almost an impossibility. There are several
very large concerns which will not enter a combine un-
der any circumstances. One is in this city.

It may be added for the benefit of those who prate

about combinations, monopolies and trusts, that it is

not within the range of possibilities for the General

npan

of
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Our Vociferous Contemporary One Year
Behind the Times.

iii\iic iih li.i'.ril i .Mii|n[itiiin. Any wclt-informod elcc-

in. ,il rh-ni. (I 1 .111 •]< ,iMn satisfactory electrical macliin-

<-i\, ,111.1 n.>\v:iil,u-. ihis can be done without costly

.A|>rniiirn(inL; Murcnvrr, small manufacturers, un-
li:nti]Hrril wiih iiiinu'iise interest-bearing indebtedness
an^l rHMi iiioiis capital stock to pay dividends on, can
critrr tlu- luld and build any particular line of electrical

niacliinrr)' as cheaply as the larger companies, To-day,
without a single fundamental patent to depend on. with

all classes of material that enter into electrical construc-

tion to be bought freely in open market, it is unreason-
able to suppose that any such attempt will be made. On
the other hand, it is quite probable that the two com-
panies mentioned have become weary of litigation,

achieving nothing and transferring their profits to the

pockets of the lawyers instead of to the stockholders,

and no doubt they are anxious to perfect an arrange-

ment which will put an end to such a state of affairs.

That they should attempt a policy of extermination to

smaller concerns is unlikely, as they would most assur-

edly be worsted in the long run. On the contrary, it

would seem that the agreement is to be made to put an
end to profitless lawsuits. Such a course might go far

toward settling and solidifying the electrical industry,

encouraging capital to invest freely in the many advan-
tageous enterprises that are open to it. Furthermore,
the present prices of electrical apparatus are exceedingly

low, but with the cessation of legal hostilities it is

possible that the wild cutting of prices will cease, too,

and goods will not be sold at a mere living profit or a

distiact loss. This would mean better prices all round,

in which all engaged in the industry would share. With
the business outlook brightening in all parts of the

country, and a good demand for apparatus, the industry

is in a most hopeful condition.

jVo couibinaiion ivill ci-cr coiUrol this entire bus-
iness or drive out legitimate competition from the

Held: the Held is open and t.-HI remain so.

Texas Street Railway Association.

The third annual meeting of the Texas Street Rail-

way association was held at Galveston on March i8th

and igth, with the president, W. H. Sinclair, in the

chair. After an opening speech by the president, mem-
bers of the association discussed methods of administra-

tion and operation. In canvassing the efficiency of em-

ployes it was shown that the average pay of conductors

wasSi.55 per day, the working day generally consisting

of 12 hours.

Mr. Drake suggested the organization of the Texas

Street Railway Mutual Insurance company. According

to the plan proposed, 10 per cent, of the gross earnings

of each line, together with the regular insurance charges,

according to board rates, is to be paid into the treasury

annually, a certain percentage to be kept in reserve.

With the rest of the money employed, after ftioo.ooo had

been paid into the treasury, a corporation could be regu-

larly organized. Until that all payments would have to

be upon honor. A permanent committee upon insurance

was appointed as follows; Carl F. Drake of Austin,

chairman, H, C. Chase of the Houston City Railway

company,
J. L. Sale of Dallas. This committee was

made permanent, and the president and secretary were

added to it in an advisory capacity.

W. H, Sinclair of Galveston was elected president and

Carl F. Drake of Austin vice-president; C. L. Wakefield

of Dallas, secretary and treasurer. These, with A. H.

Hayward of Houston and George B. Hendricks of Fort

Worth, form a directory of five. The next meeting will

be held at Austin on the third Wednesday in March,

1897.

The companies represented were: Dallas City Rail-

way company, Houston City Street Railway company,

Galveston City Railroad company, Fort Worth Street

Railway company, Laredo Electric & Railway company,

Austin Dam & Suburban Railway company, Austin

Rapid Transit Railway company, Queen City Railway

company of Dallas.

It is stated that an electric railway will be built to

connect the towns of Lansing, Battle Creek and Kala-
mazoo in Michigan. Such a line would be 75 miles
long. It is proposed also to construct a spur three miles
long to Gull Lake, a popular summer resort. It is pro-
posed to operate the cars at high speed and to carry
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One Year of Electric Power Transmi
sion at Niagara Falls.

Bv Ok

It was one year ago to-day, on the morning of April

,
i«05. that Kudnlphe Baumann, the Swiss engineer,

\'^\'-'\ III' hiall hand-wheel which controls the first

I 1:1 the central station of the Niagara Falls

!

!i\ Then the field of the generator re-

'1 .' l, |iii' !l
, , .(lectively, and the civil, hydraulic and

trMiH;(i ' ii;,incnrs who had helped build the plant

new ih.ii ihrir work was a success. The machine

,liich h,is ilir power of transforming the energy of

/aler into electrical energy was all it was expected to

e, and since then two others have been .'successfully

rected. All that remained to be done one year ago was

he construction of proper conductors to convey the

the point of application and use, and

\ been done, so that to-day the lands

npany are enlivened by several facto-

t a year. The major number of these

electrical force tc

since then this h;

of the Power cc

ries, the growth i

have been reviewed in the Western Electrician.

Briefly recalled, they are a carborundum plant, an alumi-

num plant, a carbide factory and a potash and sodium

works. In addition to these the power from these

mighty generators, built by the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing company, is being used for operating

the Buffalo & Niagara Falls electric railway, the several

electric lines in the city of Niagara Falls, and it is also

being used to light Niagara Falls. Other factories are

in process of erection, all demonstrating that the first

year of application of power from the huge dynamos

has been an unqualified success.

An extension 30 by 60 feet is being made to the car-

bide plant. At present the building contains four fur-

naces, but they are not continuous. The officials say

they have a continuous furnace ready to build, which

they expect will materially lessen the cost of production.

In the upper river plant of the Pittsburg Reduction

company the foundation has been built for the first 600

kilowatt transformer, which is one of the steps toward

the enlargement of the plant. The machine is expected

The Carborundum company is about prepared to

start its kilns and the manufacture of its various goods

at the Falls, a work which heretofore has been carried

on in Monongahela City, Pa.

As a result of the hearing on the bill relating to the

power to be legally enjoyed through the hydraulic canal

development, the bill has been amended to allow of the

development of 100,000 horse power instead of 200,000,

as at first framed. In this form it is likely to become a

law, as it has the sanction of the commissioners of the

state reservation. This will give the canal company the

right to develop the same amount of power as is obtain-

able through the present tunnel.

There is a general hope that the state reserva-

tion will be lighted by electricity during the coming

summer. In no respect have the commissioners of this

park been so negligent as in failing to properly illumi-

nate the grounds in their charge. On all sides they are

roundly and severely condemned. Popular drives, open

at night, pass through the grounds, and the people de-

mand that they shall be lighted the same as any street

in charge of the municipal government. Experience

shows that darkness leads to crime.

The iron work for the new plant of the Pittsburg Re-

duction company, to be located on the Canal company's

lands,,is on the ground, and the work of erection will

In the new potash and sodium works foundations have

been built for two 250 horse power transformers.

The new plant of the Niagara Electro-chemical com-

pany, on the grounds of the Niagara Falls Power com-

pany, is being built. Rogtrs & Co. of Buffalo have the

contract. This chemical company is controlled by

Hasslacher & Co. of New York. When completed the

works will cover a plot of ground 300 by 250 feet, but at

present only an office building, a mill building and a

boiler house will be erected, all of which will be of brick.

The office building will be two stories high and have a

frontage of 80 feet on Buffalo avenue. The mill build-

ing will be 140 by 160 feet, and the boiler house 40 by

67 feet.

The deficit (including interest on purchase money) in

the British government telegraph system has been tabu-
lated as follows for the last three fiscal years:

March 31. 1S93 /465-570 (over $2,250,000)
March 31. 1894 ;?477.327 (over $2,310,000)
March 31, 1895 ;^452,8o3 (over $2,191,000)
. This is an average of /465.233 (over $2,251,000) for

each of the three years named.

Water-tube Boil

couraged.
Of the two hundred and sixty odd boilers recorded in

Mr. Bell's most valuabto "Directory of Canadian Min-
ing Indir-irif ." ;r, p-rrrnf

,
di- ^, .po horse power, are

of the wrii' I
'rii.r ' I : ! -I -., |.-r (int., or 9,000 horse

power. ,((. I: ! I. I Ml • _-a\ per cent., or 3,600

safely infer that, in ih-' u ii- (i.-ilr :ii i--;, ,t ,,i. ,rr Ii^.tm;

power of water-tiilH' I > mIi-i -. .in' ih )-,. -,1 1!.
I .-.h h . r.ir ihai'

all the other types ' l-iin.l

There is no bntn , ^^ ' : , .. ..| n,, hi-

1875 with those slir,,, ,; ,,; ,;,. ,-. ..,,.;
I ,,

1 1 ,,,..,,, l

At the Centennial lIiuiu v.l-iu u..liibuu.l , , .hliuiuni lyuc.-.

,
of fou

shell boiler-were shell or tubular boilers, twc

water-tubes crossing internal fire tubes, while seven were
exclusively water-tube boilers. Of the whole number
exhibited at the Centennial, but one, theBabcock & Wil-
cox, reappeared in its original form at the World's Fair
in 1S93. Of the 52 boilers exhibited in the main boiler

room at the World's Fair, all were of the water-tube
type, while 31 of them were distinct copies of the orig-

inal boiler patented by Stephen Wilcox in 1S56, just 40
years ago.

Few boilers there are entirely devoid of all good talk-

ing points, but do not be satisfied with a boiler simply
because it is made of good materials and workmanship,
or because it has a mud drum, or because it has large
water and steam capacity, or because it has a large dis-

engaging surface, or because it has a good circulation, or
because it is built in sections, and is therefore safe in

the event of explosion, or because it is able to withstand
high pressure and unequal expansion, and has its joints

protected from the fire, or because the furnace is pro-
vided with chambers for the proper combustion of the
gases, or because Lhe heating surface is composed of
thin metal so arranged that the heating gases will cross
it at right angles and only leave ,it when the greatest
possible heat is extracted from them, or because it will
work up to or over its full rated capacity with the high-
est economy, or because it is fitted with the best quality
gauges and fittings. Each of these qualities add greatly
to the i.'alue of a steam boiler, but that one is best whith
combines the greatest number of such qualities, and
therefore proves the best investment independent of first

Messrs. Galloway, Ltd. . of Manchester. Eng. , illustrate,

on page 94 of their late catalogue, what they are pleased
to designate as their "Manchester boiler," but which is

in reality a reproduction of the ordinary inclined water-
tube boiler, built by so many manufacturers of to-day. In
explanation of this marked deviation from the Galloway,
Lancashire and Cornish boilers which they have been
building for so many years, Messrs. Galloway, Ltd., say:

"For ordinary pressures the Galloway boiler possesses
great advantages, but beyond that cylindrical boilers are
frequently of large diameter, necessitating extremely
heavy plates, and although for marine practice this is

carried out, yet for situations where the conditions are
less rigid it is advisable to have a boiler more suited to

the requirements of the case.

"In addition to this, where transport of large pieces is

difficult, the Manchester boiler offers considerable ad-
vantages, as the largest piece is the upper vessel, which
rarely exceeds five feet in diameter, 20 feet in length and
four tons in weight, the tube rods and boxes being sepa-
rate. It will be seen that all the tubes are inserted into
one water box or chamber at each end. the front one con-
nected to the upper vessel by a wide neck, and the back
chamber by a large circular connection, by which means
an even circulation is kept up. The boiler is further
provided with an internal arrangement in the upper ves-
sel for separating the steam from the water, thus pre-
venting priming and its attendant evils. This arrange-
ment of boiler has been largely adopted on the conti-
nent, and we anticipate that, when its merits become
known, it will be received with great favor by steam users

boilers for high pressure."
good; coming from such an eminent authority,

we can only interpret their adoption of the water-tube
principle as a strong endorsement of the work accom-
plished by their predecessors in that field of engineering.
I fully expect, however, in the next issue of their cata-
logue, Messrs. Galloway will have overcome their preju-
dices sufficiently to limit the diameter of their drum to

36 or 42 inches, and that they will further arrange to en-
close the drum so as to utilize its surface for heating
rather than condensing. Then they may add to the
merits of their boilers safety and economy.

I might add that although Messrs. Galloway are pleased
to limit the use of their water-tube boiler's to stationary
work, the boilers of that type are just now making tre-

mendous strides in the race for supremacy in marine

In proof of this statement I might refer to the steam-
ers Turret Cape and Turret Crown, which have just
closed a very successful season in the coal carrying trade

i.theDo-

Thati

between Sydney and Montreal. From their 1



minion Coal company, I learn tbat the two steamers have
a combined record of 27 trips, extending over a period of

44 weeks, during which time they brought 66,gSi tons of

coal into this port. To this total should be added 11,700
tons for short cargoes, made necessary by the very low
water in the river and canal, which difficulty prevailed

through all of last season. Had there been a sufficient

depth of water both steamers could just as easily have
brought in a full cargo each trip.

The actual carrying capacity of each of the Turret
boats is 3,000 tons. They are fitted with water-tube
marine boilers. 2.200 square feet of heating surface being
the total for each boat. They have been kept in contin-

ual service right through the season, and the captains
log shows a clean record for the boilers.

Many other and larger steamers fitted with water-tube
boilers have gone into commission during the past few
months, and in every case the boilers have given the

greatest satisfaction.

The term "horse power" is one which admits of a

wide interpretation, being little understood by some and
often misapplied by others. Originally used as a unit of

capacity by James Watt, and supposed to be the aver-

age amount of work performed by a good strong English
cart horse, its value is 33,000 pounds, raised one foot

high per minute. It may be expressed in any equivalent

of this unit, as one pound raised 33,000 feet high per
minute. At best this is but an arbitrary unit, since the

actual value of a horse power depends, as a.Yankee boiler

maker has very aptly expressed it, upon the si2e of the

horse. The evolution of the term 'horse power" as ap-

plied to steam boilers has been gradual, but not the less

rked.

1 of the ordinary slide valv
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only figured the upper half of his tubes as effective heat-
ing surface. I shall always remember him as an honest
man of good sense. There is no question that fire tubes
and shell plates exposed to the direct action of hot gases
form very efficient heating surface when they are clean,
but who is there who will claim the possibility of keep-
ing such surface constantly clean while the boiler is in

Effective heating surface is that which receives the di-

rect contact of the hot flames or gases and continues to

do so without interruption from soot, or interference by
close furnace walls or baffle plates. This is the proper
basis upon which to purchase your boiler, other condi-
tions of course being equal.

I have been asked why a water-tube boiler is neces-
sarily a safety boiler. It is not necessarily a safety
boiler; in fact, I could name a number of water-tube
boilers which are safe in name only. Certainly a boiler

with very wide, flat stayed surfaces, enclosing chambers
receiving the combined circulation of all the tubes,
should not be considered a safety boiler. Stay bolts
and braces at best are a constant menace to safety, since
they are usually located in inaccessible places, difficult

to inspect and repair. But the principal objection ap-
pears to be the impossibility of providing braces which
brace at the proper moment. How is it possible to as-

semble a number of pieces of metal, all of different

sizes and shapes, and subject to greatly varying temper-
atures, and expect them to expand, contract and remain
uniformly tight at all times? But it is to be regretted
that in defending the principle of water-tube boilers,

there are other weaknesses to apologize for than braces
and stays. There are those with tubes closed at one 01

both ends, the aggregation of pipe and fittings and the
bent tube monstrosities, so aptly described in a recent
publication called "Facts", all more or less dangerous be-

: they cannot be cleaned.
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or 2S0 pounds as they do in the new torpedo catchers,

they would be altogether unsuitable.

Mr. Bonner: I can readily concede the force of

Mr. Leckie's argument that water- tube boilers may not
be best for all purposes, but the exception must be some
place where neither efficiency, safety, durability nor
economy have any consideration. Do not understand
me, however, to claim that we have the only good boiler.

There are many other good boilers besides the Babcock

record—you will find the evidence all on our side.

The first cost of a good water-tube boiler is consider-

ably more than a shell boiler of equal rated capacity,

and for that reason the prospecting miner, or the be-

of nail

., very wisely crawls before he
works, however, employing steam

in any considerable quantity, whether they be operated

by skilled or unskilled labor, there is no longer a single

argument to be advanced in favor of shell boilers which
cannot be met by half a dozen in favor of water-tube

boilers. The three Lancashire boilers mentioned by
Mr. Leckie have certainly given very satisfactory serv-

ice, but he also admits they are unsuitable for pressure

above So pounds. The history of the Babcock & Wilcox
boilers, crude as they were in their infancy, will com-
pare very favorably with the Lancashire boilers in point

of durability, and when we consider the many instances

of criminal carelessness on the part of attendants who
do not hesitate to pump cold water into red hot boilers,

the wonder is that the repair account can still be ex-

pressed in fractions.

Mr. Sword: What I consider the main point has
been somewhat overlooked in this discussion. It is not

a question which boiler is the best, as if one boiler could

be better than another under all circumstances. It is

really a question of what kind of boiler is most suitable

for particular requirements. I think all the boilers

mentioned have their proper place. In Mr. Bonner's

cle\er and instructive paper he does not touch on this,

neither does Mr. Fergie state the advantage of a Lan-
cashire over a water-tube boiler. I think that where
the water is bad, requiring frequent cleaning of the in-

terior surfaces, also where fuel is cheap, and the cost

of boiler a considerable factor, that a fhell boiler is hard

to beat
Regarding water-tube boilers, I do not think Mr.

Bonner has laid sufficient stress on the almost absolute

safet> of this type of boiler, as the greatest damage that

could result in the event of a rupture of the boiler would
be to injure the attendants by scalding, whereas in the

e of explosion of a shell boiler the usual result is the

destruction of the building and great loss of

2 only part of the Babcock boiler liable to de-

bes, and in I

a} from overpressure, they
fusible plug, and the damage c

"paired. I never heard of a drum wearing out or

ursting. As the tubes form the principal part of the

ating surface of a water-tube boiler, the drums can be

J It of extra thick plate without lowering the heating

acity as would be true in the case of a cylindrical

er in which the shell forms a large part of the heat-

surface. I think therefore, where fuel is expensive.

;re pressure can be used and absolute safety from ex-

of great importance,

ler IS preferable to any othe

: of their giving

isily and cheaply

, Babcock & Wilcox

of their total heating surface, the amount required per

horse power averaging about as follows: For plain cyl-

inder boilers, 10 square feet; for large flue boilers, 12

square feet; for horizontal and multitubular boilers, 15

square feet.

Of late years tremendous strides have been made in

the development of the steam engine, so that instead of

one cubic foot of water, or 62 !< pounds steam consump-
tion per horse power per hour, the modern engine

builder knows that he roust develop a horse power with

less than 30 pouads of steam for simple non-condensing

engines and from that down to 13 pounds or less for

triple expansion condensing engines, depending upon
the size of plant and number of cylinder expansions.

Here then arises a serious complication in the deter-

mination of horse power. Shall it be a large or a small

horse? The prospective purchaser should consider this

matter carefully and demand that all tenders must state

specifically the actual evaporative capacity of boilers to

be purchased, to be determined if necessary by a practi-

cal test. The American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers has very properly solved this probU-m by the fa-

vniablr .
, ,nsidrraii<.no'f its special committee's report at

(111 ;
; iiiif^ in 1SS4. whereby the equivalent

nndsof water from a temperature of

steam at 70 pounds pressure is fixed

of the comparative merits of the

cock Si Wilcox and the Stirling boilers. We are using

a battery of Stirling boilers at our mines, while our

neighbors have Babcock boilers, so we have a great op-

portunity of comparing them. The only objection I

have to the water-tube boiler is the small steam capac-

ity, and I claim the Lancashire boiler has an advantage

in that respect. Two weeks ago something went wrong
with the feed valves on the Stirling boilers. If they

had been Lancashire boilers we could have run for three

hours afterward. As it was, we immediately shut off

the water supply, compelling us also to close down the

mines and withdraw the men. Another objection I find

is that water-tube boilers are more liable to prime. Mr.
Bonner informs me that they should not. We cannot

get as dry steam with the water-tube boilers as with the

Lancashire boiler. Otherwise, I am satisfied that it is

a cheaper boiler in every respect, and, with regard to the

consumption of fuel, more economical.

Mr. Leckie: I may say in a general way that a boiler

that would suit for one purpose, under certain con-

ditions, might not in another. Foi instance, water-tube

boilers are being placed on thQ new fast torpedo boats,

as being best adapted for that purpose. They are of the

Yarrow and Belleville types, very similar to your (Bab-

cock lS: Wilcox) marine ooilers, I suppose, with some
modifications. Marine boilers are under the care of ex-

perienced engineers and firemen, whereas mineis have lo

look to possibilities that render necessary a plant of less

refinement, one that will work unH-M- dilT'T.'ni t-<Mi<iiiiiMis,

Brady's Arc Cut-out Box.

Capt. T. H. Brady of New Britain, Conn., the well-

known manufacturer of mast-arms and other specialties

for line construction, has brought out the arc cut-out box

which is herewith illustrated. It is built on an entirely

new line, with adjustable jaws, making a perfect contact

at all times. The cut-out has no dead center, has a perfect

make-and-break and is thoroughly insulated. A number

of these cut-outs have been tried by different central

stations, and in every case perfect satisfaction was given.

Mr. Brady, who is now manufacturing them on a large

scale at his factory in New Britain, has every reason to

be pleased with the outlook.

Perkins 500 Volt Switch.

A small, durable and reliable snap-switch for 500 volt

rcuits is shown by the accompanying cut. A break of

4 inches is obtained, or more than one-third on each

ie. This switch is raade by the Perkins Electric

ivitch Manufacturing company of Hartford. Conn,, in

ngle-pole, double-pole and three-point forms, and

:,ii" and "on' indicating dials can be attached to any

\-itch. This switch is especially adapted for railway

rcuits and will undoubtedly be in wide demand.

Home Seekers* Excursions.

I opportunity to
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Elaborate Electric Mining Plant.

mission plain wns ,si,,l.li ,:iid at Telluride, Colorado, in

1891, tin- clrriih.il \\MiM was much interested in the

operation, l» , ,ui,c ii u,i, ilu- first plant of its kind that

Ii.'kI ,!vit hi'cii m-.i:illr,l in ihis country. The apparatus

haJ I nnid.rrit l,y ilic San Miguel Consolidated Gold

Miniii- i.ini|ian\, a Majuiration owning gold mining

t,aii(.n\ in ilic c.lina.lci mountains. Hitherto it had

been commercially impracticable to operate these mines,

because the excessive cost of transporting fuel for

power to an altitude of 3,000 feet above the sea level

made it prohibitive. Electric power was suggested, as

the company owned a waterfall in the San Miguel valley,

which is of suflicient capacity to operate all its mines if

made available. The Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing company was asked to install a 100 horse power

Tesla alternating current generator and a 100 horse

power motor, with the necessary switchboard appliances.

The generator was connected with a Pel ton water wheel

and the current was carried for three miles up the moun-

tains to' the Gold King mine.

The success of this undertaking was established from

the first. The directors of the San Miguel company

have become so thoroughly convinced of this fact that

they recently contracted for an extensive increase in the

electrical plant. The additional machines were ordered of

the Westinghouse company some time ago and they are

now being installed. These machines are two Soo horse

power 500 volt quarter-phase generators running at 7,200

alternations. These generators will be direcdy con-

nected tolwoPelton water wheels, and two 30 horse power

multipolar generators will be used as exciters. This appa-

ratus will be installed in the central power house, and the

company will have a number of sub-stations at the differ-

ent mines upon its property. Among these stations will

be distributed twelve 50 horse power polyphase Tesla
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Aluminum Core Commutator Brush.
The cut shows a dynamo and motor commutator Ijru

which is made of the finest woven wire cloth with a corr

gated core of pure aluminum, as shown. The manufs

turer of this brush, the Kester Electric Manutacturi

company of Buffalo, claims for it everything good that c

be embodied in a commutator brush—no sparking,

noise, cool running no grmdmg or cutting of comn

motors, fifteen 20 horse power polyphase Tesla motors,

twelve 100 kiiowatL50o-ii, 600 volt two-phase-three-phase

step-up transformers, ten 50 kilowatt 10,000-220 volt sLep-

down transformers, ten 25 kilowatt 10,000-220 volt step-

down transformers and 16 10 kilowatt 10,000-220

volt step-down transformers. The motors will be

attached either by belt or .direct connection to operate

stamps, pans, hoists, crushers, elevators or pumps. It

is expected that this installation will prove the most com-

plete electrically equipped mining plant in the world.

ilation self lubrication and ease of

It requires no box support to hold

id to outwear any copper brush.

Lundell "White Wings" Celling Fan.

The Central Electric company will have a new and

decidedly original ceiling fan motor for this year's distri-

bution. This is called the Lundell "White Wings,"

manufactured by the Interior Conduit & Insulation com-

pany, which has established a wide reputation for the

standard 12-inch and 16-inch Lundell fan motors. This

outfit, as will be seen by the accompanying illustration,

is an adaptation of the original types of fan motors and is

especially desirable for low ceilings. It is constructed

in two sizes, -^.j horse power provided with a 26 inch

fan and running at 575 revolutions, and Vc horse power
provided with a 36 inch fan and running at about 300

revolutions. The -^ horse power motor is wound for

no to 115 volts only, and the 5i horse power is wound for

no to 115 volts or for 230 volts, the latter winding mak-
ing it desirable for operation two in series upon 500 volt

circuits. This outfit can be placed on the market at low-

cost and will undoubtedly have a large sale.

"Chuck" Carbon Holder.

An interchangeable carbon holder for arc lamps is

shown in the cut. It is made by the Arc Light Supply

company of Elizabeth, N. J., and is said to be sold in

quantities for less than the cost of making individual de-

signs of carbon holders to arc lamp manufacturers. It

is universal, taking a carbon from one-quarter inch to

five-eighths inch diameter, and it will fit any make of

lamp. It IS simple, strong, durable and strictly inter-

changeable. The clamping screw being one-half inch in

diameter does away with all liability of twisting or break-

ing off of clamping screw. It is self-cleaning, and al-

ways brings the carbons in line with the rack of the

Exciting Experience in Cable Laying.

George F. Woolston, the president of the Kearny (N.

J.) Electric Light & Power company, and George Par-
sons, an electrician from this city, had a narrow escape
from drowning in the Passaic river on Saturday night,
says the New York Sitn. The company has the contract
for lighting Belleville, just across the river from Kearny.
The power was transmitted by a cable, which crossed
the Belleville bridge, but the freeholders of Essex, Ber-

The Home of Asphaltum.
In the Island of Trinidad, near the village of La

Brea, which is situated on a peninsula of the same
name, is one of the most remarkable of submarine vol-

canoes, which occasionally boils up and discharges a

quantity of pretroleum: and one on the west coast

spouts smoke and flames from the depths and afterward
ejects pieces of bitumen, black and brilliant as jet. A
little northeast of Guapo Bay there is a lake of ly, miles

in circumference. So feet above the sea level. The
headland on which it is located consists of bituminous
scoriE, vitrified sand, mingled with earth and all

cemented together. Cinders abound, and there is a

strong sulphurous odor apparent as far away as eight to

10 miles back from the shore. Reefs of what seem to

be rocks, but which on examination prove to be masses
of asphaltum, extend into the sea three or four miles.

The inhabitants of the village make the blocks of as-

phaltum, which are of all shapes and sizes, play many
It is, to say the least, comical. The

under stratum of the soil is of asphaltum, and this changes
position with thermal changes wrought by volcanic

action, resulting in throwing the light habitations out of

plumb, now to the left, then to the right, back and
forth, regardless of the wishes of the inhabitants of La
Urea.

The road from the village northward gradually rises

to the level of the pitchy lake, which latter also has an

upward grade toward the east side, and seems to occupy
the summit of a hill. The lake is circular in form, and
seems formed of million of tons of asphaltum. Before
him the tourist gazes on what seems like the bed of a
vast, dry pond, furrowed in every direction with innum-
erable tiny ripples. Dotted here and there are small

islands covered with a dwarfed, unhealthy vegetation,

which serve as resting places for the thousands of bright

plumaged birds, whose melodies and colors are the only

joyous elements to enliven this funereal country.

Here and there a commotion occurs in some less

solidified portion of the lake, and an emormous bubble
breaks the surface, loaded with sulphuretted hydrogen.

For acer tain di stance from the shore it is possible t<

prome,nade. but ex,'en there a change of positioi1 at quite

treque nt in tervals is a precaution of safety. and th(

nearer the one goes the more ry it be
comes to"!nove n" because of the in(:reased approxi

The depth of this lake is a matter of mere conjecture.

All attempts which have been made, up to date, have re-

sulted in nothing definite or satisfactory. The tempera-

ture of the locality is often almost intolerable. That of

the asphaltum at the center of the lake rises as high as

95 degrees centigrade during the day, and is never less

than 51 degrees at night.

Constant additions from below raise the level of the

lake by easy stages, the upheaved matter shrinking as it

hardens. The volatile matters which render it fluid

when first ejected from below gradually evaporate or

but which is only so below a given temperature. It can
also be rendered fluid again by the addition of the vola-

tile solvents which have been evaporated.

Since the discovery of coal gas and subsequently of

petroleum, it has been well settled that the origin of the

products, bitumen, coal tar, mineral pitch, etc., by
whate\er name known, is the slow decomposition of

vegetable matter under pressure, resulting in the forma-
tion of bituminous coal.

This, in turn, subjected to intense volcanic heat, dis-

tils out the asphaltum, which is distributed throughhout
the crevices of the neighboring rocks, or is driven up-
ward through seams to the surface. In the manufacture
of coal gas we have the same process on a small scale,

and recover the same residual constituents.

Asphaltum is found on the shores of the Dead Sea, in

parts of South America, in Alsace, parts of Scotland, etc.

Its use as an insulator for some forms of electrical

work is well known. Mixed with such volatile fluids as

ether, turpentine, gasoline, benzine, or naphtha, with
which it readily unites, it makes a varnish which is im-
pervious to water, readily solidifies, and where not sub-
jected to a temperature above 40 or 60 degrees Fahren-
heit, will do good service on cables and underground
woodwork.

Universal Electrical Directory.

J. A. Berly's publication for iSg6 contains the names
of the members of the electrical and kindred industries
throughout the world. The amount of work entailed in
its compilation has considerably increased. It has been
most thoroughly revised, and the British alphabetical

tinental, 6,608; American, 4,452; Colonial, 1,590—a to-
tal of 21,512, appro.ximately 554 names of individuals
and firms more than were contained in the book for
1895. For simplicity and facility of reference it is di-
vided into four groups, namely, British, Continental,
American and Colonial, which are again sub-divided into
alphabetical and classified sections. In addition to the
new names incorporated in the present issue, much
financial information is given, the telegraphic addresses
and local telephone numbers are given, and 54 pages
have been added to the work as compared with that of
1S95, making in all about 920 pages entirely of directory

The publishers, H. Alabaster, Gatehouse cS: Co., 22
Paternoster Row, London, make the claim that "it is

the largest and the oldest electrical directory in the
%vorld." It is certainly a very valuable publication.

and the 1



CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes-
YOR Ma =h 28.

comes from August Belmont in connection with the

Greater New York agitation. Mr. Belmont proposes

to combine the "L" roads of Brooklyn and the "L"

roads of New York over the Brooklyn bridge in one

gigantic system, to carry passengers over both "L" sys-

tems and over the bridge for a single fare of five cents.

Thus a man might travel from the Harlem river to

Fort Hamilton for a nickel, and when the extension of

the Kings County "L" railroad is completed he might go

to Coney Island for the same price. The total capital in-

volved in such a deal is 5117,598,550. If such an agree-

ment can be mcde, Mr. Belmont =ays he can guarantee

to Greater New York continuous rapid transit between

New York and Brooklyn, without change of cars, for

one five-cent fare. To accomplish this mighty under-

taking connecting lines would have to be built and the

present charter of rapid transit in New York and Brook-

lyn changed. In this proposition the Manhattan Ele-

vated Railroad company acts in conjunction with Mr.

Belmont.

Electrical power will eventually be used on all the ele-

vated roads in New York and Brooklyn. The Bridge

experiment has proved a decided success. At the last

meeting of the trustees Chief Engineer Martin made the

following report:

Since the last meeting of the board I have conducted a

series of observations upon the operation of the motor
with the result that it has been dett ned t

loi: .' than those <

the present motor car and to somewhat differently ar-

range the electrical units in the power house and in-

crease their capacity 20 per cent.

With the equipment increased as shown the plant will

readily do the switching of trains running on 45
seconds headway, and in case of failure of the cable, it

will be capable of running four-car trains at- intervals of

60 seconds. With the transportation equipment, con-

sisting of a double cable, gauntleted tracks, and the

above described electrical plant, it seems to me that we
shall be in an ideally perfect condition to carry abso-

lutely the maximum number of passengers that the

bridge railway can be made to carry. Although even
the maximum carrying capacity of the bridge will in all

probability never again be equal to or exceed the heavy
demands made upon it during the rush hours, it will

meet, as far as it is pcssible for this one bridge to meet,

the ever increasing demands for transportation between
New York and Brooklyn.

The plant required to put the bridge railway system in

perfect condition will be a power house about 100 feet

square, engines of a capacity of 2,500 horse power, boil-

ers sufficient to supply steam to them, electrical genera-

tors of about 1,600 kilowatts capacity, and with all the

paraphernalia of a first-class powerhouse. It is proposed
to locate the power house on property owned by the

bridge trustees and situated at the corner of Dock and
Water streets.

The car equipment will consist of four motors, each of

which will be able to exert a drawbar pull of 1,500

pounds, and they will be arranged so that any number of

them can be operated independent of the rest. All of

the ordinary and welltested devices will be installed to

insure certainty and regularity in the operation of the

electrical appliances,

I have made an approximate estimate of the cost of

the new power house and plant complete and it will be
about S300.000. I have made all estimates liberal, and feel

sure that the figures given will not be exceeded. This
does not include the new cars that will be required.

Neither does it include the heating equipment on the cars

for heating by electricity. The above estimate provides

for the equipment of 20 cars.

At the next meeting the trustees are to submit the plans for

the power house, and on their approval bids will be at once

advertised for. The executive committee reported that

the contract for the equipment of 20 cars with electric

appliances had been awarded to the General Electric

company at $3,645 each.

The Kelsey Electric Railway Specialty company has

appealed to the United States Circuit Court oE Appeals

from the order of Judge Townsend gran tin*; a prelimi-

nary injunction in favor of the Thomson-Houston com-

ing the manufacture by the Kelsey companypany (

of a trolley Vjase. The
j

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

"Now, why is it not equally conceivable that a disturb-

ance on the earth's surface should produce some tangible

effect on other planets?" He adds that an electrical

apparatus having a spark gap of a mile could be made

without difficulty. He says that this is the extreme

application of the principle of the propagation of electric

waves, but that the same principle may be employed

with good effect for the transmission of news to all

parts of the earth. He thinks that, as the earth is a

conductor, an electrical disturbance at one point,

causing a change in the equilibrium of the earth's elec-

tricity, should be felt at all points on the earth's sur-

face, and might be recorded by properly constructed

instruments. It is stated that Mr. Tesla is at present

engaged in finishing his calculations and perfecting the

apparatus necessary for experiment in this field of in-

vestigation, and he hopes soon to be able to show the

practicability of his plan.

As the time approaches for the opening of the exposi-

tion, to be held in connection with the National Electric

Light association convention, contracts for space are be-

ing closed more rapidly. The applications already filed

call for the 36,000 square feet of space contracted for by

the management, and it has been deemed advisable to

contract for an additional 10,000 feet. W. F. O.

Michigan News.
Detkoit. March 27.^Electrical interests in Detroit

may be said to be moving steadily and quietly forward.

No large contracts have been awarded, but several large

establishments will be equipped with electrical appara-

tus soon. Among this class may be mentioned D. M.

Ferry & Co. and the Peninsular Stove company

The Chase Construction company, recently organized

rience in the electrical field. The company will give

special attention to municipal work and is prepared to

rebuild old plants or constru

the secretary and manager.

O. D. Chase,

The Michigan Electric company is about to move into

new quarters on WoDdward avenue, the best business

street in Detroit. Its supply store and phonograph par-

lors will b3 Will equippad.

The Armorite Conduit company is just getting into

new quarters, and will soon be turning out iron armored

interior conduit that will meet all the requirements of

the National Board of Fire Underwriters. This com-

pany will furnish the conduit for the Detroit High

School building.

Grand Rapids capitalists are interested in a project to

connect Grand Rapids, Holland and Grand Haven with

an electric railroad. The survey has been made and

rights of way secured.

A syndicate comprising H. C. Burk, A. E. Riopelle,

Charles W. O'Brien and James T. Keena is interested

in a project to build an electric railroad between Detroit

and Toledo. Franchises have been secured from De-

troit as far as Monroe, nothing having been done as yet

between Monroe and Toledo.

The plant of the Bronson Electric company has just

been completed by Rheubottom & Bond of Union City,

and the officers of the former company think they have

the finest plant in the state. A gas engine is used to

drive alternating current dynamos. S. W.

und of the appeal is that there

>[ the Kelsey company's inten-

' fit m1 til, \rin Depoele patent.

Mr.
I

Ir.i < 'Miiributory infringe-

ment that it may I." ; -U'' ! hm,.' i ih-
, >n ..|

the inhabitants of thr |,l.inrt-. 1 1 1 hn , .n , .-nu' |,v .-lee-

trical disturbances ori|;inating on the f:arth and projected

through the ether. "We know that electric disturbances

on the sun are productive of similar disturbances on

thn f-arth in thr. form of thunder showers." he says,

Northwestern Notations.

Minneapolis, March 28.—The Fox River Electric

company has begun work setting poles for an extension

of its system from the east side of Green Bay, Wis., to

the west side. Track laying will be begun as soon as

the frost is out of the ground.

The Monterey plant of the Bower City Light & Power

company of Janesville, Wis., was burned, with two dyna-

mos of 600 lights capacity. The loss is $4,000 to $5,000.

The St. Paul city council has been considering an

ordinance requiring the street railway company to give

three-minute service on the interurban line from 5 to 7

p. M. on week days, but as the company agreed to give

such service after April ist, the ordinance was deferred.

The Portland Traction company of Portland, Ore., is

equipping its cable road to use electric power.

The report of R. E, Ford, electrical engineer on the

tpla

per

has been dci

court holds I

April 4, i8g6

J directed from Chicago, where
all directors' meetings, save one, were held. It is further

held that Elihu Colman did not purchase the plant at

foreclosure sale as trustee or attorney of the company,

but individually and with full understanding and agree-

ment of W. G. DeCelle, as president and attorney of the

company, and for that reason the company did not procure

the funds to pay the judgment and would lose all title to

the property. The decision decrees that the company
has forfeited all rights and directs that it be wound up,

appomting G. A. Knapp receiver for that purpose.

The loss on the light plant at Stevens Point. Wis.,

was adjusted at $1,438. The plant will be remodeled

and an addition built. The machinery is being rebuilt

at Milwaukee.

Electric lights are being agitated at Waukon, la.

The D. & D, Electric Manufacturing company of

Minneapolis secured the contract to put in a private

plant at Mapleton, Minn., for C. H, Brown.

The Fergus Flour Mills have sued the Western Union

Telegraph company in St. Paul for $1,320 damages for

a mistake in transmitting a telegram. The message was
written to buy "ten thousand bushels wheat," but was
delivered "two thousand," and when the mistake was
discovered the plaintiffs made a demand for the S.ooo

bushels of wheat, but were refused and had to buy at 74
cents. They now want the difference between the price

at the time the message was sent, 57>< cents, and 74

The gross earnings of the Twin City Rapid Transit

company, operating the Minneapolis and St. Paul car

lines, for February was $145,061, against $134,896 for a

year ago. Net earnings were $75,678, against $66,945.

Gross earnings for two months this year were $303,904,

against $286,927, and net earnings for two months were

S159.3S9, against $143,904. C.

Washington, D. C.
Washington, March 28.—Sealed proposals are being

invited until April 20th for furnishing the signal office of

the War Department with a quantity of electrical sup-

plies. Intending bidders can obtain specifications and

blank forms of proposal by addressing Gen. A. W. '

Greely, chief signal officer. War Department, Washing-

ton. D. C.

The president has signed the army appropriation bill,

which contains a clause making provision for the pur-

chase of supplies for the signal service, telegraphic

articles, instruments, etc.. to the amount of $iS,ooo.

Morse, WilHams & Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., have

been awarded the contract for placing one electric

passenger elevator, in the United States custom house

and postoffice at New Haven, Conn., for the sum of

$2,935-

Emile Berliner of Washington, D. C, has sold his

patent dated August 10, 1886, and covering carbons of

any size or shape having a porosity after baking, to the

New York Carbon Works of 41 Cortlandt street. New
York city.

The joint resolution authorizing the secretary of the

treasury to distribute the medals and diplomas awarded

by the World's Fair Columbian Commission to the ex-

hibitors entitled thereto has been signed by the presi-

The authorities are beginning to open their eyes at

the violations of the law prohibiting the stringing of

overhead wires. A day or two since a policeman re-

ported that during the night two overhead wires had

been strung over Fourteenth street, just north of Rhode

Island avenue. This information set the commissioners

thinking, and th^y acted at oace. True, no peaalty wa ;

attached to violations of this character, and the law was

practically inoperative. Nevertheless, they believed

they could proceed against the lawbreaker under the

police regulations, and sent the superintendent of tele-

graphs and telephones to ferret out the case. With a

lineman he followed the illegal wire from pole to pole.

until finally the responsible end was located in the office

of the Western Union Telegraph company. Orders

from District headquarters were issued to take the wire

down, and the lineman was prepared to cut it down, but

the company promised to remove it, and in a short time

the wire was taken away. D, P.

PERSONAL.
Edward Weston, president of the Weston Instrun

onipany of Newark, N. ]., sailed for Bermuda
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General Electric company, and is now a member 1

tlie firm of Raymond, Slearnes & Gray of New Orlean

electrical engineers and experts.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ric Ap-
is many

asi-d li) hear that In; will soon he in the

.nt of the American Electrical Works is
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steam engine designer, has assumed the management of
its business, and will add at once a full line of his en-
gines, especially designed for direct-connected electrical

work and adapted to dynamos of the American Engine
company's manufacture, thus making complete and sym-

low atert,.',vn An. iIIkt line was pn .pos.^a fr.im Water-
to VVIlite Water rimninK throu gli Jefferson, with a

branch also from Kc,>; Lake to Mclbinry and one from
Gene Delavan. The capital stc)ck of the company
i,s<;M-, noo c)oo, and rresident Alfred E. Case says that

.vliole of the stock has been placed, Mr.
annoil nces tha'I the company has secured the old

n.'IU of wa'1/ of the 1 'ortage & Super ior railway, known
sh;,S.- 1'rice's rail road from Desplalines to Libertyville,

if 22 miles. He says fur

.V figurine with the owmpany is no\ ers of the franchise

ing from Hro\,vn's Lake to M ilwaukee, some 40
mile?I. and :also for a1 franchise under which the company
will 1)e able to build lines into Chica,30-

J. J. Shipherd of this city, says the C

}i-dcr, one of the gentlemen interested

lotor company, which has been conductin

xperiments in regard to use of storage I

stated that he
sfied dth the experin

made. "The theory is a beautiful i

herd, "for the new system would do away entin

expensive power plants and cumbersome, da
overhead wires. You see the system we are wor
is not to charge a battery and then let it run d

has been the method in vogue with most invent

. gasoline tank and by manufacturing c :elec-

:Uy . the .able the

th the minimum of expense. Just as long as

the gasoline in the tank holds out, just so long we can
run. I could not tell you just how much gasoline we
can carry, but I do know that there is enough to make
power for 24 hours. We have a car running on the Su-
perior street tracks, after the cable stops. The work
done is very good so far, and we all believe the method
of transmitting power now in use will be superseded by
the storage battery in time." Both the battery and mo-
tor employed in these experiments were invented by Mr.
Washburn of the Ford-Washburn Storelectro company.

TELEPHONE.
The city council at Terre Haute, Ind., on March 25th

refused a franchise for the People's Telephone company,
and E. P. Knight, president of the Indiana Harrison
Telephone Construction company, which has the right

for the Harrison telephones for that state, announced
that he would endeavor to form a local company to enter

the field in competition with the Bell monopoly. The
People's company was organized last fall by Terre
Haute capitalists, but the Bell company delayed action

until the People's stockholders were doubtful about en-

tering the field. This delay on the part of some stock-

holders was the excuse for the action of the council.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The electrical engineer has many enemies, from the

teredo, which ruins his submarine cables, to the mice,

which devour his electric light mains. It has remained
for the English town of Blackpool to furnish a new ter-

ror. Blackpool possesses a menagerie, from which
there recently escaped a porcupine. When recovered it

was found to have devoured the insulation off two cables

of a three-wire system and to be desperately engaged on
the internal strands. It is not stated how this diet

agreed with the aoimal.

TRADE NEWS.
Edward C. Talcott, who has been connected with the

Jewell Belting company for several years, will hereafter

represent the company in Western New York and Penn-
sylvania. Mr. Talcott has a large number of friends in

the electrical business who will wish him continued suc-

belt: , tha

General Manager Thomas Wallace, Jr., of the An-
sonia Electrical company of Ansonia, Conn., has re-

cently returned from a short trip in the South, where he
went to recuperate. This company has been doing a

large business of late, with good prospects. The excel-

lence of its manufactures is well known, like the name.
Preparations are being made for extending the business
to meet the growth of trade.

The O. S. Piatt Manufacturing company of Bridge-
port, Conn,, has completed its organization and is now
making a number of changes in its factory plant, espe-

cially to meet the growing demand for the New England
switch. This switch has passed all the tests of the

various insurance boards and has received compliment-
ary notices from construction firms. O. S. Piatt is

well known as an inventor and skillful mechanic, and
will continue in personal supervision of all the com-
pany's manufacturing interests, assisted by C. J. Knapp,
who has been elected secretary and treasurer.

The fine new catalogue of the Koyal Electric com-
pany of Peoria, 111., shows that this enterprising con-
cern is well up to the front in the manufacture of elec-

trical machinery. The Royal alternator, made by this

company, is well known, and its advantages are clearly

set forth, with meritorious illustrations, in the new cat-

)ws switchboards, rheostats, trans-

tc. The company also makes di-

and motors, and is prepared to

ny class of alternating" current or

alogue, which also

formers, fuse boxes

Foree Bain of Chicago is undoubtedly an exponent of

"absolutely unbiased expertism," as we are told in an
exceptionally attractive and convincing booklet on
"Electrical Expertism" which he has just issued. In

2 clearly set forth,

aployme
this brochu
and the reasons
electrical engine

of the engineer

worth, they don

:ible facts E

nake wis

concisely stated.

ithout his ad\

I the value
addressing the

says: "Whatever they may be
: you anything, because the expert
sses which you would be certain to

ce and his services."

The electrical fraternity will be interested to learn
that the Independent Electric company, 153 Lake street,

Chicago, is now manufacturing quite extensively bicycle

parts and accessories. The tested fuse wire and links

of this company are well known to electrical people, and
the concern does a large business, in fuse wire in the
East as well as the West. In an interview recently the

manager, William R. Goodman, spoke with enthusiasm
of the steady and rapidly -growing business of the com-
pany in fuse wire. The Independent Electric company,
in addition to its- electrical business, has done quite an
extensive work in the introduction of a number of novel-
ties. The Whitley exerciser is one of its best known
specialties, and this device has met with phenomenal
sale. A curious point noticed by Mr. Goodman was
that the company has had remarkable success in placing
the Whitley exerciser with customers who have hereto-

fore bought nothing but fuse wire. It is needless to

say that the company owes its success largely to Mr.
Goodman's efforts. He has been indefatigable in push-
ing for trade, and it is a notable fact that his advertising
is seen all over the United States.

A very elaborate report of tests made by the Pittburg
Testing Laboratory at the works of the Carrie Furnace
company. Keating Station, Pa., to determine the relative

performance of Babcock & Wilcox and Cahall boilers, is

issued by H. E. Collins & Co. of Pittsburg. The tests

were made on January 31st and February ist on a 250
horse power boiler of each make, under as nearly the

same conditions as possible. The report is signed by
A. B. Bellows, Blast furnace gas was used as fuel, and
all the conditions are exhaustively described. The
laboratory company, in its "general remarks," says: "It

is interesting to note from the results given in the tabu-
lated report that while the B. & W. boiler evaporated
more water, it did so with a much greater heating surface,

and when the two boilers are compared on an equal basis

of heating surface, the Cahall, notwithstanding it had
less gas, evaporated more water per square foot of heat-

ing surface. - - * * We have tested quite a num-
ber of different makes of boilers, and all our experience
has been that the Cahall can make steam on the smallest

amount of waste gases, which, of course, is due to the

high efficiency which it develops as shown by tests made
by different independent engineers." In the "tabulated
results" appended it is stated that theB. & W. boiler

evaporated 3.35 pounds of water per hour per square
foot of heating surface, while the Cahall evaporated
3-. 54 pounds. The percentage of total calorific power
utilized is placed thus: B. & W., 54.45 per cent.; Ca-
hall, 76.89 per cent.

BUSINESS.
L. A. Chase & Co., 161 Fort Hill Square. Boston,

show by an illustrated pamphlet how complete are their

facilities for electrical manufacturing and repair v/ork.

The workmen, machinery and facilities are all of the

highest grade.

J. D. Mclntyre, with the Pass & Seymour company of

Syracuse, N. Y., was in Chicago recently. Mr. Mclntyre
is making a tour of the western states in the interest of

bis company, and has met with flattering success. He
has secured many orders for the goods manufactured by
his company, which are widely known.

The American Engine company of Bound Brook,

N.J., announces that Frank H. Ball, the well-known

y thai the
...jmplishing its re-

ind Packard lamps.

cago. The power is seciin.-il h';. .;
,

freight elevator. The plant is running
ducing a satisfactory light. Jt is needle

dynamo is splendidly assisted

suits by the use of Paranite wire ana I'acKara lamps.
The switchboard is equipped with C. E. M. jack-knife
switches and Whitney instruments.

Word has been received from President Burroughs of
the American Battery company. Chicago, that he has
just closed a contract with General Joseph Torrence for
sixty 600 ampere-hour cells for lighting his private resi-

dence. The American Battery company reports also a
rapidly increasing business and one that affords the com-
pany much encouragement as to the future. The stor-

age battery business of the United States has been nar-
rowed down to a few concerns, placing the American
company in an enviable position to secure a large share
of the western business. For years the American com-
pany has dealt in storage batteries, and has unquestion-
ably mastered its business, so that it is now producing a
battery for which the best results are claimed.

' The Akron Electric Manufacturing company, Akron,
Ohio, has just about completed a 1,000-light plant for

the Diamond Match company of Liverpool. England.
Recently, in conversation with Manager H. A. Palmer, a
representative of the Western Electrician learned
that this was the fourth plant that the company has sold

to the Diamond Match company. Taking into consider-
ation the fact that this immense corporation has for
years bought its electrical machinery from no other con-
cern, it is needless to say that this speaks well for the
merits of the Akron company's dynamos. Engineer
Charles L. Pisel of the Diamond Match company re-

cently, in a letter to Mr. Palmer, wrote that "the whole
system, from dynamos to lamps, indicates the high
standard your company has reached in electrical machin-
ery and construction work." He added: "I believe it to

be far above the average. This plant has stood the crit-

icism of the highest authority and has been compli-
mented by all." Such words as these need no comment.
In addition to the above, the Akron company is about to

make a shipment to Pittsburg of a 25 horse power motor
to be used in the office of the F/dsbiirff Chronicle.
This makes the fifteenth machine which the Akron com-
pany has running in Pittsburg.

The new American Electric Heating corporation of

'

Boston is already busily at work in its field. "Cooking
and Heating Appliances" are very attractively illustrated

and described in a pamphlet just issued, in which it is

stated that the electric heater is bound to supersede all

older methods of obtaining artificial heat. The great
advantages of electrical heat are enumerated, while the
absolute safety in using the current in improved appli-

Dted The
plete and varied line of apparatus for electric heating,
including ovens, cooking utensils, chafing dishes, curling
tongs, heaters, sad-irons, portable air heaters, glue pots,

immersion heaters for melting pitch, etc. Slate or
marble cooking tables are delivered with all necessary
screws, bolts, etc., ready to put together, only requiring
the placing of the plugs and switches and the connect-
ing wiring. There being no smoke or fire, no chimney
is required, therefore the cooking table can be fitted in

any convenient place to which wires can be carried, and
may be removed at will by simply disconnecting the
wires. They are furnished in two sizes, one with a
working surface 30 inches long by 22 inches wide, with
back slab 10 inches high for switches, and the other
with a working surface 48 inches long by 26 inches wide,
with back slab 20 inches high. The latter size has also

a shelf 48 inches long by nine inches wide, giving that

much more cooking surface without taking any addi-
tional room. These appliances can be used on either
direct or alternating current and are constructed for the
required voltage, therefore the character of the current
and the voltage should be stated when ordering.

Edwin S. Reid, who has been with the Standard Un-
derground Cable company for many years, as superin-
tendent of construction, has severed his connection with
that company and has accepted a position with the Na-
tional Underground Cable company, with main office at

New York and branch offices at Chicago, -Philadelphia and
Boston, as its general superintendent of construction,

and all construction work done by the National company
will be under his immediate charge and supervision.
Mr. Reid, who was for many years associated with
S. D. Field in his various electrical works, entered the
underground cable business in its earliest days, and
many of the appliances used on underground cable work,
which have tended to make underground cables success-

ful, are of his invention and design. There are but few



underground systems in the United States which Mr,

Reid has not had something to do with, and his experi-

ence covers not only the construction of cables, but also

the building of complete subway systerns; and besides he

has the advantage of being able to make the most deli-

cate and complicated electrical tests, and of being mas-
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terof electrical subjects generally. The National Under-

ground Cable company has just received an order from

the West End Street Railway company of Boston cover-

ing all the lead-covered underground feeder cable to be

used by the latter company during the year 1S96, The
first work to be done on this contract will be for about
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21 miles of 500,000 cicular mil cable and two miles of

1,000,000 circular mil cable. The West End company
has been using, for some time, large quantities of the

National company's cable, and the giving of this order

speaks for itself as to the quality of the cable and the

satisfaction it has given.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

6 761 Telephone Switch. William A. Moore, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Application filed September 5, 1895.

The combination in a telephone switch of one or more

contact points, a finger lever, asliding 1—' " -"-""i-"

nterposed t : finger

.the elbow lever, and from the elbow lever to the sliding

= s6 76q Electrode for Secondary Batteries. Oscar

Pirsch, Liege. Belgium, Application filed March

II, 1895-

A conductive core for storage battery eleccrodes con-

structed of thin sheet lead and provided on both 1^9" with

outwardly flaring tubular projections, having radially di-

verging and overhanging teeth or branches, the rows of

between the rows of projections on the opposite face,

.;-;6 782. Secondary Battery. Max Sussmann, Neu-

Ruppin, Germany. Application filed May 15, 1895.

for i

finely divided

;s6 854 Conductor for Electrical Decomposing Tanks.
'

John Leith, St. Helen's, England. Application

filed November 20, 1895.

positive and negative cells

I wmcn conductors a

1 cathodes of the fir;

>-electric Machii

tiple. EdmoEd 'Verstraete, St. Louis, IV

cation filed September i, 1894.

536.823. Automatic Groundi
Conductors. George A. Jewett, CI

plication filed July 8, 1895.

The invention comprises a suspended

employed.

Device for Electric

:t, Chicago. 111. Ap-

ons between
t electrica11>

close proximity to the

spring-arm, the latter being adapted to move into contact

with the stationary part when unsupported by the wire,

556,862, Controller for Electric Motors. Edward D.

Priest, Schenectady, N. Y, Applit

1S95

of the liaudle in lln' iii'^sii

),864. Trolley Supp'Tt.

Lichterfelde. Germany,
ber 3. 1895.

Yieldiiisly pressed levers

556,865. Alternating Current Syslci

Jr.. Swampscott, Mass. Appli<

Issued March
videdwithan a

NO 556.8S2

556,882. De\ice for Placing Electric Blasting Fuse:

Robert H Elliott, Birmingham. Ala Apphcatio

filed July 13, 1895.

In an igniting device for use in blasting, the combinatic

is claimed with an electric fuse, of flexible wires connecte

to the fuse, and covered with flexible insulating materi;

for a short distance from the fuse, and a rod made of i

sulating material and inclosing the portion of the win

556.893. Electric Car Truck. Emil Lundqvist, Pitt

burg, Pa. Application filed July 31; 1S95.

sisting of a
ed with the gear through a flexible

;

loose sleeve surrounding the axis,

ibiy coupled to the gear wheel, and

Electric Arc Lamp. George C. Pyle, Indian-

3, Ind. Application filed May 2. 1S95.

ar mounted parallel with the upper electrode, a clutch

anism at its upper end to hold the upper end of such

rode, a ring extended from the lower end to support

electrode at its lower tapering end, and an extension

. from such holding-bar insulated from it and provided

means for holding the upper end of the lower electrode

Electrical Detonator. Charles H. Rudd. Chi-

. filed February 3,

556,903
cage. III. Appl:

The features

of the circuit is increased by the fusing o£ thi

Electrical Detonator. Charles H. Rudd. Chi

3 of the 556,904

intervening between the flanged wheel and the pawl for
holding such pawl and for liberating the same when the
flanged wheel does not bear upon the conductor.

556,945. Regulating Device for Controlling Working
of Electromotors. Rene Thury. Geneva, Switzer-

land. Application filed February 8. 1896.

This is a device for controlling the speed of an electro-
motor, and for putting the latter into circuit as an electric

556,941. Trolley Attachment for Electric Cars, Fred

S. Smith, Hartford, Conn. Application filed June
II, iS95-

nation of only one
on tlie one hand

thnj'soriie "s"

hand-lever, w

nd by means
combination

ith a segmental rack acting
n bearing two switch arms

-.itn
Electric Signal Lamp
phis, Tenn. Applicat

Alexander
on filed June

F, Ward,
21, 1895.

pHseftireout^fit."^

a foldinVm£SrS|^r.h£l|^mo

5,967, Electrical

New York, N, Y
Connector
Applicat

Philip H
on filed July

Fielding,

9. 1895.

A stage or floor pocket is described, consisting of a tube of
insulating material set into the floor or wall, having a free
passage through it and provided internally with electrical

planes, so as to be diagonally opposite each other, in com-

1 bands of condu^

.971. Insulated Support for Contact Rails. Augus-
tus Hanson and James R. Chapman, Chicago, 111.

Application filed October 30, 1S95.

NO. 556,9'57-

. ports are employed, comprising each a
standard or base, and rail support mounted thereon and in-

sulated therefrom; guard planks carrying keys or wedges
and vertical slots provided upon ihe rail supports for the
reception of the keys or wedges are also provided.

',987. Electric Recording Instrument for Ships'

Compasses and Logs. Charles L. Jaeger, May-
wood. N.J. Application filed January 25. 1S94.

p and influenced by the mae-

3 log mechanism, conductors in
d-break contacts, and arranged

on opposite sides of the strip I

sailed, an induction coil and electrical t

ooS. Electric Trolley. George R. Mitchell, New-
town, Pa. Application filed November 22, 1895.

In an electric trolley the combination is claimed of a sup-
Doriinc arm, a curren't-coUectine device carried at the free

adapted t

rree"end c

nder surl spended conductc

N. V. Application filed Septembc

557.037

1895-

Thi;
tube 15

. being indented, widened and <

umber 28,

557.094. Converter of Frequency for Alternating Elec-
tric Currents. Maurice Hutin and Maurice Le-
hlanc, Paris. France, Application filed March 13,

4*
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National Electric Light Association.
The sessions of the convention of the National Elec-

tric Light association, which will be held in New York
next month, will be in one of the large rooms in the In-

dustrial building. Lexington avenue and Forty-third

street, The hotel headquarters will be the Murray Hill

Hotel, Park avenue and Forty-first street, within two

blocks of the convention hall. Prices to delegates. S.2

per day and upward on the European plan; S4 and up-

ward on the American.

Railroad Station Lighting Plant at Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

The thriving city of Syracuse, N. Y., is now adorned

by a railroad station which is, perhaps, large and hand-

some enough to atone for the dinginess, discomfort and

inconvenience of the old station, which the town out-

grew many years ago. The station was built by the

New York Central & Hudson Kiver Railroad company,

which owns the principal railroad traversing the city,

and has just been completed. The building for the pas-

senger station and local offices is a picturesque structure

of pink granite, with brown stone trimmings and a Span-

ish tile roof. It is 170 feet wide by 124 feet deep, and

the exterior and interior are respectively 'distinguished

fords an interesting spectacle to passengers passing

through the adjoining subway. The exhaust steam is

used for heating, although reducing valves are pro-

vided to use the "live" steam for this purpose if neces-

The engine-dynamo units are shown in the picture.

There are two of them, each consisting of a Ball & Wood
simple engine and an Eddy four-pole 115 volt dynamo.
One of the dynamos has a capacity of 75 kilowatts and
the other is rated at 25 kilowatts. Connected with the

lighting circuits are 1,200 incandescent lamps, 30 Water-
house & Gamble low-tension arc lamps and two small

Eddy motors. .The arc lamps are in the train-shed.

The rotunda is very effectively lighted by 500 incan-

The following list of papers has been ;

committee:

Single-phase Self-starting Synchronoi
F. H. Leonard.

the

by a massive tower and a rotunda go feet square and 60

feet high. The adjacent train-shed is 482 feet long and

1 28 feet wide, with steel trusses 32 feet apart having a

span of 108 feet. The station was designed by Brad-

ford L. Gilbert of New York, who also planned the Illi-

nois Central station in Chicago, and a perspective view

is given in the smaller illustration on this page.

Under the tracks in the train-shed is the power and

lighting plant, the electrical portion of which is illus-

trated herewith. Three boilers are installed, and two

are constantly in use. Each boiler stands on four up-

right supports of its own. without any shell of masonry.

EfEective packing is obtained by magnesia covering, so

that little heat is radiated, and the temperature of the

boiler room rarely, if ever, rises above 70 degrees. The
auxiliary steam plant of pumps, feed-water heaters, etc.,

is very complete, and especial attention is paid to neat-

arrangepient, so that the plant af-

LIGHTING PLANT AT SYRACUSE. X. V. ENGINE-DYNAMOS A

descent lights disposed in stucco and plaster work and

also in beautiful fixtures especially designed by Oxley &

Enos of New York, the whole producing a very pleasing

effect. Other artistic fixtures are found in the restau-

rant, waiting-rooms and offices. The switchboard, which

is of marble, is shown in Fig. 2. It has the usual equip-

ment of switches, rheostats and instruments. The

agei o ground i

jghoutand shows an avei

er one megohm. Simple

^sed.

October ist last, and has

er since, the feeders never

night Not a single ac-

This plant was started

been operated continuously ev.

being without current day or

cident has occurred, and the entire installation ha:

proved eminently smooth-running and satisfactory. Tht

installation and equipment was done by Gustave Mon
rath & Co. of Chicago for the Eddy Electric Manufac

turing company of Windsor, Conn.

Results Accomplished in Distribution of Light and
Power by Alternating Currents. By AV. S. R. Emmet
Acetylene Gas. By Louis A. Ferguson.
Evolution of the Arc Lamp. By L. H. Rogers.
Steam Boilers: Their Equipment and Management.

By Albert A. Gary.
Electrolysis. By William Brophy.
Evolution of Interior Conduits: From an Electrical

Standpoint- By Luther Stieringer.

A general -discussion on the "Desirability of a Stand-

ard Socket" will be opened by Alfred Swan. Another

special feature will be a lecture by D. McFarlan Moore
on ' 'The Light of the Future.

'

Other topics will be discussed, as the committee has

been in communication with several gentlemen who
have signified a willingness- to prepare papers, but the

subjects have not yet been announced. This feature of

the meeting will undoubtedly be in keeping with the

rest of the arrangements.
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New Method of Studying the Light of Al-

ternating Arc Lamps.'
Bv William L. Puffer.

Somewhat more than a year ago I wished to demon-

strate to the senior class in electrical engineering, dur-

ing a lecture I gave them on alternating current phenom-

ena, that, although when examined by means of a large

projected imageupon a white screen in a darkened room,

the alternating current arc appeared to be as steady as

the direct current arc, and the light was thrown equally

upward aswellasdownw^ard, yet there were very great

fluctuations in the light due to the intermittent heating

of the carbon points

The method chosen

given us at the [Massa

most excellent results

menlers while investigating the movement of transmi

electrodes, telephone diaphragms, tuning forks, vibra

strings, and the like

A hand regulating arc lamp was placed in a lanti

with a large achromatic lens so adjusted as to make an

image of the arc some lo feet long on the screen of the

lecture room. A transfer switch and suitable rheostats

were arranged so that either a direct current or an alter-

nating current of about 15 amperes could be used. At a

convenient point a disk of about 18 inches in diameter,

in which were cut eight narrow radial slots, was placed

so that the beam of light was interrupted as the disk re-

volved. The disk was fixed to the shaft of a direct cur-

rent motor whose speed could be adjusted \ery closely

by a rheostat in the armature circuit.

As the alternator used was a 125 cycle dynamo, and

the disk had eight slots, the stroboscopic effect would be

produced when the light of the arc would be allowed to

pass at a frequency very slightly more or less than that

of the dynamo, or X 937 '= revolutions per minute

of the motor armature.

Suppose, for example, it ran at 937 revolutions per

minute, then, counting from the time when the current

in the arc was zero each receding flash of light would

be ..i„ part of a complete alternation behind the preced-

ingone. and owing to the persistency of vision the arc

would be seen on the screen, as if the alternations had

been so reduced in speed that it took two seconds for a

single alternation of the current.

An attentive watching of the image as the current al-

ternates is now highly interesting and instructive, and

can only be seen to be fully appreciated.

It is clearly shown that the alternating current arc is a

.sequence of direct current arcs, alternating in polarity,

and that each wave of current produces very clearly and

distinctly all the attributes of the direct current arc.

The hot positive carbon with its white-hot crater,

from which extends the fan-shaped blue light of the arc

to the small white tip of the colder negative carbon, will

be seen to die away, and all light goes out except the

glow of the red-hot carbons, and then light appears

again with the current reversed.

Early in November last the subject was again taken

lip, with the very eflicient

graduate student in electr

R.Lav
hr Ma
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A somewhat long, light shaft, carrying at one end the

disk, and at the other a positive mechanical clutch, was

mounted in line with the armature shaft. As the clutch

could only be thrown in when the two shafts were nearly

equal in speed, a small motor was placed so as to bring

the disk up to speed when the clutch was thrown in and
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the belt 1 ved.

The disk was held in place by a frictional

n the shaft. .-V graduation and reference m
alar change of disk on shaft, and there-

fore of slots with reference to the pole-pieces or alter-

nation of the current.

The arc to be tested was put in a boxing to keep away
air from the currents close behind the disk, and a

camera with a roll holder in front of the disk. With
this arrangement the arc as seen was perfectly steady at

any part of the wave that corresponded to the position

of the disk on the shaft, and as the process of stopping,

setting and starting the disk was very rapid, the roll

holder being in meantime turned, many pictures could

be taken in a very few minutes.

Generally it was not necessary to take more than 12

exposures in order to get a series showing clearly the

changes in light intensities during a single phase.

We found that it was about as instructive to watch

the appearance of the arc on the ground glass of the

camera, and far more beautiful. In this way we exam-

ined both the effect produced in the arc by change in

the voltage of the circuit, the current being kept con-

stant by alteration of the resistance.

For example, with 500 volts, and a large non-inductive

resistance in series with the arc, it was plainly evident

that the current wave was approximately sinusoidal, as

the time of extinction of the current, as indicated by

the blue band of the arc proper, was very short, and the

rise and fall of the current gradual and with no irregu-

larities. This is to be expected, as the back electro-

motive force of the arc is small tompared to the voltage

of the generator, and the circuit as a whole is non-

The opposite condition was realized by using a lower

electromotive force and regulating by a reactive coil.

The time of no current was longer, and the current ap-

peared to jump to its maximum in an exceedingly small

angular time. In this case the arc was not steady, show-

ing clearly to the eye that the succeeding waves of cur-

rent were not alike either in form or current value, and
also that the angle of lag was constantly changing. This

fact has always prevented an accurate plotting of wave
forms by the instantaneous contact method, and, al-

though known to exist, was never before actually seen.

A very pretty double arc was arranged by using three

carbons and wiring two circuits, each with current regu-

lators, in such a way that the arc was the common junc-

tion, and one carbon was of one polarity, while the

other two were of opposite polarity. With wire resist-

ances in each side, there was nothing peculiar to be

noted other than the effects of the junction of two cur-

rents, but when the resistance in one circuit was grad-

ually cut out, and equivalent inductance cut in, there

was at once visible evidence of the lag of the current,

together with the change of shape of the wave and the

unsteadiness before noted. Owing to the long time of

no current in the inductive side there were times when
even with considerable lag there were actually no

visible traces of current between either point. This

effect was dependent on adjustment of current strength

and inductance as well as voltage. The sequence of

currents. and polarity in this arc was most beautifully

brought out when the disk was disengaged from the

shaft, and driven by the little motor at a rate very

slightly less than the dynamo.
We found that work in the immediate vicinity of the

dynamo was not very desirable, owing to air currents

from the dy-

i disk with four radial slots

shaft of a Holtzer-

ironous induction motor of eight poles. The
IS motor could be driven by a light belt from
IK induction motor of the same make, which
not quite synchronous under load. By trial

leys are wound with rubber tape until their

I that the brass disk .will be uniformly driven

trifle above synchronism, and the arc light

through the slots to pass through the alter-

iirable

to or from the motor gear is a small spur gear with a

milled head for turning.

Turning this head will evidently cause the motor to

slowly rotate about its axle, and as the armature must be
in step with the dynamo, and as the turning of the motor
changes the position of a given pole piece relatively to

the arc light, it follows that any part of the alternation

of current in the arc may be seen on the screen, and as the

motor has eight poles, a quarter turn, or 90,° on the grad-

uated circle corresponds to a complete cycle in the arc.

The picture of the arc can then be photographed,
measured, or in any way studied at leisure in any phase
relation, as, for example, when the top carbon is posi-

tive, or when there is no arc at all and only dull red car-

bon points visible.

electromotive-force, long and short double arcs, arcs with
much inductance in circuit. Jablochkoff candles, arc
between a ring and a point within, the spinning arc be-
tween the ends of a carbon c)dinder and a concentric
carbon within, with a magnetizing coil around the inner
carbon and the like.

One of the most beautiful arcs investigated by us vis-

ually and photographically was a rotary arc made b>-

the use of three carbons in the same plane, at angles of

120*' apart and wired up as the junction point of an ex-

ternal Yload on a 500 volt 60 cycle three-phase gener-
Non-indu used in the (

ent of a switch, the non-s

,
and the synchronous cut

ire drops into step with

and the current used in one leg of the Y was 10 or 15

Twelve photographs were taken at equal intervals of 30^

in an alternation of the current in one wire. The cut
shows very clearly the relation of the current waves
from the different carbon points, and the curved, fan-

shaped figure indicates the position and direction of the
bluish arc at the corresponding angle. The base of the
fan rests on a positive carbon which has a white-hot
crater and all the appearance of the positive carbon of a
direct current arc. while the tip of the fan rests on the
white spotat the end of a negative carbon.

It will be seen at 0°, for example, there is no current
on carbon i and that 2 is negative and 3 positive, the
blue fan-like arc curving from 3 to 2: 30° later. 2 is still

negative and 3 positive, but that an equal arc is now-

playing from I to 2. At 60°, 2 is still negative, 1 posi-

tive, but there is no current on 3. At go° the appear-
ance is somewhat like 30°. except that the signs are
changed, and the point with the double current is

necessarily much whiter, it being now positive. And so

on through the changes of the complete wave.
This three-phase arc, when seen while the disk is

running non-synchronously, is the most beautiful of any
studied, and may be seen according to the different

length of arc and the divergence of the disk from exact
synchronism, either as a band of blue light which seems
to be progressively traveling over the three sides of a
triangular path, or as a rapidly spinning star of blue
light, being in fact a rotary arc.

The three-phase arc is less noisy than the single

phase, and its light is steadier and has less variation in

its total intensity, owing to the fact that the current
never stops, and there is always a positive carbon.
Three cored carbons, placed parallel side by side, with

the

Concentric with the shaft and liriuly attached t

motor is a brass gear, six Inches in diameter, and o

graduated circle. . On a lever pivoted so as to be th
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English Pumping Station Operated by
Alternating Motors.

power has recently IjTOii made l>y llie ICntjlisli t.iwn o|

Worcester, where alternating current motors li.iv , \,rvn

installed in the city waterworks for the imrposc ol o|.

erating the pumping machinery.

As these pumps were to be used throughout tlie day,

it was thought they would materially help the day load

of the station, especially as the turbines were designed

to take up the whole of the light load. The waterworks

are .some distance from the electric lighting plant, and

special high tension mains have been carried there. The
current is then transformed by means of two 30 kilowatt

transformers to 100 volts, at which pressure the motors

•ire arranged to work.

There are at present two three-throw horizontal

plunger pumps, with rams six inches diameter and 15-

inch stroke, each set being capable of pumping 10,000

gallons of water per hour against a vertical head of 300

feet, through g,ooo yards of lo-inch pipe, at a speed of

about 45 revolutions per minute Each set is iitted with

a second motion shaft, spur wheel and pinion, and fast

and loose pulle\'s with striking ^ear complete. The
pumps are placed side by side upon a strong cast-iron

bedplate of sutTicient length to take the driving gear.

Each pump is fitted .with brass suction and delivery

\alves, and glands and stufling boxes bushed with brass.

The pump rams are of close grained cast-iron, turned

and fitted with guide, shoes and steel pins. The two

motors which are employed are each capable of devel-

oping 30 brake horse power, and are of the alternate

non-synchronous type, running at about 500 revolutions

per minute. The accompanying cut gives a comprehen-
sive view of the equipment.

The motors, after being started and put to work, re-

quire very little attention, indeed, it is claimed to be no

uncommon tiling for the pumping room to be left and
locked up for a considerable time. On one occasion,

according to the London F.lcclrical licrici^-, a caller at

the waterworks, finding no one about, proceeded to the

pumping room, which he found locked. Looking

through the glass door, however, he could discern the

motor.s working away merrily.

Texas Gas and Electric Light Associa-
tion.

The second annual meeting of the Texas Gas and

Electric Light association will be held at Dallas on May
lith and 13th, at which time the following papers will be

presented:

"Electric Light Companies and Their Consumers," b}-

L. T. Fuller of Calvert.

"Fixed and Variable Expenses in Manufacturing
Plants," by Thomas D. Miller of Dallas.

"Our Association," by A. E. Judge of Tyler,

It is understood that Mr, Bauer of Texarkana, Mr,

CuUinane of Denison, and Mr, Lord of Fort Worth, will

present short papers. The following named gentlemen

comprise the committee of arrangements: Thomas D,

Miller, H. L. Monroe, J. C. Lord, Nothing will be left

undone for the comfort and convenience of members and

This ;e will make all necessary arrange-

ments as to details of programme for both days, secure

headquarters and look after hotel rates, A large attend-

ance is anticipated. The present officers of the organi-

zation are: W. E. Holmes, Austin, president; P. Bauer,

Texarkana, vice-president; Homer Starr, Gonzales,

secretary and treasurer. The executive committee in-

cludes L, T Fuller, C. D, Brann, J, H, Fitzgerald,

Thomas D, Miller; finance committee, C, D, Brann,
J.

H. Fitzgerald, L. T. Fuller.

Electrical Topics for Scientific Bodies.

Judging from the published proceedings of scientific

bodies in all parts of the country, electrical subjects con-

tinue to attract the attention of experimenters, and in-

terest in these investigations is constantly extending to

a larger number of students. This fact is particularly

impressed upon those who follow the proceedings of the

Franklin Institute by the Journal for April, which is

devoted exclusively to contributions upon electrical sub-

jects. The first paper presented is a consideration of

"The Rontgen Rays, "by Edwin J.
Houston, Ph. D., and

A. E. I-Cennelly, Sc. D., with discussion by Prof, A, E,

Dolbear, Prof, Elihu Thomson, Dr. Joseph W. Rich-

ards, John Carbutt, Prof. C. F. Himes, Prof. M. B.

Snyder, James Wilson and others. Another interesting

contribution is Pedro G. Salom's article on electric car-

riages. There is also a paper by Maurice Barnett on

"The Evolution of the Storage Battery," which is dis-

cussed by C. ], Reed.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Electrical Station Economy.
I'r Kasch, in / /in/iisliir /Jirlrujiie. says that cap-

ital invc^sliid in electric lighting alone is not properly
utilized. The showing of the best month, December, is

taken too often as a standard, and used as a basis for

financial statements. The depreciation and interest on
the original investment, .idded to the expense of admin-

maintenance cost, for the expense of the nrotluction of

thet i|>ar

(..ri'al c-tlort has been made to save in the utilization

of material, the tariff for motor current has been re-

duced, but the minimum price of to-day, 31 centimes per
kilowatt hour, is still above the reach of small industries,

and even wor.se for those who require large machines,
A very material riductiun in rates, coupled with a bind-
ing clause preventing the us.- of current, except when the
lighting demand is least urgent, has been attempted.
But an arrangement like this only imperfectly reaches

the difficulty, for a hardship is worked upon the con-
sumer who is compelled to open his switch at four o'clock

in winter and cannot avail himself of power current after

.\nd, again, there is a manifest injustice in according
a rebate to consumers of current for one purpose while
refusing it to another—to charge more for light than for

tral station. 1 o accomplish this a second wire, calcu-
lated for feeble currents only, is necessary. These sec-

ondary lines are single-pole lines, and the pilot wires of

cables may be utilized, arranged as for telephone pur-

Fig. 1 will show how this may be done, by connecting
the fine wire spool to the principal line, and to the sec-

ondary, as shown, all the meters being connected sim-
ilarly. The secondary lines terminate at a distribution

bus-bar .v.v of the switchboard. Fig, 2. This bar is

connected across a resistance r, to one of the principal

bars .•.,« of the board. When this resistance ;• is short-

circuited the fine wire spools of all the meters are

actuated by the normal tension of the station.

During the evening hours when the meters should
show the entire consumption, the resistance /• is in

short-circuit, ft is recommended that an interrupter be
put in parallel with this resistance, so placed that tamper-

ing with the arrangement is impossible

The regulation of ;•, which changes with the modifica-

tions of the tariff and when several new meters have
been placed, is easily accomplished through a voltmeter

which is placed in derivation upon the fine wire spool,

and which should bear the same relation to the mean
tension of the circuit as the reduced tariff bears to the
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power, especially when the former demands as much cur-

rent by day as by night. Of this class examples are

cafes, restaurants and hotels. It is unjust to ask for

what purpose current is needed; it is only fair to con-

sider the hours of the day when current is used.

It would be of advantage in some central stations to

fix the normal price of energy for the time from 4 to 10

reduce the price considerably during the balance of the

24 hours, and this would not interfere with the commer-

cial demand for electrical energy.

This general line of practice has been adopted at

Ipswich, England, where each consumer has two meters,

one of which registers the day and night consumption,

and the other the evening consumption. At the proper

time all the meters are manipulated so as to record the

current used at the other rate. In some installa.ions

this change is made by a clock attachment.

These arrangements are somewhat complicated, but

the system here suggested, which depends on a meter in

which the indications are proportional to the tension at

the extremities of the fine wire spool, may be found in-

teresting. If the meter is attached in the ordinary man-

ner, that is to say, if the coarse wire spool is in the

subscriber's line and the fine wire spool is placed between

As for example, if the maximum tension is no volts

with a normal price of one franc and a minimum price

of 20 centimes per kilowatt hour, the resistance i- should
be regulated so that the voltmeter would show a tension

of one-fifth the normal pressure, thus:

=22 volts.

alysi;

others of one squ

It capacity.

n the three- ivirei

thi;

This arrangement is applicable

tem, but it is clear that it may be

three or five-wire installation.

As shown by the followii

will be found that pilot wi

Suppose we have an instal

tem, covering 500 meters, supplying 35 consumers with

a total of 1,000 incandescent lamps. The copper for a

fall of two volts will require to be 480 millimeters square
for each of the principal conductors. The fine wires

of the 35 meters, which absorb each ,;'„ of an ampere
(Siemens & Halske or Aron), are connected between the

intermediate cable and the special conductor, having a

section of one millimeter square. This will then cause

a fall of potential of 2.4 volts, or 2.2 per cent.

Hence, we see that under unfavorable circumstances

it is possible to produce a proper difference of tension

and the apparatus indicates the total

But nothing prevents submitting this

ision which can be regulated at the cen-

in the fin

presents. But fir;

: the advantages which this system

be understood that these fig-
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ures are based upon every-day practice when it is

First—The maximum tariff is applicable to the con-

sumption of current in winter from 4 to 10 p. m., and in

summer from S to 10 p. m., an average of from 6 p. m. to

10 p. !M., forming a total of 1,460 hours per year of 365

days, at one franc per kilowatt hour.

Second—That the minimum rate (20 centimes per kilo-

watt hourl is applicable to the other hours of the day.

Third—To determine the amount of rebate, the mean

hours of lighting are found by dividing the meter record

in kilowatt hours by the power installed. In other

words, suppose that our rebate table allows six per cent.

1750 I
I pert

to 1,500 hours' consumption, 15 per cent, on -1,500 (or

over) hours' consumption.

First Ca«.—Lighting the entire night.

Meter record'. P kilowatts are consumed during

4,300 hours, 1,460 of which pay the maximum rate and

2,840 pay the minimum rate.

,460+PX / 2,840X j
= :,02S P.

Cost: PX2,o2SXo.85=PXi,724 francs. Actual en-

ergy; PX4.300 kilowatt hours. Actual price of kilowatt

1.400 franc.

Second Case.—Lighting during the day. Say that

in a cafe there are 30 lamps installed, consuming 1.5

kilowatts. These burn 300 days, from 8 a. m. to noon,

and from to 2 to 8 p. m., or, in all, 3,000 hours per an-

num, of which only 600 hours are amenable to the max-

imum charge, while the remaining 2,400 hours are only

chargeable at the minimum rate.

Record of the meter:

/ 2,400X20\
I 5ooH 1=1, 62c kilo«

1-5

Rebate, 10 per cent. Cost: 1,620X0.9=1,458 francs.

Actual energy: 3,000X1-5=4,500 kilowatt hours. Actual

price: 1,458
^0.324, or 1.62 centimes per lamp hour of

4,500

50 watts.

Third Case/ A concert hall is lighted three times

per week from 8 to u P. M., or three hours, of which

two pay the full tariS. The meter shows:

52X3 (jH 1=343 hours for each kilowatt in-

stalled. In fact there are 52X3X3=468 hours. The

average price will consequently be:

=73-3

c

i per kilowatt-hour

I'ourlli Case.—A restaurant is illuminated by 80 lamps,

consuming a total of four kilowatts. The energy con-

sumed is regulated thus: a, from dark to S p. m., one

kilowatt; b. from 8 to 1 1 p. m.. four kilowatts; c, from

11 p. M. to I A. M., two kilowatts. The meter registers

for the entire year:

From 8 to 10 p. m. 730, 4k. w. max.=2. 920 k.w. hours

From loto II p.m./A 365, 4 k.w. min.= 292 k.w. hours

From II to I a.m. ^^q 730. 2 k.w. min.^ 292 k.w. hours

Total 4,212 k. w hours.

Dividing the energy by the kilowatts installed (four

kilowatts), we have the mean duration of illumination.

1,053 hours. The consumer then is entitled to a rebate

iif 10 per cent., and hence will pay at the rate of 90

centimes per kilowatt hour; 4,212X0.9=3,800 francs.

But the patron has in fact consumed 7o8Xi+(73oX4)+

( 3''5X 4 )+7 30X2=6, 548 kilowatt hours, and he pays

.1,800

mes per lamp hour of 50

548

SScentipaes, or

alts.

F.ach example given be applied lo similar condi-

it cannot fail of impressing itself

I its adoption should add to the list

of patrons many who under another system could not

afford the luxury of electric current.

Now see another anvantage: It is clear that the con-

sumer, from motives of proper economy, will profit by

the minimum rate, and use his motor power as far as

possible when it will cost the least money, which will of

course be the hours when current is in least demand.

The "Hercule-Progres" Turbine.

It has been very truly said that to be a good electrician

one should be a good mechanic, and it is proper to add

an expert in hydraulics. The number of water-driven

dynamos is daily increasing. The practice abroad is in

some respects considered by some experts in advance of

this country's. The "Hercule-Progres," for moderately

high waterfalls, say from 25 to 30 meters, is pronounced

one of the most satisfactory turbines that has yet been put

on the foreign market, according to L' Electrici'en.

This turbine is shown complete in Fig, 1 and in sec-

tion in Fig. 2. Of the centripetal type, it partakes also

of the reactionary and of the parallel types, the water

passing radially from the inlets L. Fig. 2, upon the wheel

//. It then follows a deviation oE go° and descends par-

allel to the axis, acting by its specific gravity on the un-

dershot paddles below. The flow is controlled by a gate

A', formed like a ring, which moves vertically between

the inlet /, and the wheel //. This gate is connected

with two gears, O O, which mesh into the pinions /' /',

these last being governed by an outside bevel gear a : on

the same shaft is seen a pulley Z with a chain and coun-

ter weight balancing the weight of the gate. This is all

governed from the deck above by the intervention of an

endless screw, the-shaft b being continued upward. Fig,

3 shows in detail the bottom of the turbine, with its

municipality would be gratified by your appointing a
representative to take part in the celebration to be held
here on the 15th and i6th of June next. Be so good as

send to Professor Stewart, clerk of senate, the Uni-
versity, Glasgow, not later than loth April, the name
and address of your representative, in order that a formal
invitation may be forwarded to him.

President Wilmerding has named T. C. Martin of

New York as the representative of the association and

that gentlemen has accepted the appointment.

American Bell Telephone Company's
Annual Report.

[From the Boston correspondent of the Western Elbc-

On March 31st the annual meeting of the stock-

holders of the American Bell Telephone company
was held at Boston. There was an attendance of about

120 shareholders, among whom were two or three

women.

The shareholders unanimously authorized the board

of directors to increase the capital of the company

from 521,500,000 to 523.650,000 and the number of

shares from 215,000 to 236.500, an increase of 10 per

cent. At par value the new stock will be worth $2,150.-

000 and will be sold at auction according to law. The
date of sale has not yet been announced

spoon-shaped discharge gates, which

ment of great strength as well as an additional function

in the applied power. Fig. 4 shows still more distinctly

the reactionary surface of the discharge paddles. Fig. 5

shows the great strength and compactness of the several

parts.

Its peculiar form renders it available in either a pit or

quite near the level of the supply. The guaranteed effi-

ciency is 80 to 85 per cent. At full flow a turbine fur-

nished the government has, on test, shown 90.4 efiiciencj

of the theoretical power of the waterfall, and 72 to 7C

per cent, with half head.

Two years ago the Legislature of Massachusetts author-

ized the Bell company to, issue additional stock to the

par value of $30,000,000. At that time the capitalization

of the company was $20,000,000. Since then two issues

have been made up to date, one of 5500.000 in Novem-

ber, 1S94, and one of &i. 000, 000 in 1S95'. The a.jount

Prio

: floated

to the

Lord Kelvin's Jubilee.

The following communication on the subject of the

"jubilee of the Right Honorable Professor Lord Kelvin"

has been received by the National Electric Light associa-

tion from John Caird, principal and vice-chancellor of

the University of Glasgow, and Sir James Bell, Bart.,

lord provost of Glasgow;

In the autumn of this year the Right Honorable Lord
Kelvin completes the fiftieth yenr of hi^ i.>nnrp of the

chair of natural philosophy m ili- 1 ihm 1 .lu ol Glas-

gow, An event so rare in .h - 1,
:

n.iturally

calls forth the heartiest conf^ra: II
1

'

' nui-Tsity

authorized to-day brings up the total of new

on the legislative grant to $4,150,00^

legislative grant there had been two other

the capital of the company—one of $2,500,000 in 1891

and another of an equal amount in 1892.

President John E. Hudson was unable to preside,

owing to a severe throat affection, and Director William

H. Forbes was elected president pro tem. Charles E.

Hubbard was re-elected clerk and William R. Driver

treasurer. The old board of directors was also re-

elected.

President Hudson's report contained tables showing

the output of telephones from 1884 to the close of the

year 1895, and exhibiting the consolidated statistics of

The number of instruments in the hands of

under rental on December 20, 18S4, was 325.-

574. and on December 20. 1895, 674,976. showing an in-

crease over the preceding year of 92,470, and an in-

crease in eleven years of 349,402. or more than 100 per

From another table the following statistics aVe taken,

showing the condition of the company's equipment on

January 1. 1896: Exchanges. 927: branch oflices. 686;

miles of wire on poles, 260,324; miles of wire on build-

ings, 12.861: miles of wire underground. 184,515; miles
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liles of wire, 45i),72«; suits in bringing the service within the reach of many

-.17.^,^7: ^"tal employes, 11,930; total st?
for larRe use of the exchanR

The Edison Fluoroscope.

imiber of exchange connections daily

rs, made up from actual count in most

ephone plant in the

ofTirial reports and

.and .!5,"^^7 md-s "t wire, an increase of 35, ijo. The

ported by all companies for the year 1S95 was 82,940,-

444.40 (not including earnings of the American Tele-

phone tS: Telegraph company). Earnings of extra terri-

torial lines included in this sum amounted to $1,311,-

029,51: of which last amount the American Bell Tele-

phone company received $148,694.47, an increase over

i8q4of S4r,755.oi.

Other tables are presented showing by cities the num-

ber of miles of underground wires in use. New York

leads with 38,986, Chicago following with 20,352. Bos-

ton has i5,6S7c Philadelphia, 10,999; San Francisco,

5,031; Cincinnati, 7,641; Brooklyn, 7,255; Pittsburg,

6,490; Cleveland, 5,638; Detroit, 5,415; Louisville,

5,317; Milwaukee, 5,262; Baltimore, 4,342; Washington,

3,621. St, Louis has only 44 miles placed to her credit,

the work of burying telephone wires in that town only

having been begun during the last year. The American

Telephone & Telegraph company operated 1,264 miles

of underground wire last year.

The following abstract from the report will prove of

particular interest to telephone men:

The last year has been one of unprecedented growth

in the output of instruments,, in the number of exchange
subscribers, and in the mileage of wire, whether used

for exchange purposes or for toll lines. The number of

telephones outstanding on the 20th day of December,
1S95, exceeded the number outstanding on December
20, 1S94, by the sum of 92,470—much more than twice

the gain in any previous year, and about three times the

average yearly gain. This stood, too, for an increase in

the number of subscribers of 38,263 on January i, 1S96,

as compared with the year previous. But not only has

the business increased with such great strides during the

year, but the tendency to turn itself info the best class

of service, metallic circuit, has continued without abate-

ment, or rather has increased in rapidity. January i,

1896, finds the total number of metallic stations 94,747,
being a gain during the year of 40,067 over the number
with which the year began. In connection with this

fact should be noted the increase of 33 per cent, in the

number of toll line conversations, the metallic circuit

subscribers being large users of that class of service.

In the Long. Distance company's system there were
on January 1, i8g6, in operation 5,804 miles of pole line

and cables and 90,251 miles of wire, connecting 149 of-

fices, an increase during the year of 1,187 miles of pole

line and cables, 14,695 miles of wire and 14 offices.

In all there are 29 companies reached (by the Long

"Distance company) whose systems furnish our long line

terminals. These companies report a total of 201,987

stations, of which 78,755 (38.99 per cent.) are connected

by metallic circuit. Andof these 78,755 stations, 20,173

are equipped with long-distance cabinet sets.

The Long Distance company had invested up to

December 31, 1895, in line construction, franchises,

equipment and supplies, $ir, 435, 055. 02. Thecompany
shows an increase in gross earnings in 1895 over 1894 of

31. 1 percent., the amount for 1S95, gross, being $1,326,-

683.89. It will be remembered that the gross earnings

for 1894 were $1,011,961.82; for 1893, $892,361.62; for

1S92, $643,436.77.
The introduction, in many of the larger cities, of the

measured service system, to which reference was made
in preceding reports, has been productive of good re-

inche
he uid style

mare and is c

on'the

veloped. In the United States, having a population of

62,622,000, there are 308,751 exchange and private line

stations operated by licensees of this company. Great
Britain, with a population of 38, 105,000, has 89,095 tele-

phone stations of all classes.

The following tabulated statement by the treasurer,

showing ledger balances December 31, 1S95, and the

comparative statement of expenses and earnings for 1894

and 1895, were appended:

LEDGER BALANCES DECEMBER 3I, iSg^.

Debtors.

Telephones $ 1,285,946.63

Real estate 1,045,926.86
Stocks 44,121,680.95
Merchandise and ma-

chinery 14,054.66
Bills and accounts re-

ceivable 3,463,213.83
Cash and deposits 1,337,892.83

Capital stock $21,500,000.00
Capital stock, premium

Debenture bonds iSSS., . 2,000,000.00

Bills and accounts pay-

able* 1,120,616.01

Patent account (profit

and loss) 12,713,809.16

Profit and loss 6,349,444.13
Reserve 4,035,399.85
Surplus 2,151,011,61

$51,268,715.76 $51,268

s for tlie dividends payable

1894-

Rental §2,502,992.17
,

Dividends I.937.657-77

Commission from ex-terr.

Lines 106. 939. 46

Commission from teleg.

business " 29,352.96
Real estate 69.675.09

Interest 196,455.11
Miscellaneous 5.172.38

^4,848,244.94

£x;pc?iSfs.

Expenses of operation S_ 430.340.29
Legal expenses ' 178,342.88

Real estate 35.798.34
Interest and taxes 356,478.51
Commission 459,958.71
Royalty 5,000.00

Concessions 231,713.64
Miscellaneous 26,827,50

1895-

25.359.05
123,149.61

ib2. 754.73
37,452.70

245.536-S3

296.284.36

1.452.03

649. 508. 41

2,592-37

$1,724,459.87

Surplus
Net eari

Regular
Extra d

Reserve

Surplus

23,785.07 S3.:

51,011.61

13.759-53

11,193.30

13.759-53

dividends, 1S95. . .$2,502,453.00

ividends, 1S95 630,000.00

for unadjusted acc't 81,306.53

type of apparatus

board, the screen proper. This is

iar crystals of calcium tungstate, jirescnUnti a resem-
blance to a piece of clean No. o sandpaper. The cal-

cium tungstate is prepared by fusing srxJium tungstate
with lime in the presence of sodium chloride as a Hux,
and the resulting mass purified by thorough washing.
Mr, Edison carefully examined a large number of chem-
ical compounds, and it was in the course of these inves-
tigations ihat he discovered the highly fluorescent prop-
erty of calcium tungstate to the Rontgen rays,

' 'The apparatus was immediately tested, with very grat-

ifying results. When held near the active portion of

the bulb of a Crookes tube, the screen lights up with a
singularly beautiful white light. In one test a brass-
bound two-foot rule was placed on the screen. All the
metal parts, and even the graduations, were clearly vis-

ible; the wood was entirely transparent, showing the
rivets with great distinctness. The handle of a screw-
driver proved equally transparent. Coins in a purse
were easily seen, and similar objects covered with note-
books, etc. Very weird effects are obtained when the
hand or arm is placed on the screen. The bones show
with considerable clearness, and one may readily follow
their movements when the fingers are moved.

ems capable of much im-
the Rontgen rays. Its

applications to surgery are obvious, and in this connec-
tion a multitude of applications are suggested. The
results do not compare in sharpness with the sciagraphic
negative and prints. Every photographer knows how
vastly the negative exceeds in detail the image on the
ground-glass screen. The fluoroscope may be very prop-
erly compared with the ground-glass serpen of the camera,
and will play in sciagraphy much the same part which
the glass screen does in photography.

"Comparisons were at once made between the calcium
tungstate and the barium platinum cyanide screens, and
showed the superiority of the former. In the absence
of any means for the measurement of fluorescent light,

no exact ratio can be stated, but it may be safely esti-

mated that calcium tungstate is several times the more
sensitive. The fluoroscope is the development of a class

of apparatus that has been in use for some time. Lenard
employed it some years since. Professor Rontgen discov-
ered the fluorescent property of barium platinum cyanide
and used a screen coated with this chemical in his memor-
able investigations. Professor Salvioni covered the end
of a tube with such a screen and called it a cryptoscope.
A. C. Swinton and other European experimenters have
used the same device. In this country the screen in

some form of tube has been employed by nearly every
scientific experimenter. Mr. Edison, with his usual
practical bent, has given us a most compact and con-
venient apparatus and the most sensitive screen yet
made. As the matter is of such wide interest to the
medical profession, and even to the general public, we
propose to thoroughly test the capabilities of the screen.

salts of barium strontium and calcium for no doubt a
still more sensitive chemical exists.

Dr. M. I. Pupin of Columbia College, New York, says:

"Messrs. Aylsworth and Jackson £)f East Orange, N.
J.,

presented me, on behalf of Thomas Alva Edison, a tung-

. state of calcium fluoroscope. It is a magnificent piece

of apparatus and will undoubtedly prove of the greatest

service in the new field of work opened up by Rontgen's
discovery. I cannot speak too highly of its merits, and
I take much pleasure in recommending it to all who are
interested in Rontgen radiance. I wish to state also

that this recommendation is spontaneous and not in any
way suggested or even hinted at by the generous donors.

"Mr. Edison and his assistants, Messrs. Aylsworth and
Jackson, deserve the deepest gratitude on the part of

scientific men and the public at large for their magnifi-
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roMMKNTJNG upon the proposition that the great in-

dustrial enterprises of the country be taken out of the

hands <»f private capitalists and placed under govern-

mental control, because of the apparent tendency of the

present owners to effect combinations and otherwise con-

duct them prejudicial to the interests of the public, the

Chicnff-o r"//r(9W/r/r advances this suggestion;

t.survc.l I

tiuHC Views are further corroborated by the slate-

t.^ made in another column, in which the experience

4*

of a well-known electric light man with the city council

and city electrician of a town in Michig^n is related.

The article gives a fair idea of the conditions existing

in many communities to-day and the methods employed

by the advocates of municipal lighting. The writer has

not drawn upon bis imagination and he has not exagger-

ated the conditions, as any experienced electrical man
will readily testify.

Chicagoans have an object lesson constantly before

them in the city lighting plant. Xo belter example

could be suggested, as it proves conclusively how little

dependence can be placed upon the promises of poli-

ticians like John P. Barrett, who. upon the plea of savin"

money for the city, induced the corporation to authorize

his department to e.-^tablish a street lighting plant. A
nade ipal]

conditions as prevail in the street lighting depart-

: of the city of Chicago would be tolerated.

It has become the fashion to speak of the press of the

country in terms of pity and contempt, because of the

supposed inaccuracy of everything published that per-

tains to science and engineering. It may be true, and

in fact there is indisputable evidence, that some of the

great daily newspapers of the larger cities very often dis-

regard the proprieties and sacrifice truth and accuracy

in order to make a sensational yarn. But the news-

papers that do this are certainly few; in fact, they are

insignificantly small in number by comparison with the

great number of reputable journals that strive con-

stantly to add to the sum of human knowledge, and for

this reason the condemnation should not be made in gen-

eral terms, but each particular case should be consid-

ered separately and decided upon its merits. Very often

it is the case that the newspaper is made the victim of

some designing projector or inventor who concocts a

yarn that will attract public attention to his scheme.

When investigation proves the absurdity of the claims

advanced, the man who is really responsible for the pub-

lication of the articles, the alleged inventor, is the first to

disclaim knowledge of authorship, and in many cases he

goes so far as to denounce the newspapers through

which circulation was given to the "fakes"' which he in

reality perpetrated. It seems to be regarded as legiti-

mate enterprise nowadays by a certain class to take up

some man who has already accomplished something of

all sortsof achievments to him. We have had several ex-

hibitions of this sort in electrical circles of late, but we
are pleased to note the general disapproval that these

announcements have met. The electrical fraternity is

not devoid of professional honor, &nd those who have

offended in this way have been made to feel the dis-

pleasure of their associates.

The management of the National Electrical Exposi-

tion, to be held at New York next month, has given out

a list of the individuals, firms and companies that have

secured space for exhibits. The secretary announces

that as many more concerns have filed applications for as

much more space as has already been alloted, but that

arrangements have not yet been completed with these ap-

plicants. Less than a month remains before the opening

of this exhibition, and it behooves intending exhibitors

to complete their arrangements at once. This applies

particularly to the western concerns that have not closed

their contracts for space. Most of the representative

houses have filed applications, and there is no question

that they will be represented, but they should bear

in mind the fact that much preparation and labor will be

required to make a creditable showing, and unless atten-

tion is given the subject at once they will find them-

selves at a disadvantage. The trouble seems to be that

the western houses, in fact all of the companies outside

of New York and the immediate \ icimtx tl,. n, .1 i,-,ili. r

the importance and the magnitude it Ir r.hiliLi.n «>i

thij be

when there was scarely any organi,;aiiun and uhuu ilic

exhibits were scattered over hotels and public buildings.

This exhibition will be carefully arranged, compact and
well ordered, and the prndncts of different manufac-

sible. It will in , .m,„i to everyexhibit and
give to each CMH ;:,;,: miporlance. This will

irical cvIiiImmmii iIi.h has ever been conducted under
the aii-^pH < s 111 III, National Electric Light association

or th<- .\iii.-iiran Sir-et Kailway association. Both of

these organizations, the recognized representatives

their respective industries, have favored this exhibitii

with their unqualified approval, and the general publ

will take advantage of the opportunity thus afforded

electrical apparatus of the present day. It should 1

borne in mind. toD. that the attendance will not be e:

loca thee then

: the 3n to beheld d

will be far bstter attended than any

of the National Electric Light

be a large western delegation, c

from all the leading electrical

and this fact alone should be

ng theexposi'

mual report of the

that corporation

Bell

Telepho

thrive in spite of opposition, competition and the-

general depression which has so seriously affected other

commercial enterprises. Copious e.xtracts from this re-

port are presented on another page, and a study of these

would indicate that the company is actively engaged in

extending its field, improving its service and fortifving:

its position in every possible manner. Reference to the

financial statements which accompany the report indi-

cates that the extension of the business was not ac-

companied by a proportionately large increase in the net

receipts of the company. This may. in part at least, be-

explained by the policy of the Bell interests in attempt-

ing to crush out competition by furnishing free ser-

vice temporarily, or at least charging only a njmi-

cause is the fact that what is known as the limited

service, which is being furnished to residences in many
cities, gives a much smaller return than the regular com-
mercial service. Mention is made of the government:

suits against the Bell company, but no new light is

thrown upon these proceedings. The Berliner case will

come up for argument before the Supreme Court of the

United States upon appeal of the government on
October igth, and until that tribunal passes judgment
nothing can be done by the Bell interests under this

patent. A feature of the report that will be appreciated,

is the numerous tables and the statistics presented. Ths
Bell company has refrained heretofore from disclosing

information concerning its equipment and the volume of

its business, and very litde reliable data of this character

has been made public. It has been known that the coti-

pany possessed splendid equipment, but definite and aa-

thentic information has not been obtainable excepting by
those who were directly connected with the management.
It is only necessary to mention one feature of construc-

tion to convey an idea of the magnitude of the Bell en-

terprise and the advancement that has bsen made dur-

ing the last ten j-ears. and it may be remarked incident-

ally that this is fairly representative of the progress that

has been made in other departments. On January i.

1SS6. the work of bufying telephone wires can be said to

have only just been begun. At that time, according to the

records of the Bell company, this class of work was con-

fined to seven cities, namely, New York. Chicago, Wash-
ington. Pittsburg, Milwaukee. Boston and Brookh n

and the total mileage of underground wire was ^.41-

To-day there are So cities included in the list ani tli-

total number of miles operated by the Bell interests, in-

cluding the Long Distance company, amounts to 1S5,-

S4J

over the previous year. This fact al

dexelopment of the telephone interesits in this

It niav be interesting to note that ieach of the

ready mentioned as having anderground teleph.

in 18S13 has to-day in operation a greater m
miles than the total of the entire coimtrv ten vi

When it is understood tliat corre^spending

ment has been made in other lines the impoiportance of
till irli.[i)ii>nr inti rests will at once bs apparent. It

h iiM 1" 1. rne ill iniiui, too. that to-day there are in

lie hiii'lhiu liiM independent companies whose bu.si-

iiesb .i.ngiug.iies a Lunsidevable amount, and these con-

cerns are rapidly extending their business, putting in

new exchanges and building up a system that bids fair

to rival the Bell plant. This is especially true through-

out the West and Northwest, where compi-titien his

been welcomed and encouragement given to ihcsc \iu\r

pendent companies everywhere. That they, i.hi, h.iM

adopted a high standard of apparatus and consirucii..Mi

is apparent, as they have successfully introduced then
instruments in many places that heretofore have been
considered Bell strongholds



The Anode Fallacy.

In the last issue of the Wksikkn Ki.ki tuician the

riier described some experiments which satisfactorily

apped out the whole generating area of the tube, and

this connection pointed out that the ray was gener-

ed by the cathode stream, and was not a phenomenon

ntly has the anodic clai
[ the anode. So persis

;iterated by many experime that a further search

,.„, been made to discover a basi.s for the error. The

investigation of the action of some induction coils has

given an indication of its origin. The Croakes tube

here employed was the one described in the above arti-

cle. In one case it was exci;e[l by a small coil capable

of giving a thre2in:h sp.-jrk. It was noticed that the

characteristic cathodic fluorescence appeared not only

opposite the cathode, but also to a marked extent op-

posite the anode. The tubs was then t

; with a much larger coil, and

WlCSi'liKN ELLCl RlLlA.N.

legal fraternity throughout the world, inasmuch as an

allirmalive judgment would be tantamount to legalizing

tlie new discovery as competent evidence in litigation

and would establish a precedent that would doubtless be

followed in other countries. The case will come before

the court in the form of an appeal by the Nottingham

Theater company, which was recently mulcted in 55,000

damages in the suit of Gladys Kfolliott, an actress who

sustained injuries by falling through a dilapidated stair-

way in the theater. The plaintiffs case was weak until

the prodviction of negatives of her left fool, taken by

Professor Kamsay by means of the now rays, which

clearly demonstrated that the bones of the foot had been

seriously displaced. With this evidence before it, the

jury promptly gave her a verdict and the theater com-

pan)' appealed.
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piece of platinum, which made the anode for conven-

ience, and which platinum becomes, when bombarded

by Iha cathode rays, the focalized source of Riintgen

rays within the tube. I
I may say that one of the best

tubes in mjt possession, and one which gave the sharpest

image, had a piece of platinum foil mounted in the focus

of the cathode rays, which platinum foil had become

sagged or bent at an angle, its structure resembling the

last mentioned tube designed in London, except that it

had a separate anode.

nsferred The Rontgen Ray Source.

ced node.

again connected t D the smaller coil and the condens r to

the coil was ncrea sed bv the addition of an one

ads, .\s the latter condenserwasanad-

justable one. the eflect of added capacity co uld be closely

sad.l tional capacity was placed in circult

opposite the anode increased. v bile

ths athode diminished and at length

appeared; showin g that the polarity of the tube had

be^n comple telv reversed. The conclusion is obv ous.

wTien the ac ion the induction coil as a step-up tr ans-

former is cor sidered. The office of the condenser an

induction CO il is two fold. It serves to decrease

spark at the nter upter and thus increas e the rap dity

that the anode

2 of the tubes t

: led me to this cIndeed, my later experinr

sion. which I think will require no amendment, namely,

that the Rontgen rays are produced by the bombard-

ment of any surface within the Crookes tubs by cathode

rays, or the radiant matter of Crookes; that fluorescence

vhatever to do with it, since substances

The Artistic Features of Modern Electri-

cal Experting.

Hy An-. -Spartan.

It seems to be getting fashionable for cities and vil-

lages to own and operate electric lighting plants.

The aldermanic excuse for it is "Money saved the tax-

payers, streets better lighted at lesser cost, the duty to

their constituents, which compels them to sacrifice per-

sonal opinions" pro bono /<iiM!co.

The average citizen has long since become familiar with

the self sacrificing instincts o( the noble Spartan.s. erst-

while called "city fathers," who accept office wholly for

the benefits which they can dispense to their fellow be-

ings and the personal preparation for an entrance into

the "Land of Beulah."

The mystery of electricity is of course Sanscrit to the

aforesaid Spartan, but where there's a job the trail is

3ted.

they ared a jester all-

bombarded
!of pla

nga veritable

ce curly

the >lectrical

; the
chfl

Is oscillating discharge, plays

,-;n important part in accelerating the magnetic flux m

the core. When the capacity of the condenser is prop-

erly adjusted to the coil, the polarity of the secondary

coil is practically constant. If the capacity is much

above or below the proper amount, the secondary elec-

trodes will to that extent show an alternating polarity

This was the case with the small coil f^rst tested. Iti

polarity alternated with the make-and-break of the cur

rent, but the electromotive force (

than on breaking the current. -\s

trode of the tube was in turn th

caihode effect less opposite the st:

adjustment of the capacity of the

laking was less

isult, each elec-

thoile. and the

er anode. The

denser is made

this adjustment will

For this reason but little

rupter run at a high speed

n speed of the interrupter, and

usually hold for higher speeds,

e is gained by using an inter-

The function of the condenser in connection with the

induction coil is clearly explained in Professor Carharfs

•University Physics', vol. II., p. 389.

Alternate Current Transformer ', vol.

k careful review of the technical pres

of the newspapei

about the Rontg

source of the Rontgen rays when bombarded by the

cathode rays. I have also been led to the conclusion that

the more fluorescence there is produced by the bombard-

ment the less energy will be available for Rontgen rays.

Another result of my observations has been to deter-

mine the fact that the Rontgen rays are emitted in all

directions from the bombarded surface, and are not special

to any particular direction. They are even emitted

backward toward the cathode from which the rays which

bombard the surface are sent.

In my experiments I find a very convenient way to

of the fluorescent screea. In this tubs a small patch of

fluorescent material is mounted at some point between

the two ends of the tubs itself and backed by dark paper

as usual. An opening for the eye is provided at one end

of the tube and a moderate-sized opsaing at ths far end,

or the

and Fleming's

1. I-, P 383-

ess, to say nothing

i that more fallacies than facts

amena are being reported. This

fusing the lay reader, but mis-

leading many scientists. If experimenters would take

more pains to inform themselves of what has already

been done, there would not only be less tiresome repeti-

tion but few-er errors committed.

onene irest to the Crookes tub ,
while th whole

tube

of Ron

jhen the

psning

f the ra

5 made of metal to prevent any lateral ^-

tgen rays. It will bs evident that in this

eye and the fluorescent patch and the dis-

are in line with the source or point of emis-

ys in the Crookes tubs, fluorescence willbs

obtained, but at no other position. Henci

tube is so pointed or adjusted that fluoresc(

it is only necessary to follow back the dire

tube to lead to the source of the rays. By

obsi nads.

uly :

isd will c

Sciagraphs as Legal Evidence.

The X-ray has already found

courts, and there is promise for i

plication in actions for damages, growing o

personal injuries, and in similar practice

case in this country is reported from \\

where it was determined to introduce this i

a case in the United States District Cour

dispatches say that Lucien I. Blake, professor of elec

.tricity in the University of Kansas, was selected to'tak,

a sciagraph of the wrist of Peter Xosl. who had brough

suit in the United States Distr

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad company tor SI

000. claiming that the company's physician damaged I:

to that extent by banglingly setting his fractured wr

The sciagraph secured by Rontgen rays will be introdu

in evidence, both plaintiS and defendant having agr

to accept it as final evidence.

Another case is reported by cable from London, un

date of March 30th:

The Court of Appeals of the supreme court of jutl

I ue. the higl:

excellent field of ap-

iwing out of cases of

practice. The first

The press

the

der

that all of thedii

verge at some place, which is ths source of the rays. In

this way it was found that with a smajl piece of platinum

in ths center of the bulb upon which bombardment oc-

curred from a concave cathode, such platinum became

the source of Rontgen rays, and that it did not show the

slightest trace of fluorescence.

It was also found that where the rays struck the walls

of the bulb, whether they were of lead glass or of Ger-

man glass, Rontgen rays were emitted in all directions

from°the place where the radiant matter struck, and that

when such rays were projected down and along a tub'a-

lar extension from the b-alb containing the cathode,

and opposite which tubular extension the cathode was

mounted, the sides of this tubular extension became a

source of Rontgen rays, sent out in many directions, even

in directions which were toward ths cathode terminal.

Since experimenting with the special fluqrescent screen

which is here mentioned, I note that experiments carried

out in an entirely different manner by Messrs. Scribner

and McBerty- have brought them to the same conclu-

sion and I also note that Prof. Stine= has, by following

legalil

npplica;

..estigation, found that the rays

from the bombarded surface. It is interest-

to find that an improved tube, designed by

professors of Kings College, London, has a

s Electk1ci,\n. April 4. 1896, pp. 160, 161.
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in the fun-making line,

round frolicksome devil

wiseacre, a sycophant, a finishing touch like

tail to a pug.

The modern Sp;

line, except for what there is in it, finds it quite neces-

sary to procure an appendage to the body politic, some-

thing to supply what Nature, notwithstanding her kind-

ness, has overlooked. To fill this aching void they secure

an electrical expert—a genuine symposiarch, whose name

is a prefix to some cabalistic combination, such as E. E.E.

—I. M. E.—M. A.~D. P.—the more numerous the com

binations the more valuable the service. Xow there

are electrical experts, men of training, of experience, men

whose probity is unimpeachable: but alas! how few. Are

such employed by our Spartans? Not that we know of.

Instead, it is some fellow who started in to learn the

blacksmith's trade, and. failing, founda job of holding lad-

der for a wireman and thereupon jumped his board bill

and spent his first week's wages for an engraved plate

and supply of cards reading Phatrick McGhintly, Elec-

trical Expert, " or some so-called electrical salesman who

has been the rounds of all the electrical companies that

could be induced to try him, and finally blossoms out

with his shingle, --Oldie Smart, P. A.—C. I M. V -M.
I. M.—meaning, as is supposed. Pons Asinorum— Caucus

Itre Monstrare Vult—Maximus in Minimus.

Oldie Smart's ssrvicss being secured by the band of

Spartans, he proceeds to prepare specifications for the

work in hand. These specifications are marvels of elec-

trical acumen, mentioning amperes, volts, centigrades,

watts (which some of the Spartans connect with Watts'

hymns somehow, and it of course goesl, poles to be of

wood, and copper gS psr cent, conductivity

Smart's spscifications cover many pages— the

smaller the plant the more pages—good sized print

well spaced, never omitting a paragraph stating

that a "certified check tor blank dollars must accompany

a bid on these specifications." Our noble Spartans

count the pages, discuss the color of the cover and ex-

claim. Great is Allah! and wilh the utmost solemnity

vote aye upon the motion that an appropriation be made

sufiicient to cover ths expense of postage stamps for

mailing these specifications to such electrical firms as

are suggested by our electrical expert."

In d-je time the specifications reach the desks of the

managers of the electric companies. These managers,

especially of the big companies, are all men of great bus-

iness acumen, men free from guile, wholly unsophisti-

cated, men selected for their combined innocence and

sagacity- They are men totally ignorant of the wiles

an°d wickedness of the subtle Oldie Smart, and each is

impressed with the idea that the set of specifications be-

fore him was really designed by Professor Smart to fit

his system. Our best salesmen (who. by the ^vay, is al-

ways one of the mild-mannered, shrinking, timid bul

gentlemanly sort of men, free from all vices, and such as

are found while off duty at any and all times only

Y. M. C. A. rooms or

Mr. Manager instruc

the

i called il
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ally to the effect that this particular job is exceptionally

desirable, and the price better be cut very low. Since

there are half a dozen to a dozen just such bidders doing

the same thing, and Professor Smart knows it, it is ex-

tremely easy for him to work the scheme at which all

bite. Fins ou est dc/oitr plus on ril_ Smart is ever

on the alert, hunting for Spartans.

An example has quite recently come bsfore the writer

Smart, in his explorations of the wilderness of southern

Michigan, discovered most miraculously and accident-

ally a little hamlet of native but cultivated Micbigan-

ders. situated on the banks of a beautiful stream which

afforded a reliable water power some eight miles above

the village. This village is oaly a half hours rids by

rail and drosky from the charming city of Grand

Rapids, therefore accessible. Professor Smart, foUow-

angup his discovery, proceeded to educate the villagers

iup to the delightful anticipations of electricity, and the

village, like most villages in the highly civilized Penin-

sular state, is governed by a band o£ Spartans, who fell

into the net set for them by the professor, and employed

him to work the electrical companies in the usual man-

Tier. There being eight miles of construction work for

the transmission of the electrical energy from the water

-power to the village, the construction of pole lines, etc.,

Avas a large proportion of the entire cost of a plant. A
most elaborate and complex electrical system, m at least

three different combinations, was specified, incandes-

cent, single-phase or multiphase, arc machines and lamps,

At least six electric companies prepared their bids

and put up their certified checks for 5i,ooo each. Five

companies appeared upon the scene, each with a con-

struction man to figure construction, andat the appointed

time submitted their proposals. depositiEg their checks

-with the honorable president of the council, who

opened the proposals and made public their contents.

All bids were in strict conformity with the specifications

and varied but slightly from lowest to highest. All bid-

ders had been especially invited by the clerk of council,

and alsopersonally by Professor Smart, to enter into com-

petition, with the assurance of no prejudice, the lowest

bidder to be awarded the contract The bid^ were for

.about SiS.ooo to S20,ooo.

At-this juncture a portion of the bidders learned for

ah? first tim? that the inhabitants of the village had

previously voted to bond the village for ;=;23,ooo with

•which to purchase the plant, build the dam, erect build-

fmg;, purchase water whs-h, right of way and other

litems; that ths dam, the buildings, wheels, etc., had

absorb 3d over Sii.odo of ths appropriation, leaving only

-a pDssible Si2,ooo for the entire electrical plant. Pro-

y-thii . that the

plant, according

<l2-D, buildings, wheels, etc, could not cost under S2S.-

003 to '^30.000.' The professor was sleek, however. He
had some chums to whom he had determined to award

ahat contract. He kne v there would bs a considerable

range in the amount of the bids, and if his chums were

shut out at first (as they were) a second bid could be asked

ffor to fit the amount of money available. This would

give his friends a chance should they be the high bid-

ders. The professor's special friend "from home" and

aroom-mate while at the village, a construction man fig-

juring construction for one of the electrical

whose first bid was high, had to be taken care of,

second bid was called for, cutting out a portion of

jparatus first bid on, resulting in transposing the higl

ao nearly the lowest bidder. Still the combination

mot jusl right to fit the professor's friends and chu

.-and a third was askcil for, resulting in an opportunit

noble

."bpartans to itnciui- an award uutrageonsly unlair and m

.utter disregard of honorable methods. The successful

ibldder accepts the award conditioned upon the right of the

.council to select the arc light from one of the other bid-

ders, which the successful bidder must furnish and in-

stall under his contract. Pis aller.

The professor's titles are evidently consistent.

The combination is satisfactory to the professor.

The professor gets his fee.

The professors chum gets his job.

The professor's two electrical friends each get a part.

The professor continues /V//rt' Vhommv d'imporlunce.

Cost of Producing Carbide of Calcium.

4 tf experiments conducted by Professor Houston, Dr.

G\cnnelly and Dr. Kinnicutt to determine the cost of

pfficlucing carbide of calcium at Spray. N. C. Thiscom-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

mission was employed by Pro^irrcssiTc Age. The plant

was turned over to these gentlemen for a week by

the promoters of the project, and they were given every

facility for making a thorough examination of the pro-

cess. So many conflicting reports have been made con-

cerning the exact cost of producing carbide of calcium

that the publication of this report, which is promised

April 15th, will be awaited with considerable interest.

April II,

Pioneer Arc Lamps with Inclosed Light.

L. B- Marks has devoted much study and experiment

to the subject of enclosed arc lights, and the result of his

work is embodied in the Hue of arc lamps, denoted b)-

the name "Pioneer." which is now offered by the Elec-

tric Arc Light company of 6S7 and 6Sg Broadway. New
York. The accompanying illustrations depict - two

forms of the lamp and the essential features of the in-

closing bulb. Fig. I represents the ornamental design;

Fig. 2 shows the outdoor lamp, while Fig 3 details (from

left to right) the gas-check plug fitting in the mouth of

the bulb, the inclosing bulb itself and the lower carbon

holder which supports the bulb.

The invention of the Pioneer inclosed arc demon-
strates that the efficient and economical operation of a

single lamp directly across an incandescent circuit is no

longer a conjecture, but a positive fact. The lamp is

artistic in appearance, and is made in several designs.

The mechanism is extremely simple in character, con-

sisting merely of a pair of solenoid magnets bearing the

clutch device; the tension springs, rack-work and aux-

iliary mechanism common to other arc lamps are en-

tirely eliminated from the Pioneer.

Among the features which make the Pioneer arc lamp
particularly valuable is the fact that the lamps require

trimming at intervals of only 10 days, or two weeks,

while in some situations, with short hours of burning, a

monthly trimming only would be necessary. The lamp

does not require cored carbons, the ordinary solid car-

bons being used. This results not only in a saving on

items which, together, aggregate a saving of from $15 to

S20 per year per lamp.

Owing to the arc being inclosed, it is possible to run

the lamp on incandescent circuits at a much higher po-

tential than where the arc is not inclosed, so that the

Pioneer lamp can be run singly, each lamp independent

of the other. It follows from this also that one lamp
cannot rob ths other of light, as is frequently the case

where two are run in series. As regards distribution of

light, which is an essential factor, both in outdoor and

indoor lighting, the inclosed arc has a decided advantage

over the open air arc. The absence of shadows will be

especially appreciated by storekeepers and factory own-
ers, as it avoids one of the greatest inconveniences at-

tached to the old form of arc lamp.

Not the least important advantage of the inclosed arc

is its cleanliness, since all the carbon dust is completely

consumed, and, above ail, its efficiency as a spark ar-

rester. This has an important bearing on the insurance

question, and the lamp oa this account has been thor-

oughly indorsed by the fire underwriters. The entire

system is covered by broad patents, all of which are ab-

solutely owned by the Electric Arc Light company.

Nearly 1,000 of these lamps will be installed in the

New York store of Siegel. Cooper & Co. The contract

other arc lamp in the market,

day and is

has been th

peared, he 1

in consisted the me:

development of his engine, the Otto
whose cycle is the standard in use to-

all over the world. Although Otto
who has yet ap-successfnl

of his

; had and whe
. He attributed

by an arrangement of gases in the cylinder; the com-
pression, which is the real cause of the economy, he
considered as an accidental and unessential feature.

The American Gas Engine Electric company's plant

of this city is mentioned as a fine illustration of the me-
chanical and industrial progress of the gas engine. This
plant consists of three large gas engines, of 60, 100 and
150 horse power respectively. The two first mentioned
have one cylinder each, the 150 horse power has two
cylinders arranged tandem, all being of the Otto cvcle

Gas Engines and Their Electrical Appli-
cations.

An Interesting paper on this subject was read before

the Chicago Electrical association on March 20th by

Charles MacDonald, The early work in this field was

reviewed, the present condition noted and the lines

along which further development should be made were

indicated, The writer said:

Probably the earliest record we li,iw ,1 ih,— ., in-

gine dates as far back as 1680, win n i[ . 11

mented with gunpowder, using it n^ ,1 ^.'.^^-

fullv <-.".r.liMU..I 1. r.n.l;, "hi : „ '

i
. - .

'

and tlic dilJiculties to Ik- i>^

practical engine, the Lenii

many papers had been k
gines, offering some usi-(

J^WA
and acting on each side of the piston, thereby giving the

tion and the 150 liorse power two iinpulses every revolu-

ter believes, should

expanded down to

engine should be designed so that its motion can be re

versed. The engine should be made single and double
acting. The gas producing apparatus should be devel

oped so as to have a cheaper gas. Mr. MacDonald con-
cludes with the following prediction:

It is only a matter of time when the mechanical dilli-
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culties in the gas engine will be overcome, its efticiency

greatly increased, and as a piece of mechanism be as

perfect as the steam engine. High smokestacks and
boilers will ho rolcRnlcrt to the bnrkKrniind .ind the fire

General Electric and Westlnghouse Af-
fairs.

The news comes from New York that the agreement

between the Westinghouse and General Electric com-

panies has been signed by the representatives of these

.\ call was issued on April 3d for a special meeting of

the stockholders of the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-

facturing company on June 4th to take action upon a

proposed increase of capital stock from Sio,ooo,ooo to

S15, 000,000. The object of the increase is to wipe out

the floating debt and provide capital for the increased

business expectetl under the recent arrangement made

with the General Electric company.

Carton Lightning Arrester.

The Garton lightning arrester, which is shown in the

picture, has received the approval of some of the leading

G.1RTON LIGHTNING ARRESTER.

electrical men of the country. The importance of pro-

tection against lightning is but too well known to all

central station men, and the question is which to choose.

Compared with others, these advantages are claimed

for the Garton; No highohmic resistance to breakdown

after a few discharges: no pivots, sliding contacts or

hinges to blister and stick; no fuses to replace; no in-

ductive resistance to the discharge: no copper balls to

melt. This arrester is made by the Garton-Daniels

Electric company of Keokuk. Iowa, for direct or alter-

nating current and for any current strength or voltage-

It is made for use in the station, on poles or in cars.

New Medbery Specialties.

The Fiberite company has put on the market a new

line of overhead hangers, as shown by the accompany-

ing cuts. This line, called the "Ballston," is somewhat

lighter than the regular West End type, and consequently

is sold at a less price. These hangers have, however,

fully as much strength, and present an unusually neat

appearance on the line. The bolts are five-eighths inch

drop forged steel, insulated with the Medbery insulation.

This insulation has stood the test of time so successfully

that it is being specified on a large number of roads

where superior and lasting equipment is desired. The

Mason Electric Equipment company, selling agent for

the Fiberite company, carries a large stock ready for

delivery from Chicago.

Vallee Shade for Incandescent Lamps.
For stations, factories, outside lights and other suita-

ble places, the shade which is shown in the cut will be

found well adapted. Painted a dark green on top and

enameled white underneath, it gives a pleasing effect

and throws the illumination in the desired direction. It

is made of sheet metal corrugated or ribbed, and is

strong as well as light. It is a durable, neat and inex-
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pensive device, kept in slock and sold by all dealers, and

manufactured by the Vallee Bros. Electric company of

Inherent Defects in Fuse Metals Exper
mentally Considered.'
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Wm.McDeviit in his paper.' Therealdangerconsists in

the arcing following the "blowing" of a large fuse in event
of a short-rircuit In pttwer transmission and central sta-
ti"n •,',,. r1, ..l-M n fii ., Ii,-, ,- 1,. .1, lir .mi to blow under
\-'- '''•:' '' ''ti.-..: : -I' I. ..' !Ih- damage done

course at the

vill consider in .1-

e some of the inli,

emn them as un

use metals which

cess of rated fusing current. A 20 ampere fuse wire in a
commercial fuse block permitted the passage of 50 am-
peres for five minutes. Upon the fuse "blowing" an arc
was maintained until broken at the switchboard by the
opening of the circuit.

Sfcaiid— Under short-circuits a fuse will carry exces-
sively abnormal currents. The following tests illustrate

clearly how armatures in dynamos have developed in their

insulation owing to the mechanical stresses thrown upon
the insulation upon the occurrence of short-circuits. The
arcing attendant upon a short-circuit does more damage
for the time it acts than almost any other accompanying
circumstance. The importance of opening the circuit in

the quickest possible time after a fault occurs is appar-

(1) Upon making a short-circuit through a five ampere
fuse wire, a magnetic circuit breaker, in series with the
fuse, was opened, although the circuit breaker was ad-
justed to open upon 250 amperes,

(2) Similar tests with a plug type of fuse of 10 light

capacity opened the main magnetic circuit breaker set

to open on 350 amperes.

(3) Similar test with a No. 30B..& S. gauge copper wire
opened the magnetic circuit breaker set at 200 amperes.

H) Grounding a gas pipe and touching the gas pipe

^^^^%

the importance of visin

der to reduce to a nimii

longer the fuse the in

Further, the terminals sh

: hns materially in-

i' M
1

I rrufrd conclusively
I I

I ' as possible in or-

: -non of gas. The
i' 'il in-^e and form gas.

be so protected as to reduce
to a minimum the formation of gas and arcing after the
circuit is free from the first disruptive induced electro-

motive-forces present upon the first opening of the cir-

cuit. Let the fuse blow or vent in a fuse chamber; if

you choose, prepare the chamber so that the flame cannot
get out to ignite any combustible, but provide plenty of
vent for the gases.

SeT'r////i—Fuse metals are very sluggish in fusing. I

think that this is a proposition which the previous tests

demonstrate. The evil effects of this quality are obvi-
ous. It has been urged by those not familiar with the
practical operation of magnetic circuit breakers that they
have a "hair trigger action," and this militates against
their practical utility, ov^fing to their tendency to open at

the slightest provocation. This argument is not based
upon facts, as in practice magnetic circuit breakers are

with a wire connected to other side of the circuit, pro-

tected by a 20 ampere fuse, with a resistance in circuit

such that not over 30 amperes could flow, caused a

vicious arc burning through the iron pipe and ignited

the gas. Performing the same test with a magnetic
circuit breaker in circuit set at 25 amperes opened every

lime with no damage to pipe.

(5) A flexible cord was chafed and the wire strands

touched, causing a short-circuited condition, which is

common in practice; upon closing main switch short-

circuit occurred, resulting in firing or igniting the insu-

lation and combustion of cord.

Third—Commercial fuse metals made of alloys so as

to have a low temperature melting point will maintain

a red heat. The fire risk here is quite apparent, as the

temperature is such that it is liable to ignite dust or

other combustible material and set a building on fire.

Fourth—Metals—copper, aluminum, iron, etc.—are

not adapted for fuse metals, owing to the high tempera-

tures required for fusing. Melting points of metals areas

follows: Antimony, 8So°: bismuth, 512°; brass (cast).

1.760°; copper, 2.000°; iron, 2, 100°; lead, 620°; tin, 450°;

zinc, 780°. The use of copper as a fuse metal has been

unadvisably urged by some. There is, of course, one

very great argument in its favor, for a given carrying

capacity of copper compared to metal such as lead and

tin of a lower melting temperature, the cross section is

much less, and in event of the fuse "blowing" there is,

of course, much less metal to be disrupted and make
current-carrying gases. However, the feature of main-

taining at a red temperature condemns high tempera-

ture melting metals as fuse metals. Owing to such metals

being maintained at times at a temperature causing

oxidation and molecular changes, the life and character-

istics of the metals are materially affected, thus intro-

ducing ail additional uncertainty. As Captain Brophy.

electrical engineer for the state commissioner of wires

of Massachussetts, has repeatedly stated as his experi-

ence covering many years as anelectrical inspector, that

"as fuse metals age, I find that their carrying capacity

Fifth— Fuse metals cause arcing upon "blowing."

If fuse metals would always blow under slight overload

conditions, such as they are designed and naturally in-

tend to do, the time element of arcing upon "blowing'

wouldnot be much of an objection, though, of course, arc-

ing with simple continued overload conditions does occur

at times and introduces a serious fire risk, as described by

I. Abstract of paper read before the Franklin Institute. Phila-

25 peradjusted to open upon a curre
cess of the maximum normal i

It is apparent from the foregoing tests and conclusions
that fuse metals are not a satisfactory means for protect-

ing electric circuits. The other factors of uncertainty,

such as shape, position, length, temperature, alloy. Pel-
tier effect, expansion and contraction, terminals, effect of

current flow, etc., I have not gone into, as they are now
pretty well understood.

If simple, slight percentage overloaded conditions are

all that fuses are to guard against, then fuse metals prop-
erly made and rated are probably a better protection than
no protection, but under the actual conditions in practice,

for circuits of over 10 amperes capacity, it is very poor
engineering practice to use fuse metals.

It might be interesting to know that electrical engi-

neers of the highest standing, such as Dr. Cary T.
Hutchinson. C. O. Mailloux. B. J. Arnold. Dr. Drys-
dale, T. Carpenter Smith and many others have aban-
doned the use of fuse metals on circuits of large capacity.

After an arraignment of such an old established device

as the fuse, showing its absolute worthlessness, it is perti-

nent here to refer to the device which is supplanting it.

I refer to the magnetic circuit breaker, which is a device

that automatically opens an electric circuit through the

medium of the magnetic quality of the current. Since

the flow of current, the time of opening is dependent
then upon the mechanical means set into operation by
the magnetic action of the current flow.

The method usually employed to effect this opening
is as follows: An armature of an electro-magnet moves
upon the flow of predetermined current, tripping a catch

permitting a spring to throw a switch out. The features

in this construction alone are faulty owing to the con-
stant time required to open the circuit, which in event of

a short-circuit allows the current to assume enormous
The proper construction of a magnetic

breake I tha i the< thee

shall a

protected become more and more severe, th(

tically open more and more quickly

i his teature ot mverse time element is incorporated ir

the device before you. the action of which is as follows

The plunger moves up and trips a catch and continues

upward and imparts its acquired energy to

or throwing out the switch arm. Under severe oi

loaded conditions a point or flow of current can
reached when the velocity of the plunger with its

quired energy is greater than the compressed spring,

1. Westers Electrician, February 22. 1S96.

iping
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suiting in the opening of the switch in a manner inde-

pendently of the spring. A test was made illustrating this

construction- A 12 ampere inverse time element magnetic

circuit breaker was taken and the spring used to aid in

throwingout the switch was removed. Upon closing the

circuit the plunger moved up with such a velocity that

the switch was thrown out by the impact.

This feature is certainly very interesting, as it exem-

plifies in practice the conditions as are established by

Helmholtz's law for sudden changes in the condition of

C-'-r)
E=Appliei
R=Ohmic
e=Naperi

;ofc
base of logarithms.

It of self-induction in henrys.

t^Time of opening circuit in seconds.

This law shows mathematically that the more quickly

a circuit can be opened the less the resulting flow of cur-

rent will do. Further, the quicker the switch leaves its

contacts, the less the arcing effect, owing to the lesser

time for the current to heat up the final leaving points.

The following are the salient features entering into the

correct design of magnetic circuit breaker:

First—The magnetic circuit breaker must have the

feature of opening the circuit in less and less time as the

conditions of the circuit protected approach a short-cir-

cuit; that is, have an inverse time element. The electro-

magnetic part of circuit breakers must be designed to de-

velop more energy than is necessary to trip retaining

catch. The additional energy developed must be applied

directly to aid in opening the switch.

Second—No springs should be permitted in its ad-

Third—Insulation must not enter into the construc-

tion of the trigger or catch.

Fourth—All bearing pins and parts liable to be ef-

fected by corrosion or rust must be of phosphor-bronze

and moving iron parts copper-plated.

Fifth—The armature or plunger of the magnetic cir-

cuit breaker must not act on the retaining catch or

switch arm unless a free preliminary movement pre-

cedes such action.

Electrical Exposition.

The management of the electrical exposition to be

held in New York next month under the auspices of the

National Electric Light association announces that ap-

plications for most of the space at the disposal of the

company has already been made and assignments have

been made for the greater portion. Following is a re-

vised list of the exhibitors prepared by the management

on April 3d:

.\bendrotli & Root company New York

.\dains-Bagnall Electric company Cleveland

idgepoit. Conn.

Calculagraph company
Card Electric Motor & Dynamo c

Carpenter Enamel Rheostat con
Case, j. T., Engine company.. ..

Chapin-Douglass Electric compj
Clark Electric company
Columbia Incandescent Lamp cc

I Telephone & Telegraph compan
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McCrearv. .\. .\ New York
: J. J.^Manuracturingcompany Ridgeway, Pa.

...Philadelphia

......New York
Peru, Ind.

. Meadville. Pa.

.St. Louis. Mo. —

Nation;al Conduit

ly Electric

JLa.

np'
^'"ring CO,

MB CO.;s^::
ii comp:

Okonit.J company.

Payne^ b' NV.'!™ Son"T'°'.v

compar

-Ea°"nrd'''conipa,nv..

Reising er, Hugo .

Siemens & Halske EIe<
Smeltzer & Co
Spon & Chamber!

Standard Paii

.'.'.V.'.'.'.'.
'.'.'.'.'. riew York

Lamp & Novelty company New York

Standard Underground table c.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing
Stanley i Patt
Stirling company.. .Chicago, 111.

Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp'company Chicago
Syracuse Storage Battery company Syracuse. N. Y.

Tellmic Manufacturing company New York
Thomson Meter company Brooklyn. N. Y.

United Electric Improvement company Philadelphia

\'acuum Oil company Rochester, N. Y.

Vetter, J. C, & Co .
.'. New York

Wagner Electrical Manufaciui m- .,lll^ St. Louis
Walker Manufacturing comp:iin Cleveland
Warren, A. K.. & Co.. New York.

lEIe

Wendell .t McDn

Weston Electrical 1

Wilkinson Manufacturing co
Williamsport Wooden Pipe r

rtown. N, Y.
..New York
....Chicago

1 Post, N. Y.

dgeport. Pa.

IFroi

Teleplione News from the Northwest.

Superintendent Zietlow of Aberdeen, S. D , expects

to have work begun setting poles for the lines to Red-

field^ via Warner, Mellette and Ashton in the early

spring. The Standard instrument will probably be

Nashua, la., will have a telephone exchange.

The Iowa Union Telephone company will extend

its lines south from Mason City, la., to Hampton and

north to Austin. Minn., at once. Materials have ar-

rived.

R. M. Dott. secretary of the Home Telephone com-

pany of Sioux City. la., reports that that company has

740 instruments in operation. A year ago there were

less than 500 in use by the Iowa Union, and the Home

A telephone company is projected at West Bend, la.,

to build telephone lines to connect with Emmetsburg,

Rodman, Cylinder, Whittemore, Hobart, Algona, Otto-

sen. Bode. Livermore, Arnold. Humboldt, Rradgate and

Rolfe. The capital stock is 525,000.

The Henderson County Telephone company of Strong-

hurst, III, has let the contract for setting the poles,

ready for stringing wires, from Stronghurst to Biggs-

ville and Gladstone.

An automatic telephone exchange is proposed for Red-

wood Falls. Minn., and the projectors hope to e\entually

connect with the Northwestern Telephone Exchange

company.

The Portage Telephone company, which was recently

granted a telephone franchise at Portage. Wis., has

elected the following named officers: H. W. Little,

president; E. H. Warner, vice president; Frank Bell,

secretary and manager.

The La Crosse & Southeastern Telephone company

has been incorporated at La Crosse, Wis,, to build a line

Compensation of Consulting Engineers.

There is a movement on foot among the consulting

electrical engineers of Chicago to form an organization

for the purpose of establishing a uniform schedule of

fees nnd fnr fhr miitu.-il fnfnrcemcnl of a strinRcnt cndr-

Mf |.iMlr...,,,,n,-il riliir.s, allri- llir in.innrr of 1 h,' si -ririii's

attended, in person or by representatives, by W. 0.

Ball & Co.. Forfe Bain, B. J.
Arnold, Frank B. Rae,

L. L. Summers, Pierce & Richardson and Charles G.
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nformal, and Messrs.

appointed a ommit-

t was the unanimous

Itingengineers-—those

vely to clients and in

:tion work or selling

. do their work on a

it compete on acom-
•as urged that a uni-

It. for entire charge

Armstrong. The (

Ball, Arnold and Armstrong wei

tee on permanent organization

opinion that the independent con;

giving professional services exclu

no way interested in the consti

agencies—should mutually agree

strictly professional plane and i

mercial and financial basis. It

form rate^probably fi\e per c

and supervision of plants—should be charged by all.

and that selection should be made on reputation and

fitness for the work in hand rather than as the result

of a scramble to get in the lowest bid. The idea of

maintaining a strict rate of professional charges and

of confining the organization to consulting engineers

exclusively met with general favor, and there seems lit-

tle doubt that an association of strictly professional men

;
heretofore unknown in the electrical indus-

try of the I'nited States—will be the result of this senti-

Notice of Western Railroad Arrange-
ments.

As has been officially announced, the annual conven-
tion of the National Electric Light association will be
held in New York city, beginning May 5th next.
Under the auspices of the association will be held a

great electrical exhibition, of which due announcement
has also been made. Elaborate inaugural ceremonies,
including the formal opening of the exhibition by Gov.
Morton, will occur on May 4th, and the railroad arrange-
ments outlined below have been made with special

reference to this interesting event.

The concurrence of these two events promises to make
an occasion of unusual interest and importance, and a
very large attendance is expected. In view of this, and
for the greater convenience of members and their

friends, arrangements have been made for a special train

to leave Chicago Saturday, May 2d. at 5 p, m. This
train will be of the latest and most approved equipment
and will make the run to New York in 24 hours, the route
being the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and the
New York Central and Hudson River railroads. Dele-
gates may join this train en route. The rate for the
round trip will be one and one-third fares on the certifi-

cate plan. Any desiring to do so may stop off at Niagara
Falls either going or returning.

Mr. C. O. Baker. Jr., master of transportation for the
association, has promised to come to Chicago May 2d,

and give the train his personal supervision through to

New York.
To aid us in determining as early and definitely as pos-

sible the amount of accommodations to be provided it is

urged that prompt application for reservations be made.
Such requests, as also for detailed information, may be
addressed toC. K. VVilber, western passenger agent
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern railway, iSo Clark
street, Chicago, or to the undersigned.

C. H. Wilmerding. President National Electric Light
association, 139 Adams street, Chicago.
W, A. Kreidler, of Transportation committee, 510

Marquette building, Chicago.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

York. April 4,^There is a possibility of ;

strike on all the street railroad lines of this city operated

by the Metropolitan Street Railway company The men
say that no reason was given for the discharge of nine

Lexington avenue gripmen and one Broadway conductor,

and that the real cause was their connection with the

Amalgamated Association of Street Railway Employ'^s

of America. The ofiicers of the company declare that

the men were dismissed for entering saloons while on

duty, thus violating the rules. There is a question of

veracity between the employes and employers. A com-

mittee of five employes called on President H. H. \'ree-

land of the Metropolitan company yesterday and asked '

him to take back the men. He refused. .\ truce was

declared pending the arrival of William D, Mahon, pres-

ident of the Amalgamated association, who is expected

to reach New York to-morrow and will at once confer

with his coadjutors here No strike can be ordered in

his absence. It is understood that upon his arrival

another formal demand will be made for the re-employ-

ment of the 10 men. Should it be again refused, as it

probably will be, the employes will ask the company to

submit the question to arbitration. Should this propo-

sition be declined, a strike may be ordered. More than

5,nnn men will he ^,^lled out m that event.

Chirl I n,;in<,i M :inin, oE the Brooklyn bridge, states

1(1. ii ill. 1 ;rn,i:il llrcinc couipany and the bridge oHi-

( i.-ils li.u.' ic;ichi-.l .in agreement with reference to

equipping jo bridge cars with motors in order to sup-

plant the steam engines at the terminals and also en-

able the hauling of trains across the span when the
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cables are not in use. The General Electric company

will equip 20 new cars with four motors of Ozyi horse

power each, giving each car 250 horse power. The cars

with which the experiments were conducted for 30 days

had 200 horse power, and were not considered powerful

onough. The company is to receive $72,900 for its work,

Tho motors will jirobably be ready before the cars are

coinplcted Mr Martin does not expect to see the cars

flclivLM-ed before August ist. Each bridge train will have

one of these cars in it. and in case of any accident to the

cable the electricity could be used without loss of time.

At the ends of the bridge the newly equipped cars will

be used to do the train switching. W, F. O.

PERSONAL
W, T, M, Mottram died suddenly in San Antonio.

Texas, on March 7th,

The nearest living relative of Professor Kiintgen Is

said to be his first cousin, the Kev. Hr,
J.

H, C. Runt-

gen, pastor of the I'irst Reformed Church of Cleveland

J.J. Gates, formerly manager of the Perkins Electric

Switch Manufacturing company of Hartford, died of

typhoid fever on April 2d and was buried on Saturday of

last week. Mr, Gates was widely known, and his friends

throughout the West will be greatly shocked to learn of

his death, as it was not generally known that he was
seriously ill.

Charles G. Armstrong of Chicago has been appointed
electrical engineer for the state of Wisconsin for all

buildings in charge of the State Board of Control. The
governor of Wisconsin has also appointed Mr. Arm-
strong electrician to have charge of the remodeling of

the mechanical and electrical equipment of the state

capitol at Madison.

The announcement of the death of W. Boardman
Tobey of Pittsfield, Mass.. in South America about two
weeks ago, will come as a great shock to many electrical

friends in the West as well as in the East. Mr. Tobey
left Pittsfield a few weeks ago to take charge of an elec-

tric plant in Guayaquil, Ecquador. A dispatch was re-

ceived on the morning of March 2Sth stating that he was
very ill. and at one o'clock in the afternoon a second dis-

patch brought the newsof his death. Mr. Tobey was about

27 years of age. He was born in Great Barrington,

Mass., and after passing through the public schools

went to Cornell University, from which institution he
graduated. A short time afterward he became asso-

ciated with the Stanley Electric Manufacturing com-
pany of Pittsfield, and he was also connected with Mr.
Stanley in the laboratory company. He retained his

connection with the Stanley interests until last fall, when
he resigned and connected himself with the Ecquador
company. He was married March 6, 1895, and the

widow survives him, together with his father, mother
and two brothers. Mr. Tobey was a well-informed elec-

trical student, and possessed many engaging personal

traits. He installed the Stanley two-phase apparatus
on exhibition at the World's Fair, and made many
friends during his stay in Chicago.

It is now pretty generally known that E. M. Scribner,

who has for over a year been manager of the supply
department of the Western Electric company, Chicago,
recently resigned that position to accept the management
of the sales department of the Byrant Electric company
of Bridgeport, Conn. But there will be not a few of

his many friends who will learn with pleasure of the

handsome manner in which he was entertained before

his departure to his new home in Bridgeport by a co-

terie of his numerous Chicago friends and business asso-

ciates. Thursday evening, April 2d. a private dining-

nbled for years. The
given in honor of Mr. Scribner and as a farewell by
Western Manager A. D. Chandler of the American Cir-

cular Loom company. The dinner began at 7:30 and
ended at 12:30. Those present besides Messrs. Scribner

and Chandler were: Messrs. Crandall and Wilkinson of

the Western Electric company; Morse, Kerite company:
Wolff, New York Insulated Wire company; Brown, Cen-
tral Electric company; John P. Barrett, city electrician,

and Brooks, American Circular Loom company. It

was a matter of regret that Charles Holmes of the Chi-

cago Edison company was unable to attend, and also

J.
Franklin, Jr., of the Commercial Electrical Supply

company of St. Louis, who telegraphed at the last mo-
ment that he was detained at home on account of illness.

Without attempting to give in detail the menu, which
was headed with the familiar expression. "Farewell to

'dear old Scrib.' " it may be said that it consisted of al-

most every delicacy in and out of season. It was a very
pleasant party and thoroughly enjoyed.

TRADE NEWS.
The Westinghouse Machine company's orders for

March include three vertical cross-compound engines,

each 1,600 horse power, for the Allegheny County Light

company's station, Pittsburg, Pa.

Arrangements have been made by which Ahearn &
Soper, Ottawa. Canada, will have the exclusive sale of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company's
apparatus in the Dominion of Canada.

The Washington Electric company of 31-45 West
f'iandolph street, Chicago, makes an excellent line of

electric light appliances for stage use, including rheo-

stats, dimmers, focusing lamps and controlling stands.
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mold ul 1541 Marquette build-

IcLiiical & Manufacturing company,
jt, Philadelphia, announces that it has
iful illustrated catalogue of C-S flush

' promises to be the most
elaborate catalogue devoted to this subject, and will be
sent post-paid to all interested. The company is also

preparing an illustrated catalogue of the I-T-Ecircuit
breaker, about which much favorable comment is heard.
This will be ready early in May,

"In no department of engineering has it been so fully

or so frequently demonstrated that good work and good
material pay as in the field of electrical applications of

power. Cheap devices. like cheap labor, mean a con-
stantly increasing repair account. The reduction of this

often unnecessarily large item of expense means dividends
to the operating company." Thus writes Fred M.
Locke of Victor, N. Y., in prefacing the latest catalogue
of his line material specialties of high insulation, and
then he proceeds to describe some good material. The
book is worth sending for.

A very unusual offer, by which electrical supplies
may be obtained at a reduction of from one-quarter to

one-half of the wholesale cost, is made by the Jones
Bros. Electric company, 120-126 East Court street,

Cincinnati, O. This company is closing out its supply
department, with the view of confining its energies more
closely to light and power station work, and it takes this

method of accomplishing its object speedily. The in-

ventory is now ready and will be mailed on application.

This sale undoubtedly affords an opportunity to obtain
electrical supplies at exceptionally low prices.

Owing to increasing business, the Crown Woven Wire
Brush company of Salem. Mass., has moved into the
new Powers block, where it has a model factory and
hopes to turn out even better goods than heretofore-

The growth of this company's business is remarkable
and is one of the results of making honest goods. The
Crown "K" brush especially is meeting with great suc-

cess. The company is not only selling its goods all over
the United States, but is sending them to Mexico and
Canada, and hopes very soon to place them on the Eu-
ropean market. The new factory will enable them not
only to turn out brushes in greater quantities, but to

compete with any goods in the world in quality and
price.

The annual meeting of the Phcenix Interior Tele-

phone company was held March 25th, and the reports

showed a successful year of business, with bright pros-

pects for the future. In order to meet the growth of

the business, arrangements are being perfected for

larger quarters. The Phoenix telephone is said to be
second to none manufactured, and great care is taken

that each instrument is thoroughly tested before it leaves

the factory. The following named directors were elected:

Heinrich Meyer, James L. Sharp, John H. Scofield,

George W. Sutton, Arthur E. Walradt, Wright C.
Stout and L. Lambelet. Later, at a meeting of the di-

rectors, the following named officers were elected, after

a handsome dividend had been declared: President,

George W. Sutton; vice-president. James L. Sharp;
Dfiel

'

John H. Scofield.

BUSINESS.
Geo. S. Searing, the Chicago representative of the

irt & Hegeman Manufacturing company, has removed
; office from 1644 to 1440 Monadnock block.

Tuerk's electr fans for both direct and ?lter-

uating current are described in a tasteful little pamphlet
issued by the Tuerk Water Meter company of Fulton,

N. Y.

The engine made by the American Engine company of

Bound Brook, N. J,, of which F. H. Ball is now vice-

president and general manager, will be known as the

American Ball engine.

A representative of the Western Electrician recently

met C. O. Baker, western manager of the Anchor Elec-
tric company, Boston, while on a trip throughout the

Northwest. Mr. Baker was feeling much encouraged
over the outlook for his company in the West, and orders

already taken indicate that the Anchor specialties are

well appreciated. Mr. Baker has opened an office for his

company at 1654-5-6 Monadnock building, Chicago.

The reliable Partrick & Carter company of Philadel-

phia, in its '96 catalogue, pays especial attention to an-
nunciators. This company claims to make the best an-

nunciator in the world, and certainly its sales go far to

support the claim. It also deals in house goods and gen-
eral electrical supplies, and its catalogue should be in the

hands of every electrical buyer. As a special feature,

the company asks all persons desiring experimental work

to give it a trial, as the best material and workmanship,
with low prices, are guaranteed. Any instrument or ap-
paratus desired can be made from drawings or written

ic Appliance company has closed arrange-
agency for the Dayton electric ceiling fan

rnplfte line of these fans in operation at its

.,., \i:„li.Mn -fr-.f ch-rr^-n The Uayton
' .[. .11

,
., II ,

I,
I

I !,,..,,. ^-oods, includ-

fans, aside

The lirst catalui^ue of the Warren Electric & Spe-
cialty company, manufacturer of incandescent lamps al

Warn_'n. (),, is v<;ry creditable. All kinds of lamps are
made, and the company makes a point to fill orders with
exactly the voltage and efficiency desired. A meritori-
ous special form of lamp is that known as the desk lamp.
This has a broad surface at the bottom, whert; the glass
is clear, but the sides are green or frosted. This lamp
is designed to throw the light upon the work, and at the
same time protect the eyes from the direct light. It is

especially recommended for the use of bookkeepers,
copyists, etc.

The Interior Conduit & Insulation company of 527 West
Thirly-fourth street, New York, has placed its ventilating

department in charge of W, H. A, Davidson, formerly of
the Davidson Ventilating Fan company. The company
does not manufacture fans, but adapts Lundell motors
thereto by direct connection with all the different styles

of exhaust fans. Its direct-connected exhaust fan equip-
ments have been adopted by the United States govern-
ment, and are being installed at the present time in ihe
Corcoran art gallery and the new Congressional Library
at Washington, D. C. These outfits are also specified
for the state capitol at Olympia, Washington; by the
New York Board of Education, and by many of the
leading architects and engineers throughout the country.

The National Underground Cable company has just

been awarded a contract by the Toledo Traction com-
pany, Toledo, Ohio, for all the underground cables to

be used by the latter company during the year 1896.

This contract for underground cables is one of the larg-

est ever given out in the United States, and covers cables
for several kinds of service, including railway feeder,
electric light and power distribution. When finished

Toledo will have the only plant in the world in which
series arc circuits and the three-wire system will be dis-

tributed from the same station. The distribution will

be done from one immense central station, and the sizes

of cables to be used run from No. 6 B. & S. to

uously increasing business, the National company's cable
factories at Harrison, N. J., and conduit factories at

Hasting-on-Hudson. N. Y., are compelled to run night
and day to keep up with orders.

The Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky, O.. has
received from the South Jersey Street Railway company
of Point Pleasant, N. J., two carbon brushes which had
been supplied by the Partridge company some time ago
to the railway company. These brushes had run, it

was estimated, in the neighborhood of 50,000 miles. In

a letter accompanying the brushes an officer of the rail-

way company says: "These two brushes have been in

use seven months, during which time the car, from mo-
tors of which brushes were taken, has made a mileage
of about 45,000 to 50,000. The brushes sent are about
the worst worn of a set of 10 that I have in my posses-
sion. To me this is something extraordinary, as I have
had the experience of seeing new carbon brushes put on
motors every other night. We are using Westinghouse
No, 12 20 horse power motors. I would say that I orig-

inally bought 100 brushes, and I have them all now.
none having been used except the 10 as above, which
are good for another 50,000 miles run. I do not think
there is another such brush on earth as the Partridge for

long life, wear on commutator, etc. Our line runs along
the beach front, where sand and dust are in plenty.

"

A representative of the Western Electrici.^n re-

cently visited the up-town establishment of Julius Andrae
& Sons company, 225 West Water street, Milwaukee.
Wis. , and found business wonderfully brisk. The Andrae
bicycle is thoroughly "on the boom." and Mr. Andrae re-

ports a steady increase in the electrical department.
This concern has just installed a complete Andrae tele-

phone equipment in the NorthwesternWire Mattress com-
pany's factory at Kenosha, Wis. The installation consists

of 21 instruments in all; 12 telephone outfits have also been
put into the bicycle factory of the Sieg & Walpole Manu-
facturing company's establishment at Kenosha. In addi-

tion to this the Andraes are at present placing a similar out-

fit in Guernsey's Refrigerator company's factory at Fond
du Lac, Wis. Those purchasing telephones would find

the concern's voluminous compilation of testimonials of

praise for "the most perfect long or short-distance tele-

phone manufactured." Taken all in all, the Julius An-
drae & Sons company has reason to feel proud of its

Those who are contemplating the installation of steam
and electrical apparatus should send for the handsome
catalogue issued by the

J.
H. McEwen Manufacturing

company, between Dey and Cortlandt streets, New
York city. This company reports having recently closed
contracts with the following named customers: Hing-
ham, Mass., Electric Railroad company; Morris Coal
company. Jobs. Ohio; Carbondale Fuel company. Des
Moines. Iowa; Miner-Hillard Milling company. Miner's
Mills. Pa.; O'Neill & Patterson, Bunola, Pa.; Ellsworth
& Morris. Sutterville. Pa.; W.

J,
Smith, Mount Pleas-
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ant mines, Scranton, Pa.; New York & Pennsylvania

company, Johnsonburg, Pa.; Frankford & Tacony

Street Railroad company, Tacony, Pa, ;
Charles S. Sol-

omon & Co., St. James Hotel, Washington, D, C; Dr.

I S. Gilbert, Bordentown, N. J.;
Kunkle Bros., Pitts-

burg, Pa.; American Glue company, Springdale, Pa.;

Chicago Hardware Manufacturing company, Chicago,

111.; Lea & Carroll, Pittsburg, Pa.; H. W. Johns com-
pany. New York; Link-Belt Machinery company, Chi-

cago, 111, ; Westinghouse Light, Heat & Power company,

York, Pa. ; German-American Brewing company, Buf-
falo, N. Y.; Monongahela House, Pittsburg, Pa.; Ar-
mour company, Chicago, 111.; V. Henry Rothschild*
Co., Trenton, N J.; Jeffrey Manufacturing company,
Columbus, Ohio.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

,099- Multiple Series System of Electrical Distribu-
'

tion. Francis B. Badt, Chicago, 111. Application

filed September 25. 1895.

anslating device

irrent through 3

^erloaded side, pa

dependent ot the

;ing the diverted

jrrent supply and

"Sie^

5=7,114, Trolley Pole Support. Nathan H. Davis,

Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed November 8.

flange, a bracket adapted to

; flange" having a cylindrical flange adapted to tit

e plate, an annular plate adapted to fit under the

nd to be secured to the flange, and mechanism for

ing the trolley pole secured on the bracket.

magnetic needles upon the needle-c

the needle-carrier, and co-operatin
vrciT^::LTuJtdrum and haminer-plate designed

opposition to the spring.

557.139- Rail Bond and Electrical Connector. Chas,

E. Moore. Chicago, 111. Application filed October

9. 1895-

vided with a flanges
lecting beyond the fl

and a reduced portioi

557 153 Apparatus for Telephone Lmes Charles E
Scnbner Chicago 111 Application filed Angus
17 1895

Issued March ji, i8g6.

,218. Commutator for High Voltage Dyn
August J.

Oehringand Henry H. Wait, Chicaf

Application filed August 20, 1895.

screws passing through the segments and into the di

not passing completely through the disk, thus elim

,224. Electric Switch. Charles G. Perkins, Hart-
ford, Conn. Application filed January 2, 1894.

The claim: In an electric switch, in combination, an in-

sulating base provided with a central threaded nut and bear-
ing duplicate pairs of conducting poles, a spindle with a

handle at one end and a screw-thread at the other end.
which thread fits and turns in the threaded nut in the base.
an insulating commutator block bearing condu

ate with t aid sleeve

ime. and a pair 01 spring plates engaging tne sleeve.

Electric Arc Lamp. William D. Ray. Chi-

lli. Application filed July 11, 1894,

; inventor claims the combination with a curved taper-

"pp^/i'i

,257. Electric Cut-out. Robert G. Davis, Brook-
lyn, N. Y., and Albert M. Torrance, Bennington.
Vt. Application filed July 5, 1893.

spring secured i

J,
^ ;;d. arm, and arranged

in its normal positi(
with the contact post, and when tne pivoted arm is revolved
away from the contact post and beyond the point of greatest
depression of the spring to hold the pivoted arm in its open

,258. Electric Railway. Patrick B. Delany, South
Orange. N.

J.
Application filed October 10, 1892.

The last claim is for an insulator for an electric con-

,282. Elertric Car Heater. Joseph G. Noyes, Mil-

ford, Conn. Application filed August 16, 1895.

The claim : An electric heater having a corrugated
heater-body containing electrical conductors embedded in

,284. Telephone Switch and Support. Edward C,

Paramore, Philadelphia. Pa. Application filed

April 24, 1895.

In a combined receiver support and cut-out for telephone
instruments, and in combination with the contact points of

support is claimed which is bifurcated to receive the in-

strument, a movable support eccentrically pivoted to the

NO. 537.356.

,324. Art of Electric Dyeing. George D. Bur
Boston, Mass. Application filr-l Srj-h iii1>im

nnected with opposite electric poles.

557,342. Shade for Incandescent Electric Lamps.
Solon O. Richardson, Jr., Toledo. Ohio. Applica-
tion filed November i, 1892.

izontal thick and thin

portions with the outer and inner surfaces thereof, curved
inwardly and outwardly respectively.

557.355- Galvanic Battery. Edward S. Boynton.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed February 21,

1895.

A galvanic battery comprising two or more elements
grouped in one receptacle and having an electrolyte com-
mon to all, each element consisting of pairs of electrodes
arranged one within the other, the outer electrode of each

supported in immediate juxtaposition

557- 35*^- Galvanic Battery. Edward S. Boynton
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed September 31
1895.

id a second wheel attached to the
aptod to drive by friction a third

557,386. Rheostat. Harry E. Heath, Windsor, Conn
Application filed December 26, 1895.

supporting device and parallel flexible and non-conductin

557. 39S. Distribution of Electric Currents. Isidor

Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed Sep-
tember 16, 1895.

The method of distributing electrical energy consists in

ing device with resistances placed in a shunt circuit to a
resistance opposing the flow of the cuirent in the primary

or cutting out the same through the active employment of
the consuming devices placed in the circuit.

557,403. Electric Flash-light Apparatus. George R.
Lawrence, Chicago. 111. Application filed May 17,

1895-

An electrically connected supporting frame or standard is

described, in combination with an electrical

pans movably and adjustably secured to the standard, eacl

adapted to complete the circuit on the pans or arms and tc

ignite the powder.

557,422. Means for Transmitting Electrical Energv,
Thomas W. Onderdonk. New York, N. Y, Appli-

cation filed April 9, 1895.

i forced s

,325, Art of and Appar;

,442. Iroiiey lor lilectnc

Seymour, Washington, D.
February i, 1896,

operated f

rhooHtal for varyiiiR and
:trodes di.'sposed

895.

icljido a dye vat. a dve Iriving shaft, a\

uid connected \
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Niagara Model for the Electrical Expo-
sition.

Oneof the allractions tn lie seen al the forthcoming;

electrical exposition to be held in New York city will

be a beautiful model of Niagara in miniature. This

model is a remarkably pretty piece of work and has been

displayed in the map room of the Cataract House at Ni-

agara Falls, where it was operated by water power, but

while on exhibition in New York it is intended to operate

it, if possible, by electricity from Niagara Falls, a dis-

tance of nearly 500 miles (the New York Central Rail-

road company estimates the distance by rail at 462 miles).

To accomplish this feat it is proposed to utilize either a

telegraph or telephone wire. The electric power is to be

taken from the big 5,000 horse power generators in the

is a fine glass case which protects it from meddlesome

hands and dust. The scale upon which the model was

made is about 100 feet to every inch and a half. A com-

parison of this fact with the dimensions mentioned will

give one a fair idea of the model. The streets and build-

ings of the city are in perfect form and it is like standing

high above the city to enjoy a look at the pretty work

The eyes do not tire, but as they search about and pick

out the various buildings the pleasure is a novel one. tn

all 197 buildings are shown, and the number of trees

which beautify the streets of the city in the model is

150.

While (

is shown the dynamos, with a small flight of stairs lead-

ing to the top of them. This appears more clearly in Fig,

2. which is an end view of the front of the model and gives

one a glimpse of the Niagara Falls Power company's

plant in miniature. There is a sectional view of all this

showing the turbines, the penstocks and shafts. The
first glance at this part of the model is quite deceiving.

The visitor gains the idea that he sees four turbines on

each side, but the fact is there are two on each side and

the others are reflected by a mirror neatly concealed in

the back. As the water passes from the turbines it enters

a drift or small tunnel leading to the main tunnel and is

carried through it to the gorge below. Standing on the

north side of the model, a sectional view of the entire

length of the tunnel and the water passing through it is

obtained. Air bubbles are pumped into the water so as

central station of the Niagara Falls Power company,

and if the effort proves a success, it will be most signifi-

cant of the possibilities of heavier cables which it would

seem must be erected at a later day to carry larger quan-

tities of Niagara's energy across the Empire State,

In connection with this article two pictures of the

model are given, both taken just before it was boxed for

shipment to New York. The illustration on this page.

Fig. r, is a half-tone reproduction of the model, giving a

bird's-eye view of the upper Niagara river, the city of

Niagara F.alls, the Niagara gorge and a glimpse of Can-

ada. The model shows the city of Niagara Falls "and

surrounding locality from a point just beyond the line of

the power tunnel on the north to the center of Goat Isl-

and on the south, and from a point beyond the Clifton

House, Canada side, on the west to a point beyond the

big tunnel canal on the east. The model is 12 feet long

by three feet six inches wide. The height of the model

when on exhibition is about six feet, but one-half of this

model and, standing in front of it, the visitor learns by

a statement on a metal plate that he is looking at a

model of the Niagara Power company's plant at Niagara

Falls, N. Y., and such it is. the power houses,

pits, cros

heel-

rbine wheels and the

is found the actuat-

ruction of this truly

'., and such it is. T
sections of the cana

tunnel are all before him. In

ing thought that led to the ct

wonderful piece of work. Day

at the Falls make eager inquiries as to the workings of

the tunnel and its object. Some find this a difficult

matter to explain, but here it is all clearly presented. In

this model is shown what can be seen in no other way,

for it would be utterly impossible to take all the visitors

down into the deep wheel-pit to show them the working

of the turbines. A lettered plate tells the visitor to

drop a nickel into the slot and pull the ring way out.

When this is done water will flow down the penstocks

upon the turbines, which will set in motion the turbine

shaft to the dynamo that will generate the power. Above

to make it more perceptible to the sight. From the

west side of the portal of the tunnel, the gorge, the

American Fall and a portion of the lower river is ob-

tained. The steamer Maid of the Mist is near the

American dock. The arrangement of the American Fall

and the little fall between Luna Island and Goat Island

is most perfect. The accurate effect is created by a

porcelain plate tinted and burnt in. If a nickel is drop-

ped in the slot on the north side, six electric lights

located in various parts of the city and three lights in

the Cataract House shine forth and add to the scene.

While at the Falls they were operated by a storage

battery concealed beneath, but in New York Niagara

power may be called into service. One thing that all

will be impressed with is the beauj:y of the river as it is

represented. The upper river is shown from the Falls

to a point above where the tunnel canal taps the river.

All the islands and bridges are shown. The river bed

on the part above the rapids is of glass. Midway down
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the south side of the model the glass ends. To this

point the water flows underneath the glass, when it runs

out and flows over a bed made of lead representing rock.

Where the rapids are, the lead is wavy, and the rapids

are shown distinctly. As the water passes over the

precipice it drops behind rocks at the bottom and passes

underneath the glass river bed of the gorge.

The model was made by George R, Allen of Philadel-

phia, and that part of it that treats of the power devel-

opment was made under the supervision of Coleman

Sellers, chairman of the Board of Engineers of the

Cataract Construction company.

Among the buildings that attract great attention is the

beautiful Cataract House, the central power station of

the Niagara Falls Power company, the many buildings

that compose the immense plant of the Niagara Falls

Paper company and the various churches in that portion

of the city shown. All these buildings are made of

wood. e:ccepting the Cataract House, which is of card-

board. Taken as a whole, the model is destined to give

strangers a clear idea of what has been' done to develop

Niagara power.

Many years ago an enterprising man got up a model

of the village of Niagara Falls and of the falls them-

selves. This model attracted much attention and was

it that he bought it and carried it away with him. The

National Electrical Exposition.
The most important announcement made by the man-

agement of the National electrical exposition this week

is that all arrangements have been completed for the

operation for the model of the Niagara power plant by

electric current generated and transmitted from Niagara

Falls to the exposition building in New York city. On
this and the preceeding pages will be found an interesting

article describing in detail this model and the method of

operation. Two excellent half-tone reproductions of

photographs of the model accompany the article, and from

these the reader will be able to gain an idea of. this most

interesting feature of the exhibition. The completion of

the electric power plant in Niagara, and the recent con-

tract made by the city of Buffalo for the delivery of cur-

rent within the city limits by June, 1897, make it appro-

priate that the work should be signalized in some way

at the National electrial exposition in May. In the de-

velopment of the idea of exhibiting this model it was

thought that, as little power would be required to drive

the turbines, it might be comparatively easy to switch

on a modicum of current from the Falls plant and ac-

tually run the model with it; not as an ideal exemplifica-

tion of whafmight be done, but more as a pretty tour

dc force. To assist the enterprise. General Eckert,

president of the Western Union Telegraph company,

ll g1

1
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building of the tunnel enlarged the opportunities for the

model maker to such an extent that Hon. Peter A.

Porter had the model made. Although the tunnel plant

lias been in operation almost a year, and Niagaras of ink

have been used in describing its wonderful features, it

is surprising how few people appreciate and understand

the method of development, but this model seems to

make all clear at a glance.

Patents of the National Conduit Manu-
facturing Company Sustained.

A decision by Judge Townsend in the United States

Court. District of Connecticut, sustains the patents of

the National Conduit Manufacturing company in its

suit against the Connecticut Pipe Manufacturing com-

pany. The decision perpetually enjoins the Connecti-

cut company from infringing the patents on cement

lined tubes owned and controlled by the National

Conduit Manufacturing company.

The case was argued by able counsel on both sides,

and the decision is considered of great importance to

the electrical public generally, on account of the many
millions of feet of cement lined pipe already laid in

the United States and Canada by the National Conduit

Manufacturing company, and the large quantities which

it is at present installing. This decision gives the

National company complete control of the field, and ad-

ditions to its already large factories are now in course

of construction in order to meet the demands of the

company, to place two of the company's ordinary cop-

per commercial wires at the disposal of the exposition

for use every evening, say for an hour or so, when the

weather conditions are normal. This generous offer

evinces no small amount of public spirit, and does great

credit to the company. L. B. Stillwell of the Westing-

house Electric ik Manufacturing company has been asked

to cooperate with Mr, Brown in working out the details,

it being the intention to use the Tesla two-phase system

and Tesla two-phase apparatus. A further suggestion is

to hang some American Bell long-distance telephones

over the exhibit and thus listen to the roar of Niagara

while seeing the model driven by it. Steps are now being

taken to realize this. Another idea suggested by Mr.

Stillwell is to deliver some of the Niagara current to con-

densers and cable to Europe with it. Mr. Tesla is

greatly interested in the whole project and is lending it

his active assistance. At the opening exercises Gov-

ernor Morton is expected to turn on the current uf elec-

tricity which will be furnished from Niagara.

General E. S. Greeley has kindly consented to loan

for the purpose of opening the National electrical ex-

position the gold telegraph key used by President Cleve-

land at the World's Fair in 1893. It is proposed that

when Governor Morton closes the circuit through the

key to the power plant, instead of signaling merely

from floor to floor of the exposition building;, a circuit

shall first be made across ilu' r.mtinrni and back,

through Chicago and San li;in. is>n llic action will

practically not be less insiauiiiiirniis, l)iii ii will graph-

ically illustrate the speed ^

It is proposed also to fire

The United St;

at the electrical

models, etc., whii

^ thee

Patent Office is arranging to make
asition, a fine display of electrical

ill be peculiarly interesting and in-

structive as bearing upon the growth and development

of electrical invention. A special representative of the

Patent Office will be in charge of this exhibit, which will

be under the general care of the historical and loan ex-

Mr. Edison is already actively engaged in preparing a

select personal exhibit for the Exposition, and Luther

Stieringer has kindly consented to take charge of the

arrangement. In telegraphy, Mr. Edison will show
stock printers, the phonoplex, the quadruplex, American

district system, train telegraphy and the rote recorder,

his first " invention. In telephony, several varieties

of apparatus will be shown, including microphones,

the chalk transmitter, motograph receiver, etc. He
will also show his interesting megaphone, odophone,

etc. In lighting, Mr. Edison's earliest incandescent lamps
will form a prominent feature, and the first converter,

models of systems of distribution, multiple carbon lamps,

center-pole lamps. first chemical meter and platinum

lamp and early fixtures will be exhibited. In the line of

power transmission, Mr. Edison will exhibit some very

early motors and models of great interest. Among mis-

cellaneous exhibits may be named the pyromagnetic mo-
tor, etheroscope. tasimeter, stages illustrating the evolu-

tion of the bamboo filament, magnetic friction devices,

early phonographs, the fluoroscope and the latest form

of phonograph. There are also in course of construction

four sets of apparatus with which experts from his own
staff will give exhibitions of the Routgen phenomena,

so arranged that by using the fluoroscope, people can in-

spect their own anatomy. The Crookes tubes will be

jnounted in connection with mercury pumps, so that in

a rough way the process of lamp exhaustion will also be

demonstrated. Mr. Edison's personal exhibit for the

historical section, consisting of 40 cases, has been re-

ved; lildii

Western Delegation to the National Elec-
tric Light Association.

The announcement of the arrangements for a special

train from Chicago to New York for the western dele-

gation to the National Electric Light association in the

last issue of the Western Electrician has been fa-

vorably received, and already there is evidence that a

large number of central station managers in the vicinitv

of Chicago will take advantage of the opportunity to

make the trip in congenial company. Of course there

is no question about a large delegation from Chicago, as

everybody who can spare the time will undoubtedly

avail himself of this opportunity. The gentlemen in

charge of the affair are now completing arrangements

for delegations from other western cities joining the

Chicago party either in this city or at some convenient

point along the line. Representatives from all the

northwestern states will undoubtedly come directly to

Chicago and start with the party from this city. It is

believed that every city of any considerable size in this

section will have one or more representatives in the

party, and many of the smaller towns have already been

heard from. The management of the exposition is very

much gratified with the outlook and is cooperating with

the association in offering inducements to central station

men and dealers to attend the New York meeting.

Bryan & Humphrey of St. Louis report that the.C. A
A railway has made arrangements to take the St. Louis

party to Chicago and return for one and one-third fare

on the certificate plan, The St. Louis delegates will

start for Chicago Friday night. May 1st, at 11:30 o'clock,

reaching this city at 8:30 o'clock Saturday morning.

This will enable them to spend several hours in Chi-

cago before starting for New York.

J,
C. Hobart of the Triumph Electric company of

Cincinnati and Joseph E, Lockwood of the Michigan

Electric company of Detroit have been selected to take

charge of transportation matters for their respective ter-

ritories. These kitiiKmiich uill m.iiierate with the Chi-

cago delegation, .iinl ii IS bili<\..i they will contribute

largdy to the sucrrss nl ilw rvpcdiiion

P. B, Shaw, u

panies in a numi
has begun procn

compan\ rx. Insi

plianc.-s

he acquired from the
nos and electrical ap-



Proposed Standard Tube for Producing
Rontgen Rays.

The observations which have, up to this time, been

made as to the source of Kilntgen rays point to the fact

that the cathode rays must strike some surface which

then becomes the KrmtKcn rny source. My own obser-

vations niakf iiir lliiiik lh;il if liiu bombarded surface is

esce, Iherays will l.r murr rnnrKctic. Hearing in mind

tllesc observations and the fact tliat it is desirable to

possess Crookes tubes which are of standard make and

adapted for use with high-frequency apparatus, Ruhm-
korlf coils with oscillatory or uni-directional discharge,

or with Wimshurst or I-Ioltz machines, I have proposed

as a standard tube one which is represented in the ac-

companying illustration.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN. .

On the Best Shape for the Rontgen I

Tube.
Hv W M. Sunk,

This subject has as yet received but little atter

Most experimenters have been compelled to use

Crookes tubes as were already in possession, or v

could be purchased. The various incandescent

companies have, with commendable enterprise, I

the manufacture of tubes. No doubt experience

yet too recent to give such tubes permanent shape,

discussion of tube designs may not be devoid of inlt

The writer, through a series of fortunate circumsla

has been enabled to test a large number and varie

«3

structure consists of a

bulb at opposite sides of which are mounted concave

aluminum disks supported on wires sealed through the

glass. The foci of these concave electrodes coincide,

nearly, at the center of the bulb, at which point is lo-

cated a V-shaped sheet of platinum, iron, a small piece

of iridium, or other piece of metal. This could be sup-

ported in any way desired, but it may be suggested,

as a convenience, that it be mounted on a third or

middle terminal, so that it can be made an anode. In

using this tube with high frequency currents the two

cup-shaped terminals are attached to the source of elec-

tric currents, which alternately become cathode during

the discharges and cause the Rontgen rays to be emitted

from the apex of the platinum sheet or from the surface

of the piece of metal placed at the common focus. With

oscillatory currents from a Ruhmkorff coil the same

connections may he used, and even when the discharges

are uni-directional the connection of either cup-shaped

terminal as a cathode makes the tube effective; but in

thiscase the middle terminal may be made the anode and

the other or cup-shaped terminal a double cathode, and

thus give the greatest amountof cathode surface with but

a short distance to be traversed by the discharges, while

Crookes tubes, and to have had the services of a skilled

glass-blower. Willi:

very successful bulbs.

The accompanying diagram illustrates the design which

I have adopted as a standard. In general shape it re-

sembles the usual pear-shaped Maltese cross Crookes

tubes. The following reasons have governed its design:

It has been clearly demonstrated that the Rontgent ray

is generated on the bombarded walls of the tube, ' chiefly

opposite the cathode. But if the cathode stream im-

pinges on a small area the tube becomes so highly heated,

there is danger of

that the rapidity of

of very high poten-

even with moderate excitation, t

breaking it down. It is also knc
a tube is largely increased by the

A further fact ificant—the

the sharpness of thejocus and, consequently, the defini-

tion obtainable with the Rontgen rays, remains unim-

paired. If the vacuum in such a tube is too low, it is

also possible to raise it quickly by constituting the mid-

dle terminal a cathode for a time, in which case metal

would be carried therefrom and deposited on the side

of the bulb in a very fine state of subdivision and

quickly absorb the residual gas. If during the working

of the tube the vacuum becomes too high, it can some-

times be reduced by simply heating the tube to a high

The Washin}rton Ti?nes thinks

fluoroscope will be immensely popula
attachment behind theater hats.

NTGEN RAYS.—PROFESSOR THOMSONS DESIGN.

diverges to some extent as it proceeds radially from

the cathode. A long, free path for the stream is thus

advisable, so that the area of bombardment may be sev-

eral times the diameter of the cathode disk. The tube

will then withstand very high potentials without unduly

heating. The end of the bulb may be either spherical

or flattened: the latter is preferable if the tube is in-

tended for long-range work. The bulbs should be from

eight to nine inches in length and about four inches

greatest width. The cathode may be one-half to three-

quarter inch in diameter, and should be perfectly flat,

since a concave shape dangerously concentrates the

stream. The neck, where the cathode is placed, should

t exceed one inch diameter. This is to prevent llic

i molecules from passing back of the cathode to any
Should they do this, the 1 becomes highly

Id otherwise be
I'l.ason the usual

M such bulbs the

nil*. Ihe backbe-

\uu-w-\' lir-ated.

iilM n.in.iisthe

iii--i^,i<l (jf the

"1' til- .-HinJ,. I,_. ,,,,,,,, I; ir; ,, .,,nM;,nl l„,l.n,l^, nf the

electrodes and using a constant polarity coil, thii vacuum
in such a tube is greatly increased, so that it soon be-

comes extremely active, even should the tube at first

exhibit marked violet light. This is shown by revers-

ing the polarity, when at once the tube exhibits its

initial low vacuum light. Theanode may be set further

up toward the neck of the tube. If desired. It is well to

have a small handle on the bulb, to hold it in a desired

As to the metals for the electrode, only aluminum
should be employed, since it is the least volatile of the

metals. Platinum is to be avoided, since Lenard has

shown that though aluminum is scarcely volatile in the

cathode stream, platinum is 44 times as liable to volatil-

ize. If platinum is used, the walls of the tube soon be-

come darkly coated with itsdeposited particles. Finally,

the kind of glass used in the bulb seer

consequence, for its activity does not s

on the amount of fluorescence present

not desirable, since it is quite opaque 1

the rays from the interior.

Some interesting results have been obtained with such

a tube. Using the fluoroscope, a bullet in the calf of

the leg has been clearly located. All the bones of the

arm and lower leg Can be readily seen, and indications

point that the trunk of the body may be clearly exam-

ined by using still higher potentials. A coin has already

been seen through 12 inches of pine wood. An excellent

sciagraph may be obtained in from one to three minutes.

i to be of little

^mingly depend

Lead glass is

the passage of

Telephone News from the Northwest.

A local company was

D put in a telephone s]

owa Union to put in

ental if the project w

being formed at Eldora, Iowa,

tern, but on the promise of the

first-class system at moderate

s dropped, it was abandoned.

The Iowa Union promptly began work on an exchange

and will soon have it in operation. The rates are to be

51.25 and 5 1. 50 per month, and the people there say that

if any raise in rates is made they will go ahead with

the local exchange.

The Northwestern Telephone company has secured a

franchise at Racine, Wis.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company has

closed contracts for 800 miles of poles and 3,200 miles

of wire for its long-distance extensions for this year. By
December ist it is expected that Minneapolis and St.

Paul can talk with Fargo, N. D., and with Sioux City,

Iowa, and Sioux Falls, S. D. Charles
J. Glidden, Rus-

sell Robb and Charles P. Cummings of Lowell, Mass.,

of the Erie Telephone & Telegraph company at Low-

ell, are in Minneapolis on a tour of inspection of the sys-

tem in the Northwest.

The Reinbeck Telephone company of Reinbeck, Iowa,

has been incorporated with $3,000 capital stock.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company is

arranging to connect with Windom, Minn,, and work

will be begun about May ist. The right of way is being

Business men of Wayland, Iowa, have subscribed S300

to~secure telephone connection with Mount Pleasant.

The ndependent telephone companies in the vicinity

of Jefferson, Iowa, are energetic. The Jefferson Tele-

phone company will extend lines north, and the Perry

company is arranging to connect with Guthrie Center

and other towns. The managers of the Jefferson and

Boone Telephone companies are arranging to connect

the two counties and operate the line jointly. The Iowa

Union (Bell) is figuring on a line north from Grand Junc-

tion to Fort Dodge.

The Western Electric Telephone company will build

Mil

r Electr tify it

resco, low

all subscribe sufficiently to ju

the
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Model Factory Electrically Operated.

In the factory of the Northern Electrical Manufactur-

ing company at Madison, Wis., is found a practical ap-

plication of the principles which this company is pro-

mulgating; that is, the transmission and utilization of

electric power in shop work. The company has a model

plant, equipped during the last year, entirely operated

by electric motors. The main building is is° ieet long

by 100 feet wide, and so arranged that it may be ex-

tended to the length of 500 feet. The power house is

adjacent and separate from it, so that no fire will be used

in the main building, the main shop being heated by

steam supplied from the power house. An excellent ex-

terior view is presented in Fig. i. A railroad track runs

through the center of the building, and is connected by

a switch in the rear with the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul railroad. This is shown in the interior view

presented in Fig. 2. All the supplies which are to be

brought in by rail may thus be deposited in the shop at

:s per

large

the problem of economical manufacture has bei

carefully studied in this plant, which is very cot

arranged and has a capacity of about 100 machi

month. The intention of the company is to car

lots of machines through at a single time in order to de-

velop the full manufacturing advantages of the machine

tools and fixtures provided, as well as to enable the com-

pany always to carry a large stock of finished machines

ready for shipment. The workmanship of the machines

is fully equal in quality to the best machine tool work,

and the electrical work is kept to the highest possible

grade.

The company has now ready for the market standard

the t :for ifactu

the product be carried away. All heavy castmgs are

unloaded directly in front of the machine tools on which

they are to be finished. The entire shop is so arranged

that each piece as it passes through the various steps of

manufacture moves progressively forward from one ma

chine to the next until it is finished and ready to fit into

its place in a completed motor, or go into the store room

Another excellent feature is the provision made for mo\

ing and handling heavy machinery by a large tra\elmg

crane. All machines are driven by m Qufac-

s furnished from the

& Power company.
tured by the company. Current i

mains of the Four Lakes Light

The interior view of the factory (Fig 2) shows motors

bolted to posts driving short line shafts. This feature

is more clearly shown, however, in Fig. 3. A special

advantage in the company's motor is here forcibly illus-

trated, namely, its adaptability to any service that may

be required. It is so designed and constructed that it

can be fastened to the ceiling or wall and operated with-

out interfering in any way with the bearings, as readily

as if placed upon the floor.

The factory, it should be noted, was especially de-

motors varying from one horse power to 75 horse power,

wound for no, 220 and 500 volts. Mention has already

been made of the fact that these motors are so designed

and built that any machine can be bolted to an ordinary

foundation, or bolted to a wall or ceiling without taking

off or applying any special parts, that is, any machine in

stock can be applied in any one of the three positions by

merely changing eight screws. To show the popularity

of this system of driving it is merely necessary to state

that more than two-thirds of the machines sold are bolted

either to a wall or to the ceiling. Each size of machine

built is also furnished as a generator. Two types of ma-

in addition the company has nearly ready for the mar-

ket a line of electric hoists to take the place and do the

same work as is d^ne by pneumatic hoists. These hoists

will be built in four sizes, to lift 500, 1,000, 2,000 and

4,oDo pounds and to lift four, six and eight feet. They

are of strictly original and effective design and will with-

signed for the most economical production of motors and

dynamos of medium sizes, such as .ik in ji m^ i iIc

mand. The plant has been laid oui ,'
' ' l''!' I'l

putin with the sole purpose of rc-iui ,: 1
, .1

of manufacture to the lowest pnssiM. ; i l lu.; c.jiii-

pany is thus enabled u> i-ni m ili- \ri\ ix.si material

obtainable. Arrangemeni li.i i,r, .,,1, i,,, the pro-

duction of 12 sizes of machuH ., .in.l ,1 sii)l:il>l(.- machine

tool has been provided lor every operation to be per-

formed. These machine tools are fitted with special

tools, fixtures, chucks, cutters, etc., of the most elabo-

rate description. In fact, nothing has been omitted that

tends toward reduction of cost or greater perfection and

uniformity in the finished product. It is evident that

are illu trated i n Figs. and ,;. a 75 horse power

lad dyna no and a steel clad mot r directly con-

i to a tan mp. in add tion to the standard

s the company is about tc brin g ou t several novel

ations of mators the firs of which is a

lethod of driving line shafting for shops, mills and

es, which pos.5ess many adx'ar tage . It hopes also

have rt ady for sale an api licat on of standard

s for the urpose .if ilriM rhil . inuls, SHcl, :,-.

planers millin ,ImI ].|rss,.v rU

Factories.Transmission of Power
Bv J. J. Flather.

For short distances shafting is usually employed to

transmit the power from the prime mover to the

machinery of a mill or factory, but the friction of such

shafting effectually debars its use for any considerable

length. Even with bare shafting this distance is not

very great. With an efficiency of 75 percent, the dis-

tance is only about 600 feet for a two-inch shaft.

In the ordinary transmission of power by shafting, we
find the shaft loaded with pulleys and the power taken

off in varying amounts throughout its entire length; it is

unusual except in short lengths to receive the power at

one end and transmit it at the other. The friction will

evidently be proportional to the weight of the shaft and

the unbalanced belt pull acting on the shaft.

The weight of pulleys, belts, clutches and couplings

carried by the line shaft will vary from about one and a

half to three times the weight of shaft, so that the total

weight on the bearings will vary from two and a half to

four limes the weight of shaft; for head and jack shafts

the weight will probably vary from three to five times

the weight of the shaft.

In addition to the weight there is the unbalanced belt

pull which increases the load on the bearings. More-

over, the actual power transmitted by a shaft is seldom

more than three-fourths, and usually not more than one-

half, of its working capacity; therefore the percentage of

loss is very high. For well constructed shafting with

hangei-s sufficiently close to prevent undue deflection

under working conditions, good alignment, having long

and well lubricated bearings, it can be shown that the

revolutions per minute, will vary from 10 to 20 per cent.

of the power transmitted.

No matter how well a long line of shafting may have

been erected, it soon loses its alignment and the power

necessary to rotate it is increased. In one case^ which

is on record, a loss of 93 per cent, occurs in the trans-

mission of the power from the engine to the machines.

By referring to the following table which has been

compiled from data obtained from a number of represent-

ative machine shops-, it will be noticed that the loss of

betvv vide but the

3ical 1

-lorse Power

Name of Firm.

1 nn IB

W o"rkb

tiig mm g macli i)

Pre ses and dies

He.^^ tors,n,;s

2500

135 05

,30

95

AoSg

66 M

=4

23

80

ing had 15 years" experlenc

and in chai'ge of shops.

J. T. Henthorn. in a paper read before the American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, states that the fric-

tion of the shafting and engine in a print-mill should not

exceed ig per cent, of the full power. Out of 55 exam-
ples of a miscellaneous character which he has tabu-

lated, seven cases are below 20 per cent., 20 vary from

per cent., 11 from 30 psr cent. 1035 per cent,, and two

above 35 per cent., while the average of the total num-
ber is 25.9 per cent.

Mr. Harms, speaking of this subject, quotes eight

inected by short

frequently hap-

A'
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pens, also connected to one or more auxiliary shafts

which drive other countershafts, we can see why the

power required to drive this shafting in machine shops

should lit; greater tlian that found in cotton and print

niills. iIr- inacliiiKM-y of which is in genera! driven from

the main Un.'s of shafting. Nor can we neglect the loss

due to belts upon loose pulleys, as with the numerous

clutches and countershafts in use the conditions more

nearly approach those which exist when the machinery

is in operation. There is no doubt, however, that a

large percentage of the power now spent in overcoming

ihe friction of shafting in ordinary practice could be

made available for useful work if much of the present

cumbrous lines of shafting were removed.

Manufacturers are realising the enormous loss of

power which ensues from the present system of trans-

mission, and we find a general -tendency to introduce

(lillerent methods by which a part of this loss will be ob-

viated. Among lliese are the introduction of hollow and

lighter shafting, higher speeds and lighter pulleys; roller

bearings in shaft hangers, and the total or partial elimi'

nation of the shafting.

A large number of prominent manufacturers are driv-

ing their machines direct by means of electric motors,

and we find their use has invariably been attended with

For isolated machines and for heavy machines that

may be in occasional use, the electric motor is particu-

larly well adapted, as such a means of power transmis-

sion consumes power only when the machine is in oper-

ation.

For the average machine shop, short lengths of light

shafting may be employed to good advantage, and the

various machines, arranged in groups, may be driven

from one motor. By this method fewer motors are re-

quired and each motor may be so proportioned to the

average load that it may be run most of the time at its

maximum efficiency. When short lengths of shafting

are employed the alignment of any section is very little

affected by local settling of beams or columns, and since

a relatively small amount of power is transmitted by

each section, the shaft may be reduced in size, thus de-

creasing the friction loss. Moreover, with this arrange-

ment, as also with the independent motor, the machinery

may often be placed to better advantage in order to suit

a given process of manufacture; shafts may be placed at

any angle without the usual complicated and often un-

satisfactory devices; setting-up room may be provided

in any suitable location as required without carrying

long lines of shafting through space. This is an im-

portant consideration, for not only is the running ex-

pense reduced thereby, but the clear head-room thus

obtained, free from all shafting, belts, ropes, pulleys and

other transmitting devices, can be more easily utilized

for hoists and cranes, which have so largely come to be

recognized as essential to economical manufacture.

There is also less liability of interruption to manufac-

ture, on account of the sub-division of power, and in

case of overtime it is not necessary to operate the whole

works with its usual heavy load of transmitting ma-

chinery.

Another advantage is the adaptability of the system to

changes and extensions; new motors may always be

added without affecting any already in operation, and
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the ease with which this system lends itself to varying

the speed of different unit groups is a very potent factor

in its favor.

On account of the excessive friction loss in factory

shafting, there is a general opinion that a large amount

of power is required to drive the machinery, but such is

not the case with the average machine tools in common
use working under their ordinary load.

In estimating the power required to drive a given ma-

chine or group of marhincs the accompanying table may
be used ver\ .in Imi-hI,

i ;i guide and may be con-

sidered to I' |M I
II I 11 ihe power required to

operate the u\..' '

1 : ;- <l
'

It will be [HI. I . I L\..r Lh-: iiiciiou load varies between

we should expect in those machines having a variable

speed and rate of feed.

The average load will usually be much less than that

here given for full load, and may often be taken equal

to or less than half the value in the table. On the other

band, some machines may be crowded so that double

the loads here given are considered as the regular work-

ing loads, but these conditions are rarely met with and

we find usually that a machine is not worked up to more

than half the capacity as given in the table.

Xan,. of Machine. F„ ILoad. Friction Load.

LathSfrC^lrjoJo;;.:;;::;;::;:::

wS lathes.' 60" to »;::.;:. ::;::

1

|'«
'°

Jf

Large planers. 6o"x6o" up to 76x76'.

Medium drill press
"

ers. I5"by5".

land

GRINDSTONES AND ElIERY WHEELS.

Name ot Machine. Full Load. Friction Load.

Grindstone tor stock
Emery wheels. 6" to ts" diameter..

114 H. P.

H
"'"

forn

When individual motors are used with each machine

the horse power of the motor should be at least equal to

that given in the table under full load, bat when the

group system is used there will usually be ample power

if motor capacity be provided equal to one-half of the

total power required to drive all the machines in the

group at full load. If but two or three machines are

run in a single group and these be in daily use. then

about two-thirds of the total full-load capacity should

be provided in the motors.

The generator capacity can be determined in a simi-

lar manner, but in the latter case allowance should be

made for drop in the line and loss at the motor.

;tha nade tthe

Baldwin Locomotive Works it was found that with a

total motor capacity aggregating 200 horse power, a

generator of only 75 kilowatts was sufficient to furnish

the current, and ordinarily only 60 kilowatts, or 40 per

red.

Should Municipalities Undertake Busi
ness Enterprises?

i»— !
I

' 1: I li'.ir freight at the lowes
furiii li flHin l-i)i ;ind telephone facilitie

t manner and at the least cost. Those whi

tive part in politics see their advantage i:

velopment of government activity; even th

y view with complacency the increase of polii

the dishone the

lity of i , gai;

public

Dever may profit by gov-
rol of business enterprises, it is not the

easy to say that if individuals reap a bene-
undertakings, the public can do the same,

but this by no means follows. There is no business of

which the profit is sure; where gain results, it is because
the enterprise is managed with judgment, with intelli-

gence, and with economy, and, most important of all, be-

cause it is managed by those who have their own money
at stake.

In all these respects the government is at a disadvan-
tage; its servants are constantly changing, and they as-

sume a brief charge of industries to which they have not

given their lives; the only margin of profit is by a rigid

economy of operation, and until human nature changes
there will be few who insist upon economy when the

public is the paymaster. It is for these reasons that,

with few exceptions, when the government assumes con-
trol of a private enterprise, the public gets poorer serv-

ice at higher cost. This is not a matter of speculation;

it has been demonstrated by experience. Many of the

railroads in Europe are owned by the government, and he
must be a dull traveler who does not discover that he pays
more than here and gets poorer service. There the av-

erage price of railroad travel is not far from four cents a
mile and here we pay two; on third-class cars one can in-

deed travel for two cents a mile, but he is huddled into a
small compartment with 10 or 12 people, and usually with

a bare board for a seat. The great speed which compe-
tition has secured for the public is unknown where com-
petitK Thi rty. ^iles :

and the traveler may be thankful if he is car-

with that rapidity. No government furnishes
re State express running at 55 miles an hour.

Here for $2 one has a sleeping car to New York and for

$3 to Chicago; for sleeping car accommodation in Europe
for the same distance he would pay from SS to Sig.

When we compare systems controlled by the government
with our own railroads, which are exclusively in private

hands, we find that we are carried quicker, cheaper, and
with greater comfort.

We may turn to smaller enterprises, but we shall find

the same results, for the same principles are involved;

the government pays more for what it buys and more to

those it hires than a private individual. Nor do the

holders of political office always exhibit qualities which
suggest the wisdom of increasing their responsibilities;

if the United States Senate frequently injures business

interests, so far as its influence extends, why should we
be eager to increase its power to harm?
There are a few English and Scotch towns which

have enlarged the scope of municipal action with ad-

vantage to the citizens; they are exceptionally situated

and exceptionally governed, and even in their case it is

for the future to show whether an extraordinary degree

of public vigilance will continue and will cure the evils

inherent in municipal control of business enterprises.
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have been removed to much more commodious quar-

ters Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build-

ing. Dearborn and Adams streets. Chicago.

The telephone number remains unchanged—Main

^746-

CoMpCLSOHY arbitration is once more brought prom-

inently forward by the differences between the Metro-

politan Street Railway company and its employes, and

the pass;i;..^'j of a bill now before the Legislature is urged

by the New York daily press as the only method of pro-

tecting the public against the annoyances and incon-

veniences of a strike on the great street railway systems

of the metropolis. It is contended that railway service is

public service and cannot be suspended or interrupted

without intolerable inconvenience to the community;

that it should be maintained without any cessation or in-

terruption that can be avoided, and further, that the state

not only has the right, but it is its duty, to see that

this is- done. In view of the fact that a prominent street

railway magnate of < nsiderable influence in the political

financial circles, has become an

orapulsory arbitration, there seems

volved.

Lnicipal election in Chicago resulted in the

;ment from the common council of several

nsavory reputation. It has not yet been

demonstrated that the new council is an improvement over

the last, but it is generally admitted that it could be no

worse, and that any change would in all probability be

for the better. There has been so much talk about

boodle in connection with the official action of the city's

representatives of late years, that the public is evidently

disgusted with the entire administration. A general

cleaning out would be welcomed.

Practical men demand practical information upon

practical subjects. All these conditions are met in the

paper presented on another page upon the "Transmission

of Power in Factories," by Professor Flather. It is ad-

dressed to practical men, not necessarily experts or en-

gineers, although these latter will find in it much informa-

tion of value; and the subject is treated in such a simple

manner that any person engaged about a factory or in-

terested in its operation will readily comprehend it. The
article presents the result of Professor Flather's experi-

ence, and while his deductions may not be accepted by

all, his views should receive the consideration to which

the valuable and varied experience of the author enti-

tles them.

Two very important contributions on the subject of

the form of tube most desirable for producing X-rays are

presented elsewhere in this issue. Accompanying these

articles are drawings, prepared by the authors, illustrat-

ing the principal features in the design and operation of

the special form of construction which each advocates.

It is rather strange that so little attention has been

given this important subject, as is indicated by the

dearth of literature on this feature of the Rontgen ex-

periments, for it is one of the most interesting as well

as important subjects to be taken into consideration in

these investigations. It is evident that Professor Thom-
son and Professor Stine have given the matter much
thought and study, and the results of their investigations

and experiments, which they present on another page

this week, should command attention, but other investiga-

tors, working along different lines, may reach conclusions

at variance with theirs, and as the subject is one of such

great importance it should be carefully considered from

every viewpoint.

We commend to the careful consideration, of our

readers the article on govermental control of industrial

enterprises which Is reprinted on another page from the

Rochester Posl-Expj-css. It is a pleasure to find this

subject is receiving the consideration of intelligent men

who will investigate the problems presented and not take

for granted the wild utterances of demagogues and poli-

ticians who are actuated by a desire to gain notoriety of

command patronage. There is no danger to private cap-

ital as long as this class of men can be interested in the

subject. It is only through indifference on the part of

the public, apathy among business men and failure to

realize the importance of the subject and Ihe principle

involved, that municipal ownership and governmental

control can hope to succeed. The lessons which the

failures and abuses attending experiments in this line

have taught the public have resulted in a growing inter-

est in the problem, and the advocates of these socialistic

plans will find it much more difficult to secure the adop-

tion of their schemes, now that the common sense of the

community is beginning to be exercised.

As AN engineering and commercial problem the devel-

opment, transmission and utilization of the power of

Niagara continues to occupy a position of first import-

ance. Nor has public interest in the subject abated. It

seems rather to have been revived and intensified by the

recent discussion in the New York Legislature over the

plans of the power companies and the effect that the

establishment of these industrial enterprises at the Falls

would have upon the natural beauty of the scene.

The people of the Empire State are very proud

of their magnificent state reservation, as they have a

right to be. and they are very jealous, too, of any en-

croachment by the power companies that would jeopard

the beauty of the park and Falls. The article and illus-

trations which form a prominent feature of this issue,

give an excellent idea of what has already been done ac

Niagara. The model which is here described will be an

attraction at the electrical exposition at New York next

month, and there is no doubt that as an educational

feature it will be very valuable. It is really surprising

how little exact information is possessed by the people

at large upon the subject of the Niagara power plant,

although, as Mr. Dunlap says in his article, Niagaras of

ink have been employed in describing its varied features.

This model will afford an excellent opportunity of illus-

trating the operation of the plant; it will be an object

lesson in the utilization of water power for electrical

transmission, and it will give a better idea than could

possibly be conveyed in any other way of the work that

has already been accomplished at Niagara Falls.

Down in Texas the central station men are occupied

with^their plans for the second annual meeting of the

Texas Gas and Electric Light association. This organi-

tions formed several years ago under the auspices of the

National Electric Light association; many of its members
are also members of the National association and the

plans and objects are similar. No doubt many of the

companies forming the Texas organization would hesi-

tate about sending a representative to the convention of

the National Electric Light association at New York next

month on account of the expense involved, although we
believe it would pay every central station company in

the country to have its superintendent and manager at

that meeting. It would be very appropriate, however,

for that section of the country to show its interest in the

national organization, its aims and policy, and we
suggest that the executive committee name a represent-

ative of the association to attend the New York meet-

The Northwestern assi

even though many of the <

ganization will have their

show that the organizatic

on should do likewise,

anies comprising that or-

representatives. It will

; a body has the proper

spirit and interest in the general industry.

This meeting promises to be one of the most important

that has ever been held in the interest of the electrical

industry, and it should be taken into consideration, too,

that the West has a special interest in its success, as the

chief executive officer of the association is a western

man. Let the Northwest and the Southwest and the

Pacific coast states join with the Middle and Eastern

states in making the New York convention the most

successful in the history of the organization.

Only a favored few can indulge in the luxury of

building for personal use electric launches and electric

yachts, and those who have the means do not evince an

inclination to contribute to the development of craft of

this type. John Jacob Astor may be considered an ex-

ception to this rule. His fondness for yachting and his

aptitude for electrical and mechanical work have led

him to undertake quite extensive experiments in this

line. His first practical result was the construction of

an electric launch several years ago, a small mahogany

boat equipped with storage batteries. After considerable

experience with this boat and as a result of his experi-

ments, Mr. Astor built a second launch similarly

equipped with storage batteries. The second was larger

than the first and embodied many improvements. It

was a 46-foot boat and attracted considerable attention

at Newport last year. This success encouraged Mr.

Astor to indulge in further experiment, and as a result

he has, with the assistance of a prominent yacht designer,

completed plans from which an electric yacht is now
being built. This boat promises to be an innovation,

and there is reason to believe that it will stimulate in-

terest in electrically propelled craft. An idea of the im-

portance of Mr. Astor's undertaking may be gained from

the fact that the yacht now in course of construction is

to measure 72 feet over all. 12 feet beam and four feet

draught. Twin screws operated by two 50 horse power
electric motors, supplied with current from storage

batteries of sufficient capacity for 10 hours' run. and

electric pumps, electric capstans, electrically controlled

and operated center boards, electric lights and signals,

are features of the equipment. It will be an electric

yacht in every sense of the term, and. as befitting such a

boat, its fittings and furnishings will be complete and

costly. No wonder Mr. Astor expects to create a sensa-

tion at Newport this season.
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Niagara Power Privileges.

I'nw.T n.ailns ., ir mt.mv in^ niMw ., I ton tion in New
Vnrk M;,ir ili;,n 1,, ,n,\ mi1,.., M;,ir ,n ihc Union. Tliis

is, |>ri li.i|is, <|iiiic pn^iMi. : 111;; ili.iiilic l':mpire State

has ill ihr I'.ills tif Niag;ir:i llir j;rcalcsl source of power

in Amuiica. The Wicsiickn Ulhltuician has told its

readers of the power bills before the New York State Leg-

islature, and also of the bill introdxiced to retire the pres-

ent commission of the New York State Reservation at

Niagara and place the control of this great free park in

the hands of the State Game, Fish and Forest Conimis-

Last week another step was taken in the battle that is

being waged in the Legislature, when Senator Cantor

presented a memorial on the subject of the aggressions

of private power corporations at Niagara Falls. This

memorial is in the form of a protest and includes an in-

teresting summary of the valuable franchises which have

been secured, and for which the state has received noth-

ing. It is also designed to furnish cogent reasons for the

defeat of Senator Ellsworth's bill legislating the present

commission out of office, while it infers the suspicion that

the power companies are behind Colonel Ellsworth's bill

and that these corporations expect to get still further

privileges through the State Game, Fish and Forest

Commission. As to the latter suspicion, however, it may

be said that the substantial power companies have about

all they desire. Then the memorial recites the fact that

when the present reservation was bought by the state, it

was disfigured by unsightly structures and notoriously

subjected to practices that were vexatious and marred

the pleasure of visitors to the cataract, The commissioners

remind the Legislature that the state acquired the prop-

erty at great cost, with the object of removing these un-

sightly structures and of ending impositions upon the pub-

lic. They ask if it is to be easier for schemes of the most

prejudicial character to get a foothold in the reservation

now that it is the property of the state than when it was

under private ownership. Continuing, the commission-

ers, on the subject of power matters, say :

The numerous projects to take water from the Niagara
river that have already received legislative sanction, and
certain enterprises to utilize the more distant waters of

the lakes, which were essential to the integrity of the

Falls, have created a very general apprehension that the

grandeur of the falls is to be impaired. Omitting details

of more distant projects, those in the immediate vicinity

of the Falls are the following:

First—The Legislature of 1886 incorporated the Lock-
port Water & Electric company, which claims the right

to take water from the Niagara river in quantity unlim-

ited and without any compensation to the state.

Second—The Legislature of 1891 incorporated the

Niagara County Irrigation & Water Supply company,
which claims power to take water in unlimited quantities

and without compensation.
Third—The Legislature of 1888 incorporated the Lew-

iston Water Supply company, capital not to exceed

$50,000, 000. claiming power to take unlimited water with-

out compensation.
Fourth—The Legislature of 1889 incorporated the

Buffalo & Niagara Power and Drainage company, claim-

ing power to take water without limit as to quantity and
paying therefor nothing to the state.

Fifth—The Legislature of 1893 incorporated the Niag-

ara Power & Development company, claiming power to

take an unlimited quantity of water without paying any-

thing therefor.

Sixth—The Legislature of 1S94 incorporated the Niag-

ara, Lockport & Ontario Power company, with a capital

not to exceed $10,000,000, claiming the right to take un-

limited water and without compensation.
Here are six concerns, which, while not yet taking

water from the river, yet have such authority to do so as

the Legislature can give. Another company, differing

from those above mentioned, in that it is now actually

drawing water from the river, is the Niagara Falls Power
company, originally chartered by the Legislature as the

Niagara River Hydraulic Tunnel & Sewer company,
claiming under legislative action by a series of most
remarkable acts, skillfully drawn, the most monstrous
powers, which, it is safe to say, are not entirely in the

A committee of the late constitutional convention

recommended the passage of a constitutional prohibition

against diverting the waters of the Niagara from their

natural channel, but corporate representation was too

strong and active to prevent its passage. In an able

report on this subject, this committee says respect-

ing this Niagara Falls Power company:

sell.

nd fu:

)r any power, heat
I and through any (

lish and deli

the

uthorized
waters of the

light developed
division of the

thes
and all bodies or persons, public or private, wherever
situated, and for any such purpose said corporation

from time to time may enter upon any private property

for which it may obtain such right, or upon public

bridge or street, highway, road, land or water, and may
use the ground thereunder. If the company uses its

full limit of 200,000 horse power, it will draw from the

nissioners

hci ;iK>-iK n -^ til. Ill w.iiLi, LuM^ Ikmii -.^5 to SiCO per
num. If it be unlircly williiii bounds, ftio is taken
the value of one horse power per annum, to take

10, GOO horse power would represent an annual value of

was generally entertained,

furnished the Niagara commissioners with ai

that the taking of water by this company i;

authority of law and that an injunction will 1

it. This company now comes to this Legisl

authority to continue to take water and to increase it

take to 200,000 horse power; to those or to any authori

zation to take water from the river, the commissioner

ney-general has

against

ure for

tha

Before closing the

onsiderable se

Falls in favor

in the

the fact

icinity of

of enterprises that take water

from the river, "as these add to the activities of the

place and tend to advance the price of lots." But they

ask if these local interests are to be gratified at the

sacrifice of the very objects for which the state acquired

the reservation property. They remind these local en-

thusiasts that the city of New York alone paid in round

numbers one-half of the whole cost of the reservation

and that the pecuniary interest which the people of

Niagara Falls hold in the property is very small as com-

pared with that of the rest of the state. Of the effect

of this tendency of local enterprise, the commissioners

say:

There can be no doubt that the Falls will be seriously

affected by the numerous enterprises afoot to utilize the

waters that render the Falls the magnificent spectacle

that they are. Just apprehensions have arisen on this

subject, and it remains for the Legislature of the state

to dispel those fears by discountenancing further per-

missions to divert these waters and by applying proper
limitations to those concessions that have already been

On the subject of the bill intended to legislate them

out of office, the remarks of the commission are modest:

They have, they say, enforced rules for the protec-

tion of the public from the excessive demands of per-

sons granted the use of any and all privileges of the res-

ervation, including carriage service, steamboat service

and the privilege of conducting tourists through the Cave
of the Winds, and, more than this, they have opposed
all grants of the right to take the water of the Niagara
river for private purposes. These, or some of their in-

terests, may be arrayed against the present commission.
Naturally some disappointments arise from their fixed

determination in this respect. The duty, however, was

cept all the responsibilities and all the consequences.

After years of service, with no other reward than that

which follows a conscientious discharge of a public duty,

the cc
- -

. -
.

of their work, n^

Quite naturally, it is a fair inference to suspect that the

power companies are favorable to the bill to oust the

commissioners, for in this way they will rid themselves

of the official opposition of President Green of the com-

mission, who has been especially fierce in his antago-

nism of the power and industrial interests of Niagara.

It is believed, with good reason, that not all the commis-

sioners fully agree with him in the matter. Such has

been President Green's enmity that, for all the franchise

of the Niagara Falls Power company provides that it

shall furnish the State Park with light and water, and

it stands ready to perform its part of the contract, the

commission has allowed the park lands to remain in dark-

ness and regularly asks for its water bills from the Ni-

agara Falls Water Works company, an allied company

of the Niagara Falls Power company, thus clearly de-

fining a depth of opposition.

A company just formed in Jersey City, N. J., has

aroused a world of suspicion. This is the Mannessman

Cycle Tube company, having a capital of $2,oro,ooo.

Of the capital stock, $1,000,000 is paid in. and the com-

pany is to commence business at once. Its main office

is in Jersey City and a branch office will be opened in

Buffalo. The incorporators are Robert Mannessman of

Hoboken; Reinhardt, Alfred and Carl Mannessman of

New York; W.H. Hill of Boston; Richard A. Burget of

Pittsfield. Mass.; William V. Sherman of New York and

Levi L. Brown and Erail Kipper of Adams, Mass. The

purpose of the company, as set forth in the incorporat-

ing papers, is to dam rivers and streams, including the
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storage, transportation and sale of water and water

power and privileges; with the right to take rivulets,
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or any part
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, , ,| iiiat the true

piH-i.M-. .,1 ih,. ,,„mi,,m; ,. h, ;;. , ,-,;,iruI of Niagara
Falls and utilize it fur motive puwcr. The same com-
pany a short time ago filed articles of incorporation for

the establishment of a plant in Buffalo to manufacture
tubular iron,

It has been intimated that the Cataract General Elec-

tric company is about to .sell out its franchise rights on

the canals of this state to an English syndicate, but this

Frank W. Ilawley denies in these words:

The equipment for the propulsion of canal boats by
electricity upon the Erie canal will be owned and oper-
ated by Americans, and not by foreigners. When you
appreciate the fact that the investment of $8,000,000 or
$10,000,000 will establish upon New York's great water-
way a transportation line equal to the total carrying
capacity of the great trunk lines that parallel it with
their hundreds of millions of dollars invested, you will
see that is good enough property to be owned on this
side of the Atlantic, especially where you have the ad-
vantage of the cheap power of Niagara,
Has any capital been offered you for the canal line?
Yes; we have had offers of all the capital we want,

from many sources, but we have all we need at our com-
mand, and will construct the line and operate it for the
benefit of the producers and consumers of the products
of the great Northwest, and not in the interest of any
railroad organization, as suggested in press dispatches-

the integrity or intelligence of

Contracts Awarded for Chicago's Stor-
age Battery Road.

As the readers of the Western Electrician are

aware, Chicago is to have the first railway in the coun-

try built exclusively for operation with storage batteries.

Other roads in various parts of the country have been
partially or even wholly operated by accumulators, but

Chicago will have the distinction of having the first line

built from the ground up as a storage battery road, and
planned for such operation in every detail. The Engle-

wood & Chicago Electric Railway company, which is

backed and controlled by the Electric Storage Battery

company of Philadelphia, has undertaken the task, and
its work will be watched with much interest by every

street railway man in the country. The experiment

will certainly be painstaking and thorough and under

the most favorable conditions. If it prove successful,

financially as well as mechanically, it cannot be doubted

that the new road will prove an example of great in-

fluence on the future street railway development of the

It will be remembered that in purchasing from the

original owners a franchise for an electric railway

in the southwestern part of Chicago and Morgan Park

the Englewood & Chicago company secured little else,

and so it was necessary to plan and build an entirely new
system. The preliminary work has been progressing

steadily in the offices in the Marquette building, and
last week a number of contracts were let and others will

be awarded in afew days. The actual work of building

an extensive storage battery road is now under way.

The contracts already let are as follows:

Track Construction.—C. E. Loss & Co., Chicago.

This is for grading, ballasting, construction, etc.. for 20

miles of track.

Ironzcork.—YiQTixy Levis& Co., Philadelphia. This

contract is for furnishing the rails, spikes, etc.

Car Bodics.St- Louis Car company. There will

be 20 open cars and 20 closed cars.

Eng-ines.—M. C. Bullock Manufacturing company.

Chicago. At first two vertical Willans engines, each

of 250 horse power, will be installed. These engines are

of the triple expansion condensing type. Provision is

made for additions.

Electrical Machinery

.

—Walker Manufacturing com-

pany. Cleveland. In the power house there will be four

six-pole Walker generators, each of 250 kilowatts ca-

pacity. In addition, the contract includes 23 car equip-

ments, each car having a 50 horse power motor and a

Walker controller.

Engine and Dynamo Coiinection.—Arnold Electric

Power Station company, Chicago. This contract allows

the use of the Arnold system, by which the engines and

generators may be connected in certain combinations

otherwise impossible.

The Electric Storage Battery company's chloride ac-

cumulators will be used, as a matter of course. Seventy-

two 9-T cells of about 400 ampere-hours each will be

placed on each car truck, and these will furnish suffi-

oient current to the motor to drive the car at a maximum
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les an hour. The entire equipment and

E the road have been placed in the hands

of G. Herbert Condict, with B. J.
Arnold as consulting

engineer. Mr. Condict is the chief engineer of the rail-

way department of the Electric Storage Battery com-

pany and also general manager of the Englewood & Chi-

cago Electric Railway company during the period of

by August 1st. President Shaffer has entered

extended European vacation.

Giesler Electro-mechanical Water
Wheel Governor.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Sraith-Vaile company of Day-

ton, O., has taken the lead in developing the horizontal

type of turbines and adapting them to the requirements

of electrical generators. It has realized for along time

that no governing device for water wheels brought out

up to this time was at all adequate to take care of the

sudden and material changes in load and maintain a uni-

form speed. Formerly a variation of speed of five to 10

per cent, was permissible in ordinary mills. Now a va-

riation of not exceeding one per cent, is desired. Dur-

ing earlier experiments efforts were directed to making

a governor entirely electrical; that is. one which should

balls and their j

degree, and the

e all balanced to the fin

magnified to such an

that the slightest variation in centrifugals

nee manifest itself by directly opening or c

er wheel gate as required.

A Complete Insulating Plant.

The accompanying illustration represents the factory of

the Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company, Nos. 225 to

239 West Twenty-eighth street. New York city. The
building is a modern and sightly structure, impressive

because of its size, but hardly giving an idea from with-

out of the bustle and activity within. The factory takes

up five stories, running the entire length of the building,

In the basement is a large store-room for lead-covered

cables, heavy cabling machinery for submarine and un-

derground cables, lead presses for covering wires and

cables for underground purposes, jute machines, large

tanks for testing heavy cables, a mill room where the

compound is made, and engine and boiler rooms, where

there are a modern 300 horse power Whitehall-Corliss

engine and two 200 horse power Stirling boilers. A 300

horse power Berryman heater, installed by Davis & Co.

machine shop, cabling machines for small cables and

the braiding department.

It would be hard to imagine a more complete insulat-

ing plant, and a visit to the Safety company's fac-

tory will explain why its product is so widely used. The
plant is centrally located, being only two blocks west of

Broadway on Twenty-eighth street.

The Safety Insulated Wire & Cable company has a

well-known reputation for underground work, and some
of its prominent contracts may be mentioned. It

furnished to the Manhattan Electric Light company of

New York 350 miles of underground cables. The Peo-

ple's Traction company of Philadelphia has purchased

upward of 70 miles of 1,000,000 circular mils cable, the

contract amounting to over 5400,000. The Mt. Morris

Electric Light company. New York, has in use 270 miles

of Safety underground cables. The Boston Electric Light

company has purchased 150 miles of lead-covered wire

and cables. The Safety company furnished the cables,

laid them, made all the joints and connections for the

underground feeders [or the West Chicago Street Rail-

road company, upward of Go miles, and now is at work

on a second contract. It has also received the contract

for the Chicago City Railway company for underground

feeders. The Milwaukee Edison Illuminating company

use the change in the electrical current as a medium for

governing the water wheel employed in generating that

current: but the results were unsatisfactory. Very fair

results were obtained by the use of a hydraulic piston,

but there were objections to this form in actual practice,

and they were expensive to build and maintain as well.

After experimenting in every direction, the company

finally settled to the conviction that the form adopted,

as shown in the accompanying cut, was decidedly the

most desirable in every way. With this machine, the

slightest variation in speed is instantly multiplied to any

desired extent, and enables the opening or closing of the

water wheel gate long before the ordinary balls, as used

in other governors, would show any sign of moving.

The governor can be arranged so as to fully open or

close the water wheel gate in from three to 15 seconds,

according to the requirements of the situation. The en-

gineers of this company have been experimenting along

this line for two years, sparing neither time nor expense,

and their efforts hav.^ rcstiUed in perfecting the r;it;sler

electro-mechatiK -.i ^ - i-.t ;. l,i. h I,., .
py.r.

.
,1 n , if 1-

The
thatures and sells these governors under a

they will perform all they are recommended to do. The

makers are enabled to use very small balls in this gov-

ernor, because the balls are relieved of doing any work

whatever, such, for instance, as lifting a valve against

pressure, lifting a pawl or moving a slide, etc. The

of Hartford, Conn., is included in the equipment. All

the machinery on this floor, and. in fact, on all the

floors, is of especial character and seems to du the work

in the best possible manner, as far as economy and

quick results are concerned. The mill room deserves

more than a passing notice, for it is here that the pure

Para rubber is broken down by many processes until it

is in a uniform condition to receive the compound. If

anyone should doubt the character and basis of the

Safety compound, one glance in the mill room could

not but be reassuring. . Here the rubber is seen in its

raw state. After it is broken down it is rolled out to the

thinnest gauze and is perfectly transparent. Any im-

perfections or parts of rubber that have not been suHi-

ciently worked under this process are clearly visible.

When in perfect condition the compound is put In, and

by processes which are just as careful a uniform prod-

uct is the result,

On the first floor is the shipping and receiving depart-

ments, carpenter shop, t-lectricinn's omce {which is fully

intendenl's office and cablin muI n.inJin- im,

insulating department occupirs iln ciuiir th

The fourth floor is devoted to I he stock room I

sulated aerial wires and cables and to the waxii

ing and taping department. On the fifth flo

ani the Fabst Po\\er compin) of Milwaukee ha\e a

large quantit) of Safety underground cables now m use.

This company also fuj-nished 100 miles of underground

rubber-covered, lead-encased cables for the World's

Columbian Exposition and upward of 30 miles of under-

ground cables for the Buffalo General Electric company.

It furnished all the cables for the Boston Common and

all the Boston parks; also 40 miles of cables for Washing-

ton Park, Chicago.

General Manager Leonard F. Requa is known as one

of the most tireless workers in the electrical field. Hav-

ing an extensive mechanical knowledge, together with

experience in the manufacture of wire, he has been able

at all times to kec)' m [Kurv with (he demands made for

various kinds of \\\v t>. miu ,01 I'l's^.ible purchasers, who
are willing to p:i\ l<>i in.i.l,t.s insulated wires and

cables. From tlic appcai:iiur ul every portion of the

large factory, crowded as il is with work, it will evidently

be but a short time before the Ci'nipany will have to

move or extend its present facililies

American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers.

The next meeting of the Institute will he held at 12

West Thirty-first street. New York ciiv. nn \\ VJnrs^lav.

April 22d, at 8 p. m.. at which time ,i paper will lio

read by 1>. McFarlan Moore of Newark, N
, \ nn Re-

cent Developments in Vacuum Tube Ligliiing, accom-

panied by experiments. The hall will be lighted by

these tubes.

<*
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Pocket Ammeters and Voltmeters.

The introduction by the General Hlectric company of

the new Thomson measuring and testing instruments

for nltcrnatinf^ ciirreni work (described in the issue of

March jS. 1896), has been followed by a development

no leby valuable, along similar lines; a set of ammeters

and voltmeters has been especially designed for carriage

in the side pocltet of an ordinary coat. These instru-

ments are known as the Thomson pocket ammeter and

pocket voUmeter. and they give to the isolated plant en-

j^ineer, the manager of the small central station and the

working electrician a cheap and reliable instrument

which may be carried in the pocket and exposed to com-

paratively rough usage without fear of impairment of

The construction of these pocket instruments, while

suited to meet the different usage to which they are

likely to be subjected, is similar in principle to that of

Us. They are oval in shape, ^\istandard

inches by 3 '2 inches. Notwithstandirig the singular

compactness of the pocket instruments, the scales are un-

usually long and clear. They are completely encased

by a polished nickel cover. The ammeter, which is

herewith illustrated, is calibrated to read, 2, 10, 25 am-

peres; the voltmeter from o to 75 and 150 volts.

demand for in the shape of a

; been met by the

Bryant Electric company. This high-t

switch is made in the form of an ir

as shown (open) in the cut. The c

and the blades of the switch on the lid; the blades are

about four or five inches apart, and a fuse is inserted

between them. When the lid is opened the blades of

dead, hav

The sides of thenegative ana pot

switch are separated by a bridge of slate and the wires

enter the box through porcelain bushings. The lid is

hinged in such a manner that when closed it will remain

closed owing to its own weight. It is also fastened by a

spring clip. The handle is of wood and when the box

is shut the parts carrying current are entirely pro-

tected. This device is extensively used as a service

switch for 500 volt motor service, and has a capacity of

100 amperes. It is also admirably adapted for a service

switch on 1,000 volt alternating or 220 volt direct cur-

rent work. The Bryant Electric company's western

office is in the Monadnock building, Chicago.

of considerable in-

in any way affect

IS the litigation is

) of its stockholders

question was
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Waring-Westinghouse Suit.

H. S. Waring, formerly actively connected with the

Standard Underground Cable company, and the original

owntr of many of its valuable patents, recently entered

suit against George Westinghouse, Jr., to recover the

value of 10,000 shares of stock in the company. The
well-known names of the litigants and the large

amount involved make the case on

terest, although the outcome cannc

the company itself or its policy, as

purely a personal matter between two

as to an accounting.

Mr. Waring claimed that the stock

transferred by himself to Mr. Weslinghouse at the time

that Mr. Weslinghouse became connected with the com-

pany in March, iHSr., and that the stock was to have

been held in trust and for his benefit. In the course of

the testimony many depositions were submitted from

electrical experts and large users of underground cables,

as to the high character of the Waring cable manu-

factured by this company. The depositions also showed

that the cable made to-day is practically the same cable

as was made in 1SS6.

The defense of Mr. Weslinghouse to this suit was-

substantially that the stock in question had been given

him outright, to secure his active interest and influence

in favor of the company, which was then a new under-

taking, and that there was no agreement or understand-

ing that he held the stock for Mr. Waring, and that

nothing was due to Mr. Waring on account thereof.

The case was brought to a sudden termination on the

gth inst,, when the plaintiff withdrew his suit. The
testimony on the main issue—viz., whether Mr. Westing-

house should account to Mr. Waring for the stock in

question- seemed to be in favor of Mr. Weslinghouse

up I . the I the ithdr;

Electric Railroad on the Florida Keys.
Notice is given of the intended incorporation of the

Tropical Electric company of Key West, Fla., by
J.

L.

W^atrous,
J. M. Phipps and E. M. Martin, with a capi-

tal stock of 550,000, which may be increased to $5,000,-

000. The most interesting feature of the new venture is

the general nature of the business to be transacted,

which is set forth as follows in the notice of incor-

poration:

(1) The veymg,

city of Key \Vest through the counties of Monroe and
Dade by the most practicable route to a point on Bis-
cayne Bay at or near the mouth of the Miami river, a
distance of about 150 miles.

(2) The surveying, constructing, equipping, operat-
ing and maintaining a telegraph line in and from the
city of Key West, through the counties of Monroe,
Dade, Brevard, Osceola, Orange. Lake, Volusia,
Marion, Putnam. St. Johns, Clay, Duval and Nassau to

a point on the Florida and Georgia state line at or near
White Oak, a distance of about 550 miles.

(3) The constructing, equipping, operating and main-
taining an electric plant or plants in Key West and at

other points along the line of its railroad and telegraph
lines'^or the purpose of generating electricity for power,
lighting or other purposes.

This prospectus certainly outlines a comprehensive

and ambitious scheme, but it is very puzzling—espe-

cially the paragraph relating to the electric railroad.

Key West is on an island having an area of r6 square

miles and 60 miles from the nearest point on the main-

land of Florida. Biscayne Bay is on the eastern coast

of the mainland. What the "most practicable route"

for an electric railroaG between these two points would

be is indeed difficult to determine.

Threatened Strike in Chicago on Ac-
count of Employment of Non-Union

Electrical Workers.
There is a possibility of a strike of the building trades

on the Lewis Institute and the Great Northern Hotel

building in Chicago. Complaint was made to the board

of delegates of the Building Trades Council that the

Western Electric company is employing non-union men
to install the electric plant in the Lewis Institute. A
committee was appointed to make an investigation. The
trouble is said to grow out of a conflict between two

organizations of electrical workers. The national organ-

ization is at war with the local unions, and an attempt

is now being made to organize a rival local union. The
men who are at the head of the movement are said to be

employes of the Western Electric company and are at

work on the Great Northern Hotel building and the

Lewis Institute.

Competition in Rockford.
y.'. A/»r,/ (lU.j /fu/Vy A:-j:/s/rr--(,\i;irt/,- of M;ircli 17. il

r-mbers of the City Council hHd onr- of the 1

system, and the corn-

er of the Electrical In-

do the work for S20,-

der Hr pointeil out what he termed some glaring er-

rors in the bid of his opponent and offered to furnish a
bond in any sum wished for the satisfactory perform-
ance of any promise made by him. Mr. Adams told

about other plants which he had installed and, having
the appearance of being a practical electrician, had
many of the members of the council with him from the

start.

Mr. Myers, who was there representing the Installa-

tion company, got excited over the prospect of losing

the contract and attempted to answer Mr. Adams, al-

though his remarks were of such a nature that every
time he opened his mouth he lost a vote in the council.

It had very much the appearance that he was trying to

force the aldermen to give him the job, and they didn't

like it. The representatives of the two construction
companies sparred back and forth for half an hour and
the mayor was finally forced to call Myers down, as he
got abusive of his opponent.
Alderman Graham said he couldn't see why the com-

mittee should recommend the highest bid instead of the

Alderman Shepherd favored the highest bidder.

City Attorney Welsh, when questioned, stated that the
statute contemplated that when bids were advertised
for, the lowest should be accepted, if the party is a re-

sponsible one.

Alderman Graham moved to substitute the lowest
bid. that of the Adams & Green company, for the com-
mittee report. The council was a tie and the mayor
had to cast the deciding vote, which he did in favor of

the lowest bidder, stating that he felt it his duty to do
so under the statute. The aldermen who voted in favor
of giving the contract to the highest bidder were Alder-
men R. A. Shepherd, T. J. Derwent, Willis Kimball,
A. E. Crowell, A. Hollem, Gust Holm and E. C. Dunn,
Those who voted in favor of the people and the low-

est bidder were Aldermen Wra. Knapp, A. J. Ander-
son. G. V. Lindblade, Z. B. Sturtevant, F. S. Regan,

J- Graham and J. Beatson.
Alderman Crowell, after the result was announced

and Mr. Myers had made another speech, said he wanted
to change his vote in favor of the lowest bidder.

On the adoption of the report, as amended, giving the

work to the Adams & Green company. Aldermen Shep-
herd. Derwent and Dunn were the only persons to vote

Mayor Brown then explained how, through extensive
correspondence, he had obtained a much cheaper figure

on poles than the builders were able to get. which, with
the striking out of the clause calling for the painting of

the poles, would effect a saving of over S2.000 to the

city. He predicted that the pole line system would be
built for less than $20,000.

Pacific Cable Delayed.
The rivalry between the two companies seeking a

charter and a subsidy for the construction of a Pacific

cable has resulted, for the time being at least, in the fail-

ure of either company to secure the prize.

The sub-committee of the Senate committee on
foreign relations reported to the full committee a bill

along the lines of that proposed by the Scrymser com-
pany of New York, but left the name blank so that the

fuUc uld; : the

This bill was considered the best protection because
for the same bonus larger advantages were offered to the
government. The bill provided for a bonus of S160.000
a year for 20 years, in return for which the government
was to have free use of the cable for public purposes in

perpetuity. The rate to Hawaii was reduced to 35 cents

a word and to Japan and China to Sr.25 a word.
The Spaulding company proposed to build only to the

Hawaiian Islands for the same bonus. When the propo-
sition came up in the committee April ist, the Spaulding
advocates found ready allies in the four Democratic
members of the committee, who were opposed to subsi-

sufficient to defeat
r bill.

fuse to report the other measure. Between the com-
mittee factions in the Republican ranks the proposed
cable fell through.

It is believed, however, that the committee will be able

later to come to some conclusion that will lead to a

satisfactory solution of the problem. Meanwhile, mem-
bers of the committee suggest that the rival companies
get together, if possible, and merge their interests. In
that event the bill could be speedily reported to the

Senate.
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New York Notes.

3RK, April II-—The project i the t

of the New York and Brooklyn elevated roads across

Brooklyn Bridge continues to excite attention. It is

said to be feasible, and the plans are stated to be in

readiness. The su-rface road companies would also like

the privilege, and President Rossiter of the Brooklyn

Heights comppny says that the proposition is practicable

and could be put into effect without changing the pres-

Prof. Pupin gave an address, illustrated by experiments,

before the association of alumni of Columbia College at

Sherry's this evening, his subject being the Rontgen

radiance. The professor, in his talk, paid particular at-

tention to the application of the discovery to surgery,

and most of his stereopticon illustrations bore upon this

point. One of the best of these was a picture of a hu-

man chest, made within the last few days, which dis-

tinctly showed the bones of the thorax and a stud on the

shirt bosom of the subject, as well as the collar button

on the back of the neck. The exposure of this photo-

graph was greeted with hearty applause. Dr. Pupin

expressed the belief that the rays would ultimately

prove of inestimable value to surgeons and physicians in

the practice of their profession.

A pathetic incident showing the extent of Tesla's

fame is reported in the Tribune. One day last week

the scientist received a call from Charles Broadway

Rouss, who wished to see whether a severe shock of the

electric current might benefit his eyesight, which has

been steadily failing him for some time. In fact, his

physicians have about given up all hope of restoring the

organs of vision, and he seems doomed to pass the rest

of his life in darkness. Mr. Tesla informed Mr. Rouss

that he could do nothing to restore the sight, but that he

would administer an electric shock with pleasure. He
sent a current of 100,000 volts coursing through the

nerves of the venerable merchant without visible effect.

Mr. Rouss, however, afterward stated that before he

permitted the shock he made the electrician take his hand,

as he did not intend to die alone, if die he must from

the contact. Dr. William F.. Mittendorf, the attending

physician, believes that there is no hope of preserving

Mr. Rouss' eyesight to him much longer. "When a

tree or a plant is dead," said the physician, "you cannot

restore it by watering. So with the eye. When the

nerve is dead nothing can bring it to life."

J.
Elliott Smith, superintendent of the fire alarm tel-

egraphs of New York, has been suspended, pending an

investigation of his office.

The latest aspirant for recognition in the field of elec-

trical periodical literature is .£:/t'C^r/ra//Jo/w.^ 5, a monthly

journal published at 15 Cortlandt street in this city

by John P. Madden. The new publication is started on

the old-time assumption that the "popular" side of electri-

cal development is neglected by theolder journals in the

electrical field, and it announces in its first issue that it

will keep "fully in touch with the-younger school of men

who are just entering upon the practical study of elec-

tricity and need information, stripped of technical ver-

biage, in which our learned coniemporaries in the elec-

trical field seem to revel." The management entertains

the strange fallacy that in essaying this course it will serve

a "hitherto much neglected constituency." The paper,

which is curious but not unattractive in appearance, is

evidently making a resolute effort to be "popular," as is

shown by the fact that the principal illustration of its

first issue is borrowed from the sensational Journal and

by the remarkable statement in its leading editorial that

"Electricity has become a force in nature."

W. F. O.

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Niagara Falls, April 11.—Electricity is about to

score another victory over steam, it being announced

that the Niagara Central railroad, which runs between

St. Catharines and Niagara Falls, Ont., is about to dis-

card steam and adopt electricity as a motive power.

This road is about 12 miles long, and it is understood

that while operated by steam it- has not been a profita-

ble investment. With the use of electric power there is

^M^ry prospect that the road will show good earnings.

Quite a large parly of Cornell College students were

at the Falls a few days ago to examine the big power

plant, and while there they had an experience they are

not likely to forget very soon. While at the machines

they made a 500 volt short-circuit, with the result that

the fuses were blown out with a loud explosion, and the
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they had brought with them was badly,

wrecked. The young men were demoralized for a time,

and their experiments in that line stopped suddenly.

The New York State Assembly has passed the bill con-

firming and defining certain riparian rights of the Niag-

ara Falls Hydraulic Power & Manufacturing company,

whereby the company's enlargement of its hydraulic

canal is legalized and by which 100,000 horse power

may be developed.

The New York State Legislature is once more consider-

ing a bill intended to confer upon Alonzo C. Mather of

Chicago the right to build an experimental bridge in the

Niagara river near Buffalo for the purpose of developing

power from the current of the river. There is much

opposition to the measure and it is not likely to be-

lt has been suggested that as Niagara Falls is so great

a source of power for electrical distribution, there ought

to be a permanent and prominent advertisement of that

fact within the range of the eyes of every person that

approaches the city by night and visible to all of the

surrounding communities. This might be a powerful

searchlight or a big electrical arch. It is thought either

of the power companies would be willing to furnish

the current needed if public-spirited citizens would fur-

nish the apparatus.

During the month of April the Niagara Falls & Lewis-

ton railway, the electric road which runs between Niag-

ara Falls and Lewiston through the Niagara gorge, will

not be operated. This decision was reached on the re-

turn of President Brinker from a western trip. While

the road is idle the roadbed and rolling stock will be put

in first-class shape in readiness for the expected heavy

travel of the coming summer. When reope:ned the road

will be operated over its entir.= length for the first time.

For some time negotiationsi have been going on for

the purchase of an electric railway franchise on the

Niagara Peninsula. It is announced that a. syndicate is

now being formed . It is said to be the intejntion of the

syndicate to extenid the line ;io as to make it a through

line from Toronto to Niagara Falls, Ont., with all neces-

sary equipment. The syndicate is made up of promi-

nent capitalists from Toronto, Montreal, Ne;w York, and

elsewhere. Q. E. D.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, April 10.—Representative H. W. Rusk

of Maryland has introduced a bill in Congress to incor-

porate the Columbia Subway company. The capital

stock of the company will be §500,000. and it will have

authority to own and control in the public streets, ave-

nues, roads and alleys a subway and conduit for the use

of all incorporated companies, telegraph companies,

telephone companies, electric light companies and all

other companies that are required to use wires in con-

The subways are to benection with their business.

built under the direction and supervision of the Di;

commissioners, and all wires on or over the streets, ave-

nues and alleys, when such a subway is laid, must be re-

moved or placed in the conduit or subway within 30

days after the completion of the subway under the pen-

alty of Sio a day for each wire and every pole carrying

an overhead wire that remains on road, street, avenue

or alley. The shares of the company will be S50 each,

and those interested in the corporation are T. Barton

Jones, G. C. Schuermann and John Henry Keen of Bal-

timore, and A. W. Fletcher, H. C. Lybrand, H. J. Fin-

ley and Charles Eisenstein of Washington, D. C. The
bill has been referred to the committee on the District

of Columbia.

The bill to amend an act to authorize the Interoceanic

Railway company to construct and operate railway, tel-

egraph and telephone lines through the Indian Territory

has passed the House, and has been introduced in the

Senate by Senator Jones of Arkansas. The chief

amendment makes the city of Fort Smith the terminus

of the road on the western border of the state of Ar-

kansas.

Senator Butler of North Carolina has introduced a

bill in the Senate to establish a postal telegraph system

and to enlarge the postal facilities of the people of the

United States. The bill has been laid on the table.

The committee on apprdpriations has reported the

sundry civil appropriations to the House, A number of

radical changes are recommended which touch upon mat-

ters of interest. One of the important provisions of the

bill provides that Lafayette. Franklin and Judiciary

parks are in future to be lighted by electricity, as also

the grounds of the capitol building. An appropriation

of Si6,ooo has been made for lighting the capitol, includ-

ng the Botanic Garden, Maltby building, etc.; the esti-
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mates were $26,000. For lighting the capitol grounds

by electric light, for 50 posts in the public grounds at 28

cents per light per night, operated entirely by means of

underground wires, $5,110 has been appropriated.

The Painton Electrical Steamship & Construction com-

pany was granted a charter at Alexandria, Va.. this week.

The capital stock is $1,000,000. -The object of the com-

pany is to build ships to be propelled by electricity or

steam, in conformity with certain patents. The officers

are all from Williamsport, Pa., and areas follows: Pres-

ident. R. B. Painton: vice-president, J. W. Bailey; sec-

retary, H. A. Solomon; treasurer, Hiram Warren.

An application has been made in the United States

Circuit Court in Baltimore by E. D. Smith & Son, one of

the controlling firms engaged in building what is known
as the Boulevard electric road between Washington and
Baltimore, for a receiver for the Baltimore & Catons-

ville Construction company and the Columbia lS; Mary-
land Railway company. The petitioners say they were
awarded the contract for constructing and equipping the

road, which they were to have completed by March 2.

1S96. One-half of the payment was to be in cash and
one-half in the bonds of the Columbia & Maryland
Railway company at the rate of 90 cents on the dollar,

which bonds were to be a first lien on the property of

the company. The firm did four months' work on the

road at a cost of S140.S95, for labor and material fur-

nished. Smith & Son allege that neither the Construc-

tion company, the Columbia & Maryland company, the

Edmondson Avenue, Catonsville & EUicott City Elec-

tric Railway company, nor the Maryland & Washington
Railway company, all constituent companies, has charter

powers, nor do they collectively have charter powers to

build a line of road, and for that reason the road could
not be validly jnortgaged. The firm say they are credi-

tors of the Construction company to the amount of

$70,447.80 on account of work and materials. Work on
the road was stopped at Hyattsville this week because of

an injunction taken by the HoUiday Land company,
which claims the railroad is unlawfully occupying land

belonging to the Land company. T. M.

Northwestern Notations.

—A new 1,000 light dynamo has

light plant at Aberdeen. S. D.,

ill be made to the building and

for an electric light

Minneapolis. April 10.

been put in the electric

and substantial repairs w
equipment this summer.

T. VoD Rolf secured the cor

plant for Decorah. la.

Mr. Probst says the electric light project for Bath-
gate, N. D.. is assured and that work will be begun in the

early spring. About 200 lights have been contracted for

now, and it is expected that 300 will be by the time the

plant is completed.

That familiar theme, a second interurban electric line

between Minneapolis and St. Paul, has made its spring

appearance. It is projected via Como Park, Langford

avenue, St. Anthony Park, and into Minneapolis, con-

necting with the Como avenue line.

The crop of personal injury suits against the street car

company in Minneapolis has materially decreased at the

present term of court, owing, it is thought, to the use of

the safety gates on the cars. The new fenders have at

last had a practical trial and worked splendidly. A
four-year-old child started across the tracks just at dusk,

and was not seen by the motorman of the car until she

was just in front of the car. The fender picked her up,

unharmed, save for a slight cut on the head.

Harold Tenney, of Faribault. Minn., has invented an

electric alarm clock and applied for a patent. It is de-

signed for use in hotels and other places where a num-
ber of calls at different times must be made promptly.

An ordinary clock is used, with a supplementary copper

rim, sawed into 48 sections, representing quarter hours,

to which wires are attached; these wires run to a switch-

board having corresponding sections, properly num-
bered. One pole of the battery is connected to the

switchboard and the other to the clock-work. The hour

hand has an extra copper finger that slips over the brass

rim, and when it arrives at the section corresponding to

the one plugged in the board, a circuit is closed and a

bell rings for 15 minutes unless the plug is drawn. As
many calls as there are sections can be set,

A bill placing street railways under control of the rail-

road commissioners has been pending in the Iowa Legis-

lature, but was defeated.

Attorney-general Remley of Iowa has handed down
an opinion in the matter of taxing the Cedar Rapids &
Marion City railroad, to the effect that it cannot be

taxed as a railroad, holding that street railways are ex-
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empt.. 11 is hinted that street railways would not liave

l)i-en averse to a decision taxing them as railroads, be-

cause that would have relieved them from having to pave

tlieir tracks.

In the suit for damages against the St. Paul Gas Light

company, by T. Kinnen, for the death of his son from

grasping uninsulated wires on the top of a building,

Judge Kelly held that the boy had' no business there,

;ind the company was not liable. He added, however,

that the plaintiff deserved the thanks of the community

tor bringing the suit, that the attention of lawmakers

might be brought to the wires, which should be guarded

as far as possible.

The councils of Oshkosh, Wis., and St. Paul, Minn.,

are considering ordinances for wire inspection. The

former will impose a daily penalty of $5 on owners of

buildings who do not make changes in wiring ordered

by the inspector. In St. Paul the charter forbids creat-

ing any new office, and the work will be put in charge

of the building inspector, and he has not sufficient funds

to hire an assistant to do the work and will have to add

the work' to that of his department.

People of Lakeside, a suburb of Uuluth. want better

service on their car line, but the management says it

can better afford to abandon the line than to increase

the service.

It is reported that an electric car line will be put in at

Kldora, la., by the electric light company.

II is reported that the Postal Telegraph company will

extend its system from Freeport, 111., to Madison, Wis.,

and have the bne completed by June ist.

Work will be begun early this spring on the electric

light plant at Dyersville la.

The Luverne. Minn., city council has paid up all war-

rants drawn for the electric light plant, and it now stands

free from debt. The plant was put in in 1892. and cost

5,8.000. Improvements costing S5,ooo more have been

made, making the total cost S13.000.

The Electrical Engineering company of Minneapolis

secured the contract for an electric light plant at West

Union. la.

The Western Elec

contract for a lightii

blind at Janesville. Wis., for 51,240.

The matter of an electric light plant is bemg con-

sidered at Waukon, la, and McGregor, la. Residents

have applied for a franchise.

The council of Mankato, Minn., has voted to reject alj

bids for establishing an electric light and street railway

system. This includes the bid of L. E. Walkins of

Boston, whose bid was informally accepted by wire, but

who failed to come to Mankato to close the contract.

I'he council voted to take new bids, but the Mankato Gas

& Electric Light company made a favorable offer of arc

lights for S75 per year, on a five-year contract, and the

vexatious question may be settled finally by accepting

Business men of Olivia, Minn., think they want an

electric light plant, provided the expense can be borne

An electric light plant will be put in at Sanborn, la.

Prairie City, la., will have electric lights.

A mass meeting at Winnebago City, Minn. , requested

the council to take bids for an electric light plant to

ascertain whether it would be better to bond the town

for a plant or grant a franchise.

The contract to put in an electric light plant at Le

Sueur, Minn., was let to O. H. Olson & Co. of Still-

water, Minn.

D.
J.
Tew and N. P. Colburn have been granted a

franchise for electric lights at Rushford, Minn.

Receiver Clark took possession of the Cloud, Minn.,

street car line April ist. C.

PERSONAL
Charles D. Shain of New York was a Chicago visitor

The many friends of William S. Beatty, of the Pitts-

burg office of the General Electric company will be
pained to learn of his death on April 7th in New Orleans.

Mr. Beatty was obliged to give up his work some weeks
before on account of failing health and to seek a more
congenial climate in Florida, and later in Arizona. Find-
ing no improvement, however, he was on his way home,
but on reaching New Orleans was unable to proceed
farther. Mr. Beatty was a comparatively young man
for the position he filled and had marked abilities which
gave promise of a brilliant future. His agreeable and
obliging manners made him friends everywhere, and his

sudden death comes as a great shock to them all.
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
lotel Metropole of ChicaRo will soon be eciuipped

own electric liKhtinn plant at an expense of

The city of Keokuk, la . has p
of its electric lighting contract, a

advisability of building its own
i

is the chairman of the light comi

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The City Klectric Railway company of Uecatur, III.,

has recently established a handsome transfer house near

the center of the city, where line connections are made.
The house is octagonal in shape and cost about S3,ooo.

traction, it should have been slated that Mr. Washbur
the inventor of the battery and motor, is connected with

the Ohio Storage Battery company, not with the old

Ford-Washburn Storelectro company.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The convenience of the metric system is well illus-

trated by the movement now on foot between the

makers and users of screws throughout the world, to

have the threads adjusted to a common metric measure.

On Friday evening. April 17th, Thomas G, Grier

will read a paper before the Chicago Electrical associa-

tion on "Little Economies in Central Station Practice."

The meeting will be held at room 1737 Monadnock
building.

The National Association of Manufacturers of the

United States has issued a circular advocating the

establishment by the government of a department of

commerce and manufactures, to be in charge of a mem-
ber of the president's cabinet. It is argued that to con-
centrate in one new department the various scattered

bureaus which are more or less commercial or industrial

in character would enormously increase the efficiency of

their service without necessarily involving any large in-

crease in the expenses of the government. This circular

will be furnished to applicants by President Search from
headquarters, No. 174S North Fourth street, Philadel-

phia. Pa., or by E. P. Wilson, secretary, room A
Chamber of Commerce, Cincinnati. Ohio.

TRADE NEWS.
On April loth the New York offices of the E.\celsior

Electric company were removed to the Boreel building,

115 Broadway, from 44 Broad street.

The Central Electric company has secured the west-

ern agency for the entire product of the Massachusetts
Chemical company. Two of the best known articles

manufactured by the Massachusetts company are. "In-
sulac" and "Armalac," which have heretofore been sold

by the Central company and have demonstrated their

popularity by extensive sales.

The G- & H. Barnelt company announces the election

at the annual stockholders' meeting of the following named
officers and directors, made necessary by the decease of

our late president. George Barnett: President, Henry
Barnett; vice-president, Henry W. Scattergood; secre-

tary and treasurer, Alfred W. Barnett; directors, Henry
Barnett, Henry W. Scattergood, Alfred W. Barnett,

Wm. Barnett, Henry J. Gosling.

The operation of shoe factories by electricity seems to

be making steady headway. The General Electric com-
pany is about to undertake the electrical equipment of

the Norway Shoe Shop company of Norway, Me. Seven
non-synchronous multiphase motors, aggregating 100

horse power, will be put in. The current will be taken

from the 250 kilowatt three-phase generator recently set

up in its station by the Norway Electric Light company-

Charles Wirt, 1028 Filbert street, Philadelphia, has
enlarged quarters and increased facilities for the manu-
facture of the Wirt dynamo brush. Mr. Wirt reports

that he has been making radical changes in methods of

manufacture, as the old methods were too slow to keep
pace with increasing business and too expensive to meet
competition. The Wirt brush of to-day is being modi-
fied to suit different classes of machines, ?s it has been
proved that the best combination of material for one
case is not the best for every case.

I. B. Willams & Sons of Dover, N. H., know how to is-

sue very attractive advertising material and also how to

make the best kind of dynamo belting. They are distrib-

uting a beautiful pictureof a child's head, life size, in col-

ors, ready for hanging up, with a modest card at the bot-

tom, which will prove an ornament to any office wall. They
also send a booklet on "Dynamo Belting." which is

chock-full of meaty information. The fact that they use
only "centers" for their belting, for both sides, with no
rivets, "nothing but leather and cement," is impressed
on the reader very forcibly.

C,
J.

Sturgeon has resigned as manager of the Key-
stone Electrical company of Erie. Pa,, to connect him-
self with the Smith-Hill Elevator company of Quincy.
111. Mr. Sturgeon was one of the original founders of

the Keystone company and has, by his indefatigable ener-

gy and thorough-going business ability, contributed very
largely to making it the large and thriving concern it

now is- Mr. Sturgeon was one of the pioneers in elec-

tric elevator work, having designed and installed a very
large proportion of all the plants of this character in the

mntry. hi devoting his wide experience in this line

I the Smith-Hill Elevator company, large and increas-

ig business is assured to that corporation

riu- orii-nt Electric company of Youngstown, O,, has
iii' !' i .1 western office at No. 162H Monadnock

I Hi ago, in charge of Thad. S. Lane. This
reorganized in December and at that lime

I
' .i\\'\ (;qiiipm(-nt wt-rc- thoroughly overhauled

hands of capable men. The Chicago represent;
Mr. Lane, is a salesman of experience and is w
known in central stations and among the trade in

eral. He will carry a complete stock of lamps at

cago, thus insuring prompt filling of orders in his

lory- Special effort will be made to secure westerr

iness. Every facility has been placed at Mr. L
disposal for satisfactorily filling orders. The com
claims that while its lamps are not the lowest in

they are the cheapest lamps obtainable <

the

BUSINESS.
13 Souih Water street,

ne of electrical novelties,

light scarfpin. Liberal

The Ohio Electric \

Cleveland, make an ati

including the popular

The Garton lightning arresters made by the Garton-
Daniels Electric company of Keokuk, Iowa, are steadily

increasing in favor. They are said to "last forever"
and to be unequaled for durability, reliability and effi-

ciency. They are made Jor use on any circuit, either

alten atingc

Thei little

Manufacturing

The Kusel tra

carbon transmi
Blake or Hun

this specialty. Anticipai

a good policy in placing
this kind, and the Electri

that orders be placed

alogue of the Missouri Telephone
»any of St. Louis shows that the

[It any kind of telephone desired

er, said to be the simplest battery
1 the world, is usually used, but the

types can be furnished if desired .

ns valuable information of a general

s the fan motor, business awakes
The Electric Appliance com-

L large stock of Meston alternat-

md is ready to do business with

early

Dnable goods of

npany suggests
3ssible for the

The Metropolitan Electric company has taken the ex-

clusive western agency for the Gordon primary battery,

which is manufactured by the Gordon-Burnham Battery
company of New York. It carries a large stock of these
batteries. This battery is claimed to be the latest im-
provement in primary battery work on the market, and
is found to give excellent service for railway signal de-
vices, fire alarm telegraph circuits and other exposed
points that require constant battery with a minimum of

On April loth the offices and warehouse of the Stand-
ard Paint company were removed to 81 and 83 John
street, New York, to which address all communications
should be forwarded hereafter. At the new place of

business will also be found the headquarters for the

sale of the "Ship" carbons, manufactured by Schiff, Jor-
dan & Co., Vienna, for which firm this company has
established a department of its business and is its sole

representative in the United States and Canada. All

communications for this department should be addressed
"carbon department," and all letters relating to the
company's foreign business should be marked "foreign
department"

The use of electricity in textile industries is rapidly

machinery the perfect regulation so essential to high
grade production. One of the most recent installations

has been made in the mills of W.
J.

Dickey & Son Bal-
timore. Md., by the General Electric company. The
electricity is generated by two 90 horse power moderate-
speed generators, belted to a horizontal water wheel.
The current is transmitted about 200 feet to the third
story of a woolen mill, where it will be used to operate
motors and furnish light. In this third story 36 sixty-

inch woolen cards and four mules are to be placed, the
cards being arranged in three rows, 13 to a row, with a
line of shafting to operate each row, The motors will

be placed either on top of the roof beams or suspended
from the beams by iron slings, and will be connecied to

the line shaft by a belt. Two of these line shafts will

be operated by two 25 horse power slow-speed motors.
For the operation of the mules a 20 horse power.moder-
ate-speed motor will be cor '

' "
"

'

We
> theshaftii

L buyers of high-cla
trical supplies, as well
will be interested to learn that on April 15th the Com-
mercial Electrical Supply company of St. Louis doubled
its capital stock. The company's remarkable growth in
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business during the

capital, and tnis ste

ment. Since the reorganization of the Commercial con

pany under the control of President Joseph Franklin, Jr

its energetic yet conservative and fair business polic

has brought the house into a leading a

tion with the trade in its large territor

open secret that the personnel of the c<

very substantial effect in the rapid ad

enviable posi-

in fact, it is an
pany has had a
icement of the

hout "the West. With a thor-

ff of traveling men, Mr. Franklin

has managed to make the Commercial company "felt" in

a way that necessitates carrying in his large St. Louis
salesrooms and warehouse a most varied and extensive
stock. The increase in capital will add to the already
large resources, and it places the company in a position

second to none in its territory.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
557.534 Pressure Alarm for Gas Pipes. Francis S.

Baker. Chicago, 111. Application filed January 17.

1895.

The combination with a furnace or gas-burmnp device

and its gas supply pipe, of an ele^

; conducting liqu
i supply pipe, anc

)r drop included

t tube having a

lupply pipe, and

ilie gas supply pipe.

557.535- Electric Car Truck. Charles F. Baker^ Bos-

;eof pressurt

. Baker. B.

ber 16. 1895.

the space intermediate of the housir

springs supported by the seats, and a transversely extended
|)ivoted truck bolster having its ends supported upon tlie

springs above the side bars of the truck frame,

,58s, Telephony. William C. Lockwood and John
'

M. Lockwood. Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed

October 29, 1894.

I packed in the

,uoo. Insulator. Cyrus A. Peterson,

Application filed November 11, 1891.

This insulator has a screw-threaded perforal

to the opposite end of the rod and retained in e

shell around the

Stratton, Neb.

Issued April

1 spring-controlled arm or pi

il,i^

end of the first e

I against the
; brush, so as to press t

ie surface of the support,

ion reverse to that imparted by the handle or
stem, and a spring or springs for normally holding the

557,708. Testing Apparatus for Multiple Switchboards. oscillating contact in its adjusted position.

Charles E. Scriboer, Chicago, 111. Application filed 557,854. Automatic Battery Reverser. Paul Minnis,

ni or handle having :

:ans for detachably cot
and endwise

557,714. Electric Motor. Imle E. Storey, Hornells-

ville, N. Y, Application filed January 28, 1893.

An inclosing shell provided with an opening, a disk or

plate of insulating material fitting into the opening andsup-
"l holder, and a removable cap adapted to

le claim is for the combination with several telephone
s connected with multiple switchboards, each being pro-
id with an individual annunciator, of a coil of a ditfer-

converter included in each line between the switch of

i for automatically opening the portit

The I

Ig^disk^E
from each other so
the disks, and a tr;

;o form an open-sided space between
lilting device is arranj^ed in the space.

557.749- Automatic Electric Railway Signal. William

W. Alexander, Kansas City, Mo. Application filed

December 10. 1889.

phore, and a message-transmitting device, a set of trigger

escapement device for retarding the power train are eni-

557,777. Electi

cester, Pa.

The mechanism for causing a long break and short make
is formed of a long and short spring and wedge cams.

557,784. Closed Conduit and Appliance for Electric

Railroads. William R. Edelen, Washington, D. C.

Application filed November 16, 1895.

A closed conduit for electric and other railways, having a

and adapted to b
.a preceHing caver is aescrioea.

557,809. Electrically Operated Agricultural Machine.
Israel Hogeland. Chicago, 111. Application filed

November 22, 1895.

One claim is given ;
' In a field, the combination of a main

conductor, one or more branch conductors leading from the

main conductor, a dynamo-electric machine connected with

said main conductor, an engine for driving the dynamo, and
a locomotive agricultural machine carrying an electric

motor connected with the running gear of the
propel it, and coi

a ground wire a
tween its ends over a guide pulley ou au axie ui 1

cliine, and a take-up and pay-out mechanism for the

of said branch condu
opposite ends and pas;

Application filed February 17, 1896,

A balanced armature having conducting ends is provided,
together with electro-magnets arranged beneath the ends,
independent circuits for the magnets, and a tube of insulat-

ing material, such as glass, mounted on the armature and

557,860. Hanger for Trolley Wires. William A. Mc-
Callum, Avondale, Ohio. Application filed June
24. 1895.

NO. 557.714.

ip. having interior projections^ and the
1 insulated suspensory bolt, and having
labling the entering devices when the
) interlock with the cap and the locking

Granville F. Packard, Fort
tion filed December 26, 1895.

punching for an armature core,
of the core having upon its inner
le fastening bolts, the ears having
tted for the purpose specified and
punching by a contracted neck to

Insulator. Hannibal W. Rappleye. Philadel-
ia. Pa. Application filed February 24, 1896.

Vn insulator is described, having grooves, in one of which
; wire to be clamped is adapted to rest, a clamp
apted to secure the wire in position, a lever adapted to
ton the clamp, and a supporting device for the clamp and

side apertured ears foi

their annular portions
united to the body of t

ally attached, the

ovable around I

1895.

This is

sliading 1

557.'J5'>- i^iectnc inai..-nM, m>[ ,

William B. Chockley, Denver
filed March 15, 1895.

1 for copper eli

antral), t-

557,819, Winding Device for Electric Cables in Ele-

vators. David E. Houser, Fort Wayne, Ind. Ap-
plication filed August 16, 1895.

557,898. Lock-out System for Telephone Lines. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application filed July
22, 1895.

The inventor claims the combination with a telephone
line, of a telephone at a sub-station thereof, a relay having
switch contacts adapted to complete a connection of the
telephone to permit the use thereof, a device adapted to
prevent the completion of the circuit through the telephone,
and a magnet controlling the device, and means for exciting
the relay magnet alone, or the last-mentioned magnet and
the relay magnet successively, whereby the use ol the
telephone may be permitted or prevented.

557,920. Storage Battery. Alexander F. Vetter, New
York. N. Y. Application filed August 30. 1S95.

A battery plate formed of a section of lead pipe or tube
closed at one end, and cut away at the other end to form a
conductor provided with a filling of active material closed
together at the top and flattened, and furnished with per-

557.957- Rotary Field Motor. Charles S. Bradley.
Avon, N. Y. Application filed September 30, 1895.

The method of regulating an alternating current motor

558,016. Electric Rail Bond, Bruce Ford and Will-
iam Jens. Johnstown, Pa, Application filed July
21, 1895,

sion, having at its free end a Itead for attacllinelit to an ad-

iple Switchboard for Telephone Exchanges.
Kellogg, Chicago, 111. Application filed

iSgo. Serial number 359.569, dated July

<
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Revere House Transformatior

[ North Clrirk and Micliit^an streets, Cliicaso.

t recently came under the control of J, J. Phil-

nergetic younR man. who remodeled the entire

ty, Mr. Philbin considered a modern heating,

\r\(\ power plant of the lirst importance in the

nation, and he placed this improvement in

f Charles G. Armstrong, the well-known elec-

iineer, with very satisfactory results.

3tel had been lighted by gas and heated by

rnished by three boilers, which also supplied an

unning the laundry

nbien

Whatever the cause may be which creates the elec-

trical disturbance before a storm, this induces an op-

posite condition upon the earth in all cases; or, in other

words, the potential difference between air and earth is

aggravated, Man standing upon the earth under these

conditions becomes to an extent a discharging rod reach-

ing toward the opposite polarity, like a tree or a lightning-

rod, and so assists in a quiet discharge tending toward

The difference of potential between the head and feet

of an individual so placed may be subject to quite ex-

treme fluctuations of current flow. Lord Kelvin found

in some experiments made at an island on the coast of

Scotland that a difference of potential existed between

the earth and a burning match, carefully insulated at 2.7

Diffusion and Opalescence' with Rcintgen
Rays.

Hv Euiiu Thomson.

So far as the writer is aware the phenomena presently

to be described have not hitherto been alluded to by

writers or experimenters on Rontgen rays. They are the

phenomena of diftiision of such rays by certain classes of

substances in such a way that such substances must

come to be regarded as opalescent or to act like opal glass

in ordinary light or like milky liquids, a diffusion of inci-

dent rays taking place from the interior and exterior of

the

The
fuel and gas averaged about

S400 per month. With a mod
ern steam and electric light

ing plant, using the exhaust

from the engines for heating

an average monthly saving of

$225 per month is effected—

certainly a very plain demon

stration of the truth that the

employment of a skilled en

gineer is a good investment

for the client.

The old boiler plant was re

tained. but with such improv e

ments as were found neces

sary to procure perfect com

bastion. Feed-water heaters

condensers and automatic

pressure valves were added to

insure the greatest possible

Two Phffinix high-speed sim

pie engines of 35 and 75 horse

power, respectively, were m
stalled to drive the two dyna

mos for supplying the needed

light and power. Westing

house multipolar machines are

used for this purpose, directlj

belted to the engines, as shown

in the picture. The dynamo
units are of 22>< and 45 kilo

watts capacity, respectively

and two lighting sets are pro

vided as a factor of safety. The exhaust steam is used

for heating. The dynamos are compound wound and

can be run singly or in multiple. The switchboaid is

of dark-colored marble, attractively fitted with the

usual accessories. The building is wired for about

1,000 incandescent and four arc lights, and a five

horse power motor furnishes power for the laundry.

The lobby, offices, parlors, billiard-room and bar are

decoratively illuminated by incandescent lamps set

about the ceiling and in ornamental plaster work: the

other lights necessary are supported on fixtures.

This compact and attractive plant was installed by

Gustave Monrath & Co of Chicago,

Some substances are found to behave with Kontgen

ays in the way that compacted snow or translucent ice

ct in diffusing light.

Let a fairly large metal screen, such as a brass or iron

late of j\. to ' s inch in thickness, be suspended in a ver-

cal plane about a foot or more from a Crookes tube

kept in action and emitting

rays toward the plate. On
the side of the plate opposite

tojthat nearest the Crookes

tube there will of course be a

space in shadow free from
Rontgen rays. This state-

ment, though true in the ab-

whole truth. It may easily

happen that an exploration

with ;

fluoroscope back of the

etal plate will show that the

absent then but

appear to come around the

edge of the plate. This phe-

nomenon has been alluded to

by Mr. Edison recently and
used in support of his sugges-

tion that Rontgen rays are

simply high-pitch sound

But upon close examination

it will be found that the rays

back of the metal shield are,

at least mostly, due to diffu.

sion from surrounding objects,

the walls of the room or the

the

300 and 400 volts With

it or the northeast this dif

; rose to from 3,000 to 4,000

ing

changes

nfiuence of Atmospheric Electricity on
Humanity.

Among the conditions in India which predispose to

unstrokea peculiar condition of the air is noticed, when

le horses" tails are mutually repellant, when

le'sown hair refuses to remain in proper condition; the

dividual is irritable, has headache, and is worried

ithout apparent cause.

Various investigators have remarked that a storm is

preceded by such indications; but it has been a

the

oft(

nents also show that between seasons of

there are marked differences in poten-

a thunder-storm sudden and violent

They may be sufficiently powerful to

affect the human organism quite seriously.

The body is then constantly in a species of electric

bath, the conditions of which are liable at any instant to

change, reverse, discontinue or be renewed, and to be

subject to varying voltages as well. It is proverbial, es-

pecially in that portion of the globe, to attribute all sorts

of ill to the terrible east winds. The experiments of

Lord Kelvin, of D'Arsonval, of Tesla and that class

of philosophers are doing much to explain many of the

mysteries which pertain to physiology, and must event-

ually work very radical changes in present methods of

receiving the rays and scat-

tering them. Further exam-

ination will also disclose the

fact that bodies differ greatly

in their diffusive power, and

that substances such as par-

affine wood paper pure rubber, cloih of cotton or

wool, the hand of a person, etc., which are compara-

tively transparent to the rays, are also fairly vigorous

in diffusing them.

The diffusion is not merely from the surface or irreg-

ular reflection. This is shown by the fact that the sur-

face may be smooth or rough and that the rays come
even from the back of the object and from portions not

exposed directly to the original rays. This indicates a

true opalescence like that possessed by opal-glass with

ordinary light. It will be seen from this that the shad-

ows of opaque objects imbedded in tissue at considerable

depths can never be so black or dense as when the objects

are merely surrounded by air. Liquids appear to pos-

sess the property as well as solids. The diffusion ap-

pears to take place in all directions within and outside

of the mass of the substance.

If the fluorescent screen tube used have metal sides of

some thickness, the large metal plate screen already

mentioned can be dispensed with. In this case it suf-

fices that the screen tube be turned so as to be directed

at right angles to the direction of the rays or be turned

.The "opalescen
I play of c
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away irom the Crookes tube so as not to fluoresce.

Pieces of various substances may now be placed oppo-

site the end of the screen tube, but in a position to be

partially or wholly exposed to the rays. The pieces

will become virtually sources of the rays, and the rays

diffused by them, reaching the flu

By placing two exactly similar flu

opposite ends of a dark tube and employing a Bunsen

photometer screen, movable as usual, between the

screens, a comparison of diffusing power of different

materials might be made by subjecting the pieces placed

near the ends of the photometer tube outside to equal

radiation from the Crookes tube. The same instrument

might be employed to measure the relative merits of

Crookes tubes as producers of the rays. The same

electrical discharges could be passed through both tubes

while opposite each end of the fluorometer." So also

the comparative values of different fluorescent screen

materials could be tested by slight modifications in the

use of the instrument.

By comparing the density of the shadow of a piece

of sheet-lead when back of a block of wood or paraffine

and close to the fluorescent screen with that of the same

when the paraffin betw the

and the lead, the effects of diffusion in

lighting up the shadow are clearly sesc

Though the experiment has not been tried as yet, the

Titer thinks that a cloud or mass of fine particles of

'ater from a steam jet would diffuse the Rontgen rays.
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perhaps run as fast and haul as heavy a train, or per-

haps heavier, in proportion to its weight, than a steam
locomotive; it may even be found possible to so manipu-
late figures as to make an apparent saving by its use.

That remarkable feat was performed by the promoters
of the Heilmann locomotive, and could, we doubt not,

be equally well done here. But no matter how fast the

locomotive may run or how skillfully its promoters may
present their estimates, the fact will remaia that it is a

mechanical absurdity to develop mechanical power on a
locomotive and then proceed first to convert it into elec-

tric current and next to convert that current back into

mechanical power in order to apply it to the driving

April i8g6

Electricity in Horticulture.
During the last six years experiments have been con-

ducted at Cornell University with a view of determining

the influence of electricity in horticulture. The prog-

ress of this investigation has been noted in its various

stages, and a report recendy made by Prof. L. H.

Bailey is of special interest. In the early investigations

it was determined that the electric light profoundly af-

fects many plants, some injuriously and a few benefi-

cially. Lettuce appeared to be greatly assisted by the

light, and some ornamental plants produced earlier and

brighter flowers under its influence. The experiments

were all made with an arc lamp which hung inside the

house, and it was found that better results were obtained

when the arc was screened by an opal globe or even by

a pane of window glass. The question at once arose if

this screen could not be afforded with equal advantage

by the glass roof itself if the light were hung above it;

on benches i, 3 and 4; radishes upon the same, mostly

between lettuce plants: beets upon a; cauliflowers upon

J, and the other plants upon a. Bench No. 1 is not

shown in the illustration. The lower houses CD were

used for tomatoes, cucumbers and beans, and the ex-

perimenters were unable to detect any influence what-

ever of the light upon these three plants.

The main crop was lettuce, for in previous experi-

ments it was found that there had been a decidedly

beneficial influence of the light upon it. This benefit

was fully as apparent this year. There can no longer

be any doubt as to the advantage of the electric light in

the forcing of lettuce. The light was started October

igth. At that time Boston market lettuce four weeks

old was set on bench 4, and seedling plants of Landreth

forcing were just showing on bench j. The trans-

planted plants (bench 4) in the light compartment soon

began to excel those in the dark compartment, and as

early as October 27th, or a week after starting the light,

they were perceptibly ahead of the others. In this time

40 hours of electric light had been expended upon the

plants. The plants directly under the light, from seven

to 10 feet from the arc, were the first to improve. No-

vember ist the lighted plants were a fourth larger than

the others, and they showed a marked tendency to turn

toward the light. The plants, even to the farther ex-

tremity of the light compartment, gained steadily

throughout the experiment, and they were ready for

market from a week to 10 days earlier than in the dark

house. In quality and all other characteristics, this let-

tuce was indistinguishable from that grown under normal

It is well known that the higher pitch light waves are

most readily diffused and ab.sorbed by fog, and if Ront-

gen rays be very high-pitch waves similar to light waves,

this diffusibility need not surprise us —the new rays to be

in a sense detectors of molecular turbidity.

Whether true gases have the power of diffusing the

all, will be small and difficult to detect.

Metal plates gave apparently little diffusive effect, ap-

pearing to reflect feebly at angles equal to the incidence

angles. The phenomena of reflection from surfaces have

been investigated very recently by Mr. Tesla, and a

number of values obtained for the relative reflecting

powers of metals, etc.

The diffusive action herein noted is different altogether

from reflection and is obtained at all angles from the sur-

faces and from the interior of the materials upon which

the original rays fall.

A Mechanical Absurdity.

There are many electrical engineers who will sympa-

thize with the criticism in the following paragraph,

which is taken from- the Noiljvay Jxtn-iiic

The EH.i^'incrhiii^r Xcics, referring lo a new electric

locomotive which has been designed in this country,

somewhat on the idea of the Heilmann locomotive illus-

trated in our columns last year, pertinently observes that

it is sorry that the French are not to have a monopoly of

this idea. The plan of combining in a single machine a
boiler, engine, dynamo, storage battery and electric

motor with the numerous operating and controlling de-

vices which each require, and all for the purpose of pro-

pelling a car along a railway track, is one which harmon-

forcomplirntii-'n thnn the \ ii-.. rirnn i-.m.-nr: , ,f > ti. .----.in ;

far the beneficial effects of the light would extend, or,

in other words, how much glass one light can cover. It

is this particular point which the present report consid-

ers. The arrangement of the experiment will be under-

stood at a glance from the cross-section of the houses,

shown in Fig. i. It will be noticed that there are two

parallel houses, each divided In the middle into two com-

partments. These houses are 60 by 20 feet. In the

valley between these houses the lamp was hung, and the

arc was six feet above the nearest glass. The lamp was

hung in front of a large, blackened sheet-iron screen,

which, in connection with the partition in the house and

a series of curtains, completely excluded the light from

the compartment behind the lamp. By moving the

screen to the other side of the lamp and rearranging the

curtains, it was possible to throw all the light into the

other compartment; this change was made during the

experiment. The lamp is of the 10 ampere, 45 volt, 2,000

nominal candle power Westlnghouse alternating current

type, attached to an ordinary street lighting system, and

it seldom burned after 11 o'clock, while it often ran but

an hour or two, and on moonlight nights not at all. The

lighted house was exposed to sunlight during the day.

and in addition received this small and varying amount

of electric light. The other or so-called dark house was

lighted by sun during the day and received no light at

night. The lamp carried a clear glass globe, so that the

light passed through two planes of glass—the globe and

the roof—before reaching the plants.

The upper house—comprising the compartments .-/

and B— is what is termed a cool house, and it was used

for lettuce, endive, radishes, beets, spinage, cauliflower,

> l-,lris .inil Mil irs 'riiis is the house in which the ex-

,., , ;.M, Ml A, I, 111. I U .-nilucted, from the tact that the

, iiij. II 1 MM III 1 1 1 ir i-iher house have unlike roofs

iiul .11-. ilirM-t..ir iiMi rMinpnrable. Lettuce was grown

The lettuce on bench j-—which had been sown there

—behaved differently. For the first week or 10 days

the plants under the light were stunted, notwithstanding

the fact that they were farther from the lamp than those

on bench 4, which did so well from the first. After some

days of lingering, when the plants began to acquire

three or four leaves, these seedlings began rapidly to

recuperate and they finally overtook their companions

in the dark house; but these plants never showed the

superiority which the transplanted ones on bench 4 ex-

hibited. The experimenters were prepared for this be-

havior, for they had observed it before, and Deh^raln

reported similar results with other plants In his experi-

ments in Paris. It appears to be better to sow lettuce

established to transplant them under the light.

Lettuce was also transplanted into the upper bench,

in order to determine how far the influence of the light

extendi. The extremity of the light compartment was 40

faet distant from the lamp, and the roof is so low that

much of the light was reflected, yet at this distance,

where there was only diffused light, ths plant:;, at a

month after the light started, were much better than in

the dark house.

The experiment was repeated with second and third

crops of lettuce with similar results, and with several

varieties. February gth Simpson lettuce was trans-

planted upon bench ./. and the customary increase under

the light took place. March 22d, when the lettuce was

nearly large enough for market, the light was transferred

to house B. and thereafter the poorer plants received

thelight. These poorer plants soon showed the effect of

the new conditions, and the time balween the maturity

of the two crops was considerably lessened*

Perhaps the best illustration which can be found of

the influence of the light upon lettuce was afforded by a

crop upon bench 1, Into which radishes were also

planted. The interception of the light by the radish

leaves had a most marked effect upon the lettuce plants

which stood behind them, the adjacent plants which

chanced to be exposed to the full light being much
larger. The bench therefore presented a very uneven

appearance when the radishes were removed, and the

shadows from the radish leaves could be traced in the

lettuce. Similar results were observed where the dense

shade of a rafter lay across the plants.

In this connection Prof. Bailey mentions the f,ict

that W. W. Rawson. at Arlington, near Boston, now

uses the electric light in the commercial forcing of let-

tuce. The house shown in Fig. 2 is 33 by 370 feet,

covering nearly one-third of an acre. Along the north

side of this house are three 2,000 candle power lamps

which are run all nighi. Mr. Kawson calculates that

he receives a gain of five days on a crop of lettuce by the

use of these lamps, and as he grows three crops during

the winter the total gain is over two weeks of time.

The gain from one crop is estimated to pay the cost of

running the lights al! winter. The effect of the light is

said to be marked at the distance of 100 feel.
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It is also interesting to refer to Figs. 3 and 4, showing

spinage grown under both conditions. I*ig. j shows a

plant which grew under normal conditions and Fig. .j

the slender one, under the naked electric light. Prof.

Hailey enumerates many other instances showing the

effect of the electric light upon plants and flowers, He
has compiled statistics on this subject, and from them

draws the conclusions that the electric light did not de-

termine the periodicity of growth, that increase under

the light occured only during the first days, that growth

in bMh houses took place in daylight as well as in dark-

ness. The experiments are thus summarized:

The influence of the electric arc light upon greenhouse

plants is greatly modified by the use of a clear glass

globe or the interposition of a glass roof. Plants which

are much injured by a naked light may be benefited by

a protected light. The light can be suspended above

the house with good effect. As a rule, plants are earlier

under the electric light than when grown in ordinary

conditions. Lettuce is greatly benefited by the electric

light. .An average of, five, hours of light per night

hastened maturity from a week to 10 days, at the dis-

tance of from 10 to 12 feet. Even at 40 feet, in only

diffused light, the effect was marked. The light appeared

to injure young newly transplanted plants. Radishes

were also benefited by the light, but not to a great ex-

tent. When the light was hung in the house, however,

whether naked or protected by a globe, radishes were

injured. Beets and spinage appeared to be slightly

benefited by the light. Cauliflowers under the light

tended to grow taller than in ordinary, conditions, and to

make fewer and smaller heads. Violets and daisies

bloomed earlier in the light house. This corroborates

results obtained with other flowers in our earlier experi-

ment. The electric light does not appear to determine

or modify the hours of growth of lettuce and some other

plants which have been studied in this particular.

Plants which are benefited simply grow more rapidly

during the customary periods.

Concluding, Prof. Bailey says: "I am convinced that

the electric light can be used to advantage in the forcing

of some plants."

Necessity for Advertising Continously.
How many business men flatter themselves that their

enterprises are too well known to require special or con-

stant advertising to keep them in the public mind? They
do not seem to realize that the great business world has

much to occupy its mind and that it is very forgetful.

Changes are being made all the time, and the man with

whom we are doing business to-day may be supplanted

to-morrow by another who is not at all familiar with the

special advantages offered by some old house in a par-

ticular line. He may not have had occasion to deal

with that house, and if he had ever heard the firm's

name he may have long since forgotten it, as the house

and its wares were not advertised in the publications

devoted to that trade. An anecdote told by a Chicago

business man affords an excellent illustration of the ne-

cessity of constant advertising in order to insure against

bsing forgotten or overlooked. An advertising agent

called upon the head of a large commercial house with

the view of inducing the merchant to place some adver-

the house had reached the point where it was known to

everybody in the business and that it was unnecessary

to continue advertising on account of its excellent repu-

tation in the trade. The advertising solicitor listened

patiently and then turned the conversation into other

channels. "By the way," he inquired, "who was the

republican candidate for vice-president in the last cam-

paign?" The merchant thought for a moment, stam-

mered and hesitated, and then admitted that he could

not recall the name, although he protested it was as fa-

miliar to him as his own. Then the advertising man
suggested that inasmuch as the candidate in question
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was one of the best advertised men in the country only

a short time ago, It was strange that his name should be
so soon forgotten. The lesson was thoroughly appreci-

ated by the merchant, and as he is now a firm believer

in continuous advertising, there is no danger of his com-
pany's name being forgotten or overlooked by the trade,

Extension of Dolbear's English Patent
on Telephone and Telegraph

Cables Refused.
[From ibe Uosloii coi respondent of the Wkstkkn Ei,fct-

Prof. Amos E. Dolbear of Tufts College has just re-

turned from England, where he has been involved in lit-

igation over an extension of his patent on telephone and
telegraph cables, which was granted him in England
and America in 18S2. The suit, which was tried before
the Privy Council of Great Britain, involved vast inter-

ests both to Professor Dolbear and the English company
with which he was associated, since the granting of the

manufacture the cable in England: and the professor,

when interviewed on the subject a few days ago, de-
clared himself as confident that the precedent estab-

lished by a favorable decision in the English courts
would have givt

The British I

was associated, spent over $20,000 in pushing the claim
and was prepared to double the capacity of its plant in

case a favorable decision was rendered. It was prepared
also to institute similar proceedings in this country. The
court decided against it, however, on the grounds of

UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS.

abandonment, maintaining, that no evidence had been
produced to show that for the 10 years following the

.granting of the patent sufficient effort had been made to

manufacture the cable.

In his testimony Professor Dolbear attempted to show
that at the time his patent was granted there was no call

for such a cable, since companies were then permitted to

stretch their wires overhead instead of being compelled

as now to put them underground.

The invention related to the insulation of electric con-

ductors. It consists in reducing to the smallest possible

extent the contact between the conductor and the sur-

rounding insulating material, so that the conductor is as

much as possible insulated by the surrounding air. By
this means the rapidity with which electric signals can

be transmitted through the cable is largely increased,

the reason being that the inductive capacity of air is

very low as compared with solid insulators, and conse-

quently a much smaller Leyden-jar effect is produced

with an air-insulated conductor than with one which is

in contact with a solid insulator. By an assignment

dated May 25, 1892, the petitioner. Amos Emerson Dol-

bear. assigned the letters patent for the sum of ;^io to

"Patent Exploitation, Limited." whose registered office

is at Liverpool, and the patent, being assigned to Thomas
Kerfoot for the same sum, he about the same time as-

signed it to James Basnet Atherton, by whom it was

transferred to the British Insulated Wire company,

which was the registered owner of 'the letters patent.

The petition maintains that it was not until recently

that any need existed for cables made according to Dol-

bear's patent. Notwithstanding the continued efforts of

Professor Dolbear to bring the invention into public use,

the invention did not come into any commercial use until

quite recently, and neither of the petitioners had derived

any material profit from it, as shown by accounts filed.

When telegraph and telephone wires were compelled

'95

lo be put underground a few years ago, .such a cable be-
came imperative, and companies in this country and
abroad began to manufacture it, ignoring completely the
patent issued to Professor Dolbear in 1882. Unfortu-
nately this crisis came during the great Bell telephone
litigation, which was such a drain upon the resources of
the Dolbear company that it was in no position to resist

the aggressions of these cable manufacturers.

I considered it hopeless to get any recognition or roy-
alty in Great I3ritain," said Professor Dolbear, "and so
in 1S92 I sold the Urilish patent for a trifle to the Brit-
ish Insulated Wire company. As the time approached
when my patent was to run out, this company applied
for an extension of time, and the most distinguished at-

torney in England and the best electrical experts were
engaged lo sustain the claims. Hetcher Moulton, re-

garded as one of the ablest lawyers in England, was em-
ployed for the plaintiff, and Dr. John Hopkinson, Mr
I'reece, Prof. Sylvanus Thompson and Mr. Ferranti
testified as electrical experts."

The case was brought to trial on the i8lh of March.
"At the hearing," said the professor, "no effort was made
to show that the cable was not new. The whole case
rested upon the inability of the inventor to show why he
had not made some disposition of the invention between
1882 and 1892. The witnesses who were called to ex-
plain why nothing could have been done were given no
opportunity to testify, and the case was brought to a

ity 1

5n end by the decision that the

behalf of the cable was fatal to the application for

enewal of the patent, which, of course, closed the

n case the extension had been alloived, Professor
bear was to have received 25 per cent, of the profits

royalty during the life of the patent. That quarter
rest, it was estimated, would have been worth not
than Sio,ooo annually to him. All that he will get
of it now will be the credit for his invention, which
ns to have been pretty clearly established.

Electrical Progress in Germany.
The State Department has received an interesting re-

port from the United States consul at Chemnitz, Ger-
many, regarding electric street railways in Dresden, fn
this report the consul states that Dresden is to emulate
Hagen, Vienna and other cities in the efforts to get rid

of the overhead wiring of electric railways. Experi-
ments are being made with both accumulators and
underground wires. Two accumulator cars, drawing
each a large trailer car, are now running over one sec-
tion of the city, while the underground method is to be
tried over another. The heating is to be by electricity

al?o. The apparatus consists of a porcelain cylinder
bound round with wires of high resistance, which an

It has thi

These cylinders are about two

eight inches long.

Chemnitz has the overhead sys-

ven satisfaction and has paid its

builders large profits; in fact, it is the best paying en-

terprise in the city. It was believed that the wires would

wear out or pull out from the walls. (The system is one

of wires hung from rosettes of iron anchored by means
of cement into the walls of houses.) Two years have

passed; weather and vibration have done their worst,

and yet the wires hang taut and firm as at first. Be-

cause of the gloomy forebodings, this system has been

watched with a great deal of interest. It has much to
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commend it, the consul says, to cities using the over-

head system. One feature of it is that it does away

with poles. Its chief objection is the danger in case it

fall and the difficulties in case of fire.

The consul also reports that the city of Chemnitz has

put in sub-stations of accumulators for electric lighting.

These consist of cylindrical columns, similar in shape to

vertical steam boilers. They are about 12 feet high and

five feet in diameter. They are distributed all over the

city, and are so situated as to make it almost impossible for

the light to fail, even should anything happen at the cen-

tral station to cut ofi the current. They act in a meas-

ure as rescrroirs, holding current in storage. These

columns are ornamental rather than otherwise, and

serve their purpose well.
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lace shines out in varegated colors. The keys are in the

palms of the hands, and are manipulated by the fingers.

The wires are small and are invisible to the ordinary

looker-on. Sometimes, too, the contact is made through

the slippers, when standing on certain marked spots in

the floor.

The duel scene in "Faust" is managed in this man-

ner: When his infernal majesty strikes up the sword of

the combatants they form contact with one side of the

electrical source, and he is standing on the other; cross-

ing the swords closes the circuit, and the fire fliis, of

Theatrical Electricity.

Electricity has a function in the mimic life of the

stage which is far different from its ordinary hum-drum

existence as an illuminant of dark places and the every-

day grind of the dynamo for mechanical results. To

some extent both these characteristics are called in play

but the great and magn ficent displays of light and color

for seen c effects vh ch the subtle element has ntro

duced upon the stage far outweigh from the managers

A remarkably attractive spectacular piece on the

Drury Lane, London, stage shows how far the electric

light may be made decorative. The cuts here repro-

duced are from the London Ehtdkal Enf^intvr. Fig.

I shows the apotheosis terminating a grand ballet, while

Fig. 2 represents the moving chariot of Cinderella of

glass-slipper fame, In the first of these the miniature

lamps diplay in the hands of the three central dancers

the figures i8g6, while in the upper portion of the group

are seen a horseshoe heart arrow star and crescent

and an anchor all s m larly Hum nated In the second

the good work of the fairy god mother vho unfortunately

belonged to a now e\tmct race is pass ng on the way

viewpoint, all other advantages to be derived from the

whirling dynamo.

With electricity it is but a turn of a switch or a

regulator lever, or the pulling of a plug, to plunge the

stage or the house in Cimmerian darkness or "dim"

down any section, and as instantaneously to restore the

illumination to its brightest effulgency. All the colors

of the rainbow are easily accomplished; the "foots," as

the ungrammatical prompter calls the footlights, are of

several colors, changeable quicker than the dissappear-

ing coin at the bidding of a Herrmann or a Kellar, from

blue to red or white, as the electrician wills, while the

fiercer displays required for a's'torm setting, when huge

flashes accompany the sheet-iron thunder of the assistant

in the wings, Is just as easy of acconipiishment— a won-

derful improvement on the lycopodium 'torch, far mure

realistic, more readily handled and many times safer

Electricity will blow up a mine, burn a house, play the

role of an enraged thunderbolt on occasion, and yet the

cosiest of grate fires is readily manufactured by a com-

bination of broken bottles and a half-dozen colored in-

candescent lamps for a stage parlor scene. It makes

excellent stars, the brightest of locomotive headlights,

and for suns and moons it has no equal.

But there is another and more delicate use for the

glow 'lamp—a decoration for the sylphs of the ballet,

who carry a storage battery in one pocket which, at will,

by closing' a diminutive key, lights up pigmy lamps

attached to the dress. If a second is closed the per-

former's tresses blaze like diamonds, a third, and a neck-

New York Legislature Deals Kindly with
the Bell Company.

As intimated shortly after the introduction of the bill

in the New York Legislature providing for the regula-

tion of telephone charges throughout the state, the

measure has met the usual fate. According to the Xczc

The common charge that corporations are secure
against any adverse legislation at Albany which the Re-
publican machine can control seems to be substantiated
by the fate of the telephone bill, which was killed in the

Senate on Tuesday.
This measure was solely in the public interest, being

designed to protect the community against the extortion-

ate charges of a monopoly. It was made so fair and
just to the companies affected that no reasonable objec-

tion could be urged against it, and we believe no attempt
to urge any was made. Yet it was summarily voted

: all the previous bills introduced to attain

the

That this result is due to som
influence rather than public co

general impression. It is but
telephone lobby over the commi
creditable to the Legislature

Wm, Curlett, Alfred Davis and Benj, F. Arkseyhavtt
been appointed as a committee by the council of Dextei

,

Mich., to investigate various systems of electriclighting,

and to receive propositions for the proposed plant in
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Transmission of Niagara Power to Buf-
falo.

[From llie Niagara Falls correspondent of the Western Elec-

The Niagara Falls Power company has filed with the

Board of Public Works of Buffalo the plans for the dis-

tribution of Niagara electric po%ver in that city so far as

it is prepared to place itself on record. This action is

m accordance with the franchise granted the company,

the officials of Buffalo took over one year to consider the

provisions of the franchise, and also to point out that

there must now be general disappointment on the part of

Buffalonians over the rare simplicity of the plans filed.

It is clear that if the city officials thought to force the

company to file plans of all the lines they ever intended to

build, the power company does not understand it that

way. for the plans provide for only two trunk lines and

two short lateral lines. Of these, only the two lateral

lines, aggregating less than half a mile in length, seem to

come under the jurisdiction of the city authorities, as

the trunk lines are to be built entirely on private prop-

erty and land owned by the state. In order to secure

this right on state lands— canal property, by the way—
the Niagara Falls Power company has availed itself of

the rights secured from the state by the Cataract Gen-

eral Electric company, the latter company having

granted the Niagara Falls Power company a permit to

erect its transmission line along the canal. This action

has aroused the criticism that the Niagara Falls Power

company and the Cataract General Electric company

are practically one and the same, but this is not a fact

The present understanding is that the poles of the trans-

mission line will be placed about 20 feet distant from

the water line. The wire will be at least 28 feet above

ground, and where it crosses the canal it will be fully 150

feet high. A transformer house will probably be built

on state property at the Buffalo end of the line.

The transmission line plans filed provide for a line

along the river side of the canal bank from the Buffalo

city line to the foot of Hamilton street, where the wires

are carried over the canal, and continue on the city side

to a point between Amherst and Parish streets. Here

they cross the canal again, and continue to the state

sea-wall, which they strike near the old ship-lock. The
wires are carried on the sea-wall to the Queen City

Mills at the foot of Breckenridge street, where they

cross the harbor at an elevation to the canal bankagain,

continuing along the river side of the canal to the foot

of Commercial street. The line, which is called trunk

line A. is tapped at two points—at the foot of Fort street.

where the lines are carried by a conduit under the canal

and up Fort street to the Buffalo Railway company's

power house, and at the foot of Court street, where the

wires are carried over the canal and into an underground

conduit running up Court street to the plant of the Buf-

falo General Electric company. Trunk line B. of which

a separate plan is filed, shows the route of the New York

Central belt line, the plan being to erect poles and run

wires around the city by this line, which is fed from the

main line by the wires running up Fort street. The

third plan is a small one, showing a cross section of the

conduits proposed to be used.

When the plans were filed the Niagara Falls Power

company addressed a letter to the Board of Public

Works which certainly is an interesting document. It

opens with the statement that "Pursuant to the provis-

ions of the francise by the city of Buffalo for the intro-

duction of electric power within the corporate limits of

said city, adopted by the Common Council on December

2. 1895, approved by his honor the Mayor on Decem-

ber 16, 1895, and accepted by the Niagara Falls Power

company January 14, iSg6, and in compliance with the

first and tenth sections of said franchise, the Niagara

Falls Power company herewith submits its plans and

specifications referred to in the first section for the appro-

val of your honorable board." Continuing, the letter

is as follows:

The tenth section of the franchise provides that the

company shall be prepared to supply 10,000 horse power

and shall submit the plans and specifications referred to

in the first section for approval within 90 days after the

acceptance of the grant. Although the franchise was
under consideration by the honorable Common Coun-
cil -for over one year, and 90 days after its accept-
,in. r by ihc company have nearly expired, the only
ip('li. .nil . in the city of Buffalo for the power to be
ImiHslKii l>\ iho company are the Buffalo Railway
iiMU|Mii\ .iiul the General Electric company of Buffalo.

Cntil applications from other consumers have been
received by the Po^r company under the terms
of the franchise, and^'ttntil the Power company
knows in what parts of the city power will be taken.
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Tilt' plans for the trunk liiir i

i

n .1 l.iiids

within the city have been appr(i\.
;

uiinfl-

cnl of public works of the state nl N^vv \'..il ,i ii.| a jier-

mit therefor issued.

This letter bears the signature of Benjamin Flagler,

who is vice-president of the Niagara Falls Power com-
pany Although it has been quite certain for a year or

more that Niagara power is to be transmitted to Buffalo,

the letter announces that so far but two applications for

power have been received, these applicants being the

Buffalo I^ailway company and the General Buffalo Elec-

tric coiTipany, the latter company desiring current for

lighting purposes^

FIG. I. ELECTRIC TURRETS OF THE LATOOCHE TRt^'ILLE.

canal and extending thence upon Erie canal lands to the
foot of Court street, and 'B" being a map showing a
proposed trunk line upon lands of the New York Central
& Hudson River Railroad company, known ?s the Belt
Line, ex tending^ around the city.

In regard to the trunk line shown on the map "A," as

it is wholly upon state lands and without the juiisdiction

of the city authorities, it may be considered unnecessary
to present written specifications of the electrical con-
ductors, wires and poles of which it is composed. For
the information of your honorable board, however, it

may be stated that it is intended that this line shall be
composed of a pole line as shown upon the map "A,"
consisting of poles not more than loo feet nor less than 50

Electric Turrets of the Latouche-

Treville.

The Latouche-Treville is a recently constructed man-
of-war of 4,750 tons displacement, at a depth of six

meters, which measures no meters in length by a

breadth of 14 meters. Her engines are of 8,300 horse

power and her speed is ig knots per hour. Her arma-

ment is composed of two ig centimeter guns, six of 14

centimeters, four of 65 millimeters, four of 47 millime-

ters, 10 revolving guns and five torpedo tubes. She

La Seyne and presented a fine appear-

Dwn in Fig. i. The ig and 44 centimeter

ich she is equipped are protected by Canet

was launched :

ELECTRIC TURRETS OF THE LATOUCHE

ctedi ;t substantial manner, im-

bedded in the groutid not less than six feet below the

surface, and erected at the points indicated on said map;
that the conductors for the delivery of 10,000 horse

power generated at Niagara shall consist of not less than
three nor more than nine copper cables, each about six-

tenths inch in diameter, not less than 22 feet from the

surface of the ground, and at places of special crossing

of such greater height as shall be approved by the su-

perintendent of public works of the state of New York;

that the conductors shall be carried upon porcelain in-

sulators of special pattern designed for this work, and
that lightning arresters and other safety appliances of

the most approved character known to electrical science

shall be employed in connection with such line.

From this trunk line it is proposed to construct two
lateral lines, one extending from the canal lands at the

foot of Fort street, along Fort street to the power sta-

tion of the Buffalo Railway company, and the other ex-

tending from the canal lands at the foot of Court street,

along Court street to the station of the General Elec-

tric company of Buffalo, between Franklin and Pearl

streets. These two lateral lines, being the only neces-

sary lines to supply the first 10,000 horse power gener-

ated by the Power company at Niagara, to meet the

present demand in the city of Buffalo, are to be under-
ground conduits, constructed in streets designated, in

such route on said street as shall be approved by the

city engineer for the purpose of avoiding any existing

ines of conduits, gas or water pipes. These conduits

are to be constructed of cement or vitrified clay of the

type known as the Powers tellmic duct, or the H. B.

Camp company's duct, drawings of which are herewith
submitted, marked respectively (a), (b), or other duct of

not inferior character. Each of said conduits is to be
laid so that the top surface thereof shall be not less than
18 inches below the grade of the street, and each shall

contain not less than 18 holes, each hole not less than

three inches in diameter, nine of which holes shall be
for the use of the company and nine of which shall be
reserved as prescribed under the second clause of the

franchise. Extra ducts are shown for the use of the

city fire alarm and police wires, as prescribed in the

same clause of the franchise. The conductors used in

«ach of said conduits are to be cables of copper wire,

and each cable completely covered with insulation of

racter, and the

es of the course

!.—PLAN OF

turrets, the first type being placed at the bow and stern,

the others being ranged three on either side of the ves-

sel. Each of the r4 centimeter guns is protected by a

turret completely closed. These eight turrets are

maneuvered by electricity.

Perfect work demands the fulfillment of several re-

quirements; The massive tower and gun must be capa-

ble of turning at graded speeds, stop and start without

delay, move right or left at will, answer with precision

and readiness the least motion of a small lever, etc.

These motions are of compile

instantaneous stopping at the

necessitated a careful study in

The Canet turrets thoroughly accomplish everything

required. The variations in speed are controlled by the

graded resistance coils of a rheostat.

An electro-magnetic key automatically cuts off the

current, and through the aid of special stops, two in

number in each turret, easily arrests the motion to right

or left when the limit is reached. Each stop comprises

a cylinder of insulating material, within which a slid-

ing contact acts at the proper moment to control the

movement of the turret,, and the speed due to the inertia

of the mass is counteracted by short-circuiting the

The movement of a single lever controls all these re-

sults, in either direction, the return of the lever to a

point of repose reversing the result.

The gunner has thus at his command a rapid and ac-

curate method of general aim, while for more perfect

training of the piece a small number of successive at-

tempts are necessary.

The electric energy required for the eight turrets of

this vessel is obtained through two generators of 30 horse

power each, installed at either extremity of the vessel,

as shown in Fig. 2.

The two engines .-/ A' are direct-coupled to the shunt

dynamos /,, //., ///., //.-. Three switches, C. D. /.

allow the placing o£ the dynamos separately in circu

and placing them in parallel or in series, as required

the exigencies of the case.

In the illustration Fig. 2, the different circuits a

represented as follows:

Positive feeders.

Positive of the motors.

—^^— Negative feeders.

...... Negative of the motors.

Positive of the dynamos.
.-._- Negative of the dynamos.

The current from each dynamo flows through an ai

meter ./ and a voltmeter /
', with switches placed on tl

various circuits. Each positive circuit is thus furnishi

with ai 1 double

: eight turrets have each two motors, f;, in series,

third for handling the projectiles. The former
I deriv

// in the

In each turret, under control of the chief gunner, is

a cylindrical box with a lever handle, which controls

the movements of the turret, like the controller of an
electric railway. Messrs. Canet and Hillairet have ap-
plied the name "electrical cartridge" to this controller,

which is represented in Fig. 3.

The "cartridge" contains a switch for controlling the

movements of the motors, connections for electrically

obviating the shock in sudden movements of the turret,

a reversing switch, an electro-magnetic key, a lever with
contact pieces for short-circuiting the motors, a spring

for automatically returning the moving parts to their

normal position, and lastly a switch and a rheostat

composed of flat sections placed one above the other.

This regulating apparatus is inclosed in an iron cylin-

der, bolted at the bottom and covered by a sheet-iron

top. At the upper portion is seen a collar, which fits

tightly around the movable shaft, the latter being fur-

nished with a spring, tending to hold the lever in a
neutral position, and a clutch is provided for mainlin-
ing the handle in any desired part of its travel.

In the series of tests to which the turrets were sub-
jected before acceptance, the following results were
recorded: Thirty seconds for displacing the 14 centi-

meter guns through an arc of iSo degrees, and 50 sec-

onds for a similar movement through 300 degrees of the

ig centimeter pieces. L'Electricien, from which the

illustrations are copied, says that all the important
problems in naval advantage are answered in this form
of construction, which renders useless the class of guns
to which the Catling and the Hotchkiss belong.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

TRICSAN.J

An independent company is getting in an exchange at

IMarshalltown, la, and has partial service now.
The Central Union Telephone company, at Des

Moines, la., has applied for a 50 year franchise and of-

fers to place its wires underground and erect an office

building to cost 5150,000, if it is granted. A co-opera-

tive telephone company has secured 7ro subscribers and
is preparing to construct an exchange, which is believed

to be the cause of the sudden desire to improve on the

part of the Central Union.
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The publication offices of the Western Electrician

have been removed to much more commodious quar-

ters. Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build-

ing, Dearborn and Adams streets, Chicago.

The telephone number remains unchanged—Main

'7*1^- __^_^___-
We are gratified to learn that the Northwestern

Electrical association has determined to be represented

at the convention of the National Electric Light associa-

tion, as suggested in the last issue of Western Elec-

trician. President Baker's letter on this subject,

printed on another page, shows that the Northwestern

Electrical association is animated by the proper spirit

and that the directors of that vigorous young organiza-

on, with true western enterprise, arestriv

I take advantage of the experience of older

fe congratulate the organization upon this

on of its progressive spirit.

slly

Ouu eastern contemporaries are still wrangling over

their respective claims to extreme senility, and the

reader is forced to the conclusion that they must all be

in their dotage. The electrical fraternity has proper

respect for old age, but experience has proven that for

practical results the live, enterprising, up-to-date jour-

nal is by far the most valuable medium of communica-

tion; hence the popularity of the Western Electrician,

which is recognized by the trade as vastly superior to its

venerable contemporaries. We are content to let our

eastern friends establish to their full satisfaction the

reputation of "has beans." The Western Electrician

is the journal of the age in which we live.

There is no danger that the currency question will be

allowed to disappear from public view. Allen Ripley

Foote has taken up the subject, and as chairman of the

National Association to Establish a Sound Currency

and Banking System, has begun issuing circulars deal-

ing with financial questions. The association was con-

ceived in the fertile brain of Mr Foote, and it is an-

nounced that its first action will be to select anon-parti-

san board of referees, of the highest ability, to consider

all propositions presented and to formulate a statement

of principles designed to be incorporated in platforms of

all political parties, the application of which, in prac-

tical legislation, will result in establishing a sound cur-

rency and banking system. When this is accomplished

Mr. Foote may possibly be induced to turn his attention

to the consideration of other public questions.

DmpanyiiEs.\MiNATiON of the specification!

drawings for underground electric railway patents re-

cently issued suggests the idea that it might be well for

the examiners to inform themselves of the work done

in this field during the early stages of development.

Among the so-called improvements upon which patents

have been granted lately there are many that bear a

striking resemblance to discarded devices that were

found impracticable by the early experimenters in this

field. The records of these investigations should be

carefully studied by the experts at Washington if they

would act intelligently upon the applications that are

submitted for their consideration. The story of these

early experiments forms an interesting chapter in the

history of electrical development in this country, and

its perusal should prove profitable and entertaining. It

is of absorbing interest to the student of industrial prog-

ress, too, for it depicts struggles and hopes and disap-

pointments experienced by the poor inventors who were

attempting to perfect a system, meeting only opposition

where they had a right to look for encouragement and

Good service and careful management form an excel-

lent combination in any industrial enterprise, but in no

place is it more absolutely necessary to observe these re-

quirements than in central station practice. That they

are appreciated is shown by the measure of success that

has rewarded the companies that have adhered closely to

these principles. The record of one central station man
who is widely known among those who will gather at

the convention of the National Electric Light association

maybe cited as an illustration, George A, Redman,

general superintendent of the electrical department of

the Rochester Gas Sc Electric company, has compiled

some figures which show that the central stations under

his management in Rochester, N. Y., a city of 150,000

inhabitants, supply current for 3,540 arc lights, 36,500

incandescent lamps, and motors aggregating 1.7S0 horse

power. This is certainly a remarkable showing. It in-

dicates that the people of Rochester appreciate the pro-

gressive spirit of the company and it reflects credit upon

the management of the corporation furnishing this service.

It is worthy of mention, too, that Mr. Redman, who is

ever on the alert for new ideas and suggestions of practi-

cal value, always attends the conventions of the National

Electric Light association, believing that the time and

money expended at these meetings are profitably invested.

This should be carefully considered by the stay-at-home

managers who labor under the delusion that they cannot

absent themselves from their business a few days every

year,

What is known as the village waterworks bill, now

pending before the New York Legislature, is being opposed

on the ground that the real animus of the measure is

the protection and extension of the powers and privileges

of the Niagara electrical power corporations. As

originally drawn, the bill applied only to water works in

villages. It provided that where a private water com-

pany was in business the village should not construct

water works of its own without buying the plant of the

private company, but the bill has been amended and, as

it stands, it now provides that no city or village shall

supply water or electric power or carry on any other

business without first buying out the companies already

organized. It is claimed that the interest of the big

Niagara corporations arises from the fact that they ex-

pect to be able to transmit current along the canal and

sell it to little companies to be organized in the cities and

villages; and if this bill become a law, it is declared,

there will be no way for cities or villages to get rid of

these companies and supply their own electricity with-

out buying the companies out. The bill in question

very properly recognizes the property rights of estab-

lished corporations, and every sense of justice and equity-

demands the protection of these interests. Aside from

these considerations it should be borne in mind that any

policy that will jeopard the business of a community
should be avoided. Instead of alarming capital and

driving it away, every town and city should encourage

investment and guarantee full protection of vested rights.

While approving the action of Mayor Swift in veto-

ing the ordinance for a street railway line on Jackson

street, the Chicago daily newspapers point out the in-

consistency of the position thus assumed. One of the

mayor's reasons for vetoing the Jackson street railway

ordinance, as given in his message to the City Council,

is as follows: "It [the ordinance] allows a street rail-

way line with an overhead trolley across the Jackson

street bridge and along East Jackson street to Michigan

avenue. This is something to which the people of this city

are. in my judgment, overwhelmingly opposed. " Mayor
Swift permitted the ordinance for a trolley line on South

Clark street to pass, and signed other ordinances for

trolley lines across bridges and on streets quite as neces-

sary to free public use as Jackson street, and the incon-

siderate newspapers now intimate that the real reason

for the veto was the fact that the measure was opposed

by Messrs. Yerkes and Wheeler, who feared the com-
petition which this new line threatened. Very little

sympathy will be wasted upon the projectors of the

Jackson street railway, because of the methods employed,

but there are other interests involved indirectly in

Mayor Swift's veto that demand consideration. It is

rather a late day for his honor to disapprove ordinances

because they provide for overhead trolley lines. The
great masses of the people approve this form of con-

struction because of the benefits they derive from the

improved service, and they give substantial encourage-

ment to projects of this class by their liberal patronage.

The overhead trolley has secured a firm foothold in the

city of Chicago, and it has gained the support of the

public because of the superiority of the service over all

other forms of transportation that this city has thus far

Detroit's eccentric mayor is making some very re-

markable statements in the speeches he is delivering

nightly through Northern Michigan before the Repub-
licans, whom he is trying to induce to nominate him for

governor. He is basing his plea for their support upon his

record as chief magistrate of the city of Detroit, and he
"points with pride" to his potato patches and his light-

ing plant. It is evident from his assertions concerning

the operation of the city lighting system that he is not fa-

miliar with the details of that branch of the municipal

service. This sturdy opponent of corporations claims

that the annual cost of the city lights in Detroit is only

S60 each. We assume that this is a mistake and that it

is probably due to the fact that the ambitious mayor is

devoting so much attention to his gubernatorial canvass

that he has not kept himself thoroughly imformed of

what is going on in his own bailiwick. We do not wish

to charge the distinguished executive officer of Detroit

with deliberate misrepresentation in this matter, nor do
we think that the city lighting commission has been

stealing the city funds. But we do know that the tax-

payers of the city of Detroit are paying more than S60
per lamp per year; in fact, competent experts who have

examined this special case declare that S120 per lamp
per year will scarcely cover the expenditure, and this,

too. with the plant running under the most favorable

circumstances. We would commend to the careful con-

sideration of the distinguished Wolverine the article on

the "Economy of the Detroit Municipal Plant," pulilished

in this journal on February 22, 1S96, and we would ad-

vise the good people of Michigan and elsewhere who
may have the pleasure of listening to the distinguished

exponent of agriculture in municipalities to investigate

for themselves the accuracy of the Hon. Pingree's as-

sertions, even though we fear that that estimable gen-

tleman's reputation for veracity and accuracy may suffer

in consequence.
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Arrangements for the Western Delega-
tion to N. E. L. A. Convention.

New York under the auspices of the National lilectric

Light association next month is increasing among west-

ern representatives of H^hting interests, as well as supply

men nnd ni.'iniifnrtnrors. Many inquiries have been re-

ct'i\(il ,lIuiii( ihc .(hrdule for the special train that will

cari\ ihr I lihi-M lUh'fiation to the meeting. At many
puinis iImiil; ihr iMiiii'. it is expected, there will be re

-

cci\( d .iildiii.'M-. iM the Chicago party, and it is evident

that .1 nuiiilur mI cities in the vicinity of Chica|:;o will

coiitnliiiir to [lie drli-t^ation that will start from thiscity.

Amoii^ tlic puiiiis liutn which incjuiries have been re-

ceived are; I'enver, St, Paul, Omaha, Milwaukee, Kan-

sas City, Peoria, Minneapolis, Kacine and other smaller

places. As announced last week, the St. Louis delega-

tion will arrive in Chicago on the morning of May 2d,

and after a day in this city start for New York on the

special train at 5 p. m. It may be well to explain that the

arrangement with the C. & A. Railroad company which

Bryan iV Humphrey have made provides that the round

trip by way of Chicago shall cost the delegates only a fare

and a third (regular rate between St. Louis and New
York), At Cleveland a considerable addition to the party is

expected. L. H. Rogers, who is in charge of the arrange-

ments in that city, hopes to have a large delegation, and

it is quite probable that the Cincinnati men. under
J. C,

Hobart, will also join the special train at this point.

The Detroit contingent will be taken on at Toledo, and

it is possible that several central station men and engi-

neers from Michigan towns will join Mr. Lockwood's

party. It is also expected that some arrangement will

be made by E. H. Heinrichs to have the members from

Pittsburg and vicinity join the Chicago party at Erie or

Buffalo Messrs. Wilbur and Byron of the Lake Shore

have completed arrangements for the running of the spe-

cial train, and they announce the following time-card:

S96.

depot.Leave Chicago, Van Bur
Twenty-second street

Elkhart
Toledo
Sandusky
Cleveland 35-'

3:54
6:05

7:05

8:50

Arrive Buffalo (Central time}

(Eastern time} ..... .

Rochester
Syracuse
Utica 12:07 P- ^i-

Albany 2:20 "

Arrive New York 6 :oo "

It should be understood that all arrangements for

transportation upon this special train must be made in

advance, and in order to take advantage of the special

arrangement that has been made with the Lake Shore

company and get the advantage of the reduced fare,

delegates must file their applications at the railroad com-

pany's ticket office, Fort Dearborn building, Clark and

Monroe streets, or with W. A. Kreidler, Suite 510 Mar-

quette building. C. O. Baker, Jr.. writes that he will

probably come to Chicago at that time in order to ac-

the New Yc

National Electric Light Association.

The Murray Hill Hotel, Forty-first street and Park

avenue. New York, has been selected as the hotel head-

quarters for delegates to the nineteenth convention

of the National Electric Light association. May 5th, 6th

and 7th. It is stipulated, however, by the hotel manage-

ment that none of the guests make use of any part of the

hotel for exhibition purposes or display any signs or

placards in the halls or corridors. The exposition to be

held under the auspices of the association will be opened

May 4th in the Industrial Building, two blocks from

hotel headquarters.

Northwestern Electrical Association Will
be Represented at the New York

Convention.
To the Editor of the Western Electrician;
In your publication of April rSth I notice that you

consider it the proper thing for our association to be
represented at the National Electric Light association

convention, to be held next month. I desire to state

that our directors have already taken the matter up and
have decided upon sending our secretary, Thomas R.
Mercein of Milwaukee, to represent this association.

Mr. Mercein will go purely in the interests of this asso-

ciation, and will return with full reports, which will»be

read at our meeting in July. W. B. Baker,
President Northv 1 Electrical :

National Electrical Exposition.

The announcement was made last week of the gener-

ous offer of the Western Union Telegraph company of

two wires from Niagara with which to bring current

from the power plant there to run the model of the plant

at the exposition. These wires will be available in the

evening, and the question thus arose as to what should

be done in the way of running the model the rest of the

time during each day. A. S. Brown, the electrical en-

gineer of the Western Union Telegraph company, sug-

gested that it would be a comparatively easy thing to

ship a few storage batteries to Niagara, charge them
there and bring them do vn for the purpose. This sug-

gestion has been acted upon, and the Electric Storage

Battery company of Philadelphia, through Charles

Blizard, its New York representative, has placed at the

disposal of the exposition all the batteries that may be

needed, with the permission to utilize this stored Niagara

energy for any other exhibit at will. There will thus be

exhibited the energy of Niagara in a "live" form, coming
over the wires in the shape of an alternating phase cur-

rent, to drive the model by a phase motor, and the stored

Niagara energy, which will, of course, bs applied to a

direct current motor, which will also run the model part

of the time. A more interesting illustration of the flex-

ibility of electrical power transmission than this could

hardly be desired, as it practically embraces the whole

field of modern methods and appliances.

In connection with the opening ceremonies of the ex-

position, when it is proposed to start the machinery by a

circuit that has first looped in the whole continent, the

Postal Telegraph-cable company, through its vice-presi-

dent, W. H. Baker, has very courteously offered its fine

service between New York and San Francisco for the

purpose. The Postal company has been equipping its

lines with heavy copper circuits, and believes that it can

illustrate rapidity of working by the instantaneity of its

transmission on May 4th, when the mere pressure of the

golden key will flash the signal to the Golden Gate and

back to the exposition building in the twinkling of an

eye. Arrangements are now being made with the Pos-

tal company for the execution of this interesting plan,

with the cooperation of the long string of offices scattered

over the 6,000 miles of wire.

In view of the importance of the occasion, the exhibit

of the United States Patent Office will be made of un-

usual size and interest. As now arranged by the de-

partment, under the instructions of S. T. Fisher, the act-

ing commissioner, it will include no fewer than 361 sep-

arate models of electrical devices, apparatus, machinery

and appliances, many of them embodying the fundamen-

tal and elementary ideas upon which the modern electri-

cal arts have been founded. These models will occupy

over 300 linear feet, and will be carefully grouped and

classified, so that students of whatever character can

follow the general lines of growth or evolution.

Cornell University is among the many contributors of

interesting objects at the electrical exposition. It is in

possession of the Gramme dynamo built by Professor

W. A. Anthony as early as 1876, and exhibited as a

great curiosity at the Centennial Exposition of that year.

It was probably the first dynamo of practical form con-

structed on those lines in this country. It was used for

arc lighting and for a great variety of purposes in those

early days. It has remained in use ever since, and Dr.

E. L. Nichols writes that even now it is in use at the

university. The art has seen many remarkable evolu-

tions, making this machine as great a curiosity in 1S96

as in 1S76, and it will doubtless be a center of attraction

to all students of dynamo construction. Cornell is also

exhibiting other things of interest, and its work for the

success of the exposition is but natural in an institution

that benefitted so nobly by the first fruits of electrical in-

vention and industry. It may be added that other very

early dynamos are to be shown.

In spite of many pressing engagements. Professor

Elihu Thomson is preparing a very interesting per-

sonal exhibit. He hopes to ship it to New York from

New England in a few days. He has been requested by

the management to include in it some of the working

apparatus illustrative, in many beautiful ways, of the

"repulsion phenomena,"

which some years ago is

deavor will also be made

during the exposition, as i

in New York at that time,

cessful lecturers of the 1

popularly and clearly. A bust of Professor Thomson
is now being made by the Riccinilli Brothers of New
York, under the direction of the sculptor, Robert Kraus

;sic investigation of

membered. An en-

:: a lecture from him

stood that he will be

me of the most suc-

;xplaining electricity

of Boston. It is expected to be 6nished by the end of

the month, and the original has consented to its inclu-

sion in the collection of busts and pictures that will

adorn the space of the loan and historical exhibit

committee.

An exhibit that is sure to arrest the attention of the

numerous visitors to the exposition will be thai which
shows a stock ticker system in full working operation.

To watch the tape unroll with the curt little signs on it

is one thing, but to see how the information that means
so much to the financial world is gathered and put on the

circuits, is another matter of interest to everybody. The
development of the modern stock ticker system, so strik-

ingly American, is the result of much ingenuity and
enterprise. With the object of assisting to a better

understanding of the subject, the executive of the Gold
& Stock Telegraph company has generously authori?:ed

its superintendent and electrician, George B, Scott, to

place at the disposal of the exposition management a

number of old instruments that will be useful in showing
how the system as it exists to-day has been worked out

to its present stage of efficiency and celerity. Mr. Edi-

son and others are also contributing apparatus of this

nature, rendering the display one of unusual value, as

such electrical machinery has never been brought to-

gether before in this instructive' manner.

Among the companies taking a lively interest in the

approaching exposition is the Interior Conduit & Insula-

tion company of New York. That concern has taken

considerable space in the exposition hall, and will show
in operation a printing press run by a directly connected

Lundell motor. Exhaust fan outfits 60 inches, 36 inches

and 12 inches, a directly connected generating set,

Lundell power motors, Lundell generators, Lundell

desk fan motors and ceiling fan motors, Lundell dental

outfits, Lundell emery wheel grinder, Lundell buffing

machine and a Lundell organ blowing outfit will be ex-

hibited. The latter outfit will be attached to a Mason
& Hamlin organ which will be played each evening. The
company will also exhibit its complete system of plain,

brass armored and iron armored insulating conduits, as

well as its complete underground conduit system. Another
feature will be an illuminated sign 30 feet in length.

The following named gentlemen will be in attendance

and explain the various novelties: D. C. Durland.

George H. Kimber and E. B. Kittle.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric company of Cleveland

promises to exhibit the most extensive and most compre-
hensive line of arc lamps ever shown by one concern in

the world's history. There will be on exhibition, and
in running condition, one black japan series lamp, shunt;

one 17th century brass series lamp, differential; one oxi-

dized copper 100 hour lamp; one aluminum 100 hour

lamp; one yellow brass alternating lamp. 1,600 alterna-

tions; one japan copper alternating lamp, 7,200 alter-

nations; one oxidized silver constant potential lamp; one

oxidized brass constant potential lamp; one marine lamp,

black japan; one 100 hour old gold lantern; one nickel rail-

way lamp to run nine or 10 in series on the railway cir-

cuit. The arc lamps will be of the improved "A-B" pat-

tern. The"A-B*' incandescent lamps will also be shown.

This lamp is devoid of the unsightly glass protuberance.

The arc lamp may be subjected to close inspection and
examination by any callers interested in the subject.

Testing instruments will be in circuit, and any of the

lamps may be tested at any time during the exposition.

Considerable preparation has been made by Huebel &
Manger of Brooklyn for their display at the exposition.

The firm announces that it will show many attractive

novelties, and that both Messrs. Huebel and Manger will

be on hand, as well as W. W. McChesney.

The Technical Club.

The newly organized Technical Club of Chicago is re-

ceiving hearty support. It is designed to supply the

benefits and pleasures of a social club to any successful

applicant who is "an engineer or architect or connected

with or specially interested in engineering work." The
membership is limited to 500, and the enrollment has

reached about one-half of the constitutional limitation.

Club rooms have been secured at 22S and 230 Clark

street. This location is excellent, as it is in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the Rookery, Western Union, Monadnock.

Marquette and other office buildings largely psopled by

engineers and men of allied occupations. The club will

use the three upper stories of a four-story building, each

floor being 40 by 125 feet. Dankmar Adler, the famous

architect, has prepared plans for remodeling the rooms to

suit the purposes of the club, and it is expected that the

work will be completed some time in June. The space
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will be divided into library, assembly, lounging and

billiard rooms, public and private dining rooms and

rooms for the use of technical societies working on kin-

dred lines. The building is well situated for light and

ventilation, having wide alleys on the side and rear. It

will be heated b>^ steam, lighted by electricity and

equipped with an electric elevator. One of its popular

summer features will be a roof garden.

The Technical Club's membership is not confined to

residents of Chicago, but provision is made for the af-

filiation of non-residents. The entrance fee is S50, the

annual dues of resident membei

dues of non-resident members

are those who do not reside wit

Robert W. Hunt is president, Charles E. Billin is secre

tary and H. F.
J.

Porter is treasurer. The committe.

on admissions consists of Alfred Noble, B. J. Arnold

James R* Chapman, E. M. Herr and Ishara Randolph

off of the motor loa

in is attained by placi

is accomplished wit

tensity of the light,

g the stationary shuregulatii

the alternator in a certain position in the mo
leaving it thus during the day, while the indue

load dominates. At night, when the lighting

heavier, the only change necessary is the ad

er. The primary wires from the station a

through a station wattmeter just before they

the transformers, and thus the consumption (

The secondaries run from the sm;

redi

, and the annual

Non-residents

les of Chicago.

Use of Electric Power in Middletown, O.

noder. theOne of the most int.

country, and the first, perhaps, which has a larger motor

load than a lighting load, is that at Middletown, Ohio,

operated by the Middletown Electric Light & Power

company. Four months since F. H. McKnight, presi-

dent and general manager, determined on an increase in

his station, which, up to that time, had been operated on

a small scale only. The conditions with which he was

confronted showed the necessity for a system of distribu-

tion which would allow him to cope with a large demand

for current for motor service during the day and a simi-

larly large one for lighting after dark. Mr. McKnight

selected the monocyclic system of the General Electric

company to meet these conditions.

The power house (Fig. i) is large and well ventilated,

and is situated near the center of the city in an ideal

location for an electric station. It fronts on the Cleve-

land & Cincinnati canal, while immediately behind it

are the tracks of the M. &C. railroad. Water for the sta-

tion is taken from the canal in front and the necessary

coal is shoveled directly into the bins from the cars

standing on the tracks behind.

The steam equipment consists of two Brownell and

Dayton boilers, furnishing steam

to one 250 horse power Russell

engine and one 100 horse power

Ball engine. The first runs at 164

revolutions and drives from a

countershaft the new monocyclic

generator and two Thomson-

Plouslon 75 light arc dynamos;

the latter runs at 285 revolutions

and drives a Thomson-Houston

bipolar direct current low voltage

machine. Fig. 2 shows the ar-

rangement of the machinery. The

monocyclic generator is a stand-

ard i2-pole generator, running at

600 revolutions. If is rated at

150 kilowatts at 1,040 volts, and

is excited by a i}i kilowatt ex-

citer. The direct current dynamo

furnishes current for motors scat-

tered throughout the city. The

arc machines operate lights in

CONTROLLING STAND AT THE HA THEATER

the stationary shunt about one inch. No care beyond

this is needed to maintain a constant potential.

The most iraportent client of the Middletown station

is the Miami Cycle & Manufacturing company, whose

factory is located about one mile distant. It takes cur-

rent for iSo horse power in motors, for Soo incandescent

lamps, of which 400 are usually in use, and for six arc

lamps. The cycle company turns out about 200 wheels

a day, and employs from 500 to 600 hands.

3m the small sub-station north

and south to the motors and lights in the two legs of the

L. Those running south operate in the machine shop

three 20 horse power motors (Fig. 3), each belted to a

long line of shafting from which run 80 belts. One of

these motors is used to drive 15 lathes, four sharpers

and six milling machines, three water emery wheels,

one planer, one die sinker, two universal grinders, two

gear cutters, and two drill binders. The other two

operate 35 screw machines, one oil separator, one oil

pump and two high pressure blowers giving air to the

forges in the smithy.

The feeders running north supply energy to three 30

horse power motors, two of 10 horse power and two of

five horse power. One of the 10 horse po%ver motors is

in the drill room and runs a shaft from which belts run

to 12 large and three small drill presses, two cone

grinders and four small milling machines. In addition

it operates one band saw, one circular saw and one wood
turner's lathe in the pattern room adjoining. The other

10 horse power motor is in the frame-making depart-

ment and drives three large punch presses for the manu-

facture of handle bars, seat posts, etc.. three large drill

presses, four small ones, two frame assembling tables,

three small milling machines, two emery grinders, one

swaging machine, four stock machines, two tooth cutters

and one double polishing lathe.

A large portion of the power which comes into the

factory is used in the polishing room, where 35 double

polishing lathes run incessantly. These are operated at

present by two 30 horse power motors. The remaining

30 horse power motor in the north section drives a 48-

inch exhaust blower which carries away the dust from

the polishing room.

Located in the assembling department is a five horse

power motor(Fig. 4), which operates afreigbt elevator of

1,500 pounds at 60 feet per minute capacity, which

runs up and down through the room. When this was

vhile

is wired for about 180 horse

power in motors and 2.000 lights.

If all the lights and motors were

operated at the same time the

total amount of energy required

from this generator would be

about double its capacity, and its

power to cope with the conditions

illustrates forcibly the advantages

of the monocyclic system. Dur-

ing the day the lights burning are

comparatively few, while the mo-

tor load is at its maximum. This

condition is reversed after dark,

when the motor load drops off

and the lighting load rises in

turn. The generator, which runs 23 hours per day, i?

worked continuously at its highest efficiency and satisfac-

torily fulfills its double duty without sparking or notice-

able heating.

The regulation of the machine is noteworthy, the volt'

age remaining almost absolutely constant. The light;

at a large factory about a mile away and those through

out the city burn with equal brilliancy, and the throw

^^SB
%\%fiSf-

USE OF ELECTRIC POWER IN MIDD ETOWN, 0.

The current is transmitted from the station to the put up it was thought that a larger motor would be re-

works over two mains and a teaser wire at about i,ooo quired to move up and down the occasional heavy loads.

volts, and is reduced to about 115 volts in six 30,000 watt but the live hors.- po«,r hmi.., n..l..„U operates the

oil-cooled transformers installed in a small house erected elevator satisfaclonU . Imii ,ils,. h.is miIIkichi power left

in the angle of the L-shaped main building. All the to drive five small dnll prr^si-^ \noilici lur h.irse power

motors derive their supply of current from these trans- motor drives a four kil..«,ill C ,V C ^,-nfial..r used for

formers connected in multiple. The lighting circuits are pl.fting purposes.

lalien oft from two 7,500 and one 15,000 watt transform- .\11 these motors are of the General Electric nduclion
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thout commutator, collector or

hey are set upon platforms swung fn

type.

rafters in the

,
an arrangement rendered possible by the fact

that they require no attention beyond an occasional oil-

ing, and thus occupy no floor space whatsoever.

In addition to the load at the Miami cycle works, the

nionncyclc generator supplies current for 500 to Ooo

lights throughout the town and 650 incandescents in thu

Sorg Opera House. With 50 horse

.|r.o lamps burning aL the cycle wo

le switch to the binding-posts. This stand has been

I operation for two years, and it fulfills every requirc-

lent. It is interesting to note that the photograph

lich the illustration was mads was taken by the

aid of a MeJssner focusing arc lamp, also manufactured

by the Washington Electric company.

K. A. K. Conduit Electric Railway
System.

track, and connected to these at suitable di.stances, by
means of switches and fuses enclosed in water-light

boxes, are auxiliary feeders /;', each of suflicient size

to carry the current for feeding independent sections of

the rails C of the same length. This admits the cutting

out of any s(!CtIon of rails C, either automatically for

can.' i.[ \,Imii ii.ir.-.ary for inspection, without inter-

I'TMi- ill.
!

i
I iihm of the line. Contact between

Ml PI 'I' "I.I 1 1. ' I' I , A' and rails (' is made every -z.^

f'' t \r. Ill, lull /' which passes through the insulators

/'' which cnlur the pipe througli the '/' couplings />-

'I'hc insulators for supporting the pipe and the rails on

the

Controlling Stand at the Haymarket
Theater.

3vements are being made in electric

pparatus for theatrical use, until now the most

trol and delicate graduation and regulation are

With facilities for controlling the light to a

nice y. one of the old-time objections to the use of the

electric light for stage effects is removed; as for the

electric light itself, it has been for years in great favor for

Constan

lighting af

K, A, K, elec

overhead wire

the West. T.

of Springfield,

owned by Krc

trolley conduit

c railway system, which does away with

and which has excited much attention in

i system is the invention of A. S. Krotz

).. and W. P. Allen of Chicago and is

. Allen & Kelly of Springfield, O., whose

5 give it the trade name adopted. A
lystem is provided, modified for adapta-

iteam roads, elevated roads or ordinary

nes. A line of railway equipped with

nv in operation in Springfield. O.

large and especially designed for the pur-

pose. The contact rail (.' is of steel, presenting a wide

surface for contact with the trolley shoe. It will be

seen that for any of the current to escape it must pass

through a quadruple insulation; i. e., the insulation en-

closing the feeders, and the insulators supporting the

gas pipe, which enclose the feeders on the positive side,

also through a like insulation on the negative side. In

the application of the K. A. K- system to street rail-

ways, there are manholes every 300 or 500 feet, where

the sections end and the switches and fuse boxes are

placed, and where connection is made with the sewer.

The top of the conduit B can readily be removed at any

theatrical use. owing to its safety and superior quality.

The illustration (page 200) shows the completely equipped

electriclight controlling stand in the Haymarket Theater.

Chicago, as installed by the Washington Electric com-

pany. This stand consists, essentially, of a switchboard

and 13 Meissner stage dimmers. The controlling levers

are all easily within the reach of the operator and are

so arranged that they can all be thrown at once, or

singly, if desired. The only extra wiring for tlie com-

bination is the circuit for each dimmer, leading from

In Fig is hown the type of condu it designed for

ly streets I is in tended to reSt on the ties in the

iddle of t:he track, the top being flu.-h with the top of

e rails, which are upported on ties or chairs in the

usual manner. The yokes and castings are made

especially heavy to withstand the wear on a street pave-

ment. Referring to the diagram, .-l A is the supporting

yoke, /?' ordinary gas pipe i_,'4 to three inches diameter,

supported by insulators D^. In this gas pipe is placed

the feeders E, which extend the entire length of the

point along the line by trackmen, and inspection can

easily be made without danger to the workmen.

Details of trolley construction are shown in Figs. 2

and 3. B £ show two springs made of flat steel or

spring brass. On their lower ends are attached cast-

iron shoes B^ i>'\ for making contact with the conductor

rails C, as shown in Fig. i: these shoes can readily be

replaced at a triflfng expense. The springs B B, one

for positive and the other negative, are curved in oppo-

site directions at the bottom and pass through and are
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supported in insulating material A. which is in turn pro-

tected and supported by the steel covering ./', which,

again, is fitted loosely in base .-/" fastened permanently

to the trucks. Springs B and B, which are fastened

together at the top by the insulating fiber strip B'-. pass

loosely through the insulation A. of casing .7', and are

held down by the springs B'^\ which are attached to the

post and crossbar, B*. />*' and A^. The casing, A\ is in

turn held down by heavier springs, -/'. attached to the

standard, .-/', and the base. .-V. Binding posts are pro-

vided at the upper ends of springs. B B, to which the

wires, B-\ leading to the motors are attached. To raise

lile S. L. Fox,

; secretary and 1

partnership with Mr.

resident.
J. M. Hazel

N€ Core Disk Notching Press.

A Monster Belt.

What is confidently stated to be the largest belt ever

constructed is shown in process of manufacture at the

Chicago Belting company's works by the illustration.

The dimensions of the completed belt are as follows:

Length, 150 feet; width, seven feet; weight, 3,300

pounds; thickness, seven-eighths of an inch. In its con-

the trolley from the slot, a lever on the car platforms

attached in a proper manner to the cross-bar, B'\ is pro-

vided, by which a single pull by the motorman first

raises the springs B B, drawing the shoes away from

the rail, (T (Fig. i), and together at the bottom of the

casing, A\ as shown in Fig. 3, and raising the casing,

./\ and themselves from the slot.

" The method adopted at railroad crossings is shown in

Fig. 4. The conductor rails, C (Fig. i), are placed on

a line above the level of the track rails. Thus, by con-

tinuing the conduit up to the crossing, then discontinu-

ing it and depressing the pipes so that they pass under

the crossing or street, then resuming the usual position

in the conduit on the other side, the trolley shoes pass

over the top of the street or track rails, and enter the

conduit on the other side; thus is avoided all cutting of

track rails at crossings or switches, or the placing of

obstructions at street crossings. It will be observed

that, in a train, each truck of all the cars is provided

with a trolley, and these are all electrically connected

with the motor or motors on the train and controlled by

the motorman on the front of the train, and while some
are out of the conduit while passing over a street or

railway crossing, the remainder supply the circuit

without a break.

struction the selected portions of 450 oak-tanned hides,

picked from over 5,000 skins, were used. The destina-

tion of this belt is the engine room of the Louisiana

Electric Light company at New Orleans, where it will

be attached to the 28 foot driving wheel of the great Al-

lis-Corliss engine. To remove the roll from the finish-

ing-room on the top story of the factory was by no

means easy, Special tackle had to be rigged to the

freight elevator and the bulky mass lowered onto

trucks.

Not the least interesting detail connected with the

building of this great belt is the method by which layers

A new press for notching armature core disks is

shown by the accompanying illustrations. In principle

and design the machine is entirely different from others

directed to the same purpose, and in a number of im-

portant features presents advantages.

The adjustment for different diameters is made by

simply turning the hand-w^heel shown. No alteration

or readjustment of pawls or indexing parts to suit differ-

ent diameters is required. The adjustment for different

numbers of notches is effected by means of change-gears

instead of the usual pawl and index plate device. One
gear only need be substituted to obtain any desired

alteration in the number of notches. This obviates the

necessity of using a special indexing-plate for each style

of disk, and effects a considerable saving, as the change-

gears are comparatively inexpensive. If one notch is

punched at each stroke, tne number of teeth in the gear

corresponds to the number of notches in the disk. If

two or three notches are punched simultaneously, the

number of teeth in the gear is made one-half or one-

third, respectively, of the number of notches.

The index-feed is effected by means of a rack-and-

pinion movement, which is more reliable and durable

than the pawl-and-rachet feed usually employed and

does not call for any adjustment for different diameters

or numbers of notches.

An automatic stop is provided, which throws out the

clutch (thereby stopping the machine), as soon as the

disk has made one complete rotation. To start the ma-

chine the operator depresses the foot-treadle, after which

he can attend to any other machines that may bs under

his charge, as the work goes on automatically and stops

when the last notch is cut. This makes it possible for

one operator to attend to several machines.

A spring stripper is used in connection with the

punches in this machine, so as to leave a clear space

over the die, making it easier to introduce a new disk,

and holding the disk under pressure while baing

punched. This obviates the necessity of usmg a clamp-

ing-plate over the center of the disk, so that the time is

saved which in other machines has to be spent in clamp-

nig and unclamping the disk. Such disks as have no

key-notches or bolt-holes, by which to carry the disk in

feeding, of course require the clamping-frame.

In the few cases where the clamping of the disk is de-

sirable the machines are furnished with an arm. as

shoivn in Fig i, which carries a device enabling the

Affairs of Queen & Co.

At the Manufacturers' club in Philadelphia, on the

evening of April i6th, the creditors of the house of Queen
& Co., manufacturers and importers of scientific instru-

ments, which went into the hands of an assignee in Au-

gust, i^>94, met. and. after thanking John Gordon Gray
for his work in paying them every dollar due them,

presented him a magnificent set of the Encyclopedia

Britannica. It was a representative assemblage of busi-

and the praise heaped on
,

and professional men,

ted.

I of the

The meeting was called to order by A. G. Ellic

briefly told its, purpose and made the presentallo

set of books, Mr. Gray responded in an eloquent ad-

dress. He thanked them all for their patience in the

past, and assured them that but for tlieir forbearance

such a result as they were celebrating could never have

been achieved. He said that when the troubles overtook

the firm the assets were twice the liabilities, which were

laced at S1H4.0Q0. But the appraisers of the court,

*vho reckoned on what the goods would bring at a forced

sale, sel their value at one-half the assets. In the face

of these, difiiculties the debts were paid and the receiv-

ership will soon end, and the firm of Queen & Co. will

receive nearly $200,000 in assets and a business con-

stantly growing.

Mr. Gray has been connected with James W. Queen
& Co. and Queen & Co. since i8«2. In the reorganiza-

ion of the company Mr. Gray assumes the presidency,

o£ sk ns vere a ranged so that a

to end there is n

nessesof leatlie

ot a spot where

do not cover 1

third layc

made up

spectivcl

r, Tluis the beginnin

in three pieces. 21. 4-

; al)c.vu these come

mass of the belt was subjected, section by i

pressure of 220 tons, after piecing and glu

the belt was finally completed.

CORE DISK N0TC?I1NG

id operator by a single movement of the hand lever to do

k- the clamping. This arm connects at its Iowlt end with

lie the frame, carrying the mechanism fm !(\,>l\inL; tlie

is disk from notch to notch. The upp r . I,iiii|'m- pl.iie,

I'* instead of having to be taken off anil |nii .11 li\ h.imi. as

cs in machines of older design, is aKva\ ^ n .nl\ \><v .wiUm

of without handling. The press is shown without the

*o clamping arm in Fig. 2.

ig These machines are the product of the well-known press

le and die maker, the E. W. Bliss company, 14 John street,

) a Brooklyn, N. Y. They are regularly made in two sizes

Te —No, 16A and No. 39A—weighing respectively about

1,500 and 2,800 pounds. No. 16A will notch disks of
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3 and also gives much general information of
thn ciprtriral reader. The goods of the La-
"mirni" r.iv- hnndled by the Mason FJeclrir
"I

.
.i.i!...i v>7 Dearborn street, Chica"..),

nd. So txmstrucled it will laUu disks <i[

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes. TRADE NEWS.

Pretty I'i^ht Coming -The Prolits of Electric Lighting

Plants in Danger." In this article it was stated that

the city paid 50 cents a lamp per night for 1,200 candle

power lights. Mr. Doty promptly wrote to deny this

—

giving the correct price, 35 cent.s—and incidentally he

gave the public the benelit of some of his ideas on the

central station business. An extract from the letter will

be of interest;

The Edison company received its franchise in 18S8
and immediately proceeded to lay its underground tubes
through the streets. It was actively opposed by the ex-

isting companies, but competed with them, and forced
its way to the front. For various reasons it never bid
for the street lighting until the advent of the Schiereu
administration, its bid then being a liberal reduction

from the prevailing rates, Its service was so satisfac-

tory that it received the contract for the next year, and
subsequently, as you state, absorbed the Citizens' com-
pany, buying and paying cash for the entire stock of that

company. This step had been found necessary because
[he profits of electric lighting were diminishing and re-

quired the most careful management of expenses to meet
the reduced rates and still afford any dividends to the
stocUholders.

The time is past when electric companies can be built

upon wind. It requires a distinct outlay of cash—and of a
great amount of cash— to establish successful companies.
So far from there being large profits in electric lighting,

it has become a matter of sharp competition, quite as

sharp as in most other businesses. Statements are care-

lessly made frequently, and generally by parties who are
not conversant with the business, that there are large

profits in street lighting. It is doubtful if these parties

have any conception of the magnitude of the plants, of

the details of the business, or even of the amount of taxes

which these companies have to pay to the city and state,

as part of their expenses. The equipment which would
be ample for a country town or even a small city would
not be permitted by the authorities in this city.

The distinguished sea captain who can furnish lights

at i2'.2 cents per lamp per night can have a first-class

salary if he will apply to this company and give us the

b'^nefit of his knowledge and services; but this situation

has bsen open for years to the best experts in the coun-
try, and we are still unable to find any better system
than that we use. W. F. O.

PERSONAL
Ralph W. Gordon of the Gordon-Burnham Battery
mpany of S2 West Broadway, New York, is in Chi-
.go for a few days.

A complimentary notice of the work of Orrin E. Dun-
p of Niagara Falls, who has for some time been a con-
ibutor to the Western Electrician, appeared in the
;arch number of Cass2c?-'s JSlagazine.

John F. Outwater, representing Hugo Reisinger, 3S
New York, sole importer of the NurnbergBea'

well known to the electrical fraternity, and is well fitted

for the responsible position which he has assumed. The
Munsell company is to be congratulated in having so

reliable a man to place in charge of this important
branch of its business.

TheW. S. Hill Electric company of Boston, Mass.,
has reorganized as a new corporation under the laws of

the state of Massachusetts, with a fully paid-up capital

stock of SGo.ooo. The business of the new company
will be moved to New Bedford, Mass., about May ist.

It will be carried on in a large factory building, which
will be equipped with a 50 horse power engine and boil-

ers of ample capacity to meet future growth of business,

together with new machinery and all facilities required
to enable the company to manufacture its goods to the

best possible advantage and maintain the present high
standing of the Hill electrical goods. W. S. Hill is one
of the pioneers- in the electrical trade, and enjoys the

confidence of the fraternity east and west by reason of

the high grade of apparatus which has become associated

with his name. His -numerous friends will join in wish-
ing him continuation of his business success. It is un-
derstood that the W. S. Hill Electric company will con-
tinue to maintain an office in Boston, with agencies in

the leading cities of the country.

Few among the younger electrical business men of the

great West and Southwest have achieved what might be
termed a more "solid" success than President Joseph
Franklin, Jr., of the Commercial Electrical Supply com^
pany of St. Louis. Mr. Franklin is one of those men
whose personality has great weight in attracting custom-
ers. The recent increase of the company's capital stock

tells its own story and is a strong tribute to the ability of

one of the younger men in the trade. From now on the

company's aggressive policy will be continued more ener-

getically than before. Mr. Franklin's methods are in

many instances unique. "Make people talk about you
and your goods" is his motto. He believes that original

methods in advertising best carr^' this out. "Jo's slate"

from now on tells its little story in its own peculiar but
nevertheless strikingly original manner. As a western
supply house the Commercial company believes in thor-

oughly advertising its goods, and many the line there'll

be that will find its own curious picture drawn by spe-

cial artist on "Jo's little slate."

The Lafayette Engineering & Electric Works of La-
fayette, Ind., has entered the electrical manufacturing
field with every prospect of success and permanence. It

makes dynamos, motors, arclamps and electrical special-

ties, and its fine new catalogue shows that it is getting out a

line of goods that will compare very favorably indeed with

the best in the market. Simplicity and uniformity of manu-
facture have been successfully essayed, and only the

best workmanship and material are employed. All parts

are made to gauge and interchangeable. The company
offers bipolar dynamos, each having a single field coil,

and slow-speed multipolar machines also. The latter

type is especially well adapted for direct connection. In
arc lamps, both series and constant potential lamps are

presented, and the company .also has a complete line of

motors, rheostats and switchboards. A beautifully

printed catalogue, just out, describes the company's

and I

Metal r^efining company, i.^'i;in.| ,.-.: \\ . .1 L;il,r- -,i r.-<-i,

which also makes a specialty of manutacturing a high

grade of dynamo and engine babbitt, with solder and
cotton waste for electrical plants and railways.

The Standard Underground Cable company has re-

cently made a number of important changes in the per- 1

sonnel of its home office at Pittsburg. P. H. W. Smith,
who was formerly superintendent of construction for

the western sales department of the company and more
recently assistant to J. W, Marsh, vice-president and
general manager, has now been appointed assistant

general manager of the company. Mr, Smith's train-

ing in electrical matters was received at Lehigh
University, of which he is a graduate. He has been
actively connected with the Standard Underground
Cable company for a number of years in the construc-
tion and sales departments, and the advancement is well

merited. F. S. Viele. formerly of the Buffalo Railway
company, but for several years past superintendent of

construction for the western sales department, and tem-
porarily in charge of the latter, has been transferred to

Pittsburg as manager of the conduit and general con-
struction departments. In addition to the general con-
struction work, Mr. Viele will have under his immediate
charge and supervision the conduit sales department
and rubber sales department. Mr. Viele is a graduate
of the Massachusetts Instituteof Technology in electrical

engineering, and his recognized ability as a trained ex-

pert in matters pertaining to insulated wires and cable.^

makes him a valuable man to the company.

BUSINESS.

A new branch house has just been opened by the Mii

Insulator company of New York at 153 Lake stree

Chicago, to accommodate its largely increased weste:

trade. This branch will be under the management
Chas. E. Coleman, who has made an excellent reput

lion among the electrical fraternity throug' "

year; ith hi;

all orders for

npan

careful man;
will largely i

The Elect

Coler
specialties his perse

:xpected that under Mr. Colema
the sales for his goods in the W

:par i and electrical i

'ing t

increasing demand for its wares, is again compelled to

seek larger quarters, and will remove on May ist to 127-

137 North Tenth street, Brooklyn, N. Y. It will have
there some 13,000 square feet of floor space, and with a
largely increased plant it will be in a position to

promptly meet all demands for its most successful sub-

stitute for hard rubber. The New York office will be
located at igo and 192 West Broadway, corner Leonard
street, and will be in charge Of Joseph Steinberger.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.

ctady, N. Y. Applic

id folded to form a wrapper designed to be :

armature core, and when so applied to form c

mplete wraps with abiittins edges.

laling System for Electric Railways. Fr
Schenectady, N, Y. Application fil

Issued April 14, i8g6.

558,033. Electric Railway System. Henry M. 1

erhoff, Chicago, 111. Application filed Ju
1895.

Provision is made in an electric railway system.

ndependent working conductor for each
means for bridging tlie space between the

Ul'-^^^i

558,031. Safety Device for Alterna

J. Berg, Schenectady, N.
October 5, 1895.

558,042. Automatic Telegraph Repeater. Albert E.

CoUyer, Monmouth, 111. Application filed Decem-
ber 26, 1893-

Method of Aging Permanent Magnets. Frank
Cox, Lynn, Mass. Application filed February
1896.

traps is described, comprising a suitable casing, a iiotclied
disli rolatably jnonnted tljeiein and protecting tllroiisli a

Ijlate l.eld yielding! j in tl,e patli of [lie pin. and an arln upon

558,052. Apparatus for ElectrolyticProduction of Zinc.

Robert Encke and Oscar Frolich, Berlin, Germany.
Application filed July 31, 1895.

Partition plates are arranged substantially vertical in the
cell, spaces being left above and below the plates for the
passage of the electrolyte, and means are provided for cir-

culating the electrolyte at a high velocity around the plates
and over the electrodes.

558,070. Compound Mold for Forming Incandescent
Lamp Bases. Jacob Henny and August Pederquist,

Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed November
29, 1895.



DQo. Transformer and Method of Cooling Same.
Walter S. Moody. Lynn. Mass. Application filed

January 17, 1S96. - -

A pivoted battery provided with a movable joint atl

structed and arranged to engage therewitti. and consis
of two detachable members, and also with locking mi
constructed and arranged to rigidly fasten together

.104. Regulating Induction Motors. William-

Potter. Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed Ja
ary 15, 1896.

ro6. Connection for Telephone Apparatus. Par-

nell Rabbidge. Sydney, New South Wales. Appli-

ration filed May 20, 1895.

558,109, Automatic Cut-out and Resistance Regulator.
Eniil B. W. Reichel, Gross-Lichterfelde, Germany.
Application filed December 27, 1895.

compensated for by

ength exceeds the pre^

irolley wheel, a feed-wii

55S.1T9 Regulating Alternating Current Motors. Charles
P, Steinmetz and Ernst J. Berg, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed December 26, 1S95.
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558,167. Telephone Service Register. Stephen D. Field,

Stockbridge, iMass. Application filed. August 21,

1S95.

358,168. Call Counter for Telephones. Stephen I

Field. Stockbridge, Mass. Application filed Augu
21, 1895.

A lever controlled by a telephone switch, a retracti

jls actuated by the driven mech.n
circuit of a calling generator, an^

558,176. Process of Electrizing Water for Heating
Purposes. Philipp Ruber, Saginaw, Mich. Ap-
plication filed April i. 1895.

Apparatus is employed for the mannfactiire o£ hydrogen
and oxygen gases from water by the electrization thereof.
and for separating the gases and storing them, and tubes are
provided for conveying the gases in separate pipes to a
burner, the tube conveying the oxygen gas passing through

jnst in front of the burner, and the tube conveying the

thereof, the burner being circular in form and provided
with small holes on its front face through which the hydro-
gen passes, and means in front of the burner for receiving

pply

,184. Carbon Brush Holder for Electric Machii
William E. Knowlton, Portland, Me. Applical

filed February 19, 1896.

The device consists of a socket for holding the brusl

ity of transformers connected in multiple arc with the work-
ing circuit, and a primary inducing circuit charged with

independent insulated outgoing conductor and a return leg
formed by one side of the track or working circuit.

558,239. Alternating Current Motor. Harry L. Tyler,

Corning, N. Y. Application filed July 19, 1894.

id in inductive rela:

reached, thereby C(

558,256. Electrically Operated Means for Controllmg
Valves. Charleb M Bush Bristol Conn Appli
cation filed Januar> 24 1895

558,303. Electric Railway. David N. Osyor, Newark,
Ohio. Application filed January 23. 1*^89.

.The combination of the insulating posts, the conductors
"

'' " "'" " """ ""'" " '
'i grooves opposing

55S.310 Apparatus for Composite Transmission of In-
telligence. Frank A. Pickernell. Newark, N.

J,
Application filed October 17, 1894.

c apparatus; means are provided for preventing ir

telegraphic currents from disturbing the telephoni
ing circuit, consisting of one or more ground branche

558,313 Tele|)hone Transmitter. Allen W. Rose. New
York, N. \. Application filed August 29, 1895.

558,357. Electrical Furnace. Michael R. Conley.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed September 25,

1895-

ing secondaries of tlie transformers, lines leading froit

secondaiies, and a niultipliase motor connected [o

558.120. Commutator. David P. Thomson and Ale
H. Goranson, Schenectady, N, Y, Applicati

filed December 19, 1895.

,^S3

Ah
Allen. Ch

Underground System for Electri

3 S. Krotz, Springfield, Ohio, anc
III. Application filed

nd a close, for the a

23. 558,429.

oiley a mechanism is placed i

lolley, and adapted to check
trolley when the latter is di

adapted to cond

558,153. Electrically Actuated Denial Plugger. Arthur
W. Browne, Prince's Bay, N. Y. Application filed

November 6, 1895.

nit or Subway tor E
Crotz, Springfield, Ohii

ago. 111. Application I
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Electrical and Mechanical Equipment of

the Milwaukee City Hall.

In these days of widespread distrust of municipal

servants, when tlie word "Alderman" prefixed to a man's

name is so often regarded as a term ot reproach rather

than a title of distinction, it is indeed gratifying to en-

counter intelligence, thoroughness, honesty and economy

in an enterprise conducted by a city government. Such

ibes buil of the

ing seven tons ot the cheapest grade o£ coal in a smoke-

less manner.

One of the first acts of the consulting engineer was to

select the Paul vacuum system to connect to the 29,000

feet of heat radiating surface throughout the building,

thus greatly enhancing the value of the radiators and also

entirely removing the objection of back pressure on the

engine. The result was that the engines operated

throughout the entire cold weather with never to exceed

Mil akee. This fine

by the excellent pictu !Of

thi; the

ately mmanding archi-

tecture, utilizing to best advantage

the unusual shape of the site; it is

substantially and well built in every

detail, and. what is especially

praiseworthy, it was erected at a

cubic foot, including furniture. It

is truly an imposing building, and

it would be difficult to disprove the

claim made for it—that it is the

best and cheapest public building

of its class in the United States, It

is proper to say that the result is

due almost entirely to the sagacity

and good judgment of Messrs. Ben

zenberg, Schneider, Schuengel and

Brockman, who constitute the

Board of Public Works, and to H
C. Koch & Co., the architects.

As might be expected, this build

ing is very completely equipped for

light, heat and ventilation. Early

in the planning Charles G. Arm
strong, the Chicago consulting en

gineer, was employed to take entire

charge of the electrical and mechan

ical features of the necessary plant

and upon his plans, specifications

and superintendence the work he^e

inafter described was installed,
-

The boiler plant, illustrated in

Fig. 2, is located in the northeast

ern portion of the basement. It

consists of four horizontal steel

tubular boilers i6 feet long and 66

inches in diameter, built and in

stalled by H. Mooers & Co. of Mil

waukee, who were the contractors

for the steam heating. These boil

ers are connected to a i6 inch main

steel header sectioned in the cen

ter with a i6 inch Chapman valve

that 1 J of

leak in either one of the boilers

one or the other pair can be cut off

from the system. In addition to

this there is run an auxiliary head

er six inches in diameter connected

in a similar manner. The piping

from these headers is in duplicate

so that it will be impossible to have

any accident that will entirely cut

off steam. The exhaust pipes run

from each of the four engines to the condensmg

room, where two Prescott condenser^ are arranged to

work singly or in multiple, condensmg from one or all

engines as may be desired. All steam supply pipes are

provided with copper goosenecks. All pipes are sup-

ported by cast-iron columns resting upon the floor, and

the piping is covered throughout with a double thickness

of magnesia pipe covering- The furnaces are the well-

known Hawley "down-draft" type (?ig. 2), which have

proven to be so efficacious in connection with the city

waterworks plant, and which in this case are daily burn-

the Board of Public Works. In order to insure no in-

terruption of the service a duplicate clock has also been

provided.

Ventilation is accomplished by means of a blower

driven by an engine located in the basement, drawing air

over temperating coils having .), 000 feet of radiating sur-

face, all controlled by the Johnson system. This air is

blown through galvanized iron ducts to the various offices

throughout the building, There is also located in the

attic a fan arranged to draw the

foul air from the building and dis-

charge it on the roof; this fan is

operated by an electric motor fur-

nished by the Gibbs Electric com-

pany of Milwaukee. The ventilat-

ing apparatus was supplied and

installed by the National Blower

company of Milwaukee.

The engine room Is a fine apart-

ment 32 by 35 feet in size, finished

with red pressed brick. The floor

is made of tiles laid in Portland

cement mortar. Convenient tool

cases are provided to hold engine

tools, wrenches, etc. Views in this

room are shown in Fig. 3. Here
is the machinery installed by the

principal electrical contractor for

the building, the Western Elec-

tric company of Chicago, which,

through its general superintendent,

Edward Ellicott, secured the award

for the engines, dynamos and elec-

This

anected multipolar dyna-

lof 105 kilowatts and- two
of 80 kilowatts each, wound for a

maximum pressure of 120 volts,

directly connected to four cross-

compound Ball & Wood engines

operating at 250 to 275 revolutions

per minute. The cylinder dimen-

sions of the larger engines are 14

by 22 by 12 inches, and of the small-

er II by 18 by 11 inches. The
dynamos were especially designed

to meet the requirements of this

bar-wc und anc so connected that

there s an ai space between all

wires, which are so arranged that

one half pound back pressure and durmg most of the

time at a a \ acuum of one half pound when the condens-

ers were not connected This was accomplished by

means of two Paul exhausters neither of them occupy-

ing a greater space than six cubic inches. Automatic

heat regulation is obtained by the Johnson pneumatic

system, the thermostat in the various rooms operating

directly on the air valves. The Johnson company also

installed a clock system throughout the building and a

large tower clock worked by its compressed air system

and controlled by a master clock placed in the office of

the armature. The commutators

are extremely large, with carbon

brushes which are required to carry

only 25 amperes to the square

inch of carbon when the machines

are operating under an overload of

20 per cent. After a continual

operation of 24 hours under full

load, these machines did not rise in

temperature more than 50 degrees

Fahrenheit above the temperature

of the surrounding air, whereas

the contract permitted So degrees.

L.—EXTEKioR VIEW. The pole-pieccs and frames are

made of the best cast-steel and are

made unusually large to insure a low heating limit. All

finished parts of the machines are highly polished and

lacquered and have a uniform copper finish. The con-

nections to the switchboard are made by means of lead

cables run underneath the floor in tile conduits.

The switchboard in this building is of an entirely new
design. Not having space on the side walls, Mr. Arm-
strong conceived the idea of placing the board about the

center column in the middle of the engine room. This

design was carried out in a most excellent manner by

the Western Electric company, making the board, as



shown from different points of view in Fig. 3. one of the

handsomest features of the plant. Upon it are mounted

Weston illuminated dial volt and ampere meters. The

switches on this board are of the Western Electric quick-

break pattern, excepting the two voltmeter switches,

which are of the well-known Ellicott multiple type, so

arranged that 12 different measurements can be made

with the same switch, including measurements to ground

from both poles. By means of these switches, which

are simple in design but ornamental, kuowing the re-

sistance of the voltmeter, it is possible to make accurate

ohmic measurements to ground. It will be seen by in-

specting the pictAires that the board is composed of ver-

tical and horizontal marble slabs, the horizontal slabs

forming a table about iS inches deep. Underneath this

table are the main switches and bus-bars. On the cor-

ners of the vertical column are the voltmeters, on

swinging hangers. The dynamo switches, equalizer and

rheostats are placed beneath the table, all being covered

by a perforated circular metal cover. The equalizer and

bus-bar connections are made at the four corners of the

board underneath the shelf.

An interesting feature of this plant is the gauge-board

shown in Fig. 4 (page 20S). which was installed by the

Ball & Wood company. It has two vacuum gauges, one

for non-condensing and one for back pressure for the

heating system, one altitude gauge to show the amount of

water in the house tank and four steam gauges, one for

each boiler. In addition, there are in the center two small

gauges, one for the Paul vacuum system and the other

for the Johnson regulating system. At the top is a

clock. The gauges are finished in a uniform copper finish,

which, on the white marble, makes a handsome appear-

The current from the dynamos supplies about 5,000

incandescent lights and seven arc lamps—six of the

latter of 2.000 candle power and one of 3,000. The arc

lights are of the Western Electric constant potential

type. Simplex braided caoutchouc wire is used through-

out. The feeder connections are made at the top of

the switchboard, the lead cables being placed in iron

pipes running through the electroplated canopy at the

top of the column, as shown in the center view in Fig.

3. These connections are made by large lugs to the

polished bus-bars which run vertically on the face of the

All wire in this building is run in iron armored con-

duit manufactured especially for the plant by the

Western Electric company. By an improved process

this company has been able to manufacture a conduit in

which the insulation adheres to the entire length of the

iron pipe, making it impossible for the paper tube to be-

come loosened or detached during the insertion of the

wires. To protect the conduit a tile molding with

three compartments—two for electric light wire and one

for bell, district messenger and telephone wires— has

been provided. This molding was designed by Mr.

Armstrong especially for this building. It is made of

terra cotta, fireproof in every particular, and has proved

to be an excellent insulator. In order that the wire

placed in these conduits shall be readily accessible a

face-plate of cast metal beautifully ornamented and

electroplated has been provided. This metal is made in

sections of 36 inches in length, each length being lined

with a sheet of fiber. Fig. 5 gives a view of this mold-

ing in a corridor. To show the wiring two sections of

the face-plate were removed and will be seen leaning

against the wall. This picture also gives an idea of the

fixtures employed and shows one of the cut-out cabinets.

After the wires leave the cut-out cabinets they run to

the molding and are then carried to a point opposite the

outlets, from which point they are led to the various

outlets in the building in the iron armored tubes de-

scribed above. The cut-out cabinets are made entirely

fireproof, the backs and sides being of marble; the doors

are made of a special design of metal handsomely electro-

plated, each door being provided with lock and key. All

hall lights are controlled by a special form of quick-break

knife switch manufactured for use in the plant. All

circuits are controlled by special fuses placed in these

cabinets, each box being controlled by a main fuse.

The fixtures were designed by Mr. Armstrong and

manufactured by the Cassidy & Son Manufacturing com-

pany of New York, An idea of the arrangement of lights

about the central court may be gained by reference to

Fig. G. The building is wired with a complete inter-

communicative set of private telephones, arranged so

that the occupants of the various offices can converse

with oneanother without using outside wires. A switch-

board is placed in the fire alarm department to take care

of that service
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Historical and Popular Displays at the
National Electrical Exposition.

So many important and interesting pieces of working

scientific apparatus, illustrative of some electrical princi-

ple or employed in some investigation, have been placed

at the disposal of the exposition management by uni-

versities, colleges and inventor, that special provision

has been made for their expert care, so that they can,

wherever possible, be seen in operation by the public.

With this object in view, most, of this interesting appa-

ratus has now been massed into what will be known as

"A Practical Laboratory." in which will be placed all

pieces with which experiments or investigations of an

educational nature will be made. This will enable the

public to witness some striking phenomena, many of

which have rarely been demonstrated hitherto outside

of the walls of a college or private laboratory. In order

to secure proper supervision for this laboratory, the

Exposition company has asked Max Osterberg, of

Columbia University, to act as its curator, and that

gentleman has very kindly consented to serve. His

familiarity with such apparatus and his skill as an ex-

perimenter promise a brilliant success for this novel de-

partment, which, it is said, has never been organized be-

fore at an exposition, but which realizes in a marked de-

gree the educational purposes underlying the plans of

the management, Mr. Osterberg is now laying out the

1896Jlay

everybody. It is hoped that this collection will be si

plemented by other material from other contribute

The list furnished by Mr. Morse is as follows:

1. Copy of the first wooden telegraph apparatus..
2. Certified copy of the Sully sketch book.

3. Original pen and pencil notes of Morse relating

the telegraph.

4. Letters of Alfred Vail relating to the telegraph.

5. Letter of Peter Cooper.

S. Piece of shore end of Atlantic cable.

9. Pocket telegraph instrument presented to Profes-
sor Morse by J. D. Caton.

10. Decorations and medals received by Professor
Morse from European governments.

11. Marble bust of Professor Morse by Horatio
Greenough.

12. Portrait of Professor Morse by Edward L. Morse.
13. Frame containing the following photographs:

Birthplace of Professor Morse, in Charlestown, Mass.;
church where Morse was baptized: residence. Pough-
keepsie; residence. New York; University building. New
York; Academy of Design copy of "Dying Hercules;"

Central Park;

14. Letter of S. F. B. Morse written to his parents

1799, when Morse was eight years old.

15. First picture painted by Morse, at the age of 15.

family group of his parents, his brothers and himself.
16. A few of Professor Morse's sketch books.

17. Daguerreotype of Professor Morse and his eldest

Lor showing every piece of apparatus to its best

advantage. His principal aim is to have everything in

such condition that the public can be made to under-

stand some of the most difficult points In electrical engi-

neering within a few minutes. In that way the Elec-

trical Laboratory^ecomes a directly educational feature,

and if that end is achieved Mr. Osterberg will feel

amply rewarded for the trouble and care bestowed on

this exhibit. Professor Elihu Thomson Is sending much
apparatus \yhich will be worked in this laboratory, and

the entire working instruments of Cornell will be under

Mr. Osterberg's care, in behalf of the university.

Among the special attractions will be the material kindly

furnished by Prof. li. Ogden Doremus, in behalf of the

Bellevue Hospital, which represents also his personal

work in connection with the College of the City of New
York. Mr. Osterberg will arrange, by permission of

Professor Crocker and r-)r, Pupin of Columbia Univer-

sity, a set of condensers to show the speed with which a

message is sent through the transatlantic cables. A

great many other attractive experiments are in store for

curious visitors and inquiring students.

E. L. Morse, one of the members of the historical and

loan exhibit committee, has prepared-a remarkably inter-

esting collection of early papers, models, relics, etc..

relating to Morse, Vail, Henry O'Reilly, L. D. Gale and

others, and to the early days of the telegraph- As the

son of Professors. F. B. Morse, he has, of course, ex-

ceptional facilities for the presentation of such matter,

and the result of his efforts will be of great attraction to

f the

BOILER PLANT.

daughter, taken by himself in 1S40 or 1S41; on^

first ever taken in America.
iS. Letters from George Wood, Henry O'Reilly.

Amos Kendall. Professor L. D. Gale. William W. Pell,

Professor Benjamin Silliman and others,

19. Caveat for a mode of filling pipe with wire (MS.)
20. Miscellaneous papers, etc.

A. B. Chandler, president of the Postal Telegraph-cable

company, has contributed an interesting frame of very

early relics of the telegraph. It contains a piece of the wire

used by Morse and Vail at the Vail Speedwell Iron Works;

a piece of the tape that was indented with the signals

transmitting the news of Henry Clay's nomination; a

picture of the famous Speedwell shop— then and now^
a portrait of Vail and some views of the early experi-

mental apparatus,

E. J. Hall, jr., vice-president and general manager

of the American Telephone & Telegraph company,

has loaned the exposition the original long-distance tele-

phone set with which some years ago Professor Alex-

ander Graham Bell opened the line between New York

and Chicago. It has since that time been jealously

guarded, and has had a silver plate put upon it bearing

a suitable inscription. Mr. Hall accompanies this with

a large picUirt', illustrative of the event, and with other

material be.iring upon the occasion. C. K. Truex has

been entrusted with the care and arrangement of this in-

teresting exhibit, which will be placed in the collection

of the historical and loan exhibit committee.

Dr. E. L. Nichols of Cornell University furnishes the

subjoined list of the valuable and important aparatus.
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much of which is of historical as well as experimental

interest, to be sent to the exposition. Professor Moler

is to set it up there. As will be seen from the explan-

atory notes, the apparatus is such as permit of a repeti-

tion of some of the investigations at the exposition,

where they .^ill be greatly enjoyed, not only by the

public, but by experts. The exhibit comes specifically

from the Hi^partnu^nt of Physics and Electrical Engi-
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takes the place of

gives res

Institute of r.Icclr

alternate circuit voltmeter, and
to within o.i per cent. (American
Engineers, May 21, i8gi. Copy

voltmeter. Designed by Profes-
instructed by V. C. Fowler (i**92l

:h was used to record the rapid
ami potential met with in dynamo
t ii" 1 II ihe American Institute of

207

with the polyphase current method
devised by Professor H.

J. Ryan. [Electn't ul World
June 23. 1894)

25. '/ iv!)-/ihuse rectifyin^if commutaior, used by
Messrs. Harnes and Stillwell. under the direction of
I'rofcssor H, J, Kyan. -to determine the utility of induc-
tance for rons(an( rnrrfnt refjulation from "open coil"

ity.

iler for leclu

nodel.l

or use with primary bat-

ted by Professors Anthony
use. in 1S75. (Original

5. ./ "f/f'/z/Vc/-," or electrostatic accumulator, involv-

ing the principle of the electrophorus. Designed and
constructed by Professors Anthony and Moler in 1S7S,

(Original model
)

4. Arc htm/' /or projWt ion {iocMs'm^). Designed by
Professor Anthony, and constructed for him by the
Brush Electric company in 18.S7. One of the early at-

tempts to simplify the mechanism of direct current arc
lamps. (Original model.)

5. S77iall doidile coil laii^uut ,i^^al-,

ur JJudclI on the c.\pcrinienlal de
-mer diagrams. ( "Proceedings of
ctrical Congress, Chicago, 1K93."

sliaf'tit/^i; Designed and constructed 1:

G, S Moler (iSgj). The apparatus exhibil

the original model, has been in continuous :

1893. (American Institute of Electrical

May 17, 1893)

17. .tpraratus for stmtyin.t^' (he healin
tiires. Designed and constructed by Me
and C. E. Timmerman (1S93). For the ii

performed by means of this apparatus, se

lions American Institute of Electrical Engii
iS. Altcrmtti7ig current dvncimo, coi

the shops of Cornell Univer
Hall. (Original).

19. Water jet instantan
signed by Professors Bedell ;

by F. C, Fowler (1S93). Th

ity by Messrs. Smith ;

ndRya

sor li.
J Kyan when J-M-rn

17,500 watt transformer in ,:-;

New York, September j. 1-.

3., Photofrraf^hs^A a v^'
former, stepping up fnjin 10

second. Designed and const

Cornell University by H B.
in the Sibley Journal of hn.i/

The W.
J.
Hammer collect

i ' I' I 'I foil, designed
I ' f t.jd in the work-

, i.j Mijzi^rs. Tobey and

lOUse ten-lifrht Iransfor-
by Professors Merritt and
ansformer experiments in

can Institute of Electrical

•anical contact maker for

curves. Used by Profes-
ninin;- (he behavior of a

in the workshops of
I, 1895, (Described

7A^ June, 1895 )

incandescent lamps

represents very considerable degree "the history

art," It starts with original models exemplifying

rly laboratory work of such men as Chaugy, Lody-

EQUU KEE CITY HALL--

signed by Professor Anthony and constructed by Fred.
C- Fowler in the workshops of the Department of Physics.
It was intended for the absolute measurement of electro-

motive forces. (1884. Original.)

6. Earlyfonn of cdlernating current dynamo, for

experimental purposes. Designed by D. C. Jackson and
constructed by Fred. C. Fowler about 1885. (Original.)

7. Szcinging arm galvanometer. Designed by Pro-
fessor G. S. Moler and constructed by Fred. C. Fowler.
{1888. First described American Institute of Electrical

Engineers, May 16. iSSS. vol. v. Original.)

8. Revolving drum, constructed by Professors E. L.

Nichols and W. S. Franklin for studying the direction of

the electric current. It was driven during the investiga-

tions at the rate of 400 revolutions per second. {Ameri-
can Journal of Science, vol. 37, p. 103, February 18S9.

Original.)

g. Ryan electrometer. The original instrument with
which Professors Merritt and Ryan conducted their ex-

periments upon transformers in 1SS9. {Transactions
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, vol. v., p. 6,

1889.)

10. Spiral coil voltameter, A much used copy of the
original instrument designed and constructed by Profes-
sor H. J. Rj'an, 1S89. (Described at American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, May 22, iS8g, vol. vi.)

11. Horizontal-slit photometer. Designed by Pro-
fessor E. L. Nichols and constructed by F. C. Fowler,
1S90. This instrument was intended for the study of
the spectrum of artificial light directly upon the photom-
eter bar, and has been much used in such work.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers, May 21.

iSgo. Original.)

12. Discharger Msedhy Messrs. Archbold and Tee-
pie in the study of the ball and point effect—a pecu-
liar form of alternating arc discharge. (See American
Journed of Science, vol. xli., 1891. Original.)

13. Alternate current potentioineter. Designed
and constructed by Professor G. S. Moler in xSgi. It

study of transformers and other alternating current
investigations where the instantaneous values of the
varying currents and electromotive forces are to be de-
termined. (American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
October 18, 1S93. Original.)

20. Wooden drum with coils of wire, used in the
experiments of Professors Nichols and Franklin upon
the condition of the ether surrounding moi-ing
bodies. The drum was constructed with a galvanometer
capable of indicating a current of 6X10-^"* amperes. It

was driven at 3,600 revolutions and suddenly stopped.
Such was the delicacy of the apparatus that the

absence of effect upon the galvanometer served
to show that less than one hundred thousand million

millionth of the rotating coil depended upon the rotation

of the ether produced by its rotation. {Physical Re-
viezL\ \'ol. I., p- 426, 1S94.)

21. Phase indicator for alternate current motors,

etc. Designed and constructed by Professors Moler and
Bedell for determining the changes in the armature lag

of alternate synchronous motors under varying con-
ditions. (Described before the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers, May, 1S94). This instrument was
employed in the experiments upon the synchronous
motor described by Professors Bedell and Ryan. (See

Journal of the Franklin Mstilutc, March, 1895.

Original.)

22. Hotchkiss and Millis galvanometer for the photo-

graphic recording of alternating and oscillatory currents,

23. Set of negatives obtained with the Hotchkiss
and Millis galvanometer.

24. Laboratory h-ansformers, designed and con-
structed by Messrs. J. J. Swann and H. E. Mole (iSg6).

This transformer is one of a number constructed in the

laboratory with particular reference to students' use,

(Original.)

25. Apparatus for the mectsuremenl of telephonic

or minute altertiating currents. This exhibit is the

original dynamometer used in making telephonic cur-

guine, Edison, Sawyer and Man, Swan, Lane-Fox,

Maxim, Weston and others. In many cases these inven-

tors and experimenters are represented by numerous
'

forms of lamps, showing in a m^st interesting way the

development in the art as their knowledge and experi-

ence increased. To these must be added the following

individuals and concerns who are among the many rep-

resented in this wonderfully interesting collection, and
who by their work have contributed to the development

and practical application of the incandescent electric

lamp: Miiller, Diehl. Siemens & Halske, Siemens

Bros., Rogers. Gatehouse, Crookes, Boehm. British

Electric, Duplex, Bernstein, Pray, Van Choate, Thomp-
son; Thomson-Houston. Schaefer, Opperman. Vitrite-

Luminoid, Novak. Woodhouse & Rawson, Excelsior,

Baetz. Greiner. Reinman, Richter, Green. Latimer, de

Khohintsky, Goebel. Packard Stanley. White, Westing-

house. Hammer. Jenny "S. A. C," Perkins. Cruto,

Shultzberger. Sunbeam. Fitzgerald. Franklin. Moses.

Kurtzgen, Alcester, .Alexander, Gerard. "A. B. C."
Sun, Seel. Remington, Heisler-Bernstein. Victoria,

Mather. Swan-United. Edison-Swan and Brush-Swan.

This remarkable collection has been gathered from

many quarters of the globe. America, England,

France, Germany, Austria, Italy. Holland, Switzerland

and other countries contributing. Mr. Hammer started

the nucleus of it at Mr. Edison's laboratory in Menlo

Park, where he was an assistant in the early days of

Edison's work upon the incandescent lamp. Having

charge of and assisting in many of the original experi-

ments, tests, records, etc., he made a practice of col-
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lecting with Mr. Edis(

showing important stepe the work, believing they

would some day be of great interest and value. Subse-

quently Mr. Edison gave him nearly all the lamps he

had, which now form an excellent record of his work.

To these Mr. Hammer has added from time to time dur-

ing the last 17 years. As five years of this period were

spent in Europe, he secured many valuable examples of

the early lamps of the foreign investigators. Mr. Ham-

mer also exhibits the only collection in existence of the

FIG. 4. ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE
MILWAUKEE CITY HALL.—GAUGE-BOARD.

early substances Edison tried in his endeavors to secure

a practical filament for the incandescent lamp.

A striking figure in the intellectual development of

New York throughout the last half of the century has

been Dr. R. Ggden Doremus, of the College of the City of

New York, Bellevue Hospital and other prominent insti-

tutions. He has always taken an active part in the ad-

vance of electricity as a section of the domain of physics

and chemistry, and is manifesting a deep interest in the

present exposition.- In spite of pressing duties, he has,

with the aid of his son, Prof. C. A. Doremus, gathered

some of his more interesting apparatus, and is contrib-

uting a display which, after all, is but the merest frag-

ment of what might be shown and which is exclusive of

the working apparatus to be placed in the "Practical

Laboratory." It includes, for example, Henry's exper-

imental induction coil; the famous "tithomometer" de-

vised by Prof. ]. W. Draper in 1S42; a "titionitype" or

copper electrotype of a daguerreotype, and a daguerreo-

type taken by the doctor in 1S44: electrolytic marsh ap-

paratus made by Dr. Doremus in i860; a battery of

which the carbons were obtained from iron gas retorts

in 1854, each weighing 90 pounds. There will also be

two large prisms, nine-inch aperture, for projection of

the spectra of metals, each holding 10 pounds of bisul-

phide of carbon. These rare scientific curios will be

supplemented by one of the cells of the historical old 500

cell battery used at the College of the City of New York;

apparatus for fusing metals, apparatus for combustion

of explosives in vacuo, and other rare, odd and beautiful

The amount of interest is remarkable that is being

manifested in the proposition to enable visitors to listen

to the roar of Niagara, The telephone company is

making plans so that several people can hear it distinctly

at any hour and all at once. It is not necessary in

making connection at the falls to go behind the sheet of

water in order to get the full effect of sound, but by

placing the transmitter near the Horseshoe, on the Cana-

dian shore, all the tone and quality will, it is said, be

clearly obtained- Receivers, to the number or 30 or 40,

will be grouped around the little model of the Niagara

power plant on the special central platform in the main

hall, so that people will see Niagara run and hear it at

the same time; the model itself being also driven by

current from the falls, It is said that the "note" of

Niagara is four octaves lower than the keyboard of the

ordinary piano. liugene Thayer, the celebrated organ-

ist, says it is not a "roar" at all. but a "perfectly con-

structed musical tone, clear, definite and unapproach-

able in its majestic perfection, a complete series of

tones, all uniting in one grand and noljlc unison as in

the organ," F. A. Pickernel, the electrical engineer of

the American Telephone & Telegraph company, is in

charge of the arrangements for this unique entertain-

ment, which will be open to all visitors to the exposi-

One of the most picturesque features of New York har-

hqr at night is the ^qeqf electrically lighted buoys that

marks the passage through Gedney's channel at Sandy

Hook. This is a unique installation, the current being

supplied to the buoys from the shore through long runs

of submarine cable, as will be remembered by the read-

ers of the detailed account in the Western Electrician

of May 28, 1892. These buoys are huge spars of wood

Go feet long, floating at a slight incline from the vertical,

the lamp being carried like the head of a walking-stick,

and the submerged end being anchored by an iron mush-

room weight. The United States Lighthouse Board has

kindly placed two of these buoys, ready for lighting, one

direct current and one alternating, at the disposition of

the exposition management. They will be shown in a

length of 12 feet, upright, and the Bishop Gutta Percha

company has been good enough to offer runs of cable to

carry current to them of the same type as that actually

supplied for the real work. These buoys will be placed

near the entrance to the exposition, with charts and

pictures, and the visitor will thus be able to understand

how the thing works.

To ship the exhibit of the United States Patent Office

of 360 models of electrical inventions for the exposition

required 38 cases. They weigh over two tons. W. A.

Mograth of the Patent Office has been specially detailed

by the Hon. A. T. Fisher, acting patent commissioner,

to take charge of the exhibit.

Diffusion of Rontgen Rays.
By El Tho

Arrangements for the Convention
Special.

As announced in the last number of this journal, the

:.ake Shore company has completed arrangements for a

TURES, WIRING CONDUIT AND GUT-OUT CABINET.

special train from Chicago to New York for the delegates

to the National Electric Light association convention.

Persons desiring to take advantage of the special rate

and the advantages offered by this arrangement should

file their applications for accommodations at once. Of
course it is understood that those applying first will be

given the preference in the selection of berths. Mr.

Wilbur of the Lake Shore company announced last

week that all applications should be made by Friday

night, May 1st. The following notice has been sent out

from transportation headquarters by C. O. Baker, Jr.

;

The various passenger associations have granted the

rate of a fare and a third on the certificate plan to dele-

gates attending the convention of the National Electric

Light association, to be held in New York. May 5th,

6th and 7th. It is positively necessary that delegates

when purchasing tickets should state to the agent that

they are delegates to the convention of the National Elec-
tric Light association and should obtain from him a cer-

tificate that they have paid full fare, which certificate,

when properly signed in New York, will entitle them to

return passage at one-third the regular fare. It is abso-

lutely necessary that this certificate be obtained when
tickets are purchased; otherwise it will be impossible
to take advantage of the reduced rate returning. These
certificates are good going three days prior to the open-
ing of the convention and are good to R-turn only three

days after the adjournment, Thu d'i : [ i^ ,il .|..,i,ii uMi
leave Chicago Saturday, May ^d. n : 1 1 i!.r

Shore and Michigan Southern hm! :
i : -.-w

York at 6 p. m., Sunday, May 3d .\. ,. .imim> ., I. ii ,,.,,, nn

this train may be secured by addrusyuig uiilu-i \V, A.

Kreidler, 510 Marquette building, or C. K. Wilbur,
western passenger agent L. S. & M. S. R, R., Chi-
cago, 111.

The city council of Schoolcraft, Mich., has granted
Rheubottom & Bond of Union City, Mich., a 15-year

franchise for an electric lighting plant, to be completed
within six months.

I sent you some time ago a short article on the dif-

fusion of Rontgen rays, and at the time I was not aware

that any work of a similar nature had been done, though

it is true that certain suggestions had been made as to

the turbidity of media by, I think, Lenard and Pro-

fessor Rontgen.

I find that Dr M. I. Pupin has, in Scn?2C€ of the is-

sue of April loth, given an account of his investigations

on the diffusion of Rontgen rays, which accords with my
results in most important particulars. I was not aware
that he had done the experimental work which is de-

scribed in the article and am now pleased to note that

he has gone into the subject very carefully and very

thoroughly; in fact, more thoroughly than my time per-

mitted my doing.

These observations on the diffusion of Rontgen rays

show that sharp, clear-cut shadows of bones, or objects,

imbedded in a considerable depth of flesh, can not be ex-

pected where the rays have to traverse a considerable

depth of flesh after passing the embedded bone or ob-

ject, and that blurring or diffusion which wipes out the

image may be so great as to make it very indistinct if

large masses of semi-transparent material are between

the plate or screen and the object the image of which is

to be depicted. It is easy, also, for the experimenter to

be misled into thinking that the diffused rays back of

the bone or object really have come through that object,

when in reality the presence of the Rontgen rays back

of the solid object which casts a dense shadow is due to

nothing more than diffusion.

I regret to hear that Dr, Pupin's valuable work in this

direction has been interrupted by a serious illness.

Governor Morton Will Open the Expo-
sition.

[Special correspondence Western Electrician. 1

New York, April 25.—At three o'clock this afternoon

Governor Morton officially accepted the invitation of the

management of the Electrical Exposition company to

formally open the great exhibition at the New York In-

dustrial Building on May 4th. This acceptance by the

governor completes the arrangements for the exercises

in connection with the opening of the great show.

W. F. O,

American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers.

At the 105th meeting of the Institute, held at 12 West
Thirty-first street. New York city, April 22d. about 200

members and guests were present A paper was read

b> D McFarlan Moore of Newark N J on Recent

De\e]opraents in \ acuum Tube Lighting It was ac-

companied b> numerous experiments and the hall was

lighted with Mr M. imk- s tiihes, w liuh urrc suspended

horizontally from the gallery in a double row. Owing

to the lateness of the hour of adjournment there was no

At the meeting of the council in the afternoon the fol-

lowing named associate members were elected: Bert L.

Baldwin. Cincinnati. O.; Chas. M. Clark, New York.

N, Y.; William J. Clark, New York. N. Y.; J-I^nry
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Cleorge Field, Detroit. Mich.; Curtis B. Flory, South

Bethlehem, Pa.; Chris. M. Goddard, Uoston, Mass,;

Wm. Steell Jackson, South Bethlehem. Pa.; C. W. G.

Little, London. Eng.; Chas. P. McCluer, Richmond,

Va.: Hucitner Speed, Louisville, Ky.; Robert M.

Thomas, New York, N. Y.; Alfred A. Thresher, Day-

The following named associate members were trans-

ferred to full membership; W. S. Andrews, Schenec-

tady, NY: Henry G. Stott, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Henry S.

rarh.-irt, .\nn Arbor, Mich.; Russell B. Harrison, Terrc

Haute. Ind.

It was decided to accept the invitation of the National

IClectrical Exposition company and hold the annual

general meeting in the exposition building, beginning on

May ic)th.

How to Write Business Paper Adver-
tisements.

iiV N. C. FuWLHIi, JK,

.Advertising pays. Some advertising pays belter than

some other advertising.

The gooil of an advertisement is In how it looks, and

in what it says. Don't make your firm name too promi-

nent. Advertise what you have for sale. If you're for

sale, advertise yourself. If you have something to sell,

a Iverlise that something. Have your name in typ3

large enough for folks to see it, but not so large they

can't see anything else. Don't put your name at top

and bottom of the advertisement. Once is enough.

If you can, advertise specifically, not generally. An
advertisement shouldn't be like a business card. It

should say something in particular. Conventional ad-

vertisement writing pays. Progressive advertisemsnt

writing pays belter.

The advertising pages of a trade paper are depart-

ments of information. They rise above mere advertis-

ing space. The trade paper advertisement is as much
in the interest of the reader as for the advertiser.

Write your advertisements as you would a letter of so-

licitation, with more display to it, and with more brevity,

your strong points being brought out in large type. Don't

ask people to send for orders. That's unnecessary.

That's understood. Tell people what you have. Use

argument. If your goods and your argument are not

strong, then your advertisement isn't any good. In the

quality of your goods, and in your ability to write about

them, is the selling strength of your advertising.

Plate No. I presents the conventional form of adver-

tisement writing, with the firm name inserted twice, and

in more prominent type than that used for the articles

for sale. Plate No. 2 presents the same advertisement

as illustrative of the simple and effective modern style

The typographical display of the second example gives

MnBliUCo. Best
MAKERS OF

EferytMtti, SoDiellM, Blanks
Most Everything, *

AVD Quality guaranteed

-

What You Want.
original excellence-

superlative effective^

Our Blanks are the Best ness. All you want

your Orie, So„„l.a.

John Blank & Co. John Blank & Co.

BLANKVILLE. Blankville.

the advertisement increased value, for in display, almost

as much as in words, is effectiveness.

In sending advertising copy to a trade paper, always

specify the words, or lines, you desire to have prominent.

A good way is to underline the words or paragraphs, the

very unimportant words not to be underlined, and one,

two and three or four underlines to represent, respectively

,

the degrees of type sizes. The meaning of this under-

lining will be understood by all compositors. Whenever

it is necessary to bring out one word, or line, in unusually

large type, it is well to specify it with a note to that ef-

fect.

Plate No. 2 is so arranged that the two strong words

stand in bold relief, and will be seen by even the casual

reader. It is always advisable to bring out some word,

or illustration, as a sort of eye-arrester, in order that the

skimming-over reader will absorb it if he gives only a

glance at the advertising pages.

An advertisement must contain argument, and be of a

Desrulles' Bridge.
A simple forpi of Wheatstone bridge of French origin,

which commended itself at once to a practical inspector,

is shown in the accompanying illustration. The box is

furnished with a handle for transportation and the outfit

contained comprises eight dry battery cells, a galvano-

Telephones and Telegraphs at the Re-
publican National Convention.

George F. Durant, the Bell telephone manager in St.

Louis, has a new scheme to facilitate business in the

coming Republican national convention. The proposi-

tion has not yet gone before the sub-committee having
charge of the convention arrangements, but it is said to

be practically assured that it will be adopted. The plan
is to connect the various state delegations with the

speaker's desk by telephone, so that the chairman may
know the name of every man who is recognized and thus

be able to announce his name to the convention. The
telephone scheme, it is claimed, will do away with the

annoyance and loss of time that has so long been a source
of worry to the managers of national convention s. The
details of the plans proposed do not differ from the sys-

tem of interior telephony in vogue in the large hotels.

There will be a central office back of the speaker's

stand, and from there an operator will connect the vari-

ous delegations with the chairman or with each other, as

the case may be.

The other arrangements for giving the news to the

outside world by telegraph will be the finest and most
complete ever attempted at a national convention. In

order to be able to handle the great press of business

the Western Union company is stringing six new copper
wires from St. Louis to Chicago, and four from St.

Louis to New York. This will give St. Louis the best

telegraphic connection with the outside world it has

ever had. About 50 loops will be run into the conven-

tion hall. The Postal company is also making prepara-

tions for the convention. Three new copper wires are

being strung between St, Louis and Chicago, and two
" '^ " 'ty direct.New Yc

BOOK TABLE.
Westinghouse Electric Street Car Equipments. By

Frederick L. Hutchinson and Leo A. Phillips, as-

sociate members of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. East Pittsburg, Pa,: iSg6.

This book is written for street car men on lines using

the Westinghouse system. It contains a complete de-

scription of the various street car motors, controllers and
other car equipment apparatus manufactured by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, with

full directions for proper inspection and repair, includ-

ing rewinding and connecting armatures, together with

complete information regarding the operation of the

various devices and explicit instructions for locating and
remedying any electrical trouble that may be en-

countered. The authors have endeavored to put all di-

rections, diagrams and illustrations into such form as to

be readily understood by any ordinary man without pre-

vious electrical training, and have aimed to give prac-

tical rather than theoretical information. The book is

bound in flexible leather, for the pocket.

Sealed proposals are invited until May 7th for fur-

nishing the Treasury Department at Washington with

electrical supplies, including batteries, call-buttons,

bells, cut-outs, plugs, shades, rubber tape. wire, zincs,

etc. Bidders can obtain specifications and additional

information by addressing Logan Carlisle, chief clerk

and superintendent. Treasury. Washington. D. C. Pro-

posals are also bei

ing the governmei^L ^^^.^^^^^

plies during the fiscal year ending June 30. 1897,

tending bidders can obtain add
applicatic ' "' ^ ----.-. -

ton. D. C

Mineral Production for 1895.
nnr.- shnnls of the elaborato comijil.'iti..n

ing. iSy4, S54-V.47t).o58; 1895, ft628,a«i,505. Kic

Rothwell, who compiles the statistics, makes

spcrity ord the

the' production for th.- , m i
m > si ever yet at-

tained, and in others siu h _;mii . - n twu^lc as lo show
the possibilities of the fuiiirc

(ienerally it may be said that in the [irecious metals
gold showed a large increase and silver a smaller de-
crease than had been expected In the useful metals
and minerals coal showed an enormous increase,

amounting to 17 per cent., and the materials of construc-

tion also gained largely in amount. Our production has
been developed on a few new lines, while showing no
very important changes in direction during the year.

The figures given show that the United States last

year took the first rank as aproducer, not only of the pre-

cious metals, but also of the most important of the use-

ful metals, iron and copper, while in coal it is still second
only to Great Britain, with the certainty that in a few
years it will take the first place. That this degree of

development has been reached in a comparatively short

period makes it all the more extraordinary, even when
we consider the wonderful resources of the country.

In that portion of the summary treating specifically

of copper^the metallic barometer of electrical develop-

ment—^these figures are given;

The production of this metal in 1895 amounted to

175.294 metric tons (386,453,850 pounds). Thus the

output, which showed an actual increase in quantity

even during the. years of depression, again displayed a

steady growth, and the increased demand at one time
during the year forced prices up to the highest level

known for several years. While this gain was not fully

maintained there was still a substantial improvement in

the average price for the year. Nearly all the leading

mines maintained their output, and many of the smaller

ones increased it considerably. There was a decrease of

about 12 per cent, in the exports of copper for the year,

so that the increase in price was largely due to the

heavy domestic demand.
The production by states was as follows:

States. Pounds.
Arizona 48.399.403
Michigan 129,740,765
Montana 194.768,925
Colorado 6,125,000
Utah 2.664,757
Eastern and Southern 3,255,000
All others 1,500,000

Total production 386,453,850

Photometer for Incandescent Lamps.
The difficulty of getting proper apparatus for estat

trie lamp is ^^ell kn n Ehcli iqu^

describes one of which tht, j.LLunii,j.n\ing cut is a

representation and indorses it as capable for all practi

cal purposes, of measuring the light of any lamp between

five and 32 candles.

The photometer is one meter in length, andean be used

in an ordinary lighted room. A standard candle is en-

closed at one extremity, and the lamp to be compared

in the other, as shown. The scale on the front of the

instrument gives a direct reading of the proportionate illu-

mination. As this can be read easily, the measuring of

many lamps is but the work of a few minutes.

rs can obtain additional information upon
iT. E. Benedict, public printer. Washing-

Prof. Thomson Lectures on X-rays.
Before the Electric Potential club of Boston, on "la-

dies' night," April 22d, Prof. Elihu Thomson gave a
very enjoyable lecture on the Rontgen X-rays, illustrat-

ing his address by interesting experiments, including the

making of a sciagraphic negative before the audience.
Prof. Thomson gave the ladies and gentlemen present a
clear account of Prof. Rontgen's discovery and summa-
rized the subsequent investigations. The practical util-

ity of the discovery, he said, was constantly

Before the lecti
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had only two-thirds as many members as that of last

year. The faculty of the college made no effort to hide

the fact that the trolley was seriously affecting the busi-
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Central station men who do not attend the meetings

of the National Electric Light association sometimes

advance the excuse that their business will not permit of

their absence even for a week; they must be constantly

on hand to direct it. This does not speak well for their

management. Any well organized and properly con-

ducted business does not require Ihe presence of any

particular man at all times. When it becomes necessary

to have a certain officer or employe constantly on hand

to keep the wheels of the machine in operation, it is time

to institute an investigation and order a change in the

policy and methods of the management. It is well for

every manager of a business enterprise to be acquainted

with the details of operation and to watch the conduct

of the business carefully; but when the absence of any

man from his post results in disorder or inconvenience

it may be taken for granted that there is something radi-

cally wrong with the system of management.
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sneral electric
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TuERE is no man in the entire electrical fraternity

more generally admired and esteemed than Elihu

Thomson, and there is no one more considerate or more

vill be furnished on willing to acknowledge the value of others' work than
application.

1,^ Recently in his experiments with Rontgen rays he

rZITTTZII ___ _ _— -^-_, _-._-_, ^:^ found that he liad given out some erroneous impressions,HiaH V^rjLTTER. J^^-RJS: ..dassoonashis^ttention was directed to the matter
CIRCULATION. 16.630.

^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^,, ^„„^^ji„„ ^„^1 ,^„ ^,^^^^,^^ ,„ ^.^

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. 1°''' °' °'^" experimenters. Professor Stine and

PAGE. Messrs. Scnbner and McBerty, who. more fortunate

Electrical and Mechanical Equipment of the Milwaukee City than he, had avoided the error into which he had fallen.
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Historical and Popular Displays at the National Electrical

presented in the contribution in this issue in
Exposition 206,207,208 ^ J t'

Arrangements for the Convention Special 2ob which he calls attention to the fact that certain results

Diffusion of Ronigen Rays. By Elihu Thomson 20S noted by him in a recent article in the WESTERN Elec-
GovernorMorlon Will Open the Exposition 208 trician were previously reported by Dr. Pnpin in an-

Hor'tn\w'BusiL^efs AdverL
°'*"='' Publi<:ation. The latter's contribution did not

ir Illustrated 209 come under Professor Thomson's eye until after the

Desrulles' Bridge. Illusirated 209 publication of his article, and now Professor Thomson
Telephones and Telesraphs at the Republican National Con- magnanimously states that Dr. Pupin's experiments

I^T^'hi" 00
were conducted "very carefully and very thoroughly—in

in'ineral Production foriS95..'.'....^^^.' ' 209 fact, more thoroughly than my time permitted my do-

Photoineter tor Incandescent Lamps, Illustrated 209 ing." This is certainly a very graceful compliment. We
Prof. Thomson Lectures on X-rays 209 commend Professor Thomson's conduct to the attention

^El"°t'^ci" Fires B C CHaskins "i"
of olher experimenters, less distinguished than he, who

Genial Electric Company's Annual Report..... ........ i... 21. would do well to follow his example.

The Bullard Transformer. Illustrated 212 !^r^!!:;:rrrr^:^r:^=^T^^

Edison Battery Fan Motor. Illustrated ai2 .l ji . - 1 .- u r .u

The Boiling Point of Water 2,2, 2,3
As USUAL the first special convention number of the

DEPARTMENTS. ^V'^^^^''^ Electrician, the issue that will be distributed

at the meeting of the National Electric Light associa-
Correspondence 213,214 °

, . . .

Trade News 214,215 tion next week, will be devoted largely to the conven-

Business .. 215 tion and the exposition. It will be an unusually attrac-

Illusiraied Electrical Patent Record 215, 216
,i^,g number and will contain among its special features

contributions from the leading men in every branch of

The publication ofifices of the Western Electrician
electrical work. In this it will exemplify the happy

have been removed to much more commodious quar- combination of ttieory and practice that is found in all

ters Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build- successful electrical enterprises. It will contain the

ing, Dearborn and Adams streets, Chicago. '"test information about the convention and the exposi-

, , , . , J ,.T tion, what will be done at the former and shown at the
The telephone number remains unchanged—Main

, , .,. ,
, , . „ ,'^

latter, thus providing delegates and visitors all the

746 necessary information concerning the great gathering at

One of the latest properties attributed to Kontgen 'he metropolis. Not the least attractive feature will be

rays, according to announcements in the daily news- "'e illustrations. They have been prepared with great

papers, is the power of destroying the "gems" of infec- care and at considerable expense, and are in keeping

tious diseases. This disclosure is said to be the "resuU w'"i 'he reputation of this journal, and this of itself is

of Professor Pralfsscientilic investigation." sufficient guarantee of their excellence. The second
'

convention number, wliich will be issued the following

Too MUCH value cannot be attached to the importance »ee:<, will contain the report of the proceedings, de-

of providing current technical literature for men en- scriptions of the exhibits, a list of delegates in attend-

gaged in engineering and similar pursuits. This fact is ^nce and the usual amount of interesting notes and com-

evidently appreciated by the Western Society of Engi- men's incident to the meeting. These special numbers

neers, judging from the announcement of the secretary «»' he the most complete as well as the most interesting

that the organization has on 1,1c in its reading rooms in publications deal ing with this importan t gathering.

nly a very vaUiable feature and speaks '

the management.

Chicago (

1 for

Every day seems to bring some new evidence of the

advancement of the trolley, and many of these testimo-

nials come from unexpected quarters. One of the

most striking illustrations is presented in the recent an-

nouncement of the Chicago Veterinary College, which, in

explanation of a marked decrease in its graduating class,

announced that the general introduction of the trolley

had so lessened the demand for horses that the field for

veterinaries was gradually contracting This ycnr'^ class

In its organization and management the An

stitute of Electrical Engineers is a remarkable body.

Theoretically the Institute is governed upon the popular

plan of majority rule, with proper consideration for the

views of the minority rnvl lli.> will nf tlip tncmbpix as

expressed by IkiIK : .-i-jm. ,'! i., ].. '.niM'i'inr ImiI In

reality the govci .''' ,i| -n \\v m il .m.i

the gentlemen uh.. l, > .l- i.ilr,| ilns -mv rinniH linanl

them or curtail their powers.

n{ rule by minority without

for the wishes of the majority

before the annual election of officers each

year the members have an opportunity of signifying

their choice for candidates for the offices to be filled,

and the gentlemen securing the highest number of votes

for any position naturally expect to see their names
placed upon the regular ticket, but very often this does

not happen. The council takes upon itself the responsi-

bility of selecting a ticket from the names of those

voted for, whether or not the candidates of its choice

are desired by the majority of members as shown by the

preliminary ballot. The plan of making nominations

now followed is a farce and might well be dispensed

with. There is warrant in the constitution, it is true,

for the present method of procedure, and it is likewise

true that there are many other silly things done under

sanction of that document.

The annual report of the General Electric company is

much like the statements of former years in that it

throws ho light upon those features of the company's

business in which the greatest interest is manifested.

The management does not take the public into its confi-

dence, and so far as the report is concerned the stock-

holders are treated with scant consideration. It would

seem that a more specific statement of the relations be-

tween the General Electric company and the Westing-

house interests might have been advantageous. Those who
are familiar with the system of bookkeeping employed by

the General Electric company may possibly derive some
satisfaction from the report, but to the general public

the financial condition of the concern, so far as the state-

ment presented in this document, is not disclosed.

That portion of the report which deals with the manu-
facturing department is interesting from the fact thai it

shows that material progress is constantly being made in

all lines of electrical development. The successful

establishment of several important power transmission

enterprises, the introduction in Chicago of electricity

in the operation of the elevated railways, and the result

of the B. & O- experiment with go-ton electric locomo-

tives, as well as marked advancement in other lines,

prove conclusively that there are still excellent fields to

be cultivated and new applications to be developed.

Some interesting figures are given which convey an idea

of the magnitude of the business of this company. The
list of securities held by the company also forms an in-

teresting and instructive feature of the document

In a letter recently received from the general mana-
ger of a large central station furnishing light and power
in Michigan, the writer commends the position taken

by the Western Electrician upon the subject of

municipal control of electric lighting plants and adds the

following suggestions:

The National Electric Light association should give
the municipal lighting matter more attention. It would
interest managers of existing plants much more than
half the papers and discussions which usually occupy
the meetings. There should be appointed a good, strong
committee for the purpose of obtaining information con-
cerning cost of operating municipal plants., and if it can
be shown, after going over the whole list of existing
municipal plants, that they are saving money for all of
the taxpayers, then private companies should quit "hol-
lering" and let them do the business.

The association has devoted considerable attention to

this subject, and we agree with our correspondent that

it should continue its investigation, as the matter is of

vital importance to every member of the organization.

Central station managers who are familiar with the sub-

ject, and know exactly how much it costs to produce cur-

rent, invite this investigation, as they realize how absurd

are the claims of such men as -Trofessor" Barrett and

Mayor Pingree. There is no doubt that misrepresen-

tations are made by city oHicials to influence taxpayers,

and that accounts are kepi with the view of hiding the

true stale of affairs, rather than disclusin.t; the exact

cost of service. This conclusion is justilied by the ex-

perience of [ho.se who have endeavored to get an insight

into the condition of the Chicago electrical department

and by the altitude of John P. X^arrett before the Cape
May convention. The interests of the .issociation and

thecentral station managers throughout the country can

best be served by creating a popular demand for a cor-

rect and detailed statement of the actual e\pen<litures

of every municipal electric plant in tlic i-onnii\' What

seems cannot be gotten from the ntv ollinals

Their statements cannot be relied upon. It re-

mains, then, for the central station managers to procure,

this information. The National Electric Light associa-

tion should lend its influence to the movement.
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'Electricar* Fires.

There is in the average human being a largo element

of imitation, and one is sometimes reminded of a flock

of sheep by the readiness with which the rabble follows

a leader. If the leader of the flock considers it the

proper thing to jump over some diminutive object—

a

stone or a stick—every last ram, wether and nannie will

bound over that spot, simply because the bell-wether

did, regardless of consequences.

It is much the same with those who permit themselves

to be educated by patent medicine advertisements.

IVinters' ink will mnke nn impre-^sinn if properly ap-

plicil, ;in>l Ihr rrowils ih.ii lluck u^ llir iloors of the bar-

^^nin ,i..[-i-, lutMir i>|iciiMi;; iiin'' en Monday morning tes-

characteristic of ordinary mankind.

Mingled with these elements of the ordinary people

there are others which heighten the general coloring and

are rarely found in other animal species, the most

marked of which is a craving for something sensational,

something abnormal, that calls for a sudden throwing up

of the hands in token of holy horror—a murder, a sui-

cide, a bank robbery, an outrage or calamity of almost

any description, providing its magnitude is sufficiently

The aim of certain daily newspapers seems to be to

feed this morbid craving, and straining a point is often

indulged in to accomplish the end sought in a manner

both wonderful and amusing. When this desire on the

part of a half-baked "scientific" reporter bubbles over

while handling electrical questions, those who have

made a life-long study of electrical laws are much in the

condition of awe and admiration of Goldsmith's rustics:

Two recent cases of incipient conilagrations, quickly

disposed of by the Chicago fire department, were re-

ported by some erudite newspaper scientist as being

caused by electric light wires. One of the buildings has

not now, and never did have, an electric light wire in or

on the premises. The only electric current used is that

furnished by a couple of batteries for ringing bells and

for lighting the gas chandeliers. On another occasion,

on the fourth floor of a business place in the heart of

the city, a storage and lumber room was burned through

a spark from an adjoining chimney, as it afterward ap-

peared. There were in the place a couple of cells of a

disused and abandoned battery, with no wires attached,

and the learned newspaper pundit pronounced it a ver-

itable electric fire. There was no electric wire, no cur-

rent, no complete battery in the room, but that was of

no consequence when a sensational craving could be so

much better gratified.

Not so very long since a fire was charged to the deadly

current from a motor, which investigation showed was

caused by the engineer of the houst leaving a candle

burning without a holder of any kind, which very nat-

urally burned down, and as it was in easy reach of in-

flammable material, it played the role of incendiary.

Repeated instances might be mentioned where fires

have been caused—according to ttiese Solomons of the

quill—in buildings where there never was even a bat-

tery, and one case was called to mind the other day

where an iron stovepipe wire was charged with setting

fire to a business house, and the wire was displayed in

evidence by an investigator.

There was a time when gas was alone responsible for

the "unknown," and the rat which invaded the boudoir

and counting-room with a sheet of sandpaper on his

nose or under his arm, hunting for matches, had his day

as a fire fiend; spontaneous combustion was once pop-

ular as an incendiary, but to-day the new-fangled turn-

spit and illuminator, electricity, can cross a bridge of

insulation as wide as the South Branch, on occasion, and

can set fire where there is only a wire without current.

According to the electrical theories of these savants of

the daily papers, we may yet learn that a barrel of in-

sulators is dangerous, and an ohm may be united to a

volt somewhere in the bosom of a microfarad, drop ac-

cidentally on an ampere and develop an X-ray so power-

ful as to blow up Lake Michigan! The terrible results

they may thus conjure up would be quite in keeping

with what they do publish, and they bring to mind the

story of Miss Mugg, whose glance fired an English play-

taking bids for ligh
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Cetieral Electric Company's Annual Re-
port.

The annual meeting of the General iCleclric company
will be held at Schenectady on Tuesday, May 12th. In

his annual report President Coffin calls attention to the

fact that the business secured by the company during

the year was less than 10 per cent, greater in value than

the previous year, although the volume was more than

i sum of ft511.321.97. leaving net. $877,645.49.

the first vice-president's report it will be seen

ire than 90 per cent, of all the sales for the year

the basis of cash within 60 days from ship-

As might have been expected, there is absolutely

nothing of value in the reference to the arrangement

with the Westinghouse company:

Since the close of the fiscal year a contract has been
concluded with the Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
facturing company, which embodies a recognition of the
patents of each company by the other and the right,

subject to certain exclusions, to a joint use thereof. An
official notification of this contract was given out on
March 13th, and since then details necessary to make
the arrangement effective have been concluded. It is

believed that many advantages will be derived from this

contract, especially in eliminating much costly patent
litigation, and in the important relations of cooperation
in engine-^ring and manufacturing methods.

First Vice-president Griffin's report contains the in-

teresting statement that the company has over 10,000

sold nearly 6,000,000 incandescent

1 meters and other auxiliary apparatus

and supplit

Special i

thei 140,

c

rate orders, a daily average of 350. An idea of the busi-

ness transacted can be gained from the following: "Be-

sides our regular supply business, which compre-

hends not less than 9,000 separate articles, including re-

newal and repair parts of machines, we sold nearly 12.000

complete machines, having a total capacity of about 500, -

000 horse power. These figures include over 8,Soo street

car motors and over 90,000 horse power of railway gener-

'
i

I I 111'- successful introduction
1. I. >>n the B. & O. road, the

equipmenl.il il.- ,,uiirhi l.rnnch of the New Haven
company's sysl.-ni, ihc sLdjstitution of electric motors for

steam locomotives on the Brooklyn Bridge lines, the

operation of the Chicago elevated railroads by electric

nioinrs, and thr- nxpcrimcnts with the underground con-

'liiii v.i.'in in \i-.v \^n-Y: .uid Washington. In power
ii'iii'i'ii'''' Ii'' I I' iiM, ( ,(1

,
[ilant is mentioned as the

irouiiin^'. Ii-.-iiiirr mI ilir year's work, and special ap-

plir.Ttion in the chemical arts are alluded to as opening
:in entirely new field.

The work of the engineering department is considered

in detail by the third-vice-president, E. W. t^ice, Jr.

1 lis conclusions, briefly stated, are as follows:

In general, the demand, as indicated by many of the
installations mentioned, has been for a largely in-

creased size of electrical unit, whether of generator,
motor or transformer, While a few years ago a genera-
tor of 200 horse power was considered large, we have
built during the past year or had on order February ist

some 30 generators of 1,000 horse power and over.

The advantage to our customers in this change to

large units, and particularly to generators coupled
directly to the engine shaft, is strikingly illustrated in

the case of one of our largest street railway customers
which has recently replaced generators of the belted

type of 400 kilowatts each, with direct-coupled apparatus
of an average of about r.300 kilowatts each, thereby in-

creasing the capacity of their principal station, without
increasing its size, from 7.200 kilowatts to 12,000 kilo-

watts, or about 66 per cent.

Interest will center in the statement of the second

vice-president, J. P. Ord, who reports upon the financial

affairs of the company. He says: "It has not been

necessary to borrow money, nor has the company's

credit been used during the year either by issuing notes,

indorsing customers' paper for discount or lending its

name in any way to allied companies or others. The
averagecash balance during the year has been $578,000

and all purchases during the year have been paid Cor

Accompanying the report were the "Consolidated

Balance Sheet of January 31, iSg6,' and the "Consoli-

dated Profit and Loss Account of January 31, 1896."

Both of these documents' are herewith reproduced.

Consolidated Balance Sheet of January 31, 1896.

ASSETS. LIABILITIES.

i'v -s
,

.

lory phnls),

--. =.584.153

.«MS.«3

$8,000,000.00

3,<68,002.00

87«,685.75

S, 181,270.04

13,917,071.48

Common .

i'refcircd .

,„„

^.r^;i :^,;;:

f30,4Co,ooo.oo

z

</.i.3-«.3S

4,5,9,.S83.ffi

r.."".
'-'";"""";';;

^:Cy.'T'%

)''::,'

''l',.,'"lo/, /
$43,063,069.43 $43,963,069.43

Consolidated Profit and Loss Account of January i\

EXPENSES.
I

E/

$11,750,857.08

Koyallies and Sundry lT„fil., __iS5/,09,os
Ctncr.il, Paltnl ami Lceal llxpenses

anO Ta.«s . .Sw.M 99
$13,315,667.12

Sundry Lossts ^IM^i^

""''""""""'"'"cr;eL.m» : :: '">X^l

437,500^

12,347,740.26

iiHStzr'"""" ^784^'—— 421,040.60

Balance carried down-Profit of the Y«ar 1.388,967.46

13,736,707.72 13^73^07^^

Balance January 31, 189S 14,794,716.97 Balance bronght down 1.388,067.46

•• • I'al"ms'an,l FrLndiisfs .»2r,4.o

511,321.97 Balance January 31, 1896 .3,917.071.48

$15,306,038.94 $15,306,038.94
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The Bullard Transformer
There has been during the past two year

able increase in the demand for high-grade,

transformers. Central station managers throughout th

cal

ntry ; : reali; that

is usually termed the

tly passing through aleakage current, which is coi

transformer, whether the lights are on or not, th,

stitutes the actual economy of a converter. Co

lively speaking, there are but few transformers

market at present that realize the ideal of what

verier should be. But after a long series of expe

volving great care, technical knowledge and ex-

pense, the Bullard transformer, which has just been

placed upon the market and is herewith illustrated, is

claimed to ofier to the central station a higher degree of

economy than has yet besn considered possible when
combined with close regulation.

It is pretty generally understood that a high degree of

excellence in a converter is only obtainable by the use

of the best material, put together without regard to e.K-

pense. The highest priced technical knowledge has been

used in the electrical determinations of the Ballard

transformer, and no expense has been spared in the

purchase of the softest and most desirable quality of iron

that has as yet been used for this purpose, The Bullard

market. This is a sweeping claim, but no transformer

on the market to-day is barred from competition.

There were numerous preliminary and exhaust-

ive tests of the Bullard transformer, made by celebrated

electricians during the last few months, before it was

deemed advisable to solicit orders. The most recent

and exhaustive test, made by Prof. H. S. Carhart of the

University of Michigan, on a twenty light or thousand

watt transformer, is herewith appended:

Efficiency. —Full load, 95. iS per cent.; three-fourths

load, 95.11 percent.; one-half load* 94.47 per cent.; one-
fourth load, 91.66 per cent.

Reg2dation.—YM\\ load, 2.52 per cent.; three-fourths

load, two per cent.; one-half load, 1.27 per cent.

The watts loss on open secondaries in this test was
23.6, while the rise in temperature after more than one
hour with full load was 21 degrees Fahrenheit.

The Bullard Electric company challenges any

manufacturer of transformers to equal this result on a

1,000 watt converter. The larger sizes are, of course,

proportionately better.

All of the Bullard transformers are made with greatest

care, only mica insulation being employed. Before

final taping, all of the coils are thoroughly saturated

and boiled in a compound of the highest insulating

qualities, and are then baked to a solid mass by being

subjected for several days to a very high degree of

temperature. The transformers are made either for

2,000 or 1,000 volts primary, as may be desired, and

for two reductions on the secondary.

Fig. I gives a picture of the transformer in case ready

for installation. Two hooks for adjusting to cross-arms

are packed with -each transformer, so that it may be

expeditiously installed on poles. Fig. 2 shows the general

arrangement of the coil, ready to be placed in the case.

A desirable feature of this transformer is that the coils

are not in any way bolted or screwed into the case, the

arrangement being such that the bolting down of the

cover holds the coil in a firm and rigid position. Fig. 3

represents the general arrangement of the fuse-box,

open. The Bullard transformer is made with detached

fuse-box, as the old method of having fuse-box attached

to the case of the transformer is attended with so many
difficulties in replacing fuses that it may be said to be

becoming obsolete.

Electric company, the manufacturer of the Bullard

transformer, has been actuated in its experiments by the

belief that many plants in tlu; country desire the most

economical coruiii-i 1 .1
, m,,! ,1,

, without reference to

the slight exisiln m iii.t cost. This com-

pany claims thru 11 I ', lu'Histrate, by offering

ihe Iransformur I ! -i .^ > 1, thm a net saving of four

or five dollars pur yuar per thousand watl converter can

be made by the use of the Bullard converter, even in

place of the next highest grade transformer upon the

The Bullard Electric company oiTers an exceptionally

liberal guarantee, which suggests the confidence that the

manuCacturers have in their product. It is prepared to

send out attractive descriptive literature, and will be

pleased to answer all inquiries and give information to

all managers who wish to rcali/e all the economy possi-

ble in the maintenance of thuir plants Those desiring

information should address Warren Carpenter, secretary

of the Bullard Electric company, 156.^ Monadnock

block, Chicago.

Edison Battery Fan Motor.
Electric fans adapted for operation by primary bat-

tery current are a necessity in many situations, if elec-

tric fans are to bs employed at all. The outfit herewith

illustrated is made by the Edison Manufacturing com-

pany, 110 East Twenty-third street, New York, and is

now ready for the hot weather. It consists of an iron-

clad motor with a seven-inch fan, battery cords, three

Edison-Lalande batteries, with charge to run the motors

75 hours, in an oak box i%)i by 7 by 9?^ inches. The
motor is noiseless, has self-oiling bearings, and is en-

tirely enclosed in an ironclad case, being provided with

a glass window at the rear for regulation of brushes.

The workmanship is of the very highest grade.

The Boiling Point of Water.
The statement that water boils under atmospheric

pressure at a temperature of 2 1 2 degrees is easy to recol-

lect, but it does not comply with the facts in the case,

except under certain conditions. Pure water, that is

distilled water, boils at 212 degrees when the pressure of

the atmosphere is 14,7 pounds absolute. Pure water is

only found when it is the result of distillation. The at-

mosphere exerts the above mentioned pressure only at

sea level and under certain barometric conditions. At
all altitudes greater than sea level the boiling point is

less. In Chicago it is, for Lake Michigan water, natu-
rally pure, 211 75 degr*

EDISON BATT

temperature
parts of Colorado water boils in the open

of less than 200 degrees. When
neral or otherwise, the

boiling temperature is raised a number of degrees.

Some recent experiments on this subject, made in

Chicago, showed that the boiling temperature of water
from Lake Michigan was 211.75 degrees and, also, that

vessel where there was no obstruction
preventive of ebullition, except

71.7: heat

from Chicago Ri'

gave 218.25 degrees as the boiling temperature and i

heat units required to set it in motion. The latter i;

factor not often considered when calculating the tra

formation of heat energy into power by the use of stea

important factor is shown by the figu

abo
added

that is why Chicago ri

r temperature to bring i
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• had become so great that it

a wooden spatula to keep
not suflicicnt to produco cl)

tirely liy Philadelphia capitalists.

oriRinally capitalized at $500,000, 1

been ,iiithori/.od by law to incrnasf

The company was

ut since then it has

its stock to J 1,000,

-

ii|ili-ir;d trackage of

hi VI mint Vernon is

i,:nks and thulinc;

other underground construction. They have asked At-

torney Thomas to render an opinion as to whether the

act gives them the right to. charge for each pole erected

under this act, or whether it only applies to excavations

for water and gas mains. If he decides in favor of the

commissioners, the company m.ny cnrry the mattnr into

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.

April .15. Cieorge W. C ladv

H. W. |ohns Manufacturing company, says that reports

have been made recently from many places in the West

of the operations of a swindler who was passing him-

self olT as a representative of the company, and thus

obtaining large sums of money by means of forged

checks and otherwise. The pretended salesman in each

case carried with him printed checks on the Bunker Hill

National Bank of Boston, purporting to be signed by

"The Johns Manufacturing company, E. M. Bennett,

treasurer." The Bunker Hill^Bank has received checks

of this kind amounting to $750-. Payment of them was

refused on the ground that there is no such company as

the "Johns Manufacturing company," and no such offi-

cial of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing company as

"E. M. Bennett." The secretary of the latter company

is Charles H. Patrick. Mr. Gladwin thinks that all the

frauds have been perpetrated by the same person, who

is described as an elderly man, with dark eyes, a light

mustache, somewhat bald and weighing about 210

pounds. E. A. Mason, general salesman of the com-

pany, had a rough experience in Saratoga recently as a

consequence of the descriptions of the swindler, which

have been widely circulated. Mason started out on a

trip Saturday afternoon, arriving in Saratoga that same

night. The police of that city received him with open

arms, and, scorning all explanations, locked him up as

answering perfectly the descriptions given of the swin-

dler even to his trunk and its brass asbestos sign. Mason

spent Sunday in jail, and was only released on Monday

after his identity had been established.

The new electric railway line of the Bergen County

(N. J.)
Traction company will open a section of the

county which heretofore has been practically inaccessi-

ble. It runs from Pleasant Valley up the face of the

Palisades to Palisade avenue, thence north to Main

street. Fort Lee, west along the avenue to the borough

of Leonia. It then takes a northerly course along

Broad avenue to Englewood, thence running westerly

toward Hackensack. Thf road will, besides tending to

increase the value of real estate, bring the eastern and

western sections of Bergen county in closer communi-

cation with each other. The road is a single track af-

fair of standard gauge, and is built on the most modern

and improved order of railway construction. The en-

tire plant is one of the best for its size in the state.

The plant is entirely duplicated in case of the breaking

down of any part of the machinery. In connection

with the railway the company has erected a handsome

ferry house fitted with the modern improvements.

The "reformers" in the Legislature are active. Sena-

tor Wieman has introduced a bill regulating the price of

electric lighting in New York city and Brooklyn. It has

been long in committee, but Was reported favorably to

the Senate, with Senators Brown, Malby and Chahoon

dissenting. Senator Brown moved to disagree with the

report. Senator Malby said that the bill would drive the

electric lighting companies in New York and Brooklyn

to bankruptcy. Senator Wieman said the bill fixed fair

prices and should be advanced. Senator Malby replied

that many of the electric lighting companies never paid

a cent of dividends and the arbitrary provisions of the

bill were ruinous. No evidence was produced before the

committee as to the financial standing and profits of the

companies affected. He moved that the bill be referred

back to the committee. Finally Senator Brown's motion

was withdrawn, and the bill went into general orders.

W, F. O.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, April 24.—The construction of the

Washington, Alexandria & Mount Vernon railroad is

almost completed, and it is expected that within a few

weeks electric cars will be running from this city to the

home of Washington. The road is owned almost en-

over the tracks ol the Pennsylvania railroad on the Long

Bridge, and the work of wiring tllc bridge fur the mer

head electric system is being pushed rapidly. Within

the city limits the underground trolley system is d. Im

used, and the power will be obtained from the Ifnilcl

States Electric Lighting company. At the bridge llir

overhead wiring will be reached, and this wilt supply

the motive power for the remainder of the way. The

power house of the new road will be located at Four

Mile Run, and has ccTst about $100,000, There are two

engines, each rated at 750 horse power. One obstacle

which had to ,be met in the construction of the road

arose at the point where the underground system is con-

nected with the overhead wires, for within the city the

cars will be run with a voltage of 220, while in the cun-

try the voltage will be 500, This difSculty has been

successfully met, and the officials of the road are satis-

fied that when cars begin running the operation of the

road will be as perfect as anyone can ask.

The completion of the immense smokestack over the

works of the Potomac Electric Light company was cele-

brated recently by the lighting of the 24 50 candle power

incandescent lights which surround the top. The effect

was beautiful and the light was visible for miles around,

giving the appearance more of an immense lighthouse than

of a smokestack. President Crosby of the company had

the lights placed for show, and his purpose has been fully

realized. The stack was constructed by the Philadelphia

Construction company. The height from the ground is

215 feet. The stack proper is 200 feet high and consists

of 32 sections of boiler steel, each section a fraction over

six feet high. On the interior the mass of steel is sup-

ported for a distance of 100 feet by a solid brick wall. An

iron ladder on the outside furnishes the means of reach-

ing the top. On top of the ornamental coping there is a

track and movable chairs, designed for the use of the

operator who replaces the incandescent bulbs.

Col. J. M. Wilson has made a report to the chief of

engineers of operations on public buildings and grounds

during the month of March. Col. Wilson calls atten-

tion to the fact that the wires connecting the capitol

with the various executive departments pass through

the trees on sidewalks and that it was impossible at

times during the storms of March to maintain the line

in working order. "Either an underground system or a

line of higher poles carrying the wires above the tree

tops," Col. Wilson states, "is absolutely necessary if

this telegraph line is to be maintained." This state-

ment has been repeated in the annual report for the past

10 years, and it is respectfully suggested that some-

thing be done about it.

The Columbia & Maryland Railway company has

awarded to the Barret & Smith company of Dayton,

Ohio, a contract for eight combination motor cars, six

closed trailers, eight open trailer cars, and ro closed mo-

tor cars. The cars will be somewhat different from the

regular electric cars, in that they will have vestibules at

each end, and have lavatories and will have center isles

and cross seats. The combination cars will have baggage

compartments eight feet long. The cars will be lighted

and heated by electricity and may be run at a speed of

sidered in the House

ipany 1

of the Western Union Telegraph

permit to erect 40 new poles on

the Metropolitan and Washington branches of the Balti-

more & Ohio railroad, between H street and Florida

avenue, northeast, but he protested against paying the

dollar which is charged all companies for the erection of

each new pole. The protest which was made may

cause some trouble between the commissioners and the

Western Union. The company claims a right to erect

poles on all post roads free of charge, and the courts

have decided city streets to be post roads. The commis-

sioners go further, and claim that even if the streets are

post roads they are under municipal control, and that

the company can be charged under the act of April 23,

1892, which says the commissioners have a right to

charge for each permit granted to make an excavation on

any public street, for the purpose of altering, repairing

or extending any house sewer, water main, gas main, or

i..cted

of the

government indorsement. Each company has very

strong partisans in the committee, and il is possible the

matter may end in a deadlock, which, so far as this

Congress is concerned, will defeat the cable project en-

tirely. It has developed in the course of the discussion

that J.
Pierpont Morgan is with James L, Scrym-

ser, the chief stockholder in the Pacific Cable company
of New York. Mr. Scrymser is president of the cable

company which operates the cable to Cuba and the West

Indies under an exclusive concession granted by Con-

gress several years ago. Prominent among the stock-

holders of the company are Sol. Spalding of Honolulu,

Abram S. Hewitt, D. Ogden Mills, Frederick D, Grant,

Gen. Wager Swayne of New York and J, J.
Hill of St.

Paul, This company has secured from the Hawaiian

government a concession giving the sole right to operate

a cable between the islands of the Hawaiian group.

The Scrymser company expects to make its landing at

Pearl Island Harbor, where the United States has a

naval station, through an arrangement with the Hawaiian

government. The personnel of the two companies in-

sures their ability to carry out any contract they may
enter into with the United States, and the committee,

members of it say, would be well satisfied with either

if the other were not in the field. Considerable inter-

est is taken in the progress of negotiations by the Ha-

waiian Legation, and its representative is present at all

the hearings. A resolution was adopted by a vote of

10 to four expressing the sense of the committee to be

that the government should aid by a subsidy the con-

struction of a Pacific cable. Neither of the two rival

companies was named in the resolution, and no terms

were suggested.

The sub-committee of the House District committee

has reported a bill providing for the construction of a gen-

eral system of municipal subways to be under the control

of the District. The sum of $200,000 is appropriated to

begin the work. The estimated cost, embracing 62

miles, is $539,000, All of the revenues derived from

the rentals will belong to the District. The commis-

sioners shall rent the conduits to all telephone and elec-

tric light companies desiring to use them. All overhead

wires shall be placed in the conduits within 30 days after

the passage of the bill, . T. I, P,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, April 25,—In the recent municipal cam-

paign, the result being a victory for the Republicans,

electricity cut a very large figure. Most of the live

issues in fact were of electrical association. The re-

duction of street railway fares was the most important

principle involved. In this respect, strange to say,

both the Republican and Democratic parties were

agreed, so far as the advisability of a reduction was con-

cerned, but the Democratic platform went further 4han

the Republican platform did. The latter was to the

following effect: "We are in favor of lower streetcar

fares. We believe the street railway company should

accede to the public demand therefor and sell tickets

good for 25 rides for a dollar, or six for 25 cents, and we
pledge ourselves to use all just and proper means to

bring about such a result." The Democratic plank on

this subject read as follows: "We favor the reduction

of street car fare to the lowest point that can be sus-

tained by law, and believe that a three-cent fare, with

transfers, will, by reason of the great increase of pat-

ronage from placing the street car service within the

reach of all citizens, enable the company profitably to

operate its lines." The Democratic party would proba-

bly have made considerable capital out of this question,

on account of its more pronounced stand, had it not

been that the Republican nominee for mayor, William

G. Rauschenberger, was one of the few members of the
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old Common Council who did not seem to be under the

thumb of the street railway company. It was Alder-

man Rauschenberger who introduced the resolution

looking to the erection of a municipal lighting plant,

and he voted in favor of competition in street railway

business when the McGann ordinance was pending in

the I ncil.

Both parties were !likewise pledged to the repeal of

the law passed at the 1 ast session of the Legislature, by

which the street railw;ly company, in lieu of city taxes,

was allowed to pay in to the city treasury a small per-

centage of its gross ea rnings—one per cent, on the first

$250,000, iK percent . on the second S250.000 and two

per cent, on all the gr,Dss earnings in excess of $500,000.

This tax is upon the (earnings of the street cars alone.

and the company claiims exemption from paying into

thethe city treasury any percentage of its inc

Badger and Edison electric lighting plants. This act of

the Legislature has been pronounced on all sides a tax-

dodging law, and the political parties simply yielded to a

popular clamor when they demanded its repeal. Both

of the platforms declared in favor of competition in

street railway business, and the Republican platform

came out for competition in electric lighting and in tele-

Mayor Rauschenberger has made a statement of his

views with regard to electrical utilities. He points

to the water works system as an example of what can

be accomplished by the city in managing public utilities,

and says that a fund to establish a city lighting plant can

be accumulated by the time of the expiration of the

present electric lighting contract in 1900, by withholding

from the issue of bonds each year a fixed amount. As

to street railway ownership, he says that cannot be ac-

complished so soon. But all franchises granted in the

future should be framed so as to expire at the same time

in order that the city may then be enabled, if it wishes

to do so, to control the street railway business upon its

own terms. He says that he wants to see competition

in street railway business and reasonable control by

the city of the operation of the street railways. Fran-

chises, so worded as to protect the interests of the

people, should be granted to responsible corporations

who will guarantee low fares and suitable accommoda-

If the new Comn
mayor-elect, the stret

Council 5 in accord with the

ipany is likely to ex-

at the hands of thee trouble than

old council. The old council, even, has left some meas-

ures that may cause some annoyance to the company.

There were introduced in the retiring body at the

eleventh hour measures providing for a reduction in

fares and to repeal unused franchises. Alderman Thuer-

ing, the most determined opponent of the company in

the old council, submitted an ordinance providing for

the sale of eight tickets for 25 cents, the tickets to be

good from 5 to 7:30 in the morning and during the same

time in the evening. These tickets are to include the

privilege of transferring from one line to another. The
same measure provides for the sale of tickets, good at

the hours when the other tickets are not good, at six for

25 cents. 12 for 50 cents, and 25 for $1. A fine of from

$5 to $25 is provided for each violation of the ordinance,

so that if the ordinance were upheld in the courts it

would not pay the company to disregard it. Alderman

Lindsay introduced an ordinance to compel the street

railway company lo issue six tickets for 25 cents and 25

tickets for Si. This measure makes no provision for

transfer privileges. The fine that it provides is from $10

to S50-

Another important matter that goes over to the new

council is the ordinance to allow the Milwaukee &
Waukesha Electric Railway company to build into the

city. This is the company that bought the Wauwatosa

motor line and proposes to extend it to Waukesha and

other summer resorts and tn make ihe entire system an

jte that the company has

,
beginning at the western

Cass, to Michigan. loSyca-

back to Wells, forming a

ity I
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PERSONAL
The death of Richard Thomas on April 20th, at the

age of 68 years, is announced. Mr. Thomas was the

president of the R. Thomas & Sons company of East
Liverpool, O.. and was one of the leading porcelain man-
ufacturers of the country.

E. P. Roberts. M. E-. president of the Correspond-
ence School of Technology of Cleveland, Ohio, has been
appointed consulting engineer to the architects for elec-

tric lighting, power, steam heating, hydraulic and sani-

tary engineering at the new Ohio state asylum for the

insane at Massillon, Ohio—a large institution on the

cottage plan.

TRADE NEWS.
The Okonite company announces its removal to 412,

413, 414 Postal Telegraph building. 253 Broadway, New
York. Patrons are requested to note the change in ad-

Charles G- Armstrong, the consulting electrical and
mechanical engineer, has removed his office from the

Auditorium Tower to Suite 1306 and 1307 Great Northern
building, Chicago,

The Helios Electric company of Philadelphia illus-

trates its types of arc lamps, for both direct and alter-

nating current circuits, in a recently issued pamphlet. A
table of carbons on the last page gives acceptable in-

formation.

bui]

improved water-tube boil

3ower plant of the East Ri\

ling and the Electrical Exp

Although the factory of the

pany of Indianapolis, Ind., \

April 20th. the company
A new factory

the 22d busine

for the electric light

r bridge, Munsey'snew
iition, New York city,

nmercial Electric com-
destroyed by fire on
filling orders as usual,

red the day after the fire, and on
mmed. Such enterprise deserves

more, to l^ifth. and thence

loop; another line along State street to Twenty-seventh,

to Prairie, to Fifth, to Wells; another line along Lincoln

Sixth avenue, to Clybourn, lo Eifth. lo Locust, with a

branch running along Locust and Folsom place to the

Whitefish Bay road, and another branch running on a svs
Locust to the western city limits; another line running age,

along Oakland avenue, from the northern city limits to t)ell

Cambridge avenue, to Brady, to Warren avenue, to ^5"
\

Lyon, to Van Buren, toKnapp, to Broadway, to Lake, to t^e ^

Barclay, to Florida and thence to I'irst avenue. C. the f

The Metropolitan Electric company has just taken the

agency for the Diehl Manufacturing company of Eliza-

bethport, N. J.,
and will carry in stock a complete line

of the latter's ceiling fan motors. The Diehl Manu-
facturing company is the oldest manufacturer in the

country of ceiling fan motors, and the Metropolitan
Electric company is fortunate in securing this agency.

The Electric Appliance company states that it is well

prepared for the fan motor season with a very complete
line. It stdl retains the agency for the Meston line of

alternating current apparatus. The agency for the cele-

brated Dayton ceiling and column fan has been secured
for this season. The new Acme fan motor manufactured
by the Appliance company will also be a specialty this

year. It is made in both single and three speed and is a

high grade machine.

The board of managers of the Ohio State Reformatory
has awarded the Card Electric company of Mansfield,
Ohio, the contract for two direct-connected mutipolar
generators, capacity 66 kilowatts each, speed 250 revo-

lutions per minute, for use in the Ohio State Reforma-
tory, Mansfield, Ohio, for lighting purposes. The
generators will be directly coupled to Ball engines. The
competition was quite keen, but the Card machines were
selected in preference to all others.

Langstadt & Croswell, the "electrical hustlers" of

Appleton, Wis,, describe themselves as "manipulators of

electrical energy," and announce that they furnish dyna-
mos and motors and electrical goods of all kinds, while
also offering their services for the installation of plants,

wiring, repairing and general construction work. They
refer to testimonials showing how well they have ex-

cuted important electrical contracts in their vicinity.

These facts are set forth in an exceptionally well gotten

up pamphlet, which is in itself a credit to the firm.

Anyone desiring a beautiful catalogue—a work of art

apart from the merits of the article extolled—should send
for the pamphlet on "Ideal High Art Engines'" issued

by A. L. Ide & Son of Springfield, III. It is indeed an
example of high art in catalogue work, as the product of

Ide tt Son is in engine building. The Ideal is celebrated

as the automatic self-oiling steam engine, and the new
catalogue exhaustively sets forth its merits. The book is

of the proper size for a catalogue—six by nine inches

—

and it should be included among the reference books of

Although the General Electric company commenced
very early in the present year to experiment on the milk-

ing of Crookes tubes for producing Rontgen rays, it is

only after a long series of careful observations that the

company has decided that it is ready to put Crookes tubes
on the market. The Edison decorative and miniature
lamp department is now ready to supply Crookes tubes

of approved sizes and types; very successful results have
been obtained with the tubes already furnished. Exper-
iments are being continued in order that the most im-

proved forms may be within reach of the public con-

stantly.

Speaking of the advantages offered by the International

Correspondence School of Scranton, the Atnfrhau .Ir-

tisan says that the faculty of Ihis school has perfected

a system of home study in sanitary plumbing, drain-

age, gas fitting and drawing, il.-riric l[t;ht wiriiiL; ,ind
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It is a good thing for the engineer or central station

manager to find out all about the Hawley down-draft
furnace, which George M. Pullman says is "practically
smokeless." He can do this by sending for a copy of
the elaborate pamphlet issued by the company, whose
general office is at S05-807 Security building. Chicago.
The book gives much useful information for steam users,

of a general and unbiased character, and contains the
following guaranty: "To consume 95 per cent, of the

smoke, burning any grade bituminous coal. It will in-

crease the capacity of boiler from 25 to 50 per cent. It

will save from 10 to 40 per cent, in cost of fuel. Should
fur fail do a

them and replace the former setting at

The Arnold Electric Power Station company of Chi-
cago has engaged the services of G. F. WheSer as
general sales agent. Mr. Wheeler was formerly general
sales agent for the Eclipse company of Beloit. Wis.."

engines. Later he was
Electric company in

the reconstruction of central stations, and recently he
was with the Rice Machinery company of Chicago. Mr.
Wheeler is well qualified by ability and experience to

fill his new position, andhe wdl undoubtedly prove a de-
cided acquisition to the Arnold company, which is now
successfully introducing its system.

W. H. Sills, formerly western sales agent for Eugene
Munsell ^ Co., mica dealers of New York, has severed
his connection with that company and will hereafter en-
gage in business for himself with offices at 59 Lake street,

Chicago. The business will be conducted under the
name of W. H. Sills & Co.. who will carry one of the
most complete stocks of mica in the West, which will

enable them to fill all orders promptly. During Mr.
Sills' long connection with the mica interests in Chicago
he has built up an excellent reputation among the elec-

trical fraternity, and it is to be hoped that his new ven-
ture will meet with the success which his energetic efforts

A valuable feature of the new catalogue of the Lafay-
ette (Ind.) Engineering & Electric Works is the space
given to carefully prepared data on "Transmission of

Power." The loss in shafting is shown by reliable statis-

tics, and the advantageous adaptations of electric motors
are pointed out. Directions are given for computing the
sizes of conductors, and the book is closed by an ex-
cellent table of "Horse Power Required to Drive Ma-
chinery," compiled by Professor

J. J.
Flather. Great

pains have been taken to make this table correct, and
it will prove of much value in figuring on the sizes of
motors either for individual driving or on the group

The Otto Gas Engine Works have issued the following
circular: "We think it fair to you, as well as to our-
selves, to advise you that we are informed by our coun-
sel, Baldwin, Davidson & Wight of Washington and
New York, that the electrical igniter on the gas and
gasoline engines of the New Era Iron Works company
is an infringement of letters patent of the United States
No. 525,828. granted September 11, 1894, to Paul A, N.
Winand. and of which we are the owners. We have
brought suit in the Southern District of Ohio against the

New Era Iron Works company, and propose to protect
our right against all makers and sellers or users of en-
gines having upon them igniters covered by such letters

patent."

It is announced that the Armorite Interior Conduit
company of Detroit. Mich., operating under the patents
of J. F. Cummings, president of the company, is now
manufacturing a complete interior conduit system,
known as "armorite," which is said to be cheaper and
better than any other conduit. The iron tubes are made
in any size, from three-eighths inch to three inches inside
diameter, all in lo-foot lengths, and are lined with
thoroughly prepared wood, cut into semi-cylindrical sec-

tions and forced into the armor, making very effective

insulation. This conduit possesses many advantages,
and it is stated that ordinary bends in conduit of a diam-
eter of one inch or less can be made cold on the job by
the workman. Mr. Cummings is one of the best practi-

cal electricians in the country, and he has spent years in

perfecting his system. Price-lists and samples will be
forwarded on application to the company at 47S-4S0 Fort
street West. Detroit.

The John -Lundell Electr

issued a descrii

West Thirty-,

fourth street. New York, The company has an office at

29 Broad street. New York. 3

tion of the system which i

"The electric current is ti

house through an undcr-i

and highly insulated condur: I jMiallels the

road throughout itslengtii, Imh i
. \\->\ inilu .-ni n( electric

connection with any part ihcreol, .\ :,t:iiL;. ol magnetic
switches are placed in hermelically sealed boxes at in-

tervals of 16 feet along the entire line; a double series

of contact points are set in the pavement of the road-
way between the track rails. These switches are pri-

marily arliiatcd l.v ;t rurienl lransniitt..i to them by con-
tact brlurrn 11, r uv•^ nv^ cir an, I ihr r.Milact pomts.

Ill closed and the point remair
drawing current from the con
long as the contact between

lis unbroken. It will also be
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apparent, that, inasmuch as it is the contact between cables for the Western Union Telegraph company in

the car and the street point that keeps the switch closed Pittsburg, taking in most of the western wires of that

and the point alivn, the snvcranrn nf \hh contact by the company, and to replace several non-leaded cables of"

pi-.>^;irss nf \\u- car miisi open iln- swiic Ii :ind ttic point other makes.

imisi iici (line il'-.K ,nii i,iitii.-,s The new " Hallsttm" type of Medhcry overhead rail-

, which, by

One of the most enterprising firms in Chicago giving
special attention to the manufacture of all kinds of dcc-
rir spnciahtes is the Kan Mnniifacturing company,

iitnpany. The
spcct. The en

and manufacture

lin economy with
rating, but Mr.
of this boiler is

t less than 20 per
of power. The
s: Moisture in

3 percent.;

1.13 of one

Moyes, the mventor
prepared to guarantee an increase of not

cent, on boilers of this or larger units

results of the test are stated as follow;

coal, two percent.; ash and refuse inicoal,

moisture in steam by the liarrus calorim<

per cent.; water evaporated from and at 212"!'. per

pound of dry coal, 9-346 pounds; water evaporated

from and at 212° F. per pound of combustible, 10.52

pounds; boiler hor.se power actually developed, by basis of

jo pounds per hour from 100° F. at 70 pounds pressure,

lOi 4; rated boiler horse power, 125; horse power devel-

oped above rating, 29,1 per cent.; pounds of dry coal

burned per hour per boiler horse power developed, 3.69;

pounds of wet coal burned per hour per boiler horse

power developed, 3.76. This boiler is manufactured by
L. M. Moyes, 1434 Randolph street. Philadelphia, Pa.

BUSINESS.
The Farr Telephone & Construction Supply company

of 342 Dearborn street, Chicago, is sending out a new
catalogue, which shows that it manufactures magneto
bells, extension bells, receivers, induction coils, back
boards and everything pertaining to telephones.

W. H. Hubbard, president of the Helios Electric

company of Philadelphia, has just completed a new wir-

ing table for Helios alternating arc lamps, from 30 volt

transformer and economy coil service. This table will

undoubtedly be of great service to users of alternating

current arc lamps, as it is believed that nothing of like

character has hitherto been published.

The new illustrated catalogue of the Electric Gas
Lighting company of 195 Devonshire street, Boston,

shows the extent of the business of this company in do-

mestic electrical supplies. This company makes all sorts

of electric gas lighters and devotes particular attention

I J its Samson battery, "the kingof open-circuit batteries,"

of which over 500,000, it is said, are in use in this coun-

try-

L. A. Hine has purchased the entire business of the

Beardsley Manufacturing company, 234 Lake street,

Chicago, and will continue the business of the com-
pany under the name of L. A. Hine & Co. The new
company has large facilities for turning out brass and
copper work for all purposes. The company also manu-
factures a high grade oil paper for insulating purposes,

as well as aluminum castings..

"Current Practice in Protecting Electrical Apparatus
Against Lightning" is described by Alexander Jay
Wurtz in a recent pamphlet issued by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing company. The value and im-

portance of lightning arresters are shown by a number
of letters from central station men. and a diagram of the

output of the Westinghouse company shows the growing
use of these protective devices.

A neat and well arranged catalogue of electrical

materials for use in the insulation of machinery and line

equipment is issued by the H. W. Johns Manufacturing
company, 240-242 Randolph street. Chicago. The lit-

tle book is up to date and will be found of much value

by street railway men and electrical manufacturers. It

describes molded mica and vulcabeston products, elect-

trie car heater-s and electrotherms.

through the underground district to the overhead lines

outside of the district, were furnished and installed by
the Standard Underground Cable company. The cables

go out in two different directions, and comprise all the

circuits eastward and westward from Pittsburg. The
same company is now laying some large underground

The new American turbines are described in a very
handsome circular issued by the Dayton Globe Iron
Works company of Dayton. O. fiecent tests are re-

ported to show the advantages of the New American,
which are enumerated as follows: Highest average effi-

ciency from whole to half water, great power for the
diameter, steadiness of motion, strength and durability,

easy regulation by governor, economy of water.

Eraser & Chalmers of Chicago are sending out a circu-

lar setting forth the report of a test made on one of their

Corliss engines installed at the De Beers mines in Kim-
berley. South Africa At 74.6 revolutions per minute,
the engine, which is of the triple expansion type, deliv-

ered 223.8 brake horse power, showing a loss in fric-

tional horse power of but 4.4 percent., while only 12.9
pounds of dry steam were consumed per horse power

The Electric Appliance company states that it is now
in a position to quote especially low prices on Paranite
cables of extra large carrying capacity up to 1,000,000
circular mils. It is also able to make very prompt de-
liveries, as the nearness of the Indiana company's factory

precludes the possibility of delays in transit, Paranite
telephone cables from 10 to 500 conductors are also in

large demand, and the Electric Appliance company has
secured a number of good orders.

The Detroit & Cleveland Steam Navigation company's
steamers are now running daily (except Sunday) between
Detroit and Cleveland When traveling east or west,

north or south, it is well to arrange to lake advantage of

these luxurious steamers between Michigan and Ohio.
If you are contemplating a summer outing, write to A. A,

Schantz, general passenger agent, Detroit, Mich,, for

illustrated pamphlet, which gives full information of a
trip to Mackinac via the Coast Line.

E Wertheim. 55 South Canal street, Chicago, r-e-

ports an excellent business in soft cored imported Ger-
man carbons, manufactured by the Union Carbon
Works, Germany. In spite of the fact that the carbons
handled by Mr. Wertheim are among the most expen-
sive on the market, large orders are daily received, and
the demand is constantly increasing. Mr. Wertheim
carries a stock of over half a million carbons, and is

able, therefore, to fill orders promptly.

No material is said to possess so strong an affinity for

iron and steel as pure, soft flake graphite, and for bicy-

cle chains and sprockets there is nothing equal to it.

The Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City, N. J., selects

its choicest material from unlimited stocks, and, after

analyzing all other cycle chain lubricants in the market
that it could find, does not hesitate to say that Dixon's
No. 6gi cycle chain graphite is absolutely without an
equal for preventing rust and wear of chain and for in-

and< [ifort

John Gorman, for 20 years practical electrician and
dealer in electrical apparatus in St. Paul, will represent
the Metropolitan Electric company in handling
N. I. R. wire, Metropolitan lamps, "Mac" tape, P. & B,

compound varnish, etc. Mr. Gorman is prominently
identified in electrical interests in St. Paul and Minne-
apolis, and has done a large share of the electrical work
in that section during the last 20 years. The Metropol-
itan Electric company is to be congratulated in getting

Mr. Gorman to handle its goods.

C, O. Baker, manager of the Chicago office of the

Anchor Electric company, reports numerous and en-
couraging sales of Anchor switches as a partial result of

his recent trip. The Anchor snap switches are made in

all the standard sizes and patterns. The Anchor push-
button switch possesses unique merits. The face plate

is solid and neatly finished. The porcelain is of one
piece with removable mica sides, thus obviating any lia-

bility to fracture through jarring in shipment; it is easy

to operateand the make-and-break isquick and thorough.

The makeup of the switch in general indicates good

and best in the electrical 1

Philadelphia ha
itche perl the

yet been printed;

1 in photographic
ttractive shade of

handsomest switch catalogue that I

the numerous cuts shown are prir

brown, with the letterpress in an
green. Full details are shown as to the interior con-
struction of the switch, and plans for wiring are also

given. The switches have so long been before the pub-
lic that an indorsement is unnecessary, but a short list of
some of the users is printed on page 15 of the catalogue,
and these names seem to bear out the claim that the C-S
switches are the standard for high grade work. The
catalogue is very tastefully bound in heavy artists' paper,
and the cover is attractively printed in red and black.

Ten thousand are now ready for distribution and will be
sent upon application.'

The Hoppes Manufacturing company of Springfield,

Ohio, describes the Hoppes live steam feed-water puri-

fier and exhaust steam feed-water heater in its new
booklet. The purifier consists of a round shell of the
best boiler steel, having a solid pressed flange steel head
riveted in the back end, and a solid pressed flange steel

head bolted to a heavy ring on the front end, by studs
and nuts. Within the shell are a number of trough-
shaped pans or trays, placed one above another, and
supported on steel angle ways, fixed longitudinally by
means of brackets to the sides of the shell. These pans
are formed from thin sheet steel, the heads or end pieces
being malleable iron, whereby a very light, strong and
durable construction is obtained, and a degree of elas-

ticity or resilience secured to the pans which permits
the lime or other incrustations being easily removed.
The ends of the pans are higher than the sides, and
have projections at each extremity to rest on the ways
on which the pans are adapted to slide.

The Walker company of Cleveland has recently closed
some very important contracts, showing that the excel-

lent work done by the company in the past year is

throwing much of the large and important work into its

hands. The Chicago City Railway company has just

placed an order with the Walker company for six 800
kilowatt rope-driven generators. These machines will

run at a speed of 220 revolutions per minute, and are the
largest belt-driven machines in the world. To give an
idea of the size of these machines, it is only necessary to

say that the rope wheel which drives them is about eight
feet in diameter and eight-foot face. Two of these ma-
chines will be driven from one engine of the cross-com-
pound type, the engines having each a capacity of 2,500
horse power. After a thorough examination of all the
generators manufactured, the Walker company was se-

lected to build these machines because of the excellent
performance of its generators now in operation. The
Walker company has also received an order for the gen-
erators and motors for the first large storage battery road
in the world, that of the Englewood & Chicago Electric
Railway company, as previously announced in the West-
ern Electrician. The Metropolitan Street Railway
company of Kansas City also placed an order for a large

generator of 1,200 kilowatts capacity, direct-coupled to

an Allis tandem compound engine, for the station in

Kansas City, the Walker generator being selected after

an examination of the various machines in operation in

this country. Aside from this the Walker company has
received orders during April for a large number of motprs
and complete car equipments from the following named:
Rapid Railway company, Detroit, Mich.; Pittsburg,
Crafton & Mansfield Street Railroad company. Second
Avenue Traction company, Pittsburg, Pa.; Newburg
Electric Railway company, Newburg. N. Y.; Union
Railway company, New York; C. E. Loss & Co., Chi-

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
,480. Apparatus for Elect

ing Copper. George D
Application filed August

ically Workii
Burton, B(

I, 1S93.

Issued April 31, i8g6.

558,506. Printing Telegraph, Benjamin F. IV

Newark, N. J., and John M. .Joy, New York
Application filed June 29, 1895.

The inventor claims the arrangement of the typ

and ttie worm-wheel mounted on a carriage, a sh
nected to each wheel and to gearing impelled by a

ngedt

urfaci

J blocks.
oE the blocks, and
sliding supports to clamp and unclamp t

558,491. Electric Street Car Motor. Samuel Harris,

Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed February 10,

1896.

separately detachable with its core from the motor body
and the body separable in the plane of the armature shaft.

558,507. Automatic
Benjamin F. Mei

Joy, New York,

1895.

Governing Device for Motors.
ritt, Newark. N. J., and John M.
N. Y. Application filed June 29,

circuit, a spring connected to the lever, a shaft for the lever,

to one of the shafts to engage the arm, and means to start

558,509. Wire Clamp for Telegraph or Similar Wires.
George Middleton, Kirkwood. N. J. Application
filed July 31, 1S95.

This is a clamp for telegraph and similar wires, comprjs-
ing a wire bail of sufficient size to loosely slip over an ordi-
nary annularly grooved insulator, the bail being made of a
single length of wire and provided witha straight transverse
wire connecting the opposite side portions thereof at one
end, the opposite side portions of the bail being bent at

engaging hooks adapted to engage over a line wire and hold
such wire in the groove of the insulator without a crimping
or bending of the wire, the side portions of tlie bail adja-
cent to the hooks being further provided with short inclined
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of the bail and adapted to have its uos
ridge o£ the insulator below the pla:
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carried by the parts or member;
tions divided. into members de
the U-shaped plates when the j
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55S.727. Electric Stand Lamp. Robert Graves, Irv-

ington. N. Y. Application filed February 25, 1S96.

55S.517. Regulator for Electric Motors. Oscar H.
Pieper. Rochester, N, Y. Application filed January

558,518. Handle for Circuit Breakers. William B.

Potter, Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed Janu-

ary 15. 1S96.

The device comprises a plurality of automatic circuit

breakers and an interchangeable handle therefor, remov-
able only when the circuit is open.

558,539- Core for Electro-magnets. Addison G. Water-

house, Hartford, Conn. Application filed October

16, 1894,

NO- 558,480.

558,555. Electric Guest Call. Simon K. Gimbei, Vin-

cennes, Ind. Application filed December 12, 1895.

Features of this invention are a plurality of switchboards
adapted to be placed in guest apartments and respectively

plates sepa

55^.559. Electric Rhe
Leonard. East Or;

December 18, 1895.

-, also place.
IS adapted ti

he battery

558,564. Electric Alarm System. Charles A. Rolfe,

Chicago, 111. Application filed September 24, 1894.

558,565. Railway Signal. William G. Roorae, Jersey

City. N. J.
Application filed November 17, 1893.

In a railway signal system, the combination of a dynamo.
a distribution system extending therefrom, transformers

Canada. Application filed September 12, 1895.

Features of this invention are: A spring circuit-closer
connected with the front contact point and bearing down-
ward on the lever, a trip lever pivoted to the operating lever
and having its rear end pivoted to and insulated from the
free end of the circuit closer, and a spring connected to the
rear end of the operating lever, and operating to prevent it

from rising until the circuit closer has been moved out of

558,634. Electric Glow Lamp. Edward A. Colby,
Newark. N. J. Application filed May 21, 1894.,

The combination in an electric glow lamp of a glass re-

ceiver, a closed conductor therein, and an inducing coil, the
receiver having diametrically opposite depressions, and the
coil being provided with internal points entering the de-

558,650. Means for Controlling Electric Currents.

Patrick Kennedy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
filed June 27. 1895.

cuit, an electrical generator adapted to supply current
thereto, a circuit of control adapted to govern the gener-

nf fh circuit of c mtrol , =e ies of condiictors
vith tzi-^;

ermin t.ng at intervals apart

of the It of control lead-
Bel, an electro
and operated s^^

evkemcluded^in

3 for controlling the signal-
laving two lamp signals at

:essively lighted from the
bed from the called end,
) conductors of the central

through a relay adapted

558. 6S7. Apparatus for Operating Electric Switches.

Daniel Hinchliffe and Alton D. Edes, Plymouth,
Mass. Application filed May 15, 1895.

In combination with an electric switch, an electro-mag;net
and an armature having a catch and a cam-shaped projection,
a falcrumed handle, the lower end of which is adapted to

operate upon the cam-shaped projection and depresses the

558,692. Method of Manufacturing Electrodes for Sec-

ondary Batteries. Isidor Kitsee, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed November 8, 1894.

In the manufacture of electrodes for secondary cells, hav-

surface through the

NO. 558,650.

558,714, Electric Heating. Charles S. Bradley, Avon,

ing posts at the upper end of the tube, and means for mak
ing electrical connection with the conductors.

,741. Trolley. James H. Rabbitt, Wethersfield
Conn. Application filed October 10. 1S95.

An electric trolley, consisting of a sprfng-actuated pole, ;

bar which is centrally pivoted to the free end of the pole
and two contact wheels which are respectively pivoted ti

opposite ends of the bar. and are pressed toward thi

trolley wire by the ;

the
ing-a

558.749. Electrically Controlled Gas Engine or Motor.
George L. Thomas, Montclair, N. J. Application
filed November 11, 1895.

In a motor adapted to be operated by compressed gas. the
combination of a cylinder and a piston therein, an inlet
valve is held to its seat by an electro-magnet and opened by
the pressure of the gas when the magnet is de-energized,
and an outlet valve is also controlled by an electro-magnet.

558.750. Multiple Contact Switch. Elmer H. Wright.
Chicago, 111. Application filed November 28, 1894.

Fastening Insulator Brackets. Lauren S.
Beardsley, Naugatuck, Conn. Application filed

October 30, 1895.

This is an insulator holder or pin consisting of a main por-
tion, having its upper end screw-threaded for the reception
of the insulator hood, and its lower end formed with lugs.

558.807. Underground Railway System. Albert G
Heinle, Esplen, Pa. Application filed October 10,

1895.
A conduit and a suitably constructed car. having secured

carrying a supporting plate operating through the slot of

558.858. Railway Block Signal. Frank C. Stevens and
James Donovan, Lowell. Mass. Application filed

August 20, 1895.

Signal setting devices are adapted to be positively actu-
ated by a passing train to set the semaphore at danger."
and comprise a crank shaft, a weighted wheel fast thereon,
a locking pawl for the wheel, a wheel weighted in a less de-
gree than the before-mentioned wheel and loose on the
shaft, and adapted to lift the pawl, devices connected to the
crank shaft whereby it is actuated by a passing train, and
an electric lock for the loosely mounted wheel, which is
adapted to release the same when the train passes from the
block, and thus release the other weighted wheel and allow
the semaphore to return to "safety."

558.859. Telephone Apparatus. Alfred Stromberg and
Androv Carlson. Chicago, III. Application filed

October 9, 1894.

Permanent bar magnets, pole-pieces mounted upon the
ends of the magnets between which the armature is adapted
to ratate, soft iron cores extending from the ends of the
magnets opposite those upon which the pole-pieces are
mounted, the ends of the cores lying in proximity and carry-
ing telephone coils, a diaphragm mounted opposite the ends
of the cores, and a bar of magnetic material connecting the
middle portions of the permanent bar magnets to art ord a path

generator and of the telephone independent and distinct,

558,868. Means for Reversing Trolley Pole Supports.
Harlan P. Wellraan. Ashland, Ky. Application
filed September 17, 1S95.

The invention comprises the combination with ilie pivot-

October 7, 1H95,

In a l.'uiii. .kitiichcT, a flexible shaft provided with means

558,5^^,1 Telephone. Stephen J). Field. Stockbridge,

,717. i luLc^... ul lilectrically Treating Fabrics for

Waterproofing or Other Purposes. Henry L. Bre-
voort. Brooklyn, N. Y, Application filed July i.

558,869. Trolley for Electric Railway Cars. Harlan
P. Wellman. Ashland, Ky. Application filed Octo-
ber I, 1895.

and adapted to openii- (-. 1 iimiliancouslv. a

s|>cciivcly by each of the niuturs. and a summation register
'idapted to bo operated each time an individual regislur

pplication filed Sep-

eck. Philadelphia, Pa.

ving interlocking U-shapcd plates.
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President C. H. Wilmerding,

(ration will be remembered because of several important

innovations in the policy of the organization and for the

advancement that was made under his direction in

bringing about an adjust-

ment of the question of

rules governing construc-

tion and wiring, which had _
so long occupied the' atten-

ests as well as electrical

men. This meeting will be

the first gathering under

the new arrangement of

holding only one meeting

a year, instead of every six

months. Another innova-

tion is the change in the

plan of holding an exhibi-

tion. Many complaints

had been made at former

meetings about the inade-

quate facilities afforded for

holding these exhibitions,

which have come to be

regarded as essential to the

prosperity of the associa-

tion. The solution of the

problem which the present

meetings will not be eliminated by any means, but the

inactical problems that are met in every-day station

It will be seen, therefore, that in many ways the New
York meeting will be experimental, but it is confidently

predicted that experience will justify the change in pol-

icy. Those who are acquainted with President Wilmer-

adn ration has r

be favorably

ched

itral

afactu

alike; it was the result of

careful deliberation and

was adopted after thorough

consideration of all the

interests involved. Presi-

dent Wilmerding invited

an expression of opinion

from the men most prom-

inently identified with

the organization before

taking final action in this

matter. The cordial sup-

port which the enterprise

has thus far received and

the hearty cooperation

which has marked the

efforts of the management

and exhibitors establish

the fact that an exhibition

on the scale of the present

enterprise was all that was

required to restore confi-

dence in the organization and reviv

industry. What has already been

to be enough for one administra

it has been found advisable to institute many minor

changes in the management in order to bring the asso-

ciation up to the standard which it vvas believed it

should adopt.

It will be noticed that the list of papers and the special

features announced for the meeting this year are not en-

tirely in the same line as those of former meetings-. It

has been a matter of considerable regret heretofore that it

has been found difficult to hold the attention of the mem-
bers during many of the sessions, and on more than one

occasion the reading of papers has been attended by a

gradual dispersing of the audience. This deplorable

condition could partly be explained by the fact that while

national association, was exceedingly valuable to the

interests represented. He was identified with the Chi-

cago Electric clui), and, in fact, encouraged every

movement that gave promi.se u[ advancing the interests

of the electrical fraternity, Mr, Wilmerding's experi-

ence before entering the electrical field was varied and
valuable. He was engaged upon several important

enterprises as a civil engineer, and the general experi-

ence gained in these undertakings has been of consider-

able advantage in his electrical work. A brief sketch of hi^

early career will doubtless prove interesting at this time,

Charles H. Wilmerding is 38 years of age. He was
born in New York, where
his family has long occu-

pied a position of promi-

nence in the social world.

The founder of the family

in this country was of

German birth, the sub-

ject of this sketch, when II

year age.

school in Germany. He
studied afterward in Switz-

erland and France until

1875, when he returned to

this country and entered

the class of '79 at the Shef-

field Scientific School,

Yale University, taking a

course in civil engineering.

After leaving college his

first practical experience

was gained at Troy, where

he entered the department

of public works and was

engaged in the construction

of the water works at that

Dur this

general mterest in the

lentioned would seem

on to undertake, but

ding feel con^dent that he would not approve changes

that he did not believe would materially advance the in-

terests of the organization. The fact, too, that Mr.

Wilmerding is naturally conservative gives additional

assurance that the changes have been carefully consid-

ered and their effect upon the association closely esti-
,

mated before their adoption.

This is not Mr. Wilmerding's first experience in

official capacity in electrical associations. He has been

honored several times by the national association, filling

the office of vice-president and occupying a position on

several important committees, and in every instance he

has acquitted himself creditably and served the interests

of the organization faithfully. His work as president of

the Illinois state association of central station companies,

formed several years ago under the auspices of the

he took a short course in

assaying and metallurgy at

the Troy Polytechnic, and

then went to Colorado,

where he established him-

self at Leadville. He fol-

lowed mining and civil en-

gineering for two years.

and then went to Utah,

where he was engaged in

locating lines for the Den-
ver & Rio Grande West-

ern railway, his work being

principally upon the main

line between Salt Lake
City and Denver. He lo-

cated and constructed a

considerable portion of the

route between Grand River

and Provo. When finan-

cial embarrassment com-
'

pelled the company to sus-

pend operations temporar-

ily, Mr. Wilmerding re-

turned east. About this

time he spent a year abroad. He was a member of

the party that crossed the Atlantic in the schooner

yacht Dauntless and visited England, France, Spain

and Portugal, Italy and Morocco. On his return in

1SS4, he accepted the position of assistant engineer

in the department of public works in New York city,

and for two years was engaged in locating the Cro-

ton aqueduct and the new reservoir in Croton valley.

His next professional work was in connection with

the elevated extension of the New York City & North-

ern railway to Yonkers. On the completion of this en-

terprise Mr. Wilmerding turned his attention to elec-

trical work. He came to Chicago in January, iS88, as

the representative of the Electrical Accumulator com-
pany, which was then exploiting the storage battery. In

November of that year he accepted the position of su-
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perintendent of the Chicago Arc Light & Power com-

pany and was subsequently elected secretary and treas-

urer of the company, Later he was made general man-

ager and he continued in that position until the com-

pany was consolidated with the Chicago Edison company

in 1893. He was appointed general superintendent of

the Chicago Edison company and has continued in that

capacity ever since.

Mr. Wilmerding's chief characteristic as a business

man is the thoroughness with which he enters into the

details of any enterprise with which he may be identi-

fied and his marked ability for organization. It is safe

to say that he is thoroughly familiar with every detail of

the operation and construction of the great enterprise in

the management of which he is now engaged. It was

under his personal supervision that the cables of the

Chicago Arc Light & Power company were placed un-

derground and the old station remodeled and re-

built. There are very few men- in the association

over which Mr. Wilmerding presides who have had more

valuable practical experience than he. and few, indeed,

who have so completely mastered the subject of gener-

ating and supplying current for electric light and power.

Mr. Wilmerding has found time to indulge his liking for

athletic sports. He is well informed on current topics,

devotes some attention to literature and art and goes

into society considerably. Mr. Wilmerding married
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and Policy of the National Electric
Light Association.

By C. H. Wilmerding.

IE function of an organization such as the

National Electric Light association is two-

fold: instructive and protective. Its value in

the first of these depends principally upon the

quality of its membership, the capacity of some to impart

useful information toothers; in the second more upon num-

bers, for "in union there is strength. " The efforts of each suc-

ceedingadministration in theNational Electric Light associa-

tion have been earnestly directed toward bringing the organ-

ization to a higher plane of usefulness in both of these fields,

and in the former success has certainly rewarded their efforts.

In the latter, though the membership has constantly in-

creased and each year adds a gratifying number to the list,

progress has been s'ower, and from this very fact the bene-

fits of the association have been less far-reaching than they

should have been. There seems to exist a lack of apprecia-

tion among some managers and superintendents, particularly

those connected with the smaller central stations, of the

real value to them and to their companies erf membership in

the association. They do not realize that, although they

can stay at home and read in the electrical press a report of

the public proceedings of a convention, they are still losing

the gi eater advantage of personal contact and unrestrained

intercourse with those whose interests are identical with theirs,

and whose experience may be greater, as well as the informa-
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Miss Fay of Chicago in 1889, and they have since re-

sided in a fashionable North Side district.

It must be admitted that Mr. Wilmerding does not

embody those eager, hustling traits which' have

come to be regarded as the main characteristics of the

successful Chicago business man^outside of this city.

Mr. Wi: erding i huri

Two Prominent Central Station Men.
Portraits of two prominent central station men are

presented on this page—Frederic Nicholls, first vice-

president, and E. F. Peck, second vice-president, of the

National Electric Light association. Both gentlemen

are prominent in the organization and both are practical

central station men, Mr. Nicholls may justly be con-

sidered the representative of the Canadian interests in

the present management, and Mr. Peck stands for the

eastern contingent. A better illustration of the far-

reaching influence of the association could not be de-

sired. Canadian central station men and manufacturers

have evinced considerable interest in the movement for

several years, particularly since the Montreal conven-

tion, when they had an excellent opportunity to judge

the merits of the organization, Mr, Nicholls is manag-

ing director of the Incandescent Light company of

Toronto, a corporation operating 30,000 incandescent

lamps and furnishing current for 1,000 horse power in

motors. The Citizens' Electric Illuminating company
of Brooklyn, with which Mr, Peck is connected, is a

prosperous concern and operates 3,000 arc lights, 4,000

incandescent lamps and supplies current for motors ag-

gregating a capacity of 500 horse power. Mr. Peck took

an active part in the arrangements fpr the exposition

this year.

tion which they would obtain through the executive sessions,

the minutes of which, for obvious reasons, are not published,

but which form the most interesting and instructive part of

the proceedings to station men. They lose sight of the fac|-

that in one-half hour's time spent in this way they might

acquire a little additional store of knowledge that would

save to their companies many times the cost of attendance.

It was more especially with a view to reaching those whom
the ordinary proceedings of a convention had failed to inter-

est, that it was decided to add at the nineteenth convention,

to be held in New York in May, the further attiaction of

a comprehensive electrical exhibition—one which in itself

would prove a feature of sufficient importance to bring- many
who had hitherto not been drawn to the association meet-

ings, in the anticipation that when once they had taken part

they would so far appreciate the advantages as to become

permanent attendants. The success of the exhibition is

assured, and the general interest which the coming conven-

tion seems to have aroused indicates that it will bear the

desired fruit.

The association should, and I trust will, eventually, in-

in Massachusetts resulted in securing protective legislation

of the most important nature in that state, and there is

every reason to believe that the cooperation of all the cen-

tral stations in the country, acting as an organized body,

would compel the recognition by municipal and legislative

bodies of the rights of property; while at the same time,

each benefiting by the experience of the others, all would

find themselves better equipped to meet the communistic

advocate of municipal confiscation. The National associa-

tion is already a pronounced success; it requires only the

appreciation of this fact by those who are as yet not keenly

alive to their own best interests to make it even a greater

factor for the good of the industry it was organized to foster.

Advancement in Electrical Science and
Commercial Extension.

By Elihu Thomson.
It is evident that there is an increasing tendency for

ng-age

fields of thought

lm^7 change of views be permitted.

iflSF Ideas are thus spread, new inter-

m^«m^ est kindled, and the best meth-Mnl^ ods are prominently brought out.

IH^^i^i^ True progress demands continu-

^^mKtf^' ous readjustment to changing

activity is this more true than in

the commercial development of electric applications. The
manager of the electric company in one town, or his sub-
ordinates, cannot rest inactive or indifferent when so much
depends upon their keeping abreast of the times. Nor
can the careful manager provide for the making of trials

or experiments in the several lines upon which he may
need information. -He can, however, through such an or-

ganization as the National Electric Light association, be
brought into sympathy with his fellows, be kept in touch

with the newer developments, and receive a renewed im-

petu
: of \

practicable for such an organization to hold frequent meet-*

ings at places remote from each other. It is also difficult

for the members to be away from their own scene of activ-

ity in their busiest and most exacting season. For this

reason the annual meeting, held at a favorable time and
place, becomes the important event of the year. That the

annual meeting of the present year will be marked as

one of the most important in the history of the associa-

tion is evident from the preparations which have been
made to that end. Anyone who has matter to present

which may be of importance to the central station man-
ager is sure of a respectful hearing at these meetings.

The record of the association's proceedings in the past

is an enviable one, and there is no reason why in the

future a high standard may not be maintained, while the

influence of the association may be extended. The idea

of connecting the proceedings at the annual meeting with
a public exhibition of electrical apparatus and methods
is a good one, for although hitherto there have been,

during the annual meetings, exhibits of various electri-

cal manufactures, they have been limited by the facili-

ties for making displays and have not been intended to

arouse general public interest in electrical progress.

There is every prospect that both the meeting and exhibi-

tion will be a great success, and that the value and inllu-

enceof the National Electric Light association to its mem-
bers will continue in increasing proportions in the future,

h must not be forgotten that the enormous .tdvances in

electrical science have, in the past, been built upon, and

received their encouragement from, the commercial ex-

tension of electric lighting and power as exemplilied in

the innuraer.able plants throughout the Union—a develop-

ment which has needed the combination of the results of

the best technical skill and engineering with the busi-

ness talent and energy so muclr needed in all growing

Manufacturers Benefited as Well as
Consumers.
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The Consulting Electrical Engineer
liv \V. M, SriNK.

Wlieii science sikklcnly cxpnn.N inl" vl<l<- .,.,ninr
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r.'lily i'lcnl and

icasonablc liyurc foi-

and cheap apparatus

Organization of the Exposition.

hen it was determined tu hulil the nineteent

;t his profession is entitled to fullcon-

ust become of increasing use to the

le of electricity. His proper ftinction

is too often overlooked, and delayed recognition sliould be

accorded him. These are statements not prompted by sen-

timent, but forced upon the attention from the
"

consideration of the many poorly planned

and prol'it-consuming electric lighting plants

and the numerous financial disasters which

have brought electrical investments into dis-

credit in the eyes of inconsiderate capitalists.

Those who have had the opportunity of

examining many of the smaller electrical

plants have been impressed with their faulty

holding of an elabora'

ratus, something far m
before been attempted

of electr

etropolis. With this

view, a meeting was lield at tlie Murray Mill Hotel (

September loth. at which I^resident Wilmerding, Messr

f^eck, Huntley, Baker, Davis, Markle, Gardner, Re
man, Burleigh and Seely were present, A sub-cor

Thi;

and disregard of economic de-

s noticeable in the steam plant,

of transfon the

larger plants make a belter showing. 1 his

was not so noticeab'e some years ago, when

people were willing pay a high price for the

service because of its novelty. Since the

business has become a settled one and been

thrust on a competing basis with cheapened

and improved gas lighting; and this in the

face of general hard times throughout the

country, the e.xpected reaction has set in to

the disparagement of electric lighting. An-

other factor cannot be overlooked; the cost

of producing electrical energy for either

lighting or power has by no means cheapened

in proportion to the decreased charges for

such service. Both arc and incandescent

lighting have now reached very nearly their

possible perfection, and the disagreeable fact

remains that both these translating devices

consume too much costly energy for the re-

turns in light units. Add to this that the
harrim

cost of dynamos, motors, transformers and

accessories is still unreasonably high, and we have a condi-

tion calculated to make the thoughtful business ^man cau-

tious before he invests. If the foregoing analysis be not

exaggerated, there is urgent need for reform. This should

occur along many lines, but the particular phase with

which we are now concerned is the recognition of the

offices of the consulting electrical engineer. His functions

are sufficiently well understood to let them pass without

Established stations need his services. The steam plant

should be inspected, looking to higher efficiency and sug-

gested economies. The resulting economy from properly

taken indicator cards may alone many'times pay for his serv-

ices. The switchboard instruments doubtless need recali-

bration, thus increasing the satisfaction the service wi.l

give customers. Faults in the dynamos; their improper

operation; too great copper losses in the line; bad construc-

tion, telling on the coal pile; poor transformers, and too

small sizes used; poor carbons in the arc lamps, and waste-

ful lamps on the incandescent service—these and many

other details will repay careful and frequent inspection.

But too much stress can scarcely be placed on his offices

in new construction work. Competition is so ruinously

fierce that the majority of would-be investors can not dis-

tinguish between mere cheapness and the real long-run

economy of meritorious apparatus. He is too often the

prey of unscrupulous business methods. In short, to

place a new electrical station on a sound paying basis de-

mands engineering skill and experience of a high order

This applies to every portion of the steam and generating

dant and the Hue construction. But a word about the

was deter]

ever, as the associatio

the idea, a company w,

ducting the exhibition

tion of the associatioi

proved by the Ameri

The exposition manag

operation of the Ame

PRESIDENT NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOM 1 I

; appointed with power to act, and aftei coi

; with the principal electrical manufacturing

a the country and the central station men, it

nined to hold an elaborate exposition. How-
e association was not in position to develop

; formed for the purpose of con-

This plan received the sane-

officers and was afterward ap-

an Street Railway association,

ment has also enjoyed the co-

can Institute of Electrical En-

gineers, and thus, it will be seen, the enterprise has the

unanimous support of the three representative bodies

whose members are interested in electrical advance-

ment. When the National Electrical Exposition com-

pany was organized the following named officers were

selected; President, Harrison
J. Smith; vice-presi-

dent, W. F. Weiss; secretary and treasurer, George F,

Porter; executive committee, C. O. Baker, Jr., H. L.

Lufkin, R. B. Corey, E. F. Peck, H, J. Smith; general

manager, Clarence E, Stump. The stockholders include

many central station men, and the enterprise has from

the beginning received the cordial support of the na-

tional association. In return the exposition company

has made a very liberal arrangement by which the asso-

ciation receives $2,000 in any event and a certain per-

centage of the profits over a stipulated sum. The inter-

ests of the organization were carefully guarded and a

committee appointed to look after the matter.

President Smith, the official head of the enterpri.se,

is a well-known central station man and is one of the

of the Nalii

format!

most familiar figu

Electric Light
,

cellent portrait is presented upon this page. Mr. S

is superintendent of the Edison Electric Illumin;

company of New York. This corporation is one o

largest in the country. It furnishes current for

done is the best cvide

Conventions and Exhibitions Hav
Educational Influence.

m ::::::

iignt tne nuiden mysteries

t we are all working with, c

eries are often of so great im

of the electrical world are

! that

these

ones who are benefited by thei

world is told by the reports f

ventions that there has been an answer found
for another one of Nature's mysteries. We
listen for a moment and then our minds pause
and become amazed at the records of what has

been done, and inquire what possible achieve-

ments remain for the future.

Then the bringing together of the electri-

cal people at these conventions has a most
healthy influence upon the trade or profes-

sion. It gives a higher moral tone to the

business by bringing its members promin-
ently before the public and showing the out-

sider in a practical way what kind of gen-
tlemen generally compose the electrical asso-

ciations and the material they are made of.

It cultivates a more friendly feeling between
the members and imparts invaluable knowl-
edge to them through contact with their

Consider the fact of how eagerly the trade

papers, containing the detailed accounts of

the doings of the conventions, are sought
after and read by those who cannot attend

the annual

These facts 1

of the

ithii elusive proofs of

the great good that there is in store for the

National Electric Light association.

Then the holding of exhibitions in con-

junction with the convention benefits both

and the manufacturer—one can hardly decide

the most advantage. One is given practical

of the particular merits of the appliances, for

here he sees, side by side, the different wares he has to

deal with, and can make his own comparisons, and when
he leaves the exhibition hall after the convention it is

full knowledge of the, re-

LppHances therein exhibited.

fault if he ha

We thii say of the exposition

be exhibited all the best and standard

used for the full equipment of electric

that thei

plants.

The manufacturer is benefited by having the exceptional

chance of coming directly in contact with the interested

engineer and purchaser and being able, in many cases, to

show his appliances in actual operation.

The manufacturers here in Philadelphia, recognizing the

great good there is in trade associations, have lately banded
together under the name of the Electrical Trades associa-

tion, and the rapidity with which the other eastern cities

are following our example is very encouraging to us as the

original association, and we think that the day is not very

far distant when all the different branches of the electrical

industry will have their associations and will send their dele-

gates to a national convention. We can only say that asso-

ciations united in this way will form a great and grand insti-

tution and will work untold benefits to the followers of

electricity. The writer thinks that it lies in the domain of

electrical papers to help form sach an association, which, he

thinks, if once started, would meet with approval throughout

the whole country.
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The Exposition Building.
The building in which the electrical exposition will ht

held is known as the New York Industrial Building

As shown in the cut (Fig. i), it is an imposing struc

ture fronting on Lexington avenue, extending back t(

Depew place and occupying the block between Forty

third and Forty-fourth streets. The structure is sever

stories high and the special feature of constructior

which makes it such an admirable place for an e\hibitior

of this kind is shown in the sectional \iew Fig

from the central station. The capacity of the plant is

C.ooo lamps, but these are distributed over the entire

building. The expositiot management has arranged for

additional current to be supplied from exhibitors' appa-

ratus. Altogether the 1 ghting features of the great

show will be the most in eresting part of the exhibition

for central station men.

The floor plan, shown in Fig. 4, shows the division

and allotment of space as arranged by the management.

feet of ,

people

liable space As will readil) be seen b; ref

he sectional \iew, the central section of this

orium, which will easily accommodate 8,000

lurraounted by a glass dome 65 feet high and

containing 12,000 square feet of glass, and its construc-

tion is such that it is one of the strongest and most per-

fect light-giving domes ever built. This makes the hall

available for day use, and at night prevents over-heat-

ing. The floor is smooth and solid, and the heating,

lighting and ventilating appliances are exceptionally

fine. The lighting plant of the building, which, as may
be judged from the general equipment, is thoroughly

modern and of considerable proportions for an isolated

installation, as shown in Fig 3. For obvious reasons a

separate building, on the corner of Depew place and

Forty-fourth street, is used as a power station. The
boiler room is below the street level and is fitted with

four return tubular boilers of 150 horse power each and

the necessary feed-water appliances. The dynamo
room is on the ground floor of the building. The equip-

ment consists of one 300 horse power and one 150 horse

power Corliss engine, manufactured by the Fishkill

Landing Machine company. Fishkill, N. Y., and one

100 horse power Skinner engine, manufactured at Erie,

Classification of Technical Data.

By B. J. Arnold.

: gives me pleasure to express my interest in the

testimony to the vahie of the

work it has accomplished in the

commercial progress of the elec-

trical business. Peculiar interest

has been always attached to the

development of the electric light-

ing industry, both on account of

its rapid growth and of its many
radical changes. Acting as a

safety-valve for many overcrowded

lines of engineering and invest-

ment, it very naturally attracted

to its ranks many of the brightest

men in ihe country. As the business grew, it was not at all

strange that those engaged in it early felt the need of an

organization of a national character which would bind to-

gether their various interests. That the work of the Na-

tional Electric Light association has been of great value

is due, then, primarily to the fact that the organization

filled a natural need. At the same time, too much credit

cannot be given to those of its members who, by the sacri-

fice of their time and best thought, have contributed so

materially to its powerful influence.

Few men who have not actually passed through the ex-

perience appreciate the amount of labor necessary to bring

to a successful issue such a meeting as the present gather-

ing in New York. That the work of the programme com-

mittees of the past is to be commended can be shown

in no better way than by the fact that the reports, of the

conventions are to be found as works of reference in a large

number of offices. Some of the most valuable papers that

have been contributed to electrical literature have been

read before the association and are second in value only to

some of the discussions by which they have been followed.

A successful electric lighting man, be he sales agent,

enginrer or investor, must keep himself constantly in touch

with the various improvements in his particular line of

work, and to this end he must use every opportunity which

presents itself. To our brothers of the technical press we

owe our everlasting gratitude for their unceasing efforts to

""'-if ' • m
"

" u"" IJ

Pa. The 300

FIG. 2. THE EXPOSITION BUILDING.—SECTIONAL

horse power engine drives two 80 kilowatt keep \

Fort Wayne generators belted in tandem from a counter

shaft. Three 45 kilowatt Edison generators are driven

by the 150 horse power engine, A fourth 45 kilowatt

Edison generator is belted separately to the Skinner en-

gine. The switchboard is of marbleizcd slate ;ind is

equipped with Weston and old type 1
i. <• }- <•nn:n^u

instruments. The mains are carriL^I .11 1 1 h

.street by underground conduit and i.'il.'ii [.ihr .i, luim-

tion center in the ba.sement of the Industrial lUuldinf.;.

The building is also connected with the mains of the

Edison Electric Illuminating company, so that in case

of accident lo the power plant current can be furnished

nfortunately the busy man ha

velopment has become
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which have helped them on their way. The programme

for this year's convention is certainly one of the best ever

offered to the association and is sure to maintain the high

standard set in the past. The meeting in New York,

given as it is in conjunction with a great electrical exhibi-

tion, is sure to instill new life and energy for future work.

It seems easy to predict that the association will continue

to exert a powerful influence, and, being in the hands of

able managers, it is hoped that during the coming conven-

tion the social and exhibition features, prominent as they

will and should be, will not be allowed to hide the im-

portance of the business meeting, and that a more de-

termined effort will be made to classify the technical data

collected, so that the information shall be as available and

beneficial to the members of the association as similar

information has been to the members of the older and more

thoroughly established steam railroad and gas organiza-

tions of the country.

Opening the Electrical Show.
Throughout the arrangements for the great electrical

exhibition, the management displayed excellent judg-

ment in securing attractive features that would appeal

to the public generally as well as the electrical frater-

nity. As announced in the last issue of the Western-

Electrician, Governor Morton consented to formally

open the exposition, and General E. S. Greeley had al-

ready consented to loan for the purpose the gold telegraph

key used by President Cleveland at the World's Fair in

1893. An excellent half-tone reproduction of this key

is herewith presented. The instrument is a very hand-

some piece of workmanship, is made of solid gold with

an ivory finger rest, and on the sides of the handsome

plush standard are the dates 1492-1S93, as shown in the

illustration. A special despach from New York, dated

May ist. says:

"Governor Morton will arrive in New York at noon on

Monday and he will be received by President Wilmer-

ding of the association. President Smith of the exposi-

tion, and four former presidents of the association—

Huntley, Armstrong. Francisco and Ayer^and the re-

eptK

On 1 the . tion Monday evening the hall

Fluorescent tubes will be ar-

/hen Governor Morton touches

will be dimly lighted,

ranged about the hall an

the .key there will be an instantaneous illumination.

Grouped in the center of the main auditorium will be

the letters N. E. L. A, composed of electric lights and

over them will be American flags.

"ft has been arranged with the cooperation of the

Postal Telegraph-Cable company that when Governor

Morton closes the circuit through the key to the power

plant, instead of signaling merely from floor to floor of

the exposition building, a circuit of 6,000 miles of cop-

per wire will first be made across the continent and

back, 'through Chicago and San Francisco. Arrange-

ments have been made also to fire signal cannon in the

New York. Augusta, St. Paul, San Fr and Ne

Exposition Will Be a Revelation.

e more before h.iK Ml. 1, .1 1.1:

niachini-rv and si;ni>l C-: I'fi'n

of the effort is beins; made to make t

t of the in the history of the issociati

entions .nttcndance will be mo e than

and I believe that the

e as large as at any pre-
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Appointment of Patent Committee Sug-
gested.

I umlL-isUmil Uie objects pt tlic National Kluclri

iglit association art; to listen to and discuss papers upo:

WESTERN ELECTiaCIAN.

Exhibitions Should be Confined to Nc
elties.

i
subjects of special interest, to dis-

play and inspe( t apparatus, to se-

cure an exciiange of ideas, pro-

mote go d feeling and to take

^rener;

:irly so of the

and is recog-

thc discuss

iniprovenic

ized by most commercial organi-

appointment of "patent" commit ees and

, of questions looking to the amendment or

of the patent laws. Rut it seems to me that

the National Electric Light association has developed a

spirit of apathy in this direction which is little short of

total disregard. So far as I am aware, it,

at present, has no patent committee; it has

never passed a resolution touching upoii the

patent system or law^^, and there has not

been more than one or two papers on this sub-

ject read before the association. The reason

for this apathy is not apparent, while there are

many reasons for action. When several of the

fundamental telephone patents expired a few

years ago, the diversity of opinion among

manufacturers as to what construction of

telephone might thereafter be manufactured

without infringement was fearful and wonder-

ful ;
thegreatest confusion of ideas existed, and

even to-day many are in the dark as to where

they stand and are proceeding blindly to put

apparatus on the market for which they will

have to give an accouming sooner or later.

The patent situation in the e'ectric lighting

industry is quite as confusing as it was in

the telephone industry, and it seems to me

that the National Electric Light as=ociation

might inaugurate a plan at the coming con-

vention which would be of considerable benefit

to its members. For instance, a patent com-

mittee composed of the best qualified members

might be appointed (if one is not now in ex-

istence) whose day, among others, it shall

be to keep ihe run of decisions of the courts

affecting electric lighting patents, to prepare

a digest of the same in such terms as a lay-

man can understand, adding notes as to the

finality of the decisions and such other in-

formation as may appear desirable, even to

the extent of interpreting the meaning of de-

cisions, where doubt exists. This information

should be presented to the convention, and

possibly printed f^r distribution among the

members. Then, again, resolutions express-

ing the sentiment of the association upon the

measures now before Congress for the amend-

ment of the patent laws should be adopted

and forwarded. Several bi Is have been introduced,

some of which, if pas ed, will do more injury than

good to the present system, and an exp ession of opinion

from an influential body like the National Electric Light

association would have its weight with those in Congress

who are managing the bills. These suggestions are put

forth as being something the associat on has never con-

sidered, it being understood that there are various other

lines of work for a "patent" committee.

Testing Bureau Suggested.
Hv C. C. IIaskins.

The National I'llectric Light association is to-da

representative body of the electric light and power i

csts of

Canada.

of manufactures of all kinds, some

only be connected with the electrical busine

wide stretch of imagination. I believe that such exhibi-

tions distract from the real purpose of the meetings,

are a source of unnecessary expense to the exhibitors, and

detract from the efficiency and proper conduct of ihe meet-

ing. I am strongly of the opinion that exhibitions in con-

nection with annual meetings should be confined (under the

direction of a special committee appointed for the purpose)

to such apparatus and devices of novelty and merit as have

the

Standardizing Incandescent Lamp
Sockets.

By F. R. Upton.

[jHERE is one matter which might profitably

before the national convention,

which, from my own experience, I deem

very important—that is, the standardizing of

the sockets of incandescent lamps. To my mind there is

no question that the standard socket should be the Edi-

son. Some 15 years ago standard gauges were sent to

England, Germany and France for Edison plugs and

sockets, and the Edison plug to-day is the only one which

might be considered as international. It is my judgment

that two-thirds to three-fourths of all the lamps in use in

the world are mounted with Edison plugs.

Conventions of Great Value if Not Held
Too Often.

By F. E. DoNOHOE.

sidered in their proper sense, are,

the best interests of the

electrical business. The [assem-

bling and commingling of the

representatives of the different

factors which constitute our in-

dustry cannot help but to

achieve excellent results and

redound to the advantage of the

trade in general. While the

omnipresent supply man fails to

enjoy what to him seems to be

without doubt, conduc

i ited
I

the eral

zeal and persistent energy wl

suits of the meetings. Conv

'1 he general public i

quired for safe electric

is patent to the elect ic

day 11 lied v

NlimiUI enforce

I leachinKs by

as by prtccpl,

ligh and noble

owledge

nity that the market

being sold and used in localities where in-

spection is not required by law ; appliances

which are sometimes a hazard to life as well

as property.

I think the National Electric Light asso-

ciation is capable of exerting a large influ-

ence for good by condemning this class of

appliances and indorsing those which are

commendable.

The Electrical Insurance Bureau has labor-

atories where tests are made of such merchan-

dise, but their interests are those pertaining

to property only. They have said ' We do

Let the National Electric Light a

organize a laboratory, and equip the

testing of wires, insulators, cut-outs, switches,

etc., and issue a diploma of endorsement

for all such as are proven to be acceptable.

Make this bureau an integral part of the

association, but self-supporting, by charging

a fee for the examination and diploma of say,

five, ten, or twenty dollars. Let the salary of

the expert be a percentage of receipts, and

require a detailed report at the annual meet-

ing.

The above is simply an outline. I think

this would have the effect'of killing off a

large list of mischievous appliances which

are being used where no e.xpert is at hand

to condemn them ; and the advantage to a

salesman carrying a copy of such a diploma

uld able

Conventions, when the members d

tacitly fol'ow the precepts of an old c

society motto, known as F. F. F.—

I

feed, tluid--maybe productive of much
for no one can mingle with his peers

sembled without learning something u

and the holding of an exhibition at tht

ill lend additional interest to the conventio

the attendance and the membership, and a(

Not Sure that Exhibitions are Profitable.

By Thomas C. Wood.

ilE always testify to our faith in the electrical

. by having a representative at-

tend them, unless prevented by some other

urgent busines-.

The coming May exposition in this city promises to be

ne of the most successful ever held, and in our opinion

• neglect the

We do 1

no ele,iric-.l or engine company

opportunities that it will present

portunities necessarily for maki

ing the circle of friends and for

As to the advantage of exposil

these conventions, we are not s

able from an exhibitor's stant

business has been rather overdone of late years, and tin

standard types of apparatus a'e already well known. A
affording, however, opportunities for introducing novel

ties, such exhibitions are no doubt excellent.

newing o'd acquain-

that tbey are profit-

int. ,The exposition
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Convention a Safety Valve.
By J. McGhie.

LOOK upon conventions in the liglit of a

safety valve which allows the pent-up feelings

of 12 months to escape and gives men an

opportunity of meeting on a common ground,

feelings of business distrust and kindred senti-

ments are, to a great extent, absent. It gives them the

opportunity of meeting and discussing matters in a very

different spirit from that which is usually present when

they are in their own business offices, and accomplishes in

a few minutes what months of correspondence would

probably be unable to effect.

Regarding the papers read at the meetings, with the

facilities which the technical papers offer to all electrical

engineers who have important matters to discuss or new

things to bring to the attention of their confreres, I be-

lieve that the reading of these papers and the desultory

discussions which usually follow are comparatively worth-

Regarding the question of committees and reports the

same remark applies here as in the preceding paragraph.

In regard to the question of exhibits, I think they are

of great importance to the supply or manufacturing end

of the electrical business, which is really the important

end, for it must be admitted that the work of experiment

Increase in Membership Desired.

Bv William H. Bry.vn.

It has occurred to me that it would be a wise policy to

make some effort toward increasing the membership from

- among actual operators of lighting

stations More members would be

arly desirable from the

- plants, which,

they usually cannot affon

keep experts in their employ. The

I should I

membershij

entage of the total

Exchange of Views Benefical.

By Foree Bain.

Conventions, like "rattlers," smooth the rough cor-

ers, polish the surfaces and brighten the entire contents

by the rubbing-up-against-each-

\.9

^^^^\ parlicuiarly desirable from the
M^IAT'iA smaller plants, which, as a rule, z^^^^l

J| .^^ stand in greater need of assistance. /i

lit'lidriL' ^^ ^^^y "S"^"y cannot afford to ^^^ I

{...^^HHaJH^^^HHttfi keep experts in their employ. The ^hk^ft^^^^^^^B^H association should number among ^^K/f
j^^^H|^^^^^H its a far per- ^9^^F ]

^^^^Hi^^B^^H centaEre of the number L^^H^^ J"^W^^F stations in this country. Would M^i—
' it not be well also to encourage BIH-JBkfl

other process, the effect of .

other by contact. A free ex-

change of thought and experi-

ence on the subjects of interest

to all cannot but be generally

beneficial. The principles of

the old craft of "refusir

for fear of the birds

a thi]

the fin indications

the conventions

not only of the executive officers of central stations through-

out the country, but also of men in actual charge of the

operation of the plants—the superintendents and chief en-

It would seem, also, that the time is ripe for a change in

the name of the association. It has long since ceased to

be a strictly electric light association. The railway and

power interests have developed to such an extent, and are

so intimately associated with lighting, thai the present name

FIG. 3. THE EXPOSITION BUILDING.—

and development is not done in the station

engineering departments of the factories, am
no doubt tha thes ex ibitionsgive the visiting purchaser

an opport unitvof seeing within a very short time all that

is new in the elect ica lield in the way of supplies and

the lesser

isi

chine y-

Geo ona Exhibitions Advocated,
Ev S. M. Hamill.

Persona lly am eat believer in this association, as

well as in all other kindred associations which bring men
together for interchange of ideas.

^^^^^^^miBin All the benefits of such an associa-^Pmw^. tion are not, however, derivedM t-t from the regular meetings of the

1i1C-

associations and the papers and

discussions connected therewith.

The interchange of ideas and

opinions and experiences in con-

side of the

of great benefit to all taking part

I do not believe it advisable to hold an exhibition at every

convention, but believe that an exhibition, say once in four

or five years, is a most excellent idea and productive of

good results.

As to the management of the association, I believe it

could not be better.

is misleading^. Would not the National Electrical associa-

tion be better?

If another suggestion is in order, it would be that the

next convention be held in one of the large weslern cities.

I have a very high opinion of the usefulness of conven-

tions of this character. Their value has been so often dem-

onstrated as to need no argument at this time. The in-

crease of interest in the work, the exchange of experiences,

the broadening of acquaintanceships, are all of great value.

I was fortunate enough to be able to take an active part

in the entertainment of the association at the convention

held in St. Louis in 1S93, and feel positive that the influ-

ence of that meeting was felt in quite a definite degree in

the marked increase of activity in electrical industries which

has since been manifested in this city and surrounding ter-

ritory.

There can be no doubt that the effect of such conventions

on tiade generally is good. The irtcreased knowledge and

experience which come from such reunions cannot help re-

viving interest and activity in all electrical work. The peo-

ple who attend these conventions are the men who are look-

ing for better apparatus and supplies I heartily approve

of the idea of holding exhibitions in connection with these

conventions. They should, hdwcvor. be very general in

character, :iml not confinrd simply to supply details. The
exhibition should ahv.-^^vs be secondary to the main objects

of the convention, and must not be allowed to outweigh the

prime objects of the gathering. The manufacturing inter-

ests are beginning to understand that they are expected on

iheseoccasions to display their latest and best products.

an intelligent man is the free-

edge. When conventions are conducted in a manner to

promote the true object of their existence, they must be

of great benefit, but when they become simply marts for

the disposal of goods, the aggregation sinks below the

dignity of a convention. I am a hearty indorser of the

;of

nee, and for the di;

ngly, generally I 1

>l opinions and

hods, although,

absence.

Tendency to Bring About Uniformity of
Best Practice.

By Edwin J. Houston and A. E. Xenneli.y.

No one who has followed the history of the National

Electric Light association can fail to recognize the im-

portant influence it has exerted

on the a t of electric lighting

f::T^ in this CO untrv. Its conventions

Jk^, have brought together men from

'iBt^^
al parts of the country thoroughly

equipped as regards electric

iIHbi^ lighting. with that intimate

s^% knowledge which comes only

ual practice. Such^A. ^^ meetinns cannot fail to ensure

an interchange of ideas, uliiih"^mm* tends to bring about a iini-

formity of practice, and that

practice the best of it time.

Instead of each

light station acqui

electric

ing its

knowledge through a series r1^
of expensive experiments, the ^^\
experience of any o le station m^
becomes the common property "T
of all, thus necessaril insuring - J
great economy not or ly to the jM

but

the nty

The tendency to the develop,

ment of the most advanced prac

tice invariably creates a gener-

ous rivalry and enthusiasm, arising from

of the fact that all results achieved by any

ager will pass in revision before his peers at

Conventions Improve Business.

By W, R. Mason.

An experience of some seven or eight years hasconvin

: that the holding of conventions, with the accompany

exhibitions, is of great importa

and benefit to the entire trade.

9
feel ccnfiden that the business

generally is inc reased and nlarged

bv such gathe mgs. The canvass-

ing of views b pract cal n en from

all parts of the con itrv and the

exhibition ,if s show

have the time to visit Ihc lli.ius-

ands of lighting stations and railway plants scattered

throughout the land, and yet each one of these is sttid\-

ing how best atl.l n;..vt . e-.n.Mni. ,i''\ h> .pr!,l^ i'^ lei-i-

ness. I have \u'\ : : ;l
,

. _;,, .i

points as a resuli ' k
'

i In

New York is, in lui ..p;!, ., sup ,,i i h. n^h, ,!,:,,,;„„

business. I shall hope to see it followed by a like expo-

sition in Chicago in the near future.
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Official List of Exhibitors.

I'ollowing is theolTicial lisl ot exhibitors and the spaces

allotted at the exposition, and the exact position of these

can be seen by reference to tlie plan presented on this

p.age. It will be noted that several names in the list are

marked R. Such exhibits are on the ground floor and

may lie classed as part of the equipment of the exposi-

tion. The headquarters of the Western Electrician

.-ii the convention and exposition will be at C 48-49 in the

main auditorium. Hy reference to the floor diagram of

the exposition printed on this page, it will be seen that

this location is near the entrance to the elevated rail-

rti.-td. CIrand Central depot, at the Forty-third street and

liL'iiew place corner of the buildinu.

.,.,,,, ,^,,.,^•,.„V„^k.
270

MrCr;jMy:"A'."A.'.'MaMuLturinB company. New

In 1
II ,,,,„y. R 2>il McEw„n.

J. 11., ManufacturinB company, Riclge-

li.l.ly liluclric MauuIaclurinR company, Windsor,
' 127 *' "' iiii'.'ii. 1

lulison l':ioi:tric Illumiimting company, New .iiiy. New York

Elrrlrical i:u..^>: < '.. . '.
. 1

1

K \. •
,

.
. ,'. . ., '

,
!• ,

,',„, s;,.„

II 134-7 rl

sTime Detect
ffv.Hnrtnn, M

..JDelpew "pLAtC

, MeadviHe, Pa.

283 Safety Engir
5-12 Safety Insul

260 Schieren. CI

Schoonmaker. A.
Searles. A. M., CI

Sheperd Engine (

Chit

. JohnC. New Yorl
Smeltzer & Co.. Nun
Spon & Chamberlair

Spragiie Electric EI

Standard Fail
Standard Underground Cable

^fiefd, mSs"'^"
Stanley & Patterson. New Yor]

Thomson
Thorn;

Locomotive company. Taunton. Mass.
Manufacturing company. New York.

r company, Brooklyn.
ushnell. New York.
ical Construction company. New

United Electri
phia.

United States 1

United States
York.

Improvement company, Philadel-

'rism Glass Globe company. New

!PlanI nr Mai:!^ fLDDR N/iJidHai- Electrical E1xpP5itidi

Vacuum Oil company, Rochester, JJ. Y.
Van Nostrand,.D. & Co.. Kew York.
Vetter. J. C. S: Co.. New York.

Wagner Electrical Manufacturing company, S

Walker Manufacturing company, Cleveland, O.
Warren, A. K., & Co.. New York.

Westmghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,,

Weston Electrical Instrument company. Newark.

XPOSITION EUILDI^

Ashcroft Manufacturing company. New York.

Babcock & Wilcox company. New York
Ball Bearing company. Boston.

Bishop Gutta Percha company. N
Bossert. William F.. Utica. n' Y.

w York.

Boynton Multivolt Battery compa y. New Yo

Bryan Marsh company. New York.
Burhom & Granger, New York,
Burry. John. New York.
Buyer's Reference company. New York.

Calculagraph company. New York.
CarH Electric Motor & Dynamo comp

cinnati, O.
Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company,

N.J.
Case, J. T.. Engine company, New Brit;

,
Sons. Ne

i company, Chicagi

1 & Telegraph company, New

'i
company. New Yorl<

company, New York,
npany (F.S.BIackall),

"^^

HavHen & Derby Manutactu
'York.

Heine & Robertson.
Heine Safety Boiler company,
Herzog Teleseme company. N
Hollzer-Cabot Electric compa
Huebel & Manger, Brooklyn, 1

Hunt, C. W., New York.

India Rubber & Gutta Percha
Yonkers, N. Y.

Ironclad Rheostat compan Wesltield, N.

den Pipe company, Willij

y R.. New York.

National Electric Light Association.

Following is the list of papers to be read before the

convention of the National Electric I-ight association,

New York, as approved by President Wilmerding:

Tncsduy. May j/h.

Acetylene Gas L. A. Ferguson.
Single-phase, Self-starting, Synchronous Motors...

F. FI. Leonard.
Equalizer Systems of Distribution A, Churchward.

ll'ed/iesday. May blh.

Results Accomplished in Distribution of Light and
Power by Alternating Currents. .W. L. R. Emmett.

Evolution of Interior Conduits: From An Electri-

cal Standpoint Luther Stieringer.

Evolution of the Inductor Alternator John F. Kelly.

Steam Boilers; Their Equipment and Manage-
ment Albert A. Carey.

Thursday, May ilh.

Evolution of the Arc Lamp L. H. Rogers.

Electrolysis Capt. Wm. Brophy,
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The publication offices of the Western Electrician

have been removed to much more commodious quar-

ters Our new address is Suite 510 Marquette build-

ing. Dearborn and Adams streets, Chicago.

The telephone number remains unchanged—Main

1746-

Those who attend the convention and exhibition this

week at New York will want to know what those whom
they meet there are doing, and those who do not visit

the metropolis will no doubt feel considerable curiosity

about the proceedings and attendants. For the benefit

of both classes— those who attend and those who stay

at home—the Western Electrician will present a com-

plete report of the proceedings, descriptions of the ex-

hibits, a list of those in attendance and interesting

news notes, comments and personal items. It will be

an unusually attractive publication and should be read

by everyone interested in the association and its work.

In the lighting of large public and commercial build-

ings in cities does economy lie in the installation of a

private plant or in relying on the larger resources of the

central station? This is an old question, and one which

depends for its correct answer, of course, largely on such

individual conditions as location, heat and power; but

still it would be very advantageous, to the consumer at

least, to have the benefit of a full, fair and free discus-

sion by experts in modern practice. Perhaps it would

be too much to expect the National Electric Light asso-

ciation to go into the merits of both sides of this con-

troversy, since it is made up of men who are of necessity

partisans of the central station; yet no one can honestly

affirm that the isolated plant has no place in the economy

of electric lighting. But the rub comes in defining

the limits of that place. In a city like Chicago, where

the central station service is systematized and econo-

mized to the last degree and where the independent en-

gineers are alert and aggressive, the conflict between the

advocates of the two policies is unceasing. One day we
are told that a State street merchant has ascertained by

actual experience that it costs him more to make current

than to buy it, and that he has thrown out his plant and

returned penitent to the central station, and the next

we hear of a leading hotel proprietor who complains of

the size of his monthly bills for light and engages an en-

gineer to design a private plant. And so the warfare is

waged, directed by the bright minds on each side, with

the advantage seemingly with this party to-day and

with the other to-morrow, but with never a conclu-

sion. Probably there never will be a conclusion, with

the diverse elements that enter into each case; but a

fair statement of the contention— "The Central Station

versus the Isolated Plant," under the conditions and

practice of iSge^would certainly make very interesting

reading. If such a paper were read before the National

Electric Light association it ought at least to elicit an

animated c

Chicago next year! There seems to be a practical

unanimity of opinion on this point, and the National

Electric Light association will make no mistake in desig-

nating this city as the place for holding the twentieth

meeting. Many reasons might be advanced in support

of this view, but we believe that there is a general desire

upon the part of a majority of the members of the organi-

zation to hold the next convention in this city. It has been

several years since the association enjoyed the hospi-

tality of the Chicago electrical fraternity. The last

meeting, which -was held in the old' Exposition building

on the lake front in 18S9, was the most successful that

had been conducted up to that time, and it is doubtful

if any subsequent gathering has been so satisfactory to

all interests. In those days, it will be remembered, big

exhibitions of electrical apparatus were unknown, but

at Chicago there was presented a display that for prac-

tical advantages, extent and general interest had never

before been approached. The meetings, too, were un-

usually interesting, and every delegate and visitor felt

amply repaid for the trouble and expense entailed. We
believe that In the event of the association selecting Chi-

cago for the meeting place next year, the organization

will gain considerable strength in this territory. This

city is undoubtedly an ideal place for holding conven-

tions, espticially when the delegates come from all parts

of thecou;otry, Its railroad connections are unequaled.

Its facilities for accommodating visitors are unsurpassed.

The electrical installations in this community will

prove valuable object lessons for central station man-

agers and others engaged in construction work and the

operation of plants. But there are so many points of

interest that it would be folly to attempt to outline

them here. And, moreover, we believe it would be

wholly unnecessary to do so. Members of the organiza-

tion have signified a preference for this city as the place

for the next annual meeting, and on behalf of the elec-

trical interests of Chicago and the great West, the West-
ern Electrician extends to the National Electric Light

I cordial invitation to hold its next annual

I the metropolis of the West.

It is probably too much to expect that our old friend,

John Picturesque Barrett, will face the music at New
York and give central station men an opportunity to ask

him questions upon the subject of management, opera-

tion and cost of municipal lighting plants, but despite

this fact, there is a possibility that the general topic

may be discussed. We suggest that the association in-

vite Alex. Dow, city electrician of Detroit, to give the

results of his experience in this line. Mr. Dow will be

present at the convention and he has signified his readi-

ness to give his views if they are desired. He objects

to being classed as an "exponent of the idea of munici-

pal control of electric plants," and it may be added

that he does not consider a city station a cure for all

evils in street lighting. We bslieve that Mr. Dow con-

tends that with careful, intelligent and honest adminis-

tration a city lighting plant can b3 conducted as eco-

nomically as a private corporation. This, of course, is

the general theory of all advocates of municipal owner-

ship, but in practice somehow these conditions do not

appear to be present. This may be explained by the

fact that city oflBcials are not so careful in their expendi-

tures as are the men entrusted with the management of

private corporations, who realize that a strict accounting

for every penny dispensed by them will be exacted.

Then there are other considerations, but it is not neces-

sary to go further into details at this time. Let us hear

from Mr. Dow and others representing city plants. We
are sure that central station men comprising the as-

sociation will welcome any person who will tell them

how to furnish current for street lamps under the con-

ditions that exist in Detroit to-day for S60 or SO5 per

lamp per year. That is what Mayor Pingree says Mr.

Dow is doing. What has Mr. Dow to say on this sub-

ject?

Three years ago a great exposition, the greatest in

the history of the world, was opened at Jackson Park,

Chicago, and the feature of that exhibition which at-

tracted more attention than any other was the practical

application of electricity to commercial enterprises. It

was a revelation to the great throngs that visited the

World's Fair; they had no adequate idea of the advance-

ment that had been made or the possibilities of future

development which that event suggested. Since that

time giant strides have been made, and now the results

of experiments and investigations in this field are pre-

sented for the consideration of the public in the elec-

trical exposition in New York this month. The manage-

ment of this exhibition has displayed excellent judgment

in the selection and arrangement of exhibits that will

show the successive steps in the realization- of the pres-

ent state of perfection to which the art has been

brought, In the historical section, in the collection of

models loaned by the Patent Office, in the personal ex-

hibits of Edison and Thomson and in the contributions of

Cornell University and other institutions of learning, the

student will readily recognize the opportunity of a life-

time—one that is rarely afforded and then only to com-

paratively few—for the study of the evolution of every

branch of the science and industry. But this is not all.

The practical man, the capitalist whose money is invested

in electrical enterprises, and the manager and operator

of the central station, the telephone exchange and the tele-

graph office, will find the latest novelties in their re-

spective lines, the latest productions in the standard

types of machines for generating and utilizing power,

and thus be enabled to compare the points of advantage

in the several types of apparatus found in the market.

Those who seek the awe-inspiring and sensational will

be gratified by witnessing the model of the Niagara

plant operated by current furnished from the great

water power and the latest apparatus for producing

X-rays. Spectacular and theatrical features will be pro

vided in abundance during the period of the exhibition,

from the opening ceremony to the closing exercises. It

will be a great show from beginning to end, in every

department and in all its details, probably the most re-

markable displav that has been held in the city ol

New VoiK. Miiil iimloiihtedly the most valuable exhibi-

scientilic \;i1ir' as well ;is the magnitude of the financial
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SEVENTY-TWO PAGES.

The "Western Electrician" Beats Its

Record by Twenty Pages.
The Western F.T.Eri human conceives ii to be no

i:)reach of good taste, but rather an announcement of un-

usual interest, to mal<e especial mention of the fact that

in this issue it publishes 72 pages of advertising and ex-

ceeds its best previous record, made for the first Cleve-

land convention issue of February 23, 1895. by 20 pages.

This is certainly a remarkable achievement, especially

in view of the fact that six pages were received too late

for publication, and is of general good cheer as showing,

among other things, a gratifying return of confidence in

the electrical industry.

Hut we are especially gratified by, and grateful for.

the confidence shown in the Western Electrician.

This confidence may be ascribed to several causes, but

is chiefly due to the fact that the Western Electrician

occupies a peculiarly commanding position in the field of

electrical journalism. Not only is it extensively read

throughout every eastern state, where the people are

always alert to know what is going on in the great

West, the richest buying market in the world, but it

brings its patrons in close touch with a great electrical

constituency exclusively its own, out of the reach of any

other medium. This journal has always made a special

point of increasing its circulation, maintaining at all

times a high standard of excellence for its readers,

sparing neither pains nor money to give the electrical

news of all the world first and foremost among its con-

temporaries. We have yet to hear of a single case

where a patron, after thoroughly trying the Western

Electrician, has ever permanently deserted its columns.

Surely there is but one explanation—this advertising

brings results, and starts and maintains profitable busi-

ness relations between seller and consumer.

The steady advancement of special convention adver-

tising in the Western Electrician can be shown by a

little table well worthy of attention:

ls.e.
Number of

Reading Mat-
Square Inches

of Paid Ad-

Matter.

iVIarch 3, 1894...
February 23, 1895.
May 9, 1896

40

52

72

16

16

16

4.145

5.593
7.576

These figures are carefully and acurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-

membered, also, that, in computing the square inches

of advertising, all announcements of the Western Elec-

trician or the Electrician Publishing company are rig-

orously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2,000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

Special Features.
There is ample justification for calling especial atten-

tion to this number of the Western Electrician and

the special features which it contains, particularly the

excellent series of contributions from men of prominence

in every department of electrical science and industry.

Experimenters and investigators, inventors and engi-

neers, owners and managers of central stations, manufac-

turers and dealers in machinery and supplies, constructors

and operators, contribute their

is by far the most representati^

posium ever presented by an electrical publication, and

we bespeak for it the earnest consideration of the fra-

ternity. It is generally agreed by these writers that the

National Electric Light association has done much
good in promoting the interests of the electrical indus-

tries of the country, but there is not by any means the

same unanimity of opinion in the suggestions offered as

to how the association can best serve the fraternity in

the future. This number of the Western Electrician

contains 32 portraits of men actively engaged in elec-

trical pursuits and interested in the present exhibition,

with many other valuable illustrations.

W ri:STK K N' F.L l':CT W I ("' I AN.

The More Members the Greater Benefts.

Hv ClKOKcK A Kkdman.

The mseling of the Naliohril Klectric Light associaiion,

which is to take place in New York city in the beginnini;

of May, will undoubtedly be one

of the best and most important of

the kind ever held. This organiza-

tion should be heartily and enthusi-

astically fostered by every central

station in the United States with-

out a single exception. It has

done a great deal for the benefit of

ihe elcclric lighting industry in the

past, and its polency for the future

is beyond calculation. The more

members we can secure the more

benefits will naturally accrue to

each one interested. There is nothing the average

intelligent man so delights in as an interchange of ideas

with his compeers, and I know that I have always

derived a vast deal of enjoyment, not only from the

general meeting of ihe association, but from the quiet

side talks and trading of sermons incident thereto. I think

that each individual member of the association should fee

it his bounden duty to asist in the success of the coming

exposition by not only attending himself, but by also urging

the officers, customers and stockholders of his conipanv

to attend and see for themselves the enormous strides that

are being made every day by tHe electrical industries of the

country. All the indications point to a very fine array of

acted in the slighte ith electrical

Electrical Exhibitions Necessary
Healthy Growth of Business.

Ev L. H. Rogers.

ightopinion is that the coming

convention in New York will do more to

promote the interests of all concerned in the

electrical business than any other conven-

has preceded this one.

Ideas are somewhat Hke raindrops; they are plentiful,

nd scattered all over the universe A convention is like

great lake, where ideas are concentrated, stored and

ut in concrete form for future use for those who are in

measure dependent upon a reservoir of knowledge for

theii

electrK

the decade put

to be held in the Industrial

klay is one of the best ideas of

form. It should be perpet-

some place for him to exhibit the result of his money,

brains and skill. It is essential to the purchaser that

there be some place whe e he can see in actual operation

the best products in his line. An annual electrical ex-

hibition in some electrical center is therefore an abso'ute

necessity to the healthy growth of the electrical business.

Orig n of the Association.

BV C. C. W.^RREN.

What do I thin of the National Electric Light associ-

ation? Think of it! Why, what should or e think of his

own progeny? A ad have not I,

1

1 with ierry, Bowen Sperry. Hum-
mett and Brown always been

T jointly accused of the parentage^ &
of that offspring? They say "its

wt # a wise child that kn owsits father,'

is sure^dead certain. It's a queer

case of multitudinous paternal an-

As neither of the alleged male

ancestois has ever been able to

prove an alibi or produce a mar-

riage certificate, they long ago agreed to stand pat and

allow the motherless thing to confidently assert its legiti-

macy and take pride in its multiple of male progenitors.

Of course the convention is a good thing. Hasn't it

afforded lots of fun for the boys— given them a great chance

to air their wisdom—read papers on the occult, see their

names in the electrical journals and return home after a

week or so of scientific, bibulous and nicotianine investiga-

tion, expanded with the importance of their missions and

their contributions to electrical literature? Of course.

But, seriously, much valuable information has in the later

meetings of the National Electric Light association been

disseminated. \Yhile the men of early fame, like Thomson,

Weston, Maxim, Edison and Tesia, have not been conspic-

225

uous by their presence and hearty support, younger men,
more active in details, intensely earnest of purpose, and
perhaps none the less scientific, have given to the woild

through the columns of the Wrstern Elrctrician and
other journals the results of their researches, and thus stim-

ulated others to greater activity. The benefits are apparent

in the constant and rapid simplification of electrical devices

and consequent extension of electrical .ipplication. The
approaching convention in New York, with its exhibition

annex, will doubtless prove to be the most interesting con-

Central Station Men Must Control the
Organization.

liv r.i.oui.p. CuriEK.

1 take pleasure in indorsing most heartily the greater

p;irt of the work of the National Electric Light associa-

ially if the active control is kept

ion men. This feature becomes

norc and more important as trusts

nd combinations become more

by the:

ufacturi

m^lBimi ™""-^<:' '° buy apparatus

supplies of the combination fo

term of years, or else have lawsuits for infringement

patent rights (real or imaginary), can only be successfi

met by equally powerful combinations of central stat

a valuable feature, especially as they

have been conducted by the National Electric Light as-

sociation up to date, viz., a small show, of interest to elec-

tric light men, at most of the conventions, with only an

occasional grand popular display which helps to build up

the trade. My firm convictions are these:

(i) Make the association as large and powerful as pos-

sible by recruiting among central station managers.

(2) Keep it entirely and irrevocably in the control of

central station men.

(3) Make special efforts to have these central station

managers bring their opinions of any dangerous electric

trade methods before the convention, to the end that they

may be considered on a broad, fair-play basis and then

unite with their fellow-workers against all abuse of the

power by trusts and other combines.

(4) Hold expositions of particular interest to electric

light men at all conventions, with an occasional popular

exposition on a grand scale.

Popular Features of the Exposition.

Probably the most interesting feature of the exhibi-

tion for the general public will be the representation of

the Niagara plant, accompanied as it will be by the

realistic "roar" of the great waterfall. A special dis-

patch from New York on Friday, May ist, announced

that J. N. Culbertson, the general superintendent of

the Bell Company, was in Niagara Falls the previous

day, to station a large instrument at Prospect Point at

the brink of the American Falls, to transmit the roar of

the great cataract to New York city for the exposition.

A funnel six feet long will extend from the parapet

wall on the point. It will be inclined downward over

the falling waters; at the small end the transmitter will

be riveted, and the wires connecting it with the metallic

long-distance line of the Bell company will be placed

underground through the park. Mr. Culbertson is

sanguine of success, and says that the roar of

Niagara will be heard in New York next week. This

will be the first time that such a feat has been at-

tempted.

A collection of over 200 autograph portraits of celebri-

ties of the electrical art and a number of men now ris-

ing to prominence or active in the field has been formed

by W. J. Hammer. These, in nine handsome framed

groups, have been loaned byhim to the exposition, where

they will be appropriately displayed. The collection not

oonly includes Americans, but is rich in rare photographs

of the leading electrical spirits of Europe.

Richard Lamb has worked out a model of the system

of electric towage with which his name has been iden-

tified, and has placed it on exhibition at the exposition.

It will be located as an adjunct to the model of the

Niagara power plant, which is to stand in the center of

the main floor; and the intention is to run it by some of

the stored power from Niagara, switching (



ally to the regular circuits of the building. The model

is no less than 40 feet in length, six feet in height and

about three feet wide. The canal will have eight inches

depth of water in it. There will be eight poles five feet

apart, and a one-quarter horse power motor will furnish

a more than liberal supply of motive power to a string of

three boats. The latest innovation in canal and lake

freighting is the use of steel barges, and the owners of

these, the Consolidated Canal company, which now has

a large number afloat, has built three small fac-similes

of their craft. The model is not strictly to scale, but

the boats are. Each is two feet long. They have been

named respectively •'Hawley," "Lamb" and "Wiman."

As a setting to the view of the Erie canal, with its minia-

ture equipment of methods, old and new, a scenic artist

has painted an appropriate background of rural scenery.

The whole thing is cleverly worked out. the "tow" going

up the canal and back in about two minutes, the motor

reversing automatically at each end of the section. The

Lamb system was described and illustrated in all its de-

tails in this journal on November 2, 1895.

The exhibit of the General Electric company consists

of a display of arc lamps of the Thomson-Houston

series system—alternating current arc lamps, arc lamps

for incandescent circuits, and a few examples of the new

long-burning arc lamp. Samples of the new Thomson

inclined. coil measuring instruments and of the pocket

ammeters and voltmeters will occupy a place on the tables,

together with some of the latest productions of the record-

ing meter department and several of the new alternating

current fan motors. A special dark room has been

fitted up in which will be made a complete exhibit of all

the varieties of incandescent lamps manufactured by the

company^the new globular lamps, miniature and deco-

rative lamps, lamps of a high candle power and series

burning lamps. Types of apparatus and important in-

stallations of the General Electric company will be

shown by means of large bromide photographs. The

space has been arranged to be devoted principally to the

reception and entertainment of visitors. Representatives

from the sales ofiices and departments will be in con-

stant attendance to give information that may be de-

sired, as well as to show the representative operating

plants in New York city.

The space of the Brush exhibit comprises 425 square

feet The exhibition will be composed of a historical

exhibit and a modern exhibit, the former of which is

very old and the latter very new. The historical ex-

hibit will consist of the first Brush arc dynamo, which

was sold in 1S77 and installed in Baltimore, where it

was run for 12 years; a 16 light 2,000 candle power

arc dynamo which was run by the F'ulton Worsted

Mills, Fulton, N_. Y., from September i, 1S79, to April

10, 1892, when it was secured for exhibition at the

World's Fair, and a 40 light Brush arc dynamo which was

operated by the Berkeley company in Providence, R. L,

from December i. 1881, to May 19. 1893, when it was

purchased for exhibit at the Columbian Exposition.

These dynamos are exhibited just as they left the fac-

tory years ago. Not a bobbin of an armature has been

rewound or a shaft, wire or commutator replaced. The
working exhibit will consist of a new 80 light 2,000

candle power Brush arc dynamo direct-connected to a

60 kilowatt 220 volt motor. Eighty double Brush arc

lamps will be hung gracefully around the exhibit and

operated from the directly connected dynamo. In con-

nection with the 80 light arc dynamo will be shown in

practical operation a machine running with a load of 80

lights with a difference of potential not exceeding 1,500

volts between any parts of the machine or circuits and

the machine still maintaining its automatic regulation.

To put it more plainly, three circuits will be run direct

from the terminals of the dynamo, on any one of which

circuits the voltage will npt exceed 1,500 volts, or in

other words on any one of which circuits there will not

be more than 27 2,000 candle power arc lights. This is

an entirely new method of running lamps on an arc

dynamo and will be exhibited for the first time in the

Brush exhibit. There will also be a 100 light 2.000

candle power and a 125 light 2,000 candle power

Brush arc dynamo exhibited. These three large arc

dynamos are of the very latest Brush type. They
have been recently designed by the Brush company,

which has already sold over 20,000 lights capacity of

them. A rack of ih'- '.nri.-ni ; -ivV- nf l.-imp-. wliirh \h<-

Brush company m.K.ui.ir ium'
, ;, ill .il-.^. li-' -.iiii,ih-<l.

The Joseph I>i--;' '
1

... .1,'-
. .,in|.nr. h'l <^ (-ilv, :in-

and articles of interest to electrical industries al the cx-

po.sitlon. The space assigned the company for its dis-

play is known as No. tzH, section F, main floor.
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Every New Exhibit Brings New Ideas.

By I. E. Storey.

Let the good work go on. Our electrical conventions

have proven a great common center of knowledge; the

combination of theoty and prac-

tice. These meetings have been

the means of improving and im-

parting new ideas for the benefit

of the whole fraternity. Here the

new engineering problems are

brought forth and discussed; new
inventions are created that go to

enlarge the field of electrical in-

an unlimited expanse. Every new

exhibit brings new ideas to others,

which are developed for the bene-

fit and profit of the public. Through the medium of our

associations and conventions the barrier which existed years

ago has been broken down, and we are now banded to-

gether as one social fraternity. Our street railways, power
transmissions and numerous specialties owe a large part of

their marvelous growth to the conventions. However,

there is a feature creeping into these meetings which if

allowed to continue will crush out and obliterate the great

benefits which are derived from them. It is the making o

our conventions a "commercial fair," a display cf merchants'

wares and advertising schemes in place of new ideas, new
machinery, new engineering problems and new inventions.

If these latter features are allowed to be crowded out by

commercial greed, we lose the interest and attendance of

those who have given their experience and knowledge to

the public through these conventions. They should be

made meetings for advancement, the exchanging of ex-

perience and broadening the many new enterprises of which

so many are yet undeveloped.

lity of great \

General Exhibition Commended.
By H. H. Brooks and A. D. Chandler.

We think these meetings or conven,tions of the electrical

to all concerned, but more particu-

larly to the manufacturer and the

supply man. They are of ad-

vantage to the former by reason

of the fact that he may see what
his competitors are doing, and get

^the'

their benefit to the latter arist

from the fact that he may see wh:
the various manufacturers have t

.vares. While

general exhibition hall does

not just meet our particular case,

there are so many others whom it

does suit, that we feel that the

National Electric Light associa

ion has taken a wise step in that re-

spect th's year. Generally speak-

ing, the policy of the association

meets our approval. The only

suggestion that we have to make

of the organization is that

near future making it a crir

thing but our flexible cone

Success of Central Stations Largely Due
to Conventions.

May 9, 1896

quaintances and possible chances of extending their

business. These gatherings give us the opportunity of

meeting in a few days a large number of gentlemen

whom we could n t otherwise see. except by the expen-

diture of a large amou t of time and money. For the

same reason I think that the exhibition of apparatus and

appliances in connection with the convention is of

interest and advantage to all, giving the manufacturer

an opportunity of displaying his goods under favorable

conditions to a large number of prospective buyers, and

giving the central station manager the best opportunity

of seeing all the latest appliances in a limited space,

and thus enabling him in the best manner to judge of

their comparative values.

Convention Acquaintances Have Com-
mercial Value.

By T. H. Rhotehamel.

Such conventions as that of the National Electric Light

'great value to the electric lighting com-

panies as they afford those attend-
' ing the advantage of an inter-

change of opinion on various sub-

jects in which all are interested,
' and the meeting of those engaged

in a similar business must be of

;
great value. The papers read at

. such meetings are usually able

and the discussion brings out in-

terchange of opinions which are

lit of actual experience in

of the subject discussed.

Exhibits in connection with such

conventions are of value, especially in the introduction of

new machinery or apparatus and new devices required by

the electric lighting companies. I do not believe it to be of

much value for the purpose of disposing of standard goods,

except that it enables the supply men to come in contact

and become acquainted in a social way with the users of

theii ;line

I have been an attendant at the meetings of the Na-

tional Electric Light association for some few years, and

recall with pleasure the many acquaintances I have made
there, many of whom have remembered me in a business

way after our meeting at this social and business gather-

ing. The coming convention in New York, in connection

with the very elaborate exhibition, which I understand is

to be made there, will no doubt be of great value to the

electric lighting industry.

Exert i Good Influence

By C. O. Baker.

Trade.

an's desire for knowledge, promote

an exchange of ideas that would be impossible through

correspondence or the medium of the trade papers,

drawing their interests together in such a way that op-

posing influences may be combatted and beneficial meth-

ods adopted, and eradicate the tendency toward con-

so depressing to commercial enterprise

.

rom the standpoint of the man who' has goods to sell,

slieve that while ihe sales made at conventions fall

)w the expectation of the salesman, the goods for sale

brought more prominently before those attending the

than by any other means, and conventions as

an effective mediumof advertising can hardly be excelled.

I do not mean to place myself in opposition to the

opinions of newspapers and trade journals on this point,

but wish to emphasize the f.ict that while advertising

through the medium of the trade journals is .-dways ef-

fective, yet direct examination of the goods and the at-

tention afterward directed to ihcni by advertising in the

papers ought, and I believe docs, make llie buyer more

familiar with the goods than he otherwise (.vaild be.

Regarding the advisability <it" hoMin- fxhlhitions in

through this me
tained thereby.

„y pleasant:

; to the atlvantages oh-
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Exhibition to Be on the
Proper Plan.

(,)ur company lias for years been a member of tbit

ganization, and has been regularly represented at

for the exhibits will

then be all grouped together in a place where people will

come to see them. In former years the exhibits have been

held in individual rooms, scattered about hotels and vari-

ous other places, where they were seen by but few central

station men, and I am convinced they did not pay. In

my opinion the only way to make an exhibition a success

is to have it condensed so that every exhibitor is allowed

an equal opportunity for display. We shall always heart-

ily support the association, as well as exhibitions in con-

nection with it, provided they are conducted on the plan

Manufacturers and Central Station Man-
agers Exch'ange Views.

By I. R. Prentiss,

I
gives him a good field from whi(

to get both sides of the electric

field. The central station mai

having had practical experieni

of years of operation, can gi'^

what id best in his particular lim

On the other hand, the manufai

man, can show him how and :

what way he has endeavored

meet his wants, and at the san

that

ime can be of considerable service to him in giving hin

ull information as to the best possible way of making thi

tation earn the greatest amount of money by sei

he operators thoroughly understand the apparat

Having attended the conventions, both as :

tation man and as one connected with a manul

:ompany, I am free to confess that they have, at

ine instance, been of great benefit.

the ele

Exhibitions Add to General Interest and
are Profitable to Exhibitors.

By C. O. Baker, Jk.

Conventions generally, I believe, are conducive of a great

;iness generally. I also believe that

an exhibition held in connection

with the meeting of the National

Electric Light association not only

adds greatly to the Interest in the

meeting itself, but proves profit-

able to the exhibitors. Regarding

the future policy of the National

Electric Light association, I think-

that the policy that has been pur-

sued in the past should be con-

tinued; that is, to put the associa-

tion on the highest possible plane,

making it so profitable that no one

natters can afford to be out of it.

Beneficial to the Trade at Large.

By George A. McKinlock.

|0N3IDERING the question generally, I am in

for of conventions, as I believe that they

1 be made profitable and interesting in

iny ways and also beneficial to the trade at

Among the most interesting features of a convention

are the exhibits of manufacturers who are afforded an op-

portunity of showing their wares in comparison with other

manufacturers, and also having opportunities of illustrating
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of their goods and answering inquiries and listen

branches of the business, and their electrical friends gL-i

ally, in asocial way, thereby cementing friendships;;

keeping alive ac{]Uaintances.

Conventions and Expositions Alike
Valuable.

Ilhas been my privilege and pleasure to iitlend all of

tions and expositions pertaining to the

electrical industries and inter-

1 ests for the last 15 years. And,

the lead!

I

think they have a tendency to

create a friendly feeling and

! fraternalize the business and

1 profession. The student who

giving close attention to the pa-

pers read, learn a great deal,

and exchange ideas with promi-

nent men and thereby gain much useful knowledge. A
supply man has an opportunity of making acquaintances

which in time become valuable, and keep in line with

his business. As to expositions, they are useful in the

same way that a kindergarten is to a child; that is, one

can learn more by seeing the various apparatus than by

reading descriptions or studying designs and diagrams.

One-half hour given to a machine in actual operation is

worth more than a volume written on the subject ; so that

in reviewing the whole matter, I approve most heartily

of both conventions and expositions.

Exhibitions Are Educators.
By Thomas G. Grier.

First cost should be a minor consideration in coi

'ith that of the cost of operation. The manager

tral s ation should know indet

the CO

light,

forms

St in his plant

heat and powe

The Natio

of produci

nal Elect

Light association hasmadeth

twop
should

Dints apparent to many, a

continue to work along t

line in Its papers,

and the interchange of ideas be-

tween members, it has opened up

new fields, new applications, new

schemes for the increasing of local

business. Many central station

men have been greatly benefited by the National Electric

Light association conventions, and the trade—that is, the

manufacturer and the dealer—have in the end profited.

Exhibitions are educators, and while they represent to the

manufacturer and dealer much labor and expense, it is

dif^cult for them to determine the net results. They are,

however, a most valuable feature at the annual meetings

of the electrical men, and should be, and I think are,

appreciated by the owners and operators of electric gener

ating plants.

Ought to Be More Generally Attended
by Central Station Men.

By W. S. Rogers.

Do I think the electrical convention a good thing? Yes,

indeed. It gives the inventor a chance to show his new

inventions, and gives the busi-

' "
' ness public a chance to learn

something of the possibilities of

electricity. We exchange thoughts

and ideas and they help us to keep

up with the times. They ought

to be more generally attended by

central station men. The men

who have their money invested,

and the men who patronize light

^.

I

ing companies, would d<

I accompany the men in c

the plant and thus get

that are made to improve tb

irge 01

lations and successes, and to help out each brother

isiness as best they can.

e believe exhibitions in connection with conventions

1 good thing, if handled in a moderate way butonly

atest and most improved apparatus should be exhib-

;
this would give owners and operators an opportu-

Exhaust Steam Heating.

ity of

H. Babcock.

3t Steam as a heating agent is

daily becoming better understood, and its value in

dollars and cents to the managers of large steam plants is

better appreciated with the repeated demonstration on

the part of many enterprising concerns who have thus

made use of it in connection with established lighting

and railway plants.

During the year past this form of enterprise has been

adopted by several of these companies with marked suc-

cess. They find that when the business is fairly de-

veloped that the sales of exhaust steam for heating is

capable of paying the electric station expenses, in ad-

dition to meeting interest on the investment in steam

mains; that is, coal bills, water rents, labor account in

the station, are all paid by the revenue from the sale of

exhaust steam, so that the electric current is put on the

wires practically free of cost. It is not necessary to

take into account salaries and office expenses, since these

must be met from the electric station in any event.

While the plan is being adopted by many companies,

the wonder is that it is not being more rapidly installed,

in view of the great advantages already shown. Compe-

tition is so sharp nowadays that economy must be the

watchword. The gas companies understand this, and

by utilizing waste products are holding their own against

electric lighting. If the electric companies could by

some new process manufacture current with one-fourth

the fuel they now use they would think it a discovery of

immense importance and would adopt it without an

hour's delay. Here is an equivalent in the opportunity

to sell three-fourths of their fuel product, and many of

neglects or refuses to develop the

shows either indolence or a

iss comprehension.'

way the supplying of heat from a station

may increase materially the lighting business of the

company. The public buildings and business blocks in

cities requires three things—first, power for elevators;

second, light; third, heat. The building which has

boilers for heating will supply its own lights and the

power required. If the electric company would heat

the building it could also supply it with power and

lights. That would afford a complete service to the

building and be an additional source of revenue to the

company.

them seem t

A manageme

lack of busin

In another

Electricity in Peru.

The South American Light, Power & Traction com-

pany of Lima, Peru, has just placed a contract with the

General Electric company of New York for the instal-

lation of a 5,000 horse power electrical plant. The dy-

namos will be erected at the waterfalls ii miles from

Lima, and the electric power generated will be trans-

mitted to the city, where it will be used to operate the

surface railways and electric lights and furnish to the

public generally such electric power as may be required.

This will be, it is said, the largest installation of elec-

tricity in South America.

The annual announcement of the Lehigh University at

South Bethlehem, Fa., gives information in relation to

the department of electrical engineering, which is in

charge of Dr. Alexander Macfarlane.
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Magnetic Blow-out Lightning Arrester.

The function of a lighning arrester being that of re-

lieving excessive potential difference existing between

electrical conductors and the earth, while preventing

the generator current following the track of an electrical

discharge from the conductor to the ground, a perfect

device is necessary and the path of the lightning dis-

charge must be made easy and direct.

An arrester consisting of an earth conductor brought
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are the coils. The gaps are placed in series, and being

located at the bottom of the chute, the arc is drawn to

the top of the arrester and lengthened by the magnetic

field until it can be no longer maintained. In the i.ooo

volt arrester, shown in Fig. i, the arc is drawn out to a

total length of three feet. For higher voltages the num-
ber of chutes is increased.

This arrester has been especially designed for use on

circuits from which motors are operated, the

ts being more severe than in ordinary light-

;. It has already been installed quite exten-

me of the most important plants in the coun-

try, effectually performing the duties for which it is de-

signed.

multiphasi

requirerae

May 9, 1896

serious objections, and to this company must be given

the credit. For hotels and apartment houses this com-

pany has entirely new systems and ricw designs in tele-

phones especially adapted for the severe work required in

places of this kind.

In the installation of interior telephone systems bids

are asked, and loo often the contract is given to the

lowest bidder without a spscification and without know-
ing what is to be received. The telephones may work
well for a week or a month; then trouble of different

kinds is likely to follow fast, until t

close to the circuit would suffice, were it not that elec-

trical circuits, however cai-efully constructed, are likely

to have ground leaks, especially in seasons when thunder

storms are most frequent. With several such arresters

protecting different sections of the line, discharges take

place to the earth conductors simultaneously at different

points, and under these conditions the generator current

is enabled to maintain one or several of the arcs started

by the lightning. Should these arcs continue, the ar-

rester would not only be destroyed, but such an excessive

flow of current would occur as to bring about also the

destruction of the generator or other apparatus.

To render such a contingency impossible, Prof. Elihu

Thomson devised a lightning arrester in which two or

more discharge points are separated by air gaps, one set

being connected with the line, the other with the earth.

The main set of discharge points, being placed between

the poles of an electro-magnet, is subjected to strong

magnetic influence when the magnets are energized.

Thus, when an arc is formed between the spark gaps, the

magnets are energized and it is lengthened out by the

magnetic influence until it can no longer be maintained.

As the magnetic influence is instantaneously exerted it

follows that the arc isimraed ately blown out

The Thomson magnetic b ow out arresters for direct

Spencer Long-distance and Interior Tel-
ephones.

The spencer Electric company, manufacturer of high

grade telephones at 163 Greenwich street. New York,

occupies a leading position in the making of all kinds of

interior telephone work. In appearance its telephones

are unique and artistic, as shown in the picture, no ex-

pense being spared to make them reliable and up-to-date.

Old methods of operating the instrument have been re-

placed by new ones, and, with this type of telephone,

but one move is required to get communication with an-

other station.

Interior telephone systems have suffered for want of

some simple method of operating them, by which one

would not have to make three or fourmoves to get the con-

thrown aside and the old speaking-tubes dusted out tc

renew their whistling and ear-splitting calls. This

could all have been avoided had the system been installed

by a reliable firm, with a reasonable guarantee and

specifications that would enable the customer to know
what he was going to buy.

The Spencer Electric company has an exhibition of

its telephones at its store and cordially invites the public

and visitors to the convention to call and inspect the in-

Improved Worrall Friction Clutch Sys
tern.

In the accompanying engraving is shown a patent

friction countershaft, with improved Worrall

tnd ring oiling hangers, mounted on ii

off

nection wanted and avoid the tendency to pull out a plug

or turn a switch to some unknown point that places the

telephone again in order for another call. The Spencer

company now claims to manufacture a larger variety of

interior telephones than any other concern, and it is

constantly filling orders for special designs, to which

it gives especial attention.

The long-distance telephone manufactured by this

compan> is said to be the best that can be made It is at-

tractue in appearance while much can be said m praise

current circuits, whether constant potential, a

descent, railway or power work, have been already de-

scribed in these columns. The latest arrester for alter-

nating current work is known as the type L and is a de-

velopment from the well-known type F". It is designed

for circuits of 1,000 to 3,500 volts and its construction

can be readily understood from the illustrations. The
blow-out magnets have no core, and consist of flat coils

placed one on each side of a number of spark gaps, each

opening into a porcelain chamber formed by ridges on

the inner aide of the plates, on the outer side of which

of the carbon transmitter, which ;

the vital point of a telephone, and one where skill and

experience alone can compete.

The Spencer desk telephone has been very successful,

owing to its simplicity of operation and talking qualities.

Special applications of telephones to certain kinds of

work, which heretofore have been somewhat neglected,

have been made by the Sp^n- . r rMniinnv in submarine

work and steamships. Tin '.
'

^ liphones for

submarine work has bern i. 1 ^ i ntofore, but

the Spencer instruments li.t^r ov n. om- ,. inr of the most

plate. This system, which is manufactured by the Amer-

ican Tool & Machine company of 302 Federal*street,

Boston, Mass, , has created a place for itself among power

users as being exceptionally simple, reliable and effect-

ive in the mechanical transmission of power.

The arrangement shown does away entirely with loose

pulleys, as all pulleys are fast on the shaft, which, run-

ning in ring oiling bearings, makes frequent oiling entirely

unnecessary. The action of the clutch, which is self-

centering, is such that all undue slipping of bells is obvi-

ated, and a further 'saving of power is effected, as no

power is required to drive belts. Owing to the reliability

of this clutch, the arrangement of a quill running in sep-

arate bearings, carrying a pulley, makes the best arrange-

ment for heavy work; and it has been applied satisfac-

torily on power station work. This clutch works equally

well on high or low speeds.

Thecompany making this system—the American Tool

& Machine company—has an experience of 50 years and

has one of the largest and best machine shops in New
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Kngland. It has able management, skilled mechanics,

does good work and does it promptly. It is known to

the trade as iin extensive manufacturer of shafting and

heavy machinery, and deserves a largely

trade throughout the West.

The Phoenix Telephones.
The company manufacturing the telephones herewith

illustrated, the Tha-nix Interior Telephone company of

New York, has found it impossible to keep up with its

onlris at ihr .'M loration, 131 Liberty street, despite

the \.u 1 111 II I innitity of new machinery has very re-

ct'iuh 1)11 n ilil'-l to the plant. It has, therefore,

found ii iR'Cu-s>.ii) , in the attempt to catch up with the

business on hand, to remove to larger quarters, where

still more machinery can be used to advantage. The com-

pany has taken a much, larger factory at loS Green-

wich street, New York, and wilh an iiu rcasnl factory

force and additional machinery, ihr i ,i]Mrii\ .I ilir plant

is now double what it was a moiuh a-' li 1-. lutpuil that

from this time forward the company will bu enabled to

ship its goods upon receipt of orders. In addition to

the largely increased factory space, the company has

taken a fine store at corner of Liberty and Greenwich

streets, where it is proposed to carry a full line of elec-

trical supplies, in addition to "the best telephones on

earth." While the delay in filling orders has been

somewhat embarrassing, both to the company and its

the demand for the '

talnl> a \erj excellent indorsement of the quality and

workmanship of the product.

In addition to its regular Blake transmitters, of which

it makes and sells a great number, the Phcenix company

is now making a granular carbon transmitter, which is

claimed to be superior to anything of the kind now on

the market. It is simple in construction, needs no ad-

justment, and can, therefore, it is claimed, never get out

of order. The Blake transmitter is as good a transmit-

ter of speech as can be devised, but it has the drawback

that a person unacquainted with telephones cannot al-

ways adjust it correctly, and when the Blake is out of

adjustment it is practically useless.

Perceiving the demand for a telephone which can be

handled by anyone, which needs no adjustment, and

which at the same time will not require so much battery

power as the carbon transmitters now on the market,

the Phcenix company has devised this entirely new gran-

nbodies all these f<

jfacture and requiitures. It is adjusted in

no further attention. It is said to be as sensitive as a

Blake and as powerful as a solid-back, and for ordinary

short distances will work with only one cell of battery;

for long distances, two or three cells are required.

The cuts shown will illustrate some o£ the styles of in-

struments. Fig. I shows the regular single-battery box,

Blake style telephone. The carbon transmitter can be

mounted in the Blake box for those desiring this style of

transmitter, in which case two cells of dry battery would

be required, as the single-battery box will not hold two

wet batteries.

Fig. 2 gives an idea of the long-distance telephone

(No. 9) "par excellence" for exchanges where the very

best of everything is desired. It is the regular goose-

neck pattern long-distance telephone, with japanned

iron arm, nickel-plated transmitter cup, hard rubber

mouthpiece and two-cell battery box, with which the

telephone public in large cities is already so familiar.

It is strictly up to date in every particular, and, it is

claimed, embodies everything that is best in the tele-

phone art up to the present time.

Fig. 3 (No. 10) represents the same telephone as in

Fig. 2, only the long-distance transmitter is mounted in

a Blake pattern box instead of a nickel-plated cup. In

every other particular it is the same, and commends
itself to many on account of a slight difference in price.

This company sends telephones to an>^ reputable

dealer or exchange in the country, and all it desires is a

trial, as it is convinced that it has the latest transn>itter

in the market and that a trial pair will prove so satis-

factory that further orders will surely follow. Anyone
buying apparatus of the Phcenix company and for any

reason being dissatisfied with his purchase, may. within

a reasonable time, return the goods, and the money
will be cheerfully and promptly refunded.

Walter K. Freeman Under Sentence.
Walter K, Freeman, well known to the electrical fra-

ternity, who was convicted in New York three weeks

ago of abducting i5-year-o!d Sally E. Work, was sen-

tenced to 10 years imprisonment on April 28th by Judge
Newburger. Judge Newburger said that on inquiry he

learned that the accused man deserved no mercy, on ac-

count of his past misdeeds. Justice Smyth, in the Su-

Ne\y Wirt Switchboard Instruments.
Queen & Co. of Philadelphia announce that they have

gotten out and are ready to put on the market an im-

proved form of the already well-known Wirt switch-

board ammeters and voltmeters. In its essential fea-

NEW WIRT SWITCHBOARD INSTRUMENTS.

tures no alterations ha\e been made in the new instru-

ment. It differs from the old most conspicuously in the

size and appearance of the case, which is made entirely

of iron and is nine inches in diameter. The lettering

on the front is raised and nickel-plated on a black back-

ground. In addition to this, all instruments are made
dead-beat, a feature which much enhances their value.

The arrangement making them dead-beat is a form of

air damper and does not at all increase the friction of

the moving parts. The other changes are in matters of

FIG. 3 n E PHCENIX TELEPHONES

preme Court, granted a stay of e xecuti Dnof s

theca e of Freerr an. The stay was granted p

appeal for a new trial

Modern Steam Plant.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Works o^ Brooklyn has

recently installed a plant for the United Electric Light

& Power company of New York, located near the foot

The new instruments will be covered by a guarantet

both as to their accuracy and mechanical construction

and will be placed on the market, it is promised, at i

lower price than any others of equal grade. They car

be furnished of any desired range and for either alter

g delegates to the electric light con-

3f a number of special features in-

cluded. This plant has a capacity of 20,000 horse

power, and occupies a very small portion of the large

station, which is 98 feet wide by 161 feet long, and con-

sists of 12 Climax boilers, which are partially shown in

the accompanying illustration. It is claimed that this

installation gives one of the greatest horse power pro-

ductions for the size of the space of any electric light or

power plant in this country. It is stated that the Clon-

brock Steam Boiler company has nearly 45,000 horse



power installed in the immediate vicinity of New York,

and it reports that it is rushed day and night to fill the

;
Januaryorders which have

Special Steam Plant at the National
Electrical Exposition.

In presenting to the public an exhibition of electrical

machinery and appliances which includes practically

everything of consequence in this line, the National

Electrical Exposition company decided that such an ex-

•itho boil

plant up to date in every sense of the word, whereupon

a special committee was appointed to secure a strictly

modern plant which would include only the latest

appliances in the market.

The improved Root water-tubs boiler, manufactured

by the Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company of

New York, was selected to furnish the steam used at the

exposition, there being two equal units forming one

battery of 500 horse power of boilers. The well known

anthracite automatic stoker manufactured by the

Wilkinson Manufacturing company of Bridgeport. Pa.,

was selected to handle the coal supplied to the fire. The

coal, after being dumped at some distance from the

boilers, in the rear, is taken by a C. W. Hunt coal con-

veyor and carried along the side and a little past the

front of the boilers, where it is elevated to a point near

the ceiling, whence it is delivered through tubes to the

hoppers of the Wilkinson stokers, and, of course, from

that point it is fed uniformly down the incline grates,

burning on its way and reaching the foot of the grates as

ash, and in this form finally dumped into the ashpit

below. The Hunt conveyor takes the ash and carries it

back to a dumping place some distance in the rear of the

boiler, dumping it there automatically.

The boiler feed-water is fully as important as the coal

supply. The water of New York city being especially

well adapted for boiler use, no filters or purifiers

were considered necessary. The pump supplying feed-

water to the boilers is one of the H. R. Worthington

company's make. It will be electrically driven by one

of the Crocker-Wheeler company's pump motors.

The pump is one of the "steeple pattern." and,

combined with its motor, presents a novel and

elegant appearance. Two of the Root feed-water

regulating devices. manufactured by the Aben-

droth & Root Manufacturing company of New
York, will work in connection with the boilers and tha

feed pump, starting the pump automatically when the

water level in the boiler falls below its proper level, and

again stopping the pump when the water in the boiler

tends to rise above its normal working level. Thus the

entire working of the boiler is made automatic with the

exception of the damper regulation, and here the Locke

Damper Regulator company of Salem. Mass.. comes to

the rescue with one of its damper regulators, and this

completes the entire automatic equipment.

So safe and so simple is the entire operation of this

plant that it has been decided to put it in charge of a

woman to show conclusively that if the steam user will

equip his plant in an up-to-date manner throughout, it

will become so simple in its operation that a woman can

operate it as well as the most expert fireman.

The visitor to this exposition will find many other

; and useful features which will well re-very

pay h ; careful

fori

to high pressure and ordina

are, as will be seen, heavy, s

outside yoke and screw and

Valv Manufacti company

The valves used in the

e. are especially adapted

rough handling. They

aight-way valves with an

re made by the Chapman
of Indian Orchard,

The pressure carried by the boilers will be 125 pounds.

This pressure will be carried through the main steam

piping to a point just beyond the first engine and there

i t will be reduced by a Foster reducing valve to 90 pounds,

at which pressure it will be carried to all the other en-

gines on exhibition. It will be interestirig to follow the

.steadiness of the working of this reducing valve. This

may be done by going to the exhibit of the Ashcroft

Manufacturing comp;mv. ne.-ir by, wlien- Ivvo Edson re-

cording gauges \'.i!l ]' i' (niM ill -ipcr.iii-M ''vu 1. - ..rriin.-

lhe pressure of St.M!;- .; Ilir |,.ul.-l .11... I'.' ..'hi. Mil"-

recording the prt:s'-.Mi' on Hi.- l.iv, |.i< mm .i.n ..I ih--

reducing valve. Tlic l-^'str 1 I
:, .i;ri ..iir.i'i I

also exhibit its new auimn.iiM iiii. i-i. d.
,

i-

be placed in the main sicniM in]" i" ,m !' i. :!-! 1 In
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cidents due to ruptured steam pipes will be avoided.

Another valuable feature used in connection with this

automatic stop valve is found in a pipe leading from it

containing a quick-closing lever gate valve. When this

is opened quickly, tbe main valve closes instantly, and

thus the whole steam supply can be cut off from the

The boilers are equipped with steam gauges manufac-

tured by the Ashcroft Manoifacturing company and with

nickel-seated pop safety valves made by the Consolidated

Valve company, both of New York and Bridgeport,

Conn.

The visitor cannot fail to be struck with the beautiful

finish of the boilers, which have been designed to include

utility, durability and elegance in outline. The fine

smooth black finish, contrasting so strikingly with the

polished nickel work, is produced by the use of Dixon's

graphite boiler front paint, made by the Joseph Dixon

Crucible company of Jersey City. N. J., whose exhibit

will be found in the neighborhood of the boilers. The
masonry is also of exceptionally fine appearance and

is most creditable to the mason, Garret S. Wright of New
York.

The exhaust piping from the eleven engines will prob-

ably interest many of the visitors to the exposition, as

this type is in use by so many electric light companies

for this purpose. It is the spiral riveted pipe made by

the Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company of New
York.

The battery of improved Root boilers used at this ex-

position is in exact duplicate to the twelve batteries of

boilers used at the celebrated tunnel plant of the Balti-

more & Ohio railroad in Baltimore, Md. A fine photo-

graph of exceptional size, showing this plant, will be

seen on the wall near the boilers.

The engines on exhibition will all be direct-connected

with generators, with two belt-connected exceptions. The

engines will be found arranged in the following order,

beginning with the engine nearest to the boilers: The

Phrenix engine (only compound engine), Ball & Wood
engine, Straight Line engine, Harrisburg engine, Water-

town engine, Payne engine, McEwen engine, -Weston

engine (belted), New York Safety engine (belted), Case

engine, Shepard engine, Woodbury engine.* Tbe exhaust

from all of these engines will be passed through a Gou-

bert feed-water heater and then sent through the spiral

riveted exhaust pipe (placed outside of the building) to a

point above the roof.

All the feed-water used will pass through this heater,

thus supplying the boilers with a bountiful supply of

water heated to near 212 degrees. Two concerns share

the steam pipe-covering work, one putting on Keasbey's

magnesia sectional covering, while the other applies Gil-

mour's asbestos covering.

jnpas

Electrical Machinery in Collieries.

Electrical machinery is being rapidly introduced into

coal mines. One of the most recently installed plants

is that put in by the Scranton Electrical Construction

company at the Mt. Pleasant colliery, owned by W. F.

Smith of Scranton. The electrical portion of ttie plant

will consist of one four-pole, 100 kilowatt, 650 revolution,

250 volt generator and one electric locomotive from the

works of the General Electric company. This colliery

is one of the oldest in the vicinity of Scranton and the

gangways over which the locom
the center of the city. The
required to haul an average of about 400 cars daily from
the counter chutes located along the main gangway.
The average length of haul one way is about 3,000 feet.

In addition to the haulage plant the coal company will

operate from the same circuit several rotary coal drills

in the same vein. Electricity was selected after com-
petition with manufacturers of steam locomotives to oper-

ate in the same mine, and, the gangway being driven

in four parallel headings, it would not have been diffi-

cult to connect them to give a separate air split for the

steam locomotive. The cost of installing a steam loco-

motive would have been considerably less than the cost

of the electric plant. Notwithstanding this, electricity

was selected on account uf its undoubted advantages and
economies in operation over any other system that could

be presented.

Another interesting electrical plant is being installed

by the Lehigh Valley Coal company, which operates a
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ute and will lift water through a vertical bore hole to
||

height of 350 feet. The average work of the hoist wi
be the hauling of about 15 tons up an eight degree slope

at an average speed of 500 feet. The hoist will also be
required to lower about five tons down the same slope-

The advantages of electric power are strikingly illus-

trated in this plant. If electricity had not been selected

to convey power for the hoist and pump work, it would
have been necessary to carry the steam some distance

through the mine and provide special bore holes and
condensers for the disposition of the exhaust steam.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, May i.—The electric lights furnished to

the city by the Milwaukee Railway company have been

tested by Charles G. Armstrong of Chicago and found

not wanting. First the current on each of the 2S arc

dynamos was measured, to see whether it came up to the

contract requirement, which is 10 amperes. One or two

of the machines were one per cent, below this rating, but

th2 general average was 10.11. The engineer also

measured the current and the voltage at 12 different

lamps in the city. The officers of the company were in

no case aware of what lamps were to bs tested. The

test at each lamp showed that the contract was being

lived up to. There is a provision in the contract be-

tween the company and the city by which the city is

bound to notify the company whenever a test is to be

made, and Mr. Armstrong, thinking that it might be as-

sumed that the company had espc;cially prepared its

apparatus for the test already described, called at the light-

ing plant some time afterward, without giving the com-

pany any warning of his intention, and again tested the

machines. finding that the current was fully equal to the re-

quirements of the contract and that the company had added

some apparatus to enable the operators of the plant to

test the machines from tims to time and ascertain whether

the current was sufficient. He also found that the ma-

chines which had been low in the former test were higher,

showing that the condition in the first test was acci-

dental. The lamps were burning in a satisfactory man-

ner. Mr. Armstrong stated in his report to the council

that he had observed nothing which indicated that the

lighting company was trying to shirk any of the responsi-

bilities placed upon it by law. He suggested, however,

that the city have tests made, at frequent intervals, of

ried the ithe

r that the company, if it be so disposed,

;ily manipulate. Mr. Armstrong, in an in

view, stated that the clause of the contract which re-

quired the city to give the company due notice of a test

was a mistake, although the same provision is found in

many public electric lighting contracts. All the com-

panies need to stand a test, he said, was a little time.

Take the Milwaukee plant as an instance. In 20 min-

utes the operation of the plant can be so changed as to

reduce the consumption of coal 30 per cent. He stated

that when he inspected the plant it was apparent that

everything was being run at high tension. He was posi-

tive, however, that the city's 1,400 arc lights, supposed

to be of 2,000 candle power each, were being supplied

with the necessary i t of electrical energy.

PERSONAL.
Prof. M. I. Pupin of Columbia University. New York,

has many friends in the West who will sincerely sympa-
thize with him in the bereavement occasioned by the

death of his wife. Mrs. Pupin died on April 25th.

Graham C. Woodward of Washington, D. C . is now
visiting his brother, Western Manager C. W. Woodward
of the Electric Storage Battery company. Mr. Wood-
ward may remain at his brother's home in Chicago and
take a course at Chicago University.

Frank C. Cosby, formerly of the engineering staff of

the Westinghouse Electric & Manularinrm - . uj nn ,u

Pittsburg, has taken the place left \:u ,11 :
i ' !>>

office of the Standard Undergrowid i iv

F. S. Viel^'s transferrence to Pitt.slu, , >, lo

Chicago as superintendent of constin, \i: . ]-\

graduated from Cornell University ,11 ;i

gineer in 1H93, and has since been ;u ii
;

: , <
,
m

electrical work. During the Worht . I

' .,

trician for [he United States naval cxhl-.i ,„ ;h< m..,!,!

Itaiilfshlplllmois. He will prove an able assisl.'uit to

M, Ml. 1-1
1

1
K Wiley in taking care of the business of

ill.' SI, in. I. II. 1 Inilerground Cable company in this terri-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

tings. By this m
antly be stopped f

the breaking of any ol its

steam in the boiler will in-

ing into the piping, and ac-
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residences. The plant is to be in operation by May
ist, This plant is unique from the fact that it can be
made to pay in such a small place, and illustrates well

the fact that even the smallest towns realize the advan-
tafies of and appreciate the superiority of electric over
other forms of lighting.

TRADE NEWS.
The Hall Engine company, Erie, I'a,, has removed its

licago office to the Monadnock building, room 1526.

rillisoiMlie cc

, lo

tinn and new theater,

il.i.nul most modern,
1 un.lri much compe-
,
1" ,11 nothing of the
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made in any size of disk. It also makes a number of
sizes of punching presses for cutting out instrument work
and other goods in heavy metals, which havn proved
popular in the electrical frad*- It ^•vJ„.,t^ in '-vhilnt sev-

eral presses at the (-;\|iM'-iit h .n I v-ill |m,,I,,,i,I\ have
them running with cl.i hM i ,u. i

.1 ,, ,,Mure
a small article. Th.r ...,,.1.,-,,, .

, ,„ :
- ata-

logue describing somi* v""!''!' i ' i' \''" ' ml. I ,1 .

, ,.;v-

eral special circulars fon certain ti i

i'
.

- im:

The question of selecting a <.n I

lied upon to do the work for <]••
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any faults before the wire leaves the factory. The
motto, "Hubber insulation with rubber in it," will ap-
peal forcibly to those who have used many of the so-
called "rubber" compounds.

The Electric Selector & Signal company of New York
has moved its offices and workshops to 43 Cortlandt

the lidst all r-lf

Ind,, 500 liorse power.

jower; En^lewood
500 horse power;

', Michigan City,

John Mc
not, rhilip Martin, Michael Duffy and
a, well known underground cable experts,

from the Standard Underground Cable
company and have entered the service of the National
Underground Cable company. Each of these men has

had a long experience in underground and aerial cable

construction work of all kinds. Together they are a

valuable addition to the National company's already

large force, The National company's construction de-

partment is now one of the largest in the country, and
is in a position to handle any work, no matter how large,

with dispatch.

The satisfactory results which may be attained by
earnest and systematic efforts to improve the quality of

manufactured articles are strikingly illustrated by the

character of the cables furnished by the Standard Un-
derground Cable company at the present time for tele-

phone use. A recent large order for the American Tel-

ephone & Telegraph company of Providence was sold

with a guarantee of 500 megohms per mile insulation

resistance and a capacity of .oS mici-ofarads per mile.

The tests of these cables by the electrician of the Prov-
idence company disclose the remarkably low average
capacity of .0743 and .0749 microfarads per mile. The
highest capacity of any wire in the cable was .0776 and
the lowest .0716, showing a high degree of uniformity.

The insulation resistance of the wires averaged 1,933
megohms and 3,300 megohms per mile respectively.

The People's Electric company of Madison, Wis., re-

ports a very active spring opening in the supply busi-

ness. Orders have already been received from all parts

of the territory which it covers. Special activity is

noted in the telephone business, and many new ex-

changes and toll lines are under way or about to be con-
structed. This company has lately closed some very
valuable agencies for electrical specialties, among the

number being the Peerless armature compound, Emer-
son alternating current motors and Badger LeClanche
batteries, each of which is a high-grade article. It is

the aim and purpose of the company to handle only
high-grade goods, and any article that it decides to place

upon the market must stand a thorough examination
and test in the laboratory as well as the severe criti-

cism of the central station manager. A map prepared
to show the territory covered by this company shows
that Madison is exceptionally well located to serve as

a distributing point for electrical supplies for a large

section of the Northwest.

The Ferracute Machine company of Bridgeton, N. J.,

manufacturer of presses and dies and other sheet-metal

tools, makes a number of presses which are especially

adapted for the electrical trade. Among others it builds a

number of open front presses for cutting armature disks

up to 20 inches diameter; also a large number of round
and square bed double-crank presses, the bed being
placed between two columns. This seems to be the best

form of press for cutting large circles for armature disks;

also for sections of large disks; the General Electric

company has seven of them in use, while many others

are using them for electrical work. The Ferracute
company also makes an improved indexing machine
for notching armature disks of various sizes from
three inches to 36 inches diameter. This is arranged
with adjustable sliding head and with changeable
index-plates so that various numbers of teeth can be

I. III"! ''il the supply, but arrangements
\:'t'- ' hil for enlarging the manufactur-
mil; ;,i ;;

1 i-a orders can be filled promptly.
L;ii^u uului., .'.LiL. L.ikun in London, and it has been said

that Lundou is lighted with the Lessing carbon. Arrange-
ments have been perfected with W. E. Strauss & Co.,

of 27 Warren street. New York, to act as general agents
in the United States, and although this agency was only
established the first of the year, the orders taken have
been so large that Mr. Strauss went to NUrnberg in

April to arrange for larger shipments of carbons, Mr.
Strauss will remain abroad until some time in June,
when he will return and complete arrangements for ex-

tensive sales through agents in the leading cities of the

country, that the Lessing carbon can be quickly placed
in the hands of the purchaser. The Lessing factory at

NUrnberg is a large establishment, and is well known
throughout Europe as being fitted with the latest appar-
atus for the manufacture of everything in the line of

BUSINESS.
npany of Chicago, dealer in

rhead wiring, has removed from 704 Rook-
ery to S04 and S05 Gaff building, 236 La Salle street.

The Grutting electric soldering iron and curling iron

heaters are rapidly becoming recognized as standard
goods. The Electric Appliance company of Chicago, as

general western agent, is carrying a stock of these

goods which is meeting with ready sale.

The Warren P. Freeman company of 106 and loS Lib-
erty street. New York, announces that it has recently

equipped its establishment for the manufacture of fans

and motors, and that parts can be had at quick
noiice, or any apparatus manufactured entire. Auto-
matic machinery and experimental work will be under-
takefl.

W. W. McChesney, Jr

ger of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

tended western trip in the interests of his company.
During the two months that was spent on the trip

through the western states Mr. McChesney met with
phenomenal success, securing many large orders for his

company. In other ways the trip was a very enjoyable
one to Mr. McChesney.

The approach of the fan motor sea?on is the incentive

for increased activity in this department of the supply
trade. The Central Electric company of Chicago has
for years secured a very large proportion of this busi-

ness in the West, and the season of 1896 promises to be
no exception. This company has the Lundell fan mo-
tor outfits for direct and alternating current circuits, Ed-
ison battery motors and Porter battery motors, and can
supply any sort of a desk, ceiling or exhaust fan desired.

A special fan motor catalogue can be had on application.

The Standard Underground Cable company is de-

termined to place itself in a position where it can handle
a contract for any character of installation with the least

possible delay. For years it has been able to success-

fully undertake any contract for installing underground
cables of high character, except conduits and rubber-
covered wires and cables. Appreciating the importance
of meeting every possible demaiid on the part of the

electrical public, a large addition to the already exten-

sive factories has been erected, and a complete modern
plant for insulating wire and cables of all descriptions

with rubber has been installed therein. This branch of

the business has met with unexpected approval on the

part of customers, and the high character of the product
will undoubtedly steadily increase the output. The ar-

rangements for testing the wires are particularly com-
plete, and the care exercised in this department ensures

the production of perfect insulation, or the discovery of

i he "I'loncer lamp, which is manufactured by the Elec-
tric Arc Light company of OS7 Broadway, New York, has
established itself in the confidence of the trade. The re-
sult is the placing of immediate orders. The demand has
been so great that arrangements have been completed
for a further enlargement of the capacity of the works.
It is reported that several gentlemen having a combined
capital of over ft2, 000,000 are now backing this concern.
They will push the business in every portion of the coun-
try, and propose that every one in the electrical busi-
ness shall know of their "Pioneer" lamp, through the
strongest agencies that can be obtained. A handsome
suite of offices has been fitted up at 6«7 and 6.S9 Broad-
way, and a fine laboratory located at 250 Mercer street,
New York. The "Pioneer" lamp will be very much in
I'iden and about the ( hall.

The National Underground Cable
York, Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago has just organ-
ized a new department for the sole manufacture of Reid
tubular terminal heads for electric light and street rail-
way feeder cables and telephone and telegraph cables, to
be under the immediate supervision of Edwin S. Reid,
the inventor. The Reid terminal may be said to have
done more than any other single invention to make un-
derground cables successful, and its value is best shown
by the fact that more than one hundred thousand of
these terminals are in use to-day in the United States
and Canada on underground and aerial cables. These
terminals will be used exclusively on the large contracts
for underground and aerial lead-covered cables now be-
ing performed by the National company for street rail-
way companies, electric light, telephone and telegraph
companies in Toledo. Chicago, Richmond. Philadelphia.
Pittsburg, Baltimore, Boston and San Francisco.

The popularity of the Ball engine for direct connec-
tion to dynamos is well shown by the subjoined list of
plants in which Ball engines are directly coupled to West-
ern Electric, Westinghouse, Walker, Crocker-Wheeler,
Fontaine, General Electric, Card, C. & C. Siemens &
Halske, Waddell-Entz, Eddy, Thresher, Elwell-Parker
or Jenny dynamos. The figures show the capacity in
kilowatts in each case; C . E. Johnson company building,
Chicago, 25; cityof Galveston, Galveston, Tex., 30; Secur-
ity building, St. Louis, Mo., So; Louisville hotel, Louis-
ville, Ky., 50; Young Women's Christian association,
Chicago, 40; J. H. Bishop &Co., Wyandotte, Mich., 25';

Tradesmen's Bank building, Pittsburg Pa 142 '4-

Apollo Iron & Steel Works, Apollo, Pa., 675; Troy IrJn
& Steel company, Troy, N. Y., i87>4 ; Duquesne club,
Pittsburg, Pa., 50; Mohawk building, Cleveland, Ohio,
102; steamer City of Buffalo, 50; National Tube Works,
McKeesport, Pa., 100; Congressional Library, Washing-
ton, D. C. 325; IndustrialHoraefor the Blind, Chicago.
30; Herald building, Baltimore, Md., 30; Edison Light
& Power company. La Crosse, Wis., 200; Kenwood hotel,
Chicago, 80; city of Wells, Wells, Minn., 50; Joel Gut-
man building, Baltimore. Md., 60; Drew, Selby & Co.,
Portsmouth, Ohio, 80; Mabley building, Detroit, Mi;h.,
415; Elgin City Railway company, Elgin, 111., 225; Har-
per hospital, Detroit, Mich., 80; Tremont building. Bos-
ton, Mass., 90; Lynchburg Cotton Mills, Lynchburg,
Va., 40; C. & C. Electric company, Garwood, N. J.,
100; Juvenile Offenders' Home, Geneva, 111., 35; Pitts-
burg National Bank of Commerce, Pittsburg, Pa., 30;
Lumber Exchange building, Minneapolis, Minn., 200;
city of Adrian, Adrian. Minn., 50; Oskaloosa Edison
Electric Light company, Oskaloosa. Iowa, 250; Jevne
& Co.. Chicago, 40; Safe Deposit building, San Fran-
cisco, 40; Willoughby, Hill & Co., Chicago, 75; Cum-
ner, Jones &Co., Boston. 75; Bushnell building, Spring-
field. Ohio, 40; Denison University, Granville. Ohio, 40:

J.
N. Adam building, Buffalo, N. Y., .65; Shoneman

-Bros.. Philadelphia, Pa.. 35; Century building, Cleve-
land, Ohio, 102 ^: Paul O. Stensland building, Chicago,
73; Ohio State Reformatory, Mansfield, Ohio. 200.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
558,924. Multiple Series System of Ele

tion. Francis B. Badt, Chicago, I

filed December 6, 1895,

pensating conductor and mail

the generator 10 circuit with or

558.953- Eccentric Mounting for Electric Vehicle Axle
Ernst W. G. C. Hoffmann. Charlottenburg. Ge
many. Application filed December 27, 1S95.

I shaft is eccen

f said si.

amping

shaft upon '

lateralTyWoJ!

, be moved.

558,970. Method of Electrolytic Treatment of Soap-

Thtr,u°Jrf.'„^.t' action of
anode being composed ol

j shown provided wi
ing, having mica coi
» material molded

558.983. Current Straightening Commutator. Carl
Pollak, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Appli-
cation filed August 28, 1895.

One of the ^

iegments, coui
.ately.meansi

1 the sections of ;

cled alter-

means for
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558,989. Hanger for Arc Lamps. Lyman
Chicago, 111. Application filed March 28

i;s8 991. Safety Arc Lamp Hanger. Edward P. Snow-

den, St. Joseph, Mo. Application filed February

II, 1896.
The invention comprises a fixedly supported lianger-box,

p^E^'rec'Sverl secu^e°d^o''one side^of^the' swiSiboard. and

provided at a point intermediate of tlieir ends with laterally

projecting binding posts '^^'.'''"'[j"^^^.^^™"^^ plug receiv-

s disposed directly at one si

f the binding posts, and a v

1 plugs.

srk in and out of 1

,vitch-lever conne

559,030''" Gasolene Traction Engine James A. Hockett,

Sterling, Kan. Application filed September 6,

Ttiis engine comprises a pair ot cylinaers arrangeu Ldu-

dem,p!nngers^therem.^irilet^-vaKeFaMag^scoran^^^^^

electrically

and electrically
md to

,59,038. Automatic Electric Indicator System Gwynne

E Painter Baltimore, Md. Application filed Feb-

ruary 26, 1895.
, ..,.,„_ .:„,„.,„„,„,,,,„„.

!anization for
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supported directly by the diaphragms, a ;ell containini

s, whereby t'
'"'

, increased

559,134. MiUiampere-meter. Charles M. Hollopete

Fostoria, Ohio. Application filed May 31, 1895.

559 143. Electric Light and Signaling Device. David

Misell, New York, N Y. Application filed Febru-

ary 25, 1896.

In a combined lightii

May 9, 1896

switch and the pointer organization, aiia an eiei.iiu-ji.aB-

tietic circuit-breaker electrically controlled by the switch,

and automatically caused to cut oft communication with the

electric generator after each step-by-step movemenr 01 ine

550,039. Electrical Signaling Apparatus. Gwynne E.

Painter, Baltimore, Md. Application filed Feb-

ruary 16, 1895. -J .1 -.1,

A Shalt is adapted to move a pointer, and is provided vn ith

a cam-slot wheel and a ""S"?""";^
"/[jl^j'^jj,^^ fej tlie

559 048 Electric Running Light and Signal Lantern

for Sh.ps Joseph Barrc New York, N.Y. Ap-

plication filed No\ ember 29 1S93

The invention co\ers a running light for ships, provided

with a cap at its upper end carrying supports tor two

or more electric lights, the cap being rotatablewith respect

the lamp fixture, wherebv the electric lights may be

o56 Mast-arm for Electric Lamps. Joseph J.^

Shickluna, Buflalo, N. Y. Application filed April

29, 1895.
.

f V in side mem-
bers,'\'^^e\tror casing connecting the outer ends of the

nomhprs. eves or bearings arranged at the rear ends of the

members, and a yoke or brn

559, 0S6. Telephone and railing' S

Smith, N. V. Vm,1. N Y Arrli

(ided

559,087. Telephone and Calling Sys

Smith, New York, N.Y. Applica

and signaling dev:

teries operaling the parts, ana a spnng-aciuaiea

which is adapted to throw the operative parts into i

559,149. Electric Light Shade. Henry Stenz,
'

bault, Minn. Application filed June 27, 1895

559,232: Socket for Incandescent Lamps.
Tournier, Schenectady. N. Y. Applit

March 25, iSg6.

559. I55'. Process of Hardening Positive Ma;
cumulators. Carl H. Weise. Poessnick, Germany.

Application tiled July 13. 1S95. .

This process of hardening the P°=_!^'^|^Pj.^^^g^
"^latesTna

luted snlphuric acid.

559,168. Connector for Electricity-carrying Cables.

David E. Evans, Baltimore, Md. Application filed

November 4, 1S95.

559.175- Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,

Philadelphia, Pa, Application filed July 8, 1S93.

This is a modified overhead trolley system. The poles are

located along each side of the roadway and arranged in

trolley wire is supported from the upper parts of the poles

Ijy transverse suspension wires; a conduit is arranged along

openings at intervals communicating with the interior of

the tubular poles; a supply conductor is arranged within

connect the supply conductor at intervals with the sus-

pended trolley wire, arranged within the branching por-

tions of the conduit and shielded by the tubular posts; remov-
able caps or covers are provided for the branching points

of the conduit, with inclosed compartments opening to the

incandescent lamp socket, ai

nth passages in its edges for t

e passageway for the insertion (

spring,;
cup oft

shaft, and a cavity at the other end for the location of one
of the binding screws and brackets, a cavity at one side of

the block for the location of the other binding screw and
bracket, and a contact arm.

,,240. Electrically Controlled Clutch. Franklin A.

Weller, Boston, Mass. Application filed April 20,

?iih the clutch,

,254. Electric Heel and Toe Protector. Jennie A.

Blair. New York. N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruary 27, 1896.

This device consists of a heel socket and a toe socket con-

nected by elastic bands adapted to extend over the arch of

the foot and pockets located in the sockets and separately

connected by a conductor.

,256. Plowing by Electricity. Friedrich Brutschke.

Charlottenburg, Germany. Application filed Jan-

uary 2. 1895. Patented in Germany February 10,

1894, and in Austria October 5, 1S94.

A plow having an electric motor mounted thereon, in

combination with a chain stretched across a field, movable

or more free cable-carrying carriages to support the cable

motor with this shaft is provided. The traction cable fo

towing engages with the sheave.

559,274. Art of Telephoning. Derick H. Fitch, Caz
N-. Y. Application filed November 29,

'^'^Lcomhii

1,275. Trolley for Electric Cars. James L. Foster,
' Waterbury, Conn. Application filed September ii,

1S95.

558,971

The combination with a rigid trolley arm or pole, having
its pivotal part provided with a catch device at its rear por-

tion, of a trigger having one of its ariris adapted to engage

conductor and to be automatically disengaged therefrom
when the arm or pole leaves the conductor, a spring or

springs connected to the opposite arm of the trigger, a

spring connected to the pivotal part of the arm or pole at its

lower front portion, and means for engaging the trigger

559,280, Circuit Breaker. Morgan J.
Griffith, Wilkes-

barre. Pa. Application filed August 28, 1S95.

s^iSr;i
tact pieces > he n depressed.

.'Jr'''„''J=,„L

ng to rele,
- nri nrnvirled wilU adniStaDie taoi:.^-^

5 for depress-

,282, Electric Lamp. Robert Hacking and George
Brand, Nottingham, England. Application filed

July 20, 1895.
_

protector and

substantially a

reflector and :

spondingly V-shaprd transp:

.lofi. Telephone Trrinsmil

Springfield, Ohio. Applic

1893.
,

IMIll.M l\. HUVj.

filed October^ar

ilcd in -_- „,,,
,„d by 559. "3-

Jent

Kav^
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Manufacture of Calcium Carbide.
I!v Orkcn E, DUNI.M'.

Tlie C.irbide Manufacturing' company, whose plant

is on the lands of the Niagara falls l^ower company at

Niagara Kails, has been merged into the Acetylene Light.

Heat & Power company of Philadelphia. The direct-

ors of this latter company are T. Morris Perot, a cap-

italist, who is interested in gas securities: Frederick

Rumpf a manufacturer; C. C. Adams of the Postal Tele-

graph company; E. C. Napheys, a member of a well-

known lard refining firm; James A. Vincent, an elec-

trical and mechanical engineer; Samuel t.. Kent of the

erected and operated in America outside of the parent

plant in Spray, N. C, illustrations of the furnace of

which and the electrode are given in connection with

this article (Figs. 4 and 5). As originally erected the

factory at Niagara Falls was 40 by go feet at the founda-

tion. The structure is of brick, the front portion being

two stories high. To this building a brick addition 30

by 60 feet has been added to that part, which is one-

story high. An excellent view of the factory is pre-

sented in I'^ig. 7. The front or two-story part of the

building is devoted to the crushing and grinding plant of

50 tons capacity, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. To the

company that despite these drawbacks and in the primi-

tive furnace at Spray, carbide was manufactured at

$21. 72 per ton. Accepting this as true, few will be dis-

posed to dispute the fact that with the great resources

offered at Niagara Falls the cost of the production of

carbide can be and will be materially lessened. Niagara

Falls, the point selected for production, is within easy

access of the Pennsylvania coke supply and the Cana-

dian lime supply, for an analysis of certain Canadian

lime proves it to be of superior merit for calcium car-

Kent Manufacturing company, and W. W. fngram, cap-

italist. All of the men mentioned are Philadelphians. The

officers of the Acetylene flight, Heat & Power company

are; President, C. C. Adams; vice-president, James A.

Vincent; treasurer, E. C. Napheys; secretary, Frank N.

Lewis. The company has started its carbide plant, and

it announces that it finds from the data so far obtainable

that it can manufacture carbide for about $23 per short

ton, but this figure is likely to be modified by future re-

sults. The current to start the furnaces in operation was

turned on by Mrs. Vincent, -wife of the vice-president

of the company, and the results were such as to please

the company. The quality of carbide turned out is very

fine and strong in gas qualities.

The carbide plant at Niagara Falls is the first to be

G. I. MANUFACTURE OF CALCIUM CARBIDE.—FURNACE ROO

rear of this is the furnace room, a picture of which is

shown on this page, containing four bases, and adjoin-

ing the furnace room on the lower floor is the transformer

room, Fig. 3. Beyond the furnace room is the store-

room, as at present arranged, but the addition is likely

to effect some changes. In fact, the president of the

company, C. C. Adams, has announced that a continu-

ous furnace would be added to the plant, as the present

furnaces are not continuous. This, of course, should be

a material factor in lessening the cost of the production

of carbide, about which there is so much dispute at pres-

ent. The Spray, N. C, factory is located on a narrow-

gauge railroad and excessive freight rates are charged

upon the ingredients which enter into the manufacture

of carbide. And yet it is asserted by a member of the

cheap ingredients from which calcium carbide is made.

When finely divided and intimately mixed they are

smelted together in an electric furnace. Any form of

carbon can be used, but coke gives the best results; any

form of lime, either burnt lime, limestone or slacked

lime is available, but quicklime gives best results. The
coke is ground to an impalpable powder, with crushers

and rollers, then sieved through a 50-mesh sieve. The

lime is crushed and ground the same way, but not

sifted. The coke

proper proportion

and then weighed

lixed in a me.

From the mixing machine the n

electric furnace. A supply for :

sign of the building will permit

terioration takes place after the

erial is carried to the

1 be stored. No de-

xing of the materials.
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The lime air-slacks to a very limited extent. This,

however, makes very little difference.

Each of the four furnaces at Niagara contain a cast-

ron crucible three feet six inches long, two feet eight

nches deep, and two feet two inches wide. The elec-

ts of a horizontal bed-plate, or crucible,

connected to one pole of the generator or transformer,

and of a vertical carbon pencil connected to the other

pole, suspended above the center of the bed-plate and

capable of moving in a vertical direction. The process

is started by attaching the carbon pencil to the bed-

plate, the passage of electric current taking place in-

stantly- The carbon pencil is then raised, imposing an

air gap in the circuit, thus forming the arc. Having

established the arc in this manner, the material is fed in

toward the crucible or bed-plate covering the arc and

surrounding the pencil to a depth of two to three feet.

The production of carbide begins immediately. The

carbide thus produced forms under the pencil and tends

to close the air gap. As the air gap is shortened the re-

sistance of the furnace is lowered and the load increases,

which is shown by the ammeter. The attendant in

charge then raises the pencil so as to lengthen the air

gap, increasing the resistance and lowering the load to

its normal amount. This adjustment ismecessary every

f ordinary intelligence can at-

npressors necessary liquefying the Reynolds-

gas.

Each of the furnaces at Niagara is designed to con-

sume 500 horsepower. The bedplate in the furnace

consists of a cast-iron crucible placed on a car which is

run into the furnace on a track under the carbon pencil.

A clamping device makes the neccessary electrical con-

tact on the side of the crucible. The pencils consist of

six carbon slates 46 inches long, four inches thick, eight

inches wide at the lower end and 16 wide at the upper.

These are clamped in a cast-iron holder, which in turn is

secured to the end of a copper rod 3''2 by 3':: inches

Flexible copper cables are fastened into the upper end

of this rod to permit of a vertical movement of about 1

2

feet. The the arbon holder, and the

facilitaterod are all counterpoise to lessen the work ;

the raising and lowering of the upper electrode. After

the arc is started the mixed material is fed into the

crucible by opening the chute and allowing it to drop in

from a bin located above the furnaces.

The present furnaces are of simple construction.

They consist merely of retaining walls of ordinary red

brick to prevent the material from flying about and being

blown mechanically out of the crucible. Carbide has

been and can be made on an open hearth without any

tend four furnaces. In the installation an ammeter for

each furnace is placed in immediate proximity to the

carbon-raising device, which controls the carbon for that

furnace. After the process has been going on in this

manner for from one to three hours, a column of carbide

from one to four feet in diameter is formed between the

bed-plate and the bottom of the carbon pencil, the arc

being maintained between the top of the column of car-

bide and the bottom of the pencil. As the carbide

formed has a substance of more or less high electrical

thi; afte

formed, it is economical to stop the process, clear out the

crucible and make a new s'art after a column of two to

six feet, according to the capacity of the furnace, has

been produced. The process of drawing a charge con-

sumes from three to five minutes. The carbide is then

allowed to cool, after which il is broken up and may be

btored for any length of time. It will give up its gas

upon the simple addition of ordinary water, This gas,

it is claimed, can be kept in a holder and used direct

through ordinary pipe and burners, a flow of .8 cubic

foot per hour giving a light of 40 candle power against

the ordinary tip burning five cubic feet an hour, giving

a candle power of 16, An amount of gas equivalent to

4,000 cubic feet of ordinary city gas can be stored in a

cylinder whose external dimensions are six inches in

diameter by five leetlong by compressing it to the lique-

faction point. A single reducing valve sufiices to lower

the pressure as is needed of the liquefied gas to a pressure

of i^i ounces to the square inch, or two inches water

pressure, which is the pressure used with ordinary city

electric furnace is simply infernal, it is confined 1

a small area that the use of fire brick is not neo

The furnaces at Niagara, for the present, are w

parallel and two will be in operation at the sami

Some dioxide of carbon is produced during the

and this carries out of the furnace, mechanically,

portion of the lime and coke. To provide a

chamber in which this can be recovered a flue

long, with hanging walls and diaphragm, is built

the furnaces and along the floor to a vent at so;

venient point. Each furnace consuming 500 horse

it is asserted, will produce in one day about 2*2

The electrical equipment of the plant at Niagara con-

sists of one 1,000 horse power single-phase transformer

and a reactive coil to be used in starting the furnaces, to

prevent an overload on the generators. There is also a

75 horse power two-phase 2.000 volt motor, making 375

revolutions per minute. The transformer is placed as

near the center line of the-furnace as is possible, to avoid

the installation of more heavy trucks than are actually

necessary. The 75 horse power motor is used for

operating the crushing, grinding and mixing machines,

elevators and conveyances. The electrical equipment

was furnished by the General Electric company. The

crushing and grinding machinf.*ry. bins, clrvators, rnn-

,
coke and Canada lime have

been found most suitable for this purpose, the latter

containing but little foreign matter.

During the building of the Niagara factory J. M.
Morehead was the superintendent of erection. Major
Morehead is the electrical engineer of the Electro-gas

company of New York and he has given considerable

careful attention to the electrical equipment of the plant.

To him the writer is indebted for information here given.

T. L. Willson has also given this plant considerable at-

tention and has been consulted frequently during the

course of construction and equipment. According to

statements of the gentlemen interested in this project,

the capitalization of acetylene at present organized in

the United Slates will exceed 540,000.000, and the

erection of a number of plants is being projected

throughout the United States, similar to those now be-

ing erected at Lockport (Fig. 6) and Niagara Falls, and
the plant now being equipped at St. Catharines, Ont.

The Commercial Value of Acetylene Gas
As an Illuminant.'

By Louis A. Ferguson.

It is my intention in presenting this paper to treat of
acetylene in its commercial aspect as related to the
illuminating industry, and to attempt no description of
its value in the chemical world, as the latter is a field

entirely apart from that invaded by this association and
one so comprehensive that it might well be made the
subject of another discourse.
The first step in the process of manufacture of

acetylene gas is the production of calcium carbide,
which is accomplished by the reduction of lime by car-
bon with the intense heat of the arc in an electric
furnace. The chemical equation representing theaction is-

CAO+3C=CAC2-|-CO, the CAO representing the lime,
3C the carbon, CAC2 being the symbol of calcium car-
bide, and CO carbonic monoxide. Although several
experimenters produced carbide of calcium and carbide
of sodium and from these acetylene gas many years ago,
the first production of carbide of calcium on anything
like a commercial scale was made by T. L. Willson at
Spray, N. C, while endeavoring to produce the
metal calcium in the electric furnace. It was my
good fortune to have visited with Mr. Willson his plant
at Spray and there carried on experiments in the manu-
facture of the carbide of calcium and the production
therefrom of acetylene gas, and perhaps a few words in

description of the apparatus employed may be of inter-

Spray is a beautiful little spot about 25 miles south-
west from Danville, Va., and about two miles from
Leaksville. N. C. It is reached from Danville by a nar-
row-gauge road, operated by the negroes, the locomo-
tive boiler being fired by wood in true primitive fashion,
the roadbed hardly being the equal of the trunk lines
between New York and the West. The carbide plant is

located alongside of a small stream which has quite a
fall at this point, the power of the fall driving a Leffel
water wheel, to which are belted two General Electric
company's 120 kilowatt alternating current tlvnamos
built for 60 cycles per second. In Mr. Willson "s origi-

nal work he used a direct current dynamo of his own
construction, but this was abandoned later and the
larger alternating current machines purchased, so as to
enable the experiments to be carried on upon a larger
scale. It was also imagined that an alternating current
dynamo would give better results, it being claimed that
the alternating current would keep the mixture of coke
and lime stirred up about the arc. This, of course, was
a fallacy, the real value in the use of the alternating cur-
rent machines as compared with the original ones built
by Mr. Willson arising from the fact that no commuta-
tor being required it was much easier to regulate under
the varying conditions of the arc and there was an entire
absence of sparking, which was a destructive feature of
the original dynamo. The alternators are built for 1,000

nged to run in parallel, and transformers are
used The itch-

board for the dynamos is provided with ammeters and
voltmeters for each dynamo, so that the output may be
accurately determined. From the switchboard large
cables, capable of carrying i.ooo amperes, run to each

ill of brie the
of the furnace being approximately

feet square and eight feet high. Each furnace is pro-
vided with a flue to carry oil the gases of reduction. In
the floor of each furnace is a carbon plate to which the
cables connect, this plate constituting one pole of the
arc. The upper carbon for the arc consists of six car-

bons in one cast-iron holder, each carbon being four

?ach 35 poun
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A simple method of generating acetylene from the
carbide is to use the apparatus which I will descrilie.

,.,..
'"To.

o.^c- :,-T...s-

r-slac ked lime and 1QO pounds powdered
the otal \ eight otm xture i.ig pounds.

lure I So pou ids were u nused lea ing I 010
ell we . L\h ered the furnace.

a per ,d of three hon s, during which the

s fed i no Ihe fnrnace hs shovel, a required.

lerial stokec rec;u ariv The cu rent used
goo amperes 200 amperes as extreme

ts, but being kept very regularly at about 1,000 am-
;s, the voltage varying from 90 to 104 at the extreme
being kept fairly constant at 100 volts. Readings
i taken approximately every 10 minutes during the

and from 23 readings the average showed 1,000 am-
, volt:

fur

the heat of the electi

the temperature of t

3,500 degrees to 4,0c

dinary smelting furn

1.500 degrees.

At the end of the r

; current is turned on and the arc made, the

jins to form on the bottom of the furnace

ipper carbons, in the shape of a block, and as

is necessary to raise the upper carbons to

le proper arc, the current passing from the

the form of the arc to the carbide below, the

constituting the other pole of the arc and
the current to the plate in the bottom of the

fhe production of the calcium carbide is by
and not by electrolysis

in the neighborhood of

.. while that of the or-

from 1,200 degrees to

; allowed to cool do
sed

1 and the product
arefully weighed.

of the carbide some of the n

lost by passing up the chimney with the gases of reduc-

tion, which burn with wild sheets of flame, increasing

with their hissing the already deafening roar of the im-

mense alternating current arc. The weight of the cal-

cium carbide actually produced in this test was 139

pounds, the unused material amounting to 607 pounds,

to which must be added the water contained in the lime.

165 pounds, making the total unused material 772
pounds. The weight of the mixture delivered to the

furnace was. as stated before, i.oio pounds, so that the

actual weight of mixture consumed and lost in the

process of manufacture of 139 pounds of calcium, carbide

was 23S pounds. The efficiency of production, there-

fore, would be the weight of carbide produced divided

by the weight of mixture used up, or 139 divided by 23S,

which gives 5S.4 per cent, as the efficiency of production.

The next step is to calculate from the results of the tests

the amount of carbide produced per kilowatt hour. We
have seen that the average value of the energy expended

in the production of the carbide was 100 kilowatts, and
that we produced 139 pounds of carbide in three hours,

or at the rate of 46';, pounds per hour; therefore the

carbide produced per kilowatt hour would be 46'; di-

n. 12 pounds of carbide per kilowatt per 24 hour day,

or 8,3 pounds per horse power- per day of 24 hours. A
sample of this carbide produced, weighing 34.1 grammes,

was then taken and the acetylene gas formed by adding

water, and the gas evolved measured by means of special

apparatus showed a result of 5.24 cubic feet of acetylene

gas per pound of carbide after making the proper tem-

perature and barometric corrections.

Having thus seen the quantity of calcium carbide pro-

duced for each kilowatt hour of energy consumed, and

the value of the carbide as a producer of acetylene, we
will now take up the method of production of acetylene

from the carbide and consider some of its properties be-

fore determining the cost of production of the carbide.

Acetylene is produced from the calcium carbide merely

by the application ot water, the action being shown by

another lubu cunnuu. (
. .

1 1
i . - ..1

\ mts
attached. Water is il -,;... .: ,,, -ni,-ill

quantities through ili^' :!
'

,1.' '• .,] .-uul

upon the carbide, Th^' .il-I' - Hi.iicd

passes through the tubu l<i tlir 1 . --nu-ier

and lifts the gasholder, the pusii i. n !
.

1
1

1 hang-
ing with the quantity of gasgcii' 1 1 1

' is then
delivered from the holder by iiir.in. . ,| ii,,. Mil. Imt tube

holder lowers and a fresh supply is generated by ad-
mitting more water through the funnel upon the carbide
within the generator.

Another method, which is automatic in its action, is

to partially submerge a vessel in water, the vessel being
open at the bottom and containing the carbide suspended

1 the of 1 I gas
then drawn from above the carbide,
being used the water remains more
with the carbide, but as soon as the consumption of gas
ceases or diminishes, the pressure of the gas forces the

water downward into the lower part of the vessel and
away from the carbide, thus causing the generation' of

the gas to cease. An arrangement similar to this is one
proposed for country residences.

Acetylene gas may also be used in its liquid form and
is prepared by decomposing the calcium carbide with
water in a closed vessel and conducting the generated
gas under pressure to a condenser, where it liquiefies

and is then drawn off in tanks for shipment and distri-

Compared with other gases acetylene has a very high
candle power. Water gas, which is used in nearly all

the large cities of the United States for illuminating
purposes, when burned at the rate of five cubic feet per
hour gives from 20 to 25 candle power, while acetylene
when burned at the rate of five cubic feet per hour gives,

according to most observers, 240 candle power, or ap-

proximately 10 times the illumination of water gas.

The temperature of the acetylene flame is low as com-
pared with that of water and coal gas. Professor Lewes
placing the temperature of the acetylene flame at 1,000

degrees C. and the coal gas flame at 1,360 degrees C. It

has been stated by Professor Crafts of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology that the true relation of the

temperature of the present commercial illuminants when
giving the same candle power is: Incandescent light

one, acetylene three and water gas nine, showing that

the incandescent lamp gives off the least amount, of

heat per candle power, while acetylene gives three times

that of the incandescent lamp and one-third that of

water gas.

Many experiments have been made by noted scientists

; ha\

gas, Gi

; been made martyr
xide.

id subjected

hich is the

ing gaspoisonous constituent of ordinary il

after their death their blood has been examined and th

amount of carbonic oxide absorbed by the blood deter-

mined. Grehant made comparisons of carbonic oxide

and acetylene, to determine their relative poisonous
qualities, upon dogs. In his experiments he used 20

per cent, of oxygen in his mixtures, so as to prevent the

animals" death by suffocation. He added enough Paris

bonic oxide, so as to give one per cent, carbonic oxide

in the mixture. The dog showed signs of suffering after

three minutes and m 10 mmut
his blood showed 27 volumes i

Another dog was subjected to

per cent, oxygen and 20 per cei

without inconvenience for i=f t

tion his blood showed 10 per

he nek.

of carbonic xide.

ALUMINUM WOUKS AT LOCKPORT TO BE TURNED

question now before us is the cost of producing them.
The results of the tests made at Spray, and before de-

scribed, show that 8.3 pounds of carbide is produced by
each electrical horse power in one day, or .463 pound
per kilowatt hour; also that the efficiency of production
was 58,4 per cent. Experience at Spray shows that the

carbons used as electrodes last about 70 hours with the

same amount of energy as used in this test. The cost

of these carbons is $2 each, which approximates six

cents per pound or iS cents per kilowatt hour. The cost of

lime I have put at $5 per ton and coke at 52.50 per ton,

these figures being about the average prices for these

materials of good quality, and considerably less than
the actual cost of them at Spray. The question of the

cost of electrical energy is the all important one, so that

I have taken the Niagara price of S20 per electrical

horse power per year of 8,760 hours, considering this to

be the lowest commercial price obtainable at the pres-

curacy, it being one which is absolutely tangible. The
estimate is further based on the assumption that the

carbide plant is to be operated at full load 24 hours per
day and 365 days each year, so that the actual cost per
electrical horse power hour of energy consumed may not
exceed S20 divided by 8,760, which is .23S cent, or .317
cent per kilowatt hour. With this data as a basis the

cost of producing one ton of calcium carbide at Niagara
Falls, in a plant having 10 200-kilowatt furnaces pro-
ducing 10 tons of carbide per day, would be as follows:

Po\\

entperk. w. hour, .$13.69
Material:

2,085 pounds of lime at S5 per ton 5.21

1,339 pounds of coke at $2. 50 per ton 1.G7

Carbons for 4.320 kilowatt hours at iS cents
per kilowatt hour 7. 78

Supervision and labor operating two shifts

12 hours each:

1 superintendent at $5 $ 5.00

2 foremen at $2. 50 5.00
10 regulating men at Si 10.00
G furnace men at Si. 50 9.00
2 grinders at Si. 50 3.00
6 laborers handling and grinding

and mixing at Si-5o 9.00

Labor, per ton. S45 -^10 4 . 50
Cost of barrels and preparing carbide for

shipment i ,00

S33-85

apparatus for handling anc

"lating

Depreciation on $25,000 at fiv

Taxes at s'lo per'si.ooo'.'.'.
'. '. '.

'

Insurance at $3 per Si.ooo. . .

.

Cost of production at Niagara.

Freight from Niagara to New "

Philadelphia. Boston or Ch
at 15 cents per 100 pounds
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This estimate of cost per ton of calcium carbide is

intended to represent the cost of manufacture to a large

gas company operating in New York, Boston, Philadel-

phia or Chicago with its calcium carbide works at Niag-

ara, and whose business would be to produce acetylene

from the carbide in the city where the gas is to be used,

and to distribute it to its customers through its exist-

ing mains. It is not intended to represent the cost

cleared ofl' its books of any corporation or firm whose
sole business would be the manufacture of calcium car-

bide for the market, for to cover that case we must add
to the above estimate the cost of general expense, in-

cluding administration, royalties and selling expenses,

which of necessity would be equal to a large percentage
of the factory cost as given. Let us then consider the

value of acetylene to the gas companies in large cities;

In many articles and circulars treating of this question,

it has b'eeu customary to place the actual cost of acety-

lene as produced from the carbide, taking the factory

cost of the carbide as a basis, against the selling price

of illuminating gas at Si per thousand cubic feet. This,

of course, is not a fair comparison and is very mislead-

ing. Believing that the only fair way to consider the

relative value of acetylene and water gas is to compare
them upon the basis of cost per candle power hour in

the bolder, and assuming that the cost of distribution is

the same in each case, I will treat the question on that

We have seen from the results of the tests at Spray
that for each pound of carbide we obtained 5.24 cubic
feet of acetylene, or 10,500 cubic feet per ton; therefore

the cost per thousand cubic feet of acetylene would be
one-tenth the cost of one ton of calcium carbide. The
candle power of acetylene being placed at 240 for each
five cubic feet of gas, and the candle power of water gas

in the large cities at 25 for each five cubic feet of gas, it

will be seen that the candlepower of acetylene is 10

times that of water gas per thousand cubic feet, and.

therefore, the cost of acetylene giving the same candle

power as water gas would be equivalent to water gas at

a cost per thousand cubic feet equal to ^^^ of the cost

pipes, and, in case this were prevented by the use of an
auxiliary safety valve, then every failure of the reduc-

ing valve would allow all the gas to escape and be lost.

The use of acetylene cylinders would increase the dan-
ger in case of fire, since the gas would escape should the

cylinders become heated, and explosions of the mixture
of acetylene gas and air would possibly follow. After

considering the many inconveniences and dangers in the

use of liquid acetylene in the business and residence dis-

tricts of the large cities, it leads the writer to believe that

acetylene to be commercially successful must be deliv-

ered to the customers in the form of gas through a sys-

tem of mains, as is now done with ordinary illuminating

gas. Liquid acetylene should find afield in the lighting

;per kilow findi

riage. bicycle and locomotive head lamps, and in isolated

places where distribution by mains is not possible.

When acetylene was first brought forward to be used
commercially it was expected that the gas companies
might still maintain their existing gas works and use
acetylene to enrich their gas and furnish a 25 candle

power flame, as formerly, but at a much less cost. Ex-
periments have shown, however, that although coal gas

may be enriched by acetylene, water gas is not suscep-

tible to enrichment by it. W^tergas, which is furnished

in nearly all the large cities, has little illuminating

power of its own, is now treated with petroleum, and it

is only when enriched to a certain candle power that

acetylene may be mixed with it without losing its

candle power, so that we cannot, as at first supposed,
substitute acetylene for petroleum and use it economic-
ally as an enricher of low candle power water gas.

It has been suggested that the manufacture of calcium
carbide might be carried on by the central station elec-

trict lighting companies as a by-product, furnishing the

energy necessary for its production during the hours of

light load upon the lighting system, thus bringing the

load curve of the station nearer to a straight line and
thereby improving the economy of the station operation.

It will be readily seen from the figures given in the

estimate of the cost of producing the carbide, that the

1 carbide. For example, if the calcium
carbide costs the gas company Sioo per ton, then the cost

of acetylene gas in the holder will be equivalent to 25
candle pDwer water gas costing Si per thousand in the

holder.

The present average cost of illuminating gas in the

holders of the large gascompanies approximates 30 cents

per thousand cubic feet, while the cost of acetylene gas

in the holder with calcium carbide at S37-69 per ton

would be equivalent light for light to illuminating gas at

37,"(, cents per thousand cubic feet, making the cost

per candle power hour of pure acetylene approximately
20 per cent, higher than that of ordinary illuminating

gas. If acetylene were mixed with air and distributed

the cost would be less. This has been done in an exper-

imental way, using 60 per cent, acetylene, and 40 per
cent. air. but the advisability of attempting to distribute

such a mixture through a system of mains in a city for

commercial use is exceedingly questionable, owing to the

risk of the mixing being improperly done and the quan-
tity of acetylene falling to such a percentage as to form

It has been suggested that the cost of distribution, as

, thei lich <

stitute a large portion of cost in the lighting industry,
might be saved by the use of liquid acetylene, put up in

cylinders and delivered to the stores, residences and
offices, so that the consumer might generate his own gas
as required. It appears to the writer that this method
is an entirely impracticable and uncommercial one, as
there an- nlmn^t in'^urmountable objections to be over-

come \i]th'T ihf average business man nor the occu-
pants ^ >f . r^ -'l-n. - v.ish to be bothered with the care
neces-;nii, :iii.nr|;,nt ii|ir.n the use of the cylinders of

acetyl. iM 1 .. nil \,>- necessary either to have two
cyliii'l' ice or to have a second one
plac'-l :li.' lirst one wns exhausted, and
in all

,

.. man would find himself in

darktir . ii, n h,; most m.-eded the light.

cylinder. Tl,r
|

from 600 to y*'"
\

reducing valve
,

The same valv.' - 1,1

ity, would not be kept in conditi-

householder or .storekeeper, and thi

be that the full pressure might be

inde

very important factor, and if we in-

crease the cost given, of S20 per horse power per year,

we will correspondingly increase the cost of the carbide.

From experience with the cost of operation of the larg-

est central lighting stations in this country, the writer

can safely state that the absolute cost of fuel alone in

the most economically operated lighting station of

the most modern type of multiple expansion condens-
ing plant averages .3 of one cent per kilowatt hour, or
approximately 520 per horse power per year, continuous
service, while the total cost of generation in the station

would average over double that amount. In the average
of the large central stations the generating cost at the

switchboards, without distribution and general expenses
approximates one cent per kilowatt hour, which is about
S65per horsepower per year, and in the smaller stations

using steam double that amount. It is obvious, then,

that we may not hope to use our present central stations

during minimum hours for the manufacture of calcium
carbide as a by-product while the cost of power in our
stations remains as it is at present, and the amount of

power required for the production of carbide so excess-

ive, as the cost of its production by the central station

would be prohibitive It would be much better and
more economical for the central station manager to sell

his electrical energy through the incandescent or arc

lamp at the same price per kilowatt hour than to use the

energy for the production of carbide, since the cost per
candle power hour would be less when the electrical

energy is converted into light directly through the in-

candescent and arc lamps than through calcium carbide
and pure acetylene, assuming the cost of distribution

and general expense to be the same in each case. Take
for example, carbide at S40 per ton. which means 40
cents cost per 5,000 candle power hours of acetylene gas

in the holder, or 125 candle power hours for one cent.

Compare with this electrical energy al the switchboard
at two cents per kilowatt hour For each kilowatt hour
generated we obtain zn 5o-walt incandescent lamps each
giving 16 candle power, making a total of 320 candle
power hours per kilowatt hour, or iGo candle power_

hours for one cent., which is 2S per cent, more c.nndle'

power fnr the snmr evpenditure of money by the use of

Irrti M ,,: . M. 1 . I.'.. ,i !; .. ...Mills! the conversion by

candle power, we have 2,000 candle power hours per
kilowatt hour, or 575 candle power hours for one cent,

which is 4.6 times the illumination for the same money
as compared with pure acetylene gas.

Taking the cost per kilowatt hour at the switchboard
in the large central stations, we obtain 320 candle power
hours for one cent, which is 156 percent, more candle
power for the same expenditure of money by the use of
the incandescent lamp directly as a converter of elec-

trical energy into light as against the conversion by
means of carbide of calcium and acetylene.
By means of the arc lamp on the basis of cost of one

cent per kilowatt hour for electrical energy and 1.5 cents

g and lamp re-

obtain Soo ( die I

for the s

fore

;gas.

of produc-
jhould not

From these deductions and consideration:
it may be concluded, in the light of our pi

edge and upon the basis of the estimated co
tion of the calcium carbide, acetylene ga
drive the incandescent and arc lamp from the lighting

field, neither should it make such inroads on the elec-

tric lighting business as to materially affect the earn-
ings of existing central station companies, for after all,

e is a gas and burns with a naked flame, and the

incandescent and arc lamps has steadily in-

creased year by year, not because of their cheapness,
but because of their infinite superiority as illuminants
over any gas flame yet developed.

F. NicHOLLs: There is one point about which I would
like to ask Mr. Ferguson, and that is, upon the question
of transportation in barrels. He has fixed a certain
price for barrels, etc., and it has occurred to me that if

acetylene had to be shipped in large quantities, it would
have to be placed in hermetically sealed packages. From
what experience I have had, I do not believe it would be
safe to ship it in barrels. 1 know the slightest moisture
seems to affect it, and in much the same manner as lime
is affected by moisture. One drop of moisture on acety-
lene will cause the gas to generate quickly; and if that

came in contact with a flame, with a lighted match for

instance, I think it might prove disastrous. I have not
had any practical experience in the matter, and I would
like to ask Mr. Ferguson if he has examined that aspect
of the case.

Mr. Ferguson; I do not think anybody has had any
experience in the actual shipment of acetylene, but I have
no doubt Mr. Nicholls is quite right in his assumption
The estimate I have made is probably very low as to the

cost of barrels and the cost of shipment, but as it was
such a small item, I thought I would put it on that basis,

which would cover the cost of ordinary barrels of sufficient

strength to contain the calcium carbide; whereas, in all

probability, in actual practice, you would have to use
hermetically sealed tins or irons of some kind.

John I. Beggs: I think the paper presented by Mr.
Ferguson is the most comprehensive and exhaustive treat-

ment of the matter, both from a manufacturing and
npetit that hav

: have tried to read everything published in connec-
tion with this matter. It thoroughly confirms my own
impressions and calculations. I think that this associa-

tion should extend to Mr. Ferguson a vote of thanks for

the very great care with which his paper has been pre-

pared and presented: and I desire to make that motion
in connection with another, that the secretary be directed
to have the paper printed in pamphlet form, with the

least possible delay, and a number of copies sent to each
of the members of this association.

The president put the question, upon the motion of

Mr. Beggs, and it was carried unanimously

The NewJy Elected President.

Frederic Nicholls of Toronto, nho was elected presi-

dent of the National Electric Light association at the New

Ei.EcriuciAN. At that time attention was directcii to Mr.

KichoIIs' experience as a central station man and his inter-

est in the lighting plant at Toronto. It might be aiMed

that I'resident Nicholls has many other interests in the

electrical field. He is vice-president and j.;cner.il manager

of the Canadian General KleLiiic omp.my, secrete. ry of the

London Electric Light companv puMiUni ot the llranl-

ford Street Railway compan\ , s i. r-prt sulcnl nl the lV't(,-r-

borough Street Railway ccni[,ii,\ 11 I
. ;(.:.i ->! iln 'I'o-

ronto & Scarboro Kailway riin[.iii\ M \ , 1
. :

-. lii--

been connected with the ii-luv^
:

' \
- r- lii-^

followed the proceed in,iis <'i ihf \,c,;>m;.,; !\>i.i> 1 i-lu

of the association ill the temporary ;ibsenLe of I'lcsidenl

Wilmcrding, and the grace and ease with which he ac-

(luitted himself indicated that he would make an excellent

presiding oflRcer.

The franchise and property of the Vic

and add to the cost Railway & Lighting company of Vancouve
kilowatt hour for sold on April nth for $340,000.
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Formal Opening of the Electrical Expo-
sition.

The great electrical exposition, held in New York un-

iler the auspices of the National Electric Light associa-

tion anil the American Street Railway association, is

now in full swing, and if the promise of the opening

days is borne out by continued popular interest, the

show will prove eminently successful. The display com-

prises about 150 distinct exhibits, many of great attract

iveness (o the public, and the general effect, esppcially at

night, is brilliant.

The show was opened according to programme by

Ciovernor Morton on the evening of Monday. May 4th.

The governor has taken much interest in the exposition.

In accepting the invitation to press the key marking the

opening of the exhibition, he wrote: "As you are doubt-

less aware, I am just now under a great pressure of offi-

cial duties, but the cause of electrical science involves

such manifold and important interests in the scheme of

our civilization and material progress, that I feel hon-

ored and pleased by your request that I shall perform

this conspicuous and interesting service. Mankind has

witnessed such marvelous discoveries and improvements

in electricity, even within the past five years, that our

minds are led to wonder whether the world is undergo-

licrs of his stall, and among those who were present

with him in the reserved enclosure on the first gallery

were Commodore Sicard, representing the secretary of

the navy; General Kuger, representing the army;

Thomas A. Edison, Nikola Tesla, Professor W. A. An-

thony, Mayor Wurster and ex-Mayor Schieren of Brook-

lyn, Dr. Park Benjamin, Dr. K. B. Crocker, P. B.

Delany, Herbert I.aws Webb. T. C. Martin, II. H.

Vreeland, ex-Mayor Thomas 1". Gilroy, Fire Commis-
sioner I^a Grange, C. H. Wilmerding of Chicago, presi-

dent of the association; Frederic Nichols, first vice-

president, Toronto; E. F. Peck, second vice-president.

Brooklyn; George F. Porter, secretary and treasurer,

and C. O. Baker, Jr., of New York city.

There was a great throng in attendance, the number
of spectators being variously estimated from 5,000 to

10,000. The street outside had been packed for half

an hour before the doors were opened, and when they

were and the first rush came, the box of one of the

ticket sellers was smashed up against the wall, and the

official inside thought for a moment that he was in

bodily danger. There were several policemen on hand

and they had the crowd in hand in a moment. It took

about 15 minutes to fill the main hall.

Comparatively few of the exhibits were completely in-

The valley of the Connectici

oped a considerable trolley systen

Delegates and Visitors.
Following is the list of attendants at the National 1

trie Light association convention registered at the Si

Baskfii |i .
1

Uea'n!'w."wo'rl
Be^Es. Jolin 1.

Belale, James I

Blaisdell, Geor
BIal<esloe. Geoi

Burleigh, C. C
Burleigh, J. J.
Burns. Charles

Caraek.'s^f.'.'
Cany. J. J
Chamberlain. '

Chapi

Gushing. Samuel D I-.MiKl,,„n>„„^ X.^\

Darlington. F. W
Davenport. George \V
Davis.D.L .^.

DeCamp. A. J. and wife /''•houSS
De|U^^::.::::;::;:::;;v.:;:;:

Dow, Ale.>;ander
Draper.PaulA

Edgar. H. F
Ellard.J.W
Fairbanks. H. H

Fel^Cs^.lames and wife;.;::.;:;.

..:,,, ,,:Worcesi!^'i;i^

ing a process of revitalization through this subtle energy

drawn from the breast of Nature." In making good his

promise the governor used the gold key used by Presi-

dent Cleveland at the World's Fair, described in the

last issue of the Western Electrician. He stood on the

first balcony of the Industrial building, where a platform

had been arranged. Before pressing the key the gov-

ernor expressed his sense of the honor conferred and de-

clared the exposition open. As he made the contact the

hall, which had hitherto been in semi-darkness, was in

a second a scene of dazzling light, while a framework of

vacuum tubes which had been built around the spot

where the governor stood glowed with a beautiful light

blue fluorescence, and the words, "Let There beLight."

appeared in luminous letters above the platform. Sim-

ultaneously with the pressing of the button guns were

fired by means of an electric current in San Francisco.

New Orleans, St. Paul, and Augusta, Me.

The preliminary exercises were opened by President

Wilmerding of the National Electric Light association,

who introduced Mayor Wurster. in the absence of Mayor
Strong. Brooklyn's chief magistrate remarked that this

is the electrical age. He did not say that "electricity

is in its infancy, "but ingeniously paraphrased that well-

worn expression by asserting that "we have scarcely

crossed the threshold of its possibilities." "The mayor
gave way to Commodore P. Vedder, who delivered a

rhetorical address on "The Electric Era." The gov-

ernor then stepped forward and formally opened the ex-

Governor Morton was accompanied by several mem-

stalled on the opening night, but the work was rapidly

pushed forward. Manager Stump announced that Chaun-

cey M. Depew would be present at the exposition at an

early date to give a message which would be sent from

one end of the main balcony around the world. 26,000

miles, and received at the opposite end of the balcony

in the Industrial building. Mr. Depew will deliver an

address on that occasion on the subject. "Electricity

Down to Date," in which he will refer to the future of

electricity as a motive power upon the railroads of the

Network of Electric Railways in New
England.

Robert H. Derrah. secretary to President Little of the

West End Street Railway company of Boston, has pre-

pared an interesting map showing the extent of street rail-

way work in Massachusetts. Very few people understand

that a continuous journey can be made from Gloucester

Ma N. H..

only to Boston, but through Boston to Brockton, and

with the completion of lines proposed through Bridge-

water to Taunton, to Fall River and Fairhaven, upon

the south shore of Massachusetts bay. The trolley lines

already extend southwest to Milford, only a few miles

from the eastern terminus of the Worcester street rail-

way, now ending in Grafton, and with this gap filled a

continuous trip can be made from Boston to Spencer.

Development on account of the electric road has been

pretty extensive around Braintree and Brockton upon

the south and Woburn. Wakefield and Beverly on the

F^nciscoiLH: .:.

Furbeck. George W.... Chicago

Chicago

Svracuse. i\. Y.

Gray.H.C Greenwich, N. Y.'

...Chicago

Hadley.J.C
Potlsville. Pa.

Cleveland

Han. Gerald W

Pittsburg

New York

j=sr^tD;...::::::;::
Cleveland. Ohio
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THE CONVENTION
Of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at New York, May 5-7, 1896.
On Tuesday. May 5th, the nineteenth meeting of the

National Electric Light Association was convened at the

Grand Central Palace. New York. The attendance was

unusually large and much interest was displayed in the

proceedings throughout. There were many familiar

figures present during the several sessions, and no doubt

many of the visitors were attracted to the meetings by

the announcement of the presence of distinguished elec-

trical scientists and inventors. It was noticeable, how-

ever, that there was no representative of the munici-

pality present to extend a welcome to the delegates.

Probably it was deemed superfluous after the brilliant

e.\:ercises of the preceding evening, when the governor

of the state formally opened tbe exhibition that is being

conducted under the auspices of the association. At

the opening session, Tuesday morning. President Wil-

merding presided, and Secretary Porter was in his cus-

tomary place. On the platform were three former pres-

idents, James L Ayer, Edward A. Armstrong and M.
J.

Francisco. The president called the meeting to order

and said: "It has been customary when we have met

.May 16, 1896

dom of cooperation and the value of the free exchange
of thought and ideas, which has made the association

what it is today. The object of any s-uch organization
as this is primarily the ad\"ancement through mutual
intercourse of its individual members: and, secondarily.

the fostering and protection of their common interests.

In both of these fields we can say with some pride that

this association has, since its inception, steadily ad-

vanced, and with each year of its growth we have seen
this it e.\erted a greater influence, that it afforded a
greater opportunity for the acquirement of technical and
practical knowledge, and that in proportion as it has
become a stronger and more homogenous body, it has

be ;ity t ntral s

ests. In this twelfth year of its existence we hope
may keep up with the steady improvement of former
years and advance as nearly as possible in lock-step

with the progress of electricity itself.

When our fellow countryman, Benjamin Franklin, flew

his silken kite, an event which marks the firsr step to-

ward present achievements, he drew from the clouds a
tiny spark. That spark was then but like the twinkle of

a star, billions of miles away. It hinted at the exist-

ence of an unexplored world, but so faintly that the

most powerful telescopes of imagination failed to meas-
ure its dimensions or to determine its course. Gradu-
ally new facts were added, one by one, concerning this

mysterious, distant star; it grew brighter; it was cer-

tainly coming nearer and nearer within the reach of

man, but it was only a few years ago that it assumed the

; of a body of the first magnitude, and so

OF THE ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION

.'Cincinn.iti, Oliic

. ..Shnwnee, Oliic

before to be welcomed by some city official. On this

occasion Mayor Strong is not able to be present and we
must welcome ourselves." The president then pro-

ceeded to read his annual address, which is herewith

appended

:

'
"'

("i"r,T!nj.' i!,H-,
The National Electric Light association owes its birth

1
1

\;.
I I . \ to a meeting of those interested in the problems of elec-

\. V, \ ..rk ^K°' "^" ^^'^ ^5^'"' °f February, 18S5, at the Grand Pa-
Nlv. UtK cific Hotel in Chicago. Many of those who came to-
^^ew.Vork gether at that time are here to-day—a little older, it is

NeJvork ^""ue, and a great deal wiser in matteis pertaining to the

I'liiladt^lphia subjects they met to discuss; in fact, if we turn to the
i'l)ilad(.-l|.liia records of that first meeting we can but be struck by

1^ i., I, 'yiA^i' what, in the light of our present knowledge, appears
( 1,1. i-.l to be the lamentable ignorance of those same gentle-

' ' " men; and yet it must be remembered in their favor and

J','
,7,!," ( ,!J|,!^

in extenuation that they knew as much as could have

svr^uLisr N V.
been expected of them in those earlier days of elec-

...,.,.....,, vVaiL-il.iiry, Conn! trical development. They meet to-day in their nine-
— teenth convention, and those of you who will follow the

of the state of Mississippi proceedings will see that they have improved— it is only
• <{ :i]\ t'-l'irhcin'^ tompanies fair to give them this opportunity to vindicate them-

i li 1,1'
I

ili.it iIh ', n- ii'it selves—and I think I may add that you will find at the
'

1
Ins end that the improvement has not been entirely one-

rapid has since been ts onward prog ess that to-day that

tiny spark has grown dnight sun, dispel-

ling darkness throughout the civi ized world. Such
has been the n eteoric course of thescience which brings
us here now What in the days of our childhood was
scarcely more than a toy—at best he interesting, the

enomer on of the scien list's laborator\—is

in these closing years of the century the mightiest agent
the

gathered from its four corners in less th;

time; yesterday it carried the command L

ernor Morton called the wheels of our e

life over six thousand miles, from the A
Pacific and again to the Atlantic, at a tou

ger and in less than the twinkling of an e

its agency the softest whisper of the hu
transmitted a thousand leagues, or recur

served for the ears of future generation- 1

1

time are so integrated as to enable iln

reproduction the continuity of the in

Qed

the on for the produ

har

show more succinctly the various steps
than the historical exhibit forming a

ibition opened in cnnnertion with this



ideas is fully illustrated from their inception, and it is

only necessary to turn to the other and present day de-

partments to sec them in their comnlrttrd forms, and tn
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tricai engineering. The Niagara Falls powt
been completed and put into successful oper,

first ck-vatpd clnctric rnihvay, llii' Mctr

ally

disti sbedby
Nikola Tesla, are the beautiful and curious effects in

lighting produced by high frequency, high voltage cur-

rents, which will beshown by D, McFarlan Moore as he

has developed them and applied them to practical use.

Mr. Moore, perhaps in a true spirit of prophecy, de-

scribes this as the "Light of the future."

r Still another invention which has seen the light of

day since the Columbian Fair, and also owes its origin

to the fertile brain of Mr Tesla, is the oscillator, by

means of which unique contrivance much of the ma-

chinery now requisite for generating electricity is dis-

pensed with, and current is derived directly from the

Although the Here ransmissic n of urrent over 1

ibsolu tely new i thes ense that the

ession must b take a m speak ng of things electr

it dates back three or four years, ye ; all the feat

the great example of such transm. sion shown 1

long

The
individually :

be classified as one of the most significant of

generators producing the current at Niagara, as well as

the turbine that actuates them, are the largest that have

yet been built and successfully operated, and the two-

phase winding of the former represents the latest ad-

vance in the construction of dynamos for the distribu-

tion of power. The line carrying the energy to this

city traverses a distance of 462 miles, which is 347 miles

longer than the celebrated Frankfort transmission, the

longest hitherto attempted. The successful accomplish-

this feat i

;n the

of

of 1 adv

r of the rapidly growing
centralization of gener-

rtainly the

ith them

light <

:ipal

ntages

supply of power over wide ar

adds a further argument in fa\

tendency toward unification ar

A reference to those more si

in electricity leads to the coi

commercially. Figures are Cf

ing expression of the measure or acnie\

direction, and the following facts will a
their own conclusions:

About 17 years ago the first central s

tablished; at present there are 2,500 elec

panies in the United States, and about

plants. These central stations represent an invested

capital of $300,000,000. There are, in addition, about

7,500 isolated plants, which have required an expendi-

ture of S2oo,ooo,ooo more. An idea of the capacity of

these 10.000 installations may be formed when it is known
that there are produced daily for their use from 50,000

to 75,000 incandescent lamps; that the annual consump-

tion of carbons in arc lamps is 200,000,000, and that

500,000 stationary electric motors are operated by the

current which they generate.

The electric railway is of still more recent birth, dat-

ing back but 10 years, and yet at the present time there

are no less than 900 such roads in this country, using

11,000 miles of track, operating 25,000 cars, and involv-

ing an investment of about S750, 000,000; and this in-

000 for new roads and new equipment. While these are

large figures, they do not at all represent the total capi-

tal employed in electrical industries. The manufactur-

ers of the apparatus and supplies used to carry on this

enormous business, and the dealers who handle them,

have at stake probably a sum sufficient to build and

equip all the central station plants in the country; and

if the auxiliary enterprises, such as those of the pro-

ducers of copper, the makers of boilers, the engine and

car builders, fixture manufacturers, glass workers, and

a score of others, who depend in a large degree, and in

some cases exclusively, upon the electrical trade, are

considered, the grand total would reach a sum that any
country might be proud of as a national debt.

This astounding growth affords a striking example of

American enterprise as compared with that of the Old
World. Against goo electric railways in this country,

there are less than 100 in all Europe; and as to electric

lighting, the output of a single company in New York,

or of a single company in Chicago is greater than the

combined output of all the stations in the brilliant city

of Paris.

The short period since our last meeting has in itself

marked an epoch of the greatest

239

and consideration of this subjfcct was aocordingly post-

poned upon his request until Wednesday afternoon.

The president next called upon A. J. De Camp for

the report of the coniniiMr, ,,11 r.l.ihr,!,:, between manu-
facturing and central in 1:1111- ,, but that gentle-

man had no report Imiu.iL' il. ,.iid the committee

had accomplished nothing, aitiioiigh it had been of long

standing and he asked that it be discharged John J

Beggs opposed the motion and a lively d scuss on en

sued m which Mr Beggs Judge Armstrong Mr
1 ranc c Mr Manner and Mr i)c Camp partici

alcd- folio ^

bcl.

1

- - themselves as will place
1 -;' of bankruptcy on a pros-

'

1 ,,r, .•: „ ,, i,r ,,
- 1' ,i\ that while everything else

irgnig ahead, the National Electric
I.il;Iii .iss.c ationha not been standing still. The report
wIikIi will be subm tied by the committee on rules for

N.llr winuK and the committee on data will show that
they have a cromplis ned much valuable work during the
past year. The progress which has been made by the

mitlee oward bringing about the general
adoption 0: a natio nal code of rules for electrical in-

stallation i » especia lly gratifying, and we may at last

hope that this much to be desired and long deferrwl re

I elec-

sult of their labors may soon be attained. We have all

suffered from the lack of fixed standards governing elec-

trical construction, and from the arbitrary rulings of

self-constituted authorities on this very important sub-

ject, and the establishment of a board composed of com-
petent and representative men whose rules will be con-

sistent, and as far as possible permanent, is one of the

greatest of our needs, the realization of which should be
one of the first aims of the association.

The report also of the finance committee will be found
interesting and extremely satisfactory, showing, as it

does, that our treasury is in a better condition than ever

We have been particularly fortunate in securing pa-

pers to be read before this convention upon subjects

which are timely and of special interest to central sta-

tion men; and I desire to take this opportunity to thank

the gentlemen who have prepared them and who will

read them for their willing cooperation with the officers

of the association in their efforts to make this meeting a

successful and instructive one.

I trust, gentlemen of the association, that you will all

cooperate toward this result, at least to the extent of a

regular attendance at our sessions, resisting while the

convention lasts, if not longer, all the subtle temptations

and seductive allurements of this fair city of Greater

New York.

At the conclusion of the reading of the president's

annual address the convention was formally declared

open for the transaction of business.

Reports of Committees.

According to the programme, the first order of busi-

ness was the presentation of the report of the committee

on rules for safe wiring, but the chairman, W. J.
Ham-

mer, announced that it had been deemed advisable to

hold another conference before submitting the report,

the most important matter that can come before this as-

sociation is the subject of the relations between our-

.selves and those from whom we are compelled—if we are

to continue as we have done in the past—to obtain the

apparatus with which we run our stations, and how we
are to restrain these companies from placing apparatus
in the hands of others who are doing everything in their

power to wreck the business of the central station men
assembled here to-day. I think the one thing in which
there is room for this association to exercise its influence

is just in this line of the relations between the central

stations and the manufacturers; and. gentlemen, a fact

of every recent occurrence would seem to indicate that

the central station people of this country do want to get

closer together, because of the example set by the close

union that is being brought about by the larger manu-

are dependent upon the companies represented here to-

day, who are spending hundreds of thousands of dollars

annually in the purchase of new apparatus and in the

purchase of supplies.

Mr. Armstrong: I never heard of the proposition

that a committee was to be called together. A commit-
tee is formed so that the chairman can have additional

dignity, that is all. The idea of supposing that the

committee is to be called together is ridiculous. Have
not we heard the announcement from the chairman of

the other committee called upon for a report that he has

been busy, and has not had time to make his report?

He said, parenthetically, that he desired to get his com-
mittee together before making the final report; he gave

that for an excuse. The chairman has got to have the

members for an excuse; that is what they are for. Sup-

pose I am not ready with ray report? I lay it to the fact

the i

eady, it doesi vhether the
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TiiJiRE must certainly be reneweti conficlence in com-

mercial prospects when so much interest is manifested

in a convention and exposition of the character of that

opened last week by the electrical fraternity in New York.

Kxpenditure of time and money is not made nowadays
on the scale that marked the preparation for this gather-

ing -unless the participants anticipate returns that will

amply repay them. There is reason, then, to con-

gratulate the electrical industries upon this evidence of

returning prosperity, and bid the timid spirits lake heart

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

and engage earnestly In the work of advancing the gen-

eral interests of the fraternity. In no other industry

does so much depend upon-concerted action and general

confidence as in the electrical trade. Each branch is

depending upon the others, and prosperity or adversity

in any particular line is soon communicated to every

allied interest. On this account it is particularly im-

portant Ihat earnest and united eSort be made hence-

forth for general advancement in all branches of the in-

IKE all conventions of the National Electric Li^ht as-

ition, ibe New York meeting devoted a good deal cf

Idus time to long winded arguments which nobody

d particularly to hear. It must be confessed, however,

in this respect the late convention was an impro\e-

t upon former meetings. Several "time-talkers 'kindly

of the gathering. As a result the proceedings are

The

vanced by unlawful methods Uesort to violence

nitv and a conflict between capital and labor cannc

preiLidice. Aside from the merits of the contro

the Milwaukee strike, the poHcy adopted of ob^

suit in the defeat

on foreign relatio

report is in the si

: project, as the friends of each i

t'
to those of the other. On

Dmise was effected in the comn

ich had both measures under cc

shape of a bill directing the postn

of a telegrapic cable-between the United States

bv tl e way of Hawaii and ihe Midway Inlands

year for a period of 20 years, during which tin-

ever afle ward the company shall carry governi

sages free of all cost. It is hoped that this w
practical solution of this perplexing question.

An important decision was handed down in the Appel-

late Court on April 27th, reversing the findings of the

Superior Court upon the question of the power of the

city council of Chicago to regulate street railway fares in

this city. The court holds thata street railway company

is a common carrier of passengers for hire, that the

Legislature has the power to regulate these charges and

that that body delegated its authority in the premises to

the city council. In support of this position the court cites

numerous decisions, one of which is by the Supreme

Court to the effect that "this is a rightful exercise of the

police power." The proceeding in question was an ac-

tion instituted by Nathaniel C. Dean against the Chicago

General Railway company and was a test case, the plain-

tiff having been ejected from a car operated by the com-

pany for refusing to pay a fare of six cents demanded by

the conductor under instructions from his employer. The
plaintiff tendered five cents, the legal rate of fare fixed by

'

the city ordinance, but the company through its agent

refused to accept it. thus raising the question of the

the

The .

rith the imgs Sup

erallv beli tha

will be sustained. The re.=;nlt t'l iln lii-.i:i..-i li.i-^

reduction in fares, and they have already renewed their

efforts to secure the passage of an ordinance by the Chi-

cago City Council fixing the maximum rate of fare at

three cents. Residents of cities in other states are less

fortunate, as they have to go to the Legislature for relief.

In New York a bill was introduced during the last ses-

sion of the I-,egislature to compel street car companies to

sell 30 ride tickets for a dollar. In Ohio a bill extend-

ing street car franchises for 50 years contains a pro-

vision authorizing cities after 20 years to revise rates of

^lay 16. 1896

compensation for carrying passengers. In Illinois it is

contended, the people need not wait for the Legislature.

The councils can regulate fares, but of course, existing

companies will oppose any such exercise of authority.

Their attitude toward the movement is indicated by the

statement of Mr. Yerkes that the question of regulating

fare is a part of the contract between the city and the

companies and that the contract once in force cannot be

amended unless the consent of the company is given.

Centr.vl station men who have been led to believe

that the utilization of their plants for the manufacture

of calcium carbide would redound to their benefit,

should read the paper presented on another page this

week upon the commercial value of acetylene gas. Mr.

Ferguson presents the results of his investigation at

Spray upon the cost of this product at that point and

then applies the figures to the conditions that prevail at

Niagara, and finally estimates the cost of production in

large central station plants where the most favorable

conditions prevail. The data here presented differs

slightly from the estimates of others who have considered

the subject purely in the light of a commercial enter-

prise, and the conclusion which Mr. Ferguson reaches is

the one that forces itself upon every conservative man
who looks at the subject from a practical view point.

There have been so many impracticable suggestions

made in connection with the subject, so many visionary

schemes proposed, so much enthusiasm wasted over this

discovery, that it is well to look at the matter calmly and

consider it in the light of a business proposition to com-

pete with present existing illuminating agencies. So

many claims have been made for the new gas which

upon examination have been shown to be without

foundation, that a careful investigation of the entire sub-

ject cannot fail to be productive of great good. In the

present case it may be said that Mr. Ferguson, an en-

gineer of marked ability and recognized standing in his

profession, has carefully and thoroughly investigated

the subject, and the result of this examination and the

conclusions which he reaches should be carefully con-

sidered by gas engineers as well as central station men.

In this connection it may be well to direct attention to

the that be Lilable

as an enricher of ordinary illuminating gas, for the

reason that experiments have shown that, while coal

richment by it. Probably the most important point

made in the paper is that which disposes of the propo-

sition to utilize existing central station plants for the

production of calcium carbide. Mr. Ferguson points

out that under present conditions it would be far more

profitable for central stations to dispose of their elec-

trical energy through incandescent and arc lighting than

to attempt to utilize it in this way. The proposition to

supply acetylene in liquid form to consumers in large

cities is pronounced impracticable, and many excellent

reasons are given for this conclusion. Aside from the

inconvenience and annoyance that such a plan would en-

tail, the danger in case of fire would of itself prohibit

the use of cylinders in residences and business places,

since the gas would escape should the cylinders become

heated, and explosions of the mixture of acetylene gas

and air would probably follow. Mr. Ferguson concludes

that "acetylene, to be commercially successful, must be

delivered to the customers in the form of gas through a

system of mains, as is done now with ordinary illumi-

nating gas." He adds that liquid acetylene should find

a field in the lighting of country estates, railway trains,

j^nd for use in carriage, bicycle and locomotive lamps,

and in isolated places where distribution by mains is not

possible,:' but in large cities it cannot at present at least,

acetylene, like all other forms of gas for illumination, is

un-lrr n di'^nd vantage in competing with the electric

li-lii ,t> ill' latter does not employ a llame, and this of

I. ( II ht iiii^is will prevent its general substitution for

, If. II It iiv Hut this is not the only point of superiority

claimed for the electric light over other forms of illumin-

ation. Despite these facts and numerous others the

projectors of acetylene enterprises cling tenaciously to

their belief in the merits of the new gas. That they have

perfect confidence in their undertaking is shown by the

manner in which they are pushing ahead their plans for

the manufacture of calcium carbide on a large scale.

Just what has been dene in this line is set forth in the

this issue. It is especially in-

nth Mr. Ferguson's article.

tide by Mr. Dunlap 1
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The Western Electrician, Tlie Conven-
tion and the Other Electrical Papers.

It is with no little priile that we call attention lo the

acliiuvcments of the Wkstkkn Eli-ctkician in connec-

tion with the New York meeting of the National Elec-

tric Light association just closed. It was the lirst paper

on the ground and the only one present at the inaugura-

tion of the exposition on Monday and the opening of the

convention on Tuesday. It shou'd be remembered, in

this connection, that the convention and exposition were

held at the very door of the other electrical papers, u'hile

the Wkstern Ei.kctrician had to travel a thousand miles

to reach the convention city. That it should be first on

the ground under such circumstances was an accomplish-

ment fully appreciated by the public and c pccially by

advertisers, as is evidenced by the many confjralulations

The reading matter was the Lest of any of the papers,

from the standpoint of a convention number, its sympo-

sium on conventions, illustrated with 32 portraits, being

a characteristic and novel feature. Nd other paper spent

as much money as did the Wkstern Electrician to

provide a handsome and readable convention number.

In the matter of advcrlisini; it eclipsed them all.

This, perhap-, is .i more remarkable achievement than the

othe : Uiisx

vcntion. The following table shows the n

papers under dale of May f,th (Eicclri

May 6ih):

pagt^s

Redu irder

from the comparison the difTerence in size between

pages and rejecting all publishers' advertising in each

case, we get the following:

COMI'ARIS*iX IN S^'^AKl; INCUKS.

ElectkicVan. n-orhl. J-.u^ynnrr. AVr/Vzc.

7.576. 7.326. 3,657. 3o75-

The Western Electrician's advertising iherelore ex-

ceeds that of the FJecu-ical World by 25« inches, that

of the En_i;inci'r by 3,880 inches and that of the

Kevit'zc by 4.Si01 inches. It exceeds the combined

advertising of Liie Kcvieic and Engineer by 514 inches.

The growth of the Western Electrician's convention

advertising in pages and in square inches is shown by

the following table :

No. pages. Square inches.

Aug. 20, 1SS7 14 2,iub

Feb. 16, iSSg 34 3,744

Feb. 22, 1890 32 3.627

Feb. 23, iSoi 40 4,620

March 5, 1S92 32 3,744

March 4, 1S93 42 4.737

March 3, 1S94 40 4.M5
Feb. 23, 1S95 52 5.593

May 9, 1S96 72 7-576

Outside of the steady average growth in the paper's

this 10 year's record than the 40 per cent increase of the

last year.

Features of the New York Gathering.

The assemblage of electrical men at New York last week

was one of the most notable gatherings in the history of the

National Electric Li^ht association. The convention itself

was interesting, the papers read were instructive, the dis-

cussions entertaining and in fact everything pertaining to

the meeting was highly creditable to the gentlemen in

charge of the arrangements. As a presiding officer, Mr.

Wilmerding was eminently satisfactory and his annual ad-

dress, printed in full on another page, will compare fa-

vorably with any similar production in the record of the

organization. As indicated by the report of the proceed-

ings which appears in this issue, the meeting was highly

THE CONVENTION
Of the National Electric Light Associa-

tion at New York, May 5-7, 1896.
{Coiitimwdfrom Pitge 2j<.).)

or not It n«:vi!r does. I never understood that the
ciiiiiiMiiiic.' ( 11 ,1 ,i.-d of more than the chairman, except
It'i ill' MM I. '.[11,(1 purpose spoken of. While I am
In 11 III, ni \a\'<\ m1 what Mr. Beggs says in relation to

kc. pin- u|i ihi
.
bnir of work, I am not so sure but that

ihc motion ol Mr, De Camp is in order. We have had
the committee standing for a long time under this title

and name. Sometimes "familiarity breeds contempt."
Sometimes when we become too much accustomed to a
certain line it is wcdl to rhani-n it and therefore I shall

vole for tills It h.t ihit ili< [iiM litre be aboli.shed. the
nam_ebc.-il-!, i,,.| ^^A \ l,.,ll '...ir. ,-iUo for Mr. Beggs*
motion thru I hi- . 1 . I,. ,ii , ihiied to do the work
that this c ::- ,.<- ih.m.i.

,
i.. .|.,

Mit- l-i- \t :i , > : ..,ir.,,h,,n I called
theattenth.n .: u- .- .,,

,
i

.. :;.. iin-re had

plainly ;ippom

formed during tliu la.st year so thai the cumniiiite could
make a report at this convention- Mr. Beggs says there
has been no meeting whatever of the committee. There-
fore, I say, discharge the committee and drop the mat-
ter unless you can get somebody on the committee who
will perform active work. This idea of putting on a
figurehead and passing it along from year to year is non-

Mi;. De C.vmi-: I do not know what r

done at the Cleveland convention; but I do know what
was the general sentiment when the committee was
formed. The central station men individually did not
seem to be able to cope with the manufacturer who for

the time being was his enemy and made encroachments
upon his business. Hence, the formation of this com-
mittee, whose duties were to confer with manufacturing
companies in such manner as might seem to it to be
most effecj:ive. with a view to reconciling the difference
between the central station company and the manufac-
turing company. To bring about that coiidition. it was
supposed that any member of this association having a
grievance would make that grievance known to the com-
mittee, when it became the duty of the committee to

make an appeal to the manufacturing company as the
representative of this association. So far as my knowl-
edge goes, the committee has never had a single com-
munication from any aggrieved member of this asso-

Mr. Ha I should 1 : the{ aredi
narks of Judge Armstroi on record without a

rard about our commutee. This nmittee of ours is

. working committi36. We hax'e five 'or six hundred let-

ers from gentlemeiQ iutei•ested in the subjec:t in differ-

nt parts of the coi We have V,orked ai long time.

.nd as our presideni ; address :rete;rred to the conclu-
sion of our committee's work, I think you will agree that

the importance of it and the desire of presenting that re-

port fully and thoroughly before you and not having it

brought before you in any way in a superficial character,

was the reason why it was deferred until to-morrow
afternoon.

Mr. Beggs: A word of explanation is due in view of

the remarks made by Mr. Armstrong, and also by Mr.
De Camp. The gentlemen present at Cleveland must
recollect that this matter was discussed at two or three
different sessions of that convention and it was pre-

that there was a general grievance that applied to all the
central station companies that should be taken up by an
active, forceful, aggressive committee. If this organiza-

tion of central station men from all parts of this country
would take hold of the matter actively Mr. Francisco
would not be compelled to sell arc lights at S2.33 per
month, to burn until 12 o'clock every night in the year,

simply because some company owned by these parent
companies seeks to obtain franchises or the manufactur-

) sell : addii that

Mr. Armstrong: While I am broad enough to desire

enough to desire the special benefit of my own company.
That is why I come to these conventions, and, I appre-

hend, that is the reason why you all come to these con-

ventions. That is why my company pays dues into this

association, and, I apprehend, that is why all of the

companies pay dues in this organization; and it is ab-

solutely true that this committee was formed with a spe-

cific purpose. Assaults were made in Boston, assaults

were made in Rhode Island, assaults were attempted in

Philadelphia, assaults were made throughout the Union
by these companies that were desiring to sell apparatus.

and foster

)t the gen
because of specific onslaughts made u]

i that we gave attention to this matte

thii

npan

"
" '

'

vested aoi-

illing, but anxious, that some committee shall be ap-

Dinted to carry out all that Mr. Beggs desires, and that

le most drastic measures shall be resorted to in fur-

lering the objects for which the committee is appointed.

The motion of Mr. De Camp was carried, discharging

he committee, and the meeting adjourned until three

dock.

When the members assembled in the afternoon for

le second session. President Wilmerding presented a

umber of letters, including several invitations for the

isiting delegates. Nikola Tesla wrote to assure the

association of his interest in its work and express the

hope that the convention "would be a great success."

Thomas D. Lockwood regretted his inability to attend

the opening meeting, but expressed his intention of

putting in appearance later. The American Surety
company invited the delegates and ladies to visit the

roof of its building from which a fine view of the city

and surroundings could be obtained, The local Kdison

company offered to show members through its stations,

and the Crocker-Wheeler company extended a general

invitation to visit its works at Ampere, N. J., accompany-
ing the invitation with railroad tickets which could be

obtained upon application to the secretary The man-
agement of the Broadway theater sent word that the

greater part of the orchestra and orchestra circle would

be placed at the disposal of the delegates upon Wednes-
day night, which was termed "electric night." Notice

was served upon the delegates that De Wolfe Hopper
would take considerable liberty with electrical matters

on this occasion.

At the conclusion of these

lion settled down to busim

introduced Louis A. Fergus

first paper of the meeting. Its

Value of Acetylene Gas as an I

speaker an attentive audience, a

handled in a masterful manner,

tion throughout. At its conclusion the paper was dis-

cussed by Messrs. Beggs and NichoUs, the author was
complimented upon his effort, a vote of thanks was
adopted, and a resolution directing theimmediate print-

ing of the paper in pamphlet form for distribution

among members was passed.

The next paper read was by H. F. Leonard and the

title was * "Single-phase, Self-starting. Synchronous

Motors." In the discussion which followed, Messrs.

Wagner. Van Trump, Ferguson and Leonard partici-

pated.

The last work of the day was the reading by A
Churchwood of a paper on "Equalizer Systems of Dis-

tribution." Mr. Edgar closely questioned the author

upon several points in this paper and Mr. Ferguson also

took part in the discussion. As it was quite late when
this subject was closed, the convention went into execu-

tive session and then adjourned until the following

nouncements the conven-

. President Wilmerding

of Chicago, who read the

i title, "The Commercial

Illuminant," assured the

and, as the subject was

ed close atlen-

Wednesday's Proceedings.
The morning session was occupied by the reading and

discussion of Mr. Emmefspaper. The president called the

meeting to order at 10:30 o'clock and the sessicn contin-

ued until I o'clock. The title of Mr. Emmet's paper

was "Results Accomplished in Distribution of Light and

Power by Alternating Currents." .As indicated by the

title, the paper covered a wide field and presented many
interesting points for discussion. Among those who
participated were Messrs. Wagner, Van Trump, De
Camp, Dow. Scott, Ayer and Emmet. At the conclusion

of this debate, a letter from Professor Thomson was

read, explaining that owing to an accident he would be

unable to attend the convention. Much regret was ex-

pressed by members. It had been expected that Pro-

fessor Thomson would make an address at the conven-

The afternoon session was presided over by First

Vice-president NichoUs and considerable important bus-

iness was transacted. The first paper presented was by

Luther Stieringer, on "Evolution of Interior Conduits

from the Electrical Standpoint." After tracing the de,

velopment of this branch the writer gave 13 facts which

he said the best experience of 15 years in interior wir-

ing had demonstrated. The paper was supplemented Jay

an appendix containing abstracts from a patent on

"House Wiring for Electric Light" and an extract from

a paper read by W\ J. Jenks before the Insurance Con-

gress at the World's Columbian Exposition in 1893.

Following this was a paper by John F. Kelly entitled

"Some Account of the Evolution of the Inductor Alter-

nator." Dr. Bell discussed the paper briefly.

At this point the report of the committee on wiring

rules was presented. It contained an historical sketch

of the appointment and preliminary work of the com-

mittee and brief reference to the proceedings of the con-

ference at New York this year, all of which has been

published heretofore. It was announced that future

conferences would be composed of representatives of the

following named bodies, if all the invitations are ac-

Nalic

i of Electrical Engii
Board of Fire Underwriters.
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can Institute of Architects, National Association of Fire

Engineers. Underwriters' National Electric association.

Factory Mutual association. American Society of Civil

Engineers. American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

American Institute of Mining Engineers, American So-

ciety of Naval Architects and Marine Engmeers. Na-

tional Master Builders' association.

Associate Members (who will be admitted to confer-

ence but will not be entitled to vote); 'Western Union

Telegraph companv. Postal Telegraph company, Amer-

ican Bell Telephoiie company, Westinghouse company.

General Electric company.

it was announced that through the courtesy of the

Society of Mechanical Engii

! We :Thii

the building

•as made per-

ay be addressed.

The urged the association to continue its

he national conference, by theappoint-

: an official delegate and making an appropriation

of S25 for carrying out the incidental expenses of the

conference.

This proposition was not entirely approved and subse-

quent discussion developed strong opposition to the plan,

when Mr. Seely moved that the report be accepted, the

thanks of the association tendered and the committee

discharged.

Judge Armstrong opposed the suggestion of the com-

mittee, as he believed that it would deprive the association

of its independence, which it has always been jealous

in preserving. Mr. Aver favored the proposition and

Mr. Hammer explained that the association would not

be committed by being repre.sented in the manner sug-

gested. Judge Armstrong continued his opposition and

moved as an amendment to the committee's report that

the president appoint a committee of five, which com-

mittee may designate some one to confer with the repre-

sentatives of other bodies on the same subject

amendment was finally carried.

Mr. Ayer introduced the subject of standard!

The

candescent lamps. He said that

that some steps should be taken toward establishing an

accurate standard. As to the details for the final accom-

plishment of this object, he suggested that it be taken up

by some committee. He recommended that a commit-

tee be appointed to confer with representatives of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers, with a view

to adopting some standard for incandescent lamps, so

that all manufacturing companies may have a standard

to work from, and all operating companies a standard to

go I This was t after

light ;

Another topic which

was whether an electric

be classified as a manuf

who participated in th

electric companies .should be so c

view of the fact that gas comp;

manufacturing concerns, but M
tention to the decisions of the st£

nia which ruled otherwise.

ed considerable atten

wer company could

;rn. The gentlemen

took the view that

isidered. especially in

ies were classified as

De Camp called at-

: courts in Pennsylva-

Thursday's Proceedings.

As soon as the convention was assembled on the morn-

ng of the last day, a committee composed of Messrs.

Armstrong,

rointed to c

Giles and Huntley v

President 'Wilmerding's action in naming T. C. Martin

to represent the association at Lord Kelvin's jubilee was

approved.

Mr. Seely as chairman of the finance committee made

a report, showing financial transactioiis during the year

as follows: Receipts, $6,485.41; expenses, $5,746.76;

balance. S73S.65. The assets of the association are

$1,792.94; active member

The report was accepte

report of this commit

to include all financial

of the meeting. Later,

embers, go.

It was decided, that the

lereafter should be made

ers up to within 30 days

Seely, as chairman of the

finance committee, made a supplemental report, in

.which he stated that the total cash on hand in the

treasury of the association at the present time was

about S5,ooo.

A letter from Edward H. Johnson of the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company was read inviting the

delegates to witness a demonstration of a new system of

surface contact tor street railways in the exhibition hall

The president named the following gentlemen a com

mittec to confer with the American Institute of EleC'

trical Engineers for the purpose of determining a stand'

ard candle power for incandescent lamps: Louis Bell,

chairman, James I. Ayer and Loui^ A. Ferguson.

The president appointed William lirophy, chairman

C. K. Darnes. William |. Hammer, James 1. Ayer anc
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C. L. Edgar a committee of five on standard electrical

rules. This committee may designate someone to con-

fer with the representatives of other bodies on the same

The report of the committee on data was then pre-

sented. The report was received and a vote of thanks

extended to the committee. Mr. Armstrong also offered

a resolution providing that the executive committee be

directed to expend such amount of money as may be

necessary to procure data from representative com-

panies for the benefit of the committee. This resolution

was adopted.

A letter from the United Electric Light & Powsr

company was read, inviting the delegates to visit the new
central station of the company at the foot of East

Twenty-eighth street. New York.

Alfred Swan, who was down on the program to open a

discussion on "A Standard Socket," was not able to be

present, but sent an interesting paper on the subject,

which was read and ordered published in the pro-

The paper by L. H. Rogers on "The Evolution of

the Arc Lamp," was read. It was listened to very at-

ated much
lusion Judge Arms ror

ind me say that this 1

nteresting paper they t

for myself and those modest

that the good suggested whic

uthor of this paper.

taxpayer. " The

t introduced Capta Brophy ered ad-

Dlysis the

le meeting adjourned.

The president called the afternoon session to order at

o'clock. The first business was the paper by Albert

.. Carey, on "Steam Boilers, Their Equipment and

lanagement." Mr. Carey read the paper, which was

1 a somewhat incomplete state, and illustrated it with

rawings on the blackboard.

The
whereupon the following resolution w

/^ffso/2'cd, That the executive comi
to require that all papers to be read I

appr.

adopted:

Dre the

Qd, if a ved.

of the raerabe

special order, tha

d placed in the hands
week before the meeting.

be read in full, except by
occupied by reading such.

papers may be devoted to the discussion of the papers.

The nominating committee presented the following

names for the officers of the association for the en-

suing year, and the selection of the committee was

ratified:

President, Frederic NichoUs, Toronto,
First vice-president, Henry Clay, Philadelphia, Pa.
Second vice-president.

J. J.
Burleigh, Camden, N. J.

Members of the executive committee for three con-
ventions, A. j. DeCamp, Philadelphia; John A. Seely,

New York, and A. M. Young, Waterbury, Conn. H.
A. Wagner. St. Louis, was recommended to fill the
vacancy made on the executive committee by Mr.
Nicholls' election as president.

Mr. Wilraerding, the retiring president, expressed his

gratification at the manner in which the convention had

passed off, and thanked the members for their assistance

On motion of Mr. Seely the secretary was instructed

to prepare a set of resolutions to the retiring president

thanking him for the manner in which he presided over

the meeting. Mr. Nicholls. the newly-elected president,

put the motion, which was carried, and the meeting then

adjourned.

- Notes From the Exposition.
Charles A. Schieren & Co. of New York hav

elaborate display of their perforated belting.

looking. for >

J. S. Crider was very nn.
don't neud to go to (.erni.

Pittsburg.

The Card Motor & Dyna
Ohio, has one of its machines directly connected
Payne engine.

The American Watchman's Time Detector

of New York has various styles of clocks and indicators

on exhibition.

The headquarters of the New York Insulated Wire
company for the convention were at rooms 142 and 144
Murray Hill hotel.

The Phcenix Iron Works of Meadville. Pa., shows
their latest tvpe of high-speed engine directly connected
to a Walker dynamo.

Little Tames Wollf was there, of course, with a souve-
nir Chicago button for everybody and a dose of the well-

The Carpenter Enamel Rheostat company of Hoboken.
N.

J.,
has a large display of various heating apparatus,

which does it great credit.

H. Adams. New York manager of the Fort Wayne
Electric corporation, deserves great credit for the ar-

rangement of his company's exhibit.

The line of general rubber goods shown by the Colum-
bia Rubber \yorks company of New York includes rod

tubing insulators and telephone goods.

Pass & Seymour of Syracuse, N. Y.. present an elab-

orate display of their porcelain at their booth. Their
exhibit is in charge of

J.
D. Mclntyre.

J. C. Vetter & Co. of New York make a pleasing dis-

play of numerous kinds of testing instruments, batteries

and various small electrical apparatus.

The Straight Line Engine company of Syracuse, N. Y.,

has one of its new type of engines directly connected to

the General Electric company's dynamo.

James I. Ayer. now of Boston, put in appearance.

He is now exploiting the American Electric Heating cor-

poration's apparatus. He says it's hot stuff.

The Stirling company of Chicago erected a full-sized

boiler, showing rh; arrangement of its apparatus, which
is the subject of much investigation by visitors.

The Niles Tool Works exhibit from Hamilton, Ohio,
is in charge of E. D. Becker. The company has an ex-

tensive line of its various manufactures on view.

General Manager E. B. Hatch of the Hartford factory

of the H. W. Johns Manufacturing company, renewed
his many pleasing associations at the convention.

Fred Brown of the Eectrical C nstruction company
of New Haven renewed his acquaintance among the

electrical trade during the session of the convention.

Henry B. Cutter of Philadelphia, who was recently in

the West, stayed over to come east with the Chicago
delegation. He knows a good thing when he sees it.

The Kennedy Valve Manufacturing company of 79
John street. New York, has a complete exhibit of their

brass and iron body gate, globe, angle and safety valves.

R. D. Nuttall & Co. of Allegheny Pa., show a full line

of their gears, pinions and trolleys and other work, in an
attractive booth in charge of General Sales Agent F. A.

The A, A. Griffing Iron company of New York, which
manufactures the Bundy tank steam trap, has an elab-

orate display of various sizes in Bundy traps and check

I. H. Babcock, treasurer of the American District

Steam company, Lockport, N. Y.. is one of the popular
gentlemen welcomed at the exposition by his numerous

George T. Evanson of Eyanson & Armpriester of
Philadelphia was a late visitor at the convention and
exposition, where he renewed acquaintance with his many
friends.

Frank Overbaugh of the General Fixture company of
Chicago was in attendance. looking out for new things

to add to his already extensive variety of supplies and

A model of the well-known Heine safety boiler lo-

cated on the ground floor, in charge of H. L. Van Zile,

New York agent, is an object of much interest to the
delegates.

E B. Latham, the enterprising New York manager
of the Lakon company, was busy extolling the strong
points of converters that convert and don't dissipate all

the "juice."

The Gould Manufacturing company of Seneca Falls,

N. Y., has a working exhibit of pumps which were
handled in a manner which gives a complete idea of

the apparatus,

The Chapin-Douglas Klcctri. comp:iny of New York

lUed

anged

The Pennsylvania Slate company of New York has a
beautiful exhibit of its productions for use among elec-

trical men. The design and finish of the products are of
very high quality.

Ch.irles K. Gregory, the only second-hand electrical

artist of Chicago, was present, but this time he was en-
gaged in talking elliptical carbons instead of exchang-
ing old lamps for new.

The Gold Street Car Heating company of New York
has electric heaters for street cars, boats and buildings
on cxliiliii.'M ,inil iMtsciits many facts in regard to the

excellr:., .
1

;'
t .'m
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i of this

ligley i I charge and ably presents the

The Wilkins automatic stoker oE Bridgeport, Ta..

used in connection with the Abendroth & Root boiler ex-

hibit, shows the practical workings of this valuable

apparatus in its best manner.

Krncst II. Ileinrichs. the esteemed press agent and
advtrtising expert of the Wcstinghousc company, was
present and kept busy concocting "scoops" for his con-

cern and entertaining his many friends.

Thp wnrkinc exhibit of the printing telegraph system
of [oliii l;urr\ mI New York is a very interesting display.

This .\ 1.111 is , I,, w in use by the Western Union Tele-
j^iMjih I .>[ii|.,iiu ti'[- ^tock quotations.

1 iic \\ illiani^purl Wooden Pipe company of Will-

iamsport, I'a., lills its space with a full line of its goods,

gotten up to meet the various conditions met with in the

incasing of underground cables, etc.

riie li^nrv K Worthington company of New York
displ.iN--, A l.ii -' number of models and working exhibits

of
I

'inn
I

IS, uhu h .iru connected to various kinds of appa-
ratus iliat sliuwfd unusual applications.

The New York Safety Steam Power company of New
York has one of its medium-sized Worthington boilers

on exhibition, for which much advantage is claimed on
account of the large amount of heating surface.

of the John
N. J., are ar

Roebling's Sons
ing

and hangings for the

wails. No display is made of the company's wires.

W. F. Bossert of Utica, N. Y., shows his new cut-out

junction boxes and also the new conduit boxes, both of

which can be closed and locked and therefore prevent
any danger of tampering with them from outsiders.

General Manager A. A. Ziegler of Ziegler Bros, of

Boston, Mass., spent a few days at the convention. It

was the intention of this concern to have had an exhibit,

but it was unable to do so on account of lack of time.

H. T. Paiste of Philadelphia was, as usual, doing that

"everlasting hustle" for which he is so well known;
there was something else besides samples of switches
in his pockets ; and knowing ones said they were good

Miller.

The United States Prism Glass Globe company of

New York has an attractive display of its numerous de-

signs in globes, which give a peculiar diffusion of light,

for use in electric lighting. The display is in charge of

W. Pond.

The Electric Arc Light company of New York has a
booth which receives an unusual amount of attention,

because for the first time it presented its new Pioneer
enclosed lOO hour arc lamp for inspection at an electrical

The Diamond Electric company of Peoria. 111., has a
comprehensive-exhibit of its different productions, show-
ing the details of construction. The company's new
transformers, with capacity from lo to 300 lights, are
the feature of its display.

The Weston Engine company of Painted Post, N. Y.,

has one of its engines direct-connected to the new War-
ren alternator, which operates without moving wires,

collecting rings or brushes, and is one of the features of

the ground floor exhibit.

The Empire Self-lighting Oil Lampcompany presents
a novelty which attracts no little attention, being lighted
by a small dry battery, hidden in the base of the lamp,
operating in a satisfactory manner. This lamp attracted
a great deal of attention.

The Ball & Wood company of New York shows one
of its high-speed engines directly connected to a Siemens
& Halske 100 kilowatt machine. This combination sets

off to great advantage the high-grade workmanship for

which these concerns are no.ted.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company of New
York shows a cluster of six arc lamps, which were gotten
up after the idea of a chandelier, surrounded by a
sample of other designs in arc lamps, and a pyramid
made of the Nuernberg arc carbons.

Ele Works of Provide R. L
through President Eugene F. Phil-ps. C. R. Re
ton, Frank N. Phillips and General Sales Agent P. C.

The convention headquarters of the American Circular
Loom" company at the Murray Hill hotel, were thronged
out and in during the convention, by visitors, and the
courtesy extended by this company made it one of the
most popular resorts during the convention.

The Weston Electrical Instrument company of New-
ark, N. J., has a booth in which the walls and every
conceivable space are covered with sample products. It

is indeed a wonderful exhibit of electrical instruments,
and it is such that it is doubtful if there could be a more
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amplete exhibit presented in this line by any other con-
;rn in the world. Instruments from 10 milliamperes
) 80,000 amperes will give an idea of the range shown.

Hailcy Whipple, general sales agent of the Buckeye
lectric company of Cleveland, Ohio, presided over his

)mpany"s headquarters at the Murray Mill hotel. As
sual, his general hustling abilities were seen by the
lany orders secured for the Buckeye lamps.

lamps of all colors and sizes, arranged in series and
work upon all systems for interior or street lighting.

General Manager H.
J.
Cram receives the visitors.

The embroidery machine run by a Crocker-Wheeler
motor, in charge of the inventor. F. Heilrath of New
Hochclle, N. Y., is the object of much attention by the

lady visitors. Very fine work is done and the souvenir,

showing the work of the machine, is in great demand.

The O. S. Piatt Manufacturing company of Bridge-

port, Conn., was not able to arrange for an exhibit be-

cause of the rush of business, but President O. S. Piatt

was one of the busy men of the show, and it is pleasing

to note that the results of his work were many orders.

The Ajax lightning arrester, which is manufactured
by C. S. Van Nuis of New York, was in great demand by
purchasers at the convention. Its simplicity of construc-

tion, minimum di.scharge gap and maximum protection

were strong arguments which made many purchasers.

General M^nagtr 11. J. Medbery of the Fiberile com-
pany of Mechanicville. N. Y., was one of the busy men
in attendance it the convention. He wa-; kept occupied
in presenting perticent facis regarding his company's
celebrated produc-s, and he reported a very large busines?.

The Vacuum Oil company of Rochester, N. Y., has
the right man in Manager E. A. Record, in presenting

the merits of its oils to the large number of visitors at its

headquarters. A lead pencil with pertinent facts re-

garding this manufacture is presented to the delegates.

The booth of the Electrozone company of New York,

occupies a pr:-rainent position in the exhibition hall,

and is in charge of President A. E. Wolff, assisted by J.

H. Rand, James Deeks and A. S. Brown. Numerous
experiments show the purifying qualities of this prod-

Chas. Y. Flanders, general sales agent of Morris,

Tasker & Co. of Philadelphia, was a busy man during
his short stay in New York. His large acquaintance in

the electrical trade kept him hard at work in locating

him.

The Sprague Electric Elevator company was not able

to fully complete its exhibit last week by installing an

electric elevator equipment, but this feature of the show
is now in ope-ation. It is a center of att-action, as for

the first time the apparatus of an electric elevator is

The Bi-Metallic E'ectric Transmission company has its

headquarters with the John A. Roebling's Sons company,
where samples of its %vire are given to all who desire it.

Vice-president W. N. Miner and Secretary W. Stanley

Eckert present a warm greeting to a large number of

General Manager C. E. Trump of the Novelty Elec-

tric company of Philadelphia was a visitor at the conven-

tion, and expressed himself as being pleased with the

general display. He stated tnat he considered the power
and lighting exhibition, for its size, one of the best

The E. G. Bernard company of Troy. N. Y., is dis-

tributing attractive circular matter, including testimoni-

als to the excellence of its apparatus from prominent
firms in the country. Egyptian cigarettes, which Mr.
Bernard presented to the favored ones, were eagerly

sought after.

The Bradford Belting company of Cincinnati, O.. has

a large display of Monarch insulating paint and leather

belting and also a display of samples showing the

efficiency of the Monarch insulting paint under severe

conditions. Elmer P. Morris and O. M. Hubbard rep-

resent this company.

General Manager H. J. Gorke of the Electric

Engineering and Supply company of Syracuse, N. Y.

,

was able to spend but a short time at the convention

because of pressing duties at home. He reports doing

the largest business in several years, with bright pros-

pects for the future.

General Manager Hawks of the Anchor Electric com-

pany of Boston, Mass.. is one of the very busy men
about the exhibition halt. The large exhibit which is

under his immediate supervision, together with the greet-

ing of his large number of business friends, consumes a

large share of his time.

Horace See of New York has an interesting exhibit of

an electrical indicator system especially designed for use

on steamboats, to be used as a warning of the failure of

any electric light to burn in any portion of the ship,

whereby a bell is rung and an indicator locates the posi-

tion of the defective lamp.

The headquarters of the Mica Insulator company and

Eugene Munsell & Cq. of New York, are located at the

same booth, where an extensive display of large

rings, which are to 1

Mi

all classes of trade are presented to visitors, with attrac-
tive circular mailer, by Charles W. lellerson and E. C.
Wood.

Cener.1l Supcrinlcndcnt S. G. Booker of the Phrcnix Car-
bon ManufactUMng company of St. Louis. Mo., was in

evidence everywhere, and the geninl hospitality which he
extended at his headquarters was, as usual, second to none..
A convention without Col. liookcr would have an element
of social enjoyment missing.

The Watertown Engine company of Watertown, N. y.,

shows one of its latest high-speed engines, direct-con-
nected to an Eddy 30 kilowatt multipolar dynamo, dem-
onstrating that perfect action for which this engine is so
well known. President liagg from Watertown was in

attendance during the convention.

.vard Sulli

the

xhibil

36 sent to Switzerland, Skeleton

ture rings of all sizes and descrip-

Samples of micanite gotten up for

The Metropolitan Teleplionu cx Telegraph company of
New York gives a working exhibit of the local and long-
distance telephones. Public booths and a complete sub-
office of this company are established, and a large corps
of obliging gentlemen shows the practical workings and
mechanical construction of the telephone.

Colonel T. H. Brady of New Britain. Conn., one of
the original members of the National Electric Light
association, presided over the exhibits of the Brady
Manufacturing company, and was surrounded continually
by his old friends and acquaintances, who left numer-
ous orders for the new Brady arc cut-out.

"Kerile" is the word so long known as identifying this

high grade of wire, which received the only medals at

the World's Fair for rubber insulation; and a most cordial
greeting was extended at the headquarters at the Murray
Hill hotel, to the visiting delegates by W. R. Brixoy,
general agent, J. E. Ham and E. H. Stanley.

The New York Carbon Works have a complete display
of their various line of carbons, in charge of General Man-
ager George W. Mills and Wm. Mills. They make the
important announcement that they have recently pur-
chased the Berliner patent for porous carbons, and are
now ready to supply the trade in any quantity.

The Adams-Bagnall Electric company of Cleveland,

lamps, including everything that can be asked for in

this line, fitting all cases and circumstances required.
General Manager L. H. Rogers greeted many friends,
assisted by the eastern manager, A. D. Dorman.

The handsome wall space where De Veau & Co. of New
York show their line,of telephone and electrical supplies
is a place that interests a large number of the visitors.

A model of the firm's switchboard, showing the method
of handling from two to 1,000 subscribers, is shown.
There is a large demand for the De'Veau catalogue.

General Manager Jones of the Quaker City Electric
company of Philadelphia spent a day at the convention,
and expressed himself as being greatly surprised at the

excellence of the exhibits shown. He legretted that his

company could not have made a display of electrical

apparatus on account of large number of orders on hand.

The Goubert Manufacturing company of New Y'ork

has a prominent location where models and photographs
of its Stratton separator are shown, and convincing ar-

guments are given to the visitors to show how this ap-
paratus will avoid accident and the break down of an
engine, being a positive safeguard and source of econ-

Abendroth & Root of New York exhibit the steam
boilers that are in use as a working exhibit at the exhi-
bition, consisting of 500 horse power, and are doing the
work which has always been claimed for their appara-
tus. They have a large corps of salesmen whose time
is constantly taken up in explaining the merits of their

boilers.

xpected to make
moment they secured space

on the annex floor, where a good general display of their

photometer is carefully investigated by central station

men, who pronounce it one of the necessities of their

business.

The commutator bars and other necessary things in

tempered copper exhibited by the Forest City Electric

company of Cleveland. O., tastefully arranged upon a
large board at its booth, excite much favorable comment
from delegates and others interested in this class of

work. Strong statements are made for the purity of

this production.

The Lewis Tool company of New Y'ork, which is one
of the largest manufacturers of vises in the world, has
one of the most complete exhibits that can be imagined
in this line, from the midget bicycle vise, up to the roll-

ing mill vise which weighs 222 pounds, 64 different

styles in all. The exhibit is in charge of M. G. Lewis
and J.

B, Cary.

The booth of the Standard Paint company of New
Y'ork is a general rendezvous. It is a handsome affair.
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gotten up with white and blue bunting with wood trim- combined leather card case and memorandum book,

mings striped with gold. The compounds, paints, tapes General Manager J. F. Blackburn was in attendance

and insulated paper are arranged in an attractive man- during the convention.

ner, while the company's various medals and diplomas
Manao-er W, C, Ballda of ti.e Uti a Elect.ical

are hung about the walls,
Manulacturing & Supply company spent a week in Xevv

The oflice and store of the rhcenix Interior Telephone Vork, and reports much benefit from his visit to the expo-

company are now located at 123 Liberty street, Xew sition. more so than f om any previous cun-ention which

York city, where the company is showing its teephone he had attended. He states that his con ern is rapidly

apparatus in an attractive manner A large number of extending its business in all directions ; a number of

the visitors at the convention called and examined these electrical novelties are under way which will so.n be

telephones with a view of purchasing, and a large nura- ready for sale,

berof orders were taken.
p^ j Medbury, general manager of the insulated wire

The Bishop GuEta Percha company of New Vork has department of the J. A. Roebling's Sons company of

a very complete exhibit of different kinds ot wire, show- Trenton, N. J., received his friends at the Roebling's

ing also the pure Para rubber, and from it the company's headquarters. His experience and practical knowledge
various compounds as applied for insulation. Sections of the wire business have been s'^own in this firm's man-
of large cables installed in numerous places in the coun- ufacture of late, and it was not surprising to hear that

try are shown. H. D. Reid and E. L. Ilartpence have thus far the sales of this department have far exceeded

charge of the headquarters. those of last year.

President J. Brodie Smith of the F.rodie Electric com- H. E. & C. Bax'er of Brooklyn, X. Y. had a repre-

pany of Manchester, N. 11., did not have a display of resentative who was busily tmphy.d in giving directions

his well-known apparatus, but a number of samples as to wheie their factory could be reached, at wnich
which he showed at the Murray Ilill hotel resulted in place the practical demonstration of tneir bells and
the securing of a number of orders Mr. Smith is also \arious electrical supplies were shown. Their goods
the manager of what is called "the model electric light- are well known and th^y did not consider it necessary

Secretary Franklin B. Piatt of the Ansonia Electric
to mtet orders-

company of Ansonia, Conn., was a close investigator of W. S. Hill of Boston, Mass., was a welcome visitor to

the various displays in the exhibition hall, and made the convention. Being one of the veterans of the elec-

two trips to New York in order to become .thorou-hly trical trade, be was surrounded a large share of the time
posted regarding the scientific displays. He states that by his many friends. Mr. Hill was a close investigator

business during March was very large, while that of of the various exhibits and stated that, from an educa-
April showed a further increase. tional standpoint, the exhibition of electrical apparatus

The Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company of j^
°°^ °^ ^1?^ best ever shown in the country, and that he

Worcester. Mass., has a very large space devoted to the "^^ ^^^° *°^™ ^'^

showing of its numerous lines of manufacture. Several Stanley & Patterson of New York exhibit one of the

showcases are filled with beautiful designs of wire, most complete lines of general electrical equipment to

while numerous large reels of cables and new style trolley be seen in the hall in a booth decorated in a very origi-

wire are arranged about the display. The booth is nal manner. The pillars and ceiling are decorated with
decorated with flags and bunting. incandescent lights in different styles and colors. This

The Gordon-Burnham Battery company of New York '^^ 'h^ ""'J' electrical supply house in New York having

has one of the most complete displays of batteries ever =>" exhibit A^ F. Stanley and G. L, Patterson are m
.. -.v, „ 1- „ 1,-k:. ^f , ;^^^^r. constant attendance,

seen, together with a working exhibit or annunciators

and telegraph and telephone instruments, fire alarm The American Electric Heating corporation of Boston,
apparatus and Geissler tubes. Vice-president R. W. Mass., has a large space filled with every conceivable
Gordon, Secretary F A, Burnham and W, C. Banks ^^^^^^ {^^ heating, and the practical demonstration of
are kept busy m explaining details. g^pg^, eookery keeps the space in front of their exhibit

The Manhattan General Construction company of crowded at all times, when the exhibition is open. The
New York was rushed during the week at its New York New York manager, Levi L. Parsons, has a most oblig-

ofBce, in showing Manhattan enclosed loo hour arc ing corps of assistants, who explain in detail the work-

lamps, and the strong statements which are made for it ings of the apparatus,

were of great interest to the central station men who The National Carbon company ot Cleveland, O., has
called, and not a few orders were placed by them with ^jg ^,^^^ ^^^ j^ ti,g ^jg^t place in General Sales Agent
General Manager

J.
Marsh Young. M. M. Hayden, who arranged a very elaborate display

The complete exhibit of the J, H, McEwen Manufac- of carbons. It is claimed that everything in the way
turing company of Ridgway, Pa., showing one of the of a carbon is shown by sample at this booth, A large

.

engines connected with a Thompson-Ryan dynamo, at- number of old acquaintances in the electrial trade ex-

tracts much attention, this being this company's first tended their congratulations to Mr. Hayden for the fine

presentation of its apparatus at an electrical convention. exhibit which was presented.

It received a large number of complimentary comments y^^ p^^j -Wayne Electric corporation of Fort -Wayne,
upon the excellence of the showing. j„^ j,j^5 ^ ^^^^ p^g exhibit on the ground floor of an

The Hart & Hegeman company of Hartford, Conn,, ^o light 2,000 candle power arc dynamo, connected to a

although it has no exhibit, is in evidence everywhere Brush multipolar motor, which furnishes current for^a

about the exhibition hall and the Murray Hill hotel, as
bank of 80 arc lamps in a group in the corner of the

President Gerald W, Hart and Secretary A. H. Pease g'-™°d f^l"^'
"'"ch presents a dazzling effect The

are in attendance. Their stay was extended because of
company has also a 25 kilowatt machine directly con-

the many calls upon their time in arranging for orders °<=cted to a Woodbury engine,

given tor the well-known Hart switches. General Manager F S. Marr of the Helios Electric

Dale, Farrell & Co, of New York have a booth fitted company of Philadelphia spent two days at the conven-

with their goods, including special magneto call bell, tion in renewing his .icquaintanceship among the central

extension bell and Volta primary battery. Their new station men. I lis company did not make au exhibit of

X-ray electric bicycle lamp, however, is the feature of their full line, but the samples which were shown by its

their exhibit, and the supply of printed matter descriptive New York agents, the Peck Electrical works, were all

of this lamp was nearly exhausted on the second day of new and had many novel features, Mr, Marr and his

the exhibition; large sales were made of it. company are never behind in the procession,

•i'he Babcock & Wilcox company of New York has a The Anchor Electric company of Boston, Mass., has

verv ori"inal cxliibit of boilers, arranged in sections a splendid display of switches and lamp adjusters, and

about i
IS hir;.;. rvlnl.ition space.' An erectric sign and also showed a new incandescent lamp-sign advertising

nunii [' I 1.;. . . T iplis :ind \arious fittings of the appa- device and mechanical gongs. The arrangement of the

ram- in.ii . ii|. ,.i . .,1 ihe most artistic booths of the ex- advertising sign over the booth was the subject of much
|,il,iii-,ii liM.i^iM li.r printed matter shows how well favorable comment. This exhibit is most attractive,

the M:mie is kiiuwM among the electrical trade, -Vice-president Norman Marshall, General Manager
H, C, Hawks and A. B. Field are in charge.

The Washburn & Moen M-anufa:turing company
could not have selected a more popular man to welcome The leading feature of the loit \\ .ivnc Hlcctiic cor-.

its friends th.an Chas, \V. BasscU, a yenlleman who potation's exhibit is the self-sliuling single-phase altcr-

has been for so m:,u\ .'.„-. hImUiImI m.iIi ihc i..,lui,- lui rent motors, the working of which is explained

electrical trade and onr l
,

1 ,„ 1 , ih, l.i I'H.f, r II. Leonard, Jr, It has various sizes of

coveicil wire, showing ., .1 1,1-, ,,,,, i;,,i ,,l l.i 1
h.iitiirs m ihe exhibition hall. .\n exhiliil of Woo.l

Ml-- 11, l:i;liirj-, lh. ,,--r-l,,i,i -r
,
rrl.in « .
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The Electric Selector & Signal company, at its office

and factory, 43 Cortlandt street. New York, had an at-

tractive exhibit of automatic cutouts, telegraph selectors,

police and fire alarm signals, and General Manager P.
H. Alexander, aided by a large corps of assistants,

was rushed at times showing the apparatus. It was a
fine display and it was regretted that the company was
unable to locate in the exhibition hall.

The exhibit made by A. O. Schoonmaker of New
York contains some of the largest solid sheets of East
India mica evershown. Theseareobjects ot curiosity and
attract a great deal ot attention. This stock is all imported
direct from original sources in India, and is guaranteed
to be of the highest grade and purity, being perfectly

tree from iron and thus insuring non-conducting proper-
ties. This exhibit is complete in everything regarding

The Peru Electric Manufacturing company ot Peru.
Ind., although late in arrival, arranged a booth which
attracted general, attention for its beauty ot design, with

a striking presentation of its various porcelain special-

ties. It was the general comment that nothing in this

line of manufacture was forgotten. General Manager
R. H. Borislog and Superintendent D. A. Schutt were
in charge of this company's headquarters.

The Ferracute Machine company of Bridgeton. N. J.,

whose presses and dies are so well known in the elec-

trical trade, has a press especially designed for notch-

ing armature disks, directly connected to a motor. The
company's catalogue, showing over 300 different de-

signs in presses tor all kinds ot mechanical work, is in

demand. President Oberlin Smith, Secretary F. F.

Smith and -W. S. Mitchell give information regarding
this apparatus.

The auto-telephone system, which is manufactured by
the Tucker Electrical Construction company of New-
York, is located in a booth especially designed to meet
the requirements of a telephone exhibit. The various

designs ot this instrument—desk sets, hotel telephones,

etc.,— are attractively displayed. President James R.

Strong spends much time at the exposition. He is as-
"

sisted by W. A. Moore, and the two are kept busy in ex-

plaining the workings of their telephone.

The United Electric Improvement company ot Phila-

delphia has a working exhibit of its reactance system of

arc lighting, in charge ot the inventor, W. S. Horry, the

electrician of this company. A handsome design of the

company's well-known Keystone incandescent lamps, in

connection with its arc lamps, attracts a great deal of

attention. Vice-president and General Manager Walter
F. Smith is in attendance, assisted by his son, Eugene
Smith, assistant electrician of the company.

The Holtzer-Cabot Electric company of Boston,

Mass., has a splendid location for its extensive exhibit

of motor fans and direct current ceiling tans. The
light weight of these fans caused much comment, as

the company guarantees none would weigh over 30
pounds. The company's full line of motors and genera!

supplies were also on view. President C. W. Holtzer

and C. E. De Lue of Boston and the New York man-
ager, David Chalmers, are in chargeof the exhibit.

The Varley Duplex Magnet company of New York
makes one of the most complete exhibits ot magnets ever

seen. Everything that one could desire in this line is

shown. This concern from a small beginning has de-

veloped a very large business, and is becoming known
East and West for the excellence of its products. Gen-
eral Manager Richard Varley is in charge, with

been
taken.

ufacturing faci

t, and presents

able.

The Bryan-Marsh n
vhich for unique desip

)f their incandescent lamps is one of the attractions of

he exhibition, ft has arranged in beautiful designs, in-

andescent lamps of various sizes, colors and forms.

L'he book entitled "The p-ashioning ot a Lamp" pre-

ented to %'isitors is a work ot art and one ot the finest

alalogues which has ever been presented at an electrical

The Uiehl M.imil.h tilling I. .11,11.11111 ..I I Ii .il irlliimrt,

N, J, hasa Inr^,- I ih «ln. h , ,,. s ih,. .-m- Two
'large brass rolnim, 1,1ns ii.niii-i lid Milh ,1 s,,li,] l„-;,ss

1 de-
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sign and beautifully decorated, presents a most striking

encct. Electrician C. I. Knight, assisted by K. G.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

! received for hin arranged in sucli manner that a working exhibit is shown
of them. The American Carbon company exhibits its

various manufaciun- .il this booili.

one of the m.. i
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I 'ii ..i. ^
. m,.!

noor. On thr ! . I ;. ' !
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- i n.-l

npany 01 bt. l.ouis, ivi

' tastefully arranged.

jufactured by

this booih.

M. M. I-

ment of tli

Tuci-U'. .ilU'i-n.Uin- oiriuu cnhn- Ian, nianut.ictured

in Fiihun, N. V.. Ikis ,hc hvwn- of bcin- [he only alter-

nating ceilinj; fan in the exhibition hall. and it is of great

it- The Tuerk direct current ceiling fan also catches

tlie eye of many persons, as shown by the orders. Gen-
eral Manager J. C. Hunter and the company's electrician,

Samuel O. Tuerk, are in attendance. The exhibit itself

is in charge of their general eastern agents, E. B. Latham
.V Co.

The Crouse-Tremaine Carbon company of Fostoria,

O,, has an elaborately decorated booth of Turkish de-

sign in red velvet, trimmed with a heavy gold fringe,

tastefully festooned about the doorway and interior

walls; at the back is the company's trade-mark in the

center of an elaborate festoon of American flags. The
display of cored and solid carbons, arranged in many
different designs, makes an exceedingly attractive ex-

hibit. President
J.

B. Crouse and Secretary H. A. Tre-

The celebrated Schiff cart

Schiff. Jordan & Co. of Vienna
where, and the colors of Austria and the United States

are displayed. John Jordan is visiting the exposition

from Vienna and presenting many pertinent facts re-

garding his carbon President Ralph Shainwald,
assisted by General Sales Agent F. S. De Ronde, F. F.

Vandewater, J. N. Richards. H. W. Benedict and John
Langan, extends that warm hospitality to visitors for

which this concern is so justly noted.

The Electra carbons are located in a prominent booth
and are the sub)ect of much comment from visitors. A
fidl line of direct and alternating; current, search-Hght
and crown microphone carbons (used solely in the loo-

hour enclosed arc lamps) is arranged in a tasteful man-
ner, and on the walls are shown a number of fine photo-
graphs of the factory at Nuernberg. A souvenir in the

shape of a celluloid calendar is much sought after. H.
Sutor, one of the experts of this company, assisted by
F. W. Nolker. has charge of the exhibit.

The Warren Electric company of Chicago and New
York displays on the first floor one 60 kilowatt Warren
alternator of 9,000 alternations per minute, connected
for no volts, of its latest induction type. This machine
was much talked about by the practical central station

men. There is also one 45 kilowatt Warren alternator

of the same general style. This machine is having a large

sale although only recently put on the market. It is ex-

citing the admiration of all electricians for its high
efficiency and close regulation. These machines are in

charge of Wendell & MacDuffie and H. P. Hill.

The Standard Underground Cable company of Pitts-

burg exhibits reels of its standard fiber insulated cables,

standard paper insulated cables and standard rubber in-

sulated cables, with samples of some of its more impor-
tant recent contracts; it has a show-rack for wires and
cables and small samples, especially of lead-covered
cables for distribution. The following named represent-
atives of the company are in attendance: Manager G.
L. Wiley of New York. General Superintendent W. A.
Conner of Pittsburg. Edward Sullivan and A. B. Saur-
man of New York and J. R. Wiley of Chicago.

TheColumbialncandescent Lamp company of St. Louis
has one of the most artistic incandescent signs which has
ever been gotten up. and also an illuminated sign of the
late Henry Goebel and a case containing the differ-

ent materials used in the construction of lamps. It

has a full line of both regular and special lamps, ar-

ranged in various designs, and in the center of a large
table is a greeting "iSgG" in miniature lamps. Presi-
dent

J. H. Rhotehamel and Secretary A. O. Garrison
were in attendance from St. Louis. C. E. Bibber, the
New England agent, is also greeting his many friends at

wit) imentonthe bc-aulifiil nrrange-

m(-iu>.l M,.M I- !l. .ina push buttons, which are unclosed

inalarj^eaml handsome oak case. The 15 inch gong.

especially toned to be heard through a hotel or large

building, for fire alarm purposes, is one of the features

of this display. The skeleton frame bells are a novelty

which attract much attention. W. W. McChesney, gen-

eral sales agent of this concern, hurried home from Cal-

ifornia, where he had a most successful business trip, in

order to take charge of this exhibit.

The Crocker-Wheeler Electric company shows its di-

rect-connected and belt driven dynamos and a line of

motors both in its space on the main floor and in the power
plant on first floor. A number of motor-dynamos, brake
motors, and special "mill" motors, also a number of au-

tomatic starting, controlling and reversing boxes are

shown. On the first floor the company has a 55 kilowatt

dynamo belted to a New York Safety Steam Power com-
pany 13 by 12 inch auto-cutoff engine, The Crocker-
Wheeler company is represented by H. L. Lufkin, the

general manager, and F. B. De Gress, and in the power
by Mr. Tewksbury of the New York Safety Steam

Pow npany.

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing company of St.

Louis, Mo., shows a complete line of Wagner trans-

formers from the smallest up to an 800 lighter, and.

a

line of its interior type of tratisformers and special

transformers, arc lamps and economy coils also attracted

of a brass transformer inkstand was one of the finest

things that was presented at the convention, and the call

for it soon exhausted their supply. Representatives

Eugene H. Abadie and A. J.
Wagner deserve great

credit for the manner in which their exhibit is shown.
Many orders

their headqua

The Eddy 1

self-.

: left by pun ungj

rxhibition, being 01

ict-connected dynam
'^g eng;ine both of

Ide;

iited

ed fi.ve inches from the founds

being- in no way bolted. This combination attracts

attention, b.'cause there is no perceptible vibration 1

when under any rate of speed. Secretary A. D. Ne
and General Manager M. E. Baird of this compan
exceedingly busy men in extending that cordial gre

for which they are so well known.

As one enters the exhib

trance and glances to the

nile"—a reproduction of a famous trade-mark—can be

seen by all over the doorway of one of the handsomest
booths in the hall. Being trimmed throughout in orange

color, the booth, with its easy chairs, presents an invit-

npany makes no particular dis-

of pure Para gum. from wdiich okonite is made,
ch are too well known to need any further introduc-

to the electrical trade. Capt. W. L. Candee,
Durant Cheever, George T. Manson and Secre-

W. H. Hodgins extend a welcome to all.

ing appea
play of it:

I bt Louis on bus

The U.S. Mineral Wool company of New York shows an
exhibit which is well worth going to the exhibition hall

to see, and that many appreciate this fact is seen from
the large number of people continually gathered about
it. A model of a house shows how mineral wool is used
about the windows and doors and exposed portions to

keep out the cold; this material also possesses absolute

fireproof properties. Crude rock wool is seen in its

various stages of manufacture, also showing how it is

applied to steam pipes, and in numerous places where it

is necessary, to protect from the atmosphere. Corru-

gated copper gaskets are also an object of great interest.

Secretary Henry PI. Franz entertains the visitors with

explanations.

The Peck Electrical company of New York makes a

display which is of great interest. A model of an elec-

tric fire engine mads by the Birkett & McElroy company
of Brooklyn shows great possibilities. This company has

recently been appointed agent for New York city and
vicinity of the Helios Electric company of Philadelphia

for its arc lamps, and it had one of the latest Helios

alternating lamps erected, with pole, fixtures and hood,

and also direct current lamps. A large number of the

T, H. Brady electrical specialties, manufactured in New
•Britain, Conn,, of which this concern is the agent, aie

thusiastic i
- of their genero sh sts.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler con pan y, although located

on the ann X Hoc r, presents one o th most comprehen-
sive exhibit seen about the exhib tion hall, by models of

the Climax boiler , which are of g eat merest to the dele-

gates and visito s interested in stearn boileis, because of

its peculiar construction and great sue ess attained among
the electric light ons. Numerous photon-

graphs sho different instal a are hung about
headquarte s, wh e the new catalogu e, only a few days
from the pr ns, s in great demand.

test! -nonial from some of'

menintheelectri lighting field, a e especially stron'T in-

dorsements of the Climax steam genera or. John Mason is

1 charge of the headquarters, while General Manager S. V.

lorrin is in attendance. On May gth an invitation was
xtended to visit the United Electric Light & Power
ampany's plant and passes were issued to those desiring

lem. A pretty souvenir showing the boiler in detail was
istributed.

The Partrick & Ca
ot very often make ;

npany of Philadelphia does

:does
LS time and money can produce. Its exhibit as

; electrical supply house in one of the handsom-
in the building, and the showing of the ad-

t of household goods in the electrical line in

the many years that this firm has been identified with

the business, is of great. interest to the throng of specta-

tors continually surrounding the company's headquarters.

The company shows complete hotel systems with trans-

mitter annunciators, including the most recent applica-

tions. Its telephone system with stations located in

various portions of the hall, works successfully and is the

cause of endless amusement to the people who talk over

the wires. The catalogue and descriptive list is one of

the most complete ever gotten out in its line. C. M.
Wilkins and E. Ward Wilkins of this company were as-

sisted by T. L. Townsend and F. S. Carter, who pre-

sented a note book, which included a celluloid calendar

elaborately gotten up in leather, to many applicants.

One of the most attractive

Interior Conduit & Insulatic

which occupied a large space

main hall. Entering the h;

immediately attracted to the

company, the decora'.ed pip

press in operation and an arti

; that made by the

1 an artistic array of polished brass

all of which served to attract large

hibit both day and night.

carelul inspection shows that a Lundell motor is directly

connected to the printing press, a Lundell organ blow-

ing outfit operates ihe organ, while the Lundell desk and
ceiling fan motors are all busy in disseminating their re-

freshing breezes. A direct-connected Lundell exhaust

fan outfit, Lunde'l motors and dynamos, direct-con-

nected generating set, dental outfits, etc.. all in opera-

tion, also attract much attention. The company shows

a full line of its iron armored, brass armored and plain

interior conduit, as well as the multifarious fittings which

go to make that system complete. The underground sys-

tem of conduits for electric wires is also exhibited

Immediately upon entering the main door of the exhi-

bition is noticed the space occupied by the Westinghouse
Electric Manufacturing company of Pittsburg. There is

a beautiful red and gold sign suspended above the ex-

hibit, but even without that it could be easily recognized

that this is the place where the Westinghouse people are

holding forth, inasmuch as Tesla motors and other

Westinghouse apparatus are plentifully in evidence. A.

C. Zimmerman of the New York office and M. Mac-
Laren from the Pittsburg factory are in charge of the

exhibit. Mr. MacLaren had been especially detailed to

look out for the power transmission from the Niagara

Falls power circuit. The company has on exhibit a

lamp-board in the center of which is seen the Shallen-

burger electric meter. The case of this meter has been

removed, and in this way the actual operation of this



.veil-known device is plainly demonstrated, and

racts a great deal of attention. Another intere

1 of the principle of indue- main
ith an induction coil. The board,

ith the well-known Sawyer- incanc

the floor stands a 20 horse facturMan incandescen
power Tesla motor, driving a 20 horse power direct-cur-

rent generator. In addition there were several other

Tesla two-phase motors, single-phase motors and a num-
ber of converters. C. F. Scott, the electrician of the

company. Mr. Allen from the Philadelphia office, and

E. H. Heinrichs, the advertising agent of the company,

were in attendance during the convention.

The National Underground Cable company, manufac-

turers of lead covered underground cables for all classes

of service, and the National Conduit Manufacturing

company, manufacturer of the well-known cement-

lined tubes for uudei-ground conduits and builders of

complete subway systems—the two companies are now
consolidated and under one management-find themselves

so busy at their factories on large orders for street rail-

way cables, telephone, telegraph and electric light

cables, and underground conduits, that it was impossi-

ble for them to get their exhibit ready in time for the

electrical exposition, and they were with great reluctance

compelled to give up the large space which they had en-

gaged in the exposition hall. Although it could hardly

be expected that these two companies would spend th

time to make
their factories i

lari .vhile

ind Hastings-on-Hud-

son, N, Y., are compelled to run night and day with

double forces of men to keep up with orders, still it is to

be regretted that the delegates to the convention and the

visitors to the exposition will be denied the pleasure of

seeing a complete underground system, including un-

derground cables, conduits, manholes, lampposts with

all the latest apparatus and appliances, and a street rail-

way system in miniature in operation. Although the

National companies are not exhibiting, they are well rep-

resented at the convention and exposition by E. S.

Perot, James P. McQuaide. C. Gallagher, E. J.
Fenlon,

George ]. lackson, T. F. O'Connor, E. S. Reid, D. P.

Regan, H. F. Tate, F. S. V. Sias, and W. H. Lewis,

who extend a hearty welcome to their many friends from

all over the country. The main offices of the company
in the Times building, New York city, during the ex-

position has hospitably opened doors.

The exhibit of the Electric Storage Battery company
is attracting its full share of attention. A battery of 12S

chloride accumulators in glass jars erected upon a hand-

some stand is operated in conjunction with the Edison

system, being charged through a motor booster. The
battery has a capacity of 500 16 candle power lamps. In

connection with the battery there is a complete switch-

board of white marble enclosed in an oak cabinet. Upon
the board are mounted Weston ammeters and volt-

meters, charge and discharge switches, end cell regulat-

ing switches, automatic cut-outs, etc. The installation

is complete in every detail. A portion of the exhibit

which attracts a great deal of attention is a chloride

accumulator of the central station type, the element con-

sisting of 29 plates 30 inches high and 15 inches wide.

These are suspended in a highly finished lead lined oak

tank. The cell is similar to that which is now being in-

stalled in several central stations, for which is claimed a

capacity of 4,260 ampere hours at 426 amperes discharge,

or of 3,000 ampere hours at 1,000 amperes discharge. In

size and capacity the cell is a revelation to visitors who
have not followed up the developments in storage

batteries. The company's exhibit also includes a 21

foot electric launch and an electric carriage, both

equipped with chloride accumulators. The carriage is

always the center of an interested throng. Portable

batteries of chloride accumulators are shown operating

fans and table lamps. The exhibit is in charge of

Charles Blizard, assisted by Messrs. R. 'W. Rundle and
W, O. Knudsen. The models of the Niagara power
plant and of the Erie canal are operated during portions

of the day from cased chloride accumulators stored with

Niagara energy. The current for firing the cannons
locatedat different cities throughout the country announc-
ing the opening of the exposition was also drawn from
chloride accumulators.

The General electric company's exhibit at the Exposi-

tion is rather a per\adin[T presence than a specific ex-
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nbuckles. The miniature lamp department has an

libit of its own placed in a small room, left of the

in space. The principal feature of this is a display

nounted a sample of every kind of

incandescent lamp outside the miniature category manu-
factured by the company. On a stand in the center of

the room are two boards, one carrying a variety of sam-
ples ol candelabra miniature and decorative lamps, the

other samples of the battery lamps. In this case, the

smallest incandescent lamp manufactured is shown—about
the size of a small pea. Several of the ornamental

gns gotten up by this department are

nbellish the i ched to the (

. four-leaved

appea

Andrt

beautiful "sun ;'

clover and horseshoe and a patriotic device with the

eagle surmounting the United States shield, on which
the colors are shown in small lamps. The two other

designs are entitled '"JNIischief Brewing" and "Home-
ward Bound.' ' The first represents a little witch bending
over a seething pot beneath which glistens a red fire,

while fays and sprites appear and disappear and a grew-
some green-eyed cat glowers from beneath the witch's

pointed hat. "Homeward Bound" is a full-rigged

ship, tossing and pitching on her way through the moon-
lit waters, her port and starboard lights showing as she

"s wafted toward the spectator. The company is

ented by S. D. Greene. T. R. Lovejoy, W. L. R.
;t. J. Kirkland, H. C' Wirt, W. Felton, J M.
ws, of the Schenectady office; Charles T. Hughes,

T. Beran, C. Gundaker, C. G. Davenport. George D. B.

Greene and others from the New York office ; C. B.

Davis, F. M. Kimball, Haley, Ives and Bash of the

Boston office; H. f. Buddy of the Philadelphia office

;

W. F. Hayes of Cincinnati office; A. E. Giles of the

Atlanta office, and A. D. Page, M, K Eyre and Mc-
Allister of the lamp works at Harrison.

The exhibit of the Edison Electric Illuminating com-
pany of New York, is situated directly under the over-

hanging extension of the first gallery along the south side

of the main hall, the space occupied being S4 feet long by
10 feet wide. As the visitor enters the main hall from
the stairway, he will first see a pictured representation

of the great operating room of the Duane street central

station, in front of which are shown actual sections of

the electrical controlling apparatus constructed on the

Van Vleck edgewise system, similar to that in use at the

Duane and Twelfth street stations; the apparatus in the

center consists of a dynamo controlling section com-
plete with edgewise amperemeters for regulating two
large-sized multipolar dynamos; while at the side, near

the column, is shown the feeder controlling apparatus,

having a capacity sufficient to control both poles of four

feeders, each of i.ooo amperes capacity. Current for

this exhibit is supplied to this feeder switchboard from
the Edison street mains and from a storage battery to be
seen behind the exhibit, similar to the batteries in use

in the Edison stations. From this switchboard the cur-

rent passes through an Edison feeder tube, such as is

used in the city streets, after which it passes into a

feeder box. thence to a distributing box and thence

through a street main to a service-end box, such as is

placed on a consumer's premises. Alongside the feeder

box is one of the

1 be divided from the

ual service feeders,

is carried through :

usually placed in

through a Thoms(
tributed for its ve

nson wattmeter, after which
varied applications in lighting (ii

), power, cooking, Two
ght posts, constructed on the Edison'-Bowker sys-

tem of street lighting and similar to those in use on
Fifth avenue, are placed at the front of the exhibit. In

the center of the main exhibit may be seen an illumi-

nated representation of the upper field frame of one of

the huge Soo kilowatt dynamos now in use at the Duane
street station, the largest lighting generators in the

world, capable of supplying current for more than 12.-

000 16 candle power lamps. In the next space beyond is

shown an interesting collection of various electrical surgi-

cal and dental apparatus, together with electric fans and
an electrically driven sewing machine. Electric cooking
is also shown in practical operation, with electric ironing

and electric heating; an "electrotherm" for bed-warm-
ing, poulticing, etc., will be of interest, as well as many
other applications. The power exhibit at the extreme
end includes a modern printing press run by electricity,

without belt or shafting. Directly behind the large

dynamo field frame is an interesting collection of pho-
tographs of the principal stations and other equipment
of the company, which has now six stations, supplying

more than 6,000 customers, with over joo.ooo incandes-

cent and 3.700 arc lamps, and about 15,000 horse power
for power and miscellaneous purposes, forming the larg-
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my eye caught a picture which a moment before had been
invisible, showing two of the cruisers of our navy equipped,
as the legend underneath informed me, with Safety wire.

By this time I began to have some distinct impressions of
the value of this di play from the advertising standpoint,
and I began to study it. A gentleman who had charge
of an electric 1 ght plant in a suburb of the city

sauntered by. But stop he must, for a large electric

sign had begun to exert an influence over him; a
fac simile of the head of a Western Union telegraph
blank appeared, and then he, individually, was addressed
as he saw the words flash out, 'Mr. and Mrs. Delegate.'
then one word after another, this message was written in

rough handwriting, but sufficiently legible: 'You—are—
cordially-invited-to— visit—our— factory. Plant-is—
extensive— and- process—interesting. Safety Insulated
Wire & Cable Co., 225 to 239 West Twenty-eighth street,

New York city.' Mr. Delegate winked approvingly at a
companion and watched every other picture in the entire

galhry appear and disappear, and with each one he re-

ceived a distinct impression 10 times as forcible as if they
had all been shown together, perfectly constant and sta-

tionary. 1 watched and watched and became convinced
from what I saw of the effect of this constantly changing
scene, that that was the most effective piece of advertising in

the entire show. Surely it was an important fact, and
one well worth impressing all by itself, that the wire and
cable used by the managers in the equipment of the elec-

trical show was Safety wire. To secure attention to this

fact, while it was in evidence, everything else except the
central picture was shut off. But the ingenious method of
arranging these signs amazed me. In front of the entire

exhibit, acting at once as a railing and as a sample board,
was displayed very handsomely a full line of samples of
wire and cable; pieces a foot long were handsomely at-

tached to an oaken slab and then a cross-section of each
cable was made and deftly inlaid in the oak so that each
sample was fully displayed in its outer and inner charac-
ter. This in itself was interesting, but when to this fact

was added another, that many of these were numbered
and were referred to in the electric picture signs in front,

the interest was doubled. Here, for instance, was No. i,

which, a sign informed me, was the style selected by a
Philadelphia company in making a $400,000 contract for

underground wire; the la gesr contract ever placed for insu-

lated wire and cable. Some 160 miles had been laid by this

company in Boston underground, and No, 3 was the cable
used. Eight hundred miles in New York subways,
said another sign. All these were facts which were quickly
and fully stamped on ray mind and I shall not soon forget
them. Another sign showed me the steamer St. Paul
stranded on fe Jersey coast, and I could see the wire
stretching from her to the shore, and which an electric sign
said was Safety wire; it stood the test of those stormy
days on the coast and the shifting of the steamer without
once parting. The central s'gn in this fine display was
the firm name surrounded by the three trade-marks of the
three different wires. 'I his name was constantly changing
color by reason of the interchange behind it cf red, white
and blue lights, a kaleidoscopic effect which was certainly

very pleasing."

Milwaukee Street Railway Trouble.
[Special correspondence Western Electrician.]

Milwaukee, Wis., May ..—During the whole of

the present week about 1,000 employes of the Mil-

waukee Street Railway company, mostly motornien and

conductors, have been on a strike. President Mahon of

the Amalgamated Association of Street Railway Em-
ployes is in ctiarge of the union forces. The demands of

the I :e as follows :

motornien and conductors from
hour; that the running time of

:ars be divided equally between the day men and the

light men, and that the preference in respect to runs be
^iven to the men longest in the service of the company;
hat "extra" men, in regard to their work and the re-

leiving of regular runs, shall rank according to their-

erm of service; that all motornien and conductors work-
ng two hours or le>;s a day shall be paid at the rate of

:5 cents an hour; that the time of all men shall com-
iience from the time that they report according to order,

,nd that when they are detai'led to run the sweepers or

he salt cars they shall be paid a full day's wages for

uch work; that in all depariments -if (he rep.iir shops
hours shall r-m^t itillr :i ,!:n'< wmvI.-, rh<- wa-0. of

uch employe- :
:: -

'> .;,-! half



lliey lose the Irip.
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held between the aklei'inen nnd busincKs men, a

of strikers and the directors of the cfjin-

pany. President Mint of tljp union, to whom ihcconipany

specially objected, did not attend the conference.

The attempt at mediation resulted in fiiilure. The com-

pany stated in writing that ir would not change iis decision

rc^nrrtitiij: the demands of the men and that it would not

ilisi hru-. any of the men who had taken the places of strik-

ns I. Ill ili:ii it would fill such places as remained vacant

^^||ll ill' "\'\ iiiL-n who, however, must apply for reinstatc-

(M'li' i::.|iu.|ii,(ls iu)t as members of the union.

li :< I ii'ML M'liimittce rcportej to the Common Coun-
. ,1 ,1 :,,i-^iMii Ik.' I not succeeded because of the refusal

ui ill" < oiiip iii\Mm (li^charKe the new employes and to ru-

iiisi.iU I Ik -.11 ikri , III ,1 1)01 ly, and because of the refusal of

the suikLis luiiiiiin lu work unless the whole of thtni

IMxsinl.ilivis ami the directors of the were ri.-iuM,iUil

n- Messrs. I'nvne and Pfister of this The council lliaulied the couJiinUI

VVetmore ;uui SpolTord of New Yorl<, then discharged il. .\lderman < i; -

Inst Sunday, at which tlie company re- resolution, which was adopted, iii-n

d for hi-lK-r UTi^fs as WL-II :is that for ney to give an i pinion as to the ,uiL

L-dthc .IciiMn.l f"i ll.r u,>..nili,,n of the Council to revo'-e street railway franc

U-d lh.,1 II vv.is II. ,1 iM.rr-.inv, under the grounds and by what means the francl

discuss III, iillicr d-u,ands .,1 that lime. City A.torney Hamilton, questioned

ce bctA-een the men and the company that the Common Council had no pow

lay forenoon, but during Sunday the which it had granted unless the pow
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the necessary switches, rlieostats and measuring instru-

ments. The coal cutter which forms a part of the plant

is the first known adaptation of the multiphase motor
to the coal-cutting machine. This motor is iron-clad and
is completely enclosed and protected from moisture and
injury. It has neither commutator nor brushes and no

moving wires. It stops operation as soon as it has

reached the limit of its power, and thus is not exposed to

accident in case of overload. Furthermore, it is spark-

less. The cutter itself is a chain machine making a cut

three feet wide, six feet deep and 4)4 inches high in about

i^ minutes. It withdraws in about 10 seconds. The ca-

pacity of the motor is 20 horse power, but the consump-

tion f)f power under ordinary conditions is between six

The porlablc electrical coal-cutting plant has recently

Ij'^en i.pciaiini; in the mines of the Peerless Coal & Coke
< -III]' 1 11 It Vivian, W. Va., where the record for ma-<

• I < iitting has been established. The amount of

. m:[ii;j liMwudthe remarkable average of 7.6 runs or

LiiL^ pui liour. Taking the depth of cut at 5*4 feet, the

width 36 inches and the thickness of the coal five feet,

for a period of two weeks, the average weight of coal

undercut per hour was not less than 23 tons. At the

mines of the Sterling Mining company, Cannellon, Pa.,

a contract for several of these coal cutters was given to

men learned that the company had imported negro cooks

from Chica«;o and that it was taking steps to engage new

men. Fearing a lockout in case they waited unrii Mon-

day forenoon, the men, after trying in vain to arrange an

immediate conference with the company, voted to strike.

Monday morning the street railway service of the city,

for the very tirst time in its history, was tied up. Only a.

vcrv few cars -not more than 20—were running, whereas

the liber i

import men from Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis. In-

dianapolis and other points, and on Wednesday there

was an increased number of cars in operation, while yes-

terday the number had reached a little over a hundred.

The mocormen, in most cises, were experienced men

During the week excitement grew and there were the

usual strike disturbances. Stones and eggs were thrown at

cais, crowds gathertd and jeered, switches were turned or

blocked, large stones were placed upon the tracks, and

Payne and his associates were hanged in effigy. The

strikers themselves, it should be stated in positive terms,

behaved in a very orderly manner.

The Common Council held a special meeting during the

week to attempt mediation between the strikers and the

company. y\ committee consisting of five aldermen, five

members of the Merchants' and Manufacturers' association,

and five strikers was appointed to confer with the company

regarding a settlement. The company refused to treat

with the union men. whereupon the rest of the committee

first heard the company's side of the matter and then the

strikers' side of it. Finally, yesterday afternoon, a confev-

pressly reserved in the franchises. T

vation in the franchises.

There has been introduced in the Common Council a reso-

lution providing for the purchase or acquisition by condem-

nation of the street railway and lighting systems. Another

resolution seeks to condemn the street railway plant and

tracks. The idea of both resolutions is to have the city

operate the street railway.

Portable Electric Mining Equipment.

To facilitate the introduction of electric mining ma-

chinery and to enable the operator to judge from actual ob-

servation of the merits of the system as compared with

pick mining, the General Electric company has devise_d

a complete and compact portable power plant, suscepti-

ble of installation near the mine mouth. It includes all

the necessary electrical apparatus and the operator is

called upon to furnish nothing more than the water and

fuel.

The generating plant occupies the interior of a box car

40 feet eight inches long, eight feet wide and about nine

feet high, and consists of a specially designed water-tube

boiler of a capaci ty of 40 horse power at 100 pounds pres-

sure, furnishing steam to a high speed automatic engine

running at 300 revolutions and exhausting into the boiler

flue.

The generator is a three-phase machine of 75 kilo-

watt capacity, wound for 550 volts and running at 900

revolutions. It is belt driven from the engine. A small

exciter. To the right of

Ltchboard, equipped with

the General Elec

tion of the multiph;

Manhattan Enclosed Arc Lar
ith

half,

bi-polar generator serves as

the generator is a skeleton

.lly on the market for about one )ear and a

has quietly and gradually built up the reputa-

tion of enclosed arc lamps to such a degree that the prin-

ciple is now acknowledged to be correct. Since starting

the Manhattan General Construction company of New
York has placed in service about 7,000 Manhattan lamps,

and the lamp has been adopted by loO direct current

One advantage of this lamp, outside of its economy,

is the possibility of drawing an arc at So volts, making it

possib'e to burn lampi singly on incandescent circuits

ins ead of two in series, as was necessary with open-air

arc lamps. The advantage of each lamp being an inde-

pendent unit will do much toward extending ti'e use of

incandescent arc laiaps in all kinds of service. The arc

being enclosed within two practically air-tight globes, pre-

vents the throwing out of sparks and carbon dust, and

mak'^-s the lamp particularly desirable from an under-

writers' standpoint. Perhaps the most attractive feature

of the enclosed arc lamp is the diffusion of light ob-

tained by the use of the double opalescent globes. The

inner globe diffuses the light on the outer globe and re-

moves absolutely all shadow from the outer globe, as well

as beneath and above the lamp, and makes a space lighted

by the Manhattan lamps perfectly uniform, and the long

arc eliminates ail the yellow rays and produces an effect
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dash-

) true dayl'ght tban any art ficial light that has

nclosed arc at once necessitated an entire new

mechanism. The mechanism of the Manhattan

; done away with all clock-work, carbon rods,

and the like, and is nothing but a solenoid

id simple ring clutch. 1 he carbon

feeds direct without the intervention of a carbon rod,

which, in addition to overcoming the difficulties inci-

dent to a carbon rod, makes possible a very short lamp.

The Manhattan standard lamp, using 12 inch upper and

live inch lower carbon, is only 37 inches long, while the

junior type of lamp using 12 inch upper and live inch

lower carbon, is only 23 inches long over all.

After burning for J 50 hours there is sufficient left of the

upper carbon to use for a lower carbon for the next run,

so that on the basis of 10 hours per day the cost of car-

bons for one year with the Manhattan lamp (at $25 per

1,000 12 inch carbons) is said not to e.xceed 50 cents per

lamp per year, whereas in commercial work where the

average burning of lamps is less than four hours per day,

the lamp will only require for 300 days' service about

eight carbons per year, or 16 cents per lamp per year for

carbons. With the ordinary open air arc lamps the cost of

carbons on to hour service is over Sio per lamp per year,

so that on the lo-hour basis there is shown a saving of

S9. 50 in carbons alone, and on the four-hour basis a sav-

ing of over S5 per lamp per year, as there is considerable

waste in the necessity of always having lamps trimmed

and not allowing them to run until the carbons are fully

consumed. The s:uing in labor is said to be about two-

thirds, so that the saving on commercial and street lighting

service might be given at from $10 to $15 per lamp per

In relation to the efficiency of the enclosed arc lamp,

the company states that with a Manhattan lamp on a no
volt circuit there is a permanent resistance taken up from

2S to 30 volts, which at five amperes makes 14 j to 150

watis consumed in the resistance. In open air arcs there

is a permanent resistance of 13 to 15 volts in each of the

pair of lamps running at 10 amperes, or there is consumed

in the resistance from 260 to 300 watts for the pair, or

ach lamp, so that it will be seen that
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Phoenix Telephone & Manufacturing
Company's Apparatus.

In the accompanying illustration, Fig i. is shown

the "No. 2" exchange telephone manufactured by the

Phcenix Telephone & Manufacturing company of

40-42 West Quincy street, Chicago. This is confidently

put forth as a thoroughly high-grade instrument, repre-

senting the most careful workmanship on the best ma-

terial. The ungranulated type of transmitter is used,

as it is claimed to give the most powerful tone for the

least current, and as it is free from infringing on existing

patents.

In Fig. 2 is shown a section of the Phcenix cross con-

nection board. The regular-sized board has loo termi-

nals and is wired up complete ready for cable and switch-
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board connections. The fuse holders are arranged so

that the fuse can be easily seen and quickly replaced

after being burned out by lightning. The cover of the

cable or distributing box is so arranged that a perfect

record can be kept of the lines and cross connections.

These boards are very compact, occupying the

space in width as the ordinary switchboard. They

originally designed to be used

the Phcenix company's system exclusively, but, owing

the large number of inquiries from other telepho

ufacturers for the purchase of the

decided to put them on the market independe

Phcenix switchboard. The

One of the main features of the Manhattan lamp is the

use of ilouble globes both of which are practically tight.

The outer jilolji: hc-ing entirely enclosed, of course, acts

as a thorough protection against weather, but, in addi-

tion, llie outer globe acts as a storage chamber for the

inner globe or chamber of high rarefaction, and makes the

admission of air containing oxygen into the inner globe

and to the carbons very slow.

Electric Vulcanizer.

The electric vulcanizer shown in the illustrations has

been demonstrated to be a simple and most reliable

device. To properly combine two pieces of rubber into

one mass, it is necessary to subject them to an absolutely

uniform, definite temperature for a stated period. This

is accomplished by the electric vulcanizer. Steam heat,

or heat from a gas flame requires constant attention, and

the electric practically none. The danger of steam or

gas explosion and the attendant fire risks are entirely

Then

avoided- The perfect regularity whi

the electric, guarantees a good job \vi

experience on the part of the oper

danger of burning a tire with the electric vulcanizer,

when its operation is once understood. The machine

may be set up on any substantial table or work-bench,

and a space of two by three feet is ample. The tire is

clamped to the plate of the vulcanizer under a pressure

of about 15 pounds, and the illustration shows the method
by which this is usually accomplished. Several bicycle

tires can be repaired at one time. The temperature of

the plate is controlled by a rheostat or switchboard on

the end of the machine. The heat is applied by turning

the switch to the right, and each successive turn from

left to right increases the amount of heat applied to the

plate. The proper temperature can be determined ac-

curately by curing a piece of uncured rubber, allowing

it to remain on the vulcanizer about 30 minutes. By
this method the correct position of the switch can be de
terrained to give the exact temperature required for all

subsequent operations.

This device was first put on the market in .'August

1895. and several hundred of them put into active use,

and in every case they met with the highest commenda-
tion, being adopted and recommended in an unqualified

manner by some of the best manufacturers of tires in

the United States. This year they are made in two

sizes; the larger, type B, with two plates, suitable for

large repair shops, and the smaller, type A, with one

plate, suitable for the average repair shop. The Ameri-

can Electric Heating, corporation. Sears building, Bos-

ton, handles this vulcanizer.

Street Railway Situation in Boston.
[From the Boston correspondent of the Western Elec-

There is an all-absorbing interest in this city at the

present time in the street railway situation. The sub-

way, or a portion of it at any rate, is fast nearing com-

pletion, and by the ist of January, 1897, it is expected

that some of the cars of the West End company will be

running underground. It is getting to be quite the pop-

ular thing to visit the completed sections of the tunnel.

Members of the Legislature and the governor and his

council went through the "hole in the ground" the other

day, and the commissioners also entertained the City

Council of Boston in a pilgrimage into the bowels of his-

toric and sacred Boston Common recently. Matinee

parties composed of the regular "swells" of the city are

not of infrequent occurrence, and the stranger in the

city would not think of leaving without first having seen

the great work in progress.

But the financiers look at the subway from their own
point of view. They are considering the manner in

which it shall be utilized and by whom it shall be con-

trolled when it is finished.
J.

Pierpont Morgan of New
York, with, it is presumed, unlimited capital behind

him, has appeared on the field as the purchaser of the

Meigs elevated railroad charter, which is under the title

of the Boston Elevated Railroad company, and it is

claimed that if the present plans do not miscarry Bos-

ton and vicinity will have an elevated railroad system

equal in extent and magnitude of interests involved only

by the Manhattan system of New York. The elevated

road is the main point aimed at, and as things have been

dacided up to date, it is sure to coma. A secondary

feature is to secure the subway for this elevated road.

It has not been done yet. but the gentlemen interested

feel quite certain that they will be successful. The
third point—and this is the most sensational feature of

the whole scheme— is the ultimate absorption of the

West End street railway by the new company, notwith-

standing that the promoters are now apparently only

interested in having the Meigs charter fixed up so that

it will be possible to construct and operate the elevated

road under its provisions.

Eminent counsel, of whom ex-Governor William E.

Russell of Massachusetts was one, appeared before .Act-

ing Governor Walcott the other day with the request

that in a special message he call the attention of the

Legislature to the desires of the capitalists. The accom-

panying petition provided merely for amendments to the

Meigs charter to make it of value to men with money to

invest. The charter granted to the Meigs company pro-

vides for a capital stock of «.io.ooo,ooo, which may, if it

is deemed advisable, be increased to $20,000,000, to

allow for the extension of the system according to the

plans arranged under the provisions of the charter. The
document allows the corporation known as the Boston

Klevated Railroad company to construct and put in op-

eration the Meigs system or any other system of ele
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v.ited railroads that it desires, except that in use in New
York known as the Manhattan system. It appears that

the Morgan syndicate wishes to adopt perhaps not the

Manhattan system, but one so closely like it that a court

of law might be required to determine the difference; it

cannot see its way clear to use the patents granted to

Mr, Muigs, and it seems to think that there is no other

system a\ailable for its purpose. Therefore, the gentle-

men interested desire to have certain amendments to

this charier passed by the Legislature which will per-

mit of adopting something similar to the plans especially

prohibited.

Now the subway is absolutely essential to the West

lind railway for the runnint; of cars in the center of the

WE.'^TKRN ELKCn-tlCtAN.

m diameter, which the housekeeper says was not there

before, and that there was nothing there to burn but

the floor.

The stone door-step, at the middle of the house on

the east side, has a mark much like that of a firecracker

burn, and a notch as large as a small pea is cut out.

A representative of the Whstkhn Ei.i'.ctrician went

carefully over the ground with the owner of the build-

ing, who for obvious reasons did not want the locality

known. He says he has no lightning rods, and doesn't

the ;

.lovaled, th.it

cr\t manageme

botli

of

End and the

stated,

for

rallic in the city, it naturally follows that these gentle-

nen do not want the cars of such a system running

hroiigh the subway in opposition to the electrics of the

treet railway, making for the elevated a connecting link

)et\veen the tracks of the north and south ends of the

The contest will probably be begun this spring. It

v'ill be made before the Legislature, if moves are made

t this session to secure the desired amendments; but it

v-ill be felt particularly in the struggle to get control of

Reorganization of the Sawyer-Man Elec-
tric Company.

The board of diructors of the Sawyer-Man Electric

company aniioiiiKTd on May 4th that the company have

been reorganized and that the manufacture of the Sawyer-

Man intandescent lamp had been resumed. This, no

doubt, will be welcome news to every user of incandes-

cent lamps in this country, for the reason that for econ-

omy, long life and efficiency the Sawyer-Man incandes-

cent lamp has always maintained an exceedingly high

standard. The company has opened otnces at 120 IJroad-

way, New York; Westinghouse building, I'ittsburg;

Exchange building, Boston; Erie County Bank building,

Buffalo; New York Life building. Chicago; Girard

building, Philadelphia; 102 South Tenth street, Ta-

coma Wash.; American Central building, St. Louis

;

36-3S Cot'ege street, Charlotte. X, C. ; Bastable buiid-

An Erratic Thunderbolt.
During the heavy thunder shower in the night of

April 24th, lightning struck in several places in Chicago,

one of which exhibits was remarkable for its peculiarly

eccentric behavior. The house struck is a two-story

brick structure comprising an upper and lower flat, and

stands upon the corner of two streets on the north side

of the city.

The bolt descended upon the northeast corner of the

bolts. Marks on the outside of the building (which is

separated from contact with other dwellings on all sides)

show plainly that a portion of the discharge descended

to earth along the outer wall, on the east. The transom

over the front door, which faces north, was shattered.

A third portion of the bolt made a hole through the

center of a brick, tearing out a large portion of the ma-

terial, and then escaping downward along the wet wall.

Another portion went down inside the wall, tearing off

the plaster in a bed-room, and casting a foot square or

so of broken plaster on two young men in bed. From
this point it took a southwesterly direction through a

lath-and-plaster partition into the pantry, knocking off

more plaster and breaking all the dishes on the shelves

and setting the paper on fire. The two bell wires to

the front door were in its way, so it melted them and
jumped down some six feet to the floor, ran along the

kitchen floor under the stove, tore up a board, and
finally reached the waste pipe of the sink, nibbled a

small bite out of that, and disappeared to the ground.

In front of the stove there is a charred spot two inches

H.W.J. Trolley Line Insulation.
The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company of New

York is pushing its 1S96 "H. W. J." type of trolley line

insulation. The new and valuable feature of the straight

line hangers and pull-overs is that the insulated plug is

provided with a simple tightening device, as shown in the

to remove the caps of this general type of hanger will

appreciate this device. The ear can be easily attached

or detached without removing the cap. Another feature

is that the design of the hanger admits of a large bearing

surface for the plug, together with an unusual length of

insulation surface. The insulation ii; the standard com-

position manufactured by this company. The Chicago

office of the company is at 240-242 Randolph street,

Electric Screet Railway Track Drill.

Those engaged in electric street railway work will be

interested in the electric street railway drill illustrated in

Fig. I. This appliance has been recently designed by the

Stow Manufacturing company of Bingharaton, N. Y.

(the inventor and manufacturer of the Stow flexible

shaft), and is a modification of its well-known combina-

tion of Stow flexible shaft and electric motor. The lat-

ter has been on the market for several years, and the

manufacturer unhesitatingly recommends it as a device

superior to any for portable drilling, tapping, reaming,

emery grinding, etc., about the shop or yard. Its range

is limited only by the length of connecting wire used.

For track drilling, however, the Standard drill press

was not compact enough, and the gears, being uncov-
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ered, were exposed to the grit and dirt of the road. The
company has entirely overcome this in its new track and
corner drill, shown in Fig. 2. The gears arc covered.

It is very simple, durable and easily handled, and will

drill holes up to one inch in diameter.

The practicability of the complete combination can be

readily seen. liasily handled, it can be placed on a car

and transported to any desired point on the road, connec-

tion with the trolley wire can be made i

work done in a quarter of the time required by the old

^IM
FIG. 2. ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY TRACK DRILL.

nethod. Descriptive catalogue, price-list and all de

iired information will be furnished on application.

New Multiple Switchboard.
On this page is presented a cut of the new multiple

switchboard of the \Vestern Telephone Construction com-

pany of Chicago. This switchboard is a new arrange-

ment of the company's regular No. i type, which has

proven its superioity in practice The idea of this

switchboard is not to multiple the jacks, as it was learned

that the multiple-jack system would become top-heavy,

cumbersome and self-interfering after it increased above

1,000 telephones. The great number of interconnec-

tions of the Bell multiple system was found to be so

troublesome that new methods were determined upon.

the npany ^ The
300 equipment. These sections fit into each other so

It they appear as one section. This switchboard is

; only one in use which does not require remodeling

len considerable extension is made upon i.oou or more

ephones at great expense. In this switchboard the

lim is made for the highest degree of efficiency in

)dern central office large exchange work. Any oper.i-

connect with any line in the S)Stem with few._-r

pid "express" type of the

md those who have seen it

lot found this out before.
'

'

Street Railway Management in European
Cities.

Henry C. Payne, vice-president of the Milwaukee

Electric Railway & Lighting company, has returned

from Europe, where he has spent nearly half a year for

the benefit of his health, which is now fully restored.

Mr. Payne, states that in Europe rapid transit is not

known yet, for in none of the cities which he visited have

they done away with mule and horse power for street



cars. In Europe the amount o£ fare to be paid is regu-

lated by the diitaoce to be traveled. For instance, one

rides a mile for two cents, two miles for four cents,

three miles for six cents, four miles for eight cents and

fire miles for lo csnts. This system, Mr. Payne says,

compels the workingmen to live down-town, thus pro-

ducing a sort of of congested population, of this kind,

in the central part of the city. In Munich the cars now

fore mule power was discarded. The use of electricity

WESTERN ELECTRICL\N.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
York, May 8 —The convention and exposiiic

nopolized the attention of the electrical public he

X, but as you liave separate reports of these event

ntent myself with brief mention of a few items <

May 1 6, i8g6

iigned the bill providing t

for Eur but i

some cases electric cars were in use in the suburbs.

The wages of street car conductors in Europe range

from Si. 25 in London down to 40 and 50 cents a day in

Naples.

Telephone News from the Northwest.

The Menominee River Telephone company of Mari-

nette, Wis., and Menominee, Mich., intends to put in a

system with 600 instruments, having secured that many

subscribers.

Dr. E. S. Muir and Dr. J. A. Slocumb oE Plainview,

Minn., have b^Jght miterials for an extension oE their

telephone line from Plainview to Elba, via Beaver,

about 20 miles.

The automatic telephone system at Rochester, Minn.,

will be extended to Winona, Stewartville and Oronoco

early this spring.

D. G. Nilson of Sioux City, la., is patting in 30 auto-

matic telephones at Elk Point, S. D., the invention of

W. A. Houts of Parker, S. D.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company

will extend its long-distance system from Winona, Minn.,

to Rochester. The right oE way is now being secured.

The Western Union Telephone company, a new con-

cern, has arranged to extend its lines south from .\lgona,

la., and connect with Irvington, Luverne, St. Joe, Liv-

ermore. Hardey, Renivice, Arnold, Bode and Hum-
boldt.

The Northwe.^tern Telephone Exchange company will

water, Minn., system.

The Formin Telephone company oE Forman, N. D.,

has declared a four per cent, dividend. The extension to

Sheldon and Enderlin, via ButtzviUe, will be begun in

the early spring.

The Blue Earth Valley Telephone company of Win-

nebago City, Minn., will extend its line from Wells,

Minn., to Mankato, via Mapleton.

Branch Telephone Exchange Proves
Popular in Milwaukee.

The success of the Wisconsin Telephone company's

branch exchange 03 the South Side has been so great

that the company has decided to establish a similar

branch on the West Side, in some convenient locality.

By the branch exchange system, says General Mana-

ger McLeod, "thesubicribers get perfect telephone serv-

ice mDre cheaply than they wojld get it i£ they were

directly connected with the main office. While subscrib-

ed railway companies in cities of over 1,200,000 inhabit

;s shall equip their cars with the most "approved systeii

lighting passenger cars no v in use upon railroad;, eithe

electricity or gas of not less than iS candle power
'

ere has been a gre.it outcry ag.iinst the bad light of tht

lamps on the Manhattan roads.

\t Monday's meeting of the East River Bridge trustee:

equ for r

iget; the

th2

Street Railway Extension at Evanston.

The city council of Evanston, a Chicago suburb.

ranted a Eranch

agn

on April 24th, under which the company

operate a double-track street railway along

Sherman avenue Erom the south line oE Emerson st

to Central street, and thence upon Central stree

Bennett avenue. The company agrees to pay for 1

half the lights on its

the pr 1- ...L'-l \ rill M.istcrn elevated radroad. A liberal

transfer system is also incorporated. The company

agrees to pave 16 feet, eight on each side from the

center of its tracks, on the streets that it will occupy. Il

is provided that the tracks shall be laid within one year.

Within io days of the passage oE the ordinance the com-

pany is required to execute a bond to the city oE Evans-

Ion for the sum of Sso.ooo

bridge was considered. The executive committee turned

over two bids whicli had been subtni tej. One was from

the executive committee, offering to supply electricity for

$196.21 a day, or 072,993 a year. Ilgnring on a basis of

I2,6ou kilowatts. Tlie Brooklyn Heights Railroad company

offered to furnish a like quantity for .'filSS a day, or $68,620

per year. Chief Engineer M,irtin submitted an estimate

setting forth his belief that a plant for furnishing the de-

sired supply of electricity could be built for $60 5C0, and

on this basis 12,600 kilowatts would cost the bridge only

$106.50 a day. The trustees decided to erect their own

plant, using the quarters now occupied bv the brid,ge light-

ing plant and finding other quarters for the latter. Mr.

iMartin thought the new plant could be put in operation by

July ist

The Ilrooklyn aldermen have contracted with the Citizens',

lulisoii and Arunicipal companies for lighting the streets

and public buildings during the year. The price of r,200

There are nou- 2,250 street arc lamps in IJrooklyn, and it

is estimated that nearly 1,000 will be added during the year.

The total appropriation for street lighting, exclusive of the

new wards, is about .^729,000.

Mayor Strong has signified his satisfaction with the

rapid transit measure. There has been more opposition

manifested toward this project of late than ever before,

the opponents of the enterprises evidently realizing that

only a desperate struggle would now prevent an early

start upon the actual woik of construction. New Yorkers

generally are very much disgusted with the way the

scheme has been allowed to drag. A public hearing on

the amendment to the Rapid Transit bill was had before

Mayor Stron-^ last week, and a vigorous protest against

its provisions was made, but without avail. By the

terms of the amendment the Rapid Transit commission

pou-e 1 pay II

illy into the sinking fund one per cent, of the $50,

100 required to build the road for the first five yean

the road begins operation. For the second Wvi

the contractor is only obliged to pay half of oni

ent., providing the road makes a prorit of less thai

nothe

.nly

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit. April 25.—Electrical matters in Detroit are

activity for this tims of year due probably to the early

season and the prospect of activity in the building line,

Detroit construction men are giving especial attention

just now to the new government building, as the elec-

trical work will soon begin.

The East Side Electric company has employed Field

& llinchman to superintend the installation of its new

apparatus, and anticipates a model plant at an early

date.

The railway companies are planning to make further

improvements in their systems, and a general electrical

advance is confidently e.spected. t",

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNK/vroLis, May 9.—W.
J.

Rogers bought the Le

Mars, la., cjlectrir light and water works plant at fore-

I

It Ml
I nil 111 lK.cn appointed receiver for the Ot-

tuniv\,i, la I Iri uh Kailway, Light, Power iS: Steam

company. Us capital slock is ^500. 000.

The People's Power company of Moline. 111., will en-

large its power plant by putting in new boilers and en-

gines to be utilizetl in case of an emergency. Jt will

have as much steam power as water power
will be ready in case of accident.

Mayor Smith has vetoed the resolution

enlarge the street railway loop in St. Paul.

extend and

the ground

that it '

The
I the

of Halstad, Minn-, is considering the

matter of an electric light plant. AbDut 200 incandes-

cent lights would be needed and four arc lights. '

The quiet little summer resort of Excelsior, Minn.,

some time since voted to put in an electric light plant.

but the council has not taken any action in the matter.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway company warned
the people that if they didn't wake up neighboring towns

would get ahead of them, and it is probable that some
action in the matter will be taken soon.

Theplantsof the Winona Genera! Electric company
and of the Winona City Railway company of Winona,
Minn., were bid in at the foreclosure sale for S270.000

by F. A. Seymour, for the WiuDua Railway & Light

company, an organization of the b^ndhDlders.

A company was all ready to bsgic. work on an electric

line at Fort Dodge, la., but is delayed by the action of

cross the Des Moines river bridge. Action was de-

ferred on the request until the June meeting, and it may
result in the line not bsing completed this season.

An effort is being made to ioducs the Western Union
Telegraph company to establish aa o:fi:2 in the business

portion of Luverne. Minn. Telephone connection with

Minneapolis and St. Paul will soon be made, and it is

thought that if the Western Union wants to holds it

business it will heed the request. C.

PERSONAL.
F. W. Gushing, who has been abroad several months

in the interest of the telautograph of Prof. Grav, re-

turned to Chicago last month for a brief visit.

James McLaughlin, recently with the Philadelphia En-
gineering Works, has been elected secretary and treas-

urer of the Barr Pumping Engine company, Philadel-
phia. W. W. Lindsay is the general manager of the
latter company.

An appreciative biographical sketch of the late Frank-
lin Leonard Pope by Francis W. Jones, accompanied by
an excellent portrait of the deceased inventor, forms the
principal feature of a memorial just issued. There is

also an extract from the proceedings of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, comprising the record
of that organization's action upon Mr. Popes death,
the compilation forming altogether a very suitable re-

minder of the unfortunate electrician.

The American Institute of Electrical Engineers has
been invited to send a representative to take part in cele-

brating the jubilee of the professorship of Lord Kelvin,
which will take place in Glasgow, June 15th and i6th.

President Duncan has appointed T. C. Martin, past
president, to repreient the Institute on this interesting

occasion. Mr. Martin will sail on June 6th. and while
absent will lecture before the Royal Institution on the
subject of the Niagara power plant. He will be absent
several weeks, and during his trip will visit his old home

The many friends of Geo. D. Ro
known St. Louis General Electric repn
interested to know that i.n Mondav, A

ihal well-

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
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& Electric company has been
ir lighting the new county builcl-
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TRADE NEWS.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
the sumrner closes it will b!: po=isil>le to 1

lobv es

n the cliiain o[ roacb win mnkr Ihi

i now abinut 1to be bu iltby the (onstiurt
ic road between Lev and Yo,iinps

be about se:veu miles lontr am
beautifi: intry.

The
throL

According to a dispatch from Elgin, 111., the Carpen-
tersviUe, Elgin & Geneva Railway company has made a
contract with the Yawger Construction company of Bu-
cyrus, O., for the construction of an electric railway from
Elgin to Geneva. The construction company agrees to

have the line completed from Elgin to the Northwestern
depot in Geneva by June ist.

The proposed mail service by trolley car between
Niagara Falls and Buffalo is still being considered by
the officials of the Postoffice Department in Washington,
who, it is stated, await a report from the railway mail
officials of Buffalo. There is hope that the service will

be instituted about June, and if it should be it will

probably be an important factor in the operation of the

road should a strike occur thereon.

TELEPHONE.

for 60 telepho itch-

The contract for the telephones, switchboards and
other apparatus for the new telephone exchange of the
Home Telephone company of Fort Wayne, Ind., has
been let to the Western Telephone Construction com-
pany of Chicago. This contract carries the entire ap-
paratus equipment and provides for one of the most ex-

tensive modern telephone exchanges, independent of the

Bell company, in the United States. There will be im-
mediately shipped under this contract capacity for 1,000

subscribers, including switchboards, etc. The amount
of total equipment to come during the year will be
about double, and will probably exceed $50,000 incest.

President Keelyn of the Western Telephone Construc-
tion company, speaking of these boards, said: "It will

be a surprise even to telephone men when they witness
the operation of these switchboards, as they contain
several remarkable improvements for facilitating the

work of the operators and quickening the response to

subscribers' calls. There is no doubt that there will be
2,000 or more telephones connected with the exchange
within the year, and we are arranging accordingly. The
improvement in service over the old system will be a
pleasant surprise to the patrons, and the old Bell sys-

tem will necessarily have to give way to modern and im-

proved methods. It is a 'survival of the fittest.'
"

MISCELLANEOUS.
The leading attraction of the Rhode Island state fair,

to be held at Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I., in

September, will be an exhibition and contest of horseless

carriages. The sum of $5 000 will be awarded in prizes,

but the details of the races have not been settled as yet.

The national convention of credit managers of banks,
mercantile houses and manufacturing establishments
will be held in Toledo on June 23d, 24th and 25th, It

is expected that this meeting will result in the perfecting
of a national organization of creditors, concerning which
so much has been written of late years.

The "Cornell University Register" for 1S95-96, a
closely printed volume of 282 pages, is at hand. It is

interesting to note that, although intending students are
warned not to enter the course in electrical engineering
"unless strong in mathematics, both pure and applied,
and in physics," there are more undergraduates in this

course than in any other offered at the institution.

Nearly 300 students are classed under this head. Doubt-
less the wide reputation of Cornell's electrical depart-
ment for thoroughness and encouragement of original
work explains this.

yof New Bedford Mr
[1 reorganized under the laws of Massachusetts \

apital stock of $70,000. With its large new factory

The Chicago Armature company announces
f its office and factory to 14 and 16 Nort^ C
.•here it has more commodious quart

meeting the dailj

building of Louis

mg company
1 fuse boxes.

The fuse be

mains. The order was secured

The Peru Electric Manufaci
Ind.. announces some new thing
outs and "pony" wall receptacle

built for from four to 100 circuits and are pronounced en-

tirely satisfactory. The workmanship and finish are of the

best.

Probably no mica firm is doing a larger business at the

present time than Bowers Brothers, 121-123 Lake street,

Chicago. This firm has found it well nigh impossible to

keep up with the large number of orders which have re-

cently been received. The product of Bowers Brothers has
become well known among electrical machinery manufac-
turers :ind other users throughout the country

The Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing company Chicago,
has purchased the plant of J. Holt Gates. This includes

the fine machinery, tools, etc., which were used by the

Gates company. The Cutler-Hammer company will thus

be enabled to treble its facilities f^r the manufacture of

rheostats, which are its sole product. The company is now
moving into the new shop, which is located in the Dunn
building, corner Jackson and Clinton streets.

Franklin Brooks, junior member of the firm of Eugene
Munsell & Co., 21S Water street New York, miners and
importers of mica, was recently welcomed home from his

trip abroad by his friends. The features of the trip

were discussed at the dinner, which was tendered him,
with greater interest than the menu. Mr. Brooks has

been away some six months on a business and pleasure

trip, including in his itinerary London, Paris

and Monaco; then through the Mediterram an Sea and
Suez canal to Ind'a. where he spent two months in the

mica fields, in which the company is largely interested.

He brought home a large number of photographs, which
are very interesting and which have been procured at a

great deal of expense.

The Julius Andrae & Sons company of Milwaukee has

been awarded the contract for wiring the new large insane

asylum at Newberry, Mi h.; also the state horticultural

building at Madison for electric lights. The electric light

plant on the steamer Lora has begn entirely remodeled
and put in best of condition by this company,
also equip Kieckhefer Brothers' extensive tinw;

with a system of telephones, signal bells and \

clock. The Plankinton house barber shop wil

for nearly 200 lights, and when completed w
most artistic shop of this kind in the state of

Besides these, the Andraes have a number of si

tracts wh'ch keep them busy. The telephone

booming; the company receives orders by nearly every mail.

It has sold a large quantity of supplies for new exchanges,

and also has had an expert for the last two weeks putting

in new apparatus and fixing up the lines for the Badger
and Wolf River Telephone companies.

TheWestern Telephone Construction company announces
that it has closed the largest single contract for a telephone

exchange equipment ever made, either by an inde-

factory

be the

Jules
rhi adel

Walnut

BUSINESS.
the widely-known ai

1 he Lakon company, manufacturer of the Lakon trans-

former, has lemoved its Chicago office, which is in charge
of v. S. Terry, to suite 1509-10-II Monadnock block.

The Sunbeam Xrcandescent Lamp company, Chicago,
has removed its offices from the Title and Trust building
to suite 1509-10-11 Monadnock block, where it will have
much more commodious quarters.

The Manha'tan General Construction company has
been appointed New England agent for the Siemens ^:

Halske Electric Company of America, and has opened a

new office in the John Hancock building, Boston, with
H, C. Spaulding as manager,

The alternating current fan and power motors made
by the Emerson Electric Manufacturing company (

" '"

and to the

ell known to the trade

iputation, iand m a reci

especial attention to

The Meston
t pamph'et the

type

Emerson

With characteristic enterprise, the American Electrical
Works are sending out a cardboard folder giving timely
information about Cuba. A map of the island, a repre-

sentation of the revolutionists' flag, and general statistics

of history, geography and industry will prove of interest

to those following tTe incidents of the struggle now in

progress.

The Electric Appliance company is carrying a large and
well assorted stock of the celebrated Electra imported
carbons, which are recognized as of very high grade, hav-
ing an exceptionally long life, ovt^ing to the fact that almost
the entire carbon is consumed, the amount of dust being
reduced to a minimum. Prompt shipments are made
from Chi)

E. P. Roberts, consulting engineer and president of

the Correspondence School of Technology, Cleveland,
Ohio, has been appointed consulting engineer for the

Port Clinton, O., Electric Light & Power company.
Mr. Roberts is also consulting engineer for the Colum-
bus state hospital and the state insane asylum at Mas-
sillon, O. Bids for these plants will be called for within
the next 30 days.

The Standard Paint company of 81 John street. New
York writes: "John Jordan of Schiff, Jordan & Co. of

Vienna is now here. As we believe you are aware, our
company is sole agent and importer of the Ship carbons
manufactured by Schiff, Jordan & Co. Mr. Jordan is here

looking over matters generally, and before returning will

visit all the large cities in the United States. We are

now making an active push on carbons with very gratify-

ing results. We quote from a letter just received from one
of our best customers: 'As far as we can learn all of our
customers to whom we have sold the Ship carbons have
found them perfectly satisfactory.' We have just received

large consignments of carbons from Vienna and are, the e-

fore. in a position to fill orders immediately from stock."

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
559,357-

cago,

The trolley
for cooperati

Isstted A/ay ^, iSg6.

ric Railway. Henry Brandenburg, Chi-

Application filed May 2, 1895,

ndependently pivoted contact shoes

ading to

559,366. S-witchboard for Telepho
P. Davis, New York, N. Y. A]

10, 1895.

multiple board.

559> 367- Switching Apparatus for Telephone Exchani
Joseph P. Davis, New York. N. Y. Application f

August 10, 1895.

Several telephone lines terminating in connection s

ets on different switchboards, an indicator adapted to i

cate any of several objects for one of the lines in an an:

559''i7^- Composition for Electric Insulation and Proc-
ess of Making Same. Adolf Gentzsch, Vienna,
Austria-Hungary. Application filed April 5, 1893.

This composition consists of shellac and rosin, of birch
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559.3S0. Electric Motor and Motor Generator. Ludwig

Gutraann, Chicago, 111. Application filed July lo.

r is provided with field t

s different from ib

Essential features of this lamp are : A carbon and mech-
anism for feeding the same, and two rolls rotating in fixed

bearings, and both adapted to rest at their peripheries upon
the conical end of the carbon, and to permit of the feeding

559.394- Indicating and Registering Apparatus for

Meters. Paul Marix, Paris, France. Application

filed December 27, 1895.

ing notched at its other end, electro-magnetic mecliani

trolling the energizing circuit for the magnet, whereby '

lever is shifted from one position of contact on the diagr
paper or chart to another, making distinctlines correspo

559.397 Electric Signaling Apparatus. Thomas G.

Morse, Erie, Pa. Application filed October 8,

1895.

,412. Electric Arc Lamp. Rudolph Segerdahl,

Chicago, 111. Application filed September 10, 1895.

Features of this invention are: A flexible carbon rod
formed from a spirally coiled wire and a guide or support
around which the flexible carbon rod is adapted to be bent.

,416. Electric Push Button. George J. Soper,

Brooklyn. N. Y. Application filed May 17, 1895.

The arrangement consists of a base plate provided with
an externally screw-threaded neck, and adapted to be se-

cured to the wall of the building, an insulating block se-

cured within the neck, and provided with fixed and mov-
able contacts, an internally screw-threaded cap provided
with a central opening, a push-button proper guided by its

shank in the central opening, and a removable finishing

plate provided with an opening to receive the screw-
threaded neck, and with an external guard flange which is

adapted to seat against the wall of the building, the finish-

ing plate being confined by the screw-cap.

ided with field i

ting pole pieces pr(

ving 1

559,461. Trolley Wheel. John McKenna, Johnstown,
Pa. Application filed March 2, 1896.

There is a separable inner wearing flange on each, side of
a central hub, and an outer supporting flange fitting against
the inner flange, and adapted to support the outer edge of

559,476. Telephone Transmitter. Louis D. Appleman,
Waynesborough, Va. Application filed May 25,

1895-

The principal parts of this device are a diaphragm, a

tions parallel with its axis, the direction of the winding be-
ing opposite in opposite halves of the coil, and no two im-
mediately successive convolutions or paths in the same
direction being contiguous to each other.

559.518. Automatic Time Recording Instrument. How-
ard F. Eaton, Quincy, Mass. Application filed

March 20, 1S93.

ting device being 1 SeJriS^]

559.584. Dynamo-electric Machine. John F. Kelly,

Cummings C. Chesney and Pomeroy W. Power,
Pittsfield, Mass. Application filed January 22,

559.585. Electric Current Regula
Springfield, Ohio. Applic

1894.

A sectional solenoid is provided.

,586. Electrical Contact Device for Subways or Con-
duits. Alvaro S- Krotz, Springfield. Ohio, and
William P. Allen. Chicago. III. Application filed

November 14, 1895.

1 the plates and spacir

559,616. Syste;

Charles E. Scribner. Chicaj
filed January 8, 1895.

The combination with a telephc

rrent for supplying t

; microphone.

locks the pull 1

ichanism extending witli-

pull mechanism for re-

ictuating a second oper-

559. 407. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111. Application filed December 30, 1893.

circuit therefor, an electro-magnet in shunt 01

an armature therefor controlling I

oiled by pleted through either one of two
by the regulator magnet accordii

is, Pittsburg, Pa.

Qferentiallv arranged

559,409. Telephone Circuit for Police Boxes. Charles
E. Scribner. Chicaj^o, 111. Application filed Janu-
ary 26, 1894.

cont"a^ining"a' bft;;ik wheel and' its contact points, and the

about the police-box including two condensers, and a tele-

phone connected from a point of said shunt circuit between
the two condensers, the other terminal of the telephone
being connected lo a return conductor to the central sta-

559. 4 10. Apparatus and Circuit for Telephones. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, and Frank R. McBerty,
Downer's Grove, 111. Application filed January 8,

1895-

Downer's Grov
28, 1895.

Thtj inventors c

itchboards. Charles
rank R. McBerty,
ion filed February

,/.,.
NO. 559.3^7-

i,53i.WtoynamQ-electric Machine. John F. Kelly,

Pittsfield. Mass. Application filed January iS,

1896.

bridgL'

559.576- 1

the sets of plates being inside of the box at the top, and the
other set being outside at the bottom, and a set of contacts
projecting through the top of the box and respectively
joined to the adjacent connecting plates.

559,692, Armature for Electric Motors and Dynamos.
Jonathan P. B. Fiske, Alliance. Ohio, and Howard

- A. Littlefield. Lynn, Mass. Application filed De-
cember 14. 1894.

559,701. Conduit for Electric Lines, Jean Graizier.
Geneva. Switzerland. Application filed November
4. 1S95.

3,752. Electric Arc Lamp Carbon. Josef Koubal,
Prague, Austria-Hungary. Application filed De-
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Direct Conversion of Carbon into Elec-
trical Energy.

About two months ago a brief note, accompanied by

an illustration, appeared in the Illustrated Electrical

I'atent Uecord of the Western Electrician, announc-

ing the granting of a patent to "William W. Jacques of

Newton, Mass., covering the "Method of Converting

Totential Energy of Carbon into Electrical Energy."

The essential feature of the patent was thus described:

"The process consists of converting the potential energy

of carbon or carbonaceous material into electrical energy

by chemically combining oxygen with the carbon or car-

banaceous material through an intervening electrolyte."

for copies of the specifications were so numerous that

the supply was soon exhausted.

The invention described in the patent was the result

of considerable study and research by the inventor.

Early in his experiments Dr, Jacques conceived the idea

that the oxygen of the air might be made to combine

with carbon, not directly, but through the aid of an in-

tervening electrolyte, which should carry it and present

it to the carbon. For the electrolyte he selected caustic

soda. To carry out this conception he took an iron pot

which became in itself one of the elements of his cell,

and into this he put caustic soda, which, at normal tem-

peratures, is a solid. Applying heat, and raising the

by wire, that a current of considerable volume flowed

through it, and that, within limits, the amount of that

current was proportioned to the volume of air supplied.

It was also shown that the ebullition produced in the

mass by the passage of the air through it had the effect

of keeping the surface of the carbon free from particles

of ash and other impurities, and that it had other advan-

A gentleman who has followed Dr. Jacques' experi-

mental work closely and is acquainted with all the de-

tails of the invention has furnished the Western Elec-

trician a description of the process and a photograph,

from which the accompanying picture was made. The

The problem which this invention claims to have solved

is one that has occupied many brilliant minds. It has

been stated by Prof. Ostwald that "had we a cell in

which electrical energy was produced by the direct oxi-

dation of carbon, with an output approaching the theo-

retical, we should be on the brink of an industrial revo-

lution compared with which the invention of the steam

engine sinks into insignificance." This is what Dr-

Jacques claims to have accomplished, and he is supported

in this position by many eminent physicists who have

witnessed the results of his experiments and examined

An idea of the widespread inter ;st that ha s been a vak-

ened in this discovery may be ga ned from he fact that

immediately follox ing the publ cation of the pa ent,

whicli was ssued on March 3d, the Paten Office was

besieged wit 1 inqia riesa bout the nvention. nddem nds

mrect conversion of carbon into electrical energy.

mass to the moderate temperature of 300 degrees, it

fused, giving the desired liquid electrolyte. Into this

was plunged a stick of carbon, and an iron tube was then

thrust down into the molten mass, almost to the bottom.

and through this, by means of a pump, air was forced,

which came bubbling up to the surface. But not all of

it. The electrolyte caught and held a part long enough

to present it to the surface of the caibon, which imme-

diately accepted and combined with the oxygen which

formed a part of the air within its reach. Here, it is

claimed was secured true and perfect oxidation, and

with it consumption of but two things, carbon and air.

The electrolyte was not attacked chemically. It was

not decomposed or deteriorated. It stood ready to per-

form its function of carrying air to the carbon as long as

the supply lasted.

It was found, the carbon and the pot being connected

illustration shows a corner in Dr. Jacques' experimental

laboratory. An early form of the carbon electric gener-

ator, which has now been in operation for six months,

is seen to the left, the tops of the one hundred cells

showing, with their connections. To the right of this is

the air pump, driven by a portion of the current gener-

ated, and above it, on the wall, the electric lamps oper-

ated. The two switches on the small shelf are used, the

one for switching that portion of the current used for

the pump, the other for cutting the lamps in and out of

For the c nstr action of this ge nerator Dr, Jacques

provided looiron pots, each 2 inches deep and i',i

inches in diamel er. These w re set in 10 re ws of JO

each, and uspended over a gra te. the whole being

briclied in tc ret ain the heat. In each of the e a suit-

able amoun of caustic soda was put. and his was
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fused by fire beneath. Then on each a cylinder of car-

bon was suspended, and the carbon in each pot was con-

nected by a wire with the rim of the next adjoining pot.

Wires leading from the first pot and the last carbon

constituted the terminals of the generator. Reaching

down into each pot was an air tube, and these were all

so connected above as to -take air from a force pump.

The terminals being connected through a series of in-

candescent lamps, current was generated which caused

them to glow, the pump being driven by a motor actu-

ated by a small portion of the current.

At this point Dr. Jacques invited Professors Rowland

and Cross and Stone & Webster to examine the appa-

ratus and make tests of efficiency. In his report Prof.

Rowland said-

It has long been known that, if the oxygen of the air,

or free oxygen, could be made to combine with carbon
in such a way as to produce electrical energy, instead of

heat, an enormous economy would be effected. Dr.
Jacques has accomplished this, and I believe he is the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ster of Boston under direction of Prof. Cross. Dr.

Jacques had operated 30 16 candle incandescent lamps

at full brilliancy, and it was desired that the amount of

carbon consumed be ascertained and a comparison made
with the amount required to do the same work by using

present methods. It was found that to maintain these

lights for 18^4 hours required the consumption in the

pots, by oxidation, of about eight pounds of coal. It

was also found that the average pressure was 90 volts

and that the average amount of current was 16 amperes
It was also determined, by careful measurements and

calculations based thereon, that the electrical energy

actually obtained from one pound of carbon consumed
in the pots was 82 per cent, of the theoretical. In con-

nection with this, it was stated that in large plants, with

boiler, engine and dynamo, the average energy obtained

from a pound of coal is but six per cent, of the theo-

retical. In these tests the amount of coal consumed in

keeping the electrolyte contained in the pots at the re-

May 23, 1S96

Power Transmission from Lowell to
Grand Rapids, IVlich.

By
J. B. W.

The value of water power, as compared with energy
developed by a steam plant, is pretty generally under-
stood and appreciated, but until recent years it has been
necessary, to utilize this cheaper source of power, to

locate directly upon it and to connect by mechanical
means with the water wheels. The introductioi

voltage electrical apparatus has changed all this and
given a commercial value to water power rights hereto-

fore unused, and made practical and exceedingly profit-

able the transmission of energy long distances to an
established demand for it at market rates for general

distribution in either lights or motor power service.

One of the longest electric transmission lines east of

the Mississippi river has recently been installed at

Lowell, Mich., by the Lowell Water & Light company.
The power house is situated about one mile east of the

town upon the Flat River, a tributary of the Grand. On
the east side of the river is a large waste weir, which is

used in time of high water. The dam is shown in .Fig 2.

The power house (Fig. 3), a substantial brick building,

is located upon the west bank. In the basement of the

building are three vertical turbines of 100 horse power
capacity each (Fig. 4), two of them being LeSel and one

a New America Special. These wheels furnish power
tor driving one 200 kilowatt "S. K. C." altematins cur-

rent generator, shown in Fig. I. Thepum ping machin-

ery which supplies wa er tor the village of Lowell is

also located here. The wheels are so arranged thai any
one may be connected r disconnected to the main line

shaf t by means of clutches, thus making it possible to

throw any wheel in or out without shutt ngdown the

plan t. The generator is belted to th s line shaft

and supplies current at ,000 volts. The own of Low-
ell s supplied at this •oltage. Step up transformers

rais the current from i 000 to lo.ooo vol s. and at (his

higl polential supply the transmission line upon which
it is carried to Grand Ra pids, iS miles aw V. and there

redi ced by means of step-down transfori lers to 2,000

free oxygen, may be m;ide (o combine with carbon lo
prodnci; electriraj rnergy, bill he is the first to show, so
f.TT as I know, any practically operative process by
which electricity may be produced through the oxidation

Prof. Cross, under whose supervision the tests were
made, has prepared an extensive report in the course of

When Dr. Jacques first showed me his electrical
gener.itor I recognized at once that he had succeeded in
effeciing a continuous development of electricity from
the oxid.ition o( carbon, such as had previously been
sought tor in vain by the many persons who had essayed
to ati.un ihe same results. » * « This is not a proc-

nperature was not taken into the account, the

.en being that "the coal burned on the grat(

would be much smaller in a general

In this connection the report says: "It is, perhaps,

fair to say that we may expect the carbon electric

generator to yield 10 times as much electricity per
pound of carbon as does a good average steam engine
dynamo plant." In this estimate the fuel burned in the

grate is included in the carbon consumed.
The inventor of this process. Dr. William W. Jacques

of Boston, is an electrician and chemist of high standing,

who pursued his studies at Johns Hopkins and in

Kurope, and has been in the employ of the American
Holl Telephone company as its electrician from the be-

was peculiarly fitted and equipped for

developing the carbonkind required

rator, as he had had long experience

He is said to be a very j
xpcrii

plished gentleman, and the a

ment of his discovery awakened

volts and distributed forlightand power indiscriminately.

Eight thousand alternations are used in this work, and
the motors of the "S. K. C." type, with condensers,

are used exclusively tor power.

The marble switchboard (Fig. 5I in the Lowell station

is perfect in its adaptation and equipped with the best

apparatus obtainable for high voltage work. Two two-

pole switches and two "S. K. C." circuit breakers con-

trol the Grand Rapids lines, while the Lowell circuit

is similarly controlled.

The generator is furnished with regulator heads, by
which the voltage of either phase may be raised or low-
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ercd indrpendently of the other, thus making it possible

to throw the load of the Lowell circuit upon either phase

and yet mainlain a perfect balance of voltage at Grand

The pole line is of the most modern construction and

very substantial, consisting of 30 foot poles with not Itss

than six-inch tops, set 100 feet apart. The four No. G wires

are carried upon two cross-arms, as shown in the wood-

land view in Fig. C. and are so arranged as to make a

square having 18-inch sides, the diagonal wires of which

form the circuits for each phase of the generator. They
are supported upon the Locke triple petticoat porcelain

insulators, which give very perfect insulation, the leak-

age being extremely small even with a pressure of

12,000 volts upon the lines. The circuits are protected

from lightning discharges by stringing a barbed iron

wire over the tops of the poles, which is grounded at

every other pole. For indicating grounds upon the high

voltage lines static ground detectors are used.

The Stanley Electric Manufacturing company and the

Lowell Water & Light company have in this installation

practically demonstrated that power can be carried long

distances at high voltages through a thickly settled re-

gion and distributed for an indiscriminate use for arc and

incandescent lights and power with perfect success, and

that by using these high voltages the losses in the

lines can within a commercial basis be reduced to less

than the average losses in the distributing circuits of low

tension direct current central stations in large cities.

The oflicers of the company are: President. O. C.

McDonald: secretary and treasurer, Charles A. Church;

superintendent, L. W. Kutsch. The pole line was con-

mate right of deciding for ourselves all questions as to

the executive policy and management of the company."
The company said that it was ready to comply with

some of the demands of the men. In respect to the de-

mand for an equal division of the running time of day

and night crews, the company said that under the

schedule which was soon to go into effect there would be

no run of less than nine hours, and that it was only fair

that regular men who were taken off their runs for a day

to run "salters" or sweepers should receive a full day's

pay for such irregular work. The present regulations in

regard to the purchase of uniforms, the company stated,

had been made for the purpose of allowing the" men to

get the best uniforms at the lowest possible prices, bui

if the arrangement were not satisfactory to the men it

could be changed. It was after the company had stated

its position that the strikers said that they were willing

to return to work on the old terms if the company would

take them back in a body. To this the company re-

plied that it could not honorably discharge the men
whom it had brought here from other cities to operate

its lines, so long as they proved competent, to make room

for the strikers. The company added that it could make
room for about 250 of the strikers and would give the

preference to those who had families to support. The
board advised the men to take advantage of the com-

pany's offer, as it probably would not be long, the

board stated, before everyone of them would be given

his old place. To this the strikers replied that they stood

ready to return to work, but only on condition that they

be allowed to return in a body. The company refused

to accept any proposition looking to the strikers go-

ing back as a body, and added

that the conditions which existed

had not been brought about by

the company but by the men.

The state board, after the men
had again formally refused to go

back to work except in a body.

gave up its attempt to settle the

strike by mediation. The board.

in its formal report, speaks of the

strike in the following language:

"We are forced to the conclusion

that the strike at the present

company simply notifies the Roard of Public Works,
which in turn notifies the ward foreman. For the past

few days there has btcn liliNj blockading of tracks

structed under the supervision of M. M, Wood of Chi-

cago, and the installation of the electrical equipraeni

was made by W. B. Jackson, one of the engineers of tht

Stanley Electric Manufacturing company.

Milwaukee Street Railway Trouble.
Under date of May i6th the Milwaukee correspondent

of the Western Electrician writes as follows:

The Milwaukee street railway strike has now resolved

itself into a boycott. So far as the operation of its lines

is concerned the company is about as well off as it was

before the strike began, as for several days it has been

running the full number of cars, and now the only hope

of the strikers is to bring the company to terms by re-

ducing its receipts. The strikers ar.d their friends, al-

though they see the lines in full operation, say they are

very confident of going back to work. It is quite certain,

however, that their principal demands will not be

granted.

Since the failure by the joint committee of the Com-

mon Council and the Merchants and Manufacturers' as-

sociation to settle the strike, two futile attempts in the

same direction have been made. Early in the present

week Mayor Rauschenberger called in the state Board of

Arbitration, which was created by the last Legislature.

The board brought about conferences between the strik-

ers and the directors of the company, but no settlement

resulted. As to the demand for arbitration the company

had this to say: "We have endeavored in the past and

propose to continue in the future to manage our busi-

ness with a just regard to the interests of our employes,

and we cannot, under the circumstances, yield the ulti'

the fact that

another conference with the

directors of the company, which

conference, we believe, would have

settled the differences between

them, and abandoned that agree-

ment only because the arrival of

the colored cooks caused them

to anticipate trouble."

Ex-Governor Peck made a sug-

gestion that the business men of

APIDS, MICH.—VIEW j-^jg ^ity raise a fund of £5,000 with

which to return the new men to

their homes, it being his idea that if the new men's

expenses were paid, and they were each given a little

money in addition, they would be willing to surrender their

places. Acting partly upon this suggestion, a committee

of business men. consisting of Bernard Goldsmith. John

Johnston and Benjamin Skidraore, arranged a confer-

ence Thursday afternoon between the strikers and the

directors of the company.

Again, however, the company refused to take the old

men back in a body, and again the strikers refused to

to 1 othe

The disorderly phase of the strike has abated. There

would have been serious trouble last Sunday, without

any doubt, on account of the large number of working-

men interested in the strike who would be idle on that

day, if the company had not decided not to run any cars

between Saturday night and Monday morning. There

have been comparatively few cases of violence during

the present week. Godfrey Van Dusen has been ar-

rested on a charge of cutting feed wires on North ave-

nue. He was up on the pole, it is said, when compan-

ians who were holding the ladder saw policemen and ran

away Van Dusen fell to the ground and was injured

about the back so badly that he had to be taken to a hos-

pital.

The company gained an important point when the

city attorney decided that it was the duty of the board

of public works to remove all obstructions placed upon

the street railway tracks by sympathizers with the

strikers. The duty of the city, it is held, is to keep the

streets open to travel of all proper kinds. Now. in-,

stead of removing obstructions from the track itself, the

Results Accomplished in Distribution of
Light and Power by Alternat-

ing Currents.'

By W. L. R. Emmet.

velopment of the electrical art. The number of persons

who realize the importance of this step is as yet small,

and, like other new things, it cannot attain great suc-

cesses until its merits and possibilities become more or

less familiar to the public and to the practical business

men, on whom the responsibilities for new^ developments
must largely rest_

In the past, the use of alternating currents has been
almost exclusively for incandescent lighting, and this

narrow limitation has crippled the development of the

art. While the applications of direct currents have
called forth very large investments in plants and dis-

tributing systems, the uses of the alternating current
have, as a rule, been on a much smaller scale, and the

methods used have been developed rather with a view
to reduction in first cost than to the attainment of the

most economical results in operation.

The reasons for this somewhat half-hearted develop-

ment may be stated as follows: First, the average effi-

ciencies attained in most alternating plants have been
very low; second, the distribution of potential obtain-

able with the ordinary methods has been imperfect;

third, no reliable alternating arc lamps have been avail-

able; fourth, nopracticableformof single-phase alternat-

ing current motor has, up to the present time, been in-

FIG. 5. POWER TRANSMISSION FROM LOWELL TO GRAND
R.-\PID5. MICH.—SWITCHBOARD IN STATION AT LOWELL.

troduced. At no time have all these difficulties been
entirely unavoidable in alternating current distribution:

they have, however, been fixed features of the system

as it has in the past been installed by our manufactur-

ing companies and used by electric light companies in

this country; the state of the art being such that im-

provements were beyond the reach of most central station

In recent years great developments have been in prog-

ress in the branches of electrical science pertaining to

I. Read before the National Electric Light association, New
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alternating currents; much new apparatus has been de-

veloped, plants have been installed on new lines, and
practical results are to-day being accomplished that

show that it is possible to overcome all of the objections

which have been mentioned. We will briefly review in

order some of the means by which the difficulties men-
tioned have been and can be avoided.

Efficiency,—The greatest losses in the average alter-

nating plant are due to the waste in iron cores of trans-

formers, which goes on whether the transformers are
loaded or not. This waste can be reduced, either by
the use of transformers of high light load efficiency, or

by arrangements for cutting out transformers at light

load.

Where primary distribution is used with large num-
bers of independent transformers, the extent to which
these remedies can be adopted is very limited, since re-

s;;^;7w^ n

LIGHT AND POWER BY ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

duction of core loss can be obtained only at the expense
either of regulation or of first cost.

If, however, secondary distribution is used, that is.

often possible to arrange means of cutting out trans-

formers at times of light loads.

Furthermore, on such systems very accurate regula-

tion in transformers is a matter of no importance, since

all transformers divide the load more or less evenly be-

tween them instead of operating from the same line at

various conditions of load as in primary distribution.

Thus, for this secondary work we can build special

transformers having very small core losses and thus obtain

very high all-day efficiency without impairment of regu-

lation.

I have in mind a large plant now being equipped with
alternating apparatus for lighting and power distribution

on thoroughly modern and improved lines. In this case

a system of three-wire, low-tension mains is to be laid

over a large area. These mains will be fed at street

corners from specially designed transformers in venti-

lated manholes. These transformers are to be of 100

kilowatts each, and are to have a core loss of only 500
watts, or one-half of one per cent, of the capacity. The
efficiency of these transformers at one-quarter load will

be higher than at full load, the principal loss being in

the copper. Thus a transformer may be made to fill the

same functions as a direct current feeder. If we are

willing to introduce some drop between generator and
main, we can get high light load efficiency with moderate
cost, and we shall retain the important advantage that

transmission is possible over long distances, with small
losses, through the use of high voltage.

In no branch of electrical work has the imp
of recent years been more marked than in the raanu:

ture of transformers. This improvement has not b
brought about by any radical discovery as to the pi

ciples involved, but simply by study of the econo
conditions. The quality of iron is a most important n
ter in building transformers, and the methods
ling and annealing are almost equ;

proportions by weight of iron and cc

through a wide range, and the plan of arrange
coils and iron is susceptible of endless variatioi

change of plan may affect the properties of th

former as to self-induction, magnetizing current, hys-
teresis, eddy currents in core and copper, resistance loss

and regulation. Ti)us there is much room for judgment
in the design or purchase of transformers. At the price
for which transformers can be bought it is folly to use
bad ones. Thousands of transformers are in use to-day
that are fit for nothing but the scrap pile and many are
now being manufactured and sold that are no better.

R<\iruli(fiou - -The cause of bad regulation in most
exisrin-:' rt)f'-rnri f in _ plants is that each individual instal-

laii'i' ' ' '"" '
I, ,i t,,

ri separate transformer, and that
in 111'

:
I ,'ind the wiring connected to them,

iImi' I ' i 111^ with the load, which, of course,
cann-i Iv I

. . I In. HI the station. Since regulation
is a matter <>l ir. 1 it,il iiii|JMii;ince, we see that with
primary distnl mi 1 K^^ulation in transform-

cially good rc-u !.ii i. -m . i - hm- niust lie sacrificed.

hand-
Then, the

be varied

gement of

The electromotive forces introduced by self-induction,

being out of phase with the current, are variable in

their effect, and give rise to troubles that sometimes
seem erratic, although in reality they are governed by
well-defined laws, which, if properly observed, enable
us to obtain accurate results.

J/o/o;\s'.—Until very recently the operation of motors
from alternating systems has been practically out of the
question, since no suitable motor has been obtainable.
Thus alternating apparatus has been available only for

lighting, while in direct current stations the motor load
during the day has been a most important source of profit.

It may be mentioned here that while incandescent light-

ing is at the present time meeting sharp competition
from other forms of illumination, the electric motor is

growing very rapidly in popularity. It has taken the
public a long time to gain confidence in electric power
and to realize its usefulness. It is only within very re-

cent years that large manufacturers have begun to use
electrical power distribution to any great extent. At

:tively, and
i being ob-

electricity has no

ical results

the work
highly successful and
tained in many large mills. As
tribulion, even for short dista

rival; while for lighting, its advantages, though great,

are relatively much less positive.

Although for many years efficient electric motors
have been in general use, there are many central sta-

tions in whose business power distribution has not been
a very important factor. There are several causes
which have tended to restrict the use of electric power,
among which we may mention the following: Voltages
that have been available for direct current work have
not admitted of transmission to considerable distances.
Motors have required a certain amount of attention,
which users were sometimes unwilling to bestow. In
certain classes of manufacture, the sparking of motors
has been a source of danger. The most important cause,
however, has been that, as a rule, the same apparatus
has not been available for the operation of lights and
motors; consequently, central stations have not been in
a position to make attractive propositions to large users
of power.

., alternatin
has opened

With these motors the difficulties of distance are prac-

tically eliminated, since there is virtually no limit to

the voltage which can be used. The mechanical features

of the motor are near perfection, since it requires no
care save what must be bestowed on its self-oiling bear-
ings. These motors can be so arranged that they may
be operated with perfect safety in any part of a pow-
der mill or oil refinery, and, in fact, a number of them
are being operated now in highly explosive atmospheres
where a spark would work destruction.

With facilities for electric power transmission thus
improved we may look for great developments m the

sale of power from central stations. When it is prof
itable for large manufacturing establishments to put m
electric plants for the purpose of distributing power un
their own premises, there should certainly be profit m
the sale by electric companies of power to large as well
as small manufacturers.
The actual saving in fuel effected in the operation of

a large mill by electricity for power distribution is or
dinarily very large; often as much as 50 per cent
With good equipment this is. however, only a small
part of the saving effected by electrical distribution.

The cost of coal seldom amounts to more than half the
expense incident to the production of power, and in

most cases it is a much smaller proportion of the total.

If power is obtained from a central station, the coal is

bought cheaper and used more economically, while the
other items of expense will in many cases be almost a
clear saving,

The introduction on any large scale of electrical power
distribution, of course, requires the investment of a
good deal of money in motors and alterations of plant.

Power users are often slow to make these investments,

because they are not familiar with electrical apparatus
and do not realize the advantages to be 'gained. Re-
pc-itcd investigations have proved that users almost al-

m plants for electrical power distribution, central sta-
tions should be able to sell power to similar concerns.
The following facts concerning sale of alternating

power apparatus by one company alone will illustrate
the hold which the modern improvements above men-
tioned have already taken upon the industry of the coun-
try: The first three-phase apparatus made in this coun-
try was put in operation two and a half years ago.
Since then that company has put in operation 33,500
horse power capacity in three-phase generators; 10,000
horse power in three-phase induction motors; 14,800
horse power in monocyclic generators; 6,000 horse power
in three-phase synchronous motors; 10,560 horsepower
in rotary converters, and 42,000 horse power in trans-
formers used for power purposes; the average capacity
of the latter being 16 horse power and the largest having
a capacity of i, 100 horse power.
The production of this apparatus has involved the

complete design and development of about 30 new forms
of dynamos and 33 new forms of motors; each machine
so developed involving the construction of new patterns
and special tools, which, with drawings, etc., cost in the

The development of so large a number of different
machines has been made expedient by the engineering
conditions that have been met. The matters of speed,
frequency, voltage and capacity must all be considered
in deciding upon the best apparatus for any given pur-
pose; and, of course, it is, generally speaking, unwise to

use anything unsuitable, even though it be of standard
production and for that reason desirable. The expense
involved in the production of all these machines is great,

but it is in the long run money well invested, since it

puts the manufacturers in a position where they can bid
to advantage on the apparatus best suited to any case.
It also brings a fund of experience that may be of more
value than the tools, patterns and drawings.
The uses to which all this apparatus has been put are

various. All sorts of new problems have presented
themselves, and have been solved in widely different
ways suited to the conditions. In many cases the ap-
paratus built has been of types radically different from
anything previously produced. In the past, the princi-
pal production of American electrical manufacturers has
been from standard lines of apparatus, and we still en-
deavor to keep up this most economical and excellent
practice. Since, however, we are now constantly called

upon to produce special apparatus, we try to so standard-
ize and systematize our methods that new work can be
turned out promptly and economically, and without risk

of failure.

The different methods of distributing power and light

by alternating currents can best be illustrated by dia-

grams showing the connections used with each. We
will briefly review some of the applications of the sys-
tems now in general use.

Fig. I shows the three-phase system as ordinarily ap-
plied to the transmission of power for lighting and other
purposes over long distances,

^

any convenient voltage, sine

used. These transformers ai

any two of these units being ;

proportion of the power in c
sets of step-down transforrae

ing 1,000-volt distributing lin

a system of four-wire secondary mains. With
lamp voltage, such mains give a slightly better copper
economy than the ordinary three-wire sys

an excellent means of secondary distribution-

Such a system as is illustrated in this cut, will
,

excellent service in almost any town, the low-ten

mains taking care of the thickly built-up portion and
rying the bulk of the lighting load, while the high
sion distributing system covers all outlying portions

operates large power units. A number of large pi;

lable to transmit a large

one is disabled. Two
ire sho.vn. one supply-
and the other supplying

and afford

B

H

\OpnernfOf Armnture Cottnectroni "T"
|
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have been installed within the last two i
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for lighting and power alternating The synchronous motor, for cer- with a clutch a large synchronous
s liiglily I'dicient and reliable, and connmUcd lo the -^.<»u, voli lines,

t -Ill I .ill not fill all the require- ply is ;iiif|.i. n,- i-h-hm- , -..ill ]< .\

sllcd

pendent three-wire systems could lie operated, but these applica

rhust be brought together when motors are to run. The
complication of balancing such a system would be prohib-

itory.

The two-phase, fonr-wiresvstem can be operated either

from a generator with two inde|iendent circuits, or all

four conductors can Kad fiom one armature winding.

Certain advantages may be claimed for both methods,
and both have disadvantages.

Fig. 4 shows a method of single-phase lighting distri-

bution from a two-phase dynamo. Here the two single-

phase leads are taken out at points iSo degrees apart on
3i progressive armature winding. At points go degrees

from those leads two other leads are brought out; each
of the latter can be used with the pair of single-phase

leads to run one-half the capacity of the machine in two-

phase motors. These two power loads can not, however,
be brought together.

The greatest disadvantage of this system is that when
carrying a single-phase load a large proportion of the

armature conductors are ineffective, and simply intro-

duce useless resistance and self-induction in the circuit.

Thus with the same loss the generator will deliver 42
per cent, more power as a quarter-phase machine than

it will as a single-phase machine.
Fig. 5 illustrates the two-phase, three-wire system,

which has been used to some extent both for high-tension

distribution and for distribution by secondary mains.

The principal advantage in this system is that it requires

one less conductor than the four-wire, two-phase system.

Its disadvantages are that the insulation of the apparatus
is subjected to a voltage 42 per cent, higher than that

which is available in transmission, and that the self-in-

duction in the lines and transformers causes an unbalanc-
ing of the voltages on the two sides of the system, ac-

companied by the distortion of the phase variation. The
extent of this unbalancing depends upon existing condi-

tions, and is very different in different cases.

Fig. 6 shows diagrammatically the distribution of volt-

age with a given balanced load on a two-phase, four-

thes ith(

carded, the third beinK used as a CO rumon return for the

t ,vo sides of the sys tem. .i-AandiT Crepres 5nt the two
generated voltages on the four-wire . two-pha se system
//' and CC'represent the electrornotivetorcesof self-

induction in the lines of the seoara e two^wii e branches
of the circuit. /• j^", C C" represent the resistance

drop in the two branches. /," /<"' and £ G", which are

still at right angles represent the tw voltage at the end
of the line.

The other diagram in Fig. 6 shows the condition

on the three-wire circuit. .-J B and .] C represent the

generated voltages in quadrature. C C and /> S' rep-

resent the volts of self-induction in the outside conduc-
tors. C C" and S' B" represent the volt's drop by re-

sistance in these wires. A D is the resistance drop in

the third wire and D /)' is the electromotive force of

self-induction in the third wire. Since this wire carries

40 per cent, more current than the others, .-/ D\s 42 per
cent, greater than C C". and B' B" and B D' bear the
same proportion to CC and B B' . The lengths of /)' B"
and D' C" represent the voltages on the two sides of the
system at the end of the line. The angle C D' B" is

the phase relation of these two circuits and is less than
go degrees. Thus with balanced load the sides of the
system are neither equal nor in quadrature.
The figures are so proportioned as to represent a cir-

cuitof "No. 00" B. & S. wire, operated at 125 cycles with
10 per cent, resistance drop on the four-wire system, and
the same load and the same distance with three wires.
With 1,000 volts at the generator in both of these cases,

we would have 850 volts on each side with the four-wire
system, and with the three-wire system 730 volts on one
side and 1,030 on the other. This assumes aerial lines

with ordinary spacing of wires. In addition to the sys-

tems above described for distributing power by induction
motors, we have other means of power distribution by

rotary converter js a synchronous motor ol suitable

truction, whose armature windings, besides being
lected to collector rings, are also connected to a com-
ator. As the machine revolves at synchronous speed,

hes collect direct current from the commutator, this

ent being partly rectified and partly generated by
na-.hine. This machine deals in direct and alternat-

:urrents and mechanical power; supply it with any
of the three, it will deliver either one or both of the

:n filling its functions as

I alter

pacity is the ciency higher than when

To illustrate the use of the rotary converter, 1

cribe an application now under consideratic

ompany in question is operating three stations

hese is very large and centrally situated, with <

ng water and every facility for the cheap gene I of

oi the c

from the main station; both work non-condensing. One
of these stations delivers current only on the direct cur-

rent, three-wire system, while the other, in addition to

similar work, carries a considerable arc-light load. In

this case the following plan is considered;
At the two smaller stations rotary converters would be

installed, and would deliver only direct current m one
case, while in the other they would also act as motors to

operate arc machines through a countershaft, to which
they would be belted with clutch pulleys. Suitable step-

down transformers would connect the rotary converters

to a high-tension line leading to the main station. At
the same station three-phase generators of large capacity

would be installed. These generators would be designed

to deliver both three-phase alternating currents to step-

up transformers, and also direct currents at about 250
volts to the outside conductors of the three-wire system.

They would be directly coupled to engines. These ma-
chines would dehver current simultaneously, in any pro-

portion, to the direct-current, three-wire system, to the

rotary converter, or to lines distributing three-phase

It is proposed to operate these machines at a fre-

quency of 25 cycles per second, this being well adapted
to the direct current work and also to three-phase power

In this plant an entirely independent control of direct-

current pressure within a wide range would be neces-

sary at the main and sub-stations. This would be ef-

fected without the introduction of idle currents, by the

use of a novel form of three-phase induction regulator

connected to the alternating leads of each rotary con-

verter. These regulators

FIG. 5. RESULTS ACCOMPLISHED IN DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT

PHASE THREE-WIRE SYSTEM.

adjustment without any moving connections, and would
greatly simplify the operation of the plant, and also in-

crease its economy, since the losses introduced by the

regulators themselves are very small, and since condi-

tions of general economy are always maintained. Thus
a single engine C( Id carry the whole load of the c

ing illustration of a combinat

alternating and dii

under consider;

horse power in water at a distance of 11 miles from a

large town. It is proposed to install three-phase, 60

cycle generators in 600 kilowatt units. The current

from these generators will be transformed to 10.000

volts and carried over three wires to a city sub-station

centrally placed. Here large step-down transformers

will be installed, delivering current to 2,000 volt lines.

which extend all over the city and carry motors and
lights in outlying parts.

In the same station two large Corliss engines are now
in operation, and are belted to clutch pulleys on a coun-

tershaft, which operates some arc machines and other

load. To this same countershaft it is proposed to couple

idvantages.

The pressure on the 2,000 volt system can, within cer-

ain limits, be controlled at the sub-station by adjust-

nents of ihr- liclH of the synchronous motor. With tel-

iphonc I
. iii^MMiii ,i!i. a tn the power house, the control

vill li'
I

'

I lie peak of the lighting load

)einK I". i|,' i,,i;iry, the generators can be loaded
learlv h. iIm n I nl I

^ .i| .c ity with motors during the day.

At night they will charge batteries, using water which
would otherwise run to waste.

In both the plants described the cost of labor would
be very small, one man being enough to operate each of

the sub-stations mentioned. The saving of labor in op-
eration should be kept constantly in view in all engi-

neering plans. Some of the greatest advantages in

modern apparatus lie in its adaptability to such saving.

An infinite variety of conditions exists in diftereiit

cities and the question of electrical distribution must be
carefully studied in each case, in order that money may
be invested to the best advantage. An intimate knowl-
edge, both of the apparatus available and of the com-
mercial conditions, is necessary to an intelligent decis-

ion in such cases. It is only through the exercise of in-

telligence and judgment of a high order that the best re-

nltsc be(

Dis

Mr. Wagner; I understood Mr. Emmet to say tl

three-wire two-phase machine, when operating thr

wires in place of four, would have 42 per cent, less c

pacity for lighting.

'lid when operating single-phase iMr. Emmet:
stead of two-phas
Mr, Wagner:

operated two-pha
when operated s

stributed

Such a machine should have, when
;e, 42 per cent, greater capacity than
ngle-phase; but it seems to me that

when compared with an ordinary single-phase machine,
or with the monocyclic machine, it would have the same
capacity for the same dimensions, and that the increase

of capacity for two-phase operations would simply be at

the expense of a small amount of copper in addition, so

that such a machine, compared with a single-phase ma-
chine, or with the monocyclic machine, should have prac-

tically the same capacity when operating on the single-

phase system in connection with a three-wire two-phase.
Mr. Emmet: I will draw a diagram to illustrate the

matter. [Mr. Emmet proceeded to sketch his idea, ex-

plaining as he proceeded. He drew i

distributed winding all the way
poles, and showed where if it were usea ;

the connections would be made, and thee

the changes that would be required if it

for single-phase currents alone, without
ence to two-phase use.] By making f

single-phase we could increase its capacity wit

changing its proportions. Br
wound machine as a single-pha

'\ that

and it is not working in its most effective way. It is not
the best form of machine for single-phase use, and if

used as a quarter-phase machine, it will be working
much more effectively. -Of course, any polyphase ma-
chine can be given a greater capacity for the same
amount of material used than a single-phase machine,
but to make a quarter-phase machine, and use it as a
single-phase machine, increases the advantage; that is, it

militates against the single-phase operation of the ma-
chine, and monocyclic machines are built as single-

phasers. They are built with wire not distributed all

over the armature, but placed where it will do the most
good, and the rest of the armature is left empty.
Mr. Wagner: Such winding as represented there (in

Mr. Emmet's diagrams), with the same dimension of ma-

.

chine for the same capacity as the monocyclic, would
have 20 per cent, more copper on the armature and would
have the disadvantage of the additional self-induction

and resistance of that copper when operating single-

\Continucd on ^age 260.]

which
through wire that

; self-induction and
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The Western Electrician's first special electric

light convention number (dated May 9th) contained

7,576 square inches oE advertising. For the same week

the Elcclfical World contained 7,326, the EUclrical

Engineer 3,687, and the Elcclrical Reviciv 3,375

square inches of advertising.

The Western Electrician's advertising, therefore, ex-

ceeded that of the EUdrieal iVorUI by 2.50 inches,

that of the Engineer by S,H8!> inches and that of the

AVz^Vtc by 4,201 inches. It exceeded the combined

advertising of the Rcviezc and Engineer by .514

The steady advancement of special convention adver-

tising in the Western Electrician can be shown by a

little table well worthy of ;

Issue.

Number of
Advcrlising

PaRcs. 'S." '^TMF
M:nxl, ,, 1«94-..-
1 , l„„;.,v .3. 1895-

^1'^ ' 'oft

40

72

r;

88

4.145

5,593
7.576

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-

membered, also, that, in computing the square inches

of advertising, all announcements of the Western

Electrician or the Electrician Publishing company are

rigorously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2.000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

continuous ride either way." The attitude of the counci

toward the street railway corporations will be determined

by its action upon the ordinance containing this radical

New Yorkers have very serious doubts on the subject

of securing real rapid transit through such a slow-going

agency as the present Rapid Transit Commission.

Many years' experience entitles L. H. Rogers to speak

with authority on the subject of arc lamps, and we have

no doubt that the views expressed by him in his paper

before the National Electric Light association at the

New York convention will receive respectful considera-

tion. The first installment of this paper is presented

elsewhere in this issue. It made a favorable impression

on central station men, many of whom had experienced

the annoyances to which Mr. Rogers referred. It is

evident that arc lamp makers recognize the necessity of

conforming to present-day ideas and are striving to per-

fect their lamps and improve their appearance. There

has been considerable advancement of late and more is

promised in the near future. Mr. Rogers' paper should

stimulate the efforts of those who are working in this

line. There is much room for improvement.

Six men were injured in an accident in one of the

Chicago water tunnels under the lake last Saturday. An
explosion that resulted from the contact of natural gas

and the flame of the miner's lamps used by workmen

seriously burned three men and injured three others. A

workman's pick had penetrated a mammoth gas chamber,

far out under the lake, and the released gas caught fire

from the lamps that had been stuck in the walls, when a

sheet of flame was sent to the end of the tunnel, i , 200 feet

away. Several of the men were knocked senseless by the

force of the explosion, and in the darkness that followed

the panic was frightful. In these days it seems strange

that precautions are not taken that will avert such acci-

dents. Contractors should be compelled to use incandes-

cent lamps in tunnel work and provide workmen with

incandescent lamps for miners.

Chicago will honor the memory of Franklin

month when a statue of the celebrated American w

unveiled at Lincoln Park. The occasion will be ra

by appropriate public exercises and the ceremon

be of a character befitting the event. Dr. Franklii

one of the great men of history, and each year \

rly

their proper value. Dr. Depew, in his speech at the

electrical exposition at New York last Saturday even-

ing, said: "The most practical philosopher who ever

lived was Benjamin Franklin. Theory and discovery

were worthless, in his judgment, unless they could be

utilized for some beneficial pjrpose." His whole life

was spent in the advancement of public interests. Mr.

Medill, who will present the statue to be placed in Lin-

coln Park, is doing a great public service, as his gift

will serve as a constant reminder to the present genera-

tion of the life and work of the great patriot, statesman

and scientist of the revolution.

carefully and accurately compiled,

kc forcibly than words a steady and

It is evident that the Chicago

panies recognize the importance of

reduction of the rate of fare charged upon their lines

and the bearing of the recent decision of the Appellate

Court upon this subject. Heretofore, street railway

ordinances passed by the Chicago City Council have

contained a provision that "the rate of fare shall not ex-

ceed five cents," the language being adopted probably

because it was used in the early charters which the

Legislature granted the companies. It has been claimed

that this provision permitted of the construction that

the council reserved the right to reduce the rate of fare

whenever it should see fit to do so. The railway com-

panies, while refusing to recognize the legality of such

proceedings, have taken the precaution to have the

wording of the provision regarding the rate of fare

changed in the latest ordinances introduced in the

council so as to meet the changed conditions, as will be

seen by the following section taken from an ordinance now

pending; "The rate of fare to be charged upon the line

of railway herein autliorized shall be five cents for one

Much value attaches

Electric Light associatio

they present for securi

e meetings of the National

:ause of the opportunities

discussion of the needs of

the central stations and the efforts of manufacturing

company's to meet these requirements. The general in-

terests of the industry are thus greatly advanced. An
excellent illustration of this point was presented at the

New York meeting, when an important problem in central

station management, the distribution of light and power
by alternating currents, was considered by W. L. R.

Emmet in his paper, which is reproduced elsewhere in

this issue together with an interesting and instructive

discussion which was participated in by several promi-

nent experts. Several applications of the systems now
employed were described and illustrated, and the charac-

teristic features of each explained. Mr. Emmet also

referred to proposed applications and indicated in a
general way the line of development of this problem
that will occupy engineers and designers in the im-
mediate future. The importance of the subject will at

once appeal to central station men, and while local con-

ditions may require considerable modification of the

plans presented, there is no doubt that the advantages
to be derived from them will make the general plan at-

paper the views of some prominent central station men
and engineers an given on present-day practice. Alto-

gether it is a most valuable addition to the literature of

iimng 3forn

have little interest for the masses of the people, gener-

ally speaking, but occasionally one is presented that is

an exception to the rule. This is the case of the report

of the patent commissioner. It is a record of progress,

education and development. "As a function of govern-

ment the patent system is wholly unique." says the com-
missioner. "It cannot be compared with a system of

s

public education, wherein the government undertakes to-

promote the general well-being by educating the indi-

vidual. It is wholly unlike the pension system, which
seeks to reward past sacrifices. It is a new feature of

the modern world, and its laws and instrumentalities

have rapidly developed into a vast system. Its past and
present are imposing; its results are far-reaching and
beneficent; its future is full of promise. It is a satisfac-

tion to note that the American patent system is gener-

ally conceded to be the most perfect in the world."

And it might be added that it has proved conclusively

that Americans are the greatest inventors of the world.

In the last quarter of a century 25 inventors have been

granted more than 100 patents each by the United States,

the total number issued to these in that period being^

4,894. The statistics presented on this subject are of

special interest to the electrical fraternity, as the period

mentioned is the one that has seen the greatest activity

in electrical invention, and in the list presented there

are many names familiar in electrical circles. Thomas
A. Edison has been granted 711 patents during the last

25 years, which beats the record for all times and all

countries by a large majority. Elihu Thomson stands

next on the list with 394, Francis H. Richards, who is

a mechanical rather than an electrical inventor, is third

with 343, Edward Weston. 274; Charles E. Scribner,

24S; Charles J,
Van Pepoele, 244: Randolph M. Hunter.

228: George Westinghouse, Jr., 217; Rudolf Eickemeyer.

15S; Hiram S. Maxim, 131: Sidney H. Short, ui.

This is certainly an excellent showing for the bright

minds of the electrical industry, and one that any de-

partment might well be proud of. Enumerating the

classes in which there has been special activity in the

last year, the report says; "There has recently been-

great activity in inventions in telephones, due. as is

supposed, to the expiration of pioneer patents, and not

a litttle in electric locks, a new art. Alternating cur-

rent motors and other machmes enipl.'\ini; iht- alter-

report dealing with electrical in\unLiuu is particularly

valuable, as it contains a brief sketch of the develop-

ment of the art as traced in the patent records. There

is one general suggestion in the report that should re-

ceive immediate attention. It is the appeal of the com-

missioner for facilities for collecting and preserving

models of apparatus patented. This matter has been

too long neglected. It should receive consideration at



Great Feat in Telegraphy at the Elec-
trical Exposition.

Much attention has been attiacteil by the [eats in

lonK distance telegraphy accomplished on the evening

of May lOth at the electrical exposition in New York,

during; the delivery of an address by Chauncey M. De-

pew on the general subject of electrical advancement.

To demonstrate the promptness of modern telegraphic

science, messages written by Mr Oepew and by Edward

D. Adams, president (if the ('ntnr.-irt (lonprnl l-'lectric

company, were transiniiinl minU Mninli.inr.iusly by

the Western Union ;iiul liu- I'MM.d roin|,,ii,i,'s >.ii cii-ciiits

estimated at 27,500 miles <ncli, InTu Nrw ^ m k through

Depew's message was addressed to Mr. Adams, because

that portion of the Postal company's circuit between

New York and Buflalo was energized with electricity

generated by Niagara Falls. Mr. Depew's message was

in these words:

God created, Nature treasures and science utilizes

electrical power for the grandeur of nations and the

peace of the world,

Mr. Adams was more specific:

Mighty Niagara. Nature's wonder, serving man
through the world's electric circuit, proclaims to all

peoples science triumphant and the benevolent Creator.

Col. Albert B, Chandler, president and general man-

ager of the Postal Telegraph company, acted as the

sending operator on the lines of his company for

Mr. Depew's message, The circuit on which he trans-

mitted the message was made up via Chicago, Los

Angeles, San Francisco, Vancouver, Winnipeg and

Canso, thence to London and back via Boston to New
York. President Chandler was stationed in the north

balcony of the exposition hall. He started the message

on its long journey at 8:34 o'clock. The receiving op-

WESTKKN KiJ'X.rrKK.lAN.

Charles A. Tinker, general superintendent of the

Western Union company, acted as sending operator for

his company. The receiver was Superintendent L. C.

Baker of St, Louis. This company made up a circuit

between New York and Galveston of about 10,000 miles.

It via Chicago, San

2 5S>

butcrossing the Atlantic and touching Europe on its re-

turn. The answer was received over the Western
Union circuit 21]^ minutes after it started on its journey

of 27,500 miles. The land line was 7,387 miles in

length, the longest circuit ever worked in the history of

Morse telegraphy. The lime occupied by a single letter

Tho A.Edij . the

balcony, and handed

n copy of the i

Ir. Adams a beautifully

8:38, four minutes after

Mr. Chandler had transmitted it. When the message

reached London a copy was handed to the East

graph company and was forwarded by it o

ous lines and cables via Lisbon, Gibraltar, Ma
andria, Suez. Aden. Bombay, Madras, Singapore,

Hong Kong, Shanghai and Nagasaki to Tokio, Japan,

returning thence via London, and reaching the exposi-

sition hall at 9:24. The distance traveled was 15,000

miles. The instruments used were of the latest Postal

. Tele-

Alex-

Los Angeles and St, Louis. At Galveston the message

was given to the Mexican Telegraph company and

the Central & South American Telegiaph company,

which transmitted it about 6,500 miles by way of Mex-

ico, San Juan, Nicaragua. St. Elema, Equador, Choril-

lis, Peru, to Valparaiso, Chile. Thence it went by land

line over the Andes Mountains to Buenos Ayres, where

it was put on the cables of the River Plata, the Western

raveling over this land 1

:imed, three seconds.

Q his oration Mr. Depew

prohil 0E1 Wherever theri

power can generate electricity has been known, but its

usefulness has been handicapped because the mill and
factory could not be readily transported. The most
sublime concentration of continuing force in the world is

Niagara Falls, We are here, 450 miles from Niagara, and
witnessing that the power generated there can be trans-

mitted here. It is a demonstration of incalculable value.

It will redeem the waste places of the world. The tum-
bling torrent will come to be the treasure house of nations.

Wherever water flows electrical power may be generated
which, transmitted great distances, will create the mill,

the factory and the furnace, and give that employment
to capital and labor which relieves the farmhouse of its

surplus of boys and girls and gives the farm the profit-

able market in a neighboring seat of population and in-
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& Brazilian and the Brazilian Submarin

companies, and sent about 6,oco miles, vi

neiro, Pernambuco. St. Vincent, to Lisbon

bon it went over the cables of the Eastern company

about 1,000 miles, to Penzance, England. Thence i

the Western Union Atlantic cables via Cans.

rk, about 4,000 miles. The total circuit ove

message traveled was therefore 27,500 mile

practically circling the W^estern hemisphere

sense, but gratifying as showing the dull-time success of

this prosperous concern.

The attendance at the exposition in New York during
the week has been very satisfactory. During the even-
ings the building has been, at times, uncomfortably
thronged. There seems to be an increasing interest

among the general public. It is believed that the admis-
sions have thus far averaged 5,000 per day.

General Sales Agent J. A. Russell of the Western
Telephone Construction company

libit

that the

To m,

of this company's ex-

The tasteful arrangement of the
;ompliments, and it is reported

ipany is domg a good business,

the most attractive souvenir of the exposition

is a little novelty distributed by the enterprising Stand-
ard Underground Cable company. It is entided "A
Reminder of Ohm's Law," and is certainly an original

and novel arrangement of a law that cannot be too much
impressed on the minds of electrical men. This devic
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Underground Cable cor

Chicago.

There are very few exhibits at the exposition that con-

tain so many features of interest to practical men
in all lines of electrical work as that of the Partrick

& Carter company of Philadelphia, ft is complete

and comprehensive and is will arranged. T. L. Town-
send is in charge, and he is kept busy explaining the

numerous novelties his company handles. A view of

the exhibit is presented on page 259.

The headquarters of the Western Electrichn is one

of the most attractive booths at the exposition. It is

known as C 48-49 in the official allotment of space.

Western visitors have made this booth their headquar-

ters, and naturally enough representatives of eastern

hoiises have found it an excellent place to meet the men
from this district. An excellent picture of the booth is

presented on page 259.

The successful arrangement of the various booths

and exhibits at the exposition and the comparative ab-

sence of complaint reflect great credit upon Superin-

tendent Marcus Nathan, who was given full charge of all

affairs pertaining to the locating of exhibits and the

various details of the exhibition about 10 days before

it opened. The executive ability shown by Mr. Nathan
has contributed very largely to the success of the elec-

trical show in New York.

It was fortunate that the Exposition company was
able to secure the services of Luther Stieringer to take

charge of the display features. His long experience

with expositions and well-known ability to handle mat-

ters of this kind in the most efficient manner are seen

in the arrangement of the Rontgen ray and Edison

fludroscope exhibit. This portion of the display is vis-

ited by hundreds of people, and every arrangement is

made for the very best showing of the scientific experi-

The firing of the signal guns at San Francisco, St.

Paul, New Orleans, and Augusta, Me., was the idea of

A. A. Knudson of New York, who submitted the plan

showing how this could be accomplished to the Postal

Telegraph company. Mr. Knudson's previous experi-

ence in such matters at different expositions proved of

great help to the officers of the exposition. It is under-

stood that a number of other plans which he has sug-

gested may be utilized before the termination of the ex-

Results Accomplished in Distribution of
Light and Power by Alternating

Currents.

[Co.

irly the same propert;phase, but would ha
operating motors as the monocyclic.

Mr. Emmet: It would havesomewhat differentprop-

ertiei from the monocyclic, but good properties for

operating motors. Of course, these questions of the de-

sign of the machine depend altogether upon what regula-

lall ;

crease the cost of the

fairly large armature re

can be done without troi:

akes less differ

Dns in most cases where
and with proper regulatio:

sub-stations of secondary feeders located at intervals

We know that is done abroad considerably, and I thinl<

it is done in your station in Chicago, Mr. President?

Mr. WiLMERorNG: Yes, si

Mil tha ; get-

ting successful results with these things and that theii

apparent practicability has bsen demonstrated.
Mr. V.tN Trumi^: I am operating a two-phase system

synchronous motor, driving Edison generators on the

three-wire system, and the system works beautifully.

with one exception, which lam unable to explain at the

present time. With perfectly steady and even load on the

Edison generators and no fluctuations whatever in the

speed of the generators, there appears to be a slight

fluctuation on the alternating current mains, as though
the motors tended to get out of synchronism, They do
not pull out of step. I should think it was due to a
difference in the curve of the generator and the motor.

Mr. Em.mkt; It is probably due to variation in the

speed of the prime mover. The synchronous motor
has no mechanical connection with the moving system,

and yet it has to keep in synchronism. It is simply
held by the current in the line. As your synchronous
motor tends to gel out of step it varies the voltage on
the line considerably. It causes a distortion of the volt-

age, and might cause a rise or fall of the voltage. It

becomes a leading or lagging current according to its

position, .\ tendency of the prime mover to vary speed
would create a lendency to pull apart; every time the

generator \;iricil ili-.: lunsi Ijit in spcrd, ii would tend to

pull. Mil, ,.< ;,. ;..,. .. ,..,.M f.n,,, ,, ..n-iation in the

hat we would have
ng a large number c

easonable and plan:

the fir

the first cost and the number to

t the time that the multiplication

ecessary, and the idea developed

y one large transformer for feed-

3Stallations, which seemed very

e. At the next meeting of this

nt prevailed that under the ex-

traordinarily varying conditions and loads of a large

number of installations distributed from one trans-

former, the losses in that large transformer at a light

load more than counterbalanced the losses in the greater

number of transformers under the original idea of this

, Scott: Large transformers for supplying a num-
.stomers will in general be more economical in

int of power required for operation and also in

customer by an individual transformer. The capacity

of the large transformer may be less than the aggregate
capacity of the small transformers which will be re-

quired. The cost of secondary mains may be prohibi-
tive, however, if the district is a very large one, or if

the service is underground and the cost of individual

connections is high. If the mains must go underground
it would be just as necessary to run the primaries un-
derground with the house connections of the primary
mains, which would be more expensive than the second-
ary mains. This question is one which depends largely

on the conditions. In general, I believe in the use of

the secondary mains, and believe this will be found the

In a comparison of the three-phase and two-phase
systems of distribution, one of the points which con-
fronts the customer is the measurement of the po-wer on
the two systems, both commercially for the sale of

power and light and for determining what is going
the system; the measure
branches or the measui
branches. The three-pha:

that without elaborate c

calculations, it may be i

load on the three circui

whereas on the two-pha:
are independer

different

;ment of power in different

i system is so inter-connected
extended measurements or

:ipracticable to determine the

;, what the relative load is,

; system, where the circuits

1, except to a very slight ex-

indicate the amount of current supplied to the devices

connected with that circuit. In general, the amount of

power measured directly in one circuit, added to the

amount of power measured directly in the other circuit,

will give the total power. If the conditions are a little

abnormal, or something is wrong, the very time when
the ordinary operator wants especially to know where
the trouble lies, the two-phase system, with independent
circuits, seems to me the best arrangement; and I know
in some cases in practice has given much less trouble

than the three-phase system does.

A method of secondary distribution which has not

been widely used, but is being introduced, and it seems
to me has a useful future before it, is the three-wire sys-

tem, with a modification in which only two-wires are

run from the central station, or in which only two second-

ary mains may be required instead of three, which re-

duces the number of house connections required. In

this case a 200 volt circuit might be used as secondary
mains and two connections made to a customer. On the

customer's premises a balancing coil, in the form of a

-

converter, with a single winding, adapted for 200 volts,

the two ends of the coil being connected to the 200 volt

circuit, and a loop brought out from the middle of the

coil, from which point 100 volts may be measured to

either of the secondary mains, could be used for the con-

nection of the middle or neutral wire. This coil would
preserve a balance between the two circuits so that,

should the number of lamps be greater on one circuit

than the other, the electromotive force would be
practically balanced. This simplifies the three-wire

system. The loss in balancing coils may be very slight.

The balancing coil is a form of converter which will give

a very large output, and its capacity need be only that

required for the difference in the number of lamps on
the two circuits: say there are 25 lamps on one circuit

and 75 lamps on the other circuit, the capacity of the

coil would be 50 amperes, whereas the total number of

lamps on the circuit would be 100, The size of the coil

required for this difference in lamps would be the same
as would be required for only 25 lamps, if made in the

ordinary form of a two-coil con\'erter. so that the cost of

these secondary balancing coils need only be quite

The sys I oft ribution show:
d with closed (
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\

lighting, and i

ection with m
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of the

,t three wires to any point where
The use of four wires here is

ar motors, if the power required

irge. The effective potential of

; is about 700 volts upon each of

know that he can buy a dynamo for a certain price to do
single-phase work, regardless of what the dynamo may
do if operated in some other way.
The supplying of motors from a dynamo of this kind

by three wires involves the two-phase, three-wire system,
in connection with which the unbalancing of the two
circuits has been pointed out. This unbalancing will
tend to unbalance the motor circuits, raising one and
lowering the other. This system is best adapted for a
large percentageof lighting load, witha motor load as an
auxiliary, as is the caFe in general station practice. In
that kind of service the unbalancing of the two circuits
does not affect the lighting part where closeness of elec-
tromotive force is required, but affects only the motor
work, where the electromotive force is not required to

be adjusted with the same nicety. With a motor load
the unbalancing is not quite as great as it is on lighting
loads, due to this mutual induction between the two cir-

cuits. The effect of the unbalancing in the example in
the paper is extreme, and results largely from the high
frequency of 125 cycles. At low frequencies the effect
would be very greatly lessened.

I desire to reinforce what is said in the latter part of
the paper about the flexibility of the alternating system
coming into actual practice. You have heard about the
flexibility of this system for a long time; its adaptability
to all kinds of service. The example given in the latter

part of the paper shows how that is being done now on a
large scale, and the Hartford, Conn., plant is one that
has come to my attention lately. One machine may act
as a generator, driven by an engine supplying power to

the city, or it may be run as a generator in multiple with
machines at two different stations 10 miles away, or
may be run as a synchroneous motor for replacing the
engine. The running of this current through rotary
transformers, for supplying storage batteries, is also an
application which ought to be adopted elsewhere.
Mr. Dow: I began to use large Iranformers for 150

and 250 lights in iS8g, with entire satisfaction, and
found that the very best results could be had; the econ-
omy being in first cost due to the fact that a block where
500 lights were scattered in stores and offices could be
served by 250 light transformers, with a reduction of the
iron losses. I have had no reason since 1889 to change
my mind, and the practice is now to put in the largest
transformers we can find; and when the conditions are
equal as to cost, and a little against the secondary main,
I have found the transformer preferable.

As to the two-phase, three-wire system, I can say from
practice that where a large building is wired with the
Edison three-wire system, and the neutral is usually of
the same size as the two outer wires, in almost every
case that system can be used without interference or ob-
jection at all from induction or any other trouble. In
three cases to my knowledge, in buildings with 600 or
800 lights, we have the Edison three-wire system and
the users did not know the difference. The essential
point is that they are not so apt to create a drop in the
building. The case is given where the building is wired
with the neutral; it is the same size as the outer wires.
That method is entirely acceptable, and can be used

I wish to ask, Is there nothing better for series arc
light circuits, in connection with the alternating station.
than the running of the well-known series dynamos by a
motor? Is there no prospect of series alternating arcs,
such as might be used for street lighting, assisted by a
rectifier system such as is used in England, outside of
what is now available up to 50 and 60 light circuits?
Mr. Wagner: Mr. Emmet referred to a synchro-

nous motor used to drive counter-shafting, which in turn
operates arc light generators. That would hardly be an
economic method unless it was possible to operate the
arc light machines at a distance from the station where
steam power could be directly applied. Arc lights can
now be operated satisfactorily directly from the alternat-
ing current circuits, either using a transformer for each
arc lamp or a transformer for a number of arc lamps.

Mr. Aver: How many from a single transformer, and
by what method of distribution?
Mr. Wagner: I am experimenting in this line of

operating a large number of arc lamps for street lighting
from alternating current generators. The system used
is one which admits of the use of the ordinary circuits,
such as are used for series arc lighting, and with the
lamps placed in somewhat the same way. As many
lamps as desirable can be operated, I was going to say,
but that is limited by the potential. I am now operat-
ing as many as 75 lamps on one transformer, and that
does not seem to be the limit of the number that can be
operated. The system has not been in operation long
enough to determine positively its success, and, there-
fore, I am not prepared to furnish all the details. I

hope to be able to do so before long; and if it is a success
it will be a very economical way of operating arc lamps
in connection with incandescent lighting by means of
alternating current. Arc lighting, incandescent light-
ing and power can then be furnished from the same
generator.

It has been found possible to design trnnsf,>rniers for
use with a proper s\mr
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that high voltages 5,ouu ui i. uuo \ults will bi. essential
in public liRlUing as lon^ at, the Lity fathers consider
Il necessary to have lights in sparsely settled outlying

1 work, and alternating lamps
can be had which apparently will make just as little

trouble as the old line direct lamps. Last year I should
have had to say that there was no alternating lamp that

could be relied upon and stay in the service as long and
without complaint as the old style of lamp.

I can throw a little light on the problem concerning
rectifiers from recent correspondence with English engi-

neers. The rectifier has been in use in England for

four years all told. It began with a 20 light size and has
got up to a 60 light size, and there seems to be nothing
to prevent its development beyond that limit e.^cept the
conservatism of English engineers, who think that 3,000
volts is pretty near the jumping-ofi place. The effi-

ciency of the device in connection with a first-class al-

ternator, and in its development, is identically the same
efficiency that I am getting in my own practice with 50
kilowatt no volt arc light machine. The efficiency is 73
percent, from the indicated horse power, through the
mains to the output, in kilowatts. The output is not in

a pulsating current, such as might be had with a rotat-

ing coil armature, with a two-part commutator. The
light is to all intents and purposes a direct current arc,

and not the alternating current arc. A series trans-

former and regulating device gives the same character-
istics in the light as arc light dynamos in use in the

United States. They have considerable self-regulation.

The limiting voltage, as I say, in practice is 3,000 volts.

The limitations appear to be in the commutator. On
this side we have succeeded in making commutators op-
erating with 6,000 volts. I do not see why a motor syn-
chronously driven should not operate just as well the
commutator on a dynamo shaft. I cannot see that

there is any difference between the open coil commuta-

cuLiicl) iiLu duM^n the per

:ri-polar type and forms the

The permanent and electro-

tends to magnetize the per-
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manent magnet and thus with absolute certainty pre-

vent it from losing its magnetism The generator has

cast brass cut gears with extra long bearings and very

powerful permanent magnets.

It may be wound for the following voltages: 25, 75, 125,

pear to be the same. I look for
and hope to see that same rectifier taken"up by s(

American engineer and experimented with inalterna
transmission over long distances.
The efficiencies I am now getting, I believe, an

good as the average for public lighting, S^-^ per ci
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The Ohio Valley Telephone company awarded the

contract for the construction of the new telephone ex-

change to J.
H. Wood & Bro. Work will begin in a few

days, as soon as the poles arrive.
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Extension of Diehl Company's Business.

in the electrical field. This concern started from a

small beginning in the manufacture of ceiling fans, after

which it began the manufacture of the Diehl dynamos
and motors, and on account of the business growing be-

yond all proportions of what was anticipated, it found

that its interests could be better served as an incorporated

company, and this step was taken recently. The com-
pany's present facilities for manufacture are being

taxed to their utmost, and two sets of men are employed
to keep pace with the orders. A carload of Diehl ceil-

ing fans was shipped to Chicago last week, this being

probably the largest order of the kind ever sent West.

One of the important additions to the business is the

manufacturing of a new line of handsome Knight arc

lamps, in a variety of styles, which for design are unsur-

passed. The fan business this season is far in excess of

that of any previous one, and when it is known that

nearly 12,000 of these fans are alone in use, it will give

an idea of the company's standing in the trade.

The illustration, Fig. 1, is a reproduction from a pho-
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tograph of a Diehl dynamo directly connected to a Case

engine. This installation is on board the steam yacht

Reverie, owned by the president of the Singer Manu-

facturing company. These machines have the armature

encircling and revolving around the field magnets, which

results in high efficiency, great durability and slow

lafting and the

obtained with-

ing torque pro-

speed, avoiding the method of

loss of power it incurs. This slower speed, being due

the large diameter of the an

out increase of weight and give

portionately great, at the same time increasing the effi-

ciency by a diminution of friction of the bearings and

the brushes. The motors are fitted with self-aligning

and self-oiling bearings and approved brush-holders,

thereby requiring a minimum of attention.

The illustration. Fig. 2, of the new Knight arc lamp

hardly does justice to the elaborate line which the Diehl

company is preparing, and for the outdoor lamp the com-

pany has perfected a design which will be waterproof

without the use of a hood. The important feature

which will recommend the Knight lamp is that the strik-

ing magnet is composed of a few turns of heavy wire

placed in the main circuit, and, when the current is

on, this magnet is energized and pulls down the core of

the shunt armature, holding the core in this position un-

til it is weakened by the lengthening arc, then the core

of the shunt magnet is released and it goes up to the

feeding point. The armature is then practically out-

field of the striking magnet and the arc depends entirely

on the shunt magnets for regulation. This avoids the

defect usual in the shunt lamp of not striking a proper

arc when current is turned on. The adjustable chuck

carbon holders take in any size of carbon from one-

fourth of an inch to five-eighths of an inch in diameter.

The clutch wheel is used, requiring no dashpot or main

magnets. The clutch is applied to the periphery of the

wheel; therefore the rod is less liable to stick when dirty

than in a lamp with clutch working directly on the rod.

Fig. 3 shows a beautiful Venetian design of ceiling

fan, one of the many which this company has offered for

sale this year. It is of polished brass and nickel and

variously ornamented styles, the important feature being,

moreover, that a material decrease in the amount of

power required has been made. The self-oiling motors

in these fans are directly coupled to the fan shafts and

operate on any direct current circuit or work success-

fully in series on arc and street railway circuits.

Fig. 4 shows the balance-wheel motor, as applied to

the shaft of sewing machines. The motor is self-con-

tained and the field magnets are attached to the shaft of

the machine for connection with the current. The

armature carrier acts as a balance wheel and is secured

to the shaft by the clamp-stock motion. The speed is

manipulated by a small brake and rheostat operated by

Patterns are now being made whereby the Diehl dy-

namos and motors of large size can be handled, and a

general line of apparatus will be manufactured to meet

the desires of any possible purchaser. Contracts have

been given for a large amount of new machinery, which

will be installed in the near future.

At a recent meeting held by this company, the follow-

ing oKicers were elected: E. H. Uennett. Jr., president;

I'hilip I liehl. X ice-president; H. S. Miller, secretary,

and J. A Keid. treasurer.

President E, H. Bennett is a gentleman well known

among the electrical trade and general mechanical in-

dustries of the Kast. lie stales that it is the intention
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Novelty in Central Station Practice.

A novel method of central station working with mod-

ern alternating current apparatus has recently been in-

stalled for the Seneca Light & Power company of Sen-

eca Falls. N. Y. The engineering plant as well as its

practical application is the work of N. T. Wilcox, who

has enjoyed a large and varied experience in both light-

ing and power work. This installation is especially in-

teresting, as it is the first instance where two alternating

current machines, located in stations a considerable dis-

tance apart. ha\-e been operated in multiple and under the

conditions incident to every-day central station practice.

This company has installed two General Electric too

kilowatt tri-phase composite wound 60 cycle generators

operating at 2.300 volts, one being located about four

miles from Seneca Falls, in the Waterloo station, which

is operated by water power only. Lights and power are

furnished for general distribution at both ends of the

line. The duplicate generator is located in the Seneca

Falls plant, where there is both steam and water power.

Iha

These two machines reph

in Waterloo and a 500 volt direct current motor system

and single-phase alternating current system in the case

of Seneca Falls. .The incandescent lighting load for

both towns has been ordinarily operated on the Water-

loo generator, the Seneca Falls machine being used

only in emergencies or at such times as it was desirable

to shut down the Waterloo plant. There being a large

surplus of power at Waterloo the greater portion of the

night, it is desirable to use this for street lighting, but in

case of low water it is necessary to have the arc dynamos

in Seneca Falls, where there is steam power for emer-

gencies of this kind, consequently it is desirable to trans-

mit this surplus to be used on the main shaft of the Sen-

eca Falls station.

This problem is admirably solved by synchronizing the

generators and throwing them in multiple, working both

lights and power over the three No. 5 B. & S. wires

which connect the Seneca Ealls station to the Waterloo

plant, nearly four miles apart. The Waterloo wheels

are then run at full gate, transmitting their full power to

the Waterloo generator.

The regulating is done at the Seneca Falls end. The

surplus power not required for incandescent light sup-

pli^ energy, to operate the Seneca Falls generator as a

synchronous motor, transmitting power to the line shaft.

As the lighting load falls off.

in driving the shaft until the

to the line shaft entirely relieves the engine of its loa'

and the steam power is cut off.

By carrying a strong field on the Seneca Falls genei

ator all drop of potential due to inductance in the line i

entirely eliminated.

The working of the system is admirable, the incande^

cent lights at both of ends of the line being steady an

under perfect control, and the gain in economy of opei

ation of the plant is very noticeable.

: of the energy is used

mt of power delivered

The Evolution of the Arc Lamp.'
Bv L. H. RoGElis.

Part I.

For the purpose for which it is intended to be used,

the arc lamp, as we commonly know it. is, mechanicall}'
and electrically, the poorest designed and constructed
piece of mechanism on earth.

The author of such a statement could onl)' conscien-
tiously proclaim it upon such an occasion as this before
a body of men who are thoroughly familiar with arc

the rapid Volta

Mil: .'.in[j;Lii, h.is secured the services of John C.

KnrKhl ;is supcrinleiident of the arc lamp manufacturing

favorably known in connection with the arc lamp indus-

try than Mr. Knight, fn nearly all ot the large cities

of this country will be found lamps of his design. The
New York office will be at 5G1 Broadway, and under the

management of C. A. Bramhall, who for many years

tins \}fi-n i'U-ntificd as general sales agent for prominent

i[j.iTii' , iii^;i(,;eil in the arc lamp and motor business.

!!' hri , .1 hiiL'' following of. friends, who will be glad to

licar of tus t i.ntiniu.'d progress in the business. M. T.

Lindenburg will be in charge of the Boston branch, at

J ^S Essex street.
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professor, foolishly wasting his time and money. Cer-
tain it is that it was utterly out of the question for any-
one of that time to imagine that before the close of the

century Davy's light would become the commercial light

of the world.

In fancy, I lead Davy through the city of Philadel-
phia, with her streets illuminated by 6,351 arc lamps,
the best lighted city on earth, and try to catch some
conception of his thoughts, as he realizes what his two
pieces of charcoal have done for mankind.

It requires 1S96 to appreciate 1S02.

Someone has said that Faraday was the greatest dis-

covery of Davy. It must have been that Davy's teach-

ings found good and fruitful soil when instructing his

youthful pupil. It was in 1S32. three years after the

death of Davy, that Michael Faraday discovered the
principles of electro-magnetic induction. This was a

giant stride in the ultimate development of the arc lamp,
for the reason that by the applications of these prin-

ciples the modern dynamo was born. What Faraday
did for the world can better be understood if we can
imagine primary batteries of equal capacity and power,
in lieu of all the dynamos now used for arc and incan-
descent lighting. The contemplation is sufficient to

cau.se us to love Michael Faraday.

In place of the large number of troublesome and
cumbersome cells, the electric potential or energy
necessary to maintain an arc between the two pieces of

charcoal was now generated mechanically, rather than
chemically, with one piece of machinery, rather than a

large number of acid-slopping jars.

No sooner had Faraday announced his discovery than

and perfect dynamos. Some great mind like Faraday,
or Rontgen, lets down the bars to the Elysian fields, and
thousands rush in and stake out all the choice corner lots.

These swift-footed inventors, however, are necessary to

the evolution of an industry.

Beginning wich 1S32 one dynamo followed another in

rapid succession. Each successive machine embraced
some new device or new idea overlooked in its prede-

Improveraents also began to be made in the device

which transformed the electric energy into light. Davy's

light, although blinding to the eye. became wearisome,
simply as an experiment. It was found that the pieces

of charcoal were gradually consumed as they were burned,

the one attached to the positive end at the rate of about

twice that at the negative end. This led to the necessity

of providing some means of feeding the pieces of char-

coal toward one another as they wasted away. The
pieces of charcoal themselves were improved. They
were hardened and baked, and thereafter called carbons.

Thus began the arc lamp on Its long, rough journey
toward perfection. The first efforts were very crude,

rent passing through the lamp was util-

;crew to revolve slowly. At the end of

ittached the positive carbon, which in

this manner was fed toward the lower or negative carbon.

It is easily seen that the nearer the carbon points ap-

proached each other the less became the resistance, and
the greater became the flow of the current. Likewise
the greater the distance between the carbon points, the

greater the resistance, and the less the flow of the cur-

rent. This ebb and flow of the electric current pro-

vided magnetic power of varying strength which was
early seen could be utilized to operate the mechanism to

feed the positive carbon. The disadvantage of this,

however, soon manifested itself in the fact that as the

current was augmented and diminished by the proximity

and separation of the carbon points, the current in the

line itself was proportionately affected. This made the

The electr

this screw

1 the E tof -

impossible, for the reason that the carbons in the <

ent lamps could not be depended upon to feed

same instant, as well as the effect on the regulal

the dynamo.
The operation of more than one light from or

very

egulate the feeding 1
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the weaker the magnet became, and the all-important
point gained that each and every lamp was a law unto
itself, establishing and reRnl;itin<^ the rnr, atrl f'TclinR

without inllnencing any otlur l:iin|> mm ihc i inmi
The device termed '"diliririiM.il vmm, I nr:' ,., -irrM"

was entitled successful, ami 1.' 1 h.ii K-, 1 I ;i n Ji | m|. ^n^s

the credit of lirst f^ivinj:; hi thr world (Minniru.ial nrc
lighting I Ir .-Kiumpanicd this invtnlion with one not
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get the impressive cxhibii m.idrlM iMnpiiuf Germany,
the gunmaker of iht- world IIlmo at one side was
shown a piece of iron eight inches thick, and there by
its side a gun invented for the special purpose of pierc-

ing that piece of iron wiili a j r^'JF'iniU' At the next
step was seen a tliii V. i

.
.
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!..:'

.
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progress between the device for generating the electric

current and the device for transforming the current into

light— the dynamo and the lamp. Volta invents a bat-
tery and Davy matches it with his lamp—a light formed
between two pieces of charcoal. After 30 years, f-ara-

day discovers an entirely new method of producing the
electric current, and scores of inventors immediately
proceed to improve the lamp lo meet the new conditions.
For 40 years after this time improvements in the dynamo
and lamp proceed by easy stages, hand in hand, until

the invention of the differential winding, which placed
the lamp far in advance of the dynamo. Immediately
this winding was perfected then began the rapid im-
provement of the dynamo, to meet, if possible, the new
and improved conditions brought about by its use. For
the past 20 years and more this improvement of the
dynamo has been in progress, until to-day machines
highly efficient, close in regulation, and producing cur-
rent for 125 2,000 candle power arc lamps are as com-
mon as the poorly constructed, inefficient r6 light dyna-
mos of 20 years ago.

These large machines are wonders in their class. It

is possible to throw all of the lamps in or out of the cir-

ak the fact, do
thing to breal< down the ma chines electrically, and they
contiilue to run. automatically taking care of thfiirload.

and VJithout the least hitch of any ki nd. The efficiency
of thfise machines is, in some casesi, as high a:3 90 per
cent. In short

,
perfection has about been rea

theai c dynamo
On the other hand, the aire lamp as it stands t.D-day is

a poor affair compared to what it might be. It is far

d the arc dynamo as regards ind me-
cal perfect ion. What was considered good •enough.

or evs;n perfect, 20 years sigo, will not answer
New,ases have :arisen for ttle electric: light, and i

lion as an ilium inant has exceeded :any prophes
for it. The dynamo has aoa an out-

reached the lam p. and the time ior a new lamp has ar-
ved.

West Side Park Lighting Contracts.
The contracts for the large arc lighting plant in Gar-

field Park were awarded on Monday by the West Chi-

cago park commissioners. The specifications were pre-

pared by Force Bain, the engineer of the board, and
awards were made as follows:

Boilers— (500 horse power water-tube boilers in two
units)—Standard Boiler company, Chicago; $6,300.
Condensers and pumps—Nordberg Manufacturing

company, Milwaukee; $5,500.
Heaters—Harrison Manufacturing company: SS65.
Engine—(650 horse power cross-compound Corliss!

—

Filer & Stowell, Milwaukee; $9,700.
Jack-shaft, clutch pulleys and rope drive—Dodge

Manufacturing company: §4,000.
Dynamos—(Six 150 lighters}—Excelsior Electric com-

pany. New York; Si. 484 each.
Arc lamps—(750 for double service and series wir-

ing)—Adams-Bagnall Electric company, Cleveland;
$22.50 each.

Cables—(300,000 underground cable and 30,000 feet
rubber covered wire)—Washburn & Moen Manufactur-
ing company. Worcester, Mass.; ii^^,. and 7W cents a
foot.

Marble switchboard—Western Electric company,
Chicago; 51,250.
Two-ton pulley block and crane— Whiting Foundry.

CORRESPONDENCE.

New York Notes.
New York, May i6.—A curious story of the theft of

current from an electric railway company for use in in-

candescent lighting comes from Brooklyn. The com-
plainant is the Brooklyn Heights Railway company and
the accused a saloon-keeper named Rademacher. One
night in October last, according to the story told, Henry
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for the company, was going through Ralph avenue, when
he saw the electric lights in the saloon of Richard Rade-
macher, at the corner of Monroe street, flicker for a few
moments, and then go out, and then come up bright

again, as the incandescent lights in the trolley cars some-
times do. He thought that was a queer way for Edison
lights to behave, and he decided to make an investiga-

tion of the electrical arrangements of Kademacher's
place. Mr. Brockbanu entered the saloon, and in course

of time passed lo a side room, and there unscrewed one
of the incandescent bulbs. As he expected, other lights

went out, all that were wired on that branch circuit.

He was satisfied that Rademacher's electricity was ob-

tained from the railroad company's wires that were
strung along Ralph avenue in front of the saloon. He
reported the matter to the company. Watches were
corrected to agree with each other, and it was ordered
that the current supplying the Ralph avenue road be
shut off at a certain time on the following night, when
Mr. Brockbank was to be in front of the saloon.

The plan was carried out, and duly at the

time appointed for the cutting off of the current

the illumination in the saloon ceased, while a car

that happened to be passing was deprived of its

light and motive power. When the current was turned

on again the car and the saloon were lighted at the same
time, and the car went on. Thus Mr. Brockbank had
further evidence that his company's plant was supplying

the light for Mr. Rademacher s saloon. An examina-

loon lights and the railroad wires. In front of the saloon

is a tree among the branches of which the feed wires of

the trolley system run. From one of these wires, the

railroad people say, another wire ran at right angles

toward the saloon, passing under a stationary awning
and through the hall of the family entrance tothesaloon.

The connection to the feed wire was made by means of

a nail. The saloonkeeper was arrested, but pleaded

innocence of any knowledge of fraud. He said that the

lights had been put in bya man who claimed to represent

a new company.

1 have been amused by a grotesque attack on your
New York correspondent in the new monthly publica-

tion known as Electrical Doings, which gives the bur-

lesque touch to the varied aggregation of electrical jour-

nals in New York. In a previous letter I noticed this

"anonymous scribbler" and an "owl-like correspond-

ent," while the Western Electrician is advised to

improve upon its representative by employing a butter-

milk vendor ora Bowery bartender. This is crushing.

It is hardly worth while to point out that the point of

my mild criticism against the preposterous statement.

"Electricity has become a force in nature," has been
totally missed by the tyro of Electrical Doings. The
new paper can safely be left to e.vpose its own lack of

.vledg W. F. O.

PERSONAL.
Hugo Benedix has resigned as president and general
lanager of the Boudreaux Dynamo Brush company,
le has labored earnestly and intelligently to build up a
ew business. The new organization possesses suffi-

TRADE NEWS.
The Goubert Manufacturing company of New Y^ork

has opened a western office at 1403 Monadnock block,
Chicago, in charge of E. AVebster, well known in en-
gineering circles as an expert in steam practice, who
was for many years with the Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-

Francis Jehl, heretofore representing F. Hardtmuth
& Co. of Vienna in this country, has received notice
from his firm that his presence is required in Vienna,
and that arrangements have been made with the New
York bankers, Machado & Roller, 203 Broadway, to con-
duct the business during bis absence.

The Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing company of
Providence describes "The Latest Addition to Our Ma-
chine Shops" in a recent pamphlet. The building seems
to be a model in design and construction, but the elec-
trical engineer will note with disapproval the reliance
placed on a cumbrous and complicated system of belt-
ing for the transmission of power.

The most gigantic "scoop" in electrical circles which
has taken place within the last few years was secui;ed
on last Monday, when the Adams-Bagnall Electric com-
pany was awarded the contract for 750 series arc lamps
at the West Side parks, Chicago. The peculiar feature
of this deal is that L. H. Rogers, the general manager
of the Adams-Bagnall Electric company, had just re-
turned from the National Electric Light association
convention at New York, where he read a paper on the
"Evolution of the Arc Lamp," in which he contended,
and gave his reasons therefor, that the day of the double-
carbon lamp had passed. Within to days after reading his
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paper Mr. Rogers had the satisfaction of receiving this
large and important order for series arc lamps at S22.50
each, against double-carbon l.unj. , off, m.i .,1 much lower
prices, the lowest bid bem" in.h, ili,,,, ,i,o„ below
the Adams-Bagnall bid. Mr l,,,p-i , n.niirally very
much elated over this evi.l.m , ,„ihi ,,,,,1

,
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The Anchor
placed on the in.ii 1

. 1 , f,.

ought to be rec.r..-i n: 1. ;. '.andothers
looking for atlr.-ii ir., i-n fr.i h,,,. Mi,.i,nvs. It is

called the "Anchor lamp sign," and consists of small
brass attachmffuts whirli are easily fastened to common
receptacles and which firmly hold in front of the lamp
ground glass plates, on which letters are painted, and
are so arranged that the signs can be readily changed.
C. O. Baker, the Chicago agent of the company, states
that the price is sufficiently low to permit of general
adoption and extensive use.

A fine catalogue shows the high grade of engines,
boilers and pumps turned out by the Murray Iron
Works company of Burlington, Iowa. This company
has a deserved reputation for the excellence of its prod-
ucts. Its facilities are unexcelled. The foundry is the
largest in the West; the machine shops the largest in the
state: the boiler shops the largest in the Northwest. The
three departments are worked harmoniously together, so
that their combined product is placed upon the market
at the minimum cost of production. The situation at
Burlington, Iowa, on the^Mississippi River, where freight
rates are divided, is central and advantageous Side-
tracks run directly into the shops, and are spanned with
traveling cranes, so that the heaviest machinery is han-
dled with ease and shipments made under cover.

The manufacture of boilers, radiators, etc., for the
distribution of steam and hot water has become a most
importantbranchofmanufacturing enterprise. Oneof the
leading organizations in this country engaged in this line

of production is the American Boiler company, which
has its principal office in Chicago, occupying the main
floor and basement at 84 Lake street. The company
was organized on February i, i8g6, succeeding to the
business of the National Hot Water Heater company of
Chicago; the Detroit Heating and Lighting company of
Detroit, Mich., and the steam and hot water heater
business of the Pierce, Butler & Pierce Manufacturing
company of Syracuse, N. Y'., and the Richardson &
Boynton company of New Y"ork and Chicago. The
company operates large factories in Syracuse, N, Y.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., and Detroit, Mich., employing hun-
dreds of hands, and enjoys facilities of the most com-
plete and adequate character for the manufacture of its

superior products.

TheHu
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BUSINESS.
nter Fan & Motor company is the name of
to the Tuerk Water Meter company of Fult
jufacturer of electric ventilating fans.
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Hayes, Tracy, Fyfe company, manufacturer of
heostats, can now be found at 225

West Twelfth street, Chicago. With increased space
and enlarged equipment, it can now fill orders promptly.

The Electric Appliance company's complimentary
duplicate order-book advertising scheme has proven to

be a big success, and the books are much appreciated by
customers. The Electric Appliance company still has
a number of books left, which will be sent free on appli-

Cutter's "arc light miscellanies" are described and
illustrated in a small pamphlet issued as a supplement
to George Cutter's 1895 catalogue of specialties. In-
formation is given of a number of useful devices. The
little book can be had of George Cutter, 851 Rookery,

Another evidence of the remarkable success with
which the Hawley down-draft furnaces have met all over
the world is to be found in the fact that the company
has shipped furnaces for six 220 horse power Babcock &
Wilcox boilers now being built in Glasgow, Scotland,
for the Tokyo Electric Light & Power company in

Japan. General Manager S. T. Bleyer of the Hawley
Down-draft Furnace company recently returned from
Paris after superintending a 10 days' test with Hawley
furnaces attached to boilers of the Quai de Javel pump-
ing station of Paris, and this test gave entirely satis-

Incandescent lamp buyers throughout the West will

be interested to know that James C. Wormley & Co. are
now established in handsome quarters at 529 Marquette
building, Chicago. As is well known, Mr. Wormley was
formerly located in the East, and came west with the
idea of pushing most energetically for trade, in this sec-
tion particularly. Already his prospects are most en-
couraging. Mr. Wormley carries a very complete line of
incandescent lamps. He claims that the "Wormley"
220 volt lamp "cannot be beaten " Chicago's supply
houses, as well as other firms in western cities, are show-
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ing appreciation of Mr. Wormley's very full line of in-

candescent lamps. These include arc and alternating

series lamps, 150 to 250 volts, and all types of miniature

lamps. It would be impossible to enumerate in detail

the various styles of Wormley lamps, but it may be said

that a specialty is madeof high voltage lamps of 150 to

250 volts, 10, 20 or 32 candle power, four watts per

candle power; also of arc system series lamps, 10 to 75
candle power, 2 to 10 amperes, and alternating series

lamps for street lighting, 20 to 50 candle power, 2li to

5^2 amperes. Mr. Wormley is giving particular attention ,

to the bicyle trade, and carries an excellent "pea" lamp
suitable for the bicycle outfit. Taking all in all, Mr.Worm-
ley feels very much encouraged, and, as, he states, he

has three men now on the road and many most excellent
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Wormley lamp is being well appr
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deals closed in April

were the following: Caledonia Electric Light & Power
company, Owosso, Mich., one 150 kilowatt 550 volt gen-
erator, directly connected to Fischer engine: Owosso &
Corunna Traction company, Owosso. Mich., two 65
kilowatt 550 volt generators, belted; Lane & Bodley

Ohio,
erator; Studebaker
South Bend, Ind . 01

Hot Springs Hotel ci

att belted gen-
Manuracturmg company,

kilowatt belted generator:

y. Hot Springs, Va., one 55
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he feels that the kilowatt ir, directly connected to Buckeye en-
gine, and one 30 kilowatt belted generator; Krippendorf,
Dittman & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, two 65 kilowatt gen-
erators, directly connected to Willans engine: J. M.
High & Co., Atlanta, Ga,, one 45 kilowatt belted gener-
ator; U. S. snagboat E, A. Woodruff, Cincinnati.
Ohio, one 10 kilowatt generator, directly connected to
vertical engine; A. H. Ely, New York city, one 80 kilo-

watt type W generator, directly connected to Ames en-
gine; Sol. Sayles, New York city, one 25 kilowatt gener-
ator, directly connected to Woodbury engine; Nordberg
Manufacturing company, Milwaukee, Wis., one 30 kilo-

watt generator, belted; John B, Mailers. Chicago, 111.,

one 15 kilowatt generator, directly connected to Fischer

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Electric Switching Appar

. _.„;_, ::,. --,piic:

i8g6.

plug

Louis, Mo. Appli

provided with a core :

filed Januar

leeve adapted I

or springs engaged by the core enter.

559,796. Electrically Operated Railway Switch. August

C. Goetz, Milwaukee, Wis. Application filed August

24, 1893.

whicli the electric line is attached, and liaving a short wire
attaclied to its opposite edge, the short wire being

559. 8or. Electric Light for Bicycles. Benjamin B.

Hoffman. New York, N. Y. Application filed May
24. 1895-

from its socket the reflector can be removed.

,821. Telegraphic Printing Apparatus. TTollon C.

Spaulding, Boston, Mass. Application filed April

23, 1S95.

Selective SiKiial and Lock-nut System. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, III. Application filed May
18. -1895.

559.903- Steering Gear for Ships Mathias Pfatische
Philadelphia Pa Application filed August 2.

1895.

frlQl

559,904. Electrical Steering Gear Mathias Pfatischer,

Philadelphia Pa Application filed December 26.

1895.

The method is described of electrically controlling and

into the field ir.agnet circuit <

rent corresponding in direct!

erated to control and apply i

by

559,907. Running Compound Wound Ge
Multiple. William B. Potter, Schenectady, N. Y.

Application filed February 25, i8g6.

The means for adjusting the compounding effect of gen-
erators operated in. multiple, consisting of a shunt around

lially equ;

559.910. Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines
Henry G. Reist. Schenectady, N. Y. Applicatior

filed January 31, 1896.

arms radiating tlierefrom, and provided upon their outei

ends with dovetail grooves, and lamina; having dovetai

=59.913- Alternating Current System of Distribution

Charles P. Steinmetz, Schenectady, N. Y. Appli-

cation filed February 5, i8g6.

The transformers have their primaries connected in delta

559,916. Electri ch. Paul G. Tismer, New York,
I filed March 29, 1895.

r^h

559.990- Telephone. Theodore Berdell, New York,
N. Y. Application filed December 7, 1895.

magnetic material between the poles of a magnet; there
is also an adjustable regulating ring.

560,006. Dynamo-electric Machine or Electric Motor.
Octave Patin and Leon Levavasseur, Paris, France.
Application filed June 19, 1893.

A fixed magnet, the revoluble armature comprising coils
and a metallic disk, the insulated rings arranged side by
side around a sleeve of the armature, connection between
the armature coils and the rings, and the segmental com-
mutator and connections between the latter and the rings.

560,031. Electric Railway. John H. Guest, Boston,
Mass. Application filed December 3, 1S95.

The system has a sectional working conductor, a rotary

= par

vices movable

560,039. Electric Arc Lamp. Alvie O. Mackin,
derson, Ind. Application filed October 3, 1S95.

Claim one reads: In an electric lamp, the conit
tion with the upper and lower carbon holders, and wi
magazine designed t" '-""'-':" - ".."^k^,- ^f .,.^,.^, — ^\.

560,076. Electric Progrs

Cardoso E. Bastos, S
filed March 20, 1894.

[iai engage the hand s

1.087. Meter for Alternating Electi

Thomas Duncan, Fort Wayne, Ind.

filed December 21, 1S91.

employed.

560,096. Electric Call Bell. Frank C. Jordan, Wads-

560,097. Trolley Wire and Trolley Therefor. Her-
'isher, Chi- bert R. Keithley, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed

1^95 August 24, 1895,

imli III.- lamp
berl. K

New York,
filed Ma

.\ t.ollL

or tile rib

5C0 168. El

New Yo,
New York.
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Conveying the Roar of Niagara by Tele-
plione to New York.

i^ower company secures conlrol

lighting companies of the city.

by the trust extends over the i

One I truly novel features of t

sition in New York is the transmissi

Niagara Falls by telephone, to whic

ready been made in this journal. The illustration which

accompanies this article shows the point at Niagara

where the roar of the falling waters was received by the

telephone. After investigation it was decided that some

point near the Cave of the Winds would be the best

place at which to gather the sound. Here one can get

closer to the falls than at almost any other place. So at

that point the telephone was placed. To reach the spot

one descends the Cave of the Winds spiral stairway and

walks toward the Center Fall about 200 feet. Thereon

the rocky ledge a wooden bo.K about 3 '2 feet long, three

feet high and I'j feet wide

was placed. In this box a

telephone with a solid-back

transmitter was secured, and

a sheet-iron funnel 20 inches

long and about 14 inches in

diameter at the outer end

was fitted to the transmitter.

Three standard batteries

were placed in the box, but

two only were used. About

the box white canvas was

wrapped to protect the ap-

paratus from the constantly

falling spray.

At the point where the

telephone is placed there are

two distinct sounds produc-

ed by the falling tons of

water. One is a sharp hiss-

ing sound, like escaping

steam, made by the water

as it curls over the rocks be-

low and goes sweeping out

into the river. The other is

the deep pounding roar

made as the fall strikes the

rocks or water below. First

experiments made with the

telephone placed 12 or 15

feet farther away from the

falling water than that ulti-

mately decided on and shown

in the accompanying illus-

tration, which, by the way,

is the first correct picture

presented, were successful conveying the roar o

in catching the sharper hiss

of the waters. This sound was plainly heard in New
York, but the deeper roar was not caught. It was for

this reason that the change in location was made, and

the roar as heard in the world-famed Cave of the Winds

was dispensed in New York, 462 miles distant.

Electrical Consolidation in Philadelphia.
A press dispatch from Philadelphia announces that

the negotiations which have been pending between the

Pennsylvania Heat, Light & Power company and the

combination of electric light companies known as the

"electric trust" for the absorbtion of the trust by the

Heat, Light & Power company have been closed. It is

announced that the deal, which involves about S2,ooo,-

000, took efiect on May 25th. The Pennsylvania Heat,

Light & Power company will pay $130 a share for

the 5.000 shares of preferred stock of the trust, and S40

a share for the 31,440 shares of common stock. The

payment will be made in four installments of 25 per

cent, each quarterly, the money being secured by assess-

ments on the Heat, Light & Power company's preferred

stock. By this deal the Pennsylvania Heat, Light &

the c The have

icipal electric

itory covered

citycontract<

for lighting 2,.|.|9 arc lights for street lighting, for which

the city pays about ^500,000 a year. The Pennsylvania

Heat, Light & Power company ha'-, independent of

the others, valuable franchises in the central section

of the city. It purchased the Edison Electric Light

company in January, and is said to have begun negotia-

tions for the more extensive of the independent electric

light companies which have franchises outside of the

territory covered by the trust.

Electrical Commission from Japan.
A press dispatch from San Francisco announces

rrival of a special commissic

American Street Railway Association.

The arrangements thus far completed for the meeting

of the American Street Railway association at St. Louis

this year are noted in a circular just issued by the secre-

tary. T. C. Penington. Me has also distributed apian

which gives an idea of the extent of the building in which

the association will hold its convention, beginning Tues-

day, October 20th, and continuing four days. The build-

ing, which is the one erected for the Republican national

convention, is 2G0 by 180 feet. About 80 feet of the

length of the building will be partitioned off for the ses-

sions of the convention, leaving 180 feet square for ex-

hibits, and all entrance to and egress from the conven-

tion hall will be through the exhibition hall; there will

be no choice of space, every place on the floor being

equally desirable. Exhibits of like character will be

the mikado of grouped togethe and will be assigned

lapan t study the w Drkings of electrica power and th

telepho ae systems in the United States The commis

sion IS omposed of S M ne Natymaya a nd Y. Wadich

They w ill stop two w eeks in San Franci CO, Sacrament

and Fresno and may •isit eastern cities. They may als

visit Eu rope. They 3xpe = t to be absent from apan si

or seven months

All over our emp renow," said Com missioi er Naty

ther

electrical progress. Electricity has been introduced in

several cities, but the government wants it all over the

country. It is the same with the telephones. We have

seen the value of them.

It is our intention to study into the workings of

both systems in the United States. We want to gener-

ate electricity from the many powerful waterfalls in our

country and use it for general power and light. Where-

ever we can we intend to use electricity. It will, ac-

cording to the ideas of our government, be especially

valuable in connection with our various public and

private enterprises. It is our desire to utilize the long-

distance telephone in Japan."

brought into the building

from the street railway cir-

cuit, the voltage being 550, so

that all mechanical devices

may be operated. The in-

come from sale of space will

go to the association, the

fixed the price at 10 cents

per square foot, and ruled

that no space of less than

100 square feet will be as-

signed. Applicants may
have as many multiples of

this quantity as they may
wish, all in one body. Pay-

ment for space should be

made to T. C. Penington,

secretary and treasurer of

the association, 2020 State

street, Chicago, on or before

October ist. Application

for space should be made
to George W. BaumhofI,

chairman of the committee

on exhibits, Park and Van-

deventer avenues, St. Louis.

The management announces

that it believes, from infor-

mation already received,

that this will be the most

extensive exhibit of street

.NSMITTER AT Sp^ce must be applied for

by August 15th. Assign-

be made as promptly as possible after that

xhibitors notified of their location. It is

further announced that all exhibits should be in place

and all work finished by Monday evening. October

igth. the evening prior to the opening of the conven-

tion. Possession of the hall can be had on Friday,

October 16th, thus giving ample time for prepara-

tion. Watchmen will be in charge of the premises, so

that exhibits will be safe.

American Institute of Electrical Engi

neers.

date,

At the annual meeting of the Institute :

n May 19th and 20th the several paper:

elected. The ticket was as follows: President, Louis

Duncan; vice-presidents, Charles P. Steinraetz, Harris

J.
Ryan, Wilbur M. Stine; managers, John W. Lieb,

Jr., F. A. Pickernell, William L. Puffer, L. B. Stillwell;

secretary, Ralph W. Pope; treasurer, George A. Ham-
ilton.
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The Evolution of the Arc Lamp.

Part II.

Remember that the title of this paper is "The Evolu-

tion of the .\rc Lamp," and that evolution denotes a

continuous development. Since Brush perfected the

fundamental principles of the commercial arc lamp.

ball of wonderment. In 78 to So a few were induced

to really try them practically. During the next decade
the mad lighting fever was in full sway, and 250,000 arc

lamps had been hung up in the United Stales by '90.

The manufacturing companies were too busy shipping

and collecting to think of anything but of something

P~Q
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which would burn. The lighting companit

busy making contracts with municipalities

ing the demand for light

inside the lamp.
But this is the age of close inspection. Municipalities

are not paying S350 per year for a 2,000 candle power
arc lamp in 1S96. They encourage other companies en-

tering their city limits, and this brings keen and active

competition. If competition is not encouraged, or if

prices for lighting are not reduced, the "taxpayer"

—

that tireless individual who never dies—is heard from,

and starts the agitation for a municipal plant on the the-

ory of his new discovery that electricity costs nothing to

make.-
It is not the purpose here to discuss this swing of the

pendulum from too high prices—it has indeed swung
loo far already in the other direction^—but it does be-

hoove us to examine closely into the daily expenses and
annoyances to which the electric lighting plant is sub-

There is no business which has developed so rapidly

and so radically as that of electric lighting. The frame

building, 20 feet square, has been replaced by a hand-

some brick and iron-roofed structure, 150 by 300 feet,

and three stories high. The deliberate saw-mill engine,

at 90 revolutions, has been replaced, first by the diminu-

tive busy little high-speed engine at 350 revolutions,

then by a larger type of the slow-speed engine, and later

by a compound condensing engine at a piston speed of

800 feet per minute. The transmitting devices have

been changed from belt to rope, and rope to direct. The
boilers have undergone a radical change, and the manu-
facturer must now guarantee the pounds of water evapo-

rated, per pound of coal, by his make. Remarkable and

• (JuCoaujut

States, with 5320,000,000 invested. The sole and only

object of this outlay is to get light The engines, dyna-
mos, belting, conduits, buildings are all secondary to

the arc lamp. It is the exponent of the entire problem-
It is literally in the "eye of_the public" day and night.

Its lines of—I was about to say beauty, but who ever
heard of a beautiful arc lamp? At any rate it stands

against the morning sky, or the evening sunset, and, in

truth. I hear the public say, "It must be the best the

electricians can do. for I have watched for 15 years, but
have seen no change; they are all alike in their hideous-

And now. let us look at the subject squarely. Let us
hold the arc lamp up between the fluorescent screen

and the Crookes tube, and in the light of X-ray '96

knowledge, examine the arc lamp hanging in our streets.

We find a device 50 to 60 inches long, made of long
tubes, or chimneys, a sheet-iron drum, long side rods,

and at the bottom a globe holder. We can see Davy's
two pieces of charcoal—one is 12 inches long and the

other six the rate of consumption has not changed.
We realize that the useful length of this lamp is the ver-

tical length of the carbons. Dividing iS inches by 50
inches we find that the useful length of this device is

only 36 per cent, of its total length. The statement may
be made by some enthusiastic observer that there are

two pairs of carbons, one pair alongside the other, but
he must not forget that with our improved eyesight in

'g6, we can look clear through the device and see not
only the skeleton, but the marrow in the bones.
These carboas are fastened firmly in their respective

holders, and the holders are rigid. The burning of the

arc causes the carbons to point up quite decidedly.

When the current is shut off momentarily, these points

fall together, and it very often happens slip by each
other and wedge. When the current is again sent
through the coil, its lifting power is not sufficient to pull

the carbons apart, the lamp is rendered utterly useless.

the policeman reports it out. and a deduction is made
from the bill of the lighting company to the city. To
prevent these deductions amounting to more than the

original bill, a corps of patrolmen is engaged, whose

B
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business it is to watch the lamps all night long, to pre-
vent them going out, as a nurse would watch a sick

child.

We find the interior of the devices full of springs,

some of them with ratchets and cog wheels, some with
six magnets or coils, all with three or more; springs

without number and of every size; regulating devices,

auxiliary levers, light and flimsy pieces of every shape
and size; the device for gripping the rod, 'in most cases

an annular ring gripping the carbon red by tilting so

that its knife edge holds on the side of the rod; the cur-

rent being conducted to the carbon rod by means of a

sliding contact; delicate brushes against which the carbon
rod rubs as it feeds the carbons downward; cut-out spools

which have little side shows of their own with independent
armatures and additional coils of wire; carbon rods stick-

ing away up into the dark recesses of the chimneys, rods
which must be carefully housed and carefully cleaned
with crocus cloth each day. We notice also that for

three or four inches above the casing the rod cannot be
cleaned by the trimmer; it therefore becomes spotted; a
bit of weather or a bit of dust changes the nature of the

brass, and the current carrying brush when it reaches
this spot does not make a good connection; a little

blister is formed which in turn blisters the surface of

the brush, and this in turn blisters the rod the entire

length until crocus cloth is powerless to smooth it. The
lamp then must come in, for in the meantime many
other little things have happened, and nothing but a

thorough overhauling will put the lamp in good con-
dition again,

It would require a volume to recount the details of the

troubles that are occurring every hour, in every lighting

plant, on the face of the globe. You, who are within

one. I wonder how many dynamos would be connecte.
to each arc lamp, or arc lamps to dynamos, provided th

number were dependent on the ratio of troubles.

And now. we have reached the year 1S96; we havi

given the arc lamp a 20 years' tussle, and our trouble:

are increasing rather than diminishing. The lamp cut
the same kind of a figure against the sky as it did in th(

year 1S75. Many details have been added in the inte

rior construction, more magnets and more springs ant

more cut-outs and more chimneys, and less glycerine, bu
I do not think the statement can be denied that not oni

single idea of great merit has been added to the an
lamp between 1S75 and '95.

If this be true, is it not time to consider the questior
seriously? Are we to give up the question, and acknowl
edge that, hanging in our streets is the world's best ef

fort for the distribution of light through the medium o:

:lamp
Is evolution to be the password to progression in all

the arts, in fact in everything except the arc lamp?
To return to the opening sentence of this paper, "For

the purpose for which it is intended to be used, the arc
lamp as we commonly know it. is mechanically and elec-

trically, the poorest designed and constructed piece of
mechanism on earth."

I am not here to decry the lamp of any manufacturer.
It is, however, pertinent to say that any lamp which
will allow the carbons to slip by or wedge under any
circumstances, is mechanically imperfect. It is an m-
herent defect in the lamp, and the damages or outages
should be charged to the manufacturer of the lamp.
What mechanician has determined that the proper way
to hold two slim sharply pointed pencils in a coaxial

position is to fasten them rigidly at their extremities, iS

inches distant, and then depend on their sharpened
points nosing each other correctly? A very much bet-

ter way would be to leave the carbon holder loose and
free, centering by gaiding the carbons near the arc.

This would make trimming a very easy matter, and ad-
mit of cross-eyed men being employed. On second
thought, however, we run immediately into difficulties,

for, as we cannot change the rate of consumption of the

P" ucyn

i^-

Thi; the requ

bons of different diameters—upper and lower—and that

would mean a great deal of thinking for the inventor and
manufacturer; and so the lamps go out, and the station
manager, believing that the arc lamp has been fully

evolved, keeps sending his orders to the manufacturer,
and the manufacturer will never improve as long as he
can fill his orders with old style apparatus.

A sliding contact is a poor arrangement in an arc
lamp. It has been tried as thorougly as any idea ever
could be tried. It is the direct cause of the roughness
of the rod. The resistance of the contact is too easily

increased by the presence of a little dust. The sliding

the;
The carbon rod itself is a troublesome institution.

With an annular ring for a clutch, it must be kept in a
uniform polished condition, or it will give trouble. It

is responsible fonthe unsightly, hideous chimneys, which
ought not to be in sight, and yet \vhich cannot be
draped. As we are building a new lamp let us dispense
with the carbon rod altogether. We can then cut off

the chimneys and shorten up the lamp. Then we can.
without much trouble, parallel the carbons with the

operating mechanism and increase the percentage of

useful length to total length to at least So percent.
With a short lamp we can make a casing of light cast-

iron in such shape as to avoid the necessity of a hood.
We can also increase the carbon length, and if we do
this we can choose our own size of carbons— that size

X important
tern, it has

I the United

; them we

Alexander Dow, electrician for the city of Detroit,

four 100 light dynamos lo one engine, for the
is he slates, that the ratio of troubles is four tc

-lh.n:J !. M.it..n,n-\ ll uf hang the

;h proper adjustment, nccomplish many
things. As the upper carbon feeds downward as it is

being consumed, the chain can be of equal weight, inch
for inch, therewith. Therefore when an inch of upper
carbon has been consumed and ils weight taken from
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the cross-head, an inch of chain has been added, and
the armalure remains in the same plane between the

pole pieces of the magnet as before. This is an abso-

lute necessity where the same difference of potential is

required throughout the entire range of burning.
Thus, we are not restricted by the weight of the car-

bon, and can use whatever si/e is most suitable. It

having been demonstrated that with 8, 9 or 10 amperes,
a 2jS inch carbon will produce a larger crater and give
more initial light than any other size, it remains only to

determine the length necessary for burning i.) to ifi

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

designed on "evoluted" ideas. A heavier weight in the
upper carbon holder would position the armature in a
different plane as regards the operating magnet. ,

The double carbon lamp has outlived its usefulness.
It filled a gap for a few years. Its only recommendation
is that it will burn all night long. Its drawbacks are
numerous. More mechanism is required. Two carbon
rods with two sliding contacts. The arc is struck well

up near the top of the globe at one side, not in the cen-
ter, and travels downward. This causes an uneven
heating of the glass, which results in globe breakage, cs-

267

Can lliey bo renrlily replaced ?

Will the auloinalic cut-out re-eslabliHhl
: toRctlior ?

t completed throuRli the r

of Kurtace contact of the clutch with t

c inch?
taKO and current at which the lamp i

7?

Car \

"".7

L| LJ connected to
'S-^:^ Ofieratcna suite

^iatioaaru cables""""7

Tiocftina sUaft connected
to operatiuo jwiiek

penditure of energy should be a welcome statement by
those interested.

By quotations from all leading carbon manufacturing
companies of the country, the point is discovered that a
pair of ^ by 14 and J2 by 12 carbons is the cheapest
possible combination for 14 to 16 hours burning. Any-
one can test this point. It is simply the price of one
% by 14 plain and one U by 12 plain carbon against
three }< by 12 plain or -^\ by 12 copper-coated carbons.
I have quotations in my pocket which will make a differ-

ence of S2.50 per lamp per year, assuming the full num-
ber of burning hours nightly, in favor of the ^s by 14 and
}i by 12 carbons.
Again, a }i upper and '2 lower, .loose at the joints and

guided near the arc, will absolutely prevent wedging or
slipping by, whether the lamp be shunt or differential.

I quote from a recent article by Alex. Dovvof Detroit:
"In the plant I operate, analysis of the 'outs" for two
months showed that lapping was responsible for too
much of the total trouble. We were running with j\
inch carboDs in both holders. We changed to ->s inch
uppers, retaining the j^ inch lowers. Result for four
winter months' operation of 1,480 street arcs, isjustone
"ouf by lapping." Mr. Dow is ahead of the lamp he
tried to fix. He neglected to state that he was com-
pelled to break his ^s inch carbons off so that the weight
would be no more than a j% by 12. This lamp was not

globe should be fastened on without screws. Trim-
ming should be done without touching or lowering the
globe, and the globe should be cleaned without removal.
If this can be done (and it can be) a bill from the
globe manufacturer should be a matter for investigation.

Never losing sight of the fact that the function of an

and in every direction possible, any unnecessary opaque
substance which is interposed between the arc and the
surrounding space to be illuminated shows a defect
which is simply monstrous. With one pair of carbons
burning 16 hours, we need have only one single arm of

small cross-section reaching down to sustain the globe
holder. The shadow from this arm can be thrown di-

rectly against the pole or building, leaving absolutely

unobstructed light for the street.

It is a very noticeable fact that those who have had the

most intimate acquaintance with arc lamps and have
operated practically the largest lighting stations for the

longest time are the men who are the most eager to hear
of a lamp constructed on new principles.

The West Side Park commissioners of Chicago are
about purchasing a large arc lighting plant, one of the

largest ever installed at one time. The want 750 arc

^tailonaru cctiles

T^ockiitg jhaft ccnnecied
to ojoeratlna switch

wn by their enginee

Force Bain, reached me a few days. since. They are su

ficienily unique to be preserved. His idea, I think,

new. He asks a number of questions. The bidder is

answer these questions on blanks furnished, the answe
to form the guarantees of the bidders. These specific,

tions read as follows".

Single or double carbon?
L'PPer Lower

uch carbons per i.txjo?

Length of time th

aft^erl^nalJofTam

Will the lamp bu n at a practically constant voltage ot 45 to 50

volts while the cur entmaybe changed from 9.6 amperes to 6«
amperes?

IE not. what rang do you guarantee?

'SsIS
ees do you refer to the use ot plai nor plated

bons referred to.

e covered by patents, making them a monop-

Med'for\per''iodo fi;^e?r''s from date hSeol?'
''

e the carbons adjusted to a coasia position?

e they maintained in a position cc axial with
regird to each otli

What is the extreme length ot lamp?
What is the %veieht ot lamp with globe, trimmed and hung

ready tor operaticn, with hood and hanger board, £ such be
necessarj?
How many side rods for supporting the globes and negative

Diameter of each intercepting the rays from the arc?
Length?

remove or disturb the globe when
the lamp ?

Does your lamp r

It so, at what price do you guarantee they will not es

term of five years f

Of what material
inspecting the operating mechanis

Is°the'^°amp'shun
.ifter.hearciss

What'ifthTelect rical resistance ot the series coil ar d its con-

tance ot the shunt coil ?

Ot what size wir is it cotnposed in decimals ot an i nch?

How many springs in the lamp ?

How many variable adjusting devic

1 li'_ iimii ,. ho could ask those que»:tinns is hnntin-' for

an arc lamp different from the ordiri.ir, It,. in^v

that he has fought and bled with a trin: :
.i,

springs, rods, sliding contacts, lappii: -n
globes and rusty sheet-iron cases, nn-l iliii I,.' l,;i liMd
within the dark shadows thrown by the old-style lamps,
and gazed for years upon landscapes marred by the con-
tours of the arc lamps of the period of 1875 to 1895.

Some Problems in Electric Elevator
Work."

By H. Cochk..\.n-k

In presenting this paper the writer does not attempt
to bring out anything new, but will review some of the
details of practical construction. These go to show that

the application of electricity to elevator service is some-
thing more than merely attaching a cable to a motor,

and involves a great many engineering problems. Some
of the points set forth may possibly act as helpful sug-

gestions in other lines of electrical work.

Broadly, the term elevator covers mine hoists and der-

ricks, but is more commonly understood to mean hoists

in buildings. Much of the hoisting machinery in mines
is operated by a motor connected to a winding drum by
a single or a double set of spur gearing.

The stopping is accomplished by a strap or shoe brake
acting at the circumference of the drum at one end.

This makes a very powerful and efficient hoist, but it

would not give satisfaction if applied in buildings.

The requirements of service in buildings differing

from those of outdoor or mine service are principally as

follows: Higher speed, noiselessness, exact stopping

and immovability when stopped.

The objections to spur geanng are these: It is apt to

vhen offers

.vhich -stopping, which would be
prions objection where the travel of the car must be
ited in the extent of its travel, as is the case in build-

s. Again, the power required to brake a given

d with spur gearing is greater than with some other

ms, as will be seen later. The matter of immovability,

Read before the Chicago Electrical association. May i, 1S96.



too, when the machine is at rest under load is one of

great importance, and since in the case of spur gearing

either the small gear (pinion) or the large gear may be

respectively the driver or the driven, this would not be a

safe form to use in buildings where the car is in process

of loading or unloading a great part of the lime. Should

the brake ever get slightly out of adjustment the diffi-

culty of keeping the car from running away would be

The type of gearing almost ini

vators in buildings is the worm
some modification of that form

drum is used. In this case the

driven direct from a reversible rai

motor may be belted to a counter

direction, from which two bel

crossed, lead to the worm shaft

side by side, the c

uiddle

On the worm shaft ;

;r ones loose, or idle

le being keyed to t
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shaft. A belt shifter is arranged to be operated from
the car, so that either belt may be thrown into action at

will, giving the reverse motion to the worm shaft. It is

customary, where possible, to make the crossed belt the

one to be used for raising the loaded car, while the

straight belt is used in causing the car to descend; the

reason for this being that the crossed belt comes in con-

tact with more of the circumference of the pulley, and
thus will transmit more power, which is needed in rais-

ing the load. One advantage of this style of elevator

outfit is that the motor does not have to start up under
load. It may also be noted that an ordinary hand-start-

ing rheostat is much cheaper than the automatic rheo-

stat, which would be required with a motor that was
belted directly to the worm shaft.

These two forms are usually termed worm geared belt

machines, and it is common practice to attach the wind-

ing drum to the ceiling at any convenient floor of the

building, while the motor is set on a foundation below,

so that the belt will lead at aproperangle to the counter-

shaft, or to the worm shaft, as the case may be.

The type used for nearly all electric winding ma-
chines for passenger, and in many instances for freight

service, is that where the motor is coupled directly to

the worm shaft and the whole mounted on an iron bed
securely bolted to a deep and strong foundation. This
is controlled by reversing switch and automatic starting

Still another form of electric hoisting device is that

styled the "hydraulic type," which uses the principle of

the multiplying sheaves. Fig i . Part of the sheaves are

FIG. 8. SOME ELECTRIC ELEVATOR WORK

mounted side by side upon a fixed stud, and are free to

revolve thereon, while others, which lie in the same verti-

cal plane, have an axis upon a sliding carriage and are

free to move horizontally to or from the fixed sheaves.

Attached to the movable carriage is a nut through which
a screw passes, which in turn is directly coupled to a re-

versible motor. By a short movement of the traveling

stud a much greater movement of the car is obtained,

the ratio of movements depending upon the diameter of

and the number of the pairs of multiplying sheaves

lucli as tlie weight of the

lerweight sufficiently to

places on the sheaves
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For freight elevators speeds of 40 feet to 100 feet per
minute are found in practice, a speed of 50 feet being
very commonly called for in specifications. For passen-
ger duty the public demands the highest speed consistent

with easy starting and stopping, and it desires a quick
start. In ordinary office buildings a speed of igo feet to

350 feet per minute is attained. In some instances a
load capacity of 2.500 pounds or 3,000 pounds is called

for, but 2.000 pounds is perhaps more generally speci-

fied. Contracts quite often read as follows: The ele-

vator shall be capable of lifting 2.000 pounds at a speed
of 200 feet per minute. This means that the work to be
done is equal to 2,000X200^400,000 footpounds. This
divided by 33,000, the foot pounds in one mechanical
horsepower, gives 12.12 as the horse power required.

Now
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nth '

counterbalance the weight of the car, and it is custom-
ary to do so. The counterweight may be applied in

two ways. It may all be sustained by cables going di-

rectly to the drum, or it maybe divided, part being
directly sustained by the drum and part being attached
to the cables, the other end of which is attached to the

car (Figs. 2a and 2b). It is found to be good practice to

over counterbalance the weight of the car to something
like one-third or one-half the full load capacity.

Suppose in the case above cited the counterbal-

ance weighs 800 pounds more than the empty car.

IE an ordinary car weighs 1,700 pounds the coun-
terbalance would be i7oo-|-Soo^2.5oo pounds. With
an ordinary load of six or seven persons a bal-

ance would very nearly obtain. Usually, therefore,

the power required to operate the elevator would be lit-

tle more than enough to overcome the friction of the
mechanism A motor must be applied, however, which

'will raise the full 2,000 pounds at 200 feet per minute
for some length of time if necessary. But since there is

an over-counterweight of 800 pounds the actual or net
load is 2,000—Soo^^r,2oo pounds. This, at 200 feet per
minute, would require 1,200X200^240,000 foot pounds
of energy, or 7,2 horse power approximately.
Experience has shown that for a worm geared wind-

Therefo
ig in oil, the efficiency

15 per cent, over-

ifacturers would
the above

.„ about 50 per „„...,

power the motor would need
capacity. Most
load for a long time, su luiii sumc lu-iuu

supply a motor of say 12 horse power to 1

requirements. If the duty be heavy and
ever, it would be better to put in a m
horse power.

The requirements are: Easy manipulation from the

car and positive action for either direction of running.
The forms most familiar to practice are hand cable,

hand wheel, lever, push-button and pilot motor.

Combinations of these are sometimes used for the sake
of increased safety. Freight elevators are generally

equipped with hand cables, as by this means they are

controllable from any floor of the building, no matter at

which floor the car may be; and it is not usually neces-

sary to get such an exact or gradual stop as with a pas-

senger elevator. Furthermore, the cable device is com-
paratively cheap and easy to keep in adjustment (Fig. 3).

For passenger elevators the lever device seems to be
most in use. This seems to be desirable because of its

ablii the

surely where the up, down and off points in the con-

trolling mechanism are, Several designs of lever de-

vices are in use. Figs. 4a and 4b show two forms. Some-
times a cable and lever combination are supplied.

The push-button and pilot motor method is sometimes
used, wherein a small motor, say of one-eighth or one-

sixth horse power, is made to operate the main controlling

apparatus, it, in turn, being controlled by a very slight

current in connection with a system of push-buttons and
switch in the car. This device should be supplemented
by a hand cable in a corner of the (

leel method does not seem to be in very general

^;h it may possess advantages by affording a
,( of movement (Fig. 5). Engineers seem to

^ lever device to any other form in most cases

nger duty.

ary that the car be supplied with sn

speed of the car increases much beyond the normal.
This is called the governor safety. If the car runs be-
tween wooden guide strips there may be chisel edged
cams or dogs which normally remain out of contact with
the strips, but are so arranged as to be spitefully jammed
into the strips by the action of the before mentioned
spring when the governor releases it (Fig. 6a).

Another form is that called the Hultgren patent safety
device, shown in Fig. 6b, where the governor cable is

endless and travels with the car during normal condi-
tions. The governor wheel is supported upon the cross
beams at the top of the hatchway, and is so designed
that excessive speed causes it to set a powerful clamp
upon the governor cable holding it at rest. Then as the
car continues to descend the action is to revolve the

threaded shaft at

a travelling nut and systen
clamps to the guide strips.

If the guide strips are of iron a set of heavy iron
clamps are brought into action by the releasing of a
spring a, Fig. 7, by the movement of the point b down-

The safety catches are sometimes at the bottom and
sometimes at the top of the car. They should be placed
at the bottom rather than at the top, for if the car was
descending rapidly when the safeties came into action
the car might become detached from them and keep on

In the case of wooden guide strips, if dogs are used,
they should be so placed as to engage with the sides of

the strips, rather than with their faces, because the guide
posts and strips are liable to get out of plumb and then
get unevenly distant from each other at different points,

and thus destroy the adjustment of the dogs with relation

to them. While if the dogs are adjusted to act at the
sides their distance from the strip remains practically

constant for all time, inasmuch as the wear and shrink-

age are comparatively nothing.

Beside the governor safety an additional safeguard is

supplied which obtains in the method of attaching the
lifting cables to ihe car. While the car is supported by
these cables a powerful spring is held in compression.
If the cables get slack from any cause this spring is re-

leased and acts independently of the governor safety to

jSiiiall

nioter

ConiaebpoinW^^

The requirements for either a wmdmg drum or a

traveling sheave mechanism are essentially the same,
namely, that if the cables become slack, or if the current

or power fail, the machinery will come to a stop. The
writer will attempt to describe some of the safeties that

are applied to winding drum machines only. Upon the

drum shaft or positively driven therefrom is part of a
fluted or jawed clutch which is free to move easily a
short distance along the shaft upon a feather key. and is

so set as to engage with its counterpart, which in turn is

rigidly attached to the operating or stopping device.

This clutch is held out of action usually by a forked

M,,^;,./.Pi,n;; ili'.M rn^. .,:;,. u,th the forked lever is held

,
the

parallel to the shaft
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heavily upon the supply of energy, no matter if the
motor and controlling method possess the highest ef-

^e to fall easily ficiency obtainable. Assuming that this heavy demand
unit. In fall- for current cannot be avoided, some method of storing
lids the above energy to counteract its effect is desirable. This would

14 it to engage especially hold true where the generating plant was
small relatively to the amount of power required for the

< h. ilip "off" running of elevators. The addition of such an auxiliary,
I i i|i'K ni^i the however, would entail a large first cost, and considerable

!
< ibles. expert attendance would be needed in the proper care of

I mov- the plant. The circumstances in any particular case

ature circuit, the field

by using a specially

stantly

check
ping it.

I
ill-- LuriciU fail while the car was de-

I I' , I. \ luad, the speed would accelerate

,> ,;.;.:-: .itrty came into action, applying the

Ll.iMip. [.. ihr )4uidc strips, slackening the lifting

ami thus slopping both car and machine, All

uld be prevented if the operator had sense enough
at the nearest landing. Or if the car was near

,ver limit of its travel the automatic stops would
1 avoid any disturbance of the safety appliances

e machines are supplied with an auxiliary brake
held out of action by the current and becomes in-

applied when the current supply is cut off. This
is often only powerful enough to gradually

the speed of the car, without absolutely stop-

Roller and ball bearings have been used for the drum
shaft and for the overhead supporting sheaves. The
ball bearing is now used in one type of electric hoisting

device known as the hydraulic type, the balls being ap-

plied between the surfaces of the screw and its traveling

nut (Fig. i). Wherehighefficiencyof bearings is essential

to the successful working of a machine, the roller or ball

type takes the lead. But they are more expensive, both

supplied with plain babbitted o

work well with low grade oils c

little trouble, and are cheaper in

trie elevators are placed in the c;

are irresponsible and know littl

'linery; the conseqi

brass bearings, which

irst cost. Most elec-

e of men or boys who
or nothing about ma-
that the bearings are

often neglected or forgotten altogether. The writer hap-
pens to know of cases where the bearings have run dry
until completely cut out and destroyed. Hand hoists

are often supplied with roller bearings, as it is desirable

that they have very little friction.

nary motor service. As previously stated, an elevator

is required to start promptly and easily. It must have
a powerful starting torque therefore. The voltage upon
power circuits is apt to vary greatly under changing
loads, so that a motor must be adapted to wide varia-

tions of voltage. The company which is supplying cur-

rent demands that the first rush of current and the

starting current be as small in amount as possible in any
given case. This is particularly true where elevators

are run off circuits that are supplying incandescent
lights. Nearly all motors used for direct coupled ele-

vator machines are of the low-speed type, varying be*

tween 500 and 800 revolutions per minute, the usual

speed being between 600 and 750 revolutions per min-
ute. This, of course, is therefore the speed of worm
shaft.

To counteract the effect of the first rush and starting

current of a motor that is accelerating its full load, a

battery of storage cells has been thought to be a valuable

adjunct. Many electric railway plants, the service of

which is similar to that of elevators, have tried them,

and they have been well reported of as helping out the

generating plant during heavy demands for current.

While the car service was light they would be taking

current from the generators, and thus they would act as

a"sort of balance wheel to the plant. The application

of storage cells to electric elevator plants has been
thought by some to be equally advantageous, inasmuch

UTOMATrC RHEOSTATS.

; of which ; fol-

would have to be carefully considered, therefore, before
installing such a plant.

CONTROLLING DEVICES.

The simplest form of electric elevator, as before stated.

turn being connected by straight and crossed belts to a
worm geared elevator machine. The controlling appa-
ratus for such a machine would be a simple line switch
and hand rheostat, the motor being started first and
brought to full speed. The car is then operated by the
shifting of the two belts from idler pulleys at either side

working pulley keyed to the wo

J-iy a worm and worm wheel running from motor or
line shaft, the worm being thrown into gear by an elec-

tro-magnec as soon as the line switch is closed and being
released by a weight or spring; by asmall motor running
a worm and wheel, the motor starting as soon as connec-
tion is made to the line; by electro-magnets or solenoids
with keepers or plungers connected through levers to the
movable contact brush or arm. the rate of cutting out
resistance being regulated by dash-pots, the cutting in

being performed by the falling of the keeper or plunger;
by means of hydraulic action, using a plunger in a cyl-

inder and admitting water above and below through dif-

ferent sized apertures, thus giving a slow movement for

cutting out, and a rapid movement for cutting in the re-

sistance (Figs. 10, II. 12. 13 and 14).

Some of the defects most noticeable in these methods
are as follows:

The form shown in Fig. 10 is positive in its action,

and the rate of cutting out resistance depends upon the
rate at which the motor gains its speed; that is. if the
motor has to start with light load, or no load, the speed
will be gained more quickly than with full load. This
causes a gradual and more nearly uniform rush of cur-
rent at starting with varying loads than some other
methods allow of, and is therefore worthy of careful

high effic

the advantage of allowir

when at full speed; the

therefore, at starting th

than that where the mo

pick up its load

ifh its load from a

the

Following this plan came the idea of

'itch from a separate hand rope in

Qld be automatic
the operator would start the motor

with the hand rope attached to the switch, wait a mo-
ment or two until full speed was attained and then start

the car by the shifting of the two belts, which is accom-
plished by a second cable or hand rope that at the same
time releases the brake. These two forms are used
largely for freight elevators.

The direct-connected worm geared machine next came
into use with a controlling device consisting of reversing

'itch the 'itch

and bring
iible

full speed quickly 'itho

acting in conjunction with an electrical or mechanical
brake. The switch and brake are so timed that the cur-

rent is broken just a little before the brake is applied,

and the brake is released just a little before the current

is admitted to the machine. With this device the

tion. Some of the troubles with this form
are that some noise is almost necessarily made in

throwing the worm into gear; that the belt is apt to slip

so that the resistance will not be cut out; that the elec-

tro-magnet refuses to act properly at times, and that the
weight or spring sometimes fails to cut in the resistance
when the current is turned off. The method shown in

Fig. II does not possess the advantages of a rate of cut-
ting out resistance commensurate with the load of the
motor, but cuts out at practically a fixed r?te of speed
under all conditions. This fact insures a quicker start

under full load than with the former method, but the
rush of current must be necessarily greater to accom-
plish such start.

load is apt to cause serious sparking at the contacts.
This style has the advantage, however, of having the
resistance cut both out and in positively.

The plans shown in Figs. 12 and 13 have the advan-
tage that the rate of cutting out resistance is propor-
tionate to the load upon the motor, inasmuch as the
current in the electro-magnet is greater or less, as the
speed of the armature of the motor is lesser or greater,
this being due to the action of the counter electromo-

The type shown in Fig. 14 has been used for freight
elevator service, and would work very nicely so long as

the temperature of the room in which the machine was
placed remained slightly above the freezing point.

About the most simple form of operating switch used
is a simple reversing switch which serves to reverse the
current in the armature of the motor, the fields being
connected to the line switch permanently, so that the
current remains in them during the hours of running
the elevator (Fig. 15). A double-throw double-pole knife
switch on the same shaft to which the controlling device
is attached, which makes contact with the line, field and
armature terminals on the two sides, the armature
terminals being crossed for reversal, is often used (Fig.

3). The double-ended lever-switch is sometimes used,
and may serve to make the connections to both armature
and field. Fig. 11. Still another type is that where
double disks are fastened upon separate insulated arms,

?u-d . fCf^C
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announced his determination to retire from the service of

the city of Chicago in order that he might devote his

entire attention to commercial enterprises, one of which

at least had the city for a customer and conducted its

dealings through the department over which Mr. Kent

presided. Here is an excellent example for John P.

Barrett to emulate.
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One of the best illustrations of the benefits of adver-

tising is presented in the electrical exposition of New
York, which has been attracting such great throngs all this

month. Can anyone doubt that the great success at-

tained by the management was largely due to the aid

received from newspaper advertising? This exhibition

should impress the gentlemen who participated in the

show either as exhibitors or managers or visitors with a

proper appreciation of the power of the press.

The publication of sensational charges against men of
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little table well worthy of attention; —
The experience of the elevated railroads of New York

should prove valuable to every corporation depending

upon public patronage for support. The statement of

the Manhattan company for the quarter ended March

31st showed that the number of passengers on the ele-

vated roads during those three months was more than

twelve hundred thousand less than during the corre-

sponding period of the previous year, and nearly four

millions less than during the first three months of 1894.

The Manhattan company had enjoyed a practical mo-

Issue. AdverlisinB
Pages.
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"'Matte"."

March 3,1894....
February 23, 1895.
May 9. 1896

40
52
72

II
88
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These figures are carefully and accurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-
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nopoly of the transportation business for the territory

which it occupied, but the service was very unsatisfac-

tory, the accommodations were wretched, the cars were
poorly lighted and not properly cleaned, and the patrons

clamored loudly for improvements and extensions, but

to all these demands the 'L" company turned a deaf ear.

The cable company then stepped in with extended sur-

face lines and increased facilities. The result appears

in the enormous falling ofi of traffic on the elevated

roads and the marked decline in the value of Manhattan
stock. And now the "L ' company finds itself compelled

to consider means for regaining this business, which it

lost through failure to provide suitable accommodations.

Had it taken the precaution to retain this patronage the

present situation would not exist. Other corporations

should take warning. Some of those now enjoying val-

uable franchises in Chicago may have similar experi-

ence unless a change is made.

ERV few inventions have created the stir in the

intific and commercial world that has followed the an-

incement of Dr. Jacques, that he had designed a car-

1 electric generator by which electrical energy could be

verted directly from coal and lo times the quantity

V obtained be secured. The inventor, who. by the way,

eputed highly in scientific circles, says: "I have dis-

ered that if oxygen, whether pure or diluted as in air.

caused to combine with carbon or carbonaceous ma-

^ening electrolyte, the potential energy of the carbon

y be converted directly into electrical engery instead

nto heat." The apparatus used to accomplish this

5s employed ware described and illustrated

e of -this journal. Speaking of this matter.

)ss said that he had for many years been

th the attempts to derive electrical energy

and the p
in the last

Professor

directly f. the oxidatic .of .

! had

as had every other person who had considered the sub-

ject, that heretofore none were in any way available for

actual service for any industrial purposes whatever,

even on the smallest scale. They had been interesting

scientifically, but by their ineffectiveness had served

only to make the solution of the problem seem even

more distant. His examination of Dr. Jacques' discov-

ery, however, leads him to anticipate remarkable results

in this line. Professor Rowland, who has also experi-

mented with Dr. Jacques" invention, adds his influential

indorsement to the value of the discovery. The subject

will doubtless receive close attention and the commercial

value of the process determined beyond question.

Ag.mn the daily papers of Chicago are forced to take

notice of the wretched street lighting service provided

under the supervision of John P. Barrett. The Chron-

ich\ which heretofore has looked with considerable

leniency upon the failings and shortcomings of the ' "pro-

fessor," is at last constrained to call attention lo the

inefficiency of that department. In an editorial on '-Poor

Arc Lighting" our contemporary says:

Complaint is made of the poor service given by the
elect! lighting system, especially in the We

The system ]

to supplant gas. Such e

the arc is preferable light to the gas jet. But if it is ex-

tended so that in effect there is no light at all, it Is pre-
ferable to have the street lamp with the old illuminant.

Nothing of thorough utility and economy can be ex-

pected under municipal operation in this or any other
direction where competition with private enterprise is

inevitable until there is fully grafted on the city admin-
istration the merit system.

Political henchmen, ward heelers, fellows with pohti-

cal pull, are experts in the drawing of municipal pay,
but when they are called upon for genuine work in com-
petition with skilled, industrious operators in private en-
terprises they fall down completely.

All of which is very true. Let the work of reform be-

gin at the top and extend all the way down the line. As
long as we continue the municipal system which has been

saddled on the city of Chicago by that eminent "expert

in the drawing of municial pay," who is at the head of

the department, let us have an efficient administration.

Put an electrical engineer in theofficeof city electrician

—someone of commanding ability and experience in elec-

trical work, who will devote all his time to the city's serv-

ice and not engage in outside enterprises. When the

head of the department is capable, energetic and jealous

of the pity's interest it may reasonably be expected that

subordinates will be correspondingly attentive to their

duties. Thus the evils of a municipal service will be re-

duced to a minimum. The office should be filled by an

electrician, not a politician.
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Niagara Power Transmission, the Elec-
trical Exposition and Mr. Johnston's

Libel Suit.

Ii is to be regrelled thai the holding of the National

Klectrical Exposition at New York and the remarkable

demonstration of the transmission and application of

electricity from Niagara Kails to the exhibition were at-

tended by an unpleasant incident which cannot fail to

detract from the general good feeling that has prevailed

up to the present time. An eastern publication, the

lili-t-trif A'ai/it'ity Oazt'ttf, published an editorial under

the title "Transmission of Power Extraordinary." in

which it pronounced the exhibition of the model of the

Niagara Falls power plant operated by current from the

Falls a "fake" and seriously reflected upon the gentlemen

who were identified with the project. Thearticle had the

eflecl of rrcnlin:; :i sensation and brought the hitherto

obsciiir piiMI, .Hi. 11 into prominence. The manage-

ment.! ill. .'x).. -111. Ill was naturally indignant at the

outr.'iyc. .lis , lirir,L:rs. -tnd the gentlemen who had planned

and executed the project issued statements in which

they flatly denied the accusation. Their personal and

professional reputation alone should have protected

them from even an insinuation of trickery or fraud.

T. C. Martin, with whom the scheme originated, made

the following statement:

For nearly a year past I had bdlreved it possible to

hree conductors. Two of these are wires oidinaril

ised for telegraphic purposes by the Western Unio
Telegraph company. The third is the earth. In tec!

nical language, it is a case of tri-phase alternating cu

iVhen the alternating current is in uj

the potential as measured across any two conductors :

the Niagara end of the line is approximately 500 volt

The currents are delivered to the exposition building ;

a potential approximating 250 volts. The gentlemen i

Crocker-Wheeler Electric company, and E. F. I'eck of
the Peck Electric company.

A letter was also issued, signed by "W.
J. Johnston,

editor likctric Raiticuy iutzetU," of which the follow-

ing is a copy:

In the Electric A'ailway Gazelle of May loth ap-
peared an item, written immediately after the opening
of the electrical expoaltion, saying that the success of

of electric power

ii:>i:K.vi,(»i ri«i-,

218 WATER St.
NEW YORK

f^^^^^MicEi Insulator Compan
^ ^ SOLE MANUFACTURER OF '

IViiCANiTE
i:v<-roitii:s
SCHENECTADY N.Y.

fie LiONDON ENC

lagar the exposit and
by

model of the Niagara power plant to begin with, ther

permission from the Niagara Falls Power company u

connect with the power house, Tesla apparatus from thi

Wesiinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company fo

the transmission to the model, two wires from the West
ern Union Telegraph company, and wires from th(

American Telegraph & Telephone company (long-dis

lance telephone) to transmit the roar also to the model
The plan has been, to my positive knowledge, carriec

out. as I have personally watched the accomplishmen
of my plan. The electrical engineers cooperating have

been A. S. Brown of the Western Union company,
Nikola Tesla. L. B. Stillwell of the Westinghouse com
pany. assisted by Messrs. Maclaren and Zimmerman and

F. A. Pickernell of the Long Distance Telephone com
pany. I would add that as the Western Union wires art

available only in the evening, I carried out the sugges

tion of A. S. Brown of sending storage batteries to Niag
ara to be charged, so that the model could also be run ir

that way for the benefit of daytime visitors, who raigh:

otherwise be disappointed. This diflerence of methoi

charge of this undertaking have accomplished precisely

what they undertook to accomplish, and the transmis-
sion is an unqualified success.

The following announcement was officially made by

the exposition management

The National Electrical Exposition company through
its counsel, J. G. Wells en Saturday May 23d brought

• "
he W J Johnston

from Niagara to New York savors strongly of "fake."
The author of the paragraph believed at the time that
he had grounds for making the assertion. He has since

however, and satisfied himself that he was entirely mis-
taken in what he said, and a correction will be made in
the next issue of the Gazelle, dated May 25th. I need
not add that both the author of the item and I regret the

ued:
electrical journal of

Wicanite at the Exposition.
hibit of micanite at the New York electrical

I by the Mica Insulator company, shown by the

accompanying picture, is sure to appeal to all who are

interested in high-grade insulation. Not only the stand-

ard shapes of rings, segments, cylinders, tubes, troughs,

spools, washers, cloth, etc.. are displayed, but also

several special shapes which show the adaptability of

micanite to be shaped to any form desired. Among
these special forms are two large V-shaped rings five

feet in diameter, micanite insulation for pole pieces, a

large armature and several commutators insulated com-
pletely with micanite.

The exhibit is in charge of C. W. Jefferson and Edward
C. Wood. Eugene Munsell & Co. have space with the

Mica Insulator company and exhibit mica in the rough,

as obtained from the mine, and also after it has been
prepared for use. They also show stamped solid sheet

mica segments, washers, rheostats, etc., and are pre-

pared to furnish mica in any quality, size or pattern, in

the rough, or cut to shape. The exhibit is in charge of

Edward C Wood.

in daytime and at night has been carefully explained in

labels and printed statements, so that there could be no
doubt or misapprehension as to the facts. The Niagara

3 freely predicted by

3 the foregoing

Stillwell of tb

The power used to operate the
the electrical exposition comes i

RBONS AT THE EXPOSITION.

z.Vi6.\hQEhctvicid World, for 550,000 damages for libel,

the suit being based upon an article in the last issue of

the first named paper, charging that the exhibition of

Niagara power transmission at the electric show is in the

nature of a "fake" and "gigantic fraud" upon the pub-
lic. The officers of the National Electrical Exposition

company are: H. J. Smith, general superintendent of

the Edison Illuminating company of New York; W. F.

Weiss, vice-president of the New York Steam Heating
company; George F. Porter, secretary of the National
Electric Light association; C. O. Baker. Jr., of the

Baker Platinum Refining company; R. B. Corey, Gen-
eral Inci/ndescent Arc Light company; H. L. Lufkin.

Reisinger's Display of Carbons at the
Exposition.

Hugo Reisinger, 3S Beaver street, New York, is ex-
hibiting the celebrated Electra high-grade Nuernberg
carbons at one of the handsomest and most attractive

booths at the New York exhibition, as may be judged by
the accompanying illustration. The exhibit cases are

decorated in white and gold and call forth flattering

lighti chlight: all kinds of carbons for

telephone construction, batteries and smelting purposes.

Il is stated that the factory in Europe is one of the

oldest and largest there, and the Electra carbons have
not only gained a world-wide reputation, but, through

their fine and uniform quality, are recognized as the

standard for constant potential and alternating current

arc lighting. J. F. Outwater, who represents Mr. Reis-

inger at the exhibition, has, by his affability, made many
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Bank
friends. A pretty memorandum book is given e

a souvenir, in which the electrical trade is in'

give the Electra carbon a trial, while two interesting are direc

tables, which form a part of the exhibit, compare the company

life of the Electra carbon with others, and also the

weight of dust produced by it and other makes, both

imported and domestic.

Wire and Cable Exhibit.

An attractive an interesting display at the exposition

is found in spaces 14-17. section A, main floor, where

the Washburn & Moen Manufacturing company exhibits

cables and wires. Besides a general exhibit of all kinds

of wires for lighting and railway purposes, the glass

cases which line the walls contain samples of bare, high-

grade copper wire. Among these is a copper wire .0025

inch in diameter; io'+ miles of it only weigh a trifle

overonepound The well-known "Crown" wire, lead-

covered for underground purposes, is also shown.

This company has on exhibition a section of the main

feeder wire supplying current in the exposition building,

and having cross-section of 2.000,000 circular mils. A
still larger one, 2,790.000 circular mils in section, is also

manufactured, and is said to be the largest single elec-

trical conductor in use in this country. One case con-

tains a large number of steel models illustrating the wires

of irregular shapes made by the company.

There are also shown electric railway materials, the

new eight-section trolley wire, and a reel of 500,000

circular mils cable for street railway work, which is both

weatherproof and lead-covered. Another prominent fea-

:ars are boycotted. The First NatioE

tted because Messrs. Payne and Pfisi

)f it, and those who sell supplies to t

also under the ban. The company

boarding its men at various stations along its line, t

men sleeping in'car barns, and the company, being u

able to obtain groceries and provisions for the men
Milwaukee, sent to Chicago for supplies.

The plan of municipal ownership of

Tribute to Dr. Franklin.
Only those who have attempted to write a biography

have any idea of the difficulties that attend such an un-

dertaking. That the requirements of a task of this

character are of an unusual and exacting nature is

shown by the very small number of really meritorious

works of this description and the large proportion of

worthless compilations that find their way into print.

It is, therefore, with no li

ture is the Chicago rail bond which has b

many leading railroads, and also a handsi

of lamp. cord, office, annunciator and

The exhibit is in charge of C. W. Basse

and D. P. Fitzgerald, Jr.

I adopted by

The Situation in Milwaukee.

officials and politiciai

like all former effort;

mep was that Henry

lade to settle the street 1

ime a number of Republi

ng the matter in charge, but. street railw

liled. Their reason for the also providi

lyne and Charles F, Pfister, stock comp,

spreading. At a meeting of delegates from the various

Turner societies of the city and from other societies,

resolutions in favor of a special session of the Legisla-

ture for the purpose of condemning the property of the

adopted. The soluti(

; people of the city shall organi:

\){)S CELl..
" ' losedCircuitWork

-. .ODIOsfrntRMITTENTSERVICE

OCAL Action WHEN NOT IN I'sF

rERNALF.ESISTANCEliooOlauOKM

the sketch of Benjamin Franklin by Joseph Medill, re-

cently published by the Ben Franklin company of Chi-

cago, an appreciative review of the life and character of

this great man, who is termed by the author "a typical

American." One would naturally expect from Mr. Me-
dill an unusually interesting story, because of the great

admiration of the veteran editor for this great historical

figure,'and one is not disappointed. The work is really

a tribute to the memory of Franklin, and the reader can-

not but feel regret that a more elaborate treatise was not

undertaken. The publisher evidently appreciated this

fact, for in an introductory note he sa^s that the work

fault > do full

i useful . noble J ns. The author says:

"I have tried to crowd into a small space enough to

show what a wonderful man Franklin was; how many-
sided or multifold his mind was; how nearly an univer-

sal genius he was; to show that his was a great mind in

many directions. I wish to have the pamphlet tell

enough about him to arouse curiosity on the part of

young men which will cause them to read more about

this remarkable man." One cannot read this excellent

work %\ithout feeling considerable pride in this great

American, Accompanying the sketch are several excel-

lent reproductions of celebrated portraits of Franklin

made at different periods of his life, and also a picture

of 'Franklin Before the Lords in Council. 1774 '

Cordon-Burnham Battery Exhibit.

The most casual visitor to the exhibit of the Gordon-

Burnham Battery company at the New York electrical

exposition cannot fail to have the merits of this battery

impressed upon him, as may be judged by a glance at

the picture on page 000. The company, which has an

office at 82 West Broadway, New York, claims that the

Gordon primary battery excels in long life, efliciencj-,

economy, adaptability, non-freezing and labor saving

qualities, freedom from local action and from gases and

well as ;
• gene of energy

attendant boycott, wh

The worst phase of the strike is the

The people generally are not riding in

arge proportion because they svmpath

shareholder for the full amount for wh

ssue bonds under the bond limit, the company

th the city that all profits which it may
I per cent, shall go into a sinking fund,

of which the city shall be trustee, for the purpose of

buying the stock of the private shareholders as soon as

the sinking fund is large enough, the idea being that the

city shall in time become the undivided owner of the

Notes from the Exposition.

e figures as high as fifteen

present indications it seems likely that the Ex-
position company will declare a handsome dividend, and

j. H, the Baltimore City Pas-

a visitor at New York last

as surprised at the fine
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showing at the electrical exposition, and said that the

results would materially help the industry and give a
" classes of people.

days of last

r Idea 01 its importance 1

J.
Arnold of Chicago spent

in New York, and was a frequent visitor to tne

Arnold's primary object was to read a

Instinuc on the interesting Hoard of
jxposition,

ed and indefati(

lent bit of adv

pamphlet issued by W. Goldstein, manufacturer of boiler

scale eradicator, at 630 Water street. New York. This
pamphlet bears a resemblance to a catalogue of the expo-
sition, but closer inspection shows that it is given up to

an exploitation of the merits of Mr. Goldstein's prepara-

First Lieutenant George Owen Squier. United States
Army, has been detailed to spend two weeks at the ex-

position to gather such data as will be of use to the gov-
ernment. Lieut. Squier is much astonished at the large

and complete display made of the various branches of

the electrical business, and pronounces the show to be
in many respects superior to previous exhibitions that

have been held in this line.

Col. A. E. Jones and John A. Mason find their time
fully occupied in explaining the ^detail of the Morrin
boiler at the Clonbrock steam boiler headquarters. It

is pleasing to note that they report that several orders
have been tanen and the prospects are bright for the clos-

ing, of others soon. General Manager S. V. Morrin

:the

r^^Z?

There is probably nothing whi
attention among the booths at thi

exhibit of the Ball Bearing comp;
comprises a large variety of applic
less quality of the bearing is seen

:h is attracting more
: exposition than the

ny of Boston, which
itions. The friction-

fhen one handles the

the bearings. Steel
balls of all sizes, even down to .r^ij of an inch, are dis-

played. General Manager N. S. McGowan, assisted by

J. A. Morton, is in charge.

The exposition knows no busier man than Professor
L. B. Marks of the Electric Arc Lamp company, whose
invention of the Pioneer inclosed arc lamp is so well
known in the electrical business. Prof, Marks is assisted
by a number of experts in presenting the merits of this

lamp to the many central station men and purchasing
agents who have expressed an interest in the Pioneer,

The absence of shadows from the globes and the steadi-

ness of the light excite general and favorable comment.

The exhibit of M. H f>>l,M ,v c. N*-- Vnr]- n—nts of

the Eddy Electrical M.-nm ,,,. , , n,,,.,,,
,

ni nnc
of the features which aiii ,1 1

< .1
. iinr

on the ground floor. Tli'
1

'.'
< iiicd

an extremely heavy ov. il- ,1 , , . - i. in-

stalled, and have receivL-d vrr) i,i u ,il ,N -. m 1m>

cause of the splendid manner in win. h ih. [n.m I
, do

their work, showing that their rai.il i,iimmi\ i, miuli
below the average consumption as indicu-'d \>y ihr test

I ln' III;-;- nious X-ray circular distributed by the New
\..ik II'. irical company, which is located very near
iliis |..,|.h!,ii resort of the exhibition, was in such de-
maTi'I'l:i: :!' -ii'i'l, .,! """ < I'.i'i I '-d, and renewal
ordri ,

:

;
i 1 he specialties

The Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky. O,,

shows a spendid line of self-lubricating generator and
motor brushes on what is known as the X ray floor of the

exposition. Secretaiy and Treasurer J. S. Spier has
been in attendance as much as he could, although he de-

pends much on Harry M. Shaw, the eastern agent of

this company, to take charge of the

for frequencies of either 60 or 125 cycles. The com-
plete device is artistic in design, well proportioned and
handsomely finished, the fan and guard being nickeled

and the motor, yoke and base black japanned. The
diameter of the fan is 12 inches and the speed 1.800

oluti. i per 1

Ball Switches.
Ihe II. I'. Hall Manufacturing company of New V'ork

is a new company organized to construct electrical appli-

ances of all kinds, but more particularly switches, switch-

boards and appliances of that nature. Mr. Ball, the

president of the company, has had considerable experi-

ence in the designing and constructing of electrical ap-

pliances of this kind, having been in the electrical field

for about 10 years, his connection being principally with

the General Electric company and the Carpenter Rheo-
stat company. While with these companies he invented

and designed numerous devices pertaining to electric

he has made i

nth (

; which i

last.

'ill show a very large increase

The high grade of the Part-

/n, and the company deserves

the;

The extensive exhibit of the Electric Storage Battery
company was added to on Saturday evening, May lOth,

by the installation of apparatus showing the for.jation

of storage battery plates by the Plante process. In a
glass jar filled with electrolyte, two lead plates were im-
mersed, the terminals being connected to a batter} of

chloride accumulators. Through a large magnifjing
glass placed in front of the jar, the action of the current
on the lead was plainly discernible. It proved an inter-

esting feature to the crowd which watched it durmg
the evening. The electric launch in the company's ex-

hibit had a captain on Saturday evening in the person of

a very small colored boy dressed in a "middy's" uniform
of white duck and with the words "Chloride Accumula-
tor" on the front of his sailor hat. Chloride accumula-
tors furnished the current to operate the telegraph in-

struments that started the messages around the world,

and also for firing the guns that announced the departure
and arrival of messages.

New General Electric Fan Motor.

he '96 model alternating current fan motor of the

htmg and the transmissio:

day. He has been granted many patents pertaining

the work that his company is now taking in hand,

making a special drive on baby switches,

his class on the market, having

The accompanying cut shows

The parts are nicely polished

3ted on a hard vitrified porce-

red back or front. There are

lis switch which are

or to others on the market. Cor-

ted, and any information will be

ptly given from the New York of-

The
which are the larges

a capacity of 35 ampi

the general appearai

and lacquered, and

lain base that can I

numerous details

ly and

Lafayette Dynamos and Motors.
The dynamos and motors made by the Lafayette

Works of Lafayette. Ind., are n

angle in a vertical plane, wl

yoke is so set in the base that

through a complete circle horizontally and the current

be directed toward any point as desired. The yoke

may also be removed from the base and inserted in a

wall bracket. The design of the motor is both simple

and ingenious. The field is a ring built up of thin iron

punchings with inwardly projecting teeth carrying the

field wiring. The armature is a cylinder of iron lami-

nations, with small bare copper rods running through

the iron and terminating in copper disks fastened at the

end of the core.

This fan motor is wound for either 104 or 52 volts and

ypes

ustrated.

Fig. I shows thi; ipany's ordinary bipolar motor,

but this machine can be readily changed into a

dynamo by adding a small series coil which is form

wound and placed in the lower part of the magnet. The
magnet is one solid steel casting, simple and symmetrical

in design. It is constructed in this manner in order

that the bearings may be as low as possible, thereby

rendering the machine free from vibration. The steel is

composed of a special mixture which permits of a high

degree of permeability. It is generally acknowledged

that the steel castings now furnished by several steel



companies are superior to wrought-iron for magnets, and

when it is considered that with wrought-iron there are

usually several joints across the magnetic circuit, it is

seen how desirable a steel magnet is without joints of

The field coil is placed above the a

by its magnetic relations to the latt(

bearin

under load. The

method has many

gle coil. In addii

DQsiderable degree, of their

mnd in three sec i thii

will be se

produce

anlages not possessed by any sin-

In addition to the more perfect insulation ob-

the sectional field offers greater facility for

It frequently happens that an entire field spool

must be removed and unwound to find and repair a

single defect. With the sectional field the fault can read-

ily be located and another section substituted, or, if the

machine is not too heavily loaded, the defective section

can be cut out until a convenient opportunity offers for

rewinding the coil.

The armature is of the well known Siemens type

slightly modified in winding. It is built of soft wrought-

iron in thin disks, thoroughly shellacked on both sides; to

provide for further insulation, a layer of varnished can-

vas is placed at frequent intervals. The commutator is

of heavy and substantial construction and is built of

tempered copper especially made for this class of work.

Great care is taken with the insulation, and only the

very best India mica is used. The boxes are fitted with

self-oiling spherical bearings made of the best phosphor-

bronze, provided with sight oil gauge. Either carbon

or copper brashes can bs used as desired. In general

the machines are so designed as to operate as far as pos-

sible without attention and without sparking. They are

compounded for any per cent, drop, but unless otherwise

specified they are adjusted to provide for a drop of three

per cent, at full load. They are of moderate speed,

permitting of large diameter of pulley, giving ample belt

service. The machine as a whole is built of the best

material; all parts are made to gauge and interchange-

able.

The company is also bringing out a line of slow-speed

multipolar dynamos and motors, which have been de-

signed with a view of obtaining a very efficient ma-

chine, which may be either belt driven or connected

directly to the shaft of a steam engin

from Fig. 2. great care has been ta

artistic design, a solidity of construction and a close ad-

justment in electrical proportion.

The armature, except in the smaller sizes, is of the

toothed type, but has several important modifications in

its details. Each coil is independent of the other; this

allows the replacing of an injured coil, in case of acci-

dent, with but little delay and trifling cost. These coils

are wound separately on forms and can be furnished

complete ready to be placed on the armature. Both

armature and commutator are thoroughly ventilated,

and the fields have a large radiating surface, so that the

heat is readily dissipated. The field coils are also wound
separately on suitable forms, and are held a short dis-

tance from the pole pieces so as to allow for an air space

to ventilate the inner surface of the spool.

The magnet frames and pole pieces are cast from a

special soft steel of high magnetic qualities and bolted to

a heavy cast-iron base thoroughly braced and propor-

tioned to absorb vibration.

Especial attention has been given to the commutator,

which presents a large and ample surface for the brushes,

and permits any variation of load without sparking.

The brush holders are mounted upon a rocker arm and

may be shifted simultaneously upon the commutator

face; at the same time they are so constructed that each

brush has an independent adjustment of tension and

The pillow block standards are cast with the base and

are provided with long spherical bearings, furnished with

hard bronze linings which are self-aligning and ring oil-
'

ing.

These multipolar dynamos are compound wound and

are ordinarily arranged to maintain a practically con-

stant potential. The insulation throughout is of the best,

pure India mica and varnished cloth being used in all

the work, thus insuring high spark-resisting qualities

with great strength and durability, The slow-speed

motors are similar in construction and appearance to

the dynamos, and by changing the field coils the motor

can be altered lo a generator for lighting or power pur-

poses, or vice versa.

The Legislature of Ohio h:i^ enacted a law adopting
the electric method of executing criminals, the new stat-

ute to take effect July ist.
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Some Problems in Electric Elevator
Work.

{Continued /ro?n i'age 36g.\

and in revolving about a center, make contact with the
terminals of armature, field, line and accessory electro-
magnets, etc., belonging to rheostats or special devices
(Fig. 16).

Another form sometimes used is a cylindrical, or so-

called barrel switch, there being metallic contact rings
separated by insulating material, but fastened rigidly

upon a shaft. These contact rings are so spaced and of
such a given length of arc as to make the proper connec-
tions with the terminals of line, field, armature, etc.,

which terminals in turn are stationary. This form is

that in general use for street railway equipments.

the writer.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS.

It is desirable that all electric power apparatus be
supplied with magnetic cut-outs, or circuit breakers, so
that should there be an excessive current from any cause
or an induction discharge, no serious injury could occur

The circuit breaker should be opened every night and
re-set every morning, thus insuring its being kept in good
working condition.

It is entirely necessary and often convenient to have
the car automatically limited in the length of its travel,

that is, at the extreme points of safety at the top and
bottom of the shaft, or at intermediate points. The op-
eration of these is to shut off the supply of power and
apply the brake or brakes to the machine.
With a hand cable controlling device there may be at

least two means of stopping—one by means of a clamp
or button so fixed upon the cable as to engage with some
given point on the car. Then the movement of the car
as it comes against the clamp will bring the operating
switch to the "off" position and apply the brake to the
machine (Fig. 3). The hand cable being connected so as
to pull downward to run up and upward to run down.

If a cylindrical or disk form of switch or any switch
which revolves upon an axis is used, the switch may be
brought to the "off" position by means of a traveling nut
attached to the shell or yoke of the switch with fixed

nuts upon an extension of the drum shaft or upon a shaft
positively driven therefrom. With lever devices the
traveling nut or some similar device is generally alone
relied upon to accomplish the automatic stop (Fig. S).

In some cases separate auxiliary switches are placed in

the hatchway so that the car will open them at the ex-

tremes of its travel, thus shutting off the power and
bringing the machine to rest.

With the multiple sheave hydraulic type there are
simple lever switches which are tripped by the movable
or traveling nut at the extremes of travel and which
cause the brakes to be promptly applied.

The requirements of a brake for an electric elevator
are that it be absolutely positive in its action, that it be
capable of being applied either suddenly or gradually or
in proportion to the load or to the speed, according to

the will of the operator, that it be capable of quick and
easy adjustment and require a minimum amount of it,

and that it be durable and substantial in design.
The most common forms are the strap and the shoe-

brake and they are usually applied to a cast-iron or steel

wheel having a peripheral velocity under full speed that

is less than 3.000 feet per minute. In the opinion of the
writer a speed of 2,000 feet per minute should not be
exceeded.

Brakes are applied in some cases by a weight or pow-
erful spring acting against a dashpot, the brake being
held out of action by an electro-magnet or solenoid
(Fig. 17)-

A purely mechanical brake may be employed using a
weight or spring which is controlled by a cam, acting in

connection with the lever or hand cable, so that by
slowly bringing the operating device to the ' 'off" position
the car may be very easily and gradually stopped; with
this arrangement it is also possible to get a very quick
stop if desired.

SPACE REQUIRED. NEATNE

The space required for the machine proper is about
the same for the electrical as for the steam machine,
power for power, while the service connections are
much more sightly and neat. Compared with the hy-
draulic elevator in ordinary buildings not over eight

stories high, the electric machine would not take up one-
quarter of the space, power for power.
A winding drum mechanism of 240,000 foot-pounds

capacity would take about 3^'

The electr

^ feet of ;

The occasional attendance of an expert is necessary,
but for the most part the services of a faithful man of
ordinary intelligence giving a brief period of time daily

is all that is needed to keep the machine in first-class
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need the most careful attention. These parts are
generally so well designed, however, as to give a good

The matters of safety and flexibility of service are
those of primary importance in elevator construction,
while simplicity and low first cost are secondary.
The requirements of elevator service are daily becom-

ing more and more exacting and the end is yet to be
reached in the way of development.

Mr. Moore's Lighting System.
At a recent meeting of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers there was a very spirited discussion

as to the economy of Moore's lighting system, no data

having been given by Mr. Moore himself. Nelson W.
Perry, who participated in the discussion, said that Joseph
Wetzler had made some tests, and called upon him to

produce them and to describe his method of making the

tests. Mr. Wetzler explained that he had placed his

instruments in the interrupted circuit of the lamps,

which neither Prof. Anthony nor Mr. Perry thought

would give reliable results. Later Dr. Nichols, Prof.

Anthony and Mr. Perry were unofficially appointed a

committee to make tests. Professor Anthony has writ-

ten out the results of these tests in the form of a personal

report to Mr. Moore, which is herewith appended:

On Wednesday evening. May 20th. in company with
Prof. E. L. Nichols and Nelson W. Perry, I made a
test of the power absorbed by the vacuum tube light in

your exhibit at the electrical exposition, with results as

A Weston ammeter was placed in the circuit leading
to the motor used for driving the generator which fur-

nished the current for the vacuum tubes, and a Weston
voltmeter was placed across the motor terminals. These
instruments were read at frequent intervals, while one
of us in the booth below noted the time of turning on
and off the light. Comparing notes, we found that when
the tubes were all off, the motor consumed 12.5 and 13
amperes at no volts as a constant load. When the
tubes were all on. the motor consumed 22 amperes at
ioS-5 volts. The motor therefore consumed when tubes
were not running 1,402 watts, when tubes were all run-
ning 2.3S7 watts; due to tubes, 985 watts.

There were in operation 14 tubes, yl^ feet long, x}^
inches diameter, one tube somewhat shorter, but 1%
inches in diameter, and a few small tubes of special de-

We estimated that the whole uivalent of i6
of the liij inch tubes. This gives 61.6 watts per tube
applied t.3 the m(Dtor tenBinals. g that So per

Ihe enei-RV was deliveired to the itubes from the
generator termin als, the power consumed by each tube
is 49.2b watts.

This is practically the result obtained by Mr. Wetz-
ler, by direct measurement of the energy consumed by
the tubes, and disposes of the question raised by the
writer as to the reliance to be placed upon the indica-

tions of a Weston ammeter in circuit with a vibrating
interrupter.

The only question now is as to the intensity of the
light obtained. Of this it was impossible, under the
conditions, to make any reliable estimate. Our results
simply show that the light of the vacuum tubes as ex-
hibited in your booth at the exposition, is obtained at

the expense of a little more than one horse po^ver.

The instruments used in making these measurements
were kindly loaned for the purpose by Mr. Pionnie in

charge of the Weston Electrical Instrument company's
exhibit, who gave us his assistance in making the neces-
sary connections and in taking readings.

• CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, May 23. —Accidents in Brooklyn due to

the trolley cars are again becoming numerous and caus-

ing a great deal of comment from the press of that city;

the lack of efficiency in running the cars, since the Nas-

sau company has secured the lines of the various systems

in Brooklyn, is also criticised. The cars are in the hands

of men unaccustomed to the lines over which they are

run. and it is said that orders have been given, when cars

are at all late, that no stops be made. There is conse-

quently much complaint. Since President H, M. Lit-

tell of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad company has been

out of the active man.igement, it has become very appar-

ent that the Nassau company would do well to place this

matter again in his hands.

On Wednesday the Brooklyn bridge trustees awarded

imr .IS l,.iKi«s ll.ib.-.Hk ,\ Wilcox company, 800 horse

l">wii in l.^iilris, -(.is'i. .s^'iuluvaik Foundry & Ma-
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in this city will not be greatly surprised to learn that all

hope for underground rapid transit in New York city

ftir a long time to come was destroyed by the decision

which was handed down yesterday by the Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court. The Board of Kapid

Transit f'omraissioners failed to get the consent of

property owners in Broadway for the proposed under-

ground railroad, and the General Term of the Supreme

Court appointed a special commission to take testimony

antl rcpitri ujhui i!u: advisability of building the road

accoritiiif; In ilic plans which had been adopted. 'I'he

sprti.'il I .iiiiMiissu'ii Minie time ago reported in favor of

Upton arc lamp, a lamp that will burn 30 hours wit
single pair of carbons. This lamp is meeting with m
favor, and will probably largely displace the regular
12 and 15 hour lamps. In addition to its great conv
ience, the question of its economy is a point which c

not be overlooked.

The Metropo

The 1

idod I the report and consr.p

building of the road as proposed I

subject were handed down. I'rtsi

Brunt wrote one opinion, all other jii>

concurring, in which the report of tl

sion is criticized and dis.igroed wil

jund that quest on of th possible cos of the nder-

3und railroad we e lot properly co sidered. The
er opinion, wi tie b luslice Runisey all the other

tices of the co irt con ring, declares that the plans

i not provide fc ra cornpl te system of rapid t ansit.

afes, together

"{ regret that the Wf.stk

was totally destroyed by fir

offic

they

for tho ther

of the

money

the property owners.

The Morris County Electric c

a lot, 300 by 123 feet, of the Youngs estat

town. N, J., which is separated from the p
by the tracks of the Delaware, Lackawann

has purchased thu

large portion of our pat

tiasks, were saved, leaving our loss probribly in the re-

gion of $100,000, upon which we have an insurance of

«-40,ooo. We are unfortunate, not only in this loss, but
because of our consequent inability to fill orders, of

which we have enough to have kept us running for

months. We have already leased a foundry in Corning,
and will transfer our force of molders to that point,

arrying 'ith little

& Wester

railroad. The present quarters are cramped, and th

company will erect a boiler plant on the new lot, ac

use the present building for engines and dynamos, Pe
mission has been secured to build a tunnel beneath tl

tracks large enough to hold pipes and permit men
walk through. W. F. O.

PERSONAL.
Aldrich, the enterprising

r Muffazinc of New York,

also making plans to get sufficient

machine work done to fill our most pressing engine or-

ders, while our plans for rebuilding on an extended
scale are being perfected. We have a number of flat-

tering offers to locate in neighboring cities, and at the

same time our townspeople are taking vigorous action in

the way of making it an object for us to rebuild here.

This disaster, while it will necessitate our rebuilding,

will enable us to thoroughly modernize our plant, which
heretofore has been entirely inadequate for our needs.

Meanwhile we beg the indulgence of our patrons, feel-

ing sure that the courtesy always extended to us will be
granted now." The company's energy and enterprise

in the face of misfortune are sure to be appreciated.

TRADE NEWS.
H. F. Woods, purchasing agent of the West End

Itreet Railway company of Boston, is offering for sale

everal large multipolar 500 kilowatt generators, which
re all in good condition and fitted with all necessary
uxiliaries. It will be advantageous for those inter-

sted in such apparatus to communicate with him.

The Sprague Electric Elevator company of New York

BUSINESS.
Metal users will value the recendy

of the Phosphor-Bronze Smelting company of Philadel-

phia. This company is the original manufacturer in

the United States of the "elephant brand" of phosphor-
bronze and other alloys. Phosphor-bronze is used for

telephone and telegraph wire and for other electrical

The Electric Appliance company has succeeded in

producing, with a few slight changes from the regular

dated Electr

The electrical trade in general, and especially those of

the fraternity in Chicago, will be interested to know that

P. H. Polglase has been appointed manager of the
Chicago oflice of the Adams-Bagnall Electric company
of Cleveland. O. Mr. Polglase is an experienced and
popular salesman, having been with the General Elec-
tric company and also with the National Electric com-
pany's office in Chicago. His well known interest and
energy in his work and ability to "get there" will un-
doubtedly prove of value and result in a rapid growth of

business in a territory where his company's interests

are already rapidly advancing.

The Armorite Interior Conduit company of Detroit,

Mich., operating under the Cumraings patents, is meet-
ing with large success in the introduction of its "ar-

morite" conduit. The claim made for this specialty is that

it is the best insulated conduit manufactured. It is an iron

armored tube, very flexible, so much so that bends can
be made cold up to one inch conduit. The interior of

this tubing is very smooth, allowing the wires to be
pulled through without any difficulty. Armorite is one
of the James F. Cummings specialties. The underground
conduit of the Cummings Conduit company, also of De-
troit, has now a national reputation. In Chicago this

last named company is doing considerable work. Mr.
Cummings, the designer of both armorite and the Cum-
mings conduit, is an expert in underground electric light

service of long experience. Mr. Cummings has been
engaged in this work and has been pushing the Cum-
mings conduit for a number of years. His success is

well deserved, and it is fair to predict that armorite will

prove itself worthy of its flattering reception by the

trade. Both companies have unsurpassed factory facil-

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued May ig, i8g6.

,184. Magnetic Separator. Frank
J.

Barnard, Seat-

tle, Wash. Application filed September 10, 1S95,

A magnet is located over the sluice, with a conveyor plate

S spring wliich is made o like malerial is sealed nitliin fastened a second «hafl located with its end abutting the
ical contact therewith, extends

he spring and fining over the couplings respectively, and means adapted to connect the

t"e"ba'r"fn propmion 'to'th"degr'e'e"ot die'comp^ss'ion of
. Head Block for Ar Lamps. Alfred N. Ede-
rn, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed August
1S95. ,bo 272. Connection for Storage Batteries. Robert

Btallic plate is provided with McA. Lloyd, New York, N. Y. Application filed

am and lamp iLiminal po ts iMth a knifc shaped switch November i6, 1895.

.l%''„'d°anm"rme''Jlate°fe° The corribination with a secondary battery element having

anged to be operated by t

560,212. Circuit for Latent Signal Transmitters. Feli:

B. Herzog, New York, N. Y. Application filet

February 14, 1S85.

One claim is for a normally open circuit signal transmit

,216. Electro-magnetic Dash-pot. John D. Ihlder,

Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed February 8,

1895.

The combination is claimed with a field magnet and a
disk or armature, of a brake piece connected to the field

the armature and acting as a brake.

,217. Electric Automatic Stop for Elevators. John
D. Ihlder, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed July
27, 1895.

whereby any
substituted f

loop, and be

bridges, each bridge being adjacent to a bridge c

e other loops, and independently operated switchi
any one, or more, or all of the other loops can t

le bridge adjacent thereto on the sing:

NO. 560,184.

.,265. Electric Railway Syste
Westfield, N. J.

Application

1895.

It is proposed where the car taki

Railway.
Applicatii

supporting i

direct traveling

560,284. Electric Igniter for Gas Light
F. Rudolph, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap]
September 6, 1S95.

The device consists of a fixed electrode
the burner openins, a movable electrode, a

560.291. Electrical Furna
Monongahela (Jity, Pa.

1894.

arbonaceous mate

560.255. Uanger for Electric Arc Lamps. Thomas H.
Brady. New Britain. Conn. Application filed Janu-
ary 4, i8g6.

This apparatus consists of a dependent hook, which is

made of electrically conductive material, and is provided

,271. Registering Dynamoi
Fall River, Mass. Appli(

1895-

; other accordii
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560,328. Dynamo-electric Machine. Richard Schorch,

Darmstadt, Germany. Application filed December
14. 1893.

which there is the combination of a magnetic field, consisl

which are of opposite polarity, and their pole surfaces eacl

has double the

fidd has'mlgne

"oD'nec'ted"t'
0^

that, if a bobbin

ri°e'ou5sit?he''o

ength o£ a pole su

ce as many bobbin
poles and of the >

mSre .bobbin ^BTOU

e°of't"he°rSdsw

two?oLvi'=;rfot
est pole surface, or

560 340. Shunt C
New Orleans.

1894.

rcuit Water Rhe
La. Applicatio

There is prov
liquid, the mai
shunt circuit pla

ded a receptacle co
circuit plates^im

filed December 7.

NO. 560.265.

.359. Device for Railway Signaling or Other Pur-
poses. Michael B. Leonard. Richmond. Va. Ap-
plication filed February 5. 1S95.

: normally i plate i

locking posit

ng magnet for i

adjacent to. b

560.360. Electrical Apparatus and System. Michael
B. Leonard. Richmond, Va. Application filed Feb-
ruary 19, 1895.

The arrangeinent includes two stations, each equipped

when the circuit is through one battery tl e unlocking mag-

combination with a line wire extending b tween and te

d by ea^'ch of'^saYd V!^hcbes'°he l]ej
:on-

the call appliances are included term end

nued through the line wire according to the posi
hes

areo n corresponding contacts.

560.366. Method of Attaching Rail Bonds to Rail of

Elec ric Railroads. David W. Payne Elmira. N Y.

Appl cation filed August 24. 1895.

VIO

ends of the bond between the rails and t e proper carbon

bon"d^'nrVaiis"1rr'^br''o'ue'h';''t'o°?he' )er-

560,370. Electric Igniter for Gas Lighting. William
F. Kudolph, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

November 29, 1895.

, 387. Electric Arc Lamp. Ernest J. Bagnall, Cleve-
land, Ohio. Application filed December 14, 1S95.

lion witbout interposed yielding devices between the core
of the solenoid and the clutch, whereby the slightest varia-
tion in strength of the solenoid will be promptly and accu-
rately transmitted to the carbons, a reiarder and a non-

560,403. Telephone Receiver. Stephen D. Field. Stock-
bridge, Mass. Application filed August 24, 1895.

A diaphragm of magnetic material, a core of magnetic
material presented thereto, and two equal reversely acting

polar e-Ktremity of the core than the other, and both being
serially connected in the telephone circuit.

560,421. Electric Arc Lamp. James McLaughlin, Chi-ip. Ja
filed 5Application filed May 15, 1893.

lagnet in series with the arc, a mechanica
e inactive when no current is passing f

t to establish and i

5 current through

s com rise a na in" electrodes or

tions includinE ct arm adapted t

displace said co ntact arm when at a given point in

end to end horizontally, and a spring holding the contact
plate in its forward position.

560,428. Electric Brake. William B. Potter, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. Application filed February 3, 1896.

The controlling switch is arranged to connect a plurality

,451. Electric Block Signal and Train Lighting Sys-

tem. John C. West, Atlanta. Ga. Application filed

December 23, 1893.

One claim follows: The combination with a truck, of a
sleeve fixed thereto, a bored rod movable in said sleeve,
means for moving the rod. a second rod having limited raove-

560,452. Electric Railway System. George Westing-
house, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed July

27. 1895-

NO. 560,379.

In a circuit closing switch for electric railways, an arr
ture and contact plates, and a loosely mounted snpp
therefor are provided with downwardly projecting pins

560,455. Rail I-'.onil lor Electric Railways. Horace '

Wyman nn.i Im^.I II I '.miels. Worcester, Ma
Applicaih-ii M..:

|
iSt,5.

560.473. Electric Railway. William Chapman, Wa
ington, D. C. Application filed August 1, 1895.

560,476. Electric Arc Lamp. Charles L. Coffin, De-
troit, Mich. Application filed March 13, 1894.

its north pole presented to the arc. the arrangement being
such as to reduce the counter-electromotive force of the

560.503. Safety Device for Electric Motors. John D.
Ihlder, Yoakers. N. Y. Application filed Septem-
ber 12, 1892.

duplex shunt circuit.

560,513. Electric Railway. Robert Lundell. Brooklyn,
N. Y. Application filed Decembar 6, 1S95.

560,533. Manufacture of Metallic Articles by Electrol-
ysis. Marcel Perreur-Lloyd. Paris, France. Ap-
plication filed September 26, 1895.

The me.hod of effecting the electrode deposition of metal
on a cathode in a smooth, regular and finished manner con-
sists in applying to the slight roughness or asperities on the
surface of the cathode a very thin cc

'

whereby the deposition on the surfac
ig 01 tatty matter

; adjacent depre=-

through the

560,551. Electi way System. Daniel MacL.
Therrell. Charleston. S, C. Application filed Jan-

two perpendicularlv placed coil cores between the pole-
:es ; a pole-piece and a coil core integrally joined at one

560,588. Electric Rheostat or Heater. Harry W.
Leonard, East Orange, N. J. App'.ication filed

March 20, iSg6.

560,591. Alternating Electric Motor, Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Application filed February iS

1895.

560,617. Telephone Signal and Signalii

560,375. Power Gearing for Electric Cars. Elnit

Sperry, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Ju
1894.

560.379. Electric Measuring lnsiniiii'[i[ I lilm lliMfn

son, Swamp.scott. Mass. Application filed March
29. 1895.

Sots of fixed coiIh, each composed of a plurality of coils

It Collecting Device for Electi

iam Chapman and Percy W.
,
n, r. Application filed July
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Electric Elevators in an Elevated Rail-

way Station.
Not because of any paiticular novelty in design or

construction, but, rather, owinji to a location that may

indicate a new sphere of usefulness, the electric elevator

installation which is briefly described in this article will

be found of interest to electrical men. ft is placed in

the western terminal station of the Lake Street Elevated

Railroad company of Chicago, on Lake street, near West

Fifty-second street, 6'4 miles west of State street. As

the western terminus of the road, adjacent to several

populous suburbs, this is one of the most important sta-

plattorm on the railroad structure. The LaKe Street

company, as has been announced in this journal, is

about to discard its steam locomotives and substitute

electrically operated cars supplied with current from

the power stations of the North and West Side surface

roads belonging to Mr. Yerkes' companies. This cur-

rent is already on the elevated structure and is utilized

to operate the elevators which are of such great con-

venience to the passengers taking the cars at I-"ifty-

second street, obviating a climb of about 23 feet. The
electricity for this section of the road, and consequently

for the elevators, is supplied from the generatii

hor; type especiallypower capacity, and is o

built for elevator work by the Crane company. The
starting and controlling devices are automatic in char-

acter and do not differ materially from those usually em-

ployed in electric elevators of the drum-winding type.

They are efficient and give the car smooth, easy motion

and quick starting and stopping. The elevators have a

specified capacity of lifting 5,000 pounds 120 feet a min-

ute, and are of unusually large size for passenger service.

While the electric elevator service at l^ifty-second

street is highly appreciated by the patrons of the road

re is no likelihood that it

tions on the line, and, as will.be seen by reference to

the illustration on this page, it is constructed on a plan

differing widely from that of the typical elevated rail-

road station. The station is a three-story brick building

of considerable size, entirely detached from the track

structure, which it faces, with the exception of the en-

closed passageway or bridge, which is shown in the

picture. Entrance is gained from the street through a

wide hall between two stores. This hall leads back to

the stairs and elevators in the rear of the building, and

access to the upper floors is thus obtained. The second

story is divided into ofBces for rent, but the topmost

floor, which is about on a level with the top of the rail-

way structure, here of unusual height, is entirely given

over to the waiting rooms, ticket offices and other apart-

ments of the railroad company.
Two electric elevators are provided to carry passen-

gers from the ground floor to the level of the waiting

of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway company at Oak

Park, and has, of course, a potential of 500 volts.

As shown by the corner picture in Fig. i. the elevators

are placed side by side, running between walls of ma-

sonry. The view shows the landing on the third floor.

Each elevator can carry 20 people comfortably. One or

both of the machines is running from 6 a. m. to 8 p. M
,

and the result is very satisfactory, both to the traveling

public and the railway management. From six to nine

in the morning and from five to eight in the evening

both elevators are operated to accommodate the rush of

passengers, but at other times only one car is in use.

The mechanism was installed by the Crane Elevator

company of Chicago, and an excellent view of one set of

electrical machinery and connections, showing the mo-

tor, switches, resistance coils and lamps, dash-pot and

other regulating apparatus, driving shaft, brake, wind-

ing drum, etc., is given in Fig. 2. The motor is of about

IICAGO.

ions along the 1

E AT WEST FIFTY-SECOND STREET,

will be extended to the other s

The conditions are different, and the company would

undoubtedly consider the expense prohibitory. But

there can be no question that stations equipped with

elevators are a great attraction to an elevated railroad,

and roads of this character operated by electric power

are best fitted to make this very desirable improvement.

16 National School of Electricity
Closed by tfie Sheriff.

[Fro: C/ii. May 30tli.]

Judgi
the Cir
tricity

ments by confession were entered yesterday in

cuit Court against the National School of Elec-
for $5,626 and S469, the first amount in favor of

Swenie and the other in favor of Louise C.
1. The offices of the concern at No. 335 Dear-
reet were closed by Deputy Sheriff McMahon on

issued upon the judgments.
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Electrical Interests Affected by the St.

Louis Tornado.

No reader of the Western Electrician can have

failed to have heard something of the horrors of the great

storiD of May 27th, which made a path of desolation

through the substantially built city of St. Louis and al-

most obliterated the suburb of East St. Louis, causing

thelossof about 400 lives and perhaps $20,000,000 worth

of property. In common with other industries the elec-

tric lighting and railway plants suffered severely. One

correspondent writes:

The town itself was at once cast into total darkness.

The electric plants which supply light for the greater

part of the city were rendered useless, and the gas works

were either destroyed or what is left was totally unable

to fill the need. St. Louis was overcast; no moon
could pierce the clouds with its light; and here in a city

of half a million inhabitants the citizens went through

the streets guided by the rays from the lanterns which

they carried, or used candles, as they groped among the

ruins of their homes for the forms of their dead. In the

houses their candles with an occasional lamp gave the

only light, and, to add to the discomfort of the people, as

well as threaten grave danger in the case of fire, the

water works were practically disabled, so that the supply

of water was badly diminished. The scene along Broad-

way, south of Rutger street, was a remarkable one, when
first seen this morning. It was originally what is known
as the State road, and is a thoroughfare along which the

telegraph companies have strung their wires. Under-

ground wires are as yet unknown in St. Louis, and along

this street great poles nearly a foot in diameter upheld

cables and single wires which gave this city electrical

communication with the rest of the world. These tre-

mendous poles to-day lie prostrate on the street. The
wires which they bore lie on the pavement one tangled

snarl like a skein of silk after a cat has finished playing

with it. Piled on top are mounds of brick blown from

the cornice, mingled with the mass of broken timbers,

joists of houses, pieces oE flooring, the rafters of roofs,

and scattered above it all are great massesof tin roofing

used in this city abundantly, and which the wind had

curled into fantastic forms.

The power house plant of the Union Depot Railway

company was badly wrecked, entailing heavy damage,

and several persons were killed or injui-ed in the ruins.

In East St. Louis, on the day after the storm, the

streets were laced with the fallen wires and blocked by

the windrows of poles. Trolley cars, some of them

crushed beneath outfalling walls, remained where they

were when the untamed air mastered the harnessed

electricity. The quick-witted men at the power house

shut oft the current the instant the storm entered the

city, so that all wires were dead and harmless. The

condition of affairs was much the same in St, Louis im

mediately after the storm, but traffic was more quickl>

One of the serious inconveniences of the storm was the

temporary loss to the city of the telephone service. The

wires were down with the others, and not an instrument

in the main part of the city was in use. St, Louis had

to go back to the old methods of communication em-

ployed before the telephone was invented, and people

having business to do realized the great value of this in-

vention in the affairs of modern life.

J. E. Bush of the Chicago Varnish company, who

Racii at Ninth and

Olive ? the cyclone struck that locality.

The car was one of the heaviest built, and two of

them stopped together. I think that saved us, for other-

wise they must have been blown off the tracks and
wrecked. When the storm struck us, two women in the

car grew hysterical and tried to get out. I jumped up
and held the door closed, for I knew that if the wind got

inside all would be over with us. Telegraph and tele-

phone poles were snapping all around us, and chimneys
and trees were falling, but we seemed to be lucky and
escaped. People were blown off their feet on the side-

walks and carrried down the street. A finely dressed

man passed us. driving a splendid pacer. Twenty feet

ahead of the car the horse dropped dead to the pave-

ment. It had stepped on a live wire and had been
killed instantly,

The Wagner Electric Manufacturing company sends

the following reassuring telegram to the Western
Electrician: "Entirely escaped effects of cyclone.

No delay at factory. Orders filled as contracted. Kindly

give this prominence." The Columbia Incandescent

Lamp company of 1910-1914 Olive street was also

fortunate. Several large panes of plate glass were

blown out of the office windows, but the factory was

practically uninjured. Many of the employes of the

company suffered severely from the ravages of the storm,

however, and prompt financial assistance was extended

by the company.

The citizens of St. Louis are manfully at work on the

great task of clearing away the wreckage and rebuilding

the blown-down portion of the town. They are self-re-

: outside help wil

ipality of East

is gratefully

Boys' Mischief Causes a Lineman's
Death.

It is important that boys and other mischief-makers

should be taught that very serious consequences may re-

sult from the tampering with wires carrying currents of

electricity. There is no means of telling the current

traveling over a wire by its appearance in the air or in a

conduit, and it is a very dangerous pastime for boys to

'have fun" by cutting away the insulation or attaching

dead wires to the conductor. Il is a pity that innocent

persons should suffer from thoughtless mischief of this

sort, but they occasionally do; and a human life was

sacrificed in Chicago last week as the direct result of

meddling with electric wires by a party of boys. A
daily paper of May 27th tells the story:

While trying to ascertain the cause of trouble with the

underground electric wires at Augusta street and Mil-

waukee avenue, Samuel Brobson. an employe of the

Chicago Edison company, touched a loose wire through
which the current passed and was instantly killed.

Early in the evening the wires were tested and it was
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Unveiling the Franklin Statue at Lincoln
Park, Chicago.

Final arrangements for the unveiling of the Franklin

statue presented by Joseph Medill, editor of the Cknai'-o

Tribune, to be placed in Lincoln Park, were completed

at a meeting of the committee in charge of the cere-

monies on Sunday. May 31st. It was decided to hold

the ceremonies at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon, June

Gth. The statue is by H. R. Parks. It is a bronze figure

on a block of granite and has been pronounced a very

artistic work. The site selected for the statue is near

the Lake Shore drive, almost exactly half way between

the north and south limits of the park, and close to the

high bridge which spans the lagoon between the outer

and inner drives. It faces the northeast. In front of it

the road from the center of the park enters the driveway;

to its right and some hundred yards away is the ani-

mal house, and directly behind it is the Ryerson Memo-
rial. Its location is almost opposite the Garfield avenue

and Center street entrances, though separated from them

by the entire width of the park, and from either of them

it is easily reached. Past the southern of these entrances,

the Center street one, run all the cars leading to the

park, except those on North avenue, which stop at the

southwest corner. They are the limits lines on Clark

place
find out the c

gusta street and Milwaukee avenue, w'

the day had attached an uninsulated wire to the wire
conducting the current, attaching the loose wire to a

pole. While trying to cut the wire, which was the cause
of the escaping of the electricity. Brobson received a

shock which hurled hira several feet, causing death.

The company uses alternating current along Milwau-

kee avenue, and it is probable that the unfortunate line-

man received the fatal shock from the primary circuit

through the boys' wire or in some manner while trying

to detach it.

There Are Others.

The underwriters' movement has brought the public

confession from Electrician Norton, who has posed
through a quarter of a century of office holding as the

only expert in town, that he does not really understand
his business. It was the easiest way for him to get out
of the corner into which he is driven. The revelations

in the Niagara Block show that the inefficiency is of a

character so positively dangerous to life and property

that it is a wonder the city has not witnessed a series of

conflagrations as a result. At the time that the Niagara
block was wired O. H. Norton was city electrician, and
he was also furnishing electric supplies. Asa business

man he sold his wares to himself as city electrician,

and as city electrician he audited the accounts and
secured pay for the service over and above his salary.

Miles of wire were sold to the city, and bills plainly and
boldly showing this open, insolent defiance of law.

were passed by successive city councils.

and Wells streets and the Lincoln avenue lines on

Clark and Wells, with the FuUerton avenue

trailers. The position is a central one. and as easily

reached as any to be found. Between FuUerton avenue

and Eugenie street there is no other means of reaching

Lake Shore drive than the roadway directly in front of

the monument, and a large share of the carriages pass

the place more than once in a trip over the park drive-

ways. The statue was placed in position some days

ago. and is in readiness for the ceremony of unveil-

The programme announced by the committee is as

follows:

Music by band, commencing at 3:30 o'clock.

Exercises commence at 4 o'clock sharp. M. J.Car-
roll, chairman.

Presentation address—Joseph Medill.

Unveiling of statue— Rene Bache. a lineal descendant
of Franklin, assisted by H. R. Parks, sculptor of the
statue.

Music and singing—Band and quartette.

Acceptance of statue—Conrad Kahler. president Old-

Music—Band.
Acceptance of statue^Board of Park Commission-

Music—Band and quartette.

Oration--H. D. Estabrook.

Ode—John J. Flinn.

Music—Band.
Address^P. F. Pettlbone of the employing printers.

Music, "America"—Band, quartette and audience.
Adjournment— Band playing "The StarSpangled Ban-
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The Reconstruction of the Plant of the
Chicago Board of Trade.'

Bv HiiiN
J.

Aknoli..

When the writer agreed some four weel<s ago to pre-

pare a paper on the reconstruction of the plant in ques-

tion, he hoped to be al>le to present to the Institute to-

ilay some records of its operation, or data which would

be of^alue, but owing to the delay in the arrival of cer-

tain parts of the plant, the question of operating it a suf-

ficient length of time to secure such data proved imprac-

ticable, and not wishing to appear before this body with
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the Chicago Board of Trade, the relative location of the

diflerent machines which enter into the plant can be de-

termined. It will be seen that the installation consists

of the following: Five 5^ by iG feet horizontal tubular

boilers designed to carry 125 pounds pressure per square
inch; two 150 horse power horizontal compound con-

they ^its operation are as successful as it n(

be. after running a short period, the annual expenses ot

the operation of the plant will be reduced from S25.000

to S15.000 consequently its operation will be watched

closely by those who ha\e the matter immediately in

The writer believes that all the energy required to pro-

duce motion and light in an office building should be

developed in one set of steam engine cylinders and on

one generator, having of course one set of cylinders and

their generator in reserve. This set of cylinders, to-

gether with the working parts of the engine and its gener-

produces the energy of the plant, and this unit should be

made to work at its maximum economical load through-

out its entire period of operation, while the energy from

the unit should all be utilized during its running time.

Having this idea constantly in view, the designer of this

plant has planned to follow it out as closely as possible.

The old plant consisted originally ot six horizontal tu-

bular boilers operating at a steam pressure of about 75
to 80 pounds and driving five small steam engines dis-

tributed in different parts of the building, together with

the necessary steam pumps, air compressors, etc.. used

for feeding the boilers, and operating the hydraulic ele-

vators. Two of these engines were belted to a line shaft

and drove several small incandescent and arc dynamos
for lighting the building. The three other engines were

used for driving the ventilating fans, three of which

were located in the attic and two in the basement, and

were driven by the engine by means of rope-drives with

sheaves and ropes running at various angles throughout

the building. The elevators were driven by two horizon-

tal compound direct-acting pumps, which consumed from

80 to roo pounds of water per horse power of energy de-

livered to the elevator cars. It became apparent after

an examination of the plant that if the steam pressure

could be increased to 125 pounds per square inch, so as

to get the advantage of drier steam, and all the pumps
in the plant which were consuming steam full stroke

eliminated, and the energy of the plant produced by a

compound condensing engine running at an economical

load, that a large reduction in the operating expenses of

the plantcould be efiected. The old boilers having been

in use for about nine years, were almost ready to be con-

demned by the boiler inspectors; consequently it was an

easy matter to decide upon replacing the boilers with

heavier ones which would work at the above pressure.

The adoption of a compound condensing engine to work
under this increased steam pressure was a natural se-

quence which enabled the energy to be produced with

the least possible coal consumption. After quite an ex-

tended investigation it was decided to supplant the hy-

draulic elevators with horizontal screw multiple sheave

elevators, as the investigation showed that these machines

could be operated for considerable less money per car

mile than the hydraulic machines, under the conditions

which existed in this plant. The operation of these ele-

vators in practice has fully proven the correctness of this

position. They have been in operation about four months
now. on an average consumption of 4'^ kilowatt hours

per car mile, and as the duty required of them is excep-

tionally heavy, and the cars very large, this showing is

very satisfactory.

The general plan of the plant is as follows:

Referring to Fig. i. which represents the basement of

I. Read at the general meeting of tlie American Institute of

Electrical Engineers. New York. May 20. 1896.

per

I In- niacin nrry in I in- nirtchmr siiop, 50 2,000 candle power
ccnsiant pi.tcntinl an larnjisaiid Goo 16 candle power
inrandesccnt ()r t^lnw lamps There are also 05 1,600

ampere-hour sloraKC celW, and the necessary switchboard
and connections for the handling of the above machinery,
all of which is more distinctly described hereafter. One
of the compound steam pumps has been retained in order

to keep the tank on the roof of the building supplied

with water for use in the wash-basins, closets, etc. It

may prove advantageous in the future to substitute for

this an electrically driven pump, but it has been thought
best not to discard the old one at present, inasmuch as

I'"ig. 2 represenLs diagramatically the main leads or

copper conductors of the building, used for the operation

of the above described electrical machinery. The gen-

eral plan is clearly shown by the diagram, and this sys-

tem was adopted owing to the fact that the building was
so constructed that two main flues or passageways ex-

tending from the basement to the attic, in opposite por-

tions of the building, and near its centers, were available

for carrying the mai
these passageways
capacity to carry
quired for the nini

or secondary main;
ends. With this ar

secondary

1 risers. It was decided to place in

ercical risers of sufficient carrying
the total amount of energy re-

floors, and to join the floor leads

to each of these risers at their

angement it was possible to feed the

idepende
advantage and naking thethe pressure to better

plant more reliable in operation. From the center of

these vertical risers, or at about the fifth floor, the main
leads drop down each shaft, thence extend horizontally

on the ceiling of the basement to the switchboard. Each
of the mains leading to the center of distribution in

each shaft is of sufficient carrying capacity to carry

the total load of the building, exclusive of the basement;
consequently if a fuse blows on either one of the mains
or if by any accident one of the mains should become
broken or opened, the other main will carry the neces-

sary current and keep the lights operating in the build-

ing. This precaution was taken owingto the fact that

business matters of great importance are transacted in

this building, and the loss of a few minutes at certain

times would be disastrous to the men who operate in

the building; consequently every precaution for safety

and reliability had to be taken.

The basement circuit is independent of the above de-

scribed mains, and consists of positive and negative

leads, surrounding the entire basement of the building,

from which are tapped the arc and incandescent lights

used in the basement. The motor circuits are closely

indicated in the diagram, and are independent of the

lighting circuits, and are so planned that the starting

rheostats of the motors are connected on the switchboard

under the control of the engineer, thus making it

possible for the engineer to start or stop any motor in

the building without leaving the switchboard. The ele-

vator circuits are also independent of the lighting and
motor circuits, and it is possible to throw the current on

at the switchboard. The batterit

room adjoining the main engine roon

nth the switchboard, as shown on th

diagram.
The losses in th<

computed as follow

board, one-half of

per the

aals< , lights five perc

secondary mains, one per
dary mains and lights, one

loss between generator

Fig. 3 represents (largely diagrammatically) the switch-

board of the plant. From this it will be noticed that the

plant is designed for three generators, but two of which

are now in operation, as they are sufficient for the work.

The lighting bus-bars carry the main lighting circuits,

controlled by switches 7. 8 and 9, and also the motor

circuits controlled by switches i, 2, 3, 4. 5 and 6. In

the main lighting bus-bar is placed a recording watt-

meter, which registers all Ihc energy delivered from the

generator to the light and motor portions of the plant.

In the elevator bus-bars is placed another recording

wattmeter, which registers all the energy delivered to the

elevators from the lighting bus-bars. With this ar-

rangement and the means available in the plant for

measuring fhi- amount of coal and water consumed, the
I .[-..--r.-iff-^f; .-Iff i-'H.-iM' .1 to I

-i-y-i ;-,rn]r;-itr. rlnily records of

'

i
'

I
!.-'! II,

!

]<' switchboard
, 1, , ii_ : - : 1: i-nt generators

of two switches, one of which is a triple-pole double-
throw switch, and is arranged so that when thrown into

the upper position it connects the generator to the ele-

vator bus-bar, using the compound winding of the gen-
erators. This arrangement permits the generator to

fori

When the s

the apanying dia-

2;ram. is thrown in its lower portic

ranged that the compound or series winding of the gen-
erator is cut out, and the equalizer connection from the

generator becomes the positive connection, and the gen-
erator is connected to the elevator bus-bars shunt
wound, thus eliminating its series winding. With this

arrangement, the generators and the batteries are run
in multiple on the elevator load.

Referring now to the right-hand part of the board,

which is the storage battery portion proper, the opera-

tion is as follows: Under normal conditions, any eleva-

tor is operated shunt wound in parallel with the batteries

by closing its corresponding switch, as, for instance,

switch 15 for dynamo No. 3. downward the 15 posi-

tion. By closing switch 17 to 17 « position, the current
passes from the positive elevator bus-bar to the hand
regulating cell switch, and out to cell No. 16, when the

regulator is placed as shown on the diagram. From cell

16 the current passes through the series of cells coming
out at the negative end, thence through the proper con-

ductor to the recording ammeter, thence to the overload
switch and down to the negative terminal of switch No.

17 ii. It will now be seen that whatever number of bat-

teries are being operated in this series are in parallel

with the generator. The hand regulator is placed in

the position indicated to enable the operator to cut in a

sufficient number of cells in parallel with the generator,

so that the cells will be constantly charging during the

time of operation of the elevators except at the tempo-
rary moments of overload caused by an excessive de-

mand for current by the elevators. When this pull

from the elevator occurs, the batteries respond and take

the surplus load from the generator. With this arrange-
ment, about 50 of the cells will be kept constantly

charged, and in parallel with the elevators. In case the

amount of current entering the cells is excessive be-

tween the intervals of heavy load on the elevators, the

band regulator is adjusted so as to cut in one or more
cells until the current becomes reduced to the proper
amount for the batteries; and, on the other hand, if the

amount entering the cells is not enough to keep them
properly charged, the hand regulator is adjusted so as to

cut out a number of cells until the proper amount of

current is reached. In the meantime, if the 15 end cells

require charging, they are charged by means of the in-

dependent booster or motor-generator in the manner
hereinafter described. All the batteries can be operated

in parallel with the generators when running shunt

wound in the same manner as they are used in conjunc-

tion with the elevator bus-bars, by closing switch 17

downward to position 17 d. The connections for same
can be easily followed on the diagram.

In order to operate the batteries in parallel with both

the lighting and the elevator bus-bars at the same time

and maintain a practically constant voltage on the light-

ing bus-bars, it is necessary to operate the generators

shunt-wound instead of compound-wound. As before

shown, the switches are so arranged that the compound
winding of the generators can be utilized when the bat-

teries are not in service, and the shunt winding used

when the batteries are being run in parallel with the ele-

vators and lights. Therefore, to maintain a practically

constant voltage on the lighting bus-bars and to run the

elevators in parallel with the batteries at the same time.

the operation is as follows: Switch 17 <i is closed up-
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ward and operates

tion with the eleva

previously described in conjunc-
rs and batteries. Switches 10. 12

prevent the generators operating

the lighting bus-bars. Switch 16

is closed and the current passes as follows: From the

positive elevator bus-bar through the switch 17 a to the

center of the hand-regulating-switch, thence through
the connection from the hand regulating switch to the

corresponding cell (shown on the drawing as cell 16),

thence through the series of 49 cells, out through the

negative end and its corresponding connection, through
the recording ammeter and overload switch, to the nega-

tive side of switch 17 a, thence to the negative elevator

bus-bar. It should be borne in mind that the lighting

bus-bars and the elevator bus-bars are operating at dif-

ferent potentials, and that the potential on the elevator

bus-bars is changing slightly with the change of

load, caused by variable load on the elevators. When
the demand for current from the cells is great, as for in-

stance when the elevator load is severe, the electromotive

force of the number of cells in parallel with the eleva-

tors necessarily drops, consequently the electromotive

force of the number of cells in parallel with the light-

ing bars, which includes all the cells working with the

elevators, and a few of the regulating cells, would cor-

respondingly drop, and some means must be provided to

hold up the voltage of the lighting bus-bars. This
is accomplished by means of the automatic regula-

tor which is controlled by a solenoid switch, shown in

the upper right-hand portion of the diagram. This
solenoid switch operates by means of suitable connec-

tions to the lighting bus-bars, in such a manner as to

make and break the circuit through mercury cups, as

follows: When the voltage of the lighting bus-bars is

reduced slightly, one side of the field of a right and left

hand motor is thrown in. which causes the arm of the

automatic regulator to move clock-wise, thus cutting in

more cells in parallel with the lighting bus-bars and
holding the electromotive force up. When the electro-

motive force of the lighting bus-bars reaches its proper

voltage and tends to e.xceed it, the solenoid acts in the

opposite direction and cuts in the left-hand field of the

automatic regulator motor, and brings the left-hand field

into service, causing the automatic regulator to rotate

contra-clock-wise, thus cutting out cells until the voltage

reaches the desired point. By this means a constant

electromotive force is maintained on the lighting bus-

bars, and the cells are worked in parallel with both the

lighting and elevator bus-bars.

of the cells. This is done by \

tion of the booster or motor-ge
main generator as follows: :

energizing the fields of the booster dynamo. The boos-
ter motor is now started by means of its rheostat and
brought up to speed. Switch No. 22 is closed down-
ward, the path of the current then being as follows:

From positive lighting bus-bar through switch 22, to

the underload switch, thence to the negative brush of the

booster dynamo, out through the positive brush to cen-
ter of the automatic regulator, through this arm to seg-

ment No. I. and thence t

cell No, i; through the entire series of cells

tive lead, thence through the recording

ng the generator por-

tor in series with the

ch No. 23 is closed,

is shown in Fig, 5. and represents a system planned by
the writer, which enables a direct-coupled plant to be so

built as to have the advantage of an independent unit

direct-coupled plant when operating under normal con-
ditions, and all the flexibility of a belted plant in case of

accident to any particular part of the plant. The cut

shows the plan, elevation and section. It will be noticed
that at present there are but two generators and two en-
gines; but when extensions are needed the right-hand
engine will be disconnected from its present dynamo

right a sufficient distance to allow the

placing of an engine of double its capacity in the same
occupies, and tv*

liddle engine and the right-h;

IfM
.
flflfflJ

Bill Lj y iiLi ttj
I OF THE PLAN

Ibet : the ]

a portion of them, when working in this manner, will be-

come discharged through the days run. After the bat-

teries are cut off from the lights these end cells are re-

charged as follows: Switch No. 23 is closed, thus

throwing in the booster motor. As soon as the booster

dynamo is brought up to speed, the underload switch is

closed, and switch No. 22 closed upward, the operation

then being as follows: From the positive brush of the

generator end of the booster, which is producing energy

overload switch, back through switch 22 to the negative
lighting bus-bar. The operations for manipulating the
entire plant being then as follows:

To charge all the cells in series with the main genera-

tor by means of the booster: Open switches 16 and 17
and close switches 23 and 22 down.
To charge all the batteries, except the end cells, at the

same time operate light and elevators from one dynamo;
Place hand regulator on segment iG, connect whatever
dynamo is in use to elevator bus-bar by means of its

elevator switch, either 11. 13 or 15, in the 6 position.

Disconnect dynamo from lighting bus-bars by opening
its corresponding switch, either 10, 12 or 14, and see

that switches 22 and 23 are open, and that switches 16

and 17 are closed, the latter in the ct position.

To charge end cells with booster dynamo: Place
automatic regulator on segment No. 1, see that switch
No. 16 is open, and close switches 23 and 22 up.

m
1

at a low voltage, the cu

conductor to the cent(

thence out through the

and through its proper c

through! the first 15 eel

the fifteenth and sixte^
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mt passes through the proper
of the automatic regulator;

iulator arm to segment No. i.

nection to cell No. i; thence
o the wire leading off between
h cell. From this point it

i in scries from one of the main
ary to increase the electromotive

the total voltage

[ placed m the h pc

To discharge the b

r^\\\^
, operate as folio

s, batteries and one of the gener?

le corresponding generator switc

close switch 17 to the n positio

ugh the hand regulator, and to t

:o operate through the automatic,

osition, see that switch 16 is open
ries with the generators

l''ig 4 shows the elevati

from it the position of the i

gram can be easily located.

The method of connecting the engines

units, all four of which ari

engine, and two of which a

outside engines. Referring to the sectional view, A a
represent the ends of the engine shafts which carry
disks JI h. The generators are mounted upon hollow
sleeves or quills, which are supported in independent
bearings P P 2.nd f p. The ends of these quills are en-
larged to form flanges corresponding in diameter and
thickness to the engine flanges. Between the engine
shafts A a extends an auxiliary shaft E (coupled at its

center, in this case, to permit half of the plant being put
in operation before the other half is ready), and carried

.

in independent bearings D d. This shaft E carries at

each end circular disks, which in this case are forged
solid with the shaft. Under normal conditions shaft E
does not revolve, but lies passive in bearings /? rf, and
the engines drive the generators direct-coupled, by in-

serting the bolts r u, three of which, spaced 120° apart,
are used in each coupling. It is now evident that each
engine is operating an independent direct-coupled gen-
erator without revolving any more shafting or machin-
ery than is usual in ordinary independent unit direct-
coupled plants, inasmuch as the quills which surround
the auxiliary shaft E do not come in contact with it, but
have a clearance of one-quarter of an inch all around it.

If from any cause it becomes desirable to drive the left-

hand generator from the right-hand engine, it is done as
follows; In the openings v, three of which are provided
120° apart, are placed taper bolts which couple the aux-
iliary shaft E solidly on the engine shaft a by means of
disk h. Taper bolts are also placed in spaces //', which
couples shaft E to the quill of the left-hand generator.
By removing bolts U, which disconnect the left-hand
generator from the left-hand engine, the left-hand gen-
erator can now be driven from the right-hand engine,
and the right-hand generator continues in operation
from the same engine, if desired. By removing u, the
right-hand generator becomes disconnected from the
right-hand engine, and the left-hand generator is being
driven from the right-hand engine. In the same man-
ner the right-hand generator can be driven from the left-

hand engine, or both generators from either one of the
engines. By using compound engines, so designed that

by working high pressure steam in the low pressure cyl-

inder, one engine can be made to double its power for a
few hours. The plant has thus the total generator ca-
pacity available at all times and allows one engine to be
in reserve for repairs, thus doing away with the invest-
ment of the third unit, which is usually carried in

such plants for safety. The system, when used without
the battery auxiliary, instead of being provided with
bolted connections as here shown, is provided with mag-
netic clutches, which permit the generators to be brought
up to speed as motors, and thrown in connection with
the engines without stopping either engine in use. This

'

makes it possible to connect either generator with either
engine without shutting down the plant in any part.
With such an arrangement, with the engine and gener-
ators equal to the maximum capacity of the plant, and
battery auxiliary equal to one-third the capacity of the
plant, any office building can be operated in the most
economical manner, according to the writers belief, for
when the battery is in operating order, one unit in con-
(iinrtion with the battery handles the plant economically
ind .iMsLn torily, leaving one engine unit in reserve. In
,1 .

!!m l>attery is out of service, both units can be op-
1 i.ihil iiniil the battery is ready for service again, and
iluiinu ihr light lend ptM-iud the battery auxiliary takes
cai-f iif ihr rnnir .rivur , A the building, without the

the :

pan system ami
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siphon condenser, as shown in section at the right hand
of Fig. I. With this arrangement the condensing water
is cooled by means of the yj iiuli ventilating fan, which
is in ..|iri;ili Iiimm:'. iIi. i Mii,,- ,-. I,,,,!!' rUU Of thc
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Business Paper Circulation.

liv N. C. f'ou'i.KK, Ju,

Few trade papers have large circulation. There is

little reason why they should. A trade paper cannot
have a circulation larger "-- -- ' - - 'than the number of

the business,

lations exceeding 10.000.

'ver 5,000. Some trade

A Submarine Boat with Claws.

the pit .T (lire, 1 1:
I

1 I'ump lifts the water and
delivers ii 1..1!:. .

1 , I lom the cooling pans the
water reachrs ilu

.
r

.
i

'•
j
ii ]iinf^ thc cistern shown

in I'i^ I. Immim I
i inif'rtf-n pipe from the

condenser le, 1.1 1
i .

, •

'i, :liiit will operate
about si.\ miiiH' :

.
' . -.n.lensing, and

during: the l..il.i.:'' i
'

,
i.i.l [lon-condens-

V\^. i> rriircsi'iils llie load diagram of this plant, the
parrilleli.Liiain /, /•, (',/', representing the total capacity
in kilowatt linurs dl one of the generator units, assuming
that the unit starts at 7 o'clock A. m. and operates until

II o'clock 1'. M. The line », />,, r, rf, ,-,/, ff. h, ij, k. /.

Ill, represents the load line or energy required by the
building during the same period. That portion of the
diagram shaded with lines inclining to the right at an
angle of 45 degrees represents the amount of energy pass-
ing into the batteries, while the portion of the diagram
represented by shade lines inclining to the left at an
angle of 45 degrees represents the amount of energy de-
livered from the batteries. It will be noticed that from
II p. SI. until 7 A. M. the entire load of the plant is op-
erated by the batteries alone. With this arrangement
but two shifts of labor are required, one operating from
7 A. M. until 3 p. M. and the other from 3 P. M. until 11

1 lie readiriL; . n. n!. 11 ..i .1 iia.l. |,,i|,rr is from twice

to ID times as mil. !. I i.i.i.i. .. ui mimh of anvother
.

class of advei ti mi,, I
:

, , 1: i.l.. jjaper isread

by from one 1.1 ,
, ,1 .[,|. Ili ii,,l |mi. r 1 , only read by

those directly inierusieJ in the business. There is no
waste to trade paper circulation. Every copy goes into

the store, od'ice or factory of a probable buyer.

The reader of a general magazine, or paper, may be
only a possible buyer, but every reader of a trade paper

must be directly interested in the goods of his trade, or

he would not be in that trade. Trade paper circulation

is limited to probable buyers. The circulation of all

other mediums is limited to possible buyers.

The advertising columns of a good trade paper con-

tain as interesting matter as the reading pages. A trade

paper is a mirror of its trade, a sort of reflecting hopper

into which is poured suggestions, ideas and fact. The
advertising columns of the trade paper are not directo-

ries, are not dictionaries, but they are encyclopedias of

salable goods and profitable things.

All trade paper readers are not successful, but no suc-

cessful man is without his trade paper.

the! .Ill iiiiii. -.ii.i ..ill Ik: kept out of the apart-
nieni I; inii ii- - il I I-m i-

I he boat by air pressure.
Po«riii,i .1,1 IN, 11, III. ....,11 ilhnnmate the ocean bed for
300 leel around the \esse'l. When the boat strikes bot-
tom It will run on three wheels, two of which will be
furnished with claws so as to act as additional propellers.
The company expects not only to raise wreckage, but to
discover coral, sponge and other valuable submarine de-
posits. Mr. Malster and the marine engineers are con-
fident of the success of the scheme.

Street Railways In Chicago.
The table given herewith shows the number of miles of

track and the number of cars operated in the city of
Chicago by the different street railway companies, di-

vided according to motive power. This table has been
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the watchman acts as firemac
the steam heat in the buildir

previously been illustrated in

Institute. November, 1895, it

scribed here, except to slate th

orning during the winter
for the boilers to mamta n
3g. This diagram having
the Transactions of the

will not further be de-

ious lines shown
on the diagram represent the loads of the different

motors, elevators, etc., and the periods during which
Ihey operate. The writer hopes in the future to present
to the Institute a new diagram representing the actual
load lines of the plant, compiled from statistics covering
its operation for a considerable length of time, and it

will then be interesting to compare the actual diagram
with this one, which is the one prepared before starting
to design the plant.

Progress in Greater New York.
I
Fro

feasible t

electricity says that it is perfectly
tins on the elevated road from the

Battery to the Harlem in 15 minutes. That elec-
tricity can be used advantageously on these roads no one
familiar with this agent doubts—no one, that is, except
the elevated railroad people themselves. They never do
anything for the advantage of the public until they are
forced to do it- With an enterprising management
electricity would have been in use on these roads two or
three years ago, and we should have something ap-
proaching rapid transit, without the noise, smoke, cinders,
etc., that are inseparable from the use of steam engines.

The deal has been closed for the consolidation of the
Capital, Fort Wayne and Edison Electric Light com-
panies of Des Moines, Iowa. For two years the deal
has been in process of negotiation. The new concern
will control all the electric lighting business of the city.
It will close all the plants now in existence and build a
new and large one to supply the entire city.

The da 1> paper ma^ be skipped The magazines ma>

be thro n awaj but the business man of bra ns sense

and profit reads his trade paper, and turns it over to

his partners, his clerks and his workmen. The trade

paper circulates into the inside of the business pocket-

book. It is studied from cover to cover, and read and

re-read, for every business man knows that a single par-

agraph, or a single advertisement, may give him infor-

mation absolutely necessary in the conduct of his business.

The circulation of a thousand copies, among a thou-

sand actual and constant buyers, will sell more goods, or

will assist in the sale of more goods, than will five times

the circulation of a general medium.

Trade paper advertising does not take the place of

general advertising, nor does general advertising take the

place of trade paper advertising. They are different

lines, but not opposed to each other.

The maker or seller of something must have a line of

trade customers, and these customers are as much in-

terested in his trade paper as he is himself.

The trade paper without circulation hasn't any value,

and all things being equal the trade paper of the largest

circulation is the best advertising medium, but any trade

paper with decent circulation has a right to claim ad-

vertising value, because it has it, and has a different

kind of value than any other medium.

Circulation counts, even with trade papers, but the

circulation of a trade paper cannot be compared with

that of one of general circulation, and its value for ad-

vertising, inch for inch, is from 10 to 20 times greater,

because it goes just where you want it to go, simply be-

cause itcgnoot go anywhere else.

markable, when it is ren

1893, there were hardly
track in Chicago.

mileage is particularly re-

nbered that on January i,

3 miles of electric railway

Company.

1

.g
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48'
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163
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35
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. 54

5

17

4
15

14

33

5

3 759

2

35 118

81

16

50

54

5

16

15

14

33

874

West Chicago St. R. R. Co...
North Chicago St. R. R. Co..

South Chicago City Ry. Co. . .

Cicero & Proviso Ry. Co
Calumet Electric St. Ry. Co. .

Chicago & Jefferson Urban
Transit Co

186

Chicago North Shore St. Ry.

Chicago Electric Transit Co . .

North Chicago Electric Ry. Co.

North Side Electric Ry. Co. . .

40

Lake Street Elevated R. R. Co.

Metropolitan West Side Ele-
125

155
Chicago South Side Rapid

The Suburban R. R. Co

83

5 24

Total 597 601 5.624
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The Western Electrician's first special electric

light convention number (dated May 9th) contained

7,576 square inches of advertising. For the same week

the Electrical World contained 7.326, the Electrical

Enf^i7iccr 3,687 and the Electrical Revicxv 3,375

square inches of advertising.

The Western Electrici,\n's advertising, therefore, ex-

ceeded that of Ihe /Jed rical World by 250 inches,

that of the Engineer by 3,S81> inches and that of the

AVi-iVic by 4,SJ01 inches. It exceeded the combined

advertising of the Rci'iczf and Engineer by 514

The steady advancement of special convention adver-

tising in the Western Electrician can be shown by a

little table v/r^D -.orihv nf nttention:

March 3, 1894
February 23, 1895
May 9, 1H96,

These figures are carefully and accurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. Jt is to be re-

membered, also, that, in computing the square inches

of advertising, all announcements of the Western

Electrician or the Electrician Publishing company are

rigorously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2.000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

M.\NV of those who are' following the present con-

troversy over the introduction of the "new light" with

which Tesla, Edison and Moop have been experiment,

ing. will have no difficulty in recalling the newspaper

claims of several inventors at the time of the introduc-

tion of the incandescent lamp. There is a striking re-

semblance to that old controversy in the present discus-

sion, but we trust that the "new light ' will not require

so much attention in development as did the incandes-

cent lamp after it had been given to the public with the

assurance that its operation was commercially practic-

able.

Leno

ssNEss on the part of motormen occasionally

1 collisions, sometimes with serious conse-

The daily papers of New York last week called

to a collision between two electric cars in

mue, at the One Hundred and Sixteenth street

lich; ived

slight injuries and several passengers were bruised. The

cars were heading for the Lenox avenue "Y," each mo-

torman striving to get ahead of the other. The Colum-

bus avenue car got there first, but the Lexington avenue

car crashed into its rear end. The conductor of one car

was thrown off the platform, and the motorman of the

other sustained two slight cuts from flying glass. The

platforms of the cars were damaged and several windows

in each were broken. An example should be made of

such employes.

There has been a good deal of talk of late about what

Edison and Tesla are about to do in the way of astonish-

ing the world with their discoveries in electric lighting,

but thus far there have been no practical results made
public. However, we are encouraged in the belief that

each of the gentlemen named has something up his

sleeve which, after the manner of Herrmann, he proposes

to flash upon the public at a propitious moment. With
owl-like wisdom an eastern contemporary sagely re-

marks: "We cannot hesitate to express our positive con-

viction that the introduction of a more perfect illumi-

nant is near at hand." Well, well! How very definite,

to be sure!

In the meantime, while Edison and Tesla are talking

about their plans, or rather their friends are talking for

them, p. MacFarlan Moore is going ahead and trying to

accomplish something in the way of commercial utiliza-

tion of the vacuum tube light with which Tesla has been

experimenting so long. There are many prominent en-

gineers who agree with the views expressed by Mr. Wes-

sels in his communication on this subject, which appears

elsewhere in this issue. One cannot read this contribu-

tion without feeling that there is cause for criticism of the

policy pursued in attaching so much importance to the

vague promises that are said to emanate from the "wiz-

ard" and the "magician" of the profession, but which

many are disposed to consider the product of the lively

imagination possessed by a newspaper writer who fur-

nishes popular electrical stories to metropolitan dailies.

Street railway men will be interested in the result of

the litigation between the Chicago City Railway com-

pany and the General Electric Railway company, by

which the former corporation attempted to prevent com-

petition in its valuable South Side territory. The action

was instituted in the name of the attorney-general of

the state of Illinois, but no attempt was made to conceal

the interest of the Chicago City Railway company and

the Western Indiana Railroad company in the proceed-

ings, and the legal representatives of these companies

conducted the prosecution of the case. Judge Dunne
refused to issue an iniunction against the General Elec-

restraining that corporation from

dinance. and in support of this

the fact that the only persons

interested in the granting of the restraining order are

the representatives of the transportation companies

mentioned. Both parties submitted a great mass of

evidence on the question of frontage consents. The
affidavits contained allegations of forgery, and many of

them were on the question of revocations, but Judge

Dunne said in his view of the law applying to the case

the Jinidavits were of no importance. "In the case at

proceeding under its (

bar." said the court, "where the proceedings are brought

in the name of the attorney-general, and while presump-

tively the rights of the people are involved, the facts,

circumstances and atmosphere surrounding the case

have impressed the court with the conviction that the

real parties in interest and the real parties who would
suffer by the building of the road in question are not the

people of the state of Illinois, but two rival corporations

doing a similar business in the same section of the city,

whose interests would be imperiled by the building of

this road." In view of the magnitude of the interests

of these rival corporations the court believes that it is

not to be wondered at that the record discloses by
numerous affidavits that the Chicago City Railway com-
pany has procured revocations, purchased or otherwise,

from property owners living along the line of the pro-

posed road. Judge Dunne does not approve the idea of

having his court used for the purpose of shutting out

legitimate competition. He says; "During the long

arguments before this court it was not made to appear
to the court that any other property owner or citizen,

save and except these companies, would suffer any injury

from the building of this road." Judge Dunne concluded

that as the question of the validity of the ordinance was
raised in the mandamus suit, to which the city was a

party, and as the question of the right of the mayor to

refuse his signature on the ground that the ordinance

was invalid was also raised, the mandamus is a bar to

the attorney-general's suit. The decision is one of great

importance to companies like the Chicago City Railway,

which enjoys a valuable monopoly and does not relish

the idea of competition.

As H.\s already been announced, the Senate has taken

action upon the Pacific cable project and now the House
of Representatives has the subject under consideration.

On May 29th the House committee on commerce author-

ized Mr. Bennett of New York to make a favorable re-

port on a substitute for several bills providing for a cable

to Hawaii, Japan and China. Under the terms of the

bill, the postmaster-general, in his discretion, may con-

tract with the Pacific Cable company of New York for

the construction of a cable between the United States,
"^

Hawaii, Japan and China via the Midway Islands. The
bill grants the right of way over the United States land

and provinces, that the line may be controlled by the

president in time of war or other extraordinary emer-
gency. A subsidy of Sioo.ooo is granted. If ad-

vantage is taken of the measure the line to the

Hawaiian Islands must be completed by January i, iSgS.

When the bill was introduced in the House it was
accompanied by a report, from which it appears that the

cost of the cable from San Francisco to Japan by the

route contemplated, together with a repair ship, is es-

timated at $7,500,000. The subsidy of Sioo.ooo per

annum is to be paid for 20 years, and the company is to

transmit free of cost for all time the official messages of

the government, giving them right of way. The rate

for ordinary private dispatches is not to exceed Ji. 25 per

word on messages between the United States and Japan

and China and 35 cents per word between the United

States and Honolulu. Press rates are not to exceed one-

quarter of these charges. The Pacific Cable company is

organized with a capital of Sio,ooo,ooo, and proposes to

build the cable by sales of stock and does not propose to

It would seem as if something was bound to come of

the persistent agitation for a Pacific cable. Once before

the Senate by a large majority sent to the House a bill

proposing to pay a company or projected company S250,-

000 a year during many years for constructing a cable to

Hawaii alone. The House did not concur in it. and

finally a conference committee proposed a modified plan

by which Hawaii should contribute, and the govern-

ment should be allowed to purchase the cable on speci-

fied terms. This was also rejected by the House. Last

year, by a vote of 36 to 25. the Senate made an

amendment to the consular and diplomatic appropria-

tion bill, setting apart $500,000 for beginning a cable to

be laid under government authority, and to belong to

the government. This, also, the House did not accept,

but the vote may perhaps be considered promising for

the success of the present measure so far as the Senate

Some action must be taken soon if the

e controlled by this country. It is quite

if the British lay aline of cable between

the Dominion, the company that does the

^r;^,. :.;,ur,n,nrn( snl^M.lics, That waS

: . I : : Viisiraliaand New
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Peru Electric Manufacturing Company's
Exhibit.

I'Cw, if any, IhidiIis at the eleclrical cxposilion in New
York attraclcd muif attention than that of the Peru

l-:ictliic ManiifactiirinR company of Peru, Ind., shown

in llu: accompanying picture. The arrangement was in

the sliapo of an octayon.- On entering the booth, on each

side, were two large highly polished oak boards, upon

which were shown the company's leading special insula-

tors, including various cut-outs, bushings, lamp bases,

etc. At the back of booth was also a large board which

had a full line of the regular stock of cleats, tubes,

rosettes, receptacles, insulators, etc., while on each side

of this was arranged Laclede and Hercules primary bat-

the company apply for a franchise, The company did

so but did not name the rates it would charge. The
Northwestern Telephone & Electric company of Mil-

waukee applied for a franchise and got it, and then the

Wisconsin Telephone company began to put in a new
exchange, and again applied for a franchise, which was

on the subject of a franchise for a telephone syster

Address Carl K. Bennett.

The North Central Telephone company of Minn
apolis is making plans to put in a telephone exchange

Mankato, Minn.

A local telephone company at New Kichmond, Wii

fea of the

porcelain socket made without a projcctiiif^ key, which,

on une-eighth of a revolving turn, would turn the light

on or off. The new catalogue, which is profusely illus-

trated, was in great demand, and J. T. Stevens, who

was in charge of the company's exhibit, was kept re-

sponding to requests for "just one more of those beauti-

ful ink-stands." These souvenirs are in the shape of

an insulator made by the Peru company, having the

usual removable slotted piece for a cap, and mounted on

a nickel stand; but the supply was quickly exhausted,

so great was the demand.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
IFroin the Minnc.ipolis conesijondenl of the Western Elec-

A telephone line will be built between Rushford and

Highland, Minn.

The Aberdeen Telephone company of Aberdeen.

S. D,, will begin work on a line to Redfield soon. A
line is proposed to \vatertown.

The Fairmont Telephone company of Fairmont, Minn.

,

will extend its line to Welcome and Sherburn, Minn..

and will connect with Winnebago City. Minn., and

other points.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company and

the Automatic Switch company are applicants for tele-

phone franchises at Luverne, Minn. It is likewise sug-

gested that the city put in an exchange of its own.

The Bell Telephone company has been adjudged in

contempt of court in erecting telephone poles in She-

plied for £

vilh the wc rk and the

to preven i from COD

temporary

, Work Vras

e, which

(RING COMPANY S EXHIBIT.

secured a franchise and will connect with Hudson,

Stillwater and St. Paul.

Patrons at Lanesboro, Minn., complain that the new
telephone service is very bad, and suggest that,

having secured the cash coupons, the company i

the line take care of itself.

' lets

Southern Telephone News.

elephone exchange of loo instruments has just been

1 at Oxford, Miss., by Shinault & Jackson of that

3 of the telephon.

lies. The Popla

Electrical storms have damaged £

lystems put in by independent com

Bluff (Mo.) company lost several instruments and

juite a number of drops in its switchboard, while the

exchange at Winona, Miss., suffered the loss of quite a

[uantity of fine wire and the use of a few telephones for

A telephone exchange is being put in at Stuttgart, Ark.

The Southern Telephone Construction company, an

ndependent company of Tallahassee, Fla., is pushing

ines out in every direction from that city. It has one

ine 17 miles long in the direction of the gulf, with three

elephones. one to Bradfordville of 14 miles with three

1 one to Du Boise, 5 miles, with one in-

The company has a 100 plug switchboard,

ith 85 telephones in the city, all working well.

boygan, Wis., in spite of a permanent injunction. The

Bell company never secured a franchise in Sheboygan,

but was allowed to erect its poles and string its wires.

Three years ago the Wisconsin Telephone company

(Bell) proposed to improve the system and begun erect-

ing new poles, which the Board of Public Works
promptly cut down, the City Council demanding that

onstrue it. which it did wholly against the company.

The Dane County Telephone company of Madiso

Vis., and the La Crosse Telephone company of I

Irosse, Wis., have come to an agreement and will co

The Crane Exhibit.
The exhibit of the Crane company of Chicago at the

New York electrical exposition, herewith illustrated, con-

sisted of extra heavy gate, globe and angle valves, from

iVz to 24 inches in diameter. The 24 inch valve is a

steam valve, and is the only one of this size in New York

city. It weighs 6,770 pounds. The Crane company is

the only concern in this country that carries these valves

m stock. All these extra heavy valves are tested to Soo

pounds pressure, and are guaranteed for a working pres-

sure of 250 pounds to the square inch. There were also

shown Crane's hard metal globe and angle valves with

renewable metallic disks, intended for a working pressure

of 250 pounds, and Crane's patent cup check, noiseless

back pressure valve, pop safety valve, patent water re-

lief valve, patent low-water alarm, unions with metallic

composition gasket, cement, and mocking-bird steam

whistles. The exhibit was in charge of Fred. Mitchell.

: toll : i to c Tthw
Notes from the Exposition.

General Superintendent J. F. Blauvelt of the Nev
England Butt company of Providence, R. I., was i

prominent visitor at the exposition last week. He re
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ports business as being unusually brisk for this time of

year, with bright prospects for the future.

Gould & Eberhardt of Newark, N. J.,
have been favor-

ing their friends at the exposition with a pretty souvenir

—a glass paperweight—which was in great demand.

The historical and loan department was one of the

1. It has been thronged during

the building, and the handsome
portraits shown by W. J.

Hammer, and
f historical wires (used in important elec-

feature;

the hou
i of the

rs of adt

trical events}, have e.\cited much interest.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler company of Brooklyn

N. Y., showed ts usua push and energy in ha ving Its

Worlds Fair t iploma and medal, which was eceivec

Thursday morn nglMaV 2.Sth at 10 ^0 o'clock, a head
5xp0Sltl .n at 1. e ..id ick These rophies

VIGILANT SINGLE STROKE AND

The operative exhibit of

turing company, consistin

Ryan multipolar generator
inch McEwen engine, rece

from the engineering prot

the J. H. McEwen Manufac-

g of a 40 kilowatt Thompson-
tly connected to a 10 by lo

,'edi

id others who visited

)leasing outline and
smooth running drew "many complimentary remarks
from the thousands of visitors, and in order to satisfy

those who were interested from apractical point of view,

a water rheostat was provided so that any desired load

up to 50 percent, beyond the rated capacity of the dy-

namo could be thrown on or off at will. The normal
capacity of the dynamo is 320 amperes at 125 volts,

and the test of throwing on or off 450 to 475 amperes
instantly with absolutely no sparking and without racing

of the engine was agreat surprise to all who witnessed
the tests. Catalogues describing the machines may be
obtained without charge by addressing the company at

Church street, between Dey and Cortlandt. New York.

Vigilant Single Stroke and Vibrating
Bell.

Of the various electrical specialties which are manu-

factured by Edwards & Co. of One Hundred and Forty-

fourth street and Fourth avenue. New York, there is

probably none which has met with such marked success

as the Vigilant single stroke and vibrating bell, shown

in the cut without cover. The hammer rod has a short

leverage but a long sweep, enabling it to give rapid and

powerful blows. In order to give it the long sweep, ihe

armature is specially arranged so as to be strongly at-

tracted from a greater distance than by the ordinary

magnet. The hammer is attached to its rod by a stiff

flat spring, allowing it to instantly leave the gong after

striking it, causing the signals to be perfectly distinct,

no matter how rapidly given. This bell is so arranged

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Nowotny Arc Lamp,
The cuts accompanying this article show an interest-

ing arc lamp made by the Nowotny Electric company of

Cincinnati. Fig. i shows the working parts in vertical

section; Fig. 2 represents the lamp complete with globe

in place, while Fig. 3 gives an idea of the lamp com-

plete with globe suspended.

As will be seen, this lamp is of an entirely new type.

The main features of it are as follows: The carbons

are placed parallel to each other throughout the entire

length which is to be consumed by the arc. The car-'

bons are flat, two flat sides being close to one another.

The arc is kept at the tips of the carbons by the use of a

magnetic field. This field is generated by a coil which

lies in a plane parallel to the axes of both carbons. The
carbon holders and carbons are encased in a single glass

globe, to protect them from the access of fresh air, thus

greatly prolonging the life of the carbons. The only

June 6, 1896

now the Dayton Globe Iron Works company of Dayton,

Ohio, and. after thoroughly investigating their turbine

wheels and other machinery, placed a large order with

them, to which they have added from time to time.

Last summer it was decided to build a new mill, and

with this in view I. Murata and M. Kanda of Tokio,

Japan, visited this country, determined to purchase

what they considered the best turbines that money
could buy. After spending two months in visiting many
of the most important power plants in the East and

:l

Qstant pote

moving part of the lamp is one carbon holder, which is

pivoted so as to move sufficiently to allow the carbons to

come into contact at their tips or to separate to the dis-

tance necessary for the required arc. A single solenoid

magnet is provided to draw up an arm, fastened to the

pivoted carbon holder e

form the arc.

This lamp is manufactured for

tial continuous and alternating current circuits. It is

claimed to be simpler, more reliable, give a more uni-

form and steady light with a less amount of attention

and a less consumption of carbon than any other lamp

on the market. It will be noticed that this lamp casts

no shadow and occupies little room. It is said to be

the shortest lamp made. It has no rods, no sliding con-

tacts, no chimney, no-clock work, no springs. It is

provided with an automatic cut-out. It is easy to trim,

American Machinery for Japan.
The accompanying illustration represents a special

rain of turbine wheels and appurtenances recently

West, including those at Holyoke and Niagara Falls,

they returned to Dayton and placed their order with

the Dayton Globe Iron Works company. The order

included one pair of 45 inch special New American tur-

bines, mounted horizontally, guaranteed to develop

2.204 horse power under 60 feet head: one pair of 42 inch

wheels, ga.iranteed to develop 1.500 horse power under

56 feet head, also mounted horizontally in iron flume,

and one 25 inch special New American, placed in hori-

zontal iron flume, guaranteed to develop 350 horse power

under 56 feet head.

The entire plant was designed and manufactured to

withstand the strain due to these very high heads and

to give the best possible results. The Dayton company

has established an enviable reputation in furnishing

turbines for extremely high heads, and feels justly

proud of shipping a train of such machinery to the far

East. During the past winter the Dayton Globe Iron

Works company also shipped three carloads of water

wheel machinery to a cotton spinning mill in Japan, and

one of their 30 inch New American turbines, in a

vertical iron flume, to another Japanese firm. In addi-

tion the company has shipped two of its 25 inch turbines,

fl as a vibrating bell as well as by

a continuously ringing bell. It may
;o that any number of bells can be

: length of stroke and tension of this

bell are adjustable.

shipped by a prominent American concern to an influen

tial Japanese company. That the intelligent Japs ar(

fast forging to the front among nations is well illustratet

by the fact that their manufacturers are looking for the

best and most modern machinery, and are purchasing

About eight years ago a party of Japanese called or

the old and well-known firm of Stout, Mills & Temple

each in a vertical

company in Tokio.

Rheubottom & Bond of Union City. Mich,, have
closed a contract with local capitalists at Athens. Mich.,

for a complete central station electric lighting and power
plant, It is expected that the plant will be in operatiou

in about 70 days.
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Electric Mail Phaeton.
The American IClectric Vehicle company of 4.(7

Wabash avenue, Chicago, has embarl<ed in the business

of manufacturing, selling and renting electrically pro-

pelled carriages. It is turning out handsomely finished

vehicles, furnished with light and improved batteries

and motors and especially devised braking and steering

gear. This company is backed by ample means and has

command oP excellent mechanical and electrical skill.

Henry Totwin is president, !•'. S. Culver vice-president,

C. K, Corrigan general manager and treasurer, and C. E.

Woods secretary.

The handsome carriage shown in the illustration is an

electric mail phaeton. The departure in design of tliis

vehicle from the ordinary mail phaeton is si.. ^h^lu th^ii

with the motors removed and a pole inserted f.ir liur.sc^

one would hardly think the vehicle was designed (01

anything else. It has an equipment of two two horsi

power motors at a normal working rate which can lie

momentarily run up to six or seven horse power. The

motors are connected one on either hind wheel imlr-

pendently, and are run in series or parallel, giving vari;i

tions of speed. The special feature of these motors is

that they are dust and water-proof, and are especiall\

designed for this class of work in all their electric.il

The battery equipment consists of 32 180 amperi.--

hour cells made by the Syracuse Storage Battery com-

pany, which are grouped in series or parallel by a con-

roller, and, working in conjunction with the motors,

make possible five different speeds.

The vehicle is supplied with two brakes—one a band

brake applied to the sheave on the shaft of the sprocket

wheel; the other an emergency brake which operates di-

rectly on the tires. The arrangement of the mechanism

in the latter brake is such that the act of putting it on

not only cuts the current of! from the motors, but auto-

matically sets the controller back to the starting point.

The utility of this patented arrangement as well as the

necessity of it can at once be understood. The maxi-

mum speed of the vehicle is 15 miles an hour. The bat-

teries weigh only 1,000 pounds, and will give a contin-

uous normal six or seven horse power service.

The rear seat is designed to carry two people and is

removable when not needed. The steering gear of the

\ehicle is instantaneous in its resistance and self-locking

in a mutual adjustment of the steering lever to the will

of the operator.

strated. tha

aple parts, <

The Wheelock Battery.

It is claimed by J.
H. Bunnell & Co. of Ne

for the Wheelock battery, her

low cost per charge of solutior

mercially obtainable anywhere, and the strength of

current economically produced by each cell, make it

the most practical, handy and useful primary battery

yet introduced for motors, electric fans, sewing ma-

chines, dental tools, small boat propellers, battery

phonographs, etc. For induction coils, especially in

X-ray work, and for telephones, electro-plating, tem-

porary arc and incandescent lighting, gas lighting, gas

engines, railway signaling, power bells, and all experi-

mentation requiring reliable power it is well adapted.

The six by eight inch size (capacity 100 ampere-hours)

delivers from two to 15 amperes, as may be required,

without polarizing under strain, whether one minute's

work or five hours' work, at a time. On open circuit it

stands unchanged for two months, ready at all times to

deliver its full power for minutes or hours.

The special features of advantage in the mechanical

construction of this battery are; Simple parts of ordi-

nary inexpensive battery materials commercially ob-

tainable at electrical supply depots; flat-rolled zincs

which are kept automatically amalgamated more per-

fectly than is possible with bent cylinder zincs making

highest econc my in waste of zinc; small carbon surface

required, wh
carbon plate

post; commo
and treated s

ch is obtained with common inexpensive

s combined with but one simple binding

n oblong porous cup especially prepared

as to be indestructible in strong acids and

give perfect action as diaphragm ; ordinary commercial

glass jars, and strong acid solutions of the cheapest

chemicals known in battery use, sulphuric acid and

Electricity for Hiccoughs.
Aggravated cases of persistent hiccoughing, from

which no relief can be obtained, are occasionally re-

ported by medical men, and such attacks usually end in

death. A patient suffering from this distressing malady

—Miss Nettie Traulman of Elizabeth, N. J.—was re-

cently relieved by the application of a current of elec-

tricity, and the fact is worthy of note. The treatment

resulted in complete cessation of the paroxysms for

nearly three-quarters of an hour, and after that the

hiccoughs were in much milder form. This was the

first relief obtained by the patient, and she was greatly

encouraged. The electrical treatment will be con-

one will begrudge him credit, if any, due for original
work actually demonstrated before reliable witnesses;
but the articles I am criticizing arc misleading in that
they credit to Mr. Tesla, Mr. Moore's achievements. If

Moore is substituted for Tesla, the articles will be fairly

if all reference to what is "going to be" is

itied.

The absen.:.- -1 M i inl,^
.

. .n.-.l

! fact

(

nued, and the attending physic

Lially accomplishing a cure.

COMMUNICATION.
Claims of Moore, Tesla and Edison.

To the Editor of Ihv Western Electrician;
In some o£ the New York papers 1 recently noticed £

tides headed "Tesla's Achievements," which would
amusing were they not misleading.

Stripped of ambiguity, they stated Mr. Tesla wi

"with the aid of a few more experiments, be able to pi

dace 40 per cent, of light and his perfected (?) bulb gi^

10 per cent, of light." We need not concern ourselv

with what Mr. Tesla is "going to do," as the outcome
the "few more experiments" is purely speculative.

Five years ago Mr. Tesla announced he would re\

1 thi>

lighted tlie lah..i., , "i .,1 .i ... i|h '
. I.Min<.-d

clear photo^^r;!)'!: i L
i

-
1

. ij nin^s

published in th' ;m . ,
' - /, .u-- .-j ..i,Mire.

Before the (.-nik^v ^^\\^\^ 'Ayy-A.\-<-^ I '.|i..v,'..| Mr.

Mr. Moore alune is entitled lu the credit uf having
discovered new fundamental principles and made them
operative. In this credit neither Mr. Edison nor Mr.
Tesla is justly entitled to share. Vet the dailies are
devoting much space to what is "going to be" and ignor-

mg what is. They head articles "Edison and Tesla
Rivals" and shut their eyes to the fact that Mr. Moore
IS the only one who has shown a tube-lighted room.
They print accounts of what "will be." but Mr. Moore
demonstrates nightly what is.

The unfounded advertising Mr. Tesla is getting is

based upon the Iilvctrii:al Rci'icic article of May 20,

First—Was the representative (name not
[ualified electrical engineer, capable of

j

nerely a non-technical journalist?

Second—Who made the test of power said I

Fourth—Was the light diffused for any length of t

Fifth—Did the light work on alternating and direct
circuits, or only on one of them?

Sixth—How much power was used?
Seventh—Is the system practical? It is well known

that in Mr. Teslas experiments five years ago such
enormous voltages were used as made them absolutely
useless for any but laboratory use. Moreover (discard-

ing the factor of danger), the cost of insulation would be
: thee :ialr

lutionize the lighting field. The public saw some faint

electrical pyrotechnics, then nothing was seen or heard.

No wonder the Mail and Express of May 22, 1896, con-

cluded: "There is nothing new in Mr. Tesla's work.

His light is the same as he showed to the Society of

Electrical Engineers five years ago."

In the Electrical Eiigiiiecr, November 13, 1895. I

pointed out the constant tendency of the press to credit

Mr. Tesla with the achievements of other inventors! No

true, why has Mr. Tesla not publicly shown his tube?

Why is he not present at the electrical show? If pre-

vented from coming, why does he not send a represent-

ative with the tube? He never had a better chance
than the show affords. As Mr. Edison said. "Moore is

showing his light and I will show mine. Let Tesla come
along and show his. What counts in the world is the

man who produces, not the man who talks."

Against Mr. Tesla's statement of what he is "going to



:riminating electrical public will place what
ictually did and is doing. Mr. Tesla lec-

91 and has shown absolutely nothing since.

; record follows:

Mr. Moore claimed he could produce
better results than Mr. Tesla showed in his

lecture.

Mr. Moore read his paper before the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers
on "A New Method for the Control of

followed, and
a ted the

Trm.

1894,

1S94.

July.

showed fine photographs from
unretouched negatives taken by his lamps.

Mr. Moore's article on "The Light of

the Future" appeared in Cassier's Maga-
zine, nine months ahead of the Tesla (Ok-
tury) article.

Mr. Moore lighted a room in his labora-

tory with 1 abes for the first time

Mr. Moore was photographed by his tubes

and a full-page reproduction appeared in

the Electrical Engineer, New York, the

Eicch-icai Eeriez^\ London, and elsewhere.

Mr. Moore lectured before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers on "Re-
cent Developments in Vacuum Tube Light-

ing," and showed many forms of lamps and
tubes, closing by lighting the hall with 27

vacuum tubes. The photograph of the

ball, taken by those tubes after a five-min-

ute exposure, from an unretouched nega-

tive, appeared in the Eh-ctrical Engiiiccr

on May 5, 1S96.

Mr. Moore lighted up Governor Morton
by a frame of seven feet six inch tubes as

he opened the electrical exposition, and
showed the signs "N. E. L. A." and "Let
There Be Light" above Governor's Mor-
ton's head.

Mr. Moore lectured under the auspices of

the National Ele Ligh

1S9G.

May 4 and
every week

(President Wilmerding presiding) and light-

ed the stage with his vacuum tubes.

Mr. Moore lighted his tubes in the form
of flying arrows, and kept them lighted

while Dr. Depew made his speech.

Mr, Moore participated in the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers' discus-

sion of his paper, and, by exhibiting his ap-

paratus and tubes, more than proved his

claims. He scored a great victory, and the

parties who. before making the tests, had
denied his claims, admitted Mr. Moore was
right and they were wrong.

Mr. Moore's chamber of light has been
visited by thousands, who have seen and
wondered at his artificial daylight. They
make an unimpeachable crowd of witnesses

to the great simplicity and inexpensiveness

of his apparatus and its low voltage.

Is it not singular (to say the least) that only after Mr.
Moore made this unimpeachable record did newspaper
articles appear, stating what Messrs. Edison and Tesla

were "going to do."

Yet many of the dailies are silent about Mr. Moore,
and even the lecture he delivered at the request of the

National Electric Light association was only referred to

by one of the electrical journals, although the hall was
filled with a thousand delegates and others. President

Wilmerding held one of the tubes and showed the in-

duction effects when Mr. Moore lighted the stage,

Mr. Moore's demonstrations have greater historic

value than press effusions, and these demonstrations can-

not be ignored.

Mr. Moore is most willing to continue his public dem-
onstrations after the electrical show closes. Will Mr.
Tesla show his tubes at the same time? Let instru-

ments be used by competent electrical experts. Then
let the results of the competitive test be published

authoritatively. The public will always prefer actual

achievements to speculative theories.

The Goebel litigation showed conclusively the unwis-
dom of allowing incorrect statements to go unrefuted
when made. This is one of my reasons for writing this

letter. If further argument be needed to demonstrate
that Mr. Moore was absolutely first in the vacuum tube
lighting field (ahead of Messrs. Edison and Tesla) it will

be found in the fact that he secured in the last three

years some 20 patents for his inventions in vacuum tube
lighting, and further, that a number of his applications

are awaiting action in the Patent Office. At no time
were there -xny references t Edison or Tesla. and
the patents wert r nl\ issued after Mr Moo:e had gone

Washington set up a miniature laboratory in the

ind proved to the examinersiited States I itent

th^t they
of the ch
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en as Prof.

Nelson W.
Perry and others proved that Mr. Moore had under-
stated rather than overstated, his claims. Let Mr.
Tesla produce his tube, face the same searchlight, and
if he passes muster, he will get all the credit really due
bim.
No matter what Mr. Edison, Mr. Tesla or anyone

else may produce, the fact remains that to D. MacFar-
lan Moore alone belongs the credit of first having pro-

Ne\^

commerc
s largely to put this fact indisputably on
have wri tten this letter.

Edward J. Wessei
President Moore Electrical comp

.ark. .\-
. /., May 25, 1896.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

ORK, May 30.—There has been some newspaper

gossip during the week in relation to the possible use of

compressed air as a motive power on the street railways

of New York and Chicago, but the rumors, which seem

to have been put forth for ulterior purposes, were

promptly denied.

As a result of the decision of the Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court in the rapid transit case, the Rapid

Transit commissioners, at their meeting on Monday,

suspended all further operations of the board as to routes

under consideration, and, it was understood, only de-

ferred placing their resignations in the hands of the

mayor so that the Manhattan Elevated Railway com-

pany might have an opportunity to file an application

for permission to construct its proposed extensions and

connections on both sides of the city. The counsel,

chief engineer and secretary gave notice that they would

make no claim for compensation after May 31st. and the

secretary was authorized to surrender the lease of the

commission's office in the Postal Telegraph building, in

Broadway, on that date. An address to the people of

New York was issued, setting forth the reasons which

had caused the commission to adopt this course.

According to the last quarterly report of the Brooklyn

Elevated Railroad company, there has been a material

falling off in the earnings of the company. President

Uhlmann was asked how he accounted for the decrease.

He said:

The falling off ir

in a large degree, t

date all the people during the rush hours, and conse-

quently turn them to the ferries. We only connect with

the Fulton and Broadway ferries, while the trolley

companies reach all of the 13 ferries between New
York and Brooklyn, and they, of course, got the bulk of

the traffic. The speeding of the trolley cars is so great

that they can fairly compete with the elevated roads.

We make a little better time, but that is lost in climbing

the stairs to reach our trains. No one seems able to

prevent the trolley cars from going at the rate of from
10 to 25 miles an hour. The proposition now before the

Board of Aldermen to change the ordinance of 1895 will

be just as ineffectual as the existing ordinance, for the

companies will certainly defend themselves against a

claim for Sioo, which can only be imposed when an ac-

tion is brought, and the collection of which will cost

twice as much as the possible recovery. We are confi-

dent of better results in the future, feeling that, sooner
or later, even the influence of the trolley compaaies can-

not withstand popular sentiment, which must rise

against this awful slaughter. One remedy to regulate

the speed of the trolley will undoubtedly be employed
as soon as the attention of the authorities is called to it.

That is the enactment of a law compelling every trolley

car to be equipped with a speed indicator.

W. F, O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Milwaukee, May 30,—During the present week two

more attempts have been made to settle the street rail-

way strike. P. R. Hannifin and James Morgan, two

prominent dry goods dealers of the city, decided that

on account of the injury that was being done to the city's

business interests some further effort toward a settle-

ment should be made. They accordingly talked with

the men and then with the directors of the company,

and finally arranged a conference between the contend-

ing parties. The company offered to take back a third

of the goo men who went out on the strike and to place

the others on the reserve list, giving them work as fast

as vacancies occurred. The company stated that in the

future it would not discriminate against the old em-

ployes, nor would it tolerate a black-list. The com-

pany also offered to allow the Amalgamated Association

of Street Railway Employes to select the 300 men who
were to be taken back at once. These terms were ap-

parently satisfactory to the men except on one point-

they asked that the full number of strikers be taken

back and that 300 of the number be put to work each
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week, so that each man would be able to work a third of

the time. They all went out together, the men said,

and they must all go back togeiber. but they were will-

ing to make a compromise so as to divide what work

there might be among their number. Two of the three

Milwaukee directors, it is said, agreed to this proposi-

tion from the men. but the third Milwaukee director

held out, although the men, when the objection was

raised that the plan would cause too many to assemble

at the barns, replied that all that would be required

would be for the foreman, once in each week, to post the

names of the men that were to go to work on the morn-

ing that the change of crews was necessitated. This

conference was the last that Messrs. Hannifin and Mor-

gan arranged, and they gave up the effort to settle the

trouble. The proposition of the company was sub-

mitted to a meeting of the men, some Soo being present,

and it was unanimously declined.

The next development was the appearance upon the

scene on Thursday forenoon of Samuel Gorapers, presi-

dent of the American Federation of Labor. His pres-

ence was the result of a resolution adopted at a meeting

of the strike leaders and a committee representing the

Federated Trades Council of Milwaukee. As soon as he

reached the city he began to try to make some satisfac-

tory arrangement between the men and the company.

After acquainting himself with the situation, he held

two conferences with Vice-president Payne of the com-

pany, at the latter of which Gov. Upham was present in

his capacity as a citizen, but the head of the great labor

organization of America, with a membership of 600,000,

could do little toward bringing about a settlement.

Gompers proposed that the company change its operat-

ing system so as to employ three shifts, two for eight

hours and one for four hours, the four-hour shift to al-

ternate with the others, so that all might have the same
amount of work. This change, Mr. Gompers said, would

enable the company to give 600 of the old men work,

and the men would earn an average of Si. 26 a day. Mr,

Payne was not willing to raaHe the pay of the men so

small, but he repeated his offer to take back 300 of the

old men and to pay them whether they had work all the

time or not. Gompers said that he would rather see the*

men beg from door to door. Friday evening he ad-

dressed a mass meeting which endorsed the position of

thei the of

though no strike

humanity, I say 'Long live King

returned to IndianapDlis early th

The company is running its ca

had ever happened. Altogether more than 700 men
have, been imported from other places to take the places

of the strikers. These men, it is stated by the company,

came from the following places; Chicago, 150: Minne-

apolis and St. Paul, 75; Philadelphia, 150; Cleveland,

70; Indianapolis, 60; St. Louis. 80; Grand Rapids, 66;

Buffalo, 60. Vice-president Payne has stated that Mil-

waukee, on account of a public feeling against the com-
pany, was chosen as the place for beginning a fight

against street railway companies generally—a fight by

the men for higher wages and easier conditions. If this

be the case, the Amalgamated Association of Street Rail-

way Employes has really received a severe blow in the

Milwaukee affair, for not only have the strikers failed to

obtain a single one of the important demands that they

made, but they cannot return to work—that is, two-thirds

of them cannot do so—under the old conditions. There

is no doubt, however, that the company has received aid

from companies in other cities which regarded the strike

here as a sort of a test. The places of the strikers

could probably not have been filled so readily with ex-

perienced men had not the Milwaukee company had

some warm friends among street railway owners else-

where. There may be some connection between this

phase of the situation and General Manager Wyman's
trip to eastern cities a short time before the strike.

The buses operated by the strikers and their sympa-

thizers continue to do a large business and the effect of

the competition upon the company must be such as to

make its virtual victory over the men a rather costly one.

Since the extra policemen have been taken off, there has

been more damage to cars, windows being smashed at

various points in the city. The company's total loss by

reason of injury inflicted upon its property may reach

$40,000. Some time ago the company notified the city

that it would be held responsible for all damage to its

property by mobs, and it is said to be the intention of the

company to hold the city responsible for every cent of

damage that it has sustained in this way. The company

has an itemized statement of such losses and the state-

ment is destined for the hands of the company's attor-
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completed before July.

The Syracuse (N. Y.) Rapid Transit Railway com-
pany was incorporated on May 2tst. It is believed to

be a reorganization of the Syracuse street roads. It

announces that the length of its lines is to be 57iV(j
miles, The capital stock is $4,000,000, consisting of

Si. 250, 000 preferred and 3.2,750,000 common stock.

The preferred is entitled to a six per cent, non-cumulative

dividend out of the company's net earnings before any-

thing shall be paid on the common stock. The directors

are John Alvin Young of Jersey City, Ansel L. White,
George F. Brown, David H. Darling, John B. Summer-
field. Edward T. Ferine, William H. Chesebrough, Jr.,

and S. B. Lawrence of New York city, and Edward H.
Tobey of Brooklyn.

MISCELLANEOUS.
B, S, Tolan has been appointed architect for a new

court-house, to cost §500.000, for Allen county, to be
built in Fort Wayne, Ind.

The fourteenth annual catalogue of the Rose Polytech-
nic Institute of Terra Haute, Ind., shows that this ex-

cellent institution is doing good work and flourishing.

The school has 123 students, of whom a large proportion
are in the electrical department.

. TRADE NEWS.
The Weston Engine company. the

has leased temporary quarters in Corning, N. Y..

where it will be able to fill all contracts except those for

nutomatic engines. The company expects to rebuild,

but will probably lease a foundry in the meantipie.

Edwards & Co. of One Hundred and Forty-fourth
street and Fourth avenue. New York, have issued a new
catalogue profusely illustrating their various electrical

specialties. Since their previous catalogue was issued

they have added largely to the number of articles manu-
factured, which now includes about everything one could
desire in this line of goods. This catalogue will be of

I the electrical bus

Among users of the Crane company's high pressure
valves jn the West are the following named: Detroit Citi-

zens' Street Railway, Detroit, Mich.; Illinois Steel com-
pany. South Chicago, 111.; Illinois Steel company, Joliet,

III.; Oakwood Street Railway company, Dayton, Ohio;
Kansas City Stock Yards, Kansas City, Mo.; Star Electric

company, Dubuque, Iowa; Joseph McWilliams & Co.,

Louisville. Ky ; Los Angeles Traction company. Los
Angeles, Cal.; Board of Trade building. Chicago, 111,;

Minneapolis General Electric company, Minneapolis.
Minn.

A fine new catalogue shows the complete line of over-

head line material for electric railways manufactured by
the Creaghead Engineering company of Cincinnati.

The design of this material is the result of experience in

the construction of electric railways, and the devices
have been tested and approved by some of the best rail-

way experts and superintendents. As far as is consistent

with good practice, the devices have been made light in

weight. The material in the parts is distributed so as

to give proper strength and present a neat and work-
manlike appearance.

In "The Fashioning of a Lamp" Maurice Hyde
Cleveland makes an attractive story of the manufacture
of incandescent lamps as revealed by a visit to the fac-

tory of the Bryan-Marsh company at Marlborough,
Mass. Mr. Cleveland begins his researches "in the

darksome days of ancient Egypt, fourteen hundred
years before Christ," but he speedily gets down to the

nineteenth century as to time and the United States as
to place and makes a readable article. The greater part
of the pamphlet is taken up by a well arranged cata-

pamphlet issued by
'

N. J., under whose
This system is guaranteed to be without back pressure
upon the engine, embracing combined thermostatic,

water and air relief valve improvements. The mem-
bers of this firm are specialists in examining steam
plants where increased efficiency and greater economy
is desired in heating feed-water for steam boilers; also

warming buildings within a radius of 2,000 feet from
power house by the utilization of exhaust steam, with-
out back pressure upon the engines, irrespective of

present heaters or systems employed.

The Standard Underground Cable company announces
that it has completed arrangements whereby it is en-

abled to undertake the mstallation of underground sys-

tems of all descriptions, complete in every detail. The
company's reputation for the successful installation of

underground cables in any quantity is so well estab-

lished as to need no comment. It will be learned with
interest, however, by wire-using companies that the

Standard company is now ready to furnish and' install

the conduits as well. The company has established a
conduit department, with F. S. Viele at its head as

manager. Mr. Viele is an experienced, practical engi-

neer in conduit and cable construction, and. with the

high reputation of the company for construction work of

all kinds, the conduit department is sure to prove an
important and successful branch of the business.

The I-T-E ai

factured by the

pany of Philadelphia, have been received

favor by engineers. The underwriters of the

New York, Chicago, Boston and Philadelphia have ap-
proved them, and unreliable methods practiced in the

matter of circuit protection will soon, it is hoped, become
a thing of the past. As is usually the casein all inven-

tions and improvements, the "thing" or feature is some
little modification or development which is apparent at

first glance, and which, seemingly, should have been
thought of before. The letters "I-T-E" represent the

salient feature of the automatic magnetic circuit break-

ers—inverse time element— the basic principle entering

into the construction of the device; that is, a circuit pro-

tected by this circuit breaker is opened in less and less

time as the circuit approaches nearer and nearer a short-

circuit. The circuit breakers are made for switchboards
(railway, light and power) motors, house service and
storage batteries on direct and alternating circuits. The
company issues an I-T-E catalogue which will repay
careful reading and will be sent to all interested in this

important subject upon application.

c magnetic circuit breakers, manu-
Electrical & Manufacturing com-

BUSINESS.
A. O. Schoonmaker, 15S William street, New York,

makes a specialty of stamping solid sheet mica washers
and has facilities to furnish any size wanted promptly.
He will build up to any thickness required.

The Watertown Engine company has opened an office

at 39 Cortlandt street. New York, in charge of L.

Copleston. The company has just issued a handsome
folder briefly setting forth the merits of its engines.

Recovering from its recent disastrous fire in Brook-

lyn, the Porter Standard Motor company is now newly
equipped, with better facilities than ever before for the

manufacture of high-grade battery motors. The com-
pany has removed to Lebanon, N. H.

The National Ore & Reduction company of St. Louis,

in its National matte smelter, claims to have a practical

and simple method of matting sulphide ores, such as

nickel, copper, gold and silver ores, in localities where
lead ores and fuels are scarce and almost unattainable.

A late list of the recording volt, watt and ampere
meters made by the Bristol company of Waterbury,
Conn., shows the extent of this company's business in

electrical instruments. Automatic recording instruments

Wij Mil-
wauk.-'. V..M I hi:. I. I v..!, I., III! , rf,mpany is as follows:

Wiring tlie resi.icncc ul John W. Mariner; furnishing
and pulling in complete the entire electric and fixture

work in the new Boston department store; doing all

the wiring and furnishing all the fixtures for the Western
Union Telegraph company's office; wiring and doing all

the electric bell and annunciator work in the new resi-

dences of Dr, Maercklein and J. W. Wittmeyer,

The Western Telephone Construction company of

Chicago has shipped a 400 telephone exchange equip-
ment to the Mutual Telephone company of Petersburg,
Va., to take the place of Mason-Maxwell apparatus.
The company reports a large increase in orders. Recent
contracts are: Du Quoin, 111,. 100 telephones; Ashland.
Ky.. 150 telephones; Bellaire, O., 75 telephones; Me-
tropolis. 111., 60 telephones; Oberlin, O., 150 telephones;
Wauseon. O.. 100 telephones; Barnesville, O., 200 ex-

change equipment; Rochester, N. Y., 50 telephone
equipment; Ticonderoga, N. Y,, 150 exchange outfit.

The Garlock Packing company. Palmyra, N. Y., re-

ports that the extensive additioa to its factories is. now
nearly completed. The company is now manufacturing
waterproof hydraulic and high-pressure piston pack-
ings in both ring and spiral forms. It is receiving for

both of these packings a constantly increasing trade and
is rushed with orders for all kinds of the various pack-
ings at both the Palmyra, N. Y., and Rome, Ga., fac-

tories. Engineers who are not users of the Garlock
packing should send in a small trial order, which will

convince them of the superiority of Garlock packings.

The Electric Appliance company has brought out two
more clever and original advertising schemes. One is in

the shape of a pad or tablet of blank forms on which can
be recorded 30-minute readings of the number of am-
peres as shown by the station ammeter. This gives a
permanent record of the station load at 30-minute inter-

vals during the entire 24 hours. The other scheme is a

complete set of architect's specifications for electric

wiring, which can be used as a form for making con-
tracts for electric wiring. These specifications have
been carefully drawn by a well known consulting elec-

trical engineer. The Electric Appliance company is

prepared to furnish either or both of these blanks free

on application.

Anything bearing the stamp of the C. W. Hunt com-
pany of 45 Broadway, New York, is sure to be of ap-
proved excellence and accuracy. Only words of praise

can be bestowed on the company's late work on "Manila
Rope for Transmission and Hoisting," which "tvell de-

serves the sub-title—"A Brief Treatise for Engineers on
Ropes Used for the Transmission of Power, Together
with Formulas, Tables and Data Useful in Mill Engi-
neering"—although the reader's attention is unobstru-
sively directed to the merits of the "Stevedore" brand
of rope for power transmission and other purposes. A
great deal of valuable information^much of it exceed-
ingly interesting as well— is contained in this book,
which should find a place in every engineer's library.

The Ohio Electric Works of Cleveland, Ohio, have be-
gun the manufacture of an electric bicycle lamp that is war-
ranted to burn, to give alight and to last. In its general
appearance the new lamp does not differ much from the oil

lamps, except that it is narrower and the reflector which
holds the lamp projects farther from the surface. The
body of the lamp resembles a small electric cell more
than anything else, and that is really what it is. It is

attached to the front of the bicycle in the ordinary posi-

tion. The construction of the lamp is so simple that

anyone can recharge the battery without difficulty. The
light is furnished by a small incandescent lamp backed
by a powerful reflector. The annoyances occasioned by
grease, oil and gas are done away with. There is no
smell and no smoke, and one charge of the battery is said

to be sufficient to maintain the light for hours.

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued May 26, i8g6.

tions, a rocking device arranged to actuate the reversing
_- . _

switch, a connecting rod arranged to be actuated by the
cylinder, and means for engaging the rod with and disen-
gaging it from the rocking device.

560,667. Incandescent Lamp Socket. Herbert C. Wirt,

Schenectady. N. Y. Application filed February 17,

1895.
olded

560 65S. Controller for Electric Cars. Elmer A. Sperry,
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed March 20, 1896.

The first claim is for the combination with a controller
cylinder of a switch for reversing the armamre connec-

it lamp sockets

shaft, key and ?

incandescent lamp, and 1
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1,679. Apparatus for Producing Musical Sounds by
Electricity. George Breed, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed November 20, 1S94.

A series of musical strings is employed, in combination
with a series of electro-magnets arranged in parallel and
connected with a source of electric energy, and a system of
two-way switches controlling the current to the electro-

»,703. Electric Valve. Charles L. Fortier, Chicago,

111. Application filed October 10, 1892.

A polarized armaiure is pivoted within the case in the

taMy'

560,721. Electric Railway. Edward H. Johnson, New
York, and Robert Lundell. Brooklyn, N. Y. Ap-
plication filed October 15, 1S95.

The meihod of disconnecting a sectional trolley conductor
from circuit with a current main or lead when the circuit

connections between the conductor and main are due to

around the switching mechanism, and thereby causing the
switching mechanism to assume its normal or open posi-

560,735. Alternating Current Generator. Walter S.

Moody, Lynn, Mass. Application filed January 17,

i8g6.

urrent from a

Dree independe

ved
I the main machir

,737. Commutator Brush. William H. Morgan,
Alliance, Ohio. Application filed February 20,

1895-

one end to the frame, and yieldingly connected at the otlier

end to the frame, the yielding ends of the sets of plates

to the proper position ot

560,757. Busy Signal for Telephone Lines. Charle:

E. Scribner, Chicago, 111. Application filed Angus
17. 1895-

A switch lever of a telephone set, an indicator adapted t(

of the

ing upon the detent are employed.

563.761. Telephone Circuit. John S. Stone. Boston,
Mass. Application filed March 13, 1896.

A generator and a relay are arranged in a permanent
bridge Lietween the circuit conductors, the generator being
interposed between the coils of the relay, and a local cir-

ihe relay, and means for shunting the signal when connec-

560.762. Telephone Circuit and Apparatus. John S.

Stone, Boston, Mass. Application filed April 2,

1896.

A plurality of pairs of telephone circuits is connected

),763. Automatic Heat Regulating Device, John V.
Stout, Easton, Pa. Application filed June 6, 1895.

560,766. Controllable Switch Box. John Van Vleck,
New York, N. Y. Application filed January 3,

1896.

inner surface inwardly inclined to a downwardly projecting
point so disposed tli:it moisture condensing on the surface
rind dropping from the point will not fall upon the con-

560,772. Electrical Distributing System. Richard R.
Bowker, Brooklyn. N. Y. Application filed Feb-
ruary 27, i8g6.

The system comprises a supply station, a controllable
switch box at a distance therefrom, a street conductor lead-
ing from t'

"

adingfromtl

supply f

560,792. K
York,

City.

A-hereby the

car and adapted t

An open ended nollowed casing ot insuiatin
provided with studs of insulating material i

thereof for the attachment of the conductors. .

sulating material is adapted to press upon a

:ther the conductors at each of the respectiv
I effect electrical .

jver firmly to the <

,841. Current Collector for Electric Railways,
bert N. Connett, Washington, D. C. Applic

filed January 17, 1S96.

The combinatic
ing telephones J thereof, of £

;ing providec

1 the sides of t

560,852. Static Electrical Machine. Charles M. Hollo-

peter, Fostoria, Ohio. Application filed July 19,

1895.

i'ing generator plates mounted within the
frame, and swinging adjustable prime conductors pivotally

,861. Multiple Telephony. Frank A. Pickernell,

Newark, N. J., and Frederic S. Perrin, New York,
N. Y. Application filed March 21, i8g6.

opposingly connected

1,894. Current Collector for Electric Railways. Al-

bert N. Connett, Washington. D. C, and Jacob S.

Detrick, Baltimore, Md. Application filed Jan-
uary 17, 1896.

The invention consists of the combination with the
hanger, the yielding shoes, and insulating blocks of the
pivoted links, bearing blocks projecting from the hanger,

II ^
-a?),V. NO. 560,807.

56o,'903. Electric Railway. William H.
lyn, N. Y, Application filed Januar;

560,917. Elevated Electric I

Gurty. Jersey City, N. ].

13. 1895.

: Circuit Closer or Alarm. Rich-
ard Pearson. London, England. Application filed

September 3, 1S95.

560,931. Electrolytical Apparatus. William S. Raw-
son, London, England. Application filed March
21, 1895.

ing liquid electrolyte, a perforated barrel of non-conduct-
ing material mounted to revolve on a shaft therein, a per-
forated or network metal cylinder fixed on but insulated
from the shaft, and connected by a suitable conductor
to the positive terminal of a source'of electricity, and bent
metal rods fixed at intervals in the interior of the barrel.

560,988. Electric Railway System. Nicholas J. Hal-
pine, U. S. Navy. Application filed February i,

1893-

magnetic trolley of a

nd connected e

561,002. System of Electric Distribution. Pierre O.
Keilholtz, Baltimore, Md. Application filed Febru-
ary 29, 1896.

A system comprising a motor and a dynamo, the field of
the motor being in circuit with the armature of the dynamo,
auxiliary windings on the motor field in series witli the field
of the dynamo, and means for revolving the armatures of
the motor and dynamo in unison.

561,046. Electro-therapeutic Apparatus for Treating
Deafness. Samuel J. Collier, Chicago, 111. Appli-

cation filed October 22, 1895.

543. Electric Locomotive. John C. Henry, Denver,
Colo. Application filed February 24, 1S96.

,544. Combined Gas and Electric Light Fi;

Luther Stierin^er, New York, N V. Appli(

filed Dec'inlu'i- ji. iS-m

moving Resistance in

Gt^orgeH. Whitting-
Miit.n filed March 6,
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The Franklin Statue at Lincoln Park,
Chicago.

The city of Chicago is fortunate in the possession of a

noble bronze statue of Benjamin Franklin, designed and

executed by H. K. Parks, and presented to the people

by Joseph Medill, editor of the C/iha,i,r" J'r/htut,-. The

last Saturday afternoon were attractive and impressive,

and were witnessed by several thousand citizens of Chi-

caj^o. The day was perfect, and the beautiful North

Side resort never appeared to

better advantage. The pro-

gramme included music by a

band, the singing of national

anthems by a quartette and

the people, addresses by prom-

inent citizens, Mr. Medill's

presentation speech, an ora-

tion by H. D. Estabrook and

an ode by John J.
Flinn. The

flag veil was withdrawn by

Kene Bache. a Hneal descend-

ant of Dr. Franklin, assisted

by 13 young girls in white,

who placed flowers at the foot

of the statue. It was a very

pretty and impressive cere-

The statue as revealed to

the throng appeared as rep-

resented in the accompanying

pictures. Mr. Medill had re-

quested the artist "to make

his model represent Franklin

)mpany of scien-

statue entirely from this picture, but when the face was

made it was thought by Mr. Medill to be rather too

austere and cynical and it was believed a more pleasing

expression might be had. This was found in the picture

in the Metropolitan Gallery in New York. After the

model had practically been finished the head was there-

fore taken off and a new face was made from the Metro-

politan Gallery picture. This gives an impression of

massive thought and benignity. The kindly, but shrewd

and calculating, nature of the man finds expression in

by the sculpt(

represents a
;

Every effort has been m
the statue a work of art worthy of the city. The most

e.'chaustive study was made both for the face and figure

and for the costume, and the donor of the statue and the

artist were in almost constant communication touching

the details.

In the course of bis address, which, by the way, was

in his best strong and forceful style, Mr. Medill said

that the monument was

addn

tists, explaining his theory of

lightning and its identity of

composition with electricity,

and relating his experiments

whereby he proved it—the

figure to be draped in the

fashion of the period and

stand erect, with calm, benign

countenance, the whole show-

ing a strong, self-possessed

man past middle life, but still

robust of body and vigorous

of mind. With these general

directions the artist proceeded

with his task.-' How well he

shown by the picture, Fig i

The statue is declared to be one

of the finest works that Mr
Parks has executed It i in

admirable likeness and th'-

costume is faultlessl} true t

the time the philo^oph r

statesman lived. The ti^ure

is of heroic size, bemg nme
feet six inches high andgues
the characteristic pose obser

vable in the celebrated pict

ures of Franklin. The whole

is eminently lifelike and sim

pie. The trunk is supported

mainly by the left leg the

right being thrust slightly

forward. The left hand rest

right arm hangs carelessly by the side. The mas-

sive frame is well proportioned and is well set off by the

costume, the knee breeches, the shoes with buckles, the

long coat and the frills at the neck giving as accurate

an impression of what the philosopher looked like in life

as it is possible to convey. Two pictures were taken

as a guide in the execution of the work—both pictures

being by Duplessis, the great French artist. The
first used was that in the Corcoran Gallery in

Washington. Indeed it was intended to make the

itend^d for the examination of

the people of the great city of

Chicago and the strangers who
visit it. and especially as a

reminder to the youths of the

rising generation that the

statue portrays the lineaments

of one of the three greatest

men the republic has ever pro-

duced, and that thus their

curiosity might be stimulated

to read and learn more about

the patriotic and useful career

of this remarkable American.

Closing this admirable review

of the great philosopher's life

the edii

5 accomplishments
lus summarized:

printer in all

past-master of
the craft; then a publisher,
editor, author, business man.
inventor, legislator, electrician.

diplomatist, statesman, philos-
opher and philanthropist.

spec-

matters Franklin excelled in

and then search for his peer
.all half of then

)ver that he w;

You

nearly a universal genius than
any man of ancient or modern
times. He possessed a brain
that seemed to grasp and com-
prehend every subject of hu-
man thought. It is hard to

name any of greater deductive
powers. In that process of
reasoning by which we arrive

starting from a premise, who
was superior to Franklin un-
less it was Bacon? Who was
more persuasive in his argu-

He discovered
by deduction and proved then

Webster

tigat]

by xper.

ings were almost as conclu
as mathematics. He le

wonderful impression on
minds of his generation,

among all his preeminence

the hip, whil

[G. I. THE FRANKLIN STATUE AT LINCOLN PARK, CHICAGO.

"the features, which, though not handsome, are pleasing

from the character the artist has succeeded in imparting

to them. The total height of the statue is 21 feet six

inches. The granite pedestal rises 12 feet and is strictly

classical in style. The base is 12 feet square, the prin-

cipal portion being in a single piece and weighing 13

tons. Two steps lead to the base proper, which are cut

in a single block of stone. This likewise weighs 13 tons.

The total weight of the pedestal is 46 tons. The pedestal

is cut into five pieces, all of the best of the Barre granite.

The statue itself is of bronze and is a perfect cast. The

sympathies for

suffering humanity.

The picture, Fig. 2. shown on page 290 is a reproduction

of a photograph taken during the exercises, from a point

directly opposite that from which the picture on this

page was made. At the left in the cut is shown the

speaker's stand, erected for the occasion. At the time

of the exposure Mr. Estabrook was delivering his ora-

tion. A partial view of the stands on which seats fo

invited guests were provided is also shown. Among
those in attendance were many prominent electrical men,

city officials, newspaper men and publishers, and a large

representation of printers.
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Electrical Equipment of the New Nc
tional Library Building in

Washington.
By George H. Draper.

The new National Library

magnificent building now in

Washington, D. C— that

in course of completion, and

which will cost 56,500,000—has been partially opened to

the public, but the writer recently had an opportunity to

visit some portions of it not usually accessible. The

beauties of its architecture, elegance of the interior fres-

coing, etc., have been described, and it will now be of in-

terest to the readers of the Western ELECTRiriAN to

learn something of the electrical installation, together

with some observations on the boiler plant and other

mechanical apparatus in the building.

It will be well to mention at the outset that the entire

construction, both exterior and interior, in every detail,

was under the direct supervision of the late Gen.

Thomas Lincoln Casey, U. S. A., and since his decease

under Bernard R. Green, who was selected by Congress

to fill the vacancy.

The library building proper covers nearly four acres

of ground, is three stories high, with a large dome in the

center. There are many rooms and book alcoves, an im-

mense rotunda and large halls to be lighted, and it is es-

timated that it will take 6,000 incandescent lamps of 16

candle power to give the proper illumination. The

chandelier and side-bracket arrangement is followed in

lighting the rooms and alcoves, and in each alcove is also

one or two pendant lamps for the purpose of easily find-

ing books. In the corridors and rotunda or reading

room, however, the lighting is somewhat more elaborate,

the corridors being fitted out with shapely ground glass

balls, while the rotunda is lighted almost entirely by dif-

fused light. Except in the places where brackets are

used, incandescent lamps are placed on top of the large

pilasters and on cornices, and the light is reflected from

the gold and white ceiling into the body of the hall be-

low. Incandescent lamps will be used throughout.

While the electric plant is not entirely finished, there

is enough in view to give one a general idea of the whole.

Bids on the electric plant were made in detail, as was

done in all other work, and the engines, dynamos, ap-

pliances and other material were furnished by the lowest

bidders whose apparatus came within specifications.

Good material has been secured and intelligent engineer-

ing skill is shown.

In the northeast basement of the building a large

space has been set aside for the engine and dynamo

room. It is 90 feet long by 18 feet wide and 10 feet

high; it is excellently ventilated, and with its comple-

ment of necessary conveniences will be a very fine room

of its character. The boiler house is an underground

structure of brick and dressed granite. 125 feet long by 35

feet wide and 25 feet high. It has a heavy glass roof

raised about four feet above the ground surface, and is

located about 75 feet east of the center of the library

building proper. In connection with it is a large stack 90

feet in height by 12 feet square at its base, which is also

made of dressed granite.

The engine and dynamo room is well equipped. The

plant is composed of four generating sets, three of which

consist of simple automatic horizontal Ball engines of

150 horse power each, directly connected to three 125

volt 100 kilowatt Siemens & Halske dynamos, and one

35 horse power simple automatic horizontal Ball engine

directly connected to a 125 volt 25 kilowatt General

Electric generator of the six pole iron-clad armature type.

The large sets run at 230 revolutions per minute and the

engines have 16-inch cylinders and 16-inch stroke. The

small set operates at 300 revolutions per minute, and has

an engine cylinder of ii)4 inches with a lo-inch stroke.

The generating sets are located side by side, the dynamos

being nearer the lightest side of the room, and about 15

feet apart. The small set. which will be used most for

the day load, comes first as one enters the room. At

the farther end of the room and occupying a very promi-

nent position, will be located a handsome switchboard.

It is to be of white marble, and will be one of the most

attractive features of the plant when completed. It

comprises generator panels, 15 circuit panels and one

panel for power connections. Each machine has an am-

meter and voltmeter, and one 4,000 ampere ammeter
measures the total output of the plant. The boostersys-

tem of regulation is to be used, and the apparatus for

this purpose is located in the rear of the switchboard.

All the instruments used for test and measuring have

been supplied by the Weston Electrical Instrument com-

pany of Newark, N.
J.

The entire building is wired on the two-wire system,
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and, as stated previously, 6,000 incandescent lamps of 16

candle power each are provided for. At full load a drop

of three volts is expected. Simplex wire has been used

throughout, and the Simplex Electrical company has al-

ready furnished about 25 miles of wire, all told. This

wire has all been placed in iron-armored conduits fur-

nished by the Interior Conduit & Insulation company,

and, except that in the cellar of the building, is all con-

cealed work. There are 16 single-throw double-pole cir-

cuit switches and 16 sets of feeders, with an entire cross-

section of 6,300,000 circular mils, running to the several

centers of distribution on the first floor, and from there

THENOMENA.

to the distribution boxes about the building. Molding and

insulators have been used very sparingly, and only in

those instances where this practice could not well be

avoided. The mains and feeders are so arranged as to be

used on one or all the machines at any time, and the

lights throughout the building are under the control of the

chief electrician.

On the east side of the boiler house, and running its

entire length, are located two batteries of boilers, each

composed of four pairs of Bashaw & Stebbins' ordinary

tubular shell boilers of 60 horse power each, making a

total of 960 horse power, and they are so arranged as to

be used singly or all or any number of them at any time,

and any one boiler can be cut out for repairs, etc., with-
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lighting. A large tunnel has been constructed from the

present Congressional Library, in the United States Capi-

tol building, through the capitol and library grounds to

a point directly under the center of the Library building.

This tunnel has a system of cable cars, which are operated

by a five horse power electric motor, for the purpose of

transporting books back and forth to Congress.

There are nine elevators in the building, used for

freight, passengers and books, the power for which is

hydraulic. Steam is generated at a pressure of 80 pounds,

and, after going through a perfect system of steam pip-

ing, passes through a Mines separator and enters the

engines. It is afterward exhausted through a feed-

water heater, and the waste product is used in heating

the building. There is nearly 75 miles of steam, water

and other piping in the building, 20 miles of which is

used in connection with the electrical wiring. Although

electricity is used for illumination, it was thought best

to install a few gas pipes.

As near as can be ascertained, the following is a list of

the kinds of apparatus and materials used: Weston in-

struments, Ball engines, Siemens & Halske and General

Electric dynamos, Stokes & Parish elevators, Bartlett &
Hayward company's heating coils. Bashaw & Stebbins

boilers and tanks, Davidson & Co.'s feed pumps, Simplex

wire. The other electric material was furnished by

many companies. Jenkins valves are used on the steam

piping. Crane valves on the hot water and Chapman
valves on the cold water piping.

Crookes Tube Phenomena.
Bv Joseph F. Smith.

In the course of experiments at the Northern Indiana

Normal School with a Crookes tube of the form shown

in the drawing, I find that the tube improves with use

and the quantity of gas in the tube gradually becomes

less and less. Also, as the tube becomes more effective,

less heat is produced. I have observed that in an ac-

tive tube very little heat is produced, the energy of the

current being directly transformed into X-rays.

With a tube of the style here shown I have been able

out interfering with the others. The boiler plant has a

compact and neat appearance, and is finished in brass.

There is a space of about 16 feet between the boiler

fronts and the side of the room, at which point are lo-

cated the fireman's onice. engineer's office, bath and wash

room and toilet room. At the farther end are store

rooms and an ash-lift. At the south end of the boiler

room, and on the upper ground surface, is a coal weigh-

er's office, and diametrically opposite in a room similarly

constructed for symmetry in appearance is housed the

ash-lift. Coal is delivered to the boiler room by wheel

barrows from a store-room, which in turn is replenished

by means of surface manholes in the driveway.

Electricity is used in the library for power as well as

to see through the body below the ribs, and a piece of

metal placed in an International Dictionary could be

plainly seen.

One tube of the style here described, as it improved

in efficiency, would occasionally produce a brilliant flash

of fluorescence back of the anode, and the discharge

seemed to take place backward from the anode and

around it against the glass. Spots on the glass would

fluoresce for five minutes a beautiful golden yellow after

the current was turned off. Occasionally during the

flashes brush discharges could be seen on the wire out-

side the tube back of the anode. Finally, while the tube

was working nicely and objects were being examined

with the fiuorescope four inches from the tube, a spark
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passed through the tube at ./, dcslroyinn

account for the spark passini^ through at t

less it was because of a deposit of carbon 1

from a flame used to heat the tube in gett

I nm disposed to account for it in that wa
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Copper Caskets atthe Electrical Exposi-
tion.

,\niong the exliibils which attracted llie atten-

tion of engineers at the booth of the United States

Mineral Wool company at the late New York electrical

exposition were the corrugated copper gaskets which

have lately been widely adopted by engineers of power

and electric plants where high pressure is used and a

permanent steam joint becomes an important factor.

This article is manufactured by the company named,

whose headquarters are at 2 Cortlandt street, New York.

This company also showed some samples of rock wool

pipe covering, which, at a recent test made by the Penn-

sylvania Stale College, showed that it ranked among the

best coverings on the market. It also incidentally illus-

trated the use of its mineral wool for filling in houses,

railroad passenger cars, etc., to prevent the transmission

of heat, cold or sound. Henry Franz had charge of the

exhibit. Samples of the gaskets are sent free on appli-

often refused on ;

power) I

trouble. I^ven under the
is impossible to construct .11

r "m! a very considerable l.i;'

I' III," In such motor', il.

iiM of the real to tin ,

,

per

1 this systeoblamablo for 1

jection, however, no longei

nating current motors now made to operate on the sin- wire, v.

gle-phase circuits for ordinary lighting transformers each, ar
without the use of special starting devices, condensers (which i

or connections, which not only etjual the best direct-cur- the line,

the impedance
t the induction of

Safety Wire at the Exposition.

One of the exhibits that made a lasting impression on

visitors to the electrical exposition was that of the Safety

Insulated Wire & Cable company, herewith illustrated.

This display was described by an advertising e.xpert in

the Western Electrician of May i6th and was pro-

nounced one of the most attractive and original in the

entire exhibition. It is worthy of mention that the com-

pany is already feeling the result of this display, the or-

ders received from persons attracted by the unique

booth at the exposition being the best testimonial of the

effect produced by original methods in advertising.

Single-phase Self-starting Synchronous
Motors.'

Bv F. H. Leonard, ]r.

Every central station manager who operates an alter-

nating plant has to grapple with the question of power
distribution. Applications for power service come in

from every direction, and in many cases, properly

worked up, would make a more remunerative business

than that of furnishing current for lighting purposes. It

is, perhaps, unnecessary to point out that the bulk of

.the lighting service averages but a few hours per day,

whereas the motor service covers a much longer period,

with a corresponding reduction in cost of the

EXPOSITION.

^ial efficis

id freedom

alternating

to them in point of regulation, reliability

from burn-outs. With such a motor, which a
as a rotary transformer, the single-phas

system has every advantage of the low-tension direct

current system, beside which it is much superior in sim-

plicity, flexibility and adaptability for long-distance dis-

tribution. To-day arc and incandescent light, heat and
power are distributed from the alternating system at a

distance of a fraction of a mile, or at 30 miles or more,
controlled, regulated and metered with equal facility

and perfect satisfaction to tV

ncy)( . figur :iake the expense for

) keep the working electromoti^copper large in order
force within proper limits.

Pacinotti's discovery of 'the reversibility of a dynamo
applies to alternating current machines as well as direct,

except that the alternating current generators, when
used as motors, must be brought to synchronous speed
before it will fall in step with the generator, and further,

must have its field excited with direct current usually
from a separate source. It will then operate as a motor,
and is the most satisfactory motor that can be produced

speed is required. Its efficiency is the

output. The difference is so great that many stations

are furnishing current for motor service at 50 per cent,

of the price for lighting service, and, even then, figure

that the motor business is the more profitable.

To secure this business and meet the demand for

power service, many of the alternating stations have in-

stalled special 500 volt direct current generators and
erected additional lines; but such a system is limited by
the expense of such extension, necessarily paralleling

other lines already constructed for lighting service. Un-
der such conditions a remunerative piece of business is

I. Read before llie National Electric Light association, New

The single-pha

to the electrician like the panacea of the alchemist, the

cause of almost endless thought and experiments; but

the solution of the problem was a most simple one and

rests on two well-known principles. Attempts have been

made to use induction motors on the single-phase circuits,

but it is difficult to stop them, and usually very cumber-
bersome and expensive arrangements have been devised

which give but small starting torque. Besides this, to

make them at all efficient and keep the power factor

within reasonable limits, a very small clearance or air

gap (often :

dreth of i . fields and ;

ibra-

highest; quite as high as that of direct current motors of

equal capacity, while the regulation is perfect. So long

as the generator with which such motor is connected
runs at a uniform speed, the motor must run at a pro-

portional speed, dependent on the ratio of the poles to

the alternations; every impulse of the generator advanc-
ing the armature of the motor one pole. The motor
cannot change its speed any more than if it were
mechanically geared to the generator, unless it is over-

loaded to a point where it is impossible to carry the

load, which point is usually about 50 per cent, in excess

of the normal capacity of the motor. This is accom-
plished without the introduction of any lag or power fac-

tor, the load being practically non-inductive—like a load
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of incandescent lamps—provided the proper excitation is

maintained. Furthermore, by over-excitation the syn-

chronous motor may be made to perform the office of a

condenser and compensate for lag or inductive load, and
can be carried so far as to induce a negative lag or lead,

at the same time raising the electromotive force of the the sh:
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double- throw switch, which then changes the complex-
ion so that the leads from the transformer are cut off

from the commutator and connected to the collector

rings and concentrated armature windir

1896

me instant, the cted

'ithout

ngle-phase synchronou
t could not be started

some other source of power, and would not carry its

load up to speed. Motors are now made in which this

is entirely overcome. They start up under load, and

can be specially wound to give much greater torque in

starting than when running in synchronism.

This brings us back to the two simple, well-known
principles before referred to, which are combined in this

being to supply t

gnetize the field.

field windings, magnetizing the field >

rect current; the only office of the (

motor is started and up to speed beii

small direct current necessary
In starting without load the motors will run up to syn-

chronous speed in from five to 15 seconds, depending
upon size, windings, etc., and. when loaded, in from 15 to

30 seconds, taking about the same current in either case,

the time factor making the difference in the power con-

sumed, the current taken under these conditions

amounting to from 25 to 50 per cent, in excess of what
the motor will require when running in synchronism
But when only required to start itself or light counter-
shafting, this current may be greatly reduced by special

The direct current winding delivers a perfectly smooth
current, and is not at all pulsating in character. In

circuit with the field winding is a rheostat to control the

extent of field excitation. This rheostat is located in a

recess in the base of the motor, the handle for its regula-

tion being accessible through the oval opening at the

commutator end pedestal. The motor, starting switch
and field rheostat are in one piece, making a most simple
and compact combination. All that is necessary to in-

stall the motor is to connect the secondary wiring of the

of the field punchings to the top, concealed from view,

however, by the perforated steel jacket, which is held'

in place by grooves in the cast-iron clamping rings.

forming an ornamental finish and greatly increasing the

radiating surface.

The binding posts for the motor are located at the

center line of the switch. Any inside wireraan who ha3
connected mcandescent lamps will have no difficulty in

wiring and connecting one of these motors, as the work
is precisely the same as for a two-wire lighting service.

The primary wires are connected through a primary
fuse box to the transformer. The secondaries of the

transformer, which are perfectly insulated from the

high-tension primaries, carry the low-tension currents
which are induced in the transformer through the fuse

box, which is provided as an extra safeguard against the

:

posts

it is ready for operation.

The general design of the machine is substantial an^

symmetrical, with graceful curves sweeping from poin

to point, giving the motor a very pleasing appearance
Nothing has been spared in the design and constructioi

of these motors to make them as perfect as possible, an(

areful

isyn
Qside lOf
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motor—the principle of the ordinary alternating current

synchronous motor with that of the direct current motor
or generator. The armature has two distinct windings,

one, a distributed winding connected to a commutator,
similar to that of a direct-current motor or dynamo,
which in this motor is used for starting and afterward for

exciting the field. The other winding is of the shuttle

type, wound so as to concentrate distinct and regularly

a,lternating poles in the armature, and performs the reg-

ular work of rotating the motor armature, advancing it

from one pole to the next with each impulse of the gen-

An ordinary double-throw switch on top of the motor
is used in starting, there being no resistance or other
complicated device, as the self-induction of the windings

is sufficient to choke back any abnormal flow of current.

In starting, the switch handle is depressed so that the

after which a thorough course of experiment was insti-

tuted and carefully tabulated to determine beyond a
doubt the accuracy of the calculations for the new de-

sign. Careful attention has been given to every detail

that would tend to make the motor neat in appearance
and simple, so that the man without previous training

into whose hands a motor usually falls would have no
difficulty in its use.

The mechanical perfection of any piece of machinery
is the all-important one, and in this motor has been
given the full attention it deserves. The best engineering
practice of the day has been followed, and where any de-

parture has been made it has been to make the con-
struction more rigid and capable of resisting overload
and excessive strain. The bearings are of bronze, self-

aligning and self-oiling; two small rings traveling in

recesses in the boxes so that they can touch the top of

the shaft, the rotation of which carries the rings around,
lifting, as they turn, enough oil from the chamber below
the bearings to keep the shaft abundantly lubricated.

As the oil is used over and over again, a single filling

furnishes lubrication for months; and as the oil gets l?w,

the rattling of the rings serves as a warning that the oil

should be replenished.

The field crown is of the multipolar type, with field

se^ss^^^^i^gM-

-PRESIDENT i

:ife ch. whi
m the :

ntho

this

connect to the binding posts of the

DO multiplicity of wires or special con-
ng box to perplex a person.

5 which these motors are applicable
t end; ranging from commercial use in

es, such as printing presses, type-set-labor-savin

ting machines, lathes and machine tools,

laundry and sewing machines, pumps, ice cream
freezers, church organs, coffee mills, sausage machines,
etc., down to twirling ceiling fans in a restaurant, where
you can enjoy a comfortable meal in the heated months,
or to driving a "merry-go-round" on which the children,

and often the older ones, delight to ride on a holiday in
'

the public parks or at the seashore.

lead^ which conduct the alternating curren
connected through the

blades to the contacts which lead the current first

ot the commutator brushes, thence through the dii

tributed armature windings and out through the oj

posite brushes to a coarse wire winding on the field polt

and back again to the switch contacts and binding posti

; pointing inwardly; the magnetic c

1 sheet-iron punchings, each s

two poles, stacked so as to break joints. These punch-
ings interlock and are clamped between two cast-iron
rings with bolts passing through from side to side, which
ser\'e to clamp the whole together solidly, at the same
time holding each punching in its proper place and lying
them like links in an endless chain. The bottoms of the
cast-iron rings are milled to fit the base of the motor, to

which they are firmly bolted.
On top of the field crown is placed a starting switcli,

and all the electrical connections from fields, commuta-
tor and collector brushes are brought around the outside

the bellows i

about four or

the blower sp

only enough
\

With

tor by
r fills
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the pressure. As fast as

a corresponding amount
the current accordingly.

An arrangement for elevator service which is ex-

tremely simple has been devised. The constant speed
alternating motor, cable drum and gearing are all

mounted on a single base casting, in which the respect-

i\'e parts are bolted, T" the shaft of
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a day and night shift of men. No expense has been

spared in equipping this plant with the latest machine

tools and the varied apparatus necessary to produce a

boiler of this type in the highest state of elTiciency. A
hydraulic press of 70 tons weight, with a capacity of

2,500 pounds to the srpiarr" inrh, whirh is nsf'fl fnr

stamping purposes, enabl'^ 'i m|.iii, i . 1,1 luin

IT
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ife-»
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thai

, sleev

lich engages two bevel gear;

part of a frit

clutch, the two sleeves rotating in opposite directions

and the whole being supported by and turning freely 01

the worm shaft which engages the worm-wheel tha

turns the cable drum. The other part of each clutch ii

keyed to the worm shaft. The controller wheel i;

a ted 1 the ;tha

lirely • closes the bevel gears and pinion, permitting

them to run constantly in oil. This controller wheel is

connected to the controller cables or hand ropes which
serve to operate the elevator. A pull on the hand rope
turns the controller wheel, rotating it through an arc of

60 degrees. This rotation serves, first, to release the

brake on the worm shaft, by means of the adjustable

link and lever, by depressing the roller which travels

over the cam in the controller wheel; at the

same time, one shipper fork is moved by the con-

PANV.— SHELL DRILLING DEPARTMENT.

heavy masses of metal. A table punch, which

claimed to be one of the largest in the world of its kind

has a capacity of loo holes a minute, and is used i

punching work used in connection with water towe:

and large smokestacks. Conspicuous, also, are th

power bending rolls of the largest make; these machine

can bend iron one inch thick by 12 feet wide.

In the shell drilling department (Fig 2}, as represente

filled with sand, heated in a retort, and then shaped

around a cast-iron form, so that all tubes are exactly

alike and interchangeable. Here is also located an aux-

iliary stock room. The riveting and forging departments

are a very busy portion of the works. It is here that all

riveting is done by hand. No holes requiring rivets, in

the construction of these boilers, are allowed to be

punched, but are all made by a twist drill, thus insur-

ing accuracy and in no case injuring the strength of the

metal; and the fact that the company claims that it

never had a failure in a boiler shell to stand the pre-

scribed test of 800 pounds cold water pressure speaks

volumes for the careful management of this department.

A large machine room, where all machine finishing is

done, with the necessary tool work upon the fittings for

the small parts and boiler trimmings, is furnished with

modern tools and all the necessary adjuncts for high-

A smokestack 16 feet in diameter and 175 feet long,

which will weigh 77 tons, is now being constructed by

this company for the Municipal Electric Light company
of Brooklyn, and it is said to be one of the largest ever

manufactured.

S. V. Morrin. whose portrait is given, was elected

vice-president and general manager of the Clonbrock

Steam Boiler company in January, and there are but

few young men of his age holding such a responsible

position; but he has won his spurs by hard work and

practical knowledge gained from beginning as a boy in

the yard, and working up until he was offered his pres-

ent position.

Col. A. E. Jones has charge of the sales department,

and is a gentleman widely known in the boiler and iron

interests of the country, being a mechanical engineer of

high standing. He brought with him a long practical

experience by his connection with the West Bergen

and also the Newark Steel Works of Newark, N. J. He
reports that he is perfecting arrangements to locate

agents in the leading cities of the country during the

coming year. Secretary F. A. Mason is in charge of

the financial and accounting departments. His reputa-

tion as an expert accountant eminently fits hira to oc-

cupy this responsible position. He was previously con-

nected for several years with the Edison Electric com-

pany and the Interior Conduit & Insulation company in

positions of responsibility. Superintendent J. D. Alex-

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Company.
In the manufacture of such a staple and widely used

article as the steam boiler, success is usually attained

only after years of laborious effort and the gradually ac-

quired reputation of a long period of time. But no rule

is without its exception, and in the boiler industry this

exception seems to be the remarkable growth and ex-

pansion of the Clonbrock Steam Boiler company of

Brooklyn, which was organized less than eight years ago.

the exact date being December 12, 1S8S. At that time

a small frame building near the corner of Smith and

Lorraine streets sufficed for the needs of the business;

now the ample works represented in Fig. i are none too

large.

The steam boiler which this concern manufactures is

known as the "Morrin Climax," and is the inventionof

President T. F. Morrin of this company, whose portrait

accompanies tbi article. It is the result of a careful

investigation int the subject of steam engineering dur-

ing 27 years of s rvice as chief engineer for the P. Loril-

lard Tobacco company of Jersey City, which is known

throughout the country. It is said, indeed, that this

concern has bee a able to hold its position against the

tobacco trust by reason of the special machinery and

mechanical appl ances designed by Mr. Morrin, where-

by it has been able to produce its goods much more

cheaply than its competitors. Mr. Morrin entered the

employment of the P. Lorillard Tobacco company at an

early age. He remodeled the mechanical construction of

the works; but of all the saving which he was able to

perform for this company, it is said that the greatest

success has been seen in economy of consumption of

fuel and production of steam by the Morrin boilers.

The works of the Clonbrock Steam Boiler company
(Fig. i) cover nearly four acres of ground, and. when
working to full capacity, employ about 250 hands, having

in the picture, are seen boiler sfielis in various processes

of construction. Post and traveling cranes and other

apparatus for handling heavy weights show that arrange-

ment is made for the quick handling of stock. Fig. 3

gives a view in the pipe bending department. Here are

located some of the experts of the works, as all of the

boiler tubes are received in stated lengths and are then

under his supervisic

DEPARTMENT

le wuikb. aud ciU mechanical con-

eing one of the best posted in

this line of business. A large corps of men under

George Baum, who has charge of the drafting and de-

signing departments, is kept busy in furnishing the

many estimates and plans which are required.

ander
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The Western Electrician's first special electric

light convention number (dated May gth) contained

7,576 square inches of advertising. For the same week

the Electrical World contained 7,326, the Electrical

En.l(i"ccr 3,687 and the Electrical Kcvieiu 3,375

square inches of advertising.

The Western Electrician's advertising, therefore, ex-

ceeded that of the Electrical irortcl by 850 inches,

that of the E>i.i,'i>,eer by 3,»«J) inches and that of the

Review by 4,S01 inches. It exceeded the combined

advertising of the Revieiu and Jitif^ijiecr by 514

The steady advancement o£ special convention adver-

tising in the Western Electrician can be shown by a

little table well worthy of attention;

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

of advertising, all announcements of the Western

Electrician or the Electrician Publishing company are

rigorously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2,000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

Foreign inventors are beginning to realize the advan-

tage to be derived from securing the adoption of their

ideas by American manufacturers. One much talked of

improvement which has been patented at Washing-

ton by Carl Pollak is a "current straightening commu-
tator" which was brought to the attention of the public

through the communication of F. H. Mason a United

States consul at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and published in

the Western Electrician November 16, 1895. The
device was illustrated in detail, as well as the applica-

tion which attracted Mr. Mason's attention, in this jour-

nal January iSth. Much interest has been manifested

in this device and one American inventor at least,

Adolph Hamacek of Sturgeon Bay, Wis ,
contests Mr.

Pollak's claim to the invention.

Many of our contemporaries have adopted features

introduced by this journal, and some of them have, at

times, appropriated and reproduced articles and illustra-

tions from these columns without the slightest credit.

The latest case that has come to our notice is that of an

eastern contemporary, in which 10 half-tone portraits

reproduced from the Western Electrician formed the

leading feature of one issue. There is some gratifica-

tion in finding such unmistakable evidence that the value

of one's labor and judgment is appreciated by others,but

this recognition would be much more acceptable if it

were accompanied by proper acknowledgment. As it is, we
cannot commend our contemporary's "enterprise." Its

policy is reprehensible, and unless a radical change is

made it will earn for itself the title of the Piratical Age.

Throughout the East, especially in New York state,

where there are numerous cities and villages at short

distances, the development of the trolley has become

phenomenal. It is estimated that there are 1,100 miles

of electric railway in the state of New York, and it is an-

ticipated that within the next five years one will be able

to go from New York to Buffalo by the trolley car

along the lines which wilt interlace the cities and

villages upon the route. It is not predicted that the

trolley will displace steam as a general means of rapid

travel and traffic. Its utility may be confined to com-

paratively short distances, but within its limitations its

expansion must be somethiag enormous. The cheap-

ness of coQstruction and equipment, the ease and enjoy-

ment of locomotion afforded, the fair returns upon

capital invested combine in assuring for the system the

most splendid development and in guaranteeing its per-

manence. This is the view of an experienced writer in

Western New York who has given the subject careful

consideration. It must be confessed that the trolley has

earned all the good things that have been said about it.

Mayor Pingree has admitted that the cost of street

lighting in Detroit exceeds S60 or S65 per lamp per year

under the present arrangement, and furthermore he ad-

mits that he does not know the actual cost of street

lighting in his bailiwick. The mayor "thinks" that

there will be a saving effected for the taxpayers by the

present plan of having the city operate its own street

lighting plant, but the opinion is not supported by any

that

sands of other citi:

the mayor is right

would influence a business man to

nge. and the mayor's opinion is not

able than that of hundreds and thou-

ens of Detroit, Some of these think

3ther .iffer.

I been i

bear

ble figures presented

ent, and the experi-

ence of other municipalities goes to prove that the

mayor's theory is not at all practicable. But the people

of Detroit will have to find this out for themselves.

What the electrical fraternity is mostly interested in at

fol-

Issue.

Number ot Total
Number of

Pages,

Square Inches the present tiine is preventing other communitic

lowing the example of Detroit, under the mistaken

that tliat municipality is saving money by operat

March 3, 1894 40

72 I
4,145

5.593
7,576

own lighting plant.

February 23, 1895.

May 9, 1896 DURINC, the last few weeks there has been a

These figures arc carefully and accurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-

membered, also, tbfit, in computing the square inches

foot in Milwaukee to form

ailway system, the idea being to have the people at

arge furnish part of the capital and have the city lend

ts indorsement to the scheme for the rest of the funds

leeded, the project eventually to come under control

June 13, 1896

of the city. The people of Milwaukee have strongly

and persistently battled the street railway and lighting

interests, and more than once there has been apparent

danger of the city engaging in competing enterprises.

These movements have been helped along by the atti-

tude of the managers of the corporation now controlling

the lighting and transportation business of the city. The
company is cordially detested by the laboring men of the

city, and as the business of the community has been seri-

ously affected by the labor troubles, the merchants are

dissatisfied and impatient for a settlement. The merits

of the original controversy out of which the strike devel-

oped have long since been dismissed from consideration.

The company maintains that it is fighting for a principle;

the men contend that they are doing a public service in

resisting the oppressive measures of the corporation: all

efforts to effect a compromise have failed: the company
is operating its cars at great loss: the men are fast ap-

proaching the point when they will become public

charges unless a settlement is reached, and the business

of the entire community is unsettled by reason of this

difference. It is not to be wondered, then, that there is

much encouragement for the plan of establishing a com-

peting system under the control of the city. It is inti-

mated that some of the men advocating this plan are

not actuated by the highest motives, but so far as public

interests are concerned the present management of the

lighting and street railway business of Milwaukee can-

The stock market was affected seriously recently by

the announcement in the daily papers that a new electric

manufacturing combination had been formed to fight the

General Electric and Westinghouse companies. New
York, Philadelphia, Boston and Cleveland capitalists

were reported to be interested in the concern, the names
mentioned including thoseofRoswell P. Flower. Anthony

N. Brady, J. W. Hinckley, Belmont Dallas Sanders.

William Rotch, Parker C. Chandler. Frank Billings and

Jacob B. Perkins. Later it transpired that the announce-

ment was based upon the fact that the Walker company
had taken steps to extend its facilities, and the announce-

ment was made that it "had just secured the contract

for furnishing an electric plant for the New York and
Brooklyn bridge, also the generators for two railroads in

Chicago, for some of the equipment for the elevated rail-

way there, and for roads in Kansas City and Detroit.'"

One result of this announcement should be to convince

those who are constantly talking about a trust, of the

absurdity of any attempt at a consolidation to control

the electrical market. Such a combination even as that

of the General Electric and Westinghouse interests is

seriously affected by every story that is sent out about

organized opposition. In view of these facts it seems

ridiculous to seriously consider the formation of a prac-

tical monopoly in the electrical field.

Chicago is indebted to one of its distingaished citi-

zens, the Hon. Joseph Medill, for a memorial of Dr.

Franklin—a noble production of art worthy the subject,

the donor and the place in which it stands. The object

of the memorial is best explained in the words of the

gentleman to whose liberality and patriotism the city of

Chicago is indebted: "I have erected this statue to

Franklin not to glorify myself, not even to glorify

Franklin— that were indeed superfluous; I have erected

it rather to the glory of American manhood. I wish it

to stand forever as a reminder to the young men of my
country to study the life of this simple, sturdy, stalwart

character, that their own lives may profit by it," No
better location could have been selected than Lincoln

Park— the most popular pleasure ground of the people

of Chicago, which also contains memorials of those

illustrious Americans, Lincoln and Grant. Up to the

time of the unveiling of the Chicago monument there

were only two bronze statues of Franklin open to public

view in the United States—one in Boston, the other in

New York. One is now being constructed in Philadel-

phia, as has been noted in this journal. On one of the

streets of Washington there stands a marble statue.

There are three original paintings of Franklin in

this country by the famous From li artist Diiplessis,

painted on orders of his admirrrs during his diplo-

idenc Paris Cor-

coran Gallery of Art in ^Vashington. the second

in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, and

the third in Boston. The statue unveiled at Lincoln

Park last Saturday is the only memorial of the great

American philosopher in the West. The electrical fra-

ternity is gratified by this splendid testimonial in honor

of the memory and achievements of the first great



Single-phase Self-starting Synchronous
Motors.
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Violence in IVIilwaukee.

working hours, and there is no heavy rush of current

tendency to drop the brilliancy of the incandescent lights

on the same circuit. Neither is there any necessity for

complicated automatic starting rheostats, safety devices

the secondary of the transformer which furnishes the
alternating current to the motor. There are many
classes of work in connection with which perfect uni-

formity of speed is of vital importance. To such cases
these motors are peculiarly adapted, as an overload of

50 per cent, may be instantly thrown onto these motors
and the next instant thrown off without changing the
speed in the least; not even causing a variation of a
fraction of a revolution

These motors are suited to any frequency in general
use in this country, and are wound for from 140 to 60
complete periods per second, the speed being fixed by
the frequency of the generator or circuit to which it is

connected. It will no doubt be understood, however,
that a motor wound for 140 periods or i6,Soo alterna-

tions, under which conditions it would run at 1,400 rev-

olutions per minute, would not be suited for use on a
60 period circuit or 7,200 alternations, where the motor
would run at 600 revolutions per minute.

All sizes from one horse power to and including the 10
horse power are wound for 100 to no volts secondaries,
though the larger sizes are designed for higher poten-
tials, as 200 and 300 volts, and even for direct connec-
tion to primaries, where proper attendants are In charge,
though this would not be safe in general practice, where
the person dealing with the motor is not fully acquainted
with what he is handling.
While this motor was designed for single-phase circuits,

yet it is obvious that it will work quite as satisfactorily

when connected to either leg of a two or three-phase
circuit, and where such circuits are loaded with induc-
tion motors a few synchronous motors properly distrib-

;ited would serve to allay

the pernicious effects of the inherent lag (

goe.

; effects of the

vith induction the

lities of the

nd allowing
they would

raising the electromotive force at the extren
line, reducing the drop in the conductors a

the generators to do more work, inasmuch as

not be required to deliver so large a wattless
This synchronous motor is also a good rotary tran==-

former, and lends itself very conveniently for charging
storage batteries and electrolytic work; the alternating

while dir
are delivered from the comm
atory work and as a piece of ;

teach electric engineering it

ishes. For labor-

in colleges that

able, for, besides
mentioned uses, it may be driven by
IS a series motor; further, it may be run

while from the collector rings alternating currents may
be taken at any frequency, dependent upon the speed,

which can be regulated by resistance in the field or
armature circuits, or, belt driven, it maybe used as a
self-inciting alternator.

[ have had
period of

Mr. Wagner: I should like to ask Mr. :

effect of switching at the central station c

tion of the motor when running at full load
such motors in operation myself, covering
three years, and I find that it is an almost msurmount
able objection to the use of the synchronous motor, a:

the frequent switching found necessary to properly di

vide the load on alternating current generators cause:

the motors to fall out of step.

Mr. Leonard: What Mr. Wagner says is quite true

If a motor fully loaded has the current switched off, i

will slow down to a point so much below synchronisrr
that it is impossible to go on, unless the switch is re

versed, so as to put it in the position of starting. Ir

most stations where these motors have been used, th<

circuits on which the motors are rjin are not switched
except at 1

'
'

the breaking of the

Mr. Van Trump: I should like to ask Mr. Leonard
if there is not a difficulty in operating these motors due
to a difference in the curve; that is, in the wave line of

considerable difficulty in getting any motor to work in

this way, due to the difference in the character of the

curve of the generator making a Huctuation.

lighted directly in front m1

If he fails to do that, ami t

eration of speed might go t

Jt and damage the i

ises of that, howeve
light occur with a ca

line, We have had ve
The thing has occurred,
ss attendant, but if a ma
again.

Mr. Wagnkk: I should like to refer again for e

ment to the question of central station switching. It is

found necessary to divide the load between a great num-
ber of generators at certain times of the year,' quite
early in the afternoon, long before the motor load is

taken off; in other words, at a time of the year when the
day and night loads overlap, and it seems hardly pos-
sible to delay such switches to such times of the day-
say after six o'clock—when the motors are generally not
in operation. Mr. Leonard admits that the motor must
stop if any such switching occurs at the station. His

vhere generate

Qtlyi stalled,

tiple ap-
plies to plants which
process of installation. Until th.

might say, there has been practically no place in the
country were stations were operated in multiple. We
are anxious for a motor that will operate on existing sta-
tions and under existing methods, and it seems to me he
fails to bring that point out very clearly how such
stoppages of the motor service are to be prevented.
Mr. Leonard: In practice, we have not had very

much objection on account of the feature mentioned by
Mr. Wagner. Of course, if circuits are switched when
the motor is loaded, and the phases are not exactly
coincident in both generators, which is hardly likely to
be the case, the motor will fall out of step, but it seems
to me that it might readily be arranged so that feeders
supplying the motive power could be handled in such a
manner that it would be unnecessary to switch very
much during the hours of the motor load. In the little

experience that we have had we have found no great ob-
jection upon that point. In some cases it has been
necessary to switch: for instance, a thundershower, or
something of the kind coming up, and darkening every-
thing suddenly, then it has been necessary to switch.
But the attendants at the central station generally know
which circuits the motors are on, and they endeavor in
most cases to avoid switching the motor circuit. It is an
easy matter, however, in case the motor is thrown out
of step, by cutting off the current for a few seconds, to
start the motor again. People are willing to put up
with that slight objection, or adjust their conditions so
as to avoid this difficulty. At least, that is what we
have found.
Mr. Wagner: I wish to say that I do not make these

criticisms as reflecting at all upon Mr. Leonard's motor,
but merely from the fact that I have had motors of
exacdy the same type in operation for the last three
years and have finally decided that I would have to give
up work in that line, as such objections seem to be un-
surmountable in ordinary practice. I admit that I

failed to solve the problem myself.

Fiftieth Anniversary of the Telegraph
in Belgium.

S. F, B. Morse, one of the best known electricial men
in Chicago, often receives letters and verbal inquiries re-

lating to his famous grandfather of the same name, who
first put into practice the art of electric telegraphy. A
late letter from Belgium shows that at the approaching

celebration of the first half-century of telegraphic

service in that country the name and fame of Morse will

be appropriately honored. This interesting communi-
cation is from

J, Banneux, the engineer-in-chief and di-

rector of the state telegraphs of Belgium, and is dated

at Brussels May 20, 1896. Translated, it is as follows:

The administration of telegraphs of Belgium will cele-

brate on September gth next the fiftieth anniversary of

the establishment of telegraphic service in the country.
On that occasion I would be pleased to exhibit to those
familiar with his apparatus an authentic portrait of the

illustrious American inventor. Morse.
Again, one of the noi-ed painters of the day, charged

by the government with the production of an historical

composition to ornament the walls of the postal and tele-

graph stations in Brussels, has pictured Prof. Morse
among his principal figures, and to thi

faithful a likeness as possible

.sheriff for pi-

(he governor.

in case the fc.r

the occasion.

Men who wi

Howell avenu.

limits, fired u]

•out half a mile south of the city

on Thursday evening. The car
was coming into the city when a tree was found across
the track. While they were trying to remove the ob-
struction, John E. Breen, the motorman, and Adolph
Schwarz, the conductor, were wounded by .shots fired

from revolvers. Breen was shot through the kidneys
and this morning [June 6th] his condition is such that

there is little hope of his recovery. Schwarz received a
bullet in his knee. It was a flesh wound merely and he
has already been taken from the hospital tohis home. It

is stated the shooting was done by ten or twelve men who
were seen running toward the city shortly afterward, and
who, when asked about the shooting, by two men who
had heard the fusillade and saw them running, replied

that a lot of Pinkertons were in the woods and had been
shooting at them. The police were promptly put to

work upon the affair, and they have made nine or ten

arrests, mostly upon suspicion.

At Walnut and Eighteenth streets last evening a Wau-
watosa car was fired upon by men who stood in the

shadow of a church. The shots were aimed at the mo-
torman standing on the front platform of the car. but
Hugh L. Thomas of Philadelphia, a passenger, was hit

by one of the bullets in the left knee. He was standing
on the platform with the motorman at the time. He
was bound for Wauwalosa to spend the night with a
friend. He says that when the car reached the corner
of Walnut and Eighteenth streets a volley of shots rang

Ret nedi rtled

in the shadow on th

flash of pistols and

iide of the street, saw the

ly felt a sharp pain in his

least in the party, he said,

and they ran down the street after firing upon the car.

The company has experienced a great deal of difBculty

at Silver City, a suburb west of the city, mobs assembling
and stoning the cars. The attorneys of the company
served formal notice last evening upon Sherifi Stanley

that it was determined to operate its lines, that it de-

manded protection, and that if the sheriff could not cope
with the disturbances with the force at his command, he
must call upon the governor for assistance.

The company has offered a reward of $2,000 for evi-

who fired upon Conductor Schwarz and Motorman
Breen. The company has also made a present of S250
to each of the following named employes: Superintendent

George Kueramerlein, Superintendent of Construction

A. W, Lynn, Assistant Superintendent T. E, Mitten,

Chief Engineer W, C, Crawford, Chief Electrician O. M.
Rau and Assistant Electrician W. C. Smith, Barn Fore-

men Louis Witt, Frederick Fredericks.
J. Hayes,

J. Rennie and J. Archbaugh received S70 each; Inspec-

tors John Kelly, S. Wilson, P. Bell and Albert Liens $65
each and Claim Agent Richard Manhart JSo. These
were rewards for faithfulness and extra work during the

strike proper.

The company has all the men it needs, and there is

no longer any chance for the old men going back, ex-

cept now and then, as vacancies occur. "No Help

Wanted" is a sign that is displayed at the company's

Mr. Payne has made a detailed explanation of the

offer of President Gompers of the American Federation

of Labor and the counter proposition of the company.
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"Mr. Gompers' proposition," said Mr. Payne, "was that

the working day o£ 20 hours per car be divided into

three parts, two of eight and one of four hours; that all

car men in our service be employed on this plan and

paid at 19 cents an hour, the men to take the long and

short days by turns. The pay of all the car men would

thus be reduced to 51.26-3 a day." The proposition of

the company, in return, was then given by Mr. Payne

as follows: To continue the present force of 608 men
at 19 cents an hour, day men to work io^4 hours

and earn Si.99 a day, and the night men to average

nine hours and earn S1-71; to re-employ immedi-

ately an additional number equal to one-third of 60S,

or 203 and guarantee to pay these men ig cents

and to give them not less than eight hours work a day;

all of the old employes not provided for by this plan to

be placed on the extra list and re-employed as rapidly

as possible. Mr. Payne said that the plan suggested by

the company would have involved the payment of at

least !pi.52 to 203 men. or S30S.56 increase over the pres-

ent expenses, to bring about the end of the unhappy

condition of things at Milwaukee.

e of the test four double motor cars

using from 30 to 50 horse power

Replogle's Relay Water-wheel Gov-
ernor.

The machine herewith ilhistrated is the new relay

water-wheel govern or built by the Replogle Governor

Works of Akron, 0. It is well known that water-wheel

regulation in electr c railway \v rk presents a difficult

problem, so the deta ils of a recen test of this governor

on the water-driven electric plant of the Citizens' Street

Railway company of Fishkill- on-Hudson are inter-

esting and valuable.

The conditions w sre very seve re. The time chosen

was dnring a heavy vith fully three inches

of new snow on the rack, and the circuit-breakers went

out lo times during a 30 minute test. This of course

made instantaneou changes of from full load to no

load. A most rema rkable point shown is that in only

service. At the t

were in operatio

each. The power is furnished for this road by the Car-

roll Electric company, Matteawan, N. Y., from a pair of

48 inch Rodney-Hunt water-wheels, under about 15 feet

head of water, and is conveyed by belts to a counter-

shaft which in turn drives by belt a General Electric

100 kilowatt generator. The wheel can be supplemented

by a Fishkill-Corliss engine, which is belted to the

same countershaft as the water-wheel, but during this

test the engine was disconnected, leaving all the power

to be furnished by the wheel, making this a safe and re-

liable sample of results that can be secured under such

The readings began at 12:38 p. m. and continued for

30 minutes, until 1:08 p. m., when the papers were signed

by the readers and committed lo the hands of C. E.

Hewitt, the electrician, who made the tabulations. The

average or normal speed was 105 revolutions on the

wheel shaft, and the average voltage was 550. There

were So amperes of current, 540 volts pressure and 103

revolutions on water-wheel shaft at the end of the first

minute. At the end of the second minute a chart shows

no current, 546 volts and a speed of 104 revolutions of

water-wheel shaft, and 20 seconds later there are no
amperes used, and the voltage has dropped to 516. The

reading 10 seconds later shows no current, 564 volts and

107 revolutions. Over one-half of the load dropped off

in 10 seconds, and yet the speed went only two revolu-

tions above normal. This is less than two per cent, in-

crease of speed on a 55 per cent, decrease of load. At

the end of the first 10 seconds in the sixth minute there

was no current, the voltage was 552, and the speed 104.

and 30 seconds later there was fall load, 200 amperes,

540 volts, and a speed of 102 revolutions. The reading

10 seconds later was 70 amperes, 556 volts and 105 revo-

lutions, showing, that 65 per cent, of the load dropped

off in 10 seconds, and yet the speed did not go above

normal. At six minutes and 45 seconds the circuit-

breaker went out, dropping the whole load instantly, yet

Thomson Arc Circuit Ammeter.
The standard instruments which the General Elec-

tric company has lately placed upon the market include

the Thomson arc circuit ammeter, herewith illustrated.

This is a high grade instrument for switchboard pur-

poses and is mounted upon a black enameled metal

base, with the cover, binding posts and screws of bright

nickel. It measures over all eight by eight inches. The
qualities claimed for this instrument are a high degree

for

The

is long and ma'* be clearly read from a distance. One

ammeter may be used for either ha'.f or full arc circuit,

the divisions being wide and the calibration marked for

both services. Permanency of calibration is obtained

by the elimination from the instrument of any parts lia-

ble to change. Each ammeter is provided with a self-

contained and conspicuous polarity indicator, consisting

of two signals—the white showing under normal condi-

tions, the red on reversal, the latter remaining in sight

until the current has once more passed through the in-

the proper direction The ammeter may be

used for front or back connections connection posts and

studs being furnished as cc

Safety Device for Trolley Wires
E Hutchins of Detroit Mich has 1

der a fallen trolle} wire bar

iL on the streets
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2 did the speed 1 toshghtl)

from normal. 1 he normal voltage was 550 volts but

in no case did the voltage reach Ooo, and in only one

case did it get below 500 volts. These are the extremes

and were due only to instantaneous changes of full load,

and the variations in speed were only momentary.

There are seven miles of road. The maximum grade

in this road isS;^ percent. Therearc two portions nearly

one-half mile long each, that avcrrit,.' .iIi-hh Uv |i.i rent.

grade. There are some short cnr^- . iml .'iii' .,1 ih.ni

are found on the heavy grades. I In iii.nii Inn 1-, ^;i\ing

increase in the speed,

; readings were 200 am-

During the following

nt out, and at the end

s showed 140 amperes,

irmal speed. This is a

me fluctuations are all

aiised by the short-cir-

ordinar)' form used :il

able ears or terminals

minals each h.i\ f nil. 11

wire (held by these lei

rr,.f the safety

,priuled trolley
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luiuks against corresponding oblique ledges in I

lior of this lianRer, tliereliy bolli lioldinR tlic

and also in tight eloclrir.al comIih i willi Uu

hanger. An electrical i-'iiit;ii I iui imHn t;iM. ;iiii

liable this

chamber part weighs tlirct; c|iku ims ..I a inmiid, .ind its

terminal ears three-eighths pound each, made of cast

When the trolley or suspended wire is broken, the

weight nf ihc wire nt once releases its terminal hook

from thr safely liangcr (and a spring may be brought

into play to hasten iis discharge). This action then au-

tomalieall)' nits nil llic current from the disengaged

WKSTEKN ICLJiCTRICIAN.

A Third-rail Surface Electric Railroad for
New England.

[I'lUlll 111.: llnsluli (.Ol.-..-Sl)nli,h,.U of iho WkSTKKN Ei.KC-

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

company is to extend its electrical equipment, which was
so successfully inaugurated on the Nantasket Beach
branch a year ago. Contracts were recently signed be-

tween the officers of the railroad and the General Klec-

ipan for Ihr
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Canadian Electrical Association.

Mil be held in Toronto, June 17th, i8th and
Kjtli. The opening session will be held at 2:.io p. m. in

the council chamber, Hoard of Trade building. ICach

day's meeting will be divided between the consideration

of business of the organization and the reading and dis-

cussion of papers. Following is a list of the papers to

be presented during the course of the meeting:

"Ocean Cables" (historical), Charles P. Dwight, Tor-

"Acetyle: 'ith demons

the "Governmo

enlarged head ul* iL'rniinal. which ,l;i.i-.|' . .1 <'< litm of tlie

section of a trolley wheel, its flanged parts hotli contacting

the outer wall of safety hanger and the trolley wire, as it

passes adjacent terminals or ends of the wire,

Fig. 2 represents a bridle form of safety hanger, with

terminals made to hold the ordinary round trolley wire.

Mr. Hutchins states that when his safety hanger is sus-

pended by even very slack span wires, their swaying

and pulling back from a break occurring on the trolley

line does not cause other than the broken section to be-

come released. But the sudden jerk or pulling back of

the remaining line tends to hasten the release of the

broken section of line, but does not interfe re or disturb

the balance of the line.

In case of the breaking of a trolley wire where the

safety hangers are used, it will be found that a section

has simply been cast out of the safety hanger to fall

prostrate to the ground. An approaching car may, by

its momentum, be propelled over the prostrate piece of

trolley wire, pass the open section of line and continue

its trip. A passer-by need not hesitate to drag the dead

piece of trolley wire to the side of the street. When the

repairer arrives he simply hooks in a new section of

trolley line; a large force of emergency men is not

needed. This form of safety hanger, having its engag-

ing parts under cover of its interior chamber, is pro-

tected from exposure, sleet and dust. The engaging

ledges to the safety hanger are inner cut in such a way
that the strain of the suspended line tends to hold the

walls of the hanger together instead of tending to spread

the chamber.

COMMUNICATION.
Automatic Starter for Electric Elevator.

Vo the Editor oft/ieWESTERN Electrician:

On looking over H. Cochrane's article on "Problems
in Electric Elevator Work," which appeared in your
last issue, 1 note that in reviewing the different forms of

automatic rheostats used in connection with electric ele-

vators, he gives a very accurate description of the ad-
vantages gained by the use of a rheostat actuated by the
power of the elevator motor, but closes with the state-

ment that some of the troubles of this type of starter

are noisy engagement of the clutch, liability of the driv-

ing belt to slip, and not to cutout resistance, and failure

of the magnet to act properly at times. As owner of the
primary and detailed patents on this type of starter, I

must protest against the injustice of this criticism. In
an article, published some three years ago, particular

attention was called to the fact that the controller should
be direct-coupled to the armature shaft, thus affording

absolutely positive movement. The engagement of the
worm was accompanied by much less noise than was
made by the release of the magnetic brake, and was
scarcely noticeable, as both acted at the same instant.

Finally, the magnet of the starter, being a simple shunt,
has proved quite as reliable as any part of the motor
equipment.

I think that Mr. Cochrane will agree that an ele-

vator, handled by a controller, direct-driven from the

pie shunt magnet, will furnish as reliable a piece of ap-
paratus as can be expected for such work.
Bahimorv, June i, 1896. G. H. Whittingham.

Municipal Ownership in Practice.
[Froni the Rochester HeraU.]

The Philadelphia Lcd^rer brings to light some of the

blessings of municipal ownership of gas works, which
some philanthropists think would materially hasten the
millennium. It has been found that the municipality it-

self consumes one-seventh of the production. Since it

costs nothing, the city officials feel warranted in burning
all they possibly can. Some of them have been known
to keep the gas burning at full head in broad daylight.
The municipal consumption of gas this year over last is

15,000,000 cubic feet. The gas unaccounted for by leak-

age, etc., amounts to 1,002,140,315 cubic feet, or one-
fourth of the entire production. Could a private corpo-

lh(j JLiiicLioii lo East Weymuutli calls for the use of the

third rail. This rail is supported on short wooden posts,

which are lioilcd in vacuum pans and treated with a

preparation of tar, which has been successful for this

purpose. These insulated wooden posts are then let

into the railroad tie. A sliding contact shoe is used.

The third rail is in the center of the track. It is laid in

sections jo feet long, bolted to one another, and each

rail is supported by two insulated posts. A potential of

from 300 to 500 volts will be used on the line. One ad-

vantage of the system, in addition to its being main-

tained at less cost than the overhead trolley line, is its

easy adaptability to the ordinary railroad. As to the

danger of having unguarded charged rails on a railroad

track. Col. Heft, the electrician of the New York, New
Haven tS: Hartford company, and C. C. Pierce of the

General Electric, state that if a man happened to step

on the rail he would certainly get a shock, but the low

voltage used renders it improbable that he would be

killed. Both gentlemen said they never knew of a case

of anyone being killed from contact with a current of

such low voltage. The electricians admitted that contact

with the charged third rail would not be the most agree-

able experience a man could undergo, and the fellow

who stepped on it might cut a few pigeon-wings on the

track. On the other hand, attention is called to the

fact that the rail is laid on railroad property, and really

no one has any right to walk on the track, which would

be trespassing. When the line is built some precau-

tion may be taken for the protection of children and

curious people trying to walk on the third rail. A sug-

gestion that the slanting sides of the rail (it is of unusual

shape) might be protected by wooden insulation being

bolted on. and the chances of people stepping on the ex-

posed surface on top minimized, was made by the elec-

tricians. This is one of che details that will be consid-

ered when the line is laid. Although the present

contract only provides for the equipment of the South

Shore branch to East Weymouth, still it is admjtted that

the railroad officials have in mind the continuation of

the system to Braintree, an important junction 10 miles

from Boston, and possibly its extension to Boston. This

running of electric trains from the

A test of the third-rail attachment

of the track, which had been laid

;tion, and all were highly pleased

s equipment does not interfere with

o the overhead contact. So when

the extension to East Weymouth is built the electric

cars to the beach will use the present overhead trolley

line on the Nantasket Beach branch, and on the South

Shore road the trolley will be pulled down out of the

would admlit of the

city to Pe)Alberton.

was made on a mil

from Nantasket Jui

with the result. Tl

the ready trans fer

Price of Copper Rising.

The Enghieci-ing and J/iniiiff Journal ol June 6th

says: The rise in copper is caused by consumers and

the public finding consumption e.xceeding production.

While supplies are offered freely, speculators absorb

them readily. There is more demand for refined copper

for India and elsewhere. A contract has been placed

for French Pacific cable which requires goo tons of cop-

per wire. American electrolytic copper has been repur-

chased owing to reduced output of American mines. A
financial paper asserts that the recent investments of

the Rothschilds in Anaconda mining stock, where hith-

erto they had been content to buy the products, is a

significant "pointer" of the growing value of copper ledges

and of a coming boom in good copper stocks.

The city of Defiance. Ohio, at the last electi

1 April, voted to expend S3o,ooo in the erect

eld

lock fo Cleclri F. C. A

Several of these papers will be illustrated by electric

projection of diagrams, and the interest thereby greatly

enhanced. Among the special attractions is the announce-

ment of an illustrated lecture by James iMilne, entitled

"Radiant Matter," to be delivered in the rotunda of the

Board of Trade, June 17th, showing Professor Crookes'

experiments and also demonstrations of Rontgen rays.

Interesting sciagraphs will be taken and exhibited. On
June i.Sth at 5 p. M. there will be an e.xcursion on

the steamer Greyhound to Lome Park. The annual ban-

quet to members and ladies will be held at Hotel Lou-
ise, followed by moonlight sail on Lake Ontario, return-

ing to Toronto about 11 p. m.

Arrangements are being made for an excursion June
19th by boat around Toronto Island, along the water

front to Scarboro' Heights and return.

During the progress of the convention opportunity

will be afforded for inspection of the power stations of

the Toronto Electric Light company and the Toronto
Railway company.

Postal Telegraph Company's Under-
ground Wires in St. Louis.

One noteworthy feature of the recent destructive tor-

nado in St. Louis was the demonstration of the great

value to the electrical companies themselves of the

burial of conductors. This was shown by the experi-

ence of the Postal Telegraph-cable company, which, on
the day after the storm, handled 250,000 words from St.

Louis and delivered 6,000 telegrams in that city. At

the same time the Western Union company was so badly

crippled that it could handle only a tithe of the enor-

mous volume of business offered to it. This great con-

trast was due to the fact that about two years ago the

Postal company decided to bury its wires in the business

center of St. Louis. The work was completed last year,

and every wire, excepting the few connecting branch

offices upon streets where there was no conduit, was
safely stowed away beneath the surface. The officers of

the that to this precaution and business

foresight the company owed its escape from a disaster

which under other circumstances would without doubt
have been the most severe in the history of the com-
pany. As it was, the property of the Postal company
was not damaged to any appreciable extent in the busi-

ness center of the city. The Postal was further fortu-

nate in that its cable was over the Merchants' Bridge,

which was not damaged by the storm. It formerly had

a cable over the Eads bridge, but that was taken out at

the time the new cable was laid. As the Eads bridge

was partially demolished, the old cable, had it remained,

would have been destroyed.

In making mention of this interesting object lesson it

is proper to mention the fact that the underground work

and material of the Postal company in St. Louis were

supplied by the Standard Underground Cable company

of Pittsburg.

Modern Practice in Interior Wiring.

In the course of his paper on the "Evolution of In-

terior Conduits from the Electrical Standpoint, " before

the National Electric Light association at New York

last month, Luther Stieringer made the following state-

The best experience of the past 15 yea
firing has demonstrated the following fact;

First—Indiscriminate wiring with staples

Second—Cleat wiring is admissible in
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where the lit, but not in any concealed

work.
ThirdsWires imbedded in plaster, depending on the

insulation only for protection are condemned.
Fourth—Lead-covered wires are also condemned,

except where protected in a conduit.

Fifth—Wires in moldings do not afford mechanical

or chemical protection, and are only admissible in sur-

face work.
Sixth—Wires carried in plaster, and covered with

split or zinc tubes to prevent injury by trowels, are con-

Seventh—Glass or porcelain insulators can only be
utilized in special cases of exposed work.

Eighth—Paper tubes do not afford absolute mechan-
ical and chemical protection.

Ninth— Insulated tubes covered with a thin coating of

brass or other metals* do not afford absolute mechanical

and chemical protection, but, in exposed work, they are,

adn ;ible.

Tenth—Woven fabric conduit does not afford absolute

chemical and mechanical protection.

Eleventh—Heavy insulating covering, integral with

the insulation, offers no absolute protection against

mechanical and chemical injury, and is analogous to

rubber tubing for gas distribution installed throughout
a building.

Twelfth—Concentric wiring is practiced in England
with satisfactory results, but it is not in use in the United
States. It offers many possibilities in the direction of a

solid and fixed system.

Thirteenth—Paper-lined iron or steel pipes, known as

"iron-armored conduit," "builders' tube," "armor-
ite," "Clifton," and plain iron or steel pipe, are the only

conduits that can afford absolute security against me-
chanical and chemical injury and assure permanence.

vated r

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

JRK, June (3 —The Rapid Transit Commissio

abandon its underground plans by the Supren

considering plans for the <extension of the ele-

ilroad lines. Seth Low tendered his resigna-

tion as a commissioner at Thursday's meeting. He says:

"The recent decision of the Appellate Division makes

constructive work under the present law impossible. It

only remains within the power of the commission under

existing conditions to do what may be possible to in-

crease rapid transit facilities of the city by some enlarge-

ment of the elevated railroad system. This is in effect

an entirely new branch of the subject, upon which per-

sonally I have no desire to enter. Others can protect

the interests of the city in this particular fully as well as

I, and at far less inconvenience." W. B. Parsons, the

engineer, presented his final report. There is still out-

standing, he says, one claim 0E5911. and that has not yet

been paid. With it included, the commission's work

has cost the city since June iS, 1S94, $41,470.29, about

S6,ooo less, he said, than the Boston commission cost

that city. This, he declared, was a good showing, as it

was less than one-twelfth of one per cent, of the amount

of cost of the proposed plan. Mr. Parsons volunteered

his future services to the commission without salary,

until such time as a new plan might be proposed to it.

President Clinton L. Rossiter of the Brooklyn Heights

railway, is so well satisfied with the results following

the setting apart of recreation quarters for the road's

employes in the new Greenpoint car house that similar

quarters are to be arranged for the men in the Ridge-

wood car houses, where Soo men gather at different

hours of the day. A fine lecture or entertainment room

will be fitted up in the car house, and there will also be

bathrooms and other conveniences. The men wilt be

allowed to read books and newspapers and play games

during "off hours." The new car house in South

Brooklyn will also be fitted up in a similar manner for

the road's carpenters, painters and other workmen. This

company has just divided $10,000 in money prizes to the

most deserving motormen and conductors. The sum
named was divided between 1,139 men. the average

prize being about Sg. President Rossiter thinks that

the setting aside of Sio.ooo for those having records

clear of accident has well repaid the company.

It is again asserted that the "Huckleberry" company

has formed some kind of a combination with the New
York. Elmsford Sc White Plains Railway company and

that several new lines for trolley cars are to be con-

structed in Westchester county before the snow falls.

At present there is a trolley line from this city to

Mount Vernon controlled by the "Huckleberry" com-

pany, and the line has a branch which goes part way
from Mount Vernon to New Rochelle. The line of the

New York, ElmsEord & White Plains Railway company at

present extends from Klmsford through While Plains to

Silver Lake Park, a distance of five miles. There is

also a trolley line between Mount Vernon and Yonkers.

Plans for extensions oi the trolley lines which have been
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filed at the county clerk's office in White Plains indi-

cate that lines are to be constructed between Mount
Vernon and Mamaroneck, through New Rochelle; from

Mount Vernon to White Plains, through Scarsdale and

Hartsdale; from Elmsford to Tarrytown and on to the

Sleepy Hollow Cemetery, and from White Plains to

connect with the line to Yonkers. It will cost at least

52,000,000 to carry out the plans for the trolley exten-

sions, railroad men say, and the capital stock of the New
York, Elmsford & White Plains Railway company is

only S60.000. A large increase of travel between the

Hudson river towns and the towns on Long Island Sound

is predicted as a result of one of the extensions, while other

new lines may capture most of the passenger traffic be-

1 White Plaii thee Qtys and the other towns

of Westchester county. There is tal

tion for freight traffic on the trolley 1

> of

W. F, O.

Niagara Falls.

Ni.\GAR.^ Falls. N. Y.. June 6.—The important an-

nouncement is made that the Niagara Falls Power com-

pany has awarded the contract for the extension of its

wheel-pit to E. D. Smith & Co. of Chicago. The con-

tract also includes the extension of the big power house

over the wheel-pit. According to the terms of the con-

tract, the work must be completed within one year.

When finished the wheel-pit will have room for seven

more turbines, making 10 in all, with a capacity of 50,-

000 horse power.

Good progress is being made in the erection of the

iron skeleton of the new factory of the Pittsburg Re-

duction company on the lands of the Niagara Falls Hy-

draulic Power & Manufacturing company, and it is a

substantial addition to the factories on the canal prop-

erty. A pleasing bit of news is that this company pro-

poses to erect a building of equal size on the opposite

side of the canal, to be used as a finishing room.

The Niagara Falls Power company has made a con-

tract with the Mathewson Alkali company for 2,000

horse power, which is one of the largest contracts so

far made by this company. The new plant will be

located east of the Pittsburg Reduction company's build-

ings. The Mathewson company now has a factory in

Saltville, Va., one in England, and one is to be estab-

lished in Russia. Work on the buildings will be begun at

once. The plant at Niagara will employ about 150 men.

O. E. D.

Washington, D. C.

Washington, June 6.—Senator Gray has introduced

a bill to renew, amend and extend the act of Congress

of August 15, 1S76. granting to Celso Caesar Moreno

and associates the right to construct and maintain a

Pacific cable connecting the American and Asiatic

coasts. Several of Mr. Moreno's associates in the origi-

nal project are dead, but he says he has friends ready

to join him now in pushing the enterprise. The present

bill, which is in the hands of the committee on foreign

relations, provides that work on the cable shall begin

within three years after the passage of this act. The

United States is not to be limited in granting charters

toother companies. Mr. Moreno says that the outlook

for the passage of his bill is favorable, because it seeks

no subsidy from this government, and only asks a re-

newal of a charter once granted to him. He adds that

Hawaii. China and Japan will readily aid the enterprise

once it gets under way, and that English capital will

also be forthcoming.

Representative McGuire. who is the author of the bill

relating to the government ownership of telegraphs, and

S. H. Bell, representing the International Typographical

Union, appeared before the House committee on post-

office and post-roads in support of the measure for govern-

ment ownership of telegraph. Representative McGuire

occupied most of the time, entering into minute particu-

lars as to the operations and efficiency of his plan. At

the conclusion of his arguments Mr. Bell announced

that this would close the case as far as the Typographical

Union was concerned, and submitted to the committee

the report of former hearings, in which the measure

was advocated. The matter is in the hands of a sub-

committee of which Mr. Bromwell is chairman. Mr.

Bromwell said that during the recess of Congress he

would make a thorough investigation, and that if it was

in his power to do so would make a report at the next

session. P. B. Delany. the New York electrician, asserts

that the government can establish a better system of both

telegraph and telephone than is now in existence, at a

cost of about S15. 000,000.

It is probable that the first of July will see the begin-

ning of operations on the F street electric railway, thus

June 13, iSy6

providing rapid transit facilities from East Washington
to Georgetown. The new tracks and the conduits are

practically completed. E. Saxton, the energetic con-

tractor, who has worked a large force of men on the

road with satisfactory results, states that the only back-

ward part of the work was the construction of the big

car shed at Fifteenth and East Capital streets. This

shed is immense, covering three acres, and it will hold

the complete stock of motor cars and trailers of the line.

The cars to be used have not yet arrived, although they

are ready at the factories. In many respects the con-

struction of the F street line has been one of the most

important mechanical undertakings of its kind ever exe-

cuted in this city. The line contains over eight miles of

double track, and has 36 curves and 10 switches. It

crosses three separate line of cable road, and contains

one section of track where a complete semi-circle must

be made by the conduit. Considering that it is barely

eight months since the work was first undertaken, and

that for two months of that time nothing at all was

done, it is evident that Contractor Saxton has grappled

with a large undertaking.

The Tennallytown & RockviUe electric line has been

sold at auction. O. T. Crosby and C. A. Lieb were the

purchasers at their bid of 536,000. These gentlemen

are the principal owners of the Georgetown and Tennal-

lytown railroads, and they were the second mortgage

holders of their newly acquired property. There has

been considerable trouble in bringing about the sale.

Several injunctions were dissolved by the Maryland

courts before the advertising and sale of the road were

accomplished. The plans of the new owners with re-

gard to the property are not known here.

New England News.
Boston, June 6.—The electrical apparatus and wir-

ing at the pumping station of the Chestnut Hill reser-

voir in this city have been condemned by the inspector

of the wire department. This electric plant was in-

stalled only last year, and yet the water commissioner

has been forced to endeavor to have the alterations rec-

commended by the inspector made. This will entail a

cost of 55,000, as it is probable that new dynamos will

have to be located at the pumping station. About 5200,-

000 worth of machinery is located in the plant, and the

report of the inspector makes it imperative that some-

thing should be done at once to protect this machinery,

as the defective wiring may cause a fire. The inspector

reports that the two dynamos used for lighting are old-

fashioned and antiquated, and unsuited for the work.

The dynamos are not self-regulating. The rheostats on

the switchboards are mounted directly on wood. The
inspector also reports that the wiring is very defective

and dangerous, wood cleats being used in many cases.

instead of porcelain, and the wires are run through

brick walls and timbers without being incased in tub-

ing.

The City Council of Pawtucket. R. I., has unanimously

voted Sioo.ooo for a municipal electric lighting plant.

This is the final outcome of a contest between the local

monopoly and the citizens, and the permissive act which

the Pawtucket Gas company has been trying to have

passed by the General Assembly has been thus effectively

forestalled.

The Massachusetts Legislature has rejected by an

overwhelming vote a bill to establish a board of telegraph

and telephone commissioners. The rejection of this bill

also includes the rejection of the proposition to have a

temporary commission to investigate the subject of tele-

phone rates and charges and report to the next General

Court.

A bill is now before the Legislature asking for the in-

corporation of the Lancaster Railway company with a

capital of 51.000,000, the company to have the right to

increase its capital stock by the approval of the railroad

commissioners to 5io,ooo,ooo. The location asked for

is in Boston to connect the two union stations. The
bill allows the use of any system of elevated railway ex-

cept the Manhattan system. C. S. G.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNEAi'OLis, June G.—R. L. Penney and others

have applied to the county commissioners for a fran-

chise and right of way for an electric car line from Min-

neapolis to Lake Minnetonka. It is proposed to touch

at Wayzata and later to build to Mound City, at the up-

per end of the lake. Work is to be begun in two years

and to be completed in seven years.

The Postal Telegraph company has voluntarily begun

putting its wires underground at Des Moines, la,
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Minn is thii

lists have secured a controlling interest

I'.iint Street Kaihvay company of Du-
will make improvements. As soon as

'ill justify it, the owners will make it an

The council of Jamestown, N. D., is unable to make
a contract for electric lighting, having no funds avail-

able.

The city of Fergus Falls, Minn., has a sliding scale of

prices for furnishing electric lights, running from 65 cents

per month for one light to 25 cents per light per month

for 75 lights, and the council is now struggling with the

(|uestion whether an owner of two separate buildings

who puts in lights for both shall have the right to bunch

the number of lights and claim the discount.

The Helena Water & Electric Power company of

Helena, Mon-t., has been incorporated to build a dam
across the Missouri river at Stubbs, Mont., and gener-

ate electric power, which is to be transmitted to Helena

and East Helena, 14 miles. The plant at the dam will

The Electric Light company of New Ulm, Minn,, has

made a contract with the city to furnish arc lights for

street lighting, and will enlarge its plant to include arc

lightmg.

A Minneapolis paper publishes a slight remonstrance

on the way in which the council committee has failed to

report on an underground wire ordinance, and saying

that wires are being raised instead of being put down.

It seems that there was an ordinance passed requiring

all wires over buildings to be raised seven feet, and this

is being done, but the matter of putting the pole wires

down is being steadily pursued.

Nearly 100 ex-employes of the Twin City Rapid

Transit company left the Twin Cities for Milwaukee,

where they were to get transportation, ig cents per hour

and protection in their positions. When they found a

strike on in Milwaukee many refused to work, and

others who did could not endure the showers of bricks

and quit, and are without means and want to get back

to their homes and families.

The St. Louis River Water Power company of Du-
luth, Minn., expects to have work begun this year de-

veloping the power and generating it into electricity to

operate mills at Duluth and furnish power for the pro-

posed electric line from Superior to Cloquet, Minn., by

fall.

The officials of Mankato, Minn., are negotiating to se-

cure a municipal electric light plant.

Rockwell City, la., business men have raised funds to

put in an electric light plant, and have let the contract.

A franchise was granted some promoters several weeks

ago, and it was expected that work would be begun at

once, but the promoters were found to be short several

thousand dollars, and it was feared the franchise would

lapse. So the business men took the matter in hand
and raised the money.

The Fort Wayne Electric corporation has sued the

village of Sleepy Eye, Minn., for §1,040 for dynamos
and electrical supplies. The village contends that the

machinery was purchased under a guarantee which has

not been kept, and refuses to pay until the machinery is

brought up to the specifications.

John I. Wilson of Winona, Minn., is negotiating for

the electric light plant at Mankato, Minn., but will not

touch it if the city puts in a municipal plant. The city

has been enjoined from doing the latter on complaint of

a citizen, who avers that the bond issue is illegal. The
case will be argued June nth. C.

PERSONAL.
The Canadian Electrical Xczcs reports that Thomas

Ahearn of the Ottawa (Out.) Electric company, well

known in the United States, has returned from a trip

around the world.

Thomas G. Grier, formerly with the Bryant Electric
company, is now with the Western Electric company,
having resigned his position with the former company
on the ist of June.

George Foster Peabody of Brooklyn was elected a di-

rector of the General Electric company at the annual
meeting of the stockholders held in Schenectady on May
12th. He succeeds Thomas K. Cummins, Jr., and is

the only new member of the board.

Alex. Dow has declined a reappointment as electrical

engineer of the Public Lighting Commission of Detroit,
with title of city electrician, and has accepted employ-
ment as manager of the Edison Illuminating company
of that city. Will F. Conant. secretary of the Public
Lighting Commission, has been appointed for the ensu-
ing year as secretary and general manager, and to him
all correspondence concerning the general business of

the plant and concerning the purchase of snppHc;: sho
be addressed. Walter D. Steck-, nt iir-^-.-nt n.^*
electrician, has been appoinicl 'ii- iI.<i,mj,m

will have charge of the t-n^Mi
1

and of the operating and cimsii; 1 1, 1 i..

respondence' on purely technical hlhi' 1 ImmiII I..

dressed to him. These changes will tak(! cllrd July :

The city of Detroit has lost a faithful public servant
the retirement of Mr. Dow.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
The Common Council of Vicksburg, Mic

enjoined from issuing the $12,000 bonds for water
works and $3,000 for electric lights recently voted on.

The officers of the Beacon Electric Light company of

Chester, Pa,, have signed the contract for lighting the
city for five years. It is the intention of the new com-
pany to erect an entirely new plant and a different sys-

tem from that now in use. The city will save $16,300
annually on the new contract. The new plant will be in

operation by the end of June. The Chester Electric
Light company will have to furnish light until the new
company gets in operation.

William H. Cook was appointed receiver on May 29th
for the Suburban Electric Light & Power company,
which owns a plant at Park Ridge, near Chicago. The
appointment was made upon the application of the Chi-
cago Title Si. Trust company, which is the trustee for

the bondholders to the extent of $10,000, It was rep-

resented that the appointment of a receiver was neces-
sary in order that threatened levies may not be made
which would result in the stoppage of the plant.

The present contract for lighting the streets of Louis-
iana, Mo., a city of about 6, 000 people, 100 miles north of

St. Louis, on the Mississippi River, will expire about Octo-
ber ist, at which time, or before, the City Council will

probably make arrangements for a plant operated under
city control, make a contract with the present company or

accept a bid from some other concern. Louisiana is said

to be well located for the economical operation of an
electric lighting plant, as it is compactly built. The

L. Har all should
be mailed.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
ars from the Detroit, GrandIt's an odd sight to

Haven & Milwaukee steam railway passing up and
down the streets of Birmingham, Mich. The Oakland
Electric Railway company built a spur and switch con-

necting with the steam railway. Thus carloads of

crushed stone are shunted on the electric tracks and put
wherever needed with one handling.

Binghamtom—the Parlor City of New York state-
is a bright and attractive town and it has a successful

and enterprising electric railroad company, which is

sending its praises abroad in the land in the shape of a

pleasing publication, "Picturesque Binghamton," which
is mailed free on application. The work is interesting

and handsomely illustrated and invites careful examina-
tion. No doubt, also, it will attract visitors to Bingham-
ton, as it is intended to do.

There is no doubt about the popularity of the electric

railway among the farmers of New York state. At Pal-

myra a meeting was held in the opera house to discuss

the proposed electric railroad between Palmyra and
Marion. C. H. Brigham, Thaddeus PhiUips, George
Parshall, Eugene Nichols and W. W. Williamson were
appointed as a committee to confer with a committee
from Marion. A resolution was unanimously adopted
by which the citizens of Palmyra pledged themselves to

secure the right of way for the Marion line free of expense

to the company, should a road be built. A number of

the land holders were present, and all expressed a willing-

ness to grant a franchise and have the road pass their

I tele-

TELEPHONE.
A. M. Fenton and others are contemplating puttii

in a telephone exchange at Rice Lake, Wis.

W. J. Kurtz has secured a liberal franchis

phone exchange in Belleville, 111., and will endeavor to

put in 300 instruments in business houses and 200 in

residences. The Kurtz National Telephone company
has been formed with a capital stock of $20,000. Mr.
Kurtz, who has organized companies in Decatur, 111.,

and St. Joseph, Mo., is the president, and E. T.

Schweitzer is secretary.

The Lansing, Mich., telephone exchange, which was
one of the first independent exchanges to be inaugurated

in Michigan, has had a prosperous career. It com-
menced operations last October, and now has about 500

subscribers. It has connection with Mason and other

neighboring cities and villages, and work on the state

line is still under way. At a meeting of the board of

directors recently the manager, A. R. Hardy, tendered

his resignation because of the demands of private busi-

ness, and ex-Mayor Frank B. Johnson was elected to

succeed him.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An English contemporary recently published a leading

article entitled "The Dawn of the Horseless Carriage."

The twenty-sixth annual catalogue of the Worcester

Polytechnic Institute of Worcester, Mass., for iSg6,

shows that this tried and influential school, of which

Dr. T. C. Mendenhall is president, is flourishing and

TRADE NEWS.
The Village Council of Sherwood, Mich., has granted

to i<heubottom & iiond of Union City, Mich., a 15-year
franchise for a modern electric lighting plant. The
service is to be an all-night one.

A new line of knife switches of superior quality and
workmanship has just been brought out by the Fiberite
company, manufacturer of Medbery specialties. The
Mason Electric Equipment company, 1202 Fisher build-
ing, Chicago, is the selling agent for all of the Medbery
material and carries a full line of both switches and rail-

way material in stock ready for immediate shipment.

The Orient Electric company of Youngstown, O., is

proud of an order for 500 incandescent lamps from
Jacarchy, Est, De San Paulo. Brazil, accompanied by a
draft on the London and Brazilian Bank in payment.
The order will be filled at once and the Orient company
feels that with this start it is opening up a profitable

territory for its goods, and that a good business will re-

sult in the future.

The Sioux City Electrical Supply company has been
obliged to increase its factory to keep up the orders for

telephone goods. Among the many orders now on the
books is one for 1,000 dials and automatic central
switches for the Automatic Telephone Switch company;
800 drop manual board for the Home Telephone com-
pany of Sioux City, to replace a board now in use; a
100 drop manual board and 70 telephones for Sheldon,
and 75 telephones for Sibley.

Manager H. A. Palmer of the Akron Electrical Man-
ufacturing company, Akron, O., visited Chicago last

week. Mr. Palmer states that his company recently

closed a contract with the American Foundry & Fur-
nace company of Bloommgton. 111., to place a number
of motors in its factory. By this change the American
Foundry company "calculates to save 60 per cent, in

power. The Akron Electrical Manufacturing company
is pushing its machinery most energetically, and shortly

expects to bring out a new type of dynamo. It makes a
specialty of incandescent dynamos and motors, and un-
der its present careful and conservative management it

is fair to presume that the company will command dur-

ing the coming year a large share of the dynamo and
motor trade of the country.

BUSINESS.
The various types of multipolar dynamos and motors,

made by the E. & C. Electric company of Cleveland,
Ohio, are fully described in recently issued catalogues.

Information is gladly furnished.

An attractive catalogue sent out by the American
Boiler company of 84 Lake street, Chicago, tells all

about the non-drip and float valves made by this com-
pany. These goods are fully guaranteed.

The raw silk machine wipers made by the American
Silk Manufacturing company of 311 Walnut street, Phil-

adelphia, Pa., are recommended and indorsed by the

boards of fire underwriters in St. Louis and Philadel-

The telephones of the Julius Andrae & Sons company
of 225 West Water street, Milwaukee, are being widely
installed and highly praised. The Whittemore Tele-

phone company of Whittemore, Iowa, and the Cobleskill

& Sharon Telephone company of Cobleskill, N. Y., are

The Electric Appliance company is showing a particu-

larly satisfactory line of fan motors for the summer
trade. Its line of direct current apparatus includes the

celebrated Dayton ceiling fans and the Acme 110 volt di-

rect current desk or counter fans. In alternating appa-
ratus it is still handling the celebrated Meston line of desk

and ceiling fans.

The Ward Leonard Electric company of Hoboken,
N. J., announces that it will hereafter supply the rheo-

stats which have heretofore been made by the Carpen-
ter Enamel Rheostat company. These appliances are

well and favorably known. In addition the new com-
pany will supply rheostats and electric heaters made
under patents of H. Ward Leonard.

The Standard Incandescent Lamp company of Clin-

ton, Wis., has been reorganized with C. R. Hopkins, the

well-known Chicago insurance man of Hopkins & Has-
brook, Chicago, as president and treasurer. With Mr.
Hopkins as financial backer the company is now in an
excellent position to follow the aggressive policy mapped
out by its management, which states that the factory at

Clinton is now running 17 hours a day. An experienced

lamp man is now in charge and the company pro-

poses to turn out a product second to none in the mar-
ket. The Standard company feels that its lamp as re-

gards efficiency and life is exceptional, as is evidenced by
the claim of 1,000 hours average life. The company has

opened headquarters in Chicago at 193 La Salle street,

which will be under the direct management of President

Hopkins.
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
561.107. Door-lock Switch for Electric Lights

filed January 2, 1S96.

cured in the door frame, and h ving one end ope
e lock-bolt, spring plates secured at one en

Thebo IT or case, and thence extending forward and
hemselves, with their ex

°„d°h!>'vinB itl"hiner^end''beveled and adap
forced lineally between the cont acting ends of the

when he bolt is projected on ocking the door.

standard carrying the sw
he switch devices and ma

the ci cult to be controlled by he movement of

free £

right angle to the rail.

5 ends connected to the
rails to position after

MDg been moved by the trolley.

561,144. Alternating Electric Motor. Joseph A. G.

Trudeau, Ottawa, Canada. Application filed July

18, 1894.

the arraatiir*

eacb other.

,168. Trolley Stand. Frank N. Kelsey. New Haven

supply,

rank>
L filed March 28, 1895.

ed upon

Conn. Applif

Claim one follows:

spring retracted sheave or pulley carried upon said table, a

trolley pole socket piece pivctally connected to said table,

and a flexible connection passing about said sheave or

pulley, and conuectad at one end 10 said socket piece and

,183. Electric Meter. Addison G. Waterhouse,

Hartford. Conn. Application filed May 27, 1895.

An electro-magnet or other motor which is actuated or

mechanism, to which motion is imparted from the motor.

,184. Hanger for Electric Lamps. William S.

Weston, Etherly, 111. Application filed March 4,

1895-

The combination is claimed with a supporting franie of a

roialing lamp-supporting drum and its shaft,

able is connec
tending f"om

icking device

185. Electric Lamp Hanger. William S. Weston,

205. Pole Piece for Electrical Batteries. Frank

G. Curtis, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

February 20, 1893.

The device consists of a carbon plate having electrically

deposited ihereon an alloy of copper and tin in specified

,224. Electric Car. John C. Henry, Westfield.

N. J.
Application filed September 27, 1889.

Issued June 2, j8g6.

,284. Electric Switch. Hiram Ross, Providence,

R. I. Application filed February 17. 1896.

The switch lever described consists of the flat blade or

1 member having insulating sides or cheeks extending
,s and Dracticallv concealing the working faces of the

ired to or integral with the guard

Mil

e plug to complete a circuit by which the visual signal
tored to its original condition.

Line-jack for Telephonic Switchboards. Paul
lis, Mobile, Ala. Application filed February

blade, and a

member, by i

,294. Electric Heater. Harry A. Thomas, Niagara
Falls, N. Y. Application filed February 6, 1895.

Pipes of insulating material extend parallel with each
other, spirals of bare wire are wound on the pipes, blocks of
porcelain are placed at the ends of the pipes, 1

3-conducting body
rated contacts, tw(
single spring cont
igidly attached at <

ting body, \

normally
ntact, all in-

all entering
longitudinal

ought

,307. Electric Railway. Henry Brandenburg, Chi-

cago, 111. Application filed May 22, 1895.

A conductor having the external insulating covering and
a longitudinal uninsulated oil channel on the upper surface

,335. Telephone Exchange System. Kempster B.

Miller, Wilkinsburg, Pa. Application filed Febru-

18, i8g6.

A terminal plug and its seat, an operator's telephone cir-

cuit and terminals therefor adjacent to the seat, and the
arrangement being such that the tilting of the plug in its

,354. Power Gearing for Electric Cars. Elmer A.

Sparry, Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Febru-
ary 16, 1895.

The first claim: In a motor car, an axle, a motor sup-
ported therefrom, means between the motor and the axle
allowing for more or less relative movement between the
two, a power-gearing connecting the motor and the said
axle, a yielding coupling forming a part of such gearing, a

halved casing inclosing the coupling mounted upon the
motor, in combination with means for supporting either half
while the other half is removed.

,358. Microphone. George W. Sutton, New Rochelle,

N. Y. Application filed April 14, 1896.

A microphone comprising a diaphragm carrying an elec-

trodes being surrounded by a fabric of a textile character,
the electrodes being placed opposite one another with the
edges ot their surrounding envelopes in contact, whereby a

chamber is formed and comminuted material contained

,377. Automatic Telephone Call. Gerard Q. Dean
and John Dean, Jr., New York, N. Y. Application
filed August 3, 1895.

A movable contact-maker and contacts actuated by the
contact-maker, combined with a movable core, a vitalizer
for the core, and a detent actuated by and made to engage

,395. Electric Locomotive. William P. Henszey,
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed October 4,

1895.

This devii
opening for the plug, twi

sulated from each other

the opening for the plu
slots in the non-conducting body, in combination witu a
plug having a metal tip to engage and electrically connect
the separated contacts, a non-conducting point to separate
the two closed contacts, and a metallic body having an es-

couple it with the wire of the cord, and with an interior

421. Telephone Call Box. Paul Minnis, Mobile.
Ala. Application filed February 17, 1896.

There is claimed the combination with a casing, of a reel
journaled therein and having wound thereon the conduc-

rotating the reel to wind up the conductors, a support for
the receiver and transmitter, and mechanism controlled by

from the support.

,422. Telephone Call Signal for Central Stations.

Paul Minnis, Mobile, Ala. Application filed Feb-
ruary 17, 1896.

One claim is for a circuit-closing apparatus for telephone

,423. Telephone. Paul Minnis, Mobile, Ala. Ap-
plication filed February 17, 1896.

This apparatus consists of a single handle formed in two

bile, Ala. Application filed February 17, 1896

A plug for a telephone switchboard is described, compris-
ing an insulating poi- ------- - '-- ' -
body partly exposed.

;
point having a metalli

by a sleeve of
spring-projected cap on the

crank of the motor and the crank driving wheels, their
axles, cranks on the driving wheels, and rods connecting

,416. Attachment for Telephones. John H. Miller,

Washington. D. C. Application filed March 12,

1S96.

An attachment for telephone boxes, consisting ot a mov-
able shield having guides on the face thereof, a hinged

ittaching it to the telephone box. and a hook for

iTufeVap'^awi^reoft^e^flexfbll

,430. Indicator for the Speed of Revolution of Pro-
pellers. Mathias Pfatischer. Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-
plication filed August 12, 1895.

The claim follows: In combination with a ship's pro-
peller shaft or other rotary body, a magneto machine, ine-

,431. Telltale for Steering Gear of Ships. Mathias
Pfatischer, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

August 12, 1895.

e other end of the circuit

Telephone System. Paul Minnis, Mobile,
Application filed February 17, 1896.

the line stations, a series of service wires, each con-
led to the single wire and through tlic ii,inMiuiiri ,>iiJ

ductors. an

,443. Electric Lamp Hanger. Joseph Schmii

New York, N. Y. Application filed February ;

1896.

This hanger comprises a rotary spindle, means for rol

ing the same, a block for supporting the spindle and

having a slot in iis lower side, and a tubular carrier mova'

spending s

ing such tiiat the polarity ot the talking hatterius in the 1

,418. Telephone Exchange System. Paul Minni
Mobile, Ala. Application filed February 17, 1896.

271 Motor rontrollmg Device Charles E OnR-
loon corils ul 11m . .! .

.'
,

e:

561,419. Switchboard for Telephone

; ",;"'r';,',.Ho''-'"^ 55. ,530. Electric Car Truck. John Taylo

ley, New York. N. Y, Application filed November 1 beiiiK N. Y. Application filed April 29, 1895.

.,1803, : :: :M-,hlthe

Systems. Paul
^kH'''!"'^'''"''"' 'i''''^'
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272. lileLiii...ill, I ., i. lie, 11-1 1" I'll- Kr-./ic-f. Charles
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cember 8, 1803.
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Lord Kelvin's Jubil

tof

I ..I cim- who is perhaps the

sicists -Lord IvBlvin. This

peer is probably more widely known as Sir William

Thomson, although he has borne the loftier honor

[or over tour years, but it is lilting, even in democratic

America, that he should be addressed by his title as a

baron, as it is believed that he furnishes the first in-

stance in the history of the United Kingdom of a man

being raised to the dignity of the peerage entirely in

recognition of scientific attainments. Apropos, of the

question of title, it is related that the Vienna corre-

daily paper in England

the amusing blunder of solemnly as-

serting that among the scientists to

receive honorary degrees from the

Budapest University, on the occasion

of the Hungarian millennium, were

"Lord Kelvin (London) and Sir Will-

iam Thomson (Glasgow)."

The occasion of the present celebra-

tion is the fiftieth anniversary of Lord

Kelvin's professorship at the Univers-

ity of Glasgow, although it is inter-

esting to remark that the great scien-

tist's birthday comes in June, and that

he also attained the honor of knight-

hood just 30 years ago. The celebra-

tion will last three days and will

include a reception, an exhibition of

Lord Kelvin's inventions, the presen-

tation of addresses from various bodies

to the central figure of the occasion,

the conferring of honorary degrees

and a banquet. Representative sci-

entific men—about 50 in number

—

from America and the British colonies

and from all the European countries,

and about 150 from Great Britain and

Ireland, have signified their intention

to be present. The oflicial American

representative is Thomas Commerford

Martin, editor of the Elcclrical Evgi
inwr, who is delegated to be present

by the American Institute o£ Electn

cal Engineers and the National Elec

trie Light association. Mr. Martin

sailed from New York on June 6th

Another interesting delegation is that

Qtly made

of the German order "r'niir Ir* M-'ritp;" rci-lected in

1872 a fellow of St. I'eicr - n. liiidge: is now
for the third time prcsi '

< 1 - ,il Society uf

Edinburgh: from iSgo 1m
, ,|, in, ,1,1,m ,,f the Royal

Society. London, and in [Syi was president of the

British association at its meeting in Edinburgh.

William Thomson was born in Belfast in 1824, but he

has passed his life in Glasgow, where he is a great figure.

He has often been urged to remove to Cambridge and
elsewhere, but he has staunchly adhered to Glasgow and
its University, which so early in his career appreciated

and rewarded his genius. The citizens of the Scottish

metropolis are very proud of him.

In reviewing the career of Lord Kelvin the Western
Electrician can do no better than to quote liberally

la//i,i,

?hadi cled audi
_/,„„-

ed the wonder
i well ;of the scientif

by their boldness, originality and accuracy. He was
shortly afterwards made editor of that famous journal,

and gathered round him a brilliant staff of writers; yet
it was his own papers which chiefly aroused the attention

of scientists. When 22 years of age he was appointed to

the chair of natural philosophy in Glasgow, which he has
now occupied for 50 years, and which will forever be as-

sociated with

the Un of Ca

bridge, Engl md. the a/ma naUr of

Lord Kelvin It consists of Prof. Sir

G. G. Stoke s, Prof. A. R. Forsyth

and Prof,
J. J. Thomson,

iguished Irishr

is accorded these unusual honors is

eminent in several of the natural

sciences and s renowned as a mathemati

fame rests chiefly on his work in study

phenomena and in making p actical appli

"ilPfe^

0\lF^Tr:PM tLUCTRlCIAN

The University building in

which he then lived and for many
years taught was the old and venerable
college in the High street, among the
very slums of the city, and in every
way in marked contrast lo the palace
of learning which now dominates the
hill to the west of the city, at the foot

of which runs the turbid stream, the
Kelvin, the name of which Sir William
Thomson took for his title as a peer.

Whatever he does is done thorough-
ly, and must rest on absolute truth.

For while he is a wonderful experi-

mentalist, bringing all his vast learn-

ing in chemistry and dynamics to the

aid of his mechanical skill when en-
gaged in any research, yet it is his

mathematical genius which forms his

cist. He must reach the mathemati-
cal formula which exactly determines
the relationship of the question on
hand. His fame as an electrician is

so unrivaled that many people imagine
that this constitutes his only claim to

distinction. For it is to him we are
indebted for the success of the cable
which unites England and America,
and which has made possible the suc-
cess of the submarine wires which
now spread like a network on the bed
of . after For year:

Anglo-American cable appeared im-
possible. The first attempt ended in

loss. But Lord Kelvin brought to bear
upon the problem such a knowledge
of the laws of energy, as well as

electricity, that, like a second Colum-
bus, he reached America, and the
message of peace. "Glory to God in

the highest, on earth peace and good
will toward men," was flashed from
land to land. The honor of knight
hood, then bestowed on William Thom-
son, was but a faint expression of the

admiration fel.t for the man and his

Lord Kelvin's patents are of many
kinds, and so numerous and valuable
that a large workshop in Glasgow,
filled with skilled workmen and under
able scientific management, is occu-

(SIR WILLIAM THOMSON).

iteresting article in Good JVords by a he used

pied chiefly with thei

The sea has been to hi

passion

gate

a life-long

or years tie was a keen
and'the Lalla Rookh, which
extent himself, served as an

electrical

on of the

knowledge gained in his researches. He is rightly

classed with that illustrious group of nineteenth century

scientists which has expounded the underlying laws of

Nature on which all the superstructure of electrical de-

velopment rests and which bears the names of men like

Faraday. Maxwell, Henry and von Helmholtz. In addi-

tion he is an ingenious mechanic and a practical en-

gineer. To-day Lord Kelvin is regarded as the highest

living exponent of electrical science by electrical men
the world over. The list of his honors indicates his

reputation. He is LL. D. of the Universities of Edin-

burgh, Cambridge, Dublin, Montreal and Bologna;

D. C. L. of Oxford; M. D. of Heidelberg; F. R. S.,

P. R, S. E.; foreign associate of the French Academy of

Sciences; a grand officer of the French Legion of Honor;
commander of the Belgian Order of Leopold, and knight

If heredity means
destined to be a ma
Thomson. LL. D., v

thorough mathematici
fessor of mathematics
the time when the fut

anything, Lord Kelvin was pre-
theraatician, for his father, James
/as a born man of science and a
an. I well remember him as pro-
> in the University at Glasgow at

ure Lord Kelvin was beginning his

career in the chair of natural philosophy. His influence

was such as only a strong man could have exercised, and
many a student who caught inspiration from his teach-
ing gained distinction afterward. He was the son of a
farmer in the North of Ireland, with few outward advan-
tages; but his inborn thirst for knowledge overcame all

difficulties. William Thomson was in this way satu-

rated with mathematics almost from his cradle. His
father undertook complete charge of his education till he
was 10 years old, quickening his latent genius into activ-

ity, and training him with such skill that the boy, directed
along the best methods of work, which had been made
exquisitely clear to him, advanced by leaps and bounds
into the very arcana of the exactest of all the sciences.

His classical and general education was likewise carefully

it both for enjoyment and research. While he
sailed on her far and near, he was perpetually engaged
in investigation. These experiences led him to invent

certain instruments which have proved invaluable to sea-

men. In 1874 he contributed to Good Words a paper

member that at that period he was perfecting his modi-
fication of the magnetic compass which, in common with

his patent sounding machine, has proved one of the great-

est boons ever bestowed on navigation. I remember the

pleasure with which the weather-beaten captain of a P.

and O. steamer learned that I knew Lord Kelvin. "He
is the greatest friend of the sailor who ever lived," he

told me, "for in giving us his compass and sounding

line he has insured a safety we never had before."

Attached to his classroom in the university there is a

magnificent physical laboratory, splendidly equipped, in

which a large staff of accomplished assistants is continu-

ally engaged, under the superintendence of his nephew.
Dr. Bottomeley, himself a man of high scientific attain-

ments. It is a most picturesque scene that is presented

when, going from the sunlit court, one enters this great

magician's cave, with its maze of crucibles, pulleys.
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pumps, levers, and ranges of tables and shelves covered

with instruments and appliances; and, when climbing

from floor to floor, there is discovered in every corner

mysterious arrangements indicating experiments at diflfer-

ent stages. From above the long desk in his classroom

the ceiling opens aloft, so as to admit of apparatus

being used which require height. And here the famous
man lectures and experiments before the students, who
are ranged on the benches that rise in an amphitheater
around. His enthusiasm when some critical experiment
is being conducted is marvelous. He beams with inter-

est, and everything else appears forgotten for the mo-
ment. Each assistant has to be on the alert, while he.

using when necessary all his own physical energy, gets

so absorbed that sometimes rude students, aware of Lord
Kelvin's abstraction, will lake the opportunity of making
some witty commentary of which the lecturer is entirely

unconscious. He is in another world, and neither hears

nor heeds the doings of the foolish.

He hasone strange peculiarity. While the higher math-
ematics and all the mysteries of logarithms and the cal-

culus are as easy to him as the alphabet, he often ap-

pears puzzled when a sum is presented to him in

ordinary numerals. A question of simple addition placed

in this way on the board will sometimes lead to the

query being put to the class or to an assistant, with a

certain funny look of helplessness, "How much is that?"

His power of abstraction from all surroundings, be-

coming dead to what is near him. and lost in intellectual

processes, is quite extraordinary. He is neve

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

guished student, but an accident which befell bii

years ago, when enjoying 'the roaring game" c

ing. lamed liim for life. The intrepid ma

Equalizer System;

June 20. i8'j6

of Distribution.'

, Chu

all :

London and
of wo
tends
back to his class as if such rapid journeys were a pas-
time, reveals the burning enthusiasm of his nature. His
contributions to strictly popular literature are unhappily
few. for he is so painstaking that writing articles of that

nature is exceedingly irksome to him. ' 'The Nature Se-
ries" has, however, several volumes by him of 'Popular

not understand "popular" too literally in this connec-
tion. In conjunction with Professor Tait of Edinburgh
he has published what is the best text-book on natural

philosophy extant.

With the exception of the first eight years, Lord Kel-
vin has spent the whole of his life in Glasgow College.

He has a charming house at the extreme end of the Pro-
fessors' Court, with windows looking over the college

grounds. The house is an epitome of applied science as

regards lighting and ventilation, and at every turn one
meets indications of wires and telephones connecting
the house with the laboratory and elsewhere. A large

astronomical clock stands in' the halL He has a large

and delightful house at Largs in Ayrshire, looking out

on the Firth of Clyde and the ^ '

He has been twice married; his first wife wa

prepar:

apensatmg

the following paper, the limited scope
ot which is indicated by its title. I have assumed that a
three-wire system is supposed to be the only safe and
reliable system of direct current distribution for motors

It is my intention to refer to the many methods that
have been devised to accomplish the results obtained by
the three-wire system without the use of a divided
source of electrical energy and a cc
ductor connected to the point oE divi

before you an abbreviated list of such i

(i| Using a single dynamo with two commutators.
Very little would be gained by this, even if it did not in-

fringe the foregoing system, as one commutator on a
large machine is all most people can put up with.

(2) I do not think that at thislateday anyone is likely

to tr- the combination of a 220 volt dynamo and two
sets of lamps connected in series by a third wire.

(3) This time we come to a true system of equalizer
distribution. We have only one generator of, say, 220
volts J and two small machines C and />. capable of
taking care of the unbalance due to turning off lights on
either side of the circuit, and a motor B connected to

the two outside mains and driving the two machines C
and /?. In this system our comparative loss is quite
great at light loads, as we have a constant loss due to

int, eddy and foucault

IS, and at once tl

I and contcmplu
IS lu^ardsall religii

either agnostic nor materialist,
lis day a good athlete as well as

C( r>l"T .IS ,111 Insvil.itor.

Copper in.i

the tracks, .-in,

1
' i.'i insulati

'

'• pi- ,i..!i
.

1.. rnl,-iken to

mize the expas r,-nf lh<- circuit wires ,ind the live

apparatus.
[Frotn an ac

the Lake street

otint of the electrical transformat
•L" road

]
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Ihcn C will run as a motor, driving /! as a dynamo In
ihis case also Ihere will be a sligni unbalance ol pressure,
clue to armature reaction, etc.

(5) Still another method has been proposed. This em-
pliiys a single dynamo of 220 volts. To the brushes of
this machine are connected the two outside wires; the
neutral wire is connected to the center of tli

coils, and this raises a potential midway bet«
utside wires.

(0) A system in u:

e mentioned here.
Jlrals

load the batteries may supply all the current required,
permitting the shutting down of the central station dur-
ing those hours.

ever been lost oamg to lack of balance of the system.
.Agam

, we only require one generator ./, 220 volts, and
Tiall machine with two commutators /V. We have

only wo bearings to worry about, only one field loss.
ss due to hysteresis and eddy currents, and abso-

utelv no armature reaction. There being no armature
on, there will be no drop in speed, no sparking at
ushes with a change of load, and the capacity of the

equal zerwill be the heat limit of the armature winding.

(SI By using the equalizer system we have one unit, or
et of units, running at a high efficiency, and for a re-
er\e

20 volts. Where a companv has a motor trade
much scattered it can take, for instance, 500 volts and
un a good distance with economy, then put an equal-

n a central location and supply its customers
vith lights at no to 125 volts. Or. again, we want light

1 take I _
kilowatt, 250 volts, and a motor of 50 horse power but
with two commutators; or, in other words, on a 50 horse
power equalizer we can take either the full load in power
off the pulley or the full number of lights off one side
at 1 10-125 volts, or in any proportion we see fit. Still
another ad\-antage of this system; We can always com-
pensate for the drop in our line at any point independ-
ent of all others. This we might call a booster equal-
izer system. When the heaviest loads are on our sys-
tem and the sides balanced, all the equalizer does is to
run free as a motor. Now, by attaching a small series
wound dynamo to the end of the shaft of the equalizer,
and adjusting it to the load and drop, we will first boost
our pressure and then equalize it. So that, given a dis-
trict with various points of distribution and various
drops, we can run even the longest and heaviest loaded

)al point was tha
be able to put it

" " '"11 1:. not ine point.
Mil, iKu,,, „iN .\s I iiiulersiand it, Mr. Churchward

proposed to have these small e<|ualizers scattered all

" '
'

I "ii you do not contend that it be-
i

1
i'l

i

1 of economy.
^'' -'"' " No, sir; I do not. I say that

I H- system is put there as a method of getting around
ihc three-wire system, irrespective of economy.

Effect of Temperature on Insulating
Materials.'

By George F. Sever, A. Monei.i. .\si) C. L. Perky
In designing electrical apparatus, it is often of the

" of different tem-
the insulat jsed in

Of the

J'T" ,

'

1 M ' '
1 1 M 1 1 T

ii'l'll'l'l.' '>H-'"lilll
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the connections while testing a tube and also the leakaee
shunt; It will beseen from the diagram Im" , that all
of the current going through the galvanometer must" oassfrom the dynamo to the brass cylinder and thence

coil ../ and on through the gal-
ometcr. Any current tending to leak over the sur-

the insulation from the brass cylinder to coil ,-f

b""co,ls'/yT'''"°''
""^ "hunted past the galvanometer

During the investigation many different specimi

through the i

liled cloth,

and composition, were tested, and it

each class has its characteristic pro|
marked. We will now proceed to the di
particular class

/'/an, I'„f,i ih III, ,,1,-, ,.,
i

Afu the

of
1 thickness
found that
s strongly

ere tested.

'Jf the air

wasgradu-

.
- of paper protected from moisture

by japan (I-ig. 3) is very high, but falls rapidly with the
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Fig. 5. Oiled paper ,cx>45 incli

Discussion.

Edg.\r: It seems to me thi

le weakness, depending upon c

one of these systems, as I

ces if you get the neutral wii
Am I right there? If the

itside wire, are you not going
! outside?

'^^ffllttmlmM
dew ires w thout question

(hkr Yp
Mr Edg. r: Then do you claim your equalizer is

jmg sustain the en tire ity of that generator?

EDG.i r: Assuming that you are r unniugatfull
pac

:hw.^rd: fty Duare running y our generator
[fall

uble
Mr. Edgar: We do not have either in the three-wire

system. We simply keep on going until something burns
off. It seems to me your equalizer has got to have an
ampere capacity equivalent to the total ampere capacity
of your station.

Mr. Chl-rch\v.-\rd. No; because we wind the equal-
izer with a large wire.
Mr. Edg.-vr: It has got to have balance and' every-

thing equal to the total capacity of your station.
Mr. Churchuard: A very small wire will stand a

Mr. Eugar: You are going to have an equalizer that
will stand an overload"^
Mr. Chl-rchward: They will stand an overload.

The point is to get around the three-wire system. I put
it at the beginning that it was the object to get around
the standard three*wire system. I was not putting that
as equal to the three-wire system.
Mr. Edgar: We tried that same experiment three or

four years ago. when it was comparatively new. Of

:kind tha
. and I have

get us int tha

brought up at

been looking
Mr. Edgar

drawn from the result of 102 tests on samples of ma-
terials, which were kindly furnished by several of the
most prominent manufacturers of electrical machinery.

The .Ifparaiiis.—The heating apparatus consisted of

a glass cylinder eight inches in diameter and 10 inches
high, covered at the top and bottom with asbestos plates.

The lower part of this cylinder was occupied by 12

enamel resistance tubes, five inches long, and 24 ohms
each. The terminals of these were brought out

through the asbestos plate. The current in these tubes

being controlled by a rheostat, the temperature in the

cylinder could be varied at pleasure. An inch above
the heating tubes, and supported by an asbestos collar,

was a metal plate having holes punched in it to allow the

free circulation of air in the cylinder. This plate was
connected to one side of a galvanometer.

The insulating material to be tested was wrapped on
brass cylinders three-quarters inch in diameter and three

inches long, the insulation not reaching quite to the end
of the tube. The insulation was then wound with No.
26 B. & S. bare copper wire for a space of 2.K inches.

Five tubes so wound were then placed on the metal plate

in the cylinder and their terminals brought up through
the asbestos cover, and then to a switchboard, in order

that any tube might be thrown into the galvanometer

circuit. This arrangement made it possible to heat five

specimens at one time. With the apparatus described

was used a Thomson high resistance galvanometer, a

megohm box and a difference of potential of 500 volis.

The thermometer used was of the nitrogen-filled mercu-
rial type and capable of measuring from 0° to 400° C.

When troubled with surface leakage, it was eliminated

in the following simple manner. The diagram shows

increase of temperature.
protected from moistun
cloth). Henc3 we see t

structure, and therefore '

lower initial resistance than the p~rotected paper, but is

affected by heat much less than the latter. This would
lead to the conclusion that there are two phenomena tak-
ing place. First the driving off of the moisture, which
tends to increase the resistance, and secondly, some
change (not a mechanical deterioration) in the material,
dependent on the temperature, and which may be called
the temperature coefficient. This temperature coeffi-

cient tends to lower the resistance with increase of tem-

Examining the several curves shown, we see that the
initial resistaaceof unprotected papers is low on account
of the presence of moisture. Now, on gradually increas-
ing the temperature, the resistance falls during the first

20° or 30°. because the effect of the temperature coeffi-

cient predominates during this period and before the
material is warm enough to start the evaporation of the
moisture it contains. This, however, lasts but a short
time, as the result of the evaporation is to increase the re-

sistance very rapidly, until at 75° the temperature co-
efficient again asserts itself and the resistance rapidly
falls.

In the case of japanned papers |Fig. 3) the initial re-

sistance is very high, due to the absence of moisture, but
on being heated the resistance drops rapidly, as the small
quantity of water contained is evaporated off so slowly
-that it has very little counteracting effect on the temper-

Paper

I Engineers. New 1S96.

lechanically ;

erial begins
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The material, after possessing a very low resistance from

175° upward, would at about 230° suddenly increase

greatly in resistance and immediately after break down.

This may be caused by some molecular rearrangement

taking place at that temperature which changes the re-

sistance of the material. Other cases wherein the re-

sistance of a body changes at a certain temperature are

piece of iron or steel after having been heated to a

bright redness and allowed to cool slowly will at a cer-

tain stage of the cooling process receive a sudden check.

Heat being generated in the metal as a result of the

change which the molecular construction suffers at the

critical point, the cooling is arrested and the tempera-

ture and resistance rise, though the loss by radiation is

still going on. The experiments of F. Kohlrausch and

Hopkinson have also shown that the critical temperature

is marked by a sudden change in the coefficient which

expresses the effect of temperature on the electrical re-

sistance of iron. This is also true of nickel. It would

seem that paper insulation has a critical temperature

somewhat analogous to that of iron, steel and nickel, but

of course the characteristics of the materials are too dif-

ferent for any close similarity.

Plain cVo;"/^,—Under this head 20 specimens were

tested, including canvas, linen and muslin, of different

thicknesses. The action of this material il-"ig. 4 1 is
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ther-

n and withstands

;h better than cloth (shellac

and varnish were not used in any of the experiments),

oiled paper or oiled cloth.

(6) That paper and cloth have a maximum resistance

when first heated at about 75° C. and are not injured

mechanically under iSo°C.
(r) That the point of maximum resistance for paper

and cloth (in this case 75°C.» depends on the rapidity

with which the temperature is increased. Here the au-

thors would like to suggest that if the material were kept

at a constant temperature until all the moisture had
been evaporated, the resistance of the material would
then be its true resistance at that temperature.

{d) That all give a high resistance after cooling, but

have little mechanical strength. Oiled paper and oiled

cloth, however, after having been heated t

allowed to cool, not only have a high resisi

came so firmly fixed to the brass cylinder

found necessary to remove them with a file.

(r) That it would be well to bake paper and cloth i

sulation to 140° C. before applying varnish or sheila

(/) Referring to Fig 3, it will be seen that on d

creasing the temperature the resistance increased, b

that it was

much the same as that of paper (Fig.

the case with paper; for the same 1

the curves ot paper and cloth it will be noticed that

their resistance varies in the same manner. For cloth,

as for paper, the maximum resistance is at 75° C. The
material does not begin to carbonize until at a tempera-

ture of i8o° C, and even beyond that point it loses its

mechanical strength very slowly until past 220°. The
explanation for the resistance of cloth varying as it does

is exactly similar to that for paper.

Oihd Paper.— In this class 14 tests were made, on
papers of different thicknesses. With the single excep-

tion of one specimen (the resistance of which was very

high) the initial resistance was lower than in the case

of paper. (Compare I'"igs. 2 and 5.) On increasing the

temperature the resistance fell rapidly, the curve being
much the same as that for japanned paper. The reason

for the sudden decrease in resistance is the same as

that for japanned paper. Oiled paper deteriorates me-
chanically at a lower temperature than paper or cloth,

commencing to blacken at so low a temperature as

AT THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION.

nitial the second curve does not by any means coincide with
an is the first. On further experimenting in this direction, it

D the was found that there is no temperature at which the

al re- curve with falling temperature coincides with the first.

This may be due to more moisture being driven out at

higher temperatures which is not absorbed by cooling.

Here it may be well to mention an interesting phenom-
enon that occurred in connection with this investigation.

When the temperature has risen above 100° C. the zinc

in the brass cylinder begins to leave its surface and com-
bine with the copper wire wrapped about the insulation

so that the wire has a brass surface and the brass cylin-

der a copper surface.

Owing to the limited time at the authors' disposal,

they were unable to further pursue this investigation,

but much remains, and any research along this line will

be found full of theoretical as well as practical interest.

Exhibit of the Root Boiler at the National
Electrical Exposition.

The illustration gives a good view of the exhibit made
by the Abendroth 8c Root Manufacturing company. 28

Cliff street. New York, of its famous improved Root

water-tube steam boiler at the recent National Electrical

Exposition, New York city. These boilers were selected

by a special committee to furnish all the steam used at

the exposition, the desire being to install an up-to-date

boiler plant. This was the only working boiler plant

shown and attracted much attention and favorable

comment from visitors, who could not but be impressed

with its cleanliness, efficiency and the ease with which
it was managed. There were two equal units, forming

one battery of 500 horse power. A Wilkinson automatic

stoker was used to distribute the coal upon the fire.

The evaporative efficiency ranged from 10 to 11 pounds
of water to a pound of coal. The C. W. Hunt noiseless

conveyor was used in delivering the coal and taking away

Oiled Clolh.^ s class 28 specimens of oiled silk,

various thicknesses were tested,

of this material is much lower
nd on increasing the temperature
lidly, the shape of the curve (Fig.

lose of japanned and oiled paper.

.iled

Electric Motors Supplant Steam Loco-
motives on the Lake Street "L."

:mplated change from steam locomotives

s and electrically transmitted power on

elevated railroad in Chicago was made
The change, which entailed an expendi-

will very materially lessen the operat-

The long co

to electric mo
the Lake stret

on June 14th.

ture of S20o,o

!g expensesof the road.

; their servio

idden decrease

smen were discharged,

longer needed. The enginemen

tained as motormen at reduced wages. Power is

from Mr. Yerkes' power stations for surface

the

So safe and simple the peration of this

plant that it was put in charge of Mrs. Frank Walton, a

licensed woman engineer, who. as chief engineer, man-
aged the exhibit with rare skill and judgment. The
battery of improved Root boilers used at the National

Electrical Exposition was an exact duplicate of the six

batteries of Root boilers used at the celebrated tunnel

plant of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company in

Baltii Md.

Electrical Equipment of the Fisher
Building, Chicago.

The new Fisher building at Dearborn street. Van
Buren street and Plymouth place is iS stories high, and
is, with the exception of the Masonic Temple, the tallest

building in Chicago. On a pile foundation it is con-

structed of steel and terra cotta, finished with Italian

marbles, mahogany and mosaics. Three Heine water-

tube boilers of 450 horse power capacity supply the

steam for heating, and six hydraulic elevators are in

There is no electric generating plant in the building,

but current for about 2,500 incandescent lamps of 16

candle power each is taken from the street mains of the

Chicago Edison company. The wiring was very care-

fully planned. The most distinctive feature of it is that

afforded through the wisdom and liberality of the owner

in providing sufficient space for electric mains, risers,

feeders and cut-out centers upon the various floors.

These, instead of being crowded into the same shafts

and closets used for gas pipes, gas meters, elevator

cables, weights, etc., as is customary in most buildings

of the same style, are provided with a separate accessible

shafl extending from the bottom to the top of the build-

ing, with commodious cabinets on each floor adjoining

this shaft for meters and cut-outs. From these cabinets

an iron armored conduit of an approved type extendi,

through the tile partitions or imbedded in concrete

tloors, to outlets for the connection of fixtures or switches

in the different offices.

The general method of construction throughout the

building is as follows: Heavy main risers extend in the

main shaft from the basement to the top floor of the

building, being divided into three sections by two heavy

centers of drawn copper bar, mounted upon slate bases,

and provided with fuse blocks containing fusible strips.

at which points the riser may be cut into three parts in

case of trouble. These cut-outs or centers are located

upon the fifth and twelfth floors. From each of these

centers heavy feeders extend in the main shaft to the base-

ment, and from the foot of this shaft directly to the east

curb wall of the building, where they connect with the

underground service of the central station company
through large service switches of the knife pattern,

which combine the functions of service cut-outs and fire-

men's switches, making it possible to cut off the electric

current from the entire building instantaneously. The

heavy conductors in the building are of such size and so

arranged that either a two or three-wire system of dl.^-

tributing current may be used.

At each floor short sub-mains extend from the main

riser in the shaft to tap line cut-outs in the adjoining

cutout and meter cabinet. Here a separate cut-out and

meter are placed for each office or suite of offices, it be-

ing possible wfth very small expenditure of labor to

place a single meter so as to indicate the entire con-

sumption for any combination of offices which the pleas-

ure of the tenants may dictate. From these cut-outs

the tap line wires pass through the conduit directly to

the fixture outlet. They are of duplex wire, that is,

wj conductors insulated from each other but contained
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Ihin the same 011 er nsulation, and can be readily

thdrawn and repla ed vilh new conductors in case of

y mmhle, wilh,)Ul any culling of ,.la^tL,inK

Babcock & Wilcox Company at the Ex-
position.

The exhibit of the Babcock iV Wilcox company,

maker of forged steel sectional high-pressure boilers, was

situated on the ground lloor of the electrical exposition

and covered a space of 500 square feet. The space was

admirably feituated for the display of the parts which go

to make up this company's well-known steam boilers.

The various parts of the sectional water-tube boilers

were arranged in such a manner that the visitor was

aft'orded every opportunity for the most critical examina-

tion of each individual part. The lighting of the exhibit

was a feature that elicited pleasing comment from many
of the delegates. A j6 inch steam and water drum was

arranged on rolls, which enabled the attendant to so re-

volve the drum as to bring into view every portion of its

construction, in order that the visitor might more mi-

nutely examine the design and workmanship. The cyl-

indrical portion of the drum is made of ihree sheets of

open hearth steel. The longitudinal seams are butt-

strapped inside and out. All holes are punched five-

sixteenths inch smaller than the diameter of the rivets

to be used, through steel templates, and drilled out the

full size after the sheets are rolled and assembled with

the butt-straps in position. After drilling, the straps

are removed, all burrs cleaned off and the plates re-as-

sembled, metal to metal, with parallel turned bolts fit-

ting the holes before riveting. Each course is then

built independently to template. The various courses

and their heads are assembled by an hydraulic for ging

press at a pressure of 12 tons. All rivets are driven with

a 60-ton pressure and held until cold. The drumheads

are fitted with manholes. These heads are forged at a

single heat with the extra manhole rings and stiffening

plate in position and have flat raised seats for standpipe

and feed connections. The edges of the head and man-

hole faces are machined off true. The manhole fittings

are of forged steel. The plate is machined first and

turned to a true oval to fit the head. The steam flanges

are of forged steel recessed to make a male and female

joint, fitted with stud bolts, tapered threads and inside

keeper nuts. This standard steam and water drum is

tested in the shops, and again when erected on the pur-

chaser's premises, to 300 pounds hydrostatic pressure.

The crossboxes into which are expanded the water cir-

culating uptakes are forged from a single sheet of open

hearth steel without seams or rivets. The three sections

shown, and used as a fence around the exhibit, are built

up of four-inch tubes expanded into forged steel headers.

These tubes are made of the best knobbled and ham-
mered charcoal iron blooms of standard weight and of

such quality that a 1,500 pound hammer dropped five

feet onto a tube shall crush the tube without showing

cracks or flaws. These sections are subjected to a hy-

drostatic pressure of 400 pounds after assembling.

The header shown standing upon end is forged from a

single sheet of open-hearth steel, serpentine in form, dis-

posing the tubes in a staggered position when assembled

in the furnace. The method of expanding the tubes is

shown, as also the cap, clamps and handhole fittings.

The handholes are of sufficient size to permit the clean-

ing, removal and renewal of a tube, the handholes being

placed opposite the tube ends. The handholes have a

raised seat milled off to a true surface and covered on

the outside with a forged steel cap (also milled to a true

surface} and held in position by a forged steel safety

clamp, closing the handhole opening on the inside and

secured by a bullhead bolt to secure correct alignment

and a forged cap nut. This method of closing hand-

holes is a perfect one mechanically, insuring a tight

joint, metal to metal, without packing of any kind.

The company also displayed a line of high-pressure

brass steam boiler fittings designed for any pressure de-

manded. These fittings are the design of the company
and are the product of its many years of designing and

constructing high-pressure plants. They are now in

use on boilers working at 350 pounds pressure. Photo-

graphs of many of the large plants installed by the com-

pany were shown, and also photographs of its chain-

grate automatic stoker. There was also a model of the

standard high-pressure sectional boiler. It is perfect in

every detail and is capable of generating steam. The
boilers built by this company of the forged steel type are

said to be the only sectional boilers made of forged

metal. They are designed throughout to carry safely a

working pressure of 200 pounds per square inch. As is

well known. Stephen Wilcox was the inventor of the in-

clined tube type of water-tube boilers—the type now
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almost universally used. The Babcock & Wilcox com-

pany has on exhibit Mr. Wilcox's original model of his

invention made in 1856. This model is historical, though

the bent tubes shown were discarded very soon for the

straight tubes now used, and the boiler was changed

step by step into its present sectional form nearly 30

years ago. Then came the substitution of forgings for

castings until the present type was developed. The
forgings shown, particularly the serpentine header, are

the most difficult and intricate ever attempted and rep-

resent the most advanced work yet done in steel forging.

The exhibit is shown in the accompanying illustration.

The Drawbaugh Claims.
The proposed issuance of the Drawbaugh patents by

the United States Senate has been surrounded by a good

deal of mystery. The published statements indicating

that there would be another attempt at monopolizing

patents on telephones has drawn forth a strong protest

from James E. Keelyn in the form of a letter addressed

to Senator CuUom Mr. Keelyn asserts that he will use

every legitimate means and every bit of energy he can

command to prevent favorable action by the United

States Senate upon what he calls "another outrageous

patent iniquity." Mr. Keelyn asserts that the Draw-
baugh applications are owned by a syndicate, and that

The Big Cottonwood Transmission Plant
at Salt Lake City.

Friends of K. M. Jones, the indefatigable exploiter of

the project to electrically transmit to Salt Lake City the

power of the Big Cottonwood River from the descent at

"The Stairs," will rejoice to know that success has

crowned his hard work. The plant was recently inspected

by a number of invited guests, including the governor of

the state, and the president of the company, Mr, Don-
nellan, delivered an interesting address, from which the

following is taken:

We meet here to-day to witness the finishing touches
of one of the mo.st important electric transmission plants
in the world. Th'-r..- is hm on-; larger in the United
States, namely, ili.- Xi;<-;ira f-,-,lK plant. The one from
Folsom to Sacrami-nt'i ( ;t\

,
is 'ijuipped with generators

of greater capacity ihan iln-. station, but is using only
one-half of its power, in this firtr-proof power house we
have four 500 kilowatt three-phase generators direct-con-
nected with Pelton water wheels. The potential of the
generators will bs 525 volts. Step-up transformers are
located in the second story of the power house to raise

the potential to ro, 000 volts for transmission to Salt Lake
iiy. the

strung on the poles. The wires are divided into four
circuits of three wires each, one circuit for each genera-
tor. Step-down transformers are located in the sub-sta-

tion in the city, near the Knutsford Hotel, to change the

potential back to 2,000 volts for distribution throughout
.the city for general lighting and power purposes. The

this syndicate proposes lo sell to or arrange with the

Bell company to operate these patents if granted.

Mr. Keelyn says that the Drawbaugh claims have-

been rejected by the Patent Office proper upon the

ground of previous public use, and that there has been

another shrewdly operated plan to force the issue of

these patents against the advice of the patent exam-

iners, and, that failing, to lobby Congress to do what

otherwise could not be done.

It is further claimed by Mr. Keelyn that the present

government suit against the Bell patents A-ouldbe a sim-

ple farce in view of the expiration of the patents, if it

were not for the serious fact that the purpose of these

suits by arrangement of the Bell company could be of

the most dangerous character. These suits by the gov-

ernment allege that the Drawbaugh patents anticipated

the Bell patents. Now, if the courts hold this to be the

case, the Bell patents would have no effect as antici-

pated, provided Congress should pass favorably upon the

issuance of the Drawbaugh patents.

"Briefly, " says Mr, Keelyn. "the Supreme Court will

hear the matter October 19th. Even if the Supreme

Court does not pass adversely upon the patents, there is

no question whatever that they could not be made to

estop the use of high-grade telephones as efficient as the

Bell company's. Therefore the Bell people are trying

in another way to regain their weakened hold upon the

telephone business. They feel that their efforts at in-

timidation and bringing patent suits have failed, and

they find that their resort to cutting rates in order to

stifle competition has also failed. It is of the highest

importance that these Drawbaugh claim; bs stamped

out before they get life enough to be used to intimidate

the public, which seems their only purpose, as the Draw-

baugh apparatus would be worthless in practice at the

present date,
'

power generators at the wheel operate under nearty 400
feet head. There being 3,400 cubic feet of water per
minute available at the lowest stage, there is nearly
3,ooD horse power. The wheels run at 300 revolutions

per minute. In addition to this present installation the

company owns by purchase the water power of the Gran-
ite paper mills, ihat of the Butler sawmill and the new
location above the latter, which it is proposed to unite

We intend to reconstruct the paper mill for a power
house for this plant. It is intended to proceed to the

construction of a paper mill power plant immediately,
if the means can be found to do so. We also own by
purchase the old sawmill location east of this station,

known as Mill B, which, together with the location
made near the mouth of Mineral Fork, will give us a
fall of nearly i.ooo feet. When this present installation

is completed we shall have expendedabout S500.000, and
we think we will then have the most economically con-
structed plant of its capacity in the country R. M.
Jones, who is the originator of the "Stairs" plant, com-
menced work here on the long tunnel more than four
years ago. In the spring of 1893 the Granite paper
mills were burned, and the owners, having decided not
to rebuild the mills, proposed a consolidation with Mr.
Jones, which was effected in the organization of the

Big Cottonwood Power company, with myself as presi-

dent. George M Cannon secretary, R. M. Jones man-
ager and director, Joseph W. Summsrhays as chairman
of the executive committee of the board of directors, and
George M. Downey as treasurer, and W. H. Rowe di-

rector. I have known Mr. Jones for many years. He
was designer, builder and electrician of one of the first

incandescent lighting plants in the United States, which
was built in Laramie, Wyo., 10 years ago. I was the

treasurer of the company and found the capital for it.

This station was an electrical and financial success from
the start; it paid handsome dividends from the begin-

ning, and is still paying dividends. You will see that I

was not a stranger to Mr. Jones' ability. He has staked
his all in this enterprise. He has put every dollar he
had into it. as well as all he could borrow, and I know
that he has many times during the hard years through

itly passed suffered the pangs and
adv
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The Western Electrician's advertising, therefore, ex-

ceeded that of the Electrical World by 230 inches,

that of the Engineer by 3,880 inches and that of the

Revieiu by 4,201. inches. It exceeded the combined

advertising of the Reviezu and Engineer by 5 14
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tising in the Western Electrician can be shown by ;

little table wel rthy of atten tion:

issue. ISJ^sin^
1

Pages. ^

Total

p"ges.°

March 3. 1894
February 23, i

May 9. 1S96..
S95

40
32

88

4.145

5,593

7.576

These figures are carefully and accurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-

membered, also, that, in computing the square inches

of advertising, all announcements of the Western

Electrician or the Electrician Publishing company are

rigorously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2,000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

has become a fad to hav

veil I fea-

tures are promii

trical display. For instance, last week President Cleve-

land at Washington formally opened the national sasnger-

fest at Pittsburg, Pa., by pressing an electric button in

the executive mansion and closing an electric circuit, the

immediate effect of which was to illuminate in the hall

in which the ssengerfest was held an immense American

flag formed of hundreds of beautifully colored incan-

descent lights. Before touching the button the presi-

dent sent a telegram to the chairman o£ the committee

of arrangements of the s^engerfest. The message was

read to the assembled throng in Exposition hall and

then, when the operator at the other end made the sig-

nal "O. K.," the president touched the button. Sub-

sequently word was received at Washington that the

opening was a great success and that great enthusiasm

prevailed among the S,ooo persons assembled in the hall.

One ne^d not subscribe to all the articles of faith ac-

cepted by the believers in postal telegraphy in order to

understand some of the arguments advanced in favor of the

government absorbing the telegraph and telephone busi-

ness. It is pointed out that many of the most important

improvements now in use have been forced upon the

companies. On this point P. B. Delany said recently,

in an argument before the Senate committee;

It is significant that none of the improved methods of

telegraphy now in use originated within the controlling tel-

egraph organization, all having come to it by purchase
of competing lines, or from individuals outside. The
well-known Page patent was the work of an examiner in

the Patent Office. Stearns was connected with the mu-
nicipal telegraph of Boston when he brought out his du-

plex system, and it required two or three years' effective

work by a competing line to gain a foothold for it. Ed-
ison's quadruplex system was an outside creation. The
telephone was a foundling left on the doorstep of the

leading telegraph company, but was not adopted, and
was recognized only after it had grown into great

It is also a fact that the existing companies have not

availed themselves of the advantages offered in the adop-

tion of many of Mr. Delany's ideas and devices. Possi-

bly the government might pursue a different policy.

The steady ad\ adv

Milwaukee has gained considerable prominence of

late on account of the street railway strike in that city.

The results of that controversy are far-reaching and im-

portant, and now seem destined to exert an influence

upon national politics- It will be remembered that the

leaders of the Republican party in Wisconsin vainly at-

tempted to effect a settlement of the trouble shortly after

the strike was declared, fearing the influence of the dis-

agreement between the men and the officers of the com-

pany, who were prominent in the party councils. Now,

the labor leaders have transferred their warfare to St.

Louis and, according to our Milwaukee correspondent,

they will endeavor to have Colonel Payne dropped from

the national committee. The Wisconsin delegation, it is

reported, will also oppose Payne, but it is asserted that

his influence will prove too strong for the opposition to

overcome. The Milwaukee railroad magnate has been

a power in politics in Wisconsin as well as in financial

and commercial circles, and he will not give up his lead-

ership without a desperate struggle, it is believed.

That he is resourceful and energetic is well understood

by those who are fighting hira, and his determination to

remain master is shown by the manner in which he has

conducted the company's campaign against organized
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labor during the last two months. It looks now as if

the strikers were beaten, as many have already applied

to the company for work; and the worst feature of the

trouble is that there are at present no places for the old

men. It is true the company is losing money, but it is

probable the corporation can stand it better than the

strikers, many of whom have long since exhausted their

savings and are now depending upon their

and friends for the support of their families.

Next month there will be many more electrical engi-

neers in this country than at the present time; that is,

there will be more young men to whose names will be

added the "E. E." that carries with it so much dignity

and authority In the minds of these enthusiasts. Prob-

ably these young men will lose some of their enthusiasm

in the course of a few years and then they may not employ

initials before and after, but while the enchantment lasts

they will value this title as they do their personal repu-

tations. Nor would we have it otherwise. It is well

that there is a little enthusiasm injected into this prosaic

old world by these young men fresh from their books

and class-rooms: otherwise life would become insuffer-

ably monotonous. Some of this year's aspirants for fame
and fortune may win distinction, others may become dis-

couraged and give up the fight, but in any event we feel

that the world will be better for their efforts and that

they are deserving of encouragement and assistance.

Many of the most successful men in the electrical field

have not had the advantage of college education, it is true,

and this fact is often advanced as an argument by those

who place little value upon technical education, but it

should have little weight, for the reason that many more
men have been assisted to prominence in the profession

by the college training received in their early days. It

is undoubtedly true that the so-called "practical men."

who gained their knowledge only at such a great price,

might have been far more successful and might have con-

tributed much more to the science and the art had they

enjoyed the advantages that are now at the disposal of

thorough training in electrical engi-those who desii

In a number of cases it has been held by the Supreme
Court of Illinois that it is negligence for a passenger to

get off a moving train of which the motive power is

steam, while the cars are in motion, and this seems to

be the general rule in most, if not all, of the states. But
the Supreme Court of Illinois now says that it is relaxed

when applied to horse cars or street railways, and that

the doctrine is established in nearly all of the states

where the question has arisen that it is not negligence

in itself for a passenger to board or alight from a street

car operated by horse power, and the question of con-

tributory negligence is one of fact, for the jury, to be

determined by the particular circumstances in each case.

Where the motive power is electricity, it goes on to say,

as in the case of the Cicero & Proviso Street Railway com-
pany against Meixner (43 N. E. Rep., S23), a question

not entirely free from difficulty is presented. But the

purpose to which a power of this character is applied

must to some extent be considered. Where horses

were formerly used, electricity has now in a great

measure superseded. The same style and often the

same cars are used; the same streets are traveled, and a

like number of stops, and in like places, are made, to

receive and deliver passengers. Electricity as a motive

power, while stronger and more powerful and with possi-

bilities of a greater speed, is at the same time more
nearly under the control of the person in charge than

horse power. The strict rule in force regarding the

negligence of a person alighting or boarding an ordinary

train of steam cars had for it many good and sufficient

reasons, which are not applicable to the electric car, as

in general use. In the latter case, stops are frequent,

and opportunity for great speed is not presented. Steps

for passengers are near the ground, and the chances of

a misstep, or fall, are not so great as in steam cars,

with present construction. Streets on such lines are

generally paved, and in that respect passengers may as

safely depart or board such cars in one place as another,

whereas, in the case of steam cars, platforms are gener-

ally provided. Such is the reasoning of the court, upon

which it rests the conclusion that while in electric cars

the possibilities of speed are greater than in the case of

horse cars, yet the general operation and management

of such cars so nearly approaches to that of horse cars

that it must be held that the same rule of law which, in

a long line of cases, holds that it is not negligence in

itself to board or depart from such cars while in motion,

is also applicable to electric cars.



Your committee is able to present a tabulated state-

ment of watt-hours produced per pound of coal from 82

central stations usinR coal as fuel, and from one using

reported, the lines being preseniLi

submitted herewith, each line boi

spond with the number of the rt

;per day,

pur

and a consumption ot 524. '1(37 pounds 01 coal or 179 wan
hours per pound of coal. The aggregate output of these

.(t) large stations reaches the production of 212.617 kilo-

watt-hours in one day at an expense of 1.316,703 pounds
of coal, or an average of 161 watts per pound of coal.

The aggregate output of 32 smaller stations, those pro-

ducing less than 1,000,000 watt-hours per day. repre-

sents a production of 11,973 kilowatt-hours with an ex-

penditure of 104.274 pounds of coal, or 62 watts per

pound of coal- The aggregate electrical output of en-

tire report, several stations having reported for a long

period, in one case (report 6) for one year, represents

the generation of 4.618,976 kilowatt-hours at an expense

of 2S. 274. 536 pounds of coal, or an average of 164 watt-

hours per pound of coal. The average efficiency of the

Si reports using coal as fuel is 108 watt-hours per pound
of coal; one report giving the production from crude oil

shows 1. 717 watt-hours per gallon of oil.

The load lines shown in the charts have been con-

structed from 30-minute readings from meters or esti-

mated from voltage and amperes. The committee realizes

that in the case of alternating currents the product of

amperes times volts may not give the absolute watts, but

this method has been considered sufficiently accurate for

this work, and has been used in a few instances. The
minor points called for in the information blank sent out

by the committee relative to evaporation per pound of

coal, water used in the engines, calorimeter tests, etc.,

have not received very general attention, although sim-

ple directions were given for this work. The 31 stations

reporting the water evaporated per pound of coal show a

wide range of boiler efficiency not to be accounted for

by the difference in quality of fuel. Report No. Si

evaporates 10. g pounds of water per pound of semi-

bituminous coal, comparing favorably with report No. S,

each using horizontal tubular boilers; while report

67 evaporates only 4.66 pounds of water per pound of

bituminous coal with the same style of boilers. The
average evaporation per pound of coal from all stations

giving reports is 7-og. In engine efficiency eight

1 per indicated

horse power. The triple expansions lead in economy,

report So showing a consumption of ig'i half pounds,

and report 3 showing iS pounds of water per indicated

horse power: these comparing reasonably with report

29, where an indicated horse power is produced by

non-condensing engines with 26 pounds of water. Re-

port No. 22 in the table of economies, submitted at

the last convention, showing a production of 262 watts

per pound of coal, and having the highest economy in

the stations mentioned in that report, is from the same

station as report No. 3 in the present table, and which in

point of economy stands third on the list, the economy

being 212 watts per pound of coal, a showing somewhat

inferior to the previous report. The station is reported

I. Report of committee on data. National Electric Light asso-
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in a general way as running at greater economy than
when the previous report was made. The efficiency fig-

ures, however, would seem to contradict this statement
and to verify the statement in the present report. In

the previous report, 9 37 pounds of water was evapo-
rated per pound of combustible, and 17 pounds of water
consumed in the engines per horse power. The present
report brings the evaporation per pound of combustible
down to 8. Hi pounds of water, and the steam consump-
tion in the engines is raised to iS pounds, which would
account for the lower efficiency stated in the present re-

Attention is called to the reports from plants running
with non-condensing engines, in which report 26 (see

leadline) is able to show 129 watt-hours per pound of

coal; report 32 (see load line) 113 watl-hours; report a.

109 watt-hours; report 37 (see load line) 100 watt-hours;
and report 38. 95 watt-hours. While Nos. 39 (see load
line) 43, 59 (see load line), 68 and 71 running condensing
produce respectively only 94. 6S. 33, 7S. and 87 watt-

-

hours; this showing and other features of the repoi^t

proving conclusively that it is as much a question of

management and manipulation as of the type of ma-
chinery used.

In conclusion we are led to repeat a former statement
by this committee that the economy secured in generat-

ing power for electrical work does not compare favorably

with the production of power for other purposes, and
that this is also true after taking into consideration the
variation in load due to electrical work. Referring to a

recent statement of the economy of the Chestnut Hill

pumping station at Boston, it was found that in actual

water lifted a horse power was produced by the consump-
tion of 1.34 pounds of coal; allowing that the efficiency

of pumps compares favorably with efficiency of the gen-
erators, and making no allowance for variation in load,

one pound of anthracite coal used with the same economy
in electrical work should produce 557 watt-hours. Our
load line charts show a fair average of the variation in

electrical work, line 3. chart 1, dropping from i.Soo kilo-

watts at 6 p, M. to 250 kilowatts at midnight; yet the

changes seem, as generally true in electrical lighting, to

be fairly uniform, and a station planned with the proper
units for the work should operate the much larger per-

centage of its generating appliances on a fair basis of

economy, bringing the record in this work much nearer
the standards of efficiency in other lines. We advise
more careful records, more frequent tests of all appara-
tus and a steady application of principles of economy
until this record can be made to show more favorable
comparison.

The Telegraph at St. Louis.
[From the Rochester F,'si'£.v/rf^s.]

f the newspapers, which tlVery few readei

graph serves, can realize ttie enc

does on great occasions, like tha

best sending talent has been summ
:ity ( vho

at St. Louis. :

ned to the conv
nit from 50 to

tnute, and from 500, c

be sent out each day. Many miles of new wire have
been strung and new loops and instruments placed in

position. A special wire will connect the convention
with the modest home in Canton, where its master, con-
fident, yet serene, will talk with his representatives on
the ground as freely, as easily, and as confidently, as

though they were face to face. Other special wires have
already been run to the great newspaper establishments
of the land, wherein the pen will respond to the electric

current, and editorial opinion have instant expression
with convention action. One hundred and fifty sound-
ers and keys will be mounted, each instrument demand-
ing a separate apartment, as well as separate wires from
the switchboard. Th
be directly under the

tubes will reach from t

below. In this way,
a table in front of the

e offices in the convention
speaker's stand, and pneu
he space above to the ope
1 special correspondent sitti

chairman, can have an ass

sort his copy, dump it into a pneumatic
will bob up at once at the operator's

time will be lost in counting words, as

carnage, a

right arm
they will b

tended to afterward, the operators retaining tde co
and sending it to the main office for checking off. J
feet mechanical appliances will be the servitors of

mighty force which Franklin brought to the earth j

Morse harnessed for the use of man.

Milwaukee Street Railway Troubles.

Milwaukee. Wis., June i;)—There has been little

change in the street railway strike during the present

week. A number of the strikers —perhap.i a hundred-
have applied for reinstatement, but as the company has

had a full force for several weeks, most of them will

have to wait a while before being put back to work. The
strikers have appointed commissioners to visit other

cities in the country and solicit financial aid. W. D.

Mahon, the national president of the order, left early in

the week for Chicago and Toledo, but is expected back

to-day. There is some talk again ot a sympathetic

strike, and it is said that the matter will come up at a

meeting of the l-'ederated Trades Council this evening.

The strikers will send a committee to the Republican

national convention at St, Louis to protest against the

reappointment of Henry C. Payne, vice-president of the

street railway company, as national committeeman for

Wisconsin. The Milwaukee delegates will oppose the

reappointment of Mr, Payne on account of the feeling

against him in labor circles, but he will probably con-

tinue to serve upon the national

The strikers declare that there is not the slightest in-

tention of declaring the strikeoff. "So long as there are

15 of us left for a quorum," said one of them yesterday,

"there will be no such declaration. We will fight to the

end. The company is experiencing enormous losses.

Every trades union in the city is boycotting it and it

simply cannot hold out much longer." On the other

hand, the company reports that its business is steadily

increasing, and that so far as it is concerned the trouble

is virtually ended.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
From the Minneapolis correspondent of the Western Elec-

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company i

securing a right of way from Jordan, Minn., to .Alber

Lea, Minn., for its long-distance line to Sioux Falls, S. D
from the Twin Cities.

Arcadia, Wis. .capitalists have purchased the telephon

lines owned by C. S. Utter of Trempealeau, Wis., run

ning from Centerville to Arcadia. The line will be ex

tended to Independence, Whitehall, Blair, W
and Montana, and from Centerville to Blufl Si

Winona, Minn., where connection with the W

dee
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proposed b2

Lytles is conterapla

Crosse Telephone company

It is reported that a comb

all the independent telephone companies in Wise

and the Postal Telegraph company, as the \\'e

Union refuses to have other than Bell

The been let for the c

from Olivia. Minn., to Renville.

C. W. Rickerd, who secured a telephone franchise at

ew Richmond, Wis., is to have the exchange in opera-

an by November ist.

The Home Telephone company of Sioux City, Iowa,



3o8

is canvassing St. Paul with a view to establishing a co-

operative exchange there.

The Home Telephone company of Sioux City, Iowa,

is arranging for extending its line to South Sioux City,

Dakota City, Jackson, Ponca and New Castle, Neb.

Another line will be built to Homer, Emerson, Wake
field, Wayne, Hartington, Concord and Laurel—in ai;

about 14S miles.

The local telephone line at Jefferson, Iowa, has passed

into the hands of capitalists who propose to extend it to

Hemdon, Jamaica and Perry and thus connect with Des
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Fig. I shows the street railway station type on base of The

white Italian marble (size five by 12 inches). This ar- raib

rester has been recently adopted for several of the large Pi

electric railways in Chicago and St. Louis, after exacting are ;

competitive tests- It take less than one ampere at 500

volts on short-circuit—a merit that will be appreciated
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nmended, especially for

are also supplied. All types are asserted to be un

passed for positive action, reliability, durability

efficiency.

by. nager.

The type of arrester designed for lighting statii

(shown on marbleized slate base in Fig. z) is of the sa

general design as the railway type, and is made for i

on 52 and 104 volt secondary, no and 220 volt Edi;

Electricity on an Ohio River Steamboat.
The most recent addition to the fleet of steamboats

plying on the Ohio is the Virginia of the Pittsburg and

line, launched last No
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Moines, and on the east with Boone, via Ogden

Grand Junction, and on the north with Fort Dodge.

Improved Carton Lightning Arresters.

Several types of the improved Garton lightning ar-

resters are herewith illustrated. The demand for these

devices from leading railway and lighting stations, as

well as from electrical manufacturers, shows that they

have real merit. Such is the pressure of orders that the

manufacturer— the Garton-Daniels Electric company of

Keokuk, Iowa—has been obliged to double its force, but

it is now in a position to promise the shipment of

goods ordered on the day after the receipt of the order

At the latest

OPERATION OF CENTRAL ST.\TI.1N PLANTS.

and three-wire, 500 volt power, 1,000 and 2,000 volt primary,

two and three-phase alternating and arc circuits of any

voltage. At the moment of discharge this arrester does

not cause a fall of potential and consequent dimming

of the lights. This is an obvious advantage.

testers are especially recommended. When properly

installed they have, it is claimed, always given the high-

est satisfaction. One arrester should be placed on each

wire entering the building. By placing a "kicking coil"

(shown on slate base in Fig. j) in each side of the

circuit between the arresters and the apparatus to be

protected, an inductive resistance is interposed that

causes the discharge to go to ground through tlie arrester.

of the Cincinnati Marine Railway company. She is of

the flat-botlomed stern wheel type (Fig. i), 235 feet long,

40 feet beam and seven feet depth of hold in the clear.

The cabin is full length and is igo feet long, with 50

staterooms opening upon it. The lexas is 100 feet long.

The decorations of the cabin are in lincrusta walton,

the color plan being blue, white and gold.

The machinery consists of a double set of tandem

compound condensing engines with high-pressure cyl-

inders of 15 inches diameter, low-pressure of 3314 inches

diameter and 84 inch stroke. Steam at 1S6 pounds is

supplied by one battery of four externally fired steel

boilers, 42 inches in diameter and 20 feet long. The

Virginia is lighted by electricity throughout, the Gen-



eral Electric company fumisbiiifi the cnti

The generator is a 25 kilowatt nnilti|

directly connected to a 40 horse power

Kine. The plant (Fig. 2) is set up on the lower deck,

ill the main engine room, and furnishes current for 250

incandescent lamps, two arc lamps and one searchlight.

One hundred incandescent lamps are used in the main

cabin, one in each stateroom, and 100 more in the texas

and elsewhere. The searchlight is one of the regular

Tieneral Klectric iz inch projectors, fixed to the crane

mast forward and controlled from the pilot house. The
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t the otiicr wheel,pressing the piece to be ground agaii

which grinds the opposite face.

The disk wheels are made from steel :

flat. It is said that work can be ground true on the

Gardner grinder to the ten-thousandth part of an inch.

The cutting; faces of the wheels are emory paper or

cloth, which are glued on the steel disks, and securely

held in place by the spiral grooves on each face of the

disk. The cutting surface of the emery cloth sinks into

the spiral groove, thus forming a clearance for the par-

id iron to fall in, so that these particles

309

other work requiring circular disks of sheet metal, espe-

cially where large circles of various diameters are used,

but not in sufTicicnt tiuantities to render economical the

use of cutting dies and presses suitable for Iheiroperaiion

The smaller machine, known as No. i05><, weighs 750
pounds. It will cut circles ranging in diameter from

four inches to 40 inches from metal not exceeding No.

16 B. W. G. in thickness. No. no, shown by the pic-

lure, weighs 3,700 pounds, and will cut circles of from

14 inches to 72 inches in diameter from metal not ex-

ceeding No. 10 B. W. G. By addressing the E. W.

switchboard is of the skeli

meter and ammeter, rheostat and switches controlling

seven circuits. Each switch and junction box located

at different points in the vessel is of the General Elec-

tric marine watertight type and everything has been

done to make the installation perfect.

The Virginia now plies regularly between Cincinnati

and Pittsburg, and is claimed to be the handsomest and

most perfectly equipped boat ever seen on the Ohio

Gardner Double Disk Grinder.

The Gardner grinder, made by Charles H. Besly &
'o., 10 and 12 North Canal street. Chicago, is now be-

do not roll between the cut ing face and the work and

preven t the wheel from cut ing. This feature make s the

Gardn r grinder a faster ci Iter than any other gri der.

audit will do from two to times the work of a solid

wheel in the same time. With the parallel disks as

many as 800 squa re-head s at screws can be ground in an

hour, £ rinding the four sid s of each head and m aking

the opposite side

New

parallel.

Bliss Circle Shears.

The accompanying illus ration shows the new nodel

of Bliss shears fo cutting ircles of sheet metal in large

sizes. This and a smaller m achine are designed especially

6 John street, Brooklyn, N.

may be procured.

Feeder Potential Regulator.

A simple and practical device for controlling

age on alternating current circuits is the ne

potential regulator (type M R) constructed

General Electric company and herewith illustr

this regulator, by the mere turning of the iron c

small hand-wheel, the effective voltage is r

lowered, no movement of contacts or change of

tion being necessary. The principle involved

varying or reversing the mutual induction of tht

change in position of the iron core, one coil bi

nected in shunt to the circuit, the other in serif

the volt-

« feeder

by the

ited. In

:ore by a

; that of

coils by

•\ .'<,—.'^S^^H^^IiV^^ailq

GARDNER DOUBLE DISK GF INDER. ELECTKICITV ON AN OHIO RIVER STEAMBOAT.

ing made with the two disks close together and parallel for cutting armature core disks, and for that purpose The utilization of this principle permits of continu

with each other, as shown in the illustration. This new accompany the Bliss armature disk notching presses variation m the voltage, as the core is turned, witb

form of the Gardner grinder is adapted to grinding two (described and illustrated in the Western Electrici.^n any of the abrupt, intermittent steps so noticeable %

faces which are opposite and parallel to each other, such of April 25, 1896), where the output is not great enough other devices for feeder regulation. This regulator

as square-headed screws, washers, spanner wrenches. to justify the use of large presses and ring-cutting dies. as a transformer, not as a reactive coil; its effect in r

etc. The work to be ground is placed between the disk In this work they are used for cutting both the outside ing or lowering voltages is practically independent of

wheels, one of which is movable. The work is held on a and inside of the plain rings, the angular position of the current in the circuit to which it is connected.

rest which is between the wheels. The movable wheel lower cutter giving as clean a cut on the inside as on the In construction the device is extremely simple, a

s then brought up, grinding the side next to it, and also outside of the disk. They are equally useful for any consisting as it does, of laminations of simple form



'arge macnine-wouna stationary coil

indestructible. The uses of this regul

It may bs employed as a regulator

voltages on alternating current feedii

theater lighting: as a coalroller for sei

and as a pressure adjuster on diSere

balanced polyphase or three-wire circ

be employed as a transformer of adju
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train, leaving Chicago at 3:00 p. m. on Tuesday. July
r4th; Waukegan. 3:50: Kenosha, 4:08; Racine, 4:22;
Milwaukee, 5.00; Oshkosh, 7:15. Neenah, 7:37; Apple-
ton, 7:47; Kaukauna, S;o2; DePere, 8:29; Green Bay,
8:50; Oconto, 9:43; and arriving at Marinette a
p. M. A substantial cold supper will be servec

June 20, 1S96

this wall bracket is of the standard s

S. S. White engine-head to fit into it without alteration.

The engine-head can therefore be removed at will from
the foot engine, and attached to the electric motor without

delay. This bracket is finished throughout
polished nickel, and is of handsome design. The
fit is made by the Edison Manufacturing company,

ty-third street. New York citv.



;n kiJ'Xtijicman.

ample, in coils of six. eiylit and lo inch spark rating not

more than one pound ot No. 3.) H. & S. wire is used per

nch of .spark' length, while the discharge in each case is

exceptionally solid and heavy.

A new feature of great importance incorporated by

Willyoung & Co. in their induction coils is a variable

condenser as substitute for one of single value as

placed in the base of coils of ordinary design. The func-

tion of a condenser, as is well known, is to return through

the primary coil the energy ot self induction produced in

it at break in orderto hasten the rlemagnclization ot the iron

core and thus pn.chic- .-i siukli-n risu of ulertromotive

force in tlu-si-ioinl.irv coil, .\s ihm ;,,![ m.lm-lion energy

depends iip.>n llu< v.iUh- ollh.- iirim.irv iiirn-nl in use, it

iinii lent to disturb the proper balance between selt-in-

diii lion and capacity. This not only reduces spark

length in the secondary coil, but causes actual heating

and combustion of the primary sparking points, with re-

sult that repairs are probably necessary. The firm is

also making a line of variable condensers for general ex-

perimental work, such as the study of resonance phe-

Neb., Neb ated . I the I

for the General

alter tigatK

represents a 10 microfarad variable condenser with 10

sections of one-tenth microfarad each and nine sections

ot one microfarad each.

The method of construction will meet a demand for

condensers, the capacity of which can be varied much

more quickly and by much finer subdivisions than is pos-

sible in the former "plug-in and plug-out" forms. The

regulating switches (see Fig. 3). as in a controlling rheo-

stat, instantly change the condenser capacity with per-

fect smoothness of operation and effect.

For material of construction tin foil and a specially

selected brand of unsized paper are cut to proper dimen-

sions and stacked together dry. These pieces are then

subjected to a peculiar insulating process by which e\ery

part is permeated with a solid dielectric. Both air and

moisture are thoroughly and permanently removed The

condensers are capable of "standing up" continuously

and without injurious heat effect on 500 \o]l alternating

circuits, while direct currents of much greater potential

can be safely employed.

All of the apparatus manufactured by Willyoung &

Co, is sold through their sales agent, James G. Diddle.

944 Drexel building, Philadelphia, who will be glad to

send a descriptive circular to those interested.

The street railway company of Minneapolis has re-

sumed welding the joints of the rails together, making

a continuous rail and obviating low joints.

The city of f^eatrice. Neb,, has bagun mandamus pro-

ceedings against the Beatrice Electric Light company to

compel the latter 10 operate its cars or have its fran-

chise forfeited. The compiny found the line was not

paying and shut oil the current and run one horse car

over the line, but has since discontinued even that.

The city ot St. Cloud, Minn., h.is received a reduction

ot 820 per light per annum on arc lights from the Water,

Light & Power company. The price has been $120 per

The officials of 11. n '. 1., Mi. li
, are securing infor-

mation in regard lo iinnnc iii.il .he iric light plants.

A petition for .Ir. in. HhIiu h.is been circulated at

Le Koy. Minn.

A company has been organized at La Crosse, Wis.,

to manufacture the adjustable shade lamp for electric

lights patented by Arthur Espensen, who is interested in

the company. The capital stock is 57,500.

The contest growing out ot the attempt of the council

ot Little Falls, Minn., to annul the contract with the

Electric & Water Power company for electric lights has

at last culminated in the lights being shut off the streets.

The company proposed to make a temporary contract

pending the decision of the courts as to the validity of

the contract, but the council rejected the offer and the

company shut off the light to stay off until the affair is

settled.

During a severe electrical storm last week the iron

poles supporting the trolley wires of the interurban line

between Minneapolis and St. Paul were some of them

struck by lightning and 30 of them broken off. The
poles are made in three sections, and the breaks were

all at the joints. The superintendent worked all night

and had traffic resumed early the next morning,

William De la Barre, engineer of the St. Anthony

Water Pjwar company of Minneapolis, has just re-

turned from a trip East to secure information on the

latest electrical machinery to aid in securing equipment

for the new power dam now being constructed across the

Mississippi River. It will be a long time yet before the

dam will be ready for the installation of the machinery

plant, but the company is keeping close watch on the

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

New York, June 15.—The electrical fraternity in this

city has been greatly shocked by the news of the sad ac-

cident by which Harrison J.
Smith, the superintendent

of the Edison Electric Illuminating company of New
York, will probably lose his life. Mr. Smiths home is

at Plainfield, N. J., and while in the loft of his barn yes-

terday he lost his fooling in some manner and fell to the

floor below, a distance ot 15 feet. He was picked up,

ered that the skull had been fractured at the base of the

brain and that Mr. Smith had also sustained internal

injuries. Dr. Weir and other specialists who are in at-

tendance are doing everything that medical science sug-

gests for the injured man, but they say that their patient

Mr, Smith is one of the most popular electrical men

in this city and is well known to central station men all

over the country. He has been a leading member of the

National Electric Light association since its formation,

and when the National Electrical Exposition company

was organized last fall H. J.
Smith was selected as pres-

ident. He worked untiringly for the success of the expo-

sicion. and the very successful and brilliant display of

last month may largely be credited to his efforts. As a

central station manager he made a distinct success in

superintending the operations of the largest company of

the kind in the country. Personally he is very well liked.

andl W, F, O,

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNE,.spoi.[S, June 12,— The city attorney at Osh-

kosh. Wis , has begun proceedings to have the franchise

of the Central Wisconsin Electric Railway company an-

nulled.

The Sioux City Traction company of Sioux City, la.,

contemplates extending its line from South Sioux City,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
le New Ulm (Minn ) Electric Light com]
narket for a 50 light arc dynamo and a

'idend ot eight per cent, was declared. The total

raber of incandescent lights installed is 53.331, an in-

;ase of about 5,000 during the year. The number of

; lights is 497; motors, Si; heaters, iig.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The good results of the use of electricity for railroad

purposes are seen in the circumstance that a fare of five

cents between the terries on the Brooklyn side of the

East River and the village of Jamaica has just been
established. Not only so, but by the system of trans-

fers in general use in Brooklyn one can go from Coney
tsland or Fort Hamilton to Jamaica for the same modest
outlay. This is a distance ot nearly 20 miles.

The Robison street car lines and electric lighting

plant property. kn.own as the Toledo Electric Street

Railway company, have been sold to the New York
banking house ot Blair & Co,, of which John J. Blair is

the head. The sale has excited some surprise, as it was
supposed that the Chicago syndicate headed by Messrs,

Hale and Ream was in active negotiation for the plant.

The latter gendemen are the owners ot the Toledo

Traction company, which, with the Robisons, divides

the traction business in Toledj, The parties to the

sale are very reticent as to the consideration paid. The
Robison lines were mortgaged to the amount of nearly

52,000,000. The New York Security & Trust company
holds a rhortgage for Si. 750. 000. and the New Y'ork

Guaranty & Indemnity Trust company has another for

Sioo.ooo. The organization of the new company is as

follows: James A, Blair. New York, president; John
B. Dennis, vice-president and treasurer; James E. Robi-

son. general manager; WiUard Robison, secretary. The
foregoing and W, M, Ferris make up the directory.

TRADE NEWS.

iur(;rs of electrical

At the newly
Stoke Newington,

;iven employment.

original mecha
of the Pioneer
obtained, beii

sate.

le declares that all ue

ost satisfactory light

shadowless, steady :

BUSINESS.
The Electric Appli:

siderable success in tl

lighting parks and si

largest pie

ace company is mi
e use of Packard 1

mmer gardens, C

of this kind, Thie
of Cf

; garde

hat
Lincoln Park, has been lighted entirely with Pack

ard mogul lamps for two seasons with such

the Electric Appliance company is making special efforts

to extend the use of the mogul lamps for this class ot

The Standard Paint company reports that it is having

an unusually large business for this time ot year. The
export trade is nearly three times as large as it was last

year, the company having recently received an order
ng material for a largefrom Sydney, Ausitralia ,

for in

amount. This co hasrf
from the World's; Kailr ofHci

the only firm to .e a d

pounds.

Eugene Munsell & C'0 mi
218 Water street. New York.

vedi

diplo

tha

d 153 Lake street. Chi-

cago, are enjoying an excellent trade on India mica, of

which they make a specialty, being direct importers

from the mines, and employing a large force in selecting

the mica. They are in a position to furnish it cut to

size and stamped to any shape or pattern for electrical

insulation. They have just issued a neat price-list,

which is being mailed to the trade, and offer to send
samples and quotations on application.

The Dayt( m Globe Iron Wi
& Temple. Da

the Boston & Montana Con
Mining company. Great Fall:

most powerful pair ot hori;

head they will operate, th;

in this country. These I

npany,

ire of the latest de-

sign, 57 inches diameter, and, under the average head
they will work, will develop 3,258 horse power. The
turbines are placed on a cast-iron draft chest and dis-

charge centrally through a draft tube, and are sur-

rounded by an iron flume 14 feet six inches in diameter

and 32 feet six inches long. The whole is mounted on

double I-beams on each side 20 inches deep. 3S feet

long, with four cross I-beams, The shaft is 10 inches

in diameter, 42 feet two inches long, and is made of the

best hammered iron. The weight of the shaft alone is

over five tons. It is made in two sections. The coupling,

which couples the sections together, weighs over one

ton. There are stands outside of the flume at each end
which support the shaft. Each of these stands weighs

S,ooo pounds, on which is placed babbitt-lined journal

boxes, in which the shaft revolves. The two turbines

and outfits complete weigh 250,000 pounds or 125 tons,

and will require seven cars of nearly 20 tons each to trans-

port them. These turbines are to operate two electric

generators, one coupled directly to each end of the shaft,

which will run 144 to 160 revolutions per minute, and will

be used for smelting. The varying revolutions are re-

quired in order to increase or diminish the blast as

conditions may require. The whole outfit is made of

the best material and workmanship, and certainly does

great credit to the engineering skill ot the Dayion Globe

Iron Works company, and shows its ability to turn out

this class of machinery on a mammoth scale. W. M.
Mills, vice-president and general manager of the Globe

Iron Works, the veteran turbine builder, says that if a

pair of 57-inch turbines of this design and capacity were

put in operation on the new water power at Niagara

Falls, under 140 feet head, they would develop 1S.494

horse power and would require a hammered iron shaft

15 inches in diameter to safely transmit the power, esti-

mating the power lobe taken off at each end of the shaft,

as it, will be done at Great Falls,
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
Issued June g, iSgd.

,560. Electric Arc Lamp. Sigraund Bergraann,
New York, N. Y. Application filed February 27,

1S95.

The combination is claimed of a movable carbon sup-

which are adapted t

upport ; also adapted

the pivoted frame.

[,=65. Automatic Electrical Battery Cut-out. Harry
W. Clelland and Frank J. Madden, Wilkinsburg,
Pa. Application filed December 11, 1895.

A battery or series of batteries is suitably connected by
wires to binding posts, the batteries carrying a float having
an upright rod secured thereto, the rod being slotted and
provided with an adjustable arm having a hooked portion,
and a wire connecting an auxiliary battery to a bell.

,581. Electric Switch. Monroe Guett, Hartford,

Conn. Application filed November 29, 1895.

NO. 561,656.

stationary pole adapted to be connected

tion ,d adapted to be connec ed with ih eoiherof

han die projecl

spring has reac lied the desired degree of tension

Electric Switch. Julius L. Hornig, S . Louis,
Mo Applic tion filed August 26, 1895.

aleddiskoEinsulatiuRn, onductor

app periphery, two contact which co-operate

silt tor operating

April 14, l8c

One feature

.593 Dynan
Lamme. Pui
ber 4. 1S95.

Two coinmi

Electric Meter. Ralph O. Hood, Danv
. Application filed January 26, 1895.

sorbing l!ie dynamic energy of the coils, and means for

735. System of Electrical Distribution. Charles
P. Steinraetz, Lynn, Mass. Application filed Janu-

The combination is claimed of armature conductors ar-
ranged in sections angularly displaced in such manner that

ipha

:,777. Electrical Apparatus for Controlling Motion
of Cranes, etc. John A. Essberger and Alexius
W. Geyer, Berlin, Germany. Application filed

September 29, 1894.

fn electrically operated cranes or the like having mechan-
anisnis for giving motion thereto in directions at an angle to
each other there is a single controlling lever movable in dif-
ferent directions to put into operation the different mechan-

stances controlled by the lever, and
intact arms of the rheostats, the shafts

,803. Dynamo-electric Machine. Fritz G. Mayer,
Chicago, 111. Application filed October 18, 1895.

Features claimed for this apparatus include an outer

.Sio. Electric Battery Element. George J. Ortner,

Fueblo, Colo. Application filed February 18, 1896.

This is a zinc element for a battery, comprising a hub

,821. Electric Rail
Philadelphia, Pa.

oil connected to the car-hoistinf

Electric Railway. Charle

am M. Schlesinger,

filed August 4, 1885.

perposed plates

561,867. Electric Motor and Motor-generator. Will-
iam H. Cooley, Brockport, N. Y. Application filed
May 21, r895.

561,872. Electrical Accumulator. Gasto
makers de Dormael, Brussels, Belgii
tion filed May i, 1895.

The depolarizing peroxid is arranged ii

561,878. Galvanic I
Sacramento, Cal.

An acid electrolyt

561,881. Electric Chime. James H. Gerry and Fred-
erick M. Schmidt, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application
filed March 18. 1895.

:e for Gas or Petroleum Engines,
chlag. New York, N. V. Appli-
y 17. 1896.

nsi devices or igniters, .1 divided in-

: conductor, is seated

id formed with groovi

19. Toll Counter

,636. Form for Winding Armature Coils. Jame
A. Webber, Lynn, Mass. Application filed Janu
ary 25, iS'i'i

,838. Arc Interrupter for Str

Gustaf Valley, Cleveland, Ohit

February

561,899. Coniinuous Currec
W. Leffler, Chicago, 111.

8, 1895.

561,943. Electric Self-winding Clock. Robert
Mitchell, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Ja

lyinn devices.

,700. Electric Motor. William H. Cooley, Brock-
port, N. Y. ApplicTtion filed March 12, 1895.
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Electrical Operation of the Lake Street Lake street, from State street, it has been operated for

Elevated Railroad. over two years with the use of 35 steam locomotives.

As announced in this journal last week, the electrical and 30 motor cars have been fitted up to utilize the elec-

opcration of the Lake street "L" road in Chicago was trie power. The estimates of economy in operation

begun on June i4lh. While it is unquestioned that the which induced the company to expend S200.QO0 in mak-

new method of using power will prove, ultimately, a ing the change have already appeared in this journal,

the great generating plants of these companies. To
guard against the possibility of failure of power, no

single station is relied upon, although any one of the con-

tributory power plants can supply all the current needed,

in an emergency. The system is divided into three

sections. That part of the road from State street to the

great me that several accidents—

n

: 20th. by which a motor car ji

the track at Rockwell street and dashed to the street leve

below, injuring several people^have marked the iotro

duction of electric power. These accidents are no

chargeable to any inherent defect in the electrical method

but it is thought that the motor trucks are too light, am
improvements to meet this objection are under way.

The road isdji miles long, extending due west or

View of the Structure at Garfield Park. Showing T

OPERATION OF THE LAKE STREET ELEVATED RAILROAD. VII

and there is little doubt that they will be justified by the

results of actual practice. The elevated structure sup-

ports two traffic tracks for the whole length of the line.

and also a third track, about two miles long, for switch-

ing and storage purposes at the western end.

The Lake Street Elevated Railroad company is closely

allied with the North and West Side surface street rail-

way companies controlled by Mr. Yerkes, and an arrange-

ment was made whereby electric power was secured from

river gets its power from the Hawthorne avenue power

house of the North Chicago railway; that part from the

river to Forty-fourth street from the Western avenue

power house of the West Chicago system, and that be

tween Forty-fourth street and Fifty-second street, the

western terminus of the road, from the power house of

the Cicero & Proviso road at Oak Park. The central

section is the longest and most important. It depends

for power directly on the great station of the West Chi-
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cago company at Western avenue and Washington bou-

levard, described in the exhaustive article on the North

and West Side trolley railway systems published in the

Western Electrician on July 6, 1895. However, au

tomatic circuit breakers at either end of this section make

it possible to feed into it from the other stations named.

A potential of about 500 volts is used, as on the surface

roads. In the upper left-hand picture in Fig. i is given-

a good view of the ducts containing the rising feeders

which connect the underground mains from Western

a%'enue with the feeding cables on the structure.

To conduct the current to the car motors the "third-

rail" system is used. The third rail in this case is a

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

five-inch 40-pound steel rail, placed above and at the

side of the track rails. Against it, when a train is pass-

ing, presses the flat trolley "shoe," which transmits the

current to the motors on the trucks. Four feeder cables,

of 1,000,000 circular mils each, are laid between the

tracks and are tapped into the third rail at intervals.

Great care has been taken to insulate the third rail

from the structure, and a specially designed insulating

support is used. To prevent foreign objects making con-

tact with this rail upright boards project above it on

either side, so that it lies in a shallow trough. The

third rail can be plainly seen in the general view in Fig.

1, which gives a perspective view of the top of the

structure as seen when looking east at Hamlin avenue,

with Garfield Park on either hand. The drawing, Fig.

2, will give a better idea of the relative position of the

track rails, third rail, protecting boards and trolley shoe.

It should be added, also, that a specially designed rail-

,s lamp, the air-brake levi

le air pump. The pumf
lotor, but does not shoi

; duplicated at the other (

on of the electric air pun

r and the motor for driving

itself is direct-coupled to its

in the picture. This outfit

3d of the car, with the excep-

p. so that the motor car can

jither end^a

27,

On Lake street, near Fortieth, are the offices, shops

and car house of the road in a brick building 365 feet

long and 60 feet wide, rising from the street level. This

structure covers four tracks, with pits beneath for the

entire length. In front is a machine shop, wiih tools

operated from a counter-shaft driven by a 25 horse

power 500 volt General Electric motor. There is a

7'. sSdhfinTurph.
8. Magnesium sulph.

lipped with two massive General Electric mot

1 horse power each and can easily pull two or

iling coaches at a speed of 30 miles an hour if :

ary.

With heavy trains and frequent stops it is very impor-

tant that the braking apparatus be powerful, quick-act-

ing and efficjent. On the Lake street line the Westing-

house automatic air-brake system is used. It is era-

ployed in the same manner as on steam roads, the prin-

cipal difference being the fact that the pump is driven

by an electric motor of three horse power. This motor

is placed in the motorraan's "cab," as already explained.

These air brakes are instantaneous or gradual in appli-

cation, as desired, and are very powerful, stopping a

four-car train, it is claimed, when going at full speed,

within a train length and a half. As an additional meas-

ure of precaution a steel cord connected with the air-

pressure valve is run from end to end of the train.

Thus, should the motorman be asleep or ill at his post,

any passenger can stop the train instantly by jerking the

cord and applying the air-brakes.

All the cars are heated and lighted by electricity.

of blacksmith shop in a detached building. An electric

ee traveling crane of 60 tons capacity will soon be in-

;s- stalled in the car house.

The Lake Street road affords the first instance of a

)r- steam elevated railroad company substituting electrical

;t- power for its locomotives. Its example is sure to be fol-

lowed in New York, Brooklyn and Chicago. It differs

considerably from the Metropolitan road of the last-

named city, the pioneer in its line, and forms an inter-

esting object lesson for railroad men. The men who
supervised the work of making the change are Messrs.

Chapman, Talbot and Hanson of the electrical depart-

ment, who co-operated with General Superintendent

Hedley. Mechanical Engineer Weston and Roadmaster

Comerford.

. OPERATION OF THE LAKE STREET ELEVATED RAILROA
SECTION OF THIRD-RAIL CONNECTIONS.

n cross section and allowing more
ontraction than is usual,

old .smoking cars refitted, and

either end with the controlling

that they serve their original

GITUDINAL DRAWING AND CROSS-

bond is used, ample in <

play for expansion and

The 35 motor cars ar

.so little space is taken a

and braking apparatus

purpose as well as before the change. An instantaneous

photograph of one of thcbe electric motor cars mounting
the incline from the shops to the structure, at Fortieth

street, is reproduced iu the upper right-hand picture in

Fig. I, while in l-"ig. 3 is shown the mechanism under

the control of the motorman, at one end of the car. The
lattisr picture shows the motor controller (with the front

panel and a floor trap removed to show the connections

and the ready accessibility of the circuits for repair),

ihcautomatic circuit l^'Bicr above it, theair gauge with

The current from the motor car circuits is taken to the

trailers by insulated plug couplers. Each car has 10

electric heaters, made by the Consolidated Car Heating

company of .Mbany. N. Y., under the seats. Light is

furnished by 16 candle power incandescent lamps—20

in each motor car and 10 in each coach. The motor

cars are equipped with electric headlights and signal

lights as well as lamps for general interior illumina-

tion. The electric lighting makes the cars very bright

and cheerful at night, and it is anticipated that the

electric heaters will be entirely adequate in cold weather.

The interlocking system is used for train switching.

It is similar to that used on the Pennsylvania and other

steam roads. The switching tower can be seen n the

upper right-hand picture in Fig. i.

Canadian Electrical Association.
The sixth annual meeting of the Canadian Electrical

association was held at Toronto on June 17th, iSth and

19th. The sessions were held in the council room of the

Board of Trade. The executive committee met Wednes-

day forenoon and elected 23 new members. There were

present at the afternoon's proceedings over 60 delegates,

representatives from all parts of the province and more

distant points in the Dominion. Arajng the prominent

men in attendance were; President A. B. Smith, Tor-

onto; Secretary-treasurer C. H. Mortimer, Toronto,

and the following named members of the ex-

ecutive committee; George Black, Hamilton; J. A.

Kammerer, Toronto; E. C. Breithaupt, Berlin; John

Carroll, Montreal; K. J. Dunstan, A. M. Wickens and

J.J, Wright, Toronto.

In his annual address. President Smith said that since

the last meeting there had been a revolution in the lield

of electrical science, with unlimited possibilities yet to

be developed. Apparatus had been discarded as obso-

lete which a few years ago had been considered colossal.

Prosperity and progress were to be noted in all branches

of the science. The increase in numbers of electric rail-

ways was not the least remarkable of the current devel-

opments. The electric motor was now usurping the

functionsof the steam locomotive. Ere long they might

expect to see it on the main lines of railways.

The report of the secretary-treasurer, C. H. Morti-

mer, showed that during the year there had been a net

increase of 13 members, the total membership now be-

ing 229. There was reported a balance on the right

side of the association ledger. The report was adopted.

Ezra C. Breithaupt, electrical engineer, Berlin, pre-

sented the report of the committee on statistics.

A paper was read by George Black of Hamilton, on

"Acetylene Gas, " which .was supplemented by experi-
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ments illustrating the points referred to. In a discus-

sion which followed the general opinion expressed was

that the promoters and inventors of this gas were too

optimistic as to its possibilities.

In the evening members of the association, with their

lady friends, attended an illustrated lecture by James
Milne, electrician of the Toronto Electric Light com-
pany, in the Board of Trade rotunda. The lecture was
entitled "Radiant Matter," and included an exhibition

of Prof. Clarke's experiments and also demonstrations of

Rttntgen rays. Some interesting sciagraphs were taken

and exhibited.

At the close of the day's proceedings the members
and their friends took advantage of invitations to visit

and examine the power plants of the local electric light-

ing and street railway companies, and the equipment of

the stations was fully explained by attendants.

The second day's session was opened with the presen-

tation of reports of standing committees. Most of the

morning was devoted to the reading of a paper on

"Meters" by James Milne of Toronto and a discussion

on the government electric light inspection act. This

discussion was prolonged into the afternoon and was

followed by the election of officers for the ensuing year,

which resulted in the selection of the following named
gentlemen: President. John Vule, Guelph; first vice-

president, L. B. McFarlane, Montreal; second vice-

president, E. C. Breithaupt, Berlin; secretary-treas-

urer, C. H. Mortimer, Toronto; executive committee.

George Black, Hamilton;
J. A. Kammerer, Toronto;

John Carroll. Montreal; K. J. Dunstan, Toronto; A. M.
Wickens, Toronto;

J. J.
Wright. Toronto;

J. Hunt, Lon-

don; W. Armstrong. Toronto; Ross Mackenzie. Niagara

Falls; and A. B. Smith, Toronto. It was decided to hold the

next annual convention at Niagara Falls. F, C. Armstrong

read a paper on the "Outlook for the Electric Railway."

At five o'clock in the afternoon the delegates and their

friends left on an excursion by the steamer Greyhound

to Lome Park, where the annual banquet was held at

the Hotel Louise. Over 100 guests were present. The
hall in which the banquefwas held was decorated with

flags and flowers. An orchestra in attendance added

greatly to the evening's enjoyment. After spending an

hour in walking about Lome Park the party left shortly

after 11, arriving in the city after midnight. A pleas-

ant feature of the trip home was the presentation of a

cane to A. B. Smith, the retiring president. The pre-

sentation was made by O. Higg;raan of Ottawa on behalf

of the members as a recognition of Mr. Smith's services

to the association. Short speeches were made by Prin-

cipal Galbraith of the School of Practical Science, E. C.

Breithaupt. Mr. Smith and Mr. Mortimer.

The convention closed on Friday, June igth. At the

morning session P. G. Gossler of Montreal read an in-

teresting and instructive paper on "Some Central Sta-

tion Economies." George W. Fraser-of Toronto sub-

mitted a paper on "Power Transmission by Polyphase

Electromotive Forces," with demonstrations. In the

afternoon E.J. Phillips of Toronto read a paper on "Op-

erating Engines Without a Natural Supply of Condens-

ing Water," after which the members of the association

enjoyed a sail around the Island and along the water

front, down as far as Scarboro Heights. The meeting

was by far the most successful in the history of the as-

and the members were greatly encouraged by

rest manifested by representatives of

all branches of the industry.

Storage Battery Business.
At the annual meeting of the Electric Storage Battery

company a statement was submitted showing the re-

ceipts for the year to have been S32S.231 and the profit

$124,733. The general expenses amounted to 5123,969.

The gross business for the five months of the present

year amounted to S415.000, and on that basis President

Gibbs estimates that the receipts for the year will be not

less than Si, goo, 000. and possibly considerably more, as

the business is steadily increasing. The Electric Storage

Battery company now owns nearly goo patents on bat-

teries. The character of the business done so far has

been mainly for central stations and large buildings,

with a good sprinkling of telegraph, telephone and other

lighter work. A storage battery railway is under con-

struction in Chicago. An important new field is now
opening in connection with trolley lines, the storage bat-

teries being used as auxiliaries to that system, the first

installation of the kind on a large scale in this country

being on the lines of the Union Traction company of

Philadelphia. The most important contract so far made
is with the Hartford Electric Light company, and when
completed it will provide, it is said, the largest single

installation in the world.
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Experiments Showing the Permeability
of Metallic Salts and Their Solu-

tions by Rontgen Rays.
By Joseph F. Smitu.

It is well known that melals dider in their permeabil-

ity for RUntgen rays. It was the purpose of the experi-

ments which resulted in the pictures herewith presented

to ascertain whether this difference of permeability ex-

tends also to the salts of the metals ajid tosolutfonsof the

salts in water. To ascertain the first, salts of several

different metals were carefully pulverized and then

placed upon a thin board having a plane surface, ar-

ranged is shown in Fig. i. The thin board was placed

above a plate holder containing a sensitive plate. A
piece of plate glass was placed on top of the board and

pressed down so that the piles of salts were compressed to

a thickness of two millimeters. The plate glass was re-

moved and the salts exposed to the radiation from a

Crookes tube for five minutes. Upon development the

difference in the permeability of kerosene, sulphuric acid
and alcohol respectively.

From those and other experiments it seems that the

permeability of a metallic salt or its solution depends
upon the positive radical and is proportional to its com-

Mght

Should Employes Read the Business
Paper?

By N. C. Fowi.F.K, Jr.

In every mercantile reading room are filed the repre-

sentative trade and commercial papers. In nearly all

business and factory offices are kept the trade papers
representing the industries.

Intelligent manufacturers and managers read their

trade papers regularly and carefully, and when they arc
through with them, they are handed to the department
heads, and from there reach every class of employe, ex-

cept that of ignorant labor.

The good trade paper is not only a correct mirror of* ^^^^^J
r' p- m
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plate showed plainly that the salts possess very different

permeability, as an examination of the reproduction will

show, those salts that give the darkest sciagraph on the

print being least permeable and those that give the light-

jpriD able

To ascertain whether this same difference is to be

found in the solution of the salts, paper pill boxes one

centimeter deep and two centimeters in diameter were

dipped repeatedly in melted paraffine until the pores

were thoroughly filled. Solutions of .25 gramme of va-

were placed in the paraffined boxes, and, at a tempera-

ture of 16*^ C, exposed for eight minutes to the action of

Rontgen rays. Development of the plate showed

plainly (Fig. 2) that the same difference of permeability

extends also to the water solutions of metallic salts. In

Fig. 2 Nos. 9. 10 and 11 are interesting as showing the

5 OF S.^LTS.

business, but it is a text-book, and a volum

ful lessons. Where you see success there >

papers. The trade paper is a necessity.

and more being so recognized, for, faulty £

and there is nothing perfect, it is the best arena for the

exchange of thought, and for practical illustration of

successful making and doing.

The capitalist should read the trade paper, because it

tells him how his money is making money. The active

manager should read the trade paper, because it tells

him what is going on. and is constantly furnishing him

with ideas, or the suggestions which better enable him

to produce ideas of his own. The superintendent should

read the trade paper, as he would read any other work

of business education. The workman should read the

trade paper, because it broadens the scope of his mind,

and lifts him out of mechanical ruts.
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The trade paper should be in every oflfice, in every

superintendent's room, and in every reading room for

workmen. If there be many employes there should be

many copies of the same paper.

Are trade papers read?

Look at the crumpled pages; see how they show the

effects of handling and rehandling. If you then doubt

that the trade paper is read from beginning to end, put

a little item about yourself in the most obscure corner,

and count the number of references by mail, and ver-

bally, that come to you concerning it. Get married, and

ask the trade paper to print the marriage notice. Visit

your cousins, and the cousins of your cousins, if they are

in your trade, and there'll be no need of telling them

If all the folks in trade who know you will read these

The reason that trade paper advertisements are read

more than any other class of advertisements is because

the trade paper advertisement contains money-bringing

information, and everybody in trade is interested in what

everybody else in the same trade has to say to the pub-

lic, and the trade paper advertisement is the cheapest,

easiest and most sensible method for the man who makes

and sells anything to tell the man who buys that some-

thing that he has that article for sale.

Some Account of the Evolution of the
Inductor Alternator.'

Bv John F. Kellv.

the induced coils, and in general this constancy of re-

lationship is mechanically expressed by the entire im-
mobility of both coils. It is, however, possible that the
inducing coil should turn on its axis without in any way
altering its relationship to the induced, and in some
cases this is the construction adopted.
As a means of producing electric energy on a large

scale, the inductor alternator is the latest claimant for
public favor, and yet it is far from being a new-comer.
Its advantages have been apparent from the earliest days
of the art, and a long series of distinguished inventors
have worked at its development. Although until about
eight years ago it was an extremely inefficient generator,

ared it an introduction when
uired. Indeed, if we bear in

mmd that the Bell telephone considered as a translatmg
device IS an mductor alternator we shall ha\e to regard
the mductor as the most widel> used t>pe of alternator

little social items, how much more reason there

ileve that they will read the words which
them.

Each copy of a daily paper may have but one reader,

t' copy of a trade paper has from one to 100 readers.

You will not have to make your employes read the
trade papers; you will not even have to suggest it; you
have simply to give them thn npportiinily

Compared with other i'l I :,.,, 1 niMir fn,,,!

to the square inch in 111' :,
r,,,

,

to the square foot in anv
i

,
, i,,,|, ,

,1,,.

editorof the trade papi n nil iIkh

he says. H he wen: ini.-iltij,!.. 1,,, .,-,,Lildu't be editing a
trade paper, for thur^ wcjnld b,: a place for him in some
other and belter world. Jj lit: he wrong somet:
wrongly expresses liiniMelf, then the employe can, by
using his mind, loarn j^hufacturing aiTirmatives, by
reading the negatives. ^
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Iltix in the inducing magnets. Wheatstone says that the

inducing magnets in this machine may be elect)

magnets. Fig. 5 shows another design of Wheatstone,
which shows considerable improvement over the other

The variations of magnetic flux are here confined tc

those portions of the magnetic circuit in which it is nee
essary they should occur. The tlux as a whole is steady,

and the machine operates by its varying distribution,

the keeper now directing the flux through one pair of

them, connected to the soft iron yoke. A revolving,

toothed iron disk alternately closes the magnetic circuits

of the two inducing magnets through the induced mag-
net. This machine may be connidered to be Henley's,

with one limb of the electro-magnet suppressed, and only

one limb of the inducing magnet in action at a time.

The machine described by Holmes. Figs, g, 10 and
II, in his Knglish patent of 1K6S, is worthy of consider-

able attention. In some respects it may be considered

induced pair

have been to secure

curve. This machine
and I am assured by Si

by S. M. Martii

i. Varley is shown in Figs. 7 and S.

inducing magnets, with an induced magnet betv

stone's second rier.ign. Holmes intended the machine
for electric lighting; but I am not aware of its ever hav-
ing come into practical use.

Gramme's invention came near putting an end to work '

on inductors, as, indeed, to work on alternators of any
kind. Yet, in the time intervening between the intro-

duction of the Gramme machine and the resurgcscence
of the alternator, provoked by the introduction of the
modern transformer, C. F. Varley' designed an inductor.
Figs. 12 and 13. which deserves mention for its novelty.

The induced coils are subject to the influence of two in-

ducing magnets which tend to develop opposite fluxes

through them. These magnets are alternately short-

circuited by the keepers, and, in consequence, the flux

through the induced coils is alternated. Hy arranging
the keepers so that they begin to short-circuit one in-

ducing magnet before entirely open-circuiting the other,

the flux in the inducing magnets is kept more or less

constant. In this same year Paul Jablochkoff took out

an Fnglish patent for an inductor alternator. It is of

the single induced-coil type; but were it not for the

inventor's great fame, considering the date, it would not

be worth attention. Fig. 14.

Kven the best of these early inductors must have had
vast iron lo.'ises. In most cases there was no thought of

preventing them. and. when preventive measures were
adopted, they were entirely inadequate. The mass of

tic change was always, relatively to

of arily

5t design. A single

number of poles, while the

separate and distinct. An
:Ts that the cores of the induced mag-
I prevent Foucault currents. The ex-

g coil feature has been adopted in all modern induc-

with which 1

division of the

currents has become a matter of course. Yet, in re-

spect to the steadiness of the flux, this machine is dis-

tinctly retrogressive and decidedly inferior to Wheat-

creasing the hysteresis loss; while no suffic

appears to have been made for the prevention of Fou-
cault currents. The machine of Klimenko, exhibited at

Vienna, which required more power to drive it when
running light than when loaded, was not, I think, excep-

18S7 Mordey the Gordian knot by entirely

suppressmg the iron in the induced portion of the ma-
chine. The highly and deservedly successful machine
that bears his name is shown in Figs. 15 and 16.

There is a central core surrounded by the exciting coil

./. From each end of this core projects a set of radial

polar arms, which are recurved so as almost to meet one
another. In the space left free ;

duced coils A'B in a circ

in the plane of this circle, and are in number twice the

polar faces on one side. The induced coils are fixed

and the inducing magnet revolves. The exciting coil

turns with the core, but this is electrically immaterial,

and the results would be the same were it at rest. Ob-
viously, the total reluctance of the magnetic circuit 15

the same, no matter what the position of the inductor.

Change of flux in the iron is due only to armature reac-

tion, and it gives rise to iron losses only because of its

space variations. With a low armature reaction, such
losses will be extremely small.

Mordey's success, instead of putting an end to at-

tempts to build inductors with iron in the induced
portions, gave rise to a new series of efforts. Indeed,

Mordey himself was foremost. His English patent of

1SS7. relating to the coreless armature machine, also

described a machine with cores, and in subsequent pat-

ents he describes the machines shown in Figs. 17, 18, 19

These machines have not come into use. and, presum-
ably, they are not as satisfactory as the coreless ma-
chine. Yet they show a marked advance when com-
pared with the older machines. The use of the short-

circuiting pieces C , as well as the bridges C. tends to

make the tlux constant in amount and to restrict the

magnetic changes to the induced portions of the ma-
chine. The iron subject to magnetic change is also

properly laminated to prevent Foucault currents. The

and that all of i

t obvious fault ir

in the induced portic

ject to hysteresis loss.

In passing, it may be worth while to note one pecu-

liarity of single induced-coil machines like the earlier of

the Mordey designs. With any given frequency, the out-

put is independent of the speed; or, in other words, the

only limit to reduction of speed is the possibility of

further subdividing the poles. For, with the number of

poles increased N times, the total change of flux takes

for diinachines of this cla

speed engines.

The Kingdon machine, Fig. 21, is a modernized Hen-
ley machine. The exciting and induced coils are wounc
on the alternate polar projections, and the magnetic

connections between tfie inducing and induced cores are

alternately reversed by the rotating keepers C. Tht
whole of the iron in the machine appears to be subjec

to hysteresis loss. Foucault currents are checked
'

the

usual manner by lamination. In this machine, if the

induced coils are so wound that they may be worked in

parallel, it is possible to reduce the iron losses in propor-

tion to the load by cutting out both inducing and in-

duced coils in the same degree. I hardly think that this

advantage is sufficient to countervail, having the hys-

teresis loss too high to begin with. A few of these ma-
chines were put into practical use, but I think not

3any.

An admirable little book is the "Postal Dictionary."

issued by the Matthews-Xorthrup company of Buffalo.

It is an alphabetically arranged hand-book of all infor-

mation needed by those who use the mails, and the eighth

edition is revised and brought down to 1896. Both do-

mestic and foreign mails are very fully treated.
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The Western Electrician's first special electric

light convention number (dated May gth) contained

7,576 square inches of advertising. For the same week

the Electrical IVovld contained 7.32G, the hiectrical

Engineer }„(k.-] aiiri ihu I-Jcctrical Rvvieiu- 3,375

square inches of adv';rti.>in'_f

The Western ELi-rTririA::':,advcrtising, therefore, ex-

ceeded that of the J-d ft ,-u-„l World by 350 inches,

that of the Eiiginca by \\,HH^^ inches and that of the

Review by 4,201 inclics. It exceeded the combined

advertising of the Rcvinc- and K>i/rincer by 514
inches.

The steady advancement of -pccial convention advcr-

March 3, 1894. ... 40
February 23, 1895.

May 9. 1S96

Total Squan
Number of

Pages.

These figures are carefully and accurately compiled.

They illustrate more forcibly than words a steady and

vigorous growth during the hard times. It is to be re-

membered, also, that, in computing the square inches

of advertising, all announcements of the Western

Electrician or the Electrician Publishing company are

rigorously excluded, so that the result shows net, bona

fide, paid advertising. The figures show a growth of

2,000 square inches in a year. They are eloquent and

may be left to speak for themselves.

In the great volume of electrical literature in ihe Eng-

lish language it is strange that an important opportunity

for electrical book making has been neglected. And yet

it appears that there is no standard and comprehensive

work written in English giving the history of the rise

and development of electric lighting, in chronological

order, from the earliest experiments to the practice of

the present day. Such a history would be very valuable

and could be made intensely interesting. Preferably,

we think, it should be written from an American point

of view as the greatest expansion of the electric light

industry has been in the United States, and questions

often arise here as to the state of the art at some particu-

lar period in the recent past. Such queries could be

settled by a reference to a standard history. It may be

regarded that the time is not ripe for a history of elec-

tric lighting, but unquestionably such a book, if accepted

as authoritative, could find a useful place in 1S96. and

future development might bs traced in succeeding and

additional volumes.

Canadian electric

Toronto last week,

sen ted elsewhere in

influence of their org

admitted, and the !

> held a successful meeting at

,
according to the reports pre-

issue, materially extended the

lation. Many new members ware

etary reported that there were

229 active members at the opsniag of the convention.

Papers w.2re read on interesting topics, a pjpalar lec-

ture was delivered on the Rontgen radiation, and many
subjects of practical application to the work of the mem-
bers were discussed. One result of the meeting which

will attract much attention was the establishment of a

bureau of statistics under the personal supervision of an

officer of the organization. The visitors were given an

opportunity to inspect the plant and equipment of the

local electric light and street railway companies, and no

doubt many of them found valuable suggestions for their

own work in these installations. Altogether, the meet-

left a pie pression upon those who attended.

At last Milwaukee's street railway boycott, which

was begun on May 4th, is ended, although the strike

itself has not been declared off, because the national or-

ganization would not be bound to give the men who are

out any financial assistance if the trouble was officially

declared at an end. The local branch of the Amalga-

mated Association of Street Railway Employes on June

19th announced that the ban had been lifted from the

cars and that the friends of the strikers were relieved of

all obligation to walk or ride in omnibuses. The bus

service of the union has been abandoned, because it

could not be made self-suslaining. Thus closes the most

unique demonstration in behalf of labor that has been

witnessed in the United States. For nearly seven weeks

thousands of parsons have abstained from riding in

street cars out of sympathy for the men who struck.

During the first few weeks of the strike there were

abundant transportation facilities in the shape of buses,

coaches and wagons, but the number of vehicles in

service grew less as the weeks passed. The people un-

derwent much discomfort in assisting the strikers, but

did it cheerfully, owing to the strong feeling against the

syndicate which owns the street car lines in Milwaukee.

The result of this strike confirms the opinion that the

days of successful labor demonstrations have passed.

This does not necessarily mean that the employe is to be

worse off than formerly; on the contrary, it is believed

that he will be the one most benefited by the new con-

dition of affairs, for the disputes and differences that

formerly resulted in lock-outs, with their attendant dis-

comforts and hardships, will now be settled by arbitra-

tion. Under the new arrangement the men and the

companies will find that their interests will bs protected,

and this will be conducive to the promotion of a spirit

of fairness that could hardly be expected when conflict-

ing interests were working against each other.

Several years ago Dr. Harper, president of the

University of Chicago, in an address before the Chi-

cago Electric club, pledged the university to the estab-

lishment of a department of technology, but up to the

present time little has been done to fulfill this promise.

and consequently there has been a good deal of criti-

cism becau?e of this apparent lack of interest. Now,
however, with the acquirement of the Chicago Manual
Training School, announcement is made that a depart-

ment of technology will be established upon a plan in

keeping with the university and this department of edu-

cation. The latest acquisition of the university is ex-

pected to be an important feeder to that institution,

inasmuch as the Manual Training school has buildings,

appurtenances and endowments amounting in value, all

told, to more than $250,000. besides which must be

taken into account the patronage of the institution. It

is to be hoped that the plans of the management to

which Dr. Harper has alluded will be speedily put into

execution, and that the efforts of those interested in the

Over in Michigan there is about as much interest

manifested in the question of municipal ownership of

lighting plants as in the presidential campaign. This

condition of affairs is due in a large measure to the

twaddle in which Mayor Pingree of Detroit indulged

while stumping the state as a candidate for guber-

natorial honors. He told the people that the corpora-

tions were robbing them, and he described in graphic

terms his thrilling encounter with the "monopolists" who
held Detroit in their grasp until he began to run things

in that town. A good many of the people who listened

to Pingree's ravings believed him, and the politicians

were not slow to take advantage of the turn and advo-

cate control of lighting plants by cities and villages. It

was unfortunate for the success of this scheme that an

experiment had already been made in Marquette, and,

although this plant had been held up by the advocates

of municipal ownership as an example of the benefits to

be derived from this policy, it has lately been shown
that the department has been wretchedly mismanaged,

that the politicians have secured control and, as might

be expected, have made efficient operation of secondary

importance to the furtherance of their schemes. The
Marquette lUirn'iig- Journal, which, according to its

own admission, "has been a consistent and persistent ad-

vocate of municipal ownership of water supply and

lighting systems," now admits the utter failure of the

plan and upbraids the city officials who have squandered

the city funds. Speaking of its position on this subject,

the Mining- Journal sa.ys editorially that "it has main-

tained that, with proper management, plants for supply-

ing water and light to urban communities could be de-

pended upon to render a better and cheaper service

^vhen owned and operated by the communities thus

served than is ordinarily rendered by corporations or

firms giving the service under a franchise. But it begins

to have some doubts of the soundness of its position in

the matter, these being raised by the history of the at-

tempt made in this city to furnish public and private

lighting from the electrical plant on the city's Dead

river property.' A history of the movement in Mar-

quette is then presented, and it is easily seen why the

Mining- /owrz/rf/ "begins to have some doubts." It is

the old story of political manipulation. The plant was

started out with a blare of trumpets, the people were

told that they were saving money, the deception was

successful for a time, then the true condition of affairs

became apparent and the city was confronted with the

proposition of putting in additional money with the hope

of saving in part at least the money already invested.

Other cities have had similar experience, and it is

only a question of time when every community in the

country that is operating ii^ h-lnin.
1
:.uii will become

convinced that this sociali--i I
1 1

!
^ L;overnnient

has proved a costly expcMiiP Ml ,1 i ;. ntMuragedand

supported a horde of p.^luit.il In < In ^^\^,^ could not

secure employment with any commercial company.

Detroit will find that it made a sad mistake when it fol-

lowed the advice of Potato Patch Pingree in electrical
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The Telegraph and theTelephone at the
St. Louis Convention.

One ol the wonders of the Kcpublicati national con-

vention last week was the remarkable facility with which

the whole of the United States was furnished informa-

tion regarding the proceedings of the convention in all

its details.

The Postal Telegraph-cable company, having passed

through the St. Louis cyclone unscathed, presented a

solid front to the surges of words, words, words, from

the 400 newspaper correspondents at the convention that

sought to overwhelm it; and it was equal to the occasion.

.The convention had the effect of hastening construc-

tion of several thousand miles of wire. Two large cop-

per wires were strung between Chicago and St. Louis

on the recently reconstructed main trunk line; two more
were built from Chicago to New York; two between St.

Louis and New York via Pittsburg, and an entirely new
pole line, with two heavy copper wires, was constructed

between Chicago and S( Louis via Decatur. An ad-

ditional copper wire was .d - 11 nil. I.i iwcen Cleveland

andYoungstown. tonu" ,
. . n I nun New York.

Arrangements at Si I :.' nn ^ 1 (lie immediate

supervision of Vice-prcsidunt L. < . l-i.iaiuy, assisted by

F. W. Jones, electrical engineer, New York; E. J.
Nally,

assistant general superintendent, Chicago; C. Dougherty,

superintendent, St, Louis;
J.

F. Butterfield. assistant

electrical engineer, Chicago.

The Postal has passed through a trial of its capacity

that rivals all former conventions. Some of the statistics

are of interest. Nearly 3.500,000 words of special mat-

ter was sent from St. Louis over its wires, and was

handled by the St. Louis force, which had been in-

creased 75 men by accessions from Chicago, Washing-

ton. Philadelphia. Kansas City and other points.

Nearly all of the Postal's wires are heavy hard-drawn

copper, and with a few exceptions were quadruplexed.

The majority of the operators ^ent to St. Louis were

code men. and worked at an average speed of 52 words

a minute, which is phenomenal on long circuits.

A number of the prominent papers of the larger cities

combined and arranged for a bulletin circuit, which was

made up from a point on the stage near the speaker, to

Chicago; thence to Cleveland, with a branch to San-

dusky; thence on to New York; thence to Boston. From
Chicago a "leg" extended to Minneapolis. This circuit

was named the "Photograph," for over it was sent a

complete photographic report of the entire proceedings.

The operat/?f on the stage, Langdon Smith, repre-

senting ihi-- 'A'ezc York Herald and the other papers,

besides being an expert telegrapher, is also a newspaper

of large experience. Nothing was reduced to

g. Mr. Smith took in the situation at a glance,

and flashed it over the wire. He was not allowed the

privilege of a "sounder," which lack was overcome by

a special contrivance shaped like a telephone receiver, a

small four-ohm specially constructed sounder having

been arranged, and so strapped to the ear as to allow

the sending operator to hear his own writing in the

direst confusion, and the complete manner in which the

many papers on the "Photo" circuit were served, proved

the great value of the arrangement. Thus the action

of the convention in all its kaleidoscopic changes was in-

stantaneously transmitted to the following leading

papers of the land: St- Louis Republic, Chicago Times-

Herald, Chicago Tribune, Chicago A'ezvs, Chicago

Jouimal, Cleveland Press, A'ezc York Evening Tele-

gram, Nezv York Herald, Boston Herald, Boston

Globe, Minneapolis Tribune, Chicago Ez'ening Post.

By pre-arrangement, the words "Fire McKinley"

were flashed over the wire as a signal of the nomination.

By the passing of these words, all on the wire were noti-

fied of McKinley 's nomination, and a cannon at Canton,

Ohio, McKinley's home, was fired.

The Postal served about 60 morning papers and

about 40 afternoon publications. At times there were

58 sending circuits in operation out of St. Louis.

Large accessions were made to the clerical, messenger

and repair force. Extra linemen were stationed a few

miles apart on all of the important routes leading out of

St. Louis and extending on to New York. Every possi-

ble precaution was taken to avoid trouble and expedite

the repair of the circuits.

It was impossible, during the rush, for the operators to

leave the building, and their meals were served them

: theii Drkii ; table

At the convention hall the Postal had a convenit

arranged and complete telegraph office. Sixty wire

therefrom, and the 30 loops were placed on directs

to New York. Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Baltii

and other points, thus allowing of direct and insta

in not having a single disarrangement of its wires.

While several serious thunder-storms at times slowed

down the speed, it was never handicapped.

The strictly Postal feature is the typewritten message,

and the specials as received were nearly ready for the

compositor, as they were properly spaced, paragraphed,

punctuated and edited.

On account of the immense amount of direct work at

St. Louis it devolved upon the Chicago oflTice of the

company to post the world. On the last day of the con-

vention a bulletin service was used which had served

its purpose through several conventions so well that it

is worthy of mention.

Two special octette tables were used. On one was the

special bulletin wire from St. Louis; on the other was

arranged a key and three soundars, placed 'in resonators

of the Postal pattern. As fast as the bulletin wire fur-

nished copy it was passed to an editor, who culled from

it the most important items, and then handed the copy

to the seilding operator, who sat next to him. The lat-

ter transmitted it to the three operators sitting at the

same table, each of whom, using manifold papers, made

15 copies of the bulletin at one writing. These copies

were snatched by four well-trained check boys, who dis-

tributed them throughout the main operating room.

Thus within a fraction of a minute the news would be in

the act of transmission from Boston to San Francisco,

and within the minute the countryman in the small town

would have the same information that was handed the

millionaire of Wall street.

Last Friday, the day following the adjournment of

the convention, the Postal Telegraph company gave the

visiting operators, to the number of 50, an outing. Three

large tally-ho coaches having been placed at the boys'

disposal, an enjoyable ride through the parks and boule-

vards was indulged in.

The long-distance telephone lines, with proper con-

rved hall 1 St.

Louis with the home of the leading candidate at Canton,

O. The scene in the McKinley homestead on the after-

noon of June i8th is thus described;

Major McKinley generally occupied a revolving office

chair in front of his closed roll desk, but from time to

time he moved about, not exactly in a nervous manner,
but as if anxious to see that everything went on all

right. He was solicitous that all the news received

should be distributed among those on the porch, and as

fast as the telegraphic bulletins were handed to him he

directed that they be sent outside for their information.

The telephone service was so clear and distinct that

Major McKinley and those in the room were enabled to

hear, seated at a distance of 600 miles from the conven-

tion hall, the shouting and tumult that accompanied the

presentation of his name. It was an unprecedented ex-

perience in the history of political conventions, and
Major McKinley is the first presidential candidate not

in attendance upon the convention who heard the noise

accompanying his own nomination. The remarkable
achievement of thus annihilating time and distance was
the theme of conversation. Major McKinley referring

to it several times.

At 4:10 o'clock the vote by states began coming over

the telephone, and Major McKinley. donning his glasses,

amid a silence broken only by the ticking of the tele-

graph instrument, began scoring the vote by states as

fast as it was called.

The Western Union Telegraph company sent from

St. Louis 3,860,430 words of special press dispatches in

addition to about 500,000 words handled by the press

associations. A number of extra circuits and a large

force of additional operators were employed.

Thee emarkably fortu

The Kelvin Celebration.

Cable advices are to the effect that the celebration of

Lord Kelvin's jubilee in Glasgow, last week, was a great

success. Congratulatory telegrams were received from

all parts of the world. A meeting of New York electri-

cians was held to mark the event, and in response to tel-

egraphic felicitations sent from it. Lord Kelvin sent the

following cable message:

Thank you warmly for your kind sympathy with me
on the occasion of the jubilee. I wish I were near

enough to shake you everyone by the hand and to tell

you how much gratified I am that you think of me as a

friend and comrade.

On Monday, Professor Loudon of the Toronto Univer-

sity sent a cablegram conveying congratulations of the

staff to Lord Kelvin. The following day he received the

following reply: "Heartiest thanks for your kind con-

gratulations, which were received and read during the

commemoration banquet."

Mr. Ford, the London correspondent, says that the

celebration "was a grand tribute to the greatest man of

science in England. Nothing was lacking to demonstrate

the respect and affection with which he was regarded at

home and abroad. All the honors and compliments

showered upon him were received by the benignant phil-

with characteristic humility,

modesty from one of the wis

Municipal Lighting in Michigan.
There is one newspaper at least in Michigan that is not

deceived by the fallacies of municipal lighting. It is the

Copper Country Ei>etnng .Nexvs, and is published at

Calumet, Houghton county. It sounds a note of warning

which it would be well for its constituency to bear In mind
when deciding the question of municipal ownership:

There is one thing for the taxpayers to keep in mind -

The subject of municipal lighting is being .pushed just

now in Hancock and will, no doubt, if the movement
succeeds there, be brought forward in other copper coun-
try towns. The Nvivs thinks that people should go
slow and consider well what they are about before tak-

ing any decided action in such a matter. In some of the
towns where the people were prevailed upon by an array
of figures, which sometimes do lie, to put in an electric

plant, they have afterward found it necessary, unless the
people were satisfied to be in darkness half the time, to

put in a duplicate equipment, which was never thought
of nor included in the original estimate when the lighting
by the municipality was decided upon.
A gentleman from Escanaba informs us that, in order

to make a good showing for the action of purchasing an
electric light plant, they turn off the lights at midnight,
to save expense, and only run the lights on dark nights,

while the electric light company here runs the plant all

night and every night, dark or not, and this when there
are only 20 lights in the streets.

Marquette, after expending

as estimated could be com-

The lighting boai

Si5,ooo on work tha

pleted for less than S

an extra appropriatic

plant. In the courst

on this project tht

"earnest and persist

J to finish the e

d account of the

Mining Jourm
ipal cof mu

Both the water supply and electric plants here are
owned and operated by the city. The experiment of
furnishing public and private electric lighting from a
plant owned by the municipality was entered on here
under the most favorable condition. The city obtained
a manificent water power at a low price seven years ago,
and proceeded to improve it for the purpose of furnish-
ing light and power to the city and such private users
as might desire the service.

When the new board took charge of the plant there
was in the treasury about $7,500 of accrued earnings.
With this amount and the estimated earnings for the
then pending year, or S10.400 to be precise. Commis-
sioner Pendill, acting as spokesman for the board,
assured the council that the power could be improved
and 900 additional horse power secured. The council,
reluctant at first, was finally persuaded to authorize the
work done, and the board lost no time in starting it.

What has been the result ? The board soon found
that its estimate of the cost of making the projected im-
provement was entirely too low, and repeatedly came
to the council for appropriations to continue the work.
It has expended close on $15,000 on the work, with con-
tracts made for the machinery yet to be met, and has a
broken dam, a partially built flume, an excavation for a
wheel pit and a lot of costly experience to show for that
outlay. To put the upper power in condition for use
an additional expenditure of not less than Sio.ooo will

probably be required, for much of the work done will

have to be torn out if stability is to be secured, and
without stability the improvement on which the board
has been engaged for the past year will become a menace
to the old plant instead of a benefit and source of in-

creased revenue to the city.

The facts here set forth are enough to raise a doubt
as to the wisdom of having municipalities undertake to

render service of this kind in the hope of obtaining en-
during good results. Certainly if Marquette's lighting
plant proves a commercial failure, there is little use of
expecting anything better from municipal ownership and
operation of such plants in places where the economic
conditions are less favorable, for, with the plant here.

the power costs nothing and the repairs to the power gen-
erating part of it make hardly any showing in the ex-
pense of running it. while with a steam plant both these
items count largely againt the gross earnings. The
Mi7iing Journal is disposed to reverse its former opin-
ion and to admit that municipal ownership and control
of such plants is a failure.

The mayor of Ishpeming seems to belong to the Pin-

gree class, according to Iron Ore. That journal says that

' 'the trouble with the mayor is that he desires to do some-

thing to add to his notoriety, and does not know where

to begin." In his inaugural, he recommended the adop-

city's good. One of the things suggested was the

purchase of an electric lighting plant by the city. This

addition would mean the expenditure of anywhere from

550,000 to Sioo.ooo, according to the equipment. Iron

Ore contains some valuable suggestions for the consid-
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eration of the chief executive of the municipality. It

says: "If the city is paying too much for its lighting,

then the council should secure better rates. This would

be better than going into the lighting business, probably.

First, find out if the city is paying too much, compare

the cost with that of other cities, and get some data to

work from. This would be better than standing upon

the street corners and howling about economy. The
mayor, at the last meeting of the council, did not know
what the bonded indebtedness of the city was. or when

it was due, or was not possessed of any knowledge con-

cerning its financial condition."

Distribution of Niagara Power at Buffalo.

The Cataract Power A: Conduit company of Buffalo

tors of the new company are Daniel OT>ay, E. D, Adams,

Francis L. Stetson, Edward L. Wicks. Wm. B, Rankine.

D. O. Mills and John Jacob Astor of New York; George

Urbane, Jr., and Charles R. Huntley of Buffalo, Mr.

Huntley, who is the general manager of the General

Electric company of Buffalo, said:

The object of the corporation in a nutshell is to dis-

s been incorporated, with a capital stock c f S2.000.

furnish Buflalo with electricity. It is n fact tc

the distributing agen of the Niagara Fall Power c

ny. The Bufialo concern will relieve the parent c

nvof the necessity a strict supervisionof the

d distribution of elec tricity in that city. The d

edat the Falls through-tribute the electric current gene
out Buffalo according to the condi

franchise and to sell it toanyc

You remember by the terms of the franchise granted

by the Common Council the company reserved the right

to make one assignment of the local privileges therein

allowed. This new company will be the one to which
these rights and privileges will be assigned. It is formed
to carry out the details of the distribution in Buffalo,

which the parent company, owing to the magnitude of its

interests, does not care to be burdened with. The local

company will lay all lines and conduits in the streets and
take the power for distribution ?t the city line. It will

attempt to give the business a vigorous activity by every

Have your officers been selected?

Xot yet. The directors haven't even held a meeting.
I cannot say what officials will be chosen or whether or

not they will be elected from the board of directors.

Where will your offices be?
I cannot state that either. The woik will be carried

on according to the demands of the business. This is an
unknown quantity, so that our plans are more or less in-

complete. The work of laying the conduits will be be-

gun shortly according to the plans and specifications filed

by the Cataract Construction company with the board of

public works two months since. The main conduits will

be laid first, of course, and the smaller streets will be
supplied if the demand increases. The first conduit will

be laid in (Jourt street.

The parent company is now busy laying its trans-

mission lines to Buffalo. By the terms of the franchise
the power must be there by June. 1S97. I think there is

no doubt that the main distributing conduits in Buffalo
will be entirely completed when the electricity is deliv-

ered at the (

It will be remembered that when the Niagara Falls

Power company first started its franchise agitation, one

year and a half ago, a syndicate of Buffalo capitalists was

formed to buy the power outright from the company at

the city line and distribute it throughout the city on its

own responsibility, as an independent venture. The
company never materialized, and rumor had it at the time

that the enterprise was found to involve such an enor-

mous outlay that the Buffalo capitalists decided that they

had best draw out while there was yet time.

Telephone News from the Northwest.
(From the Minneapolis correspondent ot (lie Wrstf.rn Elec-

Officer3 of the Central Union Telephone company
have been in Des Moines, la., recently, and it is thought

that Ihey are trying to effect a compromise with the city

in the matter of a new franchise. Their present fran-

chise runs out next month, and they fear that drastic

regulations may be put in a new one. The company
attempted to secure a franchise renewal from the retiring

council a few months ago, at its last meeting, but the in-

coming council prevented it by meeting early in the

morning before the old council had a chance to pass an

ordinance. In case the company cannot effect a com-

promise, it isunderstood that it will resist any attempt at

regulation, under the »tate statue which gives telegraph

and telephone companies the right to erect and main-

tain poles along the public highways of the state. Tlie

company will contend that the streets and alleys of the

city form a portion of the public highways of the slate.

The Northwestern Telephone Exchange company is

arranging to build 1,000 miles of <

Work will be begun on a line to Fargo at once. Con-

nection will be made from Minneapolis and St- Paul to

Omaha and other Nebraska points. The company held

its annual meeting in Minneapolis last week and elected

directors and officers. Anew e.\change will be fitted up

at Fifth street and Third avenue south, at a cost of

theii L tollsystems and operati

pete with the Wisconsin Telephone company.

The Harrison Telephone company of Sturgis, S. D,.

has incorporated with S25.000 capital stock.

The Great Falls & Lewistown Telephone company
will extend its line from Mann's Ranch to Neihart.

The Western Electric Telephone company of Wau-
oma, la., has reached Owatonna, Minn., with its long-

istance line and may establish an exchange there.

A Large Shipment of Electrical Appa-
ratus.

One of the largest single shipments of electrical appa-

ratus is that forwarded by the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company to Great Falls. Montana. The
shipment filled eight cars, as is shown in the accompany-

ing illustration, and the freight of that cargo to its

destination amounted to $S,ooo. The machinery will be

used by the Boston & Montana Consolidated Copper

& Silver Mining company in the refining of copper and

silver, and it is the largest machinery of its kind ever

constructed for electrical refining purposes. The Boston

& Montana company is one of the largest copper min-

ing concerns in the Northwest. Until a few years ago

the coppsr produced in that section was not refined, but

the copper matte was sent East, some of it to England,

and then refined. Since the introduction of electricity

into the refining process, the companies are in a position

to compete with the East. The Anaconda Mining com-

pany purchased from the Westinghouse company some
time ago seven 360 horse power generators, of an out-

put of 3,600 amperes each at 75 volts. Since these ma-

chines have been in operation the electrical process of

refining has proved a great success. The machinery of

the Boston company will be driven by turbines from the

A LARGE SHIPMENT OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.

waters of Great Falls. The generators will be directly

connected with the turbines. There are two of them,

the largest ever made, each one of i, 100 horse power, at

an output of 4.500 amperes and xSo volts. These ma-

chines are shipped in four freight cars, while the others

are filled with the detail apparatus, such as switchboard

appliances.

Medbery Knife Switch.
The illustration shows one style of the new switches

lately put on the market by the Fiberite company, which

claims that its unusual facilities for manufacturing en-

able it to make up the best switch ever presented for the

money, and the large sales being made would indi-

cate that the device has peculiar merit. These
switches have pure drawn copper blades, black polished

slate base, while all the bronze parts are highy polished,

Unusual care has been taken to make all connections

absolutely correct. The switch, beside being :

will make a handsome addition to the finest switchboard.

It is made in single, double and triple-pole, single and

double-throw, and with or without fuse extensions. A
complete stock is carried by the Chicago agent, the

jipment company, 1202 Fisher build-Electr

The Electric G. P. A.'

3 trolley cars continue to invade the domain of the
railways. They carry suburban and interurban

Qgers alongside the steam roads, they are begin-
:o transport freight for the farmer and merchant.

streets, and the

possibilities of developing pleasure travel are so evident,

that the establishment of a passenger department for

every electric railway company of importance may now
be expected. In fact the innovation has already come,
for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit company rejoices in a
general passenger agent, who has begun to adver
tise the delights of trolley travel over that ex-

tensive system with the zeal and persuasiveness of a
veteran G. P. A. The Brooklyn company operates
about 130 miles of double track lines, with nearly 100
miles more projected, radiating from the vicinity of the

great bridge and the ferries to Bav Ridge, Fort Hamil-
.ton, North Beach, Bergen Beach. Jamaica. Flushing
and other points on the ocean shore, Long Island Sound
and East River, with numerous intersecting lines past

the pleasant parks, the peaceful cemeteries and the

abodes of city and suburban residents, Running
through the streets of an attractive city and reaching
numerous charming spots in the woods and by the

waters, the Brooklyn lines have many inducements to

offer in the way of pleasure travel, while in respect to

low fares these roads, like the trolley roads generally,

throw the ordinary temptations of the steam roads far

into the shade. Under the liberal transfer system the

economical tourist can traverse Brooklyn from north to

south and east to west—one stretch is 13 miles long^for
a single five-cent fare, and the modest sum of eight
cents will take him from New York city across the ferry

to various seashore resorts. Hear General Passenger
Agent Kennedy on this theme:
"By our system of transfers a man may travel from

New York city to Ulmer Park, Bergen Beach, North
Beach and various other resorts of an equally popular
character for eight cents, which includes his passage
across the ferry from New York. If he wants to take
his wife and child it will cost him less than 25 cents. A
trip to Coney Island under the old railroad systems has
always meant an expenditure of Si or more for man.
wife and child. It has been an event to look forward to

not more than three or four times in a year. Under the
advantages offered by our system it is possible for a
man of even moderate means to take his family out of

town every Sunday. The same advantages are appar-
ent even to people living in Jersey and on Staten Island.

One person may travel from Newark, Elizabeth, Ho-
boken, Jersey City and other New Jersey towns in close

touch with the Brooklyn Annex boats and may go all the

way to Bergen Beach—or. in fact, any of the other re-

sorts touched by our lines, with the exception of North
Beach— for ri cents. The ride to North Beach will

cost five cents extra, though it does not involve a change
ofcars when once on our system.

"

But cheapness is not the only attraction. Comfort and
social enjoyment in trolley travel are ministered to by
special cars—the gaily decorated and brilliantly illumi-

nated open cars which take parties fora summer evening
outing through the streets, the "straw party cars." "up-
holstered with tufts of straw and the floor profusely
strewn with the freshest and cleanest straw, which is the
only seat;" and the private palace cars, "as luxuriously
finished and furnished as any Pullman or Wagner car."
in which Brooklynites "delight in being whirled while
playing progressive euchre." Nor are these luxurious
vehicles beyond the reach of modest purses. It costs

only S15 to charter a straw party car for a day or an
evening, with rapid transportation thrown in; a decorated
and illuminated car can be had for an evening or a day
for $20—a cheap lark, when, as.the Brooklyn custom is.

"the young men chip in for the cost of the cars and the
girls bring the lunch;" while the costly palace cars, in

blue and gold, fitted with buffets, ice coolers, tables and
a piano, and comfortably seating 20 persons, can be
chartered for "cards, wedding, dinner or club smoking
parties" at the reasonable rate of 520 for exclusive use
durioR morn in? or aflernoon, or S25 for an evening.
Mo
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routes. The day of the electric G. P. A. has come, and
his dignified prototype, handling so skillfully the pas-
senger traflic of thousands of miles of road, will need to
stir himself to pieet the new competition which the fast

growing trolley lines are going to offer in short-distance
travel. It is less than lo years since the inception of
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electric railways, but already there are nearly 15.000

miles of street lines, mostly double track, in operation

in the United Stales and more being added everyday.

AntTual Meeting of the Siemens &Halske
Electric Company of America.

The annual meclinR of the Siemens & Halske Electric

company of America was held at Chicago June 20th. A
satisfactory showini^ for the year just closed was made,

and the plans for the ensuing year, as outlined, indicated

that the company would greatly extend its scope in the

immediate future. President Wright withdrew from

active direction of the company but consented to serve

as director. The stockholders' meeting was followed by

a meeting of directors, at which ofTicers for the ensuing

year were chosen. C. E. Yerkes was elected president,

VV. K. Furbeck. vice-president and treasurer, and F. B.

liadt was re-elected secretary. W. T. Block was chosen

assistant secretary and assistant treasurer. The election

of Mr. Yerkes as president and Mr. Furbeck vice-presi-

dent and treasurer indicates that the company will

have the backing of C. T. Yerkes, the Chicago street

railway magnate. The newly elected president of the

company is a son of C. T. Yerkes, and Mr. Furbeck has

been closely associated with the latter and is generally

regarded as his confidential adviser. Lieutenant Badt's

standing in the electrical fraternity and his familiarity

with the business make him an important factor in the

present organization.

Dinner of Electrical Section, Franklin
Institute.

The annual dinner of the Electrical Section of the

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, was held at Lincoln

l^ark on Saturday, June 13th. Among the promi-

nent visitors were: John C. Trautwine, chief of the

Water Bureau; Authur Falkenau. president Engineers'

Club; W. H. Johnson, manager Edison Electric Light

company: Russell Hawkins, vice-president Bartram

Hotel company; E. A. Custer, chief engineer Harrison

Brothers & Co., and Messrs. Zahn and Yunge of the

Tudor Storage Battery company of Vienna, The presi-

dent of the section, Clayton W. Pike, acted as toast-

master, and responses were made by ex-President Carl

Hering, V'ice-president Thomas Spenser and William

C. L. Eglin, Paul Foster Leach, F. Uhlenhaupt, Jr., Dr.

A. E. Kennelly and others

Mr. Hobart Interested in Electrical En-
terprises.

It will interest the electrical fraternity to know that

Garret A. Hobart, the Republican candidate for vice-

president, is largely interested in electrical enterprises.

It is said that years ago he foresaw the fuiure in store

electi :ity;

he confidently put money into trolley and electric light

companies. He is a resident of Paterson, N. J., and is

a director of the Edison Electric Illuminating company
of that city.

Cable Code Regulations.

The international telegraph convention at Budapest

on June iSih took up the question of the compulsory use

of the official vocabulary for code messages. The reso-

lutions of the New York Chamber of Commerce and

other bodies opposing the vocabulary were presented by

the representatives of the Commercial Cable company,

and the convention decided that the vocabulary shall not

be made compulsory, and all future action be indefi-

nitely postponed-

Conference on Rules.

Ofificial announcement is made that the conference on

standard electrical rules which met in New York on

March iSth and 19th will not hold a meeting in June,

as was contemplated at the first meeting. The commit-

tee on rules had not completed its report, and the pro-

posed June meeting is therefore deferred until a later

date, probably in the autumn, of which due announce-

ment will be made whenever a time is decided upon.

Forbrich—Allen.
On June 17th Charles W. Forbrich, a highly esteemed

member of the business staff of the Western Electri-

cian, was united in marriage to Miss Rovilla F. Allen, at

the home of the brides parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Allen, in Berwick, III. Mr, and Mrs. Forbrich are

spending a few weeks in Northern Wisconsin, but will

be "at home" to their friends in Chicago after August

ist. The Western Electrici.\n extends to them its

heartiest congratulations.

Social Aspect of the Trolley Party.
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dvance. The fact that the

; practically within the reach of all

has led to outbreaks of rowdyism and boisterous conduct
that tended to bring the trolley party into disrepute. It

was an abuse that crept in insidiously and grew so fast

that it was formidable before the attention of the author-
ities was brought to it. No such outbreak must be per-

mitted here. The first attempts of rowdies to pervert
the honest and wholesome amusement to vicious pur-
poses must be suppressed with so much vigor that future

imitations will be discouraged. The trolley party has
come, and it should stay, and it must keep its fair name.

Death in an Electric Light Station.

An interesting story comes from Rochester. N. Y..

about a peculiar fatality in a local electric lighting sta-

tion. The facts here presented are taken from a daily

newspaper:

Charles Hilliard, 35 years of age. an employe of the

Citizens' Light & Power company, met a sudden and
peculiar death Sunday morning, June 21st. He was at

work in the company's plant at the foot of Factory
street and was walking around a switchboard when he
suddenly fell to the floor. Some men who were standing
near him saw him fall and rushed to where he lay on
the floor. All of the methods of resuscitation which the

electrical workers are instructed to employ in cases

where a person receives a severe shock were tried, but
without avail. The man never recovered consciousness
after he fell and death finally resulted.

No one on the floor where Hilliard was working saw
him come in contact with any of the electric wires and
some of the officers of the company are inclined to be-

lieve that the man's death was due to heart disease.

Near where he was working there were several wires
each carrying 2,200 volts of alternating current. The
strange part of the matter is that there is not a mark on
the body that would in any probability have been caused
by the electric current. There is a slight mark on the

left elbow, but as this is in the nature of a bruise, it is

thought that it was caused when the man fell to the

for

family 1

• ago.

id a half. He
He had relati 1 thee

. Toronto. He began work with the com-
pany as a lineman, but latterly was accustomed to do
general work about the plant. For the last two weeks
he had been working nights.

Saturday night he was working on the dynamo floor.

There are three switches near where he was working,
but the middle one was out of order and the current was
shut off.

At a few minutes after 6 o'clock in the morning Hill-

iard and Assistant Engineer Woodlock were at work on
this switch and had about completed the job when
Woodlock told Hilliard to walk around back of the

switchboard and push a wire through to him.
Hilliard started back, but had taken only a few steps

when he fell forward on his arms and knees. His
elbows rested on the floor and he remained in this posi-

tion until some of the other employes ran to him and
picked hir

the flo

alked

as Hilliard was a lar

the sudden change ii

hing to do with his ct

outside and the men
All of the men in th

formed as to what cou

for a doctor the others began to work over the uncon-

Superintendent j. A. Almstead was called and every-
thing possible was done for Hilliard. But after two
physicians and the employes of the company had labored
with him for over two hours the task was abandoned and
the man expired.

Until the result of an niitnpsv is made known, the
cause of the mans 'i'-.iih v.ill \»- n mystery.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York Notes.

Nkw York, June 20. --Harrison ]. Smith of Ihe Edi-

son Electric Illuminating company of this city died on

Tuesday. I detailed the sad accident which resulted in

his fatal injury in ray last letter. Mr. Smith was 42

years of age and leaves a widow, two sons and a daugh-

ter. The following sketch of his career, prepared by

his company, tells the story of an interesting and worthy

rpen-ng his i;arly 1;ife M r. Sm ith w(jrked a'

the PulIman ihops, and subseqi
list on erigine const n. H e also f

Electr

who thr.

roposed and

contact with a live wire and is

While one employe telephoned

advertised for by the Edi;

pany of New York in connection with the construction
of the historic Edison station in Pearl street, and Mr,
Smith, wit-h a few others, was engaged. He continued
with the company as carpenter and machinist until 1883,

and, after an interim of a month, entered the meter
ind subsequently became its head. He left

for about a year to engage in the wiring
t returned in October, 1885. as electrician

of the Pearl street station under Mr. Chinnock, and
subsequently became superintendent of the first district.

Later on he was appointed general operating superin-
tendent of the company, which position he occupied at

the time of his death.

As one result of the murder of President Wyckoff of

the Bank of New Amsterdam for refusing an insane

man's demand for S6,ooo, an enterprising electrical man
is taking advantage of the opportunity to exploit what he

regards as a simple and effective means of protection

from the assaults of crazed and desperate individuals

life if large sums of money are not

the spot. The safeguard which he has

hich is being brought to the attention of

bankers and others is simply a push-button to be

placed underfoot beneath the carpet at the desk in the

private office. When a crank enters, all that is neces-

sary is to press the button and those in the outer office

are expected to do the rest.

A dispatch from Albany yesterday gave information

of the filing of incorporation papers of the New York

Telephone company, with a capital of Si6.ooo.ooo, di-

vided into 160.000 shares. The new company proposes

to operate all over New York city and extend to Brook-

lyn, Staten Island, Long Island City, Montauk Point,

Albany, Boston, Philadelphia and intermediate points in

New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut

and New Jersey. The directors, who hold 10 shares of

stock each, are: George J. Gould, Lakewood, N. J.;

Charles F. Cutler, Morris, N. J.; John H. Cahill. Jo-

seph P. Davis, Thomas T. Eckert, William J. Bouchelle,

James Merrihew and William H. Wolverton, New York

city; Charles A. Tinker and John Jameson, Brook-

lyn; William A. Forbes and John E. Hudson, Boston;

John Van Home, Bayonne, N. J. This is an imposing

array of telegraph and telephone men, and the news of

incorporation has excited much interest. It is said that

a reorganization of the Metropolitan company is in-

tended. W. F. O.

Washington, D. C.
Washington. June 20.—Royce & Marean, dealers

in general electrical supplies, have just completed a con-

tract of putting in an electrical plant in the big Christian

Heurich brewery located on the square bounded by C,

D, Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth streets, northwest.

They put in about six miles of wire and about 800 lamps.

Power is furnished by a 350 horse power Harrisburg Ideal

engine. Another and larger engine, of about double the

capacity, will be put in later to furnish motive power.

The Bliss School of Electricity, a Washington insti-

tution, treated the citizens to a novel display on a recent

evening. Prof. Louis D. Bliss, the principal of the

school, determined to do somsthing novel for the com-

mencement exercises of the institution, and accordingly

chartered two of the Ninth street trains of the Metro-

politan Railroad company for the occasion. The

students then took charge of them and decorated them

with numerous electrical devices. They placed an elec-

tric symbol on the front of the first train instead of a

headlight, and on all sides gleamed electrical devices,

the work of the graduates. At the top of each car was

a star and along the sides were the words "Bliss School
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and presenting them to each one in turn. One feature

of the trip was the tickets, which were made out in elec-

trical vernacular, and also time-tables giving a list of at-

tractions along the line. There were 38 graduates, and

about 150 altogether took the trip.

Outside of the usual demand for standard supplies, the

dealers in electrical goods report trade rather dull. The

fan trade so far has only had about a month to get in its

work, and is flat at present, owing to the prevailing cool

spell. This constitutes about the bulk of the trade until

buildings which are at present in course of erection are

completed sufficiently to allow electric work to be begun.

There are several "plums" of this sort which are not as

yet ready to pull.

The Treasury Department, through the supervising

architect's office, is inviting proposals until June 19th

for furnishing all labor and material and erecting com-

plete one electric passenger elevator for the United

States court house and postoffice building at Spring-

field, 111.

The authorities are very strict about overhead electric

wires. Henry T. Purdy. superintendent of the Potomac

Electric Light company, was lately arrested for stringing

an overhead wire for furnishing current for an electric

light system in a private dwelling. The case was con-

tinued indefinitely.

The passage by the House of the Senate bill requir-

ing the Eckington & Soldiers' Home Railway company

to adopt rapid transit on its lines is causing considerable

jubilation among residents of the neighborhoods to be

affected by the change. This company formerly had a

trolley system, but it was taken up by order of the com-

nd since then it has been operating horse

The Washington Ele

lutual improvement, i
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m electrical and other

the deeper problems,
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t is M. O. Spring, and

forms of study, and todemonstrai
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Arthur E. Yundt is secretary.

The Metropolitan Railroad company of Baltimore, a

recently incorporated institution, with a capital stock of

S2, 000, 000, will operate its railroads with the under-

ground electric system now used on the Metropolitan

railroad of this city.

The amendment-to the sundry civil bill for the appro-

priation of a sufficient sum for lighting the capitol

grounds by electricity has been agreed to in conference,

and the work is to be begun immediately after Congress

adjourns. This is a much needed improvement and the

state of the building and grounds has for a long time

been a reproach to Congress. The matter has been agi-

tated for years, and at last the antiquated system will

be done away with and modern methods substituted.

Several representatives advocate the placing of various

colored electric globes on the outside of the dome. This

recommendation is under advisemen*. The gas jets on

each post in the grounds will be superseded by incan-

descent arc lights, and it is estimated that altogether

there will be 125 arc lights on the terrace and in the

grounds, this will increase the light about 500 per cent.

Arrangements will be made whereby the grounds can be-

made almost as light as day on special occasions. Four

or five arc lights will be placed in the thotus of the

dome, where at present the light is produced by a spiral

of gas jets, A powerful reflector will be placed behind

each of them, and thus each one will be a searchlight.

Some of the gas lights on the east front of the building

will be replaced by arc lights in opal globes, and the

whole effect will be striking. The west front and all

of the walks will also be provided with lamps. The
interior of the building will be completely lighted with

incandescent lamps. It is expected that the contract

will be let soon after July ist, and the successful bid-

ders will be required to complete the work by the mid-

dle of November in order to give the electricians at the

office a chance to test the plant. Another dynamo and
engine capable of carrying 3.500 lights will be placed

on the Senate side, and all the dynamos will be so ar-

ranged that they may be worked as one plant, two

plants or separately. T. 1. P.

Northwestern Notations.

MiNNEAi'OLis, June 20,—The Dunlap (la.) Electric

Light & Power company will put in a $25,000 electric

light plant.

Electric lights are being considered at Chatfield,

Minn.
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for electrical equipment for its plant to the

General Electric company.

Le Sueur. Minn., will have its electric light plant

completed by September ist. The old company re-

fuses to move its poles and wires from the streets, but

proposes to fight. The town is too small to support two

electric light companies.

Fosston. Minn., will vote on June 30th on Sio.ooo

bonds for an electric light and water plant.

Great Falls, Mont., has an electric light war in pros-

pect. The Great Falls Electric Light company offered

to furnish light for S120 per light per year on a three-

year contract or S114 on a five-year contract. C. F.

Cowan of Butte and C N.Atkinson of Havre offered

to furnish light for Sioo per light per year on a five-year

contract. An ordinance was introduced granting a

franchise to the latter. C-

PERSONAL.
Louis A. Ferguson of the Chicago Edison company,

who sustained a painful injury while bicycle riding two
weeks ago, is rapidly recovering and hopes to resume his

duties in the course of a week.

Word was received in this city last week of the death
of M. J.

Sullivan at Washington on June 12th, Mr.
Sullivan had not been in good health for some time, but
his friends were not prepared for the announcement of

his death. Appendicitis was the cause, Mr. Sullivan
had been engaged in electrical pursuits in Chicago and
New York. For several years he was employed by the

Edison General Electric company. Later he was in-

le St: " ••

i the

Tcal IVoHd. Mr. S'uUivan's

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Vicksburg, Mich., council has ordered another

election on the electric light question, the courts de-
claring the last one irregular.

A proposition has been made by several prominent
Charlestown citizens to illuminate Bunker Hill monu-
ment with electricity. A local paper is urging this in-

novation as desirable, but the idea seems to meet with
little popular popular favor.

This item is floating about in the daily papers: The
houses of parliament are partly lighted by 40.000 elec-

tric lamps, which number is,being constantly increased.

Fifty experienced electricians are employed to keep the

system in order. But there is still a yearly gas bill of

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The Trade and Labor Assembly of Chicago has

adopted resolutions urging the Common Council to grant
no more privileges for overhead wires, and urging all

quasi-public bodies to agitate the placing underground
of all charged electric wires and also "demanding" that

the proper authorities compel the street car companies
to properly safeguard the front of all electric and cable
cars.

Since the opening of the present season, and especially

during the last few days, the Niagara Falls Park & River
railroad, the electric line which runs from Queenston
to Chippewa on the Canadian side of the Niagara river,

has been doing a large business. On Saturday. June
13th, it carried a large excursion from Mono Road and
Orangeville, the Canadian Order of Foresters, and also

did a large business from other sources. On Sunday
it entertained the Knickerbocker Bicycle Club of Tor-
onto, which had been domiciled at the Queen's Royal
prior to its opening. The railway company has a fine

equipment and visitors at the Falls are afforded an ex-

cellent opportunity to view the scenery at this point.

The City Council of Chicago has passed an ordinance
declaring that "No surface railroad now operated by
steam power shall hereafter operate the same by electric

power, either by the overhead contact system or other-

wise, within the city of Chicago, without first obtaining

authority and permission therefor from the City Council
of the city of Chicago. No railroad corporation or com-
pany operating a surface railroad shall erect any poles

or string wires thereon along, upon or across any pub-
lic street, alley, highway, or other public place in the

city of Chicago for the purpose of conveying an electric

current to operate its railroad cars, unless it has
obtained permission and authority from the City Coun-
cil of thecity of Chicago for that purpose."

The increase of $4,500,000 in the capital stock of the

Calumet Electric Street Railway, authorized at the an-

nual meeting held recently, has occasioned not a little

talk, according to a daily paper. The officers are reticent

as to the object of the increase. Some people think it means
a branching out by the company on a still larger scale.

The [a>
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consisting of lines on South Chicago avenue, Vernon
avenue. Vincennes avenue and Sixty-seventh street.

The lease runs for five years. The Calumet Electric
has now about So miles of single track electric lines. Its

power house is at Ninety-fourth street and Drexel avenue.
The capital stock of the company was increased in

October, 1S90, from $50,000 to 5500,000, and now to

§5,000.000. Of an authorized issue of $3,000,000 bonds,
there is outstanding $2,500,000.

TELEPHONE.
The report of the directors of the New England Tele-

phone & Telegraph company of Boston for 1895 shows a
gross revenue of $2,430,102.07 and a net revenue of

S557.773-59—an increase in net revenue of $59.3ii-99
over 1894. The expenditure for new construction dur-
ing the year amounted to $501,448.40, of which $102.-

809.97 was for exchange aerial construction, $197,486.27
for underground work, $95,769.45 for equipment and
$105,382.71 for toll lines. The total mileage of exchange
wire on December 31st was 54,109 miles and the num-
ber of employes 1,250.

The Erie Telegraph & Telephone company has been
considering the question of authorizing an issue of new
collateral bonds not exceeding S4. 000. 000. These bonds
will be 30-year five per cent, securities, and will be se-

cured by a mortgage of the shares in the capital stock of
the other companies owned by the'Erie people. President
Sprague of the Erie company, in explaining the purpose
of the new issue, says: "The large demand for tele-

phone extensions and the rapid growth of the business
necessitates the increasing of the capital stock of the
three sub-companies in which this company owns a con-
trolling interest. To obtain funds to purchase the pro-
portionate amount of the new stock allotted to this com-
pany it is necessary to issue bonds. The directors have
deemed it wise to make provision for the future and have
authorized an issue of $4,000,000."

One of the largest contracts for telephones ever made
in the United States was concluded recently between
Burt Hubbell, secretary of the Keystone Telephone
company of Pittsburg, and Colonel

J. S. James, presi-

dent of the Atlanta Telephone company of Atlanta, Ga.
The contract, according to a Pittsburg paper, includes
the furnishing of 10,000 telephone instruments at a cost

of $300,000. The Atlanta company is a strong independ-
ent anti-Bell company, and already it has contracted
with 2,800 subscribers in Atlanta to use it;

for fiv

guarai

ntal S36 per year
'ithh

dthii

months. The American Bell company has but 1.400
subscribers in Atlanta and charges a uniform rate of $84
per year. Colonel James, who is United States district

attorney of Northern Georgia, will carry the war against

the Bell monopoly throughout the South, and the people
are flocking to the standard of the independent move-

At the recent annual meeting of the stockholders of

the Harrison International Telephone company the fol-

lowing named directors for the coming year were elected:

R. C. Brownell, S. T. Kimball, James H. Vallaugh.. H.
S. Smith, J. L. Wilson, George M. Peal. Charles H,
Gray, R. C. Kerens, C. B. Kimball, D. H. Champlin
and L. E. Ingalls. The directors subsequently elected

the following named officers: L. E. Ingalls, president;

H. S. Smith, vice-president; S. T. Kimball, secretary.

The reports of the directors and officials showed a good
increase in the company's business during the last year.

Among other things, it was stated that a contract had
recently been entered into with the construction com-
pany by which the latter is to pay the parent company
a royalty of Si for every telephone manufactured. The
relation of the construction company to the parent com-
pan\- may be inferred when it is stated that the officers

of the two are practically the same. In the last two
years the Harrison company has sold about 20,000 tele-

phones, and President Ingalls stated at the meeting that

there were contracts ahead which called for 11.000

more. The Harrison Telephone company was organized

a few years ago with a capital stock of $80,000,000. but

at the meeting last year this was reduced to $40,000,000.

TELEGRAPH.
At the annual meeting of shareholders of the Central

& South American Telegraph company and the Mexican
Telegraph company, the following n.imrd i^cnilrnuMi were

re-elected directors for the ensuinq \*-.h I 'urcun^-M ihe

Central Sc South American Telegr,T|ih .imhimiu I M ward

D. Adams, George S. Bowdoin, Willi, un K 'ir.u-e,

William Gaston Hamilton, Chnrh- 1 .nun |
rhip.^it

Morgan. T. Jefferson roilnl---, |.inif-. \lii^ li K- .>-,! % el t

and James A. Scrymscv 1 'm , , h^i -, ..1 ih.- \i< > .m Vr\-

egraph company. John V. \l.\in,lii I l.i r: I I l ,iy-

lies, William Gaston Hamilt..n, Ch.irlr. H M.n^hall.

J,
Pierpont Morgan, Pt-rcy K P.iyne, \\ , Kmlen

Roosevelt. James A. Scrymser and George G. Williams.

Both enterprises are controlled by New York capitalists,

with headquarters at 37 Wall street,

ELECTRIC MINING.

The DeWitt (la.) I^dtlric Light company awarded the of the Englewood & Chicago Street Railway compan

:,,u ,Ml.lr ih.,1 ,111 uwu-A.r m tlic plant IS now being

ladr to pinvuh- lor an rMrnM.-u of the system in the

nnes and to reinforce the water power, which is not
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TRADE NEWS.
Clift Wise, n^ilicra^ contractor for cl<;clin railways,

paving and underground conduit, haa rcnioveii to 140O-J1
Manhattan building, Chicago.

The Charter Gas Engine company of Sterling. III.,

makes gas and gasoline engines that have many merito
rious features. These engines are extremely simple in

construction and are claimed to be absolutely safe. A
descriptive catalogue is sent on application.

power for blowers, forces and ini^n.'llanL.'>>u^ iiia<- luiK-ry.

And to eventually utilise to the hill the capacity ul the

steam and water power plants, additional and larger

generators will be set up. Not the least interesting

feature of this installation is that, although the entire

output of electrical energy is to be used in the opera-

tion of a single mining property, it will be, when com-
pleted, the largest electric power plant in the state of

Colorado.

POWER TRANSMISSION.

to Fresno, Cal., was made recently, at the new sub-

station of the San Joaquin Electric company. The lighting

test was made a few days ago. The power test proved

even more satisfactory than the lighting test, and the di-

rectors of the new enterprise are delighted. The source

of power is 35 miles from Fresno in an air line,

and r,2oo horse power can be utilized. A trial was
made with one of the big pumps at the city water
works, close to the sub-station. and with 75 horsepower
the pump worked most satisfactorily. The electric con-

nections are nearly complete, and part of the city will

in a few days bs lighted with power from the Sierras,

The Lachine rapids of the St. Lawrence are at last

to be utilized. For some time past work has been car-

ried on by the Lachine Rapids Hydraulic company upon a

large wing dam which runs out for more than a thou-

sand feet in to the St T.aw rence river, A fall of water is

secured by f this dam, sufficient t() develop at

the low water season 00 horse power. This water
power is to be tians;formed intt3 electricity. Upon the

be built which will 1

tire length and show an unbroken interior of 1,000 feet

long. The basement of this will be occupied by the

water wheels from the Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-Vaile

works at Dayton. Ohio. The main floor will contain the

dynamos, of which there will be 12, each of r, 000 horse

power, or 12,000 horse power in all. These machines
will be of the General Electric company's latest multi-

phase type, and will generate current for transmission

to Montreal for use there in lighting the city, operating

the street railroads and other lighting and power pur-

poses. Apart from the fact that this plant will exceed

in interest any yet installed, the contract for this elec-

trical installation is the largest ever placed at one time,

it is said, for electric dynamos. It is also worthy of

note that, although it was competed for by every prom-
inent electrical manufacturer in the world, the superior-

ity of the American apparatus kept the order with home
manufacturers.

igth,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Thompson Electric company's wc

ford, Ont., were destroyed by fire Ju
loss of $30,000.

The 1896-97 announcement of the College of Engineer-

ing. Metallurgy and the Mechanic Arts of the University

of Minnesota is out and will be sent on application.

The stockholders of the Westinghouse Electric &,

Manufacturing company have voted affirmatively upon
the proposition to increase the stock from $10,000,000 to

Si5,ooo,ooo.

A local paper says that a mine of pure mica has been

discovered on the mountains near Cranberry Creek, a

few miles from Gloversville. N. Y. The mica appears

to be in "pockets."

The engineering annuals from the technical colleges

are being sent out. The AVestern Electrician ac-

knowledges the receipt

versity of Michigan an
University of Illinois.

This sad romance is printed by the daily newspapers

as a news item from New York under date of June 21st:

"A year ago Charles Fennelley and Louise Costello, who
were engaged to marry, separated after a lovers' quarrel.

To-day they met for the first time since their differences

and renewed their vows. They then started for a walk

through Van Courtlands Park. At four o'clock a severe

storm came up and they took shelter beneath a large tree.

A few moments later a shaft of lightning struck the tree.

awatha, owned by Charle

under the control of the Board of Public Improvements
and reserves the right for the city to buy the conduits
at the expiration of 15 years.

The steam

the yard of her builders, Seabury l'v Co, just before

midnight recently, according to thti A'rn' )'(>//: /A/v/A/,

the water serving best at that time. The yacht was in

holiday attire of flags and streamers, while Japanese
lanterns were strung from bowsprit to masthead and
throughout the rigging, presenting a pretty picture.

The electric display was brilliant, two searchlights being
arranged on the yards, while numerous arc lights were
on either side of the ways. The result was that the

white hull of the yacht was quite as sharply defined as in

daylight. Miss Annie Fleischman, a niece of the

owner, christened the Hiawatha.

A scheme for making electricity more available to the

public for general purposes has been proposed by T.
Meacock. Mr. Meacock says that the time has arrived
when electricity, now only available, in general, in

towns, should be in reach of residents in suburban and
rural districts. As a means of carrying out this idea,

he proposes to establish what he terms electrical

colonization, or a grouping of, say, a dozen residences,

having a common generating station, with attendant,

which should supply the current for the residences in

the group. During the day the plant could be at the

service of the subscribers for pumping water, for charging
storage batteries for electrically propelled carriages, for

heating, cooking and many other purposes. The supply
could be extended to an electric launch, if there was a

sheet of water in the vicinity, and, where it was desired,

provision could without difficulty be made for supplying
a current for operating electric elevators. Mr. Mea-
cock believes that such a scheme could be put into prac-

tice by an enterprising builder or capitalist with excel-

lent chance of financial success.

in a shop doing a wide variety of machme forgmg and
repairing, says: "We find the electric welding very use-

ful in cases of breakdown. Not long ago we had a two-

inch countershaft broken, and it caused about 20 hands to

cease work until it was made right again. We took the shaft

down, stripped the pulleys from it, pieced it up again in

one of our welders, and had the men working again in less

than 30 minutes. One advantage this system has over
the ordinary smith's welding is that there is no waste of

metal. We can take two pieces of, say, ijX-inch round
(iron or steel), saw them each exactly 12 inches long, and
when they are welded together and swaged to size they
are just 24 inches long. If a steam engine connecting
rod broke we could piece it up exactly the length {with-

out the usual way of making two piecings) and keep it up
to the diameter. It would need very little labor in pol-

ishing it up again, as every piecing only blackens it about
one inch on either side of the weld. We have riveted

together boiler plates and similar jobs by placing the

cold rivet in position, applying the current to it, and,

when sufficiently heated, riveting it up in the usual

An electric light-ship is being built in Portland, Ore.,

for the station at Umatilla Reef. It is to be a com-
posite structure of steel and wood, the framing being of

steel and the casing of wood, copper bottomed. To prevent
galvanic action in the hull, it is constructed as follows;

First. an inner planking four inches thick is fastened to the

steel hull by galvanized bolts and washers. These bolts

are sunk into the four-inch planking and plugged over.

A layer of felt is then put on top of the four-inch plank-

ing, and outside of this there is another layer of oak
planking I's inches in thickness, this latter being
fastened to the inside planking by composition nails.

This oak planking is then sheathed with copper plates.

The dimensions of the vessel are: Length, 112 feet;

beam, 28^2 feet; draft, 13 feet. It will be fitted with a
propeller engine capable of giving a speed of nine miles per

hour. This will be used in the case of storms to relieve

the strain on the anchor chains by going ahead slowly,

and also to propel the vessel in case a storm should ever
make it necessary to raise the anchor and leave the

station. The ship will have an electric light plant with
all the machinery in duplicate for furnishing four 1,000

candle power arc lights at the top of each of the two
masts at a height of 54 feet from the deck. There will

also be provided a fog signal, consisting of a 12-inch

whistle of the chime class, giving the first, third and
fifth notes of the scale. The whistle will be blown
either by steam or by compressed air.

' •
. dealers in mica at

..IS closed by a depu
jud^iii'jiits as follows; K. 1

c. NeiihoflT, S770: Ilamblin
impany, fti, 050.14; Josephii

& North Carolina Mica cor

take care of northeast
though a general engineering
cialty of electrical work, and
cess. The exact location of I

BUSINESS.
The Rollins Engine company of Nashu

ents "A Handful of Trumps" to ail user^

ines when it sends around itsargumenits arguments in pamphlet
form. Indicator cards and testimonial letters show the
efficiency of the Rollins engine.

The General Electric company has purchased the
stock of the Southern Electrical Manufacturing & Supply
company of New Orleans. La., and has succeeded to the
business thereof. The General Electric company will

increase the stock of the Southern company and will ex-
tend the business in every way possible.

The Electric Appliance company is carrying in Chi-
cago a well-assorted stock of Electra carbons, and is

prepared to fill orders at manufacturers' prices. It

claims that the Electra carbon is the cleanest imported
carbon on the market, burning with the least possible
amount of dust, hence giving a longer life than would
otherwise be possible.

The Stow Manufacturing company of Binghamton,
N. Y., has just issued a new catalogue (No. 6), profusely
illustrated, showing its large line of portable drills with
flexible shaft and electric motors. The last three months
have been exceedingly busy ones with this concern, es-

pecially in the sale of electric portable street railway
drilling plants, which bid fair to be used by all the street

railways of the country, so rapidly are they being pur-
chased. Secretary W. C. Hawes of this company has
seen this company grow, under his skillful management, to

its present importance in the trade, and he can justly be
proud of its success.

The Mica Insulator company of 218 Water street,

New York, is sending out samples of flexible micanite
which reveal a fine quality of plate for insulation. This
material is made of pure India sheet mica. It is es-
pecially recommended as an insulator for armature

treme flexibility will allow it to be bent into any shape
desired. It is furnished in sheets 36 by 36 inches, and of
any thickness desired, from yiSfl^of an inch upward.
The demand for micanite specialties is on the increase,
both here and in Europe, and the London and Schen-
ectady factories are kept busy filling orders.

The career of the Adams-Bagnall Electric company of
Cleveland seems to be a series of business successes. Only
a few weeks ago the company was awarded the contract
for 750 series arc lamps at S22.50, for the West Side
parks, Chicago, after the most careful consideration and
the hottest kind of competition. And now comes the
information to the effect that within the last 10 days
contracts have been closed in Detroit for 100 arc lamps
and in Canton, O., for 100 lamps, the Adams-Bagnall
company being highest bidder in both cases. General
Manager L. H. Rogers and E. J. Bagnall of the com-
pany were in Chicago last week and they stated that the
"A. -B." company has on hand orders for from 1,200 to

1,300 lamps. Such a record as this speaks for itself as
to the merits of the "A.-B." lamp and the enterprise of
the men behind it.

A number of World's Fair diploma and medal win-
ners among the electrical and allied interests in Chicago
are just now beginning to give vent in a mild sort of

way to long suppressed enthusiasm over the knowl-
edge of their distinction. The cause of the flutter is

merely that, having almost given up hope of seeing the
medals or diplomas before 1900, their arrival at this

time convinces them that their faith, although somewhat
strained, was not misplaced. Bowers Bros. . for instance,

were last week astonished by the expressman, and really

have good reason to be pleased, as the award in this

case was for "large size, " "pureness." "transparency"
and "superior quality of mica." Mr. Bowers knew all

this before, as did his many good customers, but he is

pleased nevertheless that it has received official certifi-

cation before the great exposition had been almost for-
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ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT RECORD.
561,958. Automatic Electric Switch. William S. Bar- 562

stow, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Robert Lindsay, Cleve-

land, Ohio. Application filed June 5, 1S95.

Notclied disks or cams are driven by the stiaftof a motor,

and movable upon its support, a spring for moving the

561,970. Electric Railway Switch. William R. Dag- ,

gett, Dayton, Ohio. Application filed November ^
^

30, 1S95.

wheels, and adapted to convey current from the trolley

561,975. Electro-galvanic Belt. Alonzo Dow, Wooster,
Ohio. Application filed February 17, 1896.

Rodv Riecimdes are fitted to one side of the belt; battery

561,977. Electrical Energy Indicator. Thomas Dun-
can, Fort Wayne, Ind. Application filed Novem-
ber II, 1895.

561,982. Electrical Pilot or Signal. Henry H. Frank-

lin. Brooklyn, N. Y Application filed March 18,

1S96.

vessel and for de

le^ha'ft'b /ideda

561,991. Trolley. John H. Holland and Peter F.

Glazier, Indianapolis, Ind. Application filed August

23, 1895.

One feature is a Irolley head in two sections, divided

arated stati ns a seriesot i

ated segmer IS Wl h respect

562,009. Telephone Switchboard. George S. Maxwell,
Kichmond, \'a. Application filed March 17, i8g6.

Switi:liiiiii cords and loops are adapted to engage tile

Issued June lb, l8q6.

;,o34. Fire Alarm Signal Box. John J. Ruddick,
Newton, Mass. Application filed October 8, 1894.

055. Rail Bond or Connection. Harlan P. Well-
man, Catlettsburg, Ky. Application filed July 9,

1895.

A bond-wire or connection consisting ot iron or steel ter-

minals, and a copper rod or bar joining the same and elec-
trically welded thereto with a gradual welding or fusion of

:,o62. Regulating Alternating Motors. Albert H.
Armstrong, Schenectady, N. Y. Application filed

January ii, 1S96.

1,064. System of Telephonic Exchange. Salomon
Berditschewsky (called Apostoloff),London,England.
Application filed March 23, 1896.

ted in groups differently £

operated mechanism a'

th each switch-carrier of

i to impart steji-by-step

"the"swi"t

electro-magnetic propel-

irm system adapted for use on board a

spended by a cable, through which pass 562

which passes centrally therethrough, and with an arm con-
' ' -'

'
^' -- ^---.ed to complete -' ' '

,oQo. Electric Arc Lamp. Moses S. Okun, Nev
York, N. Y. Application filed April 8, 1892.

The combination of a magnet coil having an iron ring an(

within the bore to hold the rod.

,097. Device for Removing Insulation from Electric

Wires. Adolph E. O. Rieckel, Brooklyn, N. Y
Application filed December 13, 1895.

100. Controller for Electric Cars. Elmer
Cleveland, Ohio. Application filed Marcl

nections between the cylinder and the movable
the switch, and means for reversing the relativt

of the contacts when the car is to run in the opposii

eluded

the operator without rocking

562,166. Insulator. Thomas Blankinsop and Joseph
W. Brown. Martin's Ferry, Ohio. Application filed

March 24, 1896.

A head is formed wjth a wire-engaging groove, and a
screw-stera joins the head by a shoulder, and is reinforced
by an embedded metal plug or core extending above the
shoulder into the head.

562, 179. Dynamo-electric Machine and Electric Motor.
John G. Gerraann and Frederick B. Downing, Erie,
Pa, Application filed March 26. 1S96.

Claim one is given : In a motor or dynamo, the combina-

aid field magnet c

How the free movement 01 tne nem magne

n a plane substantially at right angles to 1

andescent lamp.

adapted to be closed upon its seat by means of said gas, a
spring carried by said valve and adapted to close the elec-
tric circuit when said valve is closed, and break said circuit
when said valve is open, and the spring adapted to open
the valve when the pressure in the casing is relieved.

562,209. Electric Distributing System. Richard R.
Bowker, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed Febru-
ary 27, 1896.

The features mentioned are a supply station, a network
of street conductors receiving current therefrom, and con-
trollable switch-boxes interposed in series in the street con-

apparatus of the switch-boxes
tion, whereby when the switch-
circuit a portion of the network
trically cut off from the supply

operated from t

562,216. Electric Railway System, etc. Carl Coerper,
Cologne, Germany. Application filed April 4, 1896.

An electric railway system is described, consisting of pri-
mary conductors, overlapping secondary conductors, trans-
formers interposed between the main and secondary con-

automaticallypi-

-l.\
ndings

n as the c

kewise ai

no further curren t IS requi adjacent secondary

52,:^53. Automatic Block System. Judson Shoecraft,

Harveyville, Kans. Application filed August S,

1895.

enau, Berlin, Germany, and Carl Suter, Nenhau
Switzerland. Application filed August 15, 1894,

This is an electrolytic diaphragm in the form of a vt

lie membrane placed aga
series, a series of outer steadying laths, bars
against the membrane, and two parallel end
porting the Inner system of laths, bars or rot

562,313. Electric Arc Lamp. Oliver S

Chicago, 111. Application filed April ^^

An inclosing chamber for thec.irhon elei

mally sealed from the external air, .tiuI a po
diaphragm is provided for securing the equal
substantial difference between llie externa
pressures upon the walls of the inclosing cha

562,318. Railway Signal. Frank McBrit

N. J.
Application filed April 1, iSqo

"^^U
nnd provided with 1

il, a positive polo suepended

562,132. Trolley for Electric Railways. Martin T.

Graf, Buffalo, N. Y. Application filed January 14,

1896.

A grooved trolley v

groove with a filling

than the body of the 1

,142. Electric Swit
N. Y. Application

A cylinder princij:
carries a connecting

the axlo thereof, br

aring surface of softer material

James F. McElroy, Albany,

1 December 29, 1894.

cor-'posed of insulating matter
ill one end In pormnnont olec-

nice of cltsclrical supply throuph

562,356. Trolley Wire Switch. Sylvamis D. Cushraan,

Akron. Ohio. Application filed February 25, 1S96.

This device has line and switch-wiro

lOckinR longuQ to brinK,oithcr switch 1

mont with tiie main torminnl, clasps on
fasten them to the wires, and studs to sup
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex Hlectrical Company,
75-81 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

PACKARD LAMPS
ARE..

STANDARD

MANTTFAOTUREB OF

ZIVS1XI.ATED BLBCTRIG WIRE,
r-I-KXIBLE COBDH and CABLES.

SOO and eO» North Third Street.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TBLEPHOKE,
TBL.BeBAPH,
lilOMT aud POWEB.
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

RKBITB TAPEt).

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

AND ARK MAIJK ONLY l!Y

NEW York Sc Ohio CoIwIfany,
WABBBM. OHIO.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT & 1. M. ANDERSON,

289 io 293 A Street, Boston, Mul,

NatloRal India

Rubber Co.'s

WiresiDdCablfts.
FREDEPICK^S^MINOT'^ Oeoeral Manager. ^^^^^^ ^^ Office.:

jnew KorK Office. 487 Broadway, H,L.Bur(llck,M^. DDICTfll R 1
San FranoMco. 517 and 679 Market St. DniOIUI.,n.l.
Chicago. MetropoUtan Electric Co.. 186-188 FUia Ave.

jK O land of song and idle ^
?[ lay, and land of gold and ^
*^ green arraj', far and wide ^
^^ shines the Standard arclight ^
^ of the world. The double- ^
^ service, weatherproof lamp, ^i

^ Ponder the pages of our book; ^
J^ mailed free. ^
^ Standard Eleotbio Company, ^*^ 205 La Salle St.. cor. Adams, ^
^ Chicago. 3

WILLABD L. OANDEE, I

a. DDEANT CHEEVEE, f

THE OKONITE COMPANY, L»n,.»

^ON'-i WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uh

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tap®:
BRANCHES :OIilcago, Boston, Philadelphia, PlttsbnrKh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
ansae City, Omaha, Iionlsvllle, St. T.onis. San Francisco. l.ondon and Ho. Am,4rlc».

Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A..

CoDstmctloa

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

19104914 Olive Street, ST. L0T7IS.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

lladelphla, Pa-
St , BoBton, Mase.
.Buffalo. N- T.

Arthur S Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.

,

St. Louie, Mo.
J M. Atkinson & Co., 1439 Monadnook Eldg.,

Chicago, III.

Reger & Atwater, 214 Pine St. , San Francisco,
Oalifomia.

Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., OblcBgo.
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St., New York

SOLAR CARBON i MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiAailTFAGTITBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons ckot hoi,i.ow),
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Hallway Clrcnlts

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

^ESTIIN ElecMcal In?ti>Qmenli Co

Unated Oial

llatioa Instrraenls,

standards for

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates and Drawings Sabmitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, M. Y.

KEPBESENTATIVES.
JPLIAN SCHOLL t CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. City.
HOFFMAN-KUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St., Chicago, lU.
SOKANTON SUPPLY & MAOH'T CO.. - S07 anion. Pa.
.THOS. g. CAJBEY & BEOS. CO.. 26 Light St.,

MITCHELL, LEWIS & STAVES C . Seattle. Wash.

THE BALL ^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bnll<ler$ of TniproTCd Cut-Off Engines.
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EETSTOITE
ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Main Office and Works. 1 127 W. 12th St.,

ERIE, PENN.
ELECTRIC

LIGHTING PLANTS.

DIRECT CURRENT

MOTORS.

DIRECT CURRENT

GENERATORS.

COMPLETE PLANTS

INSTALLED.

ELECTRICAL

TRANSMISSION OF

POWER FOR MILLS

AND FACTORIES.

FOR

ELEVATORS.

REVERSIBLE MOTORS
FOR

ELECTRIC

Over 400 of our

reversible motors

a/re now in service

on elevators-

All inquiries

promptly

answered.

CHICAGO
OFFICE:

307

Marquette

B!dg.
**

CRANES.

Motors

with

Automatic

Controllers

for

Electric

Pumping

Plants.
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Weber Gas A Gasoline Eng.

Webster, Warren A Co

Wertheim, Ed

Western Electric Co iv

Western Telephone Con-
Btmctlon Co

Western Union Tel. Co.... xvi

Westlnghouse Elec. and Mfg.
Co xvlii

Westlnghouse Mach. Co. xxi

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.. 1

Weston Engine Co i

White Sewing Mach. Co. .xxvl

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. .. . xiv

Wirt, Chas xvi

YouagloTe li Oeie ,.xlr

Ostrandor ACo., W. R.
Partrlck A carter Co.

Arc liSmpK.
Adams-UagniiU Elec. Co,
Cotitral Electric Co.
Chicago Gon'l Fixture C

Standard F.lcctric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Arc JLlKlit Corrt.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jar*.
Boynton Multlvolt Batt'yCo
Butler Hard Rubtwrco.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago GenI Fixture Co.

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.^

Electric i

3ordon-Burnbam Bat. Co.
KcslerElec- Mff. i o.

Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. .t Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

! El. A :

National Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrlck A Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

independent ElectrlcCo.

National India itubber Oo.
Okonlte Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.

t^ordajKe.
Samson Oordage Wks.

Central ElectrlcCo.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial E ec. Si

Electric Appliance *.

Chicago Belting Oo.
Shultz Belting Co.

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co
Babcock A Wilcox Co.. The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co
Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Central Electric Co.
Holmes Flbre-Grapl>ite Co.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wirt, Chas.
Younglove A Gere.

Bnrelar Alarms.

Menominee El .t Mech. Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Bemardin, F. M.

General Electric Co.
Hardtmuth A Co., F.

National Electric Co.

Conduit A Ins. Co.
JIcRoy, Jno. T.

Constrnctlnn A. Repairs.

Homer* Co., F. E.

sryau. rtui.a.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Kevstone Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ini

Perkins, Frank 0.

WoBtem Electric Co.

Bemardin, F. M.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago EdlBoo Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Ct mmerclal Elec Sup. Co.
I ddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Oo.
FarrTel. AConst. Supply Co,

Flberite Co., The.
ForestCity Elec. Was.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Oo.
Hart A Hegeman Mtg. Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ina. Co.
Kesler Electr'c Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
MacCurdy A Smith.

Nuttall Co., R. 1

Ithaca Desk Co.

Brush Elecinc Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Gates Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Kestftr Electric Co.
Kevstoi>e Electric Co.
Michigan ElectrlcCo.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Go.
Standard Electric Oo.
Walker Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Electrical and Mecbanl.
cal"

"

Arnold, B J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan, Wm. Jtl

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Perkins. Frank C.
scbott, W. H.

Electrical
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bemardin, F. M,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Queen A Co. Inc.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

McLC' d, Ward A Co,
Jlenomtnee El. .t Mech,
S. K. 0. Specialty Co.

jeiectro-riatins Mach'y.

otto Gas Engine Wks.
^\"eber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Enslnes, Hteam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Chuse A Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Westlnghouse Machine Oo.
Weston Engine Oo.

EnsraTers.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.

H'lboritcCo.,Tho.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co,

UUMkctH.
I'eerlcHH Rubber Mfg. Co.

las l.lKhtlnB, Electric.
Partrick A Carter Co.

learn.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Nuttall Co., R. U.

Elec. Supplies.
n, Albert A J. M.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Forest City Elec.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A 1

Louisville Elec. Wki
MacCurdy A Smith.

McLeod, Ward ,t Co.
Menominee El. A Mech.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Oo.

Sloui City Brass Works.
S. K. 0. Specially Co.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Oo

Olooes and Eleetrleal
tilassware.

Edgerton Pottery Co.
4-ov nuret. Watf r «vheel.
Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co.

Krapblte Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Bobber tioods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Flberite Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

IleatlDg. r.lectrlc.

Brush EitiCtrio Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central ElectrlcCo.

Mfg. Co.

.Wayne Bleo. corporation.

I El. A Mech. Co.
Mlchlnan Elec. Co.

Garlock Parkinif <

Phosphor Bronze S

Platlnnm.
Baker A Co.

Nuttall Co.. R. n.
Pendleton .V llkcy.

Porcelain.
mmerclal Elec. Sup. Oo

Empire China Wora>
General Elp^tric Oo.
Locke, F. ,M.

FabllHhers, Riectrical.

Beaidsley Mfg. Oo.

Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.

Flberite Co., The.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Locke, Fred M.
Louisville Elec. Wkg.
MacCurdy A Smith.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Munseli A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated WireOo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo,

Standard Underground C.Co.

Insulated n^lres and
Cables—Ilaenet Wire

Electrical Works.

General Electric Co.

Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Oo.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated wire Co." aplex Electrical Co.

jjampa. Lncandesceu

Beacon Lamp Co.
Buckeye Electric C
Central Electric Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp 00.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.
New York A Ohio Oo.

i Co.

Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oo.
Roth Bros. A Oo.

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

fibre.
Butler Hard Rubber Co
Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.
Vuloanlied Fibre Co.

FUes.

Partrlck A Carter Oo.
Western Electric Oo.

Forses.
Union Heater Supply Co,

rCo.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.

Electric Appliance Co.

Harrington, Son A Co., E.
Lukens Iron A Steel Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

lUca.
Johns Mfg. Co., I

ninlns Apparatus, ,

General Electric Co.

Central ElectrlcCo.
Electric Annllanfe Co.
National Electric Oo.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Central Electric Co.

Kllpsteia A Co., A.

Ipeaklns Tnbe».
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ostrander A Co.. W. R.
Partrick A Carter Oo.

Speed Indicators
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Queen 4 Co. Inc.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Iprineij.
Barnes, Wallace.

Steam jaeating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

toraee Batteries.
American EattPry 00.
Electric Storage Batterv Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Oars.
Brill, J. Q, Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Woiks
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.

Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Telesraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Go.

d Tele

Central Electric Co.
Oommerclal Elec, Sup. C.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply

Richards A Meacham.

Standard Tel. & Elec. Oo.
U. S. Tel. Const. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers .

General Ele Ic0°o.''°"

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Trolley Cord.
Bemardin. K. M.
Samson Oordage Wks.

Trucks. Elecirlc Car.
General Electric Oo.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stlllwell-Blerce A Smith.
VaUe Co.

Universities.
Cor. School of Technology,
Int. Corr. Schools.

Water Wheels.
LeSel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.

Wire, Bare.
AnderBon, Albert A J. M,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
NuttaU Co., R. D.
OkonlteCo., The.
PhUUpi IninUted wire Co.
Stindard Dnderground O.Or,
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IC^e^ter D^rnarrxo^
Represent the highest degree of perfection in Electrical Machinery.

During the Holiday time, when the load is heaviest, our friend the Wax-
ahachie Electric Light Company, of Te.xas, takes time to write us how
pleased he is with the Dynamo, and the same mail brings a like letter

from The Piedmont Pulp & Paper Company of Piedmont, W. Va.

Speaking of paper mills reminds us that all the mills of the Louis Snider's

Sons Companj' of Hamilton, Ohio, use Kester Dynamos. And the City

Railway Company of Galveston, Texas, as well as the Electric Light
Company of Sault Sie. Marie, Mich., express themselves as well pleased

with the Kester Machines. From Buffalo and New York City westward
to the thriving little city of Astoria, Oregon, you will find the ICester

Machines. The Water-works of Atlanta, Ga., as well as our friend at

) writes in Spanish), all express the same degree of satisfaction. And all this because the Kester has distinguishing features

baser, no matter what his nationality or politics.

Terre Haute,

Indiana.

San Cristobal

of superiority

Venezuela (whi

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
SOLE CaiOAGO AOENTS,

86 La Salle Street, Chicago, III.
Kester Electric Co.,

Magneto Generators

BINDING...
POSTS of

...EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

ANNUNCIATORS..

House and Hotel

Style.

Gravity Drop, Three Wire
System.

MEDICAL FARRADIC BATTERIES,

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS,

Write for Catalogue-

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in -use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tbe GordoD-BnrnliaDi Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

SAVEIYOUR EYES

The Kinsman

Desk Lights

and Portabies.

AGENTS
THOS. DAY & CO., San Francisco, Oal. W. H. GLENNY, SONS & CO., Baftalo, N. T.

THE OENTEAL ELEOTKIC CO., Chicago, III. MoKEtTNET Si WATEEBTIBY, Boston, Mass.

MANUFACTURED BY

McLEOD, WARD & CO., ^it^i^ New York]

"J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and MateriaL

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nsu I at ion . Controller Parts, etc.

SEN^D FOB BEVISED PBICE LIST.

& H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.
»10-Si43 Randolph !!$treet, CHICAGO.

NEW YOKE. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON.

SEVEN THOUSAND LIGHTS
Will illuminate the S. S. St. Louis and St. Paul, furnished

by dynamos having ^60 amperes capacity each.

'I 15 MOTORS FOR VARIOUS OTHER PURPOSES.

MICANITE was used as the insulator on all the

above machines, and has been adopted by the manu-

facturers of electric power machinery as the standard

insulator.

MICA INSULATOR CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

218 Water Street, NEW YORK.
\1' ' IKtSOLATOR " ^

THE PIOM^ER FIRM.
American Branch Office, 60 liberty St., New York. F. HAROTMUTH & GO.

THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF

VIENNA,

I
AUSTRIA,

THE PIONEER FIRM.
?! Impostors Claiming our Make.

"The Celebrated Austrian Cored
Send for Reduced Pi^ Lists or Samples.

Alternating or DireoU^ored Carbons One Price, Carbons." ipocial Quotations for Export Trade,

lardtmuth's Carbons are sold everywhere.
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V
Questions that

naturally arise

—1896^

?

WILL CONGRESS DO ANYTHING ?

OR SOMETHING WORSE THAN NOTHING ?

WILL IT BE ANOTHER "BILLION DOLLAR" AFFAIR ?

WILL THE FINANCIAL QUESTION BE "SETTLED ?"

WILL CUBA WIN OUT ?

WILL ECONOMICAL LONG-DISTANCE TRANSMISSION BE ACCOMPLISHED:
WT:LL the MONROE DOCTRINE BE UPHELD ?

WILL THE ARMENIANS BE PROTECTED ?

AVHO WILL BE NEXT PRESIDENT ?

WILL COL. INGERSOLL BE "CONVERTED?"
WILL THE ELECTRICAL BUSINESS IMPROVE?

IS ACETYLENE A FAKE?
- IS THE WELSBACH BURNER A COMPETITOR?

HOW ABOUT MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP?

Name the best Insulation?

Best System of Wiring?

Favorite Fan Motor?

Highest Grade Railway Specialties?

OKONITE

!

INTERIOR CONDUIT!

LUNDELL

!

B. & S. Drop=forged.!

WHOWANTS THE ORDERS?

Geo. A. McKinlock, Prest. Chas. E. Brown, Secy.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

Saint Louis. New Orleans. Kansas City. Buffalo.
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TIE FUEHMN

BATTERY. 1, CELLS.
Pctimatoe PiirnichoH ^^^BlI^^H ^B^^E. ^Lfl^H^HH^ Standard SizesEstimates Furnished

on Application.

Prompt Delivery. mi
Always on

Hand.

AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES.

The composition used in the manufacture of these battery cells makes them positively acid-proof, which result has never before been accomplished,

providing additional strength to such an extent that this cell can be used where no other would be practical.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

For Prompt Reply Address

J.FrankDnnbar,
Treasurer, iiu ii j. ui.i xiuui/uxt uuiy

87 Summer St., Boston Mass.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
iTe-VsT- ^a,ce ZPlate.

DETTER PROPORTIONS. BEHER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass ^inch thick, with beveled edges.

Better Design,

Better Material,
IBB Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B.'

HARTFORD.
THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO., ""S^ Back or nro. 1 Plato.
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TRADE MARK.

Iron Clad Rheostat Company,

WESTFIELD N. J.

Motor speed Regulating Rheostats
For regulatins: the speed of motors under full load. To be
used in circuit continuously on any step. Heavy special

"doublc'contact" steps on lar^e sizes.

Cfl'ga. Width Depth
So, H.P.

125 VMS 250 V lis 500 VlH

?OI J. 5A 5* 3 7 1.5 $ 8.00
2( )2 it HA 8 3 9 3 .5 1 10.00
2i )3 i 11 HU 2+ il 6 1.5 13.00

204 1 11 10+ 3i U 10 3 18.00

205 3 la 13 2i 13 18 10 5 23.00

206 8 in 12 2* K-i 25 14 37.00

207 5 IH 13 5 VA 40 20 10 45. 0(

208 7+ 13 12 5 13 60 30 15 60 00

209 10 20 15 6 20 SO 40 20 80.00

210 12 30 15 6 20 96 48 24 86 OC

2f 1
15 30 15 6 ao 130 60 HO 95.0c

212 30 15 9 30 144 73 36 110.00

213 an ?,0 15 !) 20 IfiO 80 40 120.00

214 35 30 15 13 30 200 100 50 145. OC

ars :iO 15 15 30 240 130 60 173. OC

216 40 30 15 18 20 330 160 80 227. OC

2t7 50 20 15 21 30 400 200 100 309.00

Prices Subject to our regular TRADE DISCOUNT.

IRON CLAD RHEOSTAT COMPANY,
WESTFIELD, N. J., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of—

Theatre Dimmers, Motor-Starting Rheostats,
Motor-Controlling Rheostats, Dynamo Field

Rheostats, Rheostats for Storage Battery
Work, Standard and Special Electric Resist-

ance. 50 H. P. 500 Volt Motor Speed Regulating Rheostat.

TRADE MARK.

/JRoiTN

I CLAD J

TRADE MARK.
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass,

THESE

Welcomes the Unparalleled Success of the

CORDON BATTERY.
BECAUSE IT EXCELS IN

LONG LIFE. Warranted to operate, at a discharge rate of eight or ten one-hundredths of an ampere, six m
any attention whatever, as required for Railway Signal Service, and much longer where less power is require

. EFFICIENCY. It will perform many kinds of work that cannot be obtained from the Gravity Battery.

. ECONOMY. The installation and maintenance of the Gordon Battery for one year for Railway Signal Se

one-half the cost of the Gravity Battery.

•. ADAPTABILITY. The Gordon Battery will work "equally well on either

open or closed circuit.

. IT IS ABSOLUTELY NON-FREEZING. Id practical operation in Railway

Signal Service, the Gordon Battery on the surface of the ground has worked
uninterruptedly, with the mercury four degrees below zero. Gravity

Batteries, at the same station, eight feet under ground, at the same time,

froze solid.

i. LABOR SAVING. It requires no supervision whatever during its life.

. FREE FROM LOCAL ACTION. It is not consumed by local action when
not in service. Gravity Batteries require constant attention and "feeding,"

whether in use or not, while the Gordon Battery is not a self-consumer, all

its elements remaining intact until required to produce power.

I. FREEDOM FROM GASES AND ODORS. It is clean and neat in

appearance, and absolutely 1 free from noxious fumes and gases, and

"creeping" salts.

9. SUPERIOR GENERATION OF ENERGY. Its product in useful energy is

four times greater, weight for weight, than the Gravity Battery.

BATTERIES ARE IN USE BY THE MOST PROMINENT RAIL-
ROAD, TELEPHONE AND FIRE ALARM COMPANIES

OF AMERICA.

WHY?

Send for descriptive circular and price list. MANUFACTURED B We guarantee all our Cells.

THE GORDON-BORNHAM BATTERY CO.,
No. 82 West Broadway, New York.

£4

The Electra" Carbons.
^ Si:-^','^^ IMPORTED
^'%^'^ HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR dTrECT current ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
BEND FOE LATES r I'HICE LIST TO

TTTTfrO "RTTQTIW^TT? ^^' ^® beaver street, new -roRK.**VVr\^ Jll»J-'Xk^Xiili \jrJ^Jn»9 Sole importer for tlie United States and Canada.
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Eddy Generators
DIRECT GONNEGTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIONS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING

OR

POWER PLANTS.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIDH SPEED,

I We build all necessary apparatus for the

jtransmission of Electrical Power through factory

or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Eddy Electric Manufacturing Cempany,
ISrindsor, Conn.

^few York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building. Elmira, S. N. Blake.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. St. Louis, Western Electrical Supply Co.

Boston. G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St. Kansas City, W. T. Osborn. '

_38^jteanLilfli*-ei_JLQ5_-n?»iil!fli-ii st.._CJhicne-«._ Wallace * " '"". "'r^""" A"""*°
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\
m ^

^ CARRY t^

AMERICAN CIRCULAR

LOOM CONDUIT
IN STOCK

IN CHICAGO.
NOTE:—So Does Everybody Else

merican Circular Loom Co.,

1 1 14 narquette Bldg., CHICAGO.
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DIVIDEND EARNERS.

PARANITE WIRE,
PACKARD LAMPS,
PACKARD TRANSFORMERS,
'O. K." WEATHERPROOF WIRE,
WHITNEY INSTRUMENTS,

. . And Our Complete Line of High Grade . .

Electrical .*. Supplies.

Lay your plans now for making ^ 896 P^V ^f ordering your supplies

from the . . .

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,"' "c'r.0
Headquarters for "THE BEST AT ANY PRICE."

ANEW CIRCULAR describing

the

Hoyt Station Ammeters ."o Voltmeters

sent free on application.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

Penacook, N. H., U. S. A.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufaoturer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEELSPRINGS
OF EVEBY DEBOBIPTION

Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON COPDACE WORKS. - BOSTON, MASS.

.HO* '«^I„'J'„T"»^™=-'"b^Sfg?o«vf
r,

I
S^^"*" GHEBRY & 'ggjJNGLOVE^

' ]
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Piston and
Valve RodPEERLESS SPIRAL

PACKING
Expressly for High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. GO.

Higtiesttalation
IN

Triple Petticoat China

and Glass Insulators...

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Fred M. Locke,
VICTOR, N. Y.

AN IMPROVEMENT.
THE "PERFECTION" LAMP GUARD.
A Guard that will protect the lamp when subjected to the

roughest usage. Made with bright tinned wire, silver finish. The
firmest, neatest, most attractive and convenient Guard ever made.
Easily attached and detached. No rines and screws to lose and
get out of order. The "PERFECTION" not only satisfies but
PLEASES. To prove these assertions and to secure your tr,ade, I

will send a trial dozen, delivered to any point in the United States,

upon receipt of $1.25. Specify socket used or mail sample.

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR AND SPECIAL PRICES TO DEALERS.

WM. INGLIS. "Wire and Iron "Worker,

95 Shelby St, DETROIT, MICH.

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTKIO BKAND)

ForEiectrioal Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.

If yoii want the best quality ask yotir dealer

for this brand. Impoi-ted by

A. KUPSTEIN & COMPANY, 1 22 Pearl St.. New York.

4-Wojr. ooythlng

THE STEVENS FLDSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism is

simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that
no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother
of pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

W^PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY,
^ MANUFACTURERS,

4 10«6 Filbert Street. rHILADKIiPHIA.
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I F. Pniijjpa, l-rest. . Hathaway, Treaa,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDBWOIG, B.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New TonK Stobe, P. 0. AckemiBD, 10 Oortlandt St.

Chioa(10 flTOBE, F. E. Donohoe, 241 MndlROD St.

MONTHEAi. Branoh Enceoe F. Phllll

IRON ARMORED

INSULATIN8 CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring. |

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,
General OiticeN and Works: 527 W. 34th Nt., New York.

hoBOn, Preat. E. W. Little. Vlce-Preet. i Gen. M^r. Obae. '.

THE

"CLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, w« make all

flizes of Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

loeolation.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnbllc and ia nse for

the past nlxie years, and has met with universal favor.

Thonaanda of miles of this wire have been sold, and

•rein use throughont the United States and Foreign Conn*
tries, and the demand for It Is constantly increasing, because

it always glTOs perfect satiefaction.

BBANCH OFFICE:

1649, 1650, 1651 MONADNOGK BLDG.,
CHICAGO, IlililNOIS.

In Letter from the Inspector of the Boiton Fire Under

writers' Union, he states: ''A Thoroughly Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respect."

The Rubber need In Insnlatlng oar Wires and Cables tses.

pecially chemically prepared, and vrill not deteriorate, oxi-

dize oi* crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold

weather, and le not affected by heat.

We gaarantee oar Inealation wherever used, Aerial, Under-

gronndorSabmarine, and our net prices are aa low, if not

lower, than any other flrat-class Insulated Wire.

We shall be pleased to mall Catalogaes with Terms and

Dlsconnts for Qaantities,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,

61 and 63 Hampihire St., Boiton, Mast.

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
640 I.inwood Ave., Buffalo, IV. f •

MANUPAOXnEEBS OF THB
Niagara Electric Battery,
Kester's Solderins Componnd,
Kester'8 Commntator Componnd,
Kester's Self liubrlcatlns Dy-
namo and Motor Brnshes.

CROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS,
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.

We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY. Chattanooga, Tenn.

J.W.ilASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

DjnamM, Electric Hotors,

MBnafactared by

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

30 to 34 Market St..

Chicago, Mr.

High Efficiency,
Perfect Kegnlation,

Beet Material,
Low Pricee,

Conplett Plants Installed.

ODIMQUAW \AIUITr PnDC used exclasiveljforall incandescent Ught-

UnllTlOnHfT ffnllL UURLlingat WorWs Colnmbian Exposition.

the largest buildings in the

RAVEN WHITE CORE. S^.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.
GBIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITIOH TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U-S.

New York Insnlated Wire Company,

BEANCHES:

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELECTtlC COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.
CHICAGO, ILL,

PEHINCELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co,
NEW TOBK OFFICE:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St

FACTOBT:

Pawtucket, R. I,
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The advertlBer cootrolB valuable electric heat-
iog patents (sad irons, aoldering oatfite, etc.), and
wants a yountr man, electrJcally educated and
with some capita^ to join him In pashing the elec-
trical heating buslneps already organized and estab-
lished and with good orders on hand. A salary
woold be paid and yr.nng man and advertiser
(bnBlneesmant can control this bnalness. Address

e Westeen Electbiolan.

WANTED.
Traveling salesman to handle the

best line of telephones on the mar-
ket, on commission; also responsi-

ble party or parties who can secure
contracts and instal exchanges.

Address Box 1278, Meriden, Conn.

FOR SALE.
CHEAP FOB GASH.

Good electrical supply and construction buslneE

D live iouthem city. Qood reesone for selling-

Address "Southern,*'
Care Webtebn Eleoteician, Chicago.

FOR SALE.
One 45 light 2,0fl0 c. p. T.-H. Arc Dynamo, com-

plete with base, frame, elides and automatic regu-
lator. One 35 t, w. l,04y volt T.-H. Alternator, com-
plete with exciter and switchboard inetmmenta.
One 15 h. p. 220 volt Eddy Motor, with extra arma-
ture (new.)
The above macbloea are all second-hand, but in

placed with onra of larger capacity.

MICHIGAIV EliBCTBIC CO.,
479 State St., Detroit, Micb.

. Olli PAFJBB for Insolation.

COPPSB CA9TIN«S for Electrical
Purposes.

BBASS PATTRBIVS AND CAST-

Tie Beardsley Mfg. do, ^.^.^^Zh^s^.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Plilladelpiila.

For Bale by the Trade.

H. T. Paiste Co.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

GENERATOR AND MOTOR

COMMUTATORS
MADE NEW, AND OLD SHELLS REFILLED.

EVERY SYSTEM.
We Repair Did Commutators.

F.E.HOMER&GO.,GIeYelaDd,0.

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

Monx City Brass Works,
MIOrX OITT. IOWA.

Forth* "WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—AX.OO.

—

$600! $800!

FOR SALE

New 60 Ligbt Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usual acces

sories and full guaranty of man-

ufacturers. Have no use for

it and will be sold for six hun-

dred dollars cash.

Address A^ MACHINE

WkBTEBN ELlSCTltlOIAH OdlCC.

POSITIVELY
The Best Made and 1

est Finished Desk on

ill

SPECIAL.
THE WESTERN ONION TELEPHONE COMPANY,

207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
We have the best and cheapest telephone on

the market. Canvassers wanted in every county.
Territory assigned. Correspondence solicited.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR—or onK

—

ELECTRIC

CIGAR LIGHTER.
We also carry a fu'l line of

Electrical Supplies,

Bells,Push Buttons, etc.

National Electric Co.,
13 ROWLAND ST , DETROIT, IVIICH.

The Telephone Hand-Book.

LAWS WEBB.

rrlee $1.00.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 lakeside Building, Ohlosgo,

GREAT REDDCTIOH IN TIME TO

CALIFORNIA.

the time of its

journey from Chicago to California via this popu-

nte la now made la the marvelonsly short

jf three days. Palace Drawing-Room Sleep-

arB leave Chicago daily, and run through to

San Francisco and Los Angeles without change,

and all meals en route are served In Dining cars.

Dally Tonrist Sleeping car service is also main-

tained by this line between Chicago and San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles, completely equipped berths

In upholstered Tourist Sleepers being famished

at a cost of only $6.00 each from Chicago to the

Pacific Coast. Through traioe leave Chicago for

California at 6 p. m. and 10:45 p. m. daily, after

arrival of trains of connecting lines from the East

and South.

For detailed information ooncemiDg rates,

W. B. KNISKEBK,
G. P. & T. A.. CHICAGO.

Stawell'sPatentllYeUteain-FeedWaterPnrifler.

Removes all Impurities.

Entirely prevents scale in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on applioation.

TiieStilwell-Bierce&Sinitii-yiiileCo.,
DATTOK, OHIO.

Iron ti Locative W'ks, Saa FranolBoo, Oal., Paolflo Ooast Agt

C^. ^. HAFRT,

Telegrapli, Telephone, Electric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
peeled. Quick

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR pIeS STIES.
FROM THE STDMP TO THE CONSUMEE.

Write for Prices.

Michigan.

INDIA AND AMBER MICA.

A.O.SCHOONMAKER, Impc

PENDLETON &GILKEY,

CEDAR POLES,
JANESVILLE, AVIS.

POLES
(GEDAR.)

TIES.
Write lor delivered prices.

Telephone,
Electric
Light and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.

1 Wood Engraving,

CHIC/IQO ELECTROTYPE
& STEREOTTFE C2.

WINTKK TODBe» TO CAI^IFOBNIA,
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burlington Route (C. B. tt Q. B. B.) an-
nounce three personally conducted tours to Cal.

iforuia. Leave Ohloaeo January 9, Feb6,MarchS-
The route will be via Han Antonio, Tei.. El Paso,
Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa

Colorado. The price of a ticket includes a

Hotel Bills, carriage rides, aide trlpH» etc. The
service will be strictly first claps in every respect.
Forpamphlet giving particulars, see any agent of

THE SOLID THROUGH TRAINS
of the Nickel Plate Road, equipped
with the most modernly constructed day
coaches and luxurious sleeping and din-
ing cars, illuminated throughout with
the famous Pintsch gaslights, and col-

ored porters in charge of day coaches,
are some of the features of this popular
line that are being recognized by travel-

ers seeking the lowest rates and fast

time. J. Y. Calahan, Gen'l Agent, HI
Adams St., Chicago, III.

Memo No. 116.

BEACON
icaitecent Lip,

From % to 300 Candle Power.

Unrivalled for long life, econ-

omy in current consumption and

freedom from blackening.

Special attention to tlie export

trade.

Send for new catalogue of

Multiple, Series, Miniature and

Decorative Lamps. Orders
filled promptly. Lowest prices.

BEACON LAMP CO.,
Irvlnglon & Harcourt Sts., Boston. Mass.

The Royal Electric Co., of Montreal

Quebec, Sole Agents for Canada.

CONDUITS.
Are you interested

n Conduits?

If you are it will

pay you to look

the merits of

the latest— un-

doubtedly the best.
r ot duct3

JOHN T. McROY,
S. Clark Street, Chicago.

.ELECTRICITY®^
I

Mechanical and Architectural Br
Steam Bngineei'ing (StcUionary, I
motive). Plumbing, Heating, CivU
Coal and Metal Mining, English Branches,

TAUGHT BY MAIL.
Twenty-seven Coursps of Stud?-. Send for/r

circular. State subject you wish to study.

The International OarrcHpondence Schoob
SCKANTON, PA.

DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL WORK.
Concise and Practical Explanations for Plumb-

ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on How
to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms.

Anunclators, and for Gas
Lighting from Batteries.

Ubistrated with Ticciity-lwo Diagrams.

By WILLIAM A. WITTBECKER.

Price in Paper, JCK Cents.
Price in Ciotli, SO Cents.

THEs Ing demnntl for simple olectrfcnl appn.
dwelling hou809. oniooaan<l workshops

and the need of plain Instructions whereby any
person without a previous Itnowledire of oleolrlolty

e book. Tt Is not intended for Iho amateur w

ELECTRICIAN PD6LISHING CO.,
i liakesldo BulldlnB, CHICAOO
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VICTOR TURBINEWATERWHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate—Close Regulation and High Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

to this CeiiEBBATEU WATBB
- -, jf ItH remarkably Hteady motion,

>•<! crvat efliclenry and larse rapacity tor lis diameter, being double
,ijo |Fw*vT7i- ui luOHt wbeulH of the hhhio dinmetor. It iB irned by a Domber of the leodlDg electric com-
EnDleB with great BfitlHfactloD. In the economical Que of water It la without an equal, producing tba
Igheut per cen^ «r .._„«^i „»„«, .....„..»«*»».•

npanylnR eoffravlnR

I admlte of their use we r

The Stilwell-Blerce & Smitb-Vaile Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Bladon Iron h Locomotive Work*, Ban Franolaoo, Oal,, Paolflo Ooaat Aganta.

TAe Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the World.

SEND FOE OrEOULAE AKD PEI0E8.

THE LEGLANCHE BAHERY CO.,

Ill toinEast13Is1SI.,N.Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book
thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $3.00. Paper cover,

81.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS.

PBBtiONALIiY GOSDUCTBU.

Burlington Ronte (0.
laday at 6.35 p. m. Eoi

I Denver, Denver t£ Bio Qrande Ry. (the Bcei
I Salt Lake Olty. These ejicnralona i

experienced agent, of I

with OlBurlington Route, thoroughly 1

plllo toilet

> finish of t;

etc. They lack
Pulln

run on the limited express trains, while the cost
per berth Is only about one-third. Ask your near-
est ticket agent for particulars and descriptive
folders, or write to P. A Grady, Manager Burling
ton Route Excursion Bureau, 211 Clark Street
Chicago, m.

SANTA CLAUS
has induced the Nickel Plate Road to

sell e.tcursion tickets at very low rates
to all points on its line between Chicago
and Buffalo during the Holidays.
Tickets at one and one-third fare for
the round trip. Special excursion dates
December 24th, 25th, 31st and January
1st, good returning until January 2d.

For further information address J. Y.
Calahan, Gen'l Agent, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, 111. Memo No. 113.

PRIMARY

BATTERIES.

DVER 5 VDLTS-5 AMPERES FRDNI I CELL
BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO., Wbipplfl Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ONE SOLUTION.
size, 6x8 In. '•

Price, $6.50.
Send for Sample.

The Ohio Storag^e Battery Company,
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License, of the Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.'s

and phonographic uses. SmallOTpxiriT 1 T rriTxio . Isolated Plants for house lighting, and cells for surgical, telegraph, telepho
ariUXjXA^Li L ±1^(3 ' ce]ig made to order. Send for catalogue giving capacities, weights, etc.

IW A TW T?!? AT'TTBTi'C fiV VUlf fPr.T • The ability to stand an Incessant charee and discharge wlthont any iDlnry, which
lUAlJJI jriAlUriJip UJ? lUfi t'rjLilj. is an advantage that cannot be exasgerated; the capAUIty ofendnrme a repeated
disphanre on a dead short circuit withont It^mry to the cells : the special form of cell which frees it from the weaknesses that have
made other types a fUlnre.

EASTEBN OFFICE: S03 Broadway, TIerr Tork City. J. A. 9IACHADO, Agent.

52 WADE BUILDING,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.THE OHIO STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

MOTOR STARTING AND MOTOR SPEED REGULATING RHEOSTATS.
AUTOMATIC IN RELEASE FROM EACH STEP. IS SELF-
PROTECTING. COMPOSED OF SLATE, IRON. BRASS
AND FIREPROOF INSULATION, ALL THOROUGHLY
INSULATED. POSITIVELY FIREPROOF, ABSOLUTELY
RELIABLE. THE ONLY SPEED REGULATOR ANSWER-
ING ALL REQUIREMENTS OF CITY AUTHORITIES. IN
EVERY WAY THE BEST AND CHEAPEST RHEOSTAT
IN THE MARKET. FULLY GUARANTEED. SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST.

HAYES, TRACY, FYFE CO.,
360 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Special inducements to motor makers and large dealers.
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The Wak% mp.^
General Offices and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Electrical Apparatus, specially large size

GENERATORS,
Street Railway Motors,

195 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, Oal.

i Oliver St., Boston, Mass.,
Erie Ooanty Bank Bldf?., Buffalo, New York.
303 Gould Bldg.,

INCANDESCENT
MACHINES,

ETC., ETC.

THE ONLY

Reflector Plate Alternating Arc Lamp.

The Helios Electric Company claims:

That they have more alternating arc lamps in use than all other makes combined.

They guarantee 80 per cent, more available light than is obtained from any other

alternating arc lamp.

They guarantee to give as much light as any direct current lamp using the same

number of watts.

Spencer's Improved Alternating Arc Lamp
Possesses the following advantages:

Minimum choke in the regelating coil.

Practically no energy absorbed in the regulating device.

Durability of all its parts; not liable to get out of order.

Can be used successfully on all periods.

Starts quickly.

Spencer's Direct Current Constant Potential Lamp.
Guaranteed not to see-saw.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1229 Callowhill Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AGENTS.
OESTBAI, ELEOTKIO CO., Western Agentn, Chicago, 111.

ANOHOK ELECTRIC CO., New England Agents, Boston, Mass.
MOOBK & BAYLI8, Western New York Agents, Buffalo, N. Y.
BAKR ii ATKINSON, State Agents, Cleveland, Oblo.
GLOBE ELEOTKICAL SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION CO., Agents tor Now York Oltj and Brooklyn,

98 Vandam St., New York.
W. T. M. MOTTRAM, State Agent, Dallas, Tex.
TBE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Agents for Colorado, Wyoming. Utah and New Mexico, Denver, Oolo.
CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, Pacific Coast Agents, 36 Market St., San Francisco, Oal.

MACHINERY SUPPLY CO.. Sonth Pacific Coast Agent, Los Angeles, Cal.

80UM1NKE b NEWMAN Agents for Louisiana and Mlssiesippl, New Orleans, La.
PADUOAH BLECTRIC CO., State Agents, Padnoah, Ky.
EGYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada,
WM. 0. WUITNER & CO., Anderson, S. C, Agents for North Carolina, Sonth Carolina, Alabama,

THE.

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current. Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRfAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Gurrent Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. lATISFAOTION GUARANTEED

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC ANO MF6. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

rOWKB, INOANUEI^OEIKT AND AKV LIGHTING, VR03I THF. SAUK OIKCVITS.

We hitv.; purchased ,-ind arc the SOLE OWNERS of the pateata issued to Nikola Tesla Tor the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, nov

recognized to be the most successrul system for lighting and DOwer purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the perfect

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Ollloe Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 130 Broadway,
, K.xchan(fc

iOAUO. Ne

lARLOTTlO, N. , 3(1-38 ColleRe Street.

SYllAOlISK. N. v., Rastable Building.
siAiM FitANnisnti Mill. rtnii>ung
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Safety Insulated Wire and Cable Co
LEONARD F. REQUA, General Manager.

225=239 West 28th Street, New York.
-VIANUFACTURERS OF

SEAMLESS INSULATED WIRE AND GABLES.

Electric Railway Feeder Wires.
60 miles of rubber and lead encased 1,000,000 C. M. has been furnished by us to the West Chicago Street Railway Company.

80 miles same type cables have been furnished by us to the People's Traction Company of Philadelphia.

ttSafety" Underground Cables.
This Company furnished the Boston Electric Light Company 40 Miles of lead=covered Underground

Cable in 1894, 100 Miles of lead=covered Underground Cable in 1895, all guaranteed for 10,000 yolts. They
also furnished Underground Cables for Lighting the

BACK BAY FENS, BOSTON COMMON, FRANKLIN PARK.

THEY ARE NOW FURNISHING UNDERGROUND CABLE FOR

Western Union Telegraph Company, Boston Electric Protective Association,

Holmes Electric Protective Co. of Boston, The United Telegraph Company,
Boston Automatic Fire Alarm Company, Boston Auxiliary Fire Alarm Company, and the

The Police Department, Underground Cables for the Town of Brookline, Mass.

Over 2,000 miles of rubber covered and lead encased now in use in New York, Boston, Chicago and other cities.

ccREQUA WHITE CORE' / "SAFETY" WIRE.
FOR OFFICE BUILDINGS, DWELLINGS. MILLS, ETC.

All these wires are made with a view to perfect safety for Electric Lighting, therefore were selected among all

competitors for the Concord Building at Chicago.

M. B. AUSTIN, Agent, ^^M LIEUT. E. J. SPENCER, Agent,

CHICAGO OFFICE, Vi^ ST. LOUIS OFFICE,

1S33 ^v^orxad-rxocfe Blocls:. Mlllp' Sec\:i.rit3r ^"u.ild.in.g^.

•TRADt MARK
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QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

Monadnock Building, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. Cleveland, O.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress Sf , East DETROIT, MICH.

ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
999 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

incandescenTlighting,
ELECTRIC POWER and

ELECTRO

PLATING umm.
THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFflOIENOI.

^Veslern Urancb, Ko. 16 IS. Nlntli I8t.. !!)t

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
By Hbrbeet Lawb Wbbb.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PKICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, fl.OO.

SEXD IN YOrB OBDEB NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

The Bowen Electric Heaters
EXCEL THEM ALL!

For HEATING TROLLEY CARS, Cabins, Staterooms, Show Windows, Portable Stoves, Etc.

(Paten.'ed.)

REQUIRE: THE LEAST ROWER.
Keliable, Durable, Simple, Convenient. Best of all—AVarms the Car evenly throuRhoat.

Adapted to all styles of cars, and every system of circnlts. Bigbts for sale. Correspoadence solicited.

W. J. BOWEN, - ^S;8R^>\i'K!^oUf§?'-

THE PHOENIX
TRANSFORMER

Is UNEQUALLED In its

High Efficiency, Close Beenlatlon,
i^mall Lieakage, ttnlet SnnninB.

Attractive Appearance,
ConTenient Arrangement,

Separable Core, RemoTable Coil,
F.xcellent Fnse Device, and is in fact

A PERFECT TRANSFORMER.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

MANUFACTTmEBS :

LoDisnllBEiBCtricaWorks,
LOUISVILLE, KY.

SELLING AGENTS:
Machado, 203 Broadway,
illee Bros. & Co., 617 Arch St.

Kussell & Otficer Elect. Const. Co.
: W. T. M. Mottram.
n: ctUcREro GonH Fiitare Co.. 169 Adams St.

. C. SPARK ARRESTER
STORM and BUG
PROTECTOR.

S. K.C. ARC CUTOUT.

S.K.C. SWITCHES.
S. K. C. HANGER BOARDS.
WIRT DYNAMO BRUSHES, ETC.

S. K. C. SPECIALTY CO.. Pittsfield. Mass. s.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Ofltcc and Works, ManHfleld, Olito.

RRC>^NDTNCA1NDESCE^T Lf^MPS
'&ncf IPOW HANGEtR l2>OA.F?D£i

TE^?§MS-B^JiALL,_
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Something About Westinghouse Engines.
....TESTING....

Every Westinghouse Engine, from the five horse-power

Junior to the seven hundred horse-power Compound, is

tested under full load before shipment. Ample facilities for

testing the larger sizes of engines will be provided in our

new shops, now approaching completion. Our present test-

ing room has accommodations for nine engines at once.

The piping is arranged so that the exhaust from any one

engine can be turned into a surface condenser, condensed

and weighed. The engines are loaded by means of a Prony

Friction Brake. Every engine carries its full load from two
to four days.

We make running tests on all Junior and Standard en-

gines and economy tests on two engines taken at random
from every shop order. We make a careful test of the

steam consumption of every Compound engine we build
TEisTjNG Koou. Reports of these tests with sample indicator cards are on

file for every Compound engine ever built by us. This means that when you buy a Westinghouse engine you may be
sure it is in perfect running order, its adjustments correct, its internal friction not excessive, and its steam consumption
well within the limits of good economy. Further, it means that when we make a guarantee as to the economical perform-

ance of our engines, it is not a " bluff," but a fact which may be verified by our records, or by a test which the purchaser

is free to make in our shops under the supervision of his own expert, and for which we will gladly furnish every facility.

In this respect the Westinghouse Machine Company has no imitators. We cordially invite the most critical inspection of

our product and methods of manufacture. Our shops are open at all times to engineers and others interested in steam

power. If this subject is of interest we will send you a little circular which explains it more fully.

THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE COMPANY, Pittsburg, Pa., U. S. A.

THo^so" RECORDING

....WATT'MBTER....
10 LIGHTS TO 8,000 LIGHTS.

FOR DIRECT OR ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUITS.

FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS, ARC LAMPS, RAILWAY AND MOTOR SERVICE.

ACCURATE from MINIMUM toMAXIMUM LOAD.
It Measures the Consumption in Watts.

It Shows the Consumer the Amount Used and the

Station the Amount Supplied.

IN USE ALL OVER THE WORLD AS THE STANDARD
RECORDING WATT-METER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject* We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price* We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Airsop. F. C.-E metrical Bell roDstrucfon; Treatise on tl

Coustraciiou of Ekctric Bells, Indicators, and, simili

apparaius. 177 illustrations li.l

Angell, J.—Elemeotq of Magnptism and Electricity, wit
ir'ractical Instruction^ for tlie Performance of Eip i

Atkinson, Phil
Magnecism.
edition.. ..

Ayrton. W.

7 matter added. KM
260 pages $1.50

3.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
406 pages and 117 illustrations. Second

$2.50

mo Tenders' Hand Book. This
New Book, much more com-
h all the information, instruc-

requiredby practical

buildings. Isola

book of the ki

flexible cloth

pafety devices, t-plici

ire gaagesi, gyoeral
res, wiring flxturps, elevators.

[angprs' Hand-ook. Just llie book
lelling, installiug or handling elec-
bella, elevators, house or hotel

lighting
106 ] , 97i

tlons, flexible cloth binding. Type page Sj^xS inchec.Jl.OO

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First

edition, three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 Illustrations.

27 original tables $1.00

Gives more Practical information on the subject than
any work published to dale The book contains all neces-
sary Information for Power Producers, Canitaliats, Agents,
Engineers and Motor Inspecrors. Wlih tbi:? boob anybody
may make estimates ou the co-t of Transmission Plants.

Bedell, Pred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Graphical Treatment for Stu-
dents and Engineers. Second edition. 112 Illustra-

tions $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers c

Amaieiir-t and Young Btudents on Electro-Metallurgy.
liiuKlnuioiis. 20« pages. 12mo, cloth $1

Uottone, S. R.—E'ectrtcal Instrument Making for Amateu

Bottone. S. R.—Electro-Motors.
1 Practical Men. Reduced t

Buckley, W. J.~Electrlc Llghtln
lluHtratlous and diagrams

Dynamns and Motors.

Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Part I. Con-
stant Current. A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
principles, construction and operation of Dynamos. Mo-
tors, Lamps Indicator and Measuring Instruments; also a
full explanation of the electrical terms used in the work.
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing nn
explanation of the principles governing the generation of.

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alternate Electric Currents. Illus-

trated. Kevised edition $2.60

Dyer, A.—Induction Coila. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer In
Thei>ry and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Currents, 600 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapter l. Introductory. 2. Elec-

tro-Maynetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents, i. Mutual and Self Induction. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Currents, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.0J

Gore, a.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2 00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents. Measure-
meui:. Telegraphv, Telephony, Lightniner, Electrolysis.
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circaits. A bandy little

pamphlet containing tables for i,viring and for motor serv-
ice, arrange! in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Haskins.C. H.—The Galvanometer audits Uses. A Manual for
Electricians and Students. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.50

Haskins.- Transformers. Their Theory, Construction and
Applicalion Simplified. 38 illustrations $L25

Hawkins. C. C. and F. Wallis.-The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrationa $3.00

Mering,—Practical Directions for Winding Mngnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scienf-e. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physicf", 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopklnson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Its Modern Use
and Measurem«nt, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for AmateurSj^ Trans-
lated from the Frencn. With additions by C. J. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical WorHs.
Terms and Phrases. Third eaition, re-writtrfa und greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 662 pages, and 670 illustrations

Kapp, Qisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation. Subdivison and Distribitlon. A practi-
cal handbook. Tnird edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Dlustrated.$0.50
[Vol. 96 Van Nostrand's Science Series. J

Kcpp, Gisbert.—Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their
Generation, Mt-asurement, Dis<;ribulion and Application.
Authoriz d American ed. Wiih an introduction byWilliam
StanlL-y, Jr. lllusirated $1,00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
13S illustrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Teptlng. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892... .$7 25
In this edition thnre is a considerable amount of new

Kempe, H. R.—The Electilcal Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, iormulre, Tabled and Data. 32mo, leather

Lockwood. T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy.- A Practical Oulde and Bandbiok of Oeneral
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 370 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Moasuromeatnud theGalvaaom-
uteri Its ConstructioQ and Use. Second edition... $1.60

Lockwood, T. D. -Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo. cloth. N. Y $1,00

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. O, of Electricity. 36

1 Wetzler, J—The Electric ;

Third edition. With an Ap
)e the Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr.

$3.00

plei. With Chapters
1 the Dynumn-Electrio Machine in
iplex. The Practical Working of the Duplex Telegr

"

: Telegraph,

McClure, J. B.-:
planations of
Electric Light

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary

iclpal Discoveriei

he French by L. M. Fishback,Translated t

Noll, Augustus.—How t

art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1.50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph. &. technical Hand-book for Electricians,
Mana sand Operators. 185 11lustrations.

irged .

.

1.50

Prindle, H. B —A Popular Treatise on the Electric Kailway
of to-day. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
f Electricity. 107 illustrations..

, Sir David.—Electric Light Installations. Vol.
. „ . , _ . ^

jtical Han
With illt

Management of Accumulators.
book. 7th edition,
tralions. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

SLoane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity SimpUfied. The Practice
and Theory ot Klectricity, in<^ludiug a Popular review of
the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

trated $L00

5Ioane,T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A PoDUlar Dictionary of Words and Terms used in ihe
practice of Elecirical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.- Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miacellaneoud Toys

-The ArithmeUc of Electricity. A
Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,

including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesla, Nikola.—Experiments with Alternite Currents of High
Potential and High frequency.

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. Illustrnted,

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lightini; Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles uf Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates :?1.50

Thomson, Prof. Elihu.—What i8Electrlcity?Illustrated.$0.25
Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. A

Thompson, Sylvanus I

AUernate-Curreut Motors. Mailed to any address in '

Thompson, Syivanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
8, being a Supplement Dynamo-Electric

Syivanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.

Urquhart.—Elootro-Plntlng. A Pr
Deposition of Copper. Silver,

Brass, Platinum, etc. Second •

Ifimo, boards. (Van Nostnii

Webb, H. L.-A practical Gill

Wires and Cables. Illuatni

Webb, Herbert Lows.-Tt«io

i

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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^s;"°- The Boudreaux Dynamo Brush Co.,
The Proof of the Brush is in the Using.

Postal Tclograph BIdg.,

NEW YORK.

UI2S

^O Co^^"
.e<

S^i ^«
SNiO'

je^

^\<^' miTinfFi

OVRR 300,000 IN DAIE^Y USE.

Q
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Penn Electric Telephones.
The best, cheapest and most desirable.

Require but a child's care. No springs,

levers or other adjusting device used.

Not a dust transmitter. Is sold entirely

on its merits. Send for prices.

NATHAN BASSETT & SON,
No. 30 S. Broad St., - Philadelphia.

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write for prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

HELLO!
A New €}rannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Best and cheapoat made. "KlgiQ" long distance,

price $1.35 eacb, fully warranted; Bent on trial.

For deecrlptlou, etc.; addreea

A. I). Sllil/, Agt..
No. 060 Fqrest Ave., ELGIN, ILL.

BINDXSRS
For the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

0X.OO.

STlADUCTiJ
MBALTIMORE.^
M^ANUFACTUREJTItelephones-

ELEPHONES an° SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONC-DiSTANCE TELEPHONE, ij
an instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

riADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTUEEES Or THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Excliange

Telepiione.
jrfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

magnetic steel, laminated armatures with ampli
biaiog the quaUtles of large quantity and high v^

with centrally pivoted
plred) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proporHon to winding,

the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

ill ring bells on long lines oi high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in short lines. Wil

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sol« Licensees for sale of Millie Battery Tran
April

) equal. No adjustment requin Will not pack or get o

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

re: require where power gen-

36r wanted, and connect the

nes. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly famished

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN,

p. L. 8P00NEK. President. CHICAGO OFFICE

:

. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg,

t
FARR TELEPHONE^ CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CO.

342 Dearborn St..

To dealers and electricians we quote t'. prices net: Magneto bells, 10,000
Magneto bells, 6,000 ohm, $3.50; ExteneioiT bells, $2.25; Hunnlngs dust transmJt-

. . im front, $1.50; Hnnnlncs dust transmitter, $1.00; Blake transmitter, complete,
$2,00; Blake parts of transmitter, $1.00; Induction .

Receivers, hard rubber, 90c; Receivi
Backboards with battery box attachment, walnu
ment, oak, 85c; Hand cords, 3-foot, 15c; Dry batt<
troae mouth piece, lOo; Switchboards, any size.

Receivers, hooks with switch, 50c;

90c; Backboards with battery box attach-
ies, beat made, 25o; Binding posts, 6c; Elec-

2.50 per line. Transmitters a Specialty.

BERLINER TELEPHONE.
The Berliner Telephone Company import and manufacture THE PERFECT

instrument; works magnificently over ANY LENGTH OF LINE. We are anx-

ious that all shall TEST IT, and are willing that you may have SAMPLES AT
COST. Finished in polished walnut, full nickel plate. THE BEST is what
YOU WANT, it costs no more. Write tor full particulars. A full line of Tele-

phone Supplies.

THE BERLINER TELEPHONE COMPANY. Lincoln, Ills., U. S. A.

MEANS
F-G^^—^^^-^^^— Load.

I
Holmes Fibre=Graphite Mfg. Co.,

f station Z, Philadelphia.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T, B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible.Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1.2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

. TAYLOR, Treasurer. , Qen'I Agt.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U.S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

BuUitt Building, . . Pliiladelphia.
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Happy New Year and the

Western Electrician...

83.0O FOR 52 NUMBERS.

You cannot begin the New Year more aus-

piciously than by subscribing for the Western

Electrician, America's leading electrical journal.

No matter what your connection with elec-

trical industries, it will help you enormously, be-

cause you will know everything of interest that

is going on in the field, all the new inventions,

practical applications, labor-saving devices, and

general news.

The Western Electrician is simply invalu-

able on account of its practical descriptive articles,

copiously illustrated, by the leading writers and

workers of the day.

A general manager of one of the great

manufacturing companies recently summed it up

when he wrote:

"As subscribers, advertisers and readers of

your most excellent journal we take pleasure in

stating that we have nothing but the highest

praise for it."

Send us $^.00 and we will enter your name

for one year's subscription.

3 MONTHS TRIAL TRIP 50c.

Electrician Publishing Company,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

1896 1896
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

15. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. 1

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eleolrlo RollwriyB Qod I'owor StnlloDr

1541 3larquef<e Hide., C'lilrnco.

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soo.m.e.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

OODtQltatloDB, Boportfl, EBtlma'en, Plnnw, Bpeol.
flcatlODS, SuperlntODdonce, T«Ht«, PurohaalDR.

DOBlgns ol CyDtral StntloDB a .Siwclalty.

Tnrnrr BBildini;, Ht. I.ouiH.

FordeBain, E|„,ri^,^,<,
OoDHuitlDff, Mechanical Engineer,

flupervlBloR, PloQB, SpeoIflcatloDB and
OonBtrucllPK, General KafrloeorlDK,
TeHtioK. Expert In Putoot Ouuhom.

Saltel«n7. 10/58 Bnd lOr.O
MuuMflnuuk l{uil<lluk% CUWA<iO.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OonHuUlnir, 8peclfl(!atlonH. TeetlnR, SpftclaltlHS.

Kl'JctrJc Street ItiillwayH, Kleclrlc Ll^fbttoK
and Steam I'laotB loHtalled Complete, PreH-
eot propertluri looked over and Improved.

Boom 1038 Mooadnock. t'HICAOO.
Telephone liarrison 284.

MOONLIGHT

SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal

discount if large quantities are

ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building^, Chicag^o.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

increased the power i

DHmed, and
hydranllc e

The opl

gineer
inals o£ these certificates and tests of other sized

of eiperiments, and E. S. Waters

wheels can be seen at our office.

Tes of a 45-.

Head

n niieel-Jn } 9. 94
Rev. icu^jt.,

^ p 1

Per

Test of a li- n. H he-l-J
Rev. Cu. Ft.

II 11 11
i":l8'r2i:?o ?o:8o

u.ylJ

H. P.

183:u

'ml

.'94.

'n 16: 78
122. OK
117.33

III

205.27

175: 74
82:5s
82.18

W|,e G^e 80.50

For Information i

f^ m mm globi: iron works go.. Dayton. P.. U.S.A.

Preserve Your Copies

-—^^ Western Elecirician
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

S Xjafeeside E-u.ild.ii5g-, c::e^xc: a-O-o.

Your Face >LA.TINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap ami ^fttlvo llEiUuum Purcbased.
KAKJiK & CO., 408-4 il >eu Jersey

Kailruad A\e., Ne^^ark, N J.

mmmmm^mm
WATER WHEELS

For heads of 3 feet to 2O0O feet.
Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hich er<iaranteed percentage and great steadiness ol

under variable
unprecedented high '

i prompt 1 fine
Qg ha

,^\rlie"for iothers fail. Write for catalogue,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

liteSewiiMiiiB
EQUIPPED WITH IT3 NEW

PINCH TENSION,

TENSION INDICATOR

AUTOMATIC TENSTON RELEASER,

added to any sewing machine.

The WHITE is

Durably and Handsomely Built,

Of Fine Finish and Perfect Adjustment,

Sews ALL Sewable Articles,

And will serve and please you up to the full

limit of your expectations.

Active Dealers Wanted in unoccu-
pied territory. Liberal terms. Address,

WHITE SEWING MACHINE CO.,

CLEVELAND. O.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design

and construction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COHPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to unde-take
and guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric
Railway, Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical
and Mechanical Governors and other devices for the government of water-powe'-.
E.xpert advice furnished on application. If results of your present system are not
satisfactory, write us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
MARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

fx THEMcCORMICK
n #a TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
eives more power as to diameter with «

higher percentase ofuseful effect than any other
Tvater-wheel heretofore made. AU elzea, right and left

d, are built from patterns perfected ander BTstematio tests In
Holyoke Teeling Flume.
Parties having power plants which are nnaatisfactory, uiil

le contemplating the improvement of powera, will find it t«
rintereetto confer with me, as I am willing to grnar-

antee results where others have failed, no mat«
Tcr whatmakeofturbine has been in use. STATE
RVCUK^II^^SIENTS AMD S£KI> FOB CATA-

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Carrying
Capacity.

Absolviely

The Independent Electric Co..

39th St and Stewart Ave.. Chicago.

*'. A. EHTlif, Fri-s. ana Ti-ea JOilX K. MeGIXIyBY, lJcc-/»« JIAUTIX, Stiiit. Of Works.

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, Allegheny, pa

]k^ EFFICIENT.Leadtnff Manufacturers of

Electric Railway Supplies i'^
jjy THE vrrjTEn /jtatis^.

SATISFACTORY.

We Construct

Everything on

Proper and Most
Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.

9 Dept.

nles Uopt.

sSftleBDept,

9 Snles Dept-

!s Dept.

DURABLE. - ECONOMICAL.

Scliniiiilio it Nownmn, Now Orlonns SnlOB Depiirtmeut, No. 'Ml Magiizlne St

Now Orloiios, Ln.

JoBhoft UoDtly Machine Works, Fnolfio Ooaet SaIo3 ]

St., Ban FroDolBOO, Ool,
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liL^NEW HARRINGTON HOIST.

« Deslgni, Square Hubs, Bronze

Gears, Peilectly Filled ParJi,

the pleasu

BESTHQiSJMOE

BUT NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Made only in Philadelphia. Be sure you

get the HARRINGTON HOIST.

Engine Lathes. Drill Presses, Etc.

SEND FOK OATALOOUES.

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., Inc.

1524 Pennsylvania Ave., PHIUDELPHIA, PA.

WEBER Gasoline Engine -^

T T use In any place or for any purpose requiring power. Only a few i
: In any pli

per horsepower pe
GASOLINE KNUINE CO.,

RELIABLESENGINE.
ADtomatlr. Cnt-Otr. Self-OUlne.

Perfect Kesnlation,
Simple Constrnetlon.

Adapteil for Electric Light or any Parpose rsqnirlng

Power and Heavy, 0,intlnnoa8 Work.
Moderate Prices.

Write for olronlara and PrlceB to the Manafaotarere,

J. F. CHU8E & CO., MAHOON, ILL.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
IHanufacturers oi the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.

BUILT IN UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, drawiegs and Prices faraiehed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, '-
'- - PHILADELPHIA,

BUILDEES OP EAIIVAT AND TEAMWAY OAES OP AIL GLASSES.

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

E. W. BLISS CO.,
27 Adams Slreet,

rooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Office:

97 W. Washington Street.

PRESSES, DIES, and
SPECIAL MACHINERY
for ALL MANUFACTURES
in SHEET METALS.

-Send for Catalosne.-

A NEW MACHINE
for rapidly and accurately notching

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and nescription upon Application.

Bound Volumes

Western [legtrigian

FOB SAiE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

e Lakeside BuUdiaff, Chicago.

i^acine Automatic
mOH SPEED

ENGINES,

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLUNQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
r ^

MFG-. CO.,

'^ 2S Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

Bpeclal attention glTen to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Omi.

I BrlU Ho. 21 Tmok with soUd forged frame, and "Enreka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truoi.

E^IMELTINGCaUlVliTED,
^-J AVE.,PHILADELPH1A.

'ELEPHAhi-riRflRi phosphor-bronze'
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In preparing this nCU) catalogue we have been mmdful of the needs of aU our
""' '

' im has been to pubUsh that which would prove helpful and

say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as

somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued,"

of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical.'

J. HOLT GATES, President and Manager. ADOLPH LISSAU, Superintendent.

GATES ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
BUILDERS OF MODERN, HIGH-CLASS

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors,
DIRECT-CONNECTED AND BELTED.

Carbon Brushes of Ample Surface on all Machines. New Style Commutator with Removable Segments. Iron-Clad Armature with Flexible
Bar Winding. Armature Core and Commutator built on Sleeve, with Shaft Removable. Self-Oiling Ball Bearings.

Office, 1 139 and 1 140 Monadnock Building,
Factory, Corner CJinton and Harrison Streets,

- - - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
S. NELSON, Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Kansas City, Mo., Agent.



fori Vayne Electric Corporalios

Announces through its new catalogue the manufacture of complete

systems of high grade electric lighting and power apparatus. This

apparatus, made under the personal supervision of the inventor,

James J. Wood, has attained a remarkable record in point of high

efficiency, excellence of design and superior workmanship.

The improvements in arc light dynamos for 1896 include venti-

lated armature, lowering the temperature fifty degrees F.; commu-

tator mounted on spider, preventing vibration of connections;

self-oiling boxes of improved design, and dynamo and automatic-

regulator constructed to operate perfectly when run in either

direction.

To the already numerous sizes is added a new size, 9 A, for 100

2,000 c. p. lights, or 125 1,200 c. p. lights. This makes our list of

arc light dynamos the most complete in the world.

FORT WAYNE ELEGTRI& CORPORATION,

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK CITY, 115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, ILL., 621-625 Marquette Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 907 Filbert St.

BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal St.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Powers Bldg.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, 57 East State St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 18 Second St.

PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS, LA., Southern Electric Manufacturing

and Supply Co.

OMAHA, NEB., 1201 Farnam St.

ST. PAUL, MINN., 113 Germania Life Bldg.

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Bldg.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, 207 Lasoya St.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 321 Security Bldg.

ATLANTA, GA., 25 Marietta St.

Export Department, 1 15 Broadway, New York City.
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POROUS .^^^^

Why not set J^^ a,.
the beat t ^^.^^
1888. ^^>^ J,!!!;

^jgr^ trial order.

/'CUPS
ESTABLISHED I8S7

PARTRICK& Carter Co

-Electrical Supplies

125 South a-J St Dhiladelpliia,

Catalogues on Application

•end Business Card and mention Western Electricia

^MUCTZ PATENTS*^
WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTING;

'1)ynamo
C^ELTINGr. •»* I-onis. Mo., V. S. A.

BBAX0HE3: lUi Snnimer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New "i

BELT CEMENT.

^SJJon(Trcular5-

129 North 3d St.,

GRAPHITE SPECIAI.TIES
erapklte Sods of Tarloiu lienctha, firom l-S Ohai to lOO Ohms BealatmaM

to tho Inch. Oraphlte Boxes wad OmelUea, HesUrtlnr Masts
of 4.000 Deereea. Inqmvlea 61sdly Anawerad.

fOS. DiXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Thousands of our Cells

and Abroad. . . .
STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Large Surface.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOE SALE BY

Established

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893

^oranted
Amcricaii Battery Company, r^TZ:^:'""'-

Guaranteed t

Purchasers.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EJSTJ^BLISHE ID 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i^

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.
We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Our regular goods are on sale in every lec ding Hardware
8tore inihe United States and Canada.

G. £ H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

A>
SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Oral, BleotTio, Fneoinatlo and Ueehaaloal

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
FoU Uaa Alwsja tm IStoek.

W. R. OSTRANDER & CO.,
!t04 Fulton St., Wew -Forh. m

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

8£I.LIHQ AGENTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
A. W. SOLOMON. Savannall, Ga. JOSHOA HENDY MAOH. WORKS'
HOEFGEN, MOXUAM & CO., Sau Franoisoo, Oal

No. 80 William St , New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanic«ille. N. Y.

Eleotrlo Lighting and
Power Apparatus.

'I'lio UUHHell Eleotrto Ooiupany,

The Bninh Doable Aro ^^iVMIKVII
Lamp Fateats snatatned bf ^^J rftrllVU—— PiVEllH%n
ofU. 8 Courts. KdnIWII

ELECTRIC CO.,

»vr, Bad Warti*. Vi. O'lOpn and naaon Hta.. GLKVRI.AND. OHIir^



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.
CHICAGO, JANUARY ii, 1S96.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

fiUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT. glmplex BlectrfcBl Cofflpany,

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANnFAOTHEEB 0»

INSULATBD ESImEGTRIO WIRE,
FI^ISXIBI^E: C0ICX>H and CAJBlLiES.

MO ana ««» Nerth Third Street. FHII.ADBI.FHIA, PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

TKIiEPHOXE)

KRHITR TAPBH.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'i Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La

PACKARD LAMPS
ARE

STANDARD
AND ARE MADE ONLY BY

NEW York: & Ohio Comfaky,
WARBRN, OHIO.

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS.
KecolTcd only Award for Troller* at <'>>»£<>

Manufactured by ALBERT Jc J. Iff. AWnERSOX, 289-293 A St.. Boston Mass.

Best

Boilers

X The Murray iFOi Works Co.,

BURLINGTON, lA.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1814 OUve Street, BT. LOUIS.

j{S'4"*"|?t|r'*"|Tr|rtjT'*"4f3i

" True thoughts have
moveiJ the world before,and

so they shall again," while

we sing of the Standard are

light of the world. Bouble-
service, weatherproof, sim-

Standabd Elkcteio Oomtamy,
205 La Salle St., oor. Adams,

Chicago.

>ii4n|t<|*4*4>4t4t4t4n|*$r

THE OKONITE COMPANY, L^im

^^l":
WIRES AiDCABLES,
For Atrial, Submarine and Underground Uu.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

TRADE MAHic— OltonitB WatBrproof Tape
BRANCHES sOhloago. Boston, Phlladelplila, Plttstonrgli, MinneapoUs, Cincinnati,

MBasCl^, Omaha, I,SnlsvlUe, St. tonlB. San grancleco, London and So. America.

CARBONS

ED. WERTHEIM,

EQUAL TO THE
BEST.

Kept in Stock.

is S. Canal St.,

CHICAGO.

STANDARD UKDERGROUNDGABLEGO.
THE ROOKERY,

Cable Contracts ' en Ini'lndlng Installatio

Wires and Cables, ground.

SOLAR CARBON s MANUFACTURING CO.,
alANTrFAGTUBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Liglit Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (wot hoi.i.ow).
For Arc Lemps on Incandescent and Ballwa? OlrcBltB

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTIIN ElBGMcal In^tofflBnt (Jo,
** ^ 1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

W\mMM
Mm Instruments

These ^Instruments
based upon the same
eral principle and are

Standard Portable Direct
Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the wording
parts are inclosed In a
neatly designed dust-proof

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Reading

throughout the civilized

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-

Iron Clad Rheostat Company,
WESTFIELD, N. J-, U. S

Theatre Dimmers, Field Rheostats, Motor Starting and Regnlatlng
Storage Battery Rheostats, Cantery Rheostats.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY„0.

allace, Hamilton
Ed P. Sharp, U Niagara 8t, Buffalo. N. T,
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.

,

St. Loula, Mo.
J. M. Atkinson & Co., 1439 Monadnoci Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Roger & Atwater, 214 Pine St, , San Francisco,
CaliEornlQ.

Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St., New York.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted- *

WESTON ENGINE COh
PAINTED POST, H. V.

REPKESENTATIVES.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
CLASSIFIED LISI.

z

Arnold. B. J .
nvl

AuiTbivoh-Woolvorlon El. Co,

Hftker .« 00 x

'

Kail & Wood Co., Tho .. -

IJarnes, Wallace

Karnett CO..G. * B x

Ueacou Lamp Co

BeardsleyMtg. 00

UerlinerTelepboueCo . -

Uermirdin, F. M

Besly & Co., Chas. H.... s

llllssCo.. E, W -

Boudreanx Dyn. Brush Co.

Boyuton Multivolt B.Co.. :

Brady, T. H....

BrlU Co.. J. Q :

Brljtey, W. R

Brusti Electric Co x

Bryan, Wm. H x

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye ElectrlcCo -

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

Card Electric Co

Central Electric Co

Central Mtg. Co

CWcago Belting O

C.B.&Q.R.R
CWcago Edison Co

Chicago Elec.& Stereo Co..

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co—
Ohuse iCo., J. F -

Cionbrook S. B. Co

ColburnElec. Mfg. Co

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Snp. Co.

Conn. Tel. &Elec. Co

Cor. School of Technology.

Crown Woven Wiie Brush 0(

OaytouOlube ironuo...

Oixon CruQible Uo.. Job

Eaatem Electric Cable Cc

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Ce

Edgerton Pottery Co.. .,

Electrio ippliance Co,..

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co

Rlectric Protection Co...

Eleciric Storage Batt
Co.. Ttie

ElectrictaD Publisbiip C

Co.,

FiberiteCo., The x

Fleming-Spence Elec'l Co.

Forest City El. Wks s

or Sale Adver'mentB
E'ort Wayne Elec. Corpora-
tion -

Qarlock Packing Co.. ..

Gates Elec. Mfg. Co

General Electric Co

' lobe Electric Light Co...

Gordon-Burnham Bat. C .

Goubert Mfg. Co -

bustafsoQ, W. A
Harrington. Son & Co., E .

-

Hart, C. S ....

Helios Electric Co

Holmes Fibre-Graphite C

Independent Elec. Co...

Inglls, Wm
Interior Conduit & I. Co

Internat'l Cor. Schools...

Iron Clad Bheostat Co..

Gov.

KOBtor EkctilfCo

K»KtOT Elec. Mfg. Co

Koywtone Tele. Co

Kltpbtoln A Co., A

buoinmihu Bbi. Co., The...

Loffe) ACo., Jamefi x

LludHloy Bros ,

WHter Wheel

Elec. WtR. ...

LukeiiHlron A Steel Co...

MacCurdy A Smith

MartindiUe, K. B. Jr

McWoy, John T

Menominee El. A Mech. Cc

Metropolitan Elec, Co

Michigan Electric Co....

Moore, Alfred F

Morrle. Tasker & Co

Munseil&Co., Eugene...

Murray iron Wks. Co

fJatlonal Electric Co

National indta Rubber Co.

Newton Rubber Works..

New York Insulated Wire
Co

New York AOhfo Co

NuttHll Co., R. D I

Ohio Storage Battery t'o

OkouueCo.. Tbe 1, il,

Otto Gas Engine Wks

Partrlck & Carter Co

Partridge Carboc Co

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.,

Pendfeton & Gilkey ... -

Perrizo,Paul,Jr., Cedar &
Lumber Co -

Phosphor-Bronzt Smeltii

Co.,Ltd

Queen &Co.. Inc .

Racine Hardware Co

Reisinger, Hugo

Replogle Governor Wks..

Richards A Meacham...

Roth Bros, i Co

Samson Cordage Wks....

Schoonmaker, A O

Schott, W. H
Shultz Belting Co

Siemens & Halske E. Co..

i Uarlor Co.

imUl Elec. '

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works . . -

S. K. C. Specialty Co -

Smith, S. Morgan xv

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co..

Standard Electric Co

Standard Tel. & Elec. Co,

Underground Ca-
jCo..

Stanley Electric Manufac-
turing Co.

Stilwell-BlercB & Smith-
Talle Co ^xil, 3

Storey Motor & Tool Co ...

.

Union Beater Supply Co..x^

United Electric Improve-

Walker Mfg. Co —
Want Advertisements.... x

Vi eber Gas 4, Gasoline Eng.
Co xi

Webster, Warren <fe Co xi

Wertbelm, Ed

Western Electric Co :

Western Union Tel. Co..., s

WestingDouseElec. and Mfg.
Co.- ...... vi

Westinghouse Mach. Co. ,—

Weston Electrical Inst. Co..

Weston Engine Co

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co

Wirt, Chas x

Younglove AGere

HollOK K!e«trlc Co.
Standard Electric Co,
Weatinghouae Ki. A Mfg. Co.

Kvy Ll^ht rord.
Samson Cordage Wkk

''uiterleN and Jarft.

Ijoynton Multlvolt Batt'y Co.
Butler Bard Rubber Co
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gon'l Fixture Co,
commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
3ordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
Kteter Elec. Mlg. t o.

Leclanohe Battery Co., The.

Menominee El. A Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Partrifk & Carter Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.
Panrlck & Carter Co
Western Electrio Co,

Beltins,
Chicago Belting Co,
Shultz Belting uo

BoUers.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician PubUshing Co.

Electric Co.
I Woven Wire Brush Co,

1 Fibre Graphite Co.
Kester Elec. Mfg.

Younglove & Gere.

Bnrfflar Alarms.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Menominee El & Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

sulated Wires), Copper,
t^lieet and Bar,
American Elec. Works.
Brisey, W. B.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electrio Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred ^.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co,
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.PoiDts AFlates
tiernardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Mason. J, W.
Partridge Carbon Co,
Reisinger, Hugo.

Western Electric Co.

Cigar Ijiglitera.

Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

Richards & Meacham.

Klootrical WorkB. '

1 Underground C. '

Contractors a
liislit PIu

Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Foree.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Elec trio Co.

Copper.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

Western Eleotrlo Co,

'ordDK**.
Samson Cordage ^

Harrington, Son A Co.,

;ross-.\rmH. HIoh
Bru4^kets.

Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co,

Electric Appliance uo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
FarrTel. AConst, Supply Co
Flberlte Co.. The.

FiberiteCo., The.

Hart A Hegeman Mfg Co,
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Kester ElectricCo.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
MacCurdy A Smith,

JIfg. Co
Brush ElbcmcCo,
Card Electric. Co,
Centra] Electric Co,
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co,
Ft.WayneElec. Corporation.

Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Standard Electric Co,

Klecti
Brush Jiiectnc uo.
rard Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrieal and mechani-
cal Engineers.

Aruold, B J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instmments.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernard in, F,

Central Elect
Commercial :

Electric Appliance Co",

Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Commercial
Electric Protection Co.
Mentminee EI. & Mech. Co.
S. K C. Specialty Oo.

Electro-Plating nachV
Besly A Co., Chas.
Colburn EI. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

h.nglnes, «-us.
Otto Gas Engine Wk

Ball A Wood Co., The,
Chuse A Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Westinghouse Machine Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Kngravers.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.

Fan Ontilts.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. O
Roth Bros. A Co.

Feed Wafer Seaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.

WeRtem Kleotrto C

Forges.
Union Heater Supply Go.

UaH l^lglitlnic, Elortrlo
Partrick A Carter Co

OeurM
Besly ACo.,Cha«, H.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric AptUance Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks,
General Electric Co.
Interior conduit A lut

Louisville Elec. Wks
MacCurdy A Smith.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Queen A Co. Inc.
Sioux City Brass Works.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.

4Jlubes and Electrical
Glassware.

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Got norst Water Wheel.
Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co.

<Wraphite Specialties

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Flberlte Co., The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Heating. Electric.

Beaidsley Mfg. Co,
Bernardin, F. M,
Brixey. W. R.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. S p. Co,

Menominee EI. A Mech, Co.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuttaliCo., R. D,
OkoniteCo.,The,
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.

Electrical Works.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Cc
Eastern Electric Cable uo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec, Engr. & Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply (

General Electric Co,
Independent Electric Co.

. W.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.

liamp f^aards.

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Beacon Lamp Co.
Buckeye Electric Go.

General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.
New York & Onio Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse EiecAMfg Co,

Lightning Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

aiaciiinery Wipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

aiagnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical "Machinery
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Bliss Co.. E. W.
Harrington, Sou A Co., E.
Lukens Iron A Steel Co.
Murray Iron Worts Co.

lilca,
Johns Mfg. Co., fl. W.
Munsell A Co. Eneene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

mining Apparatus, El c
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Go.
WeMlSEbatuB El.A Mft. Oo.

Stanley Kleo Mfg^^"o.
& Tool Co

WCKtlnKboui

;naH. H.

PoerluBS Uub

'•!fr.?i;r„«™??«v.-Phosphor Bronze S

Flatlnan
Baker & i

Nuttali Co., R. D.
Pendleton .t iikey.
Perrizo. Paul, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
1 Ele. . Co

Empire China Worke
General Electric Co.

Pabiiahers, electrical.
Electrician Publlshrng Co.

PDHh Bnttona.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
NatloDul Electric Co.
Partr;ck .*i Carter Co.

Bbeostais.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric '^o
Iron Clad Rheosat Co.

XhI Ammoniac.
Klipstein & Co., A.

e^pealdns Tubes.
' Appli

Partrick & Ca
Speed Indicators

Barnes, Wallace.

Steam Ileatlnsr,
Goubert M£g. Co.
Webster & Co., Warren.

Mrorage »atterie8.
American Battery Co.
Electric btorage Hattery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Brixey,
Electrical Works

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Inanlated Wire Co
OkonlteCcThe.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Apparatnaesraph
J Co.

Partrick* C
Western Electric Co.

Telepliones and

Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.
U. S. Tel. Const. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.

Transformers.

Ft.WayneElec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks,
Stanley Eiectnc Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord.
Bernardin. F. M.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. JEleciric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EI. & Mfg. Co.

Turbine VTheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflel & Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
StlUweU-Bierce <S Smith.
Vaile Co.

Cnl-rersities.
Cor. School of Technology
Xnt. Corr. Schools.

Water Wheels.
Leffel & Co., Jas.
Keplogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. E.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttali Co., R. D.
OkonlteCo., The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground Q,Qo
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CORED OSJEiSaNS.

HARDTMUTH
AUSTRIAN CARBONS.

CHICAGO EDISON CO., No. 139 Adams Street, Chicago, III.,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS.
Write us for Revised Price List.

SOLID CJLISBOITS.
ANNUNCIATORS..

House and Hotel
Style.

Gravity Drop, Three Wire
System.

Magneto Generators

BINDING ..

POSTS of

...EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

MEDICAL FARRAOIC BATTERIES,

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS.

Write for Catalogue

It

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

in use by the most
Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
SeDd for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tlie Gordon-BnmliaiE Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

THE STOREY MOTOR.

MAIN OFFICE:

TheStoreyfflotor&ToolCo.,
YORK AND SEDQELEY AVENUE,

PHILADELPHIA.

Iron Clad. Completely
closed in.

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for di-

rect driving machinerj'^,

the application of Motors
to machine tools a spe-

cialty.

Light weight. Slow and
Medium speed.

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Go.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

112 Liberty Street.

VULGABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

^ p, tr::::-:::-:-:!

br-O
SI33 $6053

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. M. 800 and Westinghouse Commutator Rings,

Brush Holder Bushings and Field Spools.

BEJiB FOB PBICE IiIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

H.W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
340-S42 Bandolpb St., CUeaso, lU.

KEWVOBK. PHILiDEtPfnA. BOBTON. WestiDBhoaae.

SEVEN THOUSAND LIGHTS
Will illuminate the S. S. St. Louis and St. Paul, furnished

by dynamos having ^60 amperes capacity each.
HE REFRK

INQ PURPOSES.
MOTORS FOR VARIOUS OTHER PURPOSES

ERATOR PLANTS.

MICANITE was used as the insulator on all the

above machines, and has been adopted by the manu-

facturers of electric power machinery as the standard

insulator.

MICA INSULATOR CO.,
Sole Manufacturers,

218 Water Street, NEW YORK.

-^^^^
icANitr
inSOl^ator " ^

THZS FImEWLING AIxTERNATING arc IxAXKEF.
Simplest, Neatest, New Catalogue Just Out.

Best=Working Lamp

on the MARKET.

FLEMINQ=^ENCE ELECTRICAL CO., : 652 Hudson Street, New York.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.
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ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
SUPPLIES..

BRANCHES:

ST. LOUIS: Southern Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY: Gate City Electric Co.

NEW ORLEANS: loio Canal St.

BUFFALO: 112 White Building.

vr.
K are .soliciting order.s for KAIL-
WAY S UPPLIES because we

have tlie goods in stock to fill tliem.

So mucli material on hand that we had to

take up a section of floor to show the Build-

ing Inspector that we were not overload-

ing.

We are within the safe limit but just

the same we would prefer to divide the stock

with you.

Let us quote prices before you buy.

CENTRAL
ELECTRIC
COMPANY, #
'73-175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

EIE "ST^^I^" .-^lElC nL.i^3iv^:E=S,
MANUFACTURED BY THE

AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON ELECTRIC COMPANY.

DIRECT CURRENT LAMPS.
(.LOW-TENSION.)

No see-sawing.

Stationary arc.

Perfect feeding.

Short circuiting impossible.

Will not take more current than they are built

for.

Alternating Current Lamps.

No sticking or jumping.

No burning, out of spools.

Starts without chattering.

Perfectly steady light.

The only Lamps giving perfect satisfaction on

the meter system.

Our 14-Hour Lamp is 33 inches long over all. Our Lamps embody all the latest improvements, are

handsome in design and solid in construction. We guarantee perfect satis-

faction. Write for our '96 catalogue, giving full particulars.

'^.^-'^^^-^'^'^'^'^^^^

AUEBBACH-WOOLVERTON ELECTRIC COMPANY,
OFFICE AND WORKS: 113 AND 115 ADAMS STREET, HOBOKEN, N. J.
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THE FUEUMN

BAnEBT.i.OELU
Estimates Furnished

on Application.

Prompt Delivery. ^%f-s»^~ %' ^J
--=

standard Sizes

Always on

Hand.

The composition used in the manufacture of these battery cells makes them positively acid-proof, which result has never before been accomplished,

providing additional strength to such an extent that this cell can be used where no other would be practical.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

For Prompt Reply Address

J.FrankDnnbar,
Treasurer,

87 Summer St., Boston Mass

The S. K. C, Two Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM B¥ WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION MADE
PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POIIMT8 OF SUPERIORITY:
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies

except lubricant for bearings.

It is practically self-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multi-

phase machines require a balance of load.

We have entirely eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. e.,

the revolving armature, commutator, collector rings, brushes, etc.

They can be built for any voltage from i lo for isolated lighting to the high voltages required for power transmission

work; in latter case doing awa3'- with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can

be connected at will for either i,ooo or 2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficienc}' in the

manner in which they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders prompth',

and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago.

|D_^-^.g_^ —Our apparatus is novel; different from anything heretofore made,
*^***'^**^^ and covered by patents that fully protect us and our customers.

We are not infringing patents belonging toothers, and shall avail ourselves of the patents

under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., PITTSFIELD,

....MASS.

WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CKICACO, ILL.
o., Tlontroiil,

I luunul'uciur < Dotuiiiiou •
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EDDY GEHERATORS.
Dirsct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Li^Hin^ or Power Hants,

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed
We build nil necessary apparatus for the transmis-

sion of Electrical Power througli factory
or other buildings.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

NKVV YORK, M. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.

1S21.

Morris, TaskerA Go
INOOEPORATED.

Offices. 222-224 South Tliird Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I'AKICAt. IKON WOKK8,
Philadelphia.

UKLAWARK IBON WOKHH,
New Oastle, Del.

Mes, ffroiM

roi Pines aid

-H!P

FittiDgs,

ELECTRIC lilGHT and BAlli.
WAY PIPE POliES A

SPECIAI^TT.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The^Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

^ HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DIRECr CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
SEND FOE LATEST PEIOE LIST TO

NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW 70RK.
Sole Importer for the United States and Canada.HUGO REISINGER.

iVE/brECTRIO (JQ/ Dc:i.i,&\/^^L-p\r4i3
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, - Boston, Mass.

At the meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

held on the 20th of November, 1895, Mr. C. L. Edgar, General Manager

of the Edison Electrical illuminating Company of Boston, read a com-

munication which will be found of great interest to the managers of

central stations for the distribution of light and power.

For copies apply to

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

fNEW YORK, 66 Broadway.
I
Chicago, 1543 Marquette Building.

BRANCH OFFICES:^ BOSTON, 333 Exchange Building.
BALTIMORE; 215 N. Calvert Street.

(SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First Street,

WESTWeHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFB. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishmem in the World.

POWEB, laiCANI^ESOESrt' AND ARC IiIGHTING, FB03I THE SAUE CIBCCITS,

Wc have purchased and arc the SOLE OWNERS o! the patents Issued to Nikola Tesia for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting_and power purposes. We furnish complete lilies of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Odice Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power In Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the, most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

KEW YORK, lao Broadwn PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 30-38 College Street.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. 'BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 10? 8. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. 0., 1333 F Street, N,
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SOLIC MANUFACTURERS, UNDER EXCLUSIVE LICENSE, OF THE

Ford-Washburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage Batteries.
THI-; MOST DUUABLIi: B VTTKltlKS EVBlt HKOOUOBD. POK STKEET BAtljWAYS, LIGHTING PLANTS, ELECTRIC LAUNCHES,

ELEOTUIC CABHIAGES, DOCTORS AND DENTISTS; AND FOR ANY OTHEIt WORK
WHERE STORAGE BATTERIES CAN BE USED.

SPECIALTIES:
ISOLATED PLANTS for HOUSE LIGHTING, and CELLS
lor SURGICAL, TELEGRAPH, TELEPHONE and PHO-
NOGRAPHIC USES. SMALL CELLS MADE TO ORDER*

The entire absence of plates iu our cells is au advantage, the full strength of which is only known
to those who have had a weary experience with batteries of the plate type. Not only are the lend grids in
plate batteries very heavy, but they are always "buckling," ''needling" and "disintegrating." The con-
struction of our cell obviates the necessity of ruinous repairs; in other words, it stands incessant charge
and discharge with so little perceptible wear, that it compares with a well-built dynamo and
miitor as to absence of repairs and in requiring no attention. Not only will our battery stand
repeated discharges on dead short circuit without injury, but it will remain in first-class con-
dition for an indeflnlte roriod of time, when unused, on an open circuit.

We have frequently replaced the most widely advertised Storage Battery in this country
with our cells.

ot^ACENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

The only Storage Battery that ever successfully
operated a Railroad in winter as well as in sum-
mer. These Cells are soon to be used in another
Railroad enterprise that will attract the attention
ofthe whole country, they having been selected
after a thorough examination of all other makes.
Watch the press!

Many of ovu- cells have been in hard use for four
years without deterioration.

The Cleveland Leader, of Oct. the follow-
ing:

"The instantaneous death of Franklin Leonard Pope,
the eminent electrical expert and publicist, at his home in
Great Bariington, Mass., on the 13th inst., is the sensation
of the hour in scientific circles. Mr. Pope descended to
his cellar to examine a powerful converter, and by some
means unknown received a shock which killed him on the
spot. It is a fact of local interest that among the last im-
poitant acts of Mr. Poiie's life was the preparation of an
elaborate opinion that the patents covering the Ford-
Washburn Storelectro Company's storage battery do not
INFRINGE IN THE SLIGHTEST DEGREE ANT OTHER STORAGE
BATTERY PATENTS. Mt . Pope's paper was dated the 5th
lUst., and was accompanied by an autograph personal
letter."

Other oirinions, equally strong, from H. T. Fisher,
late U. S. Examiner in the Patent Offlce, E. A. Angell and
others. We wilij protect all our oustomees from

rA=,rAzTA,

Gf^ THE OniO^TOSACiE BATTERY C^
""

SOl€MAN>JfA'-IU«ERSr)'=

THE F0RDWASI^8U<)K 5TCi;ELECrR0 0.-5if.r^PV"

UNDER E,<aU-5lVE LiCcHSE

The Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Makes
ItDItAL CELL

Ofpanmenl ol fhys cs and yectrlcal E,ni

urwiBSiiv Of ciiiBoa-

> Pord-WaBbtJurn storage eel 13- in gle

taclorv miDg lor gem

-? "i-^r^'^^ ^

TR \CT1( N CELL

52 Wade Building, Cleveland Ohio, U. S. A.
New York and New England Office, 1. A. IWACHADO, 203 Broadway, New York.
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IT BEATS THE WORLD
fl'e hnie recently closed a coutvact
icitJi tlie Taunton Coi)pef 3Iannfac-
tnihifi Conii>fini/, as General Western
Sales .Ujentsfor their conijilete line of

Bare Copper Wire
Including this with our other specialties,

among which are

''OK" Weatherproof Wire
Paranite Wire
Packard Transformers and

Packard Lamps.
We are aow in position to assist you

'in making 1890 a profitable year.

EUCTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, ^'^^
"^"•'"ThI^^ago.

ELECTMICAL SUPPLIES.

ANEW CIRCULAR describing

the

Hoyt Station Ammeters and Voltmeters

sent free on application.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Penacook, N.H., U.S.A.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufacturer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for pricea. Brlsiol, Com

Tor lire Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

WHY BE A FOGY?

PEERLESS RUBBER MINUFACTURING CO..
•70 Old Colony Bids., CHICAGO. JO Wsrrea Street. 18BW TORK

WIRE SPECIALTIES,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOWEST
PRICES.

Write for Circular and Prices.

Wn. INGLIS, 95 SHELBY ST.,

Detroit, Mich.

•MyMastiras.
T.H.Brady.NewBritain,Conn..tl.S.A.,

ut Arms, Pole and
Hoodif House Braokstt and

other Specialties for OonHtrnoHon
Work. — Cataloouea and PriotM fxir-

nUhed on application.

ELECTRICITY,

STEAM
And otlier Engiucering Courses

ELECTRICITY
Mechanics; Meckantcal Drawing: Architecture, irchttectural Drawing '

Mqsonry, Carpentry a
nnai
IJOIT.

ing; Prospecting, and the English Branches Until
apparatus will be furniehed free to Gtadents Send for :

iBct you wi=li to Btndy, to

experimental

The International Corresnondenee Scliools, Scranton, Pa

The Bowen Electric heaters
EXCEL THEM ALL'.

For HEATING TROLLEY CARS, Cabins, Slalerooms, Show Windows, Portable Stoves, Etc.

(Patonlad.)

REQUIRE THE LEAST ROWER.
irms tlie

i No. 28 St£
I NORWALK. OHIO.

ll>t»0*^
' cmWUWms ME MORE EXPEW,„ „

i„-,o«— "•""Ventilated™"'^ ^'"'"'^xe.
:pATAUG.1B'921 .^^'^"^^^^ °'^'""iSr:^uo.,?'?^^^ "E

best' cherry g.^ajJNGLOVE^ ^n

OUR NEW BRUSH, THE CROWN "K"
Made witli a braid-

ed core aiid a cover-
ing of cloth wov<n
like lace, giving nior<

ventilation than in

ordinary vpcaving;
will not .spread at tlie

ends.

"d;^"

IfiffffiiiiBfifiilTnlliijIllpi^^
IlllHHIllllliiMlliilulUiyflilliUillUillnllliiHfl

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

CROWN WOVEN WIRE BRUSH CO.

WE MAKE EVERYTHING
IN THE LINE OF

Woven Wire Dmhe_s

AND OUR PRICES
ARE LOW.

Bryant Electric Company,
BBIOeEPOBT, CONN., AHD CHICASO.

Cktod ^o^^ Goods.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS,
4_ (Thoa.O. «rler, II"

6BIF.B BBCI^KBS.^^^ ^„ . ,

( Edward B. Grier, I Ofllee.

Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

CROUSE=TREMAINE

CoMercial Electrical Supply Co.,

AGENTS,

82! Pine Street, - ST. LOUIS.

CORED CARBONS
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EoQENB F. F[iii.Lxni, PreHt. . UATDAWAT, ItBOfl. . B. Sawtzo, 8007.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
PBOTIDBKOB, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

^ Shanoh EDKOoe P. PUlUpa' EUectrloal Workfl-

IRON ARMORED

INSULATINB CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,
General Offices and Works: 527 W. S'lth St., New Tork.

Edwd. H. JohnsOD, Preut. E. W. Uttle, Vlce-Prort. and Oen. Mgr. OhM. P. OoddM, Stxl mi TWfl.

The Only Water-Wbeel Governor that Governs.
.jH^miaiiui street

GREENFiEi.b, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

Lombjrd Witer-Wheel Governor Co., CI Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:—We h.ive one of your Governors in use

at our power house at Millers Falls, -Mass., taking care of

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the power Mi(Am
a fcwvoUa. We took out one Governor and replaced it with
I. LOMBABD GOVERNOR which gives perfect

satisfaction. Yours truly, MONTAGUE ST. RY. CO.,
(Signed) H. C. Garfield, Supt.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-
teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes
of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREEl
BOSTON, MASS.

KESTER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
640 Liiiwood Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

Manufacturers oE the
Niagara Electric Battery,
Hester's Soldering; Coiupoiiiid,

Kester's Coniiiiutiitor C'onipoiiucl,

Kester's SeK Lubricatiiij^
Dynamo and Victor Brii)iil>e.«i

Si
GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS,

Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GJ-CNUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING CGf^PANY, CHATTANOOGA, TENN

J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Dynamos,- Bleetnc loiors,

Manufactured by

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

30 to 3* Market SI..

Chicago, III.

High EfSclency.
Perfect Regulation,

Beet Material,
Low Prlcee,

Complet. Plants InslalltiJ.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE

RAVEN WHITE CORE.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.
CSIMSHiW TAPES, GOMPETITIOH TAPES ADD SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

Vsii exclusively for all Incandescent Light
ing at World's Columbian Exposition.

Used in some of the largest buildings in the

United States.

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the US.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

ELECTRICAL

SyPPLIES.

WESTEMI ELECTmC COMPANV,
NEW YORK.

AeERCIESs

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE GO.
CHICAGO. ILU

PEniNGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
NEW TOBK OFFICE t

39 and 41 Cortlandt SL

FAOTOBY:

Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for a Young Man!
The advertiser contr.ils valuable electric heat-

ine patents(8ad irons, solflerinjiouttits, etc.l.and
wants a youne man, electrically educated and
with some- apitil, t'l joiu him in pushine the
electrical hpatinfz business already orEanized and
established and with good orders on hand. A
palary would be paid and yonng man and adver-
tiser (business man) can cntrol this business.
Address "Healer," care Westebjj Eleotbi-

WANTED.
Traveling salesman to handle the

best line of telephones on the mar-
ket, on commission; also responsible
party or parties ivho can secure con-
tracts and install exchanges.

Address Box 1278, Meriden, Conn.

POSITION WANTED.
As Saperintendent or Eoffiaeer of electric

Ijpht or power plant. Thoiuuirhly familiar with
high speed and Corliss eneines. direct and
alternating currents, inside and outside wiring,

testing, etc . Fnllv capable of doing any repairs

connected with a plant. A No. X michinist, at
present am with a large plant but for good
reason desire to change. Best of references
from present and past employers. Will work for

liberal salary. Address '^Electrical Engineer,"
care Westehn Electeician, 6 Lakeside Build-

FOR SALE.
<:HEW FO

Good electrical supply a

less in live southern cr

FOR SALE.
One 45 lisht 2,000 o. p. T.-H. Arc Dynamo,

complete with base, frame, slides and automatic
regulator. One 35 k.w. 1.040 volt T.-H. Alter-

nator, complete with exciter and switchboard
instruments. One 15 h. p. 220 volt Eddy

The above machines are all second-hand, but
in perfect running order, having been recently
replaced with ones of larger capacity.

nilOHIGAN ELECTRIC <'0.,

479 State St., Detroit, MIcb.

FOR SAXjS.
T. H. F. 30 IHOTORS.

Complete Car Equipment including

Bemis Trucks and Laclede Boilers.

F. IH. BERNARDIN, KANSAS CITY, IWO.

A GOOD INVESTMENT.

dee Electric Light Co.
a safe aud profitable 1

figure. Origin

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
COPPEK CASTIIVGS for Electrical
Purposes.

BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kinds.

HASTINGS, DYNATIOS

WIRT BRUSHES
Cbarles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

$600! $600!

FOR SALE

iw 50 Ui\[ Arc Byiamo,

Complete with tbo usual accessories

and full guaranty of manufaotarers.

Huvo no use lor it and will bo sold for

.six liundrod dollurs casli.

Address ARC^ACHINE,

WnSlEBN Eleotbiouk Ofttoo.

SPECIAL.
THE WESTERN ONION TELEPHONE COMPANY,

207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
We have the beat and cheapest telephone on

the market. CanvasHer:^ wanted in every county
Territory aasiened. Coirespondence solicited

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR—

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Pasb Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

BLL

DIE

LimST

Electrical
Books

Orders filled promptly on

receipt of price.

Electrician Pub. £o.,

6 Lakeside Bldg.,

mmi rmiT m sm-feid mm rira.
Removes all impurities.

Entirely prevents scale in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

The SMl-Eierce I Smitb-Vdle Co,,

DAYTON, Omo.
Kisdon Iron & Loc'tive Wks, San Francisco, Cal., Paciflo Coast Agt.

lole^raph, Telophoie, Electric Li^hl

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Mannfactur-d from Live Cedar paeled. Quick

shipmentB and best quality.

OCOKTO, WIS.

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.

PENDLETON &CILKEY,

CEDAR POLES,
JANESVII,I.E, AVIS.

POLES
(CEDAR.)

-•>-""
Wkunili/ Light and

Street Railway

TICx Poles. Telephone
I ICOv Poles a Specialty.

LiNDSLEYLBROS., MENOMINEE MICH.
Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY'

Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing: elsewhere.

WIKTEB TOCJKS TO C V1.IFOKNIA.
In Private Pullman Pdlaoe Cars.

The Burlington Boute (0. B. & Q. B. B.) an-
aounce three personally conducted t(

Tes., El Paso, Los Aneelea, San Dieeo, Santa

Route through Colorado, The price of a ticket
includes all necessary espeosea. Railroad and
sleeplnff car fare. Hotel Bills, carriage rides,
aide trips, etc . The service will be strictly first-

class in every respect. For pamphlet glvine
particulara, aee any aaent of the C. B. & Q.R.B.

vritet. _ _

at, 211 Clark s

HEBBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price $1.00.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,

6 Lakeside BulldinE, Chicago.

BEACON
itL

From '/2 to 300 Candle Power.

Unrivalled for long life, econ-

omy in current consumption and

freedom from blackening.

Special attention to the export

trade.

Send for new catalogue of

Multiple, Series, Miniature and

Decorative Lamps. Orders
filled promptly. Lowest prices.

BEACON LAMP CO.
& Harcourl Sts., Boston, Miss.

ty The Royal Electric Co., of Montreal

Quebec, Sole Asents for Canada.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood Bngravlug,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

CONDUITS.
Are you interested

in Conduits?

11 you are it will

pay yon to look

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL WORK.
Concise and Practical Explanations far Plumb-

ers, Tinners and Hardware Dealers on Mow
to Wire Buildings for Bells, Alarms,

Lighting Irom Batteries.

Illustrated with Ticeiiiy-two JDuigrams.

By WILLIAM A. WITTBECKER,

Price In Piip«T,l

) electrical nppa,

nrhereby soy
nprovloiiH kDowledo«Of e
leJ to UDdcrtnke their buc
B prompted tin* pabUctrtlooiQEttBll&tlOD, I

Itttloboott. ItlauotlDteu.
eoeba (or nothlDR but expi
iBitoipocted to eollfthtou
but (o the poraoD who Is s<

IncroftfllDg his daily esmlngB
this little

The Information Riven Is above all otpopraotfoal,
end with a cloao obnerviMSce of the dlroctlons lalt!

down anyone without Ukt sllRbtoet bnowled^ ol

electricity should bo able to do the work deBorlbod

ELBCTRIGIAM PDBLISHIIIG CO.r
O I/akeslde BnlldlnK, CHIOAeO
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Kull and Partial Gate.

LTi;r» UATEU

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
le accompanying cngraviiiK represents a p

^p 3fi H. V. under 88 feet head. Arranged wi—
' pulley.
; now prepared to (urnisti Victor Turbines, either sJngl
the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

Worrell Friction Coupling at one end I

a, on horizontal shaft

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of tlie World.

AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO.,
Ill loll? East 131st St., N.Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELKCTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Its kind in print

and will prove an insepatable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00, Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

ELECTRICAL

TESTINSTRUMENTS.
We manufacture a full line.

Some specialties are:

WIRT AMMETERS, / Accural.,

WIRT VOLTMETERS, (
"""''"''•

PHOTOMETERS,

D'ARSONVAL ? sensitive, and

GALVANOMETERS, )
°''' ''"'•

Correspondence Solicited.

QUEEN &; CO.,
1010 Chestnut St., Philadelptiia, Pa.

New York Office. ll« Falton Street.

WHEN YOU HEAR YOUR NEIGHBOR TALKING
About the very best motor and dynamo made it is a ten to one shot that he will mention the name "Kester," because every purchaser becomes a friend and, like quality,

talks. Our motors are doing duty in thirty-seven states of the Union, and in point of electrical efficiency and mechanical durability they are without an equal. They
are sold on their merits and guaranteed to be absolutely perfect. Our dynamos are superior to any machine of like rated capacity now on the market. Each size has

SLIDING BASE, SELF-OILING AND SELF-ALIGNING BEARINGS

and will carry the rated capacity without any Sparking or Heating, are Noiseless and guaranteed free from any defect. Further particulars cheerfully furnished

KESTER ELECTRIC CO., TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA.
RICHARDS & MEACHAM, Sole Chicago Aeents, 86<LA SALLE STREET, CHICAGO.

DVER 5 VDLTS-5AMPERES FRDM I CELLPRIMARY

BATTERIES. I boyntoisTmultivolt battery co., ^"l^/.'SS^^iiuau'new york.

ONE SOLUnON.
Size, 6x8 in.

PricG, $6.50.
Send for Sample.

If You Want ORDER A COPY OF

u

B BooD mn
In the Book Line

» iV^ WEBB'S TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.
Price $1.00, Postage Prepaid.

Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 lakeside building, CHICAGO.

UlU
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

IVIultipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and \rotkB, JUansfleld, Ohio.

76 K. W. OENBBATOB.
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SOLD ON THEIR MERITS.
In placing this instrument on the market we take pleasure in .stating that after a

series of tests made by one of the largest railroad . corporations in the United States, and
by several of the best informed Telephone Experts in the country, wc have been informed

that our instruments far surpass any telephone now on the market, for the following

reasons

:

,

' '

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under any Con-

ditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness of Articu=

lation;

Least Affected by Induction of any in=

strument now on the iVlarket;

Indestructibility Will Last a Lifetime
with ordinary care, and will be as effective

after 5 years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instrument will prove every claim we
have made for it, and we simply ask a trial to convince
the buyer.

We furnish the Transmitter Arm, as shown in cut, to those who may wish

to replace the transmitters on other makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts Write to

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,

Wleriden, Conn., U» S. A.

'^
HART Flush Switches.

ITeT^sT ^a-ce ^la-te.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Ko. 1 J'late for 5 and 10 Amp.
Hart i!»witehe!«.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Made of solid plate brass ^-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B/

THE HARJ & HE6EMAN MFQ. CO.,
HARTFORD,

CONN. BacK of Ko. 1 Plate.
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isr The Boudreaux Dynamo Brush Co. "^'xr.^^^

The Proof ot the Brush is in the Using.
s

.. -I
(0 Is

z 1^
111 '^ C3 [ . -^ .J,- -

;0» 2

qi (0

OVRR 300,000 IN DAIC^Y USB.

HELLO!!
A New Oi-annlar Carbon Tel-

fphone 1 ransiiiitler. ^

1 Beat and chenposi made. '.'I- Igln" long distance,

For'deBcrlptiou, 6to.;"addre 8

A D SlbL, Ast ,

[ll'Jl No. 669 Forest Ave., ELGIN, ILL.

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write for prices
and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet III.

AT LAST!

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
6»1 6 Agents for Cbirago and Sorthtrn Illinois,

4 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

ELEPHONES a"° SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 1|
ah instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

HADISON = - WISCONSIN,
MANOrACTUKEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking. Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

siJDle Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Oar New :Ma£neto Bell provided witli specially

powerful Generator baving large field magnetB of best quality of

magnetic

pired) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole LicenaeeB for sale of Mild- Katier.v Tr-msniittor In the United States. Patent granted

April 17th. 1894. For Bimplicity, small dimeneions, entire multi-contact, and powerful transmis-

sion, it has no equal. No adjnstment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
are the most rapid and pfficient apparatus of the Had now before
original fewtures possessed by no otherr-: require where power gen-

ator is ueed but three moves to answer a pubscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect the

168. Estimates for complete equipment of exchaogPB nnd toll line systems promptly furnished.

<'orrespondeiice.'solif'i*e«l Addreef

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN.

, L. SPOONEE, President. CHICAGO OFFICE:

. BATOHELDEE, Secretary. No. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg,DODGE, Genu Supt.
~' "tATOHELDEE, S(

. TAYLOE, Treasurer. J. J. NATE, Gen'l Agt.

t
FARR TELEPHONE <^ CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CO.

To dealers and electricians we quote the following low prices net: Ma
ohm, ^3 75; Migneto b - - -

$2.00; BlBk« parte of

ngs dost transmit-
.50; Uannlnsrs dust transmitter, $1.00; Blake transmitter, complete,
anemltter, jl.OO; Induction coils, each 30c; Transmitter boiea, 40e;
, 90c; Receivers, electrose, 85c; Receivers, hooks with switch, 50c;

Backboards with battery box attachment, walnut, 90c; Backboards with battery box attach-
ment, oak, 85o; Hand cords, 3-foot 15c; Dry batteries, best made.^Sc;

per line Transmitters a Specialty.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

T >« We will sf

cents. Address TEp

THE ONLY

Reflector Plate Alternating Arc Lamp.

The Helios Electric Company claims:

That they have more alternating arc lamps in use than all other makes combined.

They guarantee 80 per cent, more available light than is obtained from any other

alternating arc lamp.

They guarantee to give as much light as any direct current lamp using the same

number of watts.

Spencer's Improved Alternating Arc Lamp
Possesses the following advantages:

Minimum choke in the regulating coil.

Practically DO energy absorbed in the regulating device.

Durability of all its parts; not liable to get out of order.

Can be used succes-sfully on all periods.

Starts quickly.

Spencer's Direct Current Constant Potential Lamp.
Guaranteed not to see-saw.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1229 Callowhill Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AGEISTS.
Agents, Chicago, III.

Tei.

CENTRAL ELEOTBIO CO., ^

ANOHOK ELECTKIO CO., N(
MOORt; & BAYLI3, WeBterD New York Agents, Buff
BAKR & ATKINSON. Stale AgeDls, Cleveland. Ohio
GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CONSTRUCTION

w. T. M MOTTRAM, State Agent, Da
TBE MOUNTAIN ELECTKIO CO., As
CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, Pacific

SCBMINKK s'neWM.AN Agents tor LnnlBlai

PADUOAH. BLECTRIC CO.. State Agenta, Pal

EOYAL ELEUTEIC CO.. Montreal, Canada,
WH. C WHITNEB i CO., Anderson, S. C,

New York City
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is m all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

The M,£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,

"

issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
rnitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

Ttullitt T^iiildins:. . - Philadelphia.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
By Hebbebt Lawb Wbbb.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, FOSXAGE PBEPAIO, $1.00.

SEXD m YOVB OBD£B NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

F iVJVD o
600 Watt TraDsforini Transformers
HIGH OR LOW

FREQUENCY CURRENTS.
In Efficiency, Regulation and Safety their Superiority

is admitted.

Orders Core and Windings Oil Jacketed for Additional Protection.

Core Losses Small.

No Fuses in Transformer Case.

Without Delay. Workmanship Unequalled.

Step-up and Step-dovrn Transformers for

Long Distance Transmission IVork.

GENERAL "ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office: SGHENSCTADY, N. Y.

Sales offices in»all large cities of the United States.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E F..

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

BPKOIALTV:
Eleolrlo RallwiiyB liud Powor Stiitloni

J54I Ilarqiivtte Bide., riiloaen

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soo.m.b

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

OonsaltatloDi, Koportit, Entlma*en, Plnnp, Speol-
floatlODfl, Superlntendonoe, Teats, PurobanlnR.

DeBlgDB of Ountral Stations a Spuolalty.

Turnrr Bnllitliie. Nt. IjoiiIb.

For^e Bain,

,
OeceriU EDgloeerlDff.

Expert Id I'liUJnt OaaflOB.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r

at proportled look.d <jvoi* itiid liuprovod.

Boom 1G28 nfnnatlnock, i fllCAii'
Tol«i)boiio HnrrlHon 2H4

MOONLIGHT

SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal

discount if large quantities are

ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NtW AMERICAN LEADS.

Eecentimprovemeots made in the New American Tnrbine have increased the power as per
sir diameter, and prodnced greater wfficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine,
evidenced by the followiofr. copied from certified tests made at Holyote, Maaa., on the dates
med, and signed by A. F Sickman, engineer in charge of esperimente, and E. S. Waters

The orlgioalB of tb..s = certmcatesa. d tests of other sized wheels nan be seen at oar ofBce.

Tes' of4i45-»n. Whre'^Ju-y ?,'94l Testofa4i-n. Whert—July 14. '!)*.

Head "!? Cu. Ft.

ill
H. p.

Per
Cent.

ImS 129:33 104:85 162:8t

Per
Cent.

1 ;:

IMS 117:3!

li

305.27

175 :7<

79.76
82.68
82.18

7.5:52

Whole Gate Sii.nO

For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYION GLOBE IRON WORKS CO. , Davlon, 0., U.S.*.

ELEOTBIGAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Wiiere once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

;AFrrY w^ER TUBE BOiim

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing ;

variable loads. An unequaled
I unprecedented higrh velocity. Its r

fail. Write for

For all Purposes.
Scrap and Wative PlaUoum I'urchaged.

ilSK & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

BINDERS
FOR THE

Ifderii Ekcln

$1.00 Each.

g CHICAGO.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield. Ohio. U. S. A

WAT£R POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design

and construction of plant. Consult us it possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COHPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to unde-talte

and guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric

Railway, Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical

and Mechanical Governors and other devices for the government of water-power.
Expert advice furnished on application. If results of your present system are not
satisfactory, write -us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
MARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THEMcGORMICK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Carryinc
Capacity.

Absolntely
tJniflorni.

wuter-wheel heretofore made.
hand, ore bnilt £ "

"

dyoke Testing Flume,

interestto confer with me, as I am williBg to suar
ntee reHnlts ivliere others have failed, no mat.
er what make of turbine has been in use. 8TAT1'
fK'HlTIBEMENT!* AIHD SESID FOK CAT*
,o«;UE.

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
a f«r oomplets power s The Independent Electric

39th St and Stewart Ave.. Chicagi

Co.

#•'. A. KSTHf, I'reH.itiul TreilH. JOIIX K. .W»-f./,VM..l-. Ii<--1'; *. S. lUAKTIX, Slipt. o/ JVorks

R. D. NUTTALL
Leading Manufacturers of

Electric Railway Supplies

COMPANY, ALLEGHENY. PA

EFFICIENT

4iw^i"i SATISFACTORY.

JN THE UNITED STATES.

DURABLE. - ECONOMICAL.

We Construct

Everything on

Proper and Most

Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.

» Sides Dnpt,

,« llopt.

w Orleans Siiles liepurliuenl, No. :121 l\la^ii/.lue Street,

orlcs, Faol&o Ooaat Bnloa Department, No. 3S Fromon
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THE OTTO
Gas,

Oaaoline

and
Natural GasJNGINES
Electric Lighting.

Sizes I lo260H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation from

^ ^
The [to Gas Engine Works, Inc,

PHIIiADUIil'HIA.

OVF.K 45,000 HOLI>.

VVEBER Gasoline Engine p'

use in any place or for any purpose requiring power. Only a fow i/ purpose requiring power.

per horse power per hour. The Blmpli
WKHKKGAS & GASOLINK KNGINK CO.,

operaUon la 1 cent
mti DBBt power. Address
Blvd., Kaneas Oif.y, Mo.

Heating by Exhaust Steam,
Without Back Pressure,

BY THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
AOVaKTAGES.

1st.—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.
2ncT.—Effects greatest efficiency from the heating surface by the removal of the

water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.
3rd.—Saves coal by removal ol back pressure from engines; water of con-

densation, etc.

Will visit your
t and have equipped the It

WARREN WEBSTER & CO.,
Exhaust Steam Specialists

Elms?"' CAMDEN, N. J.

High grade PACKiNtiS
FOR STEAM. WATER, GAS, AMMONIA, ETC. f

m

ECONOMICAL,

RELIABLE. DURABLE & GUARANTEED,

THE GARLQCK PACKING CO.
hi:"

THE HUSTON PATENT
I pressed from a Bolld piece of boat Flange

BoUer Steel. No welda.

Stronger, Stiver ana MAghter than Iron,
BOILER BRACE

LUKENS IRON AND STEEL CO.,
CoateeTllle, Penna.

WRITE FOR PBIJLA OFFICE. 403 BnUltt Bulldlne.
CIRCULAE. NKW YORK OFFICE, a9 Broadway.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDEES OF BlILWAY AND TEAIWAT OAES OF ALL OLASSES,

illC^Q®
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

/Vkti.iphi^ branch:
203 riain St.

The ClonbroGk Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT TTS^ UTVITS OF SO XO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

t!ipecifloations, drawiDgs and Prices famlahed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of CMmax and Compound Boilers.

Bound Volumes
OF THE

Western [lectrigian

FOR SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
cially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

Over 2,500 in use.

PorcDpine anu Tabalar

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for Catalogue

Engir' aad Boiler

Racine Hardware Co.
. F. PARISH, Qen'l Bales Manager,

W, Marquette Building,

aoine. Wis. CHICAGO. ILL,. U

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLUNO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
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In prCparinS tbiS new catalogue wehavebeenmhidful of ae needs, -,,.1K.u,

customers, and our sole aim has been to publish that which would prove lielplul aud
serviceable to all who purchase electrical material of any kird. Our friends kindly

say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, hand-
somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclopedia

of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical
"

J. HOLT GATES, President and Manager. ADOLPH LISSAU, fuperintccdent.

GATES ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
BUILDERS OF MODERN, HICH-CLASS

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors,
DIRECT-CONNECTED AND BELTED.

Carbon Brushes of Ample Surface on all Machines. New Style Commutator with Removable Segments. Iron-Clad Armature with Flexible
Bar Winding. Armature Core and Commutator built on Sleeve, with Shaft Removable. Self-Oiling Ball Bearings.

Office, 1139 and 1 140 Monadnock Building, CUHC ACf^ II I IMOIQ
Factory, Corner Clinton and Harrison Streets, - - - - oniOMUW, lUI^IlN^IO.

\^S. NELSON, Electrical Supply & Construction Co., Kansas City, Mo., Agent.
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ES AND CABLES.
COMPANY. u»TO
iVE>^vs^ ^^oi^k:.
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POROUS .#^^

vrhjr not cet ^Ak^ a.
the best! g^y^"^

¥Ogr^ trial order.

<r'-cups
ESTABLISHED 1857

Partrick&CarterCo
I -Electrical Supplies

125 South a'^ St. Philadelphia.

.CATALpeUES ON APPLICATION

SendBusiness Card and menti

I ROLL-DROP I

COMMUTATOR BARS.
FOREST CirV ELECTRIC WORKS, CLEVELAND, OHIO,

Western Office: 1439 Monadnock BIk., CHICAGO.

TENT
i* Vl^^^ffiRl-INK BELTING

*1)ynamo
cgELTINCr-. »* l.onl8,Mo USA

Electrician i
BRA.'JOHES: 1S4 Sammer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New t

IJorfTrculars

) North 3d St., PhlladelplllB.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Large Surface.

Thousands of our Cells
are In Service in U.S.
and Abt-oad. . .

.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOE SALE BI

Established 1889.

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

American Battery Company, ^~'/„.^^';;;

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

BSTJLBLISiaCE ID 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
heets. Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Obt regnlar goods are on sale in every lec ding Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
SrspUte Keda of Tarlona Iienctlu, bent 1-B Okm to lOO ohnu Belli

tothalBCh. erapUte Boxea and Orn«lkles, Kesl0tlBB MMta~ Inanlvln eUOIr ABSweraiC

lOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Our Pony Switch Is the only abso-
lutely reliable Switch made.

SELLING AGBNTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

A. W. SOLOMON, Savannah, Oa. JOSHDA HENDY MAOH. WOEKSi
HOEFGEN, MOXHAM & 00., San Franciaoo, CaL

No. 80 William St., New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicville, N. Y.

1, 10 Arc Dynamo, 100 lights.2,000 c

1 . lOH In all large oltlea.

J ]io Uamell Eleotrto Oompany,
Denver, Colo.

Ungnall b UUUs, Yohobome, Japan.

Lamp Patents euatalned by

repeated deolelona

oJU. B.Oourta.

Office and Warlu, Oer. Belden and Mason ttta..

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLEVBLAND, OtUm
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

Siffiplsx Bkctrlcal CompaDy,
H.R. HIXSON,

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANtJFAOTnREB Ot

INSUIiATESD XSImXSGTRIG WIRK,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CA.5JL.S:S.

SOO and SOS North Third Street. - - PHlIiAJPgliPHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TEIiBPHOXE,

KEBITE TAPES.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

PACKARD LAMPS
ARE..

STANDARD
AND ARK MADE ONLY IIY

KEw York & Ohio Coi^fany,
WAKRRN. OHIO.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manulaclured solely by ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mui.

NatiORal India

Rubber Co.'s

Wires iBd Gabies.

BKANCHE?""''^
"'""^"' Factory and Offloe.:

New York Office. 487 Broadway. H. L. Eurdlck, Mkt. RRICTni R I
San Francisco, 517 and 679 Marltel St. UlllO «u, •
Cbicaeo, Metropoutan Electric Co., 186-188 ruth Ave.

«'4"jTrJ?rJ?^i"*":Jr'*":|r'|r3«i

,1";; ,,?";, ;i;: ^

_;i';';'"'n::':!;':, ^
pages of our book; ^T

Eleoteio Company, ^l

% ii^^4*^h 4^4*4^ ^i^ ^1^ *{''*^^

\ BnBlneBB Managers.

THE QKONITE COMPANY, l«.»

iP'l":
WIRES aldCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U*«

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape

TbhlyMasiirnis.

BRANCHES lOhicago, Boston, Plilladelphii
Kansas City, Omaha, Lonlsville, St. LooIb, San

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

910-1914 OUTe street, ST. L01JI8.

^^ii^t\5 \Ni;^^?\^yi:v^^

^7A OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY, 0.

Smitli & Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, filasB.

Ed P. Sharp. 44 Niagara St., Buffalo. N. T.
" S- Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.

.

t. Louis, Mo.
Atkinson I

Chicago, 111.

'., 1439 Monadnocfc Bldg..

Keger & -itwater, 214 Pine St. , San Franclaco,

Central Electrlo Co., 173 Adams St, Chicago.
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St., New York.

SOLAI{GARBOH: MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiANT7FACT1TB£RS OF

Carbon Bruslies, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardnesB.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot eoiiiiOW),
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Bailway Clronits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURC, PA.

WESTIIH ElBDtfioal IngtHmenj Go.

^ II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

niumted Sid

SiatioB Mnm\i

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and Millivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-

Weston Standard 1

Dial Station Ai
St^e f

Ourportabli
are recoRUized as standards
throaghout the civilized

Oar Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-

They are the most relia-
ble, absolute standards for
Laboratory use.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Sstimates and DraTvLngs Sabmitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST. M. Y.

REPKESENTATIVES.
JULIAN SOHOtL S 00., - 126 Liberty St., N. T. Oltj.

HOFFMAIf-EUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St, Ohlcago, HI.

80BANT0N SUPPLY & MACH'T CO., - Scranton, Pa.
,THOS. K. PARKY fi BROS. CO.. 26 Light St.,Baltlmore, Ui.
MITCHELL. LEWIS & STATER CO.. Seattle. Wash.

THE BALL tt WOOD COmPAIMY,
BaUders of Improved Automatic Cnt-Off Engines.
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The freeman
BATTERY A CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

"-i!r'" NEWTON RUBBER CO

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

5T0P! We Want That ORDER.
WE CAN FILL IT AT OIMCE . WITH

THE TRIUMPH,
The LATEST and BEST MACHINE on the Market.

TENS, HUNDREDS, THOUSANDS,
In Actual Operation under Varied Conditions^. All Sizes Carried in

Stock. Parts Interchangeable.

MULTIPOLAR.

The Triumph Machines are Sparkless, extremely simple, and require little attention.

Motors are Iron-clad and entirely enclosed and protected.

Electric Light or Power Transmission.
Belted or Direct Connected Generators or Motors.
Bipolar or Multipolar Generators or Motors.
Motors and Automatic Controllers for Electric Elevators,

Cranes or Hoists.

COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS, Write us. Wire us.

The TRIUMPH ELECTRIC CO.,
New York Office,

Mall and Express Building.
Chicago Office,

Medlnah Temple.
8.)leB Offices in nil Lorge ifillea.

Office and Factory,

CINCINNATI, O.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Root Mfg.

AdamH-BagnftU El. Co,

Ainorlcuri llatteryCo.

Amcrlcftn Electrical..

CLASSIFIED LIST.

. T.Wc

Arnold. B.J Ji"

Aucrbiiob-Woolverl on El. Co.xi

Baboook A Wilcox Co., The. 1

Bain, Foreo "'^

Baker* Co '''

Ball & Wood CO., The ... i

Barnes, Wallace 3iv

Beacon Lamp Co —
BeardsleyMtg. Co.., x

Berliner Telephone Co . —
Beruflrdin, F. M x

Besly* Co.,Ohas. H.... xx

lillssCo., E. W '^

lloijan. A. I-

Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co. x\

Bowen, W. J X

Boynton Multivolt B. Co.. x

Brady, T. H
BrlUCo., J. Q ^

Brlxey, W. K

Brash Electric Co xx

Bryan, Wm. H x

Bryant Electric Co —

Buckeye Electric Co

Butler Hard Rubber Co. . . . 3

Card Electric Co >

Central Electric Co

Central Mtg. Co x;

Chicago Beting C x

C. B. AQ.R.R X

Chicago Edison Co

Chicago Elec* Stereo Co., x

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co.... >

Chuse &Co., J. F X

ClonbrookS. B Co x

CulburnElec. Mtg. Co -

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co....

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.-

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co -

Cor. School of Technology.

-

Cross, F..7 X

Crown WovenWire Br. Co xx

Dayton Globe Iron Works

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., xs

Eastern Electric Cable Co . . x

Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co

Edgerton Pottery Co— sx

Electric Appliance Co :

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co .
-

Electric Protection Co ... . i

Electric Storage Battery

Empire Cnlna Works... . xili

Emerson Elec. Jlfg. Co..,. xiv

Parr Tel. & Const. Supply
Co xTii

Ferracute Machine Co.... viii

Kiberite Co., The xxiv

FlemingSpence Elec'l Co.

Forest City El. Wks

or Sale Adyer'ments xiv

Port Wayne Elec. Corpora-

Qarlock Packing Co . . .

Gates Elec. Mtg. Co xxii

General Electric Co xv.ii

lobe Electric Light Co.... viii

Gordon-Buruham Bat. C . iv

Goubert Mtg. Co xxl

rCo..

Helios Electric Co x
Holmes FIbro-Graphlte Co.

i ndependent Elec. Co
IngUs, Wm
Interior Conduit 41. Co .

In ternafl Cor. Schools ....

Iron Clad Rheostat Co....

LeclanchoBat. Co., The. .

Lollel A Co...JameB

L»wl.s, A L, A Co

ter Wheel

Lukenslron & Steel Co..

MacCurdy A Smith ....

Martindalo, E. B, .Ir

Metropolitan Elec, Co.... xj

.Mkhlgan Electric Co.... x

Moore, Alfred F

Morris, Tasker A Co -

MoyCB, L. M :

MnnsellACo., Eugene...

Murray iron Wks, Co —

National Electric Co x

National India Rubber Co.

Newton Rubber Works..

New York Insulated Wire
Co X

New York AObioCo

NuttallCo., R. D :

Ohio Storage Battery Co —
OkoniteCo.. The..

Otto Gas Engine WkB.... —

Partrlck A Carter Co xx

Partridge Carbon Co

Peerless Rubber Mtg. Co.. :

Pendleton A Gilkry x

Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar &
Lumber Co 3

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.. . x

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
Co.. Ltd X

Queen A Co.. Inc ~

Racine Hardware Co x

Relsinger, Hugo '

Replngle Governor Wks..

Richards A MPacbam-... -

Roth Eros. A Co X

Samson Cordage WkH

Schoonmajier, A O i

Schott, W. H !

Shultz Belting Co xj

Siemens A HalskeE. Co.. -

Sill, A. D X

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works . . -

S. K. C. Specialty Co

Smith, S. Morgan

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co..

Standard Electric Co

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co x

Standard Underground Ca-
ble Co -

Stanley Electric Manutac-
turlngCo -

Stllwell-Blerce A Smith-
Valle Co Jivi,

Storey Motor A Tool Co ... -

Union Heater Supply Co.

.

United Electric Improve-

n. S. Tele Const. Co. ...

Vladuit Mfg. Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co....

Walker Mtg. Co

Want Advertlsementr. ...

I A Co .

I eber Ge

Webster. Wa
Werthelm, Ed -

Western Electric Co 3

Western Union Tel. Co.... :

Westingnouse Elec. and Mfg,
Co 1

Westinghonse Mach. Co.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co..

Weston Engine Co

Whitney Elec. Inst.

Wirt, Chas
YoungloveAQere..

'.kT"

General Electric Co.

Samson Cordage

Batteries and Jam.
Boynton Multivolt Batt'yCo
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

al Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Leclanohe Battery Co., Thi
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. ,t Mech C
Newton Rubber Wks.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

National Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co
Western Electric Co.

Beltins,

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co,
Babcock A Wilcox Co.. The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Elertrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Besly &'co., Chas. H.

BrnHhe**.
Bernardln, F. M.
Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co.
Central Electric Co,

Crown Woven Wire Brush Co,
Hounes Fibre Graphite uu.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.

iEl &
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

CablesCSee Insulated 1

Sheet and Bar.

Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbona,Foint8 AFlates
Bernardln, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Mason. J,' W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon A Mtg. Co.
Werthelm. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

I'igar liighteria.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation
Gates Eleo. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens A Halske Elec. 1

Standard Electric Co.

Western Eleotrlo (

Besly A Co., Cbae.

Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup.
Electric Appliance Co.

National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Eleotrlo Co.

t^orduse.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Commercial E'ec. Si

Electric Appliance l.

Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.

NultullCo., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co,

Gnt-Out8

Bryant Electric Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
I'.ddy Elec. Mtg. Co.

Electric Protection Co.
Eynuson ,fc Ampriester.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
FiberlteCo., The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Louisville Elec. wks.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Nuttali Co., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.WayneElec. Corporatlor

Michiean Electric Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Standard Electric Co.
Triumph Elr-cliic Co.
Walker Mfg. Co.
Westinghonse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Kail-vvays
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal and aiecbani-
cal Kngineers.

Bain, Force!
Bryan. Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

JBIectrieal Instnunents.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernardin, F. M,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup.

: Appliance Co.

Partrlck A Carter Co.
Queen A Co. Inc.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Q^peclaltleH.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Mentminee El. .t Mech Co.
S. K . C. Specialty Co.

filectro-Plating Waeh'y.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Colburn EL Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Kngines. «^iis.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co,

BaU A Wood Co., 'The.

Chuse A Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Chic. Electro A Stereo Co,

Van Outfits.
Central Electric Co.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit dt iuh. Ci

Roth Bros. A Co.

Feed Wa<er Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Butler Bard Rubber Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

FUes
Barnett Co.. Q. A H.

Fire

General Electric Co,
Independent Electric Co.

UearH.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Nuttali Co., R. D.

eneral Blec. Hnpplles.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Onicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Queen A Co. Inc.
Sioux City Brass Works.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

Clobes and Kleetrlcal
Crlassware.

Edgerton Pottery

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Heating. Klectric.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. S p. Co.

FlbenteCo., The.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. C

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
MacCurdy A Smith.

National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated Wire Co,

Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck A Garter 1

Phillips I ' ' Wire Co.
Electrical Co.

Standard Underground C.Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—magnet TTtre.

Eastern Electric Cable (.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.

l,anip fciaards.
inglls. Wm.

liamps. Incandescent .

Buckeye Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporatlor
General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.

Westinghonse Elec.AMfg Co.

blghtning Arresters.
.ppliance Co.

Besly A Co.. Chas.

:

1 Heater Supply Co.

n tnlng Apparatus, El
Generiil Electric Co.
Independent Eleotrlo Co.
WoitlnglionMiLaMft. 00.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Michigan Elec, Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sioux City Brass Wor«i

Walker 1

WestlnghousoEl. AMlg ().

Facklng.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
PeerlcBh Rubber MIg. Co.

Phosphor Bronze S
Flatlnnm.
Baker A Co.

Poles.

Lewis. A. L. A Co.

Morris, Tasker A Ci

Porcelain.
C mmcrcial Elec. Sup. Co
Empire China works
General Electric Co.

Pablistaers, Electrical.
Electrician Publlshmg Co.

National Electric Co.
Partrjck A Carter Co.

Bbeostais.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric (in

Iron Clad Rheosat Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Kllpsteln A Co., A.

Besly A Co., Chas.
:

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

'Baf?eirvWallace.
Steam fleatinx.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
G. Co

Tapes. Knsnlatlni

Brixey,
Electrical Works

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonlte Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co,

Telegrapb Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele

Beillne
Central Electric Co.

Conn. Tel.

sCo.

Supply Co

Martindale,

Penn. Tel.

Chicago Gen'l Fix

General Electric Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.

Truclts. Elecirie Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mtg. c<

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works I

Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.
StillweU-Bierce A Smit

Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks
Smith, S. Morgan.

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Okonlte Co., The
Pbilllps Insulated Wire I

Standard Underground (
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eoisoA/ ^
^ ELECTRIC LIflHTINO ^
^ SUPPLIES. ^

Edison BIdg., Adams Street, CHICAGO, ILL. ^
Magneto Generators

BINDING...
POSTS of

...EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

ANNUNCIATORS..

House and Hotel
Style.

Gravity Drop, Three Wire
System.

MEDICAL FARRADIC BATTERIES,

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS.

Write for Catalogue

It

MENOMINEE, MICH.

M Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

CoRnoN Cell

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by tine most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The GordoD-BnrnliaiE Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

Haller Tube Cleaner
) responsible parties on approval.

I it if not found satisfactory.

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

"J.P." STYLES Of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and MateriaL

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nsu lation. Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB BEVISED PBICE LIST.

& H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
340-243 Randolph tStreet, CHICAGO.

NEW YOKE. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON.

MICANITE 77?e standard Insulation
nORR THAN A THOUSAND n0T0R5

with niCANITE.

MICA INSULATOR CO., 218 Water St., New York. ^^

BUCSETE
i]\ro-A.3\riDE:jso3B]NrT XjA-il^t^s;

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

Monadnock BnUding, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O,
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Electric Railway and

Central Station

Supplies.

This cut illustrates

the Kelsey Noiseless

Ratchet Brake.

Backward turn is

made without friction

on the' teeth and
\

consequently there
j;

is no wear and tear.

We carry these in

stock.

T̂here must be a great measure of real merit in the Benedict and

Burnham solid one-piece Rail Bonds, else there would be no induce-

ment for a Railway Company to pull out hundreds of other fairly good

Bonds to replace with them.

It is the only solid Bond with a shoulder and can be headed up

so that it fills the hole perfectly. A button head is formed with a

few blows, drawing the shoulder up tight against the rail. They will

not work loose if properly set. Bond lies close up under the rail

flange and is thereby well protected.

^ WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS FOR

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit Supplies, Lundell Motors,

Billings & Spencer Drop=Forged Overhead Material and Commutator Segments.

F=R07UVF=T SI [F=7UtENTS.

BRANCHES:
St. Louis, Southern Electrical Supply

Company.

New Orleans, 1010 Canal St.

Kansas City, Gate City Electric Co.

Buffalo, 112 White Building.

MCKINLOCK, Pre *S. E. BROWN, SECY.

Central Electric Company,
173=175 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.
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— >SEASON 1896

THE NEW

DIEHL ELECTRIC
FAN DEVICES

PERFECTED.

New and Artistic Designs in Highly Finished Japan,

Nickel, Polished Brass, Antique Copper, Etc. . . .

Increased Efficiency, insuring great saving in current required.

New and thoroughly effective oiling device, insuring perfect cleanliness.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

DIEHL & COMPANY,
385 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

New address aft^ February 1, 1896, 561 and 563 Broadway, New York. - m^^^::::^
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Dirsci Connects or Selied for Ikotrio Hallways, Central Stations, holatei LigUing or ?owor Flants,

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed
We build nil necessary apparatus tor the transmis-

sion ot Electrical Power through factory
or other buihJings,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CD.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.

CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.

um
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

IVlultipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works, Ulanefleld, Ohio.

16 K. W. QENEEA.TOB.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, III.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

The Electra'' Carbons.
IMPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR dTrECT current ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
SEND FOB LATEST PEICE LIST TO

HUGO REISINGER. NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW TORK.
Sole Importer for the United States and Canada.

EADAMS— R/VGNALL
LLANnD
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass.

The Cassidy Fixture Switch

FOR BOTTOM OF FIXTURE.

EASILY CONNECTED.

This switch is adapted for combi=

nation or electric fixtures ; it is

strong, simple and durable, per-

fect in action, and cannot be

thrown out of order by use.

Made for any number of lights

from two to eight.

This is the only reversible fixture

switch on the market, and by

means of it one or more lights

can be turned on or off by a

single motion.

o Write for prices and
further particulars.

Cassidy & Son Mfg. Co.,

Gas and Electric Fixtures,

and 135 West 23d St., and 124 to

128 West 24th St.,

NEiAZ YORK.

Ferracute Machine Co.,
BRiDCETON, NEW JERSEY, U. S. A.

Presses, Dies,
AND OTHER SHEET METAL MACHINERY

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED

FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

.PRESS SQbQ WITH

^yELECTfilC MOTOR, CaWTROLLERj

•':^P,^°^fRjCTIi)H, CLUTCH

WEIGHT,
19,000 LBS.

20 Sizes and Kinds of this Style of Press

For Large Armature Discs and Other Similar Work.

send for catalogue of 300 presses.
ALSO FOR ESTIMATES ON DIES.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFB. COMPANr,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Estabhshment in the World.

POWER. INCANDESCEatT AND ABC I^IGHTIKG, FB03I THE 8AUE CIBCITITS.

We have purchased and are Iho SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla tor the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting,and power purposes. We furnish complete lilies of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

PITT.SRTIRO, Westlnghousc Building.
' HUI'FaU), Eric Countj Banlt Building.

CHICAGO. New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Qirard Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 103 8, lOlh Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C,
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A. L. BOGART,
22 Union Square, New York City.

BOGART'SFRICTIONAL MACHINES,

The only standard, rcliubte and practicable multiple

ELECTRIC CAS
LIGHTING APPARATUS

r Theaters, Churches, Halls and Private Galleries.
and Board o* Fire Underwriters.

NO. 9-BARTHOLDI AUTOMATIC.
CANDLE AND ARGAND AUTOMATICS

MADE TO ORDER.

OVER 100,000 IN USE.

FULL SIZE.

NO. l8.

MULTIPLE
PORCELAIN
BURNER.

Illy alv-^uliiirly safe burner for;

A Popular, A L. BOGART'S.
Reliable

and Cheap
Substitute

For

Matches.

COSTS
NOTHING
OPERATE.

Gas
^Lidhter^

« PATENTEE KND 7UTKN\JI=KCT\JHER OI= I7WTF=ROiZED

GAS LIGHTING APPARATUS
And Electric Supplies of Every Description.

HEI-ir?BLV CONSTR\JCTED. TRKDE SUPPLIED 7^T L-OiniEST HKXeS.

EYANSON &

ARMPRIESTER,
FORMERLY

J. GRANT HIGH & CO.,

123 N. 3rd Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

SWITCHBOARDSWe build

for Lighting and Power Plants, both central

and isolated.

You can get our switches at our

Western Sales Agents,

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, III.

BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK, 136 Liberty St.

ST. LOmS, 821 Pine St.

LOUISVILLE, KV., 315 W. Main St.

NEW ORLEANS, 78 Custom House
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Strictly Weatherproof.
t all tim HS is ; ppi- IV p vev\ careful si tion
101- o\i' hfiul means he: vv OSS. -0. K."
re has ; perfc CtiN uiiifor n ii suhi tion, and every
as good as a Av eall erproo Wll e ca 1 be made.

Prompt Shipments from Chicago.
Tlie puri-hasev wlio fails to specify a particular hijrh grade of

weatherproof wire is going to get the cheapest the market affords,

wliicli will, in all probabiltv, be weatherproof in name only. We
fill all orders for weatherproof wire with our celebrated "O. K."

product and are its e.vclusive handlers in this territory.

We Carry a Large Stock in Chicago.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Erectrical Supplit 342 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

ANEW CIRCULAR describing

the

Ho7t Station Ammeters and Voltmeters

sent free on application.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
Penacook, N.H., U.S.A.

TESTED F. F. DIRECTIONS

for sale for the manufacture
candescent Light Web (l)ort^

elear „r«nt. Addres. offer

Rudolf Mosse, Berlin, S. W

of the Oas In-

s I. D. 49>.

Ihe RHOADS BELT.
DiAIVIOND

J. E. RHOADS & SONS, ^::ZZZ:X

SX -s*. SAMSON SPOT CORD
AND
PRICES

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAIVIS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WIRE SPECIALTIES,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOWEST
PRICES.

Write for Circular and Prices.

Wn. INQLIS, 95 SHELBY ST

Detroit, Mich.

Ppf
STEAM ENGINEERING

( stationary, Locomotive
drawing and Designing; Masonry; Carpi
Iron Work; Railroad Engineering; Bridge Engine ^,

Municipal Engineenng; Plumbing and Eeaiing; Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting,

Marine},- Mechanics; Mechanical Drawing; Electricity;
Drawing and Designing;^Masonry; Carpentry and Joinery;

and the English Branches. Studenls make rapid progr^

The Bowen Electric Heaters
EXCEL THEM ALLS

REQUIRB THE LEAST POWER.

W. J. BOWEN. - ]?58R^v^Ai'^rVH7S!*-

SAL AMMONIAC.
(-ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A. KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

THE STEVENS FLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

is simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

fl®"PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

I

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY,
^ MANUFACTURERS,JFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
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EooENB F. Phtllim, I

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

BARE AM lillLm MCTEIC WIER
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

ToRR Stoek, p. 0. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Bt.

Chicago Stobe, F. E. Donohoe, 241 MadlBon Bt.

MoNTBEAL Beawoh Eoeeiie F, Phillips' Electrical Workfl.

IRON ARMORED

INSULATINB CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,
General Offlcex and Works: 527 W. 34tb St., Xew York.

Edwd. n, Johnson, Prest. E. W. Little, Vlce-Prest. and Gen. Mgr. OhM. P. 0«dde«, BrnT nni Tmm.

THE
a
CLARK" WIRE.

Tbc Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for

the pnat nija jeara^ and bae met with nnlveraal favor

rboaeaods of miles of this wire have been eotd, and
are in nee thronghont the United States and Foreign Conn
tries, and the demand for it Is constantlj iDcreaelng, becaaeo

It always RiYea perfect eatlBfaction.

BBANCfH OFFICE:

1649, 1650, I65IM0NADN0CK BLDC,
CHICA<iO. ILLINOII^.

In Q Letter from the Inspector of the Boitan Fire Under

writers' Union, tio states: "A Thoroughly Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respect."

The Robber oaed In inanidtlng o

peclally chemically prepared, and
dlze ot crack, and will remain

weather, and Ib not affected by he

and Cables fees-

. deteriorate, oxl-

In extreme cold

groondor Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if m
lower, than any other Qrst ctaea luBulated Wire.

V/6 ehall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms u
BiflCOontB for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,

s St., Boston, Mait.

HENKT A. OLABK,

Treafl.and GenU Mgr.

rr- l^ESTER Electric Mfg, Co,,

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.

Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

Grimshaw Wires and Cables.

Sockets, Swilches, Etc.

J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Djnamos, Blectnc aoiors,

Manufactured by

ROTH BROS. 8« CO.,

30 to 34 Market SI..

Cbicago, lit.

High Efficiency,
Perfect Regulation,

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.Ewl^^l^^'c^^^^^^^^^^^^^

RAVEN WHITE GORE.

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. r^Sprt^^tstfrrs!
GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

ElECTRIMl

SUPPLIES.

WESTEIW ELECTIIC COMPANY,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

ASENCIESl

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.
CHICAGO. ILU

PEHINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS. MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire CoM

39 and 41 Cortlandt SL Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
riie advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

: patentslsad irons, solderlns cratBts, etc.),and

nts a vonng man, electricallv educated and
1 pushing the

r business already oreanized and
established and'\vith 20od orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young man and adver-

tiser "(business man) can control this business.

Address "Healer," cure Westeen Electbi-

WANTED.
TraveliDg salesman to handle the

best line of telephones on the mar-
ket, on commission; also responsible

party or parties who can secure con-

tracts and install exchanges.

Address Box 1278, Meriden, Conn.

POSITION WANTED.
As Superintendent

: plant. ThorouKbly familia: rt-ith

. . . direct and
sarxents, inside and outside wirinp;,

Fully capable of doing any repairs

I \\'itli a plant. A No. 1

present am with a large plant

reason desire to change . Best
frnm present and past employers. Will work fo:

al salary. Address "Electrical Engineer.'

; AVESTEEN ELECTEiciiN, G Lakeside Build

. Chicago.

liberal s

WANTED.
By pracnca

wiDdint; an

FOR SALE.
One 45 light 2,000 c. p. T.-H. Arc Dyn

complete wirh base, frame, slides and
resnlator. One 35 k.w. I,0i0 volt T.-n. ii

Dator, complete with exciter and switchbo
instruments. One 15 h. p. 220 volt Ei

The'above machines are all second-hand,
in perfect running order, having been recet

replaced mth ones of larger capacity.

anf MIOAN ELECTRIC CO.,

479 Stale St., Detroit, Ml

FOR SAIiC
F. 30 MOTORS

F. M. BERNARDIN, KANSAS CITY, IHO.

A GOOD INVESTMENT.
[ closing an estate, I hereby

Removes all impurities.207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
We have the best and cheapest telephone or

the market. Canvassers wanted in ever%" county
Territory assigned. Correspondence solicited.

NOTICE.
ire to ctirrf'spoiid with pa
im(;icture or handle Bit

'S. especiallv in tlit- Elect
Address,

BKASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kinds.

ALUMINDUI CASTINGS, DYNAWOS
and MOTORS, Second-liaud.

L. A. Hine, Mgr.
!34LakeSt., ChicagoThe Beirdsl'.v Mft. Co

FOR SALE,
Cbeap. drawings, specifications and all data for
the construction of d^^lanlos and motors of any
oai)aeit>' or voltage desired. Address

F. J. CROSS, E. E., Niagara FaUs, N. V.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirl, -1026 Filbert, Philadelpliia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave. .Chicago.

all of its stock i

fiffure.^ Original
bought at a reasonabli
1.000. Mant only 3 year:

te J. R.SMITH, Assignee, Dun

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Snpplies.
Bells, Pnsli Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

FOR SALE.
Great Bargains.
storage Battery Car, i6 inot body,

MCGUIRE Truck, equipped with Detroit

Mcitnr, 06-350 amp.. Iiour batteries, elec-

tric heaJlisltts and stove. Car has been
used for demonstration purposes in this

city, and can '/ive reliable references as to

work accomplished. Will sell either car

ALSO F^Ne'^ELECTRIC LAUNCH.

$600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

ipl'-lc, with the iiHual acc(;9Sories

liill guaranty' of manufacluror.s.

. no us.: for it and will be .sold for

Address ARC i\JACHINE,

Risdon Iron i- Loc'l

Entirely prevents scale in Steam
Boilers. Catalogue on application.

i^ The Stilwell-Bierce I Smith-Vaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
W'k.s, Sau Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agt.

C. S. HAJRT,

Tslejraph, Tdepho.i5, Elsolrio Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Mannfactnr d from Live Cedir peeled. Qaick

OCONTO, \sris.

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FEOMTHE STUMP TO THE CONSUMEB.

Write for Prices.

:?IeiiODiinee, - - JUicliigaa.

PENDLETON &GILKEY,
Dealees rs

CEDAR POLES
JAXESVII-I^B, WIS.

POLES
Write tor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS.

(CEDAR.) ^

TIES

Telephone,
Electric
ght and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

MENOMINEE MICH.
Write PAUL PERRIZO JR.

Mannette, Wis. -for prices on
CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY.

WHITE CEDAR POLES
bef

o

re purchasing elsewhere.

CONDUITS.

lis of J

Are you interested

in Conduits?

If you are it will

pay you to loofe

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.
any number of duct.«.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

WE CAN FURNISH THEM,
SINGLE PHASE

Alternating Current Motors for POWER PURPOSES.
16,000 Alt. Current from 'i to i H. P.

7,200 Alt. Current from '^ to i"; H. P.

Efficient, run steadil)- and quietly. Start 50 per cent, overload. Non-
s)ncfironous. simple, durable, handsome,

EVERY MOTOR FULLY GUARANTEED.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

ffm. J. Alexander. Pres. Telephonp, Mali
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Plioto and Wood EngraTlng,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

196 and 19S Clark Street, CUicago
t and Catalogue Work a Specialty.

WALLACE BARNES,
FUT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices.

WINTER TOUKS TO C.4LIFOBMA.
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burlineton Route iC. B. & Q. R. R.) an-
nounce three personally conducted tours to Cal-
ifornia. Leave Chicaijo January 9, Feb. 6,

March 5. The route will be via San Antonio,
Tex-, El Paso. Los Antreles, San Dieco, Santa
Barbara, San Francisro, Del Monte and San Jose.
Returning via Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic
Route through Colorado, The mice of a tlctet
includes all necessary expenses. Railroad and
sleeping car fare. Hotel Bills, carriace rides,
.=:ide trips, etc. The service will be strictly first-

class in every respect. For pamphlet givinE
particulars, see any agent of the C. B. & Q.R.R..
or write to T. A. Grady. Manager Tours Depart-

DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL WORK.
Concise and Practical Explanations far Plumb-

ers. Tinners and Hardware Dealers on How
to Wire Buildings for Bells. Alarms,

Anunciators. and for Qas
Lighting from Batteries.

Ilivstratcd m(h Ttrfnty-Upo Diagraim.

By WILLIAM A. WITTBECKER.

'PSE grovflog doninnd f

Isltetpect&d to enllRhtoQ tho e

thftt \vill OAttlflt him Id locrosolDg hie dolly eflmtogf

Tho informatloD Riven la above all elroprftoUoal.
and wilb n cloeo obtierTwice of the dirootlon* laid

down anyi-iQ(t without tb<f flllgbtoet knowledgv of
flectrlclty ehould be able to do thaworkdesorlbod

ELBCTRIGI&M PUBLISHING CO.r

O Lakeside BnlldUs, CHIOJiOO
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate - Close Regulation and Hi^h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accoinpanylnsr engraving represents a single KHncli Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

ikvL-lur* ;H1 II. i . under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-incli Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

\Vl- an- now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and wliLTc ilii: situation admits of their use we recommend them.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

The SUmdard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of tlie World.

SEND FOB CIEOULJE AND PKIOEB.

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO,
tn toll? East 131riSI.,N. Y.

^wCost D\a.rsiTole ^sttter3r Cells F;cod.vLced..

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubbcr Co.. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

This Space Reserved for

THE WHITE MFG. COMPANY,
40 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

m^^^^'^'•^•'^^^^^'•^^'^^m/•^^^^^^^

Preserve Your Copies

'

—

'-^ Western Electrician,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

S Xja.feesi<a.e B-u.ild.icgr. - - CEIIC ^O-O.

WE WANT SCRAP COPPER WIRE!
We can use any quantity of Scrap Copper Wire and Brass from electrical plants. Write

us for prices when you are ready to dispose of it, and you will find it to your advantage.

We supply the Electrical trade with the highest grades of Babbitt Metals for high speed

running Dynamos and Engines; also with Solder, and Cotton Waste inhales of TOO pounds

and 500 pounds.

SWARTS
ESTABLISHED 187 1 . . .

INCORPORATED C895.

Write for Illustrated Cata-
logue and Alloys on Hetals.

METAL REFINING COMPANY,
CHICAGO'S LEADING METAL HOUSE,

^ OFFICE AND WORKS : 1 20 and 1 22 W. Lake St.,

CHICT^GO, ILL.
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1896 1896

Happy New Year and the

Western Electrician...

$3.00 FOR 52 NUMBERS.

You cannot begin the New Year more aus-

piciously than by subscribing for the Western

Electrician, America's leading electrical journal.

No matter what your connection with elec-

trical industries, it will help you enormously, be-

cause you will know everything of interest that

is going on in the field, all the new inventions

practical applications, labor-saving devices, and

general news.

The Western Electrician is simply invalu-

able on account of its practical descriptive articles,

copiously illustrated, by the leading writers and

workers of the day.

A general manager of one of the great

manufacturing companies recently summed it up

when he wrote:

"As subscribers, advertisers and readers of

voiir most excellent journal we take pleasure in

stating that we have nothing but the highest

praise for it."

Send us $3.00 and we will enter your name

for one year's subscription.

3 MONTHS TRIAL TRIP 50c.

Electrician Publisliing Company,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

1896 1896
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The Boudreaux Dynamo Brush Co.
The Proof ot the Brush is in the Using.

[ -IJ^JJJ iJ %^oc

H^.:

'"^e

al Telegraph BIdg.,

NEW YORK.

.* (0

z O

2- m

OVRR 300,000 IN DAIE^Y USR.

HELLO!!
A Bfew Grannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Best and cheapest made. "Flgiu" long dIetADce,

price $1.35 each, fully warranted; sent on trial.

For description, etc. ; addre- s

A. D. Sllil.. Aet

,

No. 669 Forest Ave., ELGIN, ILL.

If You
Need
a good, praclical lele-

phone .for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write for prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson

Joliet III.

"PENN" ELECTRIC

TELEPHONES.

30 S. Broad St., Phila.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price $1.00.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago

50 '^Sm,.
cents. Address TEp

rai'pt o°f TJ

:ed transmit-

ELEPHONES ."" SUPPLIEO
TWe are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE
an Instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - . WISCONSIN,
MANOFACIDKEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

the whole adapted

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

; bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Solo Licensees for sale of jUilrtft Battery Transmitter In the United States Patent granted
April nth, 1894. For simplicity, small dlmensin^nB. entire Dmlti-contHct^ and powerful (

riADucTi;
[BALTIMORE.

, It has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or ge

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

original featu
three moves to answer a f

for complete eqalpment

rapid and ffBcient

i promplly famished.:changes and

SolirilOfI Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

, SPOONER, President. CHICAGO OFFICE :

. C. DODGE, Gen'l Sopt.

E. W. BATOHELDER, Secretary.

17 A. TAYLOR, Treasurer.

I. 827 Si

J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Orders from the country solicited,

Manufacturers of...

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots,

Send for Catalogue and buy direct from manufacturer and ge

lowest prices.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T. B, BADT.

226 Pages, i40 Illustrations. Flexible.Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds ot Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies ot the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building. CHICAOO.

The M.£B. Telephone Go.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRyCTION CO,,
GENERAL AGENTS,

BuUltt Building, , . riiiladelphia.
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THE ONLY

Reflector Plate Alternating Arc Lamp.

The Helios Electric Company claims:
That they have more alternatiog arc lamps in use than all other nukes combined.
They guarantee 3o per cent, more available light than is obtained from any other

alternating arc lamp.

They guarantee to giye as much light as any direct current lamp using the same
number of watts.

Spencer's Improved Alternating Arc Lamp
Possesses the following advantages:

Minimum choke in the regulating coil.

Practically no energy absorbed in the regulating device.

Durability of all its parts ; not liable to get out of order.

Can be used successfully on all periods.

SUrts quickly.

Spencer's Direct Current Constant Potential Lamp.
Guaranteed not to see-saw.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

HELIOS ELECTRIC COMPANY,
1229 Callowhill Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CEXTBAL EtEOTRIO CO.,
ANOHOR ELECTKIO CO., New England Agents, Boston,
MOORS & BATLI3, Western Now Yort Agents,

dsm St., New York.

THE MOUNTAIN ELECTBIO CO., Agents for Colorado. Wyomli
CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS. Pacific Coast Agents, 35 Marke
MACHINERY SUPPLY CO., South Pacific Coast Agent, Los Angeles,

PADUOAH BLECTRIC CO., State Agents, Padacah, Ky.
EOYAL ELEOTEIO CO., Montreal. Canada,
KM. WHIT.VER S CO., Anderson, S. C, Agents for Nortb Cat

York Olty and Brooklyn,

Sonth Carolina, Alabama,

TH

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NeAv Discounts

Series Incandes-

Forall Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

CURRESPONDEXCE .SOUCITED. SATISFACTItlX GTAliAXTEEU.

K ^\.IV13 o
600 Watt Transformer. Transformers
HIGH AND LOW

FREQUENCY CURRENTS
In Efficiency, Regulation and Safety their Superiority

is admitted.

Orders

Filled

Without Delay.

Core and Windings Oil Jacketed for Additional Protection.

NO FUSES IN TRANSFORMER CASE.
WORKMANSHIP UNEQUALED.
CORE LOSSES SMALL.

Step-up and Step-down Transformers for
Long Distance Transmission AV^ork.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
^» Main Office: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales offices in all large cities of the United States. For Canada, Address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I e. k.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eloolrlo Rall»".yH''nDd?owf r Stntlnn..

^
1S4I JIarfiiicttc Itl4ls.. t'lilciBo.

William H. Bryan.M.im.8oc.M.b:.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Oonitmnllon., Roport,, K»tlnii.'o». Plnn«, Speol-
ncotlonB, BuperlnloDduuc-o, Touts, l'urcbn»lnB.

Turner Baildine. Ht. l,oiiI«.

iForde Bain, W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r

MOONUGHT

SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal

discount if large quantities are

ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building^, Ghicag^o.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Recent improvementg made in the Nfw Amen
)ir diameter, aod produced greater «ttici6DCy f r

evi leoced by thFi foUowiag. copied from criifi
named, and signed by A. F. Slokman
hydranllc engineer

TUe originals of these certificates an

engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters

Tes. of a45-.n. Wh.e -Ju y 9, '94
|

Testof a4a-ii. Wheel-Jnly 14, 04.

Head
Rev.

'119.17

111:33

IIS^S?

Cu. Ft.

iU.

141.58

li2:6(

H P

205 27

140 : 99
118.41

Per
Cent

79.76

16.51

Re..

RfiL

12s. "C

In'.fi

i2?:So

1-
120. 8» 18^.14

fe^:..

Whole Gnt^
S3M

70 60

THE DtnON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton, 0.. U.S.t.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

mimm
WATER WHEELS

For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.
Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.

an unprecedented high v
' -' — ^--. affords prompt a ; fine regulation

faction ffuaranteed where others fail. Write for

JAmTs
'

LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio. U. S. A

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Plaliuum l-nrchased.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
BaUroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

BINDERS
FOR THE

Ifesiera Electrician

$1.00 Each.

CHICAGO.

WATER POWER-
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design

and construction of plant. Consult us it possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOGLE'S COilPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to unde-take
and guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric
Railway, Power arid Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical

and Mechanical Governors and other devices for the government of water-power.
E.Kpert advice furnished on application. If results of your present system are not
satisfactory, write us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
MARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft*

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Crives more poorer as to diameter wittt •

iiisher percentage ofnsefal effect than any other
wuter-Tvheel heretofore made. AUslzes, right and l©ft

hand, are built from patterns perfected under eystematlo testf In
the Holyoke Teatlng Flume.

Parties hovlng power plants which ar« unsatisfactory, »ni
those contemplating the improvement of powere, will find It U
their interest to confer with me, as I am trillinff to firuar-
antee results ^vhere others have failed, no mat*
ter whatmake of turbine has been in use. STATK
RKOyiRJEMEMTS ARIO »EIVU FOB CAT*

1. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
Batlxnate* fomlihed fvr oomplet* powvr ptanto «o4

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th St and Stewart Ave.. Chicago.

*'. A. EHTEV, I'reH. iiiitl TreuH JOIIX It. JUeOIKI.Ill aiAKTIS, Sunt. Of Works.

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, auleoheny^pa.

Leadin;/ 3Ianujavturers of

Electric Railway Supplies

IN THE Ul^ITEn HTATEH.

miDADic cnnKinMiPAi

EFFICIENT.

SATISFACTORY.

We Construct

Everything on

Proper and Most

Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.

I, J. Mnjer, lall Uolz DldR., Philadelphia, Pn., Jllddle Sliitea Sales Dopt.

1. N. Wood, mo Summer St., Uoeton, Mass., New linRliiud Stales Salon Dopl.

(lard H'y .Supply Oo., MoDiiduock niooh, Ohloago, 111., N. W. States Sales IJept,

(, \ ' t I '
I iiiimtl, CCentrolStatOBSalosDept.

'Ill I ,
;

I
, i, N. Y., Northoru States Sales Dept.

I. in:.

I

M
I >opnrtnieut. No. 8*21 Maga/.lne Street,

f MachlQO Works. Qc Coast Sales Dopartmeut,
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II' NEW HARRINGTON HOIST.

BUT NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Made only in Philadelphia. Be sure you

get the HARRINGTON HOIST

Engine Lathes. Drill Presses, Etc.
; OATALOOUES.

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., Inc.
1524 Pennsylvania Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

POW/PD FROM GASOLINE? YES. its very
t\J TV dv llciiniinilcal, Simple. Safe and Reliable, (IihI IIW/./

.'CHER OAS & GASOLINK fiNOINE CO.,

RELIABLE£ENGINE.
Antomatic Cnt-Ofl; Sclf-Olllne,

Perfect Resnlation,
t^imple Construction.

Adapted for Electric Light or any Pnrpoee requiring
Power and Heavy. Cr^^' ^—^

I for

Prici

and Prices tc

J.F.CHU8E&C0.,MATT00N,ILL.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work,

Speclflcations, drawinsa and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
[3 BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

New Or!e;ii)s Brjinch:

316=318 St. Charics St.

Aicmpl-.i... llraoth:

203 /"lain Sr

E. W. BLISS CO.,
27 Adams Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Office:

97 W. Washington Street.

PRESSES, DIES, and
SPECIAL MACHINERY
for ALL IVIAIMUFACTURES
in SHEET METALS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

A NEW MACHINE
for rapidly and accurately notching

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and Description upon Application.

Bound Volumes
OF THE

IHfESTERN [lECTRIGIAN

FOB SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADSBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Building, Chicago.

Racine Automatic
mGH SPEED

ENGINES,

Porcopine ana Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

send ror Cataloerue

Racine Hardware Co.
. F. PARISH, Gen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building,

acine, Wis. CHICAGO. ILL., U
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In preparinS tbiS new catalogue «el.1^e1eenn,mafuloftlleueedsofallour
customers and our sole aim has 1 eeu to publish that which would pro\ e helpful and
serviceable to all who purchase electrical material of an) kind Our friends kindlj

say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, hand-
somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclopedia

of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical
"

METROPOUITAr

J. HOLT GATES, President and Manager. ADOLPH LISSAU, tuperintu.der

GATES ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
BUILDERS OF MODERN, HIGH-CLASS

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors,
DIRECT-CONNECTED AND BELTED.

Carbon Bni.-ljes of Ample Surface on all Machines. New Style Commutator with Removable Segments. Iron-Clad Armature with Flexible
Bar Winding. Armature Core and Commutator built on Sleeve, with Shaft Bemovable. Self-Oiling Ball Bearings.

Office, 11 39 and I 1 40 Monadnock Building,
Factory, CornenClinton and Harrison Streets, — — —

W. S. NELSON, Electrical Supply & Construction Co.,

- CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
Kansas City, Mo., Agent.
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POROUS ^^^-
way not set ^^kV a.
the best J <^V^^
|«88. ^> J,!!!;

^gi*^ trial order.

./'-CUPS
ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTR1CK& Carter Co

-Electrical Supplies

125 South E"* St Philadelpbie.

Catalogues on Application -

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrician

"^^^ Ei

*1)ynamo
(^ELTING-. •** I^oms, Mo., TJ 8 A

BBA\CHE3 lb4 Summer at Boston 113 Liberty St New 1

ipUINE RAWHIDE

:^U\CE LEATHER.

es SHULTZS PATENT

iPl) PULLEY COVER

-/BELT DRESSING
' AND
BELT CEMENT.

"^i!rdJor(rrc

North d St Philadelpliia.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Solid Rolled Lead Plate. Immense Strength. Large Surface.

Electro-Chemical Formation of Active MaterlsL

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOB SALE BY

Established 1889.

HiKhest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1S93,

American Battery Company,
^;'„^""'*;[^„,^;^;L°*''"'^-ng. Protection

Purchasers.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ESa:.A.B3L.ISI3:Er) 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

-IVirNGTON, DEL

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14 DEYST., NEW YORK.

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known t(

the File Trade

Pronnpt attention

to special work.

Oar regular goods are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. £ H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
FOai KUOTKICAI. VaE8:

SravUte Bods of Tarlona I^enctlia, brom I-S Olam to lOO oiima BealataaM
-

'
I Boxes and Oniolblea, BeaUtlM HmM
SB. Inanlvles SUdly Answered.

lOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Wy— JMIBUI ' "A SELLING AGENTS:

- V ^^if MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO.-, Mechanicville, N. Y.

Electric Lighting a
Power Apparatus.

The Brush DOQble

Lamp Patents

repeated

ELECTRIC CO.,

AHenclea Id alt large cities.

The Bossell Electric Oompaoy,
Denver, Oolo.

UogluU & HUlla, Yokohama, Japan. Office and Works, Car. Belden and nason Sta.,
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INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

•"'ifR^HixsoN
"' Simplex aiectrical Company,

SIMPLEX
1137 Monidnock Block. CHICAGO. 76-8t Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MANnFAOTUBEB OF

ZMSniiATZSD XSLiECTRZO WIRE,
fj^isxxibi^ie: cobdh and o./^Br..E:s.

MO sad «0a North Tktrd Street. -

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

VBtiKPHOKB,
TEIiEeRAPB,
IiIOHT and FOWEB.

KJJBITK TAPEB.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,
203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

H. SmUNT OHESVEB, {

aSO. T. MANBON,

THE OKONITE COMPANY, L».»

iS^l'^.
WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui«,

Candee Aerial Wires,

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Taps.
BBANCHJBS:Ohicag:o. Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsbarsh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
ansas City, Omaha, ItoniSTiUe. St- IjOqIh. Ran Francisco, JLondon and 80. America.

TRADE MARK.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

( AGENTS: )

-J. Mayer, Betz Bldg., Philadelptda, Pa.
"i Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, Mbbb.

Arthur
St. Lonifi, Mo

J. M. Atkineon &
Chicago, 111

, 14^9 Monadnock Bldg.,

,214 Pine St., San FranciBOO,

Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St., New York.

SOLAR CARBON :MANUFAGTURIN6 CO.,
\\ \iiii(,////

aiANITFACTITBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardnees.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot aoiiiLow),
For Arc Lamps on IncaudeBcent and Hallway Circuits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG. PA.

'WESTIIH ElBotrioal IngtomBnt Co.,—"^ 1 14-120 WUliam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

IlluM&iedShl

Station InstrwentSi

These InstrnmeDts

eral principle and are

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Beading

larger, and the working
parts are inclosed in a

neatly designed, doat-proof

caet-lron case which efieot-

ively shields the Instm-
ments from diatorbins in-

BnenceB o£ external mag-
netic fields. Standard Illuminated

Dial Potential Indicator,
Style B. "Flush Type."

ERN Electrician wheu (vrlting i

Our Semi-Portable La-
Volt-

meters and Ammeters are

Laboratory ose.

PACKARD LAmPS
ARE..

STANDARD
AND ARE MADE ONLY liY

HEW York Sr Ohio Coi^fahy,
WARRRN. OHIO.

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Itecelved oolj Award for Trolley* at C'blcaeo

Manufactured by ALBERT & J. IW. ANDERSON, 280-293 A St.. BoBton. Hans.

Best

Boilers.

€ Tie Mflrray Iron Worts Co.,

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

910-19U Olive Street, ST. LOUIS.

SHIFTS THE LICHT INSTANTLY RIGHT
WHERE IT IS WANTED.

Diirerent Sizes aurt Stj-les. Discount to Dealers.
Catalogue Free.

Faries Mfg. Co., 1M2 E. Herkimer, Decatur, III.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,
WESTINGHOrSE BUILDIN'G.

WIRES and CABLES, rrgL°n".'!

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES
ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

charge. Ordinary
3 charges.

-•BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,
69 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

WESTON ENGINES
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted-

WESTON ENGINE COc
PAINTED POST. H. V.

REPRESENTATIVES.
JULIANSCHOLLSCC, - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. Olty.

HOFFMAN-KFSSELL CO., - 811 Lake St. Ohl<MgO,IU.

SOEANTON SUPPLY Ji MAOB'Y CO., - 8cianton«_I'»

TH09- K. CAREY k BK08. CO.. W Uei
MITCUIXL, LEITIS & STAT EK CO.,
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Comiiig, Are You Sure You are "Lightning Proot?"

BABTOH I IGHTHIN6 URBESTERS
Wili Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

TH E CARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the Leading Electrical Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO^Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and Stick!

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge!
NO Copper Balls to Melt.

an Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Intormation and prices, or to

CARTON DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa.

The S. K. CTwo Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALY SUCCESSFUL

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings.

It is practically self-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphae

require a balance of load.

We have entirely eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. i .. tli

armature, commutator, collector riiius, lirushes, etc.

They can be built fcjr :in\ vi.ltaLJt from no for isolated liglitiiig to the high voltages required for power transmission wink;

doing away wiili tl.f .-v.., -ns.- ;in(l ir-iss ,,| <,tc]i-ii[i transliinn.'rs; llur usual central station machine can be connected at will li>r lIiIi

2,000 volts.

Til. MM .1 sIni.iiDi,: 111 .Unlni^ torque and simplicity of starting device; in ellicicnry in tlic m;uinrr in which

they take tuiu.., 1.
[ ;ui<l in uniimnul) ui spe,;d under different conditions of load.

OurtransI'Mi service an<l tlu;;realest economy. We arc prepared to fill all orders inompllx, .uul r;irr) ;i full

Stock of transformer

V^a^f^fi'i' c"*^"*^
apparatus is novel; different from anything: heretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

r^<H-d*l-^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
RITTSFIEL-D. TV^KSS.

WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Tlic Itii.Mil Kli'i-lrlr fo., .>toiitr<- till' l>uiiiliitoii of i'miuilu.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Aboudroth & Root Mfg.

American Electrical..

I
Dopper Wires.
Amerloan ISlootrloal WorkB.

Am. sun Mfg. Co

Anderson, Albert A J. K

Arnold.B. J

Baboooli 4 WUoox Co.,

'

Barnes, Wallftoo s

Barnett 00., Q. a H xx

BeardsleyMtg. Co x

Uerliner Telepbono Co . .
.
—

Ilernardin, F. M x

Uesly & Oo.,01ia8. H.... xx

mlssCo., E. W -
BoudreauxDyn. Brush Co. xv

Boynton Multlvolt B. Co..

Brady, T. H x

Brill Co., J, Q X

Brlxey, W. R

Brush Electric Co xx

Bryan, Wm. H x

Bryant Eleotrlo Co s

Buckeye Electric00 —
inuValoInstvumentCo.... vl

Bntler Hard Rubber Co.... 3

Card Electric Co

Central Eleotrlo Co

Central Mtg. Co x;

C'hannoiiCcH x

Chicago Beting x

C. B. &Q.R. R X

Chicago Edison Co

Chicago Elec.i Stereo Co.. x

Ohlc. Genl. Fixture Co.... i

Chuse&Oo., J. F -

Clonbrock S. B. Co x

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co -

Collins .< Co., H. V.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co....

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co. >

Conn. Tel. <fc Elec. Co x

Cor. School of Technology. 3

Cross. F. J 3

Crown WovenWire Br. Co xs

Dayton Globe Iron Works

Directory, Principal Eleo.

and Mech Engineers.. s

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos., xi

Eastern Electric Cable Co.. -

Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co

Bdgerton Pottery Co ... . xj

Eleotrlo Appliance Co....

Eleo. Engr. & Supply Co.

Electric Protection Co ...

.

Electrician Publlsbinp Co-

Empire Onlna Works xi

Emerson Elec. MIg. Co..,.

Farles Mfg. Co

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply
Co x^

Faucett, I.L x
Ferracute Machine Co.... x

Flberlte Co., The xx

Pleming-Spence Elee'l Co.

Forest City El. Wks -
For Sale Adver'ments x

Fort Wayne Elec. Corpora-
tion XJ

Garlock Packing Co -
Garten-Daniels El. Co
Gates Elec. Mfg. Co x:

General Electric Co
Globe Electric Light Co.... i

Gordon-Burnham Bat. C''.

Goubert Mfg. Co -

Greger Manhole Cover Co. :

Barrlngton,.Son &, Co., E
HaTt.C. S

Hart & Hegeman ManufE
taring Co

Holmes Fibre-Graphite

independent Elec. Co..

[nglls, Wm
Interior Conduit A I. Cc

[Dternat'l Cor. Schools

Co.

Louisville Ele

MacCurdy A i

Mcltoy, John T x

Menominee El. & Mcch. Co.

Metropolitan Eleo. Co ... . x:

Michigan Electric Co.... x

Moore, Alfred P

Morris, Tasker A Co

Moyes, L. M
MunsellACo., Eugene...

Murray Iron Wks. Co

National Electric Co x

National India Rubber Co. -

New York A Ohio Oo.

American ilattory Uo.
Electric Storage Battel
Ohio Storage Battery (

Central Eicctrlc'oo.
(JhlcagoQcn'l Fixture
Electric Appliance Co,

Adams- liagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture C
Fleming-r

"

Arc Irlght Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks,

Batteries audi Jars.
Boynton Multlvolt Batt'yCo.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

) El. A Mech C
Newton Rubber Wks.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co .

.

OkonlteCo., The

Otto Gas Engine Wks....

Partrlck A Carter Co 3

Partridge Carbon Oo

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co..

Penn. Tel. Co

Co.,Ltd xxl

Racine Hardware Co xxl

Relsinger, Hugo .

Replogle Governor Wks.. xx

Rhoads & Sons, .T. E xil

Richards* Meacham.... xvil

Roebling'sSons Co., J. A. Ix

RothBros. ACo xiil

Samson Cordage Wks xii

Schoonmaker, A. O xiv

Schott, W. H xix

Shultz Belting Co xxiv

Siemens A Halske E. Co. .

Sill, A. D... xvii

Simplex Electrical Oo.,The, 1

Sioux City Brass Works..

S. K. O. Specialty Co

Smith, S. Morgan xx

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co. . i

Standard Tel. A Eleo. Co. xvil

Standard Underground Ca-

Stanley Electric Manufac-

turlngCo il

Stilwell-Blerce A Smith-

Vaile Co xiv, xv

Storey Motor A Tool Co ... . iv

Union Heater Supply Co.. xx

United Electric Improve-

; Co..

U. S. Tele. Const. Co.

Viaduct Mfg. Co

Vulcanized Fibre Oo .

.

Walker Mfg. Oo

Want AdvertlsementF.

Weber Gas A Gasoline

Webster, Warren ACo .... xi

Wertheim, Ed

Western Electric Oo xl

Western Union Tel. Co.... x:

Westinghouse Elec, and Mfg.

Central Electric C

Electric Appliance Oo.
Flberlte Co., The.
General Electric Oo.

Electric Co.

Menominee El. ,k Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
Okonlte Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.

Standard Underground O. Oo.
Western Eleotrlo Oo.

Oordase.
Samson Cordage Wks.

-Arms, Pins

Flberlte Co., The.
General Electric Go,
independent Electric Co,

UUHkl-tM.
I'eerlesH Rutatier Mfg. Co.

Was LilslttlnK, Klectrlc.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

BeslyA Co., Chas. B.
NuttallCcR. D.

Heneral Blec. Happlles.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardin, F M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Bryant Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Oo.

Brackets.

Central Electric Co.
Ceutral Mfg. Go.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. "

"
' "

Partrlck A Carter Oo.
Cat-Onts and tiwitches.
Anderson. Albert A J. M

.

Bernardin,

Rhoads A Sons, J. E.

Shultz Beltinu Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth A Root Mfg. Oo,

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

.

Wirt, Chas
ToungloveAGere.... , .

Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs. Blertrloal.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Bronze.
Besly 4 Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

r Caroon A Mfg.

Cables, Electric (See In-

sulated Wires), Coppe^
t^keet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co,
Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred tf.

New York Ins. Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co,
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.Fotnts APIates,

Bernardin, F. M.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
Chicago ( Fix
General Electric Oo.
Mason. J. W.
Partridge Carbon Oo.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co,
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

:lit Plants.

liester Elec. Mfg. C

S. K, C. Specialty C(

Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A
McRoy, Jro. T.

Construction A Bepairs.
Bernardin, F. M.
Pt.Wayne Blec. Corporation
Richards A

contractors
lileT ~"

Arnold, „...
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan, Wm.H.
Card Electric Oo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pt.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Gates Eleo. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Go._
United Elec Impi
Westinghouse Elt

.

Western ElfiOtrlo Oo.

Coppei
Besly >

Bryant Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago 1

Eleo. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Flberlte Co., The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Oo.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phil. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.

BearasleyMfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Pt.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Gates Elec. Mfg. Co.

1 Electric Co.

; Halske Elec. Co.

General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcai and aiecliani-
cal Engineers.

Arnold, B J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
schott, W. H.

Electrical Instrnments.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M

Central

Elect
Eleo.

Elccl^

Forest City Elec

gr. A Supply Co.
:iCo.
Supply C

General I

Louisville Elc
MacCurdy A a

loux City
. K. C. St.peclalty

.00.

niobes and Electrical
<iriass^(vare.

Edgerton Pottery Co.

dov'nors, AVater wheel
Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co

eraphite Specialties
, Chas.

Crucible Co.. Jos
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Cioods.
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Flberlte Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Albert A J. M
Mfg. Co.
,
P. M.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appiianca Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.
Empire China Works.
Farr Tel.'A Const. Supply Co.
Flberlte Co., The.

!B1.

Renter Electric Oo.
llenomlnoo El. A Mech.
Michigan Elec. Oo.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sioux City Brass Work'.
Standard Electilc Co.
Stanley Eleo. Mfg. Co.

P. M,

A Mfg. 00.

r A Co., ChaB.

:

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co." "ngr. A Supply Co.

)r Conduit A Ins. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Faries Mfg. Co.
Mencminee El. A Mech. Oo.
Phlla. Blec. A Mfg. Co.
S. K. O. Specialty Oo.

Electro-Plating Mlach'y,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Eneines, Was.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'l Bug. Co.

Eneine8,.Steam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.

Chuse A Co., J. P.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Chic. Electro A Stereo Oo.

Exiiaust Pipe Hearts.
Faucett, I. L.

Pan Oututs.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & ins. Co
RothBros. A Oo.

Feed Wa
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite C
Vulcanized Fibre Oo.

PUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Eire Alarms.
Partrlck A Carter Co
Western Eleotrlo Oo.

Unu>u Heater Supply Oo.

National India Rubber Oo.
Newton Rubber Wis.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., B. D.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
Standard Underground C.Co.

Electrical Works.

Elec. Engr.
Farr Tel. A const, buppiy CO.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireOo.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical

"-

Buckeye Elei

Columbia In
Electric App,
Pt.Wayne El

. Lamp Co.
anceCo.
c. Corporation,

New York A Ohio Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
United Elec. Imp. Oo.
Westinghouse Elec.AMfg Co.

..ixhtning Arresters.
Electric Appliance Cn

Besly ACo.. Chas. H.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
MunsellACo. Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Ilinine Apparatus, El
- ral Elect

Peerless Rubber MIg. Co.
alnts.
MacCurdy A Smith.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co L

Platinum.
Baker A Oo.

Poles.
Bernardin, P. M.
Hart, C. S.
Lewis, A. L. A Oo.
Llndsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

,Panl, Jr. Co.
iln.
rcial Ell

Empire China \

General Electric Co.

Publishers, Electrical.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Oo.

ICeeordinf^ Oauges.

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speakins Tubes.
Central Electric Oo.

Besly A Co., Chas. H.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Oo.

Barnes, Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
J. G. Co.

Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co. , The.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-

Oonn.Tel.
Farr TeL A const. Supply
Gustafson, W. A.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meacham.

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
U. S. Tel. Const. Oo.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.
W. U. Telephone Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric oo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Pt.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks,
Stanley Electric Mfg. Oo.

Trolley Cord.
Bernardli" " *'

Samson C
rmcks, J

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Oo
Jjeffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stlllwell-Bierce A Smith-
Valle Co.

Universities.
Cor. School of Technology
Int. Corr. Schools.

"Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.-

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
NuttaU C

Okonlte
PhllHps
Standard Underground G.Qo
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0^ ELECTRIC LIGHTING ^

,^ SUPPLIES. \^ Edison BIdg., Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL. *^

ANNUNCIATORS..

House and Hotel
Style.

Gravity Drop, Three Wire
System.

Mapeto Generators

BINDING...
POSTS of

...EVERY
DESCRIPTION.

MEDICAL FARRADIC BATTERIES,

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS.

Write for Catalogue^

111

MENOMINEE, MICH.

^ <m d. Gordon Primary Battery
BX0E1.B nr

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,
Freedom from Cases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
jrominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

•tKLt] Companies of America.
Srnd for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The Gordon-BnrnliaiE Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

Tim STOREY MOTOR.

MAIN OFFICE:

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.,
YORK AND SEDQELEV AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA.

Iron Clad. Completely
closed in.

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for di-

rect driving machinery.

The application of Motors
to machine tools a spe-

cialty.

Light weight. Slow and
Medium speed.

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

113 Lilserty Street.
Branch Factory, HAniLTON, CANADA.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

Hi

5140 SI30 ^^ SI30 o^uvu

Ail Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. E. 800 and Westinghouse Commutator Bings,

Brush Holder Bushings and Field Spools.

»E11D FOB PBICE IiIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,^
9tO-!i4Si Bandolph SU, Chicago, III.

rfEW VOBK. PfrtLADEtJ>[nA. WefiUDsboa;)e.

Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY.
omco and Worbs, llansfleld, Ohio.

-0-0<><K><>0-0<H><><K><><><><><K><><^

MICANITE, ^"^^ standard
,^^^,^^ ion.

20,000 VOLTS. Inrlu coi

"l-'ACToyil-''^. * Schenectady, N. Y,

MiCANiTF
It" INSULATOR ^

MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Mamifactiirers,
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a gilt edge bond

at par.

Several Electric Railways have found it necessary to

re-bond their tracks. Why? Well, the old bonds v/ere

Moose." (The corporation attorney did not pass judgment,

but the Chief Engineer did.) They made poor contact, v/ere not

properly constructed, were too small, had too many parts, etc., etc.

Was there anything better? Certainly! The Benedict &Burnham
soHd, one=piece bond was just the thing. No parts to "assemble," noth-

ing to get lost. Will go with any kind of rail. The heavy shoulder en-

ables the mechanic to head-up the bond with a few blows of his

hammer, completely filling the hole and making a perfectly tight and

sure electrical contact. We can make prompt shipments in any

quantity.

BRANCHES:
ST. LOUIS: Southern Electrical Supply Co.

i CITY: Gate City Electric Co.

NEW ORLEANS: loio Canal Street.

BUFFALO: 112 White Building.

WHAT IS

MIGANOID?

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
iTe^;^ ^a,ce ^la<te-

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass ^inch thick, with beveled edges.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates, ^^
No Loose Face Plates. .^s^^J '

I \3
Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable. M^^^ ' V

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFB. CO.,
HARTFORD.

CONN. Back of Xo. 1 Plate.
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EDDY GENERATORS
Sirscl Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power I

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High
We build all necessary apparatus for the transmis-

sion of Electrical Power through factory
or other buildings.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
WINDSOR. CONN.

NK.W ^OKK. II. I!. CohoA Co., Mail and Express Building.
rilll.,\|)i;i.rill,\, Walter C. Mdntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

I'.OSTON. (,. M. .Vn^ier & Co., 64 Federal St.

KLMJKA, S. N. Blake.

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn,
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada BIdg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

1S21. ISSS.

Morris, Taskeri Co.,
INCOEPOBATED.

Offices, 222-224 South Ttiird Street,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

I'AHCAI. IKOW WOKKH,
Philadelphia.

UKL,&\VARK IRON WOUH8,
New Castle, Vel.

Uaiia[.ctQreu of

Wis, WFOflilit

Iron Y\n aid

Fittiis,
ELECTRIC LIGHT and BAIL

WAY PIPE POLES A
SPECIALTY.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IIM STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MF6. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, IKCANVESCESrt' AND ABC LieHTIK6, FBOSI THE SAME CIBCVITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issned to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting^and power purposes. We furnish complete lilies of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS (or distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 36-38 College Street.

BOSTON, Exchange Building. 'BUFFALO, Erie Countj Bank Building. SYRACUSE. N. Y.. Bastable Building.
CHICAGO, Ne-w York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Oirard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

TACOM A, WASH., 103 S. lOlh Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 P Street, N.

PRC^NDTNCAINDESCEINT L;^IVIPS

lEy^DAMSr-RAGNALL -
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury. Boston, Mass.

FHigh Efficiency,

Perfect Workmansliip

Neat Designs,

Low Prices.

These are a few of the points in

favor of our goods.

AHiiKSTKi! ci.osi'ii. VI hrsri K on N

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Arc Cut-Outs, Spark Arresters, Globe Nets,

Carbon Holders, Carbon Rods, and all

ARC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.

THE PHILADELPHIA ELECTRICAL & MANDFACTURINf}

20 10 Jones street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO., 186 and 188 Fifth Avenue,

\V..M.;rn Sales A-.nts. CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENTS PENDING.

Range .00001 ohm to 99 megohms.

A STANDARD PORTABLE BRIDGE,

JUST WHAT ELECTRICIANS WANT,
This make of bridge has been in use for the past eighteen months, with

some of the leading plants of this and foreign countries, and has proved to be
eminently satisfactory in all cases.

We solicit your patronage with the belief that we are offering you the
best portable outfit yet placed on the market.

Our prices are within the reach of all purchasers.
We are prepared to ship these instruments to responsible parties on

approval. WRITE FOR CIRCULARS.

BUFFALO INSTRUMENT COMPANY,
OFFICE. ROOM 4 BUILDERS EXCHANGE. BUFFALO, N, Y.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

iplcti' list of liOn (|ii(!sUons such as will he iisk.il of ;iii,

F=Rice. $2.00

unc ijood. It spems :

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - 6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.
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E FREEMAN
BATTERY an CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

Tlu. cnmp,,

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

f-!!!* NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE FLEMIIMC

ALTERNATING

[ ^ J
LAMP.

Simplest,

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

IVIari(et.

Lead=Encased Cables
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Electric Light Cables,

Street Railway Cables,

Telephone Cables,

"^^^'^.... ,.»Telegraph Cables,

Write for further Information.

JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SONS CO.,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO. TRENTON, N. J.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

F LEMING -SPENCE F LECTRICAL QO.'

652 Hudson St., New York.

New Eneland Agents: H. N. Bates Machine Co,

The Emerson Electric Mfc. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACHMENT PLUG,

Endorsed by National Fire Underwriters' As.
sociation and Leading Electrical Engineers.

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.
Your Electrical Supply House, or CENTRAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, has it..

W. T. Pringle & Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

LAWS WEBB.

Price $1.00.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside BulldinK, Chica
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

Electric EnginBeimg & Supjily Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

At the meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

held on the 20th of November, 1895, Mr. C. L. Edgar, General Manager

of the Edison Electrical Illuminating Company of Boston, read a com-

munication which will be found of great interest to the managers of

central stations for the distribution of light and power.

For copies apply to

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

3RK, 66 Broadway.
!0, 1543 Marquette Building
H, 333 Exchange Building.
lORE; 215 N. Calvert Stree

[SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First Street.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY T. O'CONNOR si_OKrse.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COIVIPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.
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No Electric Light or Power Plant can be Operated Intelligently or
Economically without it.
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How can YOU rin without it when pronounced INDISPENSABLE hy such patrons as the following:

M L

II p

300 in use by National Transit Company; 90 in use by Illinois Steel Company; 70 in use by United States Govern-

ment ; 50 in use by British Government; lO in use by Italian Government.

To-day, and for more than 20 years, the Standard Pressure-Recording Gauge. Thousands In constant operation in all parts of the world.

P'oi- Farther Information Address tUe Sole Manufacturer.

JARVIS B. EDSON, ... 87 Liberty Street, New York.

SWITCHBOARDS.
FOR

Central Lighting
.

Railway and

Power Stations an d .»....».

Isolated Plants. tT|-l|
,r:: • • •=^-.

For High and Low
Tension Alternat-
ing Current Distri-
bution.

Single Phase, Monocyclic
and Three Phase Direct

Current Constant Poten-

tial, Incandescent and Arc
Lighting, and Constant

Cnrrent Arc Lighting,

% §

Railway Generator and Railway Feeder Panel Switchboards.

SWITCHBOARDS FOR MILL, FACTORY AND MINE WORK.
In the manufacture of Switchboards of all descriptions the General Electric Company possesses facilities unequaled in the world. These

and its long experience enable it to furnish Switchboards in Panel Form or otherwise of finished design and workmanship, electrically and

mechanically perfect, at comparatively low cost.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., scHENECTADYn^TY:
S ales Offices in all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada address Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto,
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ARE YOU
buying your rubber covered wire from us? If not you are

MAKING A MISTAKE,
as we are furnishing our celebrated Paranite Wire, the

grade of which has always been maintained at the highest

point, at prices that

GET THE BUSINESS.
Paranite Wire is known the world over as the highest

possible grade of rubber insulation, and where the condi-

tions are particularly severe, such, for instance, as in

brewer3' and stockyard work, Paranite is always chosen.

We are making

LOW PRICES
on our other specialties and our line of General Supplies.

Electric Appliance Company,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

242 Madison Street, - - - - CHICAGO.

The RHOADS BELT.
DIAMOND SLATE.

J. E. RHOADS & SONS,

Piston and
Valve RodPEERLESS SPIRAL

PACKING
Expressly for High Speed Enjincs. Will Hold 400 lbs Steam

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. GO.

THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR

Commercial Electrical Supply Co.

821 PINE STREET, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Genuine K- W. Rosettes-
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

All Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine.

'^^-''.^'^>U^ BRYANT /Q -^^^^
m'-^^W ELECTRIC ^F—'/'
^ ^ COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

KESTER ELECTRIC CO.,
BUILDERS OF MODERN HIGH CLASS

DYNAMOS

/ MOTORS.
High Efficiency. Slow Speed.

Write for Prices.

RICHARDS &. MEACHAM,

86 La SflLLE St., Chic

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
...AND....

VOLTMETERS

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

ELECTRICITY.

STEAM
And otiter Eii«;ineeriDg Cour

SAMSOIM SPOT CORD

I-or Arc Lightanil Trolley Cord,
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICITY
Mechanics; Mechanical Dra-i^na; ArcMtectv/re; Architectural Drawing and De^^gii'

ing^; Prospecting, arid the ''Englisfi 'Branches' Until furtEer notice experimental

V Masonry; Carpentry and Joinery; Ornamental and Structural Iron Work; Steam Ft^by
Engineering (Stationary, Locomotive or Marine); JRailroad Engineering; Bridge k\%mmt*
Ejigineei'ing; Municipal Engineering; Plumbing and Heating; Coal and Metal Min- |'|lul|ll|

apparatus will be furniBhed free to Bhidenta. Send for Free Circalar, stating the sab-
jeot you wish to study, to

'S^he International Correspondence i^cliools, Scranton, Pa.

rPAt.'AUG .rG'92J

^ VENTILATED
rou DYNAMO BRUSH

[BEST GHEBRY 8. YOUNGLOyE

"'«"'%,

I responsible parties

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot sli p on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
"A" "Greger" Cover Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture In all Leading Cities.

WHIT1-. KOH l>AltTU'l'l,.\I{S.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
I MM (•-(:/: Itld"., I>IIII..VI>KI.IMIIA. I>A.
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. Hathaway, Treos.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,

BASSAmillSEiTEDIlECTRICraE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
Touh Stobb, p. 0. Aoherman, 10 (

Chicago Btobe, F. E. Donohoe,
Montreal Bhanoh Eqcod

WRITE U3 FOR CIRCULAR
-OF onu-

ELECTRIC

Cigar Lighter,
We also carry a lull line ol

KlcctrUal Siipplit-H.

ltd In, riiNli itnttonM, etc.

NATIONAL eTeGTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

CONDUITS.

r"]
r 1 1 Are you interested

1 1 n in Conduits?

If you are it will

pay you to look

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

The Only WatsrWheel Governor that Governs.
i Railvxii/ Co.

Greenfiet.d, Mass.. Sept. 19, 1895.

lombird fjler-Wheel Governor Co., CI Hampshire St., ifostot, Mass.

Gentlemen;—We have one of your Governors in' use

at our power house at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care of

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the powermWm
a few volts. We took out one Governor and replaced it with
a LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives pnfect
mtufaction. Yours truly, ' MONTAGUE ST. RY. CO.,

(Signed) H. C. Garfield, Supt.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-
teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes
of load.

Send us a description of,.your waters,

wheel plant.

61 HAIVIPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, IVIASS.

rr, KESTER Electric Mfg, Co,,

BUFFALO N Y

Waniificturers of the

Aiapara Electric Battery
Ivester s Soldering Compqiind

poiind Ke=itri

pn^CELAINj^UFACTORY.

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHAHANOOGA, TENN.

^ _ ^ Sockets. Switches, Etc.

!^'^!i^J.W.nASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dynamos, Blectnc Boiors,

Manufactured by

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

Perfect Regnlatloi

GRIMSHAW WHITE COREM^;\VwS'crh.^u^c^^^^^^^^
of the largest buildings in theRAVEN WHITE GORE. ^

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. arrSp^^itt^ritfrrs!

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insnlated Wire Company,

EEANCHES:

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTEIN ELECTRII! COMPANr,
NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE 00.
CHICAGO. ILU

PEHINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINrJATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
SEW TOBK OFFICES

39 and 41 Cortlandt SL Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunily for a Young Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ing patent8(aad irons, solderine uutlits, etc.),and

wants a yonng man, electrically educated and
with some Lapital, to join him in pushing the

electrical heating business already organized and
established and -with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young man and adver-

liser (business man) can c^ntr.il this business.

Address "Healer," Ciire Westeen Eleotbi-

WANTED.
Second-hand Djnarao to run 400

Incandescent Lights. Reph' to

A. Cameron, care of F. C. Austin

Mfg. Co., Chicago. 111.

NOTICE
lleo. L. Col-

gate Company

SPECIAL.
TBE WESTERN UNION TELEPHONE COMPANY,

207 S. Canal Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

TELEPHONE APPARATUS.
We have the best and cheapest telephone or

the market. Oanvas.ieis wanted in every county
Territory assigned. Coirespondence solicited

FOR SALE.
45 light 2,000 c. p. T.-H. Arc Dynamo,
ete with base, frame, slides and automatic
tor. OneSSk.w. 1,040 volt T.-H. Alter-

complete with exciter and switchboard

The above machines are all second-hand, but

in perfect running order, having been recently

replaced with ones of larger capacity.

MICHIGAN ELECTRIC CO.,

479 Stale St., Detroit, MlcU-

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
COPPER CASTINGS for Electrical
Purposes.
BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kinds.
VLUJIINrill CASTINGS, DYNAMOS
and MOTORS, Second-band.

The BsirdslsT Ik. Co 2kT^^^^^^^,o

WALLACE BARNES,
jya„„/acl,..6, of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Urisiol, Conn.

\ T.H.Bri

\ Manu

Brady, New Britain. Conn., U. 6. A.,

Manufactnrer of Meet Arms. Pole and
Swlnglni; Hoods, House Brackets and

WIRT BRUSHES
Are 1

SMELL'S nm m sim-feeii vra im.
Removes all impurities.

^S'^ Entirely prevents scale in Steam

Boilers. Catalogue on application.

The Stilwell-Eierce I U-Me Co,,

DAVTON, OHIO.

Bisdon Iron & Loo'tive Wks, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Afjt.

WHOLESALE

Telsgraph, Tslsphone, Elsctrio LigU

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
d from Live Ceda;

Chailes Win. 1026 Filbert, Phi.adtlphia.

For Sale by tbe Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave . Chicago

A GOOD INVESTMENT.
For the purpose of closing an estate, I hereby

offer for sale the controlling interest in the Dun-
dee Electric Light Co, ihis company Is doing
a safe and profitable business. A majority or

ail of its stoclc can be bought at a reasonable
figure. Original cost $40,000. Plant only 3 years

ofd. See or write J. R.SMITH, Assignee, Dun-

FOR SAIiE.
T. H. F. 30 MOTORS.

Complete Car Equipment; including

^emis Trucks anil I.ai-lrrli' B.idies.

F. M. BERNARDIN, KANSAS CITY, MO.

FOR SALE,
fhr-aii, ilrawings, siieclflcations and all data for

tin- construction of dynamos and motors of any
capacity or voltage desired. Address

^

F. .1. CROSS, E. E„ Niagara Falls, N. Y.

You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? loo pages,

mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

S600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Cumplelu Willi the usua'. accessories

and full guaranly of manufacturers.

Have no use for it and will be sold tor

six hundred dollars rash.

Address ARC ^ACHINE,

On receipt of^

—

-^2^2:^=^

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Wfisteri Electriciaa

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

A. L. LEWIS d, CO.,
Wholesale Producera of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES,
FEOM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMEE.

"Write for Prices.

meiioniinep, - - IQicliigan.

POLES
Write lor delivered prices. LiNDSLEY BROS.

(CEDAR.) I

TIES.

Telephone,
Electric
ght and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

MENOMINEE MICH.
Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,

Marmette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

DON'T THINK
1 can keep posted as to

going on in the western

That y<

what IS

electrical field \Yithout reading the
Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

SS.OOper ye.-ir:

*1..»0 for Nix nioiitliK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICACO.

Heating by Exhaust Steam,

BY
Without Back Pressure,

THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
. . . ADVANTAGES . . .

ist.—Can be attaclied to existing plants at little expense.
2nd Effects greatest efficiency from the heating surface by the reniovai

of the water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.
3rd—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of con-

densation, etc.

We are owners of the patent and have equipped the largest plants in the United States, over
ur plant and tell you how much we can benefit you. If yousodesire.

atalogue f

Warren Webster& Co., ^=
EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Camden, N. J.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloih, $2,00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Lakeside Buiidiag, Chicago.

. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main

Photo and Wood EngraTlng,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

BUY YOUR FIXTURES OF

White Mfg. Co
4n State Street, Chicago.

Largest
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hie;h Efficiency

at Kull and Partial Gate-
ICbRBICATF.n WATRIC
iiirUablv Htcady moiloti,

iliunietor^ being il«»itblv

SErJD FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

( feet liend. ArraiiRcd \

single lO-iticli Victor Turbine on horizontal slirift to

'Much Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

:s, citlier single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Rbdo I n >t Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., I'acilic Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of tlie World.

8END FOE OIKOnLiE AND PRICES.

THE LEGLANGHE BAHERY GO.,

tJI lo tl7 East 13IriSt.,N. Y.

^vllost XD-o-ra-Tole ^a<tter37- Cells FxodL-y3.oo(3i.

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co.. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 'T.:::il^T-

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

K NEW BOOK.
NOiA£ REHDV.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Sold on Their Merits.
In placing this instrument on the market we take pleasure in stating that after a

series of tests made by one of the largest railroad corporations in the United States, and
by several of the best informed Telephone Experts in the country, we have been informed

that our instruments far surpass any telephone now on the market, for the following

reasons:

Sinlplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Pacl^ing under any Con-

ditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness of Articu=

lation;

Least Affected by Induction of any In=

strument now on the Market;

Indestructibility Will Last a Lifstime
with ordinary care, and will be as effective

after 5 years' use as the day liiey were
set up.

A Test of this instrument will prove every claim we
have made for it, and we simply ask a trial to convince
the buyer.

We furnish the Transmitter Arm, as shown in cut, to those who may wish

to replace the transmitters on other makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts Write to

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,
Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

BV T. C. MARTIN AND JOSEPH WETZLER.

THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix hy Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 315 large quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth of informatit

jble-column pages of this i

the hund idd

CONTENTS.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

ELECTRIC4AN PUBLISHING CO.
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTKCE FREE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDINC, CHICAGO.
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The Boudreaux Dynamo Brush Co.
The Proof of the Brush is in the Using.
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OVRR 300,000 IN DAIE^Y USR.

HELLO!!
A New Orannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Ifjiu" long difltftDce,

AT LAST!

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
tinle AgeDtB for Chicago and Nortbern IllinoiG,

I and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

ELEPHONES an" SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an Instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

riADISON = - WISCONSIN,
MANDFACIUKEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best P

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Our RJpw llairnrto Bell provided^

Jlage;

lid liigli co-efficient o

(Ibe p
f-lnductlon in proportion lo winding,
ist exacting requirementd of service.

high resistance. Will ring a large

short lines. Will ring on a line

various makes (

Will drop a Shu
Sol't Licensees fo

April 17111, 189<

Will work with any i

Patent grante

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
..ntroiied by us are t. e "™' ;»?:'

""I'^r.'':::' ^r/'^"' " -'^iwi"^^^Manufactured i

completj equii^meut J promptly f

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
riADlSON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEE, President. CHICAGO OFFICE :

H, C. DODOE, oenU Siipt. N„. j^^ s,„ck Exchanse BIdg.
E. W, BATOHELDEli, Secretary.

^ J NA I E, Qen'l Ai:t.

"PENN" ELECTRIC

TELEPHONES.

Nut ;l Iiiisi Transmitter. Is sold entirely *in Its

iiiiTlts. SEND I'OK PKICES.

Penn telephone Co., 30 S. Broad St., Phila.

F 11 BALTIMORE.^
M^ANUFACTURE
MlTELE PHONES-

Orders from the country solicited.

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots.

Send for Catalogue and buy direct from

lowest prices.

lufacturer and get

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants, It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language, 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Buildinj!:. CHICAQO.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO,
GENERAL AGENTS,

Bullitt Building, . . Philadelphiao
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published, promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Allsop, F. C—E &-;trical Beil roostruct no; ;

, and new matter added. 104
iilustiatlons. 260 pages $1.50

Atkinson, Philip.—Th'i Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 lllustratiMug. Second
editi.m $2.00

Ayrton, W. E.—Practical El-ctricify: a Laboratory and
Lecture Course lor First year Mudents of Electrical
Engineering, based on the Practical Ddfinitions of the
Electrical Unite. With uumerone lllUBtraiionB. Sixth
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Xew Dynamo Tenders' Hand Boot This
is, as the n^iue lndioate-<, a New Book, mucb more com-

the only bonk o£ ihe kind pub ished in the Eogli-1
laoguflge. 226 pages, 140 illustrations, flexible clotl

binding, size of type page 5>^x3 Inches $1.0l

Badt, Lieut. P. B.

lion, tesilDg for faults,

olatedaad ce
I kiod published. Tyoe page 5}^x3

appHratus. electric heat apparatus. 106 pages. 97 inustra-
lions, flexible cloth binding. Type page Sj^xj inchec.SI.OO

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First
IB. 97 pages, 22 illustrations.

nformatinn for Pnwer Producers, Cat'!

Eugineers and Motor Inspecorfl. Wiih thi3 book anybody
may make estimates ou the co t of Trausmission Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—.Mtercating Our-

tlons
'. " $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.~PaporB on Altprnating rurrent'i of Elec-
l-i ity for tue use cf Stu i*-nt3 and Engineer a. Third
i-diiion. tnlar^ed- 12iiio, cloth $1.50

Bonney. G. E.—E ectro-Plater's Hand Bock. A Monual for
AmHieur . iiud Vouog Stuo'ents oD Electro-Metallurgy. 60
i luslra lous. 203pjge8. 12m o, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—E ectrical Inetrutuent Mnking for Amateurs.

Bottone, S, R.—Flectro-M:otor8. H"w Made and H iw TTspd.

A Handbook for Amateurs and Practical Men. K^duce<l to

$050

Bottone, S. R.- How to ManaRethe Dynamo. A Hand-book
t'>r bbip Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-

Buckley. W. J.—Electric Lighting Plants.
operatiou. 275 pages, many llluBtratlons

Crocker. F. B., and Wliteler, S. S.-Tlio Practical Manage.

«" "rged $1,011

Crosby, O. T.. and Dr. Louis Bell.—The Electric Railway i

lUJllco. A OnmpI ' '"

[.oration of Elfctr

i enlarged. 18:11

r and comprehensive treatise oi

n ana i'p»rati>'n of Dynamos,
, Lmps Indicatoi' tnd Me.i«uring Instrumt-nls; a
e.xplanatitin of the elaclrical terms used in the w
. 11. Alternate CuTont Appartitus. Oontainio

, HowTJped. Thin

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to El^cti
course of Experimental Lectures deliven
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 iltustratio

Th6i)ry and Practice, Vol. I. The Inductioi
rurrentf, 500 pages, fully illustrated and w

Synopsis of contents; Chapte- 1. Introducto
Iro-Maynetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic

copiouf

2. Elec-

Dynamicalrurrents. i. Mutual and Self
Theory of Cu:

"" " " The Utilization of Induced Cnrrents, 8to. clolh
, 1892.

Gore, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallursry, iacludiog all Kn"wn
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2 00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-

ludiiction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations... ....$2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circuits. A handy litt'e

pamphlet containing tables for wiring an i for motor serv-
ice, arrangeJ in convenient lorm for ready reference, $1.00

Haskins.C. H.—TheGaWanometeranditsUses. A Manual for
Electricians anJ Students. Fourth edition, revised , .$1.50

Haskins.-Transformerp. Their Theory, Construction and
Applicalion Simplified. 38 i.lustrations $L25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Ihe-ry,
Design and Manufacture. laOiliustratiOQd $3.i0

Hering.—Practical Directions for Winding Mngnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions. .. $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scieu'e. Elementary,
Practical and Experiment_l Puysico, 630 Illustrations $4^0

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machicery nnd
Allied Subjects. Illustrated , $1.00

Hopkinson, Or. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Its Modern n>-e
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-

ilarged. Large . 670 illustrations

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, Subdivison and Disii ib itlon. A practi-
cal handbook. Tuirdediiioa $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate fJ'irrent Machinery Illustrated,$0.50

[ Vol. 96 V .u NoiCi and's Scie.ice Seriee-J

Kapp, Gisbert.-AUernating Currents of Electi

and AppUc

Stanl y, Jr.Hlusirated $1 Go

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, AlteruRtors Hnd Trans'ormers.
138illu=tratioiJB $4.00

Kempe, H, R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testlns. Fifth edi-

lion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. L-mdou, 1892 .. $7 25

Kempe, H. ^R.—The Electncal Engineer's Pocket Book.
lies, irormulsa, Tables I Data. 32mo,

Lockwood, T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Hiudb ok oi: General
Information for Eloctrir-nl Students, Operators and In-

epeciors. 376 pages, 152 lUustralions $2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical MeRs=uromoutand the Galvanom-
eter; ltd UoLStructiou aud U«e. Second edition.. . $1.50

Lockwood, T. D. Practical Informatou for Telephonists.
12mu, ciolh. N. y $100

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. 0. of Electricity. 36

Martin. T. C.
Te.-^ia. Wi

, Res'iarcheaand^

jiialllghtiig. 500

Martin, T.C. and Wetzler, J—The Electric Motor and Its

Applications. Third edit on. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Eiectric Motor since 1888. By Dr 1..

Bell. 300 Hlu^trations $3.uo

riaver, and Davis, M.M.—The Quadruplex. With Chnp era
on the Dynum->-El6ciric Machin.' in Relation lu tho Quad-
ruplex. The Practical W rking of the Duplex 'I ele^r ].h

Repe-iters and tha Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph 6:i

McClure.J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full F.x-

planations of the Telephone, Phoaitgraph, 'Ja-emeter.
Electric Light and all his Principal Discover! «f>, etc. .$l.Uif

Njaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Tre iliso ou Flect'ic Patterirs.
Translated I romi he Fr-nch by U M. Fiahb-ck II us.

Noll, Augustus.—How 10 Wire Buildings. A manual of tl^e

art u£ interior wiring. Illustrated $1 50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.-Modernpractice of ihe Electric
Telegraph, a technical H -nd-book t-r Ee.:tiicms,
Managers and Operators. 185 illnstrationrt. I4th e>.iti n.

rewritien iiu 1 enlarged $150

Prindle, H. B —A Pnpnlar Treatise on the Electric Railway
of to-day. Fu;ly illustrated $0.25

Russell.Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribulinn
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $,:. 5

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Installati- ns. V'>1 1.

Ihe Management <f Accumulators. A Pracliral Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. Wi.h illus-

Iraiions. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

Sloane, T. O'Conner.—Elect-icity Simp:ified. The Pr«clice
and Theory oc lilectricity, in"ludii-g a Popular 1 eview of
ihe Theory of Electric! y, with Auaiogiei trnd Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

trated.... $L0[>

Sloane. T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Pn-ula'- Dictionary of Words and Terms used in ihe
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane. T. O'Connor.— Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
inciading Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneoua Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.-The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electricjil engineering and eiperimeuliug.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesia, Nikola.— 'xperiments with Alternite Currents of High
Potential nnd liigh irequency. A Icctare delivered before
tie InsUtutlon of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
porjirait and hi 'graphlcnl sketch of the Author Illus-

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. IIluBtrnted,
$1.00

Thurston. Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric LigUiiu; Purpoae-s. 'I rt-allng of ihn
development of Sieam Englaew, ihe Principles .-f Con-
struction and E -onomy, w.ih.;HS'rlpiiou of hiiitieraie i.nd

High Speed Engi.-es. With many folding plates §1.60

Thomson, Prof. Ehhu. What is Electricity? Illustrated.$u 26
Tliompson, Sylvanus P.—Dy.,amo-Electric Mactiinery. A

series of Lecui-es, wiih an intn.duciiun by Franklin L.
P04.6, 16inn. Numerous illustrations, f.incy b. ar.ih (VtiU
Nostrand'a Science Se.ies, No. 66) tu.60

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Polyphase Flectiic Currents and
AlteruHte-curie .t Moto.c. Mailed to any address in the

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Kecent Progress in Dynnmo-EIec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement t.» Dynamo-Electric
Machinery. 16nio. (Van Nostrimd'a science Series.
No. 75) $..50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth ediiioQ, revised and rewritten. Numeroue illus-

trations and 29 plates. l.OOO pages $6 00

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. I lua
trated $u.2i

Urquhart.—Eleotro-Pliiting. A Practical Haul-book on Iho

Brass, Platinum, etc. Second editii.n; c ireful. y revi-ed!

Walker, F.-Praotlcal Dyuimo IMiding, f ^r Amateurs. H-.w

I6mo. boards. {Van Nostrand«Scie.jce Series, No. 9s).^0,r)fj

Webb, H. L,— \ practical Guide t> the Testing of Inaulait-d

Wires aud Cables. lUustraied $1,1.0

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Te'ephone Hand-book, IlluBirnted.
12mo. cloth. Chicago, 189.'. $1.00
The only complete work ou the Telephone, All possible

iuformatlon for any one interested in Telephones and how

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

U
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

13. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E, E.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

Electric RQllwnye iiud I'owpr aiiitlont

1S41 Nnrqiiette lUtlj;., <'lilr]lKO.

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soc.m.k

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

OonnultntloDi, Roportn, EBtlmn'oR, Plnns, fipeol-

flcntloDH, Buperlctondonce, ThbIh, PurchQulDK.

DcBlgnH of OootrQl Stotlona n Spoclnlty.

Turner Balldlne. Ht, liOiilH.

I

For^e Bain,
Electrical ard

I
OoDHultlnff, Mechanical Engineer.

'

DeelKolOK,

I

SupervfHlDR, PloDH, Spoolfloiitlons and

I

OoiiBtructlng, Ctonoral EagloeerlDK.
I Testing. Export In Pfttent OanHGH.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r

THE "VACUUM"

Exhaust Pipe Head
. . .AND. . .

ROOF PROTECTOR

Mechanical

Engineers

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our :

catalogue of

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

IRON ARMORED

INSULATIN6 CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the

Standard Method of Electric Wiring,I
INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,

eieneral Offices and Works: 527 W. 34th St., New Toik.
Edwd. H. Johnson, Prest. E. W. Little, Vlce-Prert. and Oen. MgT. Oha«. P. OeddM, Soo*/ and TniJ.

I. L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, III.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

Haller Tube Cleaner
Sent to responsible parties on approval.

Return it if not found satisfactory.

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

Ferracute Machine Co.,
BRIDGETON, NEW JERSEY, U.S.A.

PRESSES andDIES
FOR ALL KINDS OF

Sheet and Bar Metals.

Several Special Presses for Electrical Worlc.

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

A large number of

"fl Double Crank

Presses for large

Armature Discs

from both light

and heavy

patterns.

Special Presses

with Index Attach-

ments for Notch-

ing Armature

Discs up to 36-in.

Twelve

Punching Presses

for heavy instru-

ment work, etc.

6 SIZES OF THIS STYLE OF PRESS, WITH OR WITHOUT MOTORS,

FOR CUTTING ARMATURE DISCS UP TO 20:iNCHES DIAMETER.

Send for Catalogue describing 300 Presses, Dies, etc.
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-^tm^ik^Si Progress the Order of the Age
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Recent improvements made in the New American Tnrbine have Increased the power
their diameter, and producrd greater emciency from whole lo hali water Ihm any otber

atlowing, copied from c-riitied testa made at Holyoke, Mass.. on tt

hydraulic engineer
The originals of thea B certiflcatea and testa of other sized Wheels can be seen toarolBce.

Test of a45-iii Whfe'-Jn y 0.-94
[

Testofa4a-iii. WheeI-JnIyI4,'94

"--
E: Hi

HP. Per
Cent. Head

Rev.

Rfin.

134:80

i«:oii

Co. Ft

sVJ.
"-• Per

Cent.

1 ::

16.(6

122:0;
ii-i

205.27

149 ;9£

79.76

i'i

Whole Gate 80.50

For Information and Catalogue write

THE DtYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton, P., U.S.*.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

g |g
WATER WHEELS

For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.
Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a bifh carnnteed percentagrf> and great steadinesn of

motion, under variable loads. An uneqaaled concen'"" -- "'

I unprecedented liigli velocity. Its quickly

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio. U.

PLATINUM
Scrap

I., Newark, N. J.

BINDERS
FOR THE

$1.00 Each.

ELramiFuLCo.,

CHICAGO.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The designlimit o£ government of water-power is often determined by tl

I of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COHPOUND REQULATORS we are prepared to unde-take
and guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric
Railway, Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical

and Mechanical Governors and other devices for the government of water-power.
E.tpert advice furnished on application. If results of your present system are noli

satisfactory, write us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
MARK A. REPLOCLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THEMeCORMIGK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

itory, ant
find It U

Gives more poirer as to diameter iivith a
higher percentage ofnsefal effect than any othei
__ ^ __, heretofore made. All eizes, right and lett

)m patterne perfected xmc"
" ^-'^--'^- --

i Holyobe Testing Flnme.
Parties haTln^ power plants ^hloh a:

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will
their interest to confer with me, as I am irillins to ffuar*
antee results wUere others have failed, no mat-
lerwhatmakeoftnrbine has been in use. STATF
Un-Ui^IB^^^IENTS AND t^BNO FOB CATA

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
itllliitM fopnlehea f»r oomplet* i>ow»rpIuU »Bi

Bound Volumes

IH/estern [legtrician

FOR SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

f. A. ESTHl; I'rcH. iiiitl Ti-cns JOIIK K. McGINLiEY, Vire-l'rea. t: s. jiAUTiy, s«i>t. Of norkf.

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, Allegheny, pa.

Leading Manufacturers of

Electric Railway Supplies

JW TUTS UNTTED STATEH.

DURABLE/'- ECONOMICAL.

EFFICIENT,

SATISFACTORY.

We Construct

Everything on
Proper and Most

Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.

I Wi>rk«, PnclDo Coaet S DepartmeDt, No. 38 :
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W\RE ROPE, K'^Hl^-K HOPE, -YACV^LE BLOCV^S,

HA.T^D POWERS AHDUO\ST\U&EU&mES.

EVERYTH\H& HtCESSARY JO KAKE JHE HEAV\EST L\FTS
CARR\ED \H 5T0CV. .

WEBER Gasoline Engine
T use in any place or for any purpose requiring power. Only a h

„ iladIbhia.

5t,Paul^
MAiNQFncE?,^^WoRK5 NEW BRUN5WICK.ru

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTJILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 ET. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work.

Specifications, drawings and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ijiABENDROTH&ROOT
i^J MFG. CO.,

^^ 28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 Hain St.

FUSE W1RE)«»^;«;,„^
AND LINKS y Capacity.

FOR AIL SYSTEMS. ) ""^"iTnTi^rni.

The Independent Electric Co..

39th St and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES,
to 125 H. P.

Espetially adapted for

ELECTRIC
LICHTINC,

Over 2,500 in use.

Forcnpine aDd Tuliular

E ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for Cataldgue

Racine Hardware Co.
W. F. PARISH, Gen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building.

Works. Racine. Wis. CHICAGO. ILL., U.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.
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In PrCParinS tbiS nCU> CatalO§U( we have been tnlndful of the needs or an our
customers, and our sole aim has been to publish that which would prove helpful and
serviceable to all who purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly
say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, hand-
somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an eucyclopedia
of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

METROPOL

GATES ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
BUILDERS OF MODERN, HIGH-CLASS

Multipolar Dynamos and Motors,
DIRECT-CONNECTED AND BELTED.

>on P.nislies of Ample Surface on all Machines. New Style Comnnitator with

Removable Segments. . lvon-C\ad Armature with Flexible Bar Winding.^

Arnialinv Core and Cominntntor built on Sleeve, »v7f/j S/iaft /?£

movable. Self-OIIIng Ball Bearings.

OFFICE, 11,39 and 1140 Monadnock Building, f^ h i
- n <m 1 1 1 iHn i C

FACTORY, Corner Clinton and Harrison Streets. ^1 ' "-'-lt-,*-^i IHUlUlb.
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NEW YORK CITY, 115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, ILL., 621=625 Marquette Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., 907 Filbert St.

BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal St.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., Powers Bldg.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, 57 East State St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 18 Second St.

PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Bldg.

NEW ORLEANS, LA., Southern Electric Manufacturing

and Supply Co.

OMAHA NEB., 1201 Farnam St.

ST. PAUL, IVllNN.,'n3 Germania Life Building.
I

CINCINNATI, OHIo! 402 Neave Bldg.

'

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, 207,Lasoya St.

ST. LOUIS, MO., 321 Securi'ty Building.

ATLANTA, GA., 25 Marietta St.

Export Department, 1 1 5 Broadway, New York City,
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POROUS ^^^^
WTiy not set >^0^ A'
tbe best? ^ix.^^>^

I88R ^-^^ '895.

^>g» ^ trial order.

^^'-CUPS
ESIABUSHED 1867

PARTRICK& Carter Co
-Electrical Supplies

125 South 2^ St. Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application •

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTING

<1)ynamo
q^ELTINCt. •** lionls. Mo , U 8. A

164 Summer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New York;

Thousands of our Cells
are in Service In U.S.
and Abroad. . . .

STORAGE BATTERIES Wq^ll purposes

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOB SALE BY

Established

Highest Award
at World'

Exposition, Chicago. 1893

r.™.- American Battery Company, '-l-prS""^

lULbAlllZtll rlDllt bUi HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send lor Catalogue and 'trices.

wilEi^SS?^^;. DEL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. no^yil'.'^i^.onK.

Black
K8t. ises.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Our regnlar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
SnpUte Bad* of mnaiu lienctju, tnm 1>S OhH to lOO oiuna B«alM«a««

to tbo Ineb. orsphlte Bose* and Onelkles, MeaUtlH MM«a
of 4.000 Desreeo. Inamtaa CMadljr Aaawerad.

lOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

SBLLINO AQENTS:

IVIASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
JOSHUA HENDY MAOH. WORKS,

HOEFOEN, MOXHAM fe 00., Ban rranoisoo, Cal.
No. 80 William St., New York,

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicville, N. Y.

^^^'^

R-r

Eleotrlo Lighting a
Power Apparatas,

The Brush Double Are

otn. 8,Conrt«.

OlOee and Warka, Car. Betdnn and Ilason Hta.<

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLETBL AND.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

""'H^RfHixso"'"' Simplex Hlectrical Company,

il37 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANDFAOTOKER 0»

insuimAted xsLiEsgtrig wire,
FI^XTSJCBI^E: cords and CASUES.

PHII.AJDKI.PHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

XiieHT and POWEB.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfp.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,
203 Broadway, NewYork.

S. F. B. MORSE,
Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans. La.

H. DUBANT OHBErEB, J

THE OKONITE COMPANY, l».tb,

iPN'-!: WIRES ANDCABLES,
For Aarial, Submarine and Underground Uii,.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tapg.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

WS^^^^i'^^i^

( AGENTS: )

0. J. Mayer, Beta Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & "Wallace, Hamilton St., Boeton, Maaa.
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., BufEalo, N. T.
Arthur S. Fartridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.,

St. Louie, Mo.
J. M. Atkinson & Co., 1439 Monadnock Bldg.,

California,
ntral Eleotrlo Oo., 173 Adams St., Ohloago
nxy M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St., New Tort.

SOLAR CARBON :MANUFAGTURIN6 CO.,
MAMITFACTirBKBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For anr System, o£ any degree ol hardneea.

Soft Cored Carbons (wot soiii^ow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Ballway Olrcnlts

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTIIH Electrical Ingtimment Co.,

^ 114-120 WiUiam St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and Millivolt-
meters. Ammeters and Mil-

Dial
Style 1

Mention the Western Elbotb:

Illni __

Voltmeter.
Flush Type.*
when writing

:

Laboratory x

r oatalogues.

PACKARD LAIVIPS

MEW York: & O
WAKRRN

DARD

FJLHY,

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manutaclured solely by ALBERT & I. M. ANDERSON,

289 So 293 A Street, Boston, Mui.

NatloRal India

Rubber Co.'s

Wlresiid Cables.
FKEDEKICK S^MINO£T, General Manager. Factory and OlHoel:

" M" BRISTOL, R.I.
"186.'188 Fifth Ave.

.

r York Oface, 4SI Broadway, H. L
Francisco, 677 and 679 M^het St,

;a£:Oi Metropolitan Electric

>hp&slks.

Speoialties for Coastraotioo

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-19M OUTe Street. ST. LOOIB.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES
ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

ampere hours from one char_
Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,
9 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

"CAHALL"
VERTICAL WATER TUBE BOILER.

Best in the World.

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Sole Agents lor the United Stataa,

Bank of Commerco Building, PITTSBUBQl

Xlia Rookery, CHICiGO.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drairlngs anbmltUd.

WESTON ENGINE COm
PAINTED POST. N. V.

[VES
- - -., - ^-« *..jerty St., N. T. Oity.

HOrFMAN-KDSSEII, CO., - 82 Laio St, Ohloago, HI.
SOBANTON SUPPLY i MAOH'T 00., - Sorsnton, Pfc„ . _

ore,Md.

THE BALL 9t WOOD COMPANY,
BnUders of ImproTed Automatic Cnt-Olf Bngines.

stem & SllTerman, 707 Arch St., Phi
Oeorge M. Eeoyon, li^dJoott Arcade,

Ig., Ohloago,HL
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li^ei^ter Dynamos

San Cristobal,

of superiority

Represent the highest degree of perfection in Electrical Machinery.

During the Holiday time', when the load is heaviest, our friend the Wax-
ahachie Electric Light Company, of Texas, takes time to write us how
pleased he is with the Dynamo, and the same mail brings a like letter

from The Piedmont Pulp & Paper Company of Piedmont, W. Va.

Speaking of paper mills reminds us that all the mills of the Louis Snider's

Sons Company of Hamilton, Ohio, use Kester Dynamos. And the City

Railway Company of Galveston, Texas, as well as the Electric Light

Company of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., express themselves as well pleased

with the Kester Machines. Prom Buffalo and New York CJty westward

to the thriving little city of Astoria, Oregon, you will find the Kester

Machines. The Water-works of Atlanta, Ga., as well as our friends at

Los Andes, Venezuela (who write in Spanish), all express the same degree of satisfaction. And all this because the Kester has distinguishing features

which convince every purchaser, no matter what his nationality or politics.

]^ "m

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
sou: OHIOAGO AGENTS

86 La Salle Street, Chicago, M,
Kester Electric Co.,

Tcrrc Haute,

Indiana.

XHE,

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Blade Knife Switches,
30 TO 1,000 AMPERES, 220-500 VOLT.

New Discounts

Series Incandes

For all Systems

Current, Candle- \

on Standard

cent Lamps

..^ and for any

-^^44;!'. Power or Base.

601,520.

Specially Suited for SWITCHBOARD WORK.
SEND IN YOUR SPECIFICATIOaiS TO BED OSf.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COBRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

THE PHOENIX
TRANSFORMER

Is UNEQUALLED 1° Its

Higli Kfflclency, Close Besniation,
Small Iieakage, (t<iiet Running,

Attractive Appearance,
Convenient Arransement,

Separable Core, BemoTable Coll,
Excellent Fnse Device, and is in tact

A PERFECT TRANSFORMER.
Write for Catalogue and Prlcee,

MANTJFAOTTJBERS

:

LooisTilleElectricalTorks,
LOUISVILLE, KY.
SEZilinrO AGENTS:

New York: J. A. Maohado, 203 Broadway.
Philadelphia: Valle© Bros. & Co., 617 Arch St,

Denver: Bussell 6t Officer £leot. Oonst. Oo.
Dallas: W. T. M. Mottrsm. ^

OhioaRo: Ohloago OenH fixture Oo., 169 Adama St.m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Ofllce and Worbs, Mansfield, Ohio.

MICANITE, ^''^ standard
,„,„,^ti,„. j^.|«fe^

25,000 VOLTS.-I" the conslruclion of tlic Di- Km-nuUi allerimlor at Dept.fonl, England (the aniiului-i- of wliich If ' ' lH|M|WgR ' ^
woif.'hs 35 Ions), Jlicanili: was largely used, and has given excellent results, having been tested up to ^'."i.OOO volts. '*SSS!*^

I
Londun, BnKlond. WilCA INSULATOR CO., Sole Manufacturers,
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

bendroth A Root Mfg.

Ball Jk ;Wood Co., The .

I, Wallace.

,t Co., G. &

BeardsleyMfg Co

uerlinor Telephone Co. .

BeThordin, F. M
BCBly A Co.,Cha8. H ....

miss Co., E. W
Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co.

Boynton Multlvolt B. Co..

Brady, T. H
BrlUOo., J. Q

Brlxey,W. B
Brush Blectrlo Co

Bryan, Wm. H
Bryant Eleotrlo Co

Buckeye EleotrloCo

Butler Hard Rubtjer 00. . .

.

Card Electric Co

Central Electric Co

Central Mfg. Oo

Chicago Bel mg C •

C. B. &Q. K J

Chicago Edison Co

Chicago 'lec.A Stereo Co..

Chic. Qeiil. Fixture Co....

Chuse &Co., J. P 3

Cioubrock S. B. Co 3

Oolburu I: :eo. Mtg. Co

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co ...

.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.-

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co -

Cor. School of Teohnology.-

Cross. F. J

Crown WovenWire Br. Co. x

Dailcy, Jas. W
Dayton Globe Iron Worts

Dixon Crucible Co., Joa..

Eastern Electric Cable Co..

E dy Elec. Mtg. Co

Bdgerton Pottery Co ...

.

Fleotrio Appliance Co

lee. Engr. A Supply Co .

:Pro iCo.

Electrician Publlshi"!! Co.
xii, xiii, xlv, XVI

Empire Cnlna Worki xi

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.... ii

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply
Co XV

Faueett, I. L xvii

Ferracute Machine Co.... xvii

Fiberite Co., The xxil

Fleming-Spence Elec'l Co.

Forest City El. Wks

For Sale Adver'ments xii

Fort Wayne Eleo. Corpora-
tion..

Qarlock Packing Co

Geueral Electric Co ix

Globe Electno Light Co.... vili

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Cr. iv

Goubert Mtg. Co xix

Grcger Manhole Cover Co. x

Gustafson, W. A xv

Harrington, Son A Co., E. . xix

Hatt.O.S xii

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Independent Eleo. Co....

Inglls, Wm
Interior Conduit A I, Co..
Internat'l Cor. Schools....

:

Koater Electric Co....

KesterElec. Mfg. Co..

Keystone Tele. Oo .

.

Klipsteln A Co., A...

LoolancheBat. Co., Tt

LelTol A Co., James . .

.

LewlH, A. L. A Co....

Llotislcy Ilros

Lombard Water Wt
. Co..

Louisville Elec. Wks..

MacCurdy A Smith ..

McClain MI'g. Co., The.

MoKoy, John T

Menominee El. A Mech. C

Metropolitan Elec. Co....

Michigan Electric Oo . . .

.

Moore, Alfred F
Morris, Taster A Co

CLASSIFIED LIST.
I

VopperlVlreB

I llattory (

Electric Storage Battery Oo.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Annunciator*.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Bleotrlc

Menominee El. I'c Mec
Partrlck A Garter Co.

Co.

MunsellAOo., Eugene...

Murray Iron Wks. Co —
national Electric Co x

National Elec. Exposition vi

National India Rubber Co.

Nevfton Rubber Works..

New Yort Insulated Wire
Co

Nevf Tort A Ohio Oo

NuttallCo., R. D xvi

Ohio Storage Battery Co. . xi

OkoniteOo., The

OttoGasEnglneWks.... —
Partrict A Carter Co xi

Partridge Carbon Co

Peerless Rubber MJg. Co..

Penn. Tel. Co :

Perrlzo,Paul, Jr., Cedar&
Lumber Co s

Perkins El. Swi tch Mtg. Co. v:

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co...

Phosphor-Bronse Smelting

Co.,Ltd X

Pringle A Co.,W. T x

Racine Hardware Co x

Reisinger, Hugo . . v

Beplogle Governor Wks . . xv

Rhoads & Sons, J. E -

Richards A Mfacham.... -

sOo..

Siemens A HalsteE. Co.. —

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Worts . . x

S. K. C. Specialty Co

Smith, S. Morgan xvi

Solar Carbon A Mtg. Co..

, El. ; Sup.

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

Standard Underground Ca-

ble Co -

Stanley Electric Manufac-

turingCo -

Stllwell-Blerce A Smith-

Valle Co xii, :

Storey Motor A Tool Co .... -

Union Heater Supply Co..xi

United Electric Improve-

U. S. Tele. Const. Co. .

.

Viaduct Mfg. Co

Vuloaniied Fibre Co ...

.

Walter Mtg. Oo

Want AavertisementB...

Weber Gas A Qaso. Eng

Webster, Warren A Oo .

Wertheim, Ed

Western Electric Co...

Westinghouse Eleo. and Mfg.

Weston Electrical Inst.

Weston Engine Oo

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

.

Wirt,01ias

YoungloveAGere

Wayne Elec,
Sii'iii-kliis l.:ifc. Swiicn.iiiK.i,:".

Westinghouse El. A Mtg. 00.

Arc I.lelit Cord.
Samson Cordage Wta.

Batteries ana Jars.
Boynton Multlvolt Batt'yCo.
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Eleo. Sup. Co.
Edgertou Pottery Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Oo.
jordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
KesterElec. Mfg. ( o.

Leclanohe Battery Co., The.

Menominee El. .t Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co
Western Eleotrlo Co.

Beltlns.

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.

Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Oo.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical,
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Bronze

.

Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.,Ltd.

Central Electric Co,
Crown WovenWire Brueh Co,
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Oo.

Wirt, Chas
Younglo'

Bnrfflar

r Cardon A Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Oo.

American Elec. Worts.
Brisey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.

Moore, Alfred F.

New York Ins. WireOo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Oo.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.PnInts&Plates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co.
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Kester Elee. Mfg. Oo.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.

Gondnlts.
Central Electric Oo.

A Meacham.

Contractors
liisht r-

Arnold, B. J
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Oo.
BryaD, Wm. H.
Card Electric Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft,Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Interior Conduit A Ins.

Siemens A Halske Elec.

Westinghouse £
Western Eleotrlo Oo.

Co.

7 & Co., Chaa H.

Kleotrlcal Workfl.

Central Elostrlo Co.
Commercial EIoc. Sup, Cc
El6Ctrlo Appllanoe Go.
KlberlteCo.,The.
Qonorftl Elecirlo Co.
inaopendont EleotrloCo.

National India Rubber Co.
Okonlte Co. The.
PbllUpB Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground G. Go.

Cro88-ATins, Iflns

Anderson, Albert & J.

Bernardin, F. M.
Brady, T. H.

Elec. Engr. &. Supply Co.
Parr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

PartricK & Carter Co.
Cnt-Onta
Anderson, Albert & J.

Bernardin, P. M.
Bryant Electric Co.

Electric Appliance C

Fiberite C , Tbe.
Forest City fel

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co,
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Kester Eleotrlo Co.
Louisville Elec. Wks.
MacCurdy & Smitb.

; Carter Go.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.

El. Con. & Sup. I

Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brusb Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colbum El. Mfg.

'

Eddy] . Mfg. Co.
Ft.WayneElec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ina. Co,
liester Electric Co.
Michlcan Electric Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Walker Mfg.

~

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co.

Klectrical and Mechanl-

Bryan. Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical titstruments.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernardin, F. M,

lEle ;Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. &. Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Bleetrlcal e^peclaltiea.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Menominee El. & Mech, Co.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.

Eiectro-Platfns itlacb'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Vood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Chuse & Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co,

EineraTers.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.

Kxliau^^t Pii»e Heads.
FauceLt, I. h.

Fan ]TIotor and I^amp

bre Go.
FUes.
Barnett Co., G. & H.

Fire Alarms.
Partrlck & Garter Co.
Western Eleotrlo Go.

UnSm*]Heater Supply Go.

Gentraf Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Fiberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co,

CaUHkctM.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
a» lilKlitlnK. Electric.
Partrlck &. Carter Go.

<]}earii.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
NuttallCo., R. D.

General Bleo. Supplies.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardin, F M.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Bryant Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co,
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

(Aluoes and JBUeotrical

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiherlle Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Insulators and tnsnla
ins materials

Beaidsley Mfg. Co.

: Hard Rubber Co.

Electnc Appliance Co.

Hart A Heg
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co,
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

! El. A Mech, Co.

National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated WIreCo.
Nuttall Co., R.
Okonite Co., The.

Simples Electrical C

Standard DndergrounaC.Uo.
Insolated ITires and

Cables-aiasnet TVire.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard Underground C.Co.

Lamps.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.AMfg Co.

Liclitning
Electric ap

Macliinery AVlpers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Manhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

necbanlcal iiaoliinery

)., H. W.
Eutfene,

, A. O.

line Apparatus,
neral Eleotrlo Go.

Beiirdslcy Mf(t. Co.
BruHh Electno Go.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Go.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec, Mfg. Co.
KtnerHon Elec. Mfg. Co.
KIcc. Engr. A Supply <jo.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Go.
Interior Conduit A Ina. Co.

SIoui OltyliraKs Woric"

Stanley Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Mfg. Co.
WeatinghouHeEl. AMfg Co.

[>il Feeders.
Ualley, .Jas. W.

Pactelns.
Besly A Co., Chas. H,
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Go.

Paints.
MacCurdy A Smith.

Pbosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co Ltd

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Bernardin, F. M.
Hart, G. S.
Lewis. A. L. A Co.
Lindsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., S. D.
Perrizo, Paul, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.

Central Eleotrlo Go.
General Electric Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipsteln A Co.. A,

ISpeakins Tabes.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Go,
Partrlck A Carter Co.

iSpeed Indicators
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes, Wallace,

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. Q. Co,

Tapes, tnsulating.
American Electrical Works
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric ApplianceCo.

Berliner Telephone Co.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial Elec Sup. (

Richards & Meacham,

Southern El. Con. & Sup. Co.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
U. S.Tel. Const. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago G "

Ft.Wayne
General ElectJlc C

Louisville Elec. Wks.
Stanley Electnc Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Bernardin, F. M.
Samson Cordage Wka.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. AMfg. Co.

Turbine Wlieeis.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co

Smith, S. Morgan.
StlUweii-Bierce a. cimiin-
Vaile Co.

UnlTersities.
Cor. School of Technology
Int. Corr. Schools.

l¥ater Wheels.
LefEel AGO., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Ifire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly A Co., Chas, H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Go.
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^ ELECTRIC LIfiHTINO ^

jJ^ SUPPLIES. "V^ Edison BIdg., Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL. ^
ANNUNCIATORS.. Magneto Generators

House and Hotel BINDING...
Style. POSTS of

Gravity Drop, Three Wire ...EVERY
System. DESCRIPTION.

MEDICAL FARRAOIC BATTERIES,

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS.

Write for Catalogue.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
y Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tiie GordoD-BnrDliai Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

i*r'
T

S. K.C. ARC CUTOUT.

S. K. C. Switciies. S. K. C. Hanger Boards. Dynamo Brushes,

Commutator Compound, Etc.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

S. K. C. SPECIALTY CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

^^ ^^^ f
"J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.

Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nsu Iat ion , Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB REVISED PRICE LIST.

k H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
340-843 Randolph iStreet, CHICAGO.

NEW YOKK. PHILADELPHIA.

BUCEETE
Monadnock Building, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

DRCANDTNCAINDESCENT LRMPS

IEADAMS— RAGINALI^

,
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Electric Railway and

Central Station

Supplies.

This cut illustrates

the Kelsey Noiseless

Ratchet Brake.

Backward turn is

made without friction

on the teeth and

consequently there

is no wear and tear.

We carry these in

stock.

^ There must be a great measure of real merit in the Benedict

and Burniiam solid one-piece Rail Bonds, else there would be no in-

ducement for a Railway Company to pull out hundreds of other fairly

good Bonds to replace with them.

it is the only solid Bond with a shoulder and can be headed up

so that it fills the hole perfectly. A button head is formed with a

few blows, drawing the shoulder up tight against the rail. They will

not work] loose if properly set. Bond lies close up under the rail

flange and is thereby well protected.

^ WESTERN DISTRIBUTERS FOR

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit Supplies, Lundell Motors,

Billings & Spencer Drop-Forged Overhead Material and Commutator Segments.

F=F?07UTF=>T SI [F=7UTENTS.

BRANCHES: .

St. Louis, Southern Electrical Supply

Company.

New Orleans, 1010 Canal St.

Kansas City, Gate City Electric Co.

Buffalo, 112 White Building.

GEO. A. MCKINLOCK, PREST. CHAS. E. BROWN, SECY

Central Electric Company,
173=175 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors —Slow, Medium or High Speed.
We build all lU'coMMary apparutuM for tlif traiiMmiMMion

«f Klffti'ii-al l'<»««'i- tiiroiicli factory or
otlM>r Itiiildiiii^H.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.

CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

THE STEVENS FLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

IS simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

"-^PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COIVIPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

i7

»' W^'ff]
<4^

III

\Jl
'^^

Q.

CAUTION...
All Hart Switches have always had^^

"Hart Switch"
stamped on the metal parts of the
Switch and WE CAUTION all users to

examine their goods carefully and see^
that they get the genuine article. . .

.

» THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.

m
^.^

^O^'

;%^

^
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS .

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass.

MATIONAL FLECTRICAL FXPOSITIDN .

NEW YORK, MAY 4 TO JUNE 1 , 1 896.
Helfl nnder the auspices of and in connection witli tlie Xineteentli Convention of the

National Electric Light Association,
Industrial Building, Lexington Avenue, Forty-third to Forty-fourth Streets,

Mannfactnrers of Electric Liight and street Railway Apparatus, antl Electrical Supplies and Appliances, who ilesire to be
represented, should apply for space at once. Steam will he furnished to exhibitors in any quantity ; Electric Current, direct
or alternating, at any voltage. Applications for space or further information should be addressed

Clarence E. Stump, General Manager, 136 Liberty Street, New York.

The^Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
8EKD FOE LATES r PEIOE LIST TO

TTTTr^ f\ "DTTClTIWr^ 'F'D ^**' ^® beaver street, new tork.
^^%J%jr\J .llfXiXOXJi^ \XXiAl«a Sole Importer for the United States and Canada.

EiNEW YORK: CHICAGO: BOSTON: CZU PHII.AOEM'HI A:
8l» Havenieyer Bldg. 1.537 Monadnock BIdg. 188 Snmmer Street.^S ^^BE3C^ 80« ^ValnntJStreet.

The Perkins Electric Switch

Manufacturing Co., hartfowd^comv
M.VNI'FAC'TlltKKS OF

,. THE WATERHOUSE-GAMBLE ARC LAMP,^
PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

SOCKETS, ROSETTES, SWITCHES.

Write for Catalogue and Prices =^
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JI^the freeman JI
BATTERY n A n CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

j.F,a.kD».bar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

SWITCHBOARDS.
FOR.

uWti
€.. C]

Central Lighting ,

Railway and

Power Stations an d

Isolated Plants.

For High and Low
Tension Alternat-
ing Current Distri-
bution.

Single Phase, Monoc3clic
and Three Phase Direct
Current Constant Poten-
tial, Incandescent and Arc
Lighting, and Constant
Current Arc Lighting,

Railway Generator and Railway Feeder Panel Switchboards.

SWITCHBOARDS FOR MILL, FACTORY AND MINE WORK.
In the manufacture of Switchboards of all descriptions the General Electric Company possesses facilities unequaled in the world. These

and its long experience enable it to furnish Switchboards in Panel Form or otherwise of finished design and workmanship, electrically and
mechanically perfect, at comparatively low cost.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., scHENECTADYrNTY:
Sales Offices in all Large Cities in the United States. For Canada address Canadian General Electric Company, Toronto.
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While we appreciate tlie fact that

LONG LIFE
is not the only thin^ to be considered in an incandescent lamp, at the same time

there is considerable satisfaction in the following statement which accompanied

a burned out Pacliard lamp returned to the factory recently as a souvenir:

"This Lamp has been in Constant Use for Two Years and
Two Months."

This means a life of over

19,000 HOURS.
IW The Packard lamp is jus

on life.

"long" on candle-power and efficiency as

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

242 MADISON ST.
CHICAGO.

Most Extensive Electrical Outfitters Soutliof Philadelphia.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
ARC LAMPS,
ELECTROLIERS,
STORAGE BATTERIES,
TELEPHONES,
PHONOGRAPHS,

TELEGRAPH INSTRUMENTS,
MEDICAL OUTFITS,
ELECTRIC FANS,
BATTERIES,
BELLS,
SPEAKING TUBES,

Railway and Marine Supplies,
Dynamos, Motors and Engines.

Armature Winding. Repairing, and Maintenance of

Electrical Machinery .

THE SOUTHERN

Electric Construction and Supply Co.,

E^ No. 3 Commercial Place, NORFOLK, VA.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light andTroIIey Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

^^^--^^^:tf^T^^i's^i^^^r„,,^

• YOU DYNAMO BRUSH

BESt GHEBRY& Yo'ijNGLOyj:^

Agents wanted in leading c

m^Ju^

YOUNGLOVE 6^ GERE,

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
' ^RANI^- ^I Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A. KlIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York .

m^ JEWELL BELTING CO,

,^^ OAK BELTING*^ LEATHER^^^
Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

IIAKTF<>KI>, - - COIVIV.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS.
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

Write for Circular and Prices.

Wn. INQLIS, ^!?.l''^'-cH

CONDUITS.
Are you interested

in Conduits?

If you are it -will

pay you to look

into tlie merits of

the latest — un-

In lengths of 4 ft. 6 in., doubtedly the best,
any number of ducts.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

WHY BE A FOGY?
Yt in. for

UNIONS.
•A in. for

HAND-HOLES.
H in. for

MAN-HOLES.
t ap in boiea, weight 3 to 6 lbs.

Patented and UaimCaotiired exoloslTerT, b

j

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO..
I OIA Colony Bids., GHIGAOO. je Wsrren Street. ISBW YORK

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot sli p on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^.
"A" "Creger" Cover Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities,

WKITE F< •ARTICn.ARS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
H04 Beta Blilg., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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. HathaWAT, Treu.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDENCB, B. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ILECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

'Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk Stohk, p.
CmoAGO Stobk, f,

MONTBEAJL Bl Ennone F. PhllUps' EloctrlMl Worta.

IRON ARMORED

mSULATINB COWBUITS.
I

Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.
|

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,
Qeneral Offices and Works: 527 W. 34th St, New YoiK.

Edwd. H. JotmsoD, Frest. E. W. Uttle, Vloe-Prest. and Sen. Mgr. Ohsa. P. a«ddes, SaoT ind Tn«.

THE

"CLARK" WIRE.
Tot Switchboard, RftUway Ahd Motor nee, we make all

Izee of Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

losalatioD.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and 1b use for

£he past nlue year^ and bas met with nnlveraal favor.

Thoaaands of miles of this wlrebave been sold, and
are in me throughont the United States and Foreign Conn-
tries, and the demand for it 1b conEtantlj Increaelng, becanse

it always elyes perfect aatlefactlon.

BBAN<7H OFFICE:

1649, 1650, 1651 MONADNOGK BLDG.,
CHICJAGIO. 1I.LIKOI8.

In a Letter from the Inspector ol the Boiton Fire Under

writers' Union, he states: " K Thoroughly Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respect."

TheRabber need in InBnldtlng our wires and OableBlsee-

peclally chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxi-

dize Of crack, and will remain Heiible In extreme cold

weathp'. and la not affected by'heat.

We guarantee oar Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under-

ground or Sabmarlne, and onr net prices are as low, if not

lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire,

We shall be pleased to mall Catalogues with Terms and

DlBCOuntB for Qaantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,

6t and 63 Hampshire St., Boiton, Man.

^

KESTER Electric Mfg. Co.,

BUFFALO, N Y.,

Manufacturers of the

Niagara Electric Battery,
Kester s Soldering Compound

Brushes

t

pCElAiKp™

^R^ir>^^'

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.

Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, GHAnANGOGA, TENN.

^^J.W.HASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Dynamos, Bleclnc loiots,

Manufactured by

ROTH BROS. «i CO.,

Completi flants Inilnlleii.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.IJft^^'^u^ll^C^:;!^'^"
the largest buildings

RAVEN WHITE CORE, '.z

COMPETITION LINE WIRE
GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICIHE COMPOONDS,

Used by some of the largest Central Stations

and Fire and Police Departments in the U-S.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE:

13-17 Cortlandt St., Nsw York.
SAN FKANCISCO:

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTEBN ELECTRIC COMPtNV,
NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE GO.
CHICAGO. ILU

PEHINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
TOBK OFFICE t

39 and 41 Cortlandt St

FACTOBY:

Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for a Young Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

intr patentsfsad Irons, soldering outfits, etc.).anc
wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some capital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
established and with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young man and adver-
tiser (business man) can control this business.
Address "Heater," cure Westebn Electbi-

WANTED.
A practical engineer, lineman and electrician

at once. Party ai)pl>1ng has to be thoroughly
competent, reliable and sober, otherwise don't
need apply. State references with application.
Day work only. Salary $100 per month. We use
Russell engine. Westinghouse '

. OPPEXHEIMER.
rres. Kte.'tric Light Co.,

Eaffle Pass. Texas

WANTED.
Electrical Engmeer of practical experieno

ability is open for engagement. Designing of

generators and motors, draughting and testing.

Thoroughly conversant with mechanical details

and can give the best satisfaction in these lines.

"Experience," care Western Electrician.

FOR SALE.
L base, frame,

;

One 45 light 2,000
complete with base, ft

regulator. One 35 k.w. 1,040 volt T.-H. Alter-

nator, complete with exciter and switchboard
Instruments. One 15 h. p. 220 volt Eddy
Motor, with extra armature (new)

,

The above machines are all second-hand, but
in perfect running order, having been recently
replaced with ones of larger capacity.

MICHIGAN EI.ECTBIC CO.,
479 State St., Detroit, Mlcti.

FOR SALE,
Cheap, drawings, specifications and all data for
the construction of dynamos and motors of any
capacity or voltage desired. Address *

F. J. CROSS, E. E., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

ELECTRIC LICET POLES

Al SWITCBES.

Chicago, January 25, 189G.
Sealed proposals will be received by the West

'I cag f ark con n ss oners at office in Un on

Tie

la 1 I le and w t I es for s pportm^
I to be u ed for U m nat ng the Tark<i
le ar 1 under tl e control ot tl e West
park coma

made m tl ree sect ont,

t on t emt, ent rely of east ron tl

n he ng cast ron with
ntegraltl

zed 1

made of wood sub
je ted to a spe al process aU e

1 lans and spec float ons on file

electr al enf, neer Foree Bam
Bio k CI a^o an 1 a copy of wl ch plans and
re heat ons are also on file m office of tl e en
U neer of a d park omm bs onerh in Un on Park
Coutri tors nay 1 d separatel> po tl e 1 er
nd 1 1 er port on of tl e pole or on b tl ^ n^

rr ler I ounl and 1 r e per i ole
TIelo er e t on of tl e posts n j,tl furn 1 i

tl n n nety days and the ui per i,e t on tl

f r ontlbfron late of the award uj, f on
t t 1 I to furn h 100 and rward of tie

It ! St be ma le out upon blank forn

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
COPPER CASTINGS for Electrical

BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kinds.

WALLACE BARNES,
Mamtfacturer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices.

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

Sionx City Brass Works,
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

On receipt of.

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western Electrlclaii

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

s Patent stea™ Water Purifier.
Removes all Im purities.

a ENTI RELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

Tlie Still ell-Bierce & SmitH-Taile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
ks, San Francisco, C'al.. Pacific Coast Agent

S. HA.ICT,

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Mannfactur'd from Live Cedar -jpeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, V^IS.

A, L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.
- MIcliigan.

INDIA AND AMBER MIGA,

.O.SCHOONMAKER,

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vioe-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and \l^ood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Claris Street, Cbicago.

Fine Bool; and Cataloeae Work a Specialty.

POLES
(CEDAR.) -K!^°"''

Light and
Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Write lor delivered pricts. LlNDSLEY BROS.. MENOMINEE MICH.
TIES.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

STUDENTS

Wiil fiad that the Western
ELECTRICI.4N can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricit}'. Subscribe now.

S3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

$600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usua'. accessorios

and full guaranty of manufactureis.

Have no use for it and will he sold fnr

six hundred dollars cash.

Address P^ MACHINE,

WKSTKUN El.HCTltlCIAN Ullicu.

Preserve Your Copies

" °'^'"
Western Electbician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

i XjateeBld.e B-u.ild.iiig-, . . - CXIICA-O-O.

COLBURN ^"""'^''°'"°°'

ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
999 Main St., Fitchburg, r^ass.

incandescenTlighting
ELECTRIC POWER and

K MiCHINES,

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and re-
moves Scale in Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUE-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line of

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Bnttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

^\l^at is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to \our advantage to become one

»3.00 per year;

#l..5(> for Nix iiioiitlis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lalteside Building, CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate -Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.
I ICLFIRIt \Ti:n WATF.It

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
ipanying ctig

V. under 38 it
disconnect pulley.

y prepared

;vin(j represents a single 10-incli V ictor 'J'urbine on hoi
head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Couplir

furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on h

THE STJLWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the World.

SEND FOB CIKOULAB AND PKICEB.

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO.,

Ul to 117 East 1 31 si St., N.Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Its kind \d print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloih, $2.00, Paper cover,

81.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
6 Lakeside Building, CbictLgo,

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACHMENT PLUG,

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.
Your Electrical Supply House, or CENTRAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, has it.

W. T. Pringle &. Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA.

IF

you are

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishhig

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License of the Ford^Washburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage

Rnffpripc "•"•^^ most durable Batteries ever produced. For Street Railways, Lighting Plants, Electric Launches, Electric
UallCI ICO. Carriages, Doctors and Dentists; and for any other work where Storage Batteries can be used.

QPPriAI TIFQ- Isolated Plants for house lighting-, and cells for surgical, telegraph, telephone and phonographic uses.
»3rCVl/\Ul IGO. Small cells made to order. Send for catalogue giving capacities, weights, etc.

MAIN PPATIIDP<s OP THP fPF I • '''^^ ability to stand an incessant charge and discharge without any injury,
JTl/VIl^ ru/VIUlVlvO yji l ni^ vi^ul,. which is an advantage that cannot be exaggerated; the capability of endur-
ing a repeated discharge on a dead short circuit without injury to the cells; the special form of cell which frees it from
the weaknesses that have made other types a failure.

EASTERN OFFICE: 203 Broadway, I" L^ fi h ! /"» Q+r»|-Clty«i R £1 11 fk fl/ C^ Ci 52 WADE BU ILDI NC,
NewYorkCity.J.A.MACHADCAgt. I 116 V<> 11 IO OTOlClge D£lTT6ry \^0,, CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

M NEW BOOK.
NOSn£ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC CO., Hakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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The Walker Mfg. Company,
General Offices and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Electrical Apparatus, specially large size

GENERATORS,
Street Railway Motors,

NCANDESCEIMT

MACHINES,

ETC., ETC.

BRANCH offices:
31J-314 Postal Telepiraph Bldg., Hew York.
10."> ( 'rocker Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

34 York St , Toronto. Ont.

liJ-i-Kas Monadnook Bldg., Chicago.

Eni'C'onntyBankBldg..Buflalo,NewY'ork.

.»i (Jould Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

ll.'d Betz Bldg . Philadelphia, Pa. '

41(1 Trust Bldg., Il.lllds, Te\.is.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY

SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-

guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with

technical terms can readily understand the

construction of the apparatus and the func-

tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTMGE F=REE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

By T. C. martin and JOSEPH WETZLER.

THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 315 large quarto pages, 3S3 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth of Information contained in the three hundred and odd large

double-column pages of this important "work is equaled in few special technical

treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive character. More^than one hundred
different motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the

different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are

full page, and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully

illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, and little mathematics
is employed, the work being essentially of a practical and largely of a descriptive

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a simple manner with-

out mathematical formulas, the principles upon A\}iich liny ;iir based, and that

on thermo-magnetic motors treats this intert'sl inu cl.i^s in -r<;iier di'tail than

can be found in any other publication. An inlrnsinn; |,.,iiii)r is llir historical

method of treatment, by means of which the dill'ei-eiil steps in llie advance of

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations

in many directions instructively followed.

CONTENTS.
nd E.v

XII. Xlll.

Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early

periments in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and Experim

—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission of Power.—

(

'haplev

Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Cha|iier VI. Tin

Railway and Street-car Line in American.—Clia]iler ^ II. Tlu

Batteries with Electric Motors for Street Railways.—Chapt.-i- \

trial Application of Electric Motors in Europe.—Chapter IX.

Application of Electric Motors in America.—Chapter X. EI

Marine and Aerial Navigation.—Chapter XI. Telpherage.—Ch
Latest American Motors and Motor Systems.—Chapter XIV. Latest European

Motors and Motor Systems. — Chapter XV. Alternating Current Motors. —
Chapter XVI. Thermo-magnetic Motors.—Appendix, The Development of the

Electric Motor since 1888.

Copies of this or any other electrical book puUiahed will be- sent by nxiil, postage

PREPAID, to any address in i7ie world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

PHice. $2.00
postpaid, to any part of the

_ELECTRiCiAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

knowledge of
I, in the sim-

1 that all who

School at New
of active mem-
10 of Conn., a

Till' ni:iii\ Itiiienii- commendations whi(
om eoni|ieieiii j.nlLTs auil high authorities.

- 6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO. ILL.
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH.
Ill

U

h.

CO
u
-I

Q.

<

I

SOLE AGENTS:
R. E. T. PRINOLE, Hontreal, Quebec.t

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Bartimore, Md.

THE "NEW PRINCIPLE" BRUSH.

^O
^eVV

f!

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

% "b.

â
fc

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

HELLO I!
A Jfew tJrannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.

A. D. Sllil/. Ast

.

NO. 669 Forest Ave., ELGIN, ILL

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write for prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet, ill.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

HERBEKT LAWS WE15I!.

Price «1.00.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

G Lakeside Buikling. Cliicapio.

ELEPHONES an" SUPPLIEOT
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

I KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an Instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON -

MAKUFAOTUKERS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

.ipped with Our MeiF llaeneto Bell provided wiih specially

powerful Generator having large

3 qualitieg of large quantity a

Will drop
Sole Licensees

April 17th. 1

;
polarized !

with centrally pivoted armatures {the patent
plred) and high co-efficient of eelf-indnctlon in proportion to winding,

Will ring bells on long lines (

number of bells in series on short lines,

with different windings. Will work with any n

shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

of aiiide Battery Transmitter in the United !

, entln

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

riginal feal

t three moves to answer a subscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect tne

lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
riADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEK, PrSBident. CHICAQO OFFICE :

i5029S'.9™'l2^P';,.._...„ No. 827 stock Exchange BIdg.

"PENN" ELECTRIC

TELEPHONES.
GET THE BEST.

l/IADUCT(oHP
liBALTIMORE._>PilB
UANUFACTUREFItelephones

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAQO, ILL.

Orders from the country solicited.

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots,

Send for Catalogue and buy direct from manufacturer and

lowest prices.

BERLINER TELEPHONE.
The Berliner Telephone Company import and manufacture THE PERFECT

instrument; works magnificently over ANY LENGTH OF LINE. We are anx-
ious thatall shall TEST IT, and are willing that you may have SAMPLES AT
COST. Finished in polished walnut, full nickel plate. THE BEST is what
YOU WANT, it costs no more. Write for full particulars. A full line of Tele-

phone Supplies.

THE BERLINER TELEPHONE COMPANY, Lincoln, Ills., U. S. A.

BATCHELDEB, Secretary.

A. TAYLOR, Treasurer. J. J. kTE, Qen'l i

The Electrician PublisliingCo., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Book.s. Write for Catalogue.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361.124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected In any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

BuUitt Building, . . Philadelphia.
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Happy New Year and the

Western Electrician...

83.00 FOR 52 NUMBERS.

You cannot begin the New Year more aus-

piciously than by subscribing for the Western

Electrician, America's leading electrical journal.

No matter what your connection with elec-

trical industries, it will help you enormously, be-

cause you will know everything of interest that

is going on in the field, all the new inventions

practical applications, labor-saving devices, and

general news.

The Western Electrician is simply invalu-

able on account of its practical descriptive articles,

copiously illustrated, by the leading writers and

workers of the day.

A general manager of one of the great

manufacturing companies recently summed it up

when he wrote:

"As subscribers, advertisers and readers of

vour most excellent journal we take pleasure in

stating that we have nothing but the highest

praise for it."

Send us $3.00 and we will enter your name

for one year's subscription.

3 MONTHS TRIAL TRIP 50c.

Electrician PuMisliing Company,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

896 1896
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J.
Arnold,Mcm. A. I E, e.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

IwnyH nnti Power Stationt

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soo.m.k

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

Roportn, EaHmateH, Plnnn, Bpeot-

Forde Bain,

Mechanical Engineer.OodhuUId^,
DeelKiilnB,
flo pervlBlng, PInnH, SpeolfloatloDS ni

GonHtructing, QeDeriil EDgloeerlDR.
ToatlDff. Expert In Patent (Jausea.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r

id Stoam PlftotH installed Complete,
it propertien looked over and improved.

Room 1038 Monadnock, CHICAGO.
Telephooe HarrlHOQ 284.

THE "VACUUM"

Exhaust Pipe Head
. . . AND . . .

ROOF PROTECTOR

Mechanical

Engineers

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our

catalogue of

STEAM ENGINEERING
InUbnl (Stationary, Locomotive or Marine),- Mechanics; MecJianical Drawing; Electricity;

BY ) Architecture; Architectural Drawing and Designing; Masonry; Carpentry and Joinery;
& J k 1 1 , Ornamental arid Structural Iron Work; Railroad Engineering; Jiridrie Engineering;

IvIAll 1
Municipal Engineering; Plumbing and Beadng; Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting,

^^JSjyLl and the English Branches. stndentB make rapid progreeB Jn learolDg to Draw and
tHOROU^^ Letter. The Steam EDgineerlng coarse 1b Intended to qnallty engineerB to secure

^a^^=^^^§^ Lloensea. Send Jor free Circular, stating the subject you wlBh to study, to

'•^r^^l-^-r^ The InternatiOBal Correspondence (Schools, Scran 'on. Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIAXTIES
OnipUte BoOs of Tarloiu ] nctlia, from l-S Ohm to lOO Obma Baali

Boxes and OnetUea, KealstlBC HoaM
>B. InqnlMoa eiatfly Anawerail.

lOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

OMPANY,
24-26Mdrklk.CHICAG0.

Is the Best in the World for Fast or Slow

1. L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, III.

H. M. FIFE. St. Louis. Mo.. Southern Agent.

Electrician Publisliing

Company,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

Haller Tube Cleaner
Sent to responsible

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible.Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price S6.00.

Thisis the lotig expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

F SicfemaD,

3 have increased the r

le at Holyoke, Mass., (

Testof a45-in. Whfe'-Jn j 9, '94 Test of a 41- 11. «Iiefl-.ur.vi^,!>4

Head
Rev. Cu. Fl.

per •

Sec.
HP. IZ, Head

Rev.

129.33
llT.VS
l.l.O,

If

H. P.

^199. 56

Per
Cent.

Whole Gate 16.. 6

W.lt

119,17

118.67

141.58 205 27
195.19
175.74 ILil

Whole date

'A "

80.50

82.77
'.9.21

711 60

For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO, , Oayton, 0., O.S.A.

ELECTRICAL FORCES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better £or wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hleh caranteed percentage and great steadiness of

motion, under variable loads. An uneqnaled concentration of power.
and aQ unprecedented high velocity. Its quickly op«rs*ting bal-
anced grate§. affords prompt and fine regrulation by governor. Satis-
fartlnn guaranteed vrhere others fail. Wriie for catalogue, and slate

lAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

LaATINUM

BINDERS
FOR THE

Mers Eleclriob

$1.00 Each.

ElehFulCi,

CHICAGO.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design

and construciion of plant, Consult us if possible before compleling your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COnPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to unde-take
and guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes. Including Electric

Railway, Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical

and Mechanical Governors and other devices for the government of water-power.
Expert advice furnished on application. If results of your -present system are not

satisfactory, write us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
MARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THEMcCORMIGK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
€rives more power as to diameter Trith ft

hisher pereentase ofnsefnl effect than any other
wuter-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are boilt from patterns perfected under arstematio tSiti in
the Holyoke Teeting Flame.

Parties having power plants which are nnsatlsfaotory, mnt
those oontemplatlng the improvement of powere, will find It t«
their interest to confer with me, as I am ivillins to ffuar-
antee results where others have failed, no mat*
ter whatmake of turbine has been in use. STATB
RnqiTIRClllIENTS AXU HE9it> FOB CATA
r.o^c:.

S.MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.

Bound Volumes

^I^ESTERK [lEGTRIGIAN

FOK BALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Bulldine. Chlcagu

*'. A. MSSTICH, frcH. anU TniaH JOHX R. JUcGIXLEi, Vice-l'r( *'. S. JiAHTlX, Slliit. Of irortif

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, Allegheny, pa.

Leading Manufacturers of

INTHB VNTTEIt STATES.

durabIe. ECONOMICAL.

EFFICIENT.

SATISFACTORY.

We Construct

Everything on
Proper and Most

Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.
T. Miiyer, 1211 Uolz UldR., Phlli\,l.!|.ln„, r,i M i.l.li.. M;.|, ,,i,.~ l.,.[v

ird ll'y .Supply Co., MoDildai<rl, I, , . I. , (

A- CnviiKiin, 111? E. ririli St., Oiuciiiuiili. .1 .^.' iil -i

t Sales DepnrtmoDl,

lea Dept
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i!!.^ NEW HARRINGTON HOIST.

BUT NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Made only in Philadelphia. Be sure you

get the HARRINGTON HOIST.

Engine Lathes. Drill Presses, Etc.
SEND rOU CATALOGUES.

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., Inc.
1524 Pennsylvania A«e., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ONE CENT Per Hour is Cheap
That is what "WEBER" QASOLINE ENGINES COST to run
per H. P. Simple, Safe,' Reliable, Economical. Qet posted.

AMr.ss WEBER GAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO., 45lt Hoii/huvKt Bin!.. Kansias Cily. M.

RELIABLESENGINE.
Antomatln Cat-Off, Self-Olllnff^

Perfect Keenlation,
t^Unple Construction.

Adapted for Electric Ltght or any Pnrpone requiring
Power and Heavy, Contlnooae Work.

Moderate Prices.

Write for Oircolard and Prices to the MaoafacturerB,

J.F.CHUSE&CO., MAnOONJLL.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINQ AOBNTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

The CloDbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

thmi
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis tsranch:

203 riain St.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Presses, Dies and.
Special Machinery

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-I'aK(' fatalojtiio.

A NEW MACHINE
Fur K;ii)Ully and Afouratcly Notfliing

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO.

Chicago Office:
96 W. Washington Street.

FUSE WIRE
I

«--^^
AND LINKS h

capacity

FOR ALL SYSTEMS, j

^''«'"-«'-

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTJILT IN TTNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H, P,

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and AH Classes of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlona, drawiags and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Pivotal Truck.

The Independent Electric Co.
39th SI. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES.
From 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Idapte^ for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

And all places wbere

Over 2,500 in use.

PorcnpineanflTabalar

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send ror Catalogue
describing our new 1

Eneli!-" aud BoUer

Racine Hardware Co.,
. F. PAKISH^ Qen'l Sales Mar

W, Marquette Building,

acine, Wis. CHICAGO.
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In preparing this nCU) catalogue wehave been mindM of the needs of aH our
customers, and our sole aim has been to publish that which would prove helpful and
serviceable to all who purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly
say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, hand-
somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclopedia
of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

SEND A SMALL ORDER AND METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
RECEIVE A COPY. ISS-188 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFC. COMPANY,
PIT-TSBURG, PAm

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWKB. HVCAnH^KSCENt AND ABO lilGHTING, FBOM THE SAME CIBCIIIT8.

Wo have purchiised and are the SOLK OWNERS o! the patents isstied to Nikola Tesia for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting_aad power purposes. We furnish complete lihes of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, OlHce Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WestinghOUSe Electric Railway System the. most Durable, Economical and Efficient oil the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa. PITTSRTIRO. Wcstinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 30-38 College Street.
BOSTON, E.vcbiingHBuilding. " BUfFnU), Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Glrard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 103 8. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D, C, 1333 F Street, N.
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Have You Read . .

.

THE
• ••

THX: IaATXZS'T and IKEOST PRACTICAIi
BOOK ON "TXSIiiZSPIXONY? IT Tg ^

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK,
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB,

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.

Author of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables."

joint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

146 PACES. 138 ILLUSTRATIONS. CLOTH. HAND-BOOK SIZE. PRICE, POSTACE FREE.'^SI .DO.

CONTENTS:
The Invention of the Telephone. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Electric Telephony.

The Bell Telephone. The Microphone. Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.

The Induction Coil; its use in the Telephone Transmitter. The Complete Telephone

Circuit. Magnet Telephones. The Bell Telephone Receiver. Other Forms of Magnetic

Telephones. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers. Mercadier's Bi-telephone,

The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Carbon Transmitters. The

Blake Transmitter. The Long-distance Transmitter. The Solid-back Transmitter.

The Berliner Transmitter. The Cuttriss Transmitter. Various European Transmitters.

The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters. Batteries for Telephone Work. Open Circuit

Batteries. Closed Circuit Batteries. The Practical Management of Batteries. Magneto

Bells. Automatic Switches. Telephone Line Construction. Metallic Circuits. Under-

ground Wires. Lightning Arresters. Inside Wiring. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments. Inspection and Maintenance. The Condenser; its use in Telephony. Electro-

magnetic Retardation. Exchange Working. Small Exchanges. Party Lines. The

Bridging Bell. Long Distance Telephony. Duplex Telephony. Simultaneous Tel-

egraphy and Telephony. Appendix.

8^" The only Practical Up'to-Date Book of Its kind. A Timely Work. Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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POROUS .^^^

Wliy not cet

.888. ^^- _'«'=•

^>gi*^ trial order.

#'--CUPS
ESTABLISHED 1857

PARTR1CK& Carter Co
-Electrical Supplies

125 South Z'* St. Philadelphia.

Catal'ogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

"Belting. ^t..o»,.Mo. ...... :^^>&cal-.'

BEANCHES: 164 Snmmer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New Xorkj 129Kortli3d St., PliUadelplil».

rARDNEDTM
IRINDEnrRl
arQrindinq pi
Flat .'^-^

JllRFA(t)WJIIDD
FrnmTWQTDTEN-
TiniEsAs MuthWark
AsASnlidWhEEl

FIN£TnDlS&M:N'F:R'S.HARDWAR[.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all, purposesThousands of our Cells
are in Service in U.5.
and Abroad. . .

.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY. r^;

ALL SIZES FOB SALE BY

1 1889.

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian

, Chicago, 1893,

American Battery Company,

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST-A-BrjISHEID 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. I for Catalogue and Prices.

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

*Ind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

4>Br regular goodis are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS,

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes

SSLLINO AQBNTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

HOEFOEN, MOXHAM t 00., San Franoisoo, Oat
No. SO WUUam St., New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanlcville, N. Y.

Eleotrlo LlghUng

The Brush Doable i

repented decisions

otU. 8. Courts.

ELECTRIC CO.,

Ho. 10 Arc Ijynamo. IClOUgi^''' '''*'''

nil larKA cities.

The Bossell Eleotrlo Company,
Denver, Oolo.

BagnaU 1> uiui^ Yokohama, i.pan. office and Work*, Cor. BeMen and Hason Sta., CliBTKI/AND, OHI«-



per Copy.
CHICAGO, FEBRUARY «, 1896.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

""h^r.'Hix'soT'" Simplex Electrical Company,
k. CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhili, BOSTON, MASS.

PACKARD LAIVIP
ARE

MANUFAOTUKEB OF

XNSULATED EIiEGTRIG VVIRE,
jri^KXIBLE CORD» and CABLES.

I and SOB North Third Street. PHULAJDEIiPHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

-TEIiEPHOXE,
TKIiECiRAPH,
lilQHT and POWEB.
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

KEBITg TAPES.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J, E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Gal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

WnXABD L. OAKDEE,
I BnaliiesB Maaagen. OEO. T. MA.NSON,

THE OKONITE COMPANY, unx.

*0N'^
13 Park Row, New Yor»

INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLES

BBANOHESsOhloBgo, Boston, PhUadelphla, I
aiiBas City, Omaha, lH>iilgTllIe. St. I,oiils, San Frj

For Aerial, Submarine

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI(onite Waterproof Tao?
Minneapolis, Clncin

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

0. J. Mayer, Betz Eldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, Maaa.
Ed. P. Sharp. 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.,

St. Loni8,Mo.
J. M;. Atkinsou & Co., 14^9 Monadnock Bldg.,

JEtflger & Atwater, 214 Pini
California.

Central Electric Co., 173 i

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
MAKITFACTITBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (stot hoi.i.ow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandeecent and Kallway Circuits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURC, PA.

WESTIIN ElEcWical Ingtfnment Co.,
~"^^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

111uiiii&ateii]Dial

Statioa Instrunients,

AND ARE MADE ONLY BY

TsEew York & Ohio Coi-ifauy,
WABBBW. OHIO.

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS

Manufactured V

Received only Atvard for Trolley* at Chlcaffo

& J. in. ANDERSON, 280-293 A St.. Boston Mass.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,
TUB liOOKEKY, WESTINDIK KSi: l:riM)ING. miKS nriujiNf;.

CHICAGO. )Trrsi;ri:i:. new yokk.
Cable Contracts Taken Including Installation.

WIRES and CABLES, Saggu"n"d^

I
TlKMiirrajIroiiWorbGo.,

Id! BURLINGTON, I

A

.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1914 0Ut8 Street, 8X. LOOTS.

CARBONS

EQUAL TO THE
BEST.

Kept in Stock.

S. Canal St.,

ED. WERTHEIW. CHICAGO.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th Si and Stewart Ave.. Chicaao.

"CAHALL'

H. E. CoUins & Co..
Sole Agents for the United Statas.

Bank of Commerce Bmldir^, PITTSBUKQl

TheRuokBry.CKICiGO.

WESTON ENGINES
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plantfv,
estimates and Drawings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE COc.
PAINTED POST. N. Y.

BEPKESENTATIVES.
OHOLL too., - 126 Liberty St., ^
r-BPssELi, CO.. . 8a Luite at. ohi
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TUS STOREY MOTOR, kester electric cc,

. MAIN OFFICE: .

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.,
YORK AND SEDQELEY AVENUE,

PHILADELPHIA.

Iron Clad. Completely
closed in.

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for di-

rect driving machinery,

^he application of Motors
to machine tools a spe-

cialty.

Light weight. Slow and
Medium speed.

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Go.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

112 Liberty Street.

BUILDERS OF MODERN HIGH CLASS

, Factory, HAniLTON, CANADA.

CHEAP

DISTRIBUTION CUTOUTS.
3-4-6-8 and ID Circuit Carried in Stoclt.

To meet the demand for ;

Low-priced cut-out to re

place branch blocks.

Will save its cost in time on

any installation.

Write for prices.

6 Circuit, 10 Amp,

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,

(ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

)

St.LouiS,U.S.A.

DYNAMOS

/ MOTORS.
High Efficiency. Slow Speed.

jsell allourmacliir

Write for Prices.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,

86 LA SALUE ST.. CHICAGO.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

^ SUPPLY COMPANY ^<

821 Pine Street, St. Louis.

For Electrical Goods.

The S. K. C. Two Phase Alternating Current System,

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.

bearings

Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

:-lf-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphase machines

' liminritr.l frnm our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. e.. the revolving

require a hah ncc of loac ,

W',. nv. . nr.r> ,•

armatur

domg av •ay ^^ Ul, [1m .

2,ooo volts.

The niolui .

they take ciirrent in pro >'

Our transforme rs

stock of trans formers in C

,1-1 horn I lo for isolated lighting to the high voltages requi

)1 step-up transformers; the usual central station niachino c;

y of speed untier diller

ireatest economy. Wi

l~j ^ A - Our apparatus is novel; different from anythinif heretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

r^ClLdll.^ protect us and our customers. We are not Infrinvtinff patents belonirinij; to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under Vk'hich we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
PITTSFIELD. TV^HSS.

.^ WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abondroth 4 Root Mfg.
Co X

AilainK HBKimll El. Co v

Amorlcnn HiittoryOo %•

Arnoia.B. J m
Baboook A Wllooi Co,, Tue.

Bain, Foree x'

Baker 4 Co i^^'

Ball 4 Wood Co., The.... -

Barnes, Wallace

BarnettCo., Q. & H
BeardsleyMtg. Co

Berliner Telephone Co . .

.

BcToardln, F. M
BCBly A Co.,Chas. H ....

liliBBCO., E. W
Boudreaux Dyn. Bmsh Co.

Boynton Multiyolt B. Co..

Brady, T. H :

Brill Co., J. Q

Brliey.W. R
Brodle Electric Co

Brush Glectrio Uo :

Bryan, Wm. H
Bryant Eleotno Co..

Buckeye Electric Co..

Butler Hard Rubber

Card Electric Co ....

Central Electric Co..

Central Mlg. Co

Chicago Belting C ilx

C. B. &(J.R.B xU

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago Elec.4 Stereo Co.. xii

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co— vii

Chuae &Co., J. P

Clonbrock S. B. Co xli

Colburn Eleo. Mfg. Co

Collins & Co., H. E i

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co ... . 1

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co. ii

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co xiv

Cor. School of Technology, x

Cross, F. J xii

Crown Woven Wiie Br. Co, xi

Dailey, Jas. W xili

Dayton Blobe Iron Works
Co iTiii

Dickinson Eleo. Supply Co, iv

Directory, Principal Eleo.
andMech. Engineers.. xvU

Dixon Cruolhlo Co., Job., xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co.,

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co vli

Edgerton Pottery Co.... xili

Electric Appliance Co x

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.. xiv

Electric Protection Co—
Elecirio Storage Battery

Empire Cnlna Work! xxli

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.... 11

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply
Co XV

Faucett, I. L

Ferracute Machine Co....

PlbenteCo.,The ijil

Fleming-Spence Elec'l Co. xll

PorestCity El. Wks xxii

For Sale Adver'ments xii

Fort Wayne Elec. Corpora-

Qarlock Packing Co xix

General Electric Co Ix

Globe Electric Light Co.... vili

Gordon-Bumham Bat. C''. iv

Goubert Mfg. Co

Greger Manhole Cover Co. x

A....

turlng Co
Hess Storage Battery Co. . .

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co,

Huebcl 4 Manger

ndependent Eloc. Co..

(uleruat'l Cor. Schools..

Knrliiv.TI Mff. Co

Kestor Electric Co

K,.-ster Elec. Mfg. Co

Keystone Tele. Co

Kllpsteln 4 Co., A

Leolanobe Bat. Co., The. .

.

Leflel 4 Co.. James :

Lewis, A L. 4 Co

LindsleyBros

Lombard Water Wheel

Gov. Co

MacCurdy 4 Smith

McClaln Mfg. Co.. The... xiv

MoKoy, JohnT xii

Menominee El. 4 Mech. Co. iv

Metropolitan Elec. Co ... . xx

Moore, Alfred F i

Morris, Tasker 4 Co vli

Moyes, L. M xvill

MnnBell4Co., Eugene... iv

Murray Iron Wks. Co 1

national Electric Co xlii

National India Rubber Co.—
Newton Rubber Works.. ix

New York Insulated Wire
Co xi

Hew York 4 Ohio Co i

NuttallCo., R. D xvili

Ohio Storage Battery Co..

OkoniteCo., The 1

Otto Gas Engine Wks ... . x 1 x

Partrlck 4 Carter Co xx i i

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. x

Penn .Co.

Perrizo.Paul, Jr., Cedar&
Lumber Co x

Perkins El. Swi tch Mfg. Co —
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. . . :

Phoenix Glass Co x

Phosphor-Bronie Smelting

Co., Ltd xl

Priiiglc&Co.,\V. T xl

Racine Hardware Co xvl

Relsinger, Hugo —
Replogle Governor Wks. .xvl

Rhoads & Sons, J. E

Richards 4 Meacham.... xl

RothBros.iCo i

Samson Cordage Wks

Schoonmaker, A. O x

Schott, W. H XV

Shulti Belting 00 xx

Siemens 4 HalskeE. Co.. —
Sill, A. D 5

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works. . —
S. K. C. Specialty Co —
Smith, S. Morgan xvl

Solar Carbon 4 Mfg. Co..

Standard Tel. & Elec. Co. x

Standard Underground Ca-

ble Co

Stanley Electric Manufao-

turlng Co

Stllwell-Blerce 4 Smlth-

Vaile Co xll, xl

storey Motor 4 Tool Co ...

.

Toomey, Frank x

Union Heater Supply Co..xvi

United Electric Improve-

ment Co —
U.S. Tele. Const. Co x

Vulcanlied Fibre Co xx

walker Mfg. Co -
Want Advertisements x

Weber Gas 4 Gaso. Eng.Co. x:

Webster, Warren 4 Co .... x

Werthelm, Ed
Western Electric Co
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

00 J

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo..

Weston Engine 00
Whitney Elec. Inst. Oo
Wlrt,Chas XV

Youngiove 4 Gere

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aoemanlators.
American I lattery Co.
Electric Storage Battery t

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture C
Electric Appliance Oo,
Mason,.!, W,

;. Corpnmtlon.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Boynton Multlvolt Batt'y Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. 4 Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Sordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
KealerElec. Mfg.

,J. W.
Battery Co., The.

El. Si Mech Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Partrlck 4 Carter Co
Western Electric Oo.

Beltlns.
ChannonCo.,n.
chlcBgo Belting Oo.
.Icwoll Belting Co.

Babcock 4 Wilcox Oo.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Collins & Co., H. E.
Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Besly k Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co., Ltd

Solar Carbon 4 Mfg. Co.
Wirt, Chas.
Youngiove 4 Gere.

Central Electric Co.
Eleotrio Appliance Oo.
Huebel .* Manger.
Menominee El 4 Mech. Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)

Central I

Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Elec. Engr. 4 Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Oo.
Standard Underground O.Oo.
Western Electric Oo.

Carbona,Poln tsAPlates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernard

General Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.

3isai^ lilghters.
National Electric Co.

Interior Conduit 4 Ins. Co.
McRoy, Jho. T.

Construction A Bepalrs.

Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Oo.
Bryan, Wm.H.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
FtWayr- "
General
Kester illectric uo.
Interior Conduit 4 Ins. Co.

. Corporation.

Siemens & Halske Elec. Oo.
United Elec Iinpri

Westinghouse E^eo 4

1

Western Eleotrio Oo.

*'3?

Bleolrlcai Works,
Copper Wires

liernardl
Besly 4 Co,, Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R,
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial Elec, Sup. Oo
Electric Appliance Oo.
Flberlto Co., The.
General Electric Co,
Independent Electric Oo,

National India Rubber Oo.
OkoniteCo. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground 0. Co,
Western Electric Oo.

Coraaiee,
Samson Cordage Wks,

Central Electric CO.

Elec, Engr. & Supply Co.
Farr Tel. 4 Const. Supply Co.
Flberite Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.

Cnt-Oots ana e»witches.
: J. MAnde

Bemardin, F.

Bryant Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gena Fixture Co.

Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec, Engr, 4 Supply Oo.
Electric Protection Co,
Farr Tel, & Const, Supply Co,
Flberite Co,, The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Oo.
Hart 4 Hegeman Mfg. Oo,

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. 4 Mech. Co.
Nuttall Co., B. D.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.
>ynamoB.
Bearasley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit 4 Ins. Co.
Kester Electric Co.
Roth Bros. 4 Co.
Siemens 4 Halske Elec. Co.

Walker Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens 4 Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Oo.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instraments.
Anderson, Albert4 J. M.
Bemardin, F. M,
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit 4 Ins. Oo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Oo.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical (Specialties.
Brodle Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
S. K. 0. Specialty Co.

Electro-Platlns Mach'y.
Besly 4 Co., Chas. H.

Gas & Gaao'l Eng. Co.

Bail 4 Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co,
Chuse 4 Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Oo.

Engra-vers.
Chic. Electro 4 Stereo Co.

£xliaust Pipe Heads.
Faucett. I. L.

Fan Motor and Lamp
G^nards.

Inglls, Wm,
Fan Ontflts.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec, Mfg, Oo,
Interior Conduit 4 ins. Oo,
Roth Bros. 4 Co,

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubert Mfg, Co,

Vulcanlied Fibre Oo.

Partrlck 4 Carter Oo,
Western Eleotrio Oo.
Porses.
Union Heater Supply Oa

I'lborltoOo,,
General Electric Oo,
Independent Electric Co,
JankctH.
I'eerloHH Rubber Mfg, Co,
ias LiiKtatlns, Klectrlc,
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.

Uears.
Besly 4 Co,, Chas, H,
Nuttall Co., R. a.

<j)eneral Klec. napplles.

Berliner Telephone Co.
Bemardin, F M,
Besly 4 Co,. Chas, H,
Broille Klectrlc IV),

Bryant Electric Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,
Commercial Elec, Sup, Oo.

ckin I'Ply I

Electric
Farr Tel. 4 Const, Supply Co.
Forest City Eleo. Wks,
General Electric Oo.
Huebel A Manger,

Mason, J, W,
Menominee El. .V Mech, C

Metropolitan Electric Co,

S, K, C, Specialty Co,
Standard Tel. 4 Elec. Co.

Wluoes and Electrical

GOT nors, Water Wheel.
Lombard Water Wheel Gv, Co.
tnraphlte (Specialties

.

Dlio^n Crucible Co.. Jos
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Hnbber Uooas.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Flberite Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

InSDlators and tnsniat.
liic Ilaterlala

; 4 J.

Ber , F. M.

Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co,

Flberite Co., The,
Hart 4 Hegeman Mfg, Co.
Interior Conduit 4 Ins, Co,
Johns Mfg, Co,, H, W.

MacCurdy & Smith.

Menominee El, & Mech,
Munsell 4 Co., Eugene.

New York Insulated WireOo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrlck 4 Garter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.

Cables—Maenet Wire.
Electrical Works.

Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Metropolitan Electric Oo.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireOo.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

i-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.
New York 4 Onio Go.
Partrlck & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.4Mfg Co.
Llchtnlng '

ry "Wipers.
Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Haenet Wire.
InsiUated Wires.)

Manhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover

Besly 4 Co., Chas. 1

Bliss Co., E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Harrington, Son 4 Co.,

ainlnc Apparatus, El
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co,
WaitlogiisniB II. 4 Mfi.

ih Electno Co.
I Electric Oo,
:ral Electric Co," Mfg. Co,

Electric (

or Conduit 4 .

Electric Oo.

Sioux Oltj Brass Worir«
Southern El. Con. .tSup. Co,
Stanley Eleo, Mfg. Oo,
Storey Motor 4 Tool Oo.
Walker Mfg, Co.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg Co.

Oil Keeders.

PacklDB-
Besly 4 Co., Chas. H,
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo,

Baker 4 Oo.
Poles.
Bemardin, F, M.
Hart, C. S.
Lewis, A, L. 4 Oo.
Llndsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker 4 Oo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Perrizo, Paul, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
mmerclal Elec. Sup. Oo.

Empire China Works.
General Electric Oo.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Push Buttons.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrlck & Carter Co.

Bheostats.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

^prlnes.
Barnes, Wallace.

Hess Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. Q. Co.

Tapes, InsBlattnc.
American Electrical Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Moore, Alfred P.
New .York Insulated Wire Oo
Okonlte Co. , The.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Telesrapb Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck 4 Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone material.

Berliner Telephone Co.

Conn. Tel. & EL Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. 4 Const. Supply Oo

Richards & Meacham.
Sill. A. D.
Standard Tel. 4 Elec. C

Western Electric Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electjlc Co.

i IStanley Electric Mfg. Oo.

Trolley Cord.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Oo.
Westinghouse El. 4 Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels

.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Oo

Corr. Schools.

Water Wheels.
Leffel 4 Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.

Independent Electric Oo.
National India Rubber Oo.
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tX>\SON Q

^ ELECTRIC LlflHTINfi ^
jj^ SUPPLIES. \^ Edison BIdg., Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

*^

JUSTNOW (^^
Is the tin

I handle this season. Our direct curren
merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

EVDUCTIOIV AWD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
'^'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-^

Menomiiiee Electrical and Meclanical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the moat
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tbe Gordon-Bnrnhai Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

AILIPHi
ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

Send for New Catalogue and Price List.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, ^0. 150 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK.

SI33 S5058

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

EL
All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. E. 800 and Westinghouse Commutator Mings,

Brush Holder Bushings and Meld Spools.

»EJID FOR FBICE I.IST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

H.W.JOHNS MFC. CO.,
240-242 Bandolpli St, CUeago, HI.

rtEWTOBK. PHTLADEU'HTA. BOBTON.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are ail

IVIultipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

IVIuitipoiar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and W^orbs. aiansfleld, Ohio.

76 K. W. GENEKATOR.

M I CA N I T E ^"^ STANDARD INSULATION.

The commutators on more than 600 motors in use on the street railway

,

system of Lynn, Mass., are insulated with MICANITE.
I'ACTOHIRS: '

??.'"?,""',",'i>';,.^-. MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Manufacturers,
aE^ERAL OFFICE,
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Made on the |_J

The Extra Best Bell (^^^ra b b

o

Let us run down the list of good things that can be said of

the "Extra B. B."

It is well made mechanically.

Pure platinum contacts. Honor bright!

Binding posts set in a square hole, tight.

Contact post fixed same way. Can't get nervous and point

in the wrong direction.

When you adjust the bell to suit your battery it stays there

Armature will not stick.

Gets full benefit of both pole pieces.

Clapper will not drop off.

Cover snaps on. No screw to lose.

One dollar will buy more of these bells than any other equally as good

p. S.—This cut does not correctly illustrate

the bell we are writing about. We will show
a correct photograph a little later, but the

bell is all right.

BRANCHES:
ST. LOUIS: Southern Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY: Qate City Electric Co.

Central Electric Company,
CHICAGO.

AJAX
ARC

LAMPS,

Low in price and stay sold. Good qualities these

!

Get quotations from your dealer or the manufacturer.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors —Slow, Medium or High Speed.
\V«' bnild nil U'ccNNiiry appiifiidiM for the traiiMiiiiMMion

of KIcctriral I'oncr tlir»ni;'ii faotoi-y «i'

otlici' biiildiiigM.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,
WINDSOR, CONN.

NEW YORK, H. B. Colio & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.

ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

21>5

MorrisJaskeri Co
^r

INOOEPORATED.

Offices, 222-224 South Third SIroel,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

l>A«»t-Ab IKON WOKKH,
Philadelphia.

UK1.AWARE IRON WOKHH,
New Castle, Del.

ill'

Wbs,Mm
IM Fps aEl

Fittlis,
I SliECTRIC LIGHT and BAlIj

WAY PIPE POI.E8 A
BPBCIAI4TT. 4|

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The Hess Double Electrooe Storage Battery
Is practically iiitleNtructible.

Its estiiuatetl life Is unliiiiiteil.

Disintegration is eiitii*ely outof tlieauestioii.

Bueklinjsf is absolutely prevented, not l>y re-
sistant force but by a scientilie new process.
THE HB^S STORAGE BATTERY CO., of

Pbiiadelpliia, avIio own and control the Hess
patents, offer tlieir system at cost of manufac-
ture, estimated to be about one-tliirdtJie price
aisked by manufacturers.
We organize State Companies to manufacture

and install electi*ic lighting plants, Avith gas
engine, dynamo and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in all

The first successful :K^on-infringing Storage Battery ever
produced in the United States. Note the contrast from
the Supreme Court decision:

"The distinguishing feature of the invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specific:i-

tion of Letters Patent of the U. S., No. 337,299, dated March
2, 1886, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-

teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general
terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the
battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging current "when immersed in the
battery fluid. " (Quoted from the syllabus of the case of the Electrical

, CircuitCo

In our battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are immersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased test and
report was made by niessrs. Houston A Ken-
nelly, E. E., of Philadelphia, oytigSif per cent,

ampere efliciency, 81 per cent, watt efliciency.

We prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.
"We want representative parties to manufac-

tnre and install our batteries in every State.

Send for descriptive matter.

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO. 246 ARCH STREET,
3 PHILADELPHIA, PA.

^nc! IROrN I2>oaf?d:^

EADAMSr- RAGINALL
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass.

At the meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

held on the 20th of November, 1895, Mr. C. L. Edgar, General Manager

of the Edison Electrical Illuminating Company of Boston, read a com-

munication which will be found of great interest to the managers of

central stations for the distribution of light and power.

For copies apply to

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

fNEW YORK, 66 Broadway.

I
Chicago, 1543 Marquette Building.

BOSION, 333 Exchange Building.

BALTIMORE; 215 N. Calvert Stree

SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First Street,

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
Bv T. o'coisisoR sLOKise.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Ilhistraticl I'ractical. Necessary Adjuncts to cvriy Lilnaiy. Send iu your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC^OMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.
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The freeman
BATTERY a h , CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

J f-!?* NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE;G. E.rWIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. E. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of the

best material, FREE FROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-

ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

Railway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric
^ Company.

SAI/ES OFS'ICBS IS AI.I,
I.ARGE CITIES OF THE

irailTEU STATES.

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N, Y..^
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At least that is the honest opinion of every user of the

....PACKARD LAMP....

Electric Appliance Company,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

242 Madison Street, - - - Chicago.

MICA. COPPER.
CUT MICA.
UNCUT MICA.
STAMPED MICA SEOflENTS.
SOLID SHEET MICA SEGMENTS
Gauged to Any Thickness.

MICA RINGS FOR ALL STAND-
ARD STREET RAILWAY
MOTORS.

L-KHGE STOCK.

BILLINGS AND SPENCER DROP=
FORGED COPPER SEGHENTS
FOR STREET RAILWAY MO-
TORS AND EDISON, T.-H. AND
WESTINQHOUSE STATION-
ARY nOTORS AND GENER=
ATORS, F. O. B. CHICAGO, AT
FACTORY PRICES.

BOWERS BROTHERS,
17-1 19 LAKE STREET, .... CHICAGO.

>„^«0*^'^..Va«=.-

BEST CHERRY 8> YOUNGLOVE
: HAVE t-_-B

I responsible parties

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

MF&. CO,. 16 WamJi St., New M,
A NEW CIRCULAR

DeMoi-iluiig: the

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Ajiplieatinn.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUIHENT CO..

PEXAfOOK. X. H.. r. «. A.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW=
EST PRICES.

Write for Circular and Prices.

waiNOLlS, »'a.!gi..

BINTS TO ENGINEERS
OPERATING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER PLANTS.
21 PAGES TEXT; 2 PAGES PLATES. 10c.

Slide RuleWiring Calculator
Celluloid face, nickel edges, leather case,
fits vest pocket, leaHet of examples, OOC.

Mailed on receipt of price by

The Correspondence School of Technology,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The RHOADS BELT.
IT HAS THE PULL.
GILT EDGE, Extra Heavy, 1 Oak Tanned,

DIAMOND SLATE. > Short Lap.

J. E. RHOADS & SONS, ^:i:7i:z^;zt.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

MOTORiRMiTnRESGOSTMONET
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITGH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantlj- disconnects the motor whene\er it is

overloaded and whenever the circuit fails from any cause. Each switch is adjustable

for motors of widely different horse-power.

For circulars and pric addr

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC CO., - Manchester, N. H.

Genuine K. W. Rosettes.
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

AH Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine.

BRYANT 4j ,,

ELECTRIC ^r'—yj
COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, MANAtiEns, wiisTtnN orrict:,

_, MONADNOCR BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BS'THI'; It. TliO.H.V!S & SOXS CO. I'OUt'KIi.VIX l!S (tiOOU.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive-

Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
"A" "Creger" Cover Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture In all Leading Cities.

WltlTK |.'01t r.tltTK ri.AKM.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 BetK Khij;., 1*I11LADKL,1'H1A, I'A.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PBOTIDBHOB, B. I.

BARE ANT) INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Niw Tom Stoee, P. 0. AokBrman, 10 OortlMiill St.

Chioaco 8T0BK, F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madieon St.

MowTBEAL BnAHOH EogBne P. FbmipB' Electrical Worto-

JEWELL BELTING CO.,
Tanners of

OAK BELTING
I FATHFP ^

Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

HARTFOKI>, - - €Oi\IV.

The Only WaterWheel Governor that Governs.
,fl}/ii.iavuiStrMi -

Greenfield, Mass.. Sept. 19, 1895.

lombird Water-Wheel Governor Co,, 61 Hampihire St., Koiton, Mais.

Gentlemen:—We have one of your Governors in use

at our power house at Millers Falls, Mass., tailing care of

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the powermWm
a few volts. We tooV: out one Governor and replaced it with
a LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives perfect

mtisfaction. Yours truly, ' MONTAGUE ST. RY. CO.,
(Signed) H. C. Garfield, Supt.

LOIWBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-
teed to hold wheel speed to .satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes
of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, iVIASS.

KESTER Electric Mfg, Co,,

BUFFALO, N. Y.,

Manufacturers of the

Niagara Electric Battery.
Kester's Soldering Compouncl,

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, GHAnANOOGA, TENN.

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dynamos, Bieclnc Moiois,

Manufactared by

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

3010 34 Market St..

Chicago, III.

HlKh Efficiency.
Perfect Begulatlon,

BeBt Material,
Low PricBB,

CompUt* Plants InilalltJ.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.Sw!:^i;'cr^^^^^^^

RAVEN WHITE CORE.
^^^:--^-'^----^^^^-^

PnMPFTITinKlf IMPWIDF used by some of the largest Cemral stations

llUIVirLllllUnLlllClTlIlLl and Fire and police Departments .n the us.

CRIMSHAW TAPES, COM PETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESIEIN ELECTRIC COMPtin,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

AeEMCIESi

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE GO.
CHICAGO. ILU

PEHINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO..

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI. OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
BBW TOBK OFFIOEt

39 and 41 Cordandt SL

FAOTOBT:

Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportuniiyfor aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ing patents(sad irons, soldering^ outfits, etc.).and
wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some . apital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
eptabl shed and with good orders on hand. A
salan-' would be paid and young man a"d adver-

Address "Heater," cure Westeen Electbi-

WANTED.

WANTED.

WANTED.
A first-class, Intelligent electrical superintend-

eot capable of making plans, securing contracts,

und superintending the general electrical con-

struction work of tlie construction department

of an Electrical Supply House. Must lie capable,

active and able to figure carefully and correctly.

Eventually migbt become interested in one of the

largest aiid nuist successful Electrical .Supply

Houses in thr W(•^^. .\d(lri-ss

"ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION,"

CHICAGO, ILL.

WHO BIDS?

bad': jfid

FOR SALE,
riieap. drawings, specifications and all data for

tbe construction of dynamos and motors of any
capacity or voltage desired. Address

F. J. CROSS, E. E., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

PROPOSALS FOR LIGHTING THE

CITY OF KEOKUK, IOWA, WITH

ELECTRICITY.

The council reserves the right to re-

ject any or all bids.

SUMNEK T. BISREE,

S600! $600

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

lufaclurors.

be sold for

Address ARC MACHINE,

. 1.:,.,..,:.,,. .o,,^.

CONDUITS.
Are you interested

in Conduits?

U you are it will

pay you to look

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN. . Kansas City. MO.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from 6x8 inch cell.

27 ampere hours from one charge. Ordinary
Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.

One 600 h. p. CorUss engine: one 300 Ii. p. Corliss
engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-
-.rine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; t^vo 125

lutomatic engines; two 135 h.'p. generators. 500
volts; foiu- 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
pvery description. Also a battery of coinpound
hollers. 700 ll. p., 160 h. p. in a pair. FRANK
roOMEY, 131 N. Third Street, Philadelphia.

On receipt oi.-^^--—C^:::^

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Wfisterii Electrician

looillit Sclelule

FOR 1896.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent swi. Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

THe Stiliell-Bierce & SmM-Vaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
<al.. PiiciHo <•(

Teb^raph, Tdephone, Ehctric light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar ^-^eled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

Meiioiuinee, - - Michigan.

\Vm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vice-Pres. 1096
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Plioto and Wood EugraTing,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.
Fine Boolt and Catalogue "Worli: a Specialty.

POLES
(CEDAR.)

Write lor delivered prices.

Telephone,
Electric
Light and

Street Railway
TICP Poles. Telephone
I ICOv Poles a Specialty.

LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE MICH.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

STUDENTS

Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the stud)' of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

ELECTRICITY
i/ig Masonry, uarpen,
Fngineeimg {Stahonary lotomoftie oi
Engineering Municipal Enginr ring Pf onbu g <

awing and J

Prospecting
apparatue will be furnished J
]60t you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence ii^chools. Scranton, Pa

Besign-
TKor^ Sieam

Padioad Enqmeeiing Budge
Heating Coal and Vtial Mm

til tartber no
>r Free Circalar, stating i

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR KI/F.fTRK'AI. ISK

1-5 OliiiItoilM of Various Lieiietlin. fi-

to the inch. Uraphitc Boxes an
of4,000 nrgrrPN. Tniiiii

nl to 100 OliniN RvsLstlvnc
i-il>U'«. Rcsistini: Heats
Intll.',' .\1INAV(.1'0(1.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

( ^ J
LAMP.

' ^Electrk Light GLOBEjr-^

, THE-LARoesT-LiMe-oF

^\N0VELaARTISTIC.PATTEWSaEFFEGTSi
^^^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY J

Simplest,

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp ontiie

Market.
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Victor Turbine Water Whieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hie;h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate
I I l> » \ TElt

double

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

Turbines, cither single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts.prepared to furnish Vii

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO,
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Worlcs. San Francisco, Cal., I^acific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the World.

SEND FOE CIEOnLiB AND PEIOEB.

THE LECLANCHE BAHERY CO.,

IJUoinEasJ tSlstSt., N.Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED
LIGHTING.

IN ELECTRIC

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a oopy at once. It is the only work of Its kind in print

and will prove an insepalrable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2,00, Paper cover,

81.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
6 Lakeside Buildiag, Chicago.

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACHMENT PLUG,

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.
Your Electrical Supply House, or CENTRAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, has it.

W. T. Pringle &. Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA.

E
Supplies of illI kimis. ^^* Contractors for loinpick ^^^
Telephones a specialty. B light and pouvr plants. H "

LEGTRIGAL LnGINEERING U
Wire, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens Sr Halske Dytiamos.

OMPANY, llllNNEAPOUS, MINN.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

Cigar Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Pnsh Bnttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELEGTRIO CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

IRON ARMORED

INSULATING CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,
General OfBees and Works: 52,1t W, 34th St, JTcW York.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and re-
moves Scale in Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse, PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

H NEM BOOK.
NOSn£ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of wliicii

45,000 copies iiave been sold. Tiie new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE SI.GO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBctiic EnginBBilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

"We furnish the Ti-ansmi

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.
In placing this instrument on

the market we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests

made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
informedTelephone Experts in the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Pacl<ing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of

any Instrument now on the
market.
Indestructibility—Will Last a

Lifetime with ordinary care,

and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

who may wish to replace the

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

...and Electric Co,
MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.

HallerTubeCleanei
Sent to responsible parties on approval.

Return it if not found satisfactory.

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.

had a spring to main-
and when used in a tube and brouglit
imusually hea-i-j' deposit of seaie. these

contracted, permitting tlie cleaner to pass over witliout

with a place having £

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,
Beveled Edges.

All Sizes Of Hart Switches.

GAN6 PLATES FOR AMY PMBEK.

Sei'-'-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.GO.,
HABTFOBD, CONN.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
272 pages. 53 Chapters.

PRIC6, $2.00
postpiiid, tn any piirt of the

Mi-y great variety ot subiects wliichaveof
I 111 improve and extend tlieir l<nowledge of

Mil tlie rules and formulas given, in the sim-
oiked out examples by them, so that all who

rhitit featnrp of the booU, they are entirely

I

sinrily branch (^f tlie Nal jonal iM-iiiuuziiiion, maki>s liim especuilly competent
i in this part of the worl<.

iniiciiiii
; . ,i. The many Haltering commendations which this book has already received

AHor :i,,,[.,,>i ;, ,1,,. "I think there are few en^i- | from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ELECTRIC^IAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - 6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH.
THE "NEW PRINCIPLE" BRUSH.

ri
u

Q.

<

SOLEEACENTS:
R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., BalUmore, Md.

%

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

'f).

'^*

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

HELLO!!
A JTew Oranular Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Best and cheapest made. "Elgin" long distance,

For description, etc.; address

A. D. SIIiL, Aet.,

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write tor prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet, III.

"PENN" ELECTRIC

TELEPHONES.
GET THE BEST.

Sometliii
Levers or otlier adjusting device

Not a Dust Transmitter. Is sold entirely «n Its

merits. SEND FOB PRICES.

Penn Telephone Co., 30 S. Broad St., Phila.

ELEPHONES an° SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated Jm
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

VIADUCTS
HBALTIMORE..
Toa

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Ageots for Cbicago and Ilortheni IlllDois,

84 and 86 La Salle Street. CHICAGO.

riADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANUFA0TUKEE3 OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped witli Our Nctf llaffneto Bell provided with specially

po-werfnl Generator having large field magnets of best qnality of

magnetic steel, laminated armatures with ample wire space, and com-
bining the qualities of large quantity and high voltage; polarized bells

with centrally pivoted armatures (the patent on same having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,

the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in aeries on short lines. Will ring on a line

windings. Will work with any moke of switchboard.

Will drop a shuttei

Sole Licensees for sale of Slllde Battery Tran
April 17th, 1894. For simplicity, small dime:

Bion, It has no equal. No adjustment required.

ttter In the United States. Patent gran
entire multi-contact, and powerful transn

Win not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
; rapid and efficient

ires posBeased by no

Unea"' Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. apoONEB, President. CHICAQO OFFICE :

- DODGE, GenlSupt^
. No. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg.

J. J. NATB. Qen'l Airt.

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Orders from the country solicited. Discount made on large lots,

Send for Catalogue and buy direct from manufacturer and get

lowest prices.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

Bullitt Building, . . Plilladelplila.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Arisop. F. C—Electrical Bell Consfcructicn; Treatise on the

Angell, J.—Eleinent3 of Magnetism and Electricity, with
Practical Inetructions for the Performance of Experi-
ments, nnd the ooastruction of cheap apparatus. One
hundredth thoasand. 160 illustratione $1.00

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Electric Lighting.
.'Eleventh ediiion, fully revised, and new matter added. 104

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Magnetism. 406 pages and 117 illustrations. Second
edition $2.00

Ayrton, W. E.—Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Course for First-year Students of Electrical
Engineering, based on the Practical Definitions of the
Electrical Units. With numerous illustrations. Sixth
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Book. This
is, as the name indicate^", a New Book, much more com-
plete than the old one. with all the information, instrnc-
tiona and rules which are required by practical men,
as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary EnKlneers, nnd
owners and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is

the only book of the kind published in the English
language. 226 pages, 140 illustrations, flexible cloth
binding, size of type page 6,^^2x3 Inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Incandescent Wiring Hand-book. A

wiring and complete information concerning methods of
running wires, location of safety devices, splices, Insula-
tion, tesling for faults, wire gauges, general electrical

data, ealculatinij sizes of wires, wiring flxtu.-ps, elevators,
buildings, isolated and central station plants. Ihe only
book of the kind published. Type page 5^x3 inches,
flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts and 6 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hang rs' Hand-ook. Just the book
for people engaged in sell ng, installing or handling elec-
tric batteries, electric bells, elevators, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alnrms, electric gas lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus. 106 r^g9B, 97 illustra-

tions, flexible cloth binding. Type page 5}^xJ inche£3.$1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First
edition;( three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 illustrations,

27 original tables $1.00
Gives more Practical information on the subject than

any work published to dale The book contains all neces-
sary Informatiim for Power Producers, Cauitalists, Agents.
Engineers and Motor Inspecrors. With this book anybody
may make estimates on the co^-t of Transmission Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Graphical Treatment for fto-
deots and Engineers. Second edition. 112 iUustra-
tions $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating Turrents of Elec-
tricity for the use of Studeiits and Engineers. Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Bonney. O. E.—E'ectro-Plater'e Hand Book. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustrations. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A Practical Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-
tion. Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone $0.50

Bottone, S. R.—The Dynamo. How Made and How Used, A
Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illustrations $1.00

Bottone, S. R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used.
A Handbook for Amateurs and Practical Men. Reduced to

$0.50

Bottone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dynamo. A Hand-book
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-
Platers $0.60

Buckley, W. J.—Electric Lighting Plants, thei:

operation. 275 pages, many illuBtratloos and

l-aper
.'.'.'.'.'.'

Cost, Frank P.—Continuous Onrrent Dynamos and Motors,
An Elementary Treatise for Students and Engineers.
Illustrated $2.00

Crocker, P. B., and Wheeler, S. S,—The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors. With a special chapter by
H. A. Foster, lllastrated. Second edition, revised and
enlarged $1.00

Crosby, O. T.. and Dr. Louis Bell.—The Electric Kailwaj in
Theory and Practice. A Oompleto Treatise on the Con-
Btnictlon and Operation of Electric Railways, Second edl-

tlon , revlBud and enlarged. 183 illustrations $2.50

Desmond, Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Part I. Con-
stant Current. A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
principles, conatrnction and operation of Dynamos, Mo-
tors, Lamps. Indicator and Measuring Instruments; also a

full explanation of the electrical terms used in the work
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing 6n
explanation of the principles governing the generation of.

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alternate Electric Currents. Illus-

trated. Revised edition $2.50

Dyer, A.—Induction Coils. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer In
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Currents, 500 pages, fully Illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapter 1. Introductory. 2. Elec-

tro-Magnetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current Induction.

Vol. IL The UtiUzation of Induced Currents, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, Q.—The Art of Electro-Metallargy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2.00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents. Measure-
ment. Telegraphv, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circaits. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for readyreference. $1.00

Haskins, C. H.—The Galvanometer andits Uses. A Manual for
Electricians and Students. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.60

Haskins.—Transformers. Their Theory, Construction and
Application Simplified. 38 illustrations $L25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations $3.00

Hering.—Practical Directions for Winding Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scienre. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physics, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopklnson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Its Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by 0. J. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston. Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Wor-ls,
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, rewritten and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 662 pages, and 570 illustrations

Kapp, Glsbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, Subdivison and Distribation. A practi-
cal handbook. Tbird edition $3.00

Kapp, Glsbert.—Alternate Onrrent Machinery Illu8trated.$0.50
[Vol. 96 Van Nostrand's Science Series.]

Kapp, Qisbert.-Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their
Generation, Measurement, Distribution and Application.

Stanley, Jr. Illustrated $1.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
138 illustrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrations. Svo. cloth. London, 1892 $7,25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new

matter; tho old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.-The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, Formulro, Tables and Data. 32mo, leather

Lockwood„T. D.-Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Construction and Use. Second edition... $1.60

Lockwood, T. D.— Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N. T $1.00

Meadowcrott, W. H.—The A. B. 0. of Electricity. 36
Illustrations $0.60

Martin, T. C—Inventions. Researchesand Writings of Nikola
Tesla. With special reference to his work in polyphase
currents and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 300 Illustra-
tions, second edition $4.00

Development of the Electric
Bell. 300 Illufctrations

Haver, and Davis, M.M.

• since 1888. By Dr L.

The Practical Working o

Quadruple

McClure,J. B.
planatioDS
Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveri

Niaudet. Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated from the French by L. M. Fishback. Illus-

trated $2.5o
Noll, Augustus.—How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the

art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1 50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph. A technical Hand-book for Electricians,

3 Open 14th e

Distribution

tratlons. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

51oane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Practice
and Theory of Electricity, including a Popular heview of
the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

5Ioane, T. O'Connor.-The Standard Electrical Dicti

A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms used
practice of Electrical Engineerii

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors,

)ane, T. O'Connor.-The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and eiperimentiug.

mate Currents of
Potential and High Frequency. A lecture delivered t

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London, With i

portrait and biographical sketch of th lUus-
.$100

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. Itlustrnted,
$L00

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lightini; Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles uf Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and

Thomson, Pro*. Ellhu.-
Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery.

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous iilastrations, fancy boards (Van

i P.-Polyphase Electric Currents
Motors. Mailed to any address In

world on receipt of ,

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
Machines, being a Supplemeo'

Machinery. 16mo. (V Nostrand'
Dynan:

, $0.66

Electric Machinery.

tratlons and 29 plates. 1,000 pages

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries
trated

Urquhart.-Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand-book
Deposition of Copper.
Braes. Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully i

with additions

Walker, F.—Practical DynamoJBuilding, for Amateur
to wind for any output.

Webb, H.
Wires and Cables. Illustrated $1.00

Webb, Herbert Laws.-Telephone Hand-book, Illustrated.
cloth. Chicago. 1896 $1.00

jphone. " '*

'

Telephoi
The only complete work ( I possible

i

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

-arr^iSar:
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Elootrlo RailwiiyB iiud Power Stntloni

1541 Itlarquctte Itlilff., dilcaeo.

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soo.m.b

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

GonBQltatloQfl, Boportn,
floationa, SuperlntoDi"

DoslgDB ol

Turner Balldlni;,

Forde Bain,
Electrical ard
Mechanical Engin

BnpervlHlDR, PIadh, SpeolfloaMoDn nod
OoaHtruollrg, OeDoral EngiDoorlDff.
TeatlDK. Expert la rnteot OftDHOfi.

Suite ioi>7. ion8 i>n<i ior>n
Moiiudnock llull.llnB, »;HICAOO.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OonfiultioK, Specldcfitlonn, 'l'Hntln^', SpuclaltluH.
Elodtrlo Strowt JtuUwuyH, Kl(jclr)u lAniitlofi

hi;Mils.
. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S. A.,

Manufacturer of Maet Anna, Pole a

Swinglnff HoodB, Houae Bn

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
< OPPKK «:ASTINGS for Elcctrlcai
PUrpOHCM.
BKASK PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kludii.

AHJMINimi CASTINGS, DVNAinuS
and nOTOKS, Socond-band.

The Bcardslev Ik. Co 23'4Ltke''^?.?cSgo

Bndoraed by Board or Jflre Dnderwrltors .

COTTON WASTE.
Safe, Durable i

BELLS.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CA
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

ESTABLISHED 1857.

WALLACE BARNES,
Mami/ac/m-er of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

THETELEPHOMHAND-BOOK

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

EKBEKT I.AWS WEIili.

Price »1.00.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

C Lakeside Building. C'liioi smaa

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

© XjateesieiLe B-u.ilda.33.gr, CHICA-OO.

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

vork. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is profusel}' illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

By T. C. martin and JOSEPH WETZLER.
THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 31S targe quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth of information contained in the three hundred and odd large

double-column pages of this important work is equaled in few .special technical

.

treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive character. More^than one hundred
different motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the

different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are

full page, and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully

illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, and little mathematics
is employed, the work being essentially of a practical and largely of a descriptive

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a simple manner with-

out mathematical formula, the principles upon which they are based, and that

on thermo-magnetic motors treats this interesting class in greater detail than

can be found in any other publication. An interesting feature is the historical

method of treatment, by means of which the different steps in the advance of

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations

in many directions instructively followed.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early Motors and Ex-

periments in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and Experiments in America.

—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission of Power.—Chapter V. The Modern
Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Chapter VI. The Modern Electric

Railway and Street-car Line in American.—Chapter VII. The Use of Storage

Batteries with Electric Motors for Street Railways.—Chapter VIII. The Indus-

trial Application of Electric Motors in Europe.—Chapter IX. The Industrial

Application of Electric Motors in America.—Chapter X. Electric Motors in

Marine and Aerial Navigation.—Chapter XI. Telpherage.—Chapters XII, XIII.

Latest American Motors and Motor Systems.—Chapter XIV. Latest European

Motors and Motor Systems. — Chapter XV. Alternating Current Motors.

—

Chapter XVI. Thermo-magnetic Motors.—Appendix. The Development of the

Electric Motor since 1888.

Copies of tills or any other electrical book published will be sent by mail, postage

PEEPAiD, to any address in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Kecent Improvements made In the New American Tnrbme have Increased the power bb per
their diameter, and produced greater ttfBcIency from whole to half water than any other tarbine,
as evidenced by the following, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke, Mass., on the dates
named, and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters
hydranlic engineer
"-Theorg'oaTs oortifioateB and tests f otber sized wheels can be seen t oar office.

Test of a4S-i n. Wh^e-Jn y 9, '94

....
&r„'.

Cu. Fl.

ill
HP. III, Head

Re». C.,. Ft.

H. P.
c^„'..

Whole Gate

i i: li
ii?:":

127: 18

ll.m

193:19

n8:!o
11
75:52

Whole Gate 16.33
16.56
16.59

128.00

125:1

134.18

70.80

199.66

162:8;

80.50

For Information and Catalogue ^

IHE DAYION GLOBE IRON WORKS GO. , Dayton, 0., U.S.A.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

i m
WATER WHEELS

For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.
specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hlffh guaranteed percentag:e and great steadiness ol

motion, under variable loads. An nneqnaled concentration of power,
and an unprecedented Iiigrli velocity. Its qaicklv- operating: bal-
anced grates, aaords prompt and fine regulation by governor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fail, Wrlie for catalogue, and state

FamTs LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

For an Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kallroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICFfGO.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
Prom 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

And all places where
high speed In connection—'*! economy Is desired.

Over 2,600 in use,

ForcDpine ana Tubalar

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for Catalogue
describing our new 1

Racine Hardware Co.
W. F. PARISH, Genn Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building.

Works, Racine. Wis. CHICAGO, ILL.. U

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

Till? limit ot government o£ water-power is oflen determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans. ^

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Ligliting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOGLE, Cliief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
fjdves more po«'c

isHer perreiitaK* of
ater-wheel iieretoforc
md, are built from patterus jiei

e Holyoke Testing Flume.
rarties liavinfj; power plants

ose contemplating the improvi
eir interest to confer with me,

results where others ha

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

"results t'liiiranteecl.

Bound Volumes

JH/estern [lectrigian

FOB SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside BuUdlng, Ohlcsgo

r. A. JSSTHJl', J*i-e«. ana Treaa. JOUX R. JUcGlSLEV, Vlce-Bre». f. S. iiARTiy, Supt. or Works,

R. D. NUTTALL COMPANY, Allegheny, pa.

Leading Manufacturers of

Electric Railway Supplies

JN THE UNITED STATES.

DURABtE. - ECONOMICAL.

EFFICIENT.

SATISFACTORY.

We Construct

Everything on

Proper and Most

Approved

Lines.

WRITE TO OUR NEAREST BRANCH OFFICE.

^. J. Mayor. 1211 BolzBldg., Philadelphia, Pa.. Middle Stntoa Salea Dept.

3. N. Wood. 180 Summer St.. Boston. Mass., New Englnnd Staloa SiileB Dept. .

idnrd R'y Supply Oo., Monndnoclt Block, Ohloago, 111,.N. W. States Salea Dept,

, PiirtrldRe. Bunk of Commerce Bldg., St. LouIe). Mo., S. W. States Snlee Dept
9. A. Oavngna, 107 £. Fifth St., Olnclunati, O., Central States Sales Dept.

ard P. Sharp, 4-1 NiaRnrn St., BulTiilo. N. Y., Korthorn States Sales Dept.

uliike A Nowmnu, New Orleans Sales Department, No. 3'.;i Magazine Street,\

New OrloaoB, Ln.

lua Hendy Machine Works, Paclflo Ooaat Salea Department, No. 38 FremoD.
Bt San Fronotaoo, Oal.
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Gas,

OasoUneTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and
Natural Oaa

Electric Lighting.

Sizes1lo260H. p.

Tlie Engine Worts, Inc.,

OVRK 45.000 SOI<U,

P
DO YOU USE no
owEnr Engines run anything. "Economy in Power*' i* onr

For Catalogue and Testimonials address

WEBER OAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO., 450 Southwest Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

. D i I w—v ns. t-vi %««r i=> t amma ci. -ca i-^ ^*^ c=> «—

c

^

I

^Jt.^^ {f=»ATEN-rEO.) ^ ^3
^ISH GHADE PACKINSS
!, FOR STEAWi, WATER, GAS,AMMONIA, ETC.

^^^^ mrER-PliOOFfi ECONOMICAL,

^^^^0^ REUABLE.!HIRABLE 8t 6UARASTEEI

THE GARLOGH PAGKIHO GO.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES,

67-69-71 South Canal St., Q^£^^©
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers 0I the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlona, drawings and Prices farmlshed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Heating by Exhaust Steam,
Without Back Pressure,

BY THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
. . . ADVANTAGES . . .

ist.—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.
2nd Effects greatest efficiency from ttie heating surface by the reniovai

of the water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.

3rd.—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of con=
densation, etc.

We a

Warren Webster& Go,

: you, if you so desire.

EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Point and Elm Sis., Camden, N. J.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENOROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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In PKParinS tl)iS nCU) CatalOSU^ wehavebeenmindfuloftheneedsofallour
customers, and our sole aini has been to publish that which would prove helpful and
serviceable to all who purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly
say that we have not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, hand-
somest and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclopedia
of all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

SEND A SMALL ORDER AND METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC COMPANY.
RECEIVE A COPY. laS-iaa FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFC. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PAm

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, IKCANI^ESCBN'r AND ABC IiIGHTINe, FROM THE SAME CIBCFITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLB OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla tor the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting_aad power purposes. We furnish complete lities of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment oS ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Dilrable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURa, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 30-38 College Street.
' '

BOSTON, Exohanm- Building. 'BUFFALO, Eric County Bank Building, SYRACUSE, N. Y.. Bastable Building.
OHICAOO. New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

TAC0MA4{RrASH., 103 8. 10th Street, ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. 0., 1333 P Street,
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MOONLIGHT

SCHEDULE
FOR 1896, m

NOW RE>^^DY.
Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal

discount if large quantities are

ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building^, Chicag^o.
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POROUS .^^
«liy not set >Ak^ a.
itiebest! cCV^.^'^

4' 1895.

^ eive urn

trial order.

GUPS
ESTABLISHED 1857

PARTRICK& Carter Co
£lectrical Supplies

125 South Z'? St. Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

I ROLL-DROP I

FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, = = CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Western Office: 1439 IWonadnbck BIk., CHICAGO.

3d St., PhUadelplU«

|1
EIJ1^BR0N7F

^^FINE TOOLS ^^^

Thousands of our Cells STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Solid Rolled Lead Plate. Immense Stren^h. Large Surface.

Electro-Chemical Formation of Active Material.

NsuRiNc GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
-ALL SIZKS FOR SALE BY-

Established 1SS9.

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1S93,

American Battery Company,
^^r''"'^ro.ect,;':''°'ing. Protection

Guaranteed to all

Purcbasers.

VIII PAIIITCn CIDDC on ^^ts^^f^s'.'^'^-

lULbAlilttU riDnt bUi hard vulcanized fibre
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. ,4 dev IVT'n^Iw vork

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt atteiition

to special work.

Oar regular goods are on sale in eveiy lesding Hardware
Store in the Unitrd states and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 60O Amperes.

Our Ponv Switcti 15 ttie only abso-
lutely reliable Switch made.

SELUNO AOENT3:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
. SOLOMON, Savannah, Ga. JOSHOA HENEY MAOH. WOBMi
FQEN, MOXHAM !: CO., San Franclsoo, Oal.
No. 80 William St., New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicville, N. Y.

The BrnBh Doable Are

repeated deotaloDB

otU. 8, Oourta.

The UaHaell Electric Company,
Denver, Oolo.

llognall k BUlla, Yokohamo, Japan. o<n<"7 and Warka, C<Mf.

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLETKLAND. CHIC
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

stffiplex BlectTicBl Cofflpany,
H. R. HIXSON,

It37 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 7S-8I Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

.AJUS'JSi:E:jD IF- aivjEooieE:.
MAITOPAOTnEEB OF

INSniiATXSD EI.EGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE COXCDH and CABLES.

aoo and eo* North Tkird Street. - - PHIUAnm.PHiA. I'A.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TEI.KPBOIKE.
T£IiE«BAPH,
liieHT and POWBB.

BUJBITB TAPEIj.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans. La.

THE OKONITE COMPANY.umT.

*oN'^: WIRES AiD CABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground U<«.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tapt
BRANOHX:S :Chlcaso, Boston, Philadelphia, Flttsbnrirh, aimneapi

ftnsaB City, Omaha, lH>nlsTllle. St- l^onla. flan Francisco, i:.ondon and
oils, Cincinnati,

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

, Boston,
Ed. P. Sharp, U Niagara St., Buftalo, N. Y.
Artiinr S. Fartridge, Bank of Oommorce Bldg.

,

Esger & Atwater, 214 Pine St. , San Francisco,
Calitomia.

Central Mectrlc Oo., 173 Adams St., OMcago.
Harrr M. Shaw, 126 IJb«rt7 St.. Now York.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
MAaitTFACTUBEBS OF

%. Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

1^ 3; Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot hoi.i<ow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Eallway Oircolta

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG. PA.

WfiSTUH ElBDtPicai InglramBnl Go.,
—^^ 114 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

WMtoaSlandirdPortabyktaeadisp
^°""'''"*' """""""'"s- voitanmeters.

" Ammeters, Hilllanimeters,

eround Detecttrs and Circuit Testers,

Ohmmetert, Portable Balvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-

ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am.
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

PACKARD LAmPS
ARE..

STANDARD
AND ARE MADE ONLY BY

Kev^ Yori?: & Ohio Com:faiiy,
WABBKN. OHIO.

y«^ Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERTA J. M. ANDERSON,

289 «o 293 A Street, Boston, Matt.

r^ThehPastks.
T. H. Brady. New Britain. Conn.. U. S. A..

SwinglnK Hoods, Uousw Bracket* aoc
otber Specialties for Coa«i
Work. — CatalofTues ant' " '

niihed on application.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT UMP CO.,

1910-19U OUye Street, ST. LO0I8.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

27 ampere hours i I one charge. Ordinary
zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

9 Creenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

CAHALL'

Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
SEHD FOE CATAiOerE.

H. E. Collins & Co.,

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates and Drawings Sabmitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAfHTED POST. M. Y.

REHBESENTATITES.
JULIANSOHOLLSCO., - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. Oily.
HOFFMAS-EUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St., OMoago, HI.
SCEASTON SUPPLY t MAOH'Y CO., - Soranton, P».
TH08. K. OAKET i BEOS. CO.. 26 Light St,BaltlmOre,M<l.
MITCHELL. LEWIS & STATER CO.. Seattle. Waeil-

THE BALL » WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of ImproTed Antomatle Cnt-Off Engines.
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Eddy Generators
DIRECT CONNECTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIONS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING,

OR

POWER PUNTS.

EDDY MOTORS-SLDW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the

transmission of Electrical Power through fac-

tory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Eddi Electric Manufacturing Compani,
IWINDSOR, CONN.

.>w. . V..K. ... i,. (.(.Ik. & Co., Mail and Express Buildinjr.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

Bo.<;ton, G. M. Aii;,ner & Co., 64 Federal St.

Elmira, S. iN. Blake.

St. Louis, Western Eleetric;il Suppl\

Kansas City, W. T. Osboin.

.<* WcHtciii <>fli4'c: :tO.> l><i(i'l><»iii St.. (iiitnco. ^Vnlliico & lliiu-. M'<>Mlfi-ii .\)£<>n(N.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

^bendrotb & Root Hfg.

AdamB-BaguoU El. Co.

Am«rioan Uuttoiir 00. .

.

Amorlcan Carbon Co..,

Am. Silk Mfg. Co

AndorBon, Albert A}. 11... 1

Arnold.B. J xvU

Baboook <k Wlloox Co., Tbe. 1

Bakor40o xvlll

BallJk Wood Co., The.... 1

Hall Engine Co

Barnea, Wallace xil

BarnettOo., Q. 4H inU

BeardsleyMtg. Go il

Berliner Telephone Co . . .

Bernardln, F. M
Bcsly & Co., Chas. H .... xxii

BUsbCo., E. W xlx

Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co. xt

Bowers Bros

Boynton MnltlTOlt B. Co. . 1

Brady, T. H 1

Brill Co., J. G xlx

Brixey, W. R t

Brodle Electric Co x

Brush Electlio Co xxii

Bryan, Wm. H xvli

Bryant Eleotrlo Co

Buckeye EleotrioOo vl

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... .

—

Card Electric Co iv

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xl

CbannonCo.,H xlx

Chicago Belting O i ill

O.B.,S!Q.R.R xll

Chicago Edison Go iv

Chicago Elec.dk Stereo Co.. xll

Chlo. Qenl. Fixture Go....Tlii

Ghuse&Go., J. F xix

Clonbrock S. B. Go xix

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co —
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co....^

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.—

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co —
Cor. School of Technology.—
Cross. F.J x\

Crown WovenWire Br. Co. xi

Dailey.Jas.W ]

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co XT

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

Directory, Frinolpal Eleo.
and Mech. Engineers., i^

Dixon OruolUe Co., Joa.. zi

Eastern Eieotrio Cable Co .

.

Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Go

Edgerton Pottery Co ti

Eleotrlo Applianoe Go

Eleo. Engr. & Supply Co.. —
Eleotrlo Protection Co ... . i

Electric Storage Battery
Co.. The -

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Publishing Go.

Empire Gnlna Worki

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.. . . i

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply
Co.,

Paucett,!. L -

Ferracute Machine Co.... xv

Fiberite Co., The i:

Fleming-Spence Elec'l Go. —
Forest City EL Wks -

For Sale Adver'ments :

Fort Wayne Eleo. Corpora-

Qarlock Packing Go j

General Electric Co

Globe Eleotrlo Light Co.... i

Gordon-Bumham Bat. Cr.

Goubert Mfg. Co

Grcger Manhole Cover Co.

Gustalson, w. A
Harrington, Son<tCo., E.. i

Hart, p. S

Hess Storage Battery Co. .

.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

HuebelA Manger

Independent Elec. Co..

IngllB, Wm
Interior Conduit A, I. C<

Jewell Ilcltliig Co

Johns Manufacturing Co.,

Karlavert Mfg. Co x)

Keystone Tele. Go

Klipsteln St, Co., A
Leolanche Bat. Co., The. . . x

Leflel & Co., James xv

LewlB, A , L. & Co :

LindBley Bros z

Lombard Water Wheel

MacGurdy & Smith

.The.... xiiiMcclain Mfg.

MoKoy.JohnT x

Menominee El. it Mech. Co. iv

Metropolitan Elec. Co.... xi

Moore, Alfred F 1

Morris, Tasker <S Co

Moyes, L. M xTlli

MunseU&Co., Eugene... iv

Murray Iron Wks. Co

National Eleotrlo Co xli

National India Rubber Co. 1

Newton Rubber Works.. Ix

New York Insulated Wire
Co xi

New York & Ohio Co 1

Northwest Engineering Co. xiv

NnttallCo., R. D xviii

Ohio Storage Battery Co.. —
OkonlteCo., The 1

Otto Qas Engine Wks....

Partrick & Carter Co ixli

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. x

Penn. TeL Co xv

Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar&
Lumber Co xil

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co. vl

Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co x

Phillips Ina'd. Wire Go . . . xi

Phoenix Glass Co. viii

Co., Ltd

Prlngle4C0.,W. T....

Racine Hardware Go ...

.

Reisinger, Hugo

Replogle Governor Wki

Ehoads & Sons, J. E . .

.

Richards* Meacham.,

sGo..

Samson Cordage Wks

Bchoonmaker, A. O x

Schott, W. H XV

Shulta Belting Co xx

Siemens A Halske E. Co..

Sill,A.D 3

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Slooi City Brass Works . . —
S. K. C. Speoialty Co v

Smith, S. Morgan xvi

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.

.

standard Paint Co

Standard Tel. i Eleo. Co. 3

Standard Underground Ca-

ble Co —
Stanley Electric Manufac-

turiugCo —
Stllweli-Blerce * Smlth-

Valle Co xll, xi

Storey Motor & Tool Co ....—
Toomey, Frank x

Union Heater Supply Co, .
—

United Eieotrio Improve-

Co.,

U.S. Tele, Const. Co

Viaduct Mfg. Op

Vulcanlxed Fibre Co

Walker Mfg. Co

Want Advertisements

Weber Gas & Gaso. Eng.Co.

Webster, Warren & Co ....

Wertheim, Ed

Western Electric Oa....xi, xvi

Mfg.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

.

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

.

Wirt, Chas
Younglove & Qere

American Battery Co.
Eieotrio Storane Battery C

Iloss Storano Daltory Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Go.

Central Eleotrlo Co.
Chicago Guu'l Fixture Co.
Eieotrio Applianoe Go.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liBinpg.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Go.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Go.

Samson Cordage
Batteries ana Jara.
Boynton Multlvolt Batt'yCo.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Eleo. Sup. Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
"" -Burnham Bat. Co.

3 Battery Co., The.
W.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.

Ohio Storage Kattery (

Partrick & Carter Co.
1 Eleotrlo Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.

National Electric Co.
Partrick & Garter Co
Western Eleotrlo Go.

Co., H.
Chicago Belting C
Jewell Belting Co.
Ehoads & Sodi
Shnlti Belting Oo.

Bouera.
* Root Mfg.
Wilcox Co.. T]

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Collins & Co., H.E.
Moyes, L,

"

J. E.

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co,

Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boolia, ClIectrlcaL
Eleotridan Publishing Co.

Besiy & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor BrouKC Sm.Co.,Ltd

Brnsbea.

Boudreaux Dyn.

\ Fibre-Graphite (

Soiar Carbon & Mfg. Go.

Youuglove <t Gere.

Central Electric Co.
Kiectrlo Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El & Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

GableaCSee Insulated Wires.)
cables, £Iectrle (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,

_ ntraf Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Go.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.Fatnta APIates,
American Carbon Co.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon 4 Mfg. Co.
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co,

Disar l^lghters.
National Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

Conatmctlon A Repairs.

Richards & Meacham.

contractors and Electric

Bryan, Wm. H.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

United Elec 1

Western Eleotrlo Co.

Copper Wires.
Amerioan Eleotrioai Works,
Bernardln, F. M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electrlo Co.
Commercial Kleo. Sup. Oo.
Eieotrio Appliance Oo.

independent Eieotrio Go.

Western Eleotrlo Oo.

Harrington, Son A Co., E.

Central Eleotrlo Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Eleo. Sup. Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Fiberite Co^ The.
Mason. J. w.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cnt-Onts and ISirltcbes.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernardln, F. M.
Brodie Electric Co.
Bryant Eieotrio Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Eleo. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Fiberite Co., The.
Forest City Elec. WKS.
Ft.Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hcgeman Mfg. Oo.
interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
MaoCurdy A Smith.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Meoh. Co.
Nuttall Co., B. D.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Bearasley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
interior Conduit
Roth Bros. A Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.

Arnold, B J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Go.

Anderson, AlbertA J.
Bernardln, F. M,
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Eleo. Sup. Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Go.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oc
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co,
Sleetrlcal MpecU'"
Brodie Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. S
Electric Protection
Mencmlnee El. & M
Phila. Elec. A Mfg.

Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Go.

Weber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co.
enKlnes, Hteam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Chuse A Co., J. F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

EnsraTers.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.

Exbanst Pipe Heads.

Fan wutnts.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & ins. C
Roth Bros. A Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Kartavert Mfg.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Weitem Eleotrlo 06.

E'orses.
Union Heater Supply

Centraf Eieotrio Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Fiberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Oo,

Partrick A Carter C

Uears.
Besly A Co., Chas.

Oeneral Eleo. Supplies.

Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardln, F M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brodlo Electric Co.
Bryant Eleotrlo Oo.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture (

Eleetne Api.llanoe (.

Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.

Tel. A Elec. Go.

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Lombard Water Wheel Gv.
Cl^rapblte Specialties.
lesly - "- "^— "

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Insulators

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Beaidsley Mfg. Co.
Bernardln, F. M.
Brixey, W. R.
Butler Hard Rubber Go.
Central Electric Go.
Commercial Eleo. Sup. Co.
Electno Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Empire ChlnaWorks.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Munseii A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Go.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated Wire Co,

Partrick A 6arter Co.
Phillips Insnlated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Dnderground O.C

Insulated Wires and

Partrick A hi
Phillips insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.

' "Underground C.Co,

1 Elec. Supply Co.

York A Ohio Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Eleo. Switch Mfg. i

United Elec. Imp. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

fSee Insulated Wires.)
Dlauhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover C

Besly A Co.. Chas.]

?'3-„'
Mnnsell A Oo. Euiren'e.

nininK Apparatus, de<
General Erectrio Co.
Independent Eieotrio Oo.
WtitlD^gaMll.Aun, 00

:"ffi'^'

Menominee El. A Mech, Oo.
Roth Bros. A Oo
Sioux City Brass Worl..
Southern El. Con. A Sun. Co
Stanley Eleo. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Mfg. Co.
WestluRhouseEI. AMfg Go.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley, Jas. W.

FaclilnK.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Faints.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Slaiidartl Paint Oo.

Fbospbor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronxe Sm.Co Ltd

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Perrizo, Paul, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electrician Publishing (

Pnsb Buttons.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partr.ck A Carter Co.

Bbeostats.
Central Eleotrlo Co.
General Electric Co.

Ipeaklne '

Central Elei
'Electric Ap
Partrick A i

jieedlndi
Besly A Go., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Sprlnes.
Barnes, Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warrea '

Storase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hess Storage Battery Oo.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulatlnc.
American Electrical Works
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co. , The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

GustafBon, W. ^.
Keystone Telephone Oo.
Mason J. W.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Penn. Tel. Co.
Richards & Meacham.
Sill, A. D.
Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.
U. S. Tel. Const. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Transformers

.

Central Electric 00.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.

Trucks. Elecirlc Car.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works oo
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stillwell-Blerce A Smlth-
Vaile Co.

UnlTersltles.
Cor. School of Technology

Leftel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. E.
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
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^ SUPPLIES. \^ Edison BIdg., Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL. ^
JUSTNOW^

Îs the time to decide on the
Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

KVDUCTIOIV ASfD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
'•'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^

Meaoniinee Electrical ai lecliiical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,
Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MAltUFAOTUBBD BT

Tbe GordoD-Bnrnbaic Battery Go.

82 West Broadway, New York.

Mmmu ELECTRI
LAMP
SIGNS..

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to, another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. • Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

Send for New Catalogue and Price List.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU ST.REET, NEW YORK.

"I DM
J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.

Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Micai Vulcabeston
Insu Iation , Controller Parts, etc.

SJENI> FOR BBVISED JPHICJE LIST.

& H. W. JOHNS MFG. GO.
a40-a4S Bandolpb. Street, GHICAOO.

PHILADELPHIA.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works, JlansBeld, OUo.

. W. GENEKATOB.

MICANITE, ^"^ standard
insulation. MffS^^

25,000 VOLTS.— I" tlu- construction of the De Perranti alternator at Deptford, Enghuul (lli.' urnKiliirr .,r wbi.-h | » ' 'KsMt-'^tO^ ^^

MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Manufacturers,
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Sole Western Distributers

FOR.

P
riicanoid

SEGHENTS,
RINGS,
TROUGHS.

The most perfect and economical of all the insu-

lating materials. Besides the molded forms, we
supply this in Boards, Sheets, Paper or Cloth. . .

....PROMPT SHIPMENTS....

Electric Railway # Central Station

..SUPPLIES.-

Central Electric Company,
GHICAQO.

;ra^imche:3:
^-r. I-C3(^I5, ^ou-tl-iern EleG-tr-ica I Supply ^o.
^UIF'F'Xkt-O, 112 \A/'Hi-te ISuilcJirfeg.

confidence in the st:il)ilii,\ mI \\f luoin-y

unit, spite of all thai ihc li<-c silvr fx-

tremists may or can do. Not only that, but

the abundance of offerings indicates the

existence of so much surplus gold that its

payment into the Treasury will not neces-

sitate any of llio contraction of credits

wliicli some feared would be the result.

Till- Jiusiness cuiTent can flow along smooth-
ly witliout any interruption. There is

money enough for all legitimate operations

and sufScient wealth of movable property

to render it safe to grant all the credits

needed to a considerable expansion of man-
ufacturing and commercial activity.

The investment of capital in business en-

terprises has been discouraged in the recent

past by more or less of apprehension that

money returned might not be as good in

buying power as that lent out or invested

in goods to be sold on credit. There was no
little domestic hesitancy on this point, and
fears of stringency due to withdrawals of

foreign capital tended much to restrict the

volume of home business apart trom what
our own citizens might think on the sub-

ject. Now it is probable that foreign cap-

ital will be offered more freely, its volume
available here being increased instead of

diminished, and^this feeling should make
the domestic money market easier. The
man who has money to lend at interest not

only will have no fear of losing half of it

by enforced shi-inkage of the currency unit,

but will cease to dread the trouble arising

from its unprofitable employment by the

borrower. Similarly the greater feeling of

security may be expected to make the

captains of commerce and industry more
willing to hire the use of capital because, of

the better prospect for making a profit out

of it, thus directly benefiting the working
classes by finding them more to do, tending

to increase. their remuneration and enabling

them to increase the demand for other

The first half of February usually is the

flattest time of the year in the labor mar-

ket. It normally marks the minimum of

work to be done, the lowest prices in the

markets for the cereals, the offering at re-

duced figures of unsold manufactured
goods that had been taken in stock for tlie

winter trade. It was the time of greatest

depression in the wages of labor in this and
other cities after the panics of 1893. Other
conditions not forbidding^ there ahyays is

room to look for improvement soon after this

date in the year. The satisfactory settling

of affairs in the. money situation gives ad-

ditional reason to expect this improvement
for 1896. From this time on there should

be a marked widening in the demand for

^iabor and its products, marMng the advent
of better industrial and commercial condi-

tions and greater comfort to the people as a

whole.

—

Chicago Tn'bimp.

A writer in thePittsburg Dispntcli suggests

"that the construction of battle-ships and
great guns be stopped, and reliance placed

in the electrical explosion of nitro-glycer-

ine in great quantities. He says that 100

ban'els of the substance, placed, at a cost

of §20,000, in a tank on a small light vessel,

and exploded at any given point on the

water, would have deadly effect within a

circle of four miles radius, the atmospheric

pressure combined with the enorrnous re-

sulting wave insuring the destruction of

every floating thing.
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NOTICE.
The Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of America, among numerous patents, owns United States patent No. 417,668, Dec.

17, 1889, on what is usually termed

"THE DIRECT-CURRENT BOOSTER."
Both in central lighting stations and railway stations, where a large amount of current has to be transmitted to points at

considerable distances from the power house, it becomes absolutely necessary to adopt some means of cutting down the

enormous amount of copper needed if this part of the system is to be practical from a financial standpoint.

American Electrical Engineers have not been slow in recognizing this fact, and they have availed themselves in many
instances of the direct-current "Booster'' system.

To take an actual case: In laying out a feeder system in a certain city it was found that several of the lines extend from

5 to 7 miles from the station, and have a very large summer excursion travel to the parks located at the ends. To handle

this occasional load satisfactorily by the direct-feeder system at such distances would have required an enormous outlay of

copper. A direct-current "Booster" solved the problem satisfactorily at a small cost. J. B. Scott, in a paper published in the

"Street Railway Review" for January, shows, for instance, that to feed 675 amperes 7 miles about $65,000 worth of copper

may be saved by employing a " Booster."

The Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of America absolutely control this fundamental " Booster " patent, and two wealthy
electric illuminating companies in two of the principal cities of the United States, after thorough investigation, have already

acknowledged the validit}' of this patent and made ai-rangements to operate " Boosters " under a license from the Siemens &
Halske Electric Co. All users of this sj^stem are again warned, as they will be prosecuted unless they make amicable
adjustment.

The Siemens & Halske Electric Co. are prepared to furnish the necessary apparatus and license customers under the

patent mentioned above, and will be pleased to communicate with prospective customers concerning licenses under any of the

numerous patents which it owns.

SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AMERICA.
Monadnock Block, Chicago.

UTEW YORK:
319 Havemeyer Bldg.

CHICAGO:
1537 Monadnock Bldg.

BOSTO?«r:
1S2 fSammer Street.

PHIL,JDEIiPHIA

:

806 Walnat Street.

The Perkins Electric Switch

Manufacturing Co., hartford, con n;

-MAirCFACTURERS OF-

^.^THE WATERHOUSE-GAMBLE ARC LAMP,^
PERKINS INCANDESCENT LAMPS,

SOCKETS, ROSETTES, SWITCHES.

Write for Catalogue and Prices —=^

JJUCtiE^ti
Monadnock Building. Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

EADAMS— RAGINAL]
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The Electra" Carbons.
IIIIPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
SEND FOK LATES i' PBIOE LIST TO

HUGO REISINGER. '•°- ''
"^^'^S''rSSJ'f„rJe°?^;United States and Canada.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.

Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities.

WRITE FOB PARTICITI.AKS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 BetK Bldg., - - - PHI1,A»EL,PHIA, PA.

S K C. ARC CUT OUTBus I'lotector.

S. K. C. Switches. S. K. C. Hanger Boards. Dynamo Brushes,

Commutator Compound, Etc
WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

S. K. C. SPECIALTY CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

IF

you ;

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

THE STEVENS FLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

is simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

B-^r PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

ELECTRIC PROTECTION COIVIPANY,THE
Single Pole DouUlI jIl 3 A\ i

MANUFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street. PHILADELPHIA.

The Hess Doudle Electrode Storage Battery
Is practically indestructible.
Its estimated life is unlimited.
Uisintegrationis entirely out ofthe question.
Bncklingisabsolutely prevented, not by re-

sistant force but by a scientific ne%v process.
THE HESS STOKAOE BATTEBY CO., of

Philadelpliia, who own and control the Hess
patents, offer tlieo* system at cost of manufac-
ture, estimated to be about one-third the price
asked by manufacturers.
We organize State Companies tomanufacture

and Install electric lighting plants, Avith gas
engine, dynamo and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in ^all

The first successful UTon-infringing Storage Battery ever
produced In the United States. Note the contrast from
the Supreme Court decision

:

"The distinguishing feature of the invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specifica-

tion of Letters Patent of the U. S., No. 337,299, dated March
2, 188G, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-

teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general

terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the

battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging current when immersed in the
battery fluid.

'

' (Quoted from the syllabus o( the case of the Electrical

Accumulator Co. vs. Brush Electric Co.. decided In the U. S. Circuit Court
of Appeals tor the Second Circuit, October 4, 1892.)

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO..

In our battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are immersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased; test and
report was made by Messrs. Houston A. Hcn-
nclly, E. E., of Philadelphia, 07,SS5„ per cent,

ampere efllciency, 81 per cent, watt efliciency.

IVe prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.

IVe want representative parties to manufac-
ture and install our batteries In every State.

Send for desci-iptlve matter.

246 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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eiOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass.

XH

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems =w§

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

eORRESTON'DKXCE SnUCITICIi. SATISFACTION CUAKANTEED.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Go.,

169 ADAIVIS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

2 ^TLf(TRK Light Globeje^-^^ the-Largest-Lii^e- of

J||.NQVELaHTISTICPATTEW

MURRAY ST. NY Z
CHICAGO OFFICE, 107 E. MADISON STREET.

C21 pages, $3.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY T. O'CONNOR SL-OHNS.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustratecl. I'nn tir:,l. N..c(ss:irv y\.liuiicts to fv.rv Libr.irv. .Sviul in your Orders.

ELECTRICfAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.
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The freeman
BATTERY li^ CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

J. Frank Dunbar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

EDISON SOCKETS.
The SMALLEST and NEATEST and CHEAPEST. PORCELAIN BASE in ONE PIECE. NO SHORT CIRCUITS.

METAL PARTS separated by PORCELAIN BRIDGES. ONE-HALF the number of PARTS used in other sockets

and receptacles.

IN THE EDISON SCREW BASE with SPRING CENTRE CONTACT, the lamp is most easily inserted and most

securely held. No loose lamps. EDISON BASE LAMPS cost S 1 0.00 per thousand less than T.-H. or other

base lamps, a point to be remembered when purchasing.

THE EDISON BASE SOCKET is the STANDARD. EARLY PROVISION will mean FUTURE ECONOMY.

7,000,000 Sockets and Receptacles in daily use in the United States.

EDISON RECEPTACLES.

General

All Porcelain Parts Manufactured

in our own Porcelain Factory.

Company, "i:
Office, Schenectady, N. Y,

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States.
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The Three P's:
PACKARD LAMPS.
PARANITE WIRE.
PACKARD TRANSFORMERS.

P stands for Progress, which is particular!}' exemplitied in

the above named specialties.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

242 MADISON ST.
CHICAGO.

&VU.Vf^ROD PACKING

U to 2 Inch dlamete

PEERLESS SPIRAL ^^^
PACKING

Expressly for High Speed Enjines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.
970 Old Colony BIdg.,Chicago, III.

eet. New York.

We are headquarters
tor the best

Carbon Holders,
Arc Cut-Outs,
Carbon Rods,
nachine Brushes,
Segments, Etc.

The Phila. Elec.

and Mfg. Co.,

2010 Jones St.,

Phila., Pa.

Metropolitan Elec. Co.,
186-188 Fifth Ave..

CHICAGO, ILL,

IRON ARIVIORI^D

INSULATING CONDU ITS

I

Two Wires in a Single Tube, the
Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONOUIT & INSULATION CO,
<;ent>ial <>ffit«>M .-iikI AVorks: .527 W. 34tli St., Xe« Vork.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St., - New York.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS.
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

wa'rNQuE'S^icH.
CONDUITS.

Are you Interested

in Conduits?

If you are it will

pay you to look

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. WIcROY,

36 8. Clark Street, Chicago.

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

: superior to anything on

our prices—well, write to us and

will tell you all about them.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

„o-(0*"^

^ commutators are mdret e

"""ventilated
°"

BM BEST GHEBRY «. YQUNGUbvE:^

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.

If 5RaND|?H Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

i

J [
'.^^H If you want the best quality ask your dealer

l^^g^^^^ for this brand. Imported by

A. KUPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

MOTORiRMiTDRESGOSTMONET
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITCH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantly disconnects the motor whenever it is

o\-crIoadcd and whenever the circuit fails from an}- cause. Each switcli is adjustable

for motors of widely different horse-power.

For circulars and prices, address

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC CO., - Manchester, N. H.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
i'n«vii>i;x«'i;,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

llONTHEAL BRA^•OH, Eugcne !•'. I'lllUlllS

JEWELL BELTING CO.,
Tanners of

.-,^» -r^a^ OAK BELTING

SfcySi^;^' Manufacturers Of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

HARTFORD, - - COXX.

''CLARK" WIRE.

always gives perfect sJ«.Tisfaction.

BRA\'CH OFFICI

1649, 1650, 1651 MONAQNOCK BLDG.,

CI-IIOVC30, ll-l-IIMOIS.

In a Letier Irom tne Inspecior 01 tne Boston Fire Unaer-

writers' Union, he slates: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire iii every respect."

Tlie Kubber iiseil In Insulating our Wires and Cables is es-

pecially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxi-

dize or crack, and will remain flexible In extreme cold
weather, and is not affected bv heat.

'' ~ .

i III iiiiiil ( ,ii:i|.,'_'u'-v with Terms and

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St.. Boston. Mass.

HENRY A. CLARK, HERBERT H. EUSTIS.

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
COPPER CASTINGS for Electrical
Parpoees.

BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kiuds.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS, DYNAMUS
and MOTORS, Second-band.

The BeiidslsT Hfe. Co 2k,^Si^^.,o

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHAnANOOGA, TENN.

sfwj^y^fefef^V^i^--^-
^fsJ'f^

Grimshaw Wires and Cablej,

Incandescent Lamps.

Sockets. Switches. Etc.

^^J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Dynamos, Biedric Hour!,

Hannfactared by

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

30 to 34 Market St.
Chicago, til.

High Efflclency,
Perfect Begolatlon,
Material,

Low Prices,

ConpleUPIaDUlDatalltd.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE. [,;

RAVEN WHITE CORE. S^^;."^°"^"

Light

-

gest buildings in the tnilea

f ttie largest Central Stations

slice Departments in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
M.\1N OFFICE:

I
320 Dearborn St.

BOSTON: .SAX FR.iNTISCO.

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESIEIIN ELECTmC COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

A«EXfIE»:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

^\ CHICAGO, ILL.

' PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

5;/ ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
XEW VORK OFFICE:

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt,

F.ACTORV:

Pawtucket, R.I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

int: patent9(sad irons, Bolderinprouttits, etc.).and
wants a young man, electrically educated and
wich sometapital. to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
establ.shed and with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young man and adver-

Ai'idress "Heater," cure Westeen Electei-

WANTED.
Position by young man having had

experience with electrical machinery
and wiring; also understands the care of

steam engines and boilers, and can give

good references. Address "B," care
"Westeun Electrician, G Lakeside
Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.
intelligent electrical superintend-

ent capable of making plans, securing contracts •

and superintending the general electrical con-

struction work of the construction department

of an Electrical Supply House. Must be capable,

active and able to figure carefidly and correctly.

Eventually miglit become interested in one of the

largest and most snccessful Electrical Supply

Houses in the West. Address

"ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION,"
Care of Wkstkkn Electkk.'ian.

CHICAGO, rLL.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.

One coo li. p. Corliss engine; one 300h. p. Corliss
engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compoxmd en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

h. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Bali
automatic engines; tno 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 Ii. p. generators. 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of coinpou
boilers. 700 n. p., 160 h. p. in a pair. FRA^

FOR SALE.

lower 500 volt r

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

FOR SALE CHEAP.
In a western town, an Electric Light Plant and

TelH|)li.)iH' Exdiari^'c coitihined; 50 h. p. engine,

i;ri li. \'. liiiil.T, ,-.iKi iiu'lii 125 volt dynamo; over

400 iiL'lii-- in ii-i'. Tt'l.-phone Exchange opened

.June 1, is:i.-.; 4." subscribers, and still growing.

Both liglits and telephones are giving best of

satisfaction. First-class franchise for 25 years.

Everything O. K.. but ill health necessitates sale.

Write for further particulars.

Address ''P. and B.,"
Care of Western Electrician.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field. without reading the

Western Electrician. It is the
electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to your advantage to become one
at once.

ta.OOper year;
$1.50 for 8ix inontlis.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

$600! $600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

It', acce.ssorif'.'

anufacturpr.';.

11 1)0 mill fi)i

Address ARC MACHINE,

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR—

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST.. DETROIT, MICH.

CLIMAX C)if Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WALLACE BARNES,
MamifaciurcT of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
OF EVERT DESCRIPTION.

Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conni

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Win, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? loo pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CJ,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Stil well's Patent stXed Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, GataioguE on Application.

Tie Stilf ell-Bierce & Sinitli-Taile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.

C. fS. HART,

Tdsfraph, TeSonllleolrio Light

INDIA AND AMBER MIGA,
1 Can furnliih any slit,, slmpe or

^^mmmtmiimmSii^^M
Manufactured from Live Cedar :.-eled. Quick

sliipmentB and best quality.
1 A.O.SCHOONMAKER, Importer,

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

raenomlnee, - . Mlcliigan.

S^-^:iS?^V^?Pres. '^^'nSS^^^'"
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Flioto and \rooiI Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

106 and 198 Clark Street, CUicago
Fine Book and Cataloeue Work a Specialty.

PALES ^^^^^^'^

"

Telephone,
lectric
ght and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.
TIES.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

STUDENTS

Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

5 Holmes Fibre=Grapliite Mfg. Co.,

I station Z, Philadelphia.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

BELLS,

smaa
....BINDERS....

FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICT^GO.

FUSE WIRE) ««•;««'
I Carrying

AND LINKS ^
capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. ) '"•'rn?^^™.

The Independent Electric Co.
39lh St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate -Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at F-'ull and Partial Gate.

tl."|i<>»V€T.,f 111.1 1

" II
:

"
;' i'

'' "
.

',1
lliu luadint

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

Worrull Frictiort Coupling at one end

nus, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shaf"''we^are''now''prcpare.l to furnish Victor Turbi

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works. San Francisco, Cal., FaciBc Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

117 East 131st St., N. Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Us kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $3.00, Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACHMENT PLUG,

Endorsed by National Fire Underwriters' As-
sociation and Leading Electrical Engineers.

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.

W. T. Pringle &, Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., • PHILADELPHIA

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,
Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches,

GANS PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER,

Se^-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.GO.,
HARTFORD, CONBT.

Haller Tube Cleaner
Sent to responsible parties on approval.

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.

removing it.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

M NEW BOOK.
MOinL REHDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,OOO copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE SI.OO.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Hakeside Building, CHICAOO.
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We Manufacture High Grade

TELEPHONES
For Long Distance Exchanges and Private Lines,
with Improved HUNNINGS TRANSMITTERS,
using the finest imported Bildhauser Coke; do
not infringe and give highest efficiency, not only
when on trial, but for continuous and the most
exacting service.

Mechanically and Electrically Perfect.
If you want a cheap grade Telephone we cannot interest you,
but if you NEED A RELIABLE INSTRUMENT WE CAN.

Latest IMPROVED SWITCHBOARDS. Complete EXCHANGES Installed.

We also manufacture Spark Coils with non-detachable ends, Telephone Induction
Coils, Medical Induction Coils, Battery Motors, Wood Push Buttons of all kinds.

EVERY ARTICLE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED. Our Prices are Right. Write for Them.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
1 50 E. 5th Street, ST. PAUL, MINN.

Factory and Warerooms.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-
cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTAGE FREE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 LAKE^^DE BUILDINC, CHICACO.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

By T. C. martin and JOSEPH WETZLER.
THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 315 large quarto pages, 333 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth of information contained in the three hundred and odd large

double-column pages of this important work is equaled in few special technical

treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive character. More than one hundred
,t motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the

re similarly fully treated. Many of the

dilTer

different appli

full page, and the details of construction, particularly of

illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, ar

is employed, the work being es.sentially of a practical and la

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a

out mathematical formulas, the principles upon which tlii\

on thermo-magnetic motors treats this interesting class ii

can be found in any other publication. An interesting tea

method of treatment, by means of which the different sic

are fully

athe

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the

in many directions instructively followed.

rarying results of explorati(

CONTENTS.
ncntary Consideratio

.—Chapter III. Karl

l>. dllipl.T XI. Trlph.Tagr. ('h:i pi .'rs \ 1 1, XII I.

Motor aystcms..-Chapter XIV. Latest European
— Cliaptor XV. Alternating Current Motors. —
letic Motors.—Appendix. The Development of the

Mi.lurs aii.l M..l,,r S.vsl.

Chapt.T XVI. Thrrm..-n

Electric Mo1;or since 18.S8.

Copies of this or any other electrical book publiihed in'll he sent hi/ i

PKEPAID, to any address iti the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH
THE "NEW PRINCIPLE

frr'

SOUE AGENTS:
R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Md. A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

HELLO I!
A New (jrannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Best BQd cheapeat made. "Elgin" long distance,

price $1.35 each, fully warranted; sent on trial.

For desorlptlou, etc.; address

A. D. SIL,!., Ast.,
No. 669 Forest Ave., ELGIN, ILL

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

house

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet, ill.

THETELEPHOMHAND-BOOK

HEBBEBT LAWS WEBB.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

G Lakeside Building, Chicago.

ELEPHONES a"° SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

nADISON . - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTUEEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

DisTance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and MecJianical Construction.

Equipped with Our New Maeneto Bell provided with specially

werfnl Generator having large field

magnetic

1 centrally pivoted arma
ed) and high co-efficient c

i whole adapted to meet tl

luantity and high voltage; polarized bells

ares (the p«tent on same having now ex-

[ self-induction In proportion to winding,
e most exacting requirements of service.

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

t of bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale of Blilde Battery Transmitter in the United States. Patent granted

April 17th, 1894. For simplicity, small dimensions, entire multi-contact, and powerful transmis-

sion. It has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pact or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by as are the

the pnblio, smbraolng novel and original features pOBsesBed by no ol

erator le used but three moves to answer a Bubscrlber a call, rlJg nu

Unes. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll 11

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. 8P00NEE, President. CHICAaO OFFICE :

DODGE, Genu Supt^_ No. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg.

J. J. NATB, Qen-I AKt.

» systems promptly furnished.

"PENN" ELECTRIC llflADUCT^TELEPHONES. I IfBAlTiiSoREy
aET THE BEST.

Sonietlilng YOU can talie care of. No Springs,
Levers or other adjusting device used.

Not a Dust Transmitter. Is sold entirely «n its

merits. SEND FOB PRICES.

Pena Telephone Co., 30 S. Broad St., Phila.

m^^i^^i^ih

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Orders from the country solicited.

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots.

Send for Catalogue and buy direct from manufacturer and get

lowest prices.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T. B. BADT.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 ot the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAQO.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, which covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U.S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

BuUltt BuUding, . . PhiladelpMa-
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Electrical Material of

Every Description

EXPERiriENTAL

APPARATUS.^—

.

WESTERN
ELECTRIC

COMPANY.

Chicago
227 to 275 South Clinton Street

242 to 258 South Jefferson Street 37 to 45 West Congress Street

New York
Thames and Greenwich Streets

London Antwerp Berlin, 5. 0.
70 Coleman Street 33 Rue Boudewyns Engel Ufer 1

Paris
46 Avenue de Breteuil

1

1
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

CoDSultine Electrical Engineer.

Electric BallwnyH and Power Stntlona

IS41 JIarquette Ulilc., Clilrnco.

William H. Bryan, M.Am.Boo.M.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

FordeBain,
E,^^^,!^,^^,,

OoneuiHnjT, Mechaoical Engineer.

BDporvlHlDR, Plaofl, SpeoIQcatlooa aoi
Oonfltruotlrg, General EDgloeerlDg.
TeatiDK. Expert In Potent OaaBoe.

Suite ICG 7, ICrtRBnd 1059

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoDBultlnK. SpeclOcntlonB, TohUdk, SpocloltleB.
El.irlrlc Streot Ilrillwiiy«, Kloolrlc LlghtloB

oat propurtlort lookwd over nod Improved.
Roam 1038 MnDadoock. CHICAGO.

Tylephooe UarrlHoo 284.

F'RED. J. OROSS, I

(li-nci-iil El.'clrioiil En- iii^' Df EvoiT Description.

Vahmtlon of 1

for all kinds
ami all data for t

voltage.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue,

STEAM ENGINEERING psto^
{Stationary, Locomotive or Marin,:),- Mechauics; Mt'chanical Drawing; ^/^r/m-i/i/,* llAUbnll
Architecture; Architectural Drawing and Designing; Masonry; Carpentry and Joinery; i'\ BY ^
Ornamental and Structural Iron ]\ork; Railroad Engineering; Bridge Engineering; A\ mm t* ,

Municipal Engineering; Plumbing and Ileaiing; Coal and Meial Mining; Prospecting, ^MAtl 4
and the English Branches. Students make rapid progress in learning to Draw and

f|I*SIS5,M
L"t(er. 'ihe Steam Engineering course Is Intended to qualify engineers to secnre '!PfHORO(/SS?tt

Llotnses. Send for free Circular, stating the subject you wish to stndy, to

The International Correspondence Schools. Scran' on, Pa.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOIC Kl.l':("ritIC.\I. I>>K»>:

4-rapliite Rodt-t of VariouH LieiigtIlH, from !-.'> Ohm to 100 OlimH ICeNiHtaiK-c
totheinrh. Cirapliite Boxes and Cracibles. RrHiHtinK HeatH

of4,000 Dejii'ces. Inquiries Ciladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED.

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages.

Containinf^a, complete list of 300 question;
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. C

of which are fully answered in the text.

F»Hice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the worliing engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to theiruse, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of
steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 question's are an important feature of the book, they are entirely
separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
1:3 ye lOf

turdy branch of the National Organi:
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has. already rece
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO, ILL.

JUST ^azhkt you t^re l.ooking fori
-= A New and Valuable Book——-=^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W.
J.

Buckley. With numerous illustrations, di;

gives all necessary data for the erection of an elec

jrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, S2.00, postage free. This work
ric light plant of anj' size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks

—

iron. Cost of Stacks—brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Hoi;se Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Emploj'es, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire.

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

signed by A. F. Sictman, engiaeer ia charge of expen
iglneer

E these certlficateB and tests of other sized wheels c.

Test of a45-tn. Whfe'—Jn y 9,'f>*

Rev. Cu. Ft. „«.

Testof a4a-iii. Wheel-July 14. '94.

« «;:

For Information and Catalogue ^

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton, 0., U.S.A.

Preserve Your Copies

-—^™ Western Electrician,
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

e Xja^esidLe B-a.llcLiziir, C£XIC.£>.0'0.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
SccurlDS a hlifh ernaranteed percentaire and great

anced gates, aflorde prompt and fine regalatii _ . _
faction gaaranteed wbere others fail. Wriie for catalogue, and stata
yourwants.

^^^^^^ ^ ^^ Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

IaJS^TINUM
For all Pu WATER POWER.

GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.
The limit of government of water-power is often determined by tlie design and con-

struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present sj'Stem are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON. OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

i^heel heretofore made.
built from patterns perfected under systematic tests iu
ke Testing Flume.
5 haying power plants which are imsatisfactory, and

those contemplatmg the improvement of powers,
their interest to confer with me, as I am willing to gui
aiitee results where others have failed, no mat-
ter Avhat make ofturbine has been in use. STATE
HEqillREMEKTS AND SESID FOR CATA-

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for c

Works. Racine. Wis

Bound Volumes

Western [legtrician

FOB SAXE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDBSSS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

e I,akeside BuUdinK, Chlcsea

F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, ^ t-Prest.

R. D. IMUTXAUL. COIVII=»AINY,
ai_l.e:gme:imy, i=>a.

We carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can turn out more work, tlian any simi

establishment in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

We are equipped wi

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
:h the finest and most delicate testing appliances, and guarantee

accuracy as well as durabiHty.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENOLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAONA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, .<4 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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iL' NEW HARRINGTON HOIST.

Gears, Perfectly Fitted Parts,

BUT NO ADVANCE IN PRICE.

Made only in Philadelphia. Be sure you

get the HARRINGTON HOIST.

Engine Lathes. Drill Presses, Etc.
SEND FOK CATALOGUE

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., Inc.
1524 Pennsylvania Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

P
DO YOU USE no
owEtir Engines run anything. "Economy in Power'' is our

mofto. For Catalogue and Teetimoniale address

WEBER QAS & QASOUNE ENGINE CO., 450 Southwest Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

RELIABLESENGINE.
Automatic Cat-OIT, Self-Oilinff,

Perfect Reeulation,
Simple ConstractIon.

Adapted for Electric Llf^ht or soy Pnrpose requiring
Power an.l H-iavy, Oimtlnaoas Work.

Moderate Pricea.

Write for Olroalara and Pricea to the Manufaotnrera,

J. F. GHUSE & CO., MATTOON, ILL

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TORE BOILER.

SBLLINO AOBNTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENOROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BrriLX IIV UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P,

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work,

BpedflcationB, dravingg and PrlccB ftamlRlied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Ij iimiliiiiiiii- j

ii-»'^^^
csraEETgui^gSjr-

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

E.W. BLISS CO.
14 John Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Presses, Dies and.
Special IVIachinery

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-I*affc Catalogue.

A NEW MACHINE
For Eapldly anil Accurately NotcliintJ

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO

Chicago Office:
96 W. Washington Street.

Armature Core Dii

=/fyouv/dntdny
,

viv^n') jK'c'srh. "^TTTv .<ms / ^omeo/fhe/drgestDrml

vMP^-i^^©'^ ^-v.^^^), ^^ I inrhe country.

( Wehdve furnishedRope for

/ someoftt>efdrgeitDriml

I inrfie country. j

. ^ h-Phanndn

WRITE TO U5.^^^^^^Lrf 2mMMket5l.. CHICABO.

MECHANICAL
shed sppt piT'pa

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside Bidg., CHICAGO.
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SHIP" GORED AND SDLID CARDONS,
IVIad^ in Vienna, .Aus-tria.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a ISniall or Large Order for Electrical Supplies of any^natnre and
get one of oiir no^v Famous Mammoth Catalogues, if you haven't

one. YOU CAK'T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER:C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y,

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MF6. COMPANY,
Pirr-TSBURG, PAm

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment In the World.

FOWEB, INCJLNI>E8CENlr AND ABC I.IGHTINe, FROIS THE SAUE CIBCTTITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issned to Nikola Tesia for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting^and power purposes. We furnish complete lihes of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efificient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 36-38 College Street.
'^^~

BOSTON, Exchange Building. 'BUFFALO, Erie Countj Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.
CHICAGO. New YoTk Lite Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

TACOMA. WASH., 103 8. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS. American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
A*

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO,
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ST5TEN
GIVE LIGHT
AND POWER
TO ^^^^- -^«!^

HALF THE
WORLD ^^fn-
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mm.

roPT Wayne Electric Corporation

., ™,^-"'""R)BTW*YNE.InD. U.S.A.
'

NEW YORK CITY, 1 15 Broadway.
CHICAGO ILL., 621 -625 Marquette Building.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 907 Filbert Street.

BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Powers' Building.
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Wyandotte Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 18 Second Street.

PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Building.

NEW ORLEANS, LA,
OMAHA NEB., 1201 Farnam Street.
ST. PAUL, MINN., 113 Oermania Life BIdg.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., 207 Lasoyo Street.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 321 Security Building.
ATLANTA, CA., 2S Marietta Street.
Export Department, 1 1 5 Broadway, N.Y. City.
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ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTR1CK& Carter Co

-Electrical Supplies

125 South E'^ St Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Eiectrican-

..^ ^ ^_ CEMENT.

(^ELTINGr. St. liOnls, Mo U 8.A J ^
BKAiiCHEa; 184 Summer St., Boston; 113 Liberty Bt , New Yoa l.J North 3d St., pmiadelplil«.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.

Established 1889.

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893

American Battery Company, Absolutely -Non-lnfri

\n%. Protection

Guaranteed to all

Purchasers.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ESTJLBLISHZEID 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VOLCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

FACTORY: mi. _ Oi. J J T^1__A_«__1 T 1 _ A •_ _ '«/r_ .1. •_! ^B XI- _ TIT U Of^lP-^i.
WILMINGTON, DEL. The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. \ DEY ST., NEW YORK-

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Var regnlar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware.

tStore in the United States and Canada.

G. k H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia,

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington. Del.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Is the (

Switch

BELLING AGENTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
HENDT MAOH. WOBKSi

San FraDcieoo, (

A. W. SOLOMON
HOEFOEN, MOXHAM i CO,

No. 80 William St., New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicvllle, N. Y.

Electtlo Lighting and

The Brush Doable Are

Lamp Patents etutoloed by

repeated declBtons

otD. 8,0onrt«.

Office and Wcrks, Car. BeMen and naaon Sta.i

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLBVKLAND. OHI«



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.
CHrCAGO, FHP.Rl;AR^' 2.'. i8<,6.

SIMPLEX
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H.R. HIXSON,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex Blectrlcal Company,
75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, HA88.

MANUPAOTtlBBH 0»

ZNSIXIiATXiD ZSI.ECTRZG WIRE,
FX^lCX.XBXJS: OORDS and CASI^ISS.

PHII.AnRI.PHTA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

PACKARD LAMPS
ARE..

Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

KEBITK TAPJEB.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

flLiABD L. OANDEE, )

H. DHBAHT OHEEVBB, j

GEO. T. MAU80N,

THE OKONITE COMPANY, l«»

>lON/> WIRES AIDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uie,

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Taps
BBANCHE8:OblcBgo, BoBton. Pttiladelphla, Fittsbarsb., Minneapolis, CLncinnstl,«.^_ «__^^ -__*—.... „^ - _ . _ n Francisco, London and So. America

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

0. J. Mayer, Betz Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamiltoo St ., Boston, Mass.
Ed P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. T.
Arthnr S. Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.

.

J. Itl. Atkinson & Co., 1439 Monadnock Bldg..
Chicago, 111.

B*>ger & Atwater, 214 Pino St.

,

Oallfornia.
Central Eleotrlo Co., 173 Adami
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiANTTFACTTTBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any SyeteiC; of any degree of hardnese.

Soft Cored Carbons (not H01.1.0W),
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Ballway OJrcnlta

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG. PA.

^ESTIIH Electfieal Ingtoment Co,
William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A

Weston Siasdard

Mm Insirmnt:

These instromeota
based npon the same
©ral principle and are

Oial 1-otentlB
Laboratory uae.

STANDARD
AND AKE MADE ONLY BY ^v;:-—-^''

ISTEv^ York & Ohio CoIuIFANY,
WARKRSI. OHIO.

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Received only 'Award for Trolleys a« Chlc«e»

Mannfactnred by ALBERT & J. HI. ANOERSON, 2B9-?0-! A St.. noHtnn Maaa.

STANDARD UNDERGROUNO GABLE CO.,
THE KOOKERY

Cable Conti Taken Including Installation.

WIRES and CABLES. OverFiead and
Underground.

Best

Boilers

Tie Mnrrai Iron Worts Co.,

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS

Csrryinc
Capaclt}

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. J Unw-rorm

ED. WERTHEIM,

JCOLUMKIA
I I COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

!2 K 1910-1914 0UT8 Street. ST. LOUIS.

The Independent Electric Co.

39th Si. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

"CAHALL'

The Aultraan & Taylor Machinery Co-
SEKD rOR CATALOGUE.

H. E. Collins & Co..
dole Agents for the United States.

Bank of Commerce Bnadiiif, PITTSBUKGl.

The Rookery, CHICAGa

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates and Drawings finbzoltted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.^
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AJAX
ARC LAMPS.

The Ajax lamp is new and up=to=date. It burns

steadily because the "kinks" have been omitted in its

construction. This also means a simple and cheap

lamp. Ask about it and learn what "up=to=date"

means.

NEW YORK.

The S. K. C. Two Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
Our sj'Steni is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our f,'encrator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absokitely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings,

require a

ing without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Otlur multiphase machines

Wc have mlm ly elirjiinated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of si.r\icf: i. e., the revolving

armature, commutalur. collector rings. l)rushes, etc.

Thiy can be built for any voltage from no for isolated lighting to the high voltages required lor ]>o\vt;r transmis.sion work: in latter case

doing away with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can be connected at \\ 111 fni t itlur 1,000 or

2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting devicr: in efficiency in the manner in which
they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders promptly, and carry a full

stock of transformers in Chicago.

Vy^4-cyt^4- ^—*^"'' apparatus is novel; different from anything heretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

' ^LdlL^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
RITTSPIELD, 7VTMSS.

jf WESTERN OFFICE, 306 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
TIK- ftiiynl '.l<'.'lri<< <o.. .Iloiitionl, <nn., drr exrIiiMlvc lIvriiHoOM r«i- <li<- maniintrtiii'V uf <lio H. K. «'. N.vNt<-m In (In- l»uiiilnloii of Cnniula.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abendroth & Root MTg.

Arnold, B. J X'

' Baboook & Wlloox Co., Tbe.

Bain, ForoB s^'

Baker* Oo ">

Ball * Wood Co,, The .... -

Hall Engine Co x

Barnes, WaUace

BarneUCo.,Q. iH il

BeardBleyMJg Co

Berliner Telephone Co. . . -

Bernardln, F. M
BcBlyA Co.,Chas. H .... x:

BIIbbCo., E. W -

BOQdreaux Dyn. Brush Co.

Bowers Bros -

Boynton Multlvolt B. Oo .

.

Brady, T. H xv

BrlUCo., J a 2

Brixey.W. R
Brodle Electric Oo
BmBb Electric Oo ...

Bryan, Wm. H
Bryant Electric Co..

Buckeye ElectricCo .

,

BnUer Hard Rubber f.

Card Electric Co ....

Central Electric Co.

Central Mfg. Co

Chicago Belting C •

C. B. 4Q.R.R
Chicago EdlsoD Co

Cbioago ElecA Stereo Co..

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co ..

.

ChuBe&Co., J. F

.Co..

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co —
Collins & Co., H. E

Columbia Inc. Lamp Oo—
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. &Eleo. Co x

Cor. School of Technology.

Cross, F. J s\

Crown WovenWire Br. Co. x!

Dailey, Jas. W s

Dayton Qlohe Iron Works

DicliinsonElec. Supply Co.

Directory, Principal Eleo.
and Mech. Engineers., x^

Dixon Oiudble Co., Job..

Eastern Electric Cable Oo. .
—

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo i

Edgerton Pottery Oo— X3

Electric Appliance Oo

Eleo. Engr. & Supply Co.. x

Electric Protection Co -

Tlll.xill, XVl.Xi

Empire Onlna Worki x^

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.... :

Eyanson & Armpriester. . . . v

Farr Tel. & Oonst. Supply
Co..

Faucett, I. L _

Ferracute Machine Co ... . -

Flbente Co., The i:

Fleming-Spence Elec'l Co. :

Forest City EL Wks -

For Sale Adver'ments

Fort Wayne Elec. Corpora-

Oarlock Packing Co

General Electric Co

Globe Electric Light Co....

Gordon-Bumham Bat. Of^.

Goubert Mfg. Oo

Greger Manhole Cover Co.

GuBtafson, W. A
Harrington, Son & Co., E.

.

Hart.O. S

Hart & Hegeman Mannfao-
turlngOo

Hess Storage Battery Co .

.

Holmes Flhre-Qra.hlte no.

Lndepondonl Elec. Co....

IriKllH, Wm
Interior Conduit <bl. Co.. ;

Interuat'l Cor. SchoolB....

Johns Manufacturing Co.,

Karluvcrt Mfg. Co -

Keystone Tele. Oo .

Klipstein & Co., A

Letfel A Co., James x

Lewis, A L. &Co
Lindsley Bros

Lombard Water Wheel

MacCurdy & Smith

Mason, J. W
McClaln Mtg. Co.. The... :

MoKoy, JohnT

Menominee El. & Mech. Co

Metropolitan Elec Co....

American Battery oo.
Electric Sloraffe Battery {

IIoss Storage Itattory Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

MoirlB, Tasker & Oo x

Moyes, L. M X'

MunBell&Oo., Eugene...

Murray Iron Wks. Co

national Electric Co...., :

Jy'ational Elec. Exposition

Nat. Underground Cable Co.

Newton Rubber Works..

New York

100.,

Ohio Storage Battery Co .
-

OkonlteCo., The ...

Otto Gas Engine Wks .... x

Paltrlck & Carter Co X3

Partridge Carbon Co

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co..

Perrizo, Paul, Jr. , Cedar&
Lumber Co . '

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co.-

Phlla. Elec. 4 Mfg. Co

PhUllps luB'd. Wire Co...

Phoenix Glass Co v

Pnosphor-Bronze Smelting

Co.,Ltd 3

PringlctCo-.W. T

Racine Hardware Oo xv

EelBlnger, Hugo . .

-

Replogle Governor Wks..xT

Khoads & Sons, J. E

Richards i Meacham ....

Roth Bros. <t Co

SamBon Cordage Wks

Schooumaker, a. O

Schott, W. H X

Shulti Belting Co x

Siemens & HalBke E. Co. . -

S111,A.D

Simplex Electrical Oo.,The,

Sioux City Braes Works . . -

S. K. C. Specialty Oo

Smith, S. Morgan s

Solar Carbon i Mfg. Co..

standard Paint Co

Standard Tel.<t Elec.Co.xiv

Standard Underground Ca-

ble Co

Stanley Electric Manufac-

turing Co

Stllwell-Bierce * Smlvii-

Vaile Co xll.

Storey Motor A Tool Co ...

.

Toomey, Frank

Union Heater Supply Co. J

United Electric Improve-

, Co..

. S. Tele. Const. (

VanNuis, C. S

Viaduct Mfg. Oo

Vuicanlied Fibre Oo ..

.

Walker Mfg. Oo

Want Advertisements..

"Washington Elec. Co x

Weber Gas & Gaso. Eng.Co. xi

Webster, Warren & Co si

Wertheim, Ed

Western Electric Oo 3

Eleo. and Mfg.
Oo..

Weston Electrical Inst. Oo.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co....

Central 1

Chicago Gon'l Fixture Co.
Electric AppilBuce Co.
Mason, ,1. W.
Menominee El. A Mech Oo
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc l^ampn.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,
Ficming-Speuce Elec. Co.
Ft Wayne Rlec CorpOTatln

Samson Cordage Wks.
BatterleH and Jars.
Boynton Multlvolt Batt'yCo.
Butler Hard Rubber 00.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Electric storage I

Menominee El. & Mech Co.
Newton Rubber WkB.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Onio Storage Kattery Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. (

National Electric Oo.
Partrick & Carter Co
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons, J.

Shults Beltmg Co.

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock A Wilcox Co.. The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Oo.

Weston Engine Oo.

Boobs, ElectricaL.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Bronze

.

Besly Si Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Cc.Ltd

BruHtaen.
Bernardln, F. M.
Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Oo.

i Fibre-Graphite V

Copper WIrea.
Amenoan Eleotrloal Works.
Bernardln, F. M.
BCBly A Co., Chas. H.
Brlxey, W. R.

Monumluee El, A Moch. Oo,
National India Rubber Co,
Okonite Oo. The,
PbillipB Insulated Wire Co.
"Implex Electrical C
Standard Underground 0, Oo.
Western Eleotrlo Co.

lyOrdtiBe.
Samson Cordage WkB.

Harrington, Son A Co., E.

OrOHH-Arma, Flna and
Brackets. m A J. M.

Commercial 1

Electric J

Engr. A Supply Oo.

NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Oo,

(ilaNkctM.
I'eerlcHH Rubber Mfg. Co.
lax LilcHtUiK, Klectrlo
Partrick A Carter Oo.

Besly A Co., OhaB. H.

General Kleo. Mappllet
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Berliner Telephone Oo.

Besly A Ho'.. Chas. H.
Brodle Electric Co.
Brvaul l!,lt)Ulric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edl8(

Elec. Supply Co.

A Supply Co.

Anderson, Albert i

Bernardln, F. M.
Brodie Electric Co
Bryant Electdc Co

Chicago Gen'i Flxti

Electric Protection Co,
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Farr Tel. A Oonst. Supply Co.
Flbente Co., The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation,

Phila. Elec. & Mfg
Partndjfp Carhnu
S. K. C. Specialty (

Central Electric Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Huebel A Manger.
Menominee Ei A Mech. Oo.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Oo.

Cablea(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
(Sheet and Bar.
American Eleo. Works.
Brlxey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New Vork Ins WlTP Oo
Nnfl l.'nderground Cable Co.
Simplex

"

General Electric Co.

;larbon A Mfg. Oo.
Wertheim, Ed.

Central Electric C

Const>-nctinD A Bepalrs.

Richards A Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
lilsht Plants.

Arnold, B, J.

Bain, Foree,
Ernsh Electric 00.
Bryan, Wm,H.
Card liieitrlc Co,
Eddy Elec, Mfg, Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corp
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins.
Schott, W.

Vayne Elec. Corporation.

Siemens A HalBke Elec.

Westlnghoase Elec A Mfg. Oo.

Copper

Mason,
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Oo.
Phila. Elec. A Mtg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.
Washington Electric Co.

Bearosley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Oo.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co,
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Walker Mfg. Co.
WestlnghouBeEleo. AMfg.Oo.

Electric Kallwaya.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Oo.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co,

Electrical - — -

cal Enjclneers.

Anderson, AlbertA J.

Bernardln, F. M,
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr, A Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oo
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Oo
Washington Electric Co.
Weston El.-Clricai lust. Oo.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

FCI> 4>tri<*ai wpecialtlea.
Brodle Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection 00,
Men, minee Kl A Mech, Co,
Phila, Elec, A Mtg, Co,

riatl

General Electric Oo.

Ball A Wood Oo„ The,
Ball Engine Co,
Cnuse A Co,. J, F.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
WeBioi. EnKiueCo.

Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.
£x]ianst Pipe Heads.
Faucett, T. L.

Fan llotor and l^amp
Gnards.

Inglis, Wm.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Couuult a. ins. Ct
Roth Bros. A Co.

Feed »a>er Heaters.
Goubert Mtg. Co.

I<'lbre.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Holmes Flhre-Graphlte Co.

Files
Rarnett Co.. Q. A H.

Partrick A Carter Co.
weatem Eleotrlo Co.

, Engineering Co,

<«lobe IVets.

iov nurs, Watt-r Wheel,
Lombard Water Wheel Gv, Oo,

«,»raphlte Special (lea.

Hard Uubber «
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Fiherite Co.. The.

tiic materials
Anderson, Albert A
Beaidsley Mfg. Oo.

Butler hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo.

Interior Conduit A Iub. Oo.
Johns Mtg- Co.. H. W.
KartavertMtg. Co.

New York Insulated WlreOo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co.. The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated WlreOo.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex b.leutriual Co.
Standard Underground C.Oo.

General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Oo.
Mason, J. W.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Ruht^er Oo.
Natl Underground Cable Co,

Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
~' aplex Elecincal Co.

York
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mtg. Co,

Westlnghouse Elec.AMtg Co.

if

BeardBloy Mtg. Co.
Brush Elecmc Co.

General Electric Co.
interior Conduit i
Menominee El. A 1

Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Mtg Co.
We«tlnehoii«eEl.AMfg Co.
>11 Feeders.
Uailcy. Jas. W.

Garlock Pocking Oo.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co,

Paints.
MacCiirdy A Smith.
Standard Paint Co.

Phospbo"" "
Co LtdPhosphor Bron

Platlnom.
Baker A Co.

Bernardln, P.

Morris, Tasker A Oo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Perrizo, Paul, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
C mmerclal Elec. Sup. Go.
Empire China works.
General Electric Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician PubllBhing Co.

Pnsh Bnrton

Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaklns Tnbea.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Partrick A Carter Oo.

ISpeed Indicators
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co

'K
' Elec. Inst. Co.

Wallace.

Goubert Mfg. Go.
WebHter & Co.. Warren.

IStorae:** Batteries.
American Battfry Co.
Electric Storage Kattery Co.
Hess Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Uattery Co.

Street Cars.

Brisey, »t. r^,.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. , The.
Simplex Elp-ntrioal Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Teles'-upb Aiipttratns.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric »;o.

Telepbones and Tele-
phone naferial,

Berliner Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec Sup. Go.

Fttrr Tei. acunst Supply
GuKtafson, W. A.
KnyBtone Te ephone Co.

Co.

Am. Silk Mfg. Co.

Ferracute 1

Murray Iro: Works Co.

Bowers Bros.
Electrical hng. Co.
Joimo aim.K^^j., a. W.
MnTiHell A<i0- Eneene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

L>DB Apparatus, Elec.
aeral Bfeotrlo Co.

t. Engineering Co.

Standard Tel & Elec. Co.

Ft.WayneElec. Corporation
General filectrle Co.
Stanley Electnc Mfg. Co.

Troll •^y Cord
BernardiQ. F". M.
Samuun Cordage Wks.

Tr*>ck«. Blerirtc Car.
General Electric Co.
WestlnghouBe El. & Mfg. Co.

Tnrbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Workfl Co
LefEel & Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stillwell-Bierce & Smith-
Vaile Co.

UnlTersltles.
'of Technology

Int. Corr. Schools.

Leffel & Co., Jas.
Replugle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.

W^tre, Bare.

Besly & Co., Chas. H."

Independent ElectricCo.
National India Rubber Co.
NuttaUCo..R. D.
OkoaiteCo., The.
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ElECTRIC LIGHTINfi

SUPPLIES.
"h.

^ SUPPLIES. \^ Edison BIdg., Adams Street. CHICAGO, ILL. ^
JUSTNOW ^

Îs the time to decide (

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

DTDrCTIOW AlVD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
'^-WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

leiominee Electrical and leclanical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,
Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,
Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The Gordon-BnmliaiE Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

NEW ERA IN

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construct ion

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.Asl« your IM Ei i"r^«JF»^I_-V i-iC9l_ISe -foi

Sarartpl^

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.
G. E. 800 and Westiiighonse Coniinntatoi* Rings,

Brush Holder Bushings and Field Spools.

SEXD FOR PRICE I,IST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO., ^^
^^f^^ *40-a4a Randoliih St.. Cliirago. III. ^^Fs^

Gen. niec. Co. NEW YORK. PinL.VDELPITI.\. BOSTOX. Wostingliouse.

CUl
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Liginting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Offlce and Works, Mansneld, Ohio.

. GENEBATOB.
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The best small switch made. A little beauty.

Porcelain base. Polished metal parts. Can be

wired from front or back, and used in a dozen places where nothing

else would do as well. For Small Motors, Arc Lamps, Groups of Window Lights, Heating

and Cooking Utensils, Large Chandeliers, Cut=Out Cabinets, etc.

ST. LOUIS: Southern Electrical Supply Co.

RPAlSirHFS' [KANSAS CITY: Gate City Electric Co.
UIV/\1'^VI1L,0.

]
NEW ORLEANS: loio Canal Street.
BUFFALO: 113 White Building;.

Central Electric Company,
Wholesale and Retail Electrical Supplies,

CHIOAGO.

...CAUTION..
All Hart Switches have always had^^

"Hart Switch"
stamped on the metal parts of the
Switch and WE CAUTION all users to

examine their goods carefully and see
that they get the genuine article.. ..

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD, CONN.
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\A/^E: IVIA.IMUF'.AO'rVJRE THE TVPE OF

Storage Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany.

storage Battery Room in I2th Street Station, Edison Electric

INS-rA.I_l_l

iNEW
YORK, 66 Broadway.

CHICAQO, 1543 Marquette BIdg.

BOSTON, 333 Exchange BIdg.

BALTIMORE, 215 N. Calvert St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First St.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY GO.

Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.

Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^,^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities.

WRITE FOB PARTICKI/AKS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Beta Bids., PHII-AI>EL,PHIA. PA.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

^ SUPPLY COMPANY
^<

821 Pine Street St. Louis.

For Electrical Coeds.

National Electrical
\ Held Under the Auspices of, and in Connection \ New York, May 4

\

Exposition. \ with, the NINETEENTH CONVENTION of the \ to June 1, 1896.
\

Nat'l Electric Light Association,
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, Lexington Avenue, 43d to 44th Streets.

Slvtiiii ivill be riii'iiinlira \o KvliibidiiN in mi.v iiiiiiiitity : I'.li-c'ti'ii' Ciii'iciit. tlii'cil iir nlti-rnntiiis:. nt niiy voltasi'.

APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE OR FURTHER INFORMATION SHOULD BE ADDRESSED,

CI-AIREIMOI STTLJ IVI V^, General Manager,

136 Liberty Street, New York.
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ED D.Y:_G.E N E RATO RS
.

Direct Connected or Betted forElectric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors Slow, Medium or High Speed.

\Vf build all n«c«MHar.r apimratun for tli€- IraiiHniinnlon of Klrrtrlral
Powor throuKli farlory or other liiilldiiieH.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
and Express Building,
re & Co., .506 CommercR St.

Federal St.

NKW YORK, H. li. Culu, & Co., M;
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mcli
BOSTON; G. M. Angler & Co., I

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, ()., Nevada Bldir., John A
CHICAGO, mr, Dearborn St., Wallace & H Manager

The Hess Double Electrode Storabe Battery
Is practically
Its estimated life is unlimited.
Disintegration is entirely ont of the question.
Buckling; is absolutely prevented, not by re-

sistant force but by a scientific new process.
THE HE!$S i^TORAGE B.ATTEKY CO., of

Philadelphia, who own and control the Hess
patents, offer their system at cost of manufac-
ture, estimated to be about one-third the price
asked by manufacturers.
AVe organize State Companies to manufacture

and install electric lighting plants, with gas
engine, djiianio and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in:all

countries.

The first successful Xon-infringing Storage Battery ever
produced in the United States. Note the contrast from
the Supreme Court decision :

"The distitiguishing feature of the invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specifica-

tion of Letters Patent of the U. S., No. 337,299, dated March
2, 18SG, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-

teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general
terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the
battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging current when immersed in the
battery fluid. " (Quoted from the syUal)\is of the case of the Electrical
AccumulatorCo. vs. Brush Electric Co.. decided in the U. S. CircuitCourt
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, October 4, 1S92.)

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO..

In our battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are inuuersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased test and
report was made by Messrs. Houston & Ken-
nelly, E. E., of Philadelphia, »yri2So per cent,

ampere efficiency, 81 per cent, watt efficiency.

We prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.

M'e want representative parties to manufac-
ture and install our batteries in every State.

Send for descriptive matter.

246 ARCH STREET,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tlie National Underground Gable Go.
Times Building, New Yorlc. Roolcery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia, Ames Building, Boston.

PTm^Ts^^TTT,,.^

—

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-
ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and
Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-
graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

Write for further information to New York office.
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass

Switches and

Switchboards
Of all Descriptions.

Write for our new catalogue "D."

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3rd STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

BRANCH OFFICES:

LOUISVILLE, KY.: 313 A„ ^^, „,...., James Clark, Jr. & Co.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.: 60S Custom House Street, Wldmer &

Spranley.

Tni STOREY flOTOR.
Iron Clad. Completely closed

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for direct

driving machinery.

The application of Motors to

machine tools a specialty.

Lightweight. Slow and Me-

dium speed.

No exterior magnetisin.

CHICAGO OFFICE;
MAIN office: .. ,. ri . n

TheStorey Motor&Tool Co.,
"'"*""" ^''"™'="-

YORK & SEDCELEY AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA. I
ii2 Liberty Street.

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE, 107 E. MADISON STREET.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SUOKN©.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in \our Orders.

ELECTRIC4AN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.
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The freeman
BATTERY g A . CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

^^1^ FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

J.FrankDanbar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE G. E. WIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. B. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of the

best material, FREE FROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-

ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

RaUway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric
^ Company

SAI.ES OFFICES IX All,
I-AR«E CITIES OF THE

USJITED STATES

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y..^
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The Ratio of

SIXTEEN TO ONE
has apparently lost some of its popularity daring the past six months, but

WIRES AND CABLES

WEATHERPROOF WIRE.
Its popularity contmues to grow in a rapidly increasing ratio.

Electric Appliance Company,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

2A2 IVIadisor-> ^-tree-t, Chicago.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Lightand Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

WHY BE A FOGY?
n«STAI«Tl,Y AVITK

UNIONS.

HAND-HOLES.
I- in. for

MAN-HOLES.
weight 3 to 6 lbs.

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 Old Cvlony Bldg., CHICAGO. 16 Warren St., NEW YORK.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Sore Manufacturers, 186-188 Fifth Ave.,

2LibeitySt., - New York. ...CHICAGO.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

Write for Circular a

Detroit, Mich.

A NEW CIRCULAR
I>eweribing the

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Application.
WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO..

PESACOOK. N. H., IT. S. A.

ELECTRIOITY,

STEAM
And other En^neerlng Courses*

Ihe RHOADS BELT.
IT HAS THE PULL.
GILT EDGE, Extra Heavy, I Oak Tanned

DIAMOND SLATE. (short Lap.

BEST GHEBRY 8< '^OUNG.LQVE^ ''IJ^t'^O^UNG.LI

MOTOR&RMAmESGOSTMONEY
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITGH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantly disconnects the motor whenever it is

overloaded and whenever the circuit fails from any cause. Each switch is adjustable

for motors of widely different horse-power.

For circulars and prices, address

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC CO.. - Manchester, N. H.

Genuine K. W. Rosettes.
Cleat Concealed Comblnatipn and Square Base,

All Dealers Have Them. pe Sure You Get the Genuine.

BRYANT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, managers, western omcc,

4^*MoNADNocK Building, Chicago.

»®-THE B, TUOHAiii & SOXS CO. POKCELAIX IS GOOD.

ELECTRICITY
Engineering {Stationary, Locomotive Marine); Saitrt
Engineering; Municipal Engineering; Plumbing and Heating; Coal <

ing; Prospecting, and the English Branches. Until furtner notice eiperlm
- --' " be taralBhei free to Bhideots. Se Free Olrcalar, stating the f

The International Correspondence Schools, IScranton, Pa. V^

Have you ever tried our

ARC CUT-OUTS?
.belter do mo nt ouee. Tlie.v will
on a lot or trouble. We aiNo man-

raetiireafull line of

ARC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.

Electrical & Iff. (

!S St.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Melropolllan Eloctrlc Co.. 186-188 6th Ave..

Chicago. III.

Wostern.Electrlcal Supply Co.. 10 anil 12
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
i'itoviDi:x<:i:. II. I.

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

JEWELL BELTING CO.,
Tanners of

^^ OAK BELTING
0S I FATHFP ^

Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

HARTFORD, - - COIVX.

The Onl) Water Wheel Governor that Governs.
Montague Slreel Railway Co.

Greenfield, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:—We have one of your Governors in use

at our poiver house at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care of

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the power ifii/iwi

afew volts. We took out one Governor and replaced it with
a. LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives peifect satis-

truly, MONTAGUE ST. RY. Co.,

^Sif;ned) H. C. Gakfield, Supt.
jactton.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel, plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,
all kinds.

ALUMlwrra CASTINGS, DYNA7HUS
and MOTORS, Second-Iiand.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR ELECTRICAIi USES:

Graphite Rods of Various I^engths, from 1-5 Olun to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Ciraphite Boxes and Crncibles, Resisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered-

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

CROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHAnANOOGA, TENN.

es and Cablei.

descent Lamps.

Switches. Etc.

^^J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Vynamos, Electric Doiori,

ManufBctared bf

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

30 to 34 Market St..

Chicago, III.

Efflclencr,
Perfect I

GRINISHAW WHITE CORE, ^l:^ d'sC(
for all Incandescent Light-

World's Columbian E.xposition.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

^^^^C»'^»-]^^ne«ilorn:
h\S FRAXCISCO.

tLECTRICUL

SUPPLIES.

WESTEDN ElECTmi; COMPANV.
NEW YORK.

AGEXCIES^:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

W/ ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
. OFFICE:

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt. Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for a Young Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

inc pateQta(Bad irons; solderinpimttits, etc.).and

wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some apital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
establ. shed and with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young man and adver-

Address "Heater," Ciire Westebn Electbi-

WANTED,
Salesmen to sell Mica and other Insula-

tion on commission; side line.

W. H. SILLS & CO.,
1 53 Lake St., Chicago, III.

POSITION WANTED
By a voung man who is an all round ar-

m'atu're winder and understands ma-
chine work, interior wiring, arc lamps,

general repairs and mechanical draw-
ing. Address "J. S.,"

Care of Westekn ELECTBiciiN,

6 Lakeside Building , Chicago, 111.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.

One 600 h. p. Corliss engine: one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine: one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-

gine: one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; tivo 12.5

S. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. BaU
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500

volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large

stock of automatic engines "and dynamos of

every description. Also a battery of coinpound
boilers, 700 li. p., 160 h.p. in a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street. Philadelphia.

F-OR SA.I_E.
A first-class Electric Xight Plant in a

small city with. 20-year franchise, 10

years exclusive and 20 years' contract to

light city until 12 o'clock on moonlight
schedule. Capacity of plant, 3 Dynamos,
40 Arc and 1,200 Incandescent Lamps.
Fort Wayne, Jenney and National
systems. Power, steam; Corliss engine.

Will be sold cheap. Terms easy.

Enquire P. O. Box 241,

Stevens Point, Wis.

FOR SALE.

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.
Detroit. - - - Mlfli

$600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usua'. accessories

and full guaranty of manufacturers.

Have no use for it and will be sold for

six hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

THE MAYOR'S OFFICE,

Proposals for lighting the City

of Lexington, Ky., with Gas

and Electric Light, and Propo

sals for Building a Municipal

Electric Arc Light Plant for the

City of Lexington, Ky.

CONDUITS.
Are you

in Conduits?

If you are it will

pay you to look

into the merits of

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. WIcROY,

36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

1. BERNARDIN, . Kansas City. MO.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from 6x8 inch cell.

27 ampere hours from one charge. Ordinary

WALLACE BARNES,
Manu/acfurer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
1 aample for pricea. Bristol, Conn.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Win, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave . Chicago

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACniBENT PLUG,

Stilwell's Patent steZed Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application,

Tie Stilfell-Bierce & Smith-Taile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & I/oromotive Works. San Francisco. Cal.. Paclflc Coast Agent.

Telegraph, lelephone, Ektric Lig

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactnr d from Live Cedar 7j<=6led. Qu

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FKOM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

menomlnee, - . michlKan.

INDIA AND AMBER MICA.

Sndoreed by Board ol lire Underwriters .

BtrPEaiOB 1

COTTON WASTE.
Durable and

Telephone,
Electric
ght and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.
POLESr-'"

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR.
IVIannette, Wis. -for prices on

CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE A,

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.

Fine Book and Catalogue Work a Specialty,

Endorsed by National Fire Underwriters* As-
sociation and Leading Electrical Engineers.

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.

Your Electrical Supply House, or CENTRAL
ELECTRIC COIVIPANY, Chicago, has it.

W. T. Pringle & Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., - - PHILADELPHIA

This commiltce reserves the ri

reject any and all bids.*
J. K. Hiitmsi/i/.

Mayor of Lexington

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfc. Co.
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

rS—
Simplest.

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Marl^el

New
Catalogue

Agents Wanted In

Leading V^estern

Cities ;:;:;:;

Our Prices are

FLEMING -SPENCE FLECTRICAL Ci-

652 Hudson St., New York.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and Hie;h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

) lim Fund as leiit tie:id. Arr.ingcd witli 12-incll Worrull Friction Coupling at ijne (

s. citlier single or in i

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
R don I on 6t Locomotive Worlcs, San Francisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'

teries of the World.

SEND FOE CIECULAE AND PKICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East I3Ist St., N. Y.

IVIos-t Durable Baii-terx Cells F^roduced.

^
Manufactured by The Butlcf Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000

pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
F=>RICe IMOAA/^, 96.00.

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

E

Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^^
Telephones a specialty. ^l light and power plants. H *

LEOTRIGAL LnGINEERING U
IVire, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens Sr Halske Dynamos.

OMPANY, ITIlNNEAPOUS, MINN.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

IRON ARIVIOREID

INSULATINe CONDUITS,
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,

General Offices and Works: 527 ^V. 34tli St., IS^ew York.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder
Prevents Forfflation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse,

PHILADELPHIA.

I FOR CIRCULAR.

K NBW BOOK.
NOlni READY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE SI.00.

ELECTRICrAN PUBLISHING CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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Standard Telephone and Electric Co.,
IVIADISON, NAZIS.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

STAMDABD LflUD-SPEAKINS LOHG

Distance and Exchanbe Telephone.
Perfect in detail, of highest efficiency and best possible electrical and mechanical construction.

Equipped with OUR NEW MAGNETO BELL, with specially powerful generator, large field magnets of best

quality of magnetic steel, laminated armatures with ample wire space, securing large quantity without sacrificing voltage;

Polarized Bells with centrally pivoted armatures and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding and adapted to

fill most exacting requirements of service, i. e.: Will work with any make of switchboard; will drop shutter on long lines; will

ring a large number of bells in series on short lines; will ring bells on long lines of high resistance; will ring on a line various

makes of bells with different windings.

Sole Licensees for Sale of Milde Microphone Transmitter in the U. S. Patent granted April 17, 1894.

Sensitive as a Blake; powerful as a solid-back; no adjustment required; will not pack or get out of order. For simplicity,

small dimensions, entire multi-contact and powerful transmission it has no equal. Adopted b}' Governments, Exchanges and
Railways in EUROPE, ASIA and SOUTH AMERICA.

STANDARD TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SWITCHDOARDS
Manufactured and controlled by us are the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the kind now before the public, embracing

novel and original features possessed by no others; require where power generator is used but three moves to answer a subscrib-

er's call, ring number wanted, and connect the lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line S3"stems

150 Drop Switchboard.
Send for cut of Switchboards for exchanges, 500 to 2,000 numbers, such

as are used at Madison, Wis., and which we are now furnishing for

Portland, Ore., 1,500 Numbers; San Jose, Cal., 700 Numbers; Jacksonville, Fla., 600 Numbers.

Upwards of 60 exchanges equipped, all in successful operation.

Standard Telephones have been adopted by Leading Railway Companies

after Severe Tests.

promptl)' furnished.

Estimates for Comolete Equipment of Exchanges and Toll
Line Systems Promptly Furnished.

00 >oimde:noe sol-ioitei

ADDRESS

The Standard Telephone & Electric Co., Madison, Wis,
p. L. Spi^finer, President; H. C. Dodge, Cen'l Supt.; E. W. Batchelder, Secretary; H. A. Taylor, Treasurer,
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH
THE "NEW PRINCIPLE" BRUSH.

u

<
(fi

SOLE AGENTS:
R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENG. CO., Baltimore, Md.

LU U %
%

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

K •-b.

%.̂
e.

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

HELLO I!
A. New (Jrannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmilter.
Beat nnd cheapest made. "HKia" long dlBtaDCe,

price $1.3'> each, fully warranted; sent on trial.

For deecriptlou. etc.; addre-s

A. D. SILIi. Agt,
NO. 669 Forest Ave., ELGIN, ILL

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone (or long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write for prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet, ill.

AT LAST!

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole AgeotB for Chicago sDd Nortborn Illioois.

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

T
ELEPHONES a"" SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

riADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANDFAOTDEEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Higliest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Bell provided with specially

with ample wire space, and com-
,nd high voltage; polarized bells

patent on same having now ex-

ictloQ in proportion to Rinding,
exacting requirements of service.

Will ring a large

Will ring on a line

,11 work with any make of

with centrally pivoted armat
pired) aad high co-efficient oi

Will ring bells on long lines f high

number of bells ii

bells with different windings,

on long lines, etc., etc.

I of Milde Battery Trai amitter in the United States. Patent granted
ns. entire mnlti-cc ' ' '

' "
'

3 equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by as i

the public, embracing novel an 1 original leauures pnaF^eeBoa
_

erator is used but three moves to aaewer a subscribers call, rUg number
lines. Estimates for complete equipment of eichanges nnd toll line systems promptly fnrniehed.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON. WISCONSIN.

P. L. 8P00NEE, President. CHICAQO OFFICE :

H. 0. UODGE, Genu 8upt_ _ No. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg.
, BATOHELDER,

J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

We ;ffaiinfaftiii'«-

High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

JELEPHONES.

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Orders from the country solicited.

Send for Catalogue and buy dii

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots,

from manufacturer and get

lowest prices.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible.Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It Is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAQO.

The M.£B. Telephone Co.
Own letters patent No. 361,124,
issued April 1 2, 1 887, wiiicii covers
all possible forms of Battery Trans-
mitters in which the Electrodes are
not in constant contact, and they
are not affected in any way by the
Berliner Transmitter Patent. Send
in your orders.

THE U. S. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION CO.,
GENERAL AGENTS,

BuUitt BuUding, . . Philadelphia.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBGtiic Englneeilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.
In placing this instrument on

the market we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests

made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
intormedTelephoneExpertsin the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:'

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

> those who may wish to replace the

makes of

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St.

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

IF

you are

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too man}'

reliable, readable

books to READ.

RRCA^DTNCAINDESCEINT L^MPS
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo Ballwaya nnd Power BtatloDf

1S41 IVIarquette Bldff., Chlcneo.

William H. Bryan, m. Am. soo.m.b

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

OonenltatlODi, Reportfl, EBtImQfre«, Plrinii, Speoi-
flontloDa, BuperlnteDdenoe, Testfl, PurohaslDg.

DeBlgDH of OuDtral BtatloDB a Spuolalty.

Turner Bntldlnfir, Bt. LiOlils.

FordeBain,
Electrical and
Mechanical Engineer.

OoDBtroolirg,
TeatiDK. Expert In Pateal

Suite 10157. I 008 ftiifl lono
Uunudnook Uulldlne. CUK

W. H.Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eog'r.

OonsaltlnK, BpecIQcatlOQH, TeHtlnR, Speclaltleo.
Electric Stroot ItallwayH, KiBOlrlo LlghtlDg
aodStofim I'liiotH loBtallod Complete. Prea-
eot properlluM lookud over nnd Improved.

Room 1028 Monatlnock, <;HICAGO.
Telephone HarrlBon 284.

Rred. J. Cross, E
( icncrnl Elc c'

I

riciil Engii riff of Every Descriptii

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Speolllcatlons furnished

KIAOARA FAI/LS, HI. Y.

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrician.

Haller Tube Cleaner

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Sent to responsible parties on approval.

STRONGEST, BEST, SIMPLEST.
Cutting: wheels are best tool steel.

Morris, TaskerA Go.,

Ml tube cleaners '. liati a sprine to main-
tlie jaws, ami wlien used in a tube auil broufilit

place IiaviDg; ad unusually heavy deposit of scale, tliese

%r
springs at once contracted, permitting I

removing it.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR.

THE McCLAIN MFG. CO.
First National Bank Building,

PITTSBURGH, - - - PA.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Book.s. Write for Catalogue.

rNOOEPOKATED.

Offices, 222-224 South Third Streel,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FA»iCAL, IKON WORKH,
Philadelphia.

l>Kl.AtVARE IBON WOHHH,
New Castle, Del.

Boiler Wes, ffroiM

Iron Fines aM

FittiDp,
BliECTRIC liieilT and BAI

WAY PIPE POJUE8 A
BPBCIA1.TY. ^

JUST irtlHKT YOU ARE L.OOKING FOR[
^= A New and Valuable Book =^

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrains, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work
gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-

iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,

Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L. A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

BecentlmprovementBmadeln the New American Tnrbine have Increaaed the power aa per
their diameter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water thnn any other tarbiae,

named, and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters
hydraulic engineer.

Tlie originals of thes certificate, and test. t other Bized whe. E can be seen t oar olBce.

Test of a 45- In. WKee'-Jn j 9, 94.
1
Testof a4a..ii. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Rev.

Rfi'n.

Cu. Ft.

ill
HP. IIW Head

Rev.

Bfi'n.

ill

Cu. Ft.

134.18

"2:76
70.80

H.P.

'199.66

162 '.81

u:.ia

Per
Cent.

Whole Gate

It'.il 117:°! |1
Whole oate

1 :i il
For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.,DayHll,0.,U.S.A.

ELECTRICAL FORCES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
gccuring a hleh ^laranteed percentag:« and g^reat steadlnesn ol

anced pates, affords prompt and i

faction guaranteed 1 ere others fail. Wrlie for cataloEne,

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A

IaATINXJM
Scrap and Native FlatlQum

BAK£R & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Ballroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

>hPastiiriDS.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S.

,

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Adiipted for

economy is deBired.

Over 2,500 in use.

PorcQpine am Tabular

BOILERS.
IVIARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send tor Catalogue

Racine Hardware Co.,

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED i=^OR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOOLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Keplogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOGLE, Cliief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

%vater--ivheel Heretofore made. All sizes, riglit a

liand. are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests it

the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties liaviDfi power plants whicll are unsatisfactory, anc

tliose contemplatibg tiie improvement of powers, will And it tc

tlieir interest to confer wltli me, as I am tvilliiig to guar,
nntce results Avhere others have failed, uo mat-

what make ofturMne has heen in use. STATE
.qri) " "

I>OGlIK
KECt»IIREME»lTS ASD SEKD FOB CATA-

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for

i;;!i.r

Bound Volumes
OF THE

VlfESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOB SAliE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

AXtDBESB

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago

F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Wor JOHN R. McCINLEY,

R. D. IMUTXAI-I- COIVIPAIMY,
AI_I_EGIHENY, l=>A.

We carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can turn out more work, than any simi

establishment in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
We are equipped with the finest and most delicate testing applia:

accuracy as well as durability.

and guarantee

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENGLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. HOOD, iSo Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAONA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Oas,

OaaoUneTHE OTTO

Natural 6a» tflbllltu

Electric Lighting.
Sizes 1 lo 260 H. P.

The Otto Gas Engine Worlts, Inc.,

PHILADBIiPBIA.
«VRK 45.U0O 80I.U.

Dr»\\/PD FROM GASOLINE? YES. if,

r W VV dV Economical, Simple, Safe and Reliable, and

Engines require no Engineer. Eia salary goes in your pocket. For in-

address WEBER GAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO.,

450 Southwest Boulevard, Kansas City, Ho.

The Phosphor Bronze SmeUi^^IimiM
2200 WASHINGTON AVEj"'^"'**^^'^^'^^
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSi
ingots,gasting5,wire,rq|— DELTA MeI

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity sliould .send for onr 100-p:ige

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical • book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

ChiiSA^®
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speciflcations, drawings and Prices famished'
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Heating by Exhaust Steam,
Without Back Pressure,

BY THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
. . . ADVANTAGES . . .

1st.—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.
2nd.—Effects greatest efficiency from the heating surface by the removal

of the water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.
3rd.—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of con-

densation, etc.

We are owners of the patent and have equipped the largest plants in the United States, over
SOO now in use. Will visit your plant and tell you how much we can benefit you, if you so desire.
Send for catalogue P.

Warren Webster& Go.
EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Point and Elm Sis., Camden, N. J.

ROOT IMPROVEO WATER TUBE boiler.

SBLLINO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG-. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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REMOVALNOTICE
After February 20th our address will be

Ru$$el Buildinr"'"='*' CHICAGO
WASHINGTON ELECTRIC CO.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MF6. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWE6, IKCAWAKSCENir ASO ABC UClHTIBre, FBOM THE SAUE CIBCVITS.

We have purch^siid and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents Issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting.attd power purposes. We furnish complete lihes of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment ofi ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, OfBce Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STAtiDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable. Economical and Efificient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C , 36-38 College Street.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 103 8. 10th Street. ' ST. LOUIS. American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONA^ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
4^ 6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO,
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

AIlsop, P. C—Eteotrloal Bell i

-Elements of Magnetltm and Electricity, with
" " • - -- Performance of Eip^rl-

}{ cheap airparatne. One
Uaodredth thoosaad. 160 lUuatratloas tl.OiJ

Atkinson. PhlHp.—The Elemeata of Electric Lighting,
«veatb*edltioD, fully revised, and d

Atkinson, PhlHp.—The Elements of Dynamic Ktectriclty and
Magoettam. 406. pages sod 117 lUoatratioiie. Second
edition »2.00

Ayrton. W. E.—Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Coarse lor Flret-year htudents of Electrical
Engineering, based on the Practical Deflnitiona of the
Electrical Units. With numeroaa lllaetrationa. Sixth
edition f2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Vew Dynamo Tenders' Hand Bootc. This
" "

"' w Book, much more com-

ons and rules which are required by practical Tnen,
1 Dynamo Tenders, LlDemen, bcatlonary Knjrineera, nod

-
l kinds of Electric Plants. ,U Is

kind published In the Englieh
„ „ 226 pai?ee, 140 Ulustradons,

binding, Bize of type page G}^x3 Inches —
Badt. Lieut. F. B.—Incandescent Wiring

"
' containing f " '

'

Type page 5)^x3 inches,
flexible cloth bindiog, 66 pages, 35 cuts and 5 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hangers' Haad-oob. Just the book
for people engaged in selling, lostalling or handling elec-

1 for Power Prodacers, Canitaliets, Agents,
Engineers and Motor InspecrorB. Wlih thi3 boob anybody
may make estimates on the co^t of Tranamiseion Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crefaore.—Alternating Onr-
raphlcal Treatment for Btn-

denta and Engineers.

Blak&sley, T. H.—Papers c

Second edition,

srnatlng <

Students and Engineers. Third

H and Young Students c

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amatenra.
A P-aoilcKl Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-
tion. Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone $0.50

Bottone, S. R.—The Dynamo. How Made and How Used. A
Book lor Amnleurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-

How Made and How Used.
d Practical Men. Reduced to

10.50

ttone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dynamo. A Hand-book
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-

Platers *0.60

and diagrams

IX. Frank P.—Contlnnone
An Elementary Treatise :

Motors . With b

Crosby. O. T.. and Dr. Louis
Theory and Practice. A
struotion and Operation o:

tion.revised and enlarged

Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Part I. Con-

principles, construction and operation of Dynamos, Mo-
tors, Lamps, Indicator and Meaauring InBtrumenls; also a
full explanation of the electrical terms used in the work.
Part II. Alternate Onrrent Apparatus. Oontainlng (>d

explanation of the prlnclpiea gOTernIng the generation of.

and a deacriptlon of the Inatramenta and machinery nsed
In oonnectioQ with Alternate J::lectrio Currents. Illus-

trated. Kevised edition $2.60

Dyer, A,—Induction Coila. How Made and How Uaed. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Flemlns, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artlaana. A
course of Experimental Lectures deUvered to a Practical
Andienoe. Fourth edition. 74 illuatrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer In
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Currents, 500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
Index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Ohaptei*!. Introductory. 2. Elec-

tro-Mapuetic InducHon . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 6. Dynamical
Theory of Current IndncUon.
Vol. II. The UtiUzation of Induced Onrrenta, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.0D

Qore, Q.—The Art of Electro-Metal 1orgy, locluding all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2.00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sonrcea, Currents, Measure-
ment, Telegraphv, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Qrler, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Circaits, A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Haskins, C. H.—The Galvanometer andits Uses. AManualfor
Electriclaoa and Scudenta. Fourth edition, revised ..$1.50

Haskins.— TraDsformerp. Their Theory, Oonstmction and
Application Simplified. 38 illustrations $1.25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 iilustrationa $3.00

Hiring-.—Practical Directions for Winding Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Science. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physic?, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopklnson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. lUustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Its Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in Its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy , $0.50

Hospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French, With additions by C. J. Wharton.
With illUBtrationa _ $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Terms and Phrases. Third ediHon, re-written and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pages, and 570 illustrations

$5.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its

Transformation, Subdivison and Distribution. A practi-
cal handbook. Third edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate OurrentMachlneryIllustrated.$0.50
[Vol. 96 Van Nostrand's Science Series.]

Kapp. Gisbert.—^Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their
Generation, Measurement, Distribution and Application.
Authorlz-d American ed. Wiih an introduction l^Wllllam
Stanley, Jr. liluBirated $L00

Kapp, Gisbert.-Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
138 illustrations $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-

tion. 200 illnstrations. 8vo. cloth, London, 1892 $7 25

In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R,—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rnlee, lormulai. Tables and Data. 32mo, leather

$1.75

Lockwood„T, D.—Electricity, MagneHsm and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors, 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.50

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its GonstTOction and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D.-Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N. Y $LO0

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. C. of Electricity. 36

Illustrations $0.60

Martin, T. C—Inventions. Researches and Writings of NiJiola

Tesla. With special reference to his work in polyphase
currents and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 300 Illustra-

tions, second edition. $4.00

Martin. T. C. and Wetzler, J.—The Electric Motor and Its

Appll3ation8. Third edition. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Electric Motor slDca 1888. By Dr. L.
Bell. 300 II lubtrailons $8.00

flaver, and Davis, M.M.—The Qnadniptex. With Cbaptera
on the Dynnmo-Eiectrlcjrlachine In Relation to the Qoad-

$1.5

McClure, J. B.—Edlaon and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
planations of the Telephone. Phonograph, Tat-enieter.
Electric Light and all hia Principal Discoveries, etc. .$1,00

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated Irom the French by L. M. Fishbuck. Illua.
trated $a.5o

Noll. Augustus.—How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the
art of Interior wiring. Dluetrated $1.50

Pope, Franklin Leonard,—Modern Practice of the Electric
Telegraph. A technical Hand-book for Electricians,
Managers and Operators. 185 lllostrationa. I4th edition,
rewritten and enlarged $1,50

Prindle. H,B.—A Popular Treatise on the Electric Railway

Light Installationa. Vol.

Electricity,

Salomons. Sir David.-
The Management of Accumulators.
book. 7th edition, revised and eniargea. wiin iiios-
trallons. 12 mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

5loane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Practice
and Theory of Electricity, Including a Popular t eview of

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular IMctionary of Words and Terms used in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 1

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making :

including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, MiaceUaneona Toys

of practi
Third edition, revise

Tesla, Nikola.—Fxperin

portrait and biographical sketch

re delivered befort
London. With £

he Author lilus

Tesla. Nikola.—Lectures . Electro-Magnet. IllustrHted,
$1.00

r Steam Engines, esp

. . mus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. __

Series of Lectures, with an introdnctlon by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous iiluatrations, fancy boardfi (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $0.50

nus P.—Polyphase Electric Onrrenta and
BDt Motors. Mailed to any address in the

Machinery. 16mo. (Van
No. 75) JU.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerons illus-
trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert.-How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. Illns

rquhart.—Electro-Platin
Deposition of Copper,
Brass, Platinum, etc. Second edition;

additions..

Walker, P.—Practical Dynamo Boildini
to wind for any ontpnt. With
16mo, boards, (Van Nostrand's ScienceSerles, No. 98}.J0.50

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insnlated
and Cables. lilastrated.

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Teiephon
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895

.$!.(

Illuetrated.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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POROUS ^^^
fffliy not set

1888. ^^'^ !^t
^Ogr^ trial order.

ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTR1CK& Carter Co

-Electrical Supplies

125 South 2^ St Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican-

Dynamo
Q^ELTING-.

SHULTZ MTEN-p-"
WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTING^^ ^^X^'8£LT CEMENT.

""^ndJojLljVculars-St.liOule,Mo.,U.I9.A.

BBA..N0HE8: IM Smnmer St., Bostonj 113 Liberty St., New lork; 129 North 3d St.,

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Lar^e Surface.Immense Strengrth.

Thousands of our Cells

ctive Material.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOE SALE BY

Bstabllshed 1SS9.

Highest Award Granted
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

American Battery Company,
''T.TZuZT'''''''

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
s, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Sliapes to order. Colors, Red,

BST-A-BLISHEID IS7 8.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.
We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Onr regular geods are on sale in efery les ding Hardware.
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

nDOElAIHj^UFACTORr. y

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

SELLING AGENTS:

IVIASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
A. W. SOLOMON, SoTanneh, Oa. JOSHDA HENDY MAOH. WOBKSi
HOEFQEN, MOXHAM & CO., San TranolBoo, Cat.

No. 80 WUllam St., New York.

Manufacturod by THE FIBERITE CO., IHachanlcville, N. Y.

Tlie Brash Doable Aro

ELECTRIC CO.,

AgeDClwlD all large cltlen.

Tbe UajtHell Kleokrio Oompaoy
beover, Oolo.

Bagnall & UUUi, Yokoliami, •''»""' Office and W«rka, Car. Belden lud nason 8ta., GI^ETKI/ANO, OtUm



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY. 1 cents per Copy.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT. Simpicx Blectricfll Cofflpany,

SIMPLEX
H. R. HIXSON,

7S-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS

MANUPAOTOEEE OF

INSULATED ISI.EGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDH and CAJSLiES.M •« SOS North Third mrcet. • - PHII.ADBI.PHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TKIiEPHONE,
TKIiEeRAPH,
lilSHT aa<t POWER.

KKBITB TAPES.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,

203 Broadway, New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

THE OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

*-0N'/:

TRADE MARK.

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial. Submarine and Underground Use.

, Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Smith &: Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, Maaa.
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara 8t.,BuflEalo, N. Y.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.,

St. Louie, Mo.
J, M. AtblDSon & Co., 14^19 Moaadnock Bldg.,

Chicago, in.
"Reigei & Atwater, 214 Pine St, , San Franciaoo,

OaJifornia.
Central Electric Co., 173 Adama St., Ohlcago.
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St . New York.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
HAWrrACTITBEJBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardnesa.

Soft Cored Carbons cmot hol.e.ow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Hallway Circuits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
as FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG. PA.

WESTIIN ElBoWical in^trnmeiit Co.,
—™^^ II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Eailway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to 3, .5(0 amp.
AUWeston Instruments are unsurp.assed

in excellence of workmanship, in accu.

racy and economy of operation.

•^•^^iM^f

^//^.^/^/•'•'•^•'•'•^^.m^^^lh/^/^/^

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufaclured solely by ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, Bmton, Mut.
CorreapoQdeDce Solicited.

\ T.H.Br!

\ Msna

Brady.New Britain, Conn., V. S. A.,

for CoDHtraotloo

k application.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

( oilre Street, ST. LOUIS,

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

Leclanche zincs last 3 cl

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

CAHALU

The Aultman & Taylor MacWnery Co.
SEKD FOB CATALOOTTE.

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Sole Agents for the United Statea.

Baok of Commerca Building, PITTSBUBAK

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power P
Estimates and Drawinsrs !

WESTON ENGINE CO.
PAINTED POST. N. V.

THE BALL « WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of IniproTed Antomatic Cut-Off Engl

BEPKKSESiTATlVES
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Ship Carbons
riade in Vienna by

SCHIFF. JORDAN & Ca
Sole Agents in the U. S. and Canada,

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.

2 Liberty St., New York.

RALPH L. SHAINWALD, ^ ^E^ J^ fSt^ " FRANK S. DeRONDE,
President. H ^B^H^ ^Hl^^^ General Sales Agent.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless car-
bons with which the market is flooded. Use the
best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons.
Dealers and others interested should write us.
Do it now.*

After April 1 5 P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 8 1 John St., New York.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abondroth A Root Mfg.
00 X

AdamsBaunBll El. 00 v

American liatleryOo xxU

Aniorlcnn Carbon Co

Arnold.B. J X'

Baboook & Wilcox 00., Tbe.

Bain, Force ^'

Baker & 00 , xv

Ball & Wood 00., Tbe....

Barnoa, Wallace

BarnoUCo.,Q. 4 H

BeardsleyMfg Co

Berliner Telepbone Co .

Bcraardln.P. M
Besly A Co.,CbaB. H ....

miss Co., E. W
Boudreaux Dyn. Brusb Uo.

Bojnton Multiyolt B. Co.. 1

Brady, T. H 1

BrlUCo., J G xlx

Brlxey.W. R 1

Brodlo Electric Co x

Bruab Bleotrio Co ixii

Bryan, Wm. H xvu

Bryant Eleotrlo Oo x

Buckeye EleotrlcCo vlll

Butler Hard Rubber 00....

Card Electric Co iy

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xi

Oblcago Belting • xlx

C. B. &Q.R.K xll

Cblcago Edison Co

Chicago ElecSi Stereo Co.. xll

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co .. ..viii

Chicago Ins. Wire Co x

Chuse &Co., J. F .\;ix

Clonbrook S. B. Co xlx

Colbnrn Elec. M Jg. Co

Collins & Co., H. E 1

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.... i

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co

Cor. School of Technology.

Crown WovenWire Br. Co. xxii

Cutter El. i Mtg. Co x

Dalley, Jas. W xiii

Dayton Globe Iron Works

and Mech. Engineers., x-

Dixon Crucible Co., Job..

Eastern Electric Cable Go .

.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co

Edgerton Pottery Co i:

Electric Appliance Oo

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co .
-

Electric Protection Co ... . x'

Electric- Storage Battery
Co.. The -

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Publishing Co.
. xiii,

Empire China Workl...

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co..

Eyanson & ArmprlsBter.

Farr Tel. & Const. Supi

Fiberite Co., The x;

Pleming-Spence Eleo'l Co. -

Forest City El. Wks -
For Sale Adyer'mentH :

Fort Wayne Elec. Oorpora-

Qarlock Packing Oo -

General Electric Co

Globe Electric Light Co i

,
Gprdon-Bumham Bat, Co.

-Goubert Mfg. Co :

Greger Manhole Cover Co. \

Guatafson, W. 'A

Hart.O. S :.

HartA Hegeman Manufao-
turingCo 5

Hess Storage Battery Co .

.

indepeudent Elec. Co.... .\li

IngllB, Wm .... ; X

interior Oondult &1. Co.. '.:lll

iDternatM Cor. Schools.... xil

JCWl'll 11,'ltlMi,' Cci Xl

Johns Manufaoturlng Co.,

Keystone Tele. Co

Klipstem.!! Co., A
Leolanohe Bat. Co., The. .

.

Leffel A Co., James :

LlndBloy Bros

Lombard Water Wheel
Gov. Co

MacCurdy & Smith

Mason, J. W

McKoy, JohnT

Menrminee El. A Me(

Metropolitan Eleo C(

Moore, Alfred F

Morris, Tasker A Co.

Munsell ACo., Eugene... :

Murray Iron Wks. Co —
National Electric Co..... xll

National Elec. E-Nposltlon ^i

National India Rubber Co.

Nat. Underground Cable Co. vi

Newton Rubber Works.. 1

New York Insnlated Wire

Northwest Engineering Co.

NuttallCo., R. D XI

Ohio Storage Battery Co -

OkoniteCo., The

Otto Gas Engine Wks .... -

Partrick A Carter Co x

Partridge Carbon Co

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co..

Perrizo.Paul, Jr., Cedar&
Lumber Co x

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co. x

Phlla. Elec. A Mfg. Co x

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co...

Phoenix Glass Co vi

Pbosphor-Bronie Smelting

Co.,Ltd xi

Pringle&Oo.,W. T xi

Racine Hardware Co xvi

Relsinger, Hugo

Replogle Governor Wks. .xvi

Rhoads & Sons, J. E —
Richards A Mfacham.... —
RothBroa.ACo :

Samson Cordage Wks

,Schi£f, Jordan A Co

Schoonmaker, A. O x

Schott, W. H XV

Shuiti Belting Oo xx

Siemens A Halske E. Oo. . —
Sill, A. D J

Simplex Electrical Oo.,The,

Sioux City Braas Works. . —
S. K. O. Specialty Co i

Smith, S. Morgan xvi

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co..

Standard Paint Co ii,

Standard Tel.A Elec.Co x

Standard Underground Ca-

ble Co —
Stanley Electric Mannfao-

turlngOo —
Stliweli-Bleroe A Smlth-

Valle 00 xii, xi

Storey Motor A Tool Co ... .

—

Toomey, Frank x

Union Heater Supply Co.. —
United Electric Improve-

00.,

VanNuis.O.S

Viaduct Mfg. Oo

Vuicanlied Fibre Oo ...

.

Walker Mfg. Co

Want Advertisements..

Washington Elec. Co..

Weber Gas A Gaso. Eng.Co. xi

Webster, Warren A Oo .... —
Werthelm, Ed ~
Western Electric Oo 3

Westlnghonse Eleo. and Mfg.
00..

Weston Electrical Ins

CUSSIFIED LIST.

Aornmnlatora.
American Battery Oo.
Electric Storage Battery (

Central Eieotric Oo.
Chicago Geu'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Mason,.!. \V.
Menominee El. A Mech Co
Partrick A Carter Oo.

Ixc liumpB,
Adams-Bagnaii Elec. Co.

Westlnghonse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Arc lilffht Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries audJarR. .

Boynton Multivolt Batt'yCo.
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Oo.

1 Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Lecianche Battery t

Ohio Storage Kattery uo.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Beus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. A Mech Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co
Washington Electric Co.
Western Eleotrlo uo.

Beltlnic,

Jewell Belting C

Babcoek A Wilcox Oo,
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Collins & Co., H. E.

Electrician Publ

Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Oo.,Ltd.

Brnslieit.
Bernardin, P. M.
Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crown WovenWire Brush Co.
Holmes Fibre Graphite Uo.
Meson, J..W.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Uo.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Solar Carbon A jdfg. Co.
Wirt, Chas.
Younglove A Gere.

Bnrslar Alarms.
Central Electric Oo.
Bleotrio Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El A Mech. Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

CabIe8(See Insulated Wires.)
Gables, Electric (See In-
sulated Wires), Copper,
Sbeet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brlxey, W. E.
Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Go.
Nat! rnderground Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical uo.
Standard Underground C.Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons,Points AFlates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, P. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Oo.
General Electric Oo.
Mason. J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
SchitI, Jordan .t Co.
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Werthelm, Ed.
Western Eiectrio Oo.

Clear l/isliters.
National Electric Oo.

Compound..
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Central Electric Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
McRoy, Jno. T.

Constmctlon & Bepalrs.
Bernardin, F. M.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards A Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
I.lsht Plants.

Arnold, B. J.

Brush Electric Oo.
Bryan. Wm. H.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Siemens A Haiake Elec. Oo.

Western Eleotrlo Oo.

Electrical Works.

Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Fiberite Co., Tbe.
General Electric Co.
independent EleotrlcCo,

National India Rubber Co.
Okoulte Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Implex Electrical Co.

Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernardin, P. M.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Oo.
Commercial Elec. Sup. C",

Electric AppUance Uo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.

NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrlcx A Carter Oo.

Cut-Onts and Mwltcbes.
Anderson. Albert A J. M
Bernardin, P. M.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

liddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electric Protection Co.

Farr Tel,
Fiberite Co., The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation

, A Const. Supply Co.

MacCurdy A Smith.

Partrick A barter Oo.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Dynamos.
Beardsley Mfg. Oo.
Brush Electric Go.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co,
Colburn El. Mfg. Oo.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Oo.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Pt.WayneElec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit t

A Co.

Electric Uall-ways.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Oo.

Electrical and Itecbanl-
cal Enfflneers.

Arnold.B J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co
Washington Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Brodie Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Oo.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.

Electro-Plating Macb'y.
Besly A Co., Ohas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Oo.

Enslnes, Was.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Enslnes, ISteam.
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Bali Engine Co.
Chuae A Co., J. P.

' Murray Ironworks Co.
Racine Hardware Oo.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Oo.

EneraTcrs.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Oo.

Kxlianst Pipe Heads.
__ Faticett. I. L.

' and liamp

Inglis, Wm.
Fan untflts.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A ins. Oo
Roth Bros. A Oo.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed v» ater Meaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Butler Bard Rubber Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

vulcaniied Fibre Oo.
FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

Fire Alarms.
Partrick A Carter Co.- am Eleotrlo 00.

Fiberite Co., The.

Bernardli
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
llrodic Electric Co.
Bryant Electric Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Cblcago EdiHon (

Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.

Electric Protection Co.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Forest City Elec. Wks.Jlty E
General Eleci
Huebel A Mange:

nominee El. A Mech. Co.

Sioux City Brass Works.
S. K. C. Specialty Oo.
Standard Tel. A Eleo. Co,

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co.
(liraplilte Specialties.

Butler Hard Rubber Oo.

Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electno Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Empire ChlnaWorfcs.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Fiberite Co., The.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oo.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
KartavertMfg. Co.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Munseil A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated WlreOo.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Oo.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.-
Standard Underground C.Oo.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—atacnet irire.

American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Oo.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
General Eiectrio Co.
Independent Electric Oo.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wireuo.
Okonlte Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.'"--^--' Underground C.Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

Ft.Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.

Westinghouse Elec.AMfg Oo.

(See Insulated Wires.)

Bliss Co., E. W.
Ferracute MachiueCo.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Johns Mfg. uo., H. W.
Munseil A Co. Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

MlninK Apparatus, Elec.
aenerfl EftotTlc

"

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co,

Storey Motor
Walker Mfg, Uo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg Co

on Feeders.

Packing.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Oarlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.

Bernardin, p. M.

Llndsley Bros.
Morris, Taaker A (

Nuttall Co., R. D.

u -mmerciai Jfilec. Sup. Go
Empire China Works
General Electric Co.

Publlsbers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Uo

Pusb Buttons.
Central EleotrlcCo.
Electric Appliance Co
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partr.ck A carter Co.

Rheostats.
Central Eleotrlo Oo.
General Electric c;o

AVe.stlughouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Sal Ammoniac.
Kllpsteln A Co., A.

SpeaklnK Tubes.
Central Electdo Oo.
Electric AppUance Co
Partrick A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Oo.

Springs.
Wallace.

Hess Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical works
Brixey, W. R.
Central Eieotric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co

dard Paint Co.
Telegrapb Apparatus
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Oo.

Farr Tel. AOonst. Supply Co
Gustafsou, W. A.
Keystone Telephone Oo.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Kichards A Meacham.
Sill, A. D.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Oo.
Western Electric Oo.

Transformers.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation

Trolley Cord.
Bernardin, P. M.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Ot

Ttirblne W^beels .

Dayton Globe Iron Works t

Smith, S. Morgan.
StillweU-Blerce A Smith

-

Valle Co.

UnlTersities.
Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

\rater Wlieeis.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.

Brixey, W. it.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
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Ship Carbons
riade in Vienna by

SCHIFF. JORDAN & Ca

Sole Agents in the U. S. and Canada,

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.

2 Liberty St., New York.

RALPH L. SHAINWALD, ^^1^3 ^f^ f5^ ^^ FRANK S. DeRONDE,
President. ^B^^BL W^K^K^ General Sales Agent.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless car-
bons with which the market is flooded. Use the
best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons.
Dealers and others interested should write us.
Do it now;

After April 1 5 P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 8 1 John St., New York.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Abondroth & Root Mtg.

AdamB-Bagnall El. Co ?

American liattory Co X3

Uaboook A Wllooi Co., Tbe.

Barnes, Wallace xii

BarnettCcG. AH xxH

BeardsleyMfg Co 3I

Berliner Telepbone Co . xv

Beruaidln, F. M
Besly A Co., Chaa. H xiU

nilBsCo., E. W .Nix

Boudreaux Dyn. Brusb Co. xv

Boyuton Multlvoll B. Co. . i

Brady, T. H 1

Brill Co., J O xli

Brliey, W. R 1

Brodie Electric Co x

Brusb Electno Co xxli

Bryan, Wm. H xvil

Bryaut EleotrlQ Co x

Buckeye ElectrlcCo viii

Butler Hard Rubber Co—
Card Electric Co iv

Central Electric Co v

Central Mfg. Co xi

ChannonCo.,H xix

Cblcago Belting C ' xix

C. B. &Q.R.R xii

Chicago EdlBOn Co

CbloagoElec.A Stereo Co.. xil

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co ....viii

: Co.

Chuse ACo., J. F X

Clonbioci S. B. Co 3

Colbum Elec. Mfg. Co -

Collins & Co., H. E

Columbia Inc Lamp Co—
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.-

Conn. Tel. &Elec. Co -

Cor. School of Technology.

-

Cross, F. J X

Crown Woven Wire Br. Co. x:

Cutler El. & Mtg. Co

Dailey, Jas. W x

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Co.

andMech. Engineers.

Dixon Crucible Co., Job..

Eastern Electric Cable Co

.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co

Edgerton Pottery Co

Eleottio Appliance Co

Elec. Engr. A Supply Co .

.

Electric Protection Go

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Pobllshlng Co.

Empire China Work!

EmerBon Elec. Mfg. Co.... 3

Eyansou A Armprlester.... v

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply
Co..

Paucett, I. L

Ferracute Machine Co.... six

Flbente Co., The xiU
Flemlng-Spence Blec'l Co.

Forest City El. Wks
For Sale Adyer'ments xli

Fort Wayne Elec. Corpora-

Qarlock Packing Co -

General Electric Co

Globe Electric Light Co.... i

, , Gordon-Bumham Bat. Cf'.

.i,Goubert Mfg. Co :

Greger Manhole Cover Co. \

Gustafson, W. 'A

Hart.C. S :.

Hart A Hegeman Manufao-

Independent Eloo. Co....

IngllB.Wm

Interior Conduit A I. Co .

.

[uternat'l Cor. Schools....

Jowoll Ik'ltlng Co

Johns Manufacturing Co.,
H. W

Karlavcrt Mfg. Co >

KeyHione Tele. Co

Kllpsteln A Co., A
Leclanobe Bat. Co., The. . . :

Leffel ACcJames x

Llndsloy Bros

Lombard Water Wheel

Gov. Co

MacCurdy A Smith

McKoy, JohnT i

Menrminee El. & Mech. Co. Iv

Metropolitan Elec Co.... xiv

Moore, Alfred F 1

Morris, Tasker A Co

Moyes, L. M xviii

Munsell AGO., Eugene... xl

Murray Iron Wks, Co

National ElectrlcCo..... xlii

^atlonal Elec. Exposition „vi

National India Rnbber Co. i

Nat. Underground Cable Co. vii

Newton Rubber Works.. Ix

New York Insulated Wire
CO i*'

NuttallCo., R. D xvill

Ohio Storage Battery Co

OkonlteCo., The I

Otto Gas Engine Wks .... —

-

Partrlck A Carter Co xxii

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. x

Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar&
Lumber Co xli

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co. xiv

Phlla. Elec. A Mfg. Co xii

PhlUlps Ins'd. Wire Co . . . xi

Phoenix Glass Co viii

Phosphor-Bronie Smelting

Co.,Ltd xix

Pringlei Co.,W. T xili

Racine Hardware Co xviii

Relslnger, Hugo Iv

Replogle Governor Wks. .xvill

Khoads & Sons, J. E — ..

Richards A Mfacham....

Roth Bros. A Co xi

Samson Cordage Wks x

SchliT, Jordan A. Co ii

O xii

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works. .
—

S. K. C. Specialty Co s

Smith, S. Morgan xvi

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co..

Standard Paint Co ii,

Standard Tel.A Eleo.Co J

Standard Underground Ca-

StarUey Electric Manulao-

turlngCo —
StUweli-Blerce A Smith-

Vaile Co xii, xl

Storey Motor A Tool Co.... —
Toomey. Frank x

Union Heater Supply Co.. —
United Electric Improve-

VanNuls, C. S -

Viaduct Mfg. Co

Tuicanlied Fibre Co x

Walker Mfg. Co -

Want AdvertlsementB

Weber Gas A Gaso. Eng.Co.

:

Webster, Warren A Co .... -

Western Electric Co :

WeBtinghotise Elec. and Mfg.

Weston Electrical Ins

CUSSIFIED LIST.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Annanviators.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Qen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co,
Maaon, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Are liampB.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago GenM Fixture Co.
Flemlng-Spence Elec. Go.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatlor

Samson Cordage Wks.
Batteries and Jar*. .

Boynton Multlvoit Batt'yCo,
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commeiclal Elec. Sup. Co.
Edgerton Pottery C"

ICA
Engt

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Bumham Bat. Co.
Leclanobe Battery Co., Tbe.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Ohio Storage Kattery Co.

Central Electric Co.

National Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co
Washington Electric Co.
Western fileotrto Co.

Channon Co., H.
Chicago Belting Go.
Jewell Belting Co.

Babcock A Wilcox C

Weston Engine Co.

BooUb, fileetrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Central Electric Co.

Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Solar Carbon a jdfg. Co.

Central Electric Go.

ISIieet and Bar,
' an Elec "^

,
W. B.

American Elec. Works.

Central Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co
Nafl Underground Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Go.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.Polnts APIates.
American Carbon Co.
Bemardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Go.
General Electric Co.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Relslnger, Hugo.

IPain
Werthelm, ad.
Western Electric Co.

Ciear lilgbters.
National Electric Co.

CompoitBd.
S. K. C. Specialty Co. '

Standard Paint C

Gondnits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
McRoy, Jno; T.

Constmction A Bepalrs.

A Meachi

contractors and Klectrlc
Uslit Plants.

Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Go.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.

Amerioan Eleotrical Works.
Bemardin, F. M.
Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Briiey, W. R.

National India Rubber Oo.
Okonlto Co. The.
PhllllpB Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Brackets.
AnderBon, Albert A J. 1

Bernardln, P. M.

Central ElectrlcCo.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.

Anderson, Albert i

Bemardin, F. M.
Brodie Electric Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

liddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Eyanson A Armprlester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Flberite Co., The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. GorporatlOD.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
MacCurdy A Smith.

. Specialty Co.
ihington Electric Co.

iley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electno Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colbum El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Inter
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Walker Mtg. Co.
WestinghouBeEleo. AMfg.Co,

Bleetnc KaUways
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrlcal and JYleclianl-
eal Engineers.

Arnold, B J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan, Wm. H
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instroments.
Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bemardin, F. M,
Central Electric Co.

" Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Klectrlcal Specialties.

Electric Protection Co.

Bleetro-Platlne Ufaeh'y.
Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Colbum El. Mfg. Go.
General Electric Co.

Enelnes, Was.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Bneines, Steam.
Ban A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Chuse A Go., J. F.

'" Murray iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Go.

Engravers.
Chic. Electro A Stereo Go.

lilxhanst Pipe Heads.
Fattcett. I. L.

Fan Motor and Lamp
Inglls, Wm!

Fan Untats.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec. Mtg. Co.
Interior Conduit A ins. Co
Roth Bros. A Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed » ater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre Co.
FUes.
Baraett Co., G. A H.

Fire Alarms.
Partrlck A Garter Go.
Western Eleotrio Oo.

Central Eloctrio Oo.
Giectrio Appliance Oo.
Flberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electrio Co.

UaslietH.
'oerless Rubber Mfg.

Besly A Co., Chaa. H.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

tieneral Blec. supplies.
Anderson, Albert A j! M.
Uerllner Telephone Go.
Bernardii
Besly A Co., Chaa. E
lirodle ElectrlcCo.
Bryant Electric Co.

r El. & Mfg. Co.

Elec. Engl. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Go.

Elec. Wks.Forest City I

General Elec
Huebel A Manger.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
MetropoUtan Electric Go.

Standard Tel. i
Washington El
A\'estinghouse

Ulobe Nets.
Inglls, Wm.

txluDCB and

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Gov nors, Wattr wheel.
Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co.
Wrapnite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmea Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Snbber Woods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Flberite Co.. Tbe.
Newton Rubber Wks.

Insulators and Insniat-
inc Materials

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Beaidsley Mfg. Co.
Bernardln, F. M.
Brixey, W. R.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Empire ChinaWorks.

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Flbente Go., The.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Go.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert .Mfg. Co.
MacCurdy A smith.
Mason. J. W.

Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated WlreCo.
NuttaU Co., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.-
Standard Underground C.Go.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Masnet Wire,

American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.

Comnoercial'Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Gable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Nafl Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Go.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Go.
PhUlips Insulated Wire Co." iplex Electrical Co.

Underground C.Go.
Lamps. Incandescent. -

Central Electrio Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

Westinghouse Elec.AMfg Co.
Jcbtnins Arresters.
Electric Appliance Oo.

Hasnet %Vire.
fSee Insulated Wires.]

Besly AGO., Chas. H.
Bliss Co., E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

niea.
Bowers Bros.

' Eng. Co.

A. O.
DC Apparatus, Klcc.
ral BreotrlcJlOj

Johns Mfg. uo., H. W.
Munsell AC

Brush Electno Co.
Card Electric Go.
Central Electric Co.
Colbum El. Mfg. Co.

. Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Rlec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electrio Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

! El. A Mech Co.

Stanley Eleo.
Storey Motor a Tool Co.
Walker Mtg, Co.
Westinghouse Et. AM rg Co

Oil Feeders.
Uailoy. Jas. W.

Packlnc.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Gariock Packing Co.
Peerless Rnbber MIg. Co.

Faints.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Standard Paint Co.

Pbosphor Bronze.
Pbospbor Bronze Sm.Co Lid

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Bernardln, F. M.
Hart, C. S.
Llndsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Perrizo, Panl, Jr. Co.

Porcelain.
C 'mmerclal Elec. Sup. Co
Empire China Workh
General Electric Co.

Pnbllsbers, BIcctrli-aLers, Blectrlc
Ian Publishing (

Partr.ck A carter Co.

Bheostals.
Central Eleotrio Co.
General Electric Co ,

Westinghouse Ei. A Mtg. Co.
Sal Ammoniac.
Klipsteln A Co., A.

Spea]£lna: Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co~

I A Carter Co.

Jidlcat
Besly A Co., Chas.

Springs.
Barnes, V

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Oo.
Hess Storage Batterj- Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. \Vire Co.
Electric Appliance 00.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co. , The.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Xelecrapb Apparatus
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telepbones and Tele
pbone Material.

Berliner Telephone Co.

Electrical Eng. Co.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply
Gustafson, W. A.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meacham.
Sill, A. D.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Go.
Viaduct Mtg. Co.
Westem Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfe. On
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Bemardin, F. M.
Samson Cordage Wits.

Tracks. Klectrlc Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels

.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leflel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
StlllweU-Blerce A Smith.
Vaile Co.

Universities.
Cor. School of Technology.

Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appilahce Oo.
Independent Eleotrio Oo.
National India Rubber Go.
Nuttall Go., R. D.
OkonlteCo., The.
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The^Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CABBONS

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.'
3T PBIOE LIST TO

HUGO REISINGER. NO. 38 BEAVER STREET. NEW TORK.
Sole Importer for tbe XTnited States and Canada.

JUSTNOW ^^^
Is the I

Pan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct curi

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IWDUCTIOIV AWD ISPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
--WRITE FOR CATALOCUE-*.^

IfiimiEfie Electrical anfl Meclanical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

<> -til d, Gordon Primary Battery
EXOII.8 IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tbe GordoD-Bnrnliaifi Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.Ask your >IE.AF9E:S~rS«_IF3f3|_'V l-I^USE I'or

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES Of TROLLEY HANGERS.
strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and MateriaL

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
Insulation. Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB BEVISED PBICE LIST.

k H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
»40-!i4S Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. I
m Generators for Power

Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rollingr
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works, Nansfleld, Ohio.

CoNTPACTORSra^^pl

J^.V,:<. %

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE, i:-;::^:::^-!^,;;;:;'',:,,!'!!;^:;::'^';:::'

"^""

RftVEN WHITE CORE. J^:;^;."
^""" "^ "" '^"^'" '"'"

^^ " "" '"""

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ):-^:z^v^:^^:^:::':::tt^i^''s.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
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Central €kciric Companp

CENTRAL
STATION
SUNDRIES.

173075 flaams Street

CDicaso
ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
MATERIAL.

Wholesale
...and Retail Electrical Supplies

X01-USIVEL.Y
NOTE.—We do no construction work of any description, therefore do not come in conflict witli

our patrons in any manner. No doubt contractors and others who have found themselves bidding

against their source of supplies will appreciate our unique position.

::: BRANCHES:::

Southern Electrical Supply Co
ST. LOUIS, MO.

New Orleans:

1010 Canal Street

Gate City Electric Co., Kansas City, Mo,

Buffalo:

112 White Building,

The best small switch made. A little beauty.

Porcelain base. Polished metal parts. Can be

wired from front or back, and used in a dozen places where nothing

else would do as well. For Small Motors, Arc Lamps, Groups of Window Lights, Heating

and Cooking Utensils, Large Chandeliers, Cut=Out Cabinets, etc.

Promp-t Shipments -frc

BRANCHES:
,
new ORLEANS: 1010 Cinal Street.
BUFFALO: 112 White Buildinj.

Central Electric Company,
Wholesale and Retail Electrical Supplies,

CHIOAGO.
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National Electrical Exposition
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF AND IN CONNECTION LWITH THE

...19-thi COIMVEIMTIOIM...

National Electric Light Association.

May 4th

...TO...

May 30th,

Inclusive,

1896.

May 4th

...TO...

May 30th,

Inclusive,

1896.

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING, LEXINGTON AVENUE, 43d to 44th STREETS, NEW YORK.

An Exposition showing the Pro§:ress of Elec=

tricity and its Various Applications

Manufacturers of Electric Ligtit and Street Railway Apparatus, Electrical

Supplies and Appliances of all kinds, who desire to be represented, should
apply for space at once.

Allotment of Space will be made March 1 0th.

Steam will be supplied for Engine Exhibits free of charge. Electric Current,
Direct or Alternating, will be furnished at cost of Generating.

Applications for Space or further information will receive prompt attention.

Ci^AREIMOl
4*

STUIVIP, G^n^ral IN/lanas^r,
I3S l-itser-ty S^r&&±., - - N C\A/^ YORK.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors— Slow. Medium or High Speed.

Ml' iMiilil all 11 HHiiry U|i|iariil iim I'lir IriMiHiiiiHHiiiii of l^liMlrioiil

I'OtVCr (hlOMUll nU'lOI'.V <>' OllK'l' III illUH.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
XKW MiKK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
I'lIII.ADKIJ'HIA, Waited C. Mclntire & Co., 500 Commerce St.

lios'l'uX, G. M. Angier &, Co., 64 Federal St.

KLMIUA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, ()., Nevada Bid!;., .lohn A. Stewart.
CniCAGO. -.m Dearborn St.. Wallac- & Iline, Managers.

The Hess Double Electrode Storage Battery
Is practicaUy indestructible.
Its estimated life is unlimited.
disintegration is entirely out ofthe question.
Buckling is absolutely prevented, not by re-

sistant force but by a scientific new process.
THE H£SS STORAGE BATTERV CO., of

Philadelphia, who own and control the Hess
patents, oiTer theii* system at cost of manufac-
ture, estimated to be about one-third the price
asked by manufacturers.
y%'e organize State Companies to manufacture

and install electric lighting plants, with gas
engine, dynamo and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in >1I

The first successful Xon-infringing Storage Battery ever
produced in the ITnited States. Note the contrast from
the Supreme Court decision:

"The distinguishing feature of the invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specifica-

tion of Letters Patent of the U. S.. No. 337,299, dated March
2, 18S6, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-

teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general
terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the
battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging current when immersed in the
battery fluid." (Quoted from the syllabus of the case of tbe Electrical
Accumulator Co. vs. Brush Electric Co., decided in the U. S. CircuitCourt
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, October 4, 1892.)

In our battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are immersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased test and
report ^vas made by Messrs. Houston A Ken-
nelly, E. E., of Philadelphia, 97ti2So per cent,

ampere efficiency, 81 per cent, watt efficiency.

AVe prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.

AVe want representative parties to manufac-
ture and install our batteries in every State.

Send for descrii>tive matter.

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO. . ^Philadelphia, pa.

The National Underground Cable Co.
Times Building, New Yorli. Roolcery, Cliicago. Betz Bullding,'Philadelphla, Ames Building, Boston.

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-
ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and
Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-
graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

Write for further information to New York office.
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury. Boston, Mass

Switches and

Switchboards
^ .Of all Descriptions.

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. M STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

BRANCH OFFICES:
CMHIC^V<50i Meiropolitan Electric Co., 186 uth .

I NEW ORLEANS, LA. : 00,s Custom House Street,

'

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.

Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture In ail Leading Cities.

W'BITE FOK PARTICII1,ARS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Betx Bide.. PHI1,AI>E1,PHIA, PA.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

60 fM

/ ^T LECTRK Light Globe5e^-^ the-UarGEST-LiKE-o'^

J|lN0VELftAplSTIC.PArTEf{NSaEFFEGlS
,/f#'lil\S\ /I o K.^1 IDD AN/ CT M\/ J42 MURRAY S

CHICAGO OFFICE, ISON STREET.

BUCEETE QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

Monadnock Building, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO.. Cleveland. O

EADAMS^ RAGNALl
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The freeman
BATTERY n A n CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

Fraoktabar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

EDISON SOCKETS.
The SIVIALLEST and NEATEST and CHEAPEST. PORCELAIN BASE in ONE PIECE. NO SHORT CIRCUITS.

METAL PARTS separated by PORCELAIN BRIDGES. ONE-HALF the number of PARTS used in other sockets

and receptacles.

IN THE EDISON SCREW BASE with SPRING CENTRE CONTACT, the lamp is most easily inserted and most

securely held. No loose lamps. EDISON BASE LAMPS cost $10.00 per thousand less than T.-H. or other

base lamps, a point to be remembered when purchasing.

THE EDISON BASE SOCKET is the STANDARD. EARLY PROVISION will mean FUTURE ECONOMY.

7,000,000 Sockets and Receptacles in daily use in the United States.

EDISON RECEPTACLES.
All Porcelain Parts Manufactured

in our own Porcelain Factory.

J^-~.,J^1^
'% ,m- .^:^

General Electric Companyp ""t
Office, Schenectady, IM. Y.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities of the United States.
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Te^lher:—"Why is this not a Packard Lamp?
Sum I. Bov:—"Because there are no flies on th

Packard Lamp."

Teacher:— "That is right, you may go to the

'l| ^ ^ J )
head of the class.

NEVER TOO EARLY
(VnP is the best all-around lamp that

jeen produced.

Electric Appliance Company,
...ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES...

242 IVIaclison S^., - CHIO/^G^.

To learn that the PACKARD LAflP is the best all-around lamp 1

has ever been produced.

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only pi^^ H^ Compound,

be Secured ^^3 .^ ^^^ Varnish,
by the use ^^^ w ^^^k Tape,

of . . . Hi^^ Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St., - New York.

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

Write for Circurar and Prices.

Detroit, Mich.

CONDUITS.

PEERLESS ROBBER MFG. CO.. 16 Wami St., New York,

Aie you interested

lu Conduits?

It you are it will

liay you to look

into the merits oi

the latest — un-

doubtedly the best.

JOHN T. McROY,
36 S. Clark Street, Chicago.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

uperior to anything on

our prices—well, write t

will tell you all about them.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H,, U. S. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC

MAGNETIC
I-T-E

Inverse-Time- ELEMEKT

CIRCUIT

BREAKERS.
C. S. Flush Switches.

THE CUTTER ELECTRICAL & MFC. CO.,
>i-iii >.DE:i-f=>l-IIA.

""^fi^VENTILATED
"""^

' "^^'^'S/,,.

^

BRUSH 1. v,g
'^^

BEST CHEftRY & ^QUNG^LOVE^ ^T^

> re=ronsible parties

VOU\\Gl.OVE 4 GERE, Svracnse, N.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK KI-Et'TRICAI/ I'SES:

Graphite Rods of Various liengths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the Inch. Graphite Boxes and Crnribles. Resisting Heats

of 4.*M>0 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trol ley Cord

.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

NOTORARMATURESGOSTMONEY
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITCH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantly disconnects the motor whenexcr it is

overloaded and whenever the circuit fails from anj- cause. Each switch is adjustable

for motors of widel}' different horse-powei".

For circulars and 'prices, address

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC UO., - Manchester, N. H.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

MONTKKAL BitANCH, liugoiio F. I'lillllps* Klectrlual Worlcs.

JEWELL BELTING CO.,
Tanners of

OAK BELTING
LEATHER^^^

jfacturers of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

HARTFORD, - - €ONlV.

CLARK " WIRE.

. fore the public and I

u<«o throuRhout tlio United States and ForeiRn Countries

rod the demand for it is constantly intreasiDR. because it

always gives perfect sifisfactlon

BRATVCH OFFICE-

1649, 1650, 1651 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

CimCiA.<SO, lUI-IIMOIS.

1 Letter f/cm the Inspector cf the Boston Fire Unaer-

writers' Union, tic states: "A Ttioroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

,tul 1,) Ik it

litlonnlicrc\(rused,Acrul li

3d our net prices am as low , 11

St class. Insulated "Wire

null rataloRue., \utli Terms

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,

61 and 63 Hampshire St Boston Mass

HENRY A CLARK HERBERT H EUSTIS

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
COFPER CASTINGS for Electrical
Purposes.

BRASS PATTEBIVS AND CASTINGS,
all binds.

The BewdslBV Ufe. Co 2hAi.^t:o^l^.i

I

GROSS ARMS, PINS AND BRACKETS.
Why not use Yellow Pine Cross Arms?
We also manufacture Oak Pins and Brackets, and GENUINE

BLACK LOCUST PINS.
We can ship promptly.
We guarantee our product equal to any in the market.
Correspondence solicited.

CENTRAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, GHAnANOOGA, TENN.

Wires and Cablet,

J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Djnamos, eieclnc Boioti,.

Uanafactared bj

ROTH BROS. & CO.,

30 to 34 Market St..

Best Material,

IVIICA,
EUGENE MUNSELL& CO., importers direct trom ttie mines. 2 1 8 Water Street, N. Y.

AGENCIES:

INDIA AND
AlVI

ElECTBICai

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ElECimC COMPKNV.
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

AGENCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECTL SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
XKM \<»I{K OKKICi::

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt. Pawtijcket, R. I,
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ing pateQts( sad irons, soldering outfits, etc.).and

electrical heating business already organized and
establ shed and with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid andyoung man a-'d adver-

Westebn Electei-

WANTED,
Salesmen to sell Mica ;ii]il olh.T Insula-

°W. H. SILLS & CO.,
153 Lake St., Chicago, III.

POSITION WANTED
By a young man who is an all round ar-

mature winder and understands ma-
chine work, interior wiring, arc lamps,
general repairs and mechanical draw-
ing. Address "J. 5f.."

Care of Wf.stf.un Kl.KiTlluiiN.

G Lakesiile IliiiklinK. rliicaKii, lU

SALESMAN WANTED.
On v-ho sellii

trade in the AVest
would be willing tc

used by all electric

urers, on commission. Address,

X. Y. Z., care Westehn Electhician

uthwest. and

nd manufact-

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine: one 300h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125
li. p. Ball automatic engines; two 30 li. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compi
boilers, 700 h. p., ico h. p. in a pair. FRj

Electric Light Contracts.

I^OME STUDY

FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS,

MECHANICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL

DRAWING EXERCISES.

HOME STUBV makes
Qg its readers how to make ai

nd Architectural Drawings,
fee on application. Address

HOME STUDY.

Sample Copy

WALLACE BARNES,
'AJa,n,/,u/:iri> of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Couu.

WIRT BRUSHES
Chailes Wir., 1026 Fi.but, Phi adtlphla,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

DOMESTIC
ELECTRICAL WORK.
Concise and Practical Gxplanatioi

The city council of the

City of Chillicothe,

Missouri, will receive

bids to April i, 1896,

for lighting the City

for five years. Specifi-

cations furnished.

OSCAR L. SMITH Oil! CM.

$600! $600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usua'. accessories

and full guaranty of manufacturers.

Have no use tor it and will be sold for

six hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

Westf.rn ELEfTTnciAN Office.

Lighting from Batteries.

Illustrated wU7i Timity-iwo Diagrams.

By WILLIAM A. WITTBECKER.

Price in Pap**r,a5 Cents.
Price in Cloth. SO Cents.

1 RppB,
- ratualndwelllDghouBeFi. officeaanlrfork'^hops

and the Deed of plaio Instructions vhereby any
person without a previous knowledye-Of electricity

may be enabled to undertake their succesEifat

lastallatlon, has prompted the pnblfcatlon of this

little booii. It 16 not Intended for the amateur who
seeks for nothing bat experimental work, neither
Islt expected to enlighten the expert electrician;

Duttothe person who Is seeking for Information
;hat will asBlet him In Increasing hU dally eamlnga
Jils little volume la addressed.
The Information given Is above all eleepraotfoal,

down anyone without tbtf Bllgbtaot knowledge of

S r3t6ntsiE«MFEtll Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tte Stiliell-Bierce & Smitli-Taile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Francisoo. t'al.. Paclflo Coast Agent.

%. HA-riTT,

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manutactur-d from Live Cedar :,-eled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

INDIA AND AMBER MICA.

.O.SCHOONMAKER,

POLES
Telephone,
Electric
Light and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Wrltefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOIVIINEE, MICH.

(CEDAR.)

TIES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mainette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

The Burlington Koute (C. B. & Q- R.

nounce three personally conducted torn a to »jai-

ifornia Leave Chicago January 9, Feb. 6,

March's. The route will be via San Antonio,

Tex,, El Paso, Los Anfreles, San Diepo, banta
Barbara, San Francisi o, Del Monte and San Jose
Returning via Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic

Route through Colorado, The price of a ticket

includes all necessary expenees. Railroad and
sleeping car fare, Hotel Bills, carnage ndes,

side trips, etc. The service will be strictly first-

class in every respect. For pamphlet giving

particulars, see any agent of the C. B. & Q.R.R.,

or write to T. A. Gradv, Manager Tours Depart-
ment, 21 1 Clark street, Chicago.

STUDENTS

do the work desoribe^

BLECTRIGIAM FDBLISHIMG CO.

BELLS

Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

S3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrjcian Publishing Co.,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

Have you ever tried our ''ni i

"Xrc CUfHOUfs?

ARC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.

Electrical & Mf|.
2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Electric Co.. 186-188 Bill Ave..
Ctilcago, III.

Electrical Supply Co.. 10 and 12

"snaa

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

Efficient,

Non-Synchronous,

Start with

50 per cent.

Overload.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096.
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Pkoto aud Wood EngraTlllg,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 19S Clark Street, Oil cage.

Fine Book and Cataloeue Work a Specialty.

FUSE WIRE ,_^,„^
AND LINKS h capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. 5 'VnvV™.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39lh St and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

nt; ^ ' 1 1 Hit XI \\ 1 1 1 1 J n_i ay

l^nd^rjonAtnoiTiQlR
^opYinj/Machine

imp
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hie;h Efficiency

It Kill! -and Pirtiil Gate
11 < I LI itu V n n WATFitWHUl , .„ .,U .hiv -.1, „,ly moil

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

« let
.(.Ills 1 slnslu :

anttd »v th U

cl,r rirbiOL^

i(.li V Ictor Turbine on bar /cnlal shall to
Worn.!! Frict on Coupling jt ont uid to

I (.r single or in purs on borI?onta] shafts

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Rlsdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

EKi
The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

SEND FOE CIRCULAR AXD I'lilCES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS: THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of Its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you

want. 27.5 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $3,00. Paper cover,

SLOG. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

THE CHAPMAN

ATTACHMENT PLUG,

Endorsed by National Fire Underwriters' As-
sociation and leading Electrical Engineers.

MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LID.
Your Electrical Supply House, or CENTRAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY, Chicago, has it.

W. T. Pringle &. Co.,
1026-1028 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA

IF

you i

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You GAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
- OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Sapplies,
Bells, Pash Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, M'CH.

IRON ARIVIORED

INSULATING GONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the T

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO.,

General Offices and Works: 527 W. 34tli St.. Xew York.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder
Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

K NBW BOOK.
NOJnl REHDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Uakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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SHIP" GORED AND SOLID GARDONS
IN/lade in Vienna, /Vus-tria.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a Small or Large Order for Electrical Supplies of any nature and
get one of our now Famous ^lammoth Catalogues, if you haven't

one. YOU CAIV'T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y.

XHE.

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO,
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NeAv Discounts

Series Incandes-

Forall Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

[tESrONDEN-CE SOLICITED. ai;axti:ed.

The Electric Railway ofWay,
BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PAGES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTAGE PREE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

XKW YORK,
ai» Havciiioyoi- Baildint;.

IM^STOX.

I Ha Siimnioi- Stn

CHIt'A«0.

1587 Jlouadiiork lliiildiiij;.

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
MARTF-ORD, COIMIM.

CROOKES' TUBES.
AXV SI'F.C'IAI. KOKM OK Tl KK II \I>K TO 4»I{I>F,I{.

The Waterhouse-Gamble Arc Lamp. Perkins Incandescent Lamp,

Sockets. Rosettes. Switches.
"XA/RI-TE: R-OR CA-TAl-OGOE AIMD F>RICE:S
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH.
THE "NEW PRINCIPLE" BRUSH.

^O C^^'t^-.e.

>Mo N̂^^

u

CL

< ^

(0

SOLE AGENTS:
R. E. T. PRINOLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENG. CO., Baltimore, Md

CHICAGO, 220-228 La Salle St.
NEW YORK, 253 Broadway.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston
J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

HELLO I!
A New Orannlar Carbon Tel-

ephone Transmitter.
Best aad cheapest made. "Elgin" long distance,

If You
Need
a good, practical tele-

phone for long dis-

tance or warehouse
use, write tor prices

and circulars to

W. A. Gnstafson,

Joliet^ III.

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WI

Price 81.00.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building. Chicago.

ELEPHONES a"° SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated J%
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an Instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

T

UarlTMiuilEleACo.
HADISON - - WISCONSIN,

MANOFACTUEEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

qaallty of

qaaUtiea of large quantity and high voltage; polarized beUs

with centrally pivoted armatarea (the pntent od same having now ex-

pired) and high co-ef&clent of eelf-lndnctioo in proportion to -winding.

Will
; makes of bells with different \

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Solo Licensees for sale of Milde Battery Transmitter I

April 17th, 1894. For elmpUcity, email dlmenalonB entire i

Bion, It has no equal. No adjnstment required. Will not pacfi

1 any make of switchboard.

the United States. Patent granted
Itl-contact, and powerful

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
rapid and ef&cient apparatus of the feind now bef >rp

ires poaaessed by no other-; require where power gen-

3 need but thfee moves to answer a subscriber's call, rl-ig number wanted, and connect the

Unee. Estlmatea for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line Bystems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solloited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
OADISON, WISCONSIN.

. L. 8P00NEE, President. CHICAQO OFFICE :

No. 827 Stock Exchange BIdg.
. w. BATOHELDEE, Secretary.
H. A. TAYLOB, Treamirer. ^TE. Qen'l Aitt.

We Ilanufactarc

S:fdeTELEPHONES.
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

IllBALTlMORE.^
m^^i^^jUH.

342 Dearborn Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Orders from the country solicited.

Send for Catalogue and buy direct

lowest pric

Telephones,

Magneto Bells,

Receivers,

Blake and Hunning
Transmitters and all

Telephone Supplies.

Discount made on large lots.

from manufacturer and get

BERLINER TELEPHONE.
The Berliner Telephone Company import and manufacture THE PERFECT

instiument: works magnificently over ANY LENGTH OF LINE. We are anx-
ious that all shall TEST IT, and are willing that you may have SAMPLES AT
COST. Finished in polished walnut, full nickel plate. THE BEST is what
YOU WANT, it costs no more. Write for full particulars. A full line of Tele-
phone Supplies.

THE BERLINER TELEPHONE COMPANY, Lincoln, Ills., U. S. A.

The Electrician Publishing Co., 6 Lakeside Bldg.,

Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

S. K.C. ARC CUTOUT.

S. K. C. Switches. S. K. C. Hanger Boards. Dynamo Brushes,

Commutator CompountI, Etc.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

8. K. C. SPECIALTY CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.
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Have You Read ...

"THX: ImATZSST and MOST PRACTICAIa
BOOK ON "TXSIiiEPIIONY? IT Tg ^

i."i TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK,
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB,

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.

AiUljor of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables."

faint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

146 PACES. 138 ILLUSTRATIONS. CLOTH. HAND-BOOK SIZE. PRICE, POSTACE FREE, $ I.OO.

CONTENTS:
The Invention of the Telephone. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Electric Telephony.

The Bell Telephone. The Microphone. Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.

The Induction Coil; its use in the Telephone Transmitter. The Complete Telephone

Circuit. Magnet Telephones. The Bell Telephone Receiver. Other Forms of Magnetic

Telephones. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers. Mercadier's Bi-telephone,

The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Carbon Transmitters. The

Blake Transmitter. The Long-distance Transmitter. The Solid-back Transmitter.

The Berliner Transmitter. The Cuttriss Transmitter. Various European Transmitters.

The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters. Batteries for Telephone Work. Open Circuit

Batteries. Closed Circuit Batteries. The Practical Management of Batteries. Magneto

Bells. Automatic Switches. Telephone Line Construction. Metallic Circuits. Under-

ground Wires. Lightning Arresters. Inside Wiring. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments. Inspection and Maintenance. The Condenser; its use in Telephony. Electro-

magnetic Retardation. Exchange Working. Small Exchanges. Party Lines. The

Bridging Bell. Long Distance Telephony. Duplex Telephony. Simultaneous Tel-

egraphy and Telephony. Appendix.

asr The only Practical Vp-to-Date Book of its kind. A Timely Work. Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
'

'* 6 Lakeside Buildjng, CHICAGO.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a. i. e. e.

• Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Elootrlo RallwdyH uod I'owor Stfitlc

IS41 Ilarquette Bldgr., Clilrnei

William H. Bryan, m.ai^soo.m.e

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer.

OoDiQltatloDBt Roportg, Entlmaten, Pliini, 8peo]<
floatlonfl, Superlntendonce, Tests, I*urobaBlng.

Deslgaa of Control StationB a Spoolalty,

Taroer Balldlne, Ht. I>oiiIh.

Forde Bain,

Mechanical Engineer.

Kxpurt In 1

iion7, lonsH
Kinock liullill

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoDRalllnB, BpeclQcatlonn. TefltlOR, Sp^claltlea.
*-- ' Tilectrlo LlBhtlDB

Complote. Prefl-

Electric Street Itailwoyi

nod Steam Plants
eat propertleH loc

Room 102H MoDadnock. CUICAtiO.
Telephone Harrison 2

F"re:d. J. Oross,
1 of Klcctrle iiiiil

I nil (lata tor the coinpli'l.

\IA«;AltA I AI.I.S. \. 1.

Preserve Your Copies

- '''"'
Western Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

© IjateeslcLe BTa.ll(=Ll3a.g-, ... CHICA-a-O.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,
Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches,

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NHMBER.

Sel'-'-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.CO.,
HABTFOBD, CONIf.

THE STEVENS FLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

is simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

e^PARTlCULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street. PHILADELPHIA.

Popular Books for Students of Electricity.

Everybody's Hand Book of Electricity.

With a glossary of electrical terms and tables for
wiring. By Edward Trevert. 120 pages. 50 illus-
trations. Cloth. 12nio., 50 cents. Paper, 25 cents.

Dynamos and Electric Motors.
And all about them. By Edward Trevert. Cloth

Edward

Electricity And Its Recent Applications
By Edward Trevert. A book complete on all sub-

jects of electricity. Price, 2.00

Electric Railway Engineering.
Embracing practical hints upon power-h

Trevert. Cloth, 12mo.

Electric flotor Construction for

Amateurs.
By Lieut. C. D. Parkhurst. 16mo., 115 pages,

illustrated, cloth. Price, $1.00
An excellent little book, giving working drawings.

Practical Handbook of Electro-Plating.
By Edward Trevert. 75 pages, limp cloth, 50e.

Hand Book of Wiring Tables.

.
By A. E. Watson. Price, 75 cents!

A Treatise on Electro-riagnetism.
By D. E. Connor, C. E. This is a very interesting

book which everybodj' should read. Cloth. 50 cents.

How to flake & Use the Storage Bat-
tery.

Py P. B. Warwick. Illustrated with full working
drawings, including directions for installing and
maintaining Storage Batter>- Plants. Price, $1.50.

C^Any Book Postpaid on Receipt of Price.

How to Build Dynamo-Electric
riachinery.

plcte an
-- - r_„es. num(

Questions & Answers about Electricity.

A first book for students. Theory of electricity
and magnetism. Edited bv Edward T. Bubier, 2d'.

Cloth. 12mo. 50 cents

Experimental Electricity.

By Edward Trevert. Tell.s how tomakebatteries.
bells, dynamos, m-

Cloth.

. telepht
1 book, finely illu

telegraphs, elec-
• illustrated.
Price, $1.00

How to Hake and Use a Telephone.
By Geo. H Gary. A.M. A thorough and practical

work on this subject. Cloth, illustrated. Price. $1.00

Arithmetic of flagnetism. & Electricity.

Up to date. The latest and best book on the sub-
ject. Now ready. By John T. Morrow. M. E.. and— '

-""'-.. A. M., Associate Members,
, Institute of Electrical Engineers. $1.00

Electricity for Students.

How to Build A Fifty Light Dynamo
Or Four H. P. motor. Bv A. E. Watson. Cloth.

Price, 50 cents.

Armature and Field Hagnet Winding,
By Edward Trevert, giving both the theory and

'Price, $1.50.
practical directions

pr RrTDiriAM oiirti icHiivn rn ti i aVac:SAa r>„
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Becent ImpTOTementB made In New American Turbine have
d greater wfficloQcy from whole to haU water tha;

.e, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke.
gineer ia charge of experiments, and

^^^tT^'o^^XTs o£ th..e certMcat« and test, of other sized whee s.anba seen .o«r office.

Test of a45-in. Wheel-July 9, '94
1

Testof a4«-iii. Wheel-July 14, '94.

He.
Rev.

SlTn.

Cu. Fl.

H P.
Per
Cent.

Head
Re«.

lilYn.

Cii. Ft.

H. P.
fe^t.

Whole Gate

1 :

.6,(6 119.17
122.00

iii:»

141.58 205.27 79.76 Whole Oate

1 :;

11:%.

128.™
134.80
li9.33

121 !nf

120:1?
104 85

7o;so

80.50
83.0J

11

THE DAyiDMGLBBt IBM WORKS CD. , Dayton, 0., D.S.A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. Flexible 'Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

:01\/IBINE SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
nteed percentagrn ;Securing a hlerh e-,

aotlon, under variable
iDprecedented iiigb velocity. Its qaickl

gre&t steadln
aneqnaled concentration ot power,

anced eo.tes. affords prompt ne reg:alatiot]
others fail. Write

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

LaATINUM
Scrap and Aalive PlaUuUm i'nrcbaBed.

BAK1SK& CO., 408-414 New Jersey
KaUruad Are., Newaik, N. J.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 126 H. P.

Espetially IdapW for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

Over 2,500 in use.

rorcopifle and Tabalar

BOIUERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Racine Hardware Co.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
•u notion of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
t.i! Urovernors and other devices for the government of water-power. E.vpert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

J Holy
uilt from patterns perfected
i Testing Flume,
liaving power plants

—'-'-'-

luplatini; the
are unsatisfactory.

rers.wi
illina

Dg the improvement of powers, will find
ceresc to confer with me. as I am willing to guar-
results where others have failed, no mat-

ter -what make ofturbine has been in use. STATE
KEQIIIRBSIBIKTS AND SEKD FOR CATA-
LOGUE.

S. IVIORGAN SIVIITH, York, Pa.
Estimates furnished fur comiilete iiower i))aiits ami

Bound Volumes
OF THE

Western [lectrigian

FOB SAI-E,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ASDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Bunding. Chlcaga

TEP, Presl. and Tri F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY,

R. D. IM COIVIF»AIMY,
AL-L.EGMEIMY, l=>A.

We carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can turn out more work, than any similar
establishment in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
We are equipped witli the finest and most delicate teSiing appliances, and guarantee

accuracy as well as durability.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENQLUND, 121 1 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, i8o Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDCiE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAONA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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RELIABLE£ENGINE.
Antomatlo. Cat-OfT HL^If-Olllnjc,

Perfect Kceulatlon,
(Simple ConMtroctlon.

Adapted for Elnotrlo LlRht or noy Parpone requiring
Power UQil liBiivy. Oontiimoas Work.

Modernte TrlooH.

Write for Olroulara and PrlooB to the ManufaotarerP,

J. F. GHUSE & CO., MATTOON, ILL.

\\/^EBER Gasoline Engine <">

T T use In any place or for ony purpose requiring power. Only a ft3w lu

horse power per hour. The simplest,
aitKK<J.V8 & GASOLINIO KN^;lN^

Jiioli dfiy. Guaranteed cost of operutlo

, IK, nivd., KanmftVily..

T IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Clltt Street, NEW YORK.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers «f the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BtriiiT IN UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iroo Work.

Specifications, drawiags and Prices fnrnlsbed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES,

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

1 67-69-7! South Canal St., ||||^^0
Memphis Branch:

203 Hain St.

Chicago Office:
96 W. Washington Street.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John Street,

Brooiclyn, N. Y.

Presses, Dies and...

Special Machinery
FOR

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-Page fatalosue.

A NEW MACHINE
For Kiipldiy and Accurately Notching

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and Description upon Application.

OnXEKS OF

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO

iomeofthekrgeitDrJm
in rlie country.

7
7

. . ^ h-Phanhon
ForTrmmi55wtr% UOMPANYf

24-26MM5i.ChiuG0.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical liook pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.
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REMOVALNOTICE
WE ARE NOW LOCATED IN OUR NEW QUARTERS IN THE

Russell Building' -r.r'' GHIGAGO
WASHINGTON ELECTRIC CO.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONAA READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO, ^___

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFB. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, mrCANVESCEMli' ASB ABC LIGHTING, FBOH TSE SAIHE CIBCVITS.

We have purchdaed and are the SOLE OWNERS o( the patents issued to Nikola Tesia for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING-SYSTEM, oow
recognized to be the moat successful system tor lightlng_an.d power purposes. We furnish oompletc llhes of apparatus for the perfect .

equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS toi Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efificient ort the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. , 80-88 College Street.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. 'BUFFALO, Eric Counlv Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO. NflB^ York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMa, WASH., 103 8. lOtb Street. ST. LOUIS. American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N,
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SYSTEMS
GIVE LIGHT
AND POWER
TO -^^9^' -^-fei-

HALF THE
WORLD ^f^

ToPT Wayne Electric Corporation
^^*'*"'

ftPT WwNE.IND., t. S,A.

NEW YORK CITY, 115 Broadway.
CHICAGO 1LL.,621-62S Marquette Building.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Powers' Building.

-COLUI»IB0s;OHIO7 Wyandotte Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 18 Second Street.

PITTSBURC, PA., 40S Times Building.

NEW ORLEANS, LA.
OMAHA NEB., 1201 F
ST. PAUL, MINN., 11:

CINCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave I

SAN ANTONIO, TEX., 207 Lasoyo Street.
ST. LOUIS, MO., 321 Secur
ATLANTA, CA., 25 Marietta Street.
Export Department, 115 Broadway, N.'
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POROUS ^^^^^

Why not set >^kV *.
the best I ^^.^^
.888. ^t*M!?!;^^^^ trial order.

#'-CUPS
ESTABLISHED I8S7

PARTRICK& Carter Co

•Electrical Supplies

125 South g'^ St Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

S«nd Business Card and mention Western Electrican-

Jot(rrculaK5-

129 North 3d St., PtuladelpljtB.

^-
i

STORAGE BATTERIES for aul purposes

Solid Rolled Lead Plate. Immense Strength. Large Surface.

Electro-Chemical Formation of Active Material.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOE SALE BY

rrror^ua American Battery Company, ---^jonEstablished

Higbi

at World'

Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

Protection

Guaranteed 1

Purchasers.

VIII PAIII7Cn CIDDC on """t?«^.^sss-^"

"

fULbAlilZtU riDnt bill hard vulcanized fibre
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4DEYlV^!'tfEWYORK.ILMPNGTON. DEL.

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Obp regular goods are on sale in every leading Hardware
8tore in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia. Pa.

KARTAVERT.
n.4RD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINO.

JLVNUFACTtriiED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO.. Wilmlndon, Del

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Our Pony Switch Is the only abso-
lutely reliable Switch made.

SELMHO AOBNTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
A. W. SOLOMOl*. Savaonali, Oa. JOSHUA BENDY MAOH. WOBKS,
HOEFOEN, MOXHAM 4 CO., Sao Franoleoo, Cat.

No. 80 William St., New Tork.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicvillo, N. Y.

Electric LlghUng •
Power AppsratnA.

Tbe Bruuh DoDblo Aro

Lamp Pfltonta aastained bj

repented A

ELECTRIC CO.,

Offlee uid Works. Cor. Belden ui4 Hwob 8to., CLBVMI^AND, OHie



SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

sffflplex Blectricsl CompaDy,
H. R. HIXSON,

1137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO. 7i-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, I

MANUPAOTDBIB OF

ZIIISni«AT]SD iSIiEOTRIO WIRE,
WUSSXXBIulS: COBDM ana O^SI^ES.

«•••« «0» North Third Street.

INSULATED WIRES lUiD CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TELEPHONE,
TEIiEGRAPH,
IileHT and POIVEB.
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr."
J. E, HAM, Gen'lAgt.,
303 Broadway, New Yorlo

S. F. B. MORSE,
Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New O-leans. La.

Wehm /imislwd0e for. t

jo/neofHii.'fiir0iD/ml

inffw country. < I

. . ^ H-PHANNON
forTransmisswn^ UOMPANY

2f26Mdrki5f.. Chicago.

I
ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.^

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS jH|
Ilecelved onljr Award for Trolley* al Clilcaeo ^^^^!

Uanufaoturcd by AI.BBRT * 3. M. ANHERSON, 289-293 A St., BoBtBji Ma»>n.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,
TUB ROOKKRY, WRSTIXGilOUSK nUILDI!"

THE OKONITE COMPANY

^^I'f.

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oltonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: ChlcaKO.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

O. J, Mayer, Betz Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St , Boston, Masa.
Ed. P. Sharp. -14 Niajrara St. , BuiSalo. N. Y

.

Arthtir S. Partridge, Bank of Gommerce Bldg.,
at Louie. Mo.

J M. Attineon & Co., 14^9 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago, Til.

Bflger & Aiwater, 214 Pine St, , San FranolBco,

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiAKVPACTUBERS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any SyeteiE, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (not boi^low).
For Arc L^mpa on Incandescent and Bailway Circuits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

^ESTDN EJECtrical Ingtament Co.,
~^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

ffslonSlwddPortibUbtlleaJine
^*«*"''

° Ammetjrs, Mllliamineters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olrnimeters, Portable Galvanometers.

Our Portable Instruments are recog-

nized as The Standard the world over.

The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better.

Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-

treme accuracy and lowest consumption
of energy.

Cable Contracts. Taken Including

WIRES and CABLES, Overhead and
Underground.

Best

Boilers.

The lliimj Inn Wurli! Co.

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

CSIHICSA^GO,

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
\

Electric
i

Motors.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAIMP CO.,

1910-1914 cure Street. ST. LOOTS.

THrBABCllCK':^^& WILCOX CO;

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
fistlmates and Drawings Sabmitted*

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST. N. V.

REPKKSENTATIVES.
r.IANinHOH. i ro.. - 126Ltbert).Rt..N
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Coming , Are You Sure You are "Liglitning Proot?"

Garton Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failetl.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO=DAY.

THE CARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the \eading Electrical Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and Stick

!

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge t

NO Copper Balls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Information and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO, keokuk, iowa,

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

, JORDAN & OO
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, . CCR. & B. 93 FRANK S. DeRONDE,

General Sales Agent.

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the market is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others interested

should write US. Do it now.

After April ;45 P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St., New York.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Aboudroth ds Root Mfg.

i-Bagnall Et. Oo.

oiin Battery Co..

.

American Eleotrloal Works

Ball a Wood Co., The .... —
Uull KnglneCo xlx

BarneB, Wallace -^U

Barnett Co., Q. 4 H ixll

BeardaleyMfg. Co xl

Berllnei Telephone Co .. .

Besly A Co., Chas.

BlIssOo., B. W
Boudreaux Dyn. BniBh Co. xv

Boynton MultlTolt B. Co. . xl

Brady, T. H xli

Brill Co., J xlx

Brlxey,W. B 1

Brodie Electric Co • x

Brush Electrlo Co xxli

Bryan, Wm. H xvil

Bryant Electrlo Co x

Buckeye ElectricCo

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... xiil

Card Electric Co Iv

Central Electric Co 7

Central Mtg. Co xii

ChannonCo., H i

Chicago Belting C ' xlx

C. B. iSQ.K. R xvil

Chicago Elec.A Stereo Co.. xii

CMC. Genl. Fixture Co .. ..vlii

Chicago Ins. Wive Co

Chuse &Co., J. F

Clonbrock S. B. Co xlx

ColburnElec. Mfg. Co xiv

Collins .Ss Co., H. E i

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co i

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co xiv

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co xv

Cor. School of Technology, x

Crown Woven Wire Br. Co. xxii

Cutter El. & Mfg. Oo x

Dailey.Jas.W xtU

Dayton Globe IronWkbCr.xviii

DC'Witt Brown Cedar Co.. xii

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. iv

Directory, Principal Eleo.
andMech. Englaeers.. xvil

Dixon Crucible Co., Job., xiv

Eastern Electric Cable Co..

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co... vii

Edgerton Pottery Co.... xxii

Electric Appliance Co i

Eleo. Engr. & Supply Co xiv

Electric Protection Co

Electric Storage Batt. Co.. .xxi

Electrical Engineering Co. xiii

ElectriciaD Publlshlnc Co.

Empire China Work* xxii

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.. . . xl

Eyanson & Armpriester.... viii

Farr Tel. & Const. Sup. Co. xv

Faucett, I. L xvii

Ferracute Machine Co ... .

FlberIteCo.,The ixll

Flemlng-Spence Elec'l Co. xvii

Forest City El. Wks
For Sale Adver'ments

Fort Wayne Eleo. Corp..

Qarlook Packing Co

GartOQ-Daniels Electric Cc

General Electric Co

Globe Electric Light Co....

Gordon-Eumham Bat. C-.

Goubert Mfg. Co

Greger Manhole Cover Co.

Gustalson, W. A
Hart,0. S

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Hess Storage Battery Co .

.

HolmesFlhre-GraphlteCn. .

Independent Eloo. Co.

tngllB,Wm

Interior Conduit A I. Oo

Internat'l Cor. Schools...

Jowoll Belting Co

Johns MfgOo., H. W....

KarlavortMtg. Co

Keystone Tele. Oo

Klipsteln A Co., A
Leolanche Bat. Co., The..

Leffel A Co., James

Lombard WaterWheelG.Co. xl

MacCurdy A Smith xl

Menominee El. A Mech. Co. iv

Metropolitan Elec. Co.... —
Moore, Alfred F 1

Morris, Tasker A Co xii

Moyes, L. M xvlli

MunsellAOo., Eugene... iv

Murray Iron Wks. Co 1

national ElectricjCo xii

National India Rubber Co.

Nat.UndergrouudCableCo. v

Newton Rubber Works.. Ix

New York Inf. Wire Co . . xl

Northwest Engineering Co. xv

NuttallCo., R. D xvill

Ohio Storage Battery Co xxli

OkonlteCo., The 1

Otto Gas Engine Wks .... xlx

Partrlck A Carter Co xxli

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.. x

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co

Phlla. Elec. A Mfg. Co

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co..

.

Phoenix Glass Co '

Phosphor-Bronie S.CcLtti.

Racine Hardware Co x

Relsinger, Hugo

Replogle Governor Wks. .x-

Rhoads & Sons, J. E

Roth Bros. A Co

Samson Cordage Wks

SchlfF, Jordan & Co '

Schoonmaker, a. O x

Sohott, W. H XV

Shulti Belting Oo xx

Siemens A Halske E. Co. .
—

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works . . x

S. K. O. Specialty Co —
Smith, S. Morgan xvl

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co.

.

Standard Paint Co ii,

Standard Tel.A Eleo.Co 2

Standard Underg. Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co .... x:

Storey Motor A Tool Co ...

.

Toomey, Frank

Union Heater Supply Co..

United EL Imp. Co

VanNuis, C. S -

Viaduct Mfg. Co

Vulcanlied Fibre Co i

Walker Mfg. Co

Want AdvertlsementB

Washington Elec, Co

Weber Gas A Gaso. Bng.Co.

:

Webster, Warren A Co

Werthelm, Ed

Western Electrlo Co

WestlnghouseEl.* Mfg. Co.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Weston Engine Oo

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co

Wirt, Chas.

CUSSIFIED LIST.

Electric StoraKe Battery Oo.
Ilcsa Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Qen'l Fixture Co.
Electrlo Appliance Oo,
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mcoh. Co.
Partrlck A Carter Oo.

Arc liumpg.
Adamu-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Flemlng-Spence Elec. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Go.
Electrlo Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. w.
Menominee El. A Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Northwest Engiueerlng Co.
Ohio Storage Kattery Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Western Electrlo Oo.

BeUe.
Central Electric Co,
Electric AppUance Co.

J Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co
AVashington Electric Co.
Western Electrlo Oo.

BeltlnKt
Channon Co., H.
ChicBgo Belting Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons, J. E.

Steam Boiler Co,
Collins A Co., H. E.
Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Boobs* £lectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Oo.

Central Electric Co.
Crown WovenWire Brusl
Holmes Fibre-Graphite I

Phila.Elec. AMfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon oo.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.

[ & Manger
Menominee El A Mech. Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

aulated Wires), Copper,
ISbeet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Oo.
Eastern Electrlo Cable Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New Tork Ins. Wire Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground O.Oo.
Western Electric Oo.

CarbonSiPotnts APlates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

1 Electrlo Oo.
Mason. J. W.

Standard Pain'
Werthelm, Ed.

Co.

Western Electric Co.

Cisar Iiigliters.
National Electric Oo.

Compound.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Condnite.
Central Electric Oo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Constmctlon A Bepalrs.
Bernardin, P. M.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards A Meacham.

Iiixbt Plants.
Arnold, B. J.
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Oo.
Bryan, Wm.H.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Oo.
United Eleo Improvement Co
Westlngbouse Eleo A Mfg. Oo.
Western Eleotrlc Oo.

Copper Wires.
American Eleotrloal Works.
Bernardin, F. M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.

Independent Electric Oo.

National India Rubber Co.

Samson Cordage Wka.

Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Klec. Si
Electrlo Appliance t

Mason, J. W.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Cnt-Oots and Switches.

Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial ElPC. Sup. Co.
Cutler El. ,t JItg. Co.
iLddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electric Protection Oo.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Menominee Ei. A Mech. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
S. K. C Specialty Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Westlngbouse El. A JItg. Co,
dynamos.
Bearosley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Oo.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Interior Conduit A Ins. Cc
Roth Bros. A Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.

General Electric Co.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.— ••

— .AMfg.r

Arnold, B J.

Bain, Foree.

Eddy°Elec™Mfg. Co.

Anderson, AibertA J. M.
Bernardin, F. M,
Central Eleotrlc Co.
Commercial Elec. Sui
Cutter El. A Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co
Elec. Engr. A S

„„...„ Co., 1..^.
Partrlck A Carter Co

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Kleotrlral Specialties.
Brodie Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Mencmlnee El. A Mech. Oo.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
S. K. O. Specialty Co.

Blectro-Platlne Macta'T.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

£neines, fcttts.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaao'l Eng. Co.

Weston Engine Co.
EnsraTers,
Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.

Fan untllts.
Central Electric Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A ins. Oo
Rnth Bros. A Oo.

_Westlnghouse EI. & Mfg. Co.

Plbre.
Butler Bard Rubber Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Karlavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanlied Fibre Oo.

FUes.
Barnett Co., Q. A H.

weHtem Eleotrlc Go.

Oontraf Electrlo Co.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Fiberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Oo,

WaHkcts.
I'eerloHH Rubber Mfg. Co.

Was l.lKbtlnB. Blectrlo.
Partrlck A Carter Oo.

Wears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Nuttall Co., R, D.

Weneral Bleo. Bapplles.
AnderBon, Albert A J. M.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Beruardln, F M.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Brodie Electric Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,
Commercial Elec, Sup, Co.
cutter El. / -•- -

uppiy Co.
Electric Api,llance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Farr Tel. A Const, Supply Co.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Oo.
Hucbel A Manger,
interior Conduit A Ins. Oo.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Mason, J, W,
Menominee El, A Mech. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Brass works.

Standard '. .Co.
Washington Electric Co,
AVestlnghousi

Wlobe Nets.

Wluoes and Bleetrlcal

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.
Newton Rubber

Insulators

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Beaidsley Mfg. Co.
Bernardin, F. M.

Butler Hard Rubber Oo.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply
Fiberite Co., The,
Hart A Bqi

, A Ins, Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., I

Karlavert Mfg. Ct

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Munseli A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
New York Insulated WlreCo,
Nuttall Co,, R, D.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Oo

Parr Tel. A Const. Supply C
General Electric Co.
Independent Electrlo Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.

Partrlck A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Oo.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.Co.

Central Electrlo Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.AMfg Oo.

Appliance Co
Garton-Danlels Electric Oo.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse Ei. A Mfg. Oo.

Uasuet Wire.
(See InsulRted Wires.)

Manhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

Ulecniuiical .nucblnery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Bliss Co.. E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Oo.

Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns jalg. Co.. H. W.
Munseli A Co. Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

IK Anparatns, Elec.
General Electric Oo^

Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
interior Conduit A Ins
Menominee El, A Mech
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sioux City Brass Works,
Stanley Eleo. Mtg. Co.
Storey Motor A 'Tool Ci
Walker Mtg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg

Dil Feeders.

Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Qarlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Oo.

Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze,
Phosphor Bronie Sm.Co

Platlnnm.
Baker A Oo.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.
Central Mfg. Oo.
DeWltt Brown Cedar Co,
Hart, 0. S.
Lindsley Bros.
Morris. Tasker A Oo.

C'-mmercIal Elec. Sup. Co
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.

Publishers. iClectrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co,

Push Buttons,
Centrol Electric Co,
Electric Appliance t

Central Eleotrlc Co.
General Electric Cn.
Westinghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
KUpsteln&Co., A.

Speablns Tubes.
Central Electrlo Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.

Speed Indicators
Bealy A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes, Wallace.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Street Cars,

Brill, J. G. Co.
Tapes. tDSulatlng.
American Electrical Works
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co,
Chicago Ins, Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrlck A Carter Co.
TesternEh
lephone
phone material.

Berliner Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co.
Commercial Elec Sup. Co.
Conn.TeL&ELOo.
Electrical Eng, Oo,
Farr Tel. A const. Supply Co
Gustafson, W. A.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Northwest Engineering Oo,

Western Electric Co.

Transformers.
Central Electric Oo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Oo,
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electjlc Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Troiit-y cord.
Bernardin, F. M,
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trnchs. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Oo.

Turbine IVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stiilwell-Bierce A Smith-
Vaile Co.

Universities.
Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H,
Bi-Jletallic El, Trans, Co.
Brixey, W. R,
Central Electric Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
Independent Electric Oo.
National India Rubber Oo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkonlteCo.. The.
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BI=nETALLIC WIRE.
Copper and Steel. Copper for Conductivity, Steel for Strength. The two

combined for the "bi-metallic" effect.

Telegraph, Telephone, Trolley, Electric Light and Power.

PRICES, ETC., UPON APPLICATION TO

Bi=Metallic Electric Transmission Co.,
1204 Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDUCTION AND SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
^%'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-*-

iBiffliiee Electrical and ieclanical Co,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery
EXOBLB IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,
Freedom from Oases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tbe GordoQ-BnrnhaiB Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertis-ing display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A.SW your IMEIARESI- SUI=>F3|_Y H^USE for

DICKINSON ELEGTRIG SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO, 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

I Pi i c

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

Cw. E. 800 and Westiiighoiise Commntatov Rings,
Brush Holder Biishiiigs and Field Spools.

SEXD FOR PRICE LIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO., ^^
i^asm 5140-342 Raiiilolllh St.. CUicago. 111. ^^~?2

(.len. Eleo. Co. NEW YOEK. PHIL.\DELriirA. BOSTON. Westlnghouse.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rollings

Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Worbs, Slansfield, Ohio.

75 K. W GENERATOR.

MICANITE, The STANDARD INSULATION. ».,
-^'-.-.f

tilr\ CDADiriM/-> Whi-re niCANITC Is used: ( .iiiiiiuil; > liiMil.il.'.l « illi Mi. iiiilte wear down evenly IWI |W*^*^! | TNO SPARKING ;„„ui,.,„ ,.s,vii,.„i ,-,..,,11,^ s,.^,„.-i,is. I.'ii,;;-...,,! |.i.i.. ;,, mature Insulstlon tor ul, |T» INSULATOR ^
NO SHORT CIRCUITS

MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole mf,s..

General Office, 2 I 8 Water St., Ne

^o-oo-o-oooo-cx
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Central Ckctric Companp

CENTRAL
STATION
SUNDRIES

173=175 fldams Stmt

Cbicago
ELECTRIC
RAILWAY
MATERIAL.

Wholesale
...and Retail Electrical Supplies

XOL.USIVEL.Y
NOTE.—We do no construction work of any description, therefore do not come in conflict with

our patrons in any manner. No doubt contractors and others who have found themselves bidding

against their source of supplies will appreciate our unique position.

::: BRANCHES:::

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Gate City Electric Co., Kansas City, Mo,

New Orleans:

1010 Canal Street

Buffalo:

112 White Building,

The National Underground Cable Co.
Times Building, New York. Rookery, Cliicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia, Ames Building, Boston.

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-
ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and
Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-

graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

Write for further information to New York office.
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THE MARQUETTE BUILDING.

WE ARE aOINa TO MOVE.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessary to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce our removal from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices will not on!}- be very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they will occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see 3'our favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improxed facilities,

e\'en more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

,..CHICAGO...
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

IlK-r iMlililiiiuH

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and E.xpress BuilUiii;,'.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter G. Mclntipe & Co., ."iOC. Ci.mmPMCi- St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. .Slewarl.

CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

The Hess Double Electrode Storage Battery
Is practically indestructible.
Its estimated life Is unlimited.
l>isinteg:ration is entirely out ofthe question.
Buckling is absolutely prCA-ented, not by re-

sistant force but by a scientific neiv process.
THE HEi^S isiTOKAGi: BATTERf CO., of

Philadelpliia, avUo own and control the Hess
patents, offer theii* system at cost of manufac-
ture, estimated to be about one-third the price
asked by niannfacturers.
We organize State Companies tomanufacture

and install electric ]ig;hting plants, -^vith gas
engine, djTiamo and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in 'all

The flrst successful Kon-infringing Storage Battery ever
produced in the XTndted States. Mote the contrast from
the Supreme Court decision :

"The distinguishing feature of the Invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specifica-

tion of Letters Patent of the U. S., No. 337,299, dated March
2, 188G, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-

teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general
terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the
battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging' current when immersed in the
battery fluid. " (Quoted from the syllabus of the case of the Electrical
Accumulator Co. vs. Brush Electric Co., decided in the U. S. CircuitCourt
of Appeals for the Second Circuit, October 4, 1892.)

In our battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are immersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased; test and
report was made by Messrs. Houston & Ken-
nelly, E. E., of Philadelphia, 97,438,, per cent,

ampere efficiency, 81 per cent, watt efficiency.

\Ve prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.
T*'e want representative parties to manufac-

ture and install our batteries in every State.

Send for descriptiv

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO. . ^Philadelphia, pa.

^ um Flush switches.
^TsTTsT- DFa-ce X=>la,te-

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BEHER FINISH. MORE DORABLE.

Made of solid plate brass |^-inch thick, with beveled edges.

No. 1 Plate for 5 and 10 Amp,
Hart Switches.

Better Design,

Better Material,
in Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B.

THE HART & HE6EMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD,

CONN. Back of No. 1 Plate
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
.MANUFACTURERS OF...,

il GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

6 Clifton Street, Roxbury, Boston, Mass.

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch

EYANSON 6l ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. CrantTHigh:& Co.,

123 N. M STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA.

TVrite for oar ii<

catalogue '•!>."

Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

BRANCH OFFICES:
<SI-llCiJX.<SO: MetropoHtan Electric Co., 186 5tli Avenue.

NEW YORK: 136 Liberty St., Cliapin & Douglas.
LOUISVILLE, KY.: 313 V. Main St., James Clark, Jr.& Co.
NEW OKLEANS, LA. : 608 Custom House Street, Wldmer & Spranlcj

.

THE STOREY nOTOR.

MAIN OFFICE

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.
YORK & SEDCELEY AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA. 1 12 Liberty Street.

Branch Factory. HAMILTON, CANADA.

Iron Clad. Completely closed

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for direct

driving machinery.

The application of Motors to

machine tools a specialty.

Lightweight. Slow and Me-
dium speed.

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Go.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

OFFICE, 107 E. MADISON STREET,

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., ^'itS^:,';,?.*-

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

SBSE
R/\CINAL]
U<Z.^l-Er>^£lL
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The freeman
BATTERY n A . CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

f'?l!*' NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE G. E. WIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. E. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of the

best material, FREE FROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-

ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

Railway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric^^—Company.

SAIiES OFFICES IK AL,L,
I-ABtJE CITIES OF THE

USIITED STATES.

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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NOTE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE THREE P'S:

PERFECTION W\mmi WIRE

OPULARITY Packard lamps

ROFITS I ACKARD transformers

MONEY SAVERS.
Our Stock of High Grade

leo-trical Suppli*

THE BEST GOODS,
LOW PRICES, PROMPT SHIPMENTS.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

242 MADISON ST.
CHICAGO.

For Arc Lightand Trolley Cord,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

Piston and
Valve RodPEERLESS SPIRAL

PACKING
Expressly lor High Speed Enjines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Sleam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.

PEERLESS iUMFG. CO.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St., - New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO,,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

Wire Specialties,
LAMP GUARDS, GLOBE NETS,
VENTILATING FAN GUARDS,
WIRE GOODS OF ALL KINDS AT LOW-
EST PRICES.

WriteforCiroularand Prices.

Wn. INQLIS, ''oSiih.

A NEW CIRCULAR
Describing the

Hon STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Applieation.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

pes;Afooii. X. H.. r. s. a.

HINTS TO ENGINEERS
OPERATING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER PLANTS.
21 PAGES TEXT; 2 PAGES PLATES. 10c

Slide Rule Wiring Calculator
Celluloid face, nickel edges, leather case,
lits vest pocket, leaflet of examples, oOC.

Mailed on receipt of price by

The Correspondence Scliool of Teclinology,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

.^aRhoads belt
As staunch as Penn. "Gilt Edge" Short Lap is

hard to equal. T\-rite for Catalogue.

J. E. RHOADS & SONS
BRor.cH, PHiLA.. PA 227 Orangc St., Wilmington Del.

VENTILATED
'^

' *'*Sfa-.

BEST CHEi^RY& YQUNGLOVE

Agents wanted in leading c

MOTORiRMiTURESGOSTMONET
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITCH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantl)' disconnects the motor whenever it is

overloaded and whenever the circuit fails from any cause. Each switch is adjustable

for motors of widely different horse-power.

For circulars and prices, address

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC CO.. - Manchester. N. H.

Genuine K. W. Rosettes.
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

All Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine.

BRYANT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, managers, western ofhce.

,^*(V10NADN0CK BUILDING. CHICAGO.

«®-THE B. TIIOaiAS & SOXS CO, POBCJBl,AIK IS OOOB.

C-S Flush Switches.
The Cutter Electrical i Mfg. Co..

I-T-E
Inverse-Ume- element

1112 SANSOm STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Have you ever tried our

ARC CUT-OUTS?
iiMe. WenlMonian

ARC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.

TliePliila.Elec¥cal&If|. Co.,

2010 Jones St.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Mclropolilnn Electric Co.. 186-188 Btli Aje

WeslernlEleclrlcal Supply Co.

Chicago. Ill

SIh St., St. Louis, IMo.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
i'it<>vii>KX<i;.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

JEWELL BELTING CO.,
Tanners of

OAK BELTING
I FATHFP ^

Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE,
OAK BELTING.

HARTFORD, - COIVIV.

The OnlyWater-WlieelGovernortliat Governs.
Montague Street Railway Co.

UliEENFIELD, Mass., Sept. 10, 1803.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen;—We have one of your Governors in us

at our power house at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care o

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the power ifiMi',

afew rolls. We took out one Governor and replaced it will

>i LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives perfiet xaih

juction. Yours truly, MONTAGUE ST. RY. <-'o..

. (Sifjued) H. C. Gakfield, Supl

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespecti\-e of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

OIL PAPER for Insulation,
C-OPPEB CASTINGS for Electrical
Purposes

BRASS PATTERNS AND CASTINGS,

ThB Bsirdslsv m. Co 2hA^fS\'^.,o

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfc. Co.,

Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

Grimshaw Wires and Cablel,

Incandescent Lamps,

Sockets, Switclies, Etc.

^^J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from one charge.

Qf the largest buildings in the United
RAVEN WHITE CORE. 1^1"

COMPETITION LINE WIRE, and Fire and PoUceDepa

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

ELECTBICAl

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ElECmiC COMPINV.
NEW YORK.

AGENCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
XEH VORIi OFFICE:

39 and 4 1 Cortlandt St, Pawtucket, R.I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ine patent3{sad irons, soldering outfits, etcj.and
wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some . apital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already orgenized and
established and ^\nth good orders on hand '

salary would be paid and young

Address ''Heater,'

landadver-

Westeen Electei-

SALESMAN WANTED.
low selling the electric

rest and Southwest, and
g to take up an article

trie roads and manufact-
ission. Address,

Westeux Electkiciais^.

FOR SALE.
5(l-light "Standard" arc machine,

with lamps. Can be seen running. Is

in splendid working order, and nearlj'

new. Would exchange for a new eight-

hundred-light incandescent machine.
Address Lapp & Flersliem. 9fl

State St., Chicago, 111.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine; one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

n. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines: two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers. 700 h. p., 160 h, p. in a pair. FK/ ~"'

TOOMEY, 131 N, Third Street, Philadelphl;
FBANK

Electric Light Contracts.

\_j The city council of the

1

City of Chillicothe,

Missouri, will receive

[^ bids to April i, 1896,

t. for lighting the Cit}-

,

for five years. Specifi-

I
cations furnished.

OSCAR L. SMITH Citj Cltrl,

$600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usua'. accessories

and full guaranty o£ manufacturers.

Have no use for it and will be sold for

six hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

Western Electrician Office.

Proposals for lighting the City

of Lexington, Ky., with Gas

and Electric Light, and Propo-

sals for Building a Municipal

Electric Arc Light Plant for the

City of Lexington, Ky.

WANTED,
W. H. SILLS & CO.,

1 53 Lake St., Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN. . Kansas City. MO.

WALLACE BARNES,

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

>hpastiis.
New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.,

Manufacturer of Mast Airms, Pole and
SwinglnK Hooda, House Brackets and
_.^..-_ r, '->"-,9 for OonstruotloD

ues and Price* fur-

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

ISionx City Brass Works,
SlOrX t'lTV. IOWA.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres
F.J. Welch,-

Pboto and TCood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a lull line of

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Pnsh Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

BELLS.

llec reaervcs

Stilwell's Patent siE^FEE. Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

Ttie Stilfell-Bierce & Smitl-Yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Blsdon Iron & Loromotive Works, San Francisco. Cal.. Pactflc Coast Agent.

lels^raphi Tskphone, Electric Liglit

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.

OCONTO, WIS.

Telephone,
Electric
Light and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Writcfor delivered prices, LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.
POLES

(CEDAR.)

TIES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

MEXOMIXEE, MICH., for pric WHITE CEDAR POI.ES.

Central Manuifacturiiig Co.,
CHATTAJMOOGA.

Morris, Tasker & Co.,

Manufachirers (

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS tor Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities.

WHITE KOIt I'.XKTHri.AltW.

The Creo'er Manhole Cover Co.-
1 104 Bctx Bide., l*HH,AI>Jb'XrHIA, PA.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

,it r-ull and Partial Gate

double

:ucing llie

SEr\/D FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

' in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & I ocomotive Wurks Sin FrancibCo Cal Pacific Cuast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat
teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIECULAK AND PIUCES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st N. Y.

IVIos-t Durable ittery Oells Produced.

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

THE BEST BOOK
On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains i,ooo

pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^B
Telephones a specialty. J light and pou-er plants. I ^

LEGTRIGAL LnGINEERING U
Wire, Lamps, Bells,

'batteries. Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens & Halshe Dvnamos.

OMPANY, IffllNNEAPOUS, MINN.

Thousands of our Cells
are in Service In U.S. STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Large Surface.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
. ALL SIZES FOE SALE BY

:?oran..
American Battery Company, ---/,-;;;Established

Highest Aw
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago. 1893

4:3 "y^est Q-u.i£Lcy- Street,
CHICAGO, TLli.

Pl nbm book.
N01a£ REKDV.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC CO., 6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBGtric EnginBBilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N, Y.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EliECTRICAX USES:

Graphite Rods of Tarious liengths, ftom 1-5 Olun to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Resisting Heats

of4.000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

COLBTJRN
ELECTRIC MFG. Ca.,

999 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

incandescenTlighting
ELECTRIC FOWEE ..d

SS MACHINES,

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

^ SUPPLY COMPANY
^<

821 Pine Street St. LouiIS.

For Electrical Goods,

STEAM ENGINEERING
JRailroad'Engineerlng; Bridge Engineering'; t\\
Teaiing; Coal and Metal Mining; Prospecting^ '^V^

make rapid progress in learolng to Draw and {

Letter. The Steam Engineering coarse ie Intended to qualify engineers to sec
LlcenEes. Send for free Circular, Btating the subject you wish to study, to

The International Correspondence Schools. Scranlon, Pa.

IRON ARIVIORED

INSULATING CBHBUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring.
[

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,
General OiHces and Works : SaT W. 34tli St., Jfew- York.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only worlf of Hs kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; It will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloih, 82.00. Paper cover,

81.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Lakeside Building, Chicago.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. S3 Chapters.

Containitif; a complete li.st of 300 questions such as will bo asked of any
Engineer when taking e.vaminalion for U. S. Government or State License, all
of which are fully answered in the text.

PRIC6. $2.00
Uy mail, postpaid, to any part of the world .

This book -while especially adapted for engineers' examinations. Is also In-
tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,

iildn't do some good. It seems e

Th
separa 1

years n

;; II lull School at New
1
'2 years of active mem-
i-ofNo. 10 of Conn., a
n especially competent

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY. -

from eumpeleiit judges and high autlmril ics, spi'iik wrll I'd- lis va

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING. CHICAGO. ILL.
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THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH
THE "NEW PRINCIPLE" BRUSH.

^O 1 '^e

SOLE AGENTS:
R. E. T. PRINGLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Md

CHICAQO, 226-228 La Salle St.
NEW YORK, 253 Broadway.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Mo.

SOLE AGENTS:
BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

T
ELEPHONES an>> SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON = - WISCONSIN,
MANDFAOIUREKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and IVIechanical Construction.

Equipped with Onr Xew Slasneto Bell provided with specially

powerful Generator having large field magnets of beat quality of
magnetic steel, laminated armatures with ample wire space, and com-
bining the qualities of large quantity and high voltage; polarized bellS;

with centrally pivoted armatures (the p-tent on same having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,
the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

Will ring 1 s on long lines of high resistance. WJI
bells in series on short lines. Will 1

E bells with diHerent windings. Will work with any make of

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Liceoaees for sale of Milde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

April 17th, 1894. For simplicity, email dimensions, entire malti-contact, and powerful transmis-

sion, it has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
re the moat rapid and efficient apparatus
•iginal features possesse ' ' " "

lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly fornished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address"

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

L. 8P00NEE, President. CHICAQO OFFICE :

""
E.- ^"Sl^biELDErsecretar,. N"- 8^7 Stock Exchange Bldg.

H. A. TiYLOK, Treasurer.

} power gen-

J. J. NATE. Qen'l ,

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.

the market we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests

made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
informedTelephoneExperts in the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

who may wish to replace the

transmitters on other makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

...and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St.

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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The Walker Mfg. Company,
Main Office and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Electrical Apparatus, specially large size

GENERATORS,
Street Railway Motors,

INCANDESCENT MACHINES, ETC., ETC.
BRAXCH OFFICES

1 Telegraph Bldg. European Countries Rep
31(Tg.

, , - .

i OUver Street.
Chicago: 1645-1G48 Monadnock Bldg.
Minneapolis : 23 Chamber of Commerce Bldfi.

Fils. Chas. Be Lebla
Chief Engmeer, 24 Boulevard des

Capucines, Paris, France.
South African Coimtries Represented by

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who Is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTHGE FREE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

By T. C. martin and JOSEPH WETZLER.
THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Clotb, 3IS large quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth of information contained in the three hundred and odd large

ble-column pages of this important work is equaled in few special technical

.'en those of a professedly exhaustive character. More than one hundred
different motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the
different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are
full page, and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully

illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, and little mathematics
is employed, the work being essentially of a practical and largely of a descriptive

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a simple manner with-
out mathematical formula, the principles upon which they are ba.sed, and that
on thermo-magnetic .motors treats this interesting class in greater detail than
can be found in any other publication. An interesting feature is the historical

method of treatment, by means of which the different steps in the advance of

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations

in many directions instructively followed.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early Motors and Ex-

periments in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and Experiments in America.
—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission of Power.—Chapter V. The Modern
Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Chapter VI. The Modern Electric

Railway and Street-car Line in American.-Chapter VII. The Use of Storage,

Batteries with Electric Motors for Street Railways.—Chapter VIII. The Indus-

trial Application of Electric Motors in Europe.—Chapter IX. The Industrial

Application of Electric Motors in America.-Chapter X. Electric Motors in

Marine and Aerial Navigation.—Chapter XI. Telpherage.—Chapters XII, XIII.

Latest American Motors and Motor Systems.—Chapter XIV. Latest European
Motors and Motor Systems. -Chapter XV. Alternating Current Motors.—
Chapter XVL Thermo-magnetic Motors.—Appendix. The Development of the
Electric Motor since 1888.

Copies of this or any other ekctrical book published tiill be sent by moil, rosTAOE
PHEPAID, to any address in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,

024 [lapcs, SB.OO.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SL-OHNe.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
I^actical. Necessary Adjuncts to every T,ilnary. Srnd in > our t)nUrs.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIIMC^OIVIPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.

Profusely Illustrated.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eteotrio RallwiiyH and I'owor Stfttloaa.

1S41 Mar(|uette BIclu.. Clilcaso.

William H. Bryan, M. K.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Forde Bail

Expert In Tutent Ooaeee.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoDHultloK, Speclflcfitlonfl. TestlDB. Speclaltlea,

properties looked over and Improved.

Boom 1038 Monadnock, CHICAGO.
Telephone Harrison 284.

STUDENTS^
Will timl that the Wi-.srKRN

Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
?3.oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, - CHICAGO.

Fred. J. Cross,
Valuation of Electric
for all kinds of elecl

1(1 all (lata for the complete

I Plants. Plans and Speclfii^atlons furnished.

G LIMAX Oif Feeder

THE "VACUUM"

Exhaust Pipe Head
. ..AND.. .

ROOF PROTECTOR

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Lateesia-e B-u.lldJ.ngr. cmcA-o-o.

WINTER TOCKS TO CA1.IFOKNIA
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burltaston Kunte (C. B. & Q. R. R.) an-
nounce three personally conducted tours to Cal-

ifornia. Leave Chicago January 9, Feb. 6,

I Rio Grande Scenic
he price of a ticket

includes all necessary experses. Railroad and
sleepine car fare. Hotel Bills,

side trips, etc. The service will

class in every respect. For p;

particulars, see any * "* *^^

be strictly first-

imphlet giving
C.B. &Q.R.R.,

T. A. Grady, Manager T(

,211 Clark s , Chicago.
3 Depart-

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

In order to give everyone an opportunity' to see

the Western Countr>'and enable the home seek-

ers to secure a home in time to commence work
for the season of 1896, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul K'y has arranged to run a series of four

home seekers' excursions to various points in tlie

West, ;Northwest and Southwest^on tlie follow,

iug dates: March 10, April 7 and 21 and .May 5,

at the low rate of two dollars more than one
FAKE for the round trip. Tickets will be good

for return on any Tuesday or Friday within

twenty-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and furtlier details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or

address F. A. Miller. Assistant General Passen-

ger Agent, Chicago. 111.

L3 ^ t^-

Is the Best in the World for Fast or Slow Spi

Engines. Exhaust is Noiseless. Sent o
Thirty Days' Trial. Write for Catalogue.

I. L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, III

H. H. FIFE, St. Louis, Mo., Southern Agent.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price S6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profuselj' illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

Prevents Formation a

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse.

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Capacity.
Absolmely

Uniform.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

Simplest,

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Marl(et.

New
Catalogue
Just Out.

Agents Wanted In

» Leading Western

Cities ;;;;;; ;

Our Prices are

Right.

F LEMING -SPENCE ELECTRICAL CO.-

652 Hudson St., New York.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

9 seen at o«r ofl6c6.

Test of a45- n W hee -Ju y », 94
|
Testofa4i-in. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head £ ¥ HP. Per Head
Rev.

SlYn.

Cu. Ft
H. P.

162'. ffi

14i.40
98.85

Per
Cent.

Whole Gate

ill
ill
98! 1!

82.07

ire:?'
175.74

iis:« 75
'.52

Whole Gate

1 ::

16.33

n'.ii

128.00
134.80
129,33
125. 2E

134.18

11

80.50

For Information t

THE DHYTON 6L0BE IBOH WORKS CO..Da>lon, P., U.S.A.

NewDpmo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 incites. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lalceside Building, CHICAQO

^ER TUBE BOILER
.MOVES, MANUFACTURER. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a lileh &:>iarat)teed percentage and great steadiness^ ol

An aneqnaied concentration of power,
and an unprecedented tiigrh velocity. Ita qaickly operntinST bal-
anced sates, affords prompt and fine reg-ulation by governor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fail. Write (or catalogue, and Blate

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio, U. S. A

LATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.
i & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Racine Automatic
HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

Over 2,500 in use.

Porcupine anflTnbnlar

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
«ND OUTFITS.

Send lor Catalogue
describing our nev

"

Racine Hardware Co.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOOtE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
uarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
'ower and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-

cil Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
fuinished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
d-ves more power as to diameter with a

higher percentage of useftil effect than any other
-» ater-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, riglit and left
innd are Ijullt from patterns perfected under systematic tests In
tlie Ilolyoke Testing Fliune.

es having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
itLinplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
rest to confer with me, as I am Avilling to guar-
esnlt8 "Where others have failecl, no mat-
it make ofturbine has been in use. STATEItmriKEMEXTS ASID ISEjVD FOR CATA-

'""morgan SIVIITH. Yorl(, Pa.

Bound Volumes
OF THB

• yyESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOB SAI,B,

From Vol. 1. to Vol. XV.

ADDBEBB

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

e L^eelde Buildlsg-, Ohlcaga

F. A. ESTEP, Presl. and Trea8. F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Prest.

R. D. IMUTXAUI- COIVIPAIMY,
AL-t-EGHENY, P>A.

Wc carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can turn out more work, than any similar

establislimcnt in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

We are equippc

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
til the finest ami most dehcate teSving appliances, and guarantee

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENOLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAQNA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
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Oas,

OasoUneTHE OTTO

Natural Qas tllblllLU

Electric Lighting.

Sizes 1 lo 260 H. P.

The Otto Gas Ensine foris, Iec,

PHILADEliPHIA.
OVKK 45.000 BOI.W.

iNE CENT Per Hour is Cheap.

Address WEBER QAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO., 450 Southwest Blvd., Kaaaas City. Mo, JSi=

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper,

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
I., East DETROIT, MICH.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

67-69-71 South Canal St., '^|^^©
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers o) the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTTILX IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlons, drawiags and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

HEATING BY EXHAUST STEAM,
Without Bacl( Pressure,

BY THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
. . . ADVANTAGES . . .

1st.—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.
2nd.—Effects greatest efficiency from the heating surface by the removal

of the water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.
3rd.—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of con-

densation, etc.

We are owners of the patent and have equipped the largest plants in the United States, over
SOO now in use. Will visit your plant and tell you how much we can benefit you, if you so desire.
Send for catalogue P.

EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Point and Elm Sis., Camden, N. J.Warren Webster& Go.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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REMOVALNOTICE
WE ARE NOW LOCATED IN OIR NEW QUARTERS IN THE

Russell Buildinr' "-'-'''' CHICAGO
WASHINGTON ELECTRIC CO.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

INIO\A/ REIADY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO,

WESTINaHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY,
PITTSBURG, PA.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, IKCANOESCEN^ AND ABC LIGHTING, FBOM THE SAME CIBCUITS.

We have purchased and arc the SOLE OWNERS ol the patents issned to Nikola Tesia for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATINC'SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the moat successful system tor iighting_and power purposes. We furnish complete lihes ot apparatus for the perfect .

equipment ot ISOLATED PLANTS fo" Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

Westinghouse Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient ort the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadwa PITTSBURG. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. , 3C-38 College Street.
BOSTON, Exchange Building. 'BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, NcTV York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMJi, WASH., 103 8. 10th Street. ' ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.
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V^^E IVIAIMUF-iBkCT«JRE THE TTYISE OF"

Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany.

storage Battery Room in I2th Street Station, Edison Electric lliumfnatlng Co;, New York.

IIXSTAI_l_EO

iNEW
YORK. 66 Broadwa)

.

CHICAGO, IS43 Marquette Bldg.

BOSTON, sssEiichmKe BldE.

BALTIMORE, 215 N. Calvert St.

SAN FRANCISCO. 15 First St.'

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Prexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

The S. K. C. Two Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings.

It is practically self-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphase machines

require a balance of load.

We have entirelv eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, e.xpense and interruption of service: i. e., the revolving

armature, commutator, collector rings, brushes, etc.

They can be built for any voltage from 1,10 for isolated lighting to the high voltages required for power transmission -work; in latter case

doing awaj' with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can be connected at will for either i.ooo or

2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in the manner in which

they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders promptly, and carr\- a full

stock of transformers in Chicago.

j-y -i-^^t^-i- ^—*^"'' apparatus is novel; different from anything heretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

r^d LCllLi^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO,
PITTSF=ieLD, mKSS.

WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Koyal F.Iiclric < o.. .Iloiitrcal. <an_ are ex<>ln»iv<- lliensees for the maiiurartnre of the S. K. C. System i» the DominioH of tanada.
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POROUS ^^^'^

Why not «et >^JV *•
tue best I rfwV^j^

^Ogi*^ trial order.

ESTABLISHED 18S7

PARTR1CK& Carter Co

Electrical Supplies

125 South 2'* St. Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

Send BuBin«5s Card and mention Western Electrican

*1)ynamo
cgELTINGr. »*. Louis, Mo , U. S. A.

BKA.>iCHE3: 164 Summer St., Boston; 113 Liberty St., New Toi

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License of the Ford^Washburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage

SPECIALTIES: Send for catalogue gii

nd phonographic

ich is an advantage that cannot be exaggerated; the capability of endur-
ing a repeated discharge on a dead short circuit without injury to the cells; the special form of cell which frees it from
the weaknesses that have made other types a failure.

EASTERN OFFICE: 203 Broadwi
New York City, J. A. MACHADO, Agt.: The Ohio Storage Battery Co., cJv^YtS^.^^H'.'-o^rs.A.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

BST-A-BLISHIIEr) 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
Id Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4DEYST.r'N''EWYORK.

Black Diamond File Works.

Our regular goods are on sale in eTery leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

PCElWBJlMniFACTomr.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Our Pony Switch Is the only abso-
lutely reliable Switch made.

BEI/LINQ AQENI8:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

A. W. SOLOMON, Soyaonah, Gb.
HOEFOEN, MOXHAM Ji 00.,

No. 80 William St., New York.

Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanlcviile, N. Y.

The Brush Doable

ELECTRIC CO.,

'i'hc UoMbll Kleotrlo Oompany,
OoDver, Oolo.

Bngnall * HUlu, Vokolum., Japan. Officeud Wuks, 0«r. BeUen and IfMon Sts.. CLKrMASrD, OHI*



:$3 per Annum. «»,„. 1 cents per Copy.
Vol. xviir.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

(RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex Blectrical Company,

SIMPLEX
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1I3T Monldnock Block, CHICAGO. 7B-8I Comhilli BOSTON, MASS.

MANUPAOTDBSR OF

I]!IISni.ATED ElLiEGTaZG WIRE,
FX^ICXIBI^X: OORDS and CAlEtl^lEiS.

PHII/ADEI.PHTA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

CleHT and POWGR.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.T
J. E. HAM, Gen'l Agt.,
203 Broadway.New York.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La-

WILLABD L. CANDEE,
1'SukSntCHEEVEE, ^Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

^on'A:

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Olfonite Waterproof Tape,

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SAHDUSKYO.

Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St., EoatoD, 3

Ed. P. Sharp. 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N.
"

Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of C

St. Iiouis, Mo

.

J. M. Atkinson & Co., 1439 :

t Oommerce Bldg.

,

B()ger & Atwal

Central Electric Co.
Harry M. Shaw. 125 liiberty St., New York,

214 Pine St
,

, San Francieoo,

AdameSt., Chicago.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiAKVFACTITBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any SyeteiC; of any degree of hardnesB.

Soft Cored Carbons (not hoi,i,ow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandeecent and Railway Oircnita.

SOLAK CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTIIN ElBcMeal In^tment Co.
—"^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

We desire to call attention to a line ot

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder

Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters in ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to 3,5C0 amp.

All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

In excellence of workmanship, in accu-

racy and economy of operation.

MEANS
No Sparking Under Vor:

• Holmes Fibre=(iraphite Mfg. Co

Station Z, Philadelphia.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manulactured solely by ALBERT & ). M. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mats.

NATIONAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.
Factory and Offlces:

BRANCHES: ^ BRISTOL, - R. 1

Broadway, H. L. Burdlck, Mgr.

Brady, New Britain. Conn., U. S. A.,

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO ,

1910-19U OUve Street, ST I.ODIS

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

27 ampere hours from one charge.
Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

CAHALL'

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
SEND rOB. CATALOGUE.

H E Collins & Co.,
sole Agentslor the United States.

laoi of CommerM Snildiig, PmSJIIllGl

The Rookery. CHIOAGO.

THrffiffiiifW^ ; a Wimsr CO:

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings 8nlHnitt«d.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, N. V.

REPRESENTATIVES.
JDLIANSnBOLL 6 00.. - 126 Liberty St.. N. T. Oltr.

THE KEyTNOLDS-LABOK& CO.,« No. 7tll St., PMla.
90BANT0N SHPPLy i MAOH'Y CO., - Sorauton, P«.
-BOS. K. OABEY & BKOS. 00.. 26 Light 3t.,BaltlllMr«.lM.
ITOHltLL. LEWIS S STAYEB CO.. Seattle. Waah.

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bnilders of InjprOTed Automatic Cut-Off
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Coming, Are You Sure You are "Lightning Proot?"

Gartoii Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

THE CARTON LICHTIMINC ARRESTERS
I

Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the Leading Electrioal Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and- Stick !

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge t

NO Copper Balls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Intormation and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., keokuk, iowa.

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

, JORDAN & 00.
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
. & O."

2 Liberty Street, New York.

RALPH L. SHAINWALD, CC
President.

FRANK S. DeRONDE,
Oeneral Sales Agent.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the market is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others interested

should write us. Do it now.

After April H^ P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St., New York.
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\AAI .L.K!

Mays.

Ajax Lamps.
\A/MV?

AIMNOUNCEIVIENT.

They Produce Results that Aston-

ish Users.

Join the procession and learn their
merits. None cheaper nor

better than the

AJAX
C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 Liberty St., New York.

yuEBELa Manger.,

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC

LAMP CO
Manufacturers of

Portable Electric Lamps for Bicycles, Car=

riages, Watchmen and General Use.

WEIGHT, 16 Ozs. PRICE, $5.00.

MINIATURE LAMPS
For All Purposes. In connection with our PORTABLE LAHP we are equipped

with the most complete factory for the mamifaclure .if ihe Highest Grade ot

Miniature Lamps Exclusively.

Our Series Lamps are Unexcelled. Watch lor our new and orijjinal designs.

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC SAND
For closed circuit primary batteries of every description.

A Dry Powder to which only Water is added, when wanted for use. The
most convenient and inexpensive form for LABORATORIES, MEDICAL and

SURGICAL BATTERIES.

Qorgonite. The new compound for battery bo.Ne.?, insulations, etc. Posi-

tively ACID-PROOF. Far superior and less expensive than hard rubber.

For further particulars address

Eclipse Electric Lamp Co.,
....BUFFALO, N. Y....

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

28S-29oeRArfAM ST

Brooklyn, NY
MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO,, - Hartford, Conn.
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Werthelm, Ed -

Western Electric Co

WestinghouseEl.&Mfg. Cr.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co..

Weston Engine Co

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. . .

.

Wirt, Chas

Younglove & Qere

F3ase VI.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS .

Oored and Solid -for Direct L-ish-fcing;.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JOST ARRIVEO...

General-?--?-

Western Agents :-?-•?-•?-

Edison

Chicago Edison Company
.DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^
uiidins, 139 /^danns S-tree-t, OHIC/VGO, I- 1-.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDICTIOX AWD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
'^'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

leiiiiiee Electrical aM lecliaical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The 6ordoD-BnrDliai£ Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the (

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

JKsIk your IM I

Sample or ^A^ri-fce

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES Of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and MateriaL

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nSU I at iOn . Controller Parts, etc.

S^TfH FOB BEVISED PBICJE LIST.

i H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.
340-a4a Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rollingf

Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and WorbB, Mansfield, OUo.

- QEKEBATOB.

BUCSETE
Monadnock^uilding, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

Cleveland, O.
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THE EXTRA BEST BELL.

lear-toned

Congs.

This post

cannot
turn around.

Jam nut
for adjusting.

PURE
PLATINUM
POINTS.

"Extra B. B."

Iron Box.

These Binding Posts are
set in square holes and
cannot work loose. . . .

TO THE CONTRACTOR who puts up his

hundreds of bells every year, or to the

individual v/ho wishes to fix an electric

call for himself— we can offer nothing

better than our EXTRA B. B. Iron Box

Bell. Every part is carefully designed

with the view of giving long service

*ToTstTcr" with an economical consumption

of battery energy

On a short line, one cell of our MESCO
DRY BATTERY will do perfect work.

On lines of 200 feet and over, two cells

should be used. OBSERVE THAT this bell requires no tinkering.

Prompt Shipments made for all House-fitting electric supplies.

Battery supplies of every description. Plain and ornamental

pushes. Annunciators, Burglar and Fire Alarms

GEO. A. ncKINLOCK, President.

.CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED....

CHAS. E. BROWN, Secretary.

central electric Companp
173=175 fldams street

CDicago

St. Louis:

Southern Electrical Supply Company.

New Orleans: loio Canal Street,

Buffalo: 112 White Building.

Kansas City:

Gate City Electric Co.
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WILLIAM H. BRYAN, M. E.,

H. H. HUMPHREY, A. M., M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.

My Mcchan
ANNOUNCEMENT. in water works, Boiler aiKrEngine"Trial

Heating and ^ entilation—has grown to such pro-
porliuns :is i.i m:ike it necessary for me to secure additional expert assistance.

I liave, thfnfore, entered into an arrangement with Mr. H. H. Humphrey
to associate himself with me for the purpose of giving special attention to pro-
fessional work in ELECTRICAL ENQINEERINQ.

Mr. Humphrey has been long and favorably known to the Electrical Frater-

nity, and his training, which has been wide and varied, both in theory and prac-
tice, eminently fits him for this work.

WM. H. BRYAN.

Consaltations, Examinations, Estimates. Tests, Reports
Plans, Specifications, Superintendence and Purchasing;,

In connection with

111 Po-%vei' Plants, Steam Heating. Smoke Abaten
I<*e liakin;; and Refriseration.

Rooms H and I, Turner Building, ST. LOUIS. SECURITY BUILDING

See that Nail!

You Hang: 'Em Up.
...NO SHELVES...
...NO BOXES

Easy to install out of the way, can't tip

over, causing endless trouble, and just what
you have been looking for. Write for prices

THAT BEAT THE WORLD.

The F. J. Pearson Mfg. Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Animnclatora.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
BiectrtcAp^Itflnce Co.

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc fjamps.
Adams-BagnaU Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Flemlng-Spence Elec. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hammer & Randolph.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.

WestlnghoQBe El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc lileht Cord.
Samfion Cordage WkB.

Edgerton Pottery C
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.

lieclanohe Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Ohio Storage Kattery uo.
Partrick «fe Cannr Co
Pearson, F .1. Mf-, i'i>.

WeBtem Electric uo.

Central Electric Co.

J EI, & Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co
Washington Electric (.

.lewell Belting C

Cionbrock Steam Boiler Co.

BooicB* ISlectrlcal.
Electrician Pabliihlng Co.

Boudre&ux Dyn. Brush Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crown Woven Wire Brush Co.
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.
Mason, J. W.
I'hlla, i-:iec. AMfy. Co.

Western Electric Co.

I iDBulftted Wires.)

Centraf Electric Co.
Eaatem Bleotrio Cable Co.

. Engr. A Supply C"

--««re, AJfr--* -"

New York I

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
simplex Electrical Uo.
Standard Underp:round C.Co.
Western Electric Co.

L'arbans.Foints APIatea.
American Carbon Co.
Beraardin, P. M.

1 Electric Co.

3 Co.
Chi<
Chicago Gen'l Flxtu
General Klectrlc Co.
Mason. J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan ..V Co.
Solar Carbon & MIg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Wertbelm, Kd.
Western Eloctrlo Co.

Clear liiehterH.
National Electric Co.

Compnund.
S. K. C. Specialty Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Constmctlnn A Repairs.
BerBardln, F. M.

I Elec. Corporation.

Arnold, B. J.
Bain, Force.
BruBh Electric Co
]!n-an .V Humpbrcv.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Biec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Oori
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Schott, W. n.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Go.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westlnghouse Eleo & Mfg. Co.
Western Eleotrlo Co.

Copper.
Ra«"lv A r!n . Chas H.
Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
Amenoan Eleotrioal Works.
Bernardln, F. M.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Briiey, W. B.

Independent Electric Co.

National India RubberOo,

Samson Cordage Wki.

FlborlteCo.,The.

Nuttalic'o., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

3iit-aiit8 and Swltcbea.

Bryant Eleotrlo Co,
Central Electric Co.
Chlcat'o Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Kddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eleotrlo Appliance Oo.
Elec. Engr. 4 Supply 00.
Electric Protection Oo.
EyoHBOn & Armprlcslor.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Oo
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
MaeCurdy & Smith.

Partrick A barter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Specialty Co.

Bearasley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electno Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colbuni El. Mfe. Co.
Dallett &Co..Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Oo.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Walker MIg. Co.
Westlnghouse Eleo. iMfg.Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Oo.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Oo.

Klectrlcal and UecliBnl.
cal Enarlneers.

Arnold. B J.

Bain. Foree.

Klectrlcal Instruments.
Anderson, Alberta J. M.
Bernardln, P. M,
Central Electric Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El, & Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Interior Conduit A. Ins. Co.
Nuttall Co., B. D.
Partrick & Carter Co
Washington Electric Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Klectrlcal Specialties.
Brodle Electric Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Electric Protection Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F. ,J. JItK. Co.
Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
S. K . O. Specialty Co.

Klectro-Platlne Hach'y,
Besly ,S Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Knfflnes. hius.
otto Gas Engine WkB.
"" A Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Chic. Electro A Stereo Co.
'^xlianst Pipe Heads.

Interior Conduit A ini. Oo.
Roth Bros. A Oo.

nubo

ribre.'
Butler Hard Rubber Oo.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
KarlaverlMfg. Co.
Valcanlied Fibre Oo.

FUes.
Barnett Co., G. A H.

rire Alarms.
Partrick A Garter Oo.
Weitern Bleotno Co.

'or A.l|3liabe-I:ical

Heater Supply Co

idex o'f

Brliey, W. R.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo.,The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
nam lilxbttng. Klectrlc.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Uears.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
NnttaU Co.. R. D.

lies.
>^lTi

Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardln, P M.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Brodle Electric Co.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Electno Appliance C
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply Oo.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Oo.
Huebel A Manger.

National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Pearson, F. J. SIfg. Co.
Phlla. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
S. K. 0. Specialty Oo.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. C

Ulobe ISets.
Inglls, Wm.

Edgerton Pottery Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

CSOT'oors, TVater Wbeei.
Lombard Water Wheel Gv. Co.
Orapblte (Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holme? Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Knbber Kooas.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Flherlte Co.. The.
Newton Rubber Wks.

InsaJators and Insnlat-
InK aiaterlals

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Beaidsiey Mfg. Co.

Parr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Flherlte Co., The.
Bart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Oo.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Mnnsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Oo.

New York Insulated 'WlreCo.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okontle Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Eleotrioal Oo.
Standard Underground C.Co.

jisnlated Wires and
Cables—JHosnet VTlre,

American Eleotncal Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.

Moore", Alfred P.

Partrick A barter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.

' 1 Underground C.Co.

Central Electric Co.

Eclipse I

General Electric Co.
Globe Electric Light Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. -Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse Elec.AMfg Co.

Llfflitnlns Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co

Genera] Electric Co
Westlnghouse El, A Mfg. Co.

Uasnet Wire.
/Sep Insulated Wires.)

DIanliole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

necbanlcal machinery,
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.

Electrical Eiig. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

Schoonmaker, A. O.

MlnlnK Apparatns, Elec.
General Eleotrlo Oo.
Independent Electric Oo.

Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.

trlcal Eng. Co,
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A ins. Co.
Menominee El. A Mech, Co.

Walker 1

Westlnghouse El. A A

Oil Feeders.
Dailey, Jas. W.

Peerless Rubber MIg. Co.

Paints.
MaeCurdy A Smith.
Standard Paint Co.

Baker A Co.

Poles.
Bernardln. F. M.
r.-Mlral MfK, C.>,

Ha^l'li.'r'"^
'

LIndsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker A Oo.

Empire China Workn
General Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrjck A Carter Co.

Bbeostais.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co
Westlnghouse El. AMfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Kilpsteln A Co., A.

SpeabJne Tnbes.
Central Electrio Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partnck A Carter Oo.

Speed Indicators
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Wallace.

Btorase Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hess Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insalatlns.
American Electrical Works
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co,

Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co

Telesrapli Apparatns.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone material.

Berliner Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co

commercial Elec Sup. Co.
Conn . Tel. & El. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co,
Richards A Ueaoham.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Cn
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Bernardln, F. M.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Tracks, Klectrlc Car.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leflfel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stlilweli-Bierce A Smitb-
Valle Co.

Universities.
Cor. School of Technology.

Water Wheels.
Letfel A Co., Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

W^lre, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly i

. Trans. Oo.

Central Eleotrlo Oo.
Electric Appliance Oo.
independent Electrio Co.
National India Rubber Oo.

isemen-ts Sgg ^af
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EddyGenerators
DIRECT CONNECTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIONS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING,

OR

POWER PUNTS,

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEOIOM OR HIGH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the

transmission of Electrical Power through fac-

tory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Edd) Electric Manufacturing Compani,
IKTINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.

Philadelphia, Walter C- Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

Boston, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

Elmira, S. N. Blake.

St. Louis, Western Electrical Supply Co.

Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.

Western Office: 305 Dearborn St., Chicago, Wallace ^ Hine, Western Agents.
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GLOBE ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY,
....MANUFACTURERS OF....

"GLOBE" INCANDESCENT LAMPS .

ABSOLUTELY DRY VACUUM.

8 Clifton Street, Roxbury, - Boston, Mass,

TABLET BOARDS,

SWITCHES AND

SWITCHBOARDS
of all descriptions.

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
F.,rmeri.v .1. Iir;inl High .V C'n.,

123 N. 3d St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

:ty St.. Oliapiu & DouRlas.
0. 313 W. Main St., ,Tas. Cla

NKW YORK. I3G Liberty St.. Oliapiu & DouRla
LOUISVILLE, KY..

-..-' ... ,- .

;ew iirleaxs, l.\., >o.
Widmer & Spranley

i

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT ^ CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ELECTRICAL FIXTURES,

A FULL LINE IN STOCK.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 ADAMS STREET,

CHICAGO, ILL.

I^Fl P/TDI/' I ir.UT
iLOBEJ V

rHE-LARGEST-UNE-o^ ^f^
VELaAHTISTICPATTEHNSaEFFEGTSMTO

42 MURRAY ST. NY /»V
CHICAGO OFFICE, 107 E. MADISON STREET.

The Electra'' Carbons.
IMPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR dTrECT current ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and eflBcient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
SKND rOE LATE3 V I'KIOH LI9T TO

NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NE\ir TORK.
Sole Importer for the United States and Canada.HUGOREISINGER.
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».^iA

W-'%The freeman
BATTERY i i . CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY fiUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

JFrankDonbar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The National Underground Cable Co.
Times Building, New York. Rookery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia, Ames Building, Boston.

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-
ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and
Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-

graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

Write for further information to New York office.
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The brilliant rays of the UPTON ARC LAMP are rapidly

finding their way into every part of our broad land. Are they

making your pathway any brighter? If not, cut this out—

UF>XOIM

l_AIVI
And paste it in your hat, and the next time you want arc lamps
for either

SERIES, ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT

Write us about it. Catalogue and low prices on application.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

242 MADISON ST.,
CHICAGO.

PEERLESS SPIRAL ^S^^
PACKING

Expressly lor High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. GO.

loch diameter.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Sole Man

2 Liberty St.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

WILLIAM INCLIS,

Wire Specialties.
Send SanipleM for Prices.

95 Shelby Street. DETROIT. MICH.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

; superior to anything on the market,
• prices—well, write to us and we
will tell you al! about them.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

IF YOU WANT
A first-class COMMUTATOR use Solid

Sheet Mica Insulation with B. & S.

Drop-forged Segments.

BOWERS BROTHERS, iiMisLakest., Chicago.

'

PAT AUG IB'92 1
~"^

ventilated/^" *''""*rc-Pi( Hjljl

BRUSH

BEST CHERRY & YQUNGLOVEYQ^UN I

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EliECTRICAI* USES:

Graphite Rods of Various Lengths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crneibles, Resisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS,
C. S. Flush Switches. '

The Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom St.. Philadelphia.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

MOTORARMAmESGOSTMONET
You can prevent them from burning out by using

THE BRODIE AUTOMATIC MOTOR-SWITCH.
It combines in one piece of apparatus a double-pole switch, adjustable limit-

switch and automatic cut-out, and instantly disconnects the motor whenever it is

overloaded and whenever the circuit fails from any cause. Each switch is adjustable

for motors of widely different horse-power.

For circulars and prices, address

THE BRODIE ELECTRIC CO., - Manchester, N. H.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
.. Ill' l'H«VII>K\<'l'„ It. I.

A\ \i U/ BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire.
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Montreal n KAN' n, I'lmmr 'i\ iMiliilps' KliVtrlcal Works.

SAL AMMONIAC.
ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.

Guaranteed 98/'/; per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

iKLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

'CLARK " WIRE.
I and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clirk b

use tlirougliout the irnited States and Foreign Countries

rod the demand for it is constantly Increasing, because it

always gives perfect s;irisfaction,

BKA\i'H OFFICE:

1649, 1650, 1651 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

. Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

The Rubber used in insulating c

pecially chemically i

dize or crack, and -nill

weather, and is not aii'r

We guarantee our In ^
1 1

1

ground or Submarine. :i[i

lower, than any othiT lir^

We shall be pleased t.i

r Quantities.

r Wires and Cables is es-

'111 not deteriorate, oxi-

l('\ible In extreme cold

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St.. Boston. Mass.

ENRV A. CLARK, HERBERT H. EUSTIS,

Are you alive to your own interest?

PMIa. Electrical & lit Co.,

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SALES AC4ESTS;
Metropolitan Electric Co.,

|S6-|88 5th Ave., Chicago, III.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

lo and 12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Ho.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfc. Co.,

Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U.S.A.

MiCANITE THE STANDARD
IIM3UI-ATION.

that more than three-quarters of the manufacturers of Electrical machi
siou use niCANlTE as the insulation in the construction of their

pecial fonns of Insulation. Commutator, Rings. Segments and Armature Insulation,

MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Mfrs.,

General Office, 218 Water St., New York.

light and power trai

designs of apparatus.

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANr,
NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
IVKW VORK OFKICF.:

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt.

FACTORY:

Pflwtucket, R,l.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

inc patents(8ad irons, soldering outfits, etc.).and

wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some capital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already orgranized and
established and with good orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and

SALESMAN WANTED.
One who is now selling the electric

trade in the West and Southwest, and
would be willing to take up an article

used by all electric roads and manufact-
urers, on commission. Address,

X. Y. Z., care Western Electrician.

WANTED,
W. H. SILLS & CO.,

1 53 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Situation Wanted
man who has the formula for making the

r electrical purposes in the market.
' — anderstarids making all

11 tubes of all lengths
etc.. ami all kinds of

$5,000.00
Will purchase one-third interest in

a large and successful Electrical

Supply and Construction Company
located in the West; 20 per cent,

per annum profits guaranteed upon
investment. If you are a book-

keeper or an experienced electri-

cian, position also at not less than

Sioo per month. Address

Electrical Construction,
Care of Westkbn Ei.ECTiaci.ix.

CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE.
.W-light "Standard" arc machine,

with lamps. Can be seen running. Is

in splendid working order, and nearly
new. Would exchange for a new eight-

hundred-light incandescent machine.
Address L.app & Flershem, 96
State St., Chicago, 111.

L.aii)aiiii 1.1 wuciiiiiery Iji ^juetsi Kailways.
One coo li. p. Corliss engine, one 300 li. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 li. p. Westinghouse compoimd en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

h. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 li. p. generators, 500
volts; four CO h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 700 li. p., 100 h. p. In a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third .'Street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubular

Steam Boiler; been used but a few

l_. A. I-IIIME,
234 East Lake St., Chicago

FOR SALE,
A Modern Electric Light

and Power Plant,

...PROPOSALS TO...

Electric Light Contractors

and Investors.

CITY OF MADISON, INDIANA,

NOTICE
Is hereby given that sealed proposals
will be received by George B. Clark,

City Clerk of said City, up to Wednes-
day, April 8, 1898, at 7 o'clock p. m., for
the fumishing and constructing of a

new Electric Light Plant. The suc-
rcssful .nntriictor to receive from said
rii.v ;i c.iiitr:!.! for lighting the streets

ith hun
ilreil to (111- Imudred and twent.v-flve

arc- lamps, 2,000 candle power, all

uigbt schedule, every night. Said city

to grant to the successful conti-actor

a frauchise for commercial lighting of

s;iid city for a term of ten yeai-s.

The said contractor to build, con-
struct, equip and operate approxi-
mately three miles of electric street

railway and receive from said City of

Madison a franchise therefor of thirty

years.
All work to be done and coutraets

entered into according to the plans and
specifications now on file in the City

Clerk's office, or at the office of Messrs.
Pierce & Richardson, No. 1409-10 Man-
hattan building, Chicago, 111,, consult-

ing engineers for the City of Madison.
Copies of plans and specifications

may be had on application to either of

the above parties.

GEORGE B. CLARK,
City Clerk.

\A/AIMT
The address of every
of improving his position or broi

his knowledge of Electricity, and

who is desirous
his ^position or broadening

devote a little time and energy to do

Dept. I, Electric Development Association,

CHICAGO.

Position Wanted
oim^iiian expenentedin setting up dyna5j ^oimg

nos ind" motors Expert armatu]
•epair lund < ood atl
roita&e Position \\i\

$600! $600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

.tomplcte with the usua'. accessories

ind full guaranty of manufacturers,

lave no use for it and will be sold for

ix hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

N Electrician Office.

Stilwell's PatentXL Water Purifier.

Rih<loil Iron & J.oeoiin

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

m Stiliell-Bierce & SmiMaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Francisco. Cal.. Paoiflc Coast Agent.

C. (S. HiVtCT,

Telegraph, Telephone, Slectric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar rjeeled. Quick

Bhipments and best quality.

OCONTO, "WIS.

POLESI ^1^ hH^H^^^ I IbUi Poles a Specialty.
Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.

(CEDAR.) eIvT'
_l_^ street Railway

Tits ^*^'^s- Telephone

O. N. LUi^BERT,
HVn.AI'IMK. X. V.

ROTHBROS.&GO.,
30-34 Market Street,

c2i-iic:a.cso,
MaiiufactiiriTs of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos

Electric

Motors.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

KIEKOailKEE, MICH., for prices on MHITE CEDAH POI.Ei!i.

Central Manufacturing Co.,
CHATTANOOGA, MANDFACinR

IRON ARIVIORI

INSULATINS CONDUITS.
Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring, j

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,,

Ciciiei-al OffiroN aiul Works: S'Zt W. :i4fli St.. Xo« York.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture In all Leading Cities.

WHITK von I'AIITH'I'I.AKS.

The Creo^er Manhole Cover Co.-
1104 Beta Bldg., PHIL.A1>EL,PHIA, PA.
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Victor Turbine Water Wiieei.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hl8:h Efficiency

at Kull and Partial Gate-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
;t( ci.nipaiiyinK cngravinR represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

. ;Ht H. V. under 38 feet licad. Arranged wltli 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

are novy prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, eitlicr single or in pairs, on Iiorizontal shafts.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO,
Risiloii Iron Si Locomotive Works, Si.i. Fr.iiiciscu, Cal., I'ac.ilk Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 13Ist St., N. Y.

ELECTRICITY
Mechanics; Mechanical Drawing, Arcliitecture; Architectural Drawing and Design^
ing, Maaoniy, Carpentry and foimfy Ornamental and Structural Iron Work; Steam
Engineering {Stationary Locomotive or Marine); Railroad Engineering: Bridge 1

Engineering Municipal Engineering Plumbing and Heating; Coal and Metal Miti-

ing Prospecting, ard the English Branches. Until fnrtner notice experimental
|

apparatus will be furnished fr e to shidenta. Send for Free Circular, stating the Hub-

International Correspondence (Schools, Scranton, Pa. 3^

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,
Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches,

GANePLiTESrORANYNDMBER,

Sel'-'-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Riglit Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.CO,,
HARTFORD. CONIf.

J.W.riASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KAT xs riTY. MO
Telephone,

1096
Wm. J. Alexander, Pres.
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pi
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Plioto and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We afso carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Pash Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

THE BEST BOOK
On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CDIVIPANY, - Suite 510 IVIarquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

CH10A«0.
Itlallers BIdg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. pr.7Tr~»f.,.

,A Speoial itVrcfci-F'riction IN/le-tal

^o
00- Ŝ.^^'

o*-

Sole Agents: ^ Sole Agents:

'^k
'n '̂^.

R. E. T. PRINGLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, nd.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Tlo. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

5fEW YORK.
S19 Havemeyer Bnilflin;;.

BOSTON,
182 Sammer Street.

CHICAGO,
1,737 j?Ionadnock Bnllding.

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
IHA.RTFORD, OOIMIM.

CROOKES' TUBES.
ANY SPECIAl, FORM OF TUBE MADE TO ORDER.

The Waterhouse-Gamble Arc Lamp. Perkins Incandescent Lamp,

Sockets, Rosettes, Switches.

'NA/^RITE F-^R ^iBi-rA.I-^GVJE: .AND FSRI^ES
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THE MARQUETTE BUILDlNl.i,

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
0"wing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessar}' to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

the}' occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your fa\orite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities,

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING.

...CHICAGO...
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Si
WIRT BRUSHES

Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia,

For Sale by tho Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave . Chicago

WALLACE BARNES,
FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. UrUtol, t^oun.

The Itlcctrician Publisliiiii;- Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chieago. 1 leadquarters for all latest Klectrieal

Books. Write for Catalogue.

For THIRTY DAYS
and THIRTY NIGHTS

Clark Telephone & Consliuction CO..

HDOWN

i

^BH Goes tlie price. ,m\

k9 the
RrV TRUMPET
1^0 SYSTEM

l^l W. A. GUSTAFSON,^^H Maiiiiractiirer.^^^
Joliet, III.

THETELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

HEEBEKT LAWS WEBB.

The only complete and practical

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Cliicago

ELEPHONES «»» SUPPLIEO
TWe are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANHFACTUEEBS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Onr New illaaneto Bell provided wltli specially

;
polarized bells

the whole adapted to meet

Will ring bells on long >f high resistance. Will ring a large

r bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

indings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc

Sole Licensees for sale ot Slllde Battery '

April 17th, 1894. For etmpllcity, " "
Win not paci! or get out of o

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
apld and eflacient apparatus of the bind now before

o others; requlr' '""origin,

erator )6 need Dat tnree movee lo anawe
Unas. Estimates for complete equipment of eichanges and toll line systems promptly

Correspondeiice Solicited. Address

the STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. 8P00NEK, President. CHICAGO OFFICE

E. W. EATOHELDER, Secretary. No. 827 Stock Exchange

H. A. TA^LOE, Treasurer. J. J. NATE, Qen'l A|

We .llaiiiit'a<'(iii«-

SifSeTELEPHONES,
Complete Kxchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, IMINN.

VIADUCTS
MBALTIMORE.^

h.RR I ELEPHONE AND CONSTRUCTION SuPPLY Net Prices to D eal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES

1^ Wholesale

ST.50$4.50
Prices.

i4-"
T T ^'

*^toiui .iiid S. K.C. ARC CUT
Kii„' l>i<it<

S. K. C. Switches. S. K. C. Hanger Boards. Dynamo Brushes,

Commutator Compound, Etc.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

S. K. C. SPECIALTY CO., PITTSFIELD, MASS.

XHE.

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

NcAv Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COKEESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY!!
BRAND NEW, PERFECT AND COMPLETE STANDARDARO l-AM

For both Direct and Alternating Current Circuits, and

Standard Makes of Carbons,
AH to be Sold at Auction , on Wednesday, March 25, 1896, at 10 a. m.

: \A/^ii-i. be: NA/iTMOLjnr reserve
TO CLOSE AN ESTATE.

of the lof; lid were the active stock of the Electric Construction and Supply

i-day

nd Kii

1. Xi'H- \ (Hiv. iisMtrni'd liy that compa
ir^ III ilir \vill-kiiii« II standard "Ward'' Arc Ijamps, ot which many thousand

,e ivnight Arc Ijamps, made and extensively sold by the Electric Construction and Supply Company, together with certain s

c Lamps tor-Railway Circuits, for photo-engraving, and twin and double Carbon Lamps, a complete Dynamo Plant, Switcl
mrti'nances. VoltmeteTS, Ammeters, Switches, etc.. New Weston Voltmeter, New Edison Sockets, Lacombe, Fidelity, National, Solar and Lancaster carbon
The sale will take place without reserve on Wednesday, March 25, 1S96, at 10 A. M., at Cushing's Warehouse, corner Hudson and Morris Streets, .Tersey

,1. Directions: Take Pennsylvania Railroad Ferry, foot of Cortlandt Street, New York, and on arrival at Jersey City, go one block west and three block's
varehouse. V Z WILLIAM J. HAMMER, ) ,

" ' JOHN F. RANDOLPH, f

''Ssignei

These goods may be inspected at any. time, prior to sale, by applying to Wm. J. Hammer, 130.5 Havemeyer Building, -20 Cortlandt Street, New York.
Goods sold at private sale, at very loWi figures, prior to sale on March 2.5, 1890.

THE G. E. WIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. E. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of the

best material, FREE FROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-

ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 2,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

Railway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric
^ Company

VI,KSOI<'FI(-K!!i IX AI.I,
I,Alt4,{K<'ITIK!>i4>l-- TIIK

IIXITEI* ST.VTKS.

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Elootrio Bollwoys Qod Power Stiitlon«

1S41 Maranette Bldg., Clilcaso.

William H. Bryan, M. li

II. H. Humphrey, M. S.^

Illilitiiii:. Nl. I.DII

Forde Bain, E,„trlcal and
Mechanical Engineer.

MonaUnook Balldlne, CHICAGO.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoQBultlDK, BpeclQcatloDs, TefltlDg. Speclaltlee.

Eloctrlo Street rtallwayH, Electric Llgtitlag

Qcd Btoam PlaotB Inetallod Complete. Pres-
ent proportion looked over and improved.

Boom 1028 MoDadnock, CHICAGO.
Telephone Harrison 284.

RED. J

VllUultlon of Mei
for nil UllKis of

ViiltllKl'.

. Oross,
(iiMiiM'itl EI.'Clri.Ml :•, .f:

E
• Every Desci iplicn.

trli: luul Stoam riiiiits. I'l;

•k«'trlcaIliistall:itloi,s;.ni,^

compl.tocmistriwHonol ,l>

I«IA«
I'ri;-,'

;ah

itlonsfurnlshud
iitraidlnpr, etc.

nflilneryof any
V FAI,I>S, SI

capacity

V.

Preserve Your Copies

^ """
Western Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snitv ."ilO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Bailers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse.

PHILADELPHrA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

And^r^onAurom^
/^COPYinJMACHINEl

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.GO.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Capacity.
AbBolntely

UnC-form.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th SI. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

\riNTER TOtTRS TO CA1.IFOBN1A
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burlington Route (0. B. & Q. R. R.)
nounce tiiree personally conducted tours

ifornia. Leave Chicago January " -

March 5.

Feb. 6,
- . ^- San Antonio,

Paso, Los Aneeles, San Diego, Banta
Barbara, San Francisf o, Del Monte and San Jose.

Returning via Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic
Route through Colorado, The price of a ticket

includes all necessary expenses. Railroad and
sleeping car fare. Hotel Bills, carriage rides,

side trips, etc. The service will be strictly first-

class in every respect. For pamphlet giving
particulars, see any agent of the C. B. & Q.R.R.,

or write to T. A. Gradv, Manager Tours Depart-
ment, 211 Clark street, Chicago.

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.
In order to give everyone an opportunity to see

the Western Country and enable the home seek-

ers to secure a liome in time to commence work
for the season of 18%, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul R'y has arranged to run a series of four

home seekers' excursions to various points in tlie

West. Northwest and Southwest on the follow-

ing dates: March 10, April 7 and 21 and May 5.

at the low rate of two dollars more than one
FAKE for the round trip. Tickets will be good
for return on any Tuesday or Friday within
twenty-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and further details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or
address F. A. Miller, Assistant General Passen-
ger Agent, Chicago, 111.

of the largest buildings in the United

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE.

RAVEN WHITE CORE, rej"

COMPETITION LINE WIRE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
SAN FRANCISCO.

npC>\NDTNCAlNDESCE|NT L;^IV|PS

IEADAMSr- RAG INALI^

,
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

^^a

hydraulic eDglne
of thes certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at o„r office.

Test of a45- n. Wh-e -Jn j 9, -94. Testofa44- n. Whepl-Julj 14, '94.

Head
Rev.

BlTn.

i;u. Ft.

HP. Per Head
Rev.

Bfi'n. S^e^o:

H. p. &
Whole Gate

1 :i

V4 ••

ii
122:00 127 ;i!

82;J?

205.27
195. 1<

149 !9<

118.40 ".52

Whole Qate
lis

128. 1'O

134. 8t 120 i'

70 >(

162.89

8°: 09

THE DAYTOII GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton, P., y.S,A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCIoth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as tlie name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules -which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders

Hand-Riok sold, and over 5.000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Speciallj designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
ET'iaranteed percentage and great steadineHB at

uu, uuuer variable loads. An uneqaaled concentration of power,
aa nnprecedented higrh velocitT- Ita qalcklT operating bal-
ed gates, affords prompt and fine regalation by governor. 8atiH-
tlon gaaranteed where otbers fail, Wrlie for catalogue, and atat*

Securing a hleh
]

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A .

IaATINUM
. Native Plati^om Purchased.

SIM
Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

Over 2,500 in use.

Porcupine anttTubnlar

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for Cataloguo
deecrlblng our new 1

to 8 H. P.

Racine Hardware Co.
W. F. PARISH, Gen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building,

Worka, Racine. Wis. CHICAGO. ILL., I

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell allof Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice

If results of your present syste

i to

satisfactory,

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engin

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
r. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter wifli a

lilgher percentage ofuseflBl effect than any other
water-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests lu
tlie Holyoke Testing Plume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will liud it to
their interest to confer with me, as I am Avilling to guar-
antee results ivhere others have failed, no mat-
ter what make ofturbine has been in use. STATE
KE^IIIREMEKTS AOTJ SEND FOK CATA-
I.OjflE.

S, iViORGAN S1VIITH, Yoric, Pa.
Estimates furnisl .,,„wer,

Bound Volumes

VlfESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOB sale;,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDHESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

Suite 310 .Marquette lUiildlug, ClUCUiO.

F. A. ESTEP, Pr F. S. MARTIN, JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Prest.

R. D. IM COIVIF>AIMY,
ai_i_eoihe:ny, f>a.

We carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can tnrn out more work, than any similal

establishment in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
We are equipped 1 the finest and

accuracy
teswng appli

ability.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENGLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CMAS. A. CAVAONA, 107 E. Pitth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cat.
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ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELUNO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manulaclurers «l the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTTILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

H fS IVI I

^^"^ {l=>A-rENTE:D.) ^ e^ig^

High grade packings
!-rOR STEAM, WATER, ©AS,AMMONIA, Eft.
^^^^^If'^OCH'S ^flAUUCPACIfm^^^fe «Wi5f^'«'^^^^EC0HOMICALf-

J%^^S^RaiABLE.DURABtE8(5UAR«fmO.|

THE GARLOCK PACKINli CO.

^

I 1 67-69-71 South Canal St., Q||^{^0
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
Chicago Office:

96 W. Washington Street.
14 John Street

Brooklyn, N. Y

Presses, Dies and..

Special Machinery

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-l'asc «atalos"<'.

A NEW MACHINE

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.

OWXKKS nv

THE STILES AND
n.ni/'cn BDECC r^r\ "o 97 Double Crank Press for BlankingPARK.CK PRCOb CO Armature Core Discs

=lfyouwdntany

1
jome of fhe/drge^tDrm

int/ie counlry.

H-Phanndn
UOMPANY,

limkmxHicm.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity .should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.
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SHIP" GORED AND SOLID GARDONS
IVIade in Vienna, iD^uis-trla.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a ^mall or Large Order for Electrical Supplies of any nature and
get one of our now Famous 9Ianimoth Catalogues, if you haven't

one. YOU CAIV'T AFFORD TO BK WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y.

ii ^

The Painter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of
construction with perfection of mechanism.

They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.
They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.
The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need

not be put on till all other work is done.
They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is lo ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

Ml building

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co. , ChicafTO. Y o u CAN'T
procure too manj'

reliable, readable

books to READ.

4-Way. anythioR you may

THE STEVENS PLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

is simplicity itself. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

B^-ir PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY
F>nrTSBURO, F>A.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

" I'^'v,- |,n,vl,as,.,i 1 lUT vhr SOLE OWNERS "f \«<->'is ,s.M I,, \,k„i;, T...,!:, for ih. POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, u^w

p.Tlv,-i ..^uipmc^ni .,f ISOLATED PLANTS f'»' H i-. "iii,-,- liuihiin-s, rims ;uh1 F;„'iu,-irs,

STANDARD SYSTEMS f"' distribution of lights and power in [argB Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System t'^^' '""-^t Durabic, Economical and Etbclcnt on tlic market.

IMT'l'SIU'liC. Wi

.^'^
'HAliLoTTlO, N. ('.. :i«-:w ('"ll.nc

SVKAcrslO, N. 'i.. Hiisliil.l.'

SAX KKANCISCO, Mi
\VAS111.\(IT(I\.
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BI-METALLIC WIRE.
Manufactured by John A. Roebling's Sons Co.

opper for Conductivity, Steel for Strength. The
"bi-metallic" effect. A Superior Conductor.

Telephone, Telegraph, Trolley, Electric Light and Power.

Copper and Steel. Copper for Conductivity, Steel for Strength. The two combined for the
"bi-metallic" effect. A Superior Conductor.

USE OF BI-METALLIC WIRE COVERED BY PATENT OWNED BY THIS COMPANY.

PRICES AND GENERAL INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION TO

Bi=Metallic Electric Transmission Co.,
1204 Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

The Hess Double Electrode Storabe Battery
]Nl>ia«ti(iilH )ind<stiii«.til»l4

ItH ( Hliuiatrd lifi iH iiiiliiiiiUil

01«>lllt< t.mrf><^l> IS 4 lllll t 1> (Mit of tll4^1|ll1 HtlOII

ItiK kliii^iN ul»>.(»1iit( M |>i<\<iit(<l not In 11

Mistaiit loro« hnt U^ n m* 11 ntitlt 114 y^ pi 04 4 hh
Till- 111 *tS NTOK V<»l lt\lTII{> <0 ui

IMiiliMUlphia A\lio own HiMl 4oiitio1 thi ll< sm

ll]lt< llts ofl4 I (ll( 11 r^\^ti 111 Ht t 0*4t 4>t 111 IllUl^U

I1114 4 NtiiiiatKl t4t be nhoiit 0114 tluidtlu |>ii4t

i;,iiiii74 MtJitt < 4»iiiimiii* stoi
stall eU(tii4 lit.htiii^ plan
cM uamo and stoi n^4 1mtt4

1

plOtllU 4 tl 111 tll4 I IMt« d Htl

tll4 «^U|>1( IIM i 0111 t d( 4 1-14

tlic a4'ti

tli4 plate ' immer^^ed in the

< poit \\a^.iM id* h^ -MennrH. Hon>4ton «fc Ken-
tiUy t I 01 IMiila4U'li>hia. i*7,lUa per cent.

tiniKK cfli4i(M4> «l per cent, watt eflleiency-

M 4 pi ose4 ut4 and defend all patent law-t^uitti*.

'n I 1^ ant 14 pi OHentative parties to mannfac-
1114 and install 0111 batteries in every jjitate.

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO. . ^Philadelphia, pa

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMOW/ READY-
Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

EGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GO.,
SUITE 510 IVIARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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POROUS ^^^^

#
<Ogr g* trial order.

ESIABLISHED 1857

PARTRICK& Carter Co
•Electrical SupptiES

125 South 2^ St. Philadelphia.

Catal'ocues on Application

Send Buiinesi Card and mention Western Electrican

I ROLL-DROP I

COTVfTV^UTHTOR BMRS.
FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, - . CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Western Office: 1439 Monadnock BIk., CHICAGO.

<1)ynamo
"^^'

C^El-TINGr. •**• I'*"**. Mo, C. I». A.

BEA.N0HE3: IM Sommer 8t., Boston; 113 Uberty 8t, New lork; 12S S 1 3d St., FhUadelphU,

\ THARLES H; ^mHtimmiiL
i SL^tfBlV ff'f'rABi.E AND

/'•^C® fACTOHY AND'
V-CHICA00,lll.,U.5.i niKk iuppuesl
KFIhte. rOOLi FCk tiETAI. v/ORKem

I

Thousands of our Cells

and Abroad. . . .
STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

Solid Rolled Lead Plate. Immense Strentrth. Large Surface.

Electro-Cbemlcal Formation of Active Material.

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
-ALL SIZES FOE i

889 American Battery Company, Ab.o,a.*iy Noa-mfrmg.

Highest AwM-d Granted o' f ./ ' ing. Protec

at World's Columbian 4^3 "i^^est QMlUCy Street, Quaranteed

Exposition, Chicago, i8p3, CXUGACiO, Ilili. Purchasers.

fULbAlilLtU rlDnt bUi hard vulcanized fibre
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating; Material of tlie World. 14 DEY ST., NEW YORK-

Black

We make any

*lnd of File or

Rasp known to

<he File Trade.

File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oar regular gooils are on sale in every leading Hardware^
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. k H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT,
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINQ.

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Our I

"
It

BELLINO AGENTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
JOSHnA HENBY MACH. WOEK£

- - San FraoclBoo, Cat
No. 80 William St., New Yori,

Manutactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanlcville, N. Y.

The DrnHb Doable Ara

Lamp Patents aOBtAlned bf

rep^tsted deolstoni

of IT. S, Oourta.

OfBee uid Wcrlu, Car. Beltfen and 1

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLKTKIrAWO, OHI«.
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

AUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

*"H."R.'HixsoNr' Simplex aisctrlcal Company,
k. CHICAGO. 7S-8I Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MAmrFAOTCtBBB 0»

IlffSni.ATED BI.EGTHIG WIRE,
Fli.iSX.XB1i.E CORDH and CiVBI^ES.

MM s>« «0» North Third Street. - 1>HII.ADRI.PHI A. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial.

Underground and

Submarine,
For

XEIiEPHOXE,

l4ieHT and POWSB.
Lead encasing in all its

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.,
20^ Broadway, Hew York.
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

KENNEDY^
DUPEROW,

Washington, O. C.

/ Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

*0N'^:

TRADEMARK.
BKANCHES: Chicago, Alston,

. Louts, San

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

, Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

-Oniaba. Lonlsvllle.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Smith & Wallace, Hamlll
Ed. P. Sharp, -H Niafiara Ht.,:

Arthnr S. Partridge, Bank of
St. Louis. JTo.

J M. Atkinson & Co., Ii39
Chicago, 111.

,214 Pine St., San FranciMO,

Harry M. Shaw, 1

SOLAR CARBONS MANUFACTURING CO.,

-. ^^ 'I'^V /..

MAWTFACTITHEBIS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot hoi,i.ow).
For Arc Lemps on IncaodeBcent and Ballway Circuits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

^ESTEIN EleDtocal hmmul Co
-^"^^^ II4-I20 William St.,

Iston liiM ?oriable Sirect Reading

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Kecelve4 only Anrard for Trolley* at Cblem-fo

Mannfaotored by ALBERT & J. IW. ANDERSON, 289-293 A St.. Boston Mass.

STANDARD UNUERGROUNO GABLE CO.,
TITK ROOKKKY. WKSTINCIKltSK liriLDIXC. TI.MES HCILMXO,

CHICAGO. ITlTSliUKO. NEW YORK.
Cable Contracte Taken Including Installation.

WIRES and CABLES, iV£,7^.V^.

TliiMimjIraWorhCD,
BURLINGTON. lA.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT UMP CO.,

1910-1914 OUtb Street, 8T. LOUIS.

14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Voltmeters, Millifoitiieters, Voltamnieters,

Hmmeters, Mllllamineters,

Bround Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Oiiinineters, Portable Balyanometers,

Our Portable Instruments arc recog-

nized IS The SUndard the work! over. >

The Semi Portable Laboratory Stand-
j

arilb irr s'lU bi ti. i

Oui Station Voltmeters and Am
meters ire un-,iirpissPU in point of ex
trem.' ictiiriic\ ami lowest consumption

I

ot energj !

General Electrical Suppli^,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

Write for Prices,

ED. WERTHEIM. .Chicago.

"CAHALL'

The Aultmaa & Taylor Macliinery Co.
JENU FOB CATAiOQUE.

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Sole Agents for the United StAtee.

Bank of Conmierca Bonding, PITI^UMft

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Pover Plant*.
Estimates aad DraTvingrs Snbmitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, M. Y.
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Coming. Are You Sure You are "Lightning Proot?"

Garton Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

THE CARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of ihe Leading Electrical Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, ReliabiMty, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and Stick !

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge !

NO Copper ^alls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. Forany Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Information and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., keokuk, iowa

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

, JORDAN & 00,
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, CC

President. & B J J FRANK S. DeRONDE,
General Sales Agent.

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the market is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others interested

should write us. Do it now.

After Aprlf 15 P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St.. New York.
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THIS-

Alternating Ceiling Fan Works.
We Guarantee It.

No Commutator.

IMo Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan on the IVlarlict.

• • •

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

Our Guarantee is Good.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.

All Bearings SELF-OILINQ.

• • •

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

The Handsomest Fan Ever Offered to the Trade.

Fans finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

TUERK WATER METER CO., - Fulton, N. Y.

E. B. LATHAM, 136 Liberty St., New York,

Agent for New York, Brooklyn, Jersey
City and Philadelphia

ANGER.

^S\l„y^ 2 8 6^290 eRArfAM ST.
'''^

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hartford, Conn.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

oriran liatteiy Co...

IJcardsley Mfg.

UerlinerTelepy

IJernardin, F. 5

Besly .i Co.. Ct

er Hard Rubb

Electric Co.

ral Electric C

hicago Belting Co

,, B. A Q.R. K
hicago Edison Co

blcagoElec. & Stereo.

liic. Genl. Fixture Co..

iCo..Chicagi

Clark Tel. & Cons. Co

ClonbrocliS. B. Co :

Colbiirn Elee. Mfg. Co -

Collins .t Co.,H. E

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co

Cor. Srbool of Technology

Dlcltinson Elec. Supply Co. 1

Directory. Principal Elec.

and Mech. Engineers... .\vi

Di.xon Crucitjle Co., Jos... .\

Eastern Electric Cable Co. Hammer & Randolph xvl Nat. Underground Cable Co Ix Siemens ,t Halske E. Co...

F.clipse Kl. Lamp Co Hart.C.S xli Newton Rubber Works Ix Simi.lex Electrical Co.,The i

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co vU Hart.^-HegemanMfg. Co. v New Yoik Ins. Wire Co... xxli Sioux City Brass Works...

Edgerton Pottery Co -x.xli Hess Storage Battery Co. . vl Northwest Engineering Co. xv Smith. .S. Morgan xvlli

Electric Appliance Co x Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co. NuttallCo., R. D xvlli •SolarCarbon.tMfg.Co.... i

Elee. Dcv. Assn xil Huebel ,\s Manger iii Ohio Electric Works xvii Standard Paint Co 11, x

Elec. Engr. .t Supply Co. . . vili Independent Elec. Co xvii Ohio Storage Battery Co...

OkonlleCo., The 1
SUMl.1,1 .1 ' ..I' . , , ( ,,, 1

Electric Stora.geBatt. Co.. xx Interior Conduit &, I. Co. . xi Otto Gas Engine Wks xix

Electrical Engineering Co. xili InternatT Cor. Schools.... xvli Partrlck * Cai'ter Oo xxii Stihvc:l-l:iriv.- ,\ --niiih-

Electrician l>ublishlng Co.vlii, Jewell Belting Co iii
Partridge Carbon Co 1

StoreyMotor,VToo,,;o„, x

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W iv Pearson, P. J. Mtg. Co x

Kartavert Mfg. Oo Peerless Rubber Mtg. Oo... x
Tuerk Water Meter Co Hi

Union Heater Supply Co, , xix
Eyanson&Armpriester... vlil

Klipstein&Co.,A United Kl, Imp, Co
Farr Tel. .li Const. Sup. Co. xv LeclancheBat. Co.,The...xlll

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co

.

Faucett.I. L LeffelA Co.. James xvlli
Phila. Elec. & Mtg. Co.... xl Van Xuis C S

Ferracute Slacbine Co....

Fiberite Co.. The xxli

LlndsleyBros xil
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.,., xi

Viaduct Mfg, Co XV

Flcming-Spence Elecl Co.xvii MacCurdy & Smith xvll
Phosphor-BronzeS,Co,,Ltd. xix Walker Mfg, Co

Forest City El. Works.... Mason J. W 1
Racine Hardware Co xvlti

Menominee El. ,tMech. Co. Iv Relsinger, Hugo Weber Gas & Gaso, Eng, Co, xix

Fort Wayne Elec. Corp.... xxi Metropolitan Elec. Co Replogle Governor Wks,,.xviii Webster, Warren & Co , , , , xl.x

Garlock Packing Co Morris, Tasker & Co xil Richards & Meacham xv Western Electric Co xl

Garton-Daniels Electric Co. 11 Morrison Southern El. Oo. Roth Bros, A Co xli WestlnghouseEl„tMfg,Oo. xlll

General Electric Co xvi Moyes.L.M xvlli Samson Cordage Wks x Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

Gordon-Eurnham Bat. Co.. iv MunselUtCo.. Eugene,... iv Schift, .lordan ,11 Co 11

Goubert Mtg. Co Murray Iron Works CO.... 1 Schoonmaker. A. O xli Whitney Elec. Inst. Co x

Greger Manhole Cover Co. xil National Electric Co .,.., xvli Schott, W. H xvll Wirt.Chas .- xv

Gustafson. W. A xv Shultz Belting Co xxii Younglove & Gere

ndex o-F Ad w-eri:isemer.«s See I3aee VI.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid -for Direct LisKi-tirks.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED.,.

General ••••••

Western Agents :•«••»••«• Chicago Edison Company,
^...DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES...^

Edison Building, 139 ilVdams S-tree-t, OHIO/VOO, II-I-.

JUSTNOW^^

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

HVDITCTIOIU AlVD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
'^'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-^-

IfiDomiiiee Electrical anfl iecliiical Co.,

MENOMINEE. MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery
BXOELB IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The GordoD-BnrQbaic Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

Mkmmi ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
AVe manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A,sk your NEZiCVRElS-rSUIspi-Y HOUSE: -for

DICKINSON^ ELEgYrIC SUPPLY C0.«
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO. 150 NASSAU ST.REET, NEW YORK.

VULGABESTON GONTROLLER PARTS.

rj; i->i [
CA\J

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

<if. E. 800 ami Westing-house Coi.innitator Rings,
Brush Holder Bushings and Field Sjiools.

SEXI> FOR PRICE L,IST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS MFG. GO., ^^
^j^^^^ !S40-a*2 RaiKloIpli St., Chioago, III. ^^T^

Gen. EIcc. Cn. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON. Wcstinsliouse.

UlU
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Ligiiting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rollingr
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and n'orbs, Slansfield, Ohio.
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Made on the |_|

The Extra Best Bell (£«"•
" *

)

Let us run down the list of good things that can be said of

the "Extra B. B."

It is well made mechanically.

Pure platinum contacts. Honor bright!

Binding posts set in a square hole, tight.

Contact post fixed same way. Can't get nervous and point

in the wrong direction.

When you adjust the bell to suit your battery it stays there.

Armature will not stick.

Gets full benefit of both pole pieces.

Clapper will not drop off.

Cover snaps on. No screw to lose,

o. One dollar will buy more of these bells than any other

This post

cannot tu

around.

Jam nut fo

adjusting.

PURE
PLATINUM
POINTS.

These Binding Posts are
set in square holes and
cannot work loose. . . .

equally as good.

ST. LOUIS: Southern Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY: Qate City Electric Co.

NEW ORLEANS: loio Canal Street.

BUFFALO: 112 White Building.

Central Electric Company,
CENTRAL STATION AND ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES,

CHICAGO.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
^TeTXT" l^a.ce IPlstte.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass |-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Better Design,

Better Material,
(Dl Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches ar,d Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B.'

THE HART & HE6EMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD.

CONN. Back of No.
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The Hess Double Electrode Storaoe Battery
Is practically indestractible.
Its estimated life is unlimited.
Disintegration is entirely outoftheqnestion.
BnckUngisabsolutely prevented, not by re-

sistant force but by a scientific new process.
THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO.. of

Philadelphia, who own and control the Hess
patents, offer their system at cost of manufac-
tnre, estimated to be about one-third the price
asked by manufacturers.
\Ve organize State Companies to manufacture

and install electric lighting plants, with gas
engine, djmamo and storage battery.
Territorial rights granted. Patents in ^all

countries.

The first snccessfnl Xon-iufriiigiug Storage Battery ever
produced in the United States. Note the contrast from
the l^upreme Court decision :

"The distinguishing feature of the invention of Charles
F. Brush in secondary batteries as described in the specifica-
tion of Letters Patent of the U. S., No. 337,299, dated March
2, 188G, and issued to him for improvements in secondary bat-
teries for the current storing of electrical energy, is in general
terms the mechanical application of a layer of lead oxide to

each one of two lead plates before the plates are placed in the
battery fluid. These coatings at once being active material
and ready for the charging current when immersed in the
battery fluid." (Quoted from the syllabus of the case of the Electrical

i. Brush Electric Co., decldedln the U. S. ClrcuitCourt
Second Circuit, October 4, 1892.)of Appeals f

In onr battery the active material is fed to

the plates after the plates are intmersed in the

battery fluid.

An authentic, reliable, unbiased; test and
report was made by Messrs. Houston & Ken-
nelly, E. E., of Philadelphia, 97jJ2So per cent,

ampere efficiency, 81 per cent, watt efficiency.

H'e prosecute and defend all patent law-suits.
»Ve want representative parties to manufac-

ture and install our batteries in every State.
Send for descriptive matter.

THE HESS STORAGE BATTERY CO. . ^Philadelphia, pa.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &. Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Hammer & Randolph.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc liight Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.
Boynton Multivolt Batfy Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

. Chicago Gen'l Fix

Mason, J.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Newton Rubber Wks.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Western Electric C

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons. J. :

Shultz Belling Co.

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Collins & Co., H. E.

BookN, KlertrM-al.
1 Publishing Co.

r BrorizeSm.Co.,Ltd.

al Electric Co.
1 Woven Wire BrushCo.
3S Fibre-Graphite Co.

CnldeH (.Set; liisiilii

Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.PoiiitsA Plates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago General Fixture Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Paint Co.

Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction Jk Repairs.
Bernardin. F. M.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meaeham.

Contractors and Electric
Light Plants.
Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Cor.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.

Besly&Co., ChasH.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Bernardin, F. M.
Besly &Co..Chas H.
Brixey, W. R.

Fiberite Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Menominee EI. & Mech. Co.
1 India Rubber Co.

Western Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
4!roHN-ArmH. PIiih an
Brackets.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brady, T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electrlf Appliance Co.
F.jfM^ En(/r. & Supply Co.

General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
MacCurdy & Smith.
Mason, J. W.
Blenominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Dynamos.
iteardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Dallett & Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Walker Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Kail^va.ys.
Bruph Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Bain, Force.
Bryant & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mig. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instri

Bernardin. F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
NuttallCo,,R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electric I
Menominee El, Si Mech. (

Pearson. F. J. MCg. Co.

Besly t

Coiburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Eugines, tiias.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'lEng. i

Engines. !>>»team.
Ball.t Wood <'o., The.
Ball Engine t'o.

Murray Iron Works Co.

run Outfits.

Electric Appliance (

Qaskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Oas liigiiting. Electric.
Partrick & Carter (

Bernardin, F. M.
BeslyACo.,Chas
Bryant Electric C

Commercial Elec. Sup. C
Cutter El. A Mfg. Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply t

Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks.

MacCurdy A Smith.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. v

Metropolitan Electric Co
Morrison Southern El. C(

National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering C

Ohio i^lectric Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Sioux City k~

"
'Works.

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Jtica El Mfg. & Sup. Co.

GlobV^^c

Ciilob! Electrical
€;iassivare.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
l-^dgerton Pottery Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

4.iov'nors. Water Wheel.
LiOmbard vVater Wheel Gv.Co.

<wraphite !$peciaUies.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.

Hard Bubber Ooods.

Fiberite Co., The.
Newton Rubber Works.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.

Beardsley Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago I'^dison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.

lOlectric Appliance Co.
l-:iec. Engr. A Supply Co.

Interior Conduit A Ins. >

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg, Co.

National India Rubber i.

Newton Rubber Wks.

Nuttall<'o..R. D.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire t

Standard Paint t'o.

Simplex Klectrlfal Vo.

Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Coluiobia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
EcUiise Elec. Lamp Co.
l^lectric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.,
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse I'^l. A Mfg. Co.

Ijiglitniug Arresters.
E.lectric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General l':iectric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

illagnet Mire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

illanhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

illechanical Klacltinery.
Besly&Co., Chas. H.
BUssCo., E. W.
Feiracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

' Bowers Bros.
I^Iectrical Eng. Co.
JohnsMfg. Co., H. W
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker. A. O.

itiining ApparatuiH, Elec.
General KiectricCo.
Independent iClectrlc Co.
Westinghouse VA. A Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn 1^1. Mfg. Co.
DaUeltACo., Thos. H.
Edd-jtElec. Mfg. Co.
VAec. I'^ngr. A Supply Co.

Interior Conduit

L^Ity 1 i Works
Stanley i.iec Mtg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse i:h A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dailey, Jas. W.

I*acking.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.

MacCurdy A Smith.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brown. DcWltt, i

Contnil Mfg. Co.

Push Buttons.
Central E-ectric Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
l-Uectric Storage Battery Co
Hess Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes. Insulating.

Paint Co.
Telegraph Appari

I'Ueccric Appliance t

Conn. Tel. & i:i. Co.
De Veau & Co.
lOlectrical ICng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply

Northwest I'.ngineering C

Richards A Meaeham.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co

l*;iectrie Co.
3en'l Fixture Co.
le I'^iec. Corporation.

Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

Water Wheels.
Leffel A Co , Jas.
Keplogle Governor Wks.

i^OB- A.lF:»Hak>et:iGal ImcJea »ee l=>aee III.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
necteDirectConnected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Q) Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NKW YORK, H. li. Cdho & Co., Mail and ICxprfSS JiuikliiiK.

PHILADELPHIA, Walter C, Mclntire & Co., .WO Commerco St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., C4 Federal St.

BLMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bide., .Tohn A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
(Manufactured by John A. Roebling's Sons Co.)

Copper and Steel. Copper for Conductivity, Steel for Strength. The two combined for the
"bi-metallic" effect. A Superior Conductor.

Telephone, Telegraph, Trolley, Electric Light and Power.

PRICES AND GENERAL INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION TO

Bi=Metallic Electric Transmission Co.,
1204 Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

The S. K. C. Two Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings.

It is practically self-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphase machines

require a balance of load.

We have entirely eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. e., the revolving

armature, commutator, collector rings, brushes, etc.

They can be built for any voltage from no for isolated lighting to the high voltages required for power transmission work; in latter case

doing away with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can be connected at will for either i,ooo or

2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in the manner in which

they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders promptly, and carry a full

stock of transformers in Chicago.

|~J
J ^ —Our apparatus is novel; different from anything heretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

rdLCllL^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
PITXSPIEl-O, TV^KSS.

WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
The Hoyal Electric Co., Montreal, Can., are exclusive licensees for the manufacture of the S. H, C. System in the Uomlnlon of Canada.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElEDtilc Engineering & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Switches and

Switchboards
^ Of all Descriptions.

Write for our now catalogue "D."

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. am STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
^Hl^^K<S^: Metropolitan Electric Co.. 18C 5tli Aveuue.

Arc = Knife = Switch.
NO SPRINGS

TO

|!|il|tll«#' _" '
GENERAL REPAII

liuiiiiil(>,<tiit ami I'ouci- Uiiifr Switcln-H. Lishtiiiim Arresters.

V^^rite us. Get Our C3iscou n-ts

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE IRON-BOX FUSE BOXES.

UTICA ELECTRICAL MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
OTTICA, IM. Y.

Eleclrical Supplies

and Fixtures.

New Catalogue will be Sent on Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 Adams St., Chicago.

[ ^TLEdRK Light Globe$e2

i the-LarOEST-LiME-of

IkNoveuArtisticPattehnsjEffegrj
:*" 42 IVIURRAY ST. NY. /

CHICAGO OFFICE. 107 E. MADISON STREET.

K NEM BOOK.
NOinZ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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The freeman
I^

BATTERY n a, CELLS.
ESTIMATES FURNISHED

ON APPLICATION.
PROMPT DELIVERY

STANDARD SIZES
ALWAYS ON

HAND.

THESE CELLS ARE A NEW PRODUCTION AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
AGENTS WANTED IN ALL CITIES. WRITE US FOR INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE.

FOR PROMPT REPLY ADDRESS

J. Frank Dunbar, NEWTON RUBBER CO.,

87 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The National Underground Cable Go.
Times Building, New Yorl(. Roolcery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia, Ames Building, Boston.

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-

j
ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and
Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-

! graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

1

Write for further information to New York office.
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INCANDESCENT
LIGHTING"^^
SUNDRIES,

Such as Cord Adjusting Balls, Gas Attachments, Socket

Hoods', Wire Guards. Shade Holders, etc., to say noth-

ing of Sockets, Switches, Lamp Cord, etc., receive our

special attention. Our stock is very large and complete, and we endeavor to liave

ALL OF THE LATEST NOVELTIES
at prices that please and sometimes astonish. At the same time we always have a

BIG STOCK OF "STAPLES"
at the \'ery lowest prices the market affords.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. 242 Madison St., CHICAGO.

WHY BE A FOGY?
S in. tor

UNIONS.
i in. for

HAND-HOLES.
I in. for

MAN-HOLES.

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.,
»70 Old Orfoiiy Bldg., CHICAGO. IG AVarren St., TiTAV YORK.

Ifwi^r <^ SAMSON SPOT CORD
AND

For Arc LightandTroIley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

^ SUPPLY COMPANY ^<
821 Pine Street St. Louis.

For Electrical Coods.

Genuine K. W. Rosettes.
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

AH Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine.

BRYANT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, manacers. western Office,

4^* MONBDNOCK BU(LDING, CHICAGO.

«»'TIIE 11. THOMAS A iSOBiS <'0. IHMU^KLAIN IS GOOD.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . .p#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
I

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Sole Manufacturers, I 86- I 88 Fifth AVB.,

2 Liberty St., - New York. I ... CHICAGO.

WILLIAM INGLIS,

Wire Specialties.
Seiiil {Samples I

95 Shelby Street. DETROIT. MICH.

A NEW CIRCULAR
I>esci'ibiiiti- the

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Applieatioii.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PF,\ *t OOK. IV. H.. ir. S. A.

ELECTRICITY,

NEW COURSES.
And other Engineering V

4 .^RHOADSBELT
As staunch as Penn. "Gilt Edge" Sliort Lap is

hard to equal. Write for Catalogue.

J. E. RHOADS & SONS
BRANCH. PH)LA,. PA 227 OraHgo St., Wilmington Del.

C=S Flush Switches,
l-T-EAUTOIWATIC MAGNETIC CIRCUIT-BREAKERS.

The Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom St., Philadelphia .

See that Nail!

You Hang 'Em Up.
...NO SHELVES...
...NO BOXES

TMEY iBkRE:

Easy to install out of the way, can't tip

over, causing endless trouble, and just what
you have been looking for. Write for prices

THAT BEAT THE WORLD.

The F. J. Pearson Mfg. Co.,

SECURITY BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE STOREY nOTOR. I

MAIN office:

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.
YORK & SEDCELEY AVENU

PHILADELPHIA.

Iron Clad. Completely closed

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for direct

driving machinery.

The application of Motors to

machine tools a specialty.

Light weight. Slow and Me-

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

112 Liberty Street.

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
•it«vii»Kiv<!i;, n. I.

BAM AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

hllMi.s' Kleetrlcal Works.

IROIM ARIVIOREID

INSULATINB CONDUITS.

I

Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring. |

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,,

Oeiioral IMrivoM and AVorkK: 527 W. S4tli Nt., X<mv Voi-k.

The On!} Water-wheel GovernorthatGoverns.
Montague Street Railway Co.

ClHF.ENFIELD, MaSS., Sopt. 10, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

GKNTT,K>n?N:—We luive one of your Governors in use
at our ix.wei' liouse at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care ot

two \v;ili'i-\\ li('>-ls Id perfection, regulating the power ?02i/i'//^

• and replaced itwitli

LOMBARD WATEE-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI,ECTRICAI, USES:

eraphite Rods of Tarions I^en^hs, ft^om 1-5 Ohm to 100 Olims Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Resisting Heats

of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

Are you alive to your own interest?

Tlie Pliila. Electrical & Mfg. (

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SALES AGENTS:
Metropolitan Electric Co.,

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.
10,000 Alts.

' The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,

Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

nRC>=\NDTNCAlSD$SCENT LAMPS
^ancf IRoW H>%NQIirR ia>©MF?DS:>

THEAPAMS— RAGNALL^

,

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELEGTmC COMPMY,
NEW YORK.

AGEXCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
XKW VOICK OFFICE:

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt. Pawtucl<et, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunityfor aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ine patents(sad irons, soldering outfits, etc.).and

wants a voung man, electrically educated and
withsomeiapital, to join him in pushing the

electrical heating business already orgenized and
established and with good orders on hand. A
salary wonld be paid and young man and adver-
tiser {business man) can control this business.
Aftdress "Heater," cure Westeen Electbi-

SALESMAN WANTED.
One who is now selling (lie electric

trade in the West and Southwest, and
would be willing to take up an article

used by all electric rorvds and manufact-
urers, on commission. Address.

X. Y. Z., care Western Electeician.

Situation Wanted
s the fornuila f

la for electrical purpoi
r unglazed; also undei s makiDg all

tubes of all lengths
and sizes, curved tubes, etc., and all kinds of

press work. Address, "A. E. X.." care

Western Electkiciajt, Chicago.

Position Wanted
ByyouDgi

voltage. Position witir construction
preferred, or will take

ieueed in setting up dyna-
pert armature winder and
t figures. '

$5,000.00^
Will purchase one-third interest in

a large and successful Electrical

Suppl}' and Construction Company
located in the West; 20 peY cent,

per annum profits guaranteed upon
investment. If you are a book-

keeper or an experienced electri-

cian, position also at not less than

Sioo per month. Address

Electrical Construction,

CHICAGO, ILL.

^A/AI\IT•
The aildress of every man win
of improving his position

~~

his knowledge of Electrici
ing to devote a little time a

so. Address.

Dept. I, Electric Development Association,

CHICAGO.

glne; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

h. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 600

volts; four GO h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 700 h. p., IGO h. p. in a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY. 131 a. Third Street, pfijladelnhla.

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubulai

Steam Boiler; been u.sed but a few
months. 12 horse power Steam Engine
Both in first-class ciiTidilion.

-. A. I-IIIME,
234 East Lake St., Chicago,

FOR SALE,
A Modern Electric Light

and Power Plant,

0. N. LU
MVKAOl'ME. A'. V.

...PROPOSALS TO...

Electric Light Contractors

and Investors.

CITY OF MADISON. INDIANA.

NOTICE
Is hereby given that sealed proposals

will be received by George B. Clark,

City Clerk of said City, up to Wednes-
day, April 8, 1896, at 7 o'clock p. m., for

the furnishing and constructing of a
new Electric Light Plant. The suc-

cessful contractor to receive from said

city a conti-act for lighting the streets

for a term of ten years with one hun-
dred to one hnndi-ed and twenty-five

ai'C lamps, 2,000 candle power, all

night schedule, eyery night. Said city

to grant to the successful contractor

a franchise for commercial lighting of

said city for a term of ten years.

The said conti-aetor to build, con-

struct, equip and operate approxi-
mately three miles of electric street

railway and receive from said City of

Madison a franchise therefor of thirty

years.
All work to be done and contracts

entered into according to the plans and
specifications now on file in the City

Clerk's office, or at the office of Messrs.
Pierce & Richardson, No. 1409-10 Man-
hattan building, Chicago, 111, consult-

ing engineers for the City of Madison.
Copies of plans and specifications

may be had on application to either of

the above parties.

GEORGE B CLARK,
City Clerk.

$600! S600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dy

Complete with the us

and full guaranty of manufacturers.

Have no use for it and will he sold for

six hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

Western Electricias Office.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from 6x8 inch cell.

27 ampere hours from one charge. Ordinary
Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO..

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

T. H. Brady. New Britain. Conn.. U. S. A.,

Mannfacturer of Mast Anna, Pole •nd
Swinging HoodB, Honae Bracketi and

other Specialties

^ <, Work.- Catalogues ar,

1*==^ nUhed on avpHcation.

ROTH BROS. & GO.
30-34 Market Street,

c;ihic:a.c30,
Mainifu.

Stilwell's PatentX^E. Water Purifier.

1 A. Lo< oinot

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stiliell-Bierce & SmiMaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Francisco. Cal.. Pacific Coast Agent.

WHOLESALE

Telegraph, Telephone, Elecirio Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar peeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO. VTIS.

(CEDAR.) Eivr
_,_^ Street Railway

TlrS Poles. Telephone
I IbUi Poles a Specialty.

Wrltefor delivered prices. LIWDSLEY BROS., IVIENOIVl IN EE, MICH.
POLES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

Central Manufacturings Co.,
CHA.XTJVNOOGA., MAND

ir
Morris, Tasker & Co.,

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.

Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^,^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities.

WIIITK FOH P,\HT1«'I!|.AIIS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Betz Bldg., PHIL.AI>£LPHIA, PA.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

l':L,i'.ltlCATI':n WA

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

ther single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE S-rjLWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
/ Risdon lion Si I.ocumotive Worlts. .San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

^iSfc
The Standard Open Circuit Bat

teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AXI) PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

a't-tery Oells Produced.

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

5. P. Thompsons'
Contains i ,000

On dynamo electric machines
"Dynamo Electric Machinery
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
P>I9I^E MOXA^, ^6.00.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complele ^^^ Wire, Lamps, Bells, ^^ ^|
Telephones a specialfy. B light and power plants. I ^ 'Batteries, Mica, etc. lA^H

LEGTRIGAL LnGINEERING UOMPANY, III

l^orthwestern Agents for

Siemens & Halshe Dvnamos.

INNEAPOUS, MINN.

™"" THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. r..«.T...»„.
BTEVV YORK,

diallers Bldg.

ipecial >Oknti-F-ric=tl

^O Gv^'
.Vt^

.<v^-

Sole Agents:

A'o

""^••k.

Sole Agents:

"1 '̂^.

R. E. T. PRINQLE, nontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENG. CO., Baltimore, Hd.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY,
F»nr-rsBURG, f»a..

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are Ihf SOLE OWNERS o£ the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful sj-stem for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for HoleLs, Office Buildings. Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in [arge Manufactufing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

^EW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURCK Weslinghouse Building. CHARI.oT'l
BOSTON, E-Kchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie Countv Bank Building. S^ II i

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHLA, Girard Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

For Canada address: AHEARN & SOPER, OTTAWA, CANADA.

.
I

,
::i;-:;>i College Street.

•: \ ^ , Bastable Building.
1K.\.\('ISC0, Mills Building.
WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 P Street, N,
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THL M\IiUlETTI. HIIDIN(

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessarj' to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity' to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with impro\-ed facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING.

...CHJCACO...
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WIRT BRUSHES
Chailes Wirl, '\m Filbert, Philadelphia,

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

WALLACE BARNES,

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SRRINGS
Send sample for prices. Brimol, <oiiu.

The Klcctrician PuhJishino- Co., Suite 510 Mr

lildg-., Chicaii'o. Ilcadqu.nrtcrs for all latest Kl

Books. Write for Catalo-ue.

For THIRTY DAYS
and THIRTY NIGHTS

Clark Telephone & Construction CO..

Minneapolis, - - Minnesota.

up goes tlie quality
ot Teleiihones.

THE
TRUMPET

SYSTEM
is a conqueror. Write for

W. A, GUSTAFSON,

AT LAST!

CHEAP.

SIIMPLK,'

•KIIFKCT.

mmuDicating switcli

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Ageots for Chicago and Nortbero IlIiDoJE,

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

T
ELEPHONES a"" SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE
an Instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTUEEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Onr New MaernetO Bell provided with epeclally
powerful Generator having large field magnets of beat qoallty of

i armatorea with ample wli
1 high voltage; polarized I

with centrally pivoted armatares (the patent on same haviog now
pired) and high co-efBcient of self-indnctlon in proportion to -wind

adapted to meet the moat exacting

Will rin^ bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard,

long lines, etc., etc.

lUilde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted
powerfnl tranemis-

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by us are the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the kind now before

the public, ambraclng novel and original features posaessed by no others; require where power gen-
erator is used but three moves to answer a subscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect the
lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN.

^' b ^°^,^^^^ ^^^''.^''o
'•

. CHICAQO OFFICE :

H. 0. DODGE, Gen'l Supt. k, o ^. . .^ . ^. .

E. W. BATOHELDEkT Saoretary. No- 827 Stock Eichange BIdg.

Treasurer. J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

We .lliiiiiira<-tiii'<>

High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

TELEPHONES.^^Mmm^^jiiH^
Northwest Engineering Co., [armrestb^^

ST. PAUL, MINN. niST MESSENGER BOXCS*^

r/lRRlELE PHONE AND UONSIRUCIION SUPPLY Co.

•

Net Prices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES

_ Wholesale

57-50 $410 Prices

TELEPHONES.
-»'-*-«-*,-^

When you buy Telephones....

Select the Best.
If j'on «lo that Me ivill receive

jonr orilei's.

Money back if yon are not i^atisfietl.

DEVEAU & CO.,
Factory and Salesroom,

32 and 34 Frankfort St., NEW YORK.

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.
In placing this instrument on

the market we take pleasure in
stating that after a series of tests
made by one ot the largest rail-
road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
informedTelephoneE.xperts in the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Paclcing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility—Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

eplace 1

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

...and Electric Co,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY!!
BRAND NEW, PERFECT AND COMPLETE STANDARDARO l-AM

For both Direct and Alternating Current Circuits, and

Standard Makes of Carbons,
All to be Sold at Auction , on Wednesday, March 25, 1896, at 10 a. m.

: \A/ii-i- BE \A/i-rMOLJ-r rezseifrve:
TO CLOSE AN ESTATE.

the active stock of the Electric Construction and Supply

to-day in use in this country and abroad. The

These goods consist of the balance of the stock forming a portion of the assets of an estate, and
Company, of 14 Cortlandt Street, New York, assigned by that company.

They consisl of various types of the well-known standard "Ward" Arc Lamps, of which many thousand
A^';n-ti Arc I/tmii-^ ..^lalilishcd Ihe businessof arc lighting on incandescent circuits in this country.

Ill M.» I, Ills,, ,.iniu;i(is ilii' Kiilghl Arc Lamps, made and extensively sold by the Electric Construction and Supply Company, together wit
\\:i'. K ii-niiih Air I,amp.s for Railway Circuits, for photo-engraving, and twin and double Carbon Lamps, a complete Dynamo PI;

:ip|,ii I lii, i,,]s. .Vinmi-iirs. Switches, etc., New AVeston Voltmeter, New Edison Sockets, Lacombe, Fidelity, National, Solar and Lanca
11,, -I,, ^,lll i:ik, phi, I

without reserve on Wednesday, March 2.5, 189G, at 10 a. M., at Cushing's Warehou.se, comer Hudson and Morris Stn
N. .1. Directions: Take Pennsylvania Railroad Ferry, foot of Cortlandt Street, New York, and on arrival at .lersey City, n.. (nie hlm-k wist and il

10 warehouse. • ' W ILI.LVM .1. HAMMEl

The goods may be inspected { ildin

THE G. E. WIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. E. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of the

best material, FREE EROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
^

DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-
ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 3,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

Railway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric
^ Company.

S.VI.KKOFVIC'KS ISI .41,1,

..VICUE CITIES OF THF.
lISIlTF.n ST.-VTES.

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. e.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

Electric Rallwiiye iiud Power StatloDt

1A41 ^flarquette Bide., <'liloago.

William II. Bryan, M. E.

H. H. Humphrey, M. S,,

.liv;;:

FordeBain,
Electrical .rd
Mechanical Ens:iDeer.

Bfonutlnock UuUcIIur',

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoDRultioR, SpeclflcatloDfl. TeBtlDR. SpeclalMeB.
Kloctric Street KailwayH, Electric Lighting
and Stoam I'lriatB ItiHtalled Complete, Pres-
ent propertieH looked over nnd improved.
Room 1628 IWonadnock, CHICAGO.

Telephone Harrlfloo 284.

F'RED. JP. Cross, E
Uiw-i'iil Ek'cCrical Kngi ;

of Every Descfiptid

V'aUintlon of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Specldcatlons furnished.
for all kinds of electrical Installations; consultation, sunerlntendlng, etc.

I all data for the conijileto construction of dynamo electric machinery of any cajiadty
'"K''- KIA«;ARA FAM/S, n. y.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKCO,

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M, BERNARDIN. . Kansas City. MO.

Wm. J. Ale.iander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Heo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Photo and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE 4.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.

Fine Book and Catalocue Work a Specialty.

STEAM ENGINEERING
(.stationary, Locomotive or Marine-),- Mechanics; Mechanical Drawing! UlectricUvAyPXun
Archttecture; Architectural Srawina and Designing; Masonry; Carpentry and Joinery; f? By
Ornamental and Structural Iron ivor/c; Bailruad Engineering; Bridge Engineering; i\h tm it
Municipal Engineering; Plumbing and Healing; Coal and Alefal Mining; Prospecting, ' )MAII ^

and the English Branches. Students make rapid prcgreas In learnlni! to Draw and iiWOJl,'!
Letter. The Steam Engineering coarse U Intended to qualify eogineers to secure w^QROuSS'^
Licenses. Send for free Circular, stating the subject you wish to study, to Ug^^^E^

The International Correspondence Schools, Scran' on. Fa. .iS!5.I-l's

CLIMAX on Feeder
Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale In

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse.

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR—

ELECTRIC

GioAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELEGTRIG GO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

1,1^ am 3TTI 3iir JMt iiit^ i.

^nd^r^onAuIomairc
pPYinJAACHINE

.t^„ AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
Foi- -the IMeclc-fcie

...$ I .50...

eniblematiciil. or anyhoUy who Jipiireciates n n^al
novelty-, can, by ordering now, secure a complete
outfit tor $1.50. Order at once.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones, Batteries, Bells, Dyna-

mos, Motors, Lamps, Wire, Etc.

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND, O.

FUSE WIRE] *^»"*^<^*

I Carryins

AND LINKS h capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. J
"^

iTncX™.

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATINQ

I
^I lamp...

NOW S6.0O.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.GO.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Simplest,

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Market

New
Catalogue

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities ::;;;;:

Our Prices are

Right.

F LEMING -.<;PENCE F LECTRICAL CO.-

652 Hudson St., New York.
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvementa made In the New American Tnrbine have Inoreaaed
diameter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water thitn

copied from certified tests made at Holyoke, M
igoed by A. F. Sicbman, engineer in charge of perimente, and E. S. Waters

hydranhc engineer
The originals of these certificates and tests f other eized whee s nan be seen at cor office.

Test of a43-.n. Wlive -.In j 0, 04
j
Testof a44- n. Wheel-July 14, '»4.

Head
Rev.

ili
HP. Per

uent.
Head

17:1:

4
C,,. Ft

104' 85

H. P.

14 -.41

Per
Cent.

Whole aate
16!«

17'03
|E

141.58

iia^eo

8-2-07

205.27 79.76

149:99 79. bl

Whole Gate

I'.
'.\

80.50

711 m
For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS ).,Dayton,0.,U.S.A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-BooL
By T. B, BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Rook sold, and over 5.000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

wm

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hlfh e<iaranteed percentagre and great steadiness o(

motion, under variable loads. An uneqaaled concentration of power,
and an unprecedented high velocity. Its qaickly operHting bal-
anced gates, affords prompt and fine regulation by governor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fail. Write for catalogue, and statfl

JAMES^LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

IaATINUM
Railroad Ave., Nev

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand
Book." Price, $i.oo.

Electrician Pubiisliing Company,

Suite .510 3Iari|U Blfl^l^.. < lii4 a^o

Racine Automatic
HIGHSPEED

ENGINES
Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

Over 2,500 in use.

Forcnpineaoa Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Racine Hardware Co.
W. F. PABISH, Qen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building,

I, Riclne. Wis. CHICAGO, ILL..

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and '

guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-

devices for the government of water-power. Expert advicecal Governors and oth
furnished on applioat
us. Address all inqu:

Us of your present sj's

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THEMcCORilllGK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
more pow*

efiil ofTect

e Ilolvoke Testing Flume.
rarlit's liaviug power pla

use contemplating the improvement^£ powers,

itee results Avher

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
Estimutcs fiirni^liiTi U'v ronipii^ic pmvor plants ami

Bound Volumes
OF THE

yi/ESTERN [lECTRIGIAN

FOB SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vic

R. D. IMUTTALL COIVIF»iQ^IVIY,
A.I-L.EGIHEIIMV', F»iEk..

We carry a larger stock of Standard Gears and Pinions, and can turn ont more work, than any siniila

establishment in the United States, our equipment of gear cutting machinery being the

LARGEST IN THE WORLD.
We are equipped with the finest and most delicate tesving appliai

accuracy as well as durability.

nd guarantee

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENOLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAQNA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francis(
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Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and
Natural Gas

Electric Lighting.
Sizes I lo 260 H. P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation from
2 to 250 H. P.

The Otto Gas Engine foris, Inc.,

PHIi:.AI>£IiPHIA.

OTKK 45,000 BOLU.

Dr^W/PD FROM GASOLINE? YES. its very

r\J VV dv Economical, Simple, Safe and Reliable, ani Weber

(tanoiine Engines j'egiiu-e no Engineer. His salary goes in your pocket: For in-

formation address WEBER QAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO.,

Boulevard. Kansas City, Ho.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

Z2bO;\\^5H1NGl-QN7WE.5RHlCAbEUl^HIA
'*LfPHANJ^JBRAND PHdSPHO^BRQNCE'
lN1|l]tSvG/^TINGS,AWiRE,RiDas,sWEETSvEt€

:GASTIN;GSv^tAMPiNGSWN'D FDRGINGS.

OMPAHY,
24-2mfkl5l.CHICAE0.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riaiii St.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers of the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTTILT IlSr UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H. I».

/(LSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Specifications, drawings and Prices fjamlshed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Heating by Exhaust Steam,
Without Back Pressure,

BY THE VACUUM SYSTEM.
. . . ADVANTAGES . . .

ist—Can be attached to existing plants at little expense.
3nd.—Effects greatest efficiency from the heating surface by the removal

of the water and air, preventing water hammer and stagnant circulation.
3rd.—Saves coal by removal of back pressure from engines; water of con-

densation, etc.

We are owners of
500 now in use. Will
Send for catalogue P.

Warren Webster& Go.,""
EXHAUST STEAM SPECIALISTS,

Camden, N. J.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AOBNTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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^A/^E: VIAIMVJF'ACTURE THE TV'F'E OF"

Storage Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany,

btorage Battery Room m 12th Street Station, Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New Yprk.

. . . . INS-TAI-U^D BY .- i-TTi

!NEW_YORK, 66 Broadwaj

.

CHICAQO. 1543 Marquette BIdg.

BOSTON, 333 Exchange Bldg;'

BALTIMORE.. 215 N. Catvert St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First St.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Drexel BIdg., - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

NONA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
A*

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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POROUS .^^-

Wbr«t«tet j/\S^4,.

^^^^ trial order.

/^'-CUPS
ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTRICK& Carter Co
-Electrical Supplies

125 South 2^ St Philadelpliia,

Catalogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

SHULTZ^E
WDVEU LEATHER I

*1)yj<amo
e^ELTING-. "* l-oulB, Mc U » A

IM Summer at Boston 113 Llbertjr 8t Now lori

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

ESTjft.B3L,ISH:Er) 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
in Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

ON. DEL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.
Used exclusively for a

iiig at World's Columbian E.xposit

some of the largest bui

Used hy some of the lari

and Fii-e and Police De;

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE: Tt-RANrHKS- I CHICAGO: BOSTON: SAN FRANC

13-17 Cortlaniit St.. New York. ^"•^'^'"'^'^^-
"i 320 Dearborn St. 134 Consress 9t. 102 Sacrame

Black

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oar regnlar goodH ar« on sale in every leading Hardware;
Store in tlie United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MEDBERY SWITCHES
15 TO 600 Amperes.

Our Pony Swltcli Is the only abso
lutely reliable Switch made.

BBI.I,ISa AOBNTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

No; 80 WUUam St., New Tork.

Manulactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mcclianlt:vllle, N. Y.

Eleotilo Ughtlng t

The Brash Doable Are

Lamp Fatentfl euatalned t

repeated declalooa

oIU. S. Ooarta.

ELECTRIC CO.,

. BeM^n and naHon Sta., CUKTKI. AND. OKfCI



$3 per Annum. EVERY SATURDAY.
CmCAno. MARCH 28, iH<)i

1 cents per Copy.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

glfflplex BlectTical CompaDy,
75-8t Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

H. R. HIXSON,

MANDFAOTnREB OF

INSniaATED XSIaECTRIO WIRE,
S'I^ICXXBIL.H: COBOS and OA.BIL.£:S.

PHIIiAJ>KI.PHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

T£I.EPHONE,
TKIjEOBAPH,
lileHT and PeWGR
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.
KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,
c^] l;Washington, D. C.

H. DURANT CHEEVER, f
J^usiness Managers, GEO. T. MANSON.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

^^H'^.
TRADE MAHK.

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI(onite Waterproot Tape,

BRANCHES: Chicago. Boston, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Mil
Omaha. Louisville. St. Louis. San Francisco. London and So. A

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

0. J. Mayer, Betz Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, Mass.
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of OommeTce Bldg.

,

St. Lonls, AIo.

3 M. AtilOBon i Co., 1439 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

Reger&Atwater,214FlneSt., San

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
SIANITFACTirBBBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any Syeten;, of any degree of hardnesB.

Soft Cored Carbons (not aoi.iiOW),
For Arc LempB on iDcandescent and Ballwsf Olrcnita

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA. '

WESTDH IMtM \mmmi Co.

^ 1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

The Weston Arc Light Ammeter

Is cheap, but nevertheless FCliable

and very accurate.

The- scale is so propcrtioned that a change of

lisiance. The instrument is absolutely "dead

beat." Three different ranges are beint;' made:

J
Holmes Fibre=Graphite Mfg. Co.,

S station Z, Philadelphia.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT & I. M. ANDERSON,

289 «o 293 A SIraet, Botton, Mait.
Correspoodeoce SoUoited.

>^«^^^?*^**1#«^*"irr-R
NATIONAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.
I OBlce.s:

Mgr. BRISTOL, - R. I.

. L. P.urdick, Mgr.

\ T.H.Brs

mM; Mast Iras.

of Mast Amu, Pole and
SwlnglDd Hoodif Uonse Braokvta i

other Speoialtle* - - - -OoDstraotlon
Work.— Catalogues and Pricet fur-

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCAIMDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1914 GUve Street, ST. LOOia.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
ampere hours from one charge.

Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

9 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

"CAHALL'

The Anltmad & Taylor Machinery Co.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estisaates and Drawlnirs Submitted*

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST, M. V.

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of ImproTed Automatic Cut-OIT Engines.
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Coming. Are You Sure You are "Lightning Proof?" .

Carton Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

THE CARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the Leading Electrical Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and|Stick !

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge !

NO Copper Balls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Director Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Information and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., keokuk. iowa

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

, JORD/VIM & 00.
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, CC

President. & o J 3P FRANK S. DeRONDE,
Oeneral Sales Agent.

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the market is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others interested

should write us. Do it now.

After April 1^ P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St., New YorL
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The glowing accounts of the utility of the

X-rays received almost daily from abroad and

the interesting and valuable experiments

made with them nearer home, with which our

medical and other scientific! iteratu re abounds,

has incited physicists everywhere to experi-

ment with this new and nameless electrical

agent.

The laboratory force of Messrs. Baker &. Co.

at Newark, N. J., in which platinum is worked,

has been enlarged in order that the increased

demand for fluorescing platinum salts may be

promptly met. Messrs. Baker & Co. say that

since the Roentgen furore they have sold more

of the salts of platinum which fluoresce under

the impact of the new rays, namely, the barium

platino-cyanide, than ever before in the his-

tory of the business.

Roentgen has truly opened a path which

those interested in many branches of science

are eagerly following, and as the means for

making his shadow pictures with X-rays are

brought within the reach of experimenters,

more and more interesting developments

may be expected.

PATENTS PENDINC.

Range .00001 ohm to 99 megohms.

A Standard Portable Bridge.

Just What Electricians Want.
This make of bridge has been in use for the pasl eighteen months, with

some of the leading plants of this and foreign countries, and has proved to be
eminently satisfactory in all cases. We solicit your patronage with the belief
that we are offering you the best portable outfit yet placed on the market. Our
prices are within the reach of all purchasers. We are prepared to ship these
instruments to responsible parties on approval.

WKITE FOB CIRCII.ABS.

Buffalo Instrument Company,
Offlce, Room 4 Builders' Exchange, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Are you alive to your own interest?

It so, better use our Arc Cut-Outs,
Carbon Holders, Machine Brushes,
Segments, Etc. Write us for prices
on anything you are in need of, as we
manufacture arc lighting supplies in

general.

The PMla. Electrical & Mfg. Co.,

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Metropolitan Electric Co.,

186.188 sth Ave., Chicago, 111.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

10 and 12 N. 9t[i St., St. Louis, Ho.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hartford, Conn.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth&Eoot Mtg

Adams-Bagnall El. Co.

American Battery Co..

Anderson, J. H
Arnold, B. J

Babcock & Wllco.\ C

Bain.Foree

Baker& Co

Ball* Wood Co., Tb

! Co..

Barnes, Wallace

Baraett Co.,G. &H
Beardsley Mfg. Co

Berliner Telephone Co

.

, F. M.

Bliss Co., E. W
Bourdreaiix Dyn. Brustl C

Bowers Bros

Brady, T. H
rlUCo., J.G

rixey, \V. B
rown, DeWltt. Ceda

rush Electric Co ...

,

ryan A Humphrey.,

rvant Electric Co, .

.

Buckeye Eleclrlc Co..

Buffalo Instrument C

Butler Hard Kubber C

3 Co.

3 00.Central

Central Mfg. Co xii

Channon Co., H xlx

Chicago Belting Co xix

C.,B.&Q.R. R xvil

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co. xvii

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co....

Chicago Ins. Wire Co x

Clark Tel. & Cons. Co xv

Cloubrock S. B. Co xix

Colburn Elec. Mtg. Co

Collins & Co.. H. E i

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co... i

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co

Cor. School of Technology

Cross.F. J xvil

Crown Woven Wire Br. Co.xxii

Cutter El. it Mfg. Co x

Dallett. Thos. H. & Co xvi

Dayton GlobelronWks Co.xviii

DeVeau.tCo xv
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. Iv

Diehl & Co V

Engl]

Eastern Electric Cable

Eclipse El. Lamp Co.

.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co...

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Electric Appliance Co

. Dcv,

Elec. Engr. & -Supply Co... -

Electric Protection Co

Electric Storage Batt. Co. .
-

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Publishing Co.

viii.xii, xili, xiv, xvi, xvli,>

Empire China Works

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

Eyanson & Armpriester... \

Farr Tel. A Con. Sup. Co.viii,

Ferracute Machine Co...

FlljeriteCo., The

Flcming-Spence Elec'l C(

Forest City El. Works ..

.

For Sale Advertisements.

Fort Wayne Elec. Corp. .

,

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co -

Garton-Daniels Electric Co.

General Electric Co :

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co..

GoubertMfg. Co 3

Greger Manhole Cover Co.x

Gustatson, W. A

Hart.C.S

Hart .t Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Independent Elec. Co

Inglis, Wm
Interior Conduit & L Co..

Internat'l Cor. Schools ....

.Tehl, Francis

Jewell Belting Co

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co

Keystone Tele. Co

Klipstein & Co.. A

Leclanche Bat. Co., The. .

.

Leffel A Co. . James 3i

Lindsley Bros

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

MacCurdy & Smith

Mason. J. W
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co....

Menominee El. .V Mech. Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co

Moore. Alfred F

Morris, Tasker & Co

Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes.L.M x

Munsell&Co.. Eugene...

Murray Iron Works Co ...

.

National Electric Co :

National India Rubber Co.

Nat. Underground Cable C

New York Ins. Wire Co. ..

Northwest Engineering C'

Ohio Electric Works

Ohio Storage Battery Co..

Okonite Co., The

Otto Gas Engine Wks
Partrick & Carter Co

Parti iCo..

Pearson, F. J. JItg.

Peerless Rubber Mf|

Perrizo. Paul, Jr.. C:^

Phoenix Glass Co

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.

Racine Hard ware Co. ..

Reisinger. Hugo

Replogle Governor Wl

Richards A Meacham.

t. W. H
1 Belting Co.

Siemens A Halske E. Co...

Simi)lex Electrical Co.,Th(

Sioux City Brass Works...

Smith, S. Morgan

Solar Carbon & :^lfg. Co....

Standard Paint Co

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co..

Standard Underg. Cable Co

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. ,t Son

Stilwell-Bieroe A Smith-
VaileCo xii,
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored anci Solid 'for Direct Lish-tine;.

...LARBE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents :
•»• •«• »• Chicago Edison Company,

^^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTINC SUPPLIES..^^
Edison Buiidins* 139 ^Vdams S-tree-t, OMIOA,GO, 1 1. 1..

JUSTNOW^^

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IWDUCTIOSf AWD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
-•-WRITE FOR CATALOCUE-^-

lenoDiiiee Electrical M lecliaiiical Go,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

^ fm lA.
EZOBLS nn

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Cases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by ttie most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guaivantee all our Cells.

Tbe GordoQ-BnrDhaiQ Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

MLmt:
ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A.slc your IMEA.RE:S-rSI.JP>|9|-Y HOUSE -Tor

DICKINSON^ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES Of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and MateriaL

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nsu Iat ion . Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB BEVISED PBICE LIST.

k H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.
S40-S48 Randolph Street, CHICAGO.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. I
m Generators for Power

Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are ail

IVlultipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rollingr
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works, Sfansfleld, Ohio.

BUCSETE
Monadnock^Bmld^ing, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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WAGNER
TRANSFORMERS,

No need to extol their merits. Every user
of Transformers is familiar with the Wagner.

We are now able to offer prompt delivery
from Chicago Stock.

Central Electric Company,
ST. LOUIS: f J ^ NEW ORLEANS:

Southern Electrical Supply Co. 1010 Canal Street.

Wholesale Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY: BUFFALO:

Gate City Electric Co. 173 = 175 Adams Street, CmCAOO. "2 White Building.

SE:/VS0IM 1896.

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN
|

INCREASED
Japan, | EFFICIENCY,

Nickel,
i IMPROVED

Polished Brass
| MECHANICAL

Venetian Designs. - - ^ CONSTRUCTION,

p-or Ca-talosues and F^rioe L.is-ts A.cldress

DIEHL & COMPANY,
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.5»1-.'>U» BROAnWAY. SIKW YOKK CITY,

\-iH-Mi*i Kt^i^EX i^TKEF.T, BOSTON.
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The Pioneer Firm-F. HARDTMUTH & CO., Vienna, Austria-The Pioneer Firm.

...THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF...

'^
The Celebrated Austrian Gored Carbons.

ff

THE General
Ohicaso

lec-tric COMPANY,
.^Vre our itV^ert-ts and tce^p our CSarb^ns in ^-toolc.

FRANCIS JEHL, Representative of F. Hardtmuth & Co., .60 Liberty Street, NEW YORK.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Otiio Storage Battery Co.

Partrick & Carter C

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.
Van Nuis, C S.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc lii^fht Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and .Tars.
Boynton Multivolt Batt'y Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edgerton Pottery Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Western Electric (

Bells.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National Electric Co.

Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BookM, Klcctrical.
Electrician Publishing C

Bernardln. F. M.
Moudreaux Dyn. Brush Co.
Central Electric Co.
Crown Woven Wire Bru.shCo.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbon8,PoiiitsA Plates.
American Carboil Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago General Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Jehl, Francis.
Mason, J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim, Ed.
Western Electric, Co.

('is:ar Ijisliters.
National Electric Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Repaii'S.
Bernardin, F. M.
Ft. Wayne Elec. (

Richards & Meacl

Coutractors and Electric
Light Plants.

Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

'

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Schott. W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.
Western Electric Co.

5ly&Co.,ChasH.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Cc
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.

C'ordagc.
Samson Cordage Wks

Anderson, Albert & J. M.

Brady. T. H.

'

Central Electric Co.

<?:

, Wayne Elec. t Corporation.

General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
MacCurdy & Smith.
Mason, J.^W". "

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Partrick&.Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
UticaEl. Mfg.'SiSup Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electrjc Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. C

Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

aMcEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Walker Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse" El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel liconomizer Co.

Electric Railways.
Bru.«h Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse "El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Eus:ineers.
Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Force.
Bryant & Humphrey.

. Mtg. Co.
Schotc, W.

Bernardin. F. M.
Buffalo Instrument Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commerciai Elec. Sup. Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Nuttall Co. , "R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical ^ecialtles.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Protection Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating THach'y.
Besly&Co-.Chas. H.
Colburn El.- Mfg. Co.

3 Gas Engine Wks.
w eber Gas A. Gaso'l En(

Engines. Wteani.
BalKt Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
McEwe^, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Engrave rs.
I 'hie. Electro A Stereo C

Exhaust Pipe HeudM.

Wcytorn IClectrlc i

UnTon Heater Supply Co.
Fuse Wire.

Fiberite Co., The.

Nuttall Co.,R. D.
Cieneral Elec. Sniiplies.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
BeslyACo.,Chas. H
Bryant Electric Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. C
Gutter El. A Mfg. Co.

Elec. Supply (

Electrical Eng. Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.

Tel. i

Utica El Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Globe aJets.
Inglis, Wm.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Chicago C

Edgerton
Phoenix Glass Co.

[ly.feCo., Chas. H.

Fiberite C

ing Materials.
Anderson, Albert A J.

Beardsley I'" "
Bernardin, F. M.
Brixey, W. R.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Mlectric Appliance C

lOyanson A Armprlester.
FarrTel. A Const. Supply Co.
Fiberite Co.. The.
Hart A. Hegeman I

Chicago lOdison v

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
ICastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance i

Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite;Co.*,The.

Simplex l^ljectrical (

Standard Undergrou
I^amps. Incandese
Adams-Bagnall Elec,
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co

General Electric Co.
.Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.

(See Insulated Wires.)
Manhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

Bliss Co., E.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns mg. Co., H. W.

SchoonmaHer, A. O.
Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. iV; Mfg. Co.

Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn ELMEg. Co.
Dallett A^Co.. Thos. H.

liiec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne^'^lec. C
General Electric (
Interior C,onduit A Ins. Co.

Elec. Corporation.

t City Brass Works.

: Mfg.

Storey Motor »'

Walker Mfg. C
Westinghouse

Oil Feed«M>s.
Dalley. Jas. W.

Packing.
Bosly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
MacCurdy A Smith.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor BroHxe.
Phosphor BronzoSm.Co.Ltd.

IMatlnUm.
Baker A Co.

Nuttall Ci

Storltng.
'

Push Buttons.
Central lOiectric Co.
I'UectHc Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Central Electric Co.
General IClectrie Co.
Westinghouse VA. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Amnioniae.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
BeslyACo., Chas. H.
Buffalo Instrument Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes, Wallace,

Electrjc Storage Battery 1

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
BrUl.J. G. Co - -

Tapes. Insulating.
American Ji^lectrical Work
Brixey, W. R.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Electric Appliance Co.

New York Insulated Wire 1

OkoniteCcThe.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
li^lec'tric App SCO.
Partrick A (

Telephones and Tele-

Central Electric Co,
Clark Tel. & Const. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
De Veau & Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply C
Gustafson, W, A.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meaeham.

Vestern Elec. Co.

General Electric Co.
Stanley IClectrIc Mfg. Co."— " A Mfg. Co.

Trolley <'ord.

Int. Corr. Schools.

Vuf<'r Wbeels.
LolTel A Co . Jiis.

^KIpKabo-tioal Index of .Advor-liEsemen-tis See l^e'ee III.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted forElectric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

^Vv liulia all iKMTHHiir.v apimratuM for tlic trniiMiiilHHlon ol* Kli-«li'i<>al

ro\\<T throiiffli factory or otiicr ItuildiiiKN.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NKW YORK, H. H. Coho & Co., Mail and Kxnrn.ss Building.
PHILADKM'HIA, WalU-r a. Mclntire & Co., .WO Cummercr! St.

JiOSTON, (i. M. Ari«i.T .t Co., 04 Federal St.

ELMIUA, S. \. i;i:iKr.

ST. lj*)ris, \\'i-si'i[i i^lectrical Supply Co.
KANSAS I'lTV, \V. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, (),, Nevada Bldfr., .Tohn A. HlewaM..
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hirie, Managers.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
(Manufactured by John A. Roebling's Sons Co.)

Copper and Steel. Copper for Conductivity, Steel for Strength. The two combined for the
"bi-metallic" effect. A Superior Conductor.

Telephone, Telegraph, Trolley, Electric Light and Power.

PRICES AND GENERAL INFORMATION UPON APPLICATION TO

Bi=Metanic Electric Transmission Co.,
1204 Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., New York, N. Y.

BfEW YOKK,
219 Havemeyer Bnilding.

BOSTOST,

182 Sninmer Street.

CHICAGO,
1537 JTIonadnock Building.

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Company,
HARTFORD, OOIMIM.

CROOKES' TUBES.
AlffY SPECIAIi FOEM OF TUBE MADE TO ORDER.

The Waterhouse-Gamble Arc Lamp. Perkins Incandescent Lamp,

Sockets. Rosettes, Switches.

\A/Ri-rE: F-^R ^^K-rA.i-o<5Vje a.imd prices

The^Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS
TRACE M6RK

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
*D FOK LATES I PEIOE LIST TO

HUGO REISINGER. NO. 38 BEAVER STREET. NEW TORK.
Sole Importer for tlie United States and Canada.
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We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

oL Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

** Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

AIVIEFRIOAIM OAFRBOIM CO
IMoblesville, Ind., U. S. A..

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTE
Formerly J. Crant High & Co.,

123 N. am STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA. Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

tions.

VEW ORLEANS, LA.;

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO. ILL.

....We llannfartiire and Sell at Wliolesalr....

IVIagneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils,

WRITE FOR PRICES.
I

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

DISC ARC CUT-OUT.
Always

Reliable.

Utica Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co., "J.'^V"'

Arc, I

Apparatus for

direct Curreri't: and .Al-terna-t-
lrtcanclescen-t~U.igH-ting and

m ^M^- r^m

^Electric Light Globeje^-^
'

, THE-b\RGE5T-LlMn-0F .

.\N0VELaHTIST'^PATTEF(NSftEFrEGTS|
^^^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. /

H NBW BOOK.
NOiA£ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electrici&n Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago,
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THIS-

Alternating Ceiling Fan Works.
We Guarantee It.

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS,

1

Our Guarantee is Good.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.

All Bearings SELF-OILING.

• • •

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

The Handsomest Fan Ever Offered to the Trade,

Fans finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

TUERK WATER METER CO., - Fulton, N. Y.

E. B. LATHAM, 136 Liberty St., New Yoric,

Agent for New York, Brooklyn, Jersey
City and Philadelphia

The National Underground Gable Co.
Tijiies Building, New York. Rookery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia, Ames Building, Boston.

This company is controlled by and is the associate of the National Conduit Manufactur-

ing Company, and is manufacturing the well-known Norwich Paper Insulated Wires and

Lead Sheathed Cables for all purposes; Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone and Tele-

graph. All cables and wires guaranteed. High Potential Conductors a Specialty.

Write for further information to New York office.
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ARC LIGHT GLOBES.
The purchase of Cheap Arc Globes is the poorest

kind of economy. A Good Heavy Globe that costs

slightly in advance of the thin flimsy kind will last

three or four times as long.

We Sell the Heavy Kind
AND OUR PRICES WILL BE FOUND IN EVERY WAY

SATISFACTORY.

All Of our ELECTRICAL GLASSWARE,
Such as Battery Jars, Insulators, Shades, etc., are of the very highest

grade. Our stock is large and complete, and our prices are right.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, 242 Madison St., CHICAGO.

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.

8RaN^H Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

I- ^:^M^M '^ y°" ^^"^ ^^^ ^'^^^ quality ask your dealer

^^l^^l for this brand. Imported by

A.EIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
I

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

sole Manufacturers, I 86- I 88 Fifth AvC.,

2 Liberty St., - New York. I ... CHICAGO.

WILLIAM INGLIS,

Wire Specialties.
Send Samples for Prices.

95 Shelby Street, DETROIT, MICH.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

Whitney Electrical lastrument Co.,

PENACOOK. N. H., U. S. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

ANNOUNCEMENT...

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC

LAMP CO
Manufacturers of

Portable Electric Lamps for Bicycles, Car=

riages, Watctimen and General Use.

WEIGHT, 16 Ozs. PRICE, $6.00.

MINIATURE LAMPS
For All Purposes. In connection with our PORTABLE LAHP we are equipped

with the most complete factory for the manufacture of the Highest Grade of

Miniature Lamps Exclusively.

Our Series !.amps are Unexcelled. Watch for nur new and orlfjinal designs.

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC SAND
For closed circuit primary batteries of every description.

A Dry Powder to which only Water is added, when wanted for use. The

most convenient and inexpensive form for LABORATORIES, MEDICAL and

SURGICAL BATTERIES.

Qorgonite. Tin; new compounil for battery boxes, insulations, etc. Posi-

tively ACID-PROOF. Far superior and less expensive than hard rubber

For further particulars address

Eclipse ^.Electric Lamp Co.,
....BUFFALO, N. Y,...

lagrtetiic

CIRCUIT-BREAKERS
C. S. Flush Switfhes.

The Cutter Electrical & IWfn. Co.. 1112 Sansom St.. Philadelphia.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

ForArcLightand Trolley Cord

.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

AJAX ARC LAMPS.
Perfect in regidation and cheap to buj'.

C. S. VANNUIS, ... - 136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI.ECTRICAI- IISES:

Graphite Rods of VariouH liCiisths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO OhmH Rrsistance
to the inch, i^raphite Boxes and rrnciblcs, Resistin;; Heats

of 4,0<H> I>ci;rees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

Oils. K(iM
Ammonia or

Alkalies ' •

do not

affect it.

BIdz., Chlraeo MFG. CO.. 16 Wamfl St., New M,
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'iiAwAY, Troas.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
1>K0VII>K1««:K. It. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

IRON A^RIVIOREID

IWSUUTING CONDUITS.

I

Two Wires in a Single Tube, the I

Standard Method of Electric Wiring. |

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,,

Gi'iicral Offit-eM and Works: 527 W. »4tli St., Xow Vork.

6i

CLARK " WIRE.
Iwjiy and Motor use, wo make all

I and Flexible Wire and Cables witli Clark's

Insulation.

Tlie Clark Wire lias been before the public and in use for

the past nine years, and has met wltli universal favor.

Tliousandsof miles of this wire have been sold, and are in

use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries,

rod tlio demand for it Is constantly increasing, because it

always gives perfect s

BKA1%'CH OFFICE:

1649, 1650, 1651 MONADNOCK BLDG.,

In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

llic KublKr iisLiI in insulitlnRour Wlrfidnilf -iblcsis es-

Dlscounts for (Quantities

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St Boston Mass

HERBERT H EUSTIS,

See that Nail!

You Hang 'Em Up.
...NO SHELVES...
...NO BOXES

-ri-iEi'v A.RE:
Easy to install out of the way, can't tip

over, causing endless trouble, and just what

you have been looking for. Write for prices

THAT BEAT THE WORLD.

The F. J. Pearson Mfg. Co.
SECURITY BUILDING, ST. LOUIS. MO.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

oo-oo-oooi

iMica,
C^^IVI ICA<><H><>0<KKK><><><H>1^=M 1CA<><><H>0<KK^^

INDIA AND

AMBER.

stamped 9IICA Segments and Solid Sheet IfllCA
Sei^uients g^anged to thickness, for all the Standard
Railway ^lotors. MICA >% ashers. BHCA in the
sheet, and ent to any size or pattern.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO., Importers Direct from the Mines,

;HICAC0: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CLEVELAND:
.H. Sills & Co. Sinclair Randall. A. S. Partridge. The Cuyahoga Supply Co.

218 Water Street, New Yorli.

= ^
S

IVl ICA<><><><H><><><K><K>-0<^1^"M [CA<KKK>^><>^^ O-O-OOO-O-O

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPUr,
NEW YORK.

AGEaiCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

E4ECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
KEW VORK OFFICE :

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt, Pawtucket, R. I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

inc patents(sad irons, solderinp <mtfits, etc.).and

wants a younK man, electrically educated and
wich some apital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
e^tabl shed and ^nth good orders on hand. A
palarv would be paid and young man and adver-
liner ibusiness man) can contrnl this business.
A'Idress "Healer," care Westeen Electei-

WANTED.
\\ . II,; ;, -i.ii-. electrician with enough

].. -priusible. to Uike charge

:M brandies ofourbusiness.

l;iF> -H ;ii;.r.M. IJii.-rence required.

The Electric Supply & Construction Co..

Cansas Oity, - - - IVIO.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
Ad\-

with established good electrical business,

manufacturing, merchandising or con-

tracting. Would furnish some capital.

Give particulars. Address '*Dj"
Care Western Electrician,

.")10 Marquette Bldg.

^A/AIM-rED.
3 superintendent of an electric light

lonibined electric lipju and water works
ave had considerable experience in

Have held present position over 4 years
Qly desire to change o

furnish
ability.

Western Electrician,

FOR SALE,
Luling Electric Light &

Power Co, Plant, For particu-

lars apply to

OTIS McGAFFEY, JR., SeCy,

Luiing, Texas.

FOR SALE.
(light "'Standard" maeliine. mth lamps.

in splendid working
and nearly newi Would exchange for a
) light incandescent machine.

Also one 125 H. P. New York Safety

together or separately. Address

LAPP & FLERSHEM
9C state St.. - - - t'H11.4.ftO

FOR SALE.
Controlling interest in an electric light

plant ill a town of 5,000 inhabitants.

Capital stock $1.5,000,00. Bonded for

$10,000,00, Net profits for last si.x months
of 1893 on basis of 20? per annum.
City contract seven years to run. Coal
(slack) 40 cts. per ton at plant. 44 arc

lights and 1,000 incandescent lights in

circuit. Interest of 81 shares and an
adjoining lot KiO; ft. by 400 ft. tor pond
and other purposes ottered for $12,000.00.

Good reasons for selling. For particu-

lars address,

"LIGHT," Western Electrician Office.

...PROPOSALS TO...

Electric Light Contractors

and Investors.

CITY OF MADISON, INDIANA,

NOTICE
Is hereby given that sealed proposals
will be received by George B, Clark.

City Clerk of said City, up to Wednes-
d.Tv, .Ajii-il s, isnc. at7 o'clock p. m., foi

Dm' I
iMi,i<iiiTi_- nnd constructing of a

iir, Lii.iih i.iulit Plant. The sue-
''-I 11 10 receive from said
rii.-. .( ' :i'

i lor lighting the streets

ith :

GEORGE B^tSLARK,
City Clerk.

Bargains in Machinery tor street Hallways.
OneSOOh.p, Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. TVestinghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; tn-o 125

h. p. Ball automatic engines; two so h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500

volts; four 60 h, p, generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and djuamos of

every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 70O h, p,. 160 h, p. In a pair, FRAUK
TOOMEY, 131 y. Third Street. Plilladelphla,

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubular

Steam Boiler; been used but a few
months. 12 horse power Steam Engine.
Both in first-class condition.

I A.. IHIIME,
234 East Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE,
A Modern Electric Light

and Power Plant,
Consisting of six 100 H. P. MeCor-

mack Cylinder Gate Water Wheels,
set in six stone flumes, all in gilt-

edged shape, with best of shafting,

foundations, brick building, etc., all

new. Two Russell Automatic Engines
of 450 H. P. capacity, for use in case
of emergencies. One GO H. P. power
geuei-atoi-, three alternating dynamos
of 3,500 light capacity and seven arc

dynamos of 300 light capacity. A five-

year city street lighting contract, 100
ligJits, also excellent commercial
patronage. Excellent water power
lease for thirty years at $10 per H, 1',

per year,
A snap for the right man; owners

going away. Will bear closest investi-

gation.
Location is a prosperous manufactur-

ing Indiana town of 15,000 people.

-Addr I the

0. N. LUMBERT,
SVKACISK. X. V.

$600! $600!

FOR SALE

New 50 Light Arc Dynamo,

Complete with the usua accessories

and full guaranty of manufacturers.

Have no use for it and will be sold for

si.x hundred dollars cash.

Address ARC MACHINE,

Western Electrician OfHce.

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO,

ROTHBROS.&GO.,
30-34 Market Street,

Rhuuilaeturers of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos

Electric

Motors.

Stilwell's Patent st^^^'f'd Water Purifier.

Rii^don Iron & Ijooonii

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stilfell-Bierce & SiiMaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Works, San Francisco. Cal.. Paciflc Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C, Sterlini, Sr. W, C, Sterliug, Jr,

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway. Telephone. Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants. Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards in Michigan.

Get prices on flrst grade poles for city constr

WHOLESALE

hoae, Electric Li^lit

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar peeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, jxris.

WALLACE BARNES,

STEEL SPRINGS

POLES
(CEDAR.)

Telephone,
Electric
Light and

_l_^ Street Railway
TltV Poles. Telephone
I ILOi Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

IIEXOIIIXEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR POI/ES.

Central Manufacturing Co.,
CHA. r-rA.NOOCiA

NOTICE.
TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

.1 111 print

-I I he bool;

wlKii you

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 IMarquette Bldg., Chicago.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

The atlcnlioo of EI.ECTKH 1 uMI'AN
WHURIi aspnrlicularly a.]M.l.:4 1., II, .11 ir

hlgll Hpoed uild eroiLC vHlt-lriK-y ami

liLRBRATEn WATER

uciual, producing the
.'>lu<;t {£iiaranlcod.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

iigle or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICITY
Afechantcs, Mechanical Drawing Architecture Architectural Drawing and Design/'
uiq Masonry Caip ntry and /oitienj Ornamental and Structural Iron Work; Steam

'"'
' tnary locomotive or Variije) Railroad Engineerinn; " "

ipnl Engmtenng Plumbing and Heating; Goal and Met

The International Correspondence Schools, f^cranton. Pa.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

SEND FOR

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,
Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches,

GAM PLATES FOE AMY NUMBER.

Sel'--Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Ri^ht Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMF6.C0.,
HABTFOSD, COWN.

BINDERS
FOR THE

Mera Eleclridaa

$1.00 Each.

CHICAGO.

THE BEST BOOK
On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - Suite 510 Marquette SIdg., CHICAGO.

cH,cAoo
jj^g BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. ™-««-

Ulallers Bldg. Postal Tele. Bldg.

A. Special A.W

^o oy
fS''

,<v*-

Sole Agents: s

%
'Pa

'•k,

Sole Agents:
'Oi

R. E. T. PRINGLE, nontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, fid.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SL-OKNe.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in your Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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The Largest Telephone Ex-
change in the United States

INDEPENDENT OF THE BELL CO.

RICMIVIOIMD, VA. 2,000 TelepKion*
And the other Successful Public Exchanges use
Apparatus made by .n

Western Telephone Construction Co,
Executive Offices 250 to 254 South Clinton Street, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

F>^XF9-ri^^l_ l-l^-r OF- «-»SER^:
Ni'Wiirk Telephone Company, Newark, 50fl

Winona Telephone Company, Wiuona, Minn 500
Johnstown Telephone Company, Johnstown, Pa 400
Mattoou Telephone Company, Mattoon, 111 250
Van Wert Telephone Company, Van Wert, O 200
E. H. Martin Telephone Company, Webster City, la 200
Hartford City Telephone Exchange, Hartford City, Ind 100
Ut. Vernon Telephone Exchange, Mt. Vemon, 400
W. S. P. Telephone Company, Petaluma, Cal 100
Citizens' Telephone & Message Co., Fostoria, O 250
Citizens' Telephone Company, Decatur, Ind 100
Greensboro Telephone Company, Greensboro, N. C 100
Alabama Telephone Company, Selma, Ala 150
Santa Fe Electric Telephone Company, Santa Fe, N. M 100
Beaumont Telephone Company, Beaumont, Texas 100
KushvUle Co-Operatire Telephone Co., EushviUe, Ind 150
Navasota Telephone Company, Navasota, Texas 100
Manistique Telephone Exchange, Manistique, Mich 50
Washington Telephone Company, Washington, Iowa 100
People's Telephone Exchange, Mai-yyille, Tenn 50
Hoyle & Scott, Cambridge, O 300
T. O. Clark, Russelville, Ky 50
AVaxahachie Telephone Exchange, Waxahachie, Texas 100
Two Rivers Telephone Company, Two Rivers, Wis 50
Harvard Telephone Co., Harvard, 111 100
Columbia Telephone Company, Columbia, Mo 100
Palestine Telephone Company, Palestine, Texas 150
Newton E. Liggett, Marysville, 100
Salisbury Telephone Company, Salisbury, N. C 100
Palatka Telephone Company, Palatka, Fla 100
Shelby County Telephone Company, Shelbyville, 111 125
Home Telephone Co.. Oskaloosa. la 300
E. D. Cole Telephone Exchange, Fredericksburg, Va
Lansing Telephone Co.. Lansing, Mich 500
Home Telephone Co., Chillicothe, 400
A\'est Kentucky Telephone Co., Hickman, Ky 100
Chowning & Wright Telephone Co., Mayfleld, Ky 100
Cambridge Telephone Co., Oambridgeboro, Pa 50
Ellsworth Telephone Co., Ellsworth, Kan 50
Alexandria Telephone Co., Alexandria, Va
Lynchburg Telephone Co., Lynchburg. Va 500
Home Telephone Co., Bloomington, 111 400
Elizalx-th Telephone Co., Elizabeth, N. J 300

N. Y.

125

125

Hanover Telephone Co., Hanover, Pa.

.

Citizens' Telephone Co., Honesdale, Pa.
Latrobe Telephone Co., Latrobe, Pa. .

.

Indiana Telephone Co., Indiana, Pa. . .

.

Ticouderoga Telephone Co., Tieonderoga
Boone Co. Telephone Co., Boone, la
Northwestern Telephone Co., Charles City,

Chariton Telephone Co., Chariton, la 100
Louisana Telephone Co.. Louisana, Mo 50

,

McKeesport Telephone Co., McKeesport, Pa 300
'

Mt. Vernon Telephone Co., Mt. Vernon, 111 100
Effingham Telephone Co., E)ffingham, 111 100
Wapakoueta Telephone Co., Wapakoneta, 125
Marysville Telephone Co., Marysville 100
Barnesville Telephone Co., BarnesviUe, 100
Sulphur Springs Telephone Co., Sulphur Springs, Tex lOP
Lewisburg Telephone Co., Lewisburg Pa
Shamokin Valley Telephone Co., Mt. Carmel, Pa
Shamokin Valley Telephone Co., Sunbui-y, Pa
Shamokin Valley Telephone Co., Shamokin, Pa
Williamsport Telephone Co., WlUlamsport, Pa
Port Gibson Telephone Co., Port Gibson, Miss

And many others.

Among the Private Telephone Exchanges using "A'cstc
be mentioned:
Interior Department, U. S., Washington, D. C
Cambria Iron Works, Johnstown, Pa .-

Armour & Company, Chicago, 111

Chicago Lumbering Company, Manistique, Mich
Cannisius College, Buffalo, N. Y
The Johnson Company, Lorain, O., and Johnstown, Pa ... .

Columbus DiT Goods Company, Chicago, 111

Geo. W. Davidson, Warrensburg, N. Y
Frank A. Yeakle, Riverside, CaUfornia
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., Akron, O.. and West Pullmai
Monarch Brewing Company, Chicago, 111

Riverside Water Company, Riverside, Cal
U. S. Government, Washington, D. C
W. H. H. Cash, New Lisbon, Wis
Winona Hotel, Winona, Minn
Amity Land & Irrigation Co., Lamar, Colo
Geo. Watt, Milan, Mo

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W H WAKEMAN
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages. S3 Chapters.

Contiiininf-a complete list of 300 qucstious siu'li :is will he asU.'rt f

EnginoiT when taking examination for U. S. Oovcnimcnt or State Lice
of which are fully answered in the tr>xl.

11 'siliat it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

jiave ever reii.l, and a lot more besides."
The am hi. 1- has treated of a verv great variety of suhleels which are of

vital iiniHiMiHier li. all win. wish t.i i nipn.ve and exleiul 1 heir knowledge of

pRice, $2.00 plest maiiniT |..i.sil,lM, hasworl ,iul r xa mplrs l.y Ihnn. s,. 1 ha 1 all who

'.: in;, I), ]
,m,1

| ,:, i ,), U, :n,v |.;,l-| uf lllr world
This I-'

:
( 1,

.
,...• -, ;mI ,|,i,.,l Imi' riiL'ii rs' examinations, is also

tended :is :i i,.
-

, 1
• hm. 1, 1 :,i,,i,i rrs. l^'iiTinm. I;.,iler Makers, Macl n sts

andotl.w, ••
! ,

Theiinil ., ,. .. ,.,;r:,r:,\ 1,:,,,, - 1 fn e r l,i ll ise) f , wcll knOWS thC W l IS

ofili.'.i:
,

,, i
.

1
1 ! 1 . ihr, «..ii> M, eh knowledge and fr

Hi., :.
1 1 i,| ,ii,i

: MM, iMj;,.|,her the most comil te

:ii iii|''
'

I: i

' 1 1, Hill iigine room, boiler works

TlM.::ii"'M: '. .• . M. M, MMM ,• M,. r. .luM ,.: Mim i.mmK, ii„.y are entirely

si'paniiM :m. .:. : m.m .
i ..h: :,• iii-i «Mn. «MUeii al'trr many

ELECTRIC^N PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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BERLINER TELEPHONE.
The Berliner Telephone Company import and manufacture THE PERFECT

instrument; works maKniflcuntly over ANY LENGTH OF LINE. We are anx-

ious that all shall TEST IT, and are willing that you may have SAMPLES AT
COST, Finished in polished walnut, full nickel plate. THE BEST is what
YOU WANT, it costs no more. Write for full particulars. A full line of Tele-

phone Supplies.

THE BERLINER TELEPHONE COMPANY. Lincoln, Ills., U. S. A.

Preserve Your Copies

^—^^ Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snite .'510 Marqm>tto Bnilding, .... CHICAGO.

For THIRTY DAYS
and THIRTY NICHTS

We will semi rostpald iiiion receipt or $0.7.';

the most emoientc.nmular Carbon Transmitter

made. This offer is limited to April 7, isnc.

Clark Telephone & Conslruction CO..

3apolis, - - IVIinnesota.

DOWN
111) goes the qiiality

of Telephones.

THE
TRUMPET

SYSTEM
prices and descriptiVi

W. A. GUSTAFSON,
Manufacturer,

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

IIERREKT LAWS WEBB.

The only complete and practical W(

of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cliitfi

TWe are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURCH, PA,

ELEPHONES a^" SUPPLIEO

MANnFAOTUBEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and iVIechanical Construction.

with specially

Will I

pired) and high co-efficient of eelf-lndnction in proportion to windit
the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

m long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

various makes of bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale of MUde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted
April 17th, 1894. For simpUcltr, email dlmeneiooB, entire multi-contact, and powerfal transmis-
sion, it has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by us are the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the hind now before

the public, 3mbracing novel and original features possessed by no others; require where power gen-
erator is need but three moves to answer a eubacrlber's call, ring number wanted, and connect the
lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEE, President. CHICAQO OFFICE ;

H. 0. DODGE, Gen'l Snpt.
E. W. BATOHELDEE, Secretary.

H. A. TAYLOB, Treasnrec.

I. 827 Si

J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

Wo ^Innnfactaro

High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co., Iarm REST BELLS
'

ST. PAUL, MINN. |dIST MESSENGER BOXES '

::SeTELEPHONES.
V'ADUCTg;
H BALTIMORE.^

F/iRR Ielephone and Consiruciion Supply Co. NeLPrices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES

9^ Wholesale

^7.50 $4.50 Prices

TELEPHONES.

When you buy Telephones....

Select the Best.
If jon do that w* will receive

yoni" ordei-m.

Money back if yon are not »«atiHfieiI.

DEVEAU & CO.,
Factory and Salesroom,

32 and 34 Frankfort St., NEW YORK.

TH]

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

mh St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

Forall Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COEEESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUAEANTEED.
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BRC^NDTNCAINDESCENT L^IVIP
ESiOAF^D^

EADAMS— RAGINALI^

,

DAUi-e-r-r

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT $c CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Heebbkt Laws Webb.

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, FOSTAeE PBEPAIB, $1.00.

SEHTD IN TOUR OBBEB NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

THE G. E. WIRES AND GABLES
Are manufactured at OUR OWN works at Schenectady, N. Y.

The REPUTATION which the EXCELLENCE of our ELEC-
TRICAL Apparatus has given us throughout the world, is the guarantee

of the perfection of the G. E. WIRES AND CABLES upon which pur-

chasers can rely.

G. E. DOUBLE RUBBER CORE WIRE with INSULATION of

best material, FREE FROM SHODDY, is unequaled for ordinary INCAN-
DESCENT LIGHTING, STREET RAILWAY, PRIMARY ALTERNAT-

ING, ARC LIGHT AND POWER TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS. It is

made with four insulations to withstand 500, 3,000, 4,000 and 8,000 volts

respectively.

G. E. WIRES AND CABLES are in use in the greatest Lighting and

Railway installations in this country and the ENTIRE OUTPUT OF
THE NIAGARA STATION is carried over them.

HIGHEST CONDUCTIVITY. HIGHEST INSULATION.

General
Electric

^^^—Company.
.AKUKC'ITIKMOK TIIK

l'\ITKI> STATES.

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I, E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Electric Rallwftyfl nod I'owor Statloot

IS41 Ilarquette Illdc., Clilcaeo.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

[iilty. Turiu^i' lliiildiiiK, Ht. I^ouIn.

For^eBain,
glectrlcal ard

OoDBalUng, Mechanical Engineer.

Balte 1057. 10S8 and lOKD
Moniidnook Buiidin ""

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

Electric Street HiiUwayH, K
ftadSteftm Plaots loHtalled C

ent properlleH looked over (i

Room 1628 Monadnoc

F'RED. J. OROSS,
ing of Every Duscript i

i

ViiUijitlon of Klectrle and Steai .. . _

for all kinds of eleetriea! Installattons; consultation, suuerlntendinSi
id all data for the completo construction ~' -" - " -'"'^-' ••

Plans and Specifications furnished.
" " nerlntendinfi. etc.

ic machinery of any capa
nia<;aka FAi.i.is. ]v. v.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICTtGO.

Wm. J. Aloxander, Prea. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Bchuater, Vice-Pros. 1096
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Plioto and Wood Eugravliig,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE i
STEREOTYPE CO.

196 and 198 Clark Street, Cliicago.

Fine Book and CatalOKue Work a Specialty.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR—

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry 3 lull line ol

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Push Battons, et«.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

FUSE WIRE
I

---^,
AND LINKS y^ capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
]""«»""•"-

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th Si. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

iCOPYinJ/AACKINE

iWi

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on It.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^>.
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x5ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in ail Leading Cities.

WRITE FOR PARTICtJI.ABS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Betz Bldg., PHII.ADEI.PHIA, PA.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Suite sio Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

G LIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale In

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

: CIRCULAR.

WINTER TOCRS TO CALIFORNIA
In Private Pullman Palace Cars,

The BurlinBton Kouto (C. B. & Q. B. B.) an-
nounce tliree perpoually conducLea touts to Cal-
ifornia Leave Chicatto January 9, Feb. 6,

March's. Tlie ronle Kill be via San Antonio,
Tex., Ei Paso. Los Anaelfs, San Diego, banta
Barbara, San Francis o, Dt-1 Monte and San Jose.

Returning via Salt Lake and Kio Grande Scenic

Eoute fhrongh Colorado, The Eiice of a ticket

includes all necessary experses. Railroad and
sleeninc car fare. Hotel Bills, carrlase rides,

side trips, etc. The servicewill be strictly Brst-

clasa In every respect. For pamphlet giving

particulars, see any agent of the C. B. & Q.E.B.,

or write to T. A. Gradv, Manager Tours Depart-
ment, 211 Clark street, Chicago.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Win, 1026 Filbert, PhiiadelpMa,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS,

for tlie season of lS9ti, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paiil.K'y has arranged to run a series of four

home seekers' excursions to various points in the

West. Northwest and Southwest on the follow-

ing dates: March lO. April 7 and 21 and May 5.

at the low rate of two doUars more tlian ois^e

PAKE for the round trip. Tickets will be good
for return on any Tuesday or Friday within
twenty-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and furtlier details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or

address F, A. Miller. Assistant General Passen-
ger Agent, Cliicago. Ill,

STANDARD
OF THE

POPEIYIFC.CO.,
291 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
their diameter.
as evidenced by the

any other tarblne,
copied from certified tests made at Holyoke, Mass., on the dalea
"" '"

- -
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New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T. B. BADT.

226 Paees, 140 Illustrations. Flexible.Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Rook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

IP^^'W^R TU BE BiOlLER
MANUFACTURER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Sccaiini; a hieh fcnaranteed percentage and g:reat steadiness ot

motion, under variable loads. An aneqaaled concentration of power,
and an unprecedented high velocity. Its qaicklr operatinff bal-
anced eratea. aflords prompt and fine regulation by ffoTemor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fall. Write for catalogue, and stats

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U- S, A.

PIaAT^INUM
For all Purposea.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, Si.00. . . .

Electrician Publisiiing Company,

Suite .^iO Marauetti' Bldj;.. t'hicago.

Racine Automatic
HIGHSPEED

ENGINES
Froml to 125 H. P.

Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

speed in connecllon

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

send for Catalogue

Racine Hardware Co.
W. F. PARISH, Qeo'l Sales Manager,

W. Marquette Building.

Works. Ricine. Wit. CHICAGO. ILL.. U

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of "water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans. .

With REPLOQILE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THEillcCORMICK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

vheel heretofore made. All
Qd, are built from patterns perfected unde
! Holvoke Testing Flume.
Parlies having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and

templatmg the improvement of powers, will find it to
. ^ „-„

^j(.j^ jj^g^ ^g J ^^^ ivilling to guar-
; results Avhere others have failed

ter what make ofturbine hasbeen in use. STATE
KEqillREMElVTS ASD SEND FOR C.4T.\-
I.OCUE.

S. IVIORGAN SIVIITH. Yorl(, Pa.

Bound Volumes
OF THE

yifESTERN [lEGTRICIAN

FOB BAXE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 010 iMartiuettc Building. CHl4>i '>•

F. A. ESTEP, F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-I .est.

D. IMUTXAl-l- COIVIRAIMY,
~

AL.l-EGiHEIMV', F»A.

Arc you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of eorreet form .^ This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENOLUNl), 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Dept.
STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A. S. PARTRIDOE, Bank of Commerce BIdg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAONA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O., Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENDV MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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lid dynamo you can use
i-watt lamps and uel
om nOO to HOO hours

J, H. McEwen Mfg, Co.,

NEW YORK.

The Phosphor Bronze SMELTING Co. liMiTED,

2300 Washington ave.,Philadelphia,

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHDSPHOR-BRDNZE'
ING0T3,GASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL^
castings: STAMPINGS and FORGINGS.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 INIarquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ol the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BtriLT IN TJNIX8 OF 30 TO J,000 H, I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Specifications, drawlsgs and Prices fnralBlied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

J. ^. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

^h^^nimmsmimmm n

>Ut-nmi-^, Tf ^ ^
f

\} 1 67-69-71 South Canal St., Q||^|^0
New Orleans Branch: Memphis Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St. 203 Hain St.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Office:
96 W. Washington Street.

Presses, Dies and...

Special Machinery
FOR

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-Pase t'atalogne.

A NEW MACHINE
For Eapiilly and Accurately Xotclling

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and Description upon Application.

OWXERS OF

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO

jom ol/heIirgeitDrm

//! //le country. i
. . ^ h-Phannon

ForTrmmsm^ "UOMPANY,

\A/EBER Gasoline Engine >=-

T T use in any place or for any purpose requiring power. Only a few r

utes' attention reqalrei
per horse power per hour. The i

W£BEKGAS &C

t of operation is i cent

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINa AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG-. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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SHIP" CORED AND SOLID CARBONS
IVIade ir» Vierinsi, A^us-tria.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a Small op Large Order for Electrical (Supplies of any nature and
get one of our now Famous Mammoth Catalogues, if you haven't

one. YOll CAX'T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y.

single Pole, Doubli

THE STEVENS FLUSH SWITCH.
These Switches are second to none. They are fire and damp proof. Mechanism

is simplicity itseU. Nothing to get out of order. Make and break so wide that

no arc can form. Wired without removing casing. Buttons made of mother of

pearl. Base made of vulcabeston with porcelain cases.

BsrPARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO OUR NEW DOUBLE POLE SWITCH.

Write for price list and discount.

THE ELECTRIC PROTECTION COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS,

1026 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.
SEW YORK AGENT. A. I/. Fenton. Room .31, 12G I/iberfJ St.

DouWe Pole.

S

The Painter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of
construction with perfection of mechanism.

They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.
They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.
The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need

not be put on till all other work is done.
They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is lo ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

Hoen Building, BA.L.-ri IVIORE:, IVIO.

IF

you are

secure the latest

electrical books. YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

WESTINaHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG, COMPANY

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

W.. l,,-,v.. pcrchased and are the SOLE OWNERS ot the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, ""»•

recognized to be the most .successful system for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus I'uv llu^

perr.'Ctef|iiipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings. Flats and Fackirios.

STANDARD SYSTEMS f'" distribution of nt^hts and power in LargB Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System fi^' most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

N'KW YORK, 120 liroadway. PITTSRl'lir
liOSTdN, ICxchajjge HuiUlinR. HUF1'\

(:lll(;A(i*TJew York Life Building.
TAOOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street.

For Canaili

CHARLOTTE, N. C, S(i-38 College SIreel.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Basliible Huilding.
SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

il liuikling. WASHINGTON, U. C, 1333 1

iTTAWA, CANADA.



TUE MAEQUETIE BUILDIXG.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted gro-*th of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessarj" to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have mo\ ed from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The i\Iarquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

thev occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters

Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomeh' housed

AVe take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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POROUS ^^^-^

Wlir not set >^kV *.
Ibe best T ^^.^^
.888. ^$-\'f!;

^gr^ trial order.

#'--CUPS
ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTR1CK& Carter Co
Electrical Supplies

125 South z-J St. Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

nd Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

Dynamo

BBA^OHEa 164 SI

-^HULTZ PAT£N
WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTJNlEr^JS^^'BELT CEMENT.

St. l.onl8, Mo V IS. A
, Boston 113 Liberty St , New Toik, ) North 3i St , PhlladelphK

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

bstjlb3l.ish:ed isvs.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14

umbian Exposit

oiiiklings in

RAVEN WHITE CORE, ^la.l"^'"""^

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ^:::^^/::::^^!J^:l^^::r^:tl^r::.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIN OFFICE; BKANCHMS: t,.,„C«lCA(;0:

^

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.
kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Oar regnlar goods are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store In the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

MEDBERY SWITCHES^ 15 TO 600 Amperes.
Our Pony Switch I3 the only abso-

lutely reliable Switctt made.

BELLINO AOBNIB:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

HOEFOEN, MOXHAM I

No. 80 Wlillam St., New Tork.

Manufactured by THE FjBERITE CO., Mechanicvillo, N. Y.

Tb.8ru.>.I,oub,eA„ WMWBIBKBII
Lamp Patents sastalaed b, ^^V ^LrllwU
repeated decieloaa ^^VEllB%n
.tU.S.Ooor... J^yiiwVll

ELECTRIC CO.,

•f1i^~-"
Ofllee uid Work*. Car. BeMea and Kuoii Sta.. CLKVICL AMD. omC



1 cents per Copy.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

^^H^RfHixsoN
" Simplex Hlectrical Company,

k. cmCAOO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

ZMSUXaATED lillxSGTHZG WIRE,
FI^KiXIBI^K: CORTtfi and OABI^KS.

WM tma »0» Narth Third Htreet.

INSULATED WrRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TKI.RPHOXB,
TKliEdSKAPH,
lilKHT and POWER.

KBBITK TAPKI^.

W.R. BHIXEY, Mfr.,
J.E.HAM, Cen'l Aet.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F, B. Morse,

Chicago, III,

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

WU.LAK1>L. C^NDKl!,
H. DURANT t:HKE\'ER, [ Blisloess Mauagers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

*0N'^:

BRANCHES: Chi
OmabB.'LoirisviUe,

cag:ot Bosu n, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh,
San Francisco. London and S

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WiRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oiionite Waterproof Tape.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Bmlth & Wallace, Hamittoa St., BoBton, M:a9B.
Ed. P. Shnrp, 44 Niagara St, Buffalo, N. Y.
Arthur S. Partridge, 'BaDk o£ Commerce Bldg.

Bigger & Atwater, 214 Plae St, , San Francisco,
California,

Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., OhlcaKO.
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty St . New York-

SOLAR CARBON s MANUFACTURING CO.,
MABirFACTUKBBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Soltd Electric Light Carbons,
For any Syetea, of any degree of hardneea.

Soft Cored Carbons (not hoi,i.ow).
For Arc Lampa on Incandeacent and Hallway Circolts.

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURC. PA.

WESTIIN ElEcMcai In^tment (Jo.,

" " ^J 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Voltmeters, Millivoitmeters, Voitammeters.

Ammeters, Milllammeters,

Ground Detectors and Circuit Testers,

) Ohmmeters, Portable Balv^nometers.

*'ui Pcirt ihle Instruments are recog-

111/ .1 ^ The Standard the world over.

Til Semi Portable Laboratory Stand-

Weston Stacdd Portable Direct Heading

ards

Statu

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
ICccnIvcd ODiy Award Tar TrollryK aC Olilcaso

Manufaclurcd by ALBERT Sc J. IW. ANDBRKON, 289-203 A St.. nonton Miina.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

Cable Contracts Taken I

WIRES and CABLES. SSf *""'
rground.

Best

Boilers.

'sS,-;: Tie Ivm i™ Wurlii Cii.,

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1911 OUTe Street, ST. i/OCIS.

Wires and Cables,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO,

Soft Cored and
Solid.

55 S. Canal St.,

ED. WERTHEIM, ..Chicago.

"CAHALL"
vebtical water tube boiler.

Best in the World.

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
SEND FOB CATALOGUK

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Si>le ABPiit8 for the United Statea.

He Rookery, CBICiCO.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates ana Drawings Subiuitted-

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST. N. V.

KEPKESENTATIVES.

THEKE\"S0I,DS-LA130I!&C0.,« No.THl St.PUb.
80KANTON snPfLY i MAOH'Y CO., - Boraumii, Ha..

[OS. K.OAJUiY .t BBOB. CO.. 26 Light 3t.,liaUUn'jra, Mil.
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JUST A WORD.

Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

You Don't Know When that First Storm is Coming , Are You Sure You are "Lightning Proof?"

Garton Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

THE CARTON LICHTNIIVC ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the Leading Electricai Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!
NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and Stick !

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge !

NO Copper Balls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Information and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., keokuk, iowa.

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

IF-F~, JORDAN &
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, CC

President. F=>. & B. 9 9 FRANK S. DeRONDE,
General Sales Agent.

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the market is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others interested

should write us. Do it now.

After Aprii^B P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St.. New York.
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The National Underground Cable Co.
Times 3uilcling, New York. Rookery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia. Ames Building, Boston.

We have just received an order^ from the WEST. END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
BOSTON, for all UNDERGROUND FEEDER CABLES to be used on their ENTIRE SYSTEM
during 1896. THEY HAVE USED OUR CABLES BEFORE.

We make Wires and Cables for all classes of vi/ork— Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone,

Telegraph, Fire and Police Telegraph and Signal Service. Our PRICES are LOW, and we GUAR-
ANTEE all our work. HAVE YOU SEEN OUR 25,000 VOLT CABLE?

Write for further information to New York Office.

Are you alive to your own Interest?

If so, better use our Arc Cut-Outs,
Carbon Holders, Machine Brushes,
Segments, Etc. Write us for prices

on anything you are in need of, as we
manufacture arc lighting supplies in

general.

The PMla. Electrical & lf|. Co.,

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SALES AGENTS:
Metropoirtan Electric Co.,

186-188 5th Ave., Chicago. III.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO. - Hartford, Conn.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.xxi Bryant Electric Co xil Dixon Crucible Co., Jos...

Adams-BagnallEl.Co.... XTiii Buckeye Electric Co Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Buffalo Instrument Co . .

.

Eclipse El. Lamp Co

American Carbon Co Butler Hard Eubber Co... Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co

American EI. Heat. Corp. rl xiii

American Electrical Works -xiii
Central Electric Co V Electric Appliance Co

Yi Central Mfg. Co xiv

Anchor Electric Co viii ChannonCo.,H .xix Elec. Engr. & Supply Co. .

.

Anderson, Albert A J. M (
Chicago Belting Co xxi Electric Storage Batt. Co. .x

Arnold B. J xix CB.&Q.R. E xix Electrical Engineering Co.

Babcoclc & Wilco.M Co., T e i
Chicago Edison Co iv Electrician Publishing Co.

xlx Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co xvlii XV, XM, X\lll, xix, XXII, X

Baker & Co Chic. Genl. Fixture Co... vii
Empire China Works x

Ball A Wood Co.. The.... Chicago Ins. Wire Co

Ball Engine Co xxi Clark Tel. A Cons. Co xvii
Eyanson & Armpriester. .

.

xlv Clonbrock S. B. Co xxi FarrTeL.tCon.Sp.Co.viii.x

xxiv ColburnElec. Mtg. Co.... xvi Faucett. I. L

vil
Collins &Co.,.H. E i Ferracute Machine Co....

Beardsley Mtg. Co XiT Columbia inc. Lamp Co.. i PiberiteCo.,The x

Berliner Telephone Co.. Commercial Elec. Sup. Co xn Fleming-Spence Elec 1 Co.

Bernardin.F. M xlx Conn. Tel. A Elec. Co xvii Forest City El. Works ....

Cor. School of Technologj xii For Sale Advertisements .

.

Bi-Metallio El. Trans. Co xli Cro.ss.E. J xix Fort Wayne Elec. Corp ....

BlLssCo., E. W Crown Woven Wire Br. Co xxiv Fuel Economizer Co

Cutter El. ,^- Mtg. Co xii Garlock Packing Co

Boynton Multivolt B. Co. xlx
D.lil.T. .T.i, « Xl.X Garton-Danlols Electric Co.

Brady, T. H xiv
l)jl 1 Ma

General Electric Co x

Brill Co., J.G XXI
11 ' xvii

Gordon-Bumham liat. Co..

Brixey,W.E 1
l,i,.| ,

.,, ij ,,,.,

..xiv Uiehl A Co ^, Greger Manhole Cover Co.
.xxiv -

Gustatson.W. A .x
Bryan & Humphrey . .xix tandMech. Engineers... xix

Hart & Hegeman >Itg. Co. x

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Independent Elec. Co xviii

Interior Conduit & I. Co.. xiii

Internatl Cor. Schools .... xvi

Jewell Belting Co iii

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W iv

Kartavert Mtg. Co

Kester Electric Mtg. Co . . . xvi

Keystone Tele. Co xvii

Klipsteln & Co. , A

LeclancbeBat. Co., The... xv

McEwen, J. H. Mtg. Co.... x

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co -

Moore, Alfred F

Jlorrls, Tasker & Co j

Morrison Southern EI. Co. -

Moyes, L. M

.Murray Iron Works Co....

National Electric Co xv

National India Rubber Co. -
Nat. Underground Cable Co

Northwest Engineering Co. xv Sioux City Brass Works...

Norton, C. E vii Smith, S. Morgan

NuttallCo.,E. D ;.. XX Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co....

Ohio Electric Works xvi Standard Paint Co

Ohio Storage Battery Co... xxii Standard Tel. A Elec.Co..

Okonite Co., The i Standard Underg. Cable Co.

Otto Gas Engine Wks xxi Stanley Electric Mtg. Co..

Partrick & Carter Co xxiv Sterling, W. C. & Son

Partridge Carbon Co. ...... 1
'

VaileCo"":':!'....'..."'xiv

Lumber Co xiv
Tuerk Water Meter Co ...

.

Perkins EI. Switch Mtg. Co.
Union Heater Supply Co.

.

United El. Imp. Co

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.... xiii
UticaEl. Mtg. &Sup. Co..

Phoenix Glass Co viii

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.,Ltd. xxi

Weber Gas & Gaso. Eng. Co.

Samson Cordage Wks xil

Schlff, Jordan ct Co ii WestinghouseEI.&Mfg.Co.
Schoonmaker. A. O xiv Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Schott.W.H xix Weston Engine Co
Shultz Belting Co xxiv Whitney Elec. Inst. Co

Siemens A-IIalske E. Co... —- -Wirt, Chas

Simplex Electrical Co.,The 1 Younglove & Gere
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid -For Direct Lish-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents: •»••*••?• Chicago Edison Company,

!dis^n
..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^
iuiidins, 133 A^dams S-tree-t, OMIO/VGO, lUL..

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDrCTIOSf ASfD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
-*-WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

leaoiiiee Electrical M leclianical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odcis.
Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tiie Gordon-BnrDbam Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

AKIPtHI
ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one "form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.

A.skyour NEA.RE:S-rSUF3|3|_Y HOUSE: -for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULGABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. E. 800 and Wc'!>itiii«-]ioH!iie Coiniiintator Rings,
Brush Holder Bushings and Field Spools.

SRXD FOB PRICE LIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frdgs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS IVIFG. CO.,
7^^^;;^ -t-tO-a-tS Itamloliili St.. Cliieaso, 111.

Cen. Ekr. Co. XEW YORK. PIIILADELl'IIIA. ISOSTON.

Q-0-0-C>O<K>:i^ M ICAN 1T E<><><>0-CKKK>OL:7^M ICAN 1TEO-0<>-<^^

h MICANITE, The STANDARD INSULATION. U^^r^rC
Z Z"il!u„r:^rmS;:r7c"f^sT6Ve?aT'°' For- Ar,y Systerr-.. Commulalur Kings, Segments, |?l 'Vs^lfoR ' L^
,^ ___^^^___ Mil. I i-(ini|ilrir Iiisulaliuii !'(. I- any Kvsii'm "f lOiei'lrical Machinery and P ^zhtilII,—

^^

6-0-0-0-0-0-0-:

miCA INSLUATOR CO., Sole Mfgrs.,

Qeneral Office, 2lS Water St., New York.

M 1CA N ITE<>0<KK>0<M>01ir M ICAN 1T E<><><K><)-0-:

:

IVI 1CAN 1T E-0-0-0-0-00-6
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MINDKLL FANS. WIIITK WINiiS. ZIOl'i

WIIITIO W1N(3S. MINDIflLL K.V.NS. /HIM
/lOI'IIVItS. l.nNDIOM, h'ANS. WIIITIO W

<. liUNDKIJi FANS. WIIITK \VIi\(!S. VVIIITI'; WINGS. LUNDKLL FANS. ZlOI'ItVItS.

L FANS. WIIITF WINOS. /KI'IIVUS. ZFI-HYItS. LTINDIOLL FANS. WIirTIO WINCS.
VIN(!S. l,lINI)I';i,l, h"A.\'S. /,|.;iMIVl(S. l,r,Vl(IOI,l, fans. WIII'I'F \VIN(iS. ZHl'IIVltS.
s. ij'XDioM, h-A\s. wiirno wixcs. wiirn; wixcs. i.imhoi.i. h'A,\s. /loniviis.
I. h'ANs. wiirrio \\i.\i;s. zionn its. ziorii m;s. limumj, ia.s.s. wiirrio \\i,\i;s.

VIMIS. I.r.XDKI.I, h'AXS. /,IOniVl;S, l.l'XDKI.I, h'AXS. WIIITIO WIXCS, /.lOI'IIVUS.

s, i.rx 1)101,1, I'Axs. WIIITIO wixi;s. wimtio \\ixc;s. lixihom, kax.s. /lorji vi;s.

W'l

i;s. \\ iirno \y\

wiirrio wi

WIIITIO wi

LUNDEI.L FAN."-

m;m>ioi,i, I'Wns. wiiitto wix(
ZIOIMIYKS. l.rXDKI.L I'AXS. WllmO WINGS,
LrXIllOI,!, I'AX.S. WIIITIO WlXliS. /,101'HYRS

\\-IUTIO WIXCS. LrXDIOLI. JOAXS. ZIOTUYRS
/.lOrilVKS. 1,1 XDELL FANS. WIII'I'IO WlXliS
WIIITIO \\IX(iS. LUNDELL FANS. ZEI'llVKS
/iOI'lIVKS. LUNDELL FANS. WIIITIO WIXUS
LUiXDKLL FANS. WHITE WIN(!S. ZlOrllVUS
ZErriYRS. LUNDELL FAXS. -WTIITIO WINGS
WHITE WINGS. H'NDIOLL I'AXS

LUNDELL FANS. WHITE WIXG^
ZEPHYRS. WHITE WINGS. ZEPHYRS
WHITE WINGS. LUNDELL FANS
LUNDELL PANS. WHITE AVIXGS
ZEPHYRS. WHITE WINGS. ZEPHYRS
WHITE WINGS. LDNDELI, FANS

WHITE WINGS. LUNDELL FANS. ZEPHYRS.
ZEPHYRS. LUNDELL FANS. WHITE WIXGS.
LUNDELL FANS. WHITE WINGS. ZEPHYRS.
WHITE WINGS. LUNDELL FAXS. ZEPHYRS.
LIXIIELL FANS. WHITE WIX<iS. ZEPHYRS.
WHITE WINGS. LUNDELL FAXS. ZEPHYRS.
ZEPHYRS. LUNDELL FANS. WHITE WINGS.
WHITE WIXGS. LUNDELL FANS. ZEPHYRS.

Central Electric Company,
173=175 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

Xl 101,1, 1'
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1. '.XI >IOI,I, I- \xs. WI ITI , w 1X1 :s ZEI
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ITI

,1,

w

.\xs ZEI
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VNS. WI ZIOI

z U'HYRS. LUNDEI.l 1 \ XS w II no \

LI INDELL FANS. WI ITI w Xl s ZEI

WHI' 'E WIN ;s. 1 r.x 110 ,1, '.\:~ 'S ZEI

LUNDELL 1' \xs. WI ITI w I .XI ZIOI

ZEI'H YKS WI IT : \\ IXl !S ZEI

LUNDELL FANS.
ZEPHYRS. WHITE W
WHITE WINGS. J.

LUNDELL FANS.
ZEPHYRS. WHITE W

\VIIITE WINGS.
INGS. ZEPHYRS.
UNDELL FANS.
WHITE WINGS.
INGS. ZEPHYRS.

3E:A30IM I89@.

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION.

F'or Ca-talosues and Price Lis-fcs Address

DIEHL & COMPANY,
I-5C.3 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.
I!i8-138 Et^SEX 8TREET, BOSTON.

ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.
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American Electric Heating
OORF»ORATIOIM,

Sears Building, = = BOSTON, MASS.

We are making Laundry Irons, Tailors' Gooses, Small Stoves—
just the thing for a thousand uses—Curling Iron Heaters, as well as a

full line of Cooking Devices, Up=to-Date Street Car and Special Elec-

tric Air Heaters.

Electric Vulcanizer for Bicycle Tires.

>A/ri-fce -For -fcir-ther par-tiiculars.

Aierican Electric Heating Cerporation.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam engine designer, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once
add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosof our own manufac-
ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

I^und - - - IM. J.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Aununciators.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric AppUance Co.

Mason. J. W. „
Menominee El. &- Mech. Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

mps.^

i Electr
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

VanNuis.C. S.
, ^ ^^^ _

Westinghouse El. &. Mfg. Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Boynton Multivolt Batt y Co.

Butler Hard Ruhber Co.

Central Electric Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Mason, J. W- , ^ „
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Bells.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. i

National Electric Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Rhoads & Sons, J. E.
Shultz Belling Co.

Bicycles.
Pope MIg. Co.

Boilers.
Ahendroth & Root Mfg. Co.

Bahcock & Wilcox Co., The
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Cc
CoUlns&Co.,H. E.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Besly&Co-.Chas. H.
Phosphor Brot.zeSm.Co. ,Ltd,

Brushes.

Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Wirt, Cbas.

WiirKlai- VlaiiiiH.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons.PointsA: Plates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernard in, F. M.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago General Fixture Co.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger. Hugo.
Schiff, Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.
iKarliigUters.
National Electric Co.

Coniponncl.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Repair

Richards & Meacham.
oiitractors and Electric
Liisrht Plants.

Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fc. Wayne Elec. Corporation

Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Westinghouse Elec & MfgCo.
Western Electric Co.

Besly&Cc.Chasl
Bowers Bros.

Copper AVires.
American Electr
Bernardin. F. M.
Besly&Co., Chas H.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo..The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCc.The.
Phillips :

Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.
:!ross-Arnis, Pins and
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brady. T. H.
Central Electric Co.
Central Rlfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co." •• " pplyCo.. Engr. ,

Farr Tel..

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Utica El. Mfg &Sup Co.
Westinghouse El. ii: Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Dallett&Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey. Frank.

Economizers. Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heatinjr.
Am. Elec. Heating Corp.

Electric Railways.
Bru.=h Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. Si Mfg. Co.

Electrical and llechani-
cal Eneineers.
Arnold, B.J.
Bain, Force.
Bryant & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mig. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Buffalo Instrument Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Norton, C. E.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Commercial I

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. P. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. &_Mfg. >

Coiburn EL Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Snggrines. (jias.

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware (.'o.

Toomey. Frank.

hiberiteCo.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

«as I.isktlng. Electric.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Besly'.

Bryant Electric Co
Central Electric Ci

Chicago Edison Co

Engr. A Supply t

Interior Conduit iS: Ins- Co.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &. Mech. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.

Norton, C. E.
Ohio Electric ^

Partrick ^

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co,
Utica El Mfg & Sup.; Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. i

Phoenix Glass Co.
Oov'nors. AVater Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Ciraphite Specialties.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Fiberite Co., The.
nsulntors and Insulat-
ins Materials.
Anchor Elei-'tric Co.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Beardsley Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins Wire Co.

. Sup. Co.

MacCurdy vt Smith.

OkoniteOa.Tho.
Partrick A Carter Co.
'htllips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint <

ChlcaRO Ins. Wire C

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co,
Mason, J. W.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

lianips. Incandescent.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Eclipse Elec. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co..
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

liishtning Ai'resters.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Cc
Utica El. Mf
Westinghou

llauhole Co\
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

3Iechanical Macliinery.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A, Co., Eugene.

]flinln«; Apparatus, Elec.
General Eleciric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
oBates&Bro.. D. L.
Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. i

Oil Feeders.
Dalley. Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.

Phosphor Bron:
Phosphor Bronze

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brown. DeWitt, t

Central Mfg. Co.

Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speakinir Tubes,
Central Electric Co.

Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Buffalo Instrument Co.
Norton. C. E.
Weston Electrical Inst. (

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.
Spr _
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

J Storage Battery Co.
Street Cars.

Central Electric Co.

Moore. Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.-
Standard Paint Co.

Tclesrapli Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tcle^
phone Material.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Central Electric Co,
Clark Tel. & Const. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
De Veau & Co
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co
Gustafson. W. A.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meacham.

Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Transformers.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse VA. A Mfg, Co.

Trolley Cord.

Tiirbiiir W he

Smith. S. Mo

»^^ l^aK^ III-
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THIS-

Alternating Ceiling Fan Works.
We Guarantee It.

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan on the Market.

• • •

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

Our Guarantee is Cood.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.

All Bearings SELF-OILINQ.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

llie Handsomest Fan Ever Offered to the Trade.

Fans finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

TUERK WATER METER CO., - Fulton, N. Y.

E. B. LATHAM, 136 Liberty St., New York,

Agent for New York, Brooklyn, Jersey
City and Philadelphia

f>e:ef7 of- a.i_l.

Commercial Instruments.

workmanship.

Get New Circular and New Price List. Then you will

order.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.

Electrical Supplies

and Fixtures.

New Catalogue will be Sent on Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.

169 Adams St., Chicago.

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cbicago,

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

C:iHICA<3C3,
Manufacturers of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AND

Electric

Motors.

Senil for catalogue.
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ANCHOR SPECIALTIES: ^.^^m^
Switches, Sockets, Cut=Outs. r ^^t"^,L

All S-tyles.

...Up--to-^a-te...
ANCHOR PUSH BUTTON SWITCH, IXL SH PLATE SWITCH.

Anchor Electric Co., 71 Federal street, Boston.
....SHD m NEW CiMLOUni..,.

t'HICA«;0 OFFICE. XEW YORK OFFICE.
lao Cortlandt Street.

A. B. Field. SIgr.

A Perfect Iron-Clad Fuse Box
FOR....

Motor, Arc, Incandescent

and Transformer Work,

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

Order one and you will order i

GENERAL REPAIRING.

Disc /Vrc Cu-t-Ou-ts,
.A.rc Krti-Fe S^A/^i-bcl-les,

i—ish-tnins A.rresters.
WRITE ins. GET OUR DISCOUNTS.

UTICA,
IM. Y.DTICA ELECTRICAL MFG. HDPPLI CO.

mm
TABLET BOARDS,

SWITCHES AND

SWITCHBOARDS

EVANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
F..rmi/rl,v .J. Grant Iliph c^, Co.,

123 N. 3d St.. - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES:
^1-IIC.A.C^^, Metropolitan Electric Company

No. COS Ciistomlic

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Mannfactnre and Sell at Wholesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
I

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Lrc, Direc-t Curren-t and Al-fcerna-t-
ing Incandescen-t ^igH-tirtg and

fiECTRK Light Globe^^-^

the-LarGEST-LiMe-of

OVEiaRTISTICPATTEHNSaEFFEGTSl

42 MURRAY ST. NY. I

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of* Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

''Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

XM AlVI ICAINI CARBON OO.,
4* IMobklesville, Irtd., \J. S. /V.
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EddyGenerators
DIRECT CONNECTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIDNS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING

OR

POWER PUIITS.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIBH SPEED,

We build all necessary apparatus for the

transmission of Electrical Power through fac-

tory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Edd) Electric Manufacturing Gompani,
TTiriNDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

Boston, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

Western Office: 305 Dearborn m., Chicago, Wallace & Hine, Western Agenis.

Elmira, S. N. Blake.

St. Louis, Western Electrical Supply Co.

Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.
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For Sale Cheap.
A small holding of

PREFERRED STOCK
OF- TMI

ii
Electrical Engineer"

OF- IME:\A/^ YORK.

For Full Information and Particulars Address

" STOCKHOLDER,"
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago. Care of WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

(f ^
HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

iTe"^:xr iF'a/ce na-te.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BEHER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Made of solid plate brass l^inch thick, with beveled edges.

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates,

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B."

THE HART & HE6EMAN MFG. CO., T.r Back of No. 1 Plate.
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The Walker Mfg. Company,
Main Olllce and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Electrical Apparatus, specially large size

GENERATORS,
Street Railway Motors,

INCANDESCENT MACHINES, ETC., ETC.
ItltAM'II OFKI«l>

The S. K. C. Two Phase Ahernating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY.
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings.

It is practically self-regulating witliout the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphase machines

require a balance of load.

We have entirely eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. e., the revolving

armature, commutator, collector rings, brushes, etc.

They can be built for any voltage from no for isolated lighting to the high voltages required for power transmission work; in latter case

doing away with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can be connected at will for either :,ooo or

2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in the manner in which

they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders promptly, and carry a full

stock of transformers in Chicago.

rj ^ J. —Our apparatus is novel; different from anything lieretofore made, and covered by patents that fully

* d-LCllL^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
PITTSFIELD, TV^MSS.

The Royal F.leffric To..

WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
niitrenl. fan., arc excliisivi' lioensees for the manufai'turr of the S. K. €'. S.vstcm in the Dominion of C'J

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFB. COMPANY,
F^IT-rSBURO, ¥=»A.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, now

recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS tor Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS f"r distribution of lights and power in [arge Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System ^^e most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building.
BOSTON, E.vchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Buildii

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
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PIT-
ELECTRIC

APPLIANCE

COMPANY,

Electrical

Supplies.

-^mi

Piston and
Valve RodPEERLESS SPIRAL

PACKING
Expressly lor Higb Speed Enjines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Manufactured Exclusively by

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. GO.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Lightand Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS

>^ SUPPLY COMPANY
^<

821 Pine Street St. Louis.

For Electrical Goods.

Genuine K- W. Rosettes,
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

All Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine,

PERFECT INSULATION
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?

Can only
be Secured
by the use

of . . .p#B
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St., - New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

, . . CHICAGO.

A NEW CIRCULAR
I>eHcribing tlie

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Aj>i>lieation.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PEXAOOOK. X. H., II. S. A.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co,
1204 Havemeyer Building,

26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Send for descriptive pamphlet.

BINTS TO ENGINEERS
OPERATING

ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER PLANTS.
21 PAGES TEXT; 2 PAGES PLATES. 10c

Slide Rule Wiring Calculator
Celluloid face, nickel edges, leather case,
lits vest pocket, leaflet of exami)les, oOC.

Mailed on receipt of price by

The Correspondence School of Technology,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Rhoads belt
A3 staunch as Penn. "Gilt Edge" Short Lap
hard to eciual. A\rite for CataloRi

J. E. RHOADS & SONS
BRANCH. pHiLA.. PA 227 Orange St., Wilmington D(

C=S Flush Switches,
l.-T-E AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC CIRCUIT-BREAKERS.

The Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^,^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities.

^VRITE FOR PARTICIIL,ARS.

The Greger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Betz Bids., PHIL,AI>EL,PHIA, PA.

THE STOREY nOTOR.

^-'>"*J-^ BRYANT
fK"^^ ELECTRIC
^^^ --^ COMPANY,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, manaoers, wistern orricc,

(JjfcNADNOCK Building, CHICAGO.

se^ TlIK It. TI103IA!!) &. iH>-SH CO. POUCKLAIN IS GOOI>.

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.,
YORK &. SEDCELEY AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA.

Iron Clad. Completely closed

DUST and Moisture Proof.

Specially adapted for direct

driving machinery.

The application of Motors to

machine tools a specialty.

Light weight. Slow and Me-
dium speed.

No exterior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

NEW YORK OFFICE:

112 Liberty Street.

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.
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\V. A. IlATIlAWAV, IRON ARIVIORED

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

IMERIGAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, ,„«,„ ,,,„„ pn„n„,T«
/// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE, lllOULfllllll] llUNUUMOr

I

Two Wires in a Single Tube, the j

Standard Method of Electric Wiring. |

INTERIOR CONDUIT & INSULATION CO,,

C>«>n(-i-al OffivcH ami WorkM: 527 \V. 34tli St.. X»mv York.

rheOiilyWater-WheelGovernortliatGoYerns.
lontague Street Railway t

OMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,

Gentlemen:—Wo

LOMBARD GOVERNOR whirl, ^,v,s;„ ,/,,7 ..-,

rliai,. Yiiui-sli-uly, M()NTA( iUE ST. K V. o..

{Sif;iu-d) H. C. Gakfield, Su

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

See that Nail!

You Hang: 'Em Up.
...NO SHELVES...
...NO BOXES

TME'V A.RE
Easy to install out of the way, can't tip

over, causing endless trouble, and just what

you have been looking for. Write for prices

THAT BEAT THE WORLD.

The F. J. Pearson Mfg. Co.,

ECURITY BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Works, Uansfleld, OUo.

76 K. W. QENEEATOB.

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELECTmC COMPINV,
NEW YORK.

A«EXCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Go.
XEW VORK OFFICE: FAtTORV:

39 and 4 1 CortlandtSt. Pawtucket, R. I
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advert iacr controls valuable electric heat-

inir patents! ead irons, solderinfr outfits, etc.).and
wjnta a youDE man, electrically educated and
with some apital. to join hlra in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and

lid be paid and >

; Western Electei-

\A//x.iNj"ri

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h.p. Corliss engine one 300 h. p. Corliss

sngine; one 300 h. p. AVestinghouse compound en-

automatic engines; t

automatic engines; two 135 h. p. gei
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of

every description. Also a battery of conipound

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
Atlverliser wishes to connect himself
ith established good electrical business,

lanufacluring, "merchandising or eon-

acting. Would furnish some capital,

ive particulars. Address "D,"
Can- Westkhn Electrician,

-no Marquette Bldg.

POSITION WANTED.

POSITION WANTED.
Superinlendeat of Lighter Power Plant, by

Ph ladelph a Pa

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubular

Sicam Boiler; been used but a few
months. 12 horse power Steam Engine.
Both in first-class condition.

i_. A., hine:,
234 East Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.

Engine
together or separately Address

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
9G State St. CHICAGO ItL

FOR SALE.
One 300 drop Utica T lephonc bwitch

board, good as new eleg intlj made of

cherry, in table form Cash $2n0 00

PEOPLE'S TELEPHONE CO.,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Complete wijh

Standard Electric Co.

WANTED PARTNER

...PROPOSALS TO...

Electric Light Contractors

and Investors.

CITY OF MADISON, INDIANA.

NOTICE
Is hereby given that sealed proposals
will be received by George B. Clark,
City Clerk of said City, up to Wednes-
day, April 8, ISOi;, at 7 o'clock p, m., for
the fni-iiis L' ,111,1 rnn.structing of a

eessfi: ive from said
ag the streets
with one huu-
id twenty-flve
le power, all

FOR SALE.
ol ng interest in an electric light

town of 5,000 inhabitants.
1 ;k $15,000.00. Bonded for

1-1 00 ^et profits for last si.x months
lb)o I basis of 20^ per annum.

C ty c nt act seven years to run. Coal
ioiii,i;is.;iu uus. per ton at plant. 44 arc
lights and 1,600 incandescent lights iu

circuit. Interest of 81 shares and an
adjoining lot IBfiJ ft. by 400 ft. for pond
and other purposes offered for $12,000.00.

Good reasons for selling. For particu-

lars address,

"LIGHT," Western Electrician Office.

FOR SALE,
A Modern Electric Light

and Power Plant,
Cousisliug of six 100 H. P. McCor-

niack Cylinder Gate Watej- Wheels,
set in six stone flumes, all iu gilt-

edged sliape, with best of shafting,
foundations, brick building, etc., all

niately tlirce miles of electric

railway and receive from said ('

Madison a franchise therefor of

I he City of Madison.
! and epeclflcatlonR

lillcatlon to either of

CEORCE^. CLARK,
City Clerk.

0. N. LUMBERT,
• VllACirHK. ,\. V.

Stilwell's Patent s^»^. Water Purifiar.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Stilwell-Bierce & SmitH-Yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
1 & Locomotive 'Worlcs, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED I 880.

I.C.SterliDg, Sr. W. C, SterMi, Jr

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway Telephone Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants Standard Norway
Pine Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins

i. HA.J*T,

Tde^rapli, lelsphone, Electric Liglii

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar rjeeled. Quick

shipments aud beat quality.

OCONTO. WIS.

WALLACE BARNES,
AJ,l,u:/>lcl,<r:r of

FLAT,

STEEL SRRINGS

VI. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, [WICH

(CEDAR.)Sr
_._^ Street Railway
TILV Poles. Telephone
I IbUi Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.
POLES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

^hpastirnis.
T. H. Brady. New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.,

rer of Mast Arms, Pole»nii
Swinging HoodB, Honoe Braokati and
other SpeoialHeg for OonstraotloD
VfOTi.— Catalogues and PHoea fur-

nished on application. $1
tJK' Electrica

Electric Development
Association,

CHICAGO.

[KXOMIXEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR POI<E»«.

Morris, Tasker & Co.,

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

Central Manufacturing Co.

-=-rx-^ :^-^

J

ELECTRICAL MOUt "

Irijfr
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate -Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

l.l„-ll «l..od UIKI tr. .1 .

llcI.o»viTofrM„stu'l,r,|. ,,i

f c'l'icsriJer' fjnl ul"uscli.l'oll"

^ 1' -'11, Ml . H tJCLKniCA'I'lOn WATKIC
li...... ....1 1,,-, ,,'.,.,, r/Vl" d'l"nlo r"'"'" '"l","""'''

".'ni.V'"' I..;" h'l
',,'!'''),

":l ,!,;;„!!,;, „i''""i''„'i'„'t"!'h'-. tn',"'!,'m-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

IlvlIop 36 H. P. under :is i,',',

-"-WS^pre,,
ind where the situation il i

ill,. r,i,r,-^<rifi a sinslc loinch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
. "1 Annir.d witJi 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

r Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shalts.
'<'

i ,„ recommend them,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'

teries of the World.

SEND FOK CIRCULAE AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THE BEST BOOK
On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains i,ooo
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
f>fiic:e MO^A^, ^e.oo.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

E

Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^h
Telephones a specialty. ^t light and power plants. I ^

LEGTRIGAL LnGINEERING U
mre, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens Sr Halske Dynamos.

OMPANY, llllNNEAPOLIS, MINN.

"'"" THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. ''™^"«-
Mailers Bldg.

I . Postal Tele. Bldg.

^O oy
.\SV

<v^

A. Special ^Xn-ti-F-riotior-t IVIetal Brush.

'"^'kf
Sole Agents: Sole Agents:

"7l

R. E. T. PRINQLE, nontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, rid.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

M NEW BOOK.
NOlni REHDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new bookc deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY.

Electrician Publisliing Company,
PRICE si.oo.

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBotilG EnglnBBilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

I S 1 I It I- I I 4

STEAM ENGINEERING
{Stationary, ^

Locomotive or Marine),- Mechaiics Mechanical Drawing Electricity
Architecture; Architectural Drawing and Designing Masonry Carpentry and Joinery
Ornamental and Structurallron Work; Railroad Engineering Bud "
Municipal Engineering) Plumbing and Eeatmg Goal and Meti
and the English Branches. Students make rapid progress
Letter. The Steam Engineering coarse is intended to qnalify
Licenses. Send for free Circular, stating the subject you wish to study to

The International Correspondence Schools. Scranfo:

idge Engireering
ning

"

learning 1

ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
999 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass

incandescenTlighting
ELECTRIC POWER and

S BiCHIIiES

AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
F-or «Ke IMeck-tie

...$i.50...

I he I amp an Efficient Beiiin

I
I
ractical brilliant scien

inUverj partispcuirantecd
lut i piece ot lewelry tint is

1 1> ^\lio ipprteiates a rt u

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies Telephones Batteries Bells Dyna

mos Motors Lamps Wire Etc

13 South Water St CLEVELAND O

VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY
Is the oldest concei
of the kind in this
country, with one ex-
ception, manufactur-
ing

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and other appliances.

It has had IS years'
experience; 5 years as
licensed manufacturer
of the American Bell
Telephone Company.
It has made more
Magneto Bells than all

the other manufactur-
ers in the country. Its

standard work is

known by all experi-
enced telephone men.

The works are lo-

cated at the Relay
Station, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all

well as brass, iron, steel

with its output.

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,
Bal-timor^, IN/ld.

158 pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SL-OKIse.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
ProluseK^UubtratLil. I'rMctical. Nrci'ssary Adjuncts to every Libvaiy. Send in > our Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY, - - Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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TELEPHONES.

When you buy Telephones....

Select the Best.

nioiiey back if yon are not Nntisiietl.

DEVEAO & CO.,
Factory and Salesroom,

32 and 34 Frankfort St., NEW YORK.

For THIRTY DAYS
and THIRTY NIGHTS

We will send postpaid upon receipt or $0.75

the most efficient Granular Carbon Transmitter

made. This offer is limited to April 7, 1S9G.

Clark Telephone & Construction CO..

DOWN
Goes the price, and
111) goes tlie quality
of Teleiihones.

THE
TRUMPET

SYSTEM
is a conqueror. Write for

prices and descriptive

W. A. GUSTAFSON,
Manufacturer.

AT LAST!

Desk Set No.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
"Sole*Agents^f or Chicago and Northern Illinois.

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

ELEPHONES an>> SUPPLIEOT
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

I KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
• an Instrument which has no superior.

Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

MriTeleploneailictricCo,
riADISON - - WISCONSIN,

MANOFAOTUREES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Bell provided with specially

Bid magne'' " ' ' -—
-

-'

with ampli

pivoted armati
plred) ana mgh co-efficient ot seir-i

the whole adapted to meet the meet exacting reqi

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

beet quality

high voltage; polarized t

proportion to wind

Equipped wi

magnetic steel, laminated an
biniog the qualities of large q

bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

various makes of bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale of Uilde Battery Transmitter in the United Statea. Patent granted

Apriinth, 1894. For almpUclty, small dimensions, entire mnlti-contact, and powerful transmis-

sion, it has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

3 promptly

-e tbe most rapid and efficient apparatus
Iginal features possessed t

erator is used but three moves to answer a subscriber's call, 1

lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEE, President. CHICAQO OpFICE :

°'
e' w°BATbHELi)EE'''8eoretary.

No. 827 Stock Exchange Bldg,

H.A. TAYLOE, Treaeurer. J* J- NATE, Oen'l Aet.

Wo Ifliiiiiiructnr<>

TELEPHONES.
High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

BALTIMORE.
m^i^^jm^i

FfiRR Telephone and Consiruction Supply Co. Net Prices to Deal-

ers a nd Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES• AT

Wholesale

5'-»»$4.50 ..Prices.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Herbert Law

A New Book Just Published.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, FOSTA6E PREPAID, $1.00.

SEKD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.

SOLO ON...

THEIR MERITS.
Ill placing this instrument on

the market we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests

made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
Slates, and bj' several of the best
iiil'i.rm.MlTrlrphoneE.vpertsinthe
rounl i\-, we have been informed
that our inslruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
.for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of

any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility—Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,

and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

^

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
It, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

to those who may eplace 1

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St,
I

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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Wm. J. Alesander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F.J. Welch, Secretary,

Photo and Wood EngravlDg,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GicAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Posh Buttons, et«.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to 'any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

FUSE WIREV«»"««L
f Carrytns ^

AND LINKS h capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. 3 ^"'"S'^m.

The Independent Electric Co.

153 Lake St., Chicago.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 MarqueHe Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

-ri-ioivisoiM
IMOI-IIMED COII-

-TANCSARD AiU-TERNiCV-ri IMG CURREZIM-T

PORTABLE INSTRUMENTS. _

EACH INSTRUMENT IN A HARD-WOOD CARRYING CASE.

r GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

INDICATING .

WATT
METER
10«. 3(M».

WATTS.

Standard for all Alter

nating Current

Measurements.

LOWEST PRICE.

iHAiN orHici;
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Directory of Principal Electrical and IVIechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Elootrlo Railways aud I'owor Statloni

llt4I Marquette Bide- t'lilcaso.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. II, Humphrey, M. S.,

J. Oross, I

linirral Kl,'i-I i-ieal Ens

s furnished.
criric:!] iiislalliitiniis; consultatlon, superlntendlUK. etc,
iin]iirtr r.iiistriR'tloii of tlynamo electric inaclilnery of any capacity

-via<;ara falls. X. Y.

For^e Bain,
Electrical and

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/ORI-D.

POPEMFC.CO.,
1 05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

THE "VACUUM"

Exhaust Pipe Head
...AND...

ROOF PROTECTOR

le World for Fast or Slow 5p
fines. Exhaust is Noiseless. Sent o
hirty Days' Trial. Write for Catalogue.

I. L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, III.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN. . Kansas Citv. MO.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
i from one charge. Ordinary
zincs last 3 charges.

80YNT0N MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

9 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EI/ECTRICAL, USES:

Graphite Bods of Various Lengths, from J -.'5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crncibles, Resisting Heats

of4,000 Oegrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

Sioiix City Brass Works,
SlOl'X CITY, IOWA.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

H-Phanndn
UOMPANY,

24-2§MM5!.XhIUS0.

•^i^^iT^X*<J<*<*<*<*<J<J<*«^OO€.>«^0*^Ci^OC^ Ci>»>»>

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," j-ou should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the boolv

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will he what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth. $2.00. Paper cover.

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

1 Complete. Preii
ent propertleri looked over and Improved.
Room 1C28 Monadnock, CHICAGO,

Telof'liniie HarrlBOD 284.

CLIMAX
=°"'- °"
Oil Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

ifomia Leave Chicago January i

March 5. The route wiU be via Sa

Tex.» El Paso. Log An
BarbaralSan Francisro, DelMonteand
Returning ' ' - - -^^^ „^ ,.„ Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic

Route through Colorado, The price of a ticket

includes all neceasary expenses. Railroad and
sleepinc car fare. Hotel Bills, carriage rides,

side trips, etc. The service will beatrictly first-

class In every respect. For pamphlet giving
particulars, see any agent of the C. B. & Q.R.R.,-'" Grady, Manager Tours Depart-
ment, 211 Clark 9 , Chicago.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

ARC

LAMP...

Simplest

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Markel

New
Catalogue
'ust Out.

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities :;::;;:

Our Prices are

Right.

FLEMING -SPENCE F LECTHICAL QO.-

652 Hudson St., New York.
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Recent improvements made in t

and signed by

The originals c

Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Increased the power 1New American Tnrbine h

their diameter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to hal£ water than any other tnibin
opied from certified tests made at Holyoke, Mass.. on the dales
Sickmaa, engineer in charge of experiments, and £. S. Waters

Rev. Cu. Ft.

Head per per
Min. Sec.

Test ofa43- i Wheel-July 14. ^04.

Whole Gate

THE DUTffll eiOBE IBON WOBKS CO..Daylon, P., U.S.A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations, Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required hy
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Riok sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

P^if^lWSAFffY W^iR TdBr BOILER
I L.M. MOVES, MANUFACTURER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hieh

;
percentag-e and gre&t steadiaess ot

uuwr vanauie loaae. &n uneqnaled concentration of power,
aprecedented liiffh velocity. Its quickly operating bal-

anced gates, afforda prompt a

faction guaranteed ''

1 fine regnlation i

i others fail. Write I

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

LATE^INUM

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone

Book." Price, Si. 00. .

Electrician Pubiisiiing Company.

Hand-

Suite .'510 Sla

Racine Automatic
HIGHSPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 105 H. P.

cially Maptjd for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

Over 2,500 in use.

Porcupine ana Tabular

MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Cataloeuo

Racine Hardware Co.
. PAEISH, Gen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building,

ine, Wis. CHICAGO. ILL., I

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often (

struction of plant. Consult us if possible before com
AVith REPLOQtE'S COMPOUND REGULATOR:

guarantee the ffovernment of water-power for all pu
Power and Lighting Plants. We
cal Governors and other devices for the governi
furnished on application. If results of your present syste:

us. Address all inquiries to

ermined by the design and con-
ting your plans.
le are prepared to undertake and

ncluding Electric Railway,
Electrical and Jlechani-

are satisfactory,

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter with a

liiglier percentaisfe ofuseful effect tlian'any other
water-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests In
the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will liud it to
their interest to confer with me. as I am wllline to guar-
antee results where others have failed, no mat-
ter what make ofturbine has been in use. STATE
RE«riRBJIE5ITS AKD SEND FOK CATA-
LOtfUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

results Kiuiranteecl.

Bound Volumes

JiyESTERN [lECTRICIAN

FOB SAIjS;,

From Vol. 1. to Vol. XV.

ADDBSSS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Slliic^lO .Manpielte HiilUling. riUCAlH).

F. A. ESTEP, Presl. F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of \ R. McCtNLEY, Vice-Prest.

R. D. IMUXXAI_I_ COIVIPAINY,
ai-i-e:ghe:nv', pa.

Are you jjcttino- Gears and Pinion.s with teeth of correct form.' This bears

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:

CIIAS
ICDW.
SCH.M
JOSH
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Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES

Ol > It 4>00<> »OL.I>

Natural Gas

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 2B0 H. P.

Tie Otto Gas Engine Worb, Inc.

HII.AI>Kl.l'HI.V.

iNE CENT Per Hour is Cheap.

VEBER OAS 4 GASOLINE ENQINE CO., 450 Southwest J

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE
XJsed for makiog Eleetr

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs

l.ii^lit or furnishing

power for any pnrfose required. Specially

adapted for electric light in private enterprises.

The latestgreat invention of this progres-ive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. Is the simplest power on the market. A
dwarf in size; a Samson in slrenglh. Costs but

Has no equal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Conaress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHI
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

South Canal St., ^k|^^g^©
New Orleans Branch:

316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers «f tlie

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT IlSr XJNIX8 OF SO TO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work.

SpecLQcations, drawings and Prices ftmlslied.
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING.

NEW CATALOGUE
. . .OF- THE. . .

Webster "Vacuum"

SYSTEM OF STEAM HEATING
Is now under preparation. Have your application on file.

Warren Webster & Co., - Camden, N. J.

STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TORE BOILER.

SBLLINO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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Storage Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany.

storage Battery Room in 12th Street Station, Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New York.

!NEW YORK, 66 Broadway.
CHICAGO, 1543 Marquette Bidg.

BOSTON, 333 Exchange Bldg.

BALTIMORE, 215 N. Calvert St.

SAN PRANCISCO, 15 First St.

THE ElEGTRIG STORAGE BATTERY GO.,

Drexel Bldg., - - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

isands of our Cells
In Service in U.S.

I

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOE SALE BY

Established

Highest Aw
at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893,

American Battery Company, Absolutely T

ing.

Quaranteed to all

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,

I
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License of the Ford=Washburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage

Batteries: J^^

SPECIALTIES: 'i^l^rLZ^TJe[o°orl

MAIN FEATURES OF THE CELL:

most durable Batteries ever produced. For Street Railways, Lighting Plants, Electric Launches, Electric
iages. Doctors and Dentists; and for any other work where Storage Batteries can be used.

i lighting:, and cells for surgical, telegraph, telephone and phonographic uses,
r. Send for catalogue giving capacities, weights, etc.

The ability to stand an incessant charge and discharge without any injury,
which is an advantage that cannot be exaggerated; the capability of endur-

ing a repeated discharge on a dead short circuit without injury to the cells; the special form of cell which frees it from
the weaknesses that have made other types a failure.

EASTERN office: 203 Broadway, I" r^ O h I rt «5 1 rt I-d CT *l Ratte^VV rtn 52 WADE BUILDING,
NewYorkCity.J.A.MACHADO.Agt. 1116 W M I O OTOrd,Ke 0011161/ V/O., CLEVELAN D. OHIO. U. S. A.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages,

Containinpa cnmplctc li.st of 300 ciuosUon

of which arc fully answered i

S3 Chapters.

uch as will be asked of ii

nation for U. S. Government or State License,

'Rice. $2.00
By mail, ,..,m, ,;,,,!, 1.. any ,.,,•

This book while espciMalU adaiilnl li.r.'ii^j

tended asa praclii^il -iii.lr I,, j:i,:jiih., IS, !',n.,iiri,, l;,,il,T MakiTS, Mac:
and (1II1.T-, 111 i!.i |]' |,r:,rl I, .

of th.''v,"i': li
'

.
.

,.',"''',''.
' ,",|";''

•

"
'''.\'.,,'!"'uri; "h,i«li'!l^!"aiill

mati.iii a . . I ,,
1

i Ill ,

,
i., • II iiii,,L-'ili.T ilic II IMS I r,

and Coinljri Ih I.,,,, i^ui.lr l,,r I III l.n-,.\ n.ri ki 1 , m I L.' r|i;;ilir nil I 111, Imili'l

and machine blmiis ^jat has ever bii'n imiilishi d.

As one engini'4 who has read Ihr Imnli says; "1 Ihink Hi. re are fev

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
from competent jndfjes and high authorities, speak well fur its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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POROUS ^^^-
WHT not »et ^^kV A-
tbebestt <iS.^^>^

^^^^^ trial order.

#'-CUPS
ESTABLISHED 1857

PARTR1CK& Carter Co
•Electrical Supplies

125 South z-; St. Philadelphia.

Catalogues on Application

Send Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

rrrr, r>ri'rtr'rrrnfrirr"ftn^rj

Dynamo
ogELTING-. tit lionis, 3Io V S A

BEA.SCHE3 lt>4 Sommar St Boston 113 Liberty St New Toit

BELT DRESSING

yB|LT CEMENT.

iSBjor (Irculars'^

Philadelphia.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

EST^BLISiaCEr) 1S7S. .

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WILMINGTON, DEL. Tile Staudard Electrical Insulating Material o£ the World. i4DEY8°T':rNEWY0Rit.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE. ^
RAVEN WHITE CORE. ^'—r t,. .,,.,.„:.,„.

,

r

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ^^^i^/:::^^i.i:^n^^;::^r^ti^n

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
OFFICE; RRiNTHFS. ' CHICiGO; HOSTON: .^.VN FI!.\NCISCO.

t St.. New York. JSivA.NLlll.h,
, j.,,, y^,.,|.|)or„ ist. iMCoDKressSt. lie SiUTaraeuto St.

Black Diamond file Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known t<

the File Trade

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oar regnlar goods are on sale In every leading Hardware
8tore in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia. Pa.

I

MEDBERY SWITCHES
(5 TO 600 Amperes.

8EI.I.INa AOENTS:

MASON ELECTRIC
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
JOSHUA HENDY MAOH. WOKKS,

Sou FranoiBoo, Oat.
1 St., New York.

Manulactured by VHE FIBERITE CO., Mtchanicville, N. Y.

The Brush Double Ar«

repeated decisions

o(U. 6, Ooorto.

ELECTRIC CO.,

AgulolMln all large cities.

lOOIlghls, 8,000 c»ndl«t>owor.
I Japan. oiBoe and Warlu, Oar. BeMen and IHaaoa Sta., CLBTKI/ANO, OHI*



$3 per Annum. 10 c^nts per Copy.
CHICAGO, APRIL ii, i8<A No. 15

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

AUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

""Tb'hixson?'' simplex aiectrical Company,
1137 Monidnocli Block. CHICAGO. 7S-B1 Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFAOTnBKE OF

inrSUI-ATiSD ELXSOTRIG WIRE,
Fi:.Ic:2UBr.£: CORDH and CA'BJJES.

MMM« so* Nartb Tklrd Street. •

THE NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.,

MANUFACTUHEBS OF

iMOTORS AND DVNAINOS.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial.

Underground and

Submarine,
For

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr.
J.E.HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

California'""^"'
electrical works.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.
KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, O. C.

iivu- iii;i(hiiics will operate suspended rn.rn

ceiling overhead (,r bolted direct to side wall as

readily as when occupying floor space in the

ordinary manner. All bearinjis self oilin<;. See
our new patenteil device for connecting motors

direct to line shaft, saving belts, pulleys and floor space.

.DUBANTCHEEVEK,!

THE OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

:^^^J^.
WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

, Candee Aerial Wires,

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oltonite Waterproof Tape.

ia, Pittsburgh. Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Arthnr
St. LouiB, Mo,

J. M. Atkinson &
Chicago, 111

Partridge, Bank of .Oommerce Bldg.,

, 1439 Monadnock Bldg.,

Atwater, 214Pine St., San Franctflco,

St.. OMoago.
. Sbaw, 126 LlbBi New Torb.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
MANITCACT17BKK8 OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric LIglit Carbons,
For any Syfltem, of any degree of hardneM.

Soft Cored Carbons (xot hoi.i.ow).
For Arc Lamps on IncaQdescent and Bailway Clrcnitft

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURC, PA.

]/|fESTIlN Electrical IngtonmenJ 0o„
~^^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Weston Standard Portable Direct Eeadisg

Voltmeters, Millivoltmeters, Voltammeters,

Ammeters, Milllammeters,

GrouRd Detectors and Circuit Testers,

Olimmeters, Portable Salvanometers.

Our P rtible Instruments are recog-
n 1 s The Standard the world over.
Til Semi Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards irc still 1 etter.

O ir Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of ex-
ti me accuncv and lowest consumption

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT ii I. M. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, BMtoo, Hih.
Correspondence SoUolted.

NATIONAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.

Fredekiok S. MiNOTT. Gen'l Mgr. Rp|<
BRA1VCHE8: "*'

Kew Yorli Offloe. 487 Broadway, H. L. Burdlck, Mgr.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1911 OUre aiieot, 81. LOUIS.

CAHALL'

The Aultraad & Taylor

H.E. Collins & Co.,
Sol© Agents forthe Uaited State*.

Baolc of Commerce Bnildrn^, flTTSBUBfllt

naBookeiy,

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Sstinoates and Dra-wings Sul>mitt«d-

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST. M. Y.

RBPKESENTATrrES.
JnUANSOHOLL & 00.. - 126 Llbortr St.. N. Y. 0«T.
THE EEY^"OLDS-LABOE& CO.. 11 Xo. 7th St.. Pillla.

80EANTON SrPPLY tJIAOH'T 00., - "
"

H08. E. OAKEy St BKOS: CO.. 26 IJ«lrt St..

ITCHELL. LEWIS 4 STAVEK 00.. Seattle.

'

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bailders of Improved Automatic Cnt-Off £ng^nc8.
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JUST A WORD
Don't Wait Till the Horse is Gone to Lock the Stable Doors.

Yon Ottn't Know When tliat First Storm is Enmlng . (Ire Yon Snre You are "UelilflinE Proot?"

Garton Lightning Arresters
Will Protect You Where All Others Have Failed.

FOREWARNED IS FOREARMED!
SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY.

THE CARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Have Received the Highest Approval of Some of the Leading Electrical Men of the Country.

"Carton Lightning Arrester" is a Synonym for "Durability, Reliability, Efficiency."

NO High Ohmic Resistance to Break Down After a Few Discharges!

NO Pivots, Sliding Contacts or Hinges to Blister and Stick !

NO Fuses to Replace! NO Inductive Resistance to the Discharge !

NO Copper Balls to Melt.

Made for Use in Station, on Poles and in cars. For any Voltage, any Amperage, either Direct or Alternating.

Write to your Supply Dealer for Information and Prices, or to

GARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., keokuk, mn

SHIP CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

, JORDAN & OO.
SOLE AGENTS IN THE U. S. AND CANADA:

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, CC

President. F>. & B J J FRANK S. DeRONDE,
General Sales Agent.

2 Liberty Street, New York.

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless carbons with which the nnarket is flooded.

Use the best, "Ship." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and others Interested

should write us. Do it now.

After Apri|.%l5 P. & B. and Ship Carbon Headquarters will be 79 and 81 John St., New York.
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SEASON 1896.

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION.

F'or Ca-fcalosues ind Price L.is-ts A.clclress

DIEHL & COMPANY,
SI-<O^A/^ ROOMS:

S61-563 BROADWAY, SIEW YORK CITX.
lSS-138 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.

ELI2:abethpc)RT, N. J.

^^^^fe^ SEND US TH
^^HHj^^HBHHSI^r Our Cut-Onts

WK^^WilMSMil^ We also make a Spec

V^^^ The 1

f^B^^^^lf 2010 Jones

AT ORDER i-:::z
are just ivhat yoa are looking for,

alty of all Arc Lighting Supplies. Jewell Pulley Covering.

lectrical & Mfg. Co.,

St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

LES AGENTS

:

Cheapest and

PREVENTS
Fully Gu

JEWELL BELl

Best Covering

SLIPPING
aranteed. Send for our (

n the Market.

OF BELTS.
;ataIogue.

Hartford, Conn.

QUICK BREAK. ^^^ ,86.,88 sth Ave.. Chicago, III.

^^ Western Electrical Supply Co.,

^^ 10 and 12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

MANUFACTURED BY

riNG CO, - -

Abendroth & Eoot Mfg. Co.xU

Adams-BagnaUEl.Co x\

\LPHABETI CAL INDEX
Eastern Electric Cable Co. xi

Eclipse El. Lamp Co xIt

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co Til

Edgerton Pottery Co xxii

Electric Appliance Co x

OF ADVER1
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.xTii

nSEMENTS.
Northwest Engineering Co. xt

'Buckeye Electric Co iv

SolarCarbon&Mtg.Co.... I

Independent Elec. Co xtI

Interior Conduit & I. Co.. t

Internafl Cor. Schools. ...xiii

Jewell Belting Co ill

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W It

Jones Bros. Electri& Co ... . t1

KartaTert Mfg. Co xxii

Kester Electric Mfg. Co... XTii

Keystone Tele. Co xy

Kllpsteln,S;Co.,A x

Leclanche Bat. Co., The. . . xiii

Nuttall Co., E. D XTlil

Ohio Electric Works

Ohio Storage Battery Co...

Okonite Co., The 1

Partrick & Carter Co. x

Partridge Carbon Co 1

Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co xi

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co... x

Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar &

American Carbon Co Till Standard Tel. i, Elec.Oo. . xt

American El. Heat. Corp... vl Standard Underg. Cable Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co. . .

Electric Storage Batt. Co. .

Electrical Engineering Co.

Xu!"lyixT,''xTl!'x'Tll, XX, xxi

Empire China Works xtU

EmersonElee. Mfg. Co.... xi

FartTel.-ACgn.Sp.Co. Till, xt

Faucett.L L

Ferracute Machine Co . . . . XTiii

Fiberite Co., The xxii

Flemlng-Spence Elecl Co.

Forest City EL Works.... xxii

For Sale AdTcrtlsements . . xli

Fort Wayne Elec. Corp.... Till

Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.,. xll

Fuel Economizer Co

Garlock Packing Co xTil

Garton-Danlels Electric Co. 11

General ElectricCo XTi

Gordon-Bumham Bat. Co . . It

Goubert Mfg. Co xix

Greger Manhole Coyer Co. Till

American Engine Co xiii

Anchor Electric Co Till

Chicago Belting Co xix

C.B.&Q.R. E XTll

Chicago Edison Co , iv

Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co. XTi

Chic. Genl. Fixture Oo....^

Chicago Ins. Wire Co x

Chicago Telephone Sup. Co. xt

Clonbrock S. B. Co ,. . .__ xix

ColburnElec. Mfg. Co

CoUins & Co., H. E 1

Columbialnc. Lamp Co... i

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co

Cor. School of Technology

Cross.F.J XTii

Crown WoTen Wire Br. Co. x

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co x

Sterling. W. C. & Son xli

Stilweil-Blerce & Smith-

Anderson, Albert & J. M... 1

Andrae,Sons&Co.,J.... xt

Arnold, B.J xTii

Babcoclt & Wilcox Co., The i

Storey Motor & Tool Co . . .

Toomey, Frank xli

Tuerk Water Meter Co.... ix

Bain.Foree XTii

Baker&Co XTlii

Perkins EL Switch Mfg. Co. Tit

Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.... ill

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.... xi

United El. Imp. Co xIt

UticaELMfg. &Sup. Co.. Till

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

MaoCurdy & Smith XTliBarnes, Wallace xll

Eamett Co., G. A H xsli

Bates iBro.,D. L

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.,Ltd. xix

Pope Mfg. Co XTii

Eacine Hardware Co ...... xTill

Viaduct Mfg. Co xxll

McEwen.J. H. Mfg. Co.... xix

Menominee El. A Mech. Co. It

Metropolitan Elec. Co xx

Moore, Alfred F 1

Morris, Tasker & Co

Morrison Southern El. Co . xx

Walker Mfg. Co

Berliner Telephone Co ... .

Eeplogle GoTernor Wks...xTlil

Ehoads & Sons, J. E

Eichards i Meacham

EothBros. &Co xiii

Samson Cordage Wks x
Schtff, Jordan & Co 11

Schoonmaker. A. sil

Weber Gas & Gaso. Eug. Co. xix

Besly&Co., Chas. H xxii

Bi-Metallio El. Trans. Co. x

Werthelm, Ed

Western Electric Co xi

Bliss Co., E. W kix

Bourdreaux Dyn. Brush Co.xiil

Bowers Bros x

DaUett, Thos. H. & Co x

Dayton GlobelronWks Co.xTiil

Munsell& Co.. Eugene.... xi

Murray Iron Works Co....

National Electric Co XTi

National India Rubber Co. 1

Nat. Underground Cable Co Ix

New York Ins. Wire Co... xxii

Norman J J Co xix

Western TeL Cons. Co

WesttnghouseELAMfg.Co. xx
Weston Electrical Inst. Co. 1

BoyntonMultlToltB. Co.. xiii Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. It

Diehl&Oo til

Directory, Principal Elec.
andMeoh. Engineers... xTii

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos... x

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co x
BrlUCo.,J.G xix Siemens & Halske E. Co. ..

Simplex Electrical Co.,The 1

Sioux City Brass Works...

Brixey, W. R 1

Hart'&HegemanMfg.'co. XT

Wood, Chas. N xll

Brown, DeWltt, Cedar Co.. xli Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.... 1 YoungloTC & Gere
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.

Oored and Solid -For Direct ^isi-i-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED..,

General ••••••

Western Agents: Chicago Edison Company,
<^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^

Idison Building:, 139 A,dams S-tree-t, OI-IICA.GO, lUI-.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDUCTION ASfD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
-^-WRITE FOR CATALOCUE-^-

Slectrical M leclaiiical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odcr^s.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

The Gordon-BnrnliaiE Battery Co..

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, -which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
AVe manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A.sl< your IM E:A.RE:S-r SVJF^P'L.'V HOUSE: -For

DICKINSONllEcfRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
I nsu Iat ion . Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB BEVISED PBICE LIST.

£ H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.
!S40-S4S Bandolph Street, CHICAGO. s

UIU
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and Worba, Mansfield. Ohio.

QKNEHATOR.

BUCBE7E
Monadnock4Bu!ldllng, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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LUNDELL^
...FAN MOTORS

SEASON

1996

MOST ECONOMICAL

CURRENT-CONSUMERS
....ON THE MARKET....

i STANDARD

20,000 IN

ACTUAL

USE .

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS:
NORTHWESTERN AGENTS

:

central Elac.no Company, 527 )flfest 34tll Street, NEW YORK.
...CrllvACO. lUL... '
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American Electric Heating
OORI^ORATIOIM,

Sears Building, - - BOSTON, MASS.

We are making Laundry Irons, Tailors' Qooses, Small Stoves-

just the tiling for a thousand uses—Curling Iron Heaters, as well as a

full line of Cooking Devices, Up-to-Date Street Car and Special Elec-

tric Air Heaters.

Electric Vulcanizer for Bicycle Tires.

V\^ri't^ -f^r -fur-tKier par-titulars.

AfflericaB Electric ieaii Corporation.

25PEBCENT.BEL0WCDST. 25 PEE CENT. BILOW COST,

SPECIAL CLOSING OUT SALE.
Inventory now ready and will be mailed on appli-

cation. "Will sell any complete item at 75 per cent,
of what it cost ns, or will accept bids on a nnmber of
complete items at 60 per cent, or even 50 per cent, of
cost if still in stock and order sufficiently large. Now
is yonr opportunity

THE JONES BROS. ELECTRIC CO,
126 E. COURT ST., CINCINNATI, 0.

25PERCENT.BEL0WC0ST. 25 PER CENT. BELOW COST.

Accumulators.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co,

Oblo Storage Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Mason. J. W. ^ ,, . „„
Menominee lil. & Mecli. Co,

Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,

Fieming-Spence Elec, Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Perltins Elec. Switch MIg. Co.

Westingh'ouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Arc lilgUt Cord.
Samson Cordage Wlis.

Batteries and Jars.

Boynton Multivolt Batt'y Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

Leolanche Battery Co., The.

Mason. J. W;, ^ „ ^ _„
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

P„„ic.&C>.rter^Ca.

1 Electric (

Cbicago Belting Co.

Jewell Belting Co.

Rhoads & Sons. J. E.

Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.
Pope MIg. Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mtg. Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Colllns&Co..H. E.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.

Moyes. L.

"

Murray Iron ^ 3 Co.

Racine Hardware Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bronze.
Besly&Cc.Chas.H.
Phosphor BronzeSm.Co. ,Ltd.

Bruslies.
Bernardln. F. M.

Kester Elec. Mfg.
Mason, J, W,
Phlla. Elec. Si Mtg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Solar Carbon & MIg. Co.
Wirt, Ohas.
Younglove Bl Gere,

Burglar Alarms.
Electric Appliance (

Huebel & Manger.

CalilcH, Electric (Hce Insu-
lated WlrcB), Coppo;
Blicct ami Bar.
American Eleo. Works.

Now York Ins, Wire Co.
Nafi Underground Cable Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Carbons.Polnts& Plates,
American Carbon Co,
Bernardin, P. M.
Chicago Edison Co,
Chicago General Fixture Co,
General Electric Co,
Mason, J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Keisinger. Hugo.
Schiff. Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Werthelm. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Cisar I^ighters.
National Electric Co.

Compound.
Standard Paint Co.

Conduits.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Repairs.

Kiohards &
Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.

Bain. Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Copper.
Besiy & Co., Chas H.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works

FiberiteCo.The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.

National India Rubber Co.'
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Western Electric

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Cross-Arms, Pins and

Bernardln, F. M.

Electric Appliance C

Partrlck & Carter Co.

Cut-OntM and Switches.
Anchor Electric Co.

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Rleo. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eleo. Engr. & Supply Co.
Eyanson & Armprlester.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Utica El. Mtg & Sup Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Coiburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Dallett&Co.. Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
McEwen. J. H, Mfg, Co,
Northern Electl, Mtg, Co, d
Roth Bros, & Co.
Siemens & Haiske Eleo. Co.
Toomey. Frank.
Walker Mtg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heating.
Am. Elec. Heating Corp.

Electric Railways.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Haiske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.

Bain. Force.
Bryant & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. MIg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardln. F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter Ei. & Mfg. Co.- AppliE

NuttallCcR. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila, Elec. & Mtg. Co.

Electro-Plating Mach'y.
Besly&Co.,Chas. H.

American Engine Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Engravers.
Chic. Electro & Stereo C(

Exhaust Pipe Heads.

.Mtg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Roth Bros. ,fe Co.
Tuerk Water Meter Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnetlCo.,Q. *H.

''Ire Alarms.
Partrick &, Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Forges.
Union Heater Supply Co.

''or AlpKiabo'fcloal Index o-f A,d

Fuse Wire.
Brixey. W. R.
Electric Appliance Co.
Kiberite Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

baskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Qas litghting. Electric.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Besly'& Co., Chas, H.
Nuttall Co,, R, D,

Cieneral Elec. Supplies.
Anchor Electric Co,
Anderson, Albert & J, M,
Andrae & Sons Co., J.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Bernardin, P. M.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Bryant Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appiij
Elec Engr. & Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Kester Elec. Mfg. Co.
MacCurdy & Smith.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Norton. C. E.
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. i

Edgerton Pottery Co.

LombardWaterWheel Gv
Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Piberlte Co., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson," Albert ,t J. M.
Beardsley Mfg. Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins Wire Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Farr Tel. ,t Const. Supply Co.
Flberlte Co.. The.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit Sc Ins. Co.
Johns Mtg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
MacCurdy & Smith.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co.. The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
PhlUipB Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica Ei. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Magnet AViros,
American Electrical Works.
Urlxey, W. R.

Chicago Ills. Wire Co.

'vor-felsemen'ti

1 Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

National India Rubber Co.
Nafi Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
P..rtrick & Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex El.'ctrlcal Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

I.amps, Incandescent.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Eclipse Elec. Lamp Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co..
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
.lightning Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Manhole Co
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

Mechanical Machinery,

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.

General Eleci
Independent Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.

Brush Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

,

Menominee El. it Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mtg. Co.
Roth Bros. ,t Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Stanley Elec. Mtg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Mtg. Co.
~"

' " —
1 Mfg. Co.

Besly * Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mtg.

Paints.
MacCurdy ^
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinui
Bake I Co.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brown. DeWltt, Cedar Co.
Central Mtg. Co.
Hart, C, S,
Lindsley Br
Morris, Tas;
Nuttall Co,, R, D,
Porrlzo, Paul, Jr, Co,
Sterling, W, C. .t Son,
Valentino-Clark Co,

Porcelain.
Oommorclal Eleo, Sup. Co.
I^mpire China Works.

r & Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician PubUshing Co.Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & MIg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Kllpstein & Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.

i-sly ,t Co., Chas,
brton, C, E,
Weston Electrical —,..,

Whitney Elec, Inst, Co,
Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster & Co., Warren,

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J, G, Co

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works,
Brixey, W. R,
Chicago Ins, Wire Co
Electric Appliance Co,
Moore, Alfred F,
New York Insulated Wire Co,
Okonite Co,. The,
Simplex Electrical Co,
Standard Paint Co,

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co,

and Teie-Telephon__
phone Material.
Andrae & Sons Co,, J,
Berliner Telephone Co,
Chicago Telephone Sup, Co, .

Commercial Elec, Sup, Co,
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
De Veau & Co
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Richards* M--~'--
Standard Tel.
Viaduct Mtg.
Western Elec. co.
Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago uenl Fixture Co.
Ft. Wayne Eleo. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Stanley Elecirlc Mtg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Bernardin, F. M.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. ,t Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeCTel & Co.. Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith, s. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerce & Smith
Vnlleco

ITniverslties.
Cor. School of Technology.
Int. torr. Schools.

Water M'heels.
Letfel A Co , Jas.
Replogle Govethor Wks.
Smith S Motrin.

Wire. Bare.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.

Okonite Co . Tne.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

Wu Itulld ull

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NIOW YOKK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclnlire & Co., 1500 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, We.stern Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS, CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, 0., Nevada Bldg., .Tohn A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

BOSTON: 182 Summer Street. CHICAGO: 1537 Monadnock Bldg.NEW YORK: 219 Havemeyer Bldg.

tme: refrkiims dial, sna/itom.
For current of from 5 to 50 amperes, and as high as 500 volts.

'^liows when current is " ON " or " OFF." Handles a street railway current for lights

.... or car heaters ....

\ Our Crookes' Tubes Take Pictures.
SEND F-OR NE-VA/^ CA.-rA.I-OCSI-l E.

PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
H.AR-rF-ORD, ^OIMIM.

The^'Electra" Carbons.
sv£>5;_

,

TRADE MfiRK*

IMPORTED

-^fT' HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR mm CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.

Are by far the most economical and eflacient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.

SEND FOB LATEST PBICE LIST TO

•WTTTi^ r\ T^X'TCJTIW/^ X^'D ^°* ^^ BEAVER STREET. NEW YORK.
XLUUrV/ JKiXiXtSXJM XXXiA>« Sole Importer for the United States and Canada.
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DON'T WORRY YOUR BRAIN OVER

Mathematical Problems
When you can buy the

Best Switches at . . .

Reasonable Prices . .

ANCHOR SWITCHES
....Are the Best....

ANCHOR ELECTRIC CO., Boston, Mass,
CHICAGO OFFICE, Suite 1654-5-6 Monadnock Block,

C. O. BAKER, Manager.

A Lightning Arrester i Works.
CARBON ADJUSTABLE POINTS,

Simple and
Positive.

Order one and you will order more.

OEXERAL, REPAIBIXO.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE IRON-BOX FUSE BOXES.

.Arc Kni-Fe S^A/^i-tches,
Disc .Arc Ou-t-Ou-b.

GET 01 R DISCOUNTS. WRITE US.

UTICA ELECTRICAL MFG. & SUPPLY CO,
UTIOA, IM. Y.

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch

EYANSON &, ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.

123 N. 3rd STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A "Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 in.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.

LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS for Parties to Manufacture In all Leading Cities.

WRITE FOB PARTICUIiARS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1104 Betz Bids., PHrLABErPHIA, PA.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufacture aud Sell at Wholesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
JRITF: FOR PRICE

Hl^^^jylAN GER
,^

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, Dire^-t Curreni: and ^Vl-terna-t-
ing Incandescen-t l—ishi-ting and

Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

tions.

Write for ou
catalogue

BRANCH OFFICES:
Melmpolilan Electric Co., 180 5tL

NEW YORK: 136 Liberty St., Cliapln & Douglas,
LOUISVILLE, KY.: 3U\V. Main St., James Clark
NEW ORLEANS, LA.: COS Custom House Street, Wl(

^13
.6oi

.
.IGHT6L0BE5r-^

TH£•I^R^IFST•LI^[^•o''

uvLL'^M.\.---TWa[FFEGTS|
42 MURRAY ST. NY. 7

3IS0N STREET.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of. Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

'* Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

"tme; aivieirioaim carbon co..
IMoblesvil Ind. S. A.
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^ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS
We Guarantee It-

No Commutator.

IMo Brushes.

.Uses Less Current than any Fan on the Market..

Our Direct Current

Fan Works.

METER CO., Fulton, N. Y.

fun

for
i - -

^ . -II to know that y
I- I .:;! readings, because thei-M is a h

'iiiM- NMii I iiMi.i' ~i :h III. used for measuring the ener
diiaiinu. Duru-sis, lur i iisiance, show that the apparen
gle at wliich the fans are set. The actual watts read by
;e there is considerable difference between the apparent w
between these two is known as the power factor, and in tf

Yours truly

Our Guarantee is Good.

Only Fan havinj; Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.

All BearinKS SELP-OILINQ.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and
you will send us an order.

Fans finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished

Brass.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES,

««S®5«®®®

Schenectady, N. Y., March 25, 1890,

or, and must say we are very much pleased with
laling fan, and one which is much cheaper than
inot judge of the energy taken by an alternating
' is a lag of the current behind the electromotive
le energy. We think the motor is efficient when

tts vary from about 24a to 260 watts,
idicating wattmeter vary from 130 to

and the actual watts of the alternat-
ise varies from ..52 to .57.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Per H. C. "Wirt, Engineer Supply Dep'i

Tuerk Water Meter Co.,
FULTON,

N. Y.

THE HANDSOIHEST FAN EVER OFFERED TO THE TRADE. E. B. Latham & Co., Agts., 136 Liberty St., New York.

The National Underpund Cable Co.
Times Building, Newr.Yorl<. Rookery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia. Ames Building, Boston.

We have just received an order from the WEST END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,
BOSTON, for all UNDERGROUND FEEDER CABLES to be used on their ENTIRE SYSTEM
during 1896. THEY HAVE USED OUR CABLES BEFORE.

We make Wires and Cables for all classes of work— Electric Light, Street Railway, Telephone,

Telegraph, Fire and Police Telegraph and Signal Service. Our PRICES are LOW, and we GUAR-
ANTEE all our work. HAVE YOU SEEN OUR 25,000 VOLT CABLE?

Write for further information to New York Office.
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"
In Time of Peace Prepare for War."

To be "DELIGHTFULLY COOL" is a condition for which we are

always willing to spend money freely during the periods of summer

heat. The Modern Ceiling Fan is the only means by which either a

large or small room can be successfully made comfortable at such a

time.

We have the "BEST OF A GOOD THING;" i. e., a Ceiling Fan is

a good thing, and we have the best Ceiling Fan made. The

DiBk.V'TOlM O L.IIMG F-AIM
is the neatest in appearance, and gives the highest speed and effi-

ciency. Send for Catalogue and Prices' NOW and secure territory.

^EI-i-IN<5 .A<5EIM-rS

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES. 242 Madison St., CHICAGO.

IF YOU WANT
A first-class COMMUTATOR use Solid

Sheet Mica Insulation with B. & S.

Drop-forged Segments.

BOWERS BROTHERS, mm is Lake st., Chicago.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . P'^B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

2 Liberty St.. - New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transniission Co,

1204 Havemeyer Building,

Send for descriptive jjamphlet.

ESTABLISHED 1867

PARTRICK& Carter Co

•Electrical Supplies

135 South 2'^ St. Philadelphia.

Catal'ogues on Application

ind Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET. - CHICAGO.

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.

Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free oflead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KIIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New Yorlt.

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT $c CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave,,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

K~'fe
*piyM^Portable Electric Drills,

-'^

:i

P Starting Boxes and

j^
Controllers,

f Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

AJAX ARC LAMPS.
Perfect in regulation and clieap to buy.

C.S. VANNUIS. ... -
I 3e LIBERTY ST.. NEW YORK.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Lightand Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
The Cutler Electrical & IWIn. Co 12 Sansom St.. Philadelphia.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI.ECTRICAt USES:

eraphito Bods of Various lycneths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Rcststaiice
to the inch. Orapliite Boxes and Crncibles, Resisting: Heats

of 4,000 negrees. Inqnirics Gladly Answorcd.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

WHY BE A FOGY?
S ill. for

UNIONS.
i ill, fdi-

HAND-HOLES.
I ill. r,n-

MAN-HOLES.
,11> III liliM'S. wrisllt n t.l (! Ills.

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO..
oro Old «',;lon.v Hide.. <'III< .VGO. 1« « niien Sr., XKW YOll
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
>itovii>i':\<'i':, II.

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

ouK Stoue,

f3e:e:f3 of ai_i_

Commercial ilnstruments.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn,

"CLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use,

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always gives perfect satisfaction.

o-^^ TRE„„

In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

TRADE writers' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

MARK.
and Desirable Wire in every respect."

llM.Ku II
1 i.iiii III iiiiii: our wires and CaWeb Is cs-

p(<l,iIlj<lH]iii ill M |ir 1 ,n.l«illiiotdeterlnrato,o\l-
ili/i or .rill ml 111 1 uiii,, fiexiljle In extreme cold

«, itlHI nil 1 1
II

1 1 l„ It

^B^ \\' t.1111 "1
' «li(W\erused, Aprl.il, Un

Hff liri-'ii'iiiil r net prices drc as loK, Ifm iiotlon ,11
1 1 ,ss Insulated Wire

Eastern Electric Cable Co.,

61 and 63 Hampshjre St Boston. IVIass.

HENRY A. CLARK,

See that INail!

You Hang: 'Em Up.
...NO SHELVES...
...NO BOXES

TMEV A.IRE:

Easy to install out of the way, can't tip

over, causing endless trouble, and just what

you have been looking for. Write for prices

THAT BEAT THE WORLD.

The F, J. Pearson Mfg, Co.,

SECURITY BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

9KK><><KK>!:S=M ICAN 1TE<><><K><K><><H>I^=M (CAN ITE<><><>OKM>I^=M 1^

IVII IMI The STANDARD INSULATION.!
THEY DO. ^^^^^^o^.

4?^%^
i for the production of high tension carrents use MICANITE, .

imporlHDce that the msulaliog medium be the best that can be obtained. .J^ '

^ (Fort Wayne Electric Corporation letter, Electrical "World, Dec. 21.

OSEE ] Description of De Ferranti Alternator, in the Westebn Electrician of Feb. 1. .
-

:

^

( Description of lighting machinery on S. S. St. Paul and St. Louis, in Western Eleotbician of Dec. 25.

^ MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Mfrs.,^
General Office, 2i8 Water St., New York.

6K>0<H>0-0t^^MICANITE<KKH><K>0<KM^M

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESTEim ELECTRIC COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

AGJEXCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

FETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

,^„ ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,

^^ ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
F.VCTORY ;

39 and 4 1 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket, R.I.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

inc patent3(8ad irons, solderinEimtbts.etO.and
wants a youne man, electrically educated aud
with some apital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already orKanized and
establ shed and with good orders on band. A
salaiT would be paid and young man and adver-
tiser "i business man) can c^ntr 1 this businesfl.

A. Idreas "Heater," cure Westeen Electbi-
CIAN.

\AAAN-rED.
electric light and -^i

character and abiUty.

Address "Water Works." care Western Electrician,

510 Marquette Bidg., Chicago.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
Advertiser wishes to connect liimself

with established good electrical business,

manufacturing, merchandising or con-

tracting. Would furnish some capital.

Give particulars. Address "D,"
Care Western Electtiician,

510 Marquette Bldg.

POSITION WANTED.
By a practical electrician of 14 years'

experience, to take charge of winding,
assembling or repairing dynamos,
motors, arc lamps, or street railway worli.

Familiar with all leading systems.

Married man. Can furnish best of refer-

ences. Address S. T. H., care Western
Electrician.

WANTED.
Three traveling salesmen: must understand

meter and transformer work. State experience,

salary expected, furnish reference. Must be reli-

able, induatrious, sober and hustlers. Address,

"1> a." care Western Ei,eotbici4n.

WANTED.
Salesmen who are traveUng through tl

states and Canada, to sell a side line; t

;hat is Pold in every electrical supply
ised in every factory. Sample can !

he pocket. Address

SCOTT BROS. ELECTRIC CO

J5 West Fort Street. D(

WANTED-PARTNER.

I>artner. Must he able to invest a few thousand
dollars and his services, both of which are de-
sired for the purpose of pushing our product
actively in the market and extending the busi-

ness. Must be a man of enterprise and pusli,

and preferably with some experience in selling
pparatus. and i to .

I legitimate
will prove, to the projier person, a most desira-
ble opportunity. Add ' " "

FOR SALE,
A Modern Electric Light

and Power Plant,
Consisting of six 100 H. P. McCor-

mack Cylinder Gate Water Wheels,
set in six stone flumes, all in gilt-

edged shape, with best of shafting
foundations, brick building, etc., all

new. Two Euasell Automatic Engines
of 450 H. P. capacity, for use in case
of emergencies. One 60 H. P. power
generator, three alternating dynamos
of 3,500 light capacity and seven arc
dynamos of 300 light capacity. A five-

year city street lighting contract, 100
lights, also excellent commercial
patronage. Excellent water power
li'use for thirty years at .$10 per H. P.
per year.
A snap for the right man; owners

going away. Will bear closest Investl

gatlon.
Location Is a prosperous manufactur-

ing Indiana town of 15,000 people.

Address Itii- owner

0. N. LUMBERT,!
•VRA< I HBMi. V.

Bargains in Machinery tor Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine one 300 h. p. CorUss

engine; one 300 h. p. 'U'estingnousecompound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

h. p. BaU automatic engines; two so h. p. BaU
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four GO h. p. generators. 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and
every description. Also a battery of
boilers, 700 n. p., IGO h. p. In a pair,

TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street, rhllai
^ANK

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubular
earn Boiler; been used but a few
onths. 12 horse power Steam Engine.
)th in first-class condition.

i_. A., hiime:,
234 E^st Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.

perfect order. Address

THE S. FREEMAN k SONS MFG. CO.

FOR SALE.
One 300 drop Utica Telephone Switch-

board, good as new; elegantly made of

herry, in table form. Cash $250.00.

PEOPLE'S TELEPHONE CO.,

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

! SALE I

so Light

Dynamo.
Complete with
•'---1 accessories.

Standard Electric Co.

Address CA5H,
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

FOR SALE.

150 K. W. Westinghouse 500

volt generator with full station

equipment. This machine is entire-

ly new and guaranteed to be in

first-class condition.

CHARLES N. WOOD,
1 8O Summer St.,

BOSTON, - - - - MASS.

Th.hP&stiiniis.

I. H. Brady, New Brilain, Conn.. U S «..

Manulacturer of Mast Arms Pole .nO

Swinging Hoods, Uonae Braoliet. uid

other Speolal"— '— '"— ""'

niahed on avpUc-t

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price »1.00.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BT

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Stilwell's Patent sTErpEE. Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

m Stilf ell-Bierce & Smtl-Taile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
ks, San Franetsco, Cal., Paclflc Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W.C.Sterlini, Sr, W, C, SterliM, Jr

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway. Telephone. Telegraph 01

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards

Get prices on first grade poles for cm construe
tion and bu> of an old reliable hrm

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

C ». ilA.A-<'X",
WHOLESALE

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar yj^eled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, W^IS.

WALLACE BARNES,
AJa„„Mlur^, of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS

Telephone,
lectric
ght and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.

pni F^ ^^^''^^^^ ^

TIES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY.
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

aiEKOMIXEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR FOI.E8.

Central Manufacturing- Co.,
CHAXXA-NOOQA,

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckliv's KMCCruH ' LltillTIXii

PLANTS; THEIR COST ANIi oPIOKATIoX." y..,, sl„.„l,l

ordor a copy at onco. It is tluMuily \\nrlv ..r ils kiiul in prim

iIhiiisiiikK uI tiMii li:i\ r Ihi'ii waitiug for; it will be what you

iv:iiii •-';.> |.:i-.v lllusirali'd. Clolh, $2.00. Paper cover,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hie:h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-
ELECTRIC

grout efllt'l<!ncy
larly ad^ted

satisYacti
^'i^^

sehil effect giiaruuiced.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTIOULARS.

Jingle or in pairs, i 1 horizontal shafts,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works. San Francisco. Cal„ Pacific Coast Acc-nts.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from 6x8 inch cell.

27 ampere hours from one charge. Ordinary
Leclanche zincs iast 3 charges.

BOYNTON IWULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Creenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

CI-1ICA.C50,

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AXD

Electric

Motors.

ELECTRICITY

lead for Free Circular, etatlng the i

tional rorresT^^Tirtence HchoolN, Srranton, Pa. '^^

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam engine designer, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-
ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-
teries of the World

SEND FOK CIECULAR AND PKICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
in fo 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

THE BEST BOOK
On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

CHICAGO,
Mailers Bldg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. pJ^.Tx^'^..

XX. Special .A.i-iti-F"ric=-tion IVIo-tal

^O O^
\5>^

.<v^-

Sole Agents:

R. E. T. PRINOLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Hd.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho.

Sole Agents

^^'•^z.
»•.

BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC

LAMP CO.
Manufacturers of

Portable Electric Lamps for Bicycles, Car=

riages, Watchmen and General Use.

WEIGHT, 16 Ozs. PRICE, $5.00.

MINIATURE LAMPS
For All Purposes. In connection with

with the most complete factory for th

Miniature Lamps Exclusively.

Our Series Lamps are Unexcelled. Watch for

PORTABLE LAHP we are equipped

mufacturfe of the Highest Qrade of

ECLIPSE ELECTRIC SAND
For closed circuit primary batteries of every description.

A Dry Powder to which only Water is added, when wanted for use. The

most convenient and inexpensive form for LABORATORIES, MEDICAL and

SURGICAL BATTERIES.

Gorgonite. The new compound for battery bo.xes, insulations, etc. Posi-

tively ACID-PROOF. Far superior and less expensive than hard rubber

For further particulars address

Eclipse Electric Lamp Co.,
....BUFFALO, N. Y....

XH

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

CORRESrONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-

JUST irtiHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR!
^= A New and Valuable Book —=-

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

This work

lescent Lighting.

By W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, S2.00, postage free

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandesc

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erectfed, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
^ Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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TELEPHONES.

When you buy Telephones....

Select the Best.
If yon do that we will receive

yonr ordcrM.

money back if yon are not satisfied.

DEVEAU & CO.,
Factory and Salesroom,

32 and 34 Frankfort St., NEW YORK.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKGO.

DOWN
Goes the price, and
up poes tlie quality
of Telephoues.

THE
TRUMPET

SYSTEM
is a conqueror. Write for

prices and descrliitlve

circular to

W. A. 6USTAFS0N,
Mamilact\irer,

On receipt of^^"^'——J_
10 CENTS
We will send you a

Wfisteni Etetilclan

t

FOR 1896.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

ELEPHONES an° SUPPLIED
TWe are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANDFAOIUEEBS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Disfance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

magnetic steel, laminated
bining the quailties of large
with centrally pivoted

ring bells on long I [ high I ring a large

on 5hort lines. Will ring on a line

different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long

Sole Liceneees for eale of 91ilde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

April 17th, 1894. Tor eimpliclty, amall dlmenfllona, entire multi-contact, and powerful transmis-

Bion, it ha'a no equal. No adjastment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by uB are the moat rapid and efficient apparatne

the public, 'ambraclug novel and original features posseeBod by no othere; req
eratorlB need but three moves to answer a subscriber's call, rlag number wanted, and
UneB. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. 8P00NEB, PreBldBDt. CHICAaO OFFICE :

" " 50e«5>_O5.?'iS5P';. No. 8=7 Stock EKhange BIdg.

J. J. NATE, Qen-I AgU

3 Where power gen-

W^e Itlannfnctui

TELEPHONES.
High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

'""""Receivers,
Electrose Receivors
Hard Rubber Recoivers...
Hunning non-packlng Tran

fiiRR Telephone and Consiruciion SuppLitCo. Net Prices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture
and aell

SUPPLIES
dgSt

ly Wholesale

57-50 $4.50 Prices.

THEFROST IS OUTOF GROUND
And no further excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials . . . . .

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

incorporated 1895.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
By Herbert Laws Webb.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.

SEND IN ITUIJR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 5 1 Mamuette Building CHICAGO.

HART FLUSH SWITCH,
Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

Ail Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Seif-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE,

Always

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HEGEMAN MFG, CO.,
F-ORD, OOI ^
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Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vjce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary-

Photo and Wood Ensravlus,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Cbicago.

Fine Book and Cataloeue Work a Specialty.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

Cigar Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Battons, etc.

NATIONAL ELEGTRIG CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Ciitalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

163 Lake St., Chicago.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

'Electrician Publishing Co.,
I 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

...Magnetic Blow=Out...

LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
...Manufactured Exclusively by the...

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

SsJ2!f£i SCHENECTADY.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities

of the Unlte<4*States

For Canada, address Can. General

Electric Co., Toronto
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B.J. Arnold, Mem. A. I E. E.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

1S41 Marquette Bids-, riilraco.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations. Keports. EstlmatcR. Plnns,
Sneclllcatlons. Sunerlntondence. Tests. I'ur-

Forde Bain, Ei^ri^, „d
Oo»™itiDg, Mechanical Enelneer.

Oon.truollnK, Gen.rol EnglneertDK.
TMang. Expert Id PotSDt OmiBM.

Monudnook lluililluB. CUICAOO.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

Elu.trlo Stroot IlnllwojR, Eleolrlo Lighting
and Steam Plimt« In.mned Complete. Pre

"-

ont proporlloa lookod over ond Improved.
Room 1028 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

F'RED. J. Cross, E
General Electrical Engii

1 of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Specifications furnished.
;lnds of electrical Installations: consultation, superintending, etc.

*
'

^'"T of dynamo electric machinery of any capacity

NIAGARA FAL,Lt«, J«. Y.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publishing Company,

Itldc:., CliicaKo-

WIRT BRUSHES
Cbaiies Win, 1026 Filbert, Phl.adtlphla.

For Siile by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

Grimshaw Wires and Cables.

Sockets. Switches. Etc.

J. W. MASON,
DEALER IN

fieneral Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse,

,

PHIUDELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

lUt KLI 1'. .llFt.. to..

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
?3.oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquett: BIdg., CHICAGO

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/ORI-D.

POPEIYIFCCO.
I05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

5 Holmes Fibre=firapliite Mfg. Co.,

Station Z, Philadelphia.

\riNTER TOtIRS TO CtljIFOBNIA
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

TheBurlini!tonKuute(C. B. & Q. E. R.) au-

Tex., El Pas^n Los Ante
;anci« o, D.

r, San Dleiro. hanta
Uonte and San Jose.
1 Kio Grande Ecenic

•«. see anv neent of the C. B. & Q R.R.,

T A. Gradv, Manacer Tours Depart-
1 Clark Btreet, ChlcaBO.

BINDERS
FOR THE

h\m Mm
$1.00 Each.

ElecmimPulCo.

CHICAGO.

DOMESTIC
Electrical Work.
Concise and Practical Explanations for PCumb-

J for Bells. Alarms,
and for Gas

Lighting from Batteries.

Illustrated with Twenty-iwo ^Diagram

By William A. Wittbecker.

Price in Paper, 35 Cents.
Price in Cloth. 50 Cents.

undertake tlifir s

i for nothing but experimental
expected to enlighten the ck-
it CO the person wlio is seeking

information
cal, and with acloseoDservanceot me direciions
laid down anyone without the sUghtest knowl-
edge of electricity should be able to do the work

Electrician Publishing Co.

iviC3^"T- C3E:siis»>A.^i.e:.

High shade packing^
^ FOR STEAM. WATER, GAS, AMMONIA, ETC.

HS-S^ni^ RELIABLE.DURABLE& eUARAHTEEl

THE GARLOCM PACKING GO

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS,

for Ihe season of 18%, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul K*y has arranged to run a series of four

home seekers' excursions to various points in the

West. Korthwest and Southwest on the follow-

ing dates: March 10. April? and 21 and May 5.

at the low rate of t^vo dollars more than one
FAKE for the roimd trip. Tickets will be good
for return on any Tuesday or Friday within
twenty-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and further details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or
address F. A. IMiller. Assistant General Passen-
ger Agent, Chic:igo. 111.

Mechanical

Engineers

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our

catalogue of

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
\

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
their dlame
as evidenced

hydraaUc BDglneer

produced greater wliicieDcy from whole t

Increased the power

The originals of these certlficstes ai:d tests of other sized wheels nan be seen at o«r office.

Test of a45-.n. Wh^e -Jn y 9, '94.
1
Testof a4i-.n. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head
Rev.

8,V„.

Cu. Ft.

H. p.
Per Head

Rev.

R,r„.

Cu. Ft.

S^e'o:

H. P.

It:!*
9^.m

c'-lo't.

Whole Qate

i ::

122:00 127 :ii

8°: 07

205.27
195.1!

118 ;!(

Whole Gate

v.. "

11
128.00
134. 8(

125!2!
121.00

120 i=

9>.7f II
For Information and Catalogue

THE mriffll 6LOBE IROII WORKS CO. . Dayton. P.. y.s.>.

NewDpmo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By r. B. BADT.

226 Pazes, 140 Illustrations. Flexible Cloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 Inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Hand-Rook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

;afety water tube boiler

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Bpeclally deBlgned and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
SccurinB a hleh GToaranteed percentage ; great steadin

1 euaranteed where others fail, Wrlie Cor (

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A,

IaATINUM
For all Purposes.

,408-414 New Jersey

Racine Automatic

HIQH SPEED

ENGINES
Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

And all plncea where
highspeed in connection

economy is desired.

Over2.500 In use.

Porcupine & Tabular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for catalogue
desci iblDg onr new

ic^En^(gD6 an'd

Racine Hardware Co.,
W. F- PARISH, Gen'l Sales Manager,

W, Marquette Building.

Works. Racire, Wis. CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK

nd conThe limit of government of water-power is often determined by the <

struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway.
Power and Lighting Plants. AVe make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

Alls Heft
hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests 1l
the Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers^, will find It to

antee results "Where others have tailea^ no mat-
what make ofturhine has been in use. STATE
OUIK

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

Bound Volumes
OF THB

Western [legtrician

FOB BAI.E,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDRESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Alarquette Building, CHICAGO.

F. A. ESTEP, Prest. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Pri

R. D. IMUTTAI_I_ COIVIPAIMY,
ai-i-e:oihie:imv', pa.

Are you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.'' This bears an

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENGLUND, 1211 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.

CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass.; New England Slates Sales Dept.

STANDARD RAILWAY SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Dept.

A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Bldg., St. Louis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, 107 E. Fifth St., Cincinnati, O.. Central States Sales Dept.
EDWARD P. SHARP. 44 Niagara St., Butfalo, N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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A" ENGINES. "B" DYNAMOS.

J. H. McEwen Mfg, Co.,

NEW YORK.

<J<*<*0O «^ «> «^€> €>O «^OOOO

i
ARKS The Phosphor Bronze SMELTiNGCo.liMiTEbi

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA;

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHDSPHOR-BRONZE"
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RDDS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS.
ORIGINALANDSaL-ElVlAKERSINTHE U.S.

QllCA^o

P
DO YOU USE no
owEiir

WEBER OAS & GASOLINE 1

I nn YOII IKF n n ^" '^''t; you need CHEAP Power. One
I
UU lUU UOU II I ^^^^ Power per Hour is CHEAP. Weber C

Engines run aiiijthing. ^'Economy in Power*' is c

For Catalogue and Testimonials address

Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ol the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTJILT IN UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 M. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work,

Speciflcatlong, drawlags and Prices fDmlahed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AOENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

New Orleans Branch:
316-318 St. Charles St.

Memphis Branch:
203 riain St.

CHICACO CAS and CASOLJNE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs,

Used for raablDg Electric l.ig^ht or furnislilDK

power for any purpose required. SpoolQllv

adapted for electric liyl-t in private enterprite".

The latest great iQventlon of tills progressive Hge.

portable. Is (he simpleet pOA-er on iiie market. A
dwari in size; a Samenn in strength. Costs but

60 and 62 S. Clinton street, CHICAGO.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John Street,

Jrooklyn, N. Y.

Chicago Office:
96 W. Washington Street.

Presses, Dies and...

Special Machinery
FOR

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-Pag:e ('atalosjiie.

A NEW MACHINE
For Kapidly and Accurately Xotcliing

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO. '° 97 Double C

iomeof/he/iirgei/Drm^

in^he country. i
H-Phanndn

ForTransmsioif^ UOMPANYf
'
24i6MM5t.,€Hlcm.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

^i:^mi^_

iaatiifflHMi
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SHIP" CORED AND SOLID CARBONS
IN/lade in Vieni Aus-bria.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a Small or Large Order for Electrical Supplies of any nature and
get one of our now Famous Mammoth Catalogues, if you haven't

one. YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y.

The Painter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of
construction with perfection of mechanism.

They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.
They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.

The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need
not be put on till all other work is done.

They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is 10 ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

lo^n Buildi t.AI_-ril\/IOF3E, IVI^.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo. Cloth. 272 pages. S3 Chapters.

Cuntaiiiii.i'^ c.mpl.'i,. list «{ 300 riuestions such as will be asked of any
Euffineer wh.-ti taking .xainmalion for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which arc fully aiiMvrrr.l m tht- tp\t.

pRice. $2.00
By ma

This bn,,k whil.' 1-

tPM.l. .i ,. , 1 M 1. ,1 .'

il, pustpaid, to any part of the world
spiTially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

1 1 Hi Kufrineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,

'I I 1 1 steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of I hi

I _ I II IS put into this work such knowledge and infor-

maii'iii i.|,iii- |i III. -ii-use, making it altogether the most complete
and I iiini.ii hi ii-i\ i Liiiiii 1"! till' busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and 111 H I -Iji

I

, 111 il II I, I \.T been published.
.\-

< iii iii,iiiiii \ lii. li I, 1. ad the booksays: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

Dt allneers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if i

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subje'cts which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
3'ears of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a

sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak we

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFC, COMPANY
BURG,

,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LICHTINC, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

W- hav purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS "f Hh- patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEW, now
recognized to be the most successful sy.stem for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS f"' distribution <,f lights and power in [argfl Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System "^^ most Durable, Eeonomieal and Efficient on tiie market.

:\V "iiiHK, 120 Broadway.
IIOS'I'ON, livchariL-e Building.

cmcAflo, NewYorU I,

TACOMA. WASH

PITTSBURG, WesUngliouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.
BUFFALO, Erie County Hank Building. SYRACUSE. N. Y.. Bastable Building.

ig. PHILADELPHIA, Uirard Building. SAN FItANCISCtr, Mills Building.
Ilh Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASlIlNtiTON, I). C., i:):!:i I

For Canada address: AHEARN & SOPER, OTTAWA, CANADA.
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THE 5IAKQUETTE BUILDING.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessary to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location.' Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the Space of our old quarters

Visit us in our new home. You will bepleased to see 3'our favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunitj' to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING.

...CHICAGO...
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POROUS .^^
Why not (et

.<^
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trial order.

# *
-CUPS

KEaX BELLS
Jdist messenger boxeŝ aj

I ROLL-DROP I

FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, = « » CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Western Office: 1439 Nlonadnock BIk., CHICAGO.

'1)ynamo
cgELTINGr.

BBA.VOHES: 164 Snmmei

!dJor.(jVculars

North 3d St., fhUadelphJ*.

VULuAlilItU Nont uUi hard vulcanized fibre
Iq Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

wiLMmG?oN, DEL. Tho Staiidard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4DEY8T:r'N''EWYoi>K.

.buildings in llie Unilx-d

; Central Stations

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

BRANCHES..'CmCAOO.Dearborn St. 134 t

\Black Diamond File Works,
E8t. 1808.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oar rrgnlar goods are on sale in every leeding Hardirare
8tore in (he Unitrd iStates and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT,
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

urnoses. li.iiln-;iy Dust (iuanls, Washers
.'ateut lusiilatiDK Clfats.

MANUr.kC'iURE

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO,, Wilmins^on, Del,

Are you about to Build or Extend
Your Electric Road? See that

IVIEDBERY OVERHEAD MATERIAL
IS sf3e:cif-ied.

SELLING AGENTS:

Mason Electric Equipment Company,
>07 IDeeii-tsorr

Manufactured by The Flberlte Co..

tKloaeo.

The BruRh Doable An

repeated doolalona

o(U. S, Ooorta.

ELECTRIC CO.,

I '•P«i Office uid Works, Cm. Bel«en and HasoB Bt«„ CI>ETKI/.«»I>, 01U»



SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELUN8 AGENT.

glfflplex BleotriCBl Coinpany,
H.R. HIXSON,

7G-8I Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFAOTUKBB OF

INSUI-ATiSD EIiXSCTRIG WIRE,
FX^KIXIBX^X: OOBDS and CSAJBUES.

MM mna 80* North Third Street. - - FiniAl>BI.PHIA. FA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

T£I.EPHOXE.
TBOiKeBAPH,
laeHT and POTVEB.

KBBITB TABES.

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr.
J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS.

San Francisco, Ca(.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.
KENNEDY &
OUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

w.

:

THE OKONITE COMPANY

iS>«>^.

LIMITED,

13 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wices.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonlte Waterproof Tape.

Omaha. Louisville, St. Lo

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

( AGENTS: )

O. J, Mayer, Betz Bldg., Pbiladelphia, Pa-
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St.,

Arthur S. Partridge,

., Iiy9 Monadnock Bldg..

t Pine St. , Sao I'ranoiaco,

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
UANITCACTirBBBS OF

Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric LIglit Carbons,
For any Syatem, of"any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot hoi,i.ow),
For Arc LsmpB on Incandescent and Ballway CJrcolta

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTIIN Eleottiicai InjWnmenl Co.
-^^ 114.120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard
Portable
Direct Reading

Voltmeters.
MlllivoUmeters,
Voltamnietero,
Ammciers.
]tlilllaminetert«,
Crronnd l>ote<torf?i and
Circuit Testers.
Olimmeters.
Portable fcralv

Onr Portable lostruments
The Standard ths world over
able Laboratory Standards a

The Semi-Port-

ANDERSON STEEL TRfaiEt^mK^AlTD HARPS,

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
lleoelvcd only Anrard for Trolleys at Chlcaco

nufactnred by ALBERT Sc J. I»I. ATVDERSON, 280-293 A St,. Boston Mafia.

STANDARD UNOERGROUNO CABLE CO.,
W'ESTIxaiK

Cable Contracts Taken rncludinjg

WIRES and CABLES, Srr.r.^ur

: Tie Murray Iron WorbCj.
BURLINGTON, IA.

COLUMBIA
COLUIHBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1914 0UT8 Street, SI. LOUIS.

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY MO

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

ED. WERTHEIM, Chicago.

CAHALL'

H E Collins & Co.,
bole Agents for fche United states.

BaniotCoBumrcoBmldiiif, PITTS2DS0L

liie Rookery, CECiGO.

WESTON ENGINES

ult Tester.

High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power PlantWs

Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO,«
PAINTED POST. M. T.

BEPKESENTATITEB.
irTLIANSOHOLL J.00.. 12B Llbortv St,. N. T. I^l'.

IJlEKKY>'0LtlS-LAi:OKirO.,ji\,,.;tl.st..r)llia.
&OP.ANTON .ICPPLT & M40H'Y 00., - Miranion. !-•

TaOS.E.CAltET&lmOS.CO,. iSLlKhtBt.. jIaHlmoru. im.
AlI'rnai',LL. .LEWIS & STAVEJtt 0O.,SeaHIt'. WMb,
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Qarton Lightning Arresters
ARE THE STANDARD

For use on any circuit, of any voltage,

eittier direct or alternating current/

street Railway Superintendents use them

!

Central Station Managers require them

!

Consulting Engineers specify them !

Manufacturers have adopted them!
Every user recommends them !

Supply men sell them !

"TMEY LAST P-OREN/ER.
Are Unequalled for Durability, Reliability, Efficiency.

During the past four seasons tliat they have been on the market. Ihey have stpailil.v ii

creased iii favor. Below are a few reasons why:

No High Ohmic Resistance to break down alter a few discharges!

No Charred Streaks, but ample Carrying Capacity!

No Pivots or Hinges to blister or stick! No Fuses to replace I No Light Copper Balls to melt 1

No Inductive Resistance in the discharge path! No Attention Required, are always ready!

Iiiforniatioii, Supply Bet

CARTON . DANIELS ELECTRIC CO.,
KEOKUK, IOWA, U. S. A.

.rLTLTLrU-LI

Lundell

The Neatest,
The Cheapest,
The Most Efficient CEILING FAN THE

MARKET.

"White Wings."

1-12 H. p. Direct Current, I 15 Volts.
Sweep of Blades, 26 inches.

Speed, 575 R. P. M. List Price, $35.00.

1-6 H. P. Direct Current, I 15 and 230 Volts.
Sweep of Blades, 36 Inches.

Speed, 300 R. P. M. List Price, $44.00.

RICH JAPAN FINISH. ALUMINUM BLADES.
Send -for 1 1 1 us^raHbeci Ca^aloeue.

I, M I'lAI Ix* A General OIHces aiKl Morkis:

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co., 527 west 34ih street, New York.

SHIF> CAFRBOrslS.
IVIADE IN VIENNA BY

SOMIF-F". JORDAN & CO.
Sole Agents in the U. S. and Canada

NDAFRD IN
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, <<

President. PA D 97 FRANK S. De RONDE,
B ^ Da General Sales Ager

79 and 81 John Street,

Don't bo.ii ' with tlic cli(.ap, worthless Carbons with which the market is flooded. Use the best, "SHIP." Let

4 others interested should write us. Do it now.

New York.

00 your Carbons. Dealers and
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I'cinarkablo iliscovi'i'y is miuiufiicUireil aiiU put

lip bj' us in packaKi'9 ('onlainiiig one Kvamme, lui

arnmiril. sunic.ifnl I'nr oxpoi'iininil.. Prirc, SLTili

pi'i- fjramnu', by rc^'isti'vcil mail, $1.(10.

All other Platinum Salts in Slock

or made to order.

Baker & Company,
Platinum, Gold or Silver Apparatus,

Appliances and Products.

For Roentgen or

X-Ray Experiments.
Fluorescing Salts

BARiun

PLATING CYANIDE
THE STOREY nOTOR.

MAIN office:

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.
YORK & SEDCELEY AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA. 1 1 2 Liberty Street.
iranch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.

DUST and Moistu re
proof.

Specially adapted for
direct driving machin-
ery.

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

No interior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

SEND US THAT ORDER

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Tk Pllila. Electrical & Id:. Co.,
cheapest and Best covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING GF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

place for sup-

luare looking for.

Lighting Supplies.

2010 Jones St.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUICK BREAK

SALES AGENTS:
Metropolitan Electric Co.,

186-188 sth Ave.. Chicago, III.

Western Electrical Supply Co..

10 and 12 N. pth St.. St. Louis, Mo.

IVIANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hartford, Conn

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth & Root Mft,^ Co.

Adams-Bagnall EL Co x

iBattery Co -

I Carbon Co

1 EL Heat. Corp...

1 Electrical Works

. Engine Co.,

Anchor Electric Co

Anderson, Albert A. J. M.

Andrae, Sons & Co., J....

Arnold, B. J

Babcock & Wilcox Co., Th

Baker& Co ii

Ball &. Wood Co. , The

Ball Engine Co

Barnes, Wallace

Barnett Co. , G. & n
Bates .tBro.,D. L

Mfg. Co

Berl Iner Telephone Co ...

.

Bernardin, P. M
Besly &Co., Chas. H
Bi-Metallic El. Trans. Co.

Bliss Co., E. W
Bourdreaus Dyn. Brush Co

Bowers Bros

Boyn . Co..

Brown. DeWltt, c^n^mn viv

Bryan A Humphrey xix

Brvant Electric Co xii

Buckeye Electric Co

Card Electric Co....' iv

Central Mfg. Co xiv

ChannonCc.H xix

Chicago Belting Co xxi

Chicago Elec. & Sterec

Chrc. GenL Fixture C

Chicago Ins. Wire Co

Chicago Tel. Sup. Co.

Colbnrn Elec. Mfg. Co -

Collins & Co.. H. E
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co x

Cor. School of Technology :

Cross, F. J y

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co :

Bailey, Jas. W j;

Dallett, Thos. H.' .t Co -

Dayton GlobelronWks Co.

Di^t. ^CK^ve. SteamNav. Co..\

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

Die hi d

Elec.

Eastern Electric (;able Co.

Eddy Elec. Mig. Co

Edison Dec. ii K. Lamp Dp.

Edgerton Pottery Co x

Electric Appliance Co

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co. .

.

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

.

Electrical Ungineering Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Empire China Works s

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co ....

'

Eyanson A Armpriester, .

.

Parr Tel. ct Con.Sn. Co.viii,:

Faucett. L 1^...

Ferracute Macnine Co....

Piberite Co., Tae ,v

Pleming-Spence Elec'lCo.

Forest City El. Works ....

For Sale Advertisements-

.

Port Wayne Elec. Corp. . . x

Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.

.

Fuel Economizer Co -

.

Garlock Packing Co

Garlon-Damels Electric Co.

General Electric Co x

Gordon-Burnnam Bat. Oo..

GoubertMfg. Co ^.

Greger Manhole Cover €0.

Hart.C.S
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Go.

Huebel .t Manger v

Illinois Engraving Co... . >

Independent Elec. Co 3

Interior Conduit & I. Co.

.

Internat'l Cor. Schoo Is .... j

Jewell Belting Co

Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co -

Kester Electric Mfg. Co...xj

Keystone Tele. Co x

Klipstein & Co., A -

Leclanche Eat. Co. , The . .

.

Leffel & Co., James

Lindsley Bros i

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. x

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.... -

Menominee El. A. Mech. Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co -

Moore, Alfred F

Morris, Tasker & Co s

Morrison Southern EL Co. -

Moyes,L. M
Munsell & Co., Eugene
Murray Iron Works Co
National Electric Co xv
National Elec. Exposit. Co.

National India Rubber Co. -
Nat. Underground Cable Co
New York Ins. Wire Co. . . xs

Norman, J. J. Co x

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co.... :

NuttaUCo.. R. D

Ohio Electric Works .

Ohio Storage Battery (

Orient Electric Co., The.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.. .

.

Partrick & Carter Co

Partridge Carbon Co

Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Perrizo, Paul. Jr., Cedar .

Lumber Co

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. C

Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co..,

PhiUips Ins'd. Wire Co . .

.

Phoenix Glass Co

Phosphor-BronzeS. Co. , Lt

Pope Mfg. Co

Racine Hardware Co

Reisinger, Hugo

Replogle Governor Wks..

Rhoads & Sons, J. E

Richards &. Meacham—
Roth Bros. A Co
Samson Cordage Wks
Schiflf, Jordan & Co
Schoonmaker. A. O
Schott, W.H
Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Halske E. Co.

,

Sioux City Brass Works..

Smith, S. Morgan

Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co . ...

Standard Paint Co i

Standard Tel. A ElecCo,

.

Standard Underg. Cable Cc

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. A Son

Stilwell-Bierce A Smith-
VaileCo xiv

Storey Motor & Tool Co. .

.

Toomey. Prank

Tuerk Water Meter Co ...

.

Union Heater Supply Co.

.

United EL Imp. Co

Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co..

Valentine-CIark Co

Va I Nuis, C. 1

Viaduct Mfg. Co .xvii.x

Vulcanized Fibre Co x

Walker Company

Want Advertisements

WeberGas AGaso. Eng. Co.

Webster. Warren A Co....

Western Electric Co

Western Tel. Cons. Co. . . . .

WestinghouseELAMfg.Co.j

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Weston Engine Co

Whitney Elec, Inst. Co.xil,
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.

Cored and Solid -For Direc-t l.ish-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General •?••••

Western Agents: Chicago Edison Company,

Idison
..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^
luildins, 139 Adams S-tree-t, OHIOAGO, II-I-.

JUSTNOW^^^

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IUfDlJCTIOW AND SPARK COIIiS, ETC., ETC.
-^-WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

Meiminee Electrical ani leclaiical Co,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Gordon Primary Battery
KX0E1.B nr

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odci-s.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by tlie most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

© The Gordon-BnrnhaiB Battery Co
—^^ 82 West Broadway. New York.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.A.slc your IME,AFXeS-rSI-IP>F3|_'V l-i^VpiSE: -fear

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

f^

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

Cr. E. 800 and Westiiighonse Coiiiiiiiitator Rings,
Brush Holder Bu!!iliiii«;s and Field Spools.

SEitn FOR PltlCE LIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
^jf^j^^^ a40-a43 Raiidolph St.. Cliioaso. III.

C;en. Elw. Co. NEW YORK. I'lIILADEU'lII.V. I'.OSTOX.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

IVIultipoIar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Ofllci^ and n'orkB, Ulansfleld, Ohio

. GENEBATOE.

INDIA AND

(><><KK>-CH>0-CK> ti?^ M lCA<><>0-0-0-0-0-(><> t«r M lCA<>-CH>0-0-<>-0-0-(> HJ?

S / Wl Itf ' S4 «aH......H.s ,...d:

AMBER.
\ EUGENE MUNSELL & CO., Importers Direct trom the Mines, 218 Water Street, New York

/^ nCFUAiK' CHICAGO: CINCINNATI: ST. LOUIS: CLEVELAND: SAN FRANCISCO:

<P
nutn^cs.,

w. H. Sills, SlncNur Rnndnll. A. S. Parlriiigo. Tlic Cuyahooa Supply Co. J. W. Brooks & Co,

6-0-0-0-0-00000 ii MlCA0-0-0-0-0OOOOi«J MICAOO-O-OOO-OOOU MICA

Mica,
IVl IcAoooooooooo

(^

0000000006
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

^ Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

W« hiiild 1 Liiiiiii-utiiH roi- <>r lOll'i'li'irltl

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NF,W YORK, H. v.. dnh,,
I'HILADIOLIMIIA, Willi

i;()ST()N, (J. M, Anui'
KLJIIKA, S. N, lih,,

ST. Ll)i;iS, Wi'sl,

KANSAS (M'VW
CINCINNATI,
CHICAG(J, & Hine, Manager;

Have You Heard About

New,

Orient Lamps?
WELL, LISTEN!

They are made throughout of the very best ma-

terials obtainable.

They are made from start to finish by skilled workmen and

are mechanically perfect.

They are carefully and thoroughly tested by means of instruments

made especially for the purpose, and OXIjY PERFECT
Lamps are allowed to leave the factory.

They are uniform in ettieieney, voltage and candle-

power and are fully guaranteed.

They are of HIGH EFFICIEXCY and you will savC money
by using' them.

They are not the lowest priced lamps on the market, but

they ARE the CHEAPEST lamps obtainable, if the ra-

tio of light given oft" to the current consumed is

taken into consideration.

We want you to know about these things, and if you can find it

to your advantage to deal with us, we would be pleased to

hear from you.

The Orient Electric Co.,
VO^-»IMC3STO^A^IM, o.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1628 Monadnock, Thad S. Lane, Mgr.

?JijuCU^(^J^ ^

IN ^^ ^OV/^

_S E E !

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full Information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
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ANCHOR PUSH BUHON SWITCHES.
QUICK ACTION,

. EASILY OPERATED,
DURABLE CONSTRUCTION,

And it doesn't require a Roentgen Ray to determine whether it is on or off.

\A/R|-re F-OR RRICSE&

NEW YORK OFFICE:
26 Cortlandt St., Room 1105,

. . . A. B. FIELD, Hanager.

ANCHOR ELECTRIC CO.,

71 FEDERAL ST.. BOSTON.

PUSH BUTTON SWITCH.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Suite 1654-5-6 Monadnock BIk.,

... CO. BAKER, Hanager.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accmuulators.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

Electric ADpliance Co.

Mason, J. W. . -, ^ „„
Menominee El. &. Mech. Lo.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc tamps.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Perltins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis. C. S.

Westinghouse El. & Mlg. Co.

Arc lilght Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.

Boynton Multivolt Batt'y Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. 00.

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Electric Appliance Co,

Electric Storage d""';"' J; -

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co.,

Mason, J- W.
Menominee El. & Mech.
Northwest Engineering
Ohio Storage Battery C

Partrick k, Carter Co.

Pearson. P. J. Mfg. Co.

"Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech.
National Electric Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.

BeltLnj;.
Channon Co.. H.

Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.
Pope Mfg. Co.

Boilers.

iCo.,H. B.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.

Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Itooks. Klcctrieal.
Electrician Publishing Co.

BoslySiCo.,Cha8. H.
Phosphor BroiiZeSm.Co.,Ltd,

I'hila. Klec. 61 Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Wirt, Chas.

Carbons.PointsA. Plates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago General Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Mason. J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger. Hugo.
Schitt, Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

'ifijar liigjliters.
Nati< — •

Standard Paint Co.

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Kepalrs.
Bernardin, F. M.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
liiglit Plants.

Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.

Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halskc Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.
Western Electric (

Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Bernardin, P. M.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

Piberite Co.. The.
General Electric Co
Independent Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Ci'ookes* Tubes.
Edison D. & M. Lamp Dept.

Brackets.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.
Bernardin, F. M.
Brady, T. H.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Cc
Electric Appliance Co.

FlborlteCo,,The.
Mason, J. W.
Nutlall Co.. R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cut-OutH and (^witchcF
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert 81 J. M.
Bornardin, P. M.
Bryant Bleotrio Co.
Chicago Edison Co.

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.

Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
McEwen, .T. H. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.

General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halslje Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

I<:iectrical and Ktv ani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold. B J.

Bain, Force.
Bryant & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mlg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical ISpccialties.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Electru-Plating Mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Coiburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Engines, dia
Norman Co.,
Otto Gas En^
Weber Gas * Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Engines. !!iteani.
American Engine C
BallA Wood Co., T

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Engravers.
Chic. Electro & Stereo Co.
Illinois Engraving Co.

KxhauHt Pipe Heads.
Paucett, I. L.

Fan Outllts.
Bates* Bro., D, L.
DIehl & Co.
Emerson Eloc. Mtg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Tuork Water Meter Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubort Mfg. Co.

Vilire.
Holmes Pibro-Graphito Co.
Kiirtavert Mtg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Piberite Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Crasketi-..
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Gas Eilgbting. Electric
Partrick .t Carter Co.

General Elec. Supplies.

Berliner Telephone Co.

Bryant Electric c
Central Electric (

Chicago Edison (

Electric Appliance (

Electrical I

Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. .t Mech. >

Metropolitan Jj^lectric Cc
Morrison Southern El. C
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering i

Norton, C. S. .

Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co

Globes and Electrical
<>tassware.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Beardsley Mrg. Co.
Berijardin. F. :

Brixey, W. K.
Chicago Edison i^o.

Wo!
Eya'nson iV Armnrtester.
FarrTel. A Const. Supply Co.
Piberite Co., The.
Hart Si Hegoman Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.

"""AMech. Co.

National India Rubber '

NowYorU Insulated Wil

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Farr Tel. ..t Const. Supply t

Moore,
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick Si, Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.

Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Edison D. & M. Lamp Dept.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.,
Orient Electric Co.
Partrick St, Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

J Electric Co.

Westinghouse e:
Magnet Wii'e.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Manhole Covers.
Greger Manhole Cover Co.

Mechanical Machinery,
Besly .* Co., Chas. H.
Bliss Co., E. W.
Perracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.

Mining Apparatus, Eloc.
General Eleci ric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. * Mfg. Co,

Bates & Bro.. D. L.
Beardsley Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

Dallett Si, Co. , Thos.

:

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A, Ins. Co.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mtg. Co.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley, Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly & Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor ICronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker .V, Co.

Bernardin. P. M.
Brown. DeWltt, Codar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.

Morris, TasUor .fc Co.

Valontlno-Clark Co.

Porcelain.
Commercial Elce, Sup. Cc

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co

Electric Appliance" Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Norton. C. E.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes, Wallace.

Steam Heating.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
•treet Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co

T.-lpes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Klectrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph .Apparatus.
hlectnc Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.-

Telephone
eriai

I'Mectrical Mng.Co.
Parr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.
Mason. J. w.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Western i'el. Con's. Co.

rrnnsformers.

Trolley Co,

Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

M'aterM'horls.

»r A.lphabe-l:ioal Index of A.dver-fcisements See F»«
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RUBBER INSULATION WITH RUBBER IN IT!
NOT A COMMON CONDITION, WE ASSURE YOU.

\A/^E: IVIAKE 3LJCM IIM3LJI-/VriOIM

IF YOU WANT FIRST-CLASS

Rubber-Covered Wire
TRADE MAPFor Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light, Street Railway and Power Circuits.

INTERIOR—AERIAL—UNDERGROUND—SUBMARINE.
Write for Samples, Prices and Information to our Nearest Office.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CADLE COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

Westinghouse Building,

PITTSBURG.PHILADELPHIA.

We also furnititli the be^t condnits and iiiHtall niidei'{>;roiind systems complete in every detail

54a Rookery,

CHICAGO.

VALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It.

IMo Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

T

OurGuarantee is Good.

Onry Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
Air Bearings SELF=OILINa.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGESTS WASTED IX L,EAI>IN« CITIES.

Tuerk Water Meter Co.,
F-UI_TrOIM, IM. V.

-__^ E. B. Latham & Co., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBDtric Engineeilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

A Rigid Mast Arm,

GENERAL REPAIRING.

i

Adapted to all conditions—Arm any
Length This is the Cheapest Pole

for the money. Lightning Arresters,

Single and Double Pole Iron Box Fuse
Boxes Get our discounts. Write us.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, N. Y.

Switches and

Switchboards
^ .Of all Descriptions.

Write for our new catalogue "D."

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3rd STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
<SHIC^K<S^: Melropolitan Electric Co.. 18G 5tll Avemie.
NEW YORK; 136 Liberty St., Clianln & Douglas.
LOUISVILLE, KV.; 313 W. MalD St.. .James Clark,.Ir.& Co.
NEW OELEANS, LA. : 608 Ciistom House Street, Wldmer & Spranley

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Jlannfactiirc and Sell at Wholesale..-

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.

WRITE FOR PRICES. = I

%^V/ZMM^;^

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

*TLE(TBK Light Globeje^-^

i^NoVELftAHTlSTlWTEHNSa&nbi^j
''^^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY. /

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market^ and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of. Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

''Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

tme: aivieifricaim carboim co.
IMoblesville, Ind.
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The National Underground Cable Co.
Times Building, New York. Rooltery, Chicago. Betz Building, Philadelphia. Ames Building, Boston.

t mms
We have just received an order from the WEST END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY,

BOSTON, for all UNDERGROUND FEEDER CABLES to be used on their ENTIRE SYSTEM
during 1896. THEY HAVE USED OUR CABLES BEFORE.

We make Wires and Cables for all classes of work— Electric Light, Street Railv^/ay, Telephone,

Telegraph, Fire and Police Telegraph and Signal Service. Our PRICES are LOW, and we GUAR-
ANTEE all our work. HAVE YOU SEEN OUR 25,000 VOLT CABLE?

Write for further information to New York Office.

3EASOIM 1836.
^

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION.

For Ca-lialosues and Prioe L.is-bs /Vdclress

DIEHL & COMPANY,
Sei-SeS BROADWAY. NEW YORK CITY.

128-138 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.
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VS^E IVIAIMUF-ACTURE THE TYI=»E OF

Storage Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany,

storage Batter\ Room in 12th Street Station, Edison Flectric Illuminating Co., New York.

IIMS-rA.l_l-l

1 NEW YORK, 66 Broadway.
\ CHICAQD, rs43 Marquette Bldg.

BRANCH OFFICES: ( BOSTON, 333 Exchange Bldg.

I BALTIMORE, 21s N. Calvert St.

f
SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First St.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

The S. K. C. Two Phase Alternating Current System.

THE FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECTED SYSTEM BY WHICH LIGHT AND POWER CAN BE SUPPLIED

FROM THE SAME GENERATOR AND CIRCUITS. POWER TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION

MADE PRACTICAL AND COMMERCIALLY SUCCESSFUL.

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY,
Our system is much more simple and consequently more durable than any other, either direct or alternating.

Our generator is much more efficient than any other alternator, requires less attention and absolutely no supplies except lubricant for

bearings.

It is practically self-regulating without the loss of energy involved by compounding or compensating. Other multiphase machines

require a balance of load.

We have entirely eliminated from our generators the usual sources of trouble, expense and interruption of service: i. e. , the revolving

armature, commutator, collector rings, brushes, etc.

They can be built for any voltage from no for isolated lighting to the high voltages required for power transmission work; in latter case

doing away with the expense and loss of step-up transformers; the usual central station machine can be connected at will for either 1,000 or

2,000 volts.

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicit}' of starting device; in efficiency in the manner in which

they take current in proportion to their load, and in uniformity of speed under different conditions of load.

Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders promptly, and carry a full

stock of transformers in Chicago.

r)n4-/^-rt-i- c—^"'^ apparatus is novel; different from anyttiing iieretofore made, and covered by patents tliat fully

'"^^ll'dlL^ protect us and our customers. We are not infringing patents belonging to others, and shall avail

ourselves of the patents under which we operate to protect ourselves from piracy by other manufacturers.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.,
RIXXSPIELD, TV^KSS.

4* WESTERN OFFICE, 305 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
The Bvyul GUrtrIC Co.. .Iloutreul, Cun.. arr cxi-IuhIvi' llcruHO'H rui' tlic luuiiurufturv of tliL- H. K. V. Mystvm lu the Uoiuiniuii of Canada.
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National Electrical Exposition,

NEWYORK, MAY 4th to MAY 30th. 1896.

Under the auspices of and in connection with the Nineteenth Convention of

The National Electric Light Association.

New York Industrial Building, Lexington Ave., 43d to 44tli Sts.

Nearly two hundred exhibitors have contracted for over 40,000 square feet of space. Manufacturers

who desire to be represented should apply at once in order to secure space, as there

is only a limited amount available. Applications for space and in-

formation should be addressed

National Electrical Exposition Company,
....136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK....

r^

\'

f^
HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

iTe-^i^T- ^a<ce ^la<te-

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass ^-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Better Design,

Better Material, If Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUi: B.

THE HART & HEGEIMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD,

CONN. Back of No. 1 VI
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"APRIL SHOWERS"
Come unheeded when

nothing but " O K "

weather-proof wire is

used on your lines . .

ral ^A/'es'l:e >Vger>ts:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, 242 Madison St., CHICAGO.

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

BIdz., Chicago. MFG. CO,, 16 Wami St., New Yorl,

ELECTRICITY,

NEW COURSES.
And other Enginrcrins; C

A NEW CIRCULAR
]>e8cribinK the

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

t^ent free on Applioation.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PENACOOK, ST. H., II. S. A.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(lOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co,
1204 Havemeyer Building,

26 Cortlandt St., New York.

Send for descriptive pamphlet.

C=S Flush Switches,
l-T-E AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC CIRCUIT-BREAKERS.

The Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

Genuine K. W. Rosettes.
Cleat Concealed Combination and Square Base.

All Dealers Have Them. Be Sure You Get the Genuine.

BRYANT
ELECTRIC

*^^ -^ COMPANY,
BRIDGEPORT, CONN., AND CHICAGO.

THOS. G. GRIER, EDWARD R. GRIER, managers, western Office,

MONADNOCK BUILDING. CHICAGO.

a®TIIR It. THOMAS & SONS <0. IMHM^KI.ArW IS «OOI».

PERFECT INSULATION
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

Can only
be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

Sole ManufacturerSf

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

THE NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. GO.,

MADISON, WIS.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

iHOTORS AND DVNAMOS.

Our machines will operate suspended from

ceiling overhead or bolted direct to side wall as

readily as when occupying floor space in the

ordinary manner. All bearing's self oilin.er. See

our new patented device for connecting motors

direct to line shaft, saving belts, pulleys and floor space.

Rhoads belt
;

preservers" RHOADS & SONS.

F"^r l^roduc-tion of

X Rays^—

.

Crookes Tubes
of approved sizes and types; also CANDELABRA,
DECORATIVE and MINIATURE LAMPS, and elec-

trically illuminated signs

Edison Decorative and

Miniature Lamp Department,
...HARRISON, N. J...

Electrical Supplies

and Fixtures.

New Catalogue will be Sent on Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 Adams St., Chicago.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS.
•hovii>ri««:k. It. I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
r\ AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

. JJiii

lillllps

Commercial Instruments.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn,

The Only Water-Wlieel Governorthat Governs.
Montague Streel Railway Co.

Greenfield, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:—We have one ot your Governors in use
at, ouv power house at Millers Falls, Mass., talcing care ot

two water-wheels to perfection, regulating the powerJoi'Wmi
II fiir rnltx. Wi- look out one Governor and replaced it with
" LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gWespafect mtis-

fa,-ll„„. Yours irulv, MONTAGUE ST. RY. Oo.,

'Sii^ned) H. C. Garfield, Supt.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of j-our water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

American EJectrlG Heating
OORI=>ORA-riOIM,

Sears Building, = = BOSTON, MASS.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

We are making Laundry Irons, Tailors' Gooses, Small Stoves—
just the thing for a thousand uses

—

Curling Iron Heaters, as well as a

full line of Cooking Devices, Up-to-Date Street Car and Special Elec-

tric Air Heaters.

Electric Vulcanizer for Bicycle Tires.

^A^rit^ -for- fur-fcl-i^r par-fci^ulars.

The Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U. S. A.

m£S \^T?€eh;,3AY -NXAuic:.^w

li^l^»mNr-mt,

ELECTRICAL

SUPPLIES.

WESIEIN ELEGTRIG GOMPAIIY,
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

A<;E\'CIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

?<,/ ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
S.'F,W YORK OFFICE

:

39and4i CortlandtSt. Pawtucket, R.
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opportunity for aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

ini: patents(8ad irons, solderinpr outfits, etc.).and
wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some tapital, to join him in pushing the
electrical heating business already organized and
established and with eood orders on hand. A
salary would be paid and young; man aod adver-
liser (business man) can control this business.
Address "Heater," care Westeen Electei-

Situation as superintendent of an electric ligtit

plant, or combined electric light and water works
plant. Have had considerable experience in

both. Have held present position oTer 4 years

and only desire to changeonaccountof my wife s

health. Am strictly temperate and can furnish
best of references as to character and ability.

Address "Water Works," care Western Electrician,

.510 Marquette Bldg,, Chicago,

WANTED.
Pcsition as practical stationary en-

c'ineer, in electric lig-lit plant preferred,

f'an >;ive best of references. Adtlress

E. R. McGaaghey,
Exchange Hotel, WACO, TEXAS.

POSITION WANTED.
By a practical electrician of 14 years'

e.xperience, to take charge of winding,

assembling or repairing dynamos,
motors, arc lamps, of street railway work.

Familiar with all leading systems.

Married man. Can furnish best of refer-

ences. Address S. T. H., care Western
Electkician.

WANTED.
iree traveling sfllesmeo: must

jr and transformer work. State experienci

•y expected, ftirnieh reference, Must be rel

industrious, sober and hustlers. Acldres

i." care Western Eleoteioian.

WANTED.
One ao light and 40 light armaturt

"core for Standard Electric Co.'s arc dy
namo. State condition and lowesi

cash price.

CHICAGO ARMATURE CO.,

197 So. Canal St., CHICAQO

WANTED-PARTNER.
The proprietor of a

busioess. producing an established and well
1 electrical manufacturing

. producing an established and well
endorsed line of apparatus accessory to

ternating system, desires the association of
gentleman of good reputation and habits,-— ' "-^t be able toMust tpartner.
dollars auu uis s

sired for the pi

actively In the re

and preferably t

thousand
ees, both of which are de-
ise of pushing our product
et and extending the busi-

. _ , . some experience in selling
electrical apparatus, and not averse to occa-
sional traveling. Factory excellently etiuipped
and located in large city within 300 miles of
Chicago. Profits large and

bleopportunit>'.
most desira-

_._ _IETOR,"care
.510 Marquette Bldg..

FOR SALE.

THE S, FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.

not second-hand.

FOR SALE.

PE^'inSpiSiiE'cil.',
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h, p, Corliss engine, one 30Oh. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h, p. Westhighouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h, p. Ball automatic engine; two 126

h, p, BaU automatic engines; two 80 h, p. BaU
automatic engines: two 135 h, p, generators, 500

volts; four 60 h, p, generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 700 h. p., IGO h. p. in a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
20 horse power Horizontal Tubular

Steam Boiler; been used but a few
months. 12 horse power Steam Engine.
Both in first-class condition.

234 East Lake :

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN. . Kansas City. MO.

I^OME STUDY

FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS,

MECHANICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL

DRAWING EXERCISES.

HOME STUDY, Soranton, Pa.

FUSE WIRE
I

---^^
AND LINKS h

capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. ) ^"n'T^f™,

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

STANDARD
OF THE

^AAORL-D.

POPE MFG. CO.,
I06 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent s^^^F^. Water Purifier.

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

m Stiliell-Bierce & Smitli-yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
ks, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W.CMiEi, Sr, W.C, Sterling, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric. Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

C. S. H^VJKT,

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar yjeeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO. WIS.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufacturer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices.

» INDIA AND AMBER MCA.

reliable firm.

W, C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

POLES
(CEDAR.) I

TIES

Telephone,
lectric
ight and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Wrilefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., IVIENOiVtINEE, MICH.

Write PAUL PERRI20 JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY.
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

B I li > I
vvm.j.A.Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telepho

VIce-Pres. 10
J. Welch,

Brady, New Britain, Conn.,
and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.

JIENOSIIXEE, IIICH., for prices on iVRITE CEDAR FOI.E!!).

ir
Morris, Tasker & Go.

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

Central Manufacturings Co.,
CHATXANOOQA.
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Kull and Partial Gate-

Tin; allcntion ol lOLUCrUli; COM I'ANIl'.S^ K. , :,\\.;\ 1.. Ihis ('KLRBICATIin AVAXEn
WHKI!!. ns p;(:li< nVo '

<. .. I
< ,ii.-l t t).. , .: ,

.

,.,.1 ..r,t; ri'iiiiirki>l>l V xloady iiioiloii,
lll£i;ll Hpoed UImI '^f<-.tt •lllri'lH'V illl.; Ijir^<- <';t|>;irll> Inl its d lit lllfle T, ijcillK dllUblu
tlic |iow«'ro[ II , , '

,1,, I' ; !
, ,1 iiiiiiiIhm -il III.; l.:;iiliiin cluctrii; coin-

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
Tiic accompanying cnuravinR represents ;i siiitilr lO-incli Victor Tiirliitie on horizontal shaft to

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron Sc Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

s last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - • NEW YORK.

ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

^-ilCA.GO,
Mamifac'tuiers of

(L.ES ^A/lR-^,
I02S F-ilber-t : lA., F^yx. I

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. BafI,

the well-known steam engine designer, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,Bound Broolc, - . . - IM. J.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat"

teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND TltlCES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 17 East 131st ., N. Y.

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^^
Telephonss a specialty. H^ light and power plants. I ^

LEGTRIGAL LnGINEERING U
Wire, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens & Halske Dynamos.

INNEAPOUS. MINN.

"SStSW THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH, ™"""™
I a Postal Tele. Bldg.

A. Special XXi-»-ti-F-ric=tior. IVIe-tal ^rush.

^O C^
^^>^

<N^- m
Sole Agents: Sole Agents

R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Hd.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cat.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work ot its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is just the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $3.00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

A PERFECT MANHOLE COVER.
Not Expensive.
Horses cannot slip on it.

Streets can have an even surface.

SEE WHAT IS IN OUR FAVOR^^^
A " Creger" Cover Covers a Surface 4 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft.

Old Style Cover Covering Surface 2 ft. 8 in. x 4 ft. 2 In.

CAN BE USED ON OLD MANHOLE FRAME.
LIBERAL ARRANGEMENTS foi Parties to Manufacture in all Leading Cities,

WRITE POIl PARTIClTIiAnS.

The Creger Manhole Cover Co.,
1 104 Betz nitlK.. PIIII.Al>El,PniA, PA.
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THE MARQUETTE BUILDING.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessary- to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomel}' housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY
"Receivers, 1,^,3'?,

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and other appliances

It has had 18 years
experience: 5 years as

licensed manufacturer
of the American Bell
Telephone Companj

Magneto Bells than all

the other manufactur
ers in the country. Its

standard work is

known by all experi
enced telephone men
The works are lo-

cated at the Relay
Station, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all of its owp woodwork,
well as brass, iron, steel and everything connec
with its output.

Send for new catalogue and tinn this papei

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,
Bal-timore, IN/ld.

ELEPHONES a"° SUPPLIEDTi
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

I KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

nADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MAUnrAOTUBEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Onr Bfew MasnetO Bell provided wiih specially
powerfal Generator .having large field magnets of best quality of
magnetic Bteel, laminated armatnreB with ample wire apace, and com-
bining the quaUties of large quantity and high i

with centrally pivoted armatureB (the patent o;

plred) and high co-efficdent of self-induction In
... jinoat exacting requirementf

) winding,

1 large

„ -efficient of self-induction In proper"
whole adapted

Will rlne bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

long lines, etc., etc.

Bale of Milde Battery Transmitter In the United states. Patent granted
For BlmpUcity, small dlmenalons, eotire mnlti-contact, and powerful transmie-

equal. No adjustment required. Will not pact or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by ug are the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the kInd*now before

the public, ambraclng novel and original features possessed by no others; require where power gen-
erator Is used but three moves to answer a subscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect the
lines. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line Bystema promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. 8PO0NEB. President. CHICAQO OFFICE :

H. A, TAIELOB. TrWKtffK J. J. NATB, Oen'l AgU

J to reduce stock.

Electrofto Receivers 53c.
Hard Rubber Rocoivers 63c.
Hunnlng non-packing Transmitters. .

. .48c.
Hunning nickei*piatod Transmitters. . .60c.

Telephones and nuppllprt nt all ItliidH. PrlocH nbao-
lulely t'ttBh. AH goods Kuarnnteed,

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY Co.,

We Iflaiinfactnro

SSSelELEPHONES.
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

FiiRR Telephone snd Consiruciion Supply Co. Net Prices to Deal,

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture
and sell

SUPPLIES

ly Wholesale

57-50 $4.50 Prices.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no fnrther exfuse for
not placing yonr orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to ns for our IIlu^«trated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,
225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

incorporated 1895.

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.

We furnish the Tr

.In placing this instrument on
the marliet we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests

made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
informedTeIephoneE.\-perts in the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibnity—Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after s
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

Arm to those who may wish to replace the

1 other makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St. .and Electric Co.,
MERIDEN,7.CONN., U. S. A.
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/ELCECTRtC (O, U<-.1_E:V£-L

PRICE & TOEPLEMAN,
TELEPHONE EXPERTS.
Consultations, Estimates, Superin-

tendence. Improvement Of Exchanges a

Specialty. Correspondence Solicited.

55 Laflin Slreet, - - CHICAGO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line of

£Iectrical Supplies,
Bells, Pnsh Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, 6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

ATLAST!

Desk Set No. 29.

Automatic Intercommunicating
Switch on eacli Instrument.

•

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Agents for Chicago and Northern Illinois,

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 MarqueHe Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

THOMSON
POCKET AMMETER.

SMALL EXOIGH TO BE CARRIED IIV

COAT POCKET.
MADE TO
WITHSTAND
ROUGH
HANDLING.

AMMETER SIZES: 2, lO, 25 AMPERES.

VOLTMETER SIZES: 75 AND I50 VOLTS.

Thomson Pocket Ammeter, 4\i by 3'i inc

THOMSON POCKET VOLTMETER
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

'^'" ">""' SCHENECTADY.
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

of the United S^tes
For Canada, address Can. General

Electric Co., Toronto
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

CoDsultins^ Electrical Engineer.

Bleotrlo Rallwnyt) aud Power StatlonM

1541 Marauetfe llldff., <'lilrneo.

William H. Bryan, M. K.,

M. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engir

For^e Bain, W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OoaBultiDK, SpeciDoi

Rred. J. Cross, E. E.
(iiMicral Eli'ctrieal Engiiii'iTing of Every Di'scriplii

Valuation of Kloctrlc anil Stoam Plants. Plans and Speclllcations furnished,
forall kinds of oleetrUail' ' " " .... .....

; consultation, superlutendluK. ot

of dynamo olectrlc machinery of any capacity

ailAWARA FALLS, SI. Y.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Tcleplioiie liand

Book." Price, |i.00. . . .

Electrician Puliiisiiing Company,

Suite .llO Maniuvtte Bids., V\iiva.a*>

WIRT Bt^USHES
Are made only by

Chailes Wirt, 1026 Filbert, PhlladtlpWa.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

ESIABLISHED

PARTRICK& Carter Co

•Electrical Supplies

125 South Z'^ St, Philadelpliie.

Catalogues on Application

Srnid Business Card and n

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Phiiada. Bourse,

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

J3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

lite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHiCAGO

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
-TAKE THE-e—r^

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction —Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Elticient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest aud at
Detroit for all points Nortli and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay # Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

T^e Detroit aqd Gle'v°eiaiid St^eaniTav" Co.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EIiECTRICAIi USES:

Graphite Rods of Various I,cngth8, from 1-H Olim to 100 Olims Resistance
to tlie iiioli. Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Resistins Heats

of4,000 Dcsrecs. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

Preserve Your Copies

Western Electrician.
HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO

Snite .510 Ularqnette Building,

jom oft/ie/drgeitOrimi^

infhe country. F
. . ^ H'Phanndn

forTnnsmissiorit Utff""""

for the season of 1896. tiie Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul R'y has arranged to run a series of four

home seekers' excursions to various points in the
West, :Northwest and Southwest on the follow-

ing dates: March 10, April 7 and 21 and May 5.

"iwrate of two dollars more than onk
>r the round trip. Tickets will be good
urn on any Tuesday or Friday within
one days from date of sale. For rates.

trains and further details apply to any
pon ticket agent in tlie East or South, or
Iress F. A. Miller, Assistant General I'assen-

Agent. Chicago. 111.

2^-26MmSlXHICAeO.

.tlv. AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
F'or -the IMeck-tie

...$1.50...

The Lamp an Efficient Bc-iuty

his elegant Outfit is practical.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

{ ^JLAMP...
tific and satisfactory.

,

1 every part is guaranteed

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones. Batteries. Bells Dyna

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND O

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, «1.00.

SEKD IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GOMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.

Simplest-

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Markel

New
Catalogue
Just Out.

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities ::;:;;:

Our Prices are

Right.

F LEMING -SPENCE F LECTRICAL CO..,

652 Hudson St., New York.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Recent Improvements made In t

their diameter, and producrd greatf
Tnrbine have Increased the power aa

from whole to half water thi
"

at Holyoke,
bi^e!

named, and signed by A. F. Siokman
hydraulic englS^er

The originals of these certificates an

engineer in charge

d teats ot other sized

3t eiperiments, and E. S. Waters"

Test of a45- n. Wh. e -Jn y J>,'04.
|

Testof a4i- n. H lieHl-Jaly 14, '04.

Head
Rev.

7L
UU. Ft.

HP. tent Head

le/si

Rev.

8.Y„.

Cn. Ft

104J5

H.P. Per

Whole Gate 16.. 6

16Is
122^1JI

117.33 i|i 175:7;

149.90
82: IB

Whole Gate

i ::

80..T0

82:77
.9.21
711 Wl

THE DHYTHII GLOBE IBOII WORKS CO., Daylon, P.. U.S.A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

This is, as tlie name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It Is the only book ot the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies ot the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Rnok sold, and over 5,000 ot the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

;<lfl^¥'\I^Si"^MWAWa?Mi¥raM:lf9rf^ 21

:

L.M. MOVES, MANUFACTURER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hleh e<iaraiiteed percentage and g:reat steadiness ol

motion, under variable loads. An aneqaaled concentration ot power,
and an unprecedented high velocity. Its qaickly opnratine bal-
anced gates, affords prompt and fine regalation by governor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fail. Wrlie for catalogue, and statfl

your wants.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

PLATINUM
For atl Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platiuum Purchased,
BAK£;R& CO., 40S-414 New Jersey

Baiiroad Ave., Newark, N- J.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Racine Hardware Co.,
W. F I'.MilSn, Oen'l Sales Mnoasor,

W, Marquette Building.

Works. Racine, Wis. CHICAGO, ILL.. U. S. A.

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engi

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQIlE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government ot water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all ot Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

ose conteinpiiltiuc: the iniprnveiiu'iit nt iin\\yrs_. will liiut it tn

itoe results -where others have faiU'<n no iiiat-
r what make ofturbine has heen in use. STATE
KOUIKEMESITS AiVB SEM> FOlt tATA-
im7uk.

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

Bound Volumes
OF THE

yifESTERN [lEGTRICIAN

FOB SAiB,

From Vol. 1. to Vol. XV.

ACDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite oio JIaniuette IJulliliug. C111C.4.l;o.

F. A. ESTEP Prest. and Treas. F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-I

R. D. IMUXXAI_I_ COIVIPAIMY,
jvl.i_e:oi-ie:imv', f>a.

Arc yoii getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.? This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
nept.

atos Sale

SCIIMINKE & NEWMAN, New Ui'leans Sales Uupt., No. :i-.il Ma{;a/.inu St.. New Orleans, Lii

JOSHUA HENDY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San V
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and....

Natural Gas

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H.

das Enpe Works, Inc.,

O^ER 4.1.000 I^OLD. PHILADELPHIA.

r>ri\A/PD FROM GASOLINE? YES. its very

r\J VV dv Economical. Simple, Safe and Reliable, and Weljer

Oamtine Engines require no Engineer. Sis salary goes in your pocket. For in-

formation address WEBER QAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO.,

450 Southwest Boulevard, Kansas City, Ho.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs.,

Used for making EleotrU* Lijslit or furnisbing

power for any pnrpose required. Specially

adapted for electric light in private enterprise?.

The latestgreat invention of this progressive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. Is the simplest power on the market. A
dwarf in size; a Samson in strength. Costs but

little to run it. Has no equal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 5. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper,

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
East, DETROIT, MICH.

NEW ORLEANS,-

n

^^ATH^^^^^^'^'^'
CHICAGO, ILL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ol the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTJILT I3V XJTSITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Classes of Iron Work.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

^^:»«P«
i.MSJUMII

NEW CATALOGUE
. . .OF- -rME. . .

Webster "Vacuum"

SYSTEM OF STEAM HEATING
Is now under preparation. Have your application on file.

Warren Webster & Co., Camden, N. J.

STEAM HEATING. STEAM :HEATING.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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Westinghoyse Flectric & MIg.Cl

THE WURTS NON-ARCINB IIGHTNINB ARRESTER
...IS EXTENSIVELY...

USED Al-I- OVER XME \A/OFRI-D.
You will observe from the following Table

Old Fashioned
Automatic
Lightning
Arresters.

(889 200

I890 900

189 ( 700

2,500

Non-Arcing
Lightning
Arresters.

] 1394

Vl895 ^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^^^BIHHHB I2,000

that since 1892, when WURTS' NON-ARCING LIGHTNING ARRESTERS were introduced, the sales

have constantly and largely increased. We have therefore prepared ourselves for the coming season

with an immense stock of Lightning Arresters to supply any demand on receipt of order

THE JOHN SCOTT MEDAL was awarded MR. WURTS for his inventions by

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE OF PHILADELPHIA.

Westinghouse Electric £ Manufacturing Company,
....l=>IT-rSBLJROM, t^A....

NfiW YORK, 120 liriiuilway. PITTSBURQH, Westlnitliousc l!ulldin)t. CHARLOTTK, N. C. J6-38 Collfjte st.

UOSTON, Kxchnnuf Uiilldinu. UUPFA1.0. Kric County Bank lliilldlntt. SYRACIISI-, N. Y., Bastablc Bulldrnic.

CHICAao. New York Life BulUllnx. PHILAUELPHIA, Olrord Uulldlng. SAN PRANCISCO. Mills Building.

TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. lotli St. ST. LOUIS. Amcrlcon Ctntrnl Bulldlnu. VVASHINOTON. D. C, 1333 F SL, N.

DALLAS, TEX., 416 Trust BulldlnR.

F-or Canada, Address: AMEARIM & S0I=»E:R, OTTTAXA/A, CANADA.
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mimm electric corporation
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POROUS ^^^-
«Tiy not ««t ^^O' *•

1888 >5^*' '^35-
1888. ^J^-*® eiveu.

^>gr^ trim order.

./-(lUPS

lADUCTS
BALTIMORE. _n^

IMtw^Mi^P

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTINGS.

*1)y>iamo
C^ELTiNG-. »« ^""'^ MO TI S A

BKANCHES: 164 Sarnmer at,. Boston; 113 Liberty St.. New Tork: 129 Korth 3d St,

IJoc(iVculars'^

tfARPNERl

masm

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST^A-BLISHED 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

buildings in the Unibed
RAVEN WHITE CORE. S:;^r^°'"^°^"

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ^^^II^::::{^l.i::m

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

us in the U.S.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

Black File Works.
Est. 18G3.

Prompt attention

to special work.
We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Oar regular goodtt are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in fbe United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT CDMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

i'«>lri'i{ I- I.I « Mn Kllttaln X ^

Are you about to Build or Extend
Your Electric Road? See that

MEDBERY OVERHEAD MATERIAL

SELLING AGENTS:

Mason Electric Equipment Company,
307 ISeav-borrt JSt:., OKioag

1 HoDdy Mach. Works. Sau Trauol
I'ib^rit.-Cn., .MerlWili'lrsvlUo.

;

tower Apparatiu.

AgonolMlD nil larfte olttflit.

,i«i™Dyr.amo,100:Wit..!,«0tfo.nm«power.
8^.„'i'&!r,;;,%ob»m», J.„»„

The Brnflh Doable Am

Lamr PptentB enstolned by

repeated doclBlon»

Ot U . 8 , Courts.

Offlre &ad Wsrks, C«r. BeI4eQ and nason Rta.i

ELECTRIC CO.,

CLRVKt AKTD. OHI«
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

'"'h''r'hiTson
'' simplex Blectrical, Company,

7S-8I Cornhlll, BOSTON, MASS.

MAKOFAOTOKER OF

INSniiATED EIiXSGTRIG VVIRE,
E'l^VlX.J.BX^lEl CORDS and CABLES,

•00 sod SOe North TMrd Strfset. - - PH1I<AI>B!I.PHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TKIiKPHONE,

UeHT and POWER.
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

KEBITB TAPES.

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Cen-I Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

[Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

jt-ON'A:

LIMITED,

1 3 Park Row, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonlte Waterproof Tape.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.,
St. Louie, Mo.

J. M. AtkiDBon & Co., 14^9 Monadnock Bldg.,
Ohlcago, III.

Eflger & Atwater, 214 Pine St. , San Franoiaco,

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
MANITCACTirBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,

Soft Cored Carbons (not hoi^i^ow].
For Aio Lamps on Incandescent and Ballway Clrcnlt

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.
96 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTON ElBGMcal Injtoment Co.,

^ „4 120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Tie Weston Ward PflrtaWe

Direct Reading

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

AlternatlJg am Direct CDrrem circuits

le only standard portabl. in-

;nts of the type deserving this

Write for circular and price

and 4.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.,

motors" and DYNAMOS.
Oar niachineH will operate KIIS-

FKXI>C;i» from OKIMXU OTKlt-
IIKAU or BOI.TKU I>IR£CX .to
!SI1»K W^ALL, aw readily an when
occupying floor space in the ordi-
nary manner. All bearings self
oiling. 8ee our new patented de-
vice for COXXKCTIHrO MOTORS
1>IKE€T TO I.IXE SHAl^T, HA\-

IX« BEL,TS, PlTLIvEVS AXD FLOOR SPACE.

Aetna Railway bisulators,

Anderson Line Material,
manufactured solely by ALBERT & ]. M. ANDERSON,

289 !o 293 A SIraet, Boston, Main
CorcespondeDce Solicited.

Fkedebick S. Misott. Gen'l Mgr.
BBAXCHEIS

:

New York Office. 487 Broadway,

'

BRISToL,
L. Burdick, Mgr.

COLUMBU
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910 1914 OUve Street, ST LOCIS

CAHALU

The Aultraan & Taylor iVlachinery Co.
iEKD FOa OATAlOGnE.
H E Collins & Co.,

Sole Vgents for the United States

Bank of Commerce BaildiDg H'nSBUBfil,

lieEookeryCEIClGOi

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plantik
Estimates and Drawing Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST, N. V.

BEPKESENTATIVES.
jntlANSOHOLL h 00.. - 126 Liberty St.. N. I. Oltr.

THEEEYNOLDS-LABOE& CO., 41 No. 7th St., PMla.
tOEANTON 8DPPLT t MAOH-T CO.,

'

FHOS. S.OABXY& BBOS. 00., 26 Ugbt S
MITTITELI,. LEWra b STAVEB CO., 96

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of Improved Aatomatlc Cut-Off Engpinea.
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Qarton Lightning Arresters
ARE THE STANDARD

For use on any circuit, of any voltaee,

eitlier direct or alternating current.

street Railway Superintendents use them

!

Central Station Managers require them

!

Consulting Engineers specify them !

Manufacturers have adopted them!
Every user recommends them !

Supply men sell them !

OREZVI
Are Unequalled for Durability, Reliability, Efficiency.

on the market, thej- have steadily i

/-X

J

1
St. Ry. station Arrester

No High Ohmic Resistance to break down after a few discharges!

No Charred Streaks, but ample Carrying Capacity

!

No Pivots or Hinges to blister or stick! No Fuses to replace ! No Light Copper Balls to melt

!

No Inductive Resistance in the discharge path ! No Attention Required, are always ready

!

Write for Pvices. oi" any Infoi'niatioii. to yonr Siupply I>ealer. or to

CARTON DANIELS ELECTRIC CO.,
KEOKUK, IOWA, U. S. A.

Our sales for last month (March) were twice the sales for March last year.

.ITJXnJTJT.nJTJTJTJT.rXJ-UTJTJTJTJTJTJTJrTJTJXrXJTJ^

Lundell

The Neatest,
The Cheapest,
The Most Efficient CEILING FAN

ON

THE

MARKET.

"White Wings."

1-12 H. p. Direct Current, I 15 Volts.

Sweep of Blades, 26 Inches.
Speed, 575 R. P. M. List Price, $35.00.

1-6 H. P. Direct Current, I 15 Volts.
Sweep of Blades, 36 Inches.

Speed, 300 R. P. M. List Price, S44.0O.

RICH JAPAN FINISH.
Send fc

• • ALUMINUM BLADES.
Illus-tra-fced ^a-talosue.

General Offices aii«l Works:I, A I'lAl A General Ofhees and Uorks:

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co., 527 west 34th street, nbw York.

SHIR OARBONS
—T—MADE IN VIENNA BY

SOMIF-F", JORDAN & OO.
Sole Agents in the U. 8. and Canada

IMDAFRD
P. Ic B.

79 and 81 John Street,

IN

New York,

Don't bother with the cheap, worthless ith which the market is flooded. Use the best,

others interested should write us. Do it

your Carbons. Dealers an^l
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The Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

"^

"

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
FOE LATE3 T PEIOE LIST TO

HUGO REISINGER. NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW TORK.
Sole Importer for tlie United States and Canac^a.

Some Switches
are like some men. The}' get warm
under the collar; the}' lose their

temper and tl}' off the handle at the

sljo-htest proxocation

ANCHOR : SWITCHES
don't do so. Do you

Anchor Electric Co.,

...Manufacturers...

BOSTON, = = MASS.

.Cliicago Office...

1654-5-6 Monadnock

Block

Arc = Knife = Switcli.
NO SPRINGS

TO BREAK,

Order

GENERAL REPAIRING.

Inoandesoent and Pon er Knife Sw itehes, Ijightnins Arrest

scsounts.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE IRON-BOX FUSE BOXES.

UTICA ELECTRICAL MFG. & SUPPLY CO.
UTICA, IM. Y.

Fuse Wire,

Fuse Links,

Switches, Switchboards,

Linton & Southwick Spring

Switches

Shawmut Switch of Pure Copper.

SHAWMUT FUSE WIRE CO.,

93 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

MORRIS METCALF, Agent,

100 Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL RELTING CO,, - - Hartford, Conn.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.xix

Adams-Bagn all El. Co ix

Akron Elec. Mfg. Co v

American Battery Co

American Carbon Co viii

American El. Heat. Corp. . . xi

American Electrical Worlcs xi

American Engine Co xili

Anchor Electric Co iii

Anderson, Albert & J. M... i

lAndrae, Sons & Co., J.... xv

Babcock & Wilcox Co.. The

Bain, Force x'

Baker ct Co xv

Ball & Wood Co. , The

Bali Engine Co -

Barnes, Wallace x'

BarnettCo., G. & H x:

Bates .t Bra, D. L -

Berliner Telephone Co. . . . :

Bernardin, F. M -

Besly &Go., Chas. H X3

Bi-Metallic El. Trans. Co.

Bliss Co., E. W X

Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co. x

Bowers Bros —
Boynton Multivolt B. Co.. x

Brady, T. H >

BrillCo.,J.G X

Brixey, W. R
Brown, DeWitt, CedarCc. x

Brush Electric Co....

Bryan A Humphrey.

.

Buckeye Electric Co..

Card Electric Co

Central Mfg. Co....,.,

ChannonCo.,H

Chicago Belting Co.,

C, B. &Q. R. R
Chicago Edison Co. .

.

Chicago I :. & Stereo. Co.

Fixture Co....

Chicago Ins. Wire Co

Chicago Tel. Sup. Co

Clonbrock S. B. Co :

Colburn Elec. M fg. Co -

Comns&Co.,H. E

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co. -

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co -

Cor. School of Technology -

Cross.F. J X

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co

Dailey, Jas. W x

fcCo..

Dayton GlobelronWks Co.x^

Det. &Cleve. Steam Nav.Co s

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

DiehlACo
Directory. Principal Elec.
andMech. Engineers... x

Dixon Crucible Co. , Jos . . . x

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co

Edison Dec. &. M. Lamp Dp. x

Edgerton Pottery Co xxii

Electric Appliance Co x

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co. .
.

Electric Storage Batt. Co. .

Electrical Engineering Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Empire China Works xxii

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co ... . xi

Eyanson & Armpriester. . . ix

FarrTel. ACon.Sp. Co. Tlii,sv

Faucett. L L

Ferracute Machine Co.... xix

Fiberite Co., The xxii

Fleming-Spence Elec'lCo.

Forest City El. Works

For Sale Advertisements . . xii

Fort Wayne Elec. Corp . . . viii

Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co. . xii

Fuel Economizer Co ......

Garlock Packing Co

Garton-Daniels Electric Co. ii

General Electric Co vii

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co. . xl

Goubert Mfg. Co xix

Hart.C.S xii

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. ix

Hlne & Co., L. A xii

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co. x
Huebel & Manger viii

Illinois Engraving Co... . svii

Independent Elec. Co xvii

Jewell Belting Co..

,

Kartavert Mfg. Co...

Keystone Tele. Co...

Klipstein & Co., A...

Leclanche Bat. Co., ']

Leffel A Co., James..

Lewis & Co., A. L ...

Lindsley Bros

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Go.

.

Mason, J. W X

Mayo, V.J

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co....

Menominee El. & Mech. Co. ^

Metropolitan Elec. Co

Mica Insulator Co -

Moore, Alfred F

Morris, Tasker & Co -

Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes, L. M x^

Munsell & Co., Eugene....

Murray Iron Works Co -

National Electric Co x

National India Rubber Co.

Nat.Underground Cable Co.-

New York Ins. Wire Co... x

Norman, J. J. Co :

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co....

Northwest Engineering Co.

NuttallCo., R. D xviii

Ohio Electric Works

Ohio Storage Battery Co...

OkoniteCo.,The i

Orient Electric Co., The..

Otto Gas Engine Wks
Partrick & Carter Co xvit

Partridge Carbon Co i

Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co... x

Lumber Co!....' xii

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co . viii

Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.... v

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co . . .. xi

Phobnix Glass Co viii

Phosphor-Eron2eS.Co.,Ltd. xix

Pope Mfg. Co xvii

Racine Hardware Co xviii

Reislnger, Hugo iii

Replogle Governor Wks.. .xviii

Rhoads & Sons, J. E

Richards &. Meacham

Roth Bros. ACQ xiii

Samson Cordage Wks x

Schiff, Jordan & Co Ii

Schott, W. H xvii

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. .

.

Shultz Belting Co x

Siemens & Halske E. Co... -

Simplex Electrical Co.,The

Sioux City Brass Works... -

—

Smith, S. Morgan xviii

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co . . .. i

Standard Paint Co ii, x

Standard Tel. & Elec.Co. . xv

Standard Underg. Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. A Son xii

Storey Motor & Tool Co. .

.

Toomey, Frank

Tuerk Water Meter Co ...

.

Union Heater Supply Co.

.

United El. Imp. Co

Utica El, Mfg. & Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co

VanNuis.C.S

Viaduct Mfg. Co

Vulcanized Fibre Co :

Walker Company

Walsh's Sons Co

Want Advertisements

Weber Gas A Gaso. Eng. Co.

Webster, Warren & Co ...

.

Werthelm. Ed

Western Electric Co
Western Tel. Cons. Co
WestinghouseEl.AMfg.Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.xil,

Wirt, Chas ;
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.

Oored and Solid -for Direct L.isK1:ins.

...URGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General •••••

Western Agents: Chicago Edison Company.
<w..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTINC SUPPLIES..^^

Edison Buiidins, 139 Adanns S-treet:, OHIOAGO, 11.1^.

ElBctncliiltSnite.

Electric Balliai Site

Bouse Cools Silies.

Write for Catalogues and Prices.

Western Electric Co.

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical oJoperation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A,slc your MEA.RESnr S(-IPPI_Y IHI^dSE -for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

J.P." STYLES Of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
Insulation. Controller Parts, etc.

SUWD FOB BEriSEI) PBICE LIST.

£ H. W. JOHNS MFG. GO.
»40.24e Randolph l^treet, CHICAGO.

PHILADELPHIA. I
m Generators for Power

Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

IVIultipoIar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

IVIultipoIar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Ofllco and Works, Slansfleld, Ohio.

76 K. W, GENEHATOB.

BUCEETE
Monadnock BuildSng. Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Wledium or High Speed.

AVf iMillil all iicri'HHnr.v n|t|tnrutUM for (Im' truiiHiiilHHi(»ii of l'n«*<'(rl('al

l*on'4'i' (liroiiu;li fn^'too' or (»tli4>i' l>ull<Iiii;;H.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

place for sup-

plies. Our Cut-Outs are just what you are looking for.

We also make a Specialty of all Arc Ligliting Supplies.

QUICK BREAK

The Plila. Electrical & Iff. Co.,

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SALES AGENTS;
metropolitan Electric Co.,

186.188 sth Ave., Chicago, III.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

10 and 12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

J. H. McEwen Mfg. Co.,
Church, between Dey and

Cortlandt Sts.,

NEW YORK.
»C>t>C:^€^C^»

TM

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts jpji.i!!'
.;|

on Standard

Series Incandes- .'iu-,^ cent Lamps

For all Systems ..'''^^:^'.m and for any

Current, Candle- \ ^^,^ Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUAKANTEED-

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFB, COMPANY,
i^lTTSBURO, R/V.,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesl a tor the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, now

recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete linos of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WaStinghOUSe Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW Y'ORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westin^house Buildin^. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

BOSTON, E.xchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE. N. Y., Bastable Building.
CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO. Mills Building.

TACOMA, WASH., 103 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.
Fn- Cnnarin address: AHF.ARN .fr. ROPKR. OTTAWA. _ CANADA.
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For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address" ^^ ~ ^^Ji 1

1

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery C,o.

Annunciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric AppUance Co.

Menominee El. &. Mech. Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Adams-Bagnall Eleo. Co.

Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

Pleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis. C. S.

Westinghouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Arc lilght Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Batteries and Jars.

Boynton Multivolt Batfy Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Edgerton Pottery Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co
Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Partrick & Carter Co. .

.

Pearson, P. J- Mlg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Bells.

Menominee ii.i. «. ivic^^j

National Electric Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Channon Co., H.
Chicago Belting Co.

Jewell Belting Co.

Rhoads & Sons, J. E.

Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.
Pope Mlg. Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root Mlg. Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Collins &Co., H. E.
Freeman ^: Sons Mlg. Co.

Moyes. L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Baclne Hardware Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Books. Kleetrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Broniee.
BeslY&Co..Chas. H.
Phosphor BronzcSra.Co., Ltd.

ItriinlK-N.

Bcrnardln, F. M.

Partridge Carbon Co.

Solar Carbon Si Mtg. Co.

Wirt, Chas.

Burelar Alarms.
Electric Appliance Co.
HiM'hr-l .S; MnnccT

Carbons.Points A. Plates.
American Carbon Co.
Bernardin, F. M.

Chicago General Fixturf
General Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.

NationarElectric Co.

Compound.

Condnits.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Bernardin, F. M.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
Xight Plants.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.

Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Sohott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.

Western Electric Co.

Besly &Co., Chas H.
Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Bernardin, F. M.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
rixey, W. R.

Chicago I iCo.

Fiberite Co., The.

, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co,
National India Rubber Co.

- Okonite Co., The.

Standard Underground C. Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Crookes' Tubes.

M. Lamp Dept.

Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardin, F. M.

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
FIborlte Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

'ut-OutH and mwiteltes..

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
NuttallCo.,R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

". Mfg. &Sup. Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
can Engine Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Dallett&Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mlg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hine & Co., L. A.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Mayo, V. J
McBwen, J. H. Mtg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mtg. Co.

Economizers. Fuel.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mtg. Co.

Electrical and MecUani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold, B. J.

Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M

I Eleo. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mlg. Co.
Electric AppUance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Norton, C. E.

1 Co., R. D.

Whitney Elec. Inst Co.
Electrical Specialties.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mtg. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mtg. Co.

Norman Co., J. J.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas & Gaso'l Ei
Engines. Steam
American Engine Co.

McEwen, J. H. Mtg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Chic. Electro & Stereo C

Faucett, I. L.
Van Outfits.
Bates & Bro., D. L.

ICmorson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co
Roth Bros. .V Co.
Tuerk Water Motor Co.—

I Kl. .t Mtg.

^or A.I|3Habe-ticsil
(HI IlciVtor SupplyCo. •

Index of

Fuse AVire.
Brisey, W. R
Electric AppliE

Independent Electric Co.
Shawaiut Fuse Wire Co.

flaskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Gas I.i?htijiff. electric.
Partrick .fc Carter Co.

(ireneral Elec. Supplies.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, AloertA J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.
Berliner Teieplione Co.
Bernardin, F. M.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Farr Tel. & Const Supply 0(
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Huebel & Manget.
Interior Conduit &, Ins- Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Mason, J.

Morrison Southern El. Co.

Norton. C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick it Carter Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mtg. Co.
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.

Standard Tel.
Utica El Mtg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse Kl. A Mlg. C

Crlobes and Electrical

LombardWaterWheelGv
e Special
Co., Unas.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite (

Hard Rubber 4^oods.
Fiberite Co., The.

Empire China Works.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply (

&Co.. L. A.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co.,H. W.
Kartavert Mtg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee VA. A Mech. Co.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Cc

liiMulatod Wires and
tables—niaenot tVircs.
American Electrical Works.
Brtxey, W. R.

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.

Ivor-tlsomen-t:

___. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply C
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.

Electric Appliance <

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co..
Orient Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
United Elec. Imp. r--

! El. .Westingho . A Mfg. Co.

; Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica EL Mtg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

magnet M^ire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Bliss Co., E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mtg. Co., H. W,
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker. A. O.

mining Apparatus, £lec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Akron Elec. Mtg. Co.
Bates & Bro., D. L.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Dallett ACo.. Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Mayo, V. J.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. AGO.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Stanley Elec. Mtg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse El. iV Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley, Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly it Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronxe.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brown, DeWltt. Cedar Co.
CfntrnI Mfg. Co.

Valentine-Clark Co.

Porcelain.
CommorclQl Elec. Sup. Co.
Empire China Works.

Pnsh Buttons.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Besly A Co.. Chas.

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.
Springs.
Barnes, T

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Ci
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Worbs.
Brixey, W. R.

Standard Paint C

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tel
phone Material.
Andrae A Sons Co., J.
Berliner Telephone Co.
Cnicago Telephone Sup. Cc
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply C

Keystone Telephone Co.

Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.

Corporatic
General Electric (

WosUnghouso VA. .V Mfg. Co.

Turbine Mhoels.

LelTcl & Co.. Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-Bteree & Smith
Vaile Co

rnlversities.
Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

Leffel A Co , Jas,
Koplogle Govern
Smith. S. Morgai
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m ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS
We Guarantee It-

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

OurGuaranteeisGood.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
All Bearings SELF-OILING.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

t Fan ever offered to the trade.

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED IN L,EADI]V« CITIES.

Tuerk Water Meter Co.,
F"LJI_TOIM, IM. Y.

— ®®®®®®®®

—

E. B. Latham & Co., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.
""^m

THOMSON
POCKET AMMETER.

SMALL ElfOrGH TO BE CARRIED UV

COAT POCKET.
MADE TO
WITHSTAND
ROUGH
HANDLING.

AMMETER SIZES: 2, ID, 25 AMPERES.

VOLTMETER SIZES: 75 AND I50 VOLTS.

Thomson Pocket Ammeter, 4H by ZV^ inches.

THOMSON POCKET VOLTMETER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office

; 5CHENECTADY.
Sales Offices in All Large Cities

of the United States

For Canada, address Can. General

Electric Co., Toronto
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HEW YORK: 219 Havemeyer BIdg BOSTON: 182 Summer Street. CHICAGO: 1537 Monadnock BIdg.

RKINS DIAl. SNA/ITOH.
For current of from 5 to 50 amperes, and as high as 500 volts.

Shows when current is " ON " or " OFF." Handles a street railway current for lights

.... or car heaters ....

Our Crookes' Tubes Take Pictures.
SEND F-OR NEXA/ CA.-rA.I_OGUC

PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
I^VR-TF-OF?^, ^^1

JUST NOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to
the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

ODrCTIOW AWD ISPARK COLLS, ETC., ETC.
-^kWRITE for CATALOCUE'%'

MENOMINEE, MICH,
ical Co.,

DAi-i-e-r-r

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT $c CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL

„'»Ve Manufacture and Sell at ^Vholesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.

•-'' ^^SSf^ Z3 6 290 GRAHAM ST '^

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

A.rc, Direot Ccirreo-t and A.l-terna-t-

ins incandescen-t I—isH-tins and
P^^MT^r Transnriissi^n.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market^ and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of* Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

''Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

THE,. AlVI ICAIM CARBON OO.
IMoblesville, Ind. S. A.
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THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY,

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION,

F'or Ca-talosues and Prioe ^is-ts A^ddress

DIEHL & COMPANY,
561-56» BROADW'AX, MEW YORK CITY.

188-138 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON.
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

HRC^NDTNCAINDESCEIST L^MPS

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WmiNC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
1 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Self-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Al\va> s

the Right Pressur

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG,CO,,
MARTF-ORD, CONN.

TABLET BOARDS,

SWITCHES AND

SWITCHBOARDS

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTEK,

1 St., Jas. Clark.
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
<]ieneral Western Agem

242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

i-tlo Vlagne-tix

CIRCUIT-BREAKERS

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric TransfflissiOE Co,

1204 Havemeyer Building,

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

: superior to anything on

our prices—well, write to 1

will tell you all about i

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK. N. H.. U. S. A.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

§-<K>0-0<>-0-0<><>^ IS^M 1CAjll <><><>o-o<> i^=M 1cA=,aO^^
We have opened a branch house at 153 Lake

Chicago, to accommodate our western customers, and
will carry a lull assortment o£ all grades of Mica for ^
electrical insulation, our goods formerly having been sold S
through W. H. Sills & Co., as sales agents. "ZZ

prompt and careful attention. t J

MICA IN CHICAGO.
your patronage

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.g Chicago: 153 Lake Street.

6<>OK><><K><><K> l&^ M 1CA=^ <><KK><K> 1^^M ICA,^
New York: 2J8 Water Street, fel

AJAX ARC LAMPS.
Perfect in regulation and cheap to buy.

C. S. VAN NUIS, .... 136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

IF-G
MEANS

No Sparking Under Varying

J
Holmes Fibre=Graphite Mfg. Co.

station 2, Philadelphii

^-•'•'•'•'•'•'•'•^'•'•'•'•^k^^'*'*^

F'or Pr^duo-ti^n of

X Rays -.

Crookes Tubes
of approved sizes and types; also CANDELABT?A,
DECORATIVE and MINIATURE LAMPS, and elec-

trically illuminated signs

iston and
Valve RodPEERLESS SPIRAL :

PACKING
Expressly lor High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.

PEERLESSiBBERMFG.CO.

Edison Decorative and

Miniature Lamp Department,
..HARRISON, N. J..

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

|gl| For Electrical Purposes.
* 8RANI^H Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
11/ ; PKOVIl>K\t'i;. It. I.

X\ \f /// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

f3ee:r of- ai_i_

Commercial Instruments.

New Circular and New Price List. Then you will

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.

'CLARK' WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use,

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always gives perfect satisfaction.

In a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

The Kubljer used in insulating our Wires and Cablos is es-

pecially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, o.\l-

dize or crack, and will remain flexible iu extreme cold
w rather and Is not affected by heat.

\\i KinranteoourlDsulaUon wherever used. Aerial. Un-

LSS Insulated Wl

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
61 and 63 Hampshire St.. Boston, iVIass.

American Electric Heating
OORI

Sears Building,

>ORA-riOIM,
BOSTON, MASS.

We are making Laundry Irons, Tailors' Gooses, Small Stoves—
just the thing for a thousand uses

—

Curling Iron Heaters, as well as a

full line of Cooking Devices, Up-to=Date Street Car and Special Elec-

tric Air Heaters.

Electric Vulcanizer for Bicycle Tires.

'NA^ri'te -for -further particulars.

American Electric Heating Comeratioi.

Single Phase A. C. Power Motors.

The Emerson Electric Mfc. Co.,
Write for Prices. ST. LOUIS U.S.A.

16S <^"RC.;"RCcNi ^EAV* CkAR.€L

TTr-JV^/J -7C6

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,
Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,
Freedom from Gases and Odcrs.
Superior Generation of Energy.

Tliese Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for desiiriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

Tbe GordOD-Bnrnbais Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

AtiEXCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
XEW VOKK OFFICE: F.^CTORV:

39 and 4 1 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket, R. I
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WANTED.
An Excellent Opporiunityfor aYoung Man!
The advertiser controls valuable electric heat-

inff pateats(sad irons, aolderinfi outfits, etc.).and
wants a young man, electrically educated and
with some t apibal, to join him in pushing the
electrical heatingbusinessalready organized and

salary would be paid and young man and adver-
tiser (business man) can c^ntrnl this business.
Address "Heater," ciire Westeen Electbi-

Situation as superintendent of an electric light
plant, or combined electric light and waterworks
plant. Have had considerable experience in
both. Have held present position over 4 years
and only desire to changeonaccountof my wife's
health. Am strictly temperate and can furnish
best of references as to character and ability.
Addrr "--— -.--—-

WANTED.
Position by young man haviaj? had large practi-

experience wiih electric lightiDg and power
nachinery, i understand]

give good references.

Address " J. V. E.."

Care Westekn Electrician.

WANTED.
First=Class Armature

Winder.
LOUNSBURY & CO.,

225 West 12tli Street, CHICACIO.

WANTED.
One SO light and 40 light armature

core for Standard Electric Co.'s arc dy-
namo. State condition and lowest
cash price.

CHICAGO ARMATURE CO.,

197 So. Canal St., CHICAGO,

F-O R S A. I- E
MOTORS. DYNAMOS.

One 1 horse power. One 35 It. 16 c. p. dynam
Two 3 horse power. Oue 65 It 16 c. p. dynflm
One a horee power. Ooe 100 It. 16 c. p. oyoan
Two 7'4 horse power. One 135 it. 16 c. p. dyna
One 10 horse power. Oae 60 k. w. alternator;

chinerkll new. ^^AddrTss X.^'j. MAYoTlOt

FOR SALE.
One 1,000 light incand scent dynamo and one

100 light incandescent. Both direct current, com-

pound wound.

I A.. h-IIIME & <^^-,
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
Three 500 light Thomson-Houston 110

volt dynamos with bells and instruments

complete, and one 100 h. p. Ideal engine

in good order. Fur sale at a bargain if

taken al once. They are now being re-

placed by three 1,000 light National

dynamos and three 100 h. p. Ideal

ngin

A. L. IDE & SON,
Springfield, III.

FOR SALE.

THE

L,300-llght Fort Wayne Alternating Incaodes-

Dynnmo, with Exciter. Second-hand, hut in

FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO,,

Racine, ^A^is.

*575l
FOR SALEl
New so Lijrht
2,ooo Candle Powei
Arc Dynamo.
Complete with
Usual accessories.

Standard Electric
This machine Is
New. not second<l
But advertiser ha
No use for It and
It will be sold for

PROPOSALS.
Sealed proposals wdl be recened b

the West Chicago Paik Commission
er& It their office in Lnion P Ilk until

4 clock p m of luesdav "Ma^ ]

1891 foi fuimshing and in=itillmg the
follo\Mng appaiatus and mtihi
compiising the \ic Light Flint t<

located in Gailield Paik
Sec A -500 H P -« atei lube

boileib m two unitsi

See B —Automatic Stol ei and
Furnace foi same.

See. "C'^Coal and Ash Conveyors
and Storage Bins.
Sea "D"—Ccindensers and Pumps.
See. "B"—Open Heaters and Steaui

Separators.
Sec. "F"—650 H. P. Cross Compound

Corliss Steam Engine.
Sec. "G"—Jack-Shaft, Clutch-Pulleys

an.d Rope-Drive.
Sec. "H"—7 125 Light Are Dynamos

or 6 150 Light Arc Dynamos.
Sec. "I"—750 Series, Double-serrice,

2,000 C. P. Arc Lamps.
I"—300,000 feet Underground
»,000 feet Rubber CoveredCable,

Wire.
Sec.

Sec.
etc.

Sec. "M"—Two-ton Pulley Block and
Crane.
in accordance with plans and specl-

flcaticHis on file in the office of iVIr.

Force Bain, electrical and mechanical
engineer, iMonadnock Block, Chicago,
111., a copy of said plans and specifi-

cations being also on file in the office

of the Engineer of said Park Commis-
sioners in Union Park.
Bidders may figure on the work un-

der eaeh section, or as many sections
of the specifications as herein named
as they may desire. Contracts will be
awarded under each section separately.
The time specified ' for completing

the work under the several sections
varies from 90 to 120 days, from the
notice to proceed, and the contractor
will be required to fumish a bond from
a surety company doing business in

the City of Chicago and acceptable to

the West Chicago Park Commission-
ers, in the sum equal to one-half the
value of the contract price, guarantee-
ing the faithful perfoimance of the
contract in accordance with the speci-

fications and within the time specified.

He will also be required to furnish a
similar bond to the satisfaction of the
Oommissioaiers, guaranteeing them
against any damage done tO' any Park
property or any damage that may re-

sult from accident to any person or

thing through the operation of this con-
tractor in the performance of his con-
tract, and also, guaranteeing the Com-
missioners against any liability, dam-
age or loss through any patent suits

for royalties or any litigation that may
arise from, the use of any device, ma-
chinery or apparatus that may be fur-

nished by the said contractor.
The proposals must be made out up-

on blank forms contained in each sec-

tion of the specifications, which must
be filled out by the contractor, thu.s

completing his proposal. Any portion
that can not be guaranteed by the con-
tractor must be plainly erased before
being submitted as a guaranteed pro-
posal.

Proposals must be sealed and ad-
dressed to the West Chicago Park
Commissioners, and endorsed on tl)c

envelope in the wording heading each
specification, for instance: Proposals

FOR SALE.
board, good a.s ih'w; eli.^r„,iii,|y made i

''WoPlE'nELEPHSNl Co",

KNOXVILLE, TENr

HI bids.

HARVEY T. WEEKS, Vn
Attest; QKO. 1*'. TALTY, Secy.

Stilwell's Patents^^FfE. Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

Stilfell-Bierce & Sml-Yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Eiocomotlye IVorUs, San Francisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED rSSO.

W.C.Sterlii, Sr. W, C. Sterling, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

C. «S. HA.JWr,

Tebgrapli, Telephone, Elecirie Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Oedai peeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO. WIS.

1400 Incaniiescent lamps, 48 to GO Tolts; two 100
light incandescent djfnamos; five 20 arc liglit

dynamos; five 15 arc light dynamos; one 225 volt
90 ampere dynamo: one 250 Tolt 100 ampere dy-

INDIA AND AMBER MICA.

O.SCHOONMAKER, Imp

POLES
Telephone,
Electric
ight and

Street Railway
Poles. Telephone
Poles a Specialty.

Writefor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., MENOMINEE, MICH.

(CEDAR.) E!

TIES

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUIVIBER COMPANY,
IVIannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

hp&stiiis.

of Mast Arms, Pole Aui
Swinging Hoods, House BraoiotB and
other SpeoialtleB for OonBtraotloB
Wort. — Catalogues and Price* fur-

A. L. LEWIS &. CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES-
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

[TIeiioxuiiiee, - . ifjichigan.

]UElV03Iiaii:i;, illlCH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR FOI.ES.

Central Manufacturing- Co.,
:HATT-iNOOO>

~S X-^--—

J

Preserve Your Copies

- ""•'"
Western Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 5 lO ]tlar<|uette UuiUUng;, CHICAGO.
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Victor Turbine Water Wiieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

I lOUF.BRATI^n WATKIC
i:irk:tblv Mtcufly motion,

•liiiiiiclcr, \,::<UK double

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

iiigle or in pairs, on tiorizontal s

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & I.ocomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

ampere hours charg:e. Ordinary

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

ROTHBROS.&CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

C5IHICA.C50,
Manufacturers of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AND

Electric

Motors.

Send forcataloeue.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 60O h. p. CorUss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westlnghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

generators, 500 volts; large
engines and dynamos of

p., 160 h. p.
N. Third StriTOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam enginedeslgner, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,B^und Br^^lc, .... IM. Jl.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres.
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres.
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood 1

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.

Fine Book and Catalogue Work a Specialty.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AXD PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill 117 East 131 si St., N. Y.

CHICAGO.
Diallers Bldg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH, STEW YORK,

Postal Tele. Bldg.

ip^csial .A.i-i'fci-F'ric-ti Vle-fcal BrusK.

^O O^
ai^

<^i- ^ %
'p*

'•k.

Sole Agents: Sole Agents:

^/?
'^.

R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Hd.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN-SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

Containing a complete list of 300 questions such as will be asked of any
Engineer when taking examination for U. S. Government or State License, all

of which are fully answered in the text.

F-Rice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."
The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, - - - Suite 5 1 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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THE MAEQUETTE BUILDING.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessar}' to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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PONY TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.

.
Illi' s1:iimI:i lil

:
i

'

i

.
'

m I i
• |. . - will IlOt gct loOSC. The

sIh'H "f iIh irrrM.
, ,

,,i I,,
: ,,,,_,, ,,,i The adjustment is rigid

lUulwil I Ihtmi,!, ,.|K,„;.;-M -^-l h;, L I, ,— .v.il ,,! canj, ,„,.. -.VS.

It is a perfect working telephone receiver, and one that costs ten times as much
will not worl< better.

With suitiilili- sij.'ii:il apparatus, this telephone receiver makes a complete telophoni'

outfit, as it can bo used as a transmitter and receiver combined.
The price, as well as the instrument, is small. We always

make low prices on our specialties, in order to make them up
in quantities.

Postage, it sent by mail, 8 cents extra.

We make a number of different styles of telcphoni' outfits, su

55 cts.

otl

Wi for anything needed in the ki.ep

JT FULL SIZE.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

64 page pamphlet free. Catalogue, 10 cents. Mention TVesterx Ei.ecikiciax.

''"""Receivers.Low.SLr^du,
Electrose Receivers

We iflanufacture

SLMELEPHONES.
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

JIEKBEET LAWS WEliH.

Price Sl.OO.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, ChlcaKO,

IF

j'ou are

secure th

electrical

e latest

books, YOU
should write to t!

ElectricianPublishi:

Co., Chicago. Yc CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.
FfiRR Telephone and Consiruciion Supply Co. Net Prices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

SUPPLIES
gfl^^ AT

^P Wholesale

$7-50 $4.50 Prices

BERLINER TELEPHONE.
The Berliner Telephone Company import and manufacture THE PERFECT

instrument; works magnificently over ANY LENGTH OF LINE. We are an.it-

ious thatallshall TEST IT, and are willing that you may have SAMPLES AT
COST. Finished in polished walnut, full nickel plate. THE BEST is what
YOU WANT, it costs no more. Write for full particulars. A full line of Tele-

phone Supplies.

THE BERLINER TELEPHONE COMPANY, Lincoln, Ills., U. S. A.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTTIEEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.

Our NeTF lUasneto Bell provided with Bpeciaiiy
G-enerator having large field magnets of best quality of

Equipped

magnetic steel, laminated
Utieeof larg'

pivoted armatares (the patent
pired)

a

Will ring

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale of Milde Battery Trail
April 17th, 189i. For aimplicity, small dimensi
Bion, it has no equal. No adjaatment required. ^

high co-efficient of eel f-Induction in proportion to ^vinding,
dapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

Will ring a large

Vill ring on a line

e of switchboard.

ells on lon-g lines of high i

of bells in series on short lines.

windings. Will work with any m

ter in the United States. Patent granted
itlre multi-contact, and pi

t pack or get out of order.
. powerful transmis-

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured and controlled by us are the moat rapid and efficient apparatus of the kind now before

the public, smbracing novel and original features possessed by no others; require where power gen-

linei. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line eystems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADlSON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOOSEK, President. CHICAGO OFFICE := £• ^°B2?bHl°LDEK!'Beoretary. No. 8.7 S.ock Exchange Bld^.

H. A. TAYLOB. Treasurer. J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

T
ELEPHONES an" SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONC-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no further excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Boolilet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, 81.00.

SEITD IN YOrR ORDER NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
Suite 5ID Marquette Building CHICAGO.
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Have You Read . .

.

THE

THE ImATZSST and MOST PRACTICJLIi
BOOK ON TXSIaXSPHONY? IT TS ^

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB,

Member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.

Author of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables."

foint Author of "Electricity in Daily Life."

f 46 PACES. 138 ILLUSTRATIONS. CLOTH. HAND-BOOK SIZE. PRICE, POSTACE FREE, $1 .OO.

CONTENTS:
The Invention of the Telephone. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Electric Telephony.

The Bell Telephone. The Microphone. Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.

The Induction Coil; its use in the Telephone Transmitter. The Complete Telephone

Circuit. Magnet Telephones. The Bell Telephone Receiver. Other Forms of Magnetic

Telephones. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers. Mercadier's Bi-telephone,

The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Carbon Transmitters. The

Blake Transmitter. The Long-distance Transmitter. The Solid-back Transmitter.

The Berliner Transmitter. The Cuttriss Transmitter. Various European Transmitters.

The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters. Batteries for Telephone Work. Open Circuit

Batteries. Closed Circuit Batteries. The Practical Management of Batteries. Magneto

Bells. Automatic Switches. Telephone Line Construction. Metallic Circuits. Under-

ground Wires. Lightning Arresters. Inside Wiring. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments. Inspection and Maintenance. The Condenser; its use in Telephony. Electro-

magnetic Retardation. Exchange Working. Small Exchanges. Party Lines. The

Bridging Bell. Long Distance Telephony. Duplex Telephony. Simultaneous Tel-

egraphy and Telephony. Appendix.

«63" The only Practical Up-to-Date Book of Its kind. A Timely Work. Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Sfliite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo Railways qd^I Tower Stations.

1S41 Ilarquette Bids-. Clilcaso.

William H. Bryan, M. K.,

U. II. Humphrey, M. S,,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

^ultatlony, Koports, Estimates, Plans,

For^eBain. E,„,,,^,„d
Mechanical Engineer.

Expert Id Patent Oanaefl.

B7, lOnRnnd 1059
ock HulliilnB, CUICAOO.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
CoDsuIting and CoDtractingf ^og't

Ooo8DltlD({, Bpeclflcatloafi, ToitlDg, I

Electric Street

Qt propertleH loo!

Room 1G3K IVI

Telopho

) Complete. I'rei
- bad Improved.
ock, CUICAUt

J, Oross, E
(H-iMTiil Electrical Engin

^to:lTn Pliints. Plans and Speclllcatlons furDlshod.
liistaUatloos; consultation, stinerluteudlun. <^tr..

construction of rtynamoelertrlfin;iclilnpry<if anvc
IVIAOAKA FAI.I.M. X.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone llaml-

15ook." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publistiing Company,

uitr.-ilO .1lari|nrtt<- BIiIk.. t'iilcago-

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Cliarles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

ESTABLISHED 1857

PARTR1CK& Carter Co

-Electrical Supplies

125 Souths'^ St. Piiiladelpiiia,

Catalogues on Application

nd Business Card and mention Western Electrican.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufacturi, of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formatioa and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse,

PHIUDELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
• it TAKE THE

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC-

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Efficient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Betweem

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SC

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including fleals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $i8; from Toledo, $15 ; from Detroit,
$13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

SundayTrips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

' A. A. SCHANTZ. a, r. a.. DETnoiT, MlOH.

Tde Detroit aqd Glevelam] Steam Nav. Go.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK EIiECTIlICAI. USES:

Graphite Bods of Various liCngtlis. from !-.'> Olim to lOO Olims Resistance
to tlie inch. Graphite Boxes and Crncibies. Resisting Heats

of4,000 Degrees. Inqniries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

FUSE WIRE) «»--^,
Capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. '

—"""'*"'
AND LINKS

t

Correct
Carrj

Caj
Absolni

Un

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

Sockets, Switches, Etc.

^:^<^ J.W.MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,
KANSAS CITY. MO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,

mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

. Suite 510 Mai-nuDile EMn "irann

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

rk. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS,
In order to p;ive everyone an opportunity to see

the Western Country atid enable tlie home seek-

ers to secure a home in time to commence work
for the season of 1896, the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul R'y has arranged to run a series of four
home seekers' excursions to various points in the

West, .Northwest and Southwest on the follow-

ing dates: March 10. April 7 and 21 and May 5.

at the low rate of two dollars more than one
FARE for the round trip. Tickets will be good
for return on any Tuesday or Friday within

Uventy-one days from date of sale. For rates,

time of trains and further details apply to any
coupon ticket agent in the East or South, or
address F. A. Miller, Assistant General Passen-

ger Agent. Chicago, 111.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OP OUR—

ELECTRIC

Cigar Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Push Bnttons, etc,

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/^ORL.D.

POPE MFC. CO.,
I05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

1 any other tarbin
:, copied from certified testa made at Holyoke, Mass., on 1

hydranUo engineer.
engineer in charge ot eiperiments, and E. S. Waters

d testa ot other sized wheels can be seen at oar office.

Test of a45-in. Whfe -Ju y 9, 94.
|
Test of a43-lii. Wheel-July 14. '94.

Head
Re..

Bli'n.

Cu. Ft.

S'e^c'.

HP. IV., Head
Re«.

Rfi'n.

Cu. Ft.

H.P, &.
Wiole Gate

1 I

16!42
16.78
17.03
16.88

mis

n8:67 lim

195: 19
175.74 11

Whole Qate

1 ::

54 "

lelsi imIsS

m:™ 70;80

is';!'
162.89

80.50

For Information and Catalogue '<

THE DAYTflN GLOBE IR WORKS CO., Dayton, 0.,U.S.A.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Boot
By T. B. BADT.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
Id one, -with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
ractical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
nd operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It Is the only book ot the kind
ublished in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
land-Rook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CTDMBINE SAFETY W^ERTUBEKJILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hieh ^tiaranteed percentage :

loads. An aneqaaled concentration of power., under variable , - ,- - .

and an unprecedented liigh T-elocity- Its qnickly operating: bal-
anced s:atea. affords prompt and fine regrnlation by governor. Sa""
factlon grnaranteed where others fall. Wriie lor catalogue, and f

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

PLATINUM
for all Purposes.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

ail places where

conomy is desired.

Over2.500 in use.

Porcupine & Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

^' ^ mBtic Eoiriae oa
-^ ^-.-•^'^ Boiler outfit.

Racine Hardware Co.
^V I 1 \HSU (-.nn 1 Snles Manager,

W Marquette Building,

Works, Racine, Wis. CHICAGO. ILL.. U. S. fi

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

.I'heel heretofore made. All sizes, right a
liaod. are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in

tlie Holyoke Testing Flume.
rarties having; power plants which are unsatisfactory, and

those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find " ^'

', results Avhere others ha
, as I am willins to

,

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.

Bound Volumes

yifESTERN [lEGTRIGIAN

FOB SAI.E,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDBES8

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite DlO Jlarquetti' Ikiililing. ClllC.UiO.

. A. ESTEP Pr( F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Prest.

R. D. NUTXAI_I_ COIVIPAINIY,
AL-I-EGMEIMY, PA.

Are you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form? This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Ruilding, Philade
., Boston, Mass.; j

("()., Monadnock
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The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers a) th«

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT IN rrNIXfS OF *->0 TO i,ooo n. p.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlonei, drawlaes and Prices famished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

\VEBER Gasoline Engine
use In any place or for any purpose requiring power. Only a fe^

liFlNG

tvlEMPHIS.-
203 MAIN ST.

uteB' attention r 1 day. Guaranteed coat of operation Is i cent

The Phosphor Bronze SmelKngCo.Iimited.
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA,

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRDNZE'
ING0TS,GASTING5,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETG.— DELTA METAL-
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS.
ORIGINAL AND Sdl-e: Makers in the U.S.

CHICAGOJLL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE
U=ed for making Electric Light or furnisbiag

power for any putiiOBe required. Specially

adapted for electric Ugbt In private enterpriees.

The latestgreat Invention of this progreseive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horae power. Stationary or

portable. I5 the simplest power on the market. A
dwarf Id size; a Samson in strength. Costs but

Has ] I fort

J. J. NORMAN CO„nirs.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

E.W.BLISSCO.,
Chicago Office:

96 W. Washington Street.

SBLLINQ AOBNTS:

1 >nadnock Block, Chicago, III.

N ave Building, Cincinnati, Otiio.

b curity Building, St. Louis, Mo.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

14 John Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Presses, Dies and...

Special Machinery
FOR

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400- Page Catalogue.

A NEW MACHINE
For Rapidly and Accurately Notching

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and Description upon Application.

OAVXERS OF

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO. "°- " °°ii?L';rrco^e"lU"

'''"'''"'

OMPANY,
24-26MM5t..CHIueo.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.
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SHIP" GORED AND SOLID CARBONS
IN/lade in Vienna, i^Vus-tria.

CARRIED IN STOCK IN ALL SIZES AND LENGTHS FOR ANY SYSTEM.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
General Western Agents, 186-188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO.

Don't forget to send a Small or Large Order for Electrical Supplies of any nature and
get one of our now Famous Mammoth Catalogues, if yon haven't

one. YOlJ CAN'T AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT.

WM. H. McKINLOCK, Prest. WALTER C. McKINLOCK, Sec'y.

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
PRICSE NOAA^, $6.00.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Pamter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECET I 22, 1891

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush S"witch on the market combining simplicity of
construction with perfection of mechanism.

They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.
They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.
The finishing plate can be made to harmonize mth other decorations of the room, and need

not be put on till all other work is done.
They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is lo ampere, Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

l,A.I_-rilVI^RE, IVI^.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECJRIGIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published, promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

1 Bell roD8truot:on; Treatise on the
trie Bells, Indicatora, and Blmtlar

$1.25

Slemeots of Magootlam and Electricity, with
InBtructiou^for the Performance of Exp ri-

liiion, fully revised, Bnd new matter added.
illU9trat;oD8. 260 pages ?1.50

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
406 pages and 117 Illustrations. Second

ameroas lUastratlons.Electrical Units.
edition

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders" Hand Bo(
is, as the nam* indicate-^, a New Book, much m(
plete ttian the old one. with all the ioformation,

required by practical
Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary r *

ners and open '
I kinds of Electric Plants. \t li

flexible cloth
ding, size uf type page 5?2x3 inches $1.00

Badt. Lieut. F. B.—Inoaadesceot Wiring Hand-boot. A
timely boob containing full illustrations for incandescent
wiring and complete information concerning methods of
running wires, location of pafety devices, f-plices, insula-
tion, tes'ing for faults, wire gauger>, general electrical

data, calculatinsf siZeS or wires, wiring flitui'ps, elevator*,
buildings, isolated and central station plants. Ihe only
book of the Mod published. Type page 5j^x3 inches,
flexible cloth binding. 66 pages, 35 cuts and 5 tables. 3 of
which are 12x18 iocbes $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell HangTS' Hand-ook. Just Ihe book
for people engaged in sell ng, installing or handling elec-

tric batteries, electric bells, elevators, house or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire aUrms, electric gan lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus. 106 pages. 97 iimstra-
tlons, flexible cloth binding. Type page 5)^x3 inchec.$1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First
) thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 illustrations.

27 original tables.,

sary informi
Engineers
may make estimates on the co^t of Transmission Plants,

dell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—ilternating Our-
"""* - ' " aphioal Treatment for f"""

:ineers. Second 112 illustra-

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers
" Students and i;ngineers. 1.

%\.m

Bonney, Q. E.—E'ectro-Plater's Hand Book. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young StutJents on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustrations. 20>j pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A P'-actical Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-

tion. Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone ..$0.50

Bottone, 5. R.—The Dynamo. How Made and How Used- A
Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illustrations $1.00

Bottone, S. R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used,
• Amateurs and Practical Men. Reduced t

$0.60

Buckley, W. J.—Electric Lighting Plants, their cost and
operation. 275 pages, many illustrations and diagrams
Cloth $2.00

Cox, Frank P.—Continuoas Onrrent Dynamng and Motors.
An Elementary Treatise for Scndents and Engineers.

Crocker, F. B., and Wheeler, S. S.—The Practical Manage-
Dynamos and Motors. With a special chapter by

Foster. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and

Crosby, 0. T., and Dr. Louis Bell.—Tbe Electric Bailway i

Theory and Practice. A Complete Treatise r- '^- '
--

struction and Operatio:
---•"••
I Electric Railways, Second edi-

In connection with
I instruments i

I, Oontalniog tn

d machinery used
Currents. Ilius-

Dyer, A.—Induction Coile. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.S0

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current
The ; Electrli

index. Second "edition $3.0<

Synopsis of conten
tro-Magnetic Inducti.
Currents. 1. Mutual and Self Induction. 6. 'Dynamical
Theory of Current Induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Cnrrents, 8vo. cloth.
London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2 00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-
ment, Telegraphy, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis.
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Oircaits. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Ha5kins,C. H.—Tbe Galvanometer and its Uses. AManualfor
Electricians and Students. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.50

Haskins.— Traosformen". Their Theory. Construction and
Application Simplified. 38 illustrations $1.25

Hawkins. C. C. and F. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations $3.U0

Hering.—Practical Directions for Winding Magnets and
Dyn

Hopkin Geo. M.
Practical and Experimental Physics, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. Illustrated $1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Iti Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitafier, E.—Domestic Electricity
lated from the French. With additions by

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Wor^lB,
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, re-written and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pages, and

Energy and its

cal handbook. Third edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Illustrated.:

Kapp. Gisbert.—Alten
Science Series.]

iting Cnrrents of Electricity. Theii
" Application,

byWillian:
Distribution j

, Transform*

Fifth e

ionth^re is a considerable amount of new
id matter hag been thoroughly revised.

-The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
!S. JrormulEe, Tables and Data. 32mo, learJier

Lockwood,,T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
rapby. A Practical Guide and Hindb >ok of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.50

Lockwood. T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; us CoiiStructioQ and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D.- Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mu. Cloth. N. y $L00

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. C. of Electricity. 36

Martin. T. C—Inventions, Researches and Writings of Kikola
Tesla. With special reference to his work in polyphase
currents and high potential lighting. 500 pp. 300 Illustra-

tions, second edition $4.00

Martin, T, C. and Wetzler, J.-The Electric Motor ond its
Appll::aUons. Third edition. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr L.
Bell. 300 Illuttrations $3.00

naver, and Uavls, M. M.—The Q,uadrap!ex. With Chapters
on the Dynumci-Electric Machine In Relation to the Quad-
ruplex- The Practical Working of the Duplex Telegraph
Repeaters and the Wbeatstone Automatic Telegraph, 6r*

McClure. J. B.—Edison atid his Inventions, with Full Ex-
planations of tbe Telephone, Phonograph, Ta>-en.eter,
Electric Light and all hie Principal Discoveries, etc. ,$1.00

Niaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated Irom ihe French by L. M, Fisbbacb. IMus.
trated $2,5(,

Noll, Augustus.—How lo Wire Buildings. A manual of tbe
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1,50

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of Ihe Electric
Telegraph: A technical H-ind-book for E-ectrlciaoci,
Managers and Operators. 185 illustrations. 14th edition,
rewritten and enlarged $1,.50

Prlndle. H. B —A Popular Treatise on the Electric Railway
of to-day. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stuart A.~Electrio Light Cables and Distribntion
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $2.25

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Inetallatinns. Vol. 1.

The Management nf Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. With illus-

trations. 12mo, cl. London. 3893 .-...$1,50

5loane, T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Practice
and Theory o£ Electricity, including a Popular t eview of
IheThsory of Electriciiy, with Analogies) and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

trated.... $L00
Sloane, T. O'Connor,-The Standard Electrical Dictionary.

A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms used in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane. T. O'Connor.-Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneous Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calcnlationsby Arithmetical Methods,

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesla, Nikola.—Experiments with Alt6rn<ite Currents of High
Potential and High frequency. A lecture delivered before
tbe Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author Illus-

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Electro-Magnet. IllustrAted,

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lighting Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates $L50

Thomson, Prof. Elihu.—What is Electricity? Illustrated.$0.25
Thompson, Sylvanus P .—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. A

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous illustrations, fancy boards tVan
Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Polyphase Electiic Currents and
Alternate-Uurrent Motors. Mailed to any address in the

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric
Machinery, IRmo. tVan Nostrand's science Series.
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo -Electric Machinery.
Fourth edinon, revised and rewritten. Numerous illus-

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert.-How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. Illns
trated $0.25

Urquhart.—Electro-Plating. A Practical Hand-book on the

Brass, Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully revised.
with addiUOQS $2.00

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Building, fir Amateurs. How
to wind for any output. With numerous illustrations.

16mo, boards. (Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 98).$0.5O

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated
Wires and Cables. Illustrated $1.00

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Telephone Hand-book, lUusiTated.
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 2895 $1.00
The only complete work on the Telephone. All possible

information for any one interested in Telephones and how

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago,
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POROUS .^^^

Wl^r not cet jt\^ «.

^^^^ trial order.

#'-CUPS
V'ADUCT(&

I M BALTlMORE.,
M^ANUFACTUREFItelephones-
ARM REST

OUltlE RAWHIDE

LEATHER.

HULTZS PATENTm COVER.

DRESSING

CEMENT.

cBeLTINGt. st.l.oT.i8,Mo.,u.8.A. .-.^Jor-ln-culars''

BBAJ)0HE8: 164 Smmner St.. Bostoo; 113 Ubertj 8t.. Mew York; 129 li

^s^S^'r^'^"-^-

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST-A-BLISHEr) 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

IINGTON, DEL.

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Eed, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. <*i

RAVEN WHITE CORE.
of the largest buildings in the United

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp (cnown to

Ihe File Trade.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oar regnlar goods arp on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United JStates and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and ^Mechanical Purposes. Kailwav Dust Guards, Washers
and Packing's. Patent Insulating Cleats.

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

Are you about to Build or Extend
Your Electric Road? See that

MEDBERY OVERHEAD MATERIAL
IS Sf»ECII=-|E:D.

SELLING AGENTS:

Mason Electric Equipment Company,
SO'y Dearbc

Manufactured by The Flberlte Co.. MechanlcsvlUe, N. Y.

The Brush Double

Lamp Patenta

oIU. 8, Oourtfc

ELECTRIC CO.,

Ko. iO Arc Dyaawo, 100 llshis, 2.00O

CLBTKI/AND, i
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SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES,

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

*"h''r'hixson'"' Simplex Electrical Company,
k, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUPAOTOEKB 0»

ZMSniiATEID &I.EIGTRIC WIRE,
FI^KIXIBLX: COBDS and dAlSJJES.

PHII/ADEI.PHIA, PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TBCKPBONE,
TBI<e»RAPH.
IiIOHT and POWEB.

KJBBITB TAPES.

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J.E.HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

REIVIOVA
*0N'/:

TRADE MARK.

We will remove MAY I st

«ll2, 4.13, 4.|«|.

Postal Telegraph Building,

253 BROADWAY,

New York.

The Okonite Company, Ltd.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

, Hamilton St.,
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., Buffalo. N. T.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.

,

Chicago,
Bflger & Atw( 3 St. , San Francisco,

,
173 Adams St.. Chicago.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
a m^,^ MA»UFACTUBEB8 OF

^^xiiv^ ^^^^^^ Brushes, Battery Carbons,
^" ^ ^'^

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System; of any degree of hardnesa.

Soft Cored Carbons (not jaoi^i^ow),
For Arc Lemps on Incandescent and Hallway Clrcnlte

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
9S FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTIIH ElecMcal \mmml Co.—^^|r 114 120 William St. NEWARK, N. J , U. S. A,

Tie Weston Staniarfl Portalile

Direct Mim
Voltmeters and Wattmeters

Alteriiatiiig and Direct Cnrreit Clrciits

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Itecolvcd only Atrard for Trollcf^ at Cblcano

MannractDred b; ALBERT Sc I. Itl. ANDERSON, 289-293 A St., Boston Mass.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,

WIRES and CABLES, ^nVi.'SiJ'".'.

S TlB Murray Iroi Works Co.

BURLINGTON. IA.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910 1914 OUve Street. ST LOUIS

Gr mshaw Wires and Cables

Sockets Switches Etc

J. W. MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,
KANSAS CITY, MO

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

55 S. Canal St.,

ED. WERTHEIM, ..Chicago.

"CAHALL'

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co
JENB rOR CATAiOGDE

H. E. Collins & Co ,

bole \feeiit_ for the United States

Bask 01 Commerce Bailoui? PITISBCBfll

tteEookerj- CUtiGO

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power 'Plantmr.
£stliciates and Dra-nings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST. N. V.

KEPEESENTATIVES.
IDUAN-SnHOLL S; 00.. - 126 LHwrtv Sr„ ,.' T nt„,
THEKEY>;0Li:iS-LAi:0K&CU..41 N .:;]. -;

. i'Ulln.
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Lundell

The Neatest,
^ The Cheapest,

The Most Efficient CEILING FAN
ON

THE

MARKET.

1-12 H. p. Direct Current, I 15 Volts.

Sweep of Blades, 26 Inches.

Speed, 575 R. P. M. List Price, S35.00.

''White Wings." 1-6 H. P. Direct Current, 1 15 Volts.
Sweep of Blades, 36 Inches.

Speed, 300 R. P. M. List Price, $44.0O.

RICH JAPAN FINISH. • • ALUIWIINUM BLADES.
Send -for I llus-fcra-ted ^a-taloeue.

I I g^ I'lAl Ix* t% General Offices and Works:

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co., 527 west 34111 street, New York.

Hand Made -High Grade ^

We Make ^^p One Price,

45to60V5iT5 ii^H ,. QlALITY,

8to2qCP f^^^ 11 Thousand

'"*^ '" .^.^^
GUARANTEED

Cents
ALLOWED

Burned OUT
'^lAMPi.

or

2©"
"ID

io Watts
16 c.R

CENTS
IN
ANY

"UANTITl

JMC Standard Incandescent {amp C«.
Clintom.Wis.

rHi^ '^

TWAT '

C-rOO O

So 15 I
•-

^. ^rmy^mM^M&mM''^-^
'

SMIR CARBONS.
MADE IN VIENNA BY

SCMIF-F-, JORDAN & CO.
Sole Agents in the U. S. and Canada:

THE STAIMDAF^D AIIM
RALPH L. SHAINWALD, "* D ^ D " FRANK S. De RONDE,

President.
f^ ^ ^ Da General Sales Ag

79^^nd 81 John Street, New York.

L.:iii'l l>athi>r v/ith tbc cheap, worthless Carbons with which the market is flooded. Use the best, '*SHIP." Let us estimate on your Carbons. Dealers and

others intrrpfit«>ri «hniiM vtrritf ii!$_ Dn it nniw.
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We have for sale cheap a large amount of second-hand Electrical Apparatus, consisting^ of

Alternating Current Generators and Transformers,
Direct Current Generators and Motors,
Series Arc Machines and Lamps.

If you want something CHEAP and good value for the money, write us. They have got to be sold.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,
305 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Shawmut Switch of

Pure Copper.

Linton & Southwick Spring

Switches.

Switchboards, Fuse Wire and Fuse Links.

SHAWMUT FUSE WIRE CO., 11
MOWS metcalf. Agent,

Federal Street, Boston. Mass. lOO Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO, - - Hartford, Conn.A KUIvIv IvINK
WILL BE SHOWN AT

The National Electrical Exposition
CALL AND SEE US.

PABTBICK & CARTER CO., Philadelphia

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.xxl

Adams-BagnallEl.Co XT

Akron Elec. Mfg. Co v

American Battery Co

VLPHABETKCAL INDEX
Electric Appliance Co xii

Elec. Engr.A Supply Co... vi
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.

Cored and Solid for Direct l—isf-i-bins-

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents :•'••«••«• Chicago Edison Company,
^^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^

Edison Building, 139 ^Vdams S-tree-t, OHICA.GO, IL.I-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=CIad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manvifacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.^Vslc your IME^VF^E >l-li=>P>l_Y HOVJSI
iple or \Krt

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

CAO

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. £. 800 and Westing-house Comniiitator Rings,
Brush Holder Bushings and Field Spools.

iSEA'D FOR PRICE LIST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating- Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

^^ H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., ^^
7JJ^;j^ 340-24a Raiilloliih St., riilrngo. III. p3

t!on. l'.\n: Co. XEW YOliK. PHILADELPHIA. I50ST0X. WistillKhoilso.

cm
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are ai!

IVIuitipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and WorkB. Mansfleld, Ohio.

76 K. W. QBHEBATOB.

^ OUR LATEST MOVE
*****)iirMICANITE-^Bi******w^lVIICANlTE<«*****iiriVllCANlTE-^K*****
LU ^-"" ~ ~"^ — * ' — ' ' — — — — 'i\r liavc pleasure in announcing that we l>;i\r ..|i.iir(i :i i^

ih li.Hise at l.W Lake St., Cliicago, to acccuniiioilal.' uiii' —
(MM i-iislonicrs. and will carry a full assorinuMii uT :ill niir C J

, kiinwii micanite Special- ' ^^\^ll|l >< ties, (.ur i.'.i,.,ls r..i-iniTlv having ^ '.VriE^'Q been sold througl. W. II. Sills & Co. as sales agents. We solicit a continuance of vmir p:ii ruim-r, uil h ilir ;issiii':im'
"" " "• '

X all orders will n^lj^civ r prompt and careful attention. . . .

'.

S ^ IVIica Insulatior ^o., _^ ;VI',W ^OltK. ^IN IVlll.l' HI. < IIKA4JO. I.V« l.ilU.. N<i-..l. l,OMM»\. 1 .1 « .lll.i-....l.. T.. < .

'
''

Ri.iisT'cnc, )^

'¥'¥-¥-¥'Ki«' M ICAN lTE^Pi^^*^^^i^IVllCAN ITE^w^-^^^^^i^IVllCAN lTE-»i-¥¥¥¥¥

MlCANlft H
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

It'o l>iillil all iii'i'CHHary nitpiii-atiiH IVti' the O'niiNiiiiHMiitii «>r FltM'ti-lcal

I'owor throiiKl) i'lwtovy iii' (tflwr lMiilditiu;H.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NKW YORK, H. B. Coho &. Co.,Miiil and Express Building,
PHILADELPHIA, W&iter C. Mclntire & Co,, 506 Commerce St.

BOSTON, G, M. Angier & Co,, 04 Federal St,

ELMIRA, S, N, Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co,
KANSAS CITY, W, T, Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldsr., ,Tol,n A. Blewart.
CHICAGO, 30.5 Dearborn St., Wallace & Mine, Managers.

SEND US THAT ORDER

ctrical & Ift. Co,,

QUICK BREAK

2010 Jones St., PHILADELPHIA, PA,

SALES AGENTS:

Metropolitan Electric Co.,

186-188 stli Ave,, Chicago, lil.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

ID and 12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

.Is always the cheapest.

OUR MOTTO IS :

"HOW GOOD—WOT HOW CHEAP."

New Orient Lamps
ARE SUPERIOR IN QUALITY.

WE make them—YOU need them.
YOU have the money—WE need it.

LET'S trade".

THE ORIENT ELECTRIC CO., Youngstown, Ohio.

Chicago Office; 1 628 Ma Thad. S. Lane, Mgr

OUTOUTS.
Just a little Porcelain,

Just a little Brass,

Make a first-class Cutout,

Which is sure to pass.

The above is the first effort of our new poet, to whom we pay big-

money made by selling: cutouts at less than cost.

SKND FOR CATAI^OGIK -^

Anchor Electric Company,
7/ FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS.

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.
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E, E, & S, CANOPY SWITCH
This Switch is in all respects A KNIFE SWITCH placed UNDER a

COVER. The break is quick and positive, entirely out of the control of the hand.

Contacts and blades are made of pure copper. Easily wired and well proportioned.

Send us your orders and they will be promptly filled.

ElBctilG EnglnBBilng & Supply Co.,

SYRACUSE, N. Y.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accmnnlators.
American Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Annnnciators.
CMcago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &. Mech. Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc liamps.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Samson Cordage AVks.

Batteries and Jars.
Boynton Multivolt Batfy Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Edgerton Pottery Co
Edison Mfg. Co.

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Western Electric

Electric AppUance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

National Electric Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

"Western Electric Co.

Shultz Belling Go.

Bicycles.
Pope MXg. Co.

Abendrotn & Root Mtg. Co.

Bahcock& -Wilcox Co.. The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.

Collins & Co.. H. E.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. f;o.

Hawley Down DIt. Fur. Co.

Moyes. L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Racine Hardware Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Books, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Holmes Flbro-Graphllc Co.

Bernardin, F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago General Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Mason. J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

Richards & Meai

Contractors and Electric
l.iglit Plants.
Akron Elec Mfg. Co.
Arnold. B. J.

Bain. Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. <

United Elec ImprovemenM

Western Electric Co.

*^S?s"!|

Copper AVires.
American Electrical Works.
Bernardin, F. M.
Besly &Co., Chas H.

Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo-.The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordaj^e.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Crookes' TabeN.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Ci'0(<iM-Arms, PinM and
Brar-ketM.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brady, T. H.

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co,
Flberlic Co.. The.
Mason. J. W.
NuttallCo..R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cnt-OutN and NwitolicM.

NuttallCa.R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Phil. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Utica El. Mfg & Sup Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
>ynanios.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.

i'heeler Elec. Co

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Mayo, V. J
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.

BruPh Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg.^ Co.

Electrical and lUechani-
cal Ensineers.
Arnold,!- J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott. W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M
Bernardin. F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Applia
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Norton, C. E.
NuttallCo.,R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical Specialties.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Electro-Platlne MacU'j
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Coiburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Ensrines. «;as.
Norman Co.. J. J.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A Gaso'lEng. Cc

Engines, S^team
American Engine Co.
Ball & Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey. Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Ensravcrs.
Chic. Electro it Stereo Co.
Illinois Engraving Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.
Faucett, I. L.

Fan OutfltN.

• Conduit A Ins. Go

: Water Meter Co.

ynion Heater Supply Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fiberite Co.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric C

Partrick .fc Carter Co.

Besly"& Co.. Chas. H.

Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.

Besly & Co.. Chas.

:

Electric AppUan
Elec Engr. & S
Electrical Eng.
Farr Tel. J£ Const. Supply Co.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Huehel & Manger.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Mason. J. W-
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
MetropoUtan Electric Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Norton. C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co-
Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Standard Tel. A Klec. Co.
Utica El Mfg Si Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

CMolies and Electrical
Glass^vare.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edgerton Potterv Co.

LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos-
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber ^Koods.
Fiberite Co., The.

Insulators and Insaiat-

Empire China Works.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

L. A.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. i'o., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee Kl. A Mech. Co.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Electric Appliance Co

N«w York Insulated ^

Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical t

Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.

aectric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Magnet ^Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

m^clianical Macliinery,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Bliss Co.. E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W,
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker. A. O.
Sills A Co.. W. H.

llining Apparatus, Elec,
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Bates & Bro.. D. L.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
Franklin Elec. & Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Mayo, V. J.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.

Sioux City Brass Works.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dailey. Jas. W.

Paeklne.

Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Platinum.

Poles.
'

Bernardin. F. M.
Brown. DoWitt, Cedar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Hart, C. S.
Lewis A Co.. A. L.
Llndsley Bros.
Morris, Trtskor A Co.
NuttallCo..R. D.
Perrlzo, Paul, Jr. Co.

Partrick .

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Kllpstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

lesly ACo.. Chas. H.
Norton, C. E.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs. '

Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating-.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co.

"
Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint

Electric Appli
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone Material.
Andrae A Sons Co., J.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co

.

Keystone Telephone Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Western Tel. Cons. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture C

orporation.

^^ ...^.„.,cP
Westinghouse 1

Trolley Cord.
Bernardin. F. M.
Samson Cordage \

Trucks. Klcetri<

rurbino Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron W
LcfTcl&Co.. Jas.
RepK

Stilwell-:
ilth, S. Morgan.

iCo

SUVOUttfd Uj^^orgr
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WBSlBin ElBDtrlD Company

EleclrlD Llgntlng Hpparalus.

SLOW SPEED GENERATOR.

Generators and flotors

WITH IRON-CLAD ARMATURES,

Direct Connected
-==::^=^oR Belt Driven.

COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS.

Arc Lamps for Incandescent Circuit.

Western Eleclrlc Company,
CKii^ag^. IMe^A^ Yorl<
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;AS0IM 1896.
-^--.e-*.-^.

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION,

F'or Ca-fcalogues and Price ^is-ts Address

DIEHL
SHO^A^ ROOIVIS:

561-563 BROADWAY, NE\F YORK CITY.
laS-lSS ESSEX STREET. BOSTOSI.

& COMPANY,
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

ROTHBROS.&GO.
30-34 Market Street,
CHICA.G^,

Fan

MotorS;

Dyna-

mos

Electric

Motors.

FUSE WIRE
I
-;-.„.

AND LINKS h capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. J cncorm.

The Independent E4^tric Co.

153 Lake St., Chicago.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

J And I 12 Liberty St., New York.

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

MeitoD" 12-inch fan, CO to 70 wait".
" lO-iach fan. 70 watts.

Induction 12-iuch fnn, 7.200 alls., 80 to 9(.

Induction RJ-lneh fan. 7,20n alts., 110 to 125

CHEAPESr
Fan Motors on

BEST.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.

S3. 00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

Edison
Battery
Fan Outfits.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

EDISON MFQ. CO..
10 E. 23(1 Street, - NEW YORK.

Factory, Orange, N. J.
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THIS ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It.

IMo Commutator.

IMo Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

THOMSON
? e

OurGuaranteeisGood.

Only Fan havrng Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
All Bearings SELF-OILING.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED TS L,EA»IirG CITIES.

Tuerk Water Meter Co,
RLJL-TOIM, l>J. ^r.

— ®(!XSXS®<S®®

E. B. Latham & Co., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.

POCKET AMMETER.
SMALL, ENOUGH TO BE CARRIED IN

COAT POCKET.
MADE TO
WITHSTAND
ROUGH
HANDLING.

AMMETER SIZES: 2, lO, 25 AMPERES.

VOLTMETER SIZES: 75 AND 150 VOLTS.

Thomson Pocket Ammeter, 4H by SVa inches.

THOMSON POCKET VOLTMETER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
"'"" o""" SCHENECTADY.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities

of the United States

For Canada, address Can. General

Electric Co., Toronto
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"Franklin" Battery Fan Motor Outfits.
No. 5 Motor, complete with io=inch fan, wound for 4, 6, 8 or 10 volts, price $ 7.50.

No. 5 Motor, wound for no volts, with either 10 or i2=inch fan - = 10.00

No. 5 Outfit, consisting of one No. 5 Motor with fan, two No. 6 Motor batter-
ies with one charge of solution which will run motor 160 hours, price,

complete outfit ....= . = .= = 18.00

Wire fan guard, extra .. = .. = = . = = = ,_qo

efficient. We furnish either four or six blade fane, as deBired.The :«otol- is s arnnteed flrsl-olass, nicely fi

The Xo. G Batter.v Js somethinB new and
er at a l^ss cost than «ha Ked by established light

r cell to recharce. It is furni 1

lion of six times its bult of water. See circular for full inforniation.

Battery complete, hard rubber eel 7x7x9 in hes, 1,000 ampere hour capacity, price ^.50.

Send address for descriptive circulars or two 2-cent stamps for catalogue.

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CD,
MIAMiSBURC, OHIO.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDIJCTIOX AWD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
-%-WRITE FOR CATALOCUE'«'

lenofflinee Electrical M Meclianical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTEI
Formerly J. Crant High & Co.,

123 N. 3rtl STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA. _-:^:r:^__=lLK^ Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

tions.

> BRANCH OFFICES:
Write for our new

\ ^IH I ^./V<50: Melropolltan Electric Co., 18G 5tb Aremie.

cataloene "D " NEW YORK: 130 Liberty St.. Chaiuo & Douglas.cataioene «. LOUISVILLE. KY.: 313V.MalnSt..JamesClark,Jr.&Co.
i NEWORLEANS,LA.:60SCustomHouseStreet,Wldmer&Si)ranle>.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufacture and Sell at «holesaIe....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.'

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

C(s «f\\

:le(tri( Light Globeje'-^
''''

^, THE-LARoesT-Lir^E-oF^^

JI\\N0VELaARIISTIC.PATTEWSaEFFEGTSlHl

'Ir 42 MURRAY ST. NY Z»L.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

oL Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

'* Trust/* with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

TTME^ AlVI ICAIM OAIRBOIM OO.
IMoblesville, Ind., KJ. S. A..
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Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of America,
I^VIM(-IF-A.C2-rVJF9EF9S OF-

Direct Current, Multipolar Slow Speed, External Armature Generators and Motors,

especially adapted for direct connection.
(Type I.)— In sizes from 20 to 2,000 H. P.

Direct Current, Multipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors,

adapted for Belting.
(Type A.)—In Sizes from 10 to 300 H. P.

Direct Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors,

adapted for Belting.
(Type L. H.)—In sizes from 5 to 130 H. P.

Direct Current Boosters, absolutely controlled by U. S. Patents granted to Siemens &
Halske Electric Co.

SIEIVIEIMS' B
E:iec-tr

id A.r<s Lamps -For Direct and /Vl-terna-ting Curren-fc,
IVIinir-ig; Cocomo't:!ves, ^-team L.oconno'tives, otcs., e-tc

Complete Electric Railway Equipments under Siemens' Patents

:

SIEIVIEIMS' UIMDERRUIMIMIIMG -rROI.I.EYS.
(For Description compare article in the Western Electrician, Feb. 22, 1896, page 88.

j

The Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly.

Dr. Ernst Werner von Siemens was the pioneer in Electric Traction. He built his first Electric Railway in

1879. Write for Catalogues and further information to

SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AMERICA, 98 Jackson St., Chicago.

LOTS OF OTHER FAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and

16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent

a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it ha^•ing been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, j'ou

want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

39 and 41 Cor-tland-t S-t., IMe\A/^ York:.

4» "\Y/^ t*^" y**" ''^'^ °"'y about FANS.
<^ VV This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dymamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types
in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS;

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

F. S. Blackall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smith, 607 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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TELEPHONES.
We take this little opportunity to remind the trade

that we are still extensivel}' in the telephone business.

OUR INSTRUMENTS
are of the very highest grade of non-infringing ap-

paratus, and we have recently reduced our prices to

a very low hgure.

OUR SWITCHBOARDS
are operated with the least possible number of move-

ments, and are very rapid. Our prices at the present

time are \ery low. We manufacture our own tele-

phones and switchboards

Electric Appliance Company, S'
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

WHY BE A FOGY?

HAND-HOLES.

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.
»70 Old Qjlony Bldg.. CHICAGO. 10 ^Varren St., XKW YOKK.

Mica in Cliicago.
WE ARE STILL IN THE MICA BUSINESS.
We have in stock all grades suitable for

Electrical Purposes. We can execute your

orders promptly AT LOWEST PRICES

W.H.SILLS&C0.,59LakeSt.,Chicago.

® Rhoads Belt
> v preservers

'

Preservative,
Adhesive.

E. RHOADS & SONS.
J'iVOraugbSt.,

Wilmington, Del.

BA.VCH: Philadelphia, Pa.

Electrical Supplies

and Fixtures.

New Catalogue will be Sent on Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 Adams St., Chicago.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only H^^ % Compound,

be Secured ^^3 .j. ^^9 Varnish,
by the use ^^^ •# ^^^ Tape,

of . . . ^ Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO
Sole Manufacturers,

7g-8-JohnSt., New York.

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Our machines will operate SITS-

PEXDED from CEILIXO OVEK-
HEAD or BOETED DIRECT to
8IUE WALE as readily as when
oecapying floor space in the ordi-

nary manner. All bearings self

oiling. See our new patented de-

vice for COXKECTING MOTORS
DIRECT TO LINE SHAFT. SAV-

l^fi BEETS, PUEEEYS ASfD FEOOR SPACE.

TE
C-S FLUSH SWITCHES

AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Cutter Electrical and Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom Street

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

-Metallic Electric Transmission Co,

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

FOR
SWITCH-
BOARD
WORK

ELECTRICAL WORKERS' COURSE.
Small Charges. Easy Payments. Special Leaflet.

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY, Cleveland, O.

Numerous Engineering Courses. Note Ir

SEND FOB SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc LightandTrolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

f3e:e:f3 of- a.i_l.

Commercial Instruments.

?;;i;;!;",!;;;„l:'"^;",;^:';;.;^ v:,":,";;;;;;;;;-:;;;:.:"a.i;i

Gel New Ciicular and New P ice List. Then you will

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn,
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
"lt«VII>KX<'F,. H. I.

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Protect your Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm
Intruments from Lightningand crosses with Electric
Light Wires and Trolleys with the improved ; Am-
pere Soldered Copper Terminal Mica Fuse. Abso-
lutely perfect. Manufactured only by The American
Electric Fuse Co., Room 2 1 O U. S. Express Building,
87 and 89 Washington St., Chicago.

The Only Water-Wheel Governor that Governs.
> street Railway Co

Uheenfield, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:—We have one of your Governors in use

at our power liou.se at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care of

two water-wlieels to perfection, regulating the power to'Ww'k

II f,ir rol/s. We took out one Governor and replaced itwith

..ly,

H. C. Garfield, Supt.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolute!}' guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of )-our water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

DISC ARC CUT-OUT. TIJE STOREY flOTOR.
Always

Reliable.

Perfect insulation

General Repairing

Single and Double

Pole Iron Box
Fuse Boxes.

Arc Knife Switches.

Ligtitning Arresters.

US. C5E:-r OUR discsounts
Utica Electrical Mfg. and Supply Co.

MAIN office:

TheStoreyMotor&ToolCo.
YORK & SEDCELEY AVENUE, NEW YORK OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA. 11 2 Liberty Street.
Branch Factory. HAMILTON, CANADA. —'Tr.

DUST and Moisture
proof.

Specially adapted for
direct driving machin-
ery.

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

No interior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

W£S
wt^v^tifnNE^tlivKir»p^

The KoolCevM 1?-.

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability.

It is Absolutely Non Freezing,

Labor Saving,
Free from Local Action,
Freedom from Gases and Odci-s.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

K^-p Tbe GordoD-Barnbam Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

AGEXCrES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
IVEW YORK OFFICE: FACTORTl' :

39and4i CortlandtSt. Pawtucl<et, R.
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WANTED.

superintendent of an electric llgli

plant. or^coniblneU electru; liglit;

character and ability,

Idress "Water works." carel" -.
.

•

) Maniuette Eldg.. Chicago,

WANTED.
hghtme and power

: steam plants Can

Address " J. V. ]

Electeician

CORRESPONDENCE
•uiitiint mil nt ir iiMnap;er Well known
I IK PS Will 111 11 lllu'lish(^^^lnp;anp\pe^tnLe(l
ihdl.l!. man HJ^e succe^sfulh opprated

r tlie heht plants and \\ ill

WANTED.
One 30 liirht and 4U light armature

core for Sta"iidard Electiic Co 's arc dy-
nainii State condition and lowest
cash price

CHICAGO ARMATURE CO.,

1 97 So. Canal St.

,

CHICAGO.

FOR s A I- e:.
MOTORS. DYNAMOS.

Ooe 1 horse power. One 35 It. IG c. p. dynamo.
Two a horse power. Ooe <i5 It. 16 c. p. dynamo.

One lU horse power. Ooe 60 k. w.
30 k. w. D. C. compound wound generator. M
Chinee all new. Address V. J. MAYO, 100 ]

FOR SALE.

_. A. h-IIIME & C
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
Three 500 li-ht Thonisuii-Houston 110

complete, and one 100 h. p. Ideal engine

in good order. For sale at a bargain if

tal<en at once. They are now being re-

placed by three 1,000 light National

dynamos and three 100 h. p. Ideal

A. L. IDE & SON,
Springfield, III.

FOR SALE.

THE S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG, CO,

PROPOSALS.
Sealed pioposals t\i11 be iecei\e(

the West Chicago Park Coinmib-
eis, at their ofiBce in Lnion Paik i

4 o clock p m ot luesday May 1

lb9G, foi tuimshing and installing the

following apparatus and maihmeu
compusing the Ai-c Light Flint to bL

located m Gaitield Paik
Sec. "A"—500 H P « iti i Tube

Sec. "B"—Automatic StuUei inO
Furnace for same

See. "C"—Coal and Ash CouTeyors
and Storage Bins.
Sec. "D"—Condensers and Pumps.
Sec. "E"—Ojwn Heatei-s and Steam

Separators.
See. "F"—G50 H. P. Cross Compound

Corliss Steam Engine.
Sec "G"—Jack-Shaft, Clutcb-ruUeys

and Eope-Dnre.
See "H"—7 125 Light Arc Dynamos

or r, 150 Light Arc Dynamos.
Sec. "1"—750 Series, Double-service,

2,000 C. P. Aic Lamps.

See. "M"—Two-ton Pulley Block and
Ciane
In accordance with plans and speci-

fications on file in the office of Mr.
Foree Bain, electrical and mechanical
engiiieei, Monadnock Block, Chicago,
111 , a copy of said plans and specifi-

cations being also on file in the office

ol the Engineer of said Park Commis-
sioners in Union Part
Bidders may figure on the work un-

der each section, or as many sections

of the specifications as herein named
as tbey may desire. Contracts will be
awarded under each section separately.

The time specified tor completing
the work under tlie several sections

varies from 90 to 120 days, from the

notice to proceed, and the contractor

will be requli-ed to furnish a bond from
a surety company doing business in

the City of Chicago and acceptable to

the West Chicago Park Commission-
ers, in the sum equal to one-half the

value of the contract price, guarantee-

ing the faithful performance ot the

contract in accordance with the speei-

lieations and within the time specified,

lie will also be required to furnish a

similar bond to the satisfaction of the

Coiiimissiomers, guaranteeing them
against any damage done to any Park
property or any damage that may re-

sult from accident to any person or

thing through the operation of this cou-

tractor in the performance of his con-

tract, and also guaranteeing the Com-
missioners against any liability, dam-
age or loss through any patent suits

for royalties or any litigation that may
arise from the use of any device, ma-
chinery or apparatus that may be fur-

nished by the said contractor.

The proposals mus.t be made out up-

on blank forms contained in each sec-

tion of the specifications, which must
be filled out by the contractor, thn.i

completing his proposal. Auy portion

that can not be guaranleed by the con-

tractor must be plainly erased befoie
being submitted as a guaranteed pro-

posal.
Proposals must be sealed and ad-

dressed to the West Chicago Park
Commissioners, nml iii.lui -,.-,1 mi ili.'

Itutudvcrtl.scr lio.s

FOR SALE.
I ine ;)00 drop Ulica T.|r|,hu„.Sw.irl

peVplH mEpliliNE iio.',

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

Stilwell's Patents^FfE. Water Purifier.

Risdou Iron A. Loeomoti

LIVE
STEAM-FEED

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

ROILERS. Catalogue on Application.

m stillell-Bierce & Sml-Vaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
orkH, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C, Sterling, Sr, W, C, Sterli, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards in Michigan.

Get prices on first grade poles for city construc-
tion and buy of an old reliable firm,

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH

C. S. HA.J.-«T,

Telegraph, Tekphose, Electric Li^ht

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar yjeeled. Quick

ehipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.
POSITION WANTED.

and long
sting, cal-

raanufacture of idsEtu-
machinery.

furnish
ments for a laboratory

plete equipment of first-class i

laboratory or testing departme
all kinds of electrical and photometric

INDIA AND AMBER MICA,

P
WHITE n Telephone! STREET P STREET A
CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R. R. f CAR \
U Light, L AND L TIES. U

WriteJor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUIVIBER COIVIPANY.
IVlarinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

\ T.H.Brady. New

\ Manufacturer

>hp&stiiriiis.

, New Britain, Conn., U, S. A.,

of Meat Arms. Polo »n6
Swinginiir Hoods, Hoase Braoteti and
other Specialties for Oonetrac
Work. — Catalogues and Priae»
niahed on application.

A. L. LEWIS &. CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FKOM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.
- - lUicliigan.

—^—r(1 (5 (ir R

—

mrown^^^l

MKK03IINEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CKI>.\R POLKS.

Morris, Tasker & Go

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

Central Manufacturing Co.,
M-IATTA-NOOOA.,

iis^^te»^ ^.^'-gaaiii
ELECTRICAL MOULDINGS

umr
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

JILT cent of Ubelul (.(feet gaarulltcod.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

b Coupling at one end to

urs, on horizontal shafts.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works San hrancisco Cal Picific C jast Accnta.

MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY MATERIAL.
ho "standard" for sup.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, 307 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

il^
'innclsco, Cnl. Manufact.i r The FiberitH C

light incaiidescent aynanios; (lye 20 i

dynamos; live 15 arc liKlit dyniinios; oni

90 ampere dyuamo;
namo. New wire o
will be sold low or will exchance for old ma
rial. "WALSH'S SONS & CO., Newark, N. J.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compoimd en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

h. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of coinpoimd
boilers, 700 b. p.. 160 h. p. In a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY. 131 N. Third Street. Fhjladetphla.

Mr. Hutchins' Safety Hanger
tor Trolley and dangerous Electric Wires

is being accepted as a very practical

and needed equipment for the Trolley

Line, furnishing the greatest improve-

ment and safety. On account of his

limited means, he will give valuable

rights or interest in this invention to par-

ties who can furnish the means with

which to travel and introduce it.

Address

A. E. HUTCHINS,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam engine designer, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,Bound Brook:, - - - - IM. Jl.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,

. J. Alexander, Pres.

Photo and Wood EngraTiug,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE
STEREOTYPE CO.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of tlie World.

SEND FOK CIKCULAE AND PKICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THE GARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
WILl, PROTECT WHEU AI>Ii OTHERS FAIL.

Unequaled for Durability, Reliability and Efficiency ! Our testimonials back up all of our claims. Send for tliem.

CARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A. ..k^tion thi^ PAPF.n.

E

Supplies of all hinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^^
Telephones a specialty . B light and power plants. I ^

LEGTRICAL LnGINEERING U
Wire, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens 5r Halske Dynamos.

OMPANY. llllNNEAPOLIS, MINN.
CHICAGO,
Mailers Rldg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH, BfEW YORK,

Postal Tele. Bldg.

A. Sp^csial ilVr«ti-F"ri«s-tior» IVI^-fcal

^O C^
^<^^' m
Sole Agents: ^ Sole Agents:

R. E. T. PRINGLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Hd.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City no. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

iHBHI
1 1 ^1 ^W^^K^m T~M^:w^^^^VB'"'''"^^^F^V

ieffiS^tfl !(§^jl

^^mW^^n^n^l^/^^^^^k
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The Remingtoii-Sloles Typewriter

'^l

Is arecp
thL

NOT
behind Anj typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as arc

ANY
writing machine In fact the RtMI^c
TON-SHOLf5

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBmATION
of features which please the opeiator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our michine

Send for catalogue or call and i

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,

mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CD.

Suite'510 Karqu^tte BIdg , CHirA:0.

Our Telephones

Talk for our

Patrons, and

our Patrons

Talk for us.

Cem Watch Case
Receivers,

5g c. Each.

Send for our New Catalogue of

Telephone Transmitters, Magneto Bells, and all parts of

Telephones.

MIANIS ELECTRIC CO.,

MIANUS, CONN.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN, . Kansas City. MO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OP OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We also carry a full line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Fash Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

The

Auto-

Telephone

AT LAST!

Desk Set No. 29.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Agents for Chicago and Northern Illinois.

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

We have purchased and

recogniz

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LICHTINC, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesla for the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, now
be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Plats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishmants, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System ^e most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. ' PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Slvoet.
BOSTtJN, E.\change Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 13.13 P Street, N.

ForO:MKid:i address' AilKARN *, SOPF.R. OTTAWA. CAXADA.

rf

^
%

HART FLUSH SWITCH,
Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Self-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Always

the Right Prussur

on Face Plate.

HART & HERMAN MFG. CO.,

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, «1.00.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING GOMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.
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VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and other appliances.

It has had 18 years'
expei'ienoe;- 5 years as

licensed manufacturer
of the American liell

Telephone Company.
It has made more
Magneto Bells than all

the other manufactur-
ers in the country. Its

standard work is

known by all e.xperi.

enced telephone men.

The works are lo-

cated at the Relay
Station, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all

well as brass, iron, steel

Send for new catalogue and i

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,

Bal-timore, IVId.

T
ELEPHONES a"" SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnSAOTUEEEa OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Our New Itlaeneto Bell provided with specially

Will ring bells (

dent of self-induction in proportion to winding,
meet the moet esacting requirements of service.

; lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

series on short lines. Will ring on a line

Will work with any make of switchboard.

equal. No adjustment r

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
ntrolled by i

I orUin
and efficient apparatna of tapp

Dtherr-; require where power gen-
t three moves to auBwer a subscriber's call, rljg number wanted, and connect the

complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly fnrnlshed.

Correspondence Solicited Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

L. SPOONEK, Prealdont. CHICAQO OFFICE

;

"
E.- W^B^IoULDEK^'seoretary. No. 8„ Stock Exchange BMg.

a. A. TlJi.01i. Treararw. J. J. NATE, Oen'l Agt.

lO'OooReceivers.Lt:,';;
compound mnffnot.

Eleclrose Receivers 53c.
Hard Rubber Receivers 63c.
Hunning non-packing Transmitters 48c.
Hunning nicl<ol-piatGd TransmittefH. ...60c.

W^e Manufacture

TELEPHONES.
High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

FiiRR Telephone and Consiruciion Supply Net Prices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES

up) Wholesale

ST.50$4.50
Prices.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no further excnse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.

We furnish the Transmi

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.
In placing this instrument on

the market we take pleasure in

stating that after a series of tests
made by one of the largest rail-

road corporations in the United
States, and by several of the best
informedTelephoneExperts in the
country, we have been informed
that our instruments far surpass
any telephone now on the market,
for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing iinder
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility-Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

who may wish to replace the

I other makes of

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

...and Electric Co.,
CHiCAGO OFFiCE,

No. 195 La Salle St.

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINO COMPANY,
I=>i1:-tShield, IVIass., VJ. S. A..

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada. .....
BRANCHES OFFICES:

ji ^hicae<=>. 30s l3eai-t)oi-r» S-t.
f ^os-fcork, lEqvji-table ^uildins-
i IMe-«A^ Vorlt, 39 C5oi-tlar>dt St.
'^ ^an F-|-an<=isco, loe IVlai-ttet St.

X^rtdersort, ^- ^.

JUST :^HKT YOU ARE LOOKING FORI
' —A New and Valuable Book— —

"

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J.
Buckley. With numerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

4

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of Pligh Speed Engines, Cost of fncandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, l)\namos. Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Econoriiy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Mnrso Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting. Incaiub ^c . ni An Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Naiiu.il (u,. N, i: L..\.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Lin. , Pull. vs. Kop,- Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules -I'lre Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities ()« mn;; I'lam, K'. ports,,
I Ciii.s Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wimu; lal,!, s S.,,,nil.ii\ Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in tin- l';m;lisli L.mguage. Price, $2.00.

ELEQTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. ]

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Electric Railways and Power Slatlonii,

IS4I Marquette niile., rlilcneo.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Enfiir

liilty. ^uiliUnic, Mt. LoulM.

FordeBain,
Electrical ard

OonBomoff, Mechanical Engineer.

BnpervlHlng, FIqdb, SpeolQcatloDS ani
Oooetrnt . _

.

Solt_
Monadnock 1

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consulting and Contracting Eng'r.

OonflultlDK. BpeclflcatloDH, TentlDt?. Speciultlofl.

Electric Street HfillwayH, KleclriR Lighting
imdStoom PluntB IuhIuIIocI Complote, Pren-
ent propertJoH looked over and Improved.

Room 10«8 Monatlnock, CHICAGO.

Telephone Men!
Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, .Si.00. . . .

Electrician Publisliing Company,

Suite .MO Marquette Bide-. Oliieaso

WIRT BRUSHES
Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, PWIadelphla.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

WALLACE BARNES,
Mmmfactvrir of

FUT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Bend sample for prices.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

ARC

LAMP...

Simplest

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Market.

New
Catalogue
Just Out.

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities ;;;;;;:

Our Prices are

Right.

FLEMING -SPENCE F LECTRICAL C5.-.

652 Hudson St., New York.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EI/ECTBIC'Al, USES:

Graphite Boils of Various Cengths, from l-H Ohm to lOO Ohms Besistanee
to the inch. Oraphite Boxes and Crucibles, Resisting Heats

of4.000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

f1
.a\*ti AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
For -the IM.

...$1.50...

STANDARD
NA/ORI-D.

Battery iV. x K x IK inches.
The Lamp an Efflclent Beauty.

This elegant Outfit is practical, brilliant, scien-
tific and satisfactory, and every part is guaranteed.
Electricians who want a piece of jewelry that is

emblematical, or anybody who appreciates a. real

outfit (or $1.50. Order at once!
uplete

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones. Batteries. Bells. Dyna-

mos. Motors, Lamps. Wire, Etc.

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND, O.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

POPE MFC. CO.,
105 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.
The COAST LINE to MACKINAC

TAKE THE-

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price S6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly 1,000 pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAQO.

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC-

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Elficient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY,
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit # Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO." MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; Jrom Toledo, $15 ; from Detroit,
$13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

SundayTrips June, July. August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ji Toledo
Send for Illustrated PamphleL Address

He iietioil andmwW sfeaSTaVrco."
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Holyoke, Maea., od
named, and signed by A. F. Slckman, engineer ia charge

The originals ot these certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at oar office.

Test of a45-in Wh.e -Jn y 0,'94.
|
Tcstof a4a- n. H heel-July H. !>4

Head
Rev.

s,r„.

Cu. J^l.

Hi
HP.

Cent.
Head £ Cu. Ft

H. p. P.L

Whole Gate 16.16
122! 00
117.33

127! It

112.60 175:7;

149.99
82:18

Whole Gate

.4

i6:.w
16.59

17 :« II

1«.18

11 i4i:*i

*?°-

THE DtYTffN 61066 IRON WOBtS CO.. Daytoi, P.. U.S.».

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T, B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book ot the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite SIC Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

^wmn3m r SAFETY WATER TU BE BE
.MOVES, MANUFACTURER, PHILADELPHIA,

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing: a hieh srnaranteed ]

motion, under variable loads. An
and an unprecedented higrh velocity,
anced grates, affords prt - --- "

faction guaranteed wh

^reat fiteadin

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

PLATINUM
For all Purposes.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
EspeciaMy Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

conomy is desired.

0ver2 500 in use.

Boiler outfit.

Racine Hardware Co.,
W. F, PARISH, Gen'l Sales MnnBger,

W, Marquette Building.

Works, Racine. Wis. CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined b.y the design and con-
struction ot plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOOLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government ot water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Eeplogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. E.xpert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present sj'stem are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

I'lieel heretofore i

hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic ti

nfer witlfme, as I am ^

..._ Holyoke Testing I

Parties liaving power plants which are misatisfactory.

those contemplatmg the improvement of powers, will lind il

theirii- " •
'"

iing to ffuar-
^ results where others have milol, no mat-

ter what make oftnrbine has been in nsr. isiTATF.
RBOUIBESIEMTS ASD SEND FOR CATA-
LOGUE.

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

Bound Volumes
OF THE

)H(estern Electrician

FOB BALB,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV. T

ADDBE8S

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bulkllug, CHICAGO.

f. A. ESTEP Prest. F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, '

R. D. IMUXXiQk.l_l_ COIVIRAIMY,
JVI_1_EGIHEIMV', F>A..

Are you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.^ This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:

KDWAliM) I'. SIl.VHI', 11 .\i;igar;, SI,, Hiillulo, N. Y.. X..i-iheri. Slalcs Sales l)ei.)l.

SC'HMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept,, No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.

JOSHUA HENJJY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific CoMt Sales Dept,, No, 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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THE OTTO
and....

Natural Qas ENGINES

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 260 H. P.

Electric LiRht Planls in OptM-alion

fvoni 2 to 250 H. P.

The otto Gas Eniiiie forts, Inc.,

I>HIL.AI>KIiPHIA.

ONE CENT Per Hour is Cheap.
That is what "WEBER" GASOLINE ENGINES COST to run
per H. P. Simple, Safe, Reliable, Economical. Get posted.

Addrest WEBER OAS & aASOLINE ENGINE CO., 450 Southwest Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO., Hfrs.,

Used for makiDg Electric tiight or furnisbing

power for any purpose required. Specially

adapted for electric ligbt In private enterprises.

The lateatgreat Invention of this progressive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. Ib the Bimplest power on the market. A
dwarf In size; a Samson In strength. Costs but

little to run it. Has no equal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue,

60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

==!Ifyouwantany

H-Phanndn
forTrmmisswif^ UOMPANYf

Preserve Your Copies
-—^™ Western Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 MaranetteBuildins, .... CHICAGO.

BflONZE SmeltIngCo. Limited^

"JGTQN AVE.,PHILADELPHIA

andphosphor-brdnze'
is,wire,rods,sheets,etc.

iELTA METAL
._.._..^. , STAMPINGS AND FQRRiWK^
BrIGINAL AND Sai_E Makers INT

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT I3V UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 IT. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Specificatlone, drawlaga and Prices fnmlBhed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING.

NEW CATALOGUE

Webster "Vacuum"

SYSTEM OF STEAM HEATING
Is now under preparation. Have your application on file.

Warren Webster & Co.

STEAM HEATING.

Camden, N. J.

STEAM HEATING.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINO AGENTS:
p

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.
^1

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.
||

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.
j^j

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.
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v^e: iviaimuf-actijre: the tyi=»e: of-

Storage Battery Used in 80 per cent, of the Central Stations in Germany,

storage Battery Room in 12th Street Station, Edison Electric Illuminating Co , New York

1NEW YORK. 66 Broadway.
CHICAGO. 1543 Marquette BIdg.

BOSTON. 333 Exchange BIdgf.

BALTIMORE. 215 N. Calvert St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 15 First St.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.

Drexel BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace,
SMOKELESS AND ECONOfllCAL.

would like to interest you sufficiently to try 1

r boilers, subject to the following:

furnace on one of

GUiBkRA.IM-ri
To consume 95 per cent, of the !

bituminous coal.

jke burning any grade of

To Inirn from 20 to 45 pounds of coal per hour per square foot

of grate surface with good economy (according to draft.)

Will evaporate 10 per cent, more water per pound of coal

than can be done by any other method.

To increase the capacity of the boilers from 35 to 75 per cent.

over the rating.

Will liMiii.li ,) imilciiin temperature of more than 2,500 deg.
I :ilii' 'li'

1 !. r all parts of the boiler.

.In,;.;

from 10 to 40 per cent, in co.st of :

on of plant and kind of fuel used.

Should our furnaces fail to do as guaranteed, we will remove

iiiU replace the former setting at our expense.

\V<> Mill III

f

aiiplicutioii forward to joii our illiiKti-iittMl <'atalo$>'iio eoiitaiiiiii»-

vi'ry valiiai»li> hints on tli«' t-aro of Itoilors.

The Hawley Down Draft Furnace Co.,
SECURITY BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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POROUS .^^^^

WHy not set ^%!^ a.

^Ogrg* trial order.

^^'CUPS

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

Sioux City Brass Works,
SlOirX CITY, IOWA.

WOVEN LEATHER LINK BELTINGmv ^^^^^Jt^ CEMENT.

-'1)y>1AM0
C^ELTINGr. St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

BRA.S'CHES: 1(14 Snmm«r !^r,. Bn8ton: 113 Liborty Rt.. New Tort; 129 Kortb 3d St.. PhU

ppOELAlNj^iUFACTORY.

«5«j*?^^wr^t.'

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
; Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

WILMINGTON, DEL.

'J^':Lt

ing- at "World's Columbian Exposil

RAVEN WHITE CORE, g:;^
— --'^^ -,.st buiuungs m t,. u,...

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ^^^l?;:r rl^'^lfiS^ust i^;:\^^

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
AiAiN orrirr

lork EEA.\CHES
j „ jiearl.om st U4
CHir\(0 BOSTON SVN FRANC I1C0

Black File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work

Oar regnlar e«odH are on sale in every leading Hardware
8tore in the United States and Canada.

6. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia. Pa.

Say! Mr. Contractor,

have you ever stopped

THEY / ".' :\;;:-u ":."", :,!.,"

,

DONT i.n'n",\"i^',:;,„',
^'^

'

'

DRY
Especially adapted to Telephone and

OUT. Street Railway Work.

Long

Life

F. J. Pearson Mfg. Co.,

SECURITY BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Brush Doable A.ro

Lump Puteatfl Huntolned by

BRUSH
ELECTRIC CO.,

once nni IVsrka, Oar. •Men uiil Maiion ftf., VliEVKt AND. OlII*J



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.
No. i<j

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

"""H^RfHixsoT'' Simplex aiectrical Company,
1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 7B-81 Cornhilt, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFAOTDBEB OJ"

I1VS1XI.ATED XSIiEGTRZC IVIRE,
FLEXIBLE COBDS and CAJBUES.

WM mnd SOe North Third SItreet. - - PHII.AJ>KIiPHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TKIiKPHONB,
TKIiEORAPH,
.ISHT and POWEB.
Lead encasing in all its

Branches.

SBaiTB TAPK8.

203
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orl

KENNEDY &

Washington, D. C.

REIVI

TRADE MARK.

412, 413, 414

Postal Telegraph Building,

253 BROADWAY,

New York.

The Okonite Company, Ltd.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

( AGENTS: ) -

0.3. Mayer, Bete Bldg., Philadelphia, Fa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton St., Boston, Maes.
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St., BufEalo, N. Y.
Arthur 8. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.,

St. Louis, Mo.
J, M. Atkinson & Co., 1439 Monadnook Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

Keger & Atwater, 214 Pine St. , San Franoiaco,

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
„, *\\ \iii>iii/////

MAIVUFACTITBBBS OP

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,
Solid Electric Light Carbons^

For any System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (not Hoi^iiOW),
For Arc LBznps on lucandesoent and Ballway Olrcnlta

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE, PiTTSBURCj_PA.

WESTIIH Electfioal IngWraneiit Co,
—^^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

THE WESTON STANDARD PORTABLE

DIRECT READING

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

Alternating and Direct Cnrrent Circnits

Are the only standard portable in.struments o

the type deserving this name.

Write for Circular and Price List 3 and 4.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Our machines will opt-rnte HVS-

l'EXDEI> from <JEIL,1N«J OVEH-
IIKAU or «OI/rEl» IHIIECT to
SIDE AVAI.Ij aw readily an wJien
oooiipyiiij;; lloor ispace in the ordi-
nar.y niaiinci-. AH bearings self

oiling. See our new patented de-

vice for COXSfECTIXe MOTOKS
DIRECT TO LiIKE SHAFT. SAV-

ING BEIiTS, PULIiEYS AHiO FLOOR SPACE.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
[Manufactured solely by ALBERT & 1. M. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A SIrset, Boston, Miu.

NAIIDNAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.
Factory and Offices;

BRISTOL, - R. I.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-1914 OUve Street, ST. LOOla.

'CAHALL"

The Aultman & Taylor Hachinery Co.
SEND rOK CATALOGUE.

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Sole Agents for the United State*

Bank of Commarca Building PITTSBUaflt

Iho Rookery CUCiGO

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*,.
Estimates and Drawings SalHUitteiJU

WESTON ENGINE CO,>
PAINTED POST, N. V.

.TULTANSCHOLL &
THEKEYNOLDS-LABOB &C0., 41 Ni
HOBANTON SDPPLT & MACHT CO., -

TH08. B. OAKBY & BEOS. CO.. 26 Ught St.I

Liberty St.. N.y. 01.1

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Bnilders of Imprcred Automatic Cut-Off Engl
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FOR TEN
YEARS THE
STANDARD

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
USED BY THE LARGEST ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Insulating

Water, Acid

and Alkali Proof

Insulating

strong, Durable

and Effective.

ARMATURE AND FIELD COIL VARNISH
Made of the Highest Ingredients. The Best in the Marlcet.

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada for the Celebrated "Ship" Carbons.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,
SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

81-83 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

186=188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.



ELECTRICIAX.

SHIELD BRAND i HERCULES
Moisture-Proof Feeder Cables,

J TROLTFYWTPF
Next in quality to Rubber Covered Wire.

Magnet Wires

Weather-Proof Line,
Annunciator,

Office and
Damp-Proof

Office Wires.

House Goods Supplies of all descriptions.

Not Affected
By

Climatic Changes.

M'e have snooeeded in produein";, >viththe
aid of the most improved mechanical de-
vices and care in niannfacture, a quality
of wire that will be found particularly
serviceable on account of its high con-
ductivity and great strength.

The Ansonia Electrical Co., Ansonia, Conn.

MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY MATERIAL.
single fact that all we (

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, 307 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.^
. Hoefgen, Moxiiam & Co., 80 T, an Francisco, Cal. Manufactured by The Fiberitft Co., Mechanic\n

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
AbendrotU & Boot JIf.

Adams-Bagnall El. Co.

Akron Elec. Mfg. Co .

.

American Battery Co..

AmericanCarbonCo...
Amer. Circ. Loom. Co.

Am. Dist.

.™aElec. FuseCc.l.'c

. Elec. Heat. Corp...

L Elec. Works.. XXX

erican Engine Co. Iviii.I

. Tooli Mach. Co.... xx:

;lior Electric Co xx

...Alberts J. M...

,Sons&Co.,J
.Ansonia Elec. Co

Arnold, B.J 1

Arnold Power Station Co. s

Babcock i Wilcox Co., The

Bain.Foree 3

Baker&Co 1

BaU Engine Co b
Ball & Wood Co. , The

Barnes, Wallace

BarnettCo.,G. & H Ix

Bates ABro., D. L xx

Baxter, H. E. i C

Bernardin, F. M -

Besly&Co., Chas. H Is

Bi-Met. El.Tr.Co.xxxiii,xx^

Bliss Co., E. W 12

Boudreaux Dyn. Br. Co. .xx

Bowers Bros xx

Boynton Multiv. ii. Co. xxx

Brady, T. H xxx

BriUCo.,J. G 1^

Brixey, W. K 1. >

Brown, D.. Cedar Co. ...xxx

Brush Electric Co iJ

Bryan & Humphrey
Buckeye Electric Co

Butler Hard Rubber Co xx

Card Electric Co
Central Elec. Co
Central JIfg. Co xxx'

ObannonCo,, H 1:

Chicago Belting Co l!

C, B. &Q. R. K
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co.

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co....

Chicago Tel. Sup. Co xll

ClonbrockS. B. Co.... Ix.lxvii

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co Hi

Comns&Co.,H. E i

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co... 1

Commercial Elec, Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co xlY

Cor. School of Technology—
Crocker-Wheeler El. Co.xxxi
Cross.F. J 1x1

Croselmire, C. F xxxviil

Culver Mfg. Co Ixvili

Cutter EL & Mfg. Co xxxvi

Cutter, Geo Ixt

Bailey, Jas.W Ixi

Dallett, Thos. H. & Co 1 riil

Dayton GlobelronWks Co. Ixvi

Det. & Cleve. Steam Nav.Co.lxi

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. ii

Electric Storage Batl. Co.. -

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Puljllshlng Co.

Elgin Telephone Co
3 Chin

Parr Tel. & Con.Sp. Co.. xl,

Faucett. L L
Ferracute Mach. co..lviii,l

FiberlteCo., The
Fleming-Spence Elec'lCo.-

Forest City El. Worbs.xi.ls

Ft. Wayne El. Corp. . . 111. 1

Franklin El. & Mfg. Co. xx
Freeman & Sons Mf.Co.xxx
Fuel Economizer Co

Garton-Daniels Elec. Co. xxvii

General Electric Co.xlv-i.xlvii:

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.... xlvi:

Gordon-Burnham Bt. Co.xxxvi
Goubert Mfg. Co Ixvi

Hammacher.SehlemmerAColli
Hart.C.S xxxvii
Hart ^t Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hinei Co., L. A xxxvil
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co. li

Huebel A: Manger.xxviii.xxxi^

Illinois Engraving Co. xlix, Iv

Independent Elec. Co xxxi
Interior Conduit & I. Co.. xii

Internafl Cor. Schools. .xxxi
JeweU Belting Co Ir

Karta%-ert Mfg. Co..

Keystone Tele. Co

.

Kllpstein ifc Co., A..

Lafayette Eng. A- El

Leclanche Bat. Co.,

Directory, Principal Elec.

and Mech. Engineers...

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos..

.

E A- CElec. Co
Eastern Elec. Cable Co. xx

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co
Edison Mfg. Co x

Edwards &. Co :

Elec. Arc Lt. Co
Electric Appliance Co. . .x:

Elec. Engr. .^ Supply Co. .

.

' Elec. Selec. & Signal Co..

For Classified Index o-f ./Vdver-fcisemen-l

LefEeKt Co., James.

Lewis Tool Co..

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Manhattan Gen'l Con, Co.

Mason, J.W xi

Mayo, V.J xxx
McEwen.J.H, Mfg. Co..lx

Menominee El. & M. Co.. xx

Metropolitan Elec. Co 1

Mianus Electric Co
Mica Insulator Co xx;

Moore, Alfred F
Morris, Tasker & Co
Morse, S. F. B
Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes, L. M 1

Munsell ife Co., Eugene....

Murray Iron Works Co ...

.

National Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.

i-Red. Co...

Nat.Underground Cabl. Co
New York Ins. Wire Co. . .

:

Norman, J. J. Co
Northern Elec. Mfg Co ...

.

Northwest Engineering Co

Nortoi, C. E ;

Novelty Electric Co

OfBceSpec. Mfg. Co
Ohio Electric Works
Ohio Storage Battery Co..

.

Okonite Co., The i.

Orient Electric Co., The.

.

Otto Gas Engine Wks
Partrick &, Carter Co
Partridge Carbon Co
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co. . . x

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.s

Lumber Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
People's Elec. Co x:

Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co....

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co. .XXX
Phoenix Glass Co xx:

Phoenix Int. Tel. Co x
Phoenix Tel. A Mfg, Co...

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.,Ld.lx
Piatt, O. S. Mfg. Co x.\

Queen A Co
Racine Hardware Co I;

Rau Mfg. Co
Reisinger, Hugo
Remington-SholesT.Co.xxx:

Replogle Governor Wks . . I:

Rhoads & Sons, J- E -

Richards & Meacham xl

Roth Bros, i Co Ix

Samson Cordage Wks...xxx
Schiff, Jordan & Co
Schoonmaker, A. O.... xxxi
Schott, W. H I

Shawmul Fuse Wire Co.. li.

Shultz Belting Co Ix

Siemens & Halske E. Co..xs
Sills & Co., W. H xxx
Simplex Electrical Co..The.

Souix City Brass Works....

-

Smith. S. Morgan 1:

.Co..

Spencer Elec. Co
Splitdorf, C. F
Sprague EL Elevator Co.

Standard Incan. Lamp Cc

Standard Paint Co.. . ii.

Standard Tel i Eleo.Co.

Underg. Cable C

se F^aee vm-

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. & Son..xxx
Stilwell-Blerce & Smith-
VaUeCo, xsxvill. XX

Storey Motor & Tool Co. .

.

Stow Mfg. Co :

Strauss & Co., W. L
Swarts- Metal Eef. Co.

Toomey, Frank xxx
Triumph Elec. Co
Tucker EI. Cons. Co >

Tuerk Water Meter Co ...

.

Union Heater Supply Cp.lx
United EL Imp. Co
U. S. Mln. Wool Co ...Ix

Utica EL Mfg. & Sup. Co. XX
Valentine-Clark Co x

Varley Dup. Mag. Co.... xl

Viaduct Mfg Co
Voltak Supply Co xx>
Vulcanized Fibre Co Is

Wagner El. Mfg. Co xx
Walker Company
Wallace Electric Co xx
Walsh's Sons Co xxx

Warren Elec. Co x
Washington Carbon Co..

.

Weber Gas A Gaso.Eng.Co.I;

Wertheim. Ed
Western Electric Co iv

Western Tel, Cons. CO
WestinghouseEI.AMfg.Co.
Westinghouse Mach. Co...

WestonElectricallns. Co.i.x

Weston Engine Co.

Whites. S. D. Mfg Co.... j

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. xx;

Williams A Abbott EI. Co.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Oored and Solid -for ^iroc-b Lish^ing:.

...URGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED,..

General ••••••

Western Agents:

Edison

Chicago Edison Company,
..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^
luildins, 139 A^danns S-tree-t, OHIOA.GO, lUL..

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign

is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

.Asl^ your IME^VIREST Sl-I F>|3|_'V IH^i.JSE: -for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Buiiding, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
Insulation. Controller Parts, etc.

SEND FOB BEVISED JPBICE LIST.

k H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.
a40-a4S Randolpb street, CHICAeO.

NEW ¥OKK. PHILADELPHIA. I
m Generators for Power

Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and TC^orks, Mansfield, Ohio.

76 K. W. GENEBATOB.

BTTCEETE
Monadnock 4SuiIding. Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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To THE VICTORS BELONG THE SPOILS

Central Electric Company
CHICAGO

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^t^^^^^rj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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111
MACNETO SIGNAL BELLS.

STANDARD
Wood Box Bell.

NO. 7707 We sell Magneto parts separately.

Iron Box Bell. • Quotations on application

Ask your dealer for the
No. 7707 Iron Box Bell.

Kindly refer to this
paper when writing.

H.E.cSc C.BAXTER,
BEDFORD, DIVISION AND CANTON STREETS, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

WIRT SWITCHBOARD INSTRUMENTS.

We have gotten out and are ready to place on the mar-

ket a new form of these already well-known instruments

J^^^ in which all the valuable features of the old are retained,
'

The new instruments are dead beat, enclosed in a dust-

\CZs^ proof iron case, simple in design, most carefully made
^ " and guaranteed to high degree of accuracy. Descriptive

circular and price list on application. .....
ACME PORTABLE TESTING SET

Can be used for a very wide range of resistance measurements. It is

accurate, easily portable, self contained and easily used. Send for

circular No. 34, in which will be found a complete description of the
set with all necessary instructions for its use

quee:im & 00.,
Manufacturers and Importers of and Dealers in

Scientific instruments of All Kinds,

WW Chestnut St. PHILADELPHIA.
Jew York Office, 116 Fulton Street.
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AN

ENTIRELY

NEW

LINE!
Type "C" Solid Yoke 22 K. W. Generator

THAT WILL

COMPETE

WITH

ANYTHING

^ ON MARKET,

NO. 1

Circular describes our

small Dynamos and

Motors

NO. 2 ^
describes Machines from

5 H. P. to 27 H. P. .

NO. 3
describes Machines from

30 H. P. up . . . .

Special Illustrated

Descriptive

Circulars

sent on

application...

Type "D" Motor Generator.

E & C ELECTRIC CO.,
I 124 Payne Ave., Cleveland, O.
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C. B. ROBERTSON, Presii H. S. MEIGS, Secy, and Treas.

LAFAYETTE ENGINEERING & ELECTRIC WORKS,
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE

DYNAMOS
AND

MOTORS.

LAFAYETTE, IND., U. S. A.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
. 307 DEARBORN ST.

YOU CAN HAVE OUR BEAUTIFUL CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Aceuinalators.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Oliio Storage Battery Co.

Annunciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &.. Mech. Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.

Van Nuis, C S.

Samson Cordage )

ynton Multivolt Batt'y Co.
Butler Hard Ilubber Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Franklin Elec. & Mrg. Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
LeclancUe Battery Co., The.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Western Electric
White, S. S. Dentral Mfg. Co.

Bells.

Huebel & Manger.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting:.

Rhoads Hi. Sons, J. E.

urray Iron Works Co.

BookH. Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bronxi^.
BesIv«iCo..Chas. H.
Phosphor BroDzeSm.Co.,Ltd.

Buudrciiux Uyn. Brush Co.
Holmes i'Mbre-GraphlteCo.
Mason. J. W.
Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Wirt. Chas.

HmiiH.rointHA PlatcH.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Schifl, Jordan & Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. C

Western Electric Co.

Cigar I^ighters.
National Electric Co.

Compoiuid.
Standard Paint Co.
\'oltak Supply Co.

Conduits.

Richards & R

Contractor.^ and 1

liight PIant!4.

Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Walker Co.
Warren Elec. Co-
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.
Western Electric Co.

Besly&Co., (

Bowers Bros.

Copper AVircs.
L Electrical Works,
a, F. M.

Besly&Co.,ChasH.

Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCcThe.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. C
National India Rubber Co

Western Electric Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Crookes' Tubes.
Perkms Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

CroNs-Arms, Pins and

Farr Tel. & Const, Supply Co.
FlberiteCa.The.
Mason. J. W.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Oo.

Cut-Outs and SwitelieN.
Anchor Electric Co.

Brush Electric Co.

Dallett & Co., Thos. H.
E A C Elec. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Hine&Co., L. A.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Lafayette Eng. A: El. Wks.
Mayo, V. J
McEwen. J. H. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey. Frank.
Triumph Elec. Co.
Walker Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Fuel Economizer Co.
Electric Heaters.
American El. Heat. Corp.

Electric Railways.
Bruph Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M
Bernardin. F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.

Phila. Elec. & Mfg.

General Electric Co.

Elevators.
Sprague El. Elevator Co.

it Gaso'l
Engines, (sitcam
American Engine Co

Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Westinghouse Mach. Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Pipe Heads.

Roth Bros. .V Co.
Tuerk Water Meter Co.
Westlnfihouse El. A Mfg. Co.
hVed ^Va-

F"or

Flexible Shafts.
Stow Mfg. Co.

Forges.
Union Heater Supply Co.

Fuse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Brisey, W. R
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.
U. S. Min. Wool Co.

Has righting. Electric
Partrick .t Carter Co.

BeslyA Co.. Chas. H-

Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Andrae&SonsCo., J.

Electric Appliance (

;. Supply <.Farri
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Mason, J. W-

El. Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Norton. C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Peoples' Elec. Co.
Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Shawmiit Fuse Wire Co.
Siou^ City Brass Works.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gieason. E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

<KOv^ors. Water AVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.uo.

Ciraphite Specialties.
BeslyACc.Cnas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Anchor Electric t

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial I'^lec. Sup.
Electric Appliance Co.

ICyanson ^V Armpriester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee 101. A Mech
Munsell ACo.. lOugenc.
National India Rubber
New York insulated Wi
NuttallCcR. D.
OkonItoCo..Tho.
Partrick A Carter Co.

"nsulatft

"

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

InHulatod Wires nntl
CablcH-niagnet M'ircs.
American Electrical Works.
Brisey, W. R.
Chicago Rdiaon Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
Morse, S. F. B.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCcThe.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Electric Appliance C

Orient Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.

Varley Duplex Magnet Co.

[agnet l>Vire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

1 Machinery,

Ferracute Machine Co.
Lewis Tool Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Sills A Co.. W. H.
Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motorei.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. C
DallettACo..Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elec. lOngr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.

General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Mayo, V. J.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl, Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Sioux City Brass Works
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse El. .^ Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Datley, Jas, W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronxe.
Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Croselmire & Son. C. F.

Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co.. A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

WhiAiey Elec. Inst. Co.

" Barnes. Wallace.
Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.

Moore. Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Ajpparatns.

Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephone!?) and Tele-
phone Material.
Andrae A Sons Co., J.

'elephone Sup. Co.

.Co.

Mason. J.

Mianus V.lec. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co
Phoenix Int. Co.
Phoenix Tel. A Mfg. Co.
Richards A Meacham.

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

TiirbiiM' Wbt-rls.

Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.

Valves.
Culver Mfg. Co.

Mater WI Is.

NutLiill('o..R D.
Okonite Co,, The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C. -Co.

^I^lphabe-fcioeil Irtdeac of iXdver-tilsttmerk-ts Soe l^aso III.
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Do you use CORED CARBONS! "»°'y<>"

do not need to depend on Foreign Manu-
facturers for your supply. ......

The Celebrated HELIOS Carbons are

now manufactured in America, and all sizes carried in stock by

The Washington Carbon Co., p'™urgh, pa.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Motor and Generator Brushes. Battery Plates and Specialties.

Highest Grade Solid Carbons
FOR SERIES ARC LICHTINC.

NUrnberg Carbons.
T^

ot^
o ^*

»^.^".^: ^t
II I I I II sMMj s 1 iLfO \ I) 1 Lt

TRItC4RB0NS NURNBERG QERMVNY

O- ,^^" .,.>• 'ISN^^^

^^..^^^^

kO
o>'VQ< ^-^

SOME OF THE MEDALS RECEIVED FOR SUPERIOR
QUALITY OF THE DR. LESSINO CARBONS.

0:7

"^

>i^
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UNDER ' X-RAYS!
A "Triumph"

.OF.

Modern Electrical

Engineering!

WRITE FOR

CATALOGUE "H.

"

Triumph Electric Co.,
....CINCINNATI, OHIO.

NEW YORK OFFICE, ^ A. Machado, Manager,

Mall and Editress BulldlnK, OFFICE AND FACTORY:
NEW YORK CITY. . . . 610-616 Baymlller Street.
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^> SEND
100
NNIES
FOR

Rl A I-
OF THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg, Chicago.
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LUNDELL^

...FAN MOTORS.

SEASON

1896,

MOST ECONOMICAL

CURRENT-CONSUMERS
....ON THE MARKET....

I STANDARD

20,000 IN

ACTUAL

USE. .

CA.-rAl-OG Li I

* * *

Interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS:
NORTHWESTERN AGENTS ;

''"'"o'oS'r"'"' 527 West 34th Street, NEW YORK.
•CHICAGO* ILiLaaa ^
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Walker Company,
Main Office and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO,

r jffL Manufacturers of all kinds of Electrical Apparatus, specially large size

If GENERATORS,
Street Railway Motors,

NCANDESCENT MACHINES, ETC., ETC
KI{.\X( H OFHt KS :

Xcw York: :|r:l-:il4 I'.Ktal Trl,-^.n,|.li liilildlne. Sa)i ]-nir,ri.rn. l,M,-, |.

• i.l"ii;iLi'iii 'hi;v"'i'roc-x-des

A New Era in Electric Arc Lighting.

The "Pioneer" Enclosed Lamp
F-OR IIMe>A.IMDE^<5Er<JT CSI F»<5U ITS.

Burns from 100 to 150 HOURS without change of carbons.

^i\ Saves $15 to $20 annually, per lamp, in carbons and trimming,

c^i Consumes only 4 to 5 amperes of current.

Distributes perfectly, saves in insurance.

Economical, noiseless, shadowless, steady.

Color of daylight, clean, simple, safe, inexpensive.

I THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.,
INCORPORATED), Write for Catalogue

I
LABORATORy,^=^5o^^^252M.RCERST., 687 aiid 689 Broadway, Ncw Yofk. I

A Good Thina 4-U-2-C.
OUR EXHIBIT IN SEC. C, SPACE 161, AT THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION, NEW YORK.

PARTRICK£ CARTER CO.,PHILADELPHIA,
Manufacturers of Electrical House Goods.
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Manhattan Arcs in ser

vice. One hundred Edison
Central Stations. One pair

of half-inch carbons will

burn one hundred and
fifty hours; will burn
singly on incandescent
circuits, avoiding the
necessity of burn
ing two lamps in

series. A perfect

diffusion of light is obtained
by the use of double en
closed globes. Lamp is

fire-proof and absolutely
noiseless. Lamps to

burn in series on cir

cuits from two hun-
dred to five hun
dred and fifty

volts. Length
twenty
and thirty

seven
inches.

4?

^^ Put in a
new carbon

and trim it

^^-r once every one

^Y" hundred and fifty

hours. Figure
^y what that will save

O We have on hand
^ five hundred In-

candescent Arc
^^ Lamps of all makes,

^^ which we have dis-
'#_^ placed by " Manhat-
^MM tans," which we offer
^r complete at $3.00 each.

Manhattan General

^Construction Co.
NEW VOHK; 44 Broad St. CHICAGO: Monadnock Block. BOSTON; 140 Congress St,
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Have You Read . .

.

"THZ: IiATISST AND MOST PRACTICAI.
BOOK ON TCIiiSPIIONV? IT IS ^

m TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK,
BY HERBERT LAWS WEBB,

Member of the American InsHfiite of Electrical Engineers, and of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.

Autlmr of "A Practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated Wires and Cables."

joint Author of '•Electricity in Daily Life."

146 PACES. 138 ILLUSTRATIONS. CLOTH. HAND-BOOK SIZE. PRICE, POSTACE FREE; $1 .00.

CONTENTS:
The Invention of the Telephone. Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Electric Telephony.

The Bell Telephone. The Microphone. Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.

The Induction Coil; its use in the Telephone Transmitter. The Complete Telephone

Circuit. Magnet Telephones. The Bell Telephone Receiver. Other Forms of Magnetic

Telephones. The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers. Mercadier's Bi-telephone,

The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Carbon Transmitters. The

Blake Transmitter. The Long-distance Transmitter. The Solid-back Transmitter.

The Berliner Transmitter. The Cuttriss Transmitter. Various European Transmitters.

The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters. Batteries for Telephone Work. Open Circuit

Batteries. Closed Circuit Batteries. The Practical Management of Batteries. Magneto

Bells. Automatic Switches. Telephone Line Construction. Metallic Circuits. Under-

ground Wires. Lightning Arresters. Inside Wiring. Installation of Telephone Instru-

ments. Inspection and Maintenance. The Condenser; its use in Telephony. Electro-

magnetic Retardation. Exchange Working. Small Exchanges. Party Lines. The

Bridging Bell. Long Distance Telephony. Duplex Telephony. Simultaneous Tel-

egraphy and Telephony. Appendix.

«e=- The only Practical Up-to-Date Book of its liind. A Timely Work. Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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In Preparing This New Catalogue I
We have been mindful of the needs of all our customers, and our sole aim has ^H
been to publish that which would prove helpful and serviceable to all who

purchase electrical material of any tind. Our friends kindly say that we have

not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, _ handsomest

and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encylopedia of

all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

Send a small order and receive a copy.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,
186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

DAULETT
Electric Motors and Generators,

MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT $c CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches. .....

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

FERRACUTE MACHINE CO., Bridgeton, N. J.

PRESSES AND
DIES FOR

ELECTRICAL

WORK. ETC.

.PRESS S (J 86 wiT-H

^/iLE^^TRlC MOTOR, CONTRaUERj

AMERICAN-BALL ENGINES.
Mr. Frank H. Ball, the well-known steam

engine designer, has assumed the manage-
ment of our business and will add to our
present line of steam and electrical ma-
chinery a full line of his celebrated engines,

specially designed for direct-connected
electrical work and adapted to dynamos of

our manufacture, thus making complete
and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,
BouncJ Brooi^, IM, J



NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, particularly in its subscription and book departments, we have found

it necessary to seek larger and more commodious quarters, and therefore desire

to announce that we have moved from 6 Lakeside Building to

SUITE 510 IVIARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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Economy Pays Dividends
HEATING SURFACE FIFTY TO ONE OF CRATE.

ABSOLUTELY NO DEAD POINTS IN CIRCULATION.

View of installation of The United Electric Light and Power Company, foot of East 28th and 29th Streets, New York.

This plant when complete will contain 16,100 horse power nominal, in 600 horse power units, of the "Morrin Climax Boiler."

Electric Light Plants Installed in Vicinity of New York:

Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Brooklj'n,

2,800 horse power.
Mt. Morris Electric Light Company, 1,750 horse

power.
Newark Electric Light & Power Companj-, New-

ark, N. J., 4,700 horse power.

Jersey City Electric Light Company, Jersey City,

N.
J., 1,200 horse power.

Essex County Electric Company, Orange, N.J.,
500 horse power.

Bronx Gas & Electric Company, West Chester,

N. Y., 500 horse power.
Manufacturers' Electric Company, Philadelphia, 600

horse power.
Safety Electric Light Company, New York, 1,200

horse power.
Manhattan Electric Light Company, New York,

1,200 horse power.
Municipal Electric Light Company, Brooklj-n,

N. Y., 1,800 horse power.

In addition to the abo\'c wc have 10,000 horse power installed in the prominent street railway stations near New York.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE CLONBROCK STEAM BOILER COMPANY,
Send tor now catalo ROOKLYIN, IM. Y.
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Reduce the Cost of Your Coal Bill

^'V USIIMCS

INI'

FUEL ECONOMIZER
F-OR :aivi boi

SAVES FROM 10 PER CENT. TO 20 PER CENT. IN FUEL IN

Electric Lighting Plants
WORKING IN OVER 120 ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER STATIONS.

C^ri-^spondenoe Sol ici-ted. Sa-fcis-faction ^uarara-teed.

See Our Exhibit at The National Electrical Exposition.

CHICAQO="1540 Marquette Building.

BOSTON===321 Exchange Building.

NEW YORK"=74 Cortlandt Street.

MONTREAL===42S Board of Trade Building.

The Fuel Economizer Co.,

MATTEAWAN, N. Y.
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A COPPER MINE.
The Best Investment in the Electrical Business.

PROSPECTUS.

I

Fact No, I.—A great weekly covering the entire field, not contined to narrow limits as are those periodicals

which make a specialty of some one branch of the trade. * * *

Fact No. 2.—One kept up to a high standard of excellence through good times and through bad times
;

the most liberally illustrated electrical journal in the world, and the handsomest typographically.

Fact No. 3.—West of the Alleghanies the paper eagerly awaited and thoroughly read each week by the

electrical pubHc from I tO 3 days ahead of its contemporaries in all this territory. All the news of

the week already given, read and digested before other papers arrive. * * *

Fact No. 4.—Absolutely independent; not engaged in tearing down or building up any one concern: con-

ducted for the trade as a whole, and its mission " the greatest possible advancement of the electrical science

anil industry " in the vast area monopolized by its circulation. * * *

Fact No. 5.—The electrical paper of the Great West; No other has ever been able to obtain a foothold

in this immense buying section. Many have tried, but one and all have found the field already com=
pletely filled and occupied. * * *

Fact No. 6.—A unique position, standing positively pre=eminent in the great purchasing sections of the

United States. No other electrical journal can make a similar claim for any section of the country. In

the East are several electrical weeklies struggling for supremacy. In the West there is but one great

electrical weekly, and it covers the field. * * *

Fact No. 7.—West of the Alleghanies a larger circulation than all of the other electrical journals

combined. All the figures so far produced substantiate the claim that in this territory its circulation

is l O TIMES that of any other electrical journal.

Fact No. 8.—Should you go into IT and one other paper, you can afford to spend for western advertising

10 dollars in IT where you spend i dollar in the other paper.

Fact No. 9.— Should you go into all the electrical papers, you can afford to spend for western ad\ertising

as much in IT as you spend in all the others put together.

Fact No. 10.—For Western advertising you cannot really afford to consider any electrical paper but IT.

You positively cannot cover the field in a thorough manner through any other medium. This is now
plain to shrewd advertisers.

Fact No. II.— IT has a larger relative circulation in the East than has any other electrical paper in the

West.

Fact No. 12.—EXTRA IMPORTANT.— If you have but ONE ADVERTISEMENT to place, you shcmld

place it in this GREAT WEEKLY, the paper which can give you the BEST, BIGGEST and MOST
COMPREHENSIVE CIRCULATION throughout the length and breadth of the land.

SUCH IS THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN..
NEVER OVERLOOK IT.

rWWV
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ENGINES
Direct Connected

....AND BELTED....

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1526 Monadnock. .^^WORKS: Erie, Pa.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

l^

Practical InBtn

T matter added. 104Seventh editiOD, fully revised, and n

illustrations. 260 pages $1

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity a

Practical Defloitions .Engineering, based
Electrical Units. \
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Book- This
is, a-^ tbe n»im« Indioate--, a New Book, much more com-
plete than the old one, with ail the luformatloD, inatruc-
rions and rules which are required by practical men,
as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Eneineera, und
owners and operators of all Itinds of Electric Plants. U Is

the only book of the kind published in the English
language. 226 pages, liO illustrations, flexible cloth
binding, size uf type page 53^x3 inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. P. B.—Incaodencent Wl'ing Hand-book. A
timely booh containiDg full iilustrut ons for incandescent
wiring and complete information concerning methods ot
running wires, location of eafaty deviceu, t-plices. Insula-

bulldinge, isolated and central
Type page 5)^x3 inchei

Hand-ook. Juet

First
) thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 llluatratloDS.

bles $1.00
lation on the subject than

With
t of Transmission Plants.

Bedell, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Graphical Treatment for Stu-
dents and Eogineere. Second edition. 112 illustra-

3 on Electro-Metallurgy. 60

Instrument Making for .A mateun

ieiephone $0

!e and How Used
, with additional m

J.—Electric Lighting Plants,

rhe Electric Railway 1

te Treatise on the Cor
i RallwayB, Second ed

Chas.—Electricity for Engineers Part I. Con-
stant Current A clear and comprehensive treatise on the
principles, construction ana operation of Dynamos, Mo-
topf), L'imps Indicator and Measnring Instruments; also a

full e.fplanatlon of the electrical terms nsed in the work.
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Oontalniog an
explanation of the principles goyernlng the generation of.

and B description of tbe instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alternate Jilectrio Currents. Iliue-

Dyer, A.—Induction CoilB. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming. J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations. $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer in
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric
Currents, 500 pages, fully illustrated and with copious
index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapter 1. Introductory. 2. Elec-

Iro-Magoetic Induction. 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current Induction.
Vol, II. The Utilization of Induced Currents, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, Q.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2 00

Qordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents. Measure-
ment, Teleuraphv, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis.
Indnction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Grier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Oircuits. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wiring and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in conveaient form for ready reference. $1.00

Haskins.C. H.—TheGalvanomet.er audits Uses. A Manual for
Electricians and Scudents. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.50

Hasklns.— Transformers. Their Theory. Construction and
, Application Simplified. 38 i.lustrations $L25

Hawkins, C. C. and F. Wallis.-The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture, lyo ihuatrationd $3.00

Hering.—Practical Directions for Winding Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scien'^e. Elementary,
Practical and Experimental Physics, 650 Illustrations $4.00

Hopkinson.—Original Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. lUustrated ....$1.00

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Itg Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitaller, E.—Domestic Electricity tor Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by C. J. Wharton.

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Words,
Terms and Phrasea. Third edition, re-written and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 562 pagea, and 570 Illustrations

$6.00

Kapp, aisbert.—Electric Transmisaiou of Energy and its

Transformation, Subdlvison and Distribution. A practi-
cal handbook. Third edition $3.00

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Illustrated. $0.60
[Vol. 96 Van Nostrand's Science Series.J

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their
Generation, Measurement, Distribution and Application.
Autboriz-d American ed. With an introduction byWilliam

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transformers.
138 lUuhtratlons $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-
tion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892 $7 25
In this edition there is a considerable amount of new

matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, lormulte, Tables and Data. 32mo, leather

Lockwood,.T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 376 pages, 152 Illustrations $2.00

Lockwo.od, T. D.~Electrlcal Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Construction and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood. T. D. Practical Information for Telephonists.

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. C. of Electricity. 36
Illustrations.... $0.50

Martin, T. C—Inventions, Researches and Writings of Nikola
Teala. With special reference to his work In polyphase
currents and high potential lighting. COO pp. 300 Illuatra-
tlona, second edition $4.00

Development of the Electric Motor t

Bell. 300 IllUbtrationa $3.00

Haver, and Davis, M. M.—The Quadruples. With Chapters
on the Dynamo-Electric Machine in Relation to the Quad-
ruplex. The Practical Working of the Duplex TelejirHph
Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph. 63
illustrations $1,5C

McClure, J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ei-
of the Telephone, Phonograph, TapecHeter.

by L. M. Fiehback lUus.

$a.5o

> Wire Buildings. A manual of the-Howl

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice of
Telegraph.

Electric
Electricians,

Managers and Operators. 185 illustrations. I4th edition,

rewritten and enlarged $1.50

Prlndle, H. B —A Popblar Treatise on tbe Electric Railway
of to-day. Fully illustrated . $0.25

Russell.Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $2.25

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Install ationa. Vol. I.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. Wiih illus-

trations. 12mo, cl. London, 1893 $1.50

5loane. T. O'Conner.—Electricity Simplified. Tbe Practice
and Theory of Electricity, including a Popular review of

" "Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-

the Theory of Electricit

Sloane.T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terma used in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

T. O'Connor.-^Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneous Toys

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Oalculatiooa by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.0u

Tesia, Nikola.—Experimenta with Alternate Currents of High
Potential and High Frequency. A leqtare delivered before
the Institution of Electrical Engineers. London. With a
portrait and biographical aketch of the Author Illus-

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Englm
adapted to Electric Lightlni; Purposes. Treating of the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and Economy, with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates $1.50

Prof. Ellhu—What is Electricity? Illustrated. $0.25

, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo-Electrio Machinery. A
Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16mo. Numerous Illustrations, fancy boards (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $0.50

Thompson, 5ylvanus P.—Polyphase Electric Currents and
Alternate-Current Motors. Mailed to any address In the
world on receipt of $3.60

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric
Machinery. Ifimo. (Van Nostrand's Science Series,
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edition, revised and rewritten. Numerous illus-

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages $6 00

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. lUus

Brass, Platinui
with additions

ilker, F.—Practical Dynamo Bui
' ' output. "*'"

Second edition; <

Webb. H. L.-
Wirea and <

Webb,

I. (Van Nostrand's Science Series, No. 98).$0.50

L practical Guide to tbe Testing ot Insulated
iblea. Illuatrated $1.00

-Telephone Hand-book. Illuatrated.
, cloth. Chicago. 1895 .

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
.Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago...
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Directory of Principal Electrical and IVIechanical Engineers.

B. J.
Arnold, Mem. a. i. e. e.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo Kallwiiyu nod rower BtattoDB.

IS41 Marquette nids-. OIiIcobo.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,
Consniting and Contracting Eng'i

iropertleH lookuii dver

ulaphonu UarrlBOQ 2U4.

FordeBain,
Electrical ard
Mechanical Engineer.

BapervislDff, Piano, Bpeoiflcatlooi aui
OoDBtru otlpg, General Engineering.
TeHtlog. Expert In Patent Oanses.

Salte 1057, 10/58 liiid 1050
Monadnook liulldlnc. CHICAOO.

Telephone Men!
Ruail Wehh'.s "Tclc|ili(,iii' I

Hook." Price, $1.01). . .

Electrician Publishing Company,

WllJJAM 11. P.RVAN, M. K.,

II. II. IILrMPIIREY, M. S.,

Consulting, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.

ConsnltatiiMis. I'^-xaiiiinStions, Estimates, Tests, Reports,

Plan-,. Spi , ili( .itiiiiis, Snpcrinti luiencc and Purchasing, in con-

neclioii \Mili I'.hitru Lii^htiny Installations, Electric Railwa)'

and l'u\\( iSnsI. nis, ICkclric Power Transmission, WaterWorks
—Municipalor Private—Steam and Power Plants, Heating and

Ventilation, Smoke Abatement, Ice Making and Refrigeration.

Kooiii»i H and I, Turner Bnilding, St. Lonis.

F'RED. JP. OROSS,
G(.'iifr;il ElfCtrical En

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans arni

for all kinds of electrical Installations; consultathi
Id all data for the complete c

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

WALLACE BARNES,

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

CLIMAX
^""^-^ °"
Oil Feeder

Prevents Forniatian and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse.

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

THE "VACUUM'

L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, III.

IFE, St. Louis. Mo

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam englnedesigner, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,
Bound Broolc, - - - - IM. J,

QEORQE CUTTER,
Electric Specialties,

851 The Rookery, Chicago.

Cutter's Lamp-Supporting Pulley

Is the only really safe

Arc Lamp Pulley.

STANDARD
OF THE

POPEMFG.CO.,
1 05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LINK to MACKINAC

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
T!ie Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Elficient Service,
insuriug the highest degree of

COnFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO." MARQUETTE,

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including- fleals and Bertlis. From
Cleveland, $iS; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit,
$13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

SunJayTrlps June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETY/EEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A, SCHANTZ, q. p. a.. DETROIT, MiCH.

The Detroit aqd Clevelaml Steam Nav. Co.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

dranlic eogiDcer
The originals of t

Test Of a4r.. „. wi..c -Ju j 9, '94
|

Testofa4i- 11. Wlie-l-Joij 14.94

Head
Rev. Cu. Ft.

ill
H P.

Per Head
Rev C... Ft

H. P.

nils'-.

Per
cent.

/° ?."

M If
111. .58

1-27. 1»

98.12
8-J.07

195.1!

|§

^ole a^i^e

II ili
'iti

For Information and Cataloeue Tt rite

THE DtYIdll 6LDBE IBDN WOBKS CO. , Dayton, P., U.S.>.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-BooL
By T. B. BADT.

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

oki one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'

Uand-Tinok sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,
Suite sio Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

JAFETY W^ER TtlBE EOILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a hlerb guaranteed percentaire and preat steadiness ol

motion, under variable loads. An aneqnaled concentration of power,
and an anprecedented high velocity. Its quickly operatlnfi: bal-
anced gates, affords prompt and fine reg'ulation by goremor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fail. Write for catalogue, and etat*

]°mES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A .

LaATINUM

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

ecoDomy is desired.

Over2.BO0 in use.

Porcupine & Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES

a OUTFITS.

end for cat
KHcribiogo

ngue

Boiler outfit.

Racine Hardware Co.,
W. F. PARISH, OonM Sales Manager,

W. Marquette Building,

Vyorks, Racine. Wis. CHICAGO. ILL, U. S. A.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK,

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

AVith REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replqgle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

REOiriKEMESITS ARID SUXU FOR I'ATA-
OfilTK.

S. MORGAN SMITH, Yorl(, Pa.

results guaranteeil.

Bound Volumes
OF THB

VlfESTERN [lEGTRIGIAN

FOK SALE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ADDKKSB

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Maruuettc lliilklliig, CUICAOO.

. ESTEP Presf. : . MARTIN, Supt. JOHN R. McCINLEY

R, D. IMUTTAl_l_ COIVIPAIMY,
AI-UEGIHEIMY, F»A.

you gettino- Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form? This bears an im-

portant relation to the.

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:

\V. states Sales Uepl.
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The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manutacturers ol tha

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT IN UNITS OF .'50 TO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlonii, drairiBffS and Prices fnmlBhed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

\f MEMPHIS,

-

PDOYOUUSEnn
owEn;^JW E II I

Engines run anyUiing. ''Economy in Power" is our

motfo. For Catalogue and Teatinwnials address

WEBER GAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO., 4S0 Souihivest Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

^r^iRikvtv*"^
CHICAGO. ILL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

CHICAGO CAS and CASOLINE ENCINE

The Phosphor Bronze SmeltIngCo-Iimited,
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA,

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
ING0TS,GASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL^
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND FORGINGS.

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs.,

Uaed for making Electric Uffht or furnieblng

power for any purpoae required. Specially

adapted for electric light In private enterprises.

The latest great invention of this progreSBive age.

BuHt in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. le the eimpleet power on the market. A
dwarf in size; a Samson in strength. Costs but

little to rnn It. Has no equal tor even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

rid 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

r^ n e iv« I ; I F=».AI3I-E -^ik

HitaH GHADE PACKIH^S
FOR STEAM, WATER, GAS, AMMONIA, ETC,

^^,^<0^. Gj^RLOCM'S ..ynRAULICPACHM,.

r^P.^^^wri-^'/'/'^^^^ economicaS
<ii£^?<S^ RELIABLE. DURABLE ft GUAR-

THE GARLOCK PACKING CO.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John Street, Chicago Office:

Brooklyn, N. Y. 96 W. Washington Street.

Presses, Dies and... ^^
Special IVIachinery

FOR

ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS.
400-Page Cataloeue.

A NEW MACHINE
For Eapidly and Accurately Notching

ARMATURE CORE DISCS.
Price and Description upon Application.

OWXERS OF

THE STILES AND
PARKER PRESS CO. No 97 Double Crank Press for Blan

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

mm country.

'or]

7

'

24mirkt5L Chicago.

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?
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EXHAUST STEAM AT CENTRAL ELECTRIC STATIONS for he»ti»g cities .hd vhhges.

Clouds of Exhaust Steam

boins bluwn into thp air at

CHiilral Slations nifans Ihou-

woMiMs. The HOLLY Steam System turns

this waste product to practical account.

...ADDRESS...

American District Steam Company, - Lockport, N. Y.

LEWIS' PATEBfT DOlIBL<K STEEL, SLIDE BAR VISE

.EW IS TOOL CO.. 44 Bawlaj- Street, Xew Voi-k.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

IF you want Valves that are

perfectly tight and reliable,

or Steam Separators that sepa-

rate, write to

Culver Mfg. Co.,

...SCRANTON, PA...

for Circular B, and you will find

what you want.

(^ I Joints Made Absolutely Tight and Durable by Patent Corrugated ^^^

VCOPPER GASKETS
FiiriiiHlic«l In all kIi:i|k>s and si/,os Tor Flan^iMl Pipes, Cjllnders, Chests, VXv.

U. S. MINERALWOOL CO.,
2 Oortilandi: St., IMENA/^ YORK.

BOyi^NE <Sc KNOWLES MFC. CO., Cleveland, C, Western Agents.
f^rice: i_ist >kimc3 sa,ivii^ues i=-re:e:.
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NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO.,
50, 52 and 54 N. Fourth St„ Philadelphia, Pa.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
LIGHT, POWER and

HOUSE MATERIALS.
We inaiiufactnre one of the best uii«l liniidsomest Needle

Aiinuiioiators. Write iis for i>rices.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

It you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

ordev a copy at once. It is the only work o[ its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is ;ust the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $'2.00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

BY T. C. MAKTIN AND JOSHPH WETZLER.

THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendi.x by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 315 large quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

led in the three hundred and odd large

work is equaled in tew special technical

haustive character. More than one hundred

istrated—many in great detail— and the

iplu

The
out mathematical formulas, the principles npcm wIim-Ii [\\ry ;.!' I.iis.il, nn.l ihat

can be found in any other publication. An interesting fi-atnre is the hisiorieal

method of treatment, by means of which the different steps in the advance of

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations

in many directions instructively followed.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early Motors and Ex-

periments in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and E.xperimetits in America.

—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission of Power.—Chapter V. The Modern
Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Chapter VI. The Modern Electric

Railway and Street-car Line in American.-Chapter VII. The Use of Storage

Batteries with Electric Motors for Street Railways.—Chapter VIII. The Indus-

trial Application of Electric Motors in Europe.—Chapter IX. The Industrial

Application of Electric Motors in America.—Chapter X. Electric Motors in

Marine and Aerial Navigation.—Chapter XI. Telpherage.—Chapters XII, XIII.

Latest American Motors and Motor Systems.—Chapter XIV. Latest European

Motors and Motor Systems. — Chapter XY. Alternating Current Motors. —
Chapter XVI. Thermo-magnetic Motors.—Appendix. The Development of the

Electric Motor since 1888.

Copies of this or any other electrical book 'published will be sent by mail, postage
PREPAID, to any address in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CO.,

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

INIOXA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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..ALL..

Westinghouse Engines,

from the smallest to the largest,

are subjected to Rigid Mechani-

cal and Economy Tests before

leaving the factory .

PAMPHLET ON "TESTING" GIVES FULLER INFORMATION.

..EVERY..

ounce of material entering into

the construction of

Westinghouse Engines

i must be up to the Highest Stand-

ard ..........
PAMPHLET ON "MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP" THROWS MORE LIGHT

ON THIS SUBJECT.

..ABSOLUTE..

accuracy of detail in

Westingliouse Engines

is secured by a system of inspec-

tion that is unique in character

and positive in results. . .

PAMPHLET ON "MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP" TELLS THE STORY.
<* THE WESTINGHOUSE MACHINE CO., Pittsburg, Pa., U. S. A.
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STOW FLEXIBLE SHAFT.

PORTABLE
Drilling, Tapping, Reaming,

Wood Boring.

PORTABLE
Emery Grinding, Ring Grinding,

Center Grinding, Stone
Polishing.

We are the Inventors of the Flexible Shaft.

WE ARE THE

1 ai mi
OF

Flexible Shafts in the World,
Combination of Flexible i^haft and Electric Motor.

The distance at which our

Electrical Drilling Plant

Can be used From the source of power is only limited by

the length of insulated wire in use.

Our Electrical Street Railway Track Drill can be

attached anywhere to a trolley wire in a moment and is

ready for work. Our new Track and Corner Drill Press

will do the rest.

Electric Street K. K. Ti aok Drill.

SOME SHOPS ARE BEST SUITED TO ROPE TRANSMISSION,

But if you have a large range of work and an electric current, consider tlie combination
^ of Flexible Shaft and Electric Motor. Write us for catalogue and price list.

STOW MANUFACTURING CO.
BINCHAIVITON, N. Y.
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LOOK—
EXTENSIVE

•• EXHIBIT.

THE

NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

• * • ^ ' * • *

Highly! Finished in
INCREASED

Japan, | EFFICIENCY.
IMickel,

I
IMPROVED

Polished Brass
^ MECHANICAL

AND... A

Venetian Designs, ^^fmmm^^^^^^^-^'^ CONSTRUCTION.

*.* * T * * •

FOR C'ATALOWIES ANDiPRICE l-ISTS ADI)RE8»«

DIEHL & COnPANY,
sHow!Roo|s:

;^;:;f, Si!'::::.- * Elizabethport, n. j.
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This Alternating

Ceiling Fan Works.

We Guarantee It.

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current
than any Fan on
the market.

Our Direct

Current Fan
Works.

^--534^^
THE HANDSOMEST FAN EVER OFFERED TO THE TRADE.

OUR
GUARANTEE

IS GOOD.

Only Fan having Blade Ad-
juster.

Air can be thrown upor down.
All bearings self-oiling.

Ask for New Catalogue

And Discounts, and you
will send us an order.

Fans finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished

We manufacture a full line of BELT FANS and
WATER nOTORS.

Apflts Wafltel ii Mw Cities.

TuERK Water Meter Co.,
F-ULTOIM, IM. Y.

E. B. liATHAJI & CO., AGENTS, 1.3C LIBERTY STREET, JTEW YORK.
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Western Electric Company,
New York, Chicago.

Ariel Alternating Current Fan Motor.

It is strong, durable, highly efficient, handsome,

noiseless.

It has no commutator. No winding on the

armature. No chance to burn out. A blade shifter

changing the angle of the blades without stopping.

It runs 125 revolutions per minute.

The motors are of the well-known induction

type.

The bearings are self-oiling, chambers once

filled containing enough oil to last an entire season.

Made for alternating currents of 50 or loo

volts, 7,200, 14,000 to 16,000 alternations per

minute.

Crescent Desk and Ceiling Fans, Meston Alternating

Current Desk Fans, Lundell Desk Fans,

Globe Desk Fans.

FAN MOTOR SHEET NO. 210 NOW READY.

BRYANT SOCKKTS,
P. & S. TIBES,

IIVTKRIOR COIVDITIT
IXSULATEI) WIRE,

I.AMP CORI).

HILL STATION SWITCHES,
WESTON INSTRIMENTS,

SWITCHES, ALL KINDS,
AT LOWEST PRICES.

WESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO,

Thames and Greenwich Streets.
4^

London, Antwerp, Berlin, Paris.

227-276 S. Clinton St.,

242-268 S. Jefferson St.,

Sf7-46 W. Congress 6t.
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Electric Elevator Company,
Postal Telegraph Building, New York City,

....BUILDERS OF....

Electric Passenger and Freight Elevators.
• • •

The riultiple Sheave Screw Machine
Duplicates Hydraulic Service with less than half

the water evaporation and coal expenditure. . .

IT HAS ANY REQUIRED SPEED AND CAPACITY.

EACH MACHINE IS AN INDEPENDENT UNIT.

LIKE PARTS ARE. INTERCHANGEABLE.

IT HAS A SUPERIOR DOWN START.

IT OCCUPIES LESS SPACE.

IT IS ABSOLUTELY SAFE.

The Worm Gear Drum flachine
is for all classes of intermediate service. It is

the most perfect machine of its t3-pe built. . .

The Automatic House Elevator
is absolutely safe. It requires no operator. . .

• • • •

Among typical buildings adopting Sprague Machines are:

Postal Telegraph Building, New York City; Parrott Building,

San Francisco; Board of Trade, Chicago; Guaranty Building,

Buffalo; Syndicate Building, New York City; Union Trust Build-

ing, Detroit; Qerken Building, New York City; Custom House,

New York City; Merchants' National Bank, Baltimore; Hotel

Walton, Philadelphia; J. T. Williams Office Buildings, New York

City; Mabley Building, Detroit; Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, New York; Daniells' Stores, New York; Court House and
City Hall, ninneapolis; Boston Daily Globe, Boston; Safe Deposit

Building, San Francisco; Academy of riusic, San Francisco;

Canada Life Insurance Co., Hontreal; State Mutual Life Assur=

ance Co., Worcester; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;

Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New York; Currier Bank
Building, Los Angeles; Ahrens Building, New York; Wadsworth
Building, New York; The Callender, flcAuslan & Troup Com-
pany's Departmant Stores, Providence; the residences of Mr.

John Jacob Astor and Hr. George Morgan, New York; City and
County Court House, Salt Lake City; Graham Building, New
York City; Hutual Benefit Insurance Co., Boston; Government
Printing Office, War Department, Washington; Wilcox Build-

ing, Los Angeles.

Recent contracts include four of the finest and most costly buildings of their

respective classes ever projected

:

Manhattan Hotel, 9 Elevators.

Siegel=Cooper Stores, 21 Elevators.

Commercial Cable Building, 21 Stories.

Mr. John Jacob Astor's New Palatial Hotel, 19 Elevators.
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PERFECT INSULA TION.
THK ONL,Y RVBB^K I5fSlIIiATIOlT RECEIVING MEDALS OF AWARD

AT WORXD'S FAIR, 1893.

Aerial, Underground and Submarine Electric Wires and Gables

lepKiono,
Tolograph,

gh-t and Po\A/^or-
LEAD ENCASING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

Keri-t< pes.

W. R. BRIXEY, Manufacturer, SEYMOUR, CONN,

J. E. HAM, General Agent, 203 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

S. F. B. MORSE,.*
Chicago, III.

NEW ORLEANS ELECTRIC CO.,
New Orleans, La.

CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL WORKS, San Francisco, Cal.

KENNEDY & DU PEROW,
Washington, D. C.
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The Warren Alternator.
1 1 . T I

WillKiul Jlovine WiroM.

Induction Typehriiiziir,;:;;:::'""-

AiiMtapiS'Triliiiers
Statioiry Siile Mi Arniatire—Stationary Field Coil.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

EFFICIENCY THE HIGHEST I
"' "»/i'«i"s

REGULATION THE CLOSEST Urator tan.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.

BUILT TO EARN MONEY WITH-NOT TO SPEND MONEY UPON.

Warren Eleetrie Co., Chicago,
SAI-ES A^GEIMTS:

Wendell & McDuffie, Bates Machine Co., A. M. Searles, California Electrical Works,
I 26 Cortlandt St., New York. 154 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 181 Dearborn St., Chicago. San Francisco, Cat.

j^^ There Are Many Switches

n*?^:^ 1
I^ ^^ market, but there are none

to compare with the New England,

AT THE CONVENTION
You will not find a special exhibit of them, but you will find them in use everywhere, and in stock with all the leading

dealers in New York City. They are made for service and economy, and are e(-[ualed by none.

This s\\atch was first made nearly

EIOMT YEARS AGO,
and while others have been trying to make something "just as good"

THE NEW ENGLAND SWITCH
has stood right up to the mark and done its work day after day in the face of the most bitter opposition in many cases.

Does not this recommend them to you as being the

BE3T SNA/ITCM KIMO\A/IM TO-DAY?
If not, you should pay us a visit at our factory and be convinced for yourself, by the amount of work we are daily turning

out in our enlarged sphere as The O. S. Piatt Mfg. Co. (incorporated Feb. 18, 1896). We have very greatly increased our

facilities, as the market demands a larger j^roductiou, so that now we are prepared to furnish our customers with the three

essential attributes to success embodied in the make-ujj and delivery of goods, namely:

QUALITY—QUAIM-TITY—QUIOKIMESS.

0. S.PLATT MFG. CO., 88-1 02 Cannon St., Bridgeport, Conn.
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WIRES
AND
CABLES

vLON/^

TRADE' MARK.

When insulated with Okonite are
extremely efficient and long-lived.
They will not crack, and effect-

ually resist the decomposing
influence of the elements.
Catalogue?

THE OKONITE COMPANY, Ltd.,

Weston standard Portable Direct = Reading

Voltmeters, Ammeters,

nillivoltmeters,

Voltammeters,

Milliammeters, Ground

Detectors and Circuit

Testers, Ohmmeters, Portable Galvanometers.

Weston Standard Portable Direct

Reading Voltmeter.

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as The Standard
the world over. The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better. Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and

lowest consumption of energy.

Wesjton Electrical Instrument Co,,
114=120 William Street, Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
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Eddy Generators
DIRECT CONNECTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIONS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING

OR

POWER PLMTS.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIGH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the

transmission of Electrical Power through fac-

tory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Edd) Electric Manufacturing Compan),
WINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail. and Express Building.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St.

Boston, G. IM. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

Elmira, S. N. Blake.
'

St. Louis, Western Electrical Supply Co.

Kansas Cit}-, W. T. Osborn.

W^estern Office: 305 Dearborn St., Chicago, Wallace & Hine, Western Agents
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WHK^V YOU BOY
Garton Lightning Arresters,

You buy the Best!

Don't forget that I

That's why their use is increasing so rapidly that we are forced

to work overtime to till orders promptl}-. Garton Arresters are made

for use on any circuit of any voltage, either direct or alternating

current.

-ORI

No High Ohmic Resistance to break down after a few discharges!

No Charred Streaks, but ample Carrying Capacity

!

No Pivots or Hinges to blister or stick! No Fuses to replace ! No Light Copper Balls to melt

!

No Inductive Resistance in the discharge path! • No Attention Required, are always ready!

"Write for Prices, or any Information, to your Supply I>ealer, or to

CARTON DANIELS ELECTRIC CO.,
KEOKUK, IOWA. U. S. A.

PEER OF ALL i^

COMMERQAL^
INSTRUMENTS.

Suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder Circuits in Power Plants.

Unsurpassed in appearance and workmanship. ......

Get New Circular and New Price List. Then you will order.

....AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES....

The handsomest tested instrument^ and for less money^ than you can purchase in this country.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.
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Minimum Discharge Gap. Maximum Protection,

^^/R|-^E f-or imeina/^ rrioe: l-isht.

C. S. VAN NUIS, ^3 Oor-tlandt: St.,
....NENA/ YORK.

styles L. R. H.

Table Clamp Push.

If you want BELLS that RING,

If you want PUSHES that PRESS,

If you want SWITCHES that CONNECT,

if you want TABLE CLAIYIPS that HOLD,
...OR...

If you want ANYTHING RELIABLE in

this line, see or write
J \

^\\^.\ HuEBEL a Manger.

286^-290 GRAHAM ST

Brooklyn, NY.
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Less First Cost, Less Real Estate Required, Lower Operating Expenses, Greater Reliability.

^9

O horse poiver Plant of Ft. Dodge I.iglit & Power Co., Ft. l>ocIge,

la. In successful operation sinceJuly 1. 1895. Sfordberg Cor-
liss Engines, General Electric Monocyclic Generators, 120
revolutions per minute.

300 horse power Plant for Chicago Board of Trade.
Ames Engines, "Westinghouse Generators, 37.5 revo-
lutions. !!Vo^T nnder construction.

,000 horse power Plant for theEnglewood & Chicago Electric Railway Co. Millans Engines, ^Valker Generators, speed 380
revolutions. 5fow under construction.

N"!

m
f-

I
I

I

This company owns U. S. patents

isULdtoB T Arnold for Impn
^Lntbin Flect^^cPo^^,l st ,(, „ 1

rJ-J

-M
W''r

I ilpclno

iKinj; any

IS' 1 and
ipi rition

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.,

SUITE I540

Marquette Building:,

CHICAGO,
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WE WANT MORE GOOD AGENCIES
THREE LETTERS TO THE ELECTRICAL PUBLIC^

guiirautt'e push, ability, capl-
taJ, personal solicitation.

. s.—No time for cheai> stutl

To Our Very Dear I

interpretation of your orders,
prompt attention, personal at-
tention, quick dispatch, clean
goods properly paclted, invoices
correctly made.

People's Electric Co

To Our Business Friends:

Thk People's Electric Co. was organized and incorporated
under the State Laws of Wisconsin for the purpose of dealing in all

kinds of electrical supplies. We are qualified by experience in tlie

shipping room, the eoimtlng room, on the road, in the central
station, m the university and in practical installation.

Our aim is to improve the electrical business ui ail Its various
branches and do our part in placing it in the foremost rank of com-
mercial enterprises. Our success has been beyond our expecta-
tions, due to tne confidence of our business friends.

Very respectfully yours. People's Electric Co.

WE HAVE TRAVELED IT FOR YEARS.

CTTRIC : COIVIF^AIMY,
AVe are selling goods

H. T. Paiste Co., Phiiadelphi
W. C. Vosburg nig. Co., Brookl

Northern Electrical Mig. Co.

The Electrical Supply House of the Northwest,

MADISON, WIS., U. S. A.

We are sellins goodf-i nianufactnred by
Western Electric Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Bryant Electric Co.

And others of equal

DO YOU WANT THE SERVICES OF RELIABLE WESTESN HUSTLERS?

THE LUNGEN BUZZERS.
jpivoTED arin/iature:....

POSITIVE,

RELIABLE,

COMPACT,

Entirely Nickel Plated.

For Telephone Work, etc.

to operate in

SERIES.

Have you received our

1896 Catalogue?

It describes < with

prices ) all our

Specialties.

SEND FOR IT.

I Cuts Full Size.)

Catalogue No. 15.

You can get them of your SUPPLY HOUSE, or of

144th St. and 4th Ave., NEW YORK.
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TO SUPPLY DEALERS.
Be sure to visit our exhibit at the New York

Exposition and see the full line of specialties which
we manufacture.

To those who are unable to attend the exposi-

tion we shall be pleased to mail descriptive cata-

logues and quote prices.

OUR SPECIALTIES ARE GUARANTEED.

Anchor Electric Co.,
New York Office:

26 Cortlandt Street.

71 FEDERAL ST.,

. BOSTON .

Chicago Office:

1 654-5-6 MonadnoGkBlk.

S_
'^

General Electrical Supplies,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

FUSE WIRE) «»"««',
f

Carrylns
AND LINKS h

Capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS. ) """""cuvvlf™.

The Independent^lectric Co

153 Lake St., Chicago.

EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

And I 1 2 Liberty St., New York,

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

Meston' 12-iDch fan, 60 to 70 watts.

16-iDCh fan, 70 watts.

Induction 12-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 80 to 9(,

Induction 16-inch fan, 7,20(1 alts., 110 to Vlv.

Indui^iion 12-iach fan, lf!,O00 alts. ,90 to IJl

CHEAPEST
market because

BEST.

ELECTRIC

FAN
:S&BRO.

STUDENTS
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricit)'. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

Edison
Battery
Fan Outfits.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

EDISON MFG. CO.,

110 E, 23(1 street, - NEW YORK.

Factory, Orange N. J.



Bi=Metanic Wire,
(JOHN A. IU>Kltl>l\4,;-N SONK <<».. llakciN.

)

See Roebling's Exhibit at Exposition.

Prices and peueral information upon application to

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co.,

Havemeyer Building, 26 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK.

C/9

Wlij Are Thej Alilie?

Because they

are all....

HUNG-UP

That's one of

the Many-

Points in our

Hang-Up

Dry...

Battery

which you will

appreciate.

But there are others, among them

High E. M. F.,

Long Life,

Economy in Installing,

And Last, but

not Least,

The PRICE —

-

* • *

Write Us To-Day.

The F.J.Pearson Mfg. Co.,
SECURITY BUILDING,

ST. L-OUJIS, IVIO.
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"Franklin" Battery Fan Motor Outfits.
No. 5 Motor, complete with io=inch fan, wound for 4, 6, 8 or 10 volts, price $ 7.50.

No. 5 Motor, wound for no volts, witii either 10 or i2=inch fan = = 10.00

No. 5 Outfit, consisting of one No. 5 Motor with fan, two No. 6 Motor batter-

ies with one charge of solution which will run motor 160 hours, price,
"^ complete outfit = ^ = = ==^ = = = 18.00

Wire fan guard, extra = = = = ^ = = = = = ,,00

furnish either four or sis blade fane, as desired.The Motor is gnaranteed flrst-class, nicely finisheJ and efficient.

The Xo. G Battery is something new and will produce a current of electricity
power at a less cost than charged by established light and power companies or any other prii

maintained, solution costs about 30 cents per cell to recharge. It is furni-h€
addition of sis times its bulk of water. See circular for full information.

Battery complete, hard rubber cell 7x7x9 imlies, 1,000 ampere hour cap

Send address for descriptive circulars or two 2=cent stamps for catalogue.

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CO.
MIAMISBURC, OHIO.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Pan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor ia equal to

the best, it its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IWDUCTIOIV AWD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
-%.WHITE FOR CATALOCUE-%-

Meioiiinee Electrical aM Meclianical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Switches and

Switchboards
^ Of all Descriptions.

Write for our new catalogue "D."

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3rii STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I
BRANCH OFFICES:

^HI^^K.<^^z Metropolitan Electric Co., lSC6tb Avenue.
NEW YOKK; 136 Llberl^ St., Cliapin & Douglas.
LOUISVILLE, KY.: 313 W. Main St.. James Clark, Jr. & Co.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.: COS Custom House Street, Wldmer & Spranlej

a Manber:

-290 GRAWAM ST '

mmpL ^^=^/aWT' ^fmmr''

WfHof'l
^.sGo^i
JlL^I'^H^rACTOl^EF^S^^^

W ^'ELE(TP|KLlGHI^LOBt>t^

^T the-Largest-LiF^E- 01^

jf||^OVELaRTISTIG.PAFTEF(NSaEFFEGTS|

'ir' 42 MURRAT ST NY. Jl

5114

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE THE BEST APPARATUS?
^^^S ! When purchasers duplicate orders as they do for our

Worrall Inproved Friction Clutch System, Cut-off Couplings, Pulleys and Quills.

Turned Iron Shafting,

King Oiling Bearings
witU I'loor Stands,

Iniprovi'd \'«'i'ti<'al

Belt Tight^nor.

RING OILING HANGERS.

I'lvei'.vtl'iiiff new In the

line (ir »i|>eoialtieN ....

We have cvcrylliing used for Transmission of Power in Electric Light and Power Stations or Isolated Plants. WRITE US FOR ESTIMATES.

AMERICAN TOOL & MACHINE CO., 302 to see federal street, BOSTON, MASS.
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LOTS OF OTHER FAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and
16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if }'ou want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent
a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outtit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, you
want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

39 and 41 Cor-blandl: S-b., Ne^A/^ yTorW.

4^ TY/E terr you here only about FANS.^ W This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types
in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS;

Sargent & Lundy, 13 IVlonaddOck BIdg., Chicago.

F. S. Blackall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Oravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smith, 607 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Siemens & Halske Electric Co. of America
IUF-A.C-rURI£RS OF-

Direct Current, Multipolar Slow Speed, External Armature Generators and Motors,

especially adapted for direct connection.
(Type I.)— In sizes from 20 to 2,000 H. P.

Direct Current, Multipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors,

adapted for Belting.
(Type A.)—In Sizes from 10 to 300 H. P.

Direct Current, Bipolar, Medium Speed, Internal Armature Generators and Motors,

adapted for Belting.
(Type L. H.)--In sizes from 5 to 130 H. P.

Direct Current Boosters, absolutely controlled by U. S. Patents granted to Siemens &
Halske Electric Co.

ZIMS' Band XVro Lamps -for direct and ^Vl-terna-ting Curren-t,
El^o-fcrics IN/lining l—ocomo-tives, S'team L.ocomo'ti'ves, ^tc, &-^<s.

Complete Electric Railway Equipments under Siemens' Patents

:

sieivie:ims' Ajimderfrljnimiimg -rROi-i-E:YS.
(For Description compare article in the Western Electrician, Feb. 22, 1896, page 88.)

The Siemens Contact Bar is safer than the ordinary trolley, and the overhead construction is less costly.

Dr. Ernst Werner von Siemens was the pioneer in Electric Traction. He built his first Electric Railway in

1879. Write for Catalogues and further information to

SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC CO. OF AMERICA, 98 Jackson St., Chicago.
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A WIRE OF HIGH DEGREE.

Present

Prices

Popular.

Paranite

Practically

Perfect.

4;k>ki{\l w i--'>»TF,it\ \<.l,^T'».

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COflPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

ison Street, C^t-tlGA^CSCy-

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

Oils,

Ammonia or

do not
1 !

^

'

ii'i

affect it.

t i

Bldz., Chicago. MFG. CO,, 16 Warren St.. New M,

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

1 86- f 88 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

G-8
FLUSH SWITCHES

CUTTER ELECTRICAL AND MFG. CO.
1112 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA

IF YOU WANT
A first-class COMMUTATOR use Solid

Sheet Mica Insulation with B. & S.

Drop-forged Segments.

BOWERS BROTHERS, 117-119 Lake St., Chicago.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

TRANSFORMERS.
NOT THE CHEAPEST TO BIY, BUT THE CHEAPEST TO OPERATE.

OUR CLAinS lor.fhtientj and icgul itnm ha\ l Ik , n SUBSTANTIATED by tests made all over the

tcuLitn and we ha\e leci ived manj letttis fiom college professors congratulating us on tlu'

REMARKABLE RESULTS ol tests made by them on our transformers.

~S\\ \\i i( thi fiist to recommend the purchase of transformers on definite specifications, and to send tn

puH h iseis di igrams and full intoimation showing proper methods for transformer testing.

W, hi\( cuitid and ENCOURAGED COMPARATIVE TESTS, knowing that our competitors alone

had causi to feai them It is said that

....IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FLATTERY....

NOTE THhIR CI AIMi

PHENOMENAL SUCCESS

I 111 IIS ul seNeral competitors with our advertisements of two
\\ li i\c forced them to make these. We are now forcing

nil « II they will fail to do. We challenge .any manufacturer

I n d oui piesent I'aeloi'.v entirely inadequiilr In supply the

low building A NEW FACTORY FOUR TIHES THE SIZE
npleted we HOPE I" be able tn till all .nders more promptly.

Transformers of Any Si/e.

Transformers of Any Voltage to 25,000 Volts.

Transformers of the Highest Possible Efficiency.

Remember, Efficiency affects your Coal Pile. The cheapest Transformer

is sure to prove the most expensive in the end ,

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY

AT ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

JI^IES:
J J;^^^ l.AUKI.I'ltIA, 10(11) Dotz UiiHiIIhk- SAN FUANOISCO, UB IVInrllot

STORE ROOnS: Boston, Philadelphia, San , St. Louis.

. Johiieou ElotiU'io <
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
.X\ \f //// BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,
INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MACNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

AJAX ARC LAMPS
C. S. VAN NUIS, 136 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

SiJS" fe*. SAMSON SPOT CORD
AND

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.
SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

'tLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor usu,^

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always gives perfect satisfaction.

n a Loiter from Iho Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he slates: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire m every respect,"

Eastern Electric Cable Co.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, IMass.

HENRY A CLARK HERBERT H. EUSTIS,

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Mal<ers.)

Bi-letallic Electric Transfflission Co,

A NEW CIRCULAR

HOYT STAtTonI'mMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Applieation.
WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PENAl'OOK, Si. H.. V. S. A.

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A. KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

Mica in Cliicago.
WE ARE STILL IN THE MICA BUSINESS.
We have in stock all grades suitable for

Electrical Purposes. We can execute your
orders promptly AT LOWEST PRICES

W.H.$ILLS&C0.,59LakeSl.,ChicaRQ.
Long Life, Econoniy, WOI T A IT

Safety, Convenience, w \^t I #4r\B
A Dry Soluble Compound for all ZINC CARBON BATTERIES.

Prominent Telephone Companies after testing the Compound have adopted
Costs about one-half as much as the soln

Saves labor and expenseof cartingdangerous liquids t

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE L

VOLTAK SUPPLY CO., 521 W. 30th St., NEW YORK.

)f••**iirM ICAN ITE-^i******i»-IVI ICANITE^*****iirM ICANITE-^f*****
UJ

>
t At the Exposition

nCANITE" Commutator Rings five feet in diameter, and special forms of insulation for various designs of electrical apparatus. 2
exhibit is on the second floor and is one of great interest to builders of electrical machinery. __

VIICA INSUI-A-rOR COIVIF>AIMY
CHICAGO, 153 Lake St.^ NEW YORK, 318 Water St.

m
ON DON, ENG. yi

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing.
Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

Tliese Batteries are in use by the mo
miiient Telephone. Fire Alarm and Ra
I Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price li,'

We guarantee all our Cells.

>IUFACTURED BY

,.; The Gorflon-Bflriiliaiii

82 West Broadway, New York.

AtiF.-WlKH:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,

'(y^lj
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

,^ ST. LOUIS ELECTL SUPPLY CO.,
"^ ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
f-ORK OFFICE:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I,
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WANTED.
I reputatioD and best of references. SUte

particulars with price. None but the best need
apply. Address "Carroll," care Western
Electrtcian. Suite 510 Marquette Bldg..

situation as superintendent, of an electric light

plant, or combined electric lipht and water works
plant. Have had considerable experience in

both. Have held present position over 4 years
and only desire to change on account of my wife's

health. Am strictly temperafe and can furnish
best of references as to character and ablUty.
Address •Water Works." care Wc!-
510 Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.

WANTED.
Position by youag man havins had large practi-

I experiencfld in the care of steam plaote. Can
give good references.

Address "J. V. E.."

Care Western Electbician.

CORRESPONDENCE
Is snlicited with companies needing the services
of a superintendent or nianafier. well known
references will be named showing an experienced
and reliable man. Have successfully operated
some of the best plants and will name them as
reference. Past record will show that I am
thoroughly familiar with repair details and am
first-class electrical and mechanical engineer.
'^Satisfaction,'' care Western Electri-
cian, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
By electrician of technical education and long

practical experience in all kinds of testing, cal-

culations, designing and manufacture of mstrn-
ments, lamps and machinery. Can. if desired,
furnish complete equipment of first-class instru-
ments for a laboratory or testing department for
all kinds of electrical and 'photometric tests.

Might accept engagement for only part of my
time. Address **Practiciau." care of West-
ern Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.,
Chicago.

F-or Sale.
4000 rubber storage battery jars ;2S storage battery
car motors: 50 ammeters; 5 focusing arc lamps;
1400 incandescent lamps, 48 to 60 volts; two 100
light incandescent dynamos; five 20 arc light
dynamos; five 15 arc light dynamos; one 225 volt
!)0 ampere dynamo; one 250 volt 100 ampere dy-
namo. New wire of various sizes. Any of above

WALSH'S i&CO..Newark, N. J.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

n. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers. 700 h. p., iCO h. p. in a pair. FRANK
TOOMEY. 131 N. Third Street, Philadelphia.

ROR S A L. E.
MOTORS. DYNAMOS.

One 1 horse power. One 35 It. 16 c. p. dynamo.
. 16 c. p. dynamo.
t. 16 c. p. oynamo.

dynamo.
One 100 It.

Two 7' ; horse power. One 135 It.

One 10 horse power. One 60 k. w
30 k. w. D. C. compound wound
chines all new. Address V. J. MAYO,
Clinton St., Chicago.

FOR SALE.
One :

mo light incani

pound wound.

_. A. ihiime: & CO.
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-llght Fort Wayue ,

cent Ryuamo, with E\citer. Second-hand, but la

perfect order. Address

THE S, FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO..

po'rsale
New 50 Light

A'r°°Dvi°"
with

Manufactured by
Standard Electric Co.
This machine Is
New. not second-hand,
But advertiser has
No use for It and
It will be sold for
$575 cash.
Address CASH,
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

FOR SALE.
(Jne 300 drop Ulica TuIoplioneSwitch-
oard, KOdd as lunv; oloKiuitly made of
liiTiy, ill tabic- form. Cash $2.'i0.00.

PEOPLES TELEPHONE CO.,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

FOR SALE.
One 1 50 Light Mather Incan-
descent Machinewith Spare
Armature.
One i 00 Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A

I

condition.

Address, "BIIYEK,"
N Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette

To Electrical and Steam

Contractors.
Sealed proposals will be received by

the State Board of Control, of tbe State

of Wisconsin up to 12 o'clock noon of

Tuesday, May 26, 1896, for the mate-

rial and labor necessary for liie con-

struction of an electric lighting, steam
engine and boiler plant with all neces-

sary appurtenances as per complete

plans and specifications on file in the

ofiice of the State Board of Control,

Madison, Wis., also on file in the office

of Charles G. Armstrong, Consulting

Electrical Engineer, 1306-1307 Great

Northern Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Bids must be accompanied by a cer-

tified check in the sum of 2 per cent,

of the amount of the bid, payable to

the order of Hans B. Warner, Presi-

dent; to be forfeited to the State of

Wisconsin in case the bidder or bid-

ders chosen fail to enter into a con-

tract with the Board, and furnish a

satisfactory bond for the proper con-

struction of "the same, within ten days

after the acceptance of their proposal.

Bids must be sealed and addressed to

the undersigned, must be plainly

marked on the envelope "Proposals for

Engine and Boiler Plant" or "Proposals

for Electric Lighting Plant" (as the

case may be) for the State Prison,

Waupun, Wis.

The State Board of Control reserve

the right to accept any bid or com-

bination of bids or to reject any or

all bids which the Board may deem
to the advantage of the State.

By order of the State Board of Con-

trol.

HANS P.. W.Mt.NI*;!!. Pn'sideiit.

Tlip Reiniiiitoii-Slioles Typewriter

Is a recent production of the best i

ive skill in the country and is .

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN

ANY
writing machine. Tn I'act, thi' Rumin(^

TYPEWRITER

COMBINATION

and make it a iileasure instead of hai-c

Send for catuloKue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO.
138 MONROE STREET,

CHICAGO.

Stilwell's Patent sn^^F^. Water Purifier
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stillell-Bierce & Smitli-yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Blsdon Iron & liocomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED I880.

W.CSterlifli, Sr. W, C, SterlgJr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway. Telephone, Telegraph, or

Electric Light Plants. Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large s

Get prices on first grade poles for city
tion and buy of an old reliable firm.

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH

i. JHA.IiT,

Tole^rapli, Telephone, Eleeiric Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufacturpd from Live Cedar :^"eled. Qaict

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO. WIS.

OVER 5 VOLTS AND OVER 5 AMPERES

ON SHORT CIRCUIT,
from 6x8 inch cell.

27 ampere hours trom one charge. Ordinary
Leclanche zincs last 3 charges.

BOYNTON MULTIVOLT BATTERY CO.,

169 Greenwich St., - - NEW YORK.

P
WHITE ft Telephone! STREET F STREET A
CEDAR M^"'^ I ""1 ^*" AU Ligtit, L AND L TIES. U

Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR <& LUMBER COMPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

hPastlnns.
T. H. Brady. New Britain. Conn., U. S. t

VfOTt.— Catalogues and Fricet j

niahed on avpHcation.

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

trienonilnee, - - micliigan.

KIENOIHINEE, 9IICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR POIiE!!..

PLATINUM
IN SHEET OR WIRE

FURiLLPDRPOSES

SCRAP PURCHASED.

C. F. CROSELMIRE & SON,
261 lo 2BB New Jersey R. R. An

NEWARK, N.J.

Central Manufacturing; Co.,
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hle;h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
single 10-incli Victor Turbine on lioiizontal sliaft Iaccompanying engi

pUOH launder 38 lei Worrel

single or in pair

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Riidon Iron & Locomotive Worlts. San Francisco. Cai., Pacific Coast Agents.

IVIos-t Durable Baii-tery Oells Produced.

oa S

01 «< ;^

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANT,

On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
F>RI<3E NO'XA^, 96.00.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat"

teries of tlie World.

SEND FOR OIRCULAK AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

«„.CA«« y^g BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. .I'^.l^^'Si,.Mailers Bldg.

^O
0^ X̂^v

xv^-

A. Srseoial Ai-.-t:i-F-i-ic5-tior. IVIe-fcal

Sole Agents: Sole Agents:

'^k
"1^.

R. E. T. PRINQLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, Hd.
A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.BARGAINS.
We have for sale cheap a large amount of second-hand Electrical Apparatus, consisting: of

Alternating Current Generators and Transformers,
Direct Current Generators and iViotors,

Series Arc IViachines and Lamps.

If you want something CHEAP and good value for the money, write us. They have got to be sold.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,
305 DEARBORN ST., CHICACO, ILL.
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WHAT BECOMES OF YOOR SCRAP COPPER WIRE?

All successful electric plants save their scrap copper wire, brass
etc., and ship to us. Fall in line and make us a shipment and
you will find it to your advantage. We also supply electric plants
with high grade Babbitt (the kind that will stand high speed), also
Solder and Cotton Waste. Try us once and be convinced.

SWARTS METAL REFINING CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1885.

Long: distance 'phone, main 2657.

Office and Salesroom, 120 and 122 W. Lake St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no further excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

incorporated 1895.

IHE "ELGIN" TELEPHONES
DISTANCE ON ANY ' TELEPHONES

..GO TO THE..

'Elgin" Telephone Co., Elgin, III. VIADUCT CO., Baltimore.

Farr Teleplione & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufacture and Sell at Wholesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.

—WRITE FOR PRICES.
I

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Scliuater, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch. Secretary.

Fboto and Wood EngraTing,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Cliieaso.

Fine Book and Cataloene Work a Specialty.

Induction Coils,

Magnet Spools.
C. F. SPLITDORF, Manufacturer,

HON
Manufacturers of High Grade

Interior and Long Distance

Telephones.

Special Designs foi' Offices, Factories, Ware-

houses, Hotels, Apartment Houses, Dwellings,

Docks, Steamships, Yachts, Submarine Work, Etc.

Phones to Facilitate Work '"Buildings and

Bridges in Course of Erection.

Expert Information and Estimates i

nished to Architects and lUiildcrs for all Ki

of Telephone Work.

Detailed information furnished to out of town
parties for installing our 'phones.

Spencer Electrical Company
163 Oreen^A/ioH S-tree-t, IMg^a/^ Yorlc.
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PONY TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.
'yinsi wcHiiid wilh silk wii'L- t..

vill not get loosu. Tln'

The adjustment is rigid

It is a perfect worl<ing telephone receiver, and one that costs ten times as much
will not work better.

\\ illi suiUihlr sij.'iiiil apparatus, this telephi)ne receiver mal<es a complete telephone

oulhl as i( eau be iisetl as a transmitter and receiver combincil.

The price, as well as the instrument is small. We always

m iKc low prices on our specialties, in order to make them up ^^ CtS

CUT FULL SIZE.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

64 page pamphlet free. Catalogue, 10 cents. Mention Westf.h.n Electiucian.

'"•"ooReceivers.Lo!;; ricu to roUuco Block.

Hard Rubber Receivers
Hunnlng non-packingTransr
Hunning nickel-plated Trans

Tolephonori iitiJ Huppli-^M of all li

We Itlanufactnre

TELEPHONES.
High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

UEKBEBT LAWS WKllll.

Price Kl.OO.

The only complete and practical work

o! its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Bullillng. ulili-aR

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BEtt!
A. imuivibe:f3 of- imcsvei- F-E:.A-r«_iiRE:s.

Write for illustrated (leseriiitl.m.

\A/illiEir-ns & .Abbot" Electrio C5o.,
MIrs. of Magneto Bells and Telephone Receivers. 9-1 1 Huron Street. CLEVELAND. 0.

ELEPHONES «•"> SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE
an Instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

FiiRR Telephone and Construction Supply Co. Net Prices to Deal-

ers anil Electricians.

We Manufacture

SUPPLIES

T
KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH. PA.

Our Telephones

Wholesale

5'W$4.50 Prices.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MAN0FAOTUKEKS Or THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and IVIechanical Construction.

Eqaipped with Onr Meiv Masneto Bell provided with epecially

powerfal Generator having large field magnets of beat quality of

magnetic steel, laminated armatures with ample wire apace, and com-
bining the qualitiea of large qnantity and high voltage; polarized bells

plred) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,

the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of aervice.

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

various makes of bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sou Licensees for sale of Milde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

AprillTth, 189i, For aimpliclty, small dimenelons, entire multi-contact, and powerful transmia-

Bion, it has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
Manufactured e

3 promptly famished.

Talk for our

Patrons, and

our Patrons

Talk for us.

Cem Watch Case
Receivers,

gg c. Each.

I and original features poaseaaed by
erator la uped but three moves to answer a subscriber's call, riJg uumut
ilnee. Estimates for complete equipment of exchanges and toll line e

Correspondence Solicited. Addreaa

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONER, President, CHICAQO OFFICE :

"
g: W°SA?bilLDS'8e.re.ary. No. 8„ Stock Exchange B.dg.

a. A. TAYJ.OB. Treasurer. J. J. NATE. Qen'l Agt.

Send for our New Catalogue of

Teleplione Transmitters, Magneto Bells, and all parts of

Telephones.

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO.,

MIANU5, CONN.
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The Largest Telephone Exchanges in the United States
IINIDEF»EIMPE:i>i-r OF THE BEI_I_ C:oiVIIP>A.NY

RIOMIVIOIMD, VA. 2,000 nTelepKiones,
Fort Wayne Telephone Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., 1 ,500 Telephones,

And the other Successful Public Exchanges use
Apparatus made hy

Western Telephone Construction Co.
Executive Offices 250 to 254 South Clinton Street, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

Newark Telephone Company. Newark. O gOO
Winona Telephone Company, Winona, Minn 500
Johnstown Telephone Company, Johnstown, Pa 400
Mattoou Telephone Company, Mattoon, 111 200
Van Wert Telephone Company, Van Wert, 150
E. H. Martin Telephone Company, Webster City, la 200
Mt. Vernon Telephone Exchange, Mt. Vernon, 300
W. S. P. Telephone Company, Petaluma. Cal 100
Citizens' Telephone ct Message Co., Fostoria, 200
Citizens' Telephone Company, Decatur, Ind 100
Greensboro Telephone Company, Greensboro, N. C 100
Santa Fe Electric Telephone Company, Santa Fe, N. M 100
Beaumont Telephone Company, Beaumont, Texas 100
Rushvllle Co-operative Telephone Co., EushviUe, Ind 150
Navasota Telephone Company, Navasota, Texas 100
Manistique Telephone Exchange, Manistlque, Mich 50
Washington Telephone Company, Washington, Iowa 100
People's Telephone Exchange, Maryville, Tenn 50
Hoyle & Scolt. Cambridge, 200
Two Rivers Telephone Company, Two Riivers, Wis
Harvard Telephone Co., Harvard, 111. 100
Columbia Telephone Company, Columbia, Mo 100
Palestine Telephone Company, Palestine, Texas 150
Newton E. Liggett, Marysville, 100
Salisbury Telephone Company, Salisbury, N. C 100
Palatka Telephone Company, Palatka, Fla 100
Shelby County Telephone Company, Shelbyville, 111 70
Home Telephone Co., Oskaloosa, la 300
Lansing Telephone Co., Lansing, Mich 500
Home Telephone Co., Chillicothe, 300
West Kentucky Telephone Co., Hickman, Ky 100
Cambridge Telephone Co., Cambridgeboro, Pa 50
Ellsworth Telephone Co., Ellsworth, Kan 50
San Josh Telephone Co.. San Jose, Cal .WU
Lynchburg Telephone Co., Lynchburg. Va 400
Home Telephone Co., Bloomington, 111 400
Charleston Telephone Co., Charleston fiOO

Elizabeth Telephone Co., Elizabeth, N. J 300
Hanover Telephone Co., Hanover, Pa 150
Citizens' Telephone Co., Honesdale, Pa 100
Latrobe Telephone Co., Latrobe, Pa • 100
Indiana Telephone Co., Indiana. Pa 100
TiCiR^I' r-.'ti 'IM' nli.in- ("'.- T].; ,u:].;-n-ja. N. Y 100

200

1 Telephone Co., Mt

Effingham Telephone Co., Effingham, 111

Wapakoneta Telephone Co., Wapakoneta, O
Marysville Telephone Co., Marysville O
People's Telephone & Telegraph Co., Hot Springs,
Charleston Telephone Co., Charleston, 111

Northwestern Ohio Telephone Co., Wauseon, O. ,

.

McGhie & Moore Telephone Co., SistersvJlIe, W. '\

Montpelier Telephone Co., Montpelier. Ind
Co-operative Telephone Co., Lake Odessa, Mich..
Bishop Telephone Co., Central City. la
Du Quoin Telephone Co., Du Quoin, III

Keithsburg Telephone Co., Keithsburg, 111

Enosburgh Telephone Co., Enosburgh Falls, Vt..

.

Home Telephone Co., Lewisburg, Pa
Shamokin Valley Telephone Ca.
Shamokin Valley Telephone Co
Shamokin Valley Telephone Co
Williamsport Telephone Co
Port Gibson Telephone Co

And many others.

Among the Private Telephone Exchanges using "Westc
be mentioned:

Interior Department, U. S., Washington, D. C
Cambria Iron Works, Johnstown, Pa".

Armour & Company, Chicago, 111

Chicago Lumbering Company, Manistique, Mich
Cannlsius College, Buffalo, N. Y
The Johnson Company, Lorain, O., and Johnstowu, Pa. . .

.

Columbus Dry Goods Company, Chicago, 111

Geo. W. Davidson, WaiTensburg, N. Y
Frank A. Yeakle, Riverside, California
Whitman c& Barnes Mfg. Co., Akron, O., and West Pullma
Monai-ch Brewing Company, Chicago, 111

Riverside Water Company, Riverside, Cal
D. S. Government, Washington, D. C
W. H. H. Cash, New Lisbon, Wis
Winona Hotel, Winona, Minn
Amity Land & Irrigation Co., Lamar, Colo
Geo. Watt, Milan, Mo
Cook County Hospital, Chicago, 111

Field Columbian Museum. Chicago, 111

Illinois State Reformaturv. Pontiac, 111

Hallel * Davis, Chicago, 111

Lord .^: Thomas. Chicago. Ill

t

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.

! list of 300 questions si

xaminalion for U. S. Gov
ed in the te.xt.

PRICe, $2.00
wfpaid, to any part nf

iplete

Theai-l, , ,! ;,;,,„ ,.,,,, r h,NI,-tl, ,:r\l :,,M,wsthe
-ofthew^r:: I

I
,,i-,ii,, ^^M,K^,nl, l.iMiui, .,!-, and

maticiM 11,;,'
, I ., 1,1, ii aliogcHier tin- most cor

anil (-((nii'i' (
i

i ,i, ,
, i i

,
i in the engine room, boiler i

Asoiii-.h:_ h, I
, ,,,\s; "I think there are few engl-

ELECTRICl/VTI PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

seems as if i

ry

,1

1

great variety of sni.

mprove and extcml
n- rules and formulas
(1 out examples by tin

li.irkii.iwl.'iiu'.'or

given, inlhesim-
m, so that all who

•in fral ire of the hook, they are entirely

;;:;.;';;''. :;;:'";,:
men after many

:i School at New

i ;',::„:

:^
!

'
.

1
~ -r active mem-

Ins, mrh.,- <,| \,. Ill of Conn., a

z i,";'s!

h this book has
speak well for i

already received
s value.

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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Conlral Electric Co..

124 So. Jefferson Ave..

Peoria. III.

Gale Cily Elcc. Supply & Const.

Co..

Atlanta. Ga.

I^cw Oilcans Electric Co.,

730 Gravier St..

New Orleans. La.

American District Telegraph Co..

307 Alamo Plaza,

San Antonio. Tex.

stern Elect. Supply Co..

1515 Howard St..

Omaha. Neb.

Pacific Coast Tel. Const. Co..

15 Eighth St..

San Francisco. Cal.

Perkins & Franks.

1043 Elm St.,

Manchester. N. I

Fitzpatrick Electric Co..

23 Taylor St..

Springfield. Mass.

Charles R. Reynolds & Co..

9 HaynesSt..

Hartford. Co

H. B. Wyman & Co..

23 James St..

Albany. N. Y.

The Bissell. Dodge & Erncr Co.,

518 Summit St..

Toledo. Ohio.

Clark Bates.

Ncave Building.

Cincinnati. Ohio

Richards & fWoacham.
86 La Salle St..

Chicago.

Keelyn & Smith.

148 Second St..

Milwaukee. Wis.

ndianapolis District Telegraph
Co.. 1 5 So. Meridian St..

Indianapolis, ind.

The Auto=Telephone System,
INTER-COMMUNICATING.

The Auto-Telephone Hotel System, new and simple, Installed

ordinary bell system WITHOUT ADDITIONAL WIRING.

The Tucker Electrical Construction Co.,

14=20 WHITEHALL ST., NEW YORK.

J. W. Braid.

316 N. Market St..

Nashville. Tenn.

Electric Const. & Supply Co.,

26 Commerce St..

Montgomery. Ala.

St. Louis Electrical Supply Co.,

911 Market St..

St. Louis. Mo.

John M. Fox & Co..

66 Union St..

Portland. Me.

American Electric Co..

112 Front St..

Worcester, Mass.

H. G. Martin & Co..

Kent-Kent Stanley BIdg..

Providence. F

The Electrical Specialty Co..

39 Savings Bank BIdg..

Syracuse. N. Y.

-Elder Electric Co..

204 N. 2d St..

Harrisburg. Pa.

Kennedy & Du Perow.

527 15th St.. N. W..

Washington. D. C.

I & Feldman.
32 Beach St..

Boston. Mass.

The Connecticut Electrical Co..

35 Centre St..

New Haven. Conn

S. K. Anderson.

Daniel Killion.

2013 N. 32d St..

Philadelphia. Pa.

Orr & Howe Electric Co..

100 Fifth Ave..

Pittsburg. Pa.

Charles F. Burns & Co..

21 S. St. Paul St.,

Rochester. N. Y.

H. S. Sands Elec. & Mfg. Co

Wheeling. W. '

THE AUTO TELEPHONE.

A Perfect

Interior

Telephone.

Tucker Electrical Cons. Co.,

14-20 Whitehall St.,

. . . NEW YORK.

The Simplest
IN

Construction
AND

Operation

OF ANY
TELEPHONE MADE.

RICHARDS &MEAGHAM,
84 LA SALLE ST.,

CHICAGO
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PHOENIX INTERIOR TELEPHONE CO.
INCORPORATEDi,

Manufacturers of High Grade

BATTERY TELEPHONES,
Blake and Granular Carbon Transmitters.

The Latest UP-TO-DATE Exchange Telephone.

Tliis telephone is the ideal instrument for Exchanges. It is superior in efficiency,

quality .and workmanship to any Long-Distance 'Phone on the market. It is adapted to

the most exacting service, and is guaranteed to give satisfaction. Notwithstanding the

high grade of this instrument, it is sold at a price within reach of all, and generally lower
than other companies are asking for their antiquated, out-of-date styles of ten years ago.

l^Any Exchange can have a pair of these Magnificent

Instruments on Ten Days' Trial

standard LonK-Distaace Telephoi

STYLE No. 9.

STYLE No. 10.

In connection with our telephone business, we have taken a store in the Liberty Building, corner of Liberty and Greenwich Streets'

where, besides the best Telephone on earth, our customers will find a full line of Electrical Supplies. We will furnish anything you want in

the Electrical line. State your wants and get our prices before ordering elsewhere. We are well and favorably known in the telephone field,

and we propose to be as well and as favorably known in the general supply line.

Telephones Complete or in Parts. Write for Catalogue and Trade Discounts.

PHOENIX INTERIOR TELEPHONE CO.,
OFFICE and STORE: Liberty Building, 123 Liberty

Street and 157 Qreenwich Street, NEW YORK.
FACTORY

:

108 Greenwich Street.

THE PARTZ ACID GRAVITY BATTERY
FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK. gX f|

The Highest Voltage, Strongest and Long-

est Lasting Battery in the World.

1

Awarded Medal and Diploma at Columbian World's
Fair, after Competitive Tests.

FOR
Bell Worl, AmiMciators, Open

trie Signals, Electric Clocks, f atcliiiian's Clocks, Long

anfl Continnonsly-Usefl Telepliones, Etc, Etc

K. M. I . I.'.l lo/i loltN. <:iiri'i-iil 01

PRICE, SI.50 PER CELL
, ^_^ For Use in Partz Acid Gravity Batteries

ved

K. II. K.. 1.:

...PARTZ SULPHO-CHROMIC SALT... ....... ,.o...o....
tor Making ELECTROPOION FLUID, Economy, Safety, Efficiency.

IS hyRrosi'dpi

is called to II

l'ii««'. |M'i- .lar. a lbs.. mK7!
piMMids. As Miesall

TUC Q V WUITE REMTAI MFC Pd ^liestiiiit street, Cor. Twelfth St., Philatlelphia.Pa.

InE V. 0. finllL UlRIML IlirU. UU., new york, boston, Chicago, Brooklyn, Atlanta.
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THE PHOENIX"
and

JOO Drop "PhoenLx" ^Avitcliboard.

Telephones

Switchboards.
THOROUMLV HIGH CLASS APPARATUS.

Exhausti\L- practical tests in a lart^c number of mudcrn

exchanges ha\c proven that we ha\e

The Best System.
Our Switchboards are superior to others because they

are neater in design, better in construction, more economi-

cal in operation, absolutely non-infringing

^3r^It ^'11 P«iy ^'1 intending purchasers to look into

the merits of the "Phoenix" Telephones and Switchboards

before placing their orders with other manufacturers. . .

40=42 W. QUINCY STREET,

...CHICAGO, ILL...PHOENIX TELEPHONE & MFG. CO.

SOLD ON THEIR MERITS.
DESK

OUTFIT.

We have devised the Desk Set, shown
n the accompanying illustration, to fill

'emand for a reliable, neat and etli-

instrument which can be applied

This set is fitted with Switch, Double
Compound Magnet Receiver, and the
same style Transmitter as used on our
Long Distance Arm.
The metal work is highly poli.shed and

nickeled, and altojjrether presents a very
neat and attractive appearance, an orna-

The Base
Switching Device, Si

the No, 26 Relay ajid Buzzer.

We can furnLsh this set wired for
special systems of wiring. Prices upon

the Indu
Key

In placing this instrument m the

market we take pleasure in stating that

after a series of tests made bj one of

the largest railroad corporations in the
United States, and by several of the best

informed Telephone Experts in thecoun
try, we have been informed that our in

struments far surpass any telephone new
on the market, for the following reasons

Simplicity in Construction;
Impossibility of Packing under any

Conditions;
Sensitiveness and Clearness of

Articulation;
Least Affected by Induction of any

Instrument now on the market.
Indestructibility—Will last a Life

time with ordinary care, and will be
as effective after 5 years' use as the
day they were set up.

A Test of this instrument
will prove every claim we
have made for it, and we
simply ask atrial to convince
the buyer.
We furnish the Transmittei Aim k

those who may wish to replace tlie

transmitters on other makes f instru

These are only two of the many styles of instruments which
we manufacture. If you are interested send for catalogue.
Our Instruments are in use by the U. S. Government.

For Prices and Discounts Write to

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE: 195 La Sails St. Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

LAMP WOEKS ATJ

Manufacturing Company in the World
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

kMH.. ISO Hlimiliri' Ht.
(i;\V VOItK. X. v., 44 llrnatl Mt.
«^ lt\< I si:. \. A.. Siil^wicK. AiKlrcv

I riTTHIIIilKil. I'A.. TiiiK-N llldi;.
ATIyA\TA. <.1A., I'.iiiiilalili' unit.

n. <'l\< I \\ \TI. OHIO. I^i<> »<'Nl Koiii'tliliit.
iK'iiv iKiii;. <'oi,riiici M. OHIO. I I \<>riii iiiuii Nt.

Ill ' \'l,0. \. ^ .. Krii- <' ily KllvinsM Hank Itlllu. V \SII% I 1,1,1,. -|'l.\\.. .'t<l^4 \<>i'lli NuinillOr St.
It Al.Tl HOKl-.. II !..«;7 l,nr..( «illlliail Hf. < IIM \«.0. Il.l... II oiiail iKXl. IHllB.
nil ,Ai>i:i,riii A. r\.. .-.(>!> Aich hi. 1

Ki'.TitoiT. :tii« n.. i7-i!) si»i.- si.

, % For all business outside the Unilod Stales and Canada: Foreign Department. Sclicnectady. N, Y., and 44 Broad St.. Now

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Canada.
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A PAGE FROM THE

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO.'S CATALOGUE.
Aro Vou In-beres-ted?

E. P. GLEASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Standard Separable Box Cluster.

i Lii;ht eacli, igO 75

88

1 00
1 12

1 2.T

1 50
5 63

7 50

E. 489 A.

Shell Cluster.

SEPAEABLE.

Light each, $0 75

E 47-4

Cluster Ball with Nipples

TAPPED TO FIT ANT SIZE PIPE.

2 Light each,

3 " "

4 " "

1 00
1 14

1 25

$0 35

40
45
50

55

E. 474 A.

Competition Cluster Ball.

Light each, less nipples, $0 50

Nipples.

Per gross $5 00

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO.,

Cor« Houston and Mercer StStt ... New York Gty»
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This Space Reserved for

Varley Duplex Mapet Co.,
46 E. HOUSTON ST.,

NENA/ YORK,

ELECTRO- MAGNETS
Of E"cery Description.

THOMSON
? s POCKET AMMETER.

SMAIili FNOIIGH TO BE CARRIED IN

COAT POCKET
MADE TO
WITHSTAND A^SjBr^^m%imA voltmeter sizes: 75 and iso volts.

ROUGH
HANDLING.

AMMETER SIZES: 2, lO, 25 AMPERES.

THOMSON POCKET VOLTMETER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
'M"jM"^: SCHENECTADY.

Sales Offices in All Large Cities For Canada, address Can. General

of the United«States '^ Electric Co., Toronto
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THE NATIONAL IDERGRODND CABLE COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of Paper Insulated Lead Covered Underground Gables for all classes of service, (Thousands of miles in use.)

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
l.iiK-il CiiiiiliiilM. iTtvi'iily iiiilliiiii

HIGH POTENTIAL CABLES A SPECIALTY.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. BOSTON.

jHf. Standard Incandescent (amp Co.
Clinton, Wis.
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Ball Cluster

RAU MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Russell BIdg., Cor. Randolph and Canal Sts., CHICAGO.

IVIA.IMUF-.AC~rVJF9ERS OF"

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, M.
DIE AND TOOL MAKERS. W^

"*^
= ™.J*^ Screw Machine Work, Stamping,

Spinning, Electro-Plating, Etc

^ ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK.

Bell Cluster. Send for Ca-fcalosue of Clus-ters, F'lanses, E-tc. waii Flange.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC AND MFG. COMPANY,
F^ITTSBLJRO, l=»A,,

The largest and most completely equipped Electrical Manufacturing Establishment in the World.

POWER, INCANDESCENT AND ARC LIGHTING, FROM THE SAME CIRCUITS.

We have purchased and are the SOLE OWNERS of the patents issued to Nikola Tesia tor the POLYPHASE ALTERNATING SYSTEM, now
recognized to be the most successful system for lighting and power purposes. We furnish complete lines of apparatus for the

perfect equipment of ISOLATED PLANTS for Hotels, Office Buildings, Flats and Factories.

STANDARD SYSTEMS for distribution of lights and power in Large Manufacturing Establishments, Mills and Mines.

WeStinghOUSe Electric Railway System the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the market.

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.
BOSTON, E.Kchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building. SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.

For Canada address: AHEARN & SOPER. OTTAWA. CANADA.

^ HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
iTe*vsr ^sice ^la<te.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass |-inch thick, with beveled edges.

No. I I'latc for 5 and 10 Amp.
Mart t« witches.

Better Design,

Better Material,
fp Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "OATALOOUi: B."

THE HAUT & HE6EMAN MFG. CO., "S" Back of No. 1 Plate.
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hercules batteries
1^ Clede batteries

Peru Electric MrcCo.
- Peru, IND.

^ V.

PORCElAlN IHSU|ATI0N Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKing of

SpecAl Designs of PorcelAin.

TH

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts liSi!' I on Standard

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED-COKRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR

h SIGNAL COMPANY,
43 CORTLANDT ST.

NEW YORK CITY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Automatic Cut-Outs,
TELEGRAPH SELECTORS .

Police and Fire-Alarm Signals.

Experimental and Repair Worl<; of

all kinds by best workmen and
with most approved tools ....

&iYe Us a. Call.

Shawmut Switch of Pure Copper.

SHAWMUT npTW
FUSE WIRE / "WT^k^'
COMPANY, / > -^^

93 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Morris Metcalf, Representative, 100 Washington St., Chicago, III.

S'SZSZ'IXCHEOARDS.
L. & S." Spring Switcll.

\A/ir6 and F"us«^ U.irfcl<s

SEND FOR

1896 CATALOGUE. RAILWAY LINKS.

LARGE STOCK,
QUICK SHIPMENTS.
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E. E. & S. JACK KNIFE SWITCHES.
ake the

Switch for lop Connection.

' Switches regularly in all

amp. to 2,000 amp. Single,
Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double
Throw. With or without Fuse Terminals. Plain
or Polished.

These designs with back connection are spe-
cially adapted for Switchboard use. The arm is

made in a unique and practical way, insuring
strength, good contact and handsome appearance.

Our new list on these Switches is ready for

distribution.

Switchboard Building a Special Feature.

We are still makine a Complete Line of

Incandescent Supplies. Street Hoods. Panel Boards.
Snap Switches. Sockets, etc.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,

_

—

-^SYRACUSE, N. Y.

New York Office & Storeroom: 27 Thames St. F.M. Hawkins.Agt. Switch for Back Connection.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO,, - - Hartford, Conn,

ESTABLISHED 1881.

Colburn
Electric Mfg. Co.,'

999 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

incandescenTlighting,
ELECTRIC POWERand

1= MACHINES..
The Latest Designs.
Tlie Highest Efficiency.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

A.r^, Dir^c-t Current: ainci >\l-terna-t-
ins Incandesoen-t L-ight-ting and

SEND US THAT ORDER Z:::^!^^.
plies. OurCut-Outs are just what you are looking]

We also make a Specially of all An

QUICK BREAK

Tk PMla. Electrical & Iff. Co.,

2010 Jones St.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SALES AGENTS:
Metropolitan Electric Co.,

I86-I88 5th Ave., Chicago, III.

Western Electrical Supply Co.,

lo and 12 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Station Z, Philadelphia.

Fuse Wire,

Fuse Links
Switches, Switchboards,
Linton & Southwick Spring

Switches. . . . . .

Shawmut Switch of Pure Copper.

SHAWMUT FUSE WIRE CO.,

93 Federal Street. Boston. Mass.

MORRIS METCALF, Agent,

100 Washington Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

oL Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

''Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

THJE AIN/IERICAIM
IMoblesville, Ind., U

4*
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IF YOU WILL...

favor us by looking up our Exhibit

when you visit the National Electrical

Exposition, which is to be held at the

Grand Central Palace, New York City, during

the month of May,

WE PROMISE...

TRADE MARK-

to interest you and show you

by novel and attractive methods the

latest things in INSULATED WIRE AND

CABLES for all purposes.

™« SAFETY INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.

225 to 239 West 28th Street,

NEW YORK.
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The Painter-Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

.i'@''

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of

construction with perfection of mechanism.
They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.

They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.

The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need
not be put on till all other work is done.

They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is 10 ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

BA,l_-rilVIORE, IVID.

ii

F&G
" STEEL MUSIC

209 BOWERY.
IHA.IVIIVIA,C»HER, SCSW 1_EIV1 IS/I

Sole Agents for United States and Canada

WIRE
FOR SPRINGS.

EFX & ^<S.,
NEW YORK.

Assaying Department.
tOXTROI., ASSAYS

Silver S2.00
Goldanll Silver 3.00
Gold. Silver and Lead 4.00
Nickel B.OO
Nickel and Copper 6.00

Iron
;;;;;.....".'.'......'...."."!! 4^00

Manganese 5.00
Antimony 3.00
Platinum B.OO
Amalgamation Test B.OO
Chlorination or Cyanide Test B.OO

All mall orders must be properly labeled,

with name of sender attached; and all ex-

press packages or freight must be prepaid in

order to receive prompt attention.

Estimates on llu.\ing materials, etc.. fur-

nished on application.

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

5726 CHELTENHAM AVENUE,

^-t. l-ouis, IVIo., VJ. ^. J\..,

.M.VNUFACTUi:EltS OF

Furnaces for Nickel, l-opper, Gold,

Silver and Lead Ores.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS FOR

Equipments of Caloric and
Chemical Reduction Works.

WINTER TOtIRS TO CIMFORNIA
la Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burlington Kuute (C. B. & Q. B. E.) an-
nounce three personally conducted toui b to Cal-

itomia. Leave Chicago January 9, Feb. 6,

March 5. The
,.,.-.-

_ . e.xperaes. Railroad a

Bleeping car fare, Hotel Bills, carriage rid

side trips, etc. The service will 1

particulars

Central Stations
Can increase their all=day load

by introducing the

llec-tric Vulcanizf
FOR REP.\IRING

BICYCLE TIRES. Send for Circulars to the

American Electric Heating Corporation,

Havemeyer Building,

NEW YORK.
Sears Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should .send tor our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed tree to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ElECTRICIAN PUeUSHING COMPANV, 6 lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

SPECIALTY MFG, CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF=

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets ....

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Schlicht's SiaadarS Ledger Indexes,

And a complete line of

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send tor printed matter.

...CHICAGO BRANCH...

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

Mr. Hutciiins' Safety Hanger
for Trolley and dangerous Electric AVires

is being accepted as a very pr.actical

and needed equipment for the Trolley

Line, furnishing the greatest improve-

ment and safety. On account of his

limited means, he will give valuable

rights or interest in this invention to par-

ties who can furnish the means with

which to travel and introduce it.

Address

A. E. HUTCHINS,

H NBM BOOK.
NOiA£ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.00.

Electridfan Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building. Chicago.
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q\BCUL4^

Convention Headquarters
OF

American Circular Loom Co
•.SS'S; AT MURRAY HILL HOTEL.

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

NEW YORK, 219 Havemeyer Building. CHICAGO. 1538 1

PERKINS HEAT REGULATING SWITCH,
'. ....Manufactured by....

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Co.,
MA-RTFORD, OOIMIM.

This cut is exact size of a new switch, especially

intended for control of car heaters.

J

First turn of switch puts one bank of
heaters in circuit.

Second turn of switch puts another
bank of heaters in circuit.

Third turn of switch puts all heaters
in circuit.

Fourth turn is ''Off.
"

Controls a current as high as

500 volts and 15 amperes*

SEND FOR PLAN OF WIRING

WITH FULL DESCRIPTION.
-J II ii

|

i
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The"Electra" Carbons.
IMPORTED

%^~ HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DlRECr CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured They produce a very brilliant y

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
'

SEND FOB LATE3 V PEIOE LIST TO

Ull^^ DCIQim^CD No. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK, I NOTICE:-The Exhibit of the "Erectra" Carbons at the NationalnW^W rvCIOIIll^CIVy Sole Importer for the United states and Cana,da. |

Electric Light Ass'n Exposition will be located In section O. No. i49-i5>.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUR-

ELECTRIC

GiGAR Lighter,
We alSD carry a lull line ol

Electrical Supplies,

Bells, Fash BnttoBS, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., DETROIT, MICH.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CJ,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EliECTRICAIi USES:

>n8 Kiengfths, from 1-5 Ohm t<

apliite Boxes and Crucibles, B
of4,00© Degrees. Inqniries tJladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

Preserve Your Copies

-—^™ Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snite 510 Marquette Bnildins, .... CHICAGO.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, POSTAGE PBEPAID, »1.00.

SEND mr YOVB OBDEB NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marauette Building CHICAGO.

On receipt of^

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Westerfl EtetrlcM
.

loonlliM ScliBWe

FOR 1896.

Every Lighting man should

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

J: EM

""Tn

-areTp^plnvf^
| S'lORAOH BAITBRIHS "^OR ALL PURPOSES

Solid Rolled Lead Plate. Immense Strength. Large Surface.

Electro-Chemical Formation of Active Material.

-n

M- - "^

^
-^1, "''^

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY cor^BiNEo with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOK SALE BY

«
^

"^

MrhTAlrToranted
AiTierican Battery Company,

^^nrp'ote:.';;!,""'"''

at WoMd'^Columblan' 4-3 TATest Qtlincy Street, Guaranteed to all

Exposition, Chicago, 1893, CHICAGO, 11.1.. Purchasers.

Sccllonal

...J

Ml p1.|

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,

1
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License of the FordWashburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage

SPECIALTIES:

RflfferieS*
'''*^° most durable Batteries ever produced. For Street Railways, Lighting Plants, Electric Launches, Electric

' 1C3. Carriages, Doctors and Dentists; and for any other worlt where Storage Batteries can be used.
ted Plants for house lighting-, and ceils for SLirgricai. telegfraph, telephone and phonographic uses.
li ceils made to order. Send for catalogue giving capacities, welglits, etc.

MAIN PFATIIDP^ OP THF TPI I • The ability to stand an Incessant charge and discharge without any injury,
jfi/Ain 1 Urt I UIVUO V/l 1 IIU vuuu. vvhich is an advantage that cannot be exaggerated; the capability of ondur-^
ing a repeated discharge on a dead short circuit without injury to the cells; the special form of cell which frees it from
the weaknesses that have made other types a failure.

;;:::.. The Ohio Storage Battery Co., cLlv%TtS^,l"H'h?,rs.A.
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(

i DIRECT CUBPENT

MACniHERYA-APPARATll^

;
^o» LIGHT & POWER

'0 ^>»'^^^"u^

fORT WAYK ELECTRIC CORPOBATIOM

FdRT WAYNE IND. i

"V 1
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ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

Manufacturers of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AND

Electric

Motors.

Send for catalogue.

I ROLL-DROP I

FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, > = -- CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Western Office: 1439 Monadnock BIk., CHICAGO.

'1)ynamo
e^ELTIN&s

BRi.\-CHE9: IM S

CEMENT.

Bt i.ou.8,Mo IT S A ^Jor(rr<^ular5

.Boston; 113 Liberty 8t., New York: 129 North 3d St., PWladsIplllt.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.

ESOr^BLISHIEr) 1878.
SOLE WANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

IINGTON. DEL.

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World. i«dey ST., NEW YORK-

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE. ^'^

RAVEN WHITE CORE. SSt
, buildings in the Unite*

lid Fife and Police Deparlments in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICmO COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

BEA^CHES vVN FRANCISCO.

Black Diamond File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.
We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

«he File Trade.

Oar regalar goods are on f^ale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Piirjioses. Eailwav Dust Guards. Wasliers
and Packings. Patent Insulatlni; Cleats.

MANUFACIUKED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO,, Wilmington, Del.

Protect your Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm
Intruments from Lightningand crosses with Electric
Light Wires and Trolleys with the improved ^^ Am-
pere Soldered Copper Terminal Mica Fuse. Abso-
lutely perfect. Manufactured only by The American
Electric Fuse Co., Room 2 1 O U. S. Express Building,
87 and 89 Washington St., Chicago.

ELECTRIC CO.,

,K\ 1.1 VM



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.

Vol. XVIII.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND GABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex Slectrical Company,
75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H.R. HIXSON,
137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO.

.^X^F£3:E33D F. 3^/£00:£3S,
MANDPAOTCBEB 0»

ZHSUIaATSD XSIiEGTRIG WIRE,
FI^tSXLBIuE CORDS and CAJa.IL.ES.

MM and ao* North Third Street. - - FHIIiAPBtiPHIA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TJEtEPHOSE,

KiieHT and POWER.

JIJIJ

K^TII! yAPEB.

W. R. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS,

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.
KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

a DURiNI CHEeX^K, }
Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY. »'

°

^^^f?: WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Gandee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

OI(onite Waterproof Tape.

_[i, Minneapolis
, London and So. America.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

S. Partridge, Bank of Oommerce Bldg.,

, Ua9 Monadnock Bldg.,

Finest., San FranolBOO,

St, Ohlcago.

ERger & Atwater,
OaUforoia.

Central Electric Co.,
aw, 126 Liberty St., New York.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,

.^ 1
(// //. Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of IfardneBB,

Soft Cored Carbons (not aoXiiiOW),
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Ballway Olrcolts.

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTflK
** ^ II4-I20 1

Station ktrunienls,

ElecMcal In^tafflent Co.,

William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Weston Standard

andVoltmeters. for Alter-
nating and Direct Current
CircQits.

Onrportabli

neatly designed, dost-prot
cast-iron case which eflEeot

Ively ehieldB the Instru-

mente from disturbing in-

fluences

throughout the civilized

Our Semi-Portable La-
boratory Standard Volt-

meters «nd

They are t

Weston Standard
Dial Station ^

Style I

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Ilecolvcd only Anrard for Trolleys at Ohlcaga

Manufactured by ALBERT Sc J. IW. ANDERSON, 289-293 A St., Boston Mas|^

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABUCO.,
Cable Contracts Taken Including Installatio

WIRES and CABLES,

TIMKS liini.liING,,
NEW youit;.

g Installation.

Overhi^cf and
Underdii»^fitt.'

TlifiMnrraytaWorfeCo.,

COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

SI. LOUIS.

Grimshaw Wires and Cables,

Sockets. Switches, Etc.

J. W. MASON,
DEALER IN

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

CAHALL'

The Anitman & Taylor Machinery Co,
. SEND FOE. CATALOGUE.

H. E. Collins & Co.,
Sole Agents for the United States.

Building, PITTSBUBfll

Tke Rookery, CHICiGO.

fSf^^^t^%
mmsmMrn'mmmm.

^<^"'the Fuel Economizer Co.

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: MATTEAWAN, N. Y.

WESTON ENGINES
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant»
Estimates aad Drawlnira aa1>mltted>

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, M. V.

REPRESENTATIVES.
.JOLIANSrHOLL & 00.. - 126 Liberty St.. N. T. Oltr.

THEEEYXOLDS-LAISOK&C0..41Xo.7tliSt..Phlla.
30KANT0N SUPPLY S MAOH'Y 00., - Sorauton, P«
TH08. E.OABEY&BEOS. 00.. 26 Llebt St., Baltimore, Ifd.
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FOR TEN
YEARS THE
STANDARD

INSULATING COMPOUNDS
USED BY THE LARGEST ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS IN THE WORLD.

Insulating

Ta

Water, Acid

and Alkali Proof

Insulating

a
Pe,

strong, Durable

and Effective.

ARMATURE AND FIELD CDIL VARNISH
Made of the Highest Ingredients. The Best in the Marlcet.

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada for the Celebrated "Ship" Carbons.

THE STANDARD PAINT CO.,

I

SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

81-83 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK.

Metropolitan Electric Company,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,

186=188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.
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W. S. Hill Electric Co..
IMe^A/^ Bedford, IVIass.,

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

Switches and Switch Boards.
GENERAL OFFICE and WORKS: New Bedford, Mass.

Plans and Estimates Furnished

on application.

Write for Catalog;ue

BOSTON : 141 Franklin Street.

NEW YORK: Machado & Roller, 203 Broadway.

CHICAGO: Central Electric Co., i73-'75 Adams Street.

Dynamos...
(ARC AND INCANDESCENT.)

riotors,
LAMPS AND ALL

ACCESSORIES.

Volt Meters,
Ampere Meters.

Apparatus and Instruments for

Special Purposes made to Order.

To meet competition witii

high grade goods at low
prices, do not forget that

Clymer & Heilman

are Manufacturing Electricians,

- READING, PA.

Dental, Medical and

Surgical Apparatus.

BAnERIES FDR ALL

PDRPOSES , . .

AXIJ

General

Electrical

Supplies.
nagnets wound to specifications,

regular convolutions and perfect

layers guaranteed.

"Upon my life it will do wondrous well."

—

Shake.yiean:

MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY MATERIAL.
Vt'e claim a great deal for the "Sledbery,*' but the stngle^fact that all we claim is carri^ d out to the letter

is what makes it the "'standardV for superior and economical equipment.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, 307 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Hoefgen, Moxham .S: Co., 80 "William St., N.Y. Joshua Hendy Mach. Wks., San Francisco, Cal. Manufactared by The Fibertte Co.. Mechanicville, N'. T.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth&EootMC. C o....li Butler Hard Rubber Co.. xxxi Electric Storage Batt. Co . . xx Klipstein & Co., A Otto Gas Engine Wks li

Adams & Westlake Co

.

Adams-Bagnall El. Co.

.

Electrical Engineering Co. xl

Electrician Publishing Co.Central Mfg. Co xxx Lafayette Eng. & Ei. Wks, viii Partridge Carbon Co i

\xri xxxiv, xli xlviii Leclanche Bat. Co., The.. .xxxi Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co
xlvl Chicago Belting Co....... 11 Elgin Telephone Co xxxiii LcflelA Co., James 1 Peerless Rubber Mfg.Oo. xxviii

American Carbon Co . .

.

.xxxlv Chicago Edison Co Iv Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.. x.xiv Lewis & Co., A. L xxx Perkins EL Switch Mfg. Co. xlv

Am. Dist. Steam Co. .... Ill Chicago Elec, 4 Stereo. Co. xlvl Eyanson & Armpriester.. xxvi Perrizo. Paul, Jr., Cedar &
Chic. Genl. Fixture Co.. .. vil

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
FarrTel.&Con.Sp.CD.. xxxiii

Faucett.I. L
LumberCo xxx

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co xlil.. xliv Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.xxix

..xxix Chicago Tel. Sup. Co.... xxxlii Ferracute Mach. Co xxxt Phila. Elec. A Mfg. Co.... xlii

American Engine Co..

Am. TooKtMach. Co.. Clvmer & Heilman ill Fleming-SpenceEleo-lCo.xxiv Mason.J.W i Phoenix Glass Co xxvi

x\ir ColburnElec. Mfg. Co ForestCityEL Works Phoenix Int. Tel. Co xxxv

Anderson, Albert & .7. Collins .t Co., H. E i For Sale Advert isemts xxx McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co. . . Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.,Ld. 11

Andrae, Sons.tCo.,.T.. xxxiii Columbia Inc. Lamp Co... 1 Ft. Wayne El. Corp.... xlil, Iv Menominee EL AM. Co... xxvi Pope Mfg. Co xlix

Arnold, E..I ...xlix Commercial Elec. Sup. Co xviii Franklin El. &. Mfg. Co. ..xxvi Metropolitan Elec, Co xlv Racine Hardware Co I

0. xxi Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co-. . .xxxiv Freeman&Sons Mfg. Co...xxx Mlanus Electric Co xxxii Ran Mfg. Co xl

The i Cor. School of Technol-yxxviii Fuel Economizer Co i Mica Insulator Co Eeisinger, Hugo xlvl

.\lix Crocker-Wheeler El. Ccxxvii Garlock Packing Co Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co. ..xxxii Remington-SholesT.Co. . .xxxii

Cross.F.J xlix

Croselmire, C. F xl

Replogle Governor Wks.. 1

Rhoads * Sons. J. E IviBall Engine Co xlvii General Electric Co xxxvil Morris, Tasker & Co xxx

BallA Wood Co., The. Culver Mfg. Co... Hi Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.... xxii Morrison Southern El. Co. Richards A Meacham ....xxxii

Barnes Wallace ..xlix Cutter, Geo xlix Goubert Mfg. Co 11 Munselli Co.. Eugene.... iv Samson Cordage Wks... xxviii

''''''r"l'ro''l.'''l"

Hamerschlag & Co xliv

Hammacher, Schlemmer &
Murray Iron Works Co ... . i

Dallett, Thos. H. .1- Co Scheel, Wm. H xviil

Baxter 11 1
'. ' Vi Dayton GlobelronWks. Co. 1 Oo...._ xliv National India Rubber Co. Schifl, Jordan & Co ii

\Mi Det.&Clev. Steam Xav.Co. xlix Hart C.S XXX National Ore & Red. Co... xliv Scboonmaker. A. xxx

Besly A '".
' l':i- 11 u-i Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. Iv Hart .t Hegeman Mfg. Co.xxvil Nat. Undergr. Cable. Co. xxxix Schott, W. H xlix

Bi-MetalllcF.l. Trans. (

li Directory. Principal Elec.

andMech. Engineers... xlix

Hine&Co..L.A xxx
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co

Norman, J. J. Co li

Northern Elec. Mfg.Co..xxvilixxxi

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos... xlvl

Eastern Elec. Cable Cu Illinois Engraving Co. ..ixxlx

NorthwestEngineer-gCo.xxxiii

Norton, C. E xli^2nZ^ii.:u:co: Simplex Electrical Co.,The. i

Brady, T. H ... XXX Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co xill Novelty Electric Co liii Souix City Brass Works....

li Edison Mfg. Co xxxiii Interior Conduit A I. Co.. xli KuttaU Co., R. D 1 Smith. S. Morgan 1

1 Edwards.tCo xxiii Internafl Cor. Schools., .xxiv Office Spec. Mfg. Co .xliv Solar Carbon .t Mfg. Co.... i

Brown, v.. Cedar Co .. xsx Elec. Arc Lt. Co xiii JeweU Belting Co xxix Ohio Electric Works xli Splltdorf, C. F xxxiii

Ivi Electric ApiilianceCo...xxviii Johns Mfg. Co., H. W iv Ohio Storage Battery Co.. . Sjirague El. Elevator Co.. xi

.. xlix Elec. Engr. .^Siiii.Co xlil Kartavert Mfg. Co Ivi Okonite Co., The I, xvi Standard Inc. Lamp Co.xxxix

Buckeye Electric Co. .

.

... — Elec. Selec. .t Signal Co..xvill Keystone Tele, Co xxxiii Orient Electric Co., The.. xl Standard Paint Co.. ii, xxxviii

Standard Tel. A Elec.Co. xxxiii
Standard Underg. Cable Co. i

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. xv
Sterling, W. C. i Son ... . xxx
Stilwell-Blerce & Smith-
ValleCo XXX, xxxi

Storey Motor & Tool Co.. xxxv
Strauss .c Co., w. L vi

Toomey, Frank xxx
Triumph Elec. Co ix

Tuerk Water Meter Co ... . x i

Union Heater Supply Co. . Hi
United El. Imp. Co xx.v

U.S. Min. Wool Co Hi
Utlca EI. Mfg. & Sup. Co.. xxv

Valentlne-Clark Co xxix
VanNuis, C. S
Viaduct Mfg. Co.. .xxix, xxxiii
Voltak Supply Co xxix
-Valcanized Fibre Co Ivi

"Wagner El. Mfg. Co xxviii
Walker Company
Wallace Electric Co xviii

Walsh's Sons Co xxx

Warren Elec. Co xv
Washington Carbon Co... ix
Weber Gas .t Gaso. Eng. Co. li

Webster, Warren* Co.... .xli

Werthelm. Ed i

Western Electric Co iv. x
Western Tel. Cons. Co
WestlnghouseEl..tMtg.Co.
Westinghouse Jfacb. Co... liv

Weston Electrical Ins. Co.i.xvi

Weston Engine Co I

White S. S. D. Mfg Co xix
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.. ..xxix
Williams * Abbott El. Co. xl

Classified Index of Adver'tisementis See Pase VIII.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Oored and Solid for^^irec-t LisH-tins-

...LAR6E IMPORTATION JOST ARRIVED...

General •••••

Western Agents: Chicago Edison Company,
^^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTING SUPPLIES...^

Idison Building;, 139 /Vdanns S-tree-b, OMIOA.GO, IL.I..

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

iAiyiPiiii
ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

:sTS«jF3i=i_v house: fow

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY GO.
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULCABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

KAE
All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. K. 800 and WeiSitiiiglioiiiiie Coninuitator Rings,
Bi-iiish Holder Bushing'^ and Field Spools.

SEXn FOR PKirE 1,1ST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,
Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO., ^^
a4»-342 Itanilolph St.. riiioaso. III. ^"Ti

XEWYOKIC. PHILADELPHIA. BOSTON. Westilisliouse.

m Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Works, Mansfleld. Ohio

16 K. W. GENEKATOB.

|V/| |, ^^ /V '" *''* sheet, and cut to any .size or pattern. SEOMENTS, Washers, and Solid ,—^^ ^
I VI I V^/^, Sheet nica SeRments, gauged to thickness for all the standard railway motors.

y EUOENR nilN.SFI I ^ CO Imnni-tpi-c nii-f^r-t fef..-n fli^ IV1ii-i<:>c

^ PNtw yukk: 2i» water St. CHICAGO: 153 Lake St. \ ^
AORNCII-S: CI.KVKi.ANn, Cnynlmun Suni.ly r„ NT 1 iins A s p,,, hi 1 ... fiviM V- V VII « ii ,„ I n « vv Fm-ons^TTi u ii7T7vr, .A.* I .,".. imni.iK.. ^I^ll^.^All.sl,l,l„ll iui„i„ii, sA^ i kan( i. . . ,

.1. « in . 1, m , ^
li*^MICAT»€^4^444^^^^^i»-MICA-w^^#^^^^^^#^l^MICATii^^^^^^
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THE SEASON 1896.

NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Original

Direct-

Connected

Ceiling Fans.

LOOK AT
EXTENSIVE

EXHIBIT.

TWO OR FOUR=BLADE FANS.
COLUMN,
COUNTER
COLUMN j

Exhaust Wheels.
OWNERS OF

Fundamental Patents

COVERING
SUSPENDED
ELECTRIC

Fans
van VXTAiAHiVK AND
PRICK I.1!^T, AKDKEMS

4-

A

DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
SHOW ROOMS:

561 Eroadway, New York. ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.
128 Essex Street, Boston.

See our Exhibit at the National Electrical Exposition. Booths Nos. 1 18 and 119.
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MAGNETO SIGNAL BELLS.

NO. 7 7 7 We sell Magneto parts separately.

STANDARD

Iron Box Bell,

Ask your dealer for the
No. 7707 Iron Box Bell.

. . Quotations on application.
Wood Box Bell,

Kindly refer to this
paper when writ ng.

H.E.& C.BAXTER,
:i_e:ctri^a.i- suf9f>i-ies.

BEDFORD, DIVISION AND CANTON STREETS, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

NOrnberg Carbons.

o-"\0^^
.<<'> ;>l^

UR ALBl RM 1 SSlNCi'b I ACTORV OF bLIX

TR[C URltOrNS. MRNIJbRd. (il RM

"^r^-" ft SOME OF THE MEDALS RECEIVED FOR SUPERIOR
QUALITY OF THE DR. LESSING CARBONS.

^f^''-

i:rt

^
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QeotriGal

and

Fixtures.
New Gatalog^ue will be Sent on

Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,
169 fldams StIBBt, CHIGRGO.
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C. B. ROBERTSON, President, H. S. MEIGS, Secy, and Treas.

LAFAYETTE ENGINEERING & ELECTRIC WORKS,
MAKERS OF _0^

Dynamos Power Generators,
Direct Connected or Belted, for Isolated or Central Station Plants.

Mors for Power Transiissioi,

Slow, Medium and High Speeds.

THE USE OF MOTORS IN MILLS AND FACTORIES WILL INTEREST YOU.

LAFAYETTE, IND., U. S. A.

BRANCH offices:
;tric Equipment

. Little

Cincinnati—D. J. Hauss.
Des Moines, la.—I. E. Lohnaan.
Lonisville, Ky.—Allin Chapmaa, Heady

Electric Co.
Milwaukee, WI3.—Electrical Const'n Co,
Memphis—The Bailey & Bornm Co.
St. Louis—D. J. Pine.
St. Paul - Rudolph Wagner.

Cleveland—Union Electric Co.

Indianapolis-C. W.'Me'ikel.
TerrftHaute-A. R. Markle.
Peoiia—C. E. Wheelocb & Co.
BurliogtoD, la.— BurliDgton Electric

Lighting Co.
Pittsburg—W. G. Gammon & Co.
Duluth, Minn.— Crowley Electric Co.
Columbus, 0.—George K. Smith Elec-

>ffi< and AA/^oi-Rs: l-a-Faye^-te, Ind.
SEE OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.

irican Batter;
trie Storage _
) Storage Battery Co.

Ajuiunciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Ma^son, J. W-
Menominee El. &. Mech. <

Partrick & Carter Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Manhattan Gen'L Con. Co.

Perkins Elec. SwitchMfg. Co.

Van Nuis, C. S.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Arc Light Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Nat'I. Ore*& Reduction Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Boynton Multivolt Batt'y Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply C
Electric Storage Batter

Leclanche Battery (

Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Menominee EL & Mecl
National Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
Channon Co., H.

Rhoads & Sons, J. E.
Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.

Abendroth & Root MXg. Co.

Freeman A. Sons Mfg. Co.
Moyes. L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.

BookM, Electrical.
Electncian Publishing Co.

Bernardin. F. M.
Boudreaux Dyn. Brush Co.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.
MiiHon, J. W.
Phlla. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Strauss A Co.,W. L.
Washington Carbon Co.
Wertheim, Ed.

National Electric Co.

Compound.
Standard Paint Co.
Voltak Supply Co.

Conduits.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Bernardin, F. M.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
I^ight Plants.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Arnold, B. J.
Arnold Power Station Co
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Walker Co.
Warren Elec. Co-
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg Co.
Western Electric Co.

Copper.
Besly&Co.,ChasH.
Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
• - ' Electrical Works.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.

Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Crookes' Tabes.
LeRoy. J. A.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms, Fins and
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brady, T. H.

Electric Appliance C

Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cut-Outs and Switches.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.

Electric Appliance Co.
KU-c. Enpr. ifi Supply Co.

I .n 'IV
I .'. , ,„,,, .Supply Co.

Dynamos.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett & Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Hine&Co., L. A.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Lafayette Eng. it El. Wks.

Northern Electl.

Triumph Elec. Co.
Walker Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Warren Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Railways.
Bru-^h Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electrical J

Bernardin. P. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.

Phila. Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Rau Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Elevators.
Sprague El. Elevator Co.

Engines, Gas.
Norman Co., J. J.
Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Weber Gas A; Gaso'lEng. Co.

Engines, Steam
American Engine Co.

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

^5sr^ . A Stereo Co.
Illinois Engraving Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.

Dlehi & Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Franklin Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Hamerschlag & Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co
Roth Bros. A Co.
Tuerk Water Meter Co.~ " El. A Mfg.Westing!

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

*orges.
Union Heater Supply Co.

Fuse Wire.
Elec. Fuse Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Fiberite Co., The,
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

baskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Partrick A Carter Co.

Gears.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

General Elec. Supplies.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson. Albert S
Andrae & Sons Co.
Bernardin, P. M.
Besly & Co.. Chas.

Clvmer & 1

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. A Mfg. Co.
Cutter, Geo.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec Engr. A Supply Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W. S.,Elec. Co.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Morrison Southern El. Co.
National Elec
Northwest En
Norton. C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Go.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Peoples' Elec. Co.

Sioux City Brass Works.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Utica El Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Gov''nors. ^Vater IrVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.
Anchor Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernardin. F. M.
Brixey, W. R.
Chicago Edison t

Electric Appliance Co.

- Armpriester.
i Const. Supply Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee EL A Mech. Co.
MunsoU A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Cc
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkonlteCo.. Tho.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—1ftaguet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixoy, W. R.
Chicago lOdlson Co.
ChlciiRO los. Wire Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Farr TeL A Const. Supply Co.

Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'I Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated W

plex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C.

liamps. Incandescent.
Adams-BagnaU Elec. Co.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.

General Electric Co..
Orient Electric Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

s Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.Perkin
Sawyer-Man Elec.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.

Magnet AVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Am. Tool A Mach. Co.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
BUss Co., E. W.
Perracute Machine Co.

Murray Iron Works Co.

Munsell A Co., Eug

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Efectric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Bates & Bro., D. L.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett A Co.. Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. ]

Elec. Engr.
Electrical Eng. uo.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corpora
Franklin Elec. & Mfg. Ci
General Electric Co.

Hamerschlag -S

Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dailey. Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co.Ltd.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Croselmiro & Son, C. F.

Poles.
Bernardin. F. M.

LIndsley I

Nuttali Co.. R. D.
Perrizo, Paul. Jr.
Sterling. W. C. A

Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co.
National Electric Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Partrick & (

i$peed Indicators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Norton, C. E.

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.
Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.

BBai
„„ Ji

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co

Ladd. A. W.
Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co

Standard Paint Co.
Telegraph Apparatus.

Elec. Selec. A Signal Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone material.
Andrae A Sons Co., J.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Elgin Telephone Co.
Farr TeL & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Phoenix Int. TeL Co.
Richards A Meacham.

Elec. Co.Standard Tel.

.

;Mfg.
Elec. Co.

Western Tel. Cons. Co.
Williams A Abbott El. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
"' "'ayne Elec. Corporation.

Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co
rolley Cord.
Bernardin, P. M.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine AVheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel&Co.. Jas.
Replogle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.
Stllwell^Bierce & Smith

iCo

Int. Corr. Schools.
Valves.
Culver Mfg. Co.

Water AVheels.
LelTel A Co . Jas.
Replogle Governor
Smith. S. Morgan.

Besly & Co.. I has '.

A.I|3KkalDo-t:ioal Index o-f XWdver^lsemon-ts
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Do you use CORED CARBONS! "»<> V°"

do not need to depend on Foreign Manu-
facturers for your supply

HELIOSThe Celebrated H t I I II X Carbons are

now manufactured in America, and all sizes carried in stock by

The Washington Carbon Co., "™uReH, pa.

WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES.

Motor and Generator Brushes. Battery Plates and Specialties.

Highest Grade Solid Carbons
FOR SERIES ARC LICHTINC.

XM

Triumph Electric Co.,
....CINCINNATI, OHIO....

MANUFACTURERS OF

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Apparatus.

Ventilated Armature, fTM^^^^^ Multipolar and Bi-Polar

Low Heat, t^M^^fei DYNAMOS

Simple Construction, ^^^^Sf^^\ and

Automatic Lubrication. L ^^ J \ MOTORS.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES. Write for Catalogue "M." OFFICE AND FACTORY:—610-616 Baymiller Street.
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Western Electric Company.
ARIEL ALTERNATING CURRENT FAN MOTOR.

It is strong, durable, highly efficient, handsome, noiseless.
It has no commutator. No winding on the armature. No

chance to burn out. A blade shifter changing the angle of the blades
without stopping.

It runs 125 revolutions per mmute.
The motors are of the well-known induction type.
The bearings are self-oiling, chambers once filled containing

enough oil to last an entire season.

Hade for alternating currents of 50 or 100 volts, 7,200, 14,000 to
16,000 alternations per minute.

—ALSO

—

Crescent Desk and Ceiling Fans, Meston Alternating Current

Desk Fans, Lundell Desk Fans, Globe Desk Fans.

FAN MOTOR SHEET NO. 210 NOW READY.

Bryant Sockets, P. & S. Tubes,

Interior Conduit, Insulated Wire,

Lamp Cord,

Hill Station Switches,

Weston Instruments,

Switches, all Kinds,

At Lowest Prices.

.*-
»

NEW YORK, WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO,

Thames and Greenwich Streets.

London, Antwerp, Berlin, Paris.

227-275 S. Clinton St.,

242-258 S. Jefferson St.,

37-45 W. Congress St.

^ SEND
100
NNIES
FOR

JVIontlis'

R I A I-
OF THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
SUITE510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
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ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It.

No Commutator,

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

OurGuaranteeisGood.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be tlirown UP or DOWN.

All Bearings SELF-OILINQ.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

TFans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGEafTS WABfTED IIV LiEADING CITIES.

Tuerk Water Meter Co.,
FULTON, IM. Y.

— SXS®®®*)®®

—

E. B. Latham & Co., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.

Sprague Electric Elevator Company,
Postal Telegraph Building, New York City,

BUILDERS OF

Electric Passenger and Freight Elevators.

It has any required speed and capacity. Each machine

classes of intermediate t

Among typical buildings adopting Sprague Hachines are:

Postal Telegraph Building, New York City; Parrott Building,
San Francisco; Board of Trade, Chicago; Guaranty Building,
Buffalo; Syndicate Building, New York City; Union Trust Build=
ing, Detroit; Oerken Building, New York City; Custom House,
New York City; Merchants' National Bank, Baltimore; Hotel
Walton, Philadelphia; J. T. Williams Office Buildings, New York
City; Mabley Building, Detroit; Young Men's Christian Associa=
tion. New York; Daniells' Stores, New York; Court House and
City Hall, Hinneapolis; Boston Daily Globe, Boston; Safe Deposit
Building, San Francisco; Academy of flusic, San Francisco;
Canada Life Insurance Co., Hontreal; State Mutual Life Assur-

ance Co., Worcester; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;
Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New York; Currier Bank
Building, Los Angeles; Ahrens Building, New York; Wadsworth
Building, New York; The Callender, HcAuslan & Troup Com»
pany's Department Stores, Providence; the residences of Mr.
John Jacob Astor and Hr. George Morgan, New York; City and
County Court House, Salt Lake City; Graham Building, New
York City; Hutual Benefit Insurance Co., Boston; Government
Printing Office, War Department, Washington; Wilcox Build-
ing, Los Angeles.

Recent contracts include four of the finest and most costly buildings
of their respective classes ever projected :

Manhattan Hotel, 9 Elevators. SiegeUCooper Stores, 21 Elevators.

Commercial Cable Building, 21 Stories.

Mr. JohncJacob Astor's New Palatial Hotel, 19 Elevators.
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LUNDELU
...FAN MOTORS.

SEASON

1896.

MOST ECONOMICAL

CURRENT-CONSUMERS
....ON THE MARKET....

i STANDARD

20,000 IN

ACTUAL

USE .

c/VTAi-oe iJ I

• * *

interior Conduit & Insulation Co.,

GENERAL OFFICES AND WORKS:
HWESTERN AGENTS :

Eieiuic company 5^7 ]ffQ^i 34th Strest, NEW YORK.

NORTHWESTERN AGENTS

Central

...CHI
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

^ Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

M'«' linild all iMMM'HHary uiiititnitiiH Tor tlu- traiiHiiilHHion ol' l->li'rlri<-ul

I'OWfl* tlll'(*lll£ll rui'tlll'.V <*!' (itlMT lMlil<i!i>^:..

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NKW YORK, II, 1!. C.liM & Co., Mail and Expri.'ss Building.

I'llll.ADKLl'IllA, \Vidl,.T C. Mclnlire & Co., .WO Commerco St.

1!(IST()N, (I. M. Angiiir & Co., 04 Federal St.

KLMIRA, S. N. Blal<e.

ST. U)UIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

XJ>^,j^^>^^,SxS>^<S^^^kSkS^

A New Era in Electric Arc Lighting.

The "Pioneer" Enclosed Lamp

Burns from 100 to 150 HOURS without change of carbons.

Saves $15 to $20 annually, per lamp, in carbons and trimming. |

Consumes only 4 to 5 amperes of current.

.^. Distributes perfectly, saves in insurance.

^W Economical, noiseless, shadowless, steady.

I ^^^^^ARC"*^^^
^'^'"'^ "* daylight, clean, simple, safe, inexpensive.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.,
LOUIS B. MARKS, M.M.E.,

CHIEF ELECTRICIAN,
LABORATORY, ZSO 4 252 MERCER ST..

NEW YORK.

INCORPORATED), Write for Catalogue-

687 and 689 Broadway, New York.
^x$h$«^*$>^h$«3xS>^h$k3),$«$«j> <$><5.^MSw$Kg>^>^xj-g>^"$-<s>^>^ '?><S-S«?''$'<3>*$»$><5"$><S'^-<$'^>^'$«3>^'S^^ '$>^>'$«^-$>^'^hS>^<$k$>^h$xJm5> <Sx$h$kJ>.^^mS>.$kJ"$^$«3^$^

A Good Thinq 4-U-2-C.
OUR EXHIBIT IN SEC. C, SPACE 161, AT THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION, NEW YORK.

PARTRIGK£ CARTER CO., PHILADELPHIA,
Manufacturers of Electrical House Goods.
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SEVEN THOUSAND
vice.

Manhattan Arcs in ser
One hundred Edison

Central Stations. One pair
of half-inch carbons will

burn one hundred and
fifty hours; will burn
singly on incandescent
circuits, avoiding the
necessity of burn
ing two lamps

A perfec
diffusion of light is obtained
by the use of double en
closed globes. Lamp is

fire-proof and absolutely
noiseless. Lamps to

burn in series on cir

cuits from two hun
dred to five hun
dred and fifty

volts. Length
twenty-four
and thirty

seven
inches.

^f Put in a
new carbon

^O arid trim it

^^V once every one

^^ hundred and fifty

hours. Figure
>y what that will save

^^
We have on hand

five hundred In-
candescent Arc
Lamps of all makes,

which we have dis-
placed bjr " Manhat-

tans," which we offer
complete at $3.00 each.

Manhattan General

^^Construction Co.
NEW YORK: W Broad St. CHICAGO: Monadnock Block. BOSTON: 140 Congress St.
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The Warren Alternator.
I I

. T I

Widioiil llovine Wire

Induclion Type k ;!:::::: ;.^=:'""

stationary Single Ring Ariiiatire—Statioiari Fieli Coil

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

EFFICIENCY THE HIGHEST)" »''»/i'™"''8

REGULATION THE CLOSEST ) &^Zw im«.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.

BUILT TO EARN MONEY WITH-NOT TO SPEND MONEY UPON.

Warren Eleetrie Co., Chicago.
SALES AGENTS:

Wendell & McDnffle, Bates Machine Co., A. M. Searles, California Electrical Works,
126 Cortlandt St., New York. 154 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 281 Dearborn St., Chicago. San Francisco, Cal.

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM.
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment.
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL-TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,—^fc-

STANLEY ELEGTRIG MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
F^i-t^s-field, IVIass., KJ. S. A.

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are k

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C. j^

System in Canada. .... , . .1

BRANCHES OFFICES:
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WIRES
AND
CABLES

vlON/^

When insulated with Okonite are
extremely efficient and long-lived.

They will not crack, and effect-

ually resist the decomposing
influence of the elements.
Catalogue?

THE OKONITE COMPANY, Ltd.,
Postal Telegraph Building, lU E IHf V/^DI/^
253 BROADWAY, 111 C W» T V/ Iv IV .

Weston Standard Portable Direct = Reading

Voltmeters, Ammeters,

flillivoltmeters,

Voltammeters,

Milliammeters, Ground

Detectors and Circuit
Voltmet

Testers, Ohmmeters, Portable Galvanometers.

Weston standard Portable Direct L^&L^W'Llild CI.1111 Wll^UlL Illuminated Dial^Statioh

Reading Voltmeter. Voltmeter.

Our Portable Instruments are recognized as The Standard
the world over. The Semi-Portable Laboratory Stand-
ards are still better. Our Station Voltmeters and Am-
meters are unsurpassed in point of extreme accuracy and
lowest consumption of energy.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co.,
114=120 William Street, Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
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AMERICAN-BALL ENGINES
Mr. Frank H. Ball, the well-known steam

engine designer, has assumed the manage-
ment of our business and will add to our
present line of steam and electrical ma-
chinery a full line of his celebrated engines,

specially designed for direct-connected
electrical work and adapted to dynamos of

our manufacture, thus making complete
and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,
und BrooliL, N. J.

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

BY T. C. MARTIN and JOSEPH WETZLER.

THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 313 large quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3. 00.

The wealth of information contained in the three hundred and odd large

double-column pages of this important worlt is equaled in few special technical

treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive character. More than one liundred

different motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the

different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are

full page, and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully

illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, and little mathematics
is employed, the work being essentially of a practical and largely of a descriptive

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a simple manner with-

out mathematical formulae, the principles upon which they are based, and that

on thermo-magnetic motors treats this interesting class in greater detail than

can be found in any other publication. An interesting feature is the historical

method of treatment, by means of which the different steps in the advance of

theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations

in many directions instructively followed.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early Motors and Ex-

periments in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and Experiments in America.

—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission of Power.—Chapter V. The Modern
Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Chapter VI. The Modern Electric

Kailway and Street-car Line in American.—Chapter VII. The Use of Storage

Batteries with Electric Motors for Street Railways.—Chapter VIII. The Indus-

trial Application of Electric Motors in Europe.—Chapter IX. The Industrial

Application of Electric Motors in America.—Chapter X.. Electric Motors in

Marine and Aerial Navigation.—Chapter XI. Telpherage.—Chapters XII, XIII.

Latest American Motors and Motor Systems.—Chapter XIV. Latest European
Motors and Motor Systems. — Chapter XV. Alternating Current Motors.

—

Chapter XVI. Thermo-magnetic Motors.—Appendix. The Development of the

Electric Motor since 1888.

Copies of this or any other electrical hook publislied will he sent hy mail, postage

PREPAID, to any address in the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

CO.,

Commercial instruments.
Suitable for Isolated Plants ami Feeder Circuits in
Power Plants. Unsurpassed in appearance and
workmanship.

let New Circular and New Price List. Then you will

order.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.

STEAM HEATING. STEAIVI HEATING

NEW CATALOGUE
. . .OF- -tihe:. . .

Webster "Vacuum"

SYSTEM OF STEAM HEATING
Is now under preparation. Have your application on file.

Warren Webster & Co

STEAM HEATING

Camden, N. J.

STEAM HEATING.

s*t. AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
For -tiie IMe<il«-tie

...$1.50...

tcry and all

I jewelry that i

6mblematical. or anybody who appreciates r

novelty, can, by ordering 1

outfit for $1.50. Ordep at c

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones. Batteries. Bells, Dyna-

mos. Motors, Lamps. Wire. Etc.

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND, O.
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E. E. & S. JACK KNIFE SWITCHES,
regularly

Sinslp,
IJdiible

;. Plain

We make these Switche
capacities from 25 amp. to :

Double and Triple Pole. tiingle

Throw. With or without Fuse Term
or Polished.

These designs with back connection are spe-

cially adapted tor Switchboard use. The arm is

made in a unique and practical way, insuring
strength, good contact and handsome appearance.

Our new list on these Switches is ready tor

Switchboard Building a Special Feature.

Send us your specifications and we will

promptly turnish you with an estimate.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.

J & storeroom: 27 Tha Switch for Back Con

Shawmut Switch of

Pure Copper.

Linton & Southwick Spring

Switches.

Switchboards, Fuse Wire and Fuse Links.

SHAWMUT FUSE WIRE CO.,

93 Federal Street. Boston. IVlass.

MORRIS METCALF, Agent,

loo Washington Street,

CHICAGO, 1

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, INO.

Apparatus for

Arc, Direo-t Cwrreri-t and Al-terna-t-
ins Incandescen-t ^isKi-tins and

Po'XArer Transn-»ission.

WE MANUFACTURES^
ers. Miicliiue Bruslies, Conunutator Segments. Spark
Arresters, Globe Nets and all parts for Arc Lamps
and Dynamos. It will pay you to use our Roods. . .

QUICK BREAK

Tie PMla. Electrical & H Co.,

2010 JONES ST.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SALES ACIENTS;

Metropolitan Electric Co., - - Chicago, 111.

Western Electrical Supply Co., - St. Louis, Mo.

New England Electrical Supply Co., Boston, Hass.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY

SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-

guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the

construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTMGE F=REE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Hercules Batteries
Ml CLfl^E BATTERIES

Peru Electric MrcCo.

-.Peru, IND.

PORCEUAlM IHSUIATIOM Of all Kinds .,

We Solicit the maKin§ of if Rfi»

SpecAl Designs of PorcelAin.
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ECONOMY PAYS DIVIDENDS
Morrin's " Climax "Boiler,

ChosenCover all competitors-

The United Electric Light and Power Co., t

Twenty thousand (20,000) H. P. Climax Boilers. Call at our headquarters on third floor, Exposition

Building, opposite X-Ray display, and get pass to visit this great Central Station. ....

28th Street and East

iver, New York City.

Electric Light Plants Installed in Vicinity of New York;
Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Brooklyn, 2,800 horse power.

Mt. Morris Electric Light Company, 1,750 horse power.

Newarli Electric Light & Power Company, Newark, N. J., 4,700 horse powei

Jersey City Electric Light Company, Jersey City, N. J., 1,200 horse power.

Esse.Y County Electric Company, Orange, N, J., 500 horse power.

Bronx Gas & Electric Company, West Chester, N. Y., 500 horse power.

Manufacturers' Electric Company, Philadelphia, 600 horse power.

Safety Electric Light Corripany, New York, 1,200 horse power.

Manhattan Electric Light Company, New York, 1,200 horse power.

Municipal Electric Light Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1,800 horse power

In addition to the above we have 10,000 horse power installed in the prominent street railway stations New Yorlt.

: : : : MANUFACTURED BY : : : :

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,
Send for New Catalogue. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

See Descriptive Article, Page 229, Issue May 9th.
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ii

F&G
7J Steel ]KL\:Lsic ISTire

for Sprixig-s,HAMMACHER,
SCHLEMMER
& CO.,

209 BOWERY. Sole Agents for United States and Canada. NEW YORK.

FLUOROSGOPE.LE ROY'S s=X-BAY
FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price, I Complete Portable X-Ray I
Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| Quifils for PhysicJans

I

^^'g'^^ ^ ^""css.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
S^nd S't^mp -For <=ir'c=«.j l^r.

J. A. 1-E Roy, 143 E. 13-tH S-t., IMgaa/ Yorlc.

DON'T THINK
That you can keep posted as to

what is going on in the western
electrical field without reading the
Western Electrician. It is tlie

electrical newspaper, and if you
are not a subscriber you will find it

to 3'our advantage to become one
at once.

SS.OOper year;
$1.30 for six mouths.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 IVlarqiie'.to Bidj.. CHICAGO.

Assaying Department.
COATROIi ASSAYS

Silver $2.00
Goldand Silver 3.00
Gold. Silver and Lead 4.00

I Copper 6.00

Chlorination or Cyanide Test 5.00

-^.-^^
Ail mall orders must be properly labeled,

with name of sender attiched; and all ex-
press packaRes or frei^iht must be prepaid in
order 10 receive prompt attention.

materials, etc., fur-
Dished on application.

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

5726 CMELTENHAIH AVENUF,

St. l-ouis, IVIo., I_l. S. A..,

MAM'FACTURERS OF

Furnaces for Nickel, Copper, Gold,

Silver and Lead Ores.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS FOR

Equipments of Caloric and
Cliemical Reduction Worlcs.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKCO.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

NOW S6.00.

SPECIALTY MFG, CO,
Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Shannon Letter and Rill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,'

Schlicht's Standard Ledger Indexes,

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for primed matter.

...CHICACO BRANCH...

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price S6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Mr. Hutchlns' Safety Hanger
for Trolley and ihLii-rniusiarclricWire.s

is being accejiied as a very jiraclical

and needed equipment for the Trolley

Line, furni.shing the greatest improve-

ment and safety. On account of his

limited means, hr will -ive valuable

rightsor inleri'Sl in lliis iiivrntion to par-

ties who can furnish ilw means- with

which to travel and iiilrnduei- it.

A. E. HUTCH INS,

Central Stations
Can increase their all=day load

by introducing tlic

•iocbric Vuilcanizer
FOR RRf'AIRING

BICYCLE TIRES. Send for Circulars to the

American<€lectric Heating Corporation,

Havemeyer Building,

NEW YORK.
Sears Building,

BOSTON. MASS.

Announcement.
We are building high-grade Fan Motors—

Self-oiling Journals, Carbon Brushes for Job-
bers and Contractors who wish to sell to their
trade under their own name plate.

Two Sizes, 12 inch and 15-inch Fans.

Two Potentials, 1 10 volts and 6-volt Battery.

|,.\4'I^ OlIIM-.ltM K<M( Itr.l.IVKIIV II.VV I .>.

HAMERSCHLAG & CO.,
c»« .•« MANUFACTURERS, ."« .<«

26 Liberty Street, - - NEW YORK.
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In Preparing This New Catalogue
We have been mindful of the needs of all our customers, and our sole aim lias

been to publish that which would prove helpful and serviceable' to all who

purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly say that we have

not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, handsomest

and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclopedia of

all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

Send a small order and receive a copy.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,
186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

For Sale Cheap.
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

NEW YORK, 219 Ha BOSTON, 182 Sun CHICAGO, 1538 Monadnock Building.

PERKINS HEAT REGULATING SWITCH,
....Mannfactnred by....

Perkins Electric Switch Mfg. Co.,
H/VRTF-ORD, OOIMIM.

This cut is exact size of a new switch, especial!}-

intended for control of car heaters.

First turn of switch puts one bank of
heaters in circuit.

Second turn of switch puts another
banii of heaters in circuit.

Third turn of switch puts all heaters
in circuit.

Fourth turn is "Off."

]
Controls a current as high as

500 volts and IS amperes*

SEND FOR PLAN OF WIRING

WITH FULL DESCRIPTION.
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The Electra" Carbons.
IMPOBTED

HIGH GRADE NUERNBERG CARBONS

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
Are by far the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant

and absolutely steady light, burning without any dust.
SEND FOB LATESr PEICE LIST TO

Hll^^^a^ DCICIIVI^ED No. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK, I NOTICE:-The Exhibit of the "Electra" Carbons at the Nations

UvlV^ Ktldl 111 WitIV; Sole Importer for the United States and Canada. |

ElectricLightAss'n Exposition will be located Injection Q, No. 149-151.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,

mailed free.

EUmmiM PUBLISHING CO,

Suite 510 IWarquotle Eldg., CHICAGO.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

On receipt of..

10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western Etetriciaii

loonliiMMt
FOR 1896.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

DIXON S BELT DRESSING
AND LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the.leather.

It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

Preserve Your Copies

-—^^ Western Eiectrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, .... CHICAGO.

UF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
By Herbebt Laws Webb.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, FOSTAOE PREPAID, »1.00.

SEND IK YOVB OBDEB NOW.

ELEGTRIGIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Oeo. T. Schuster, Vlce-PreB. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood EngraTlng,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

BINDERS
FOR THE

Mera EleetricinA

$1.00 Each.

ELECTmiiNFECO.p

CHICAGO.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOR SALE BY

^ Estabiished ,880. AiTierican Battcrv Companv, Ab.o.ut.iy N.^-in.ring. ^^=1 Hliihest Award Granted •' r »' ' inE. Protection
-•-

( i%.,fniaheat Award (

at World's Columbian
Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

Ing. Protection

Guaranteed t'

r'urchasers.

Sectional \icw dp

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.
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EHGINES
Direct Connected

....AND BELTED....

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1526 Monadnock. ..^WORKS: Erie, Pa.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the stead}' and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, we have found it necessary to seek larger and more commodious

quarters, and therefore desire to announce that we have moved from 6 Lake-

side Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only verj' handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B, J.
Arnold, Mem. a. i. e. e.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo RallwuyB and Power BtBtloQS.

1S41 Ilarqaette Bide., Chlcaso.

W. H. Schott, E. E., For^e Bain,
Electrical.

apervfBlDff, Plans, BpeolfloattODg
Oo DHtru ctipg, General Bnglneeiini
Tenting. Expert In Patent OaoBee.

8nltel0r,7, 1658 and 10B9
l.llne. CHICAI

Virginius J. Mayo,
Ulnctrlf.il .•ind Mr'nhanlciil KDRlnonrlii

' r-nn nlliri;-' Hr i;'ninR, Supervis

l'lll<'A<;0.

WILLIAM H. BRYAN, M. E.,

n. IL HUMPHREY, M. S.,

Consulting, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers.

Consultations, Examinations, Estimates, Tests, Reports,

Plans, Specifications, Superintendence and Purchasing, in con-

nection with Electric Lighting Installations, Electric Railway
and Power Systems, Electric Power Transmission, Waterworks
—Municipal or Private—Steam and Power Plants, Heating and
Ventilation, Smoke Abatement, Ice Making and Refrigeration.

Rooiniii H and I, Tarner Bnildiiig, !!it. LiOnitsi.

D. J. Oross, e:. e.
General Electrical Engineering of Every Description.

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and SpeclDcatlons furnished.
for all kinds of electrical Installations; consultation, sunerlntendlnK. etc.

Plans and all data for the complete construction of dynamo electric machinery of any capacity
or voltage. KIAttARA FA1,1,S. X. Y.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufacture, of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Bond sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation a

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Mechanical

who are interested in elec-

tricity should write for our

catalogue of ..... .

ELECTRICAL

BOOKS.

Electrician Publishing

Company,

Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Bail,

the well-known steam enginedesigner, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,

GEORGE CUTTER,
Electric Specialties,

851 The Rookery, Chicago.

Cutter's Lamp-Supporting Pulley

Is the only really safe

Arc Lamp Pulley.

STANDARD
OF THE

POPE MFC. CO.,
105 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
TAKE THE-

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and EIHcient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COriFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
Return, including Heals " "
Cleveiar" *= ' -^-^

$13.50.
EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East. South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

SundayTrips June, July, August and September Only.

C!eveland7Put=Tn=Bay"# Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ, o. P. A.. DETnOIT, MICH,

me Detroit aqd Clevelami Steam Nav. Co.
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
1 whole to halt

inoreseed the power bb per

^'"Theorlgfnala"t thos oertiacates and tests of other sized wheels nan be seen tourofflce.

Test of a45- n. Whfe -Ju y 9, '94
|

Testofa«- n. Wheel-July 14, '94

Head
Re..

B,r„.

Cu. Ft.

ill.
H.P. Per

Cent.
Head

iZis

17. IS

Re.

Hi
125:1

Cu. Ft
H. P.

Per

Whole Gate

1 ::

16.16 119.17
122.011

117.33

141.68 205,27

149 ;9i

iii

Whole Gate

1 ::

i-i
'92.71

70. so ^tl1
For Information and Catalogue write

THE DtYTflN GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton. 0.. O.S.t.

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T. B. BADT,

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations. FlexibleCIoth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the

old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by

practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners

and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind

published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders

Hand-Rook sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to SOOO feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.

fine regulation
*„^^...„ (,„aranteea wnnre otne— '-*' -"r^"- »"-

your wanta*

JAMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

IIaATINUM
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinnm Farcbased.
BAKEB & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

- ..Newaik. N.J.

Telephone Men!

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Pubiisiiing Company,

uite .^10 Marijuette Blilg., Chicago.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINE:
AND OUTFITS.

Racine Hardware Co.,
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-

: the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more power as to diameter with a

higherpereeutaseofiiseftil effect than any other
w^ater-Avheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke Testing i-liune.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with me, as I am wlllins to guar-
antee I'esults w^here others have flailed, no mat-
ter what make ofturhine has heen in use. STATE
REOITIREMJEKTS AND SEKD FOR CATA-

S. MORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for conii»lete iiower plants aud

Bound Volumes
OF TBlE

yifESTERN [lEGTRICIAN

FOR SAiE,

From Vol. I. to Vol. XV.

ASDBESS

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..

Suite 510 Marquette iSullillug, CUICAUO.

A. ESTEP Pr r. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Prest.

R, D. IMUTXAI_I_ COIVIPAIMY,
ai-I-e:ghe:ny, f>a.

Are 3'ou getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.'' This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYE
CHAS.
STAN I

KDWAKI
SCHIMINi
JOSUUA

Stales SaUis Dept.
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The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ol the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTJILT IN TJISriTS OF SO TO 1,000 H. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Spedflcationti, drawlBss and Prices furnished
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

PnWPD FROM GASOLINE? YES. its very

\\JW dV Economical, Simple, Safe and Reliable, and Weber

(hi^nlinF Enginen ref/uire tio Engineer. Ills salurij goes in your pocket. For in-

fornmlion address WEBER QAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO.,

450 Southwest Boulevard, Kansas City, no.

iREG.TRADEf^ARKS The Phosphor Bronze SmeltingGo-Hmited,
?200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHiA.<W.^
"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
ING0TS,GASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETC.— DELTA METAL
castings; stampings and FORGINGS.
ORIGINAL ANo Scil-e: Makers in the U.S.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Blocks Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street, NEW YORK.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Gas

OVKR 45.000 SOLD.

Electric Lighting.
SIZES I TO 250 H.P.

Electric Lip;ht Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

The otto (las Engine Works, Inc.,

PHII.AUE1.PHIA.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

NEW ORLEANS,
316 318 ST CHARLt

MEMPHIS,

-

203 MAIN 5T

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO.,nfrs.

Used for making Electric LiKlit o

power for any purpose required. Specially

adapted for electric lifht In private enterprises.

The lateatgreat invention of this progressive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. Is the simploet power on the market. A
dwarf In size; a Samson in strength. Coets but

little to run it. Has no equal for oven speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

E.W.BLISS00.,l4JohnS!,Brooklyn,N.Y.

!KUo, NOTCHING PRESSES ARMATURE DISKS.

jfflW ofthe'/irgeMDrkei^

in the country.

^ H-Phanndn
formnsmisswril "UoMPANY,

24mdrM5f.. Chicago.

All
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?
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EXHAUST STEAM AT CENTRAL ELECTRIC STATIONS fOR heaw cities m vhuges.

Clouds of Exhaust Steam
being blown into the air at

Central Stal

sands of tic

ins th.

ras- You w

ilislrict heatinsr. If you could

cciivrrt this ,», into additional

wni„l. IS. The HOLLY Steam
this waste product to practical

...ADDRESS...

American District Steam Company, - Lockport, N. Y.

LEWIS" PATENT I>OrBL,E STEEL SLIDE BAR VISE

LEWIS TOOL CO.. 44 Barclay Street. JTcw York.

ELECTRICAL FORGES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,
92 Congress St., East DETROIT, MICH.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to. any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Me 510 Marpette Bldg,, CHICAGO.

IF you want Valves that are

perfectly tight and reliable,

or Steam Separators that sepa-

rate, write to

Culver Mfg. Co.,

...SCRANTON, PA...

for Circular B, and you will find

what you want

Joints Made Absolutely Tight and Durable by Patent Corrugated ^^

COPPER GASKETS
Fiiriiislied in all sliaitcs and sizes for Flanged Pipes, Cylinders, Chests, Etc.

U. S. MINERALWOOL C0.,|
2 Oorlilandt: St., IMEXA/ YORK.

BO^NE & KNOWLES MFC. CO., Cleveland, C, Western Agents.
R>RICE: l_IS-r >KNC3iS/VIVIF>l-ES F-IRI
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NOTICE.
TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

If you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is -ust the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2,00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS

fVINTER TOUnS TO CAWFORNIA
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burlington Kunte (O. B. & Q. R. K.) an-
f perponally conducted t--- - ""

xo January

Tex.. El Paso, Los Ant-eles, San Dleeo, Santa
Barbara, San Francis o, Del Monte and San Jose

Returning via Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic

Route thnragh Colorado, Tbe pilce jjl a t^ckej

eleeplne i
" —.."..lare. Hotel Bills, carriage i

"We heat the world' .

For Steam

'Florida" "Soleil" j

"American" "riodern"

"Florida," Jr. "Florida" 400
,

"Spence" "Perfect"

"Advance" "Tropic"

•Tropic," Jr. "Little Qiant" ^
For Water M

^ Wrltefor Catalogue ^s

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO,,
50, 52 and 54 N, Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
LIGHT, POWER and
HOUSE MATERIALS.

We mannfactare one of the best and handsomest Xeedle
Annnnciators. Write ns for prices.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONA/ READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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MORE ABOUT

Westinghouse

^^Engines.
EXPORT TRADE.

o®®®*®®®®-^*

In our business experience we have shipped

upwards of 500 engines to foreign countries. This

fact means more to domestic buyers than is at

first apparent. Handicapped by freights and

heavy import duties, we ship to France and Ger-

many, where labor and materials are cheap and

machinery of the highest grade is turned out.

THIS MEANS QUALITY.

We ship to Spain, Cuba- and South America, where fuel is the most expensive. THIS MEANS ECONOMY.
" These engines are located from four to twelve thousand miles from our shops, where a breakdown

would be an untold inconvenience. THIS MEANS RELIABILITY.

These qualities will be found just as desirable

in the United States as at the Antipodes.

In connection with our Export trade, it is

interesting to note that the chief office of our agent

for the Argentine Republic is in Great Britain,

the home of low-priced manufactures. This em-

phasizes our point that the Westinghouse Engine

sells, not on price, but on merit.

We invite the most critical inspection of our

product, and methods of manufacture. Our shops

are open at all times to engineers and others in-

terested in steam power.

o®®®®®®®®-<*

..THE..

Westinghouse JHachine

COMPANY,

Pittsburg, Pa., U. 5. A.
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LEROTSiaXRAYFLDOROSCOPE.
Four times as sensitive as any yet made.

Weight Six Ounces.

5end Stamp for Circular.

J. A^. IvE> ROY,
143 East 13th St., - NEW YORK.
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RUBBER BATTEN.
Especially adapted for electric light engines,

street railway use and other various elec-

trical purposes.

WILLIAM H. SCHEEL.
78 Pine Street, IMew York.

W^ Si/^T-^ ._

^2/^

—

/)

l"" ' y Bur I

I .«? ^—
-rMAT ^^ I

S^^^^^^^^Mii

ELECTRIC SELECTOR

h SIGNAL COMPANY,
43 CORTLANDT ST.,

NEW YORK CITY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Automatic Cut-Outs,
TELEGRAPH SELECTORS .

Police and Fire-Alarm Signals.

Experimental and Repair Work of

all kinds by best workmen and
with most approved tools ....

Gri^e Us 8L Call-BARGAINS.
We have for sale cheap a large amount of second-hand Electrical Apparatus, consisting; of

Alternating Current Generators and Transformers,
Direct Current Generators and Motors,
Series Arc IVIachines and Lamps.

If you want something CHEAP and good value for the money, write us. They have got to be sold.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,
4* 305 DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Did You Ever Think of It This Wan?
When you bu}' a cl}namo ov an engine }()U of eourse

bii)' the best. Why not pay the same attention to tiie

seemingly insignificant Lightning Arrester equipment?

iters

You Buy the Best!

No grounds caused by high ohmic resistance breaking down after

a few discharges.

No fuses to replace'. No fuse magazines being emptied just too

soon for that last discharge!

No light copper balls to melt!

No attention required; always ready.

Railway Power !>>talian

Garton Arresters are made for the Protection of /'-

>'^M\

I
^ I

1

Tbe Carton
SI. Ry. Station Arrester

For Prices or any Inforniatioii Write to your Supply IJeale

CARTON DANIELS ELECTRIC CO.,
KEOKUK, IOWA, U. S. A.

njnjTJTJT,njTJTjTJT,njTjTJ^njaj^^

THE PARTZ ACID GRAVITY BATTERY
FOR ALL OPEN CIRCUIT WORK.
The Highest Voltage, Strongest and Long-

est Lasting Battery in the World.

Awarded Medal and Diploma at Columbian World's
Fair, after Competitive Tests.

(Heavy Electric Bell Work, Anneciators, OpE

FOR Electric Sipals, Electric Clocks, fatcMaii'^ Clods, Loni

(Distance iii Continuously-Used Telepliones, Etc., Etc

PARTZ SULPHO-CHROMIG SALT... •.^^,

For Use in Partz Acid Gravity Batteries, and for Mal(ing ELECTROPOION FLUiO. Economy, Safety, Efficiency.

Sulpho-Chromic Salt, when dissolved in water, makes a standard electropoion fluid without the necessitv r

handling liquid acids, having practically the same amount of stored energy as an equal quantity of fluid m tdt 1

the ordinary ways, giving with a zinc carbon element an E. M. F. of 1.9 to 2 volts, and an ampere-hour c ipacit

of about the same.
We specially call the attention of battery-users to this substance as affording the best, cleanest and most cor

venient method of making electropoion fluid for medical batteries, Grenet Cells, Bunsen batteries, for lecturt

tables, experimental work, etc., and motor batteries.

Sulpho-Chromic Salt is put up in air-tight jars with screw lid, each jar containing two pounds. As the sal

is hygroscopic, it must be guarded against moisture. Price, per Jar, 8 lbs.. 80.75.
The attention of Architects, Contractors, Builders, Dealers in Electrical Supplies, Telephone Companies, etc,

is called to this Battery.

' <oi ^oltN (nrient on
tuit 1 10 'J \iHperes

.50 PER CELL.

THE S. S.WHITE DENTAL MFG. CO.,
Chestnut Street, Cor. Twelfth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK, BOSTON, CHICAGO, BROOKLYN, ATLANTA.
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Contracts for Storage Batteries

HAVE RECENTLY BEEN CLOSED WITH

THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. OF NEW YORK (2(1 Plant),

THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO. OF BROOKLYN,

THE HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,

DREXEL BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:

66 Broadway, New York.

1543 Marquette Bldg., Chi

215 North Calvert St., Bal

15, First St., San Francisco, Cal.

333 Exchange Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Table Clamp Push.

Styles L. R. H.

If you want BELLS that RING,

if you want PUSHES that PRESS,

if you want SWITCHES that CONNECT,

If you want TABLE CLAMPS that HOLD,

If you want ANYTHING RELIABLE i"

this line, see or write

^U.'HuEBELa Man

No.^0.

286-2SO GRAHAM ST

Brooklyn n y
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46

Less First Cost, Less Real Estate Required, Lower Operating Expenses, Greater Reliability

99

500 horse power Plant of Ft. Dodge Liiglit & Power Co., Ft. Dodjge,
la. In snccessfnl operation Siince July 1, 1895. Jfordberg Cor-
liss Fiigines, General Electric Monocyclic Oeiierators, 130
revolutions per minute.

300 horse poner Plant for Chicago Boarfl of Trade.
Ames Fngines, Westinghonse Generators, 275 revo-
lutions. Wow under construction.

1+T

I

-i3frtTi«
m^ m

This company own.s U. S. patents

issued to B. J. Arnold for "Improve-

ments in Electric Power Station Con-

struction," one claim of which reads

as follows; "The combination of a

series of dynamo electric machines,

with a main driving shaft and rotat-

ing parts for each dynamo electric

machine supported on a hollow sleeve

surrounding the main shaft and Jour-

naled in independent bearings, with

clutch mechanisms (positive, friction

or magnetic), whereby such rotating

part or sleeve may be positively con-

nected to the shaft at will."

We are prepared to build electric

power stations complete, using any

make of engines, generators or boil-

ers desired by the purchaser, and

give greater reliability in operation

{or less first cost than is possible with

independent direct-coupled units.

SUITE 1540

1,000 horse power Plant for the Suburban Railroad Co.. Chicago. Providence Green Fngines. —
Siemens & Halske Generators, 100 revolutions. STow under construction.

ARNOLD ELECTRIC POWER STATION CO.,'T„t.S?'
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A PAGE FROM THE

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO.'S CATALOGUE.
Are You In1:eresteci?

E. P. GLEASON MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

Standard Separable Box Cluster.

2 Light
3 "

oacli, $0 75

88
4 ' ..

1 M
„

1 1''

(5 " ., 1 2.5

8 " u 1 50
" a 5 63

u 7 .'JO

Shell Cluster.

SEPARABLE.

2 Light each, ^0 75

1 00
1 14

1 25

Cluster Ball with Nipples.

TAPPED TO FIT ANY SIZE PIPE.

Light each, |0

E. 474 A.

Competition Cluster Ball.

Light each, less iiipph^s, $0

Nipples.

.$5 00

E. P. GLEASON MFG. CO.,

Cor* Houston and Mercer Sts*^ - - - New York City,
^
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WE WANT MORE GOOD AGENCIES
THREE LETTERS TO THE ELECTRICAL PUBLIC:

OUR TERRITORY.

l>o yoii Want It
|

beforo lutercstfi
t;u:ir:iQti'o push,
tal, personal s(
square dealing a

Pust. Present and Future

I,, iiil./n. n; -Wo know yovi are

Llicri^lori;, to make a loiiK story
short, beii to say that we handle
only what unr personal expe-
ricneo with you has taught us to
hi? of Krea.test practical value.
Y()U, the scholars of the past,

are the teachers of to-day.
Our stock Is made up of those

articles best adapted to your
wants. We guarantee correct
Interpretation of your orders,
prompt attention, personal at-
tention, quick dispatch, clean
g:oods properly packed, Invoices
correctly made.

People'sEIectricCo.

To Our Business Friends:

The People's Electric Co. was organized and Incorporated
under the State Laws of Wisconsin for the purpose of dealing in all

kinds of electrical supplies. We are qualified by experience in the
shipping room, the counting room, on the road, in the central
station, in the imiversity and in practical installation.

Our aim is to improve the electrical business in all its various
branches and do our part in placing it in the foremost rank of com-
mercial enterprises. Our success has been beyond our expecta-
tions, due to the confidence of our business friends.

Very respectfully yours. People's Electric Co.

WE HAVE TRAVELED IT FOR YEARS.

L.E:c-riRic : Coivii^aimy,
selling gooclH

Columbia Incandescent Lamp Co.. St. Louis.

AVe are sellin^i: gootlK niai

Western Electric Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Bryant Electric Co.

The Electrical Supply House of the Northwest

w,^j'.fiirMrco--
I

MADISON, WIS., U. S. A.

DO YOU WANT THE SERVICES OF RELIABLE WESTESN HUSTLERS

ufactured by

Anchor Electric Co.
Standard Telephone & Electrical Co.
And others of equal prominence.

The Vigilant Single Streke

OR VIBRATING

ELECTRIC BELL.

THE ONLY

PERFECT

SIGNAL BELL.

FOR RAILROADS,

DEPOTS,

FACTORIES,

FIRE ALARM, Etc.

Our 1896 Catalogue

EDWARDS & CO.,

Is Ready.

ASK YOUR SUPPLY HOUSE FOR IT OR SEND TO

I44TH STREET AND 4TH AVENUE,

IME\A/^ YORK.
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AT THE NEW YORK EXPOSITION
Can be seen some of our new and improved specialties, among which is

our SOLID FLUSH PLATE SWITCH, on which the plate is always
tight.

Also our new Push Button Switch, which is acknowledged to be
the best on the market.

SNAP SWITCHES, all styles and sizes.

CUT-OUTS—Mains, Branches and Ceiling Cut-Outs.

SOCKETS, now so cheap.

RECEPTACLES, Concealed, Shade Holder and Cleat.

GONGS, WATCHMAN'S REGISTERS, DOW ADJUSTERS.

Anchor Electric Co.,
New York Office:

26 Cortlandt Street.

71 FEDERAL ST.

. BOSTON
Chicago Office:

1 654-5-6 MonadnockBlk.

STUDENTS—=:^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now
$3.00 per year, in advance

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

FUSE WIRE
I
---.„,

AND LINKS h capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS, j

*-•""•"'

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St.. Chicasro.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

And I 12 Liberty St., New York.

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

Me«ton 12-inch ton, 60 to 7| watts

16 inch fan 70 watts

Induction 12-inch fan, 7 200 alts 80 to 9G
ivatts

Induction 16-inch fan 7,200 alts , 110 to 126

Induction 12 inch fan, 16,000 alts 90 to lOG

TYPE E I I

THE FLEMINC

ALTERNATING

I ^ J
LAMP.

Agents Wanted In

Leading Western

Cities

;

Our Prices are

Right.

FLEMING -SPENCE ELECTRICIL Civ

652 Hudson St., New York.
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72
PAGES

72

PAGES

72

PAGES

72

PAGES

72

72
PAGES

Was it not a beauty?

Just think of iti

72 Advertising Pages 1

288 Advertising Columns I

3,744 Column Inches!.

7,576 Square Inches of

Paid Advertising Matter in

The Western Electrician's

Special Convention Number

For May 9th (last week)

40/ Increase over last year's

Cleveland Convention Number,

When 52 Pages and 5,593

Inches were published.

What about the hard times,

Eh? Some people are going

Ahead just the same, and

These Advertisers and

The Western Electrician

Are among them.

Get in line for the big

Increase of business

Which is surely coming.

Send in your order for

A Page or Half Page, or for

A regular Card, and

Get before the People

Who buy goods.

You know where we are,

510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

INCREASE

40%

INCREASE

40«

INCREASE

40:«

INCREASE

405

INCREASE

40%

INCREASE

40:5

INCREASE

40%

INCREASE

40r.

INCREASE

40r.

INCREASE

40% "_

INCREASE

40%

NCREASE
4Qi6

;

NCRETASE

40%

ncreas'e

C/9 IT

^ Id—! Z

TH

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COERESfONDENOi; SOWOITEO, BATIBFACTION GUAMNTEED-
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"Franklin" Battery Fan Motor Outfits.
No. 5 Motor, complete with lo-inch fan, wound for 4, 6, 8 or 10 volts, price $ 7.50.

No. 5 Motor, wound for no volts, with either 10 or i2=inch fan - - 10.00

No. 5 Outfit, consisting of one No. 5 Motor with fan, two No. 6 Motor batter-

ies with one charge of solution which will run motor 160 hours, price,

complete outfit ...----.. . 18.00

Wire fan guard, extra =.....-.... i.oo

arged by established light B

costs about 30 cents per cell to recnarge. it is

its bulk of water. See circular (or full Inform

Battery complete, hard ruljber cell 7x7x9 in hes, 1,000 ampere 1

Send address for descriptive circulars o

3ur capacity^ price $6.30.

two 2-cent stamps for catalogue.

FRANKLIN ELECTRIC AND MANUFACTURING CD,
MIAMISBURC, OHIO.

JUSTNOW^^

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDrCTIOlV AJiJ> SPARK COILSi, ETC., ETC.
'^'WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-^'

ical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

TABLET BOARDS,

SWITCHES AND

SWITCHBOARDS
of all descriptions.

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
F.>rm(Tly .1. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3d St.. - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES:^H I^JK^^, Metropolitan Electric Company,
isii Fiftli Ave.

I'ORK. 136 Liberty .St.. Cbanin & Douglas.-
- W. .\<alnSt.,Jas.Clarli,LOUISVILLE. KY., No. 313 1

LA.. No. COS Customliouse St.,

Gol

^TLf(IRK Light Glob[5e^-^

, the-Laroest-LiKe-oi^

(\N0VELaARTISTIC.PATTEf{NS&EFFEGTS|

^^^ 42 MURRAY ST. NY /

DOES IT PAY TO ADVERTISE THE BEST APPARATUS?
^^^S ! When purchasers duplicate orders as they do for our

Worrall Inproved Friction Clutch System, Cut-off Couplings, Pulleys and Quills.

Turned Iron Sihafting,

Ring Oiling Bearings
with Fluor stands,

Improved Vertical
Belt Tightener.

RING OILING HANGERS.

Kvei-.vtliius "cn- In the

line orSiio'inltit-N

Wc have everything used lor Transmission ol Power in Electric Light and Power Stations or Isolated Plants. WRITE US FOR ESTIMATES.

AMERICAN TOOL & MACHINE CO., 302 roaoe federal street, BOSTON, MASS.
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LOTS OF OTHER FAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and
16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent
a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stabilit}' to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next seaso,-, and several following seasons, you
want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

39 and 41 Oor-tland^ S-t., IMgaa/ Yorlc.

This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types
in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELUNG AGENTS;

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock BIdg., Chicago.

F. S. Blackall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., if Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smith, 607 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
I^QTsFT ^a-ce ^la-te.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Made of solid plate brass |^-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B.

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO.,
HARTFORD.

CONN.

ar'^

Back of sro. 1 Plate.
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HOLD ALL RECORDS

Efficiency

AXI»

Regulation.

PACKARD TRANSFORMERS.
GF.XKKAT> WESTEWX AtlF.XTS .

Electric Appliance Company,
342 MAIHSOX ST.. «'HHAttO.

aVflVf ROO PACKING

PEERLESS SPIRAL ^^^
PACKING

Expressly for High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
Miiniifactared Exclusively bv

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO.

,«„„...,sn„ 16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

ELECTRICAL WORKERS' COURSE.
Small Charges. Easy Payments. Special Leaflet.

THE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY, Cleveland, O.

Numerous Engineering Courses. Note Instructors.

TOE^VRIM IVIC3F3E, 1_E.ARN IVIORE.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Are You Acquainted

Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. GO.
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Onr machines ivill operate SUS-

I'KXDED from CEIL,IXG OVER-
IIKAI> or BOIiTED DIRECT to
JSIDE AVAEIi as readily as when
occupying floor space in the ordi-
nary manner. All bearings self

oiling. See onr new patented de-
vice for COXXECTIXO MOTORS
DIRECT TO I/IXE SHAFT. SAV-

ING BELTS, PUMiEYS ASD FLOOR SPACE.

IT-E
INVERSE TIME ELEMENT

C-S FLUSH SWITCHES

AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Cutter Electrical and Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom Street

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

TRANSFORMERS.
NOT THE CHEAPEST TO BUY, BUT THE CHEAPEST TO OPERATE.

OUR CLAinS lor efficiency anO regulation have been SUBSTANTIATED by tests made all over the

country, and "we have received many letters from college professors congratulating us on the

REMARKABLE RESULTS of tests made by them on our transformers.

We were the first to recommend the purchase of transformers on definite specifications, and to send to

purchasers diagrams and full iuformation showing proper methods for transformer testing.

We have courted and ENCOURAGED COMPARATIVE TESTS, knowing that our compelitors alone

had cause to fear them. It is said that

....IMITATION IS THE SINCEREST FLATTERY....

years ago. NOTE THEIR CLAIMS. We have forced them to make these. We are now forcing

them to prove them, which we know full well they will fail to do. We challenge any manufacturer

to equal our efficiency and strength of insulation.

Our PHENOMENAL SUCCESS has rendered our present factory entirely inadequate to supply the

demand for our apparatus. We are now building A NEW FACTORY FOUR TIHES THE SIZE
of our present one. AVhen this is completed we HOPE to be able to fill all orders more promptly.

Transformers of Any Size.

Transformers of Any Voltage to 25,000 Volts.

Transformers of the Highest Possible Efficiency.

T.VIie "l>" Ti'iiiiNriiinic
Remember, Efficiency affects your Coal Pile. The cheapest Transformer

is sure to prove the most expensive in the end ,

Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company.
ENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY

AT ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

AGENCIES:

4*
STORE ROOnS: Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, St. Louis.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
i>it<tvii>r.:M( :. it. 1.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AIVIERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

All Kinds

UIGL

\
SHEET MICA I

SEGMENTS **

A RHEOSTAT A

The Onl] Water-Wlieel Governor that Governs.
> street Railway Co.

(JlUCENFIELD, Mass., Scpt. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

(Ihnti.kmkn: W,. h;,v „ ..C v.mr I l.ivernors in ii.se

iiUiuri."wrrli..nsr;ii .Mill, .I's Falls, Mass., taking can; of

nfew Tolt.^. Wv look oul oiu' (ioMTnorandreplaced it willi

a LOMBARD GOVERNOR wliioh gives perfect .«</«-

faHiim. Ynms Inily. MONTAfiUE ST. RY. CD..
(Siiini'il) H. C. Gaufield, Siipt.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

uperior to anytliing on the martlet,

our prices—well, write to us and we
will tell you all about them.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric TransEiissioii Co.

I204 Havemeyer Building,
;., New York.

Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Jaflng
REFRIGERATING iVIACHINERY. containing
eral principles of Kefrigerating and Ice
Machinery, by Geo. Blchmond, M. E., ma
on receipt of 20c. in stamps. American Engineer-
ing Pub. Co., 333 Adams St. Brooklyn, N. Y.

TELEPHONES
VlAi)D¥C0™8rtiniore.

Long Life, Economy, VOI T A IT
Safety, Convenience, w \#t I #^r\.«

A Dry Soluble Compound for all ZINC CARBON BATTERIES.
Prominent Telephone Companies after testing the Compound have adopted

it. Costs about one-half as much as the solution.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIST.

VOLTAK SUPPLY CO.. 521 W. 30th St.. NEW YORK.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

iVlANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hartford, Conn.

AJC'^
<^RC.

IMICH .

^ff^x^tfrmE-tiAM <:o^^ 230 -236
«»». ^*jr / iieLB^nikit isiki/ UA SALLE

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing.
Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-
road Companies of America.

Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MANUFACTURED BY

Tlifi doraoi-Bmhain Battery

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO,' ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
NEW YORK OFFICE: FACTORY:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I,
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WANTED.
-nee iD both. Must
f references. State
' but the best need

Maniuette lildg..

AA/^ANTED.

Slant. Have had considerable experience in

oth. Have held present position over 4 years
and only desire to change on account of my wife's
health. Am strictly temperate and can furnish
best of references as to character and abilitj'.

WANTED.
light repniriog;

Care Western Eleotbician.

CORRESPONDENCE
hcited with compiniesnppdine these

POSITION WANTED.
Bj electrician of technical education and long

prabtlcal experience in all Kinds of testing Cil

uUations designing and manufacture of instru

and photometrit
Might accept engagement for onlj part of m
time Address ^-Practician/' care of Wesj
1-RNELELTRicrA.N Smte 510 Marquette Bldg

4000 rubber storage batterj' jars ;2S storage battery
carmotors- 50 ammeters; 5 focusing arc lamps;
1400 incandescent lamps, 48 to 60 volts; two 100
light Incandescent dynamos; five 20 arc light— mos; live 15 arc light dynamos; one 225 volt

ipere dj-namo; one 250 volt 100 ampere dy-

)e sold low or will exchange "for old mate-
WALSH'S SONS & CO.. Newark, N. J.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. 'Westinghousecompoimden-
,.

,,i3aii automatic engine; two 125

; engines; two 80 h. p. Balln^
volts; ... , .._
stock of automatic engines
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers. 700 n. p., 160 h. p. in a pair. FRAXIv
TOOMEY. 131 N. Third Street. rtiiladel|>liia.

FOR SALE.

234 E. Lake Street,
CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-light Fort Wayne AlteroatiDg locandes-

cent Dynamo, with Exciter. Second-hand, but in

perfect order. Address

THE S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.,

F-OR SAL-C
2.") drop 'r.Hr|,lM,iir s«iic-liln

. with ni-hl h.-ll. Cash, $4.5.00.

Telephone Exchange,

FOR SALE.
Ui.Tc (jop.s iIk' last machine, and to

i;losr. out the lot and make a (niick sale

il will be sold for

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS CASH.

II is a r,n Lif-hl ;,(1II0 Candh' Power

Arc Dynamo, made by the Htandard

Kli-ctric Co., mid has the usual acce.s-

sorii'S. ft has ni'ver been ill use and is

- :'i,i.-.-.,i, W|iogetsit?
.*.ln.s,s <'.\SII.

Woslorn Elcclrlclan Olllce.

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 60-lb. relaying rails:

T.ooo tons 75-lb. rela^-ing rails; Soo

tons 45-lb. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars' in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacit)'. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

steam railroad bonds when payable

at Far mers' Loan an d Trust Co.,

N. Y. or Knickerbocker Trust Co.,

66 Broadway, N. Y. and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company in

N. Y.

ROLLING STOCK SOLD ON EASY
TERMS.

94 Pine Street, i26th Ward)
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

FORSALE
One l50L.ight Mather Incan-
descent Machinewith Spare
Armature.
One ICO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A

I

condition.

Bldg., Chicago, III.

Address, "BrYER,"
I Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette

To Electrical and Steam

Contractors.
Sealed proposals will be received by

tbe State Board o£ Control ot the State

o£ Wisconsin up to 12 o'clock noon of

Tuesday, May 26, 1896, tor the mate-

rial and labor neeessai-y for the con-

struction ot an electric lighting, steam
engine and boiler plant with all neces-

sai-y appurtenances as per complete

plans and speeiflcations on file in the

office of the State Board of Control,

Madison, Wis., also on file in the office

ot Charles G. Armstrong, Consulting

Electrical Engineer, 1306-1307 Great

Northern Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Bids must be accompanied by a cer-

tified check in the sum of 2 per cent,

of the amount of the bid, payable to

the order of Hans B. Warner, Presi-

dent; to be forfeited to the .State of

Wisconsin in case the bidder or bid-

ders chosen tail to enter into a con-

tract with the Board, and furnish a

satisfactory bond for the proper con-

struction of the same, within ten days

after the acceptance of their proposal.

Bids must be sealed and addressed to

the uudersigned, must be plainly

marked on the envelope "Proposals for

Engine and Boiler Plant" or "Proposals

for Electric Ligbtlng Plant" (as the

ease may be) for the State Prison.

Waupun, Wis.

The State Board of Control reser\c

the right to accept any bid or com-

bination ot bids or to reject any or

all bids which the Board may deem
to the advantage of the State.

By order ot the State Board ot Con-

trol.

HANS B. WARNER, President.

Mndlson, Wis., April 29, 1890.

Stilwell's Patent s^<^F^> Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stiliell-Bierce & Sml-Taile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Francisco, Cal^ Paciftc Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C, Willi, Sr. W,C.SterUi,Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway Telephone Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants Standard Norway
Pine Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins

C. «S. MA.I2T,

Telsgrapli, Telephone, Electric Li^ht

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar jjeeled. Quick

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, "WIS.

Book Orders
Electrician Publishing Co.

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO.

Six large sorting pole yards m
Get prices on first grade poles tor cit\ construe

tiou and buy of an old reliable nrm.

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

P
WHITE fl Telephone

I
STREET f STREET A

CEDAR 1
1 Electric I R- R- f CAR \U Light, L AND L TIES. U

Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUIVIBER COMPANY.
IVIarmette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewliere.

hp&stks.
T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.,

r of Mast Arma, Pole and
Dglng Hooda, Honse Bracket! and
gr Speoialtiee for OonetraotloD

Work.— Ckitalogues and Prioea fur

A. L. LEWIS &. CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

nenominee, - - midilgaii.

MEX03IIXEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAB POtES.

Morris, Tasker & Co.,

Manufurturersof

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

CHA.TXA.NOOGJ
Central Manufacturing Co.,

I
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate-

kailinB I

1 equal, producing the

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

IVIos-t

i i d

Durable B

OD

SHEET

JU

FleiiMe

Hard

Rilier

INSULATOR

HC

_::. 'r ?!
'

'

'

I't'tery Oells F^roduced.

Manufactured by ThcButlcr Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N.Y.

FOR SALE-At a Bargain.

Two 1.000 amp. triple pole.
double pole Westingliouse kni
back board connectioDS. Ten

JOLIET NATIONAL BANK,

235 Lake St., CHICAGO.

^^/^A>lTED.
: light plants end mane
ren Improved Ex
8 side line. Address

JAMES P. WARREN,
51 and 53 K. Jefferson Street.

CHICAGO.

"WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTER. MASS.
FIVE COUKSES OF STUDY.

Meclianical, Civil and Electrical Engineering.
Chemistry. General Scientific Course. l.->S-pas:'e
C'ataloi^ue. showing apjn
graduates, mailed free. Exjiemes low. 2at/i y

T. <. MEXDEXHALl,. Prestdent,

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of tlie World.

SEND FOR CIP.CULAP. AND PKICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

RRC>\NDTNCA1NDESCE|NT LP\IVIPS
IROH 1-[>^NGE-R

CHICAGO,
Mailers Bldg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. p.^irx3r>^^

A. Special ^Vr->«i-F'ric1:ior-> IVIelial Brush.

^o Oi:fS''
<v*-

Sole Agents: Sole Agents

^-'•^z.
'^.

R. E. T. PRINGLE, nontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENQ. CO., Baltimore, rid.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Ho. BARDEN=SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
12 mo.

Containinp a com]

Cloth. 272 pages. 53 Chapters.

jice. $a.oo
By mail, postpaid, to any part of ttie world

Tills book Avhile especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

neers that it wouldn't do some good. It seems as if it was a review of all I

have ever read, and a lot more besides."

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of

steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely

separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven, Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

g| COTPiniAM PIIRI liSmMfi nniUIPAMY. « ftuitP SIO Mamiml-tft Builriiny. GhinaP'o. III.
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MAYOR'S OFFICE,

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, May 9, 1896.

Bids will be received b}' the

Cit}- Clerk and opened by the

undersigned at 12 m: June 5th,

to light the streets of San Anto-

nio with arc electric lights, as

per specifications to be had on

application to the City Engi-

neer of said city.

The City of San Antonio re-

serves the right to reject an}-

and all bids.

({Signed) HEXRY EtMEKDORF.
Mayor.

ATtEST: E. E. KOEION,
City Clerk.

Tie Remiiiitoi-Slioles Typewriter

Is a recent production of the best invent-
ive skill in the country and is . . .

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as are
essential to the success of ....

ANY
writing machine. In fact, the Reming-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
worlc to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..

138 MONROE STREET,
CHICAGO.

Our Telephones

Talk for our

Patrons, and

our Patrons

Talk for us.
Cem Watch Case

Receivers,

55 c. Each.

Send for our New Catalogue of

Telephone Transmitters, Magneto Bells, and all parts of

Telephones.

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO.,

MIANUS, CONN.

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN, . Kansas City, MO.

WRITE US FOR CIRCULAR
-OF OUK-

ELECTRIC

GicAR Lighter,
We also carry a lull line ol

Electrical Supplies,
Bells, Fash Buttons, etc.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,

13 ROWLAND ST., QETROjT, MICH.

AT LAST!

Desi Set No. 29.

Automatic Intercommunicating

Switch on eacii Instrument.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Agents for Chicago and Northern Illinois,

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO,

I MONARCH, I
•to

—

-^^^

— "'"^'^ Apex of Bicycle Perfection. :^
l^ The finest equipped bicycle factory in the world (we have it) naturally produces the best bicycle—as near

perfect as anything mechanical can be. Our 1896 models are the crowning glory of our unparalleled success as

bicycle makers. . . ................

Four Models.

$80 and $100.

Agents Wanted.

Write for Terms.

We also make the best of lower-priced machines, especially adapted to the jobbing trade

—

^CCm
DEFIANCE, eight models for adults and cliiidren, $75, $4, $50, $40, fully guaranteed. ^^^

I Monarch Cycle Mfg. Co., r.Ks: Chicago, IIL i
^ >--- Mention this paper when writing. I!^[I^
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VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

appl

had IS

5y
sed manufacture

pho e Companj

the( ntry

1 no vn by all e\per
enced telepho e men
The orks are lo

catel at the Relaj
fetation, Baltimore S
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all of its

well as brass, iron, steel and e

ith

Send for new catalogue and 1

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,

Bal-timore, IN/ld.

T
ELEPHONES an" SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH. PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANUFAOTnKEBS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

t luipped with Our New Masneto Bell provided witb specially

powerfnl Generator having large field magnets of best quality of

magnetic Bteel, laminated armatures with ample wire space, and com-
1 laing the qualities of large quantity and high voltage; polarized bells

with centrally pivoted armatures (the patent on same having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient o( self-induction in proportion to winding,
the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

bells with different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard,

shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

e of Slilde Battery Tranemltter in the United states. Patent granted
April 17th, 1894. For simplicity, small dimensions, entire mnltl-cootact, and powerful transmi-^-

Bion, It has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pac6 or get oat of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
re the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the kind now before
riglnal features possessed by no others; require where power gen-

e moves to answer a subscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect the

complete equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
riADISON, WISCONSIN.

L. 8P00NEK, Prealdent. CHICAQO OFFICE :

No. 827 Stock Exciiang:e Bld^.

'oooReceivers, V price to roduco Htock.

Hunnlng nlckol'platod Transmitteru. ..,60c.

roloph noHand Huppllc*H of all klinlH, PrlowH abso.
lutely cnsli. All gooilH f^uaranteod.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY Co..
Chicago ........ . - illlnolH,

We manufacture

"ISeTELEPHONES.
Complete Exchan^^es Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

FiiRR Ielephone and CoNsiRucriON Supply Co.

J42 Dearborn Street,

Net Prices to Deal-

ers and Electricians.

We Manufacture
and sell

SUPPLIES

ip Wholesale

57-50 $4.50 Prices.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no furt|ier excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St„ Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.

THETELEPHONEHAND-BOOK

HKEBEET LAWS WEBB.

Price Sl.OO.

The only complete and practical work

of its liind on the marliet.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELEGTRiCiAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Martuiette Building, Chicago,

M "ELGIN" TELEPHONES
WORK ANY DISTANCE ON ANY WIRE.

'Elgin" Telephone Co., Elgin, III.

13

INDUCTION COILS, MAGNET SPOOLS.
C. F. SPLITDORF, Mfr., 17-27 Vandewater St., New Yorl

Fine Wire Winding of Every Description.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufacture aud Sell at AVhoiesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.-

. TA7L0B, Treasurer. J. J. NATE, Qen'l Agt.

i

THE BEST A BATTERY
For Fan Motors. Gas

^^V Engines. Railroad

vJlX Crossing Signals.

, orV^^X "ental Engines.

'C/)/ s™"*"™ \V\ '^^"'^'y-

^^/ Electric Supply\^*\
^V/ Houses through-\ ^^\ ^

/^\/ out the eoimtry. \*^^ ^
i^^l Write for catalogue. Vy j\
(Lj/ EDISON MFG. CO., ^ "^
^*y 110 E. 23d St., New York.

/ Factory, Orange, N.J.

BATTERIES.
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SOLD ON THEIR MERITS.
DESK

OUTFIT.

We have devised the Desk Set, shown
in the accompanying illustration, to fill

the demand for a reliable, neat and effi-

cient instrument which can be applied
to the various systems of wiring now on
the market.

This set is fitted with Switch, Double
Compound Magnet Receiver, and the
same style Transmitter as used on our
Long Distance Arm.
The metal work is highly polished and

nickeled, and altogether presents a very
neat and attractive appearance, an orna-
ment to any Desk.

The Base contains the Induction Coil
Switching Device, Signal Key and in
the No. 26 Relay and Buzzer.

We can furnish this set wired for

special systems of wiring. Prices upon
application.

In placing this instrument on the
market we take pleasure in stating that
after a series of tests made by one of
the largest railroad corporations in the
United States, and by several of the best

informed Telephone Experts in the coun-
try, we have been informed that our in-

struments far surpass any telephone now
on the market, for the following reasons:

Simplicity in Construction;
Impossibility of Packing under any

Conditions;
Sensitiveness and Clearness of

Articulation;
Least Affected by Induction of any

Instrument now on tlie market;
Indestructibility—Will last a Life-

time with ordinary care, and will be
as effective after 5 years' use as the
day they were set up.

A Test of this instrument
will prove every claim we
have made for it, and we
simply ask atrial to convince
the buyer.
We furnish the Transmitter Arm to

those who may wish to replace the
transmitters on other , makes of instru-

These are only two of the many styles of instruments which
we manufacture. If you are interested send for catalogue.
Our Instruments are in use by the U. S. Government.

For Prices and Discounts Write to

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE: 195 La Salle St. Meriden, Conn., U. S. A.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of* Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

'* Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

TM AIN/IEFRICAIM OARBOIM OO.
N^bl^s-vill^. Irid., U. S. A.

The Largest Baby for the Smallest Price.

Switchboards

Switches

Distributing Boards

Fuse Blocks

Spark Coils

Snap Switches

Capacity 35 amperes
Rated at 25 amperes
Metal parts highly polished

and lacquered.

Hard Vitrified Porcelain

Base

4. P. BALL MANUFACTURING CO.,
FACTORY-Brooklyn. lOI Beelcmai S^ree-t, IM. Y. CITY.
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PHOENIX INTERIOR TELEPHONE CO.
(INCORPORATED),

Manufacturers of High Grade

BATTERY TELEPHONES,
^ Blake and Granular Carbon Transmitters.

The Latest UP-TO-DATE Exchange Telephone.

This telephone is the ideal instrument for Exchanges. It is superior in efficiency,
quality and workmanship to any Long-Distance 'Phone on the market. It is adapted to

most exacting service, and is guaranteed to give satisfaction. Notwithstanding the
high grade of this instrument, it is sold at a price within reach of all, and generally lower
than other companies are asking for their antiquated, out-of-date styles of ten years ago.

l^Any Exchange can have a pair of these Magnificent
Instruments on Ten Days' Trial

STYLE No. 10.

Slaodard Long-Distance Telephoi

STYLE No. 9.

In connection with our telephone business, we have taken a store in the Liberty Building, corner of Liberty and Greenwich Streets,
where, besides the best Telephone on earth, our customers will find a full line of Electrical Supplies. We will furnish anything you want iii

the Electrical line. State your wants and get our prices before ordering elsewhere. We are well and favorably known in the telephone field,
and we propose to be as well and as favorably known in the general supply line.

Telephones Complete or in Parts. Write for Catalogue and Trade Discounts.

PHOENIX INTERIOR TELEPHONE CO.,
OFFICE and STORE: Liberty Building, 123 Liberty

Street and 157 Qreenwicii Street, NEW YORK.
FACTORY

:

108 Greenwich Street.

MECHANICAL
electricity should send for ou
any address). Any electrical

3eipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Engineers interested

Catalogue (mailed free

lished sent prepaid on

Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

FERRACUTE

ti MACHINE CO.,

BRIDGETON. N. J.. U. S. A.

PRESSES

and DIES
For all kinds of

Electrical

iiiiWorki

Cutting Presses, Heavy Puncii-

ing Presses for Instruments,

Large Double Crank Presses

for Armature Discs,

Indexing Presses for

Notching Armatures, &c.

THE STOREY nOTOR.

MAIN office:

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

No interior magnet!

CHICAGO OFFICE:

The Storey Motor &T00ICO- Metropolitan Electric Co.

YORK &SEDCELEY AVENUE, I new YORK OFFICE:
PHILADELPHIA. 112 Liberty Street,

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANAPA.
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A COPPER MINE.
^ j^ ^

The Best Itivestment in the Electrical Business.

I

^ ^ ^

PROSPECTUS.

I

I

are those periodicalsFact No. I.—A great weekly covering the entire field, not confined to narrow limits

which make a specialty of some one branch of the trade. * * *

Fact No. 2.—One kept up to a high standard of excellence through good times and through bad times
;

the most liberally illustrated electrical journal in the world, and the handsomest typographically.
* * *

Fact No. 3.—West of the Alleghanies the paper eagerly awaited and thoroughly read each week by the

electrical public from I to 3 days ahead of its contemporaries in all this territory. All the news of

the week already given, read and digested before other papers arrive. * * *

Fact No, 4.—Absolutely independent; not engaged in tearing down or building up any one concern; con-

ducted for the trade as a whole, and its mission " the greatest possible advancement of the electrical science

and industry " in the vast area monopolized by its circulation. * * *

Fact No. 5.—The electrical paper of the Great West. No other has ever been able to obtain a foothold

in this immense buying section. Many have tried, but one and all have found the field already COm=
pletely filled and occupied. * * *

Fact No. 6.—A unique position, standing positively pre=eminent in the great purchasing sections of the

United States. No other electrical journal can make a similar claim for any section of the country. In

the East are several electrical weeklies struggling for supremacy. In the West there is but one great

electrical weekly, and it covers the field. * * *

than all of the other electrical journals

;laim that in this territory its circulation

Fact No. 7.—West of the Alleghanies a larger circulation

combined. All the figures so far produced substantiate the

is l O TIMES that of any other electrical journal.

Fact No. 8.—Should you go into IT and one other paper, you can afford to spend for western advertising

10 dollars in IT where you spend i dollar in the other paper.

Fact No. 9.—Should you go into all the electrical papers, you can afford to spend for western advertising

as much in IT as you spend in all the others put together.

Fact No. 10.—For Western advertising you cannot really afford to consider any electrical paper but IT.

You positive!)' cannot cover the field in a thorough manner through any other medium. This is now
plain to shrewd advertisers.

Fact No. II.

West.
-IT has a larger relative circulation in the East than has any other electrical paper in th

Fact No. 12.—EXTRA IMPORTANT.— If you have but ONE ADVERTISEMENT to place, you should

place it in this GREAT WEEKLY, the paper which can give you the BEST, BIGGEST and MOST
COMPREHENSIVE CIRCULATION throughout the length and breadth of the land.

SUCH IS THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.-
NEVER OVERLOOK IT.

!

!
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

PBESEkT LAMP WOEKS AT HARBISON N J FIEST LA-ttP r\( TOPY
Electrical l

Manufacturing Couipan) in tlie World
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

BOSTON. 9IAS!!>„ 180 Snn

nedj Bids.
BUFFALO, IS. Y'., Morsan BIdg.
BALTIMORE. M»., asW Kast «
PHII.AD£I<PHIA, PA„ ii09

.

(iierniau f$t.

PITTSBITRG. PA.. Tinips Bids.
ATI,AXTA. «;A.. Rqiiitahir Bldg.

XASHVII>I,E, TEXX.. 30S Xorth !>>iiniiuer St.
CHICACO. II.I,.. llonadnofk BldK.
DETROIT. Mlt'H.. 47-4'J State St.

KAXSAS CITY, MO.. Xew York L,ifc Bldg.
ST. LOITIS. MO.. Walii«Tiglit Bldg.
D.4^E,IiAS, TEXAS. Cor. Elm and Oi'iffin Sts.
HEI,EXA. MOXT., Electric Biitldliig.
BEXVER. COtO.. .W5 leth St.

For all business outside tlie United Slates and Canada: Foreign Department, Sclienectady, N. Y.. and 44- Broad St.. New York.

For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.. Toronto, Canada.
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Sawyer-Man Electric Company.

The Board of Directors of the Sawyer-Man

Electric Company have much pleasure in an-

nouncing that the Company has been reorgan-

ized and that the manufacture of the Sawyer-

Man incandescent lamp has been resumed This,

no doubt, will be welcome news to every user of

incandescent lamps in this country, for the reason

that for economy, long life and efficiency, the

Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp never had a

superior on the market*

Write for price list to the following offices of the Company:

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building.

BOSTON, Exchange Building. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building. PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.

TACOMA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street. ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Mills Building.

May 4, 189^/. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.
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THE NATIONAL UNDERGROUND GABLE COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of Paper Insulated Lead Covered Underground Gables for all classes of service. (Thousands of miles In use.)

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
I l,iii<-il 4' liiilH. iThciiI.v iiiilli

HIGH POTENTIAL CABLES A SPECIALTY.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. BOSTON.

1
m' If)alf-C[onc

ainc

10006

£ngravcr5.

WRITE FOR
ESTIMATES.

350>DEjgtR«)RN^REE
^ CHICAGO
T, ILL. U.S.A.

JhcStand/ird Incandescent {amp Co.
Clinton, Wis.
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RAU MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Russell Bldg., Cor. Randolph and Canal Sts., CHICAGO.

IVIAIMUF-AC-rURERS OF"

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES,
DIE AND TOOL MAKERS. ^ ^)

Screw Machine Work, Stamping, Banciuster.

Spinning, Electro-Plating, Etc.

ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON SPECIAL WORK.

Bell Cluster. Send -For Ca-talogu^ ^-F Clus-t^rs, F'lang^s, E-tc

PLATINUM
IN SHEET OR

MiLLPDRPOSES

SCRAP PURCHASED.

C. F. CROSELMIRE & SON,
'"« 2BB New Jersey R. R. A

EWARK, N.J.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL!
A. IMI-IIVIBER C3F- NCSN^EI- F-EA.-rU f3ES.

Write for illustrated description.

>A/^illiams & A.b>b>o« Elec-tt-ic Oo.,
Mfrs. of Magneto Bells and Telephone Receivers. 9-1 1 Huron Street. CLEVELAND. 0.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^^
Telephones a specialty. B light and power plants. I "

LEGTRICAL LNGINEERING U
Wire, Lamps, Bells,

'Batteries, Mica, etc.

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens & Halske Dynctmos.

OMPANY, IfllNNEAPOUS, MINN.

NEW ORIENT LAMPS
Are those which bear

£very inspection

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.,

93 FEDERAL ST., BOSTON, MASS.

Just and fair;

^yith others competing
MORRIS METCALF, Representative, 100 Washington St., Chicago, III.

Everywhere.
^^^^^^^^^

Qnly the Best
Is used to prepare ^9^^^

Really Good Lamps
Of quality rare,

|n every respect
Made honest and fair. ^^^{Efficiency Highest
Ail declare;

1^0 Other Lamps
With them will compare. ^^^^kJ^^^

fry them yourself,

All good things share;

^^%^-"^'

^end us your Orders, "Bolted Contact" Switches
We'll use you SQUARE. fci ^"- Heavy Currents...

THE ORIENT ELECTRIC CO.,
'""".«,. Highest Grade Fuse Wire and Fuse Links...

...SEND FOR 1896 CATALOGUE...
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f

7 //tLECTRIGAL

MAMUFACTURED 5Y TH&

1

.j^^— 1
,

HEW YORK CITY, 1 1 S Broadway. NEW ORLEANS. LA. H^^^^^^^^^^HICHICAGO ILL.,621-625MarquetteBuildlne. OMAHA NEB., 1201 Parnam Street. II^^^^^^^^^^^^HI
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 907 Filbert Street. ST. PAUL, MINN., 11 3 Cermania Life Bldg. lU^^^^^^^^^^^^IIBOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street. CINCINNATI, OHIO, 402 Neave Building. iPK^^^^^^^^HI
ROCHESTER, N. Y., Powers' Building. SAN ANTONIO, TEX., 207 Lasoyo Street. llM^^^^^^^^^^^HI
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Wyandotte Building. ST. LOUIS, MO., 321 Security Building. IIJi^^^^^^^^^^^HI
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 18 Second Street, ATLANTA, CA., 25 Marietta Street. H^^^^^^^^^^^^^HPITTSBURG. PA., 405 Times Building. Export Department, 1 15 Broadway, N.V. City. U^^^^^^^^^^^^^M

-y^
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ROTHBROS.&CO.if^RHOADS BELT
,

• PRESERVERS30-34 Market Street,

Manufarturei

Preservative,
Adhesive.

J. E. RHOADS & SONS.

^ 2-27 Oranfje St,.

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AXD

Electric

Motors.

Send forcatalogui i
Jor(rrcular5

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ESaPJ^BLISHED 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, acd Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

RAVEN WHITE CORE.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

We make any

kind of File o

Rasp known

Ihe File Trade

He Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Oht regnlar goods are on »a]e in every lee ding Hardware
Store in the Vnitrd t^tates and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Jlecliapical Purposes, llailway Dust Guards. Washers

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

Protect your Telephone, Telegraph and Fire Alarm
Intruments from Lightningand crosses with Electric
Light Wires and Trolleys with the improved yi. Am-
pere Soldered Copper Terminal Mica Fuse. Abso-
lutely perfect. Manufactured only by The American
Electric Fuse Co., Room 2 10 U. S. Express Building,
87 and 89 Washington St., Chicago.

ELECTRIC CO.,



SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex Electrical Company,
75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIXSON,
1137 Monidnock Block, CHICAGO.

MANUPAOTUEBE OT

INSniaATSD SlaiSCTRIO ITiriRE,
PJJKXXBTJE CORDS and O^BI^SS.
d )»>» BTrath Third street. PHII.ASEI.PHIA, PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

IiieHT and POWER.

W. H. BRIXEY, Mfr.,
J.E.HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington,

THE OKONITE COMPANY LIMITED,

253 Broadway, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Olfonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicaso, Boston, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

maha, Louisville, St. Louis, San Francisco. London and So. America.

i^^l'f:

raFACTORTT.

SOLAR CARBON s MANUFACTURING GO.,
MAKITFACTVBEBS OP

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
ForBny System, of any degree of hardness.

Soft Cored Carbons (kot noi^iiOW),
For Arc Lnrnpa on Incandescent and Railway Glrcnits

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

^ESTIIH Electfieal iDgtJDmenl; Co,,

NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Mm ItisirumlS:

These Instruments

eral principle and are

Standard Portable Ltirect

Current Voltmeters and
Ammeters, but are much
larger, and the working

neatly designed, dust-proof

Weston Standard

1 Direct Current

The NORTHERN ELEGTRIGAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAlOS.
<»nr machint'M will oi»(srut* HVS-

I'KXDKW from CKIM3«« OVER-
HKAU or BOI.TKl» l»|nBCT to

HinVi WAI.I.. an readily aH when
occupying floor space in (be or*^*'

nary manner. All bearirigw self
oiling. See onr new patented de-

vice for COXXECTIXG MOTORS
DIRECT TO I,IXE SHAFT, SAV-

IXfi BELiTS, PUIiIiEYS AND FEOOR SPACE.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT & I. IH. ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mui.

NATIONAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.

IlNOTT, Gen'l
BRAXCHES:^ BroadT\-ay, H. L. Biirdick, Mgr.BfewXork Ollic

San Franelsoo 577-57!) Markets.
. __

Chicago, Metropolitan Electric Co.,

COLUMBIA

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plantik
Estimates aad Drawings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.«
PAINTED POST. N.V.

REPRESENTATrVES.
JtTLIANSnHOLL It 00., - 126 Liberty Bt., N. T. Oltr
TIT";KEYNOLDS-LABOK& CO., 41 No. 7tU St.. Phlla.

ANTON SUPPLY h ATAOH'T CO., - Scronton, P*
18. K.OABET & BKOS. CO.. 26 Light St. Baltimore. Ttt
CHELL. LEWIS & 3TAVEE CO.. Seattle. Wash.

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Buildera of Improved Automatic. Cnt-Off Engines.
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The Largest Baby for the Smallest Price.

IT IS A BEAUTY.
Switchboards

Switches

Distributing Boards

Fuse Blocl<:s

Sparl< Coils

Snap Switches

Capacity 35 amperes
Rated at 25 amperes
Metal parts highly polished

and lacquered.

Hard Vitrified Porcelain Base
These Switches can be wired bade or front, are

nKide with tools especially constructed for their
manufacture. They are of the best workmanship

H. P. BALL MANUFACTURING CO.,
FACTORY-Brooklyn. 101 Beekman S-tree-t, IM. Y. OITY.

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

ELECTRIC SELECTOR

« SIGNAL COMPANY,
43 CORTLANDT ST.,

NEW YORK CITY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Automatic Gut-Outs,
TELEGRAPH SELECTORS .

Police and Fire-Alarm Signals.

Experimental and Repair Work of

all kinds by best workmen and
with most approved tools . . . .

GriYe XJs SL CsLll-

IHE DUGGAN CLEAT
LEADS THEM ALL. DUCCAN.

"" '
'

'
~~" — --, ..-.^j ..:ii.,.-...,.___^ Made one wire.

0]
They are V shape.

f^'ging wire when

^M

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

IMPERIAL PORCELAIN WORKS.
Porcelain Specialties of all kindsi

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT tc CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

The Triumph Electric Co.,
Oincinna-ti, OHio.

Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors,
Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Office and Factory:

610-616 Baymiller Street.
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Hercules BAtTeries

\X Clede BAtTehies

Peru Electric MrcCo.

. Peru, Ind. .

b V

PORCElAlH IHSUIATION Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKin$ of

SpecAl Designs of Porcelain.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send tor our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., -- Hartford, Conn.

f3e:er 01=- ia^i_i_

Commercial Instruments.

workmanslilp.

Get New Circular and New Price List. Tlien you will

order.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.
aud for less moDey.thau

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn,

\A/. S. Hill Electric Co.,
IM. •ed-ford, IVIass.,

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH GRADE

and Switch Boards
GENERAL OFFICE and WORKS: New Bedford, Mass.

Plans and Estimates Furnished

on application.

Write for Catalogue

BOSTON: 141 Franklin Street.

NEW YORK: Machado & Roller, 203 Broadway.

CHICAGO: Central Electric Co., 173-175 Adams Street.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendrotb & Root Mf . Co

.

Adams & Westlake Co
Adams-Bagnall El. Co
Akron Elec. Mtg. Co
American Battery Co

. Carbon Co

Elec. Works ....

Engine Co :

, Albert & J. M .

,

Arnold,' li. J

Babcock & Wilcox Co., Th
Bain.Foree :

Baker .t Co
Ball & Wood Co. . The
Ball, II. r., Mfg. Co
Barnes, Wallace :

Barnett Co.,G. &H -x:

BatesA Bro.,D. L
Bemardin. F. M
Besly ,&Co., Chas. H....x:

Bl-Metallic El. Trans. Co.

Bliss Co., E. W
Bogue, Chas. J

Bowers Bros

Brady, T. H
Brill Co.,.I. G
Brixey, W. B
Brown. D.. Cedar Co

Bryan & Humphrey :

Buckeye Electric Co
Butler Hard Rubber Co ...

.

Central Mfg. Co

ChannonCo., H
Chicago Belting Co
C, B. * Q. R. R
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co.j

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co....

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Chicago Tel. Sup. Co....

CloKbrookS. B. Co..xxv,x
Colburn Elec. Mtg. Co
Collins & Co., H. E
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co x

Cor. School of Technol'y..

Crocker-Wheeler El. Co . .

.

Cross,F..J X

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co
Dailey, Jas. W i

Dallett, Thos. H. & Co
Dayton GlobelronWks.Co.^
Det.&Clev. SteamNav.Co.x
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

DiehlMfg. Co
Directory, Principal Elec.

and Mech. Engineers., .x

Dixon Crucible Co.. Jos.xx

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co
Edison Mtg. Co

;Lt.(

trie Appliance Co
. Engr. & Sup.Co

. Selec. & Signal Co..

trie Storage Batt. Co.

,

trical Engineering Co
trician Puhli!

xvl. xvil.

Elgin Teleiihone Co xix Lafayette Eng.& El. Wks.
Empire China Works Leclanche Bat. Co., The. .

.

Emerson Elec. Mtg. Co... xi LcffelA Co., James
xii LeRoy,J. A

Farr Tel. & Oon.Sp. Co ...

.

xix Lewis & Co., A. L
Lewis Tool Co 5

XXV
yl

Fleming-SpenceElec-lCo Lombard Water Wh.G. Co.

Forest City El. Works...
For Sale Advertisemts.... xvl Manhattan Gen'l Con. Co.

Ft. Wayne El. Corp xiv Mason.J.W
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co. xvi Mayo, V.J
Fuel Economizer Co . McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co...

MenomineeEL&M.Co...

Garton-Danicls Elec. Co.

.

xvii

XT
XXV

Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Morris, Tasker & Co

Hlne&Co.,L.A
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co

Huebel & Manger
III

Moyes.L.M
Munsell& Co., Eugene....

Murray Iron Works Co ...

.

vii National India Rubber Co.

Illinois Engraving Co. ...

Imperial Porcelain Works
Independent Elec. Co ...

.

13

National Ore* Red. Co.. .1

Nat. tindergr. Cable. Co...

New York Ins. Wire Co.. X.

Norman, J J Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

Internat'l Cor. Schools.. xvi

NorthwestEngineer'gOo. .

.

iv Norton, C. E
Kartavert Mfg. Co x xviii Novelty Electric Co
Keystone Tele. Co xix Nuttall Co., R. D
Kllpstein ct Co., A xiv Office Spec. Mfg. Co X

LaddA.W xvi Ohio Electric Works

Ohio Storage Battery Co...

Okonite Co., The i

Orieat Electric Co., The. .

Otto Gas Engine Wks
Partrick & Carter Co xii

Partridge Carbon Co
Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co..-. xiv

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co. viii

Perrizo, Paul, Jr.. Cedar &
Lumber Co xvi

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co iii

PhiUips Ins'd. Wire Co.. xv
Phoenix Glass Go xii

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co..Ld. xxv
Pope Mfg. Co xxiii

Racine Hardware Co xxiv

Rau Mfg. Co xvii

Reisinger, Hugo
Remington-SholesT.Co. . . xvil

Replogle Governor Wks.. xxiv
Rhoads & Sons, J. E
Richards A Meacham
Roth Eros. & Co xxviii

Samson Cordage Wks xiv

lEl.

Schoonmaker, A. O

Sells, 6. P...

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

:

Shultz Belting Co :

Siemens & Halske E. Co .

.

Sills & Co., W. H
Simplex Electrical Gc.Tl:

Soulx City Brass Works..

Smith, S.Morgan
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co . .

.

,gueEl. Elevator Co..

Inc. Lamp Co. x
Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.

.

Standard Underg. Cable Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. -

Sterling, W. C. A Son....

Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-
VaileCo xvi, >

Storey Jlotor A Tool Co . . -

Toomey, Prank
Triumph Elec. Co

Union Heater Supply Co. . -

United El. Imp. Co -

Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co j

VanDuzen Gas Eng. Co.. >

VanNuis.C.S
Viaduct Mfg. Co
Vulcanized FibreCo.... xxi

Walker Company -

Walsh's Sons Co :

Want Advertisements ... :

Warren Elec. Co
Weber Gas & Gaso. Eng. Co. >

Webster, Warren & Co ... . -

Werthelm.Ed -

Western Electric Co
Western Tel. Cons. Co -

WestinghouseEl.&Mfg.Co x

Weston Electrical Ins. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. . .

.

WiUlams & Abbott El. Co. :

Wirt, Chas x:

Worcester Poly.Inst x:

F'or OI«ks@i-Piecl lnde:>c of A.cJvor-ti@orr»erft-ts Seo Paso \/l.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS. '

Oored and Solid for Direct l^isi-i-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General •••••

Western Agents :•»••*

Idis^i

Chicago Edison Company,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^ I

luiidins, 139 .Adams S-tree-t, OIHICA.GO, II-I-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oning Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simpliiies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A.sk your MEA.RES-TSI.IPPl-Y HOUSE for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

"J.P." STYLES of TROLLEY HANGERS.
Strong and Light,

Highest Grade Workmanship and Material.

Moulded Mica Vulcabeston
insulation. Controller Parts, etc.

SEIfB FOB BEVISED PBICE ZIST.

k H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.
!»10.iS4a Randolph Street, CHICAeO.

NEW YOEK. PHILADELPHIA. I
m Generators for Power

Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

jIJl.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Roiling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and WorbB, aiansfleld, Ohio.

U K. W. GENEEATOE.

BUCZE7E
Monadn^k BuUdAng. Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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THE SEASON (896.

NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC PANS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Original

Direct-

Connected

Ceiling Fans.

TWO OR FOUR=BLADE FANS.
COLUMN,
COUNTER
COLUMN )

,_ , , , T Fi 1 OWNERS OF
Exhaust Wheels.

Fundamental Patents

COVERING
SUSPENDED
ELECTRIC

Fans
FOR CATALOGITE AlTD

PRICE I.IST, ADDRESS

DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

SHOW rooms: - Sri";! ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

See our Exhibit at the National Electrical Exposition. Booths Nos. 118 and 119.
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MATERIAL.
"Upon my life it will do wondrous well."

—

Sliakespeare.

MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY
We claim a great deal for the "Medbery,"' but the single f

is what mates it the ''standar
"""

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.
Hoe£gen, Moxham & Co.. 80 William St., N.Y. Joshua Hendy Mach. Wks., San Francisco, Cal. Mannfactared by The Fiberitp Co.. Mechai

' for euperior and t

Selling Agents, 307 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.^
C. B. ROBERTSON, Pbesio H. S. MEIGS, Secy, ano Treas

LAFAYETTE ENGINEERING
MAKERS OF

Dynamos Power Generators, j
Direct Connected or Belted, for Isolated or Central Station Plants.

Motors for Power Transmission,

Slow, Medium and High Speeds.
THE USE OF MOTORS IN MILLS AND FACTORIES WILL INTEREST YOU.

& ELECTRIC WORKS,
LAFAYETTE, IND., U. S. A.

Chicago—Mason Elei

Go , 307 Dearborn
1 —Jos W Little.

Des Moines, la —I E Lohman.
Louisville hy —AlUn Chapman, Heady
Milwaui.e6, Wis —Electrical Const'n Co.
Memphis—The Bailey & Borum Co.

BRANCH offices:
trie Equipment

Paul Rudolph

Cleveland—ITaion Electric C
Toledo—Howe & Dixon.
Indianapolis—C. W. Meikel.
TerrftHaute—A. R. Markle.
PeoTia—C. E. ^Vheelock & Co
Burlington, la.— Burlingto

-SEE OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accamalators.

Elec Art Lt. Co.
Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Manhattan Gen'l. Con. Co.

Perkins Elec Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis, C- S.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Ijight Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Assayers.
. ^

Nat'l. Ore & Reduction Co.

Batteries and Jars.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edison MIg. Co.

Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Mason. J. W.
Menominee EL & Mech. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Partrick & Carter Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Bells.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Partrick & CarteriCo.

JeweU Belting (

Rhoads & Sons,
Shultz Belting (

Bicycles.

Babcock & Wilcox Co.,

Murray Iron Works Co.

Electric Apnll 3 Co.
1 & NIangor.

Menominee El. Hi Mcon. uo.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cables (See Insulated Wlroa
€a1>leH, Klcrtrle (Hco Insi

latetl Wires). Ooppci
Hlieet ami Hnr.

Mason, J. W.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger. Hugo.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.

Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

CompoTUid.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Schott. W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.
Walker Co.
Warren Elec. Co-
Westinghouse Elec & MfgCo.

Besly&Co., ChasH.

Electrical Works-

Electric Appliance Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Crookes' Tabes.
LeRoy. J. A.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mtg.Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and

Electric Appliance Co.

Fiberite Co.. The.
Locke, Fred. M.
Mason, J. W.
NuttallCo..R. D.
Partrick 81 Carter Co.

Cnt-Onts and Switcbes.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Ball. H. P. Mfg. Co.
Bcrnardlo, F. M.
Chicago Edison f

General Electric Cd?*

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Eyanson & Armprlester.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

American Engine Co.

Card Electric Co.
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett&Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hine & Co., L. A.
Lafayette Eng. .t El. Wks.

Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Triumph Elec Co.
Walker Co.
Warren Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Economizers. Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Railways.
Bruph I 3 Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec Co.
Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co

Electrical and Mecliani
call

Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott. W. H.
Sells, O. P.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M
Bernardin. P. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Norton, G. E.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Rau Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Mach'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

EICTators.
Sprague EL Elevator Co.

Engines. Gas.
Norman Co., J. J.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gaso. Eng. Co.
Weber Gas A Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Engines, !$team

Brush Electric Co.

BalKt WoodCo..The.
McEwen. J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Weston Engine Co.

Engravers.
Chic Electro A Stereo Co
Illinois Engraving Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.
Faucett. I. L.

Fan Outflts.
Bates & Bro., D. L.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hunter Fan .t Motor Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed ^Vater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Holmes Plbre-Graphite Co.

vIirranUedFuire'co.

jrn Electric Co.

I Heater Supply Co.

rftdex of

Pnse Wire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Brixey, W. R
Electric Appliance Co.

Fuse Wire Co.

Partrick A Carter Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co-
HilK W. S.,Elec Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee EL A Mech. Cc
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Standard TeL A Elec. Co.
Utica El Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Qlobes and Electrical
Olass^vare.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

OoVnors. TTater W^heel.
LombardWaterWheelGv.Oo.

Ii^rapltite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York insulated Wire C
NuttallCo..R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co

Cables—Alagnct Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Commercial Rloc Sup. Co.
Eastern Hloctrlc Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. ICngr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tol. A Const. Supply Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
Nat'l Underground Cable Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co, The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

liamps, lucandescent.
Adams-BagnaU Elec Co.

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co..
Orient Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.
United Elec Imp. Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

Liightning Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
UtIca EL Mfg. A Sup. Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

aiagnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

mechanical machinery.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
BUssCo.. E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Murray Iron Works Co.

mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.

Sills A Co., W. H.

mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Akron Elec Mfg. Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.

Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporal
General Electric Co.
Mayo, V. J.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.

i. Corporation.

Sioux City Brass Works
Stanley Elec Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Walker Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. 1

Oil Feeders.
Dalley. Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas- H.
Garlcck Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Central Mfg. Co.
Hart. C. S.
Lewis A Co.. A. L.
Lindsley Bros.
Morris. Tasker A Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Perrlzo, Paul, Jr. Co.
Sterling, w. c. A Son.

Empire China Works.

General Electric Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician PubUshIng Co.

Push Buttons.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co-

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Norton, C. E.
Weston Electrical lust. Co.
Whiftiey Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
'^'

' -
"

ttery Co.

Brixey,
Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Electric AppUance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Elec. Sefec A Signal Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co

Telephones and Tele-
hone material.

Andrae A Sons Co., J.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co
Conn. Tel. &. EL Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Elgin Telephone Co.

Mason. J. AV.
IVIianus Elec. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Richards A Meacham.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Trolley Cord." ^-- F.M.

Dayton Globe Iron

'

Leffel&Co.. Jas.
Replogle Governor
Smith, S. Morgan.
StUwell-BIerce &

Dayton Globe Iron Works (

Standard Underground C. Co.X Bay OutntM.
LoRoy, J. A.

^Kclveri:la«nrkorki:s Soo
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ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It.

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

OurGuarantee is Good,

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
All Bearings SELF-OILINQ.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

33^^^
1 he handsomest Fan e

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.
AGEWTS WA1¥TED IIV LEADING CITIES.

Hunter Fan& Motor Co.,
(Successors to Tuerk Water Meter Co.,)

F"UI-TOIM, IM. V.

.heir^e: E. B. Latham & Co, Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.

Sprague Electric Elevator Company,
Postal Telegraph Building, New York City,

; occupies less space. It is absolutely safe.

BUILDERS OF

Electric Passenger and Freight Elevators.
The Multiple Sheave Screw Machine ?u^':^Z\Xl'.TJVnTtoT^.lv;,^^^^^^

It has any required speed and capacity. Each machine is an independent

The Worm Gear Drum Machine

The Automatic House Elevator re^uiefoL opeU?

Among typical buildings adopting Sprague flachines are:

ance Co., Worcester; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;
Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New York; Currier Bank
Building, Los Angeles; Ahrens Building, New York; Wadsworth
Building, New York; The Callender, HcAuslan & Troup Com=
pany's Department Stores, Providence; the residences of Mr.
John Jacob Astor and rir. George Morgan, New York; City and
County Court House, Salt Lake City; Graham Building, New
York City; flutual Benefit Insurance Co., Boston; Government
Printing Office, War Department, Washington; Wilcox Build-
ing, Los Angeles.

Postal Telegraph Building, New York City; Parrott Building,
San Francisco; Board of Trade, Chicago; Guaranty Building,
Buffalo; Syndicate Building, New York City; Union Trust Build-
ing, Detroit; Gerken Building, New York City; Custom House,
New York City; Merchants' National Bank, Baltimore; Hotel
Walton, Philadelphia; J. T. Williams Office Buildings, New York
City; Mabley Building, Detroit; Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, New York; Daniells' Stores, New York; Court House and
City Hall, ninneapolis; Boston Daily Globe, Boston; Safe Deposit
Building, San Francisco; Academy of Husic, San Francisco;
Canada Life Insurance Co., flontreal; State Mutual Life Assur-

Recent contracts include four of the finest and most costly buildings

of their respective classes ever projected :

Manhattan Hotel, 9 Elevators. Siegel-Cooper Stores, 21 Elevators.

Commercial Cable Building, 21 Stories.

Mr. John Jacob Astor's New Palatial Hotel, 19 Elevators.
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TBE NATIONAL IDERGRODND CABLE COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers of Paper Insulated Lead Covered Underground Gables tor all classes of service. (Thousands ot miles In use.)

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Sole luaiiufacturers of Cement Liiiied Conduits. {Twenty niiUioii feet iii use.)

HIGH POTENTIAL CABLES A SPECIALTY.

These two companies are now combined under one management, with the result that they are enabled to undertake the building ot complete underground sj'Stcms,

including the furnishing of the conduits and the cables, and the doing of all the work. All work guaranteed.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. CHICAGO. BOSTON.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of* Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

'* Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

THE AIVIERIOAIM CARBON OO.,
IMoblesville, Ind., U. S. A..

NEW YORK: 219 Havemeyer BIdg. BOSTON: 182 Summer Street. CHICAGO: 1537 Monadnock Bldg.

THE F»EIRKIIMS DIAL. S\A/|-rOHI.
For current of from 5 to 50 amperes, and as high as 500 volts.

Shows when current is " ON" or " OFF." Handles a street railway current for lights

?;', Our Crookes' Tubes Take Pictures.
^EIMD FrOF9 IM E:\A/^ <DXk-r,A I_C3G vj e:.

Wiu^^JluJ

PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
I^XF9-rF^OF3C3, <DOIM?M.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

0' Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

Wi- liiiilil all

iivvtT Ihi

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
>KK. 11. 11. <'oIh» a. Co., "Miiil ami R.\pres9 niiildinj^.

l>i;i,rillA, WullcT r.. Mcliilin' .V. Co., rm Oummeree St.
'n\. (;. M. A.iKiiT .V c..,, CI K..,lcr:i,l St.

IMITATION IS THE HIGHEST PRAISE.

When we first offered enclosed arc lamps, doubters SMILED incredulously; NOW
they are COPYING the "PIONEER," and while we appreciate this endorsement and
the delicate compliment of imitation, we hereby give notice that we intend to

STOP ALL INFRINGERS ON OUR PATENTS
And are pushing our suit in the U. S. Circuit Court against prominent users of other

enclosed arc lamps. We trust this will be taken as fair warning to avoid litigation.

The Electric Arc Light Co.,

)

687 and 689 Broadway, New York. |

The "Pioneer" Enclosed Arc Lamp burns 100 to 150 hours; saves $15 to $20 an-
nually per lamp in carbon and trimming; is shadowless, noiseless, steady, simple and

^^^^^4^^^^^^^^^^^ <$x$"S>^><^<S><$><$>^^w$"^^>^kS> ^.s>.$"$xS>-$"$><3>.$-<5XS^>^^$^ <J^s>^ <j^>^>^h^<5><Sh§^w$^><s>^kS^ <?mJ«$>^<S«^^"^^^^"$«$>4>^ <$><$«?>^xS>^w5kJ"$^>^«^^^

Sawyer-Man Electric Company.
The Board of Directors of the Sawyer-Man Electric Company have much pleasure in announcing that

the company has been reorganized and that the manufacture of the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp has been

resumed. This, no doubt, will be welcome news to every user of incandescent lamps in this country, for

the reason that for economy, long life and efficiency, the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp never had a

superior on the market.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST TO THE FOLLOWING OFFICES OF THE COMPANY:

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.
BOSTON, Exchange Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building.

TACOHA, WASH., 102 S. 10th Street.

PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building.

May 4, 1896. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

^
PHILADELPHIA, Qirard Building.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36=,l8 College Street.

SYRACUSE, N. V., Bastable Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Hills Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street, N.
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SEVEN THOUSAND
Manhattan Arcs Gin ser

vice. One hundred Edison
Central Stations. One pair

of half-inch carbons will

burn one hundred and
fifty hours; will burn
singly on incandescent
circuits, avoiding the

necessity of burn
ing two lamps in

series. A perfect

diffusion of light isobtained
by the use of double en
closed globes. Lamp
fire-proof and absolutely
noiseless. Lamps to

burn in series on cir

cuits from two hun-
dred to five hun
dred and fifty

volts. Length
twenty-fou
and thirty-

seven
inches.

^^ Put in a
new carbon

and trim it

^^^ once every one

^^ hundred and fifty

hours. Figure

^^ what that will save

We have on hand

<"

you.

O^^^

five hundred In-
^^ andescent Arc

Lamps of all makes,
^^ which we have dis-

^^^^ placed by " Manhat-
%^^ tans," which we offer

^^r^ complete at $3.00 each.

Manhattan General

^^Construction Co.
NEW YORK: 44 Broad St, CHICAGO: Monadnock Block, BOSTON: UO Coni<ress St,
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The Warren Alternator.
Induction TypeliiiiiEiHr"'-^^

ADfMtapiSSTmliiiBrs.
Statioiary Single Riiii Aiiatire—Stationarj Field Coil.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

EFFICIENCY THE HIGHEST )»' »"i'/i'«™'i«s

REGULATION THE CLOSEST ) toator u«m.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.

BUILT TO EARN MONEY WITH^NOT TO SPEND MONEY UPON.

Warren Eleetrie Co., Chicago.
SAUEIS AGENTS:

Wendell &. MeDnllie, Bates Machine Co., A. 91. Searles, California Electrical Works,
126 Cortlandt St., New York. I 54 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 281 Dearborn St., Chicago. San Francisco, Cal.

RERAIRIIMO.
ARMATURES AND COMMUTATORS.

ARC LAMP SUPPLIES made to order.

Supplies for the "American Wood" System. Dynamos and Lamps.
Carbon Holders for all makes of Arc Lamps.

CHAS. J. BOeUE 204 Centre St., New York.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

J And f 12 Liberty St., New York.

D)

a NOTE THIS
Q

Current Consumption:

J "Meston" 12-inch fan, 60 to 70 watts.

Q Induction 12-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 80 to in

(^
wa

'°'r.

ID CHEAPEST
* Fan Motors on the mai

fan, ir.,000 alts. ,90 to 100

^^^^^
1 THE !•; AAfound TOR 1

1
^P^f^

i

Ar-ly Voltage I

1
ELECTRIC 1 1

i
FAN 1 VV th Each Fan ;|

D.L. BATES &BRO. |

^~^ DAYTON 0. 1

r~<^»W^^^=^=i.' j

^nWS^KtlKBKK^^^^.
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A Good Thinq 4-U-2-C.
OUR EXHIBIT IN SEC. C, SPACE 161, AT THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION, NEW YORK.

PARTRICK£ CARTER CO.,PHILADELPHIA
Manufacturers of Electrical]HouseIGoods.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IWDUCTIOW AJfD SPARK COILS, ETC., ETC.
'^-WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

Menominee Electrical id leclianical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch.

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.

123 N. 3rti STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - ?L ^^,...^^:^Z-^ —-p-gir Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

tions.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Write for our new

J ^IHI^^V^^: Metropolitan Electric Co., ISG 5th Avenu

<>atalnini« "D " NEWYOKK: 13G Llbert£st.. Chapln & Douglas.catalogue «.
J LOUISVILLE. KY.: 313%. Main St.. James Clark, Jr. &C
', NEW ORLEANS, LA.: 008 Custom House Street, Wldmer& Spranlej.

J ^Electrk Light Globeje^-^

^f THE-LARoesT-LiKe- of

JflfKNoVEL^ARTISTICPATTEftNSaEFFEGT^

CHICAGO OFFICE, 107 E. MADISON STREET.

Aro Knife S^A/i-bohl
NO SPRINGS TO BREAK.

ALWAYS RELIABLE.
Oltl»F.R UlSK. voir WilX OROKK MORE. 4;£]WKR4.I> RKIMIRIM.}.

Incandescent and Power Knife Switches, Liglitning Arresters,

NA/ri-te \Js. ^e-t Our Discoun-fcs.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE IRON-BOX FUSE BOXES.

Utica flectrical Mfg. & Supply Co., - Utica, N. Y.
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.^-^'

OVERHEAD LINES

BY USINn MY....

Indestructible

High Insulation

Material Triple Pettifoat China liiMulator.

My Steel Insulating Pins Will Not Break.

MY CHINA INSULATORS will carry any current at any

Potential with Safety and Economy. ...

Send for Oa-talosue.

FRED M. LOCKE, = Victor, N. Y.

LOTS OF OTHER PAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and
16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent

a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, you

want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

ind 41 Oor-tland-t St., IMo^aa Vorlc.

4» W/^ *^" y"" ''^"'^ ""'y '•''""t FANS.^ W This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types
in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS:

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock Bldg., Chicago.

F. S. Blackall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and IS Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smith, 607 Chestnut St., I
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PACKARD LAMPS
Maintain their Enviable Reputation for

EFFICIENCY,

LIFE,

NON-DISCOLORATION,

LIGHT.

THE BEST LAMP ON THE MARKET, AND AT A FAIR PRICE.

General Western Agents :

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Electrical Supplies,— 1^ 242 Madison Street, Chicago.

WHY BE A FOGY?
I in. for

UNIONS.
i in. for

HAND- HOLES.
I in. for

MAN-HOLES.
up in boxes, weight 3 to 6 lbs.

Patented and Manufactured e

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.
1« Warren St., JfEW YORK.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only M^^ H^^ Compound,

be Secured ^^S .j. ^^9 Varnish,
by the use ^^^ •# ^^^ Tape,

of . . . W^^ Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

C-8
FLUSH SWITCHES
CUTTER ELECTRICAL ArMD MFG. CO.

1112 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA

All Kinds

UIGi

M^.lS^SlLLSdt^^M

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET. - CHICAGO.

SEND FOR
SAMPLES
AND

SAMSOIM SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, direct Curren-t and ^^l-terna-t-
ingr Incandesoeni: ^igh-ting eind

F*o>M^er Transmission.

%f%'^'%'%^'*^^'^'^'%'%^^/%/%'%/%/*/*

SAL AMMONIAC.
(ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

If you want the best quality ask your dealer

for this brand. Imported by

A.KLIPSTEI»|-S COMPANV, 122 Pearl St., New York.

AJAX ARC LAMPS.
Perfect in regulation and cheap to buy.

C. S. VANNUIS, . - - .
1 36 LIBERTY ST., NEW YORK.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., IHaliers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co.

A NEW CIRCULAR
I>es<'ribiiiff the

HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Application.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUIVIENT CO.,

PKXAfOOIi. X. H.. r. S. A^

Electrical Supplies

and Fixtures.

New Catalogue will be Sent on Application.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

169 Adams St., Chicago.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
itoviitr.x*'!:. It. I.

BARE AND ISULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

•o&>oooo«>oooo

'CLARK' WIRE.
For Switchboai-d, Railway and Motor usv,

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always t;ivcs ptitLCt satisfaction

In a Letter from the Inspector ol the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he states: -A Thoroughly RcliabJG

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

J 111 Kublier used lu insulating our Wires jtnil Citlili-s is es-

111 1 1 ill> tiiemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxi-

di/i or cracl<, and will remain lioxible in extreme cold

\\c,itlier, and is not affected by heat.

We Kuaranteo our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Uii-

dernround or Submarine, and our net prices are as low. If

not lower, than any otiier lirst-elass Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues witli Terms and

Discounts f

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

PROTECT your Telephones and Tele-

graph Instruments from
Lightning, Electric Light

and Trolley Wires, by using the 1-2 Ampere Soldered Copper Terminal
Mica Fuse. Manufactured only by the AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE
CO., 87-89 Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

NOVELTY ELECTRIC CO,,
50, 52 and 54 N, Fourth St„ Philadelphia, Pa.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
LIGHT, POWER and
HOUSE MATERIALS.

We iiiauiifactiive one of the best and haiidsoinest IVeedle %i
Auniiiiciator»<. ^'rite iis for prices .

BATTERY
Motors. Gas

Railroad

Crossing Signals.

Dental Engines,

Phonographs,

Cautery.

5f****i^ M ICAN ITE -^it******»^ M ICAN ITE ^is*****iirM ICANITE-^i*****

z

One Company . . . .
2
<

i MICA INSULATOR CO., Sole Manufacturers. '''''' S'^.r s.... «"^t?£L.e s...
.o.x,„.,.xo h

^jf.y..^^^iwrMlCANlTE^w-¥--¥-¥¥-¥-¥WF"MlCANITE'^f^-¥-¥¥¥¥'^^MlCANlTE'^^^-¥-^3f

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It IS absolutely Non-Freezing.
Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.
Superior Generation of Energy.

Tliese Batteries are in use by tlie most
1 I niinent Teleplione, Fire Alarm and Rail-
I I 1

I ompanies of America.
s nd for descriptive circular and price list.

^A e guarantee all our Cells.

MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Uorflon-Bnriiliaia Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC APPUANCeIo.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I.
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Wanted by a Good Salesman-
Of ability, with clean record, sober and indnetrlons,

well versed in electr c machinery and snpplies,

competent to flgnre aad contract for constrQction

worli, snperintendan 1 install lighting and power

Good references. Address

EXPEKT.oareWESiEEN ELEciBiciiu, Chicago, m.

WANTED.
Position as ensxin er of some goot electric

plant. Experienced with Corliss and High speed

engines, arc and iac andescent d>-uamc s, direct

and alternating curr heating.

etc. Can give bes of references. Address

'B. B.." care Wesi EEX Electkioi. N, Suite

510 Marquette Build ng. Chicago.

WANTED
young maa uuviuj^ iJ"u j.i«g« pLuuu-
se with electric lighting and power

^^^..j, and understands arc light repairing;

Address '- J. V. E.,"

Care Western Electrician.

WANTED
A foreman fur shop in a Western city; must he

with all classes of wort. References necessary.
State wages expected. Addross FOREMAN, care
Western Electrician.

LIGHT PLANT FOR SALE.

A controlling interest in an electric

light plant, located in tlie most prosper-
ous city of its size in Central Illinois, is

offered for sale at a great bargain. Forty-
five arc and 3,000 incandescent lamps in

circuit. City contract 3 years to run.

Only plant in the city. Business growing
rapidly. Coal delivered at the boilers for

3.5 cents per ton for slack, 90 cents for

lump. Capital stock $20,000, no bonds.
Twenty per cent, earned last year. Good
reason for selling. Address for further
information. "Ilynamo," Western
Electricias OfHce.

1000 ruhher storage batterj- Jars ;2S storage battery
car motors: 50 ammeters; 5 focusing arc lamps;

ndescent lamps, 4S to 60 volts; two 100
~ light

100 ampere dy-
New wire of various sizes. Any of above
sold low or will exchange for old mate-
(PALSH'S SONS & CO., Newark, N. J.

light incandescent dynai
dynamos; five 15 arc light

90 ampere djuamo
t dynamos; one 225 ^

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghousecompoimd en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

n. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines: two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stocli of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
hollers. 700 h. p., leo h. p. In a pair. FIIANK
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.

1^. i-iiinie: & c
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-light Fort Wayne Alternating Incandes-

cent Dynamo, with Exciter. Second-hand, but in

perfect order. Address

THE S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO,,

FOR SALE.
Here goes Uie last machine, and t.

close out the lot and make a ijuick sal

it will be sold for

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS CASH.

It is a 50 Light 2,000 Candle Powr

Arc Dynamo, made by the Standan

I ',l>xtric Co., and has the usual acci-^

-ries. It has never been in use and i

warantecd. Who gets it?

Addres.s OAKH,
W(i5(*n El

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 60-lb. relaying rails;

1,000 tons 75-lb. relaying rails; 800

tons 45-lb. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacity. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

steam railroad bonds when payable

at Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.,

N. Y. , or Knickerbocker Trust Co.

66 Broadway, N. Y., and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company

N. Y.

A. \A/. L.ADD,

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
SI.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

Proposals Wanted for Steam and

Electric Machinery for City

Lighting Plant and for the

Operation of Same.

City of Madison, Wis.—Sealed pro-
posals will be received at the office of
the Cit3' Clerk of the City of Madison,
Wis., until noon of June 12, 1896, for
furnishing all labor and materials for

the engines, dynamos, pole line and cir-

cuits for an electric lighting plant, for

said city, and for the operation of same,
in accordance with the plans and speci-

fications on file with the city clerk. All

bids must be addressed to O. S. Nors-
man. City Clerk, Madison, Wis., and
endorsed on the outside of envelope:
"Bids for Electric Lighting Plant and
operating same." Each bidder must
deposit with his bid a certified bank
check for an amount equal to five per
cent, of the total cost of the plant, pay-
able to the order of John H. Clark, City
Treasurer, which sum shall be forfeited
to the City of Madison in case the bid-
der refuses or neglects to enter into a
contract (subject to confirmation by the
City Council) within five days after he
shall have been notified of the accept-
ance of his proposal. Checks deposited
with rejected bids will be returned to
owners on demand. The bidder whose
tender is accepted will be required to

furnish with his contract an approved
bond to the City of Madison, Wis., in
such sum, not exceeding the cost of
plant; as the Common Council shall de-
termine, conditioned on the full and
faithful performance of his part of the
contract. Another bond for not exceed-
ing $20,000, running to the people of the
Stale of Wisconsin, will be required,
conditioned for the payment of wages
earned and material furnished in the

of Frank B.
•, Room 91C

'). S. NORS.MAN, fill

Dated at Madison
May, 1890.

Patent™™ Water Purifier.
Removes all impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Tie Stilfell-Bierce & Snitli-Yaile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Iron & liOcomotiTC IVorlis, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

I^OME STUDY
An Mementanj Journal

FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS,

MECHANICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL
DRAWING EXERCISES.

and Architectural Drawings. Sample Copy
free on application. Address, B. 1002,

HOIVIE STUDY. Scranton.

FOR SALE.
One 1 50 Light Mather Incan-
descent Machinewith Spare
Armature.
One (GO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A

I

condition.

Address, "BUYER,'

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C. Sterling, Sr. W. C, Sterling. Jr.

Cedar Poles,
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

six large sorting pole yards in IMlchlgan

Get prices on first grade poles for city construc-
tion and buy of an old reliable firm

W. 0. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

MAYOR'S OFFICE,

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, May 9, 1896,

Bids will be received b}' the

City Clerk and opened by the

undersigned at 12 m. June 5th,

to light the streets of San Anto-
nio with arc electric lights, as

per specifications to be had on
application to the City Engi-

neer of said city.

The City of San Antonio re-

serves the right to reject any
and all bids.

STUDENTS^=^
Will find that the Western
Eeectrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
^3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

«S. HA.IiT,

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Liglit

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar rjeeled. Quiet

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

P
WHITE n^^'^p*^""^!

^^''^^^ r ^^^^^^

CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R- R. f CAR \U Ught, L AND L TIES. U
Write lor delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COIVIPANY,
Mannette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewliere.

^-'hlyllastiriiis.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn

other SpeoiftltloB for OonstraoHon
Vorb. — Catalofjua

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers ot and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FBOMTHE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write tor Pricea.

iniclilean.

MENOniNEE, UICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR FOI.ES.
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

Tlic allcntii.n -1 I- I' '
'' ii •.'I - < l<:i,ICItlIA'rl'.r> WATEIt

WHEEl, asp.iii .^ i..;.rU:il,li .K;,.!, iMoll.Mi,

lnKl,ust'pt-r7enro|[,Vcl'ul'cll'.:.:teuaraillccd.' ' ' '" '

'
"'"I'-M

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single lOinch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to

licvclop 36 H. P, under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
nect pulley.
• are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Fr.incisco. Cal„ Pacific Coast Agents.

TkReiiiEtonSlioles Typewriter

T

^:z^^^^

the
IN

ine of such impr Dents
essential to the success of

ANY
writing machine. In fact, the Reming-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine. •

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..
138 IMONROE STREET,

CHICAGO.

RauManufacturingCo.,
Russell BIdg., Randolph and Canal Sts.. Chicago, III.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Clusters, Flanges,

Special Electrical Goods.

Central Manufacturing; Co.,
CHA.XTA-NOOGA., MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN -- TENN.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of the World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAK AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,

111 to 117 East 131st St., N, Y,

THE GARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
WIL,!, PKOTECT WHEN AL,L, OTHEBS FAIL.

Unequaled for Durability, Reliability and Efficiency ! Our testimonials back up all of our claims. Send for them.

CARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A. mention thi^ paperWM ^^KCffhlJBAY

^
Vets

^ 1fre^miENT!Nr-tUf\K; tot^
B̂VBT^MM IMki/ U/\ SALLE

624 pages, $3.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
eY T. O'CONNOR SL.OKNe.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely Illustrated. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Send in }-our Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, CJiicago.
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; CTa.^ May S 1896

The > 'Western Electrician"

Chicago 111,

Gentlemen:

-

We have just received your May 9lh, number, anrt 11 1'hough

it is not requested by persoiia.! letter to us we can not out help to

tender to you our oongratul<itious upon the appearance of this paper.

And in this same letter we wish to take ar. exception to an i'sui in

your own advertisment on page Ixu Fact'oi'Viest of the Alleghanies'

should not appear. We are pretty near as far East of them as we can

get and we receive the W.£. as soon as any other paper, and this

particular number before the a:ost of them in fact all except

Electricity.

Don't be too modest.

Again congratulating you we are

Very truly yours

•Die. by G. T. £.

Zy^'Mlif/^/' "^ ,i^^^i>^^C^-c-^^^

DARD
Hand Made -High Grade

One Price,

,. Quality,

11 Tmciisand

'Of*

"ID

Sq Watts nJk
16 c.R

SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.

road coipoi iti

States and b^
informrrtTil

i

^impiicilv in Construction,

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions,

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility—Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,

and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

I

fHf. Standard Incandescent {amp Co.
Clintom.Wis.

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

ncTlVsTs, ...and Electric Co,
MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.
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Our Telephones

Talk for our

Patrons, and

our Patrons

Talk for us.

Cem Watch Case
Receivers,

55 c- Each.

'"•"""Receivers.i.™
Electrose Rocoiv(.rs

Hunnlng non-p.irt imi )..>, TELEPHONES.
High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.
ST. PAUL, MINN.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL
A. IMUIVIBEIR OF- IMOVEI- f^A.TKJr^E:S.

illiams & Abbo-fc Elecs-fcr
) Bells and Telephone Receivers. -1 1 Huron Street. CLEVELAND. 0.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufacfnre and SrII at WlioleMale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
I

Send for our New Catalogue of

Telephone Transmitters, Magneto Bells, and all parts of

Telephones.

MIANUS ELECTRIC CO,
MIANUS, CONN.

ELEPHONES an-> SUPPUEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated Jm
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE, 11
an Instrument which has no superior. ^^
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH. PA.

T

Will drop

<5ol.< Licen
April 17tli

riADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANOFAOTUHEKS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Eqnipped with Onr Xew llaaneto Bell provided with specially

powerful Generator having large field magneta of best quality of

magnetic eteel, laminated armatnres with ample wire space, and com-
bining the qnallties of large quantity and high voltage; polarized hells

with ceotrally pivoted armatures (the pBtent on same having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,

the whole adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

Win ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

windings. Will work with any make of switchboard,

shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

aiilde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

3 promptly furnished.

Manufactured and controlled by us are the most rapid and efficient apparatus of the hind i

the public, .*mbraclog novel and original features possessed by no others; require where
]

lines. Estimates for compute equipment of exchanges and toll 1

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEE, President. E. W. BATCUELDEB,
H, C. DODGE, Genu Snpt. H. A. TAYLOB, TreBSnrer.

ILE "ELGIN "TELEPHONES
WORK ANY DISTANCE ON ANY WIRE.

'Elgin" Telephone Co., Elgin, III.

TELEPHONES
..<so TO -tme:..

VIADUCT CO,, Baltimore.

TIKTMPHONEEAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price «1.00.

The only complete and practical woi-k

of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cliicago,

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
And no fnrtlier excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.
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This is the

LAMP
THAT TOOK THE

CHICAGO
WEST PARK
CONTRACT.

750 Series Lamps at $22.50 each
OLD STYLE (DOUBLE LAMPS) WERE OFFERED IN COMPETITION AT $10.95

TO $19.00 EACH—THEY'LL BE CHEAPER, TOO, BEFORE LONG.

Get orders for Fall Business in Early— we'll be busy this Fall....

ADAMS-BAGNALL ELECTRIC CO., Cleveland, OMcl
NEW YORK OFFICE: 222 Havemeyer Building.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1654 Monadnock Block.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

PRESENT LAMP WORKS AT HARRISON N J

Manufacturing Gouipau) iu the World
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

BOSTON, 9IASS., 180 Slimmer !l

l^< IXWTI. OHIO. 430 AVest Fourth St.
« Ol.l IIICI M. <>III<». l4XorHiHlsIi St.
XAISII \ 1 1,1,1:. TK\ .v.. 308 JKorth Summer Sncdy Bids.

BlTFFAlOO, IS. Y., Morgan Bide.
BAI,TI]HORE, MD.. 2^7 East fterman St.
rHIL.ADEI.PHIA, PA., 50» Arcli St.

For all business outside the United States and Canada: Foreign Department, Sctienectady. N. Y., and 44 Broad St., New York.

IXorth
ock BI

1
WETKOIT. MHIi., 47-40 State !

KANSAS CITY, MO... SJew York I,tfe Bldg.

DENVER. COlO., 50.T IGtU St.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAl.. 1.T First St.
PORTLAND, ORE.. «'orcester Bldg.

For Canada, addr Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto. Canada.
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LE ROY'S=- X-RAY EBML
FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price, I Complete Portable X-Ray I
Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| Qutflts for PhysJcians |

^^'s'l^ ^ 0""ces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
S^rtci ^-t^mp -for <=ii-cs«jl^r.

J. A. L-E Roy, 143 E.. IS-th S-t., IMg^a/ Yorlc.

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

I MONAROH, I^ ^ The Apex of Bicycle Perfection. ^
5^ The finest equipped bicycle factor}- in the world (we have it) naturall}- produces the best bic_vcle—as near ^^^^Cm

^^ perfect as anything mechanical can be. Our 1896 models are the crowning glory of our unparalleled success as ~""^

^tr^ bicycle makers. ................ -'^<*

Four Models.

$80 and $100,

Agents Wanted. 3

Write for Terms.

Jl^ We also make the best of lower-priced machines, especially adapted to the jobbing trade

—

~~'*

^^ DEFIANCE, eight models for adults and children, $75, $60, $50, $40, fully guaranteed. -^'^

I Monarcli Cycle Mfg. Co., z^ss,i Chicago, III. i
^,v^ Mention this paper when writing. ^^^^
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

Consnltine Electrical Engineer.

1541 Ularquette Bld|[., Chlcaso.

"W. II. ,Srh(it(, K. K.,

Elootrlc 'titiuul Kiillwi.'vH, i;ir."iVl,' I.IkIiIIhk

SUl propSllusTookoTln'!'.' „l,l
'',',',','',

.',v,.,l'

""

Itooni 1025 Illoniul I4. 1 li < \<;0.
Toloi,hoiloll„r,I.MM JMl

iFor^eBain,
E,.<^j^^,^,<,

1 OoD-nlUng. Mechanical Engineer.

;
BupBrvl>lilK, Plan,, Bpeolnootlon. ana

Virginius J. Mayo,
Elootrlcal ana Mechanical KnKlnoerInK,

ConsultinK. Designing, Supervising,
rontractor and Manufacturer of Ma-
chinery for special purposes,

1 Kl.. MAIN m.
ioox.<iiii«.iiHt„ riiK A«:o.

0. P. SELLS.
BL-ECTRICKI. ENGINEeR,

IN El.KCTin.Vl. lONSllil.TlnN.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

F'RED. J. OROSS, E. E.
General Electrical EnKirieeriiif,' of Every De.scription.

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and S|.e.llli;itlo,]s fiinilslied.

Plans and all data for the complete constructlon'of dynamo el.'.trl.- hm.I, leery '.,t .-uiy en|.ae|ty
or voltage. NIA«;AKA FALLS, .\. V.

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

rclialile, readable

books to READ.

WALLACE BARNES,
Ma,m/aclur„ of

FUT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

Assaying Department.
COXTROL ASSAYS

Silver $2.00
Gold and Silver 3.00
Gold. Silver and Lead 4.00
Nickel 5.00
Nickel and Copper 6.00
Zinc 3.00
Iron 4.00
Manganese 5.00
Antimony 3.00
Platinum 5.00
Amalgamation Test B.OO
Chlorinalion or Cyanide Test 5.00

All mail orders must be properly labeled,
with name of sender attached; and all ex-
press packages or freight must be prepaid in

order to receive prompt attention.

Estimates on fluxing materials, etc., fur-
nished on application.

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

S726 CHELTENHAM AVEMJE,

S«. l_ouis, IVIo., <-l. ^. A..,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Furnaces for Nickel, Copper, Gold,

Silver and Lead Ores.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS FOR

Equipments of Caloric and
Chemical Reduction Works.

SPECIALTY MFG. CO,
Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Schlicht's Standard Ledger Indexes,

And a complete lineof

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for printed matter.

...CHICAGO BRANCH...

9, n and 13 Monroe St.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam enginedesigner, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosof our own manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,Bound Broolc, - - - - IM. J.
LEWIS' P4^TEXT DOUBLE STEEL SLIDE BAK VISE

LEWIS TOOL CO.. 44 Barclay Street, Xew York.

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 51 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books Write for Catalogue.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelplila.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabasli Ave., Chicago

1^

WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTER, 3IAS!!«.

FIVE COURSES OF STUDY.
Meehanieal, Civil and Electrical Engineering.
Chemistry, General Scientific Course. 1 98-pase
Catalogue, showing appoiatments secured by
c^radnates. mailed free. Expenses loiv. 2[iih year.

T. f. MEXDESHAXl., President.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Self-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Ahvajs

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.CO.

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/^ORL.D.

POPE MFC. CO.,
1 05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
TAKE THE-

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection lined in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Eqi
Furnishing. Decoration and Eliicient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.
FouB Tbips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit 4# Mackinac
PETOSKEY, THE SOO,'

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Ideals and Berths, prom
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, $15 ; from Detroit,
$13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ. a, r. •., DETROIT, MICH.

THe Detroil aqd Olevelaqil Steam Kav. Go.
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
J power aff per

-ssr^i of these certia ateeand tests £ other sized whee scan be seen at o,r office.

Test of a45-ln. «hfe -Ju 5 9, 94
1

Testof a44-iii. Wheel-July 14, '94

"••
Rev.

Kfi'n. Hi
HP. Per "- Rev.

Rfi'n.

Cu. Ft-

H. P.
Per

Whole Gate

i :: n.iy.

iiil

ii
149 :9i 11

75:52

Whole Gate

1
': ill

K:l? 121:00

101.85

199.66

14I4;
9R.85

80. oO
83.0 J

19:21

For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYTdN GLOBE IRON WORKS CO..Davton. 0.. II U.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Wm. J. AIexandi?r, Pres.

Geo. T. Schuster. Vice-Pres. luae
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood BngraTing,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Marquette Bldg.. CHICAGO:

COMBINE SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
SccarInK a hlfrh e:'<aranteed percentag'e and great steadlneBS M

motion, under variable loads. An uneqaaled coucentration ol power,
and an unprecedented high velocity. Its qnickly operating bal-
anced ^ates. aflorde prompt and fine regnlation by governor. Satll-
factlon gaaranteed where others fail. Write for cataloffue, and staM

irMES LEFFEL & CO., Springfield, Ohio, U. S. A.

PLATINUM
For ell Purposes.

Telephone Men!

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publislting Company,

Suite .ilO Jlartinette Bldg., Chieago.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES

>^ B Ucr outfit

RacineHardware Co.
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-

struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOGLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and-
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of j'our present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOGLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
OiTCS more poorer as to diameter ivitli a

liiglierpereeiitaseofiiseful effect than any other
water-TVheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
tlie Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory. and
tliose contemplatmg the improvement of powers, will tind it to
tlieir Interest to confer with me. as I am trillins to guar-
antee results -%vhere others have failed, no mat-
te r what make ofturbine lias been in use. STATE
KEmilREMENTS AND SEND FOR C.4TA-

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

FUSE WIRE]-—'^
AND LINKS h ^

capacity.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.
)-"-'"'--

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

. A. ESTEP Prest. and Treae F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of Works. JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vioe-Prest.

R, D. IM COIVIPAIMY,
AI-L-EGMEHMV-, F»A.

Arc you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.^ This bears an im-

portant relation to the.

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:

SCHMINKE & NEWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
JOSHUA HENIJY MACHINE WORKS, Pacific Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Fr
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NEW ORLEANS,

-

316 -318 ST CHARLt

^>' MEMPHIS.

CHICAGO. ILL.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY FOOT OF BELTING.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

W/'EBER Gasoline Engine
T T use In any place or for any purpose requtrmg power. Only a fe

power per hour. The simplest, most
f&G.BERGAS & GASOLINE ENGINE CO., 450 S. W.

^^ I MM > 1 lie aivfi\ ana
Gasoline Engines. theape.,pow-^ er for driving

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO.. CINCINNATI, OHIO.

The Phospho r Bro nz e SmelKng Co. Iimited
2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA,

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE'
lNGOTS,CASTrNGS,WIRE,RDDS,SHEETS,ETC.

--DELTA METAL-
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AND F0RGING5.

aR[;G[NAl:^fl^^p Sau.E Makers in the ^J.S.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINO AOENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

2S Cliff Strt^et. NEW YORK.

Sockols.SwIlchcs. Elc.

J. W. MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHir<G CO

Suite 510 Mai-quDtte BIdg , CHICAGO.

^ ' Wc heottheworld"
I

M For Steam

S "Florida" "Soleil"

i/i$_ "American" "Hodern"
Florida," Jr. "Florida" 400

^ "Spence" "Perfect"

^<Z "Advance" "Tropic"

^ "Tropic." Jr. "Little Giant"

P For Water

^^ Write for Catalogue

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO., Hfrs.,

Used for making Electric Light or farnlablng

power for any purpose required. Specially

adapted for electric ligbt in private enterprisea.

The latestgreat inveotlonof tliis progreseive age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

portable. Is the simplest power on the market. A
dwarf in size; a Samson In strength. Costs but

little to ran It. Has no eqaal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAaO.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers gl the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTTILT IN XJNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H, I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Woik.

SpecLflcatlong, drawlBsa and Prices fnmlBhed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.
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The Painter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of
construction with perfection of mechanism.

They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.

They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.

The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need
not be put on till all other work is done.

They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.
The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is 10 ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,

'4
s

MANUFACTURERS,
IA.I--rilVIC3RE:, IViO.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
i-b-bsburs.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric Light and Power Distribution in Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrieal Transmission by which
Power, Incandescent and Arc Iiigliting may be operated from the same circuits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Econoinical and Efficient on the Market.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College St.
BUFFALO. Erie County Bank Building.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building:. SAN FRANCISCO, Hills Building.

For Canada address Aliearn & Soper, Ottawa. Can.

BOSTON, Exchange Building.
PHILADELPHIA. Qirard Building.

WASHINaTON, D. C, 1333 P St.

i^ SEND
100
NNIES
F"OR

^Months'
Rl A I-

OF THE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
SUITE510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.
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Economy Pays Dividends
Morrin's "Climax" Boiler...

Chosen over all competitors.

The United Electric Light and Power Co., I
Twenty thousand (20,000) H. P. Climax Boilers. Call at our headquarters on third floor, Exposition

Building, opposite X-Ray display, and get pass to visit this great Central Station

28th Street 'and East

ver, New York City.

Electric Light Plants Installed in Vicinity of New York:
Edison Electric Illuminating Company, Brooklyn, 2,800 horse power.

Mt. Morris Electric Light Company, l.T.W horse power.

Newark Electric Light & Power Company, Newark, N. J., 4,700 horse powi

.Jersey City Electric Light Company, Jersey City, N. J., 1,200 horse power
Esse.x County Electric Company, Orange, N. J., 500 horse power.

„< Bronx Gas & Electric Company, West Chester, N. Y., 500 horse power.
•^ Manufacturers' Electric Company, Philadelphia, 600 horse power.

"^ Safety Electric Light Company, New York, 1,200 horse power.

jt Manhattan Electric Light Company, New Y'ork, 1,200 horse power.

Jt Municipal Electric Light Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1,800 horse powei-.

In addition to tiie above we have 10,000 liorse power installed in the prominent street railway stations near New York,

Send for New Catalogue.

: : : : MANUFACTURED BY : : : :

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,
.^^BROOKLYN, N. Y.n

See Descriptive Article, Page 229, Issue May Sth.
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ROTHBROS.&GO.,
34 Market Street,
C3I-IICA.GO,

Maniifacturers of

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AND

Electric

Motors.

Send for catalogue.

Dynamo
(^ELTINGt.

BB^.VOHBS: llii

^„ ^,.^^^.,^Jp!^BELTlN!S% ^S^^pMP^ CEMENT.

'"»t. l,o»l8, MO. T^ B. A. '"^^Jo^drculars

.

113 Liberty St., New fork; 129 North 3d St., PhiladelphU.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI/ECTRICAIi USES:

Graphite Rods of Varions liengtlis, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crucibles. Resisting Heats

of4.000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST-A-BLISHErJ 1878.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

factory: rFil._ cj*. J J -m^-A-- i t i_a« -mt-.!. i_l _J> A.1-^ 1¥r U PfFL9J
rrtGTON, DEL The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. •4dey ST.. NEW YOnH-

1 131 The Rookery

f UK \. o April :>() I89C.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO
,

320 Dearborn St Chicago III.

E.xposition.

rgest buildings in the United

jpon the m irk(_t -wh ha\e decided to

ur Ri\ iiA'ihite rorp exclusively
^Mrin_ IhP 1 iriis '\\ h, el

\ II iiH i\\ I the xMi upon the

^uurs\eiy truly
THE FERRIS •\\ HEFL Co.

„in Bj L A Rice Mgr

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPUCING COMPOONDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

File Works.Black

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

0«r regular goods are on salt in CTery leading Hardware
Store in the Vnitrd States and Canada.

Prompt attention

to special work.

G. & H. BARNETT CDMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBINQ.

For Electrical and Meclianlcal Purposes, liailwav Dust Guards, Washers
and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleats.

M.iNUF.iCTUKED BY

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., WilmlngtOil, DeL

LINKS LINKS.FUSE
SHAWMUT

FUSE WIRE COMPANY,
93 Federal St.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Morris Metcalf, Representative,
lOO Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL

BRUSH
ELECTRIC CO.,

eiKiloslnallliiraoeli
The UiiMoll Rloct

\t oi'kH. (or. Ili'lili- MOVI'-.I .V\l>. OHIO.



SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

giffiplex BlectTicBl Company,
H.R. HIXSON,

1137 Moniilnock Block, CHICAGO. 7S-B1 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFAOTORER OF

insui.ate:d ei.x:gtrig itvire,
FJ^VXSa.BIaTd CORI>» and CABr.ES.

>!>« eos IVarth Third Street.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TBIiKPHOKE,
TKI.EUBAPH,
I<I«HT and POIVER.

KJBBITE TAPES.

Chicago, III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICALWORKS

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

KENNEDY &
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C,

WLLLAKl) L. CANDKK,
H. DUK.VNT CHEEVEE, \ Business Managers

THE OKONITE COMPANY. LIMITED,

^oj?'-!: WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Gandee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonlte Waterproof Tape.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

Smith & Wallace, HamiltoQ St , Boston, IVfasB.

Ed P. SUfirp, 44 Niaparaht., Buffalo, N.Y.-
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg.

,

R^ger & Atwater, 21i Pine £

California. -

Central Elfctrlo Co., 173^
Harry M. Shaw, 126 Liberty £

SOLAR CARBON s MANUFACTURING CO.,

iWE% Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree of hardneBs.

Soft Cored Carbons (not hoi.i.ow).
For Arc Lamps on locand«ficent and Hallway Clrcnlts

SOLAR' CARBOl^ AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
96 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

^ESTDN EleDWical Ingtrnmenii Co.,
14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Seading

ebieldB the tantrn
dielnrblag Id-

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
Kocclvcd only Award for Trollcy« at Chicago

Manufactured ))y ALBERT A J. IW. ANUKRSON, 289-203 A St., Boston Ma««.

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,
WKSTixririorsK i

WIRES and CABLES, Sr,?rr

Best

Boilers

: TteMorrailFiiiWortiCi),
BURLINGTON. lA.

COLUMBIA
COLUIUBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

WERTHEIM,

^M J.W.MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO

CAHALL'

The Aultman & Taylor Machinery Co.
lEUD FOE. 0ATAI.03FE.

H. E. Collitis & Co.,
bole Agents for the United States.

Bank of Commerce Building, PITTSBDHOl

The Rookery. CHICAGO.

firW&CtICK!.^;SWirC0XC(i:

WESTON ENGINES.

^1High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power PlanttK

Estimates aad Drawings Snijmlttert.

WESTON ENGINE CO^
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

REPRESENTATIVES.
.TtJLIANSnHOLL 4 CO., - 12B Libortr St.. K. S. 01*.-
THEKi;YNOLnS.LAnOE^CO....V..r«,St..'
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The Largest Baby for the Smallest Price-

IT IS A BEAUTY.
Switchboards

Switches

Distributing Boards

Fuse Blocks

Spark Coils

Snap Switches

Capacity 35 annperes

Rated at 25 amperes
Metal parts highly polished
and lacquered.

Hard Vitrified Porcelain Base

H. P. BALL MANUFACTURING CO.,
FACTORY-Brooklyn. 101 Beel^rr-tan S'fcree't,

AGENTS WANTED IN LEADING CITIES.

CANADIAN BUSINESS
\A/Ha^ aro Youi Doing /Vk>ou-t l-t?

When 3-011 have secured it, call on us. We can pass your customs entries, pay duties and freights

and deliver machines to your customers with promptness and despatch. Can pass customs

entries on goods forwarded to any point in Canada. Address

CUSTOM HOUSE BROKERS AND FORWARDING AGENTS,

41 Oommon S-bree-b, IVIon-treal, Oanada.

FOR SALEOR LEASE ON REASONABLE TERMS.
Two large brick buildings, especially adapted for manufac-
turing purposes. Size of buildings as follows:

OneSOft. X 120 ft., five stories including basement, approximately 30,000sq. feet.

One 63 ft. x 1 20 ft., four stories including basement, approximately 36,000 sq. feet.

EITHER STEAM OR ELECTRICAL POWER FURNISHED.

Siluati-il in the hiait of tlie City of Scranton, I^a., no finer manufactui-ing plant could be de\ised. The cheapest steam fue'i

in the world, costing ^.v'^-"-' per h. p. per \ear. Good, intelligent and industrious labor in abundance. A rare opportunitx'.

KOI{ Fl KTHEK P VKTKl L.\I{!S. AIHUIF.SS

SCRANTON BOARD OF TRADE, Scranton, Pa.

c The Triumph Electric Co.,
Cincirkna-ti, OHio.

Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors,
Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Office and Factory:

610-616 Baymiller Street.
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Hercules BAtTeriesj
^4 Clede batteries r

Peru Electric MrcCo.

PORCElAlH IHSUIATIOM Ot an Kinds
We Solicit The maKing of

SpecAl Designs op Porcelain.

("M

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Quaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hantord, Conn.

OP- Al_l_

Commercial Instruments.

workmanship.

Gel New Circular and New Price List. Then you will

order.

Agents Wanted in Leading Cities.

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.

THE WILKINSON MANUFACTURING GO.

ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS.
MANUFACTURERS OF-

\A/IL.KIIMSOIM IVIECMAIMICAI- K
Automatic in all its functions. Complete combustion assured. No fire doors. No hand firing. The ONLY Fire
Grate successfully burning all grades anthracite and bituminous fuels. Steam pressure and furnace temperature not
dependent on chimney draft. A high duty grate. Simple, economical, efficient. Adapted to Steam Generators,
Furnaces, etc. For catalogue or information address

OFFICE AND WORKS-BRIDGEPORT, MOIMTCOMERY COUNTY, PA.,
TO WHUH PliEASE ADDRESSii .\I.Ii COMJIUliIC.4.TIOX!ii.

^esisnine and ^emodelins En-tii-e S-tieam ^lan-ts a Special-fcy.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
ADendroth & Koot Mt. Co.-txvil Butler Hard Rubber Co. .

.

xvli Electrician Publishing Co.

iv

Adams-Bagnall El. Co x!tv

Akron Elec. Mtg. Co -xii OhannonCo.,H xxvil Empire China Works x

American Battery Co Chicago Belting Co Eyanson & Armprlester..

American Boiler Co .. x.wii C.,B.&Q. K. K xxiil

Chicago Edison Co
American Elec. Fuse Co.. xv Chicago Elec. A Stereo. Co xxvi Ferracute Mach. Co -

Amer.Elec. Heat. Corp.... .xlv Chic. Genl. Fixture Co..

American Elec. Works.... xv Chicago Ins. Wire Co.... Fleming-Spence Elec'lCo. x

American Engine Co.. ..xxviil ChicagoTel. Sup. Co.... xix Forest City El. Works -

ClOK brock S. B. Co. xxvil, xxix
ColburnElec. Mfg. Co.... Ft. Wayne El. Corp

Collins & Co., H. E
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.. 1

Fuel Economizer Co

Babcoek & Wilcox Co., The i Commercial Elec. Sup. Co. Garlock Packing Co -

Garton-DanielsElec. Co.. x

Cor. School of Technol-y.

Crocker-Wheeler El. Co..

—
BalKt Wood Co., The Gordon-Eurnham Bt. Co . .

.

Ball, H. P., Mfg. Co ii Cross.F.J Goubert Mfg. Co -

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co
Dailey Jas. W xxvl Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co. x

Bates & Bro., D. L xi Dallett.Thos. H. &Co Hine&Co.,L. A

Bernardln, F. M xix Dayton GlobelronWks.Co xxvi Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co. -

Besly&Co., Chas. H xxx Det.&Clev. Steam Nay.Co. Huebel * Manger

Bl-Metallic El. Trans. Co. xiv Dickinson Elec. Supply Co Iv Hunter Fan & Motor Co....

IlUnols Engraving Co x

""'iifi&l'isxi^-.
Imperial Porcelain Works.

-

Bogue, Chas. .T xi xxv Independent Elec. Co.... x
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos,

.

Bowers Bros Eastern Elec. Cable Co. .

.

Jewell Belting Co
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co xiii Johns IVIfg. Co., H. W

Brill Co., J. G xxvil Kartavert Mtg Co -

keystone Tele. Coi\
Brown. D., cedar Co xvl Electric Appliance Co. . .

.

Elec. Engr. &Sup.Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co.Bryan & Humphrey xxv XX Leclanche Bat. Co., The... x

Buckeye Electric Co Electrical Engineering Co xvii LeffeKt Co., James x

Le Roy, J. A :

Lewis &Co., A. L
Lewis Tool Co
Lindsley Bros

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Macdonald Jr., A. Roy
Manbattan Elec. Sup. Co..

Manhattan Gen'l Con. Co.

Mason, J. W
Mayo, V.J
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co...

MenomineeEL&M.Co...
Metropolitan Elec. Co
Mianus Electric Co
Mica Insulator Co
Moore, Alfred F
Morris, Tasker & Co
Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes,L.M s

Munsell & Co., Eugene....

Murray Iron Works Co ...

.

National India Rubber Co.

National Ore & Red. Co..x:

New York Ins. Wire Co....:

Norman, J. J. Co x,

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

NortbwestEnglneer'gCo. .

.

Novelty Electric Co
NuttaUCo.,R.D s

Office Spec. Mfg. Co x

Ohio Electric Works x

Oblo Storage Battery Co.

.

OkoniteCo.,The
Orient Electric Co., The.

.

Otto Gas Engine Wks....x:

Partrick & Carter Co

Partridge Carbon Co ... i

Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. . xiv

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co.

Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar &
Lumber Co xvi

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co iii

PhUlips Ins'd. Wire Co . . xv
Phoenix Glass Co xil

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld xxvil

Pope Mfg. Co xxv

Remington-SholesT.Co.

Replogle Governor Wks.
Rhoads & Sons. J. E

Safety Ins.M'ireA Cb.Co.vii,\

Samson Cordage Wks :

Sawyer-Man El. Co .\x\

Schoonmaker. A. O :

Schott.W. H -....X

Scranton Board of Trade .

.

Sells, O. P X
Sha^vmut Fuse Wire Co. . . x

Shultz Belting Co x

Siemens AHalske E. Co.. -

Sills & Co., W. H -

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Souix City Brass Works....

-

Smith, S. Morgan x;

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co. ...

Sprague El. Elevator Co . . \'

Standard Inc. Lamp Co. xv

PaintCo ;

Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.

.

Standard Underg.Cable Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sterling, W. C. &Son.... :

Stilwell-Bierce & Smlth-
ValleCo xvi. x

Storey Motor & Tool Co .

.

Toomey, Frank
Triumph Elec. Co

Union Heater Supply Co.. -

United El. Imp. Co x
U. S. Telephone Cons. Co.. :

UticaEl. Mfg. & Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co
Van Duzen Gas Eng. Co..xx
VanNuis,C. S _

Viaduct Mfg. Co x

Vulcanized Fibre Co x

Walker Company _

Walsh's Sons Co >

Want Advertisements ... >

Warren Elec. Co
Weber Gas & Gaso. .En..Co.xx

Webster. Warren & Co . . . x x
Wertheim. Ed
West End St. Ry. Co
Western Electric Co
Western Tel. Cons. Co -
WestinghouseEl.&M f .Cox x v

Weston Electrical Ins. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. . . . ?

Williams & Abbott El. Co. >

Wirt, Chas xx
Worcester Poly. Inst x

F'or ^lassi-fi^d Ind^sc o-f JVdv^r-tis^m^rk-ts S^^ ^as^ \/l.
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid for Direct l—isli-tine;.

...LARBE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents :•»••«•• Chicago Edison Company,
<^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES..^^

Edison Buiidins, 139 iEVdams S-tree-t, OHiOA.OO, II-I-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

PAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

lron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

lypMHi
ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

Ask your MEA.REST S«-IF3|3|_Y HOUSE: -for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

VULGABESTON CONTROLLER PARTS.

All Controllers are Insulated with Vulcabeston.

G. E. 800 and Wei^ting-Iioniiie Coiiiiniitator Rings,
Brush Holder Bushings and Field l§lpooIs.

SENU FOR PRICE 1.1ST.

Moulded Mica Trolley Insulating Materials, Frogs, Crossings,

Tree Insulators, Weatherproof Sockets, etc.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., ^^
340-342 Ran<loIi>li St.. CUIoago. 111. ^^'fi

NEW YORK. PHILADKLPHIA. BOSTON. Westlnghouse.

mm
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
LigFiting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Office and WorbB, Hansfleld, Ohio.

75 K. W. OENKEATOB.

Jt'4"*'T|*'i"*"'JblW MICA '»i'|ttl?'|"*"|?'|"*"|?'t'iWF- MICA ^wr^r^r^r^r^'|''i''^^tJi'iiF~MCA'^Kirr}r'i^T^t^'*'*;

I JUST A IQ MICA FOR ELECTRICAL INSULATION. §
g EUGENE MUNSELL & CO., Importers Direct from the Mines. ^'^'^^sTv'aier «. ^"'"™L«kes.. p
^ AGENCIES:

J

ULKVIJI-ANB ;

^

HI. I.OUIS: CINCINNATI i SAN FUANCISCO :

^ ^
^4*4*4k4*4*As»^raCA-wii4k4ki^4»4*4»*|*4**j* liT'MICAIRI 4»*|*4*4*4i4**|*4»4ii(«5-MICA'®^ 4*4»4»4»4»4*y
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THE SEASON 1896.

NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Original

Direct-

Connected

Ceiling Fans.

TWO OR FOUR=BLADE FANS.
COLUMN,
COUNTER
COLUMN )

Exhaust Wheels.

-*--*,«-».-».

OWNERS OF

Fundamental Patents

COVERING
SUSPENDED
ELECTRIC

Fans
FOR CATALOGUE AWD
PRICE LIST, ADDRESS

DIEHL MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

s«ow Roo«s:
- SrsXr ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.

See our Exhibit at tlie National Electricall Exposition, Bootlis Nos. I (8 and 1 19.
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E. E. ^ S. JACK KNIFE SWITCHES,

Switch for Top Connection.

We make these Switches regularly in all

capacities from 25 amp. to 3,000 amp. Single,

Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double
Throw. With or without Fuse Terminals. Plain
or Polished.

These designs with back connection are spe-
cially adapted tor Switchboard use. The arm is

made in a unique and practical way, insuring
strength, good contact and handsome appearance.

Our new list on these Switches is ready tor

Switchboard Building a Special Feature.

Send us your specifications and we will

promptly furnish you with an estimate.

We are still maklne a Complete Line of

Incandescent Supplies. Street Hoods, Panel Boards.

Snap Switches, Sockets, etc.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,

^ SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Thames St. F. M. Hawkins.Agt. Switcli for Back Connection.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accumulators.

owe Storage Battery Co.
Annunciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Menominee El. &. Mech.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Arc Ijamps.
Adams-Bagnall Eleo. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation

Samson Cordage Wks.

Nat'I Ore*& Reduction Co.

Batteries i ndJars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Cliicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.
Leclanohe Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Partrick & Carter.Co.
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
ChannonCo.. H.
Chicago Belting Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons, J. E.
Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.
Adams & Westlake Co.
Pope MIg. Co.

Boilers.
Abendroth & Root MIg. Co.
American Boiler Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
Collins S Co.. H.E.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Moyes, L. M.
Murray Iron Works Co.

Books, Klectrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bronze.
Be.sly&Co.,Chaa. H.
Phosphor BronzeSn
Krushes.
Bernardln. F.

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Solar Carbon *

Wirt, Chas.

Burelar Alai
Electric Ap eCo.

Monomlnee El. & Mcch. Co.
Partrick & Ciirior Co.
WeHtern Electric Co,

CablOM (B(!o Insuliite<l Wires.

latcd Win C p p c

Elec. Edkf. & Supply Co.
Mooro. Alfred F.

Now York Ins. Wire Co.
Simplex lOlectrlciil Co.
Standard UnaoFKround C Co.
Western Electric Co.

€arboiiM,1*oliitHA Platen,
American Carbon Co.
Bernardln, h\ M.
ChlcaKO EdUoo Co.
CblcagoOcnrnU n.xture Co,
Qeneral Electric c.o.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. C

Wertheim, Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Compound.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Conti'actors and Electric
liight Plants.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Arnold, B. J.
Bain, Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Schott, W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.

Western Electric Co.

Besly & Co., Chas H.
Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.

Besly & Co.. Chas H.

FiberiteCc, The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkonlteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Crookes' Tubes.
LeRoy, J. A.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins and
Brackets.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.
Bernardln, F. M.
Brady, T. H.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

NuttallCo-.R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Cut-OutH and S^vitclie

Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co,
Eyanson & Armprlestor.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply C

PlberlteCa.The.

OonoralBlec. Co.

Morrison Southern El. Co.
Nuttdll Co., R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Utlca El. Mfg & Sup Co.
Woatlnghouso El. &i Mfg. Co.
l>ynamoH.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
American Engine Co.
Brush Elootrlo Co.
r'nrd Electric Co.
[Jolburn Eleo. Mfg.

Electrical Eng.

Northern Electl.

Triumph Elec. Co.

Warren Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American Elec. Heat. Corp.

Electric Railways.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mechani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. MIg. Co.
Schott, W. H.
Sells. O. P.
Wilkinson Mfg. Co.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M
Bernardln. F. M.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.
Norton, C. E.
NuttallCo.,R. D.
Partrick & Carter Co.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical Specialties.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co.
Rau Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Macli''y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.

Elevators.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gaso. Eng. Co.
Weber Gas & Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Engines, fiiiteani
American Engine Co.
BalUt Wood Co., The.
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Murray Iron Works Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Engravers.
Chic. Electro & Stereo Co.
Illinois Engraving Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.
Faucett, I. L.

Fan Ontnts.
Bates & Bro., D. L.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
DIehl Mfg. Co.
Fdlson Mfg. Co,
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hunter Fan iV. Motor Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Feed AVater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Holmes Flbrc-Graphito Co.
Kartftvort Mfg,

"-

jCo.

Union i\

Fuse AVire.
American Elec. Fuse Co.
Brixey, W- R
Electric Appliance Co.
Fiberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

<,iaskets.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Cias litghtinff. Electric.
Partrick .fe Carter Co.

Besly'* Co.. Chas. H.
NuttallCo.,R. D.

Cleneral Elec. Supplies.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.
Bernardln, F. M.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago Edison Co.

Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.

Elec. Engr. & Supply Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks.

Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

Norton. C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Utica El Mfg & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Water AVheel.

Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber <iroods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing materials.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

fg&i^Empire China Works.
Eyanson A Armprlester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

Co.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech.
Munsell A Co., Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York insulated Wire Co
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkonlteCo,, The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated AVIres and
Cablea—Hagnot Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.

Klec. lOngr. A Supply Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
General Electric Go.

Independent Electric Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Safety Ins. Wire A Cable Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Electric Appliance C

Orient Electric Co..
Partrick A Carter Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sawyer- Man Elec. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.

Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Magnet Wire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

lUechanical Machinery,
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
BUss Co., E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Murray Iron Works Co.

Munsell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker. A. O.
Sills A Co., W. H.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Bates & Bro., D. L.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett&Co.,Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Klec. Engr. A Supply Co.

Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.

Walker Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley, Jas. W.

Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Standard Paint Co.

Pliospltor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Bernardln. P. M.
Brown, DeWltt, Cedar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.

Lindsley Bros.
Morris. TasUer A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Perrlzo, Paul, Jr. Co.
Sterling. W. C. A Son.
Valentine-Clark Co.

Porcelain.
Commorrlal EIcc. Sup. Co.

General Electric Co.

Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Klipstein ACo., A.
Speaking Tubes.
Electric AppUance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly ACo., Chas. H,
Norton, C. E.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whiifney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
^

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

_Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Street Cars.

Brill. J. G. Co
Ladd, A. W.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
Shone Material.
ndrae A Sons Co., J.

Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Elgin Telephone Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.
Mason. J. W.
Mlanus Elec. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Richards A Meacham.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
U. S. Telephone Cons. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Vestern Elec. Co.
vVilliams A Abbott El. Co.

Transformers.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
"' ""ayne Elec. Corporation.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Trolley Cord.
Bernardln, F. M.
Samson Cordage Wk.t!.

Trucks. Electr
General Electric Co.
'"estinghouse Ej. A Mfg. Co.

trie Car.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron V
Leftcl & Co.. Jas.
Roplogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan
Stilwell-Blerce & Sml

Int. Corr Schools

Smith S. Morgan.
Wire, Bare.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Besly & Co , ' has H.
Bl-Metalllo El. Trans. Co.
Brixey, W. R.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.

sCo.

X Kay Ontnts

•aso III-
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To read this advertisement

hold page to the light.

WALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It,

IMo Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

FAN WORKS.

OurGuarantee is Good.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
All Bearings SELF=0IL1NG.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGENTS WANTED IIV LEADING CITIES.

Hunter Fan 8c Motor Co.,
(Successors to Tuerk Water Meter Co.,)

FLJI-TOIM, M. V.
(jXi)®®®®®®

The Handsomest Fan ever offered to tfie trade. E. B. Latham & Co, Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.
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Sprague Electric Elevator Company,
Postal Telegraph Building, New York City,

BUILDERS OF

Electric Passenger and Freight Elevators.

It has any required spofd and capacity. Eacli machine i

It occupies less space. It is absolutely safe.

The Worm Gear Drum Machine !L'°ioi;

The Automatic House Elevator ''e^urefn?;

Among typical buildings adopting Sprague flachines are:

Postal Telegraph Building, New Yortt City; Parrott Building,
San Francisco; Board of Trade, Chicago; Guaranty Building,
Buffalo; Syndicate Building, New York City; Union Trust Build-
ing, Detroit; Gerken Building, New York City; Custom House,
New York City; Merchants' National Bank, Baltimore; Hotel
Walton, Philadelphia; J. T. Williams Office Buildings, New York
City; Mabley Fiuilding, Detroit; Young Men's Christian Associa-
tion, New York; Daniells' Stores, New York; Court House and
City Hall, Hinneapolis; Boston Daily Globe, Boston; Safe Deposit
Building, San Francisco; Academy of Husic, San Francisco;
Canada Life Insurance Co., riontreal; State Mutual Life Assur-

ance Co., Worcester; Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore;
Edison Electric Illuminating Co., New York; Currier Bank
Building, Los Angeles; Ahrens Building, New York; Wadsworth
Building, New York; The Callender, HcAuslan & Troup Com-
pany's Department Stores, Providence; the residences of Mr.
John Jacob Astor and Hr. George Morgan, New York; City and
County Court House, Salt Lake City; Graham Building, New
York City; Tlutual Benefit Insurance Co., Boston; Government
Printing Office, War Department, Washington; Wilcox Build-
ing, Los Angeles.

Recent contracts include four of the finest and most costly buildings
of their respective classes ever projected :

Manhattan Hotel, 9 Elevators. SiegeNCooper Stores, 21 Elevators.
* Commercial Cable Building, 21 Stories.

Mr. John Jacob Astor's New Palatial Hotel, 19 Elevators.
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THE ELECTRA
High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS. FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.
IC3 P-C3F3 i_;A.-rE^-r i=>i7ic=e: i_ist to-

MVJGO REISIIMGEiaR, NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK. .>r;.;;.: s';';r.V:';^^^^^

p you are anxiou;^ to %M ^% I should write to the f^ I f procure too many ^% ^ %
I
L secure the latest Y 1 1 1

1 ElectricianPublishing I AN I
reliable, readable K 1

1

II electrical books, I 'UU Co., Chicago. You U fl II I books to IlLllUl

.
IIIIITATIGN IS THE HIGHEST PRiySE,

i When we first offered enclosed arc lamps, doubters SMILED incredulously; NOW
i

they are COPYING the "PIONEER," and while we appreciate this endorsement and

I
the delicate compliment of imitation, we hereby give notice that we intend to

I
STOP ALL INFRINGERS ON OOR PATENTS

I And are pushing our suit in the U. S. Circuit Court against prominent users of other

i enclosed arc lamps. We trust this will be taken as fair warning to avoid litigation. f

The Electric Arc Light Go.,

687 and 689 Broadway, New York.

The "Pioneer" Enclosed Arc Lamp burns 100 to 150 hours; saves $15 to $20 an-
nually per lamp in carbon and trimming; is shadowless, noiseless, steady, simple and

.8«S^>«hS>«^xS^«$xS«^-8«S«S> <»««S>^^h$>^.««S«S^h$«^<S^ «"SkSkS>^^«8>^>«kSxSx$>«h8^<$«5^ .8xS><SxS«$«Sh8kS«s^k$^kSx8xS> <s^«^SxSxS«s^<$>^^.SyS«s>^ <S><8><S><S><S^hShS><$><$«$xS>^

THE WEST ENO STREET RAILWAY COMPANY OFFERS^-^

R-O-R S-A-i--E
Six General Electric Multipolar 500 K. W. Generators; 4 Pole, Compound

Wound, for 500 to 600 Volts.

These Generators are complete, brass oil piping, brass fittings, marbleized slate panels, with

apparatus for complete control and protection of generator. All in first-class order.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES, ADDRESS

H. F. WOODS, = Purchasing Agent, = BOSTON, MASS.
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SEVEN THOUSAND
Manhattan Arcs in ser-

vice. One hundred Edison
Central Stations. One pair

of half-inch carbons will

burn one hundred and
fifty hours; will burn
singly on incandescent
circuits, avoiding the

necessity of burn-
ing two lamps in

series. A perfect

diffusion of light isobtained
by the use of double en-

closed globes. Lamp
fire-proof and absolutely
noiseless. Lamps to

burn in series on cir

cuits from two hun-
dred to five hun
dred and fifty

volts. Length
twenty-fou
and thirty-

seven
inches.

<9'

e
Put in a

new carbon
and trim it

^^-r once every one
^W" hundred and fifty

hours. Figure
^y what that will save

^^
O We have on hand

five hundred In-
candescent Arc
Lamps of all makes,

which we have dis-
placed by " Manhat-

tans," which we offer
complete at $3.00 each.

Manhattan General

NEW YORK: « Broad SI. CHICAGO; Moiiaduock Block. BOSTON: HO Congress St.
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The Warren Alternator.
Induction TypeliiiSSr"

i Volts without

Stationary Single Mi Arinatiire—Stationary FieW Coil.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

EFFICIENCY THE HIGHEST I
"'»"»/i'""»'i"e

REGULATION THE CLOSEST \ Generator known.

NOISELESS IN OPERATION.

BUILT TO EARN MONEY WITH-NOT TO SPEND MONEY UPON.

Warren Eleetrie Co., Chicago.
SAI.ES AGEIM-rS:

Wendell & McDnflie, Bates Machine Co., A. M. Searles, California Electrical Works,
126 Cortlandt St., New York. 154 Congress St., Boston, Mass. 281 Dearborn St., Chicago. San Francisco, Cal.

Central Station Repair Work Solicited.
I MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

ARMATURES * COMMUTATORS.
Arc Lamp Supplies "American Wood"

IN STOCK OR TO ORDER. SUPPLIES A SPECIALTY.

CHAS. J. BOQUE, 204 Centre Street, NEW YORK.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,
ST. LOUIS, M0„

And I 1 2 Liberty St., New York.

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

* Melton" 12-inch fan, 60 to 70 watt".

" 16-inch fan, 70 watts.

Induction 12-inch fan, 7.200 alts., 80 to 90

Induction 16-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 110 to 125

Induction 12-inch fan, 16,000 alts. ,00 to 100
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A Good Thing 4-U-2-C.
OUR EXHIBIT IN SEC. C, SPACE 161, AT THE
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION, NEW YORK.

PARTRICK£ GARTER GO.,PHILADELPHIA,
IVIanufacturers of Electrical House Goods.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IKDrCTION AlVD SPARK COII.S, ETC., ETC.
-%^WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

leioiinee Electrical and leclanical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

Switches and

Switchboards
^ ^Of all Descriptions.

Write tor our new catalogue "D."

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER,
I

Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

BRANCH OFFICES:
Cl-IIC>KC3^: I I Electric Co., 186 5th ,

fifCTRK Light GL0BE5E-
""

THE-hN!\Rr,FS

Jh\N0VEUAHTISTICPATT[^NS8EFF[GTS.<®m
'.,?. 42 MURRAY ST. NY. /M.VA

CHicAuo orricE, 107 e. madison street.

^Vrc CiJit=Oixt.
ALWAYS RELIABLE.

Water Tight Iron Case. Perfect Insulation.

ORDER ONE. YOU WILL USE MORE.
General Repairing.

SiiiRle and Double Pole lron-Bo.\ Fuse BD.\es. Arc Knife Switches. Lightning

Arresters. WRITE US. GET OUR DISCOUNTS.

Utica EleGtrica! Mfg. & Supply Co.,

LJTIOA. IM. Y.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

§) Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

^Vr Itulld ull iMM'^HHary U|t|>ai'HliiH for 1Ih> ti'iiiiMiniNMioii of KhM'trit'iil

l*«>\V4'i- llii'4»iitj;li t'lK'f 01-3' oi' (»tli4*i' ItiiiliiiM^;:.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
<iV,\\- YciI;K. II. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Expres,s Building.

1'1III>.\I)I0IJ'1IIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commeree St.

liD.STuX, Li. M. Angier & Co., (14 Federal SI.

ELMIKA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldf., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Managers.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

ot Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

*' Trust/* with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

TM AlVIERiOAIM OARBOIM OO.,
IMoblesville, Ind., KJ. S. A..

/5^^t^

W It

,e-.S

LOTS OF OTHER FAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and

16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIQ WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent

a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, }'ou

want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write 3-ou.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

39 and 41 Oor-tland-t S-t., Ne^A/ Yorlc.

This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types
In all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS:

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock BIdg., Chicago.

F. S. Blackall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smith, 607 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
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Upton Arc Lamps
Are becoming daily more popular.

Series Arc, Direct Current,

and Alternating Current.

%^,.-#'' CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUIT. Write us about our

^&' new 30-HOUR Lamp-—a beauty.

General Western Agents:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY
Electrical Supplies, 242 Madison Street, Chicago,

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. CO., 16 Warren Street, New York.

OUR ALTERNATING

CurrentAmmeters
....AND....

VOLTMETERS

: superior to anything: on the market,

our prices—well, write to us and we
will tell you all about them.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co.,

PENACOOK, N. H., U. S. A.

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.

Bi-Ietallic Electric Tramission Co,

1204 Havemeyer Building,

1^^ ^ Rhoads belt
nw^l ^

.'
P "VOLTA DYNAMO" Belting is Superior

!

. RHOADS & SONS, 227 Orange St.. Wilmington. Del

TM
alwa\s the t-Jicapcst.

4M'lt MOTTO IM :

"II4MV <,iOOI»~XOT HOW CHEVr."

New Orient Lamps
ARE SUPERIOR IN QUALITY.

\VK iiiake lliciii—I'OI' iiood tlu'iii.

VOII have tin- iiMUM'.v—\VK i 1 if.

LET'S TKAin;.

THE ORIENT ^CTRIC CO., Youngslown, Ohio.

Chicago Office: 1 628 IVIonadnock. Thacl. S. Lane. Mgr.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . .p#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,
Sole Manufacturers,

79-81 John St., New York.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.,

MANnriCTUBEES OP

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Onr machines will operate SUS-

PENDED from CEIL,IXG OVER-
HEAD or BOLTED DIRECT to
SIDE WAL,Ii as readily as when
occnpying floor space in the ordi-
nary manner. All bearings self

oiling. See onr new patented de-

vice for COXHTECTIUfO MOTORS
DIRECT TO L,IXE SHAFT. SAV-

ING BEL,TS, FULtrEYS ABfD FLOOR SPACE.

l-TE

C-S FLUSH SWITCHES

AUTOMATIC iVIAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Cutter Electrical and Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom Street

SAMSON SPOT CORD

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

THE STOREY nOTOR.
DUST and Moisture
proof.

Specially adapted for
directdriving machin-
ery.

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

Light weight. Slow and
medium speed.

No interior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

The Storey Motor &T00lC0-. Metropolitan Electric Co.

YORK &SEDCELEY AVENUE,
| NEW YORK OFFICE:

PHILADELPHIA.
| 12 Liberty Street.

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.

The Best Money
A central station earns is that wlTicli conu-s

from increase of day load.

TAILORS' IRONS, LAUNDRY IRONS AND GLUE POTS

l^arn this kind of moiu-y. 'I^hcsc ckn ices

and otlier eleetrical!)- heated devices (all of

American Electric Heating Corporation,

CHICAGO.
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. PlIlLLII'S, I't

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
ess

•It<>Vll>EX<'K. H. I

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Vi.iOi Rti.uk, V. C. Ackerman. lOCortlaudt St.

•iiirAii" SToKis. F. K. Uonolioe, 241 Miidlson St.

Mu.NTuKAi. BuANCH, Eiigeoe F. riillUps' Electrical Works.

RauManufacturingCo.
Russell BIdg.. Randolph and Canal Sts., Chicago, III.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^E ^ Special Electrical Goods.

The Only Water-Wheel Governor that Governs.
Montague Street Railway Co.

(liiF.F.NFiELD, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

CiENTI.KMEN:—We liavp nil.' ii[ your Gi)vern<irs in usf

at oiir power Ikpusi- ;[l Mill. -rs Falls, Mass., laking can' ol

I wo walvr-wlu-pls lo piTlotl ion, ri'irulating the power iri(/ii,

,1 IVir ,'„/l«. We look out oiH' Governor and replaceU it will

a'LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives perfect salL.

fnrll,,,,. Yonrslnily, MONTAGUE ST. RY. CO.,
(Siffiied) H. C. Garpiei.d, Supt

LOMBARD WATEE-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absohitcl}' guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

PROTECT your Telephones and Tele-

graph Instruments from
Lightning, Electric Light

and Trolley Wires, by using the 1-2 Ampere Soldered Copper Terminal
Mica Fuse. Manufactured only by the AMERICAN ELECTRIC FUSE
CO., 87-89 Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

NOVELTY ELECTBIC CO.,
50, 52 and 54 N, Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

ELECTRIC RAILWAY,
LIGHT, POWER and
HOUSE iVIATERIALS.

We liiannfactnre one of the best and handsomest IVeedle y
Annuneiators. Write ws for prices. ^

ihiBESTa battery
For Fan Motors. Gas

Engines. Railroad

. , . Crossing Signals.

rV^^^V Dental Engines.

S[ \ Phonographs.

^3\ Cautery.

<^RGPO)C£S
i T^^V^romHE'-CLARKtw^^ , 2 30-236

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing.

Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MANUFACTURED BY

The doriofl-Bmliaiii Battery Co.,

R9 WAQt BronriiA/nv Mnuu Ynrlf.

AtJEXCIEW:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
NEW YORK OFFICE: FACTORY:

qq and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I.
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POSITION WANTED.

ndMa-
around man tor Street Ra
ric Light. Good Engineer
iit and first-class Efectrician; an.v

n. Familiar witli making tests, re-

and construction work. Addres;;

'H.'" care Western Electrician.

WANTED.

also experienced i

give good r

Address '- J. V. E.,"

WANTED.
Aparty with money to take either the control-

Hng interest or the whole deal of an electric light

plant in a town of 2,000. Have franchise but not

enouRli money to install same. Address "2a0,*''

WANTED
An energetic business man to in-

vestigate a concern manufacturing
electric motors and dynamos where
money can be made, as the ma-
chines are the best, have been well

introduced, a large number now in

operation. They can be turned out

as cheaply as any of the others, and
all that is wanted is more capital

and a good business man with it,

who will take entire charge of the

management of the concern, em-
ploy his own help without interfer-

ence, become a director in the com-
pany, and look after his own invest-

ment.

"S," 108 Times BIdg., New York.

LIGHT PLANT FOR SALE.

light plant, located in the most prosper-
ous oily of its size in Central Illinois, is

ofleredfor sale at a great bargain. Forty-
five arc and 3,000 incandescent lamps in

circuit. City contract 3 years to run.
Only plant in the city. Business growing
rapidly. Coal delivered at the boilers for

3.5 cents per ton for slack, 90 cents for

lump. Capital stock $20,000, no bonds.
Twenty per cent, earned last year. Good
reason for .selling. Address for further
information. "Hynanio," Western
Electrician Office.

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. AVestlnghouse compound
'--; one 250 h. p. Ball automj

'

'

, Ball automatic engines— " • two 135 h.

generators, t

nglnes; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large

stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also
boilers, 7r ^ ~ — -

rOOMEY

pt!

boilers, 700 1). p., 160 h. p." " N. Third Street, pEllac

FOR SALE.
light

lound wound.

_. A. i-iiime: & CO.,
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
One ISO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine with Spare
Armature.
One IOC Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A I

condition.

Addr...ss,<'^HJYKR,"

OOJO WMTHllN Kl.El!Tl,l<-.AN, Sultu 510 Mlirr|UI.Uu

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-Ught Fort Wayne Alternating Incandes-

cent Dynamo, with Exciter. Second-hand, bat in

perfect order. Address

THE S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.,

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 60-lb. relaying rails;

1,000 tons 75-lb. relaying rails; 800

tons 45-Ib. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacity. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

steam railroad bonds when payable

at Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.,

N. Y. , or Knickerbocker Trust Co.

,

adway, N. Y. , and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company

A. \A/. I_ADD,
94 Pine Street, (26th Ward)

BROOKLYN. N. Y.

MAYOR'S OFFICE.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, May 9, 1896.

Bids will be received by the

City Clerk and opened by the

undersigned at 12 m. June 5th,

to light the streets of San Anto-
nio with arc electric lights, af

per specifications to be had on

application to the City Engi-

neer of said city.

The City of San Antonio re-

serves the right to reject an}'

and all bids.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricity. Subscribe now.
$3.00 per year, in advance.

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., - CHICAGO

IVII
CANADIAN

AMBER MICA
A specialty, in any size,

shape or form, for electric
purposes, patterns or odd
shapes.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
AND QUOTATIONS.

Jr.

2221 St. Catherine St„

MONTREAL, CAN.

Stiltwell's Patentm»H. Water Purifier

I Iron A. Ijoeomot

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

StUwell-Bierce & SmitH-Taile Co.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
M''ork8, San Francisco, Cal^ Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C. Sterling, Sr. W, C. SterUis, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles lor Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards !n Michigan.

Get prices on first grade poles for city construc-
tion and buy of an old reliable flrni.

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

C. S. MA.I2T,

iDle^riph, Telephone, Slectrio Li^U

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar rjeeled. Quick

Bhipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$ 1 .00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

INDIA AND AMBER MICA,

P
WHITE

OTeieplionel STREET F STREET A
CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R. R- f CAR \
U Light, L AND L TIES. U

Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COIVIPANY.
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

T.H.Bra

Uanni

A. L. LEWIS &. CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
PROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

micliigan.

MENOMIXEE, MICH., for prices on M^HITE CEDAR POI.ES.

Morris, Tasl(er & Go.

Boiler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

Central Manufacturings Co.,
CHATXANOOQA
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Victor Turbine Water Wtieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Kull and Partial Gate.
Tlic attention of ELKCTRIC COMCANIES

WHEEIj as particularly adaptetl t<. their 1

* ' * * ' ofllcii^ncy UII4 lis tlluiiietor^ l)cinf{ double

an u<|ual, producing the

lilgli Bpoed and greut ofllcii^ncy uiid lar^o capuclty I

ifus witli great satisfaction. In the economical use ol water it

lighest per cent of usctiil effect gaarantood.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
..y MnpiiiiviiiR; engraving represents :

\ feet licad. Arranged v

jingle or In pain I horizontal shafts,

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

IVIos-t Durable i-t-terx Oells Produced.

r
i

CO }:1;t3

tfl 2 o

ri ^ 2.

tn <»

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N.Y.

IRON ARMORED CONDUIT
(CUMMINC'S PATENTS)

FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

ARMORITE - INTERIOR - CONDUIT - COMPANY,
Office and Works: 478-480 Fort SI. West. Detroit. Micli.

WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WOKtESTER. MASS.
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY.

Mechanical, Civil and Electrical Engineering.
Chemistry. General Scientific Course. 158-paee
Catalogue, showing appointments secured Dy
graduates, mailedfree. E^enses low. 29th year.

T. C. MEIVDEIVHAM-, President.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

teries of tlie World.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THE GARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
Unequaled for Durability, Reliability a

WII.I. PROTECT WHEK ALIi OTHERS FAII>.
I Efficiency ! Our testimonials back up all (

CARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A.

• claims. Send for them.

MEXTIOX THIS PAPER

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^B
Telephofies a specialty. ^k light and power plants. I ^

LEGTRICAL LnGINEERING ll

iVire, Lamps, Bells,

batteries. Mica, etc.

OMPANY,

Northwestern Agents for

Siemens Sr Halske Dynamos.

INNEAPOUS. MINN.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
510 Marquette Bu

CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

CHICAGO,
mailers Bldg. THE BOUDREAUX DYNAMO BRUSH. .S^YS^Si,.

A. ^peoial A.i-i«i-P-rio^ior-i IVIe^al Brush.

^O C^^
XVVxv^'

Sole Agents : ^^ Sole Agents: "*•

R. E. T. PRINGLE, Hontreal, Quebec.

ROBINSON ENG. CO., Baltimore, Hd.

A. J. BURNS, Kansas City, Tlo. BARDEN'SHEETS EL. CON. CO., Houston, Tex.

J. W. BROOKS & CO., San Francisco, Cal.
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The "Western Electiiciiii>>

Chicago 111,

Gentlemen:-
We have just received your May 9lh, number, and al i^housli

it is not requested by pcrsonril letter to us we can not out help lo

tender to you our oonsralulations upon the appearance of this paper.

And in this saune letter we wish to take an exception to an ilefli in

your own advertisment on page Uli F9-ot''o"West of the Alleghanies"

should not appear. We are pretty near as far East of them as we can

gel and we receive the W.E. as soon as any other paper, and this

particular number before the most of them in fact all except

Electricity.

Don't be too modest.

Again congratulating you we are

Very truly yours

•Die. by G. T. %,

^^?4C^/^/ "y^^^^i^^^'^^^

SlANDARDl^AMp^ Hand Made -High Grade V*

Of*

Si*"

One Price «

,, i?IJALITY,

11 Thousand
MOliRS

GUARANTEED

CENTS
IN

ANY
'"ilANTITY

Sq Watts per
16 C.P.

jMc Standard Incandescent (amp Co.
Clinton, Wis.

You lA^' // rKevQ-f^

/e^^e This WorU

X. you don't hAyt^

CL D/£HL'Pa/v

'^^P Q
^, coMmc-'M^^^^^%i£^^
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VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY
3 oldest coricorii

(.r Ihe kind in this

country, with one ex-
ception, manufaclur-
ir)<r

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and other appliances.

It has had 18 years'
experience; 5 years as
licensed manufacturer
u! the American Bell

Telephone Company.
It has made more
Magneto Bells than all

the other manutactur-
thec ntry.

standard work is

known by all experi.
enced telephone men.

The works are lo-

cated at the Relay
Station, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all of
well as brass, iron, steel ai

with its output.

Send for new catalogue and

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,

lal-timore, IVId.

T
ELEPHONES a»° SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

ro, Direc-t Currert-t and Al-terna-t-
ins Incandescen-t L-igh'fcing and

f^o^Arer TTrarismission.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL
JK r^i-iivii

\A/illian-i
ol Magnolo Bells and T : Receivers.

I^l&ctrlc Co..
1 street, CLEVELAND.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....\%'i' Mannfarturc ami Ki-ll at WlioleMale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.'

ELECTRIC

RAILWAY

SUPPLIES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

F. M. BERNARDIN, . Kansas City, MO.

TELEPHONES
VlADUCfC07B^ti"iore.

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

Bldg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

various makes of bells wltli diHerent windings

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale ot 91ilde Battery Tra:
Aprill7th. 1894. For simplicity " " - '

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MAUDFAOTUEEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Equipped with Onr New Maeneto Bell provided with specially

powerful Generator having large field magnnts of beet quality of
magnetic eteel, laminated armatures with ample wire space, and com-
bining the qnalltiee of large quantity and high voltage; polarized bells

with centrally pivoted armatures (the pHtent on same having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient of self-induction in proportion to winding,
the whole adapted to meet the moat exacting requirements of service.

Will ring bells on lon^ lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

Will work with any make of switchboard.

• in the United States. Patent granted

__ I multi-contact, aod powerful transmia-

ft has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
it apparatus of the bind now before
o others; require where power gen-

erator is need but three movss to answer a subscriber's call, riag number wanted, and connect the

lines. Estimates for compltte equipment of exchanges and toll line systems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

P. L. SPOONEK, President. E. W. BATCHELDEE, Secretary.

H. C. DODGE, Gea'i Supt. H. A. TAYLOR, Treasurer.

PONY TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.
THIS telephone receiver weighs only ounces. The spool is wound with silk wire to

the standard resistance of 75 ohms. The binding posts will not get loose. The
shell o{ the receiver is of cast-steel and is strongly magnetized. The adjustment is rigid

and will not become changed even by the greatest carelessness.

It is a perfect working telephone receiver, and one that costs ten times as much
will not work better.

With suitable signal apparatus, this telephone receiver makes a complete telephone

outfit, as it can be used as a transmitter and receiver combined.

The price, as well as the instrument is small. We always

make low prices on our specialties, in order to make them up ft ft CtS
in quantities.

*^ ** y* Ui^m

Postage, if sent by mail, 8 cents e.vtra.

We make a number of different styles of telephone outfits, suitable for every length

of line.

Write us for anything needed in the electrical line, as we keep a large assortment

for all requirements.

FULL SIZE.

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY,
32 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW YORK.

free. Catalogue, lo cents. Mention Western Electrician.

'"""Receivers.Ltw;
Electrose Receivers
Hard Rubber Receivers
unning non-packing Transmitters..

npound magnet.

Hunning nickel-plated Transmitters.... 60c.

Telephones and supplies of all hinds. Prices abso-
lutely cash. All goods guaranteed.

CHICAGOTELEPHONE SUPPLY Co..
Chicago, -- = ----- - - Illinois.

We Manofactnre

SSSeTELEPHONES.
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

THETELEPHOMHAE-BOOK

HEEBEKT LAWS WEBB.

Price »1.00.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,,

Suite 610 Marquette Building, Clilcago
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Contracts for Storage Batteries

HAVE RECENTLY BEEN CLOSED WITH

THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO, OF NEW YORK (2d Plant),

THE EDISON ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING CO, OF BROOKLYN,

THE HARTFORD ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.,

The Electric Storage Battery Co.,

DREXEL BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:

66 Broadwiiy, New York. l.j Fii'sl Si., San Francisco, Cal.

1543 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III. iiS.'i Exxliange Bklg., Boston, Mass

215 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Mel.

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 N/OL-TS.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLlCiTED,

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
F^i-t-tsf^ield, IVIass., LJ. S. A,.

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for (he manufacture and sale of the S. K. C.

System in Canada. .....
ItK.WOIIKS OFFICFS:

^Kic=aeo, 305 Deai-boi-r-> S-t.
^OS-ton, Ec|ui<:sblc^ ^u i Id i nfsr.

rde'uv Voi-U;, 33 <:;ort:l<ai-idt: ^t.San F-i-ancisco, I06 n/l a t-ket: S-t.
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MAKE AND BREAK TELEPHONES
=^^==i =— C»0 IMC3T -.^=^- ^ ^=^^_

INFRINGE THE BERLINER OR ANY OTHER PATENT.

pcting with the Boll CVtu

insti'uments used do not

either on lelophones or s

tionabl.v llic riimmis I!im-

Iheniliird SlalrsSuinv

Cludi' all l.alli'r.v Iraiisni

thedocisi rihrCourl

mitter now maimlailun

and persons who \\\\.\r In

where these tninsmiiirr

vestment, but tn la- mnl

the Bell Company will

pctitive compaiiHs. hIi^

view of these. UII.|nrSlinl

templale iiivrsiinu mum
proti'Clfil by lialrliK qui

tirely tn-r rr,,n, any |,.i.s>

system is tlu' M. i\;- B., «

time providing the most

The M. & B. instru-

ments dilTer from the

many imitations of the

Bell type,, which arc

sion, copies of tlie ear-

ed. With Magnclo or Battery Call,

the Kxchange 'Phone, but without hack-

No. li. Desk Sets for ofHces, etc.

We also furnish Switchboards of ou
i-infringinf in every detail, and adapted t(

vn design and manufactur
cry description of (•.xchan;

solicited. Persons contemplating the organizatio

n\\\ find it to their advantage to confer with us e

lil niirpiiscs lu secure a system which is

a.l a-. I iiiisr 111' ihr l-k'll Company—a system en-

pliraiiiiii Willi ihe Berliner patents. Such a

jrds perleet protection to capital, at the same
telephone that modern science has yet evolved.

t_'Orrespondej

teleplione eompa
personally or by letter.

The United States Telephone Construction Company,
372 and 374 The Bourse Building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

P. S.~Our new illustrated catalogue will be issued about May In.

of

ism, long since discard'

ed by the Bell Com
pany, or ingeniou!

if the later

oph,

are infringe-

ments of the basic Ber-

liner patent, which
covers fully all such

types. The M. & B.

Telephone, so far from

conforming to the Ber-

idea, the

BRIEF EXTRACTS FROM THE WRITTEN OPINIONS OF LEADING
PATENT LAWYERS.

*** Iloro let me state that up to tlie present time the Bell Company liave liail ii.NI,\- CdN-

tel 1 1 mnu became i

t> diieirs a nev
I— tl t A Afake an<

opposite of it, and is a

pronounced advance in

the art of telephony it

is to-day the highest

product of that art

As we are not obliged

to consider the Berlinei

patent, our method be-

ing its exact opposite,

and having nothing in

common with it except

the end sought to be

attained—the trans-
mission of speech—our Factories ok Ssull Towns.

transmitter'conforms exactly to the simplest and most direct method of obtain-

ing the maximum results possible to the art. No complex mechanism or in-

direct approaches are necessary to avoid encroaching upon the claims of the

Berliner patent. We move on straight lines only. This results in a transmitter

as simple in construction as it is effective in use, and thus secures the maximum
possibilities of the art. Our method also results in the very desirable quality of

continuous efficiency, the life of which is only to be measured by the life of the

instrument itself.

Another striking peculiarity of the M. A: B. is its ability to overcome induc-

tion, which is the result, not of anyspecial device, but of the conformation of

the transmitter.

In order that our instruments shall be durable and reliable, and possess the

highest qualities of excellence during a long period of service, only the best

material is used throughout, while the workmanship is of the highest class and

under constant expert supervision. So sensitive and delicate an instrument as

a high-class modern telephone can not be produced cheaply, and we make no

attempt to compete with the output of cheap telephones, with which the market
is already overstocked. We are filling orders daily for 'phones to replace these

crude and unsatisfactory instruments.

We manufacture six standard styles, which cover the entire requirements

of the business, viz.;

No. 1. Long-Distanoe, Double-Battery 'Phone for trunk lines and long-

distance service, guaranteed for 1,000 miles.

No. 2. Standard Exchange 'Phone for exchange work in towns and cities,

also for private lines.

No. 3. Station Telephones, with switchboard attachment, twenty con-

nections or less.

s stain JO irMtrilOU in 1

PAfENr.
The fact of your liavinn

a strong METHOD patent
granted upon a new theory
and demonstrated physically

in Its action as a "Make and
Break" circuit teleplione,

both by instantaneous pho-

tographing as well as by the

use of a Western Union
•rounder in the battery cir-

the oplnic

-Desis. S

witn you in your sup-

the scientific force of

than twenty Univer-

in the United States.

, each being 1

and the sympathy of tliousands upon tliousands of the 1

I have noticed in your Telephone three important f(

phone within my knowledge:

FIRST. Perfect articulation.

CL' SECOND. Absence of induction.

THIKD. Full volume of voice.

These three points are of themselves of great weight in establishing the difference of method

between you and Bell.

Heretofore the test has been between Bell's metliod and other Inventors' mechanical

If Bell ever attacks you it will be method against method, and you will have the scientific men

of the nation with you.

It is my opinion, based upon a thorough acquaintance with the Patent practice, and particu-

larly that relating to the electrical department, that your patent for method, as well as your dif-

ferenfoonstruction allowed, can and will be sustained In court.

M. F. HALLECK, Washington, D. C.

» • * Any multipHcation of words in this connection would be superfluous, and my opinion is

that the M. & B. Telephone does not infringe the Berhner patent. In fact, the situation, when

correctly imderstood, does not admit of any other conclusion.

.roHN Mcdonald, New York City.

Complying with your reuuest that I should express in biiefer form myopinion, I would say,

in the first place, I am clearly and positively of the opinion that a telephone working In the

manner described in Borita's patent would not Infringe the Berliner patent; and, in the second

place, even if the Bonta telephone did, in fact, and contrary to Mr. Bonta's description, work,

in part, at least, by means of variable resistance of the circuit. I am still of the opinion that the

telephone would not infringe the Berliner patent, provided, as a matter of fact, the breaks in the

clrciiitwereevenapproxlmatelyaslongandfrequentas they would appear to be from Bonta's

specification, and from the experiments tried in the Patent Office before the iiatent wae granted.

• 'V^ery truly,

FEANCIS T. CHAMBERS, Philadelphia.

NORTH-CENTRAL TELEPHONE CO,, - 210 Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minn,
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LEROr$= X-RAY FLUOROSGOPE.

FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price, I Complete Portable X-Ray I
Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| flutflts for Physiclans

I

height 6 Ounces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
^end s-tamp -For csirculai-.

J. A. L-e: Roy, 143 e:. 13-th s-t., img^a/ Yoric.

For Sale Cheap
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

For full information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Snite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

^:
HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

iTeTTT- ^a<ce na,te-

RETTER PROPORTIONS. RETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Made of solid plate brass ^-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Better Design,

Better Material,
in Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B."

THE HiTRT & HEGEMAN MFG. CO., "S" Back of No. 1 Plate.
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SPECIALTY MFC, CO,,

Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF=

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Schlicht's Standard Ledger Indexes,

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

...CHICAGO BRANCH...

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

WALLACE BARNES,
Manu),ulu,f, 0/

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Hrlntol, «'onu.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

\rlNTER TOntS TO CVIilFORNIA
In Private Pullman Palace Cars.

The Burllneton Route (0. B. & Q. R. B.) an-

Ifornia. Leave Chlcatio January 9, Feb. 6,

March 5. The route will be via San Antonio,
Te.\.. El Paso, Los Aniielep, San Diepo. t^anta

Barbara, San Francis- o, Del Monte and San Jose
Returning via Salt Lake and Rio Grande Scenic

Route through Colorado, The price of a ticket

inclndea all necessary e.xperses. Railroad and
sleeplne car fare. Hotel Bills, camaee ndes,
side trips, etc. The service will be strictly first-

class In every respect. For pamphlet ^giyine
particulars,

" " " « t^ .^

La\*t! AN ELECTRIC LIGHT
F-or -the Neck-tie

...$1.50...
I'oniplete with Powerful Pocket Rat-

tery and all aceessories, postpaid.

Battery 4'; x 9i x l^^ inches.
Tlie Lamp an Efficient Beaut>'.

This elegant Outlit is practical, brilliant, scien-
tific and satisfactory, and every part is guaranteed.
Electricians who \—'- -= ' = '— " -' "

emblematical, or an,
novelty, can. by orderin

I piece of jewelry 1

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones, Batteries. Bells, Dyna-

mos, Motors, Lamps. Wire. Etc.

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND, O.

THEFROST IS OUTOF GROUND
AimI 110 fiirtlicr cxciinc for
not plufin;; yom" ortU'rs for

TELEPHONES.
Write to uh for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book—Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to tlie Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, FOSTA6E PREPAID, $1.00.

S£KD IK YOIJB OBDEB NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
SulTR BIG Marauette Buildins: CHICAGO.

Afl
Magnetic

ALWAYS READY,

ALWAYS EFFECTIVE.

Blow-Out

Lightning Arresters.
For Lighting, Power, Railway and

Long Distance Transmission Circuits,

Direct or Alternating Currents.

THE ONLY ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

EXCLUSIVELY MANUFACTURED BY THE

28,000
Magnetic Blow-Out
Lightning Arresters

in Use.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Siiles oniccs ill all laiae cities in the Iiiilprt States
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a. i. e. e.

Consultine Electrical Engineer.

SPKOliLTV:
Eleotrlo Rallwiiya and Power StatloDH.

IS41 Blarqnette Bide, Clilcaso.

W. H. Schott, E. E.,

Consultini,' anil ('..iiliurliiij; I'jii,''!-.

OonBUltlns, Siioolll.villni, ., 1 ,. -|. , ,:,n,,.„.

Elootrlo Stroot loiii ; 11 •
. ; • «

and StOQiu I'lantr* ip.
1

. lii.rt-

eut proportloa lo. 1 .

toom Hl^.'i 1 :i 1. < llK l<;<>.
•l\.|0|.h.„,.. Ilarrl.,,,, VHl,

For^eBain,
Electrical ard

Oonraiting, Mechanical Engineer.

Bapervlnl'nR, Plnnfi, Bpeolll<!otlOD> am)

TB«nDg. Export In I'atont Oouses.

&"o';SLi„"!!iu',?,?,i,?,"„1,'!;ii'u.v..o.

Virginius J. Mayo,
I'.lrrtrUal iiMd Mechanical KiiElnenrlng.

( .r„.,nli,„j;, 1 >,;signing. Supervising,
'

'.

1 Manufacturer oi Ma-
1 1 )

. I"i |"'ial purposes.

KIOX. < lil.«.llSl.. i\\\i \U».

0. P. SELLS,
BL-ECTHICKL ENOINEBH,

In El-KCTlllCAr. CON9TBUCTION,

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclflcatlons, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
chasing. Designs of Central Stations a Spe-
cialty.'' Turner BulliUns, St. I^ouSs.

F'RED. J. Cross, E. E.
General Electrical Engineering of Every Description.

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Speeincatlons furnished.
for all kinds of electrical Installations; consultation, sunerlntendlnp;. etc.

Plans and all data for the complete construction of dynamo electric machinery of any capacity
or voltage. KIACiARA FALtS, N. Y.

uA=^
MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY MATERIAL.

We claim a great deal for the "Medbery,"' but the single fact that all we claim is carri^ d oat to the letter

is what makes it the •'Btandard'" for superior and ecoQOmical eqaipmeut.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, 307 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

lIosfKOD, Moxham S: Co., 80 William St.. N.Y. Joshua Hendy Mach. \Vk3., San FranciBco, Cal. Manufaotored by The Flberitn Co.. Mechanicvllle, N. Y.

\2)

The

Auto-

Telephone

^

ATUST!

A Perfect

Interior

CHEAP,
SIMPLE,

PERFECT.

Desi Set No. 29.

Automatic Intercommunicating

Switch on each Instrument.

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Agents for Chicago and Northern Illinois,

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATINQ

ARC

LAMP.

Simplest

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Market.

New
Catalogue

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities ::;:;:;

Our Prices are

Right.

FLEMING -SPENCE F LECTRiCAL QO^^

652 Hudson St., New York.

LAMPS
Adams-Bagnall Electric Co.

INCANDESCENT
CLEVELAND,

OHIO.

L,EWIS' PATEXT DOUBLiE STEEI, SLIDE BAR VISE

liEWIS TOOI^ CO. 44 Barclay Street, Jfew York.

THE.

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incancles-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

& on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

PoAver or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors.
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COKRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GUAKANTEED-

STANDARD
OF THE

NA/^ORI-D.

POPEIVIFC.CO.,
1 05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

Ihe COAST LINE to MACKINAC
TAKE THE-

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC-

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
Furnishing, Decoration and Efficient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.

Toledo, Detroit #Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including: fleals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, S15 ; from Detroit,
S13.SO.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
th Earliest Trains
Southwest and at

Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ, Q. P. A., DETROIT, MICH.

m Detroit aqd Clevelaqil Steam Nav. Go.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

9 made in the New i

i produced greater afficiency from whole to hi
3 evidenced by the following, copied from certified tests made 1

amed, and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer in charge oi
hjdranUo engine

ot these certifi .atesa. d tests of other sized wheels can be seen to.ro Bee.

Test of a45 m Whee'-Jn y 9, '94.
|
Testof a42-iii. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head
Rev

"«? HP. Per
Cent. Head

Rev.

^Tn.

Cu. Ft
H. P.

fln't.

Whole Gate

M 122 01

fit
"a;?!

205,27
195.19

149 !9S

79.76

82^18

''III

Whole Gate

i-i

128.00

129:3;
125.25

120:8;

7o:a(

162.89

"«:l5

Por Information and Catalogue y

THE DAYTM 6L0BE IBOII WORKS CO, , Daylon, P., U.S.t.

CLIMAX

i

Boiler Oil
Oil Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

Bailers,

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse,

PHILADELPHIA.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Mai:
Geo. T. Schuster, Vice-Prea. 1096
P.J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE S

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Clilcago

Fine Booll and Cataloeue Worlr a Specialty.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite Bio Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

eOlVlBrNE SAFETY W/VTER TUBE BOILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
^'laranteed percentag-e &nd g^eat steadiness «1
jle loads. An uneqnaled concentration of power,
nted high Telocity. Ita quickly operating bal-
ds prompt and fine regalatlon by ffovernor. Satis-
)d where others fail. Write f

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio. U. S. A

PL.AT1NUMFor all Pi

, Newark, N. J.

Telephone Men!

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand
Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publisiiing Company,

HnlteSlO Marqnette Bldg., Cliicaso.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

high speed In connection
economy is desired.

Over 2.600 in use.

Porcupine & Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send fore

to 6H.

'^>^ Boiler outfit.

Racine Hardware Co.,
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit ot government o£ water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOOLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
;uarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
•ower and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

--ivlieel heretofore made. All s

3 built from patterns perfected under systematic tests 1

~ 'Flun1-folyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory,, a

tti- Mil lit make of 111

lti;«H lltl'.MK.XTS ASID SEKD FOIt CATA-

S. MORGAN SMITH, York, Pa.

FUSE WIRE^ «»™«1

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

JOHN R. McCINLEY,

R. D. IMUXXAl-l- COIVIPAIMY,
ai-i-e:giheimy, f»a.

Arc you getting Gears and Pinions witli tcctli of correct form? This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENOTAIND, 1211 I
OHAS. N. Wonn, isn rtiimme
STANUAltl) liAII.WAY SHIM

States Sales Dept.
s Sales Dopt.
I,, N. W. Slates Sales Dept.

lAUUlMi; VVOUKS, I'l
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in f/ie counlry. I

. . ^ h-Phannon
forTrsnsmisswri^ Uor"

2WMdrk!5r.. Chicago.

INE CENT Per Hour is Cheap.
I That Is what "WEBER" QASOLINE ENGINES COST to run

per H. P. Simple, Safe, Reliable, Economical. Get posted.

Address WEBER QAS 4 GASOLINE ENGINE CO.. 450 Soulliweel Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.

Gasoline Engines.

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO.,

TIio lt<-Nl nil

<'' r<>i' ili'iviii

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs.,

Used for making Electric liij^lit

power for any purpose required.

adapted for electric light in private ontorpribco.

The latestgreat invention of this progreselve age.

Built in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

Dortable. Is the simplest power on the market. A
ilze; a Samson in strength. Costs but

a it. Has no equal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

6o and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

Oas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Oas

OVER 45.000 SOI.D

Electric Lighting.
SIZES I TO 260 H.P.

Electric Liffht Plants in Operatior

from 2 to 2.50 H. P.

The Otto &as Mm Woriis, Inc.,

PHIIiADEIiFHIA._/lARKs Jhe Phosphor Bronze SMELirNG Co. Iimited,

^ 2200 V\/A5HINET0N AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

1) "ELEPHANT BRAND PHDSPHOR-BRDNZE"
ILL- ;INGGTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RODS,SHEETS,ETc:m - CASTINGS, STAMPINGS AN° FOREINGS.
*i' ORIGINAL AND SoL-E Makers IN THE U.S.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINO AOBNTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street. NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

iiillMHilii

'SELF-FEEDING BOILER

URFACE-BORNING BOILER

DOUBLE BOILFR
HEAVY-DUTY BOILER
JUNIOK BOILER
400 SERIES BOILER

I
THEYm THE WORK
"FLO 1^ I DA" ^?7iencan S^o/'/erCompany
^OKLtT-^

: NEW YORK^ 94 C ENTRE ST
: 8^ LAKE 5T

: CHICAGO
f v w v ^vw^w^ 'vww^^^^'m^wwm'm^^^mwww'f^

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ot the

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BTTILT IN UNITS OF SO TO 1,000 H, P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Aluminum
Nickel Alloy.

Manufactured by The National Ob
& Reduction Co., under Letters Paten
dated Sept. 18, 1891, No. 459,494.

general foundry

1 hearths, reverber-puddliDgfurna((
atory furnaces and ateel conTerteie. its
fluidity and cleansing propertied to metals,
aside from il3 >trengthening qunlities, are
attested by Indisputable authorities.

Aluminum Nickel Alloy is reduced from
twenty cents to FOUR CENTS per pound
in ton or 6oo°lb. barrel lots. Sold under
strict guaranty.

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Branch Agencies and Supply Offices:

RicHAKD Bajbd & Son, Ironmongers.
Hamilton, England, and Glasgow, Scotlai d.

Tie Reininiton-Slioles Typewriter

Is a recent production of the best invent-
ive skill in the country and is . . .

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as are
essential to the success of ....

ANY
writing machine. In tact, the Remino-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COIVIBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..

147 MONROE STREET,
CHICAGO.

ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING

NEW CATALOGUE
. . .OF- THE. . .

Webster "Vacuum"

SYSTEM OF STEAM HEATING
Is now under preparation. Have your application on file.

Warren Webster & Co.

STEAM HEATING.

Camden, N. J.

STEAM HEATING.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
We are glad to announce that Mr. Frank H. Ball,

the well-known steam engine designer, has assumed
the management of our business, and will at once

add to our present line of steam and electrical

machinery a full line of his celebrated engines

specially designed for direct connected electrical

work, and adapted todynamosofourown manufac-

ture, thus making complete and symmetrical units.

AMERICAN ENGINE CO.,Bound Broolc, ... - N. J.

ARC LAMPS
OF- A^l.l_ I^IIMDS.

PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL,

For Direct and Alternating Current.

Write for Catalogue.

The Adams & Westlake Co.,

1 lOOntario St., CHICAGO.

Sawyer-Man Electric Company.
The Board of Directors of the Sawyer-Man Electric Company have much pleasure in announcing that

the company has been reorganized and that the manufacture of the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp has been

resumed. This, no doubt, will be welcome news to every user of incandescent lamps in this country, for

the reason that for economy, long life and efficiency, the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp never had a

superior on the market.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST TO THE FOLLOWING OFFICES OF THE COMPANY

:

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.
BOSTON, Exchange Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building.

TACOHA, WASH., 102 S. loth Street.

ALLEGHENY CITY, PA., Robinson Sreet.

May 4, 1896. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

^
PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 3^-3» College Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Hills Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street. N.

Westingliouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pi-t-tsburs, Pa.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric Light and Power Distribution In Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tewla Polyphase Alternating' System of Eleetrieal Transmission by which
Power, Incan<leseent and Arc I.i«;hting may be operated fron» ' he same eirenits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

W YORK, 120 Broadway.
CHICAQO. New York Life Buildil

ST. LOUIS, American Central

PITTSBURa, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College St.
TACOMA, WASH., 102 Soutli loth St. BUFPALO, Erie County Bank Buildini

Ig. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building. SAN FRANCISCO, nills Building.

For Canada aililress Alirarii & 8oi>i'i'. Ottawa. Can.

BOSTON, Exchange Builc
PHILADELPHIA, Qi

WASHINGTON,

laT pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.

Profusely lllustiuec

BV T. o'co^^^40F^ suOKise.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Necessary Adjuncts to every Library. Seiul in ^•ollr Orders.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.



Economy Pays Dividends
Morrin's " Climax " Boiler...

Chosen over all competitors.

The United Electric Light and Power Co., I
28th street and East

, New York City.

Twenty thousand (20,000) H. P. Climax Boilers. Call at our headquarters on third floor. Exposition

Building, opposite X-Ray display, and get pass to visit this great Central Station

Electric Light Plants Installed in Vicinity of New York:
Edison Electric Ilium ii

Mt, Morris Electric Li.t

Xi'wark Eleciric Light

.Tfr.s.'y City Electric' Li

Essex Oiunly Electric

Bronx Gas i Electric

Manufacturers' Elect

Y.. .Wihor^e

In addition to the above

h.-ivse power. 'jt Manliatlan Electric LiL;iu Company. Xew York, 1.2nO horse
1:

vver, 1st Municipal Eleciric Liglit Company, Broolilyn. N. Y., 1..S0

horse power installed in the prominent street railway stations near .Mew York,

MANUFACTURED BY::::

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,
Send for New Catalogue.

See Descriptive Article, Page 229, Issue May 9th.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.



wjii pay you i

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapps to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. .4

TH^ ^^.°T^^^^, oc GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE. ^::t:^lZ

''''

::::::z. > iv„ raven white core, s:;^;.---^^ ^
"-^ buildings in Ihe Uuiked

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO
320 DeaibornSt Chicago III

I E> n fMtN —Alin I irclnlh i c usu
and Fin- and Police De.oaitmenls in the U.S.

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

BRANCHES:-! C"5-^

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Oar rPfnlar eoods arp on isbIp in every let) ding Hardware
Htore in 41ie Unitrd »4tate8 and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I
PCEIWN)^!

^^sa^^^^r^'-f-'-

-- FUSE J!^LLINKS

SHAWMUT
FUSE WIRE COMPANY,

93 Federal St., Morris MetcaK, Representative,
BOSTON, MASS. lOO Washlngton;St., CHICAGO, ILL

ELECTRIC CO.,

iiKl MiMon l>«ta., 1 1.KVKI <1KI>, OUIO.

i
t



SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

**''H''RfHixsoNr'
Simplex Slectrical Company,

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 7S-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MAmrFAOTCBER OF

ZlffSUI^ATED ZSIiEGTRIO WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABLES,

•O* and SOS North Third Street. PHIK.ADBI.FHIA, PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial.

Underground and

Submarine,

]:4ieHT and PO^VER.

KEBITB TAPES.

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr., c9

J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

Chicago^ III.

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

[Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

i-ON'-!:

LIMITED,

253 Broadway, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

,
Cantlee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
I City,

e, St. Louis, San Francisco, London an

PJjpUUHJlsiiuMrom

SOLAR GARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,
MAaiUFACTUBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons,

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any Syetem, of any degree of hardnesB.

Soft Cored Carbons (kqt boi<i.ow).

For Arc Lompa on IncandeBcent and Eallway OlrcoitB

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE, PITTSBURG, PA.

WESTnS ElBGMcal In^tament Co.,
M.M. _________ ^ T»rMi- „ (-<. -KTrrTUr A OTT »T T IT C A

IlluMatetl Dial

station InstrmentSi

1 14-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

Weston standard

Portnbie Direct Heading

No. 23

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG:C0;
IVIADiSON, WIS.,

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Our iiiachiiic»4 will operate SVH-

I'K\I>KI> from CK1I>IX« OVER-
HKAU or BOI/rJKI» I>IKEC'T to
SIME WAI.l, as readily tt-** whon
occnpyiiig lioor space in the ordi-

nary manner. All bearings self

oiling;. See onr new patellt(^<l de-

vice for COXKECTIXfc; MOTORS
DIRKCT TO lilNE SHAET, SAV-

IK« BELTS, rUELEYS AXI> FI><>OR SPACE.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT & ). N). ANDERSON,

289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mui.
Cori-espondence Solicited _____^^_

NATIONAL INUIA
RUBBER CO.'S

Wires # Cables.
id tjivanitOfflces:

BRISTOL, - R. I.

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO

,

1910-1914 OUre street ST LODia

'CAHALU

The Aultman & Taylor H
D FOB. CATALOQUE.
H E Collins & Co.,
'ie Agents fortjfe United States.

kofComiwrcelWding, PITTSBUBfll

HjaBxukery.CIUOAGO.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Piantn.
Estimates and DTa-n-ings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, N. V.

THEKEKCOLDS-LABOK & CO., 41 No. 7tb St., Phlla.
10KANTON HUPfLV & MAOH'T 00.. - Moranlim, 1-.

THOS. E.CAEEY & BROS. 00.. 28 Llgbt 3t.,r

THE BALL tt WOOD COIVIPANY,
Builders of proTed Automatic Cut-Off Engines.
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I^CLEDE BATTERIES

Peru Electric Mro.Co.

--. Peru, IND. -

PORCElAiN INSUIATION Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKln$ of

SpecAl Designs of PorcelAin.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

And I 1 2 Liberty St., New York.

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

Meston" 12-iDCh fan, 60 to 70 watts.

16-lnch fan. 70 watts.

Induction 12-lneh fan, 7,200 alts., 80 to 90

Induction 16-lnch fan, 7,200 alts., 110 to 12S

1 eduction 12-lQcb fan, 16,000 alte. ,90 to 100

CHEAPEST
Fan Motors on the market because

BEST.

DON'T

Say I Mr. Contractor,

• have you ever stopped

To figure what it costs you to put in sh&lves,
boxes, etc., besides running additional battery
circuit necessary in installing the ordinary

form of cells. If you have, you are
aware that by using the Hang-Up Dry
Battery you always save enough In
labor and material to pay cost of
battery on every

Long

Life

Especially adapted to Telephone and

Street Railway Worlc.

WRITE FOR "DRIVE A NAIL" AND PRICE
LIST. TRY IT.

F.J.Pearson Mfg. Co.,
SECURITY BUILOINC, ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Best Money
A central station earns is that which comes

from increase of day load.

TAILORS' IRONS, LAUNDRY IRONS AND GLUE POTS

Earn this kind of money. These devices

and other electrically heated devices (all of

which are guaranteed) are made bj- the

American Electric Heating Corporation,

CHICAGO.

When ordering Bee tha&

IHf DUCCAN CLEAT
LEADS THEM ALL. DUCCAN.

Patented Nov. 14, 1893.

FOR SALE BY THE TRADE.

IMPERIAL PORCELAIN WORKS,
INirrelaln Sperialtlex of nil kinds..

The Triumph Electric Co.,
Cincf nna'ti, Ohio.

Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors,
Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Office and Factory:

ei0-«l6 Baynviller Street.
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The ''Pioneer"

Enclosed Arc Lamp

Very

Longf Life, for it hums 100 to

ISO hours, without change of carbons,

thus saving |is to |2() per annum on each

lamp in carbons and labor alone. It is shadowless, noiseless, steady, clean, sim.ple an^ safe.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO. ^°-«-s^

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.

Chief Electrician.

bSy & bS9 BROADWAY,
...New York..

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO, - - Hartford, Conn.

:e:r of- a.i_i_

Commercial Instruments.

Agents Wanted in leading Cities.
and for less money, thau

C. E. NORTON, Manchester, Conn.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
I & Root Mf. Co.

Adams & Westlake Co
Adams-Bagnall El. Co. . .

.'.

Akron Elec. Mfg. Co
Americair Battery Co
American Boiler Co

I Carbon Co
Elec. Heat. Corp....

ican Elec. Works ....

,
Albert & J. M...

Andrae, Sons it Co., J ;

Armorite Interior Con. Co.

Arnold. B. J

Babcock A Wilcox Co., The
Bain, Force
Baker &Co
Ball A Wood Co.. The
Ball Engine Co
Barnes, Wallace i

Barnett Co.. G. &H x

Besly & Co., Chas. H x

Bi-MetallicEl. Trans. Co.

Bliss Co., E. W
Bowers Bros

Brady, T. H
Brill Co., J. G
Brixey, W. R
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co. ,

.

Brown, D.. Cedar Co
Brush Electric Co x

Bryan & Humphrey
Buckeye Electric Co
Butler Hard Rubber Co.... -

Card Electric Co
Central Mfg. Co
ChannonCo., H
Chicago Belting Co...

C.,B.&Q. R. R
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Elec. & Stereo.

Chic. Genl. Fixture Cc

Chicago Ins. Wire Co.,

Chicago Tel. Sup. Co.

.

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co
Collins & Co.. H. E
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co...

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co :

Cor. School of Technol'y..

Crocker-Wheeler EL Co...

Cross.F. J
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co
Dailey, Jas. W
Dallett, Thos. H. & Co
Dayton GlobelronWks.Co.
Det.& Clev. Steam Nav.Co .

.

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

DiehlMfg. Co
Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers...

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. . .x

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co
Edison Mfg, Co
Electric Arc Lt. Co
Electric Appliance Co

Electric Storage Batt. Co. .
-

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electrician Publishing Co.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co, .

.

Empire China Works
Eyanson & Armpriester..

FarrTel. ACon.Sp. Co.... x

Faucett. I. L :

Ferracute Mach. Co :

Flberite Co.. The
Fleming-Spence Elec'l Co. -

Forest City El. Works -

For Sale Advertisemis :

Ft. Wayne El. Corp
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co. . . :

Fuel Economizer Co -

Garlock Packing Co -

Garton-DanielsElec. Co..

General Electric Co
Gordon-BurnhamEt. Co... >

Goubert Mfg. Co :

Hart, C.S :

Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Hine&Co..L. A
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Huebel & Manger :

Hunter Fan & Motor Co ... . i

Imperial Porcelain Works.
Independent Elec. Co ...

.

Internatl Cor. Schools... >

Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W
Kartavert Mfg. Co x:

Kej-stone Tele. Co.,

Klipstein&Co.. A..

LaddA. AV....

Leffel A Co., James
Le Roy, J. A
Lewis AGO., A. L
Lindsley Bros

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Macdonald Jr., A. Roy
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co..

Mason, J. W

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co. .

.

Menominee El. A M. Co. .

.

Metropolitan Elec. Co
Moore, Alfred F
Morris, Tasker & Co
Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes, L. M
Murray Iron Works Co ...

.

National India Rubber Co.

National Ore & Red. Co..

New York Ins. Wire Co. . . 3

Norman, J. J. Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

NorthwestEngineer-gCo. .

.

Norton, C. E
NuttallCo.,R. D
Office Spec. Mfg. Co
Ohio Electric Works
Ohio Storage Battery Co..

Okonite Co., The

Orient Electric Co, , The . .
-

Otto Gas Engine Wks .... -

Partridge Carbon Co
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co, . ,

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co.

Perrizo, Paul, Jr.. Cedar &
Lumber Co

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co . . :

Phospbor-BronzeS.Co.Ld
PopeMfg.Co :

Porter Standard Motor Co.

.

Racine Hardware Co
Rau Mfg. Co :

Reisinger, Hugo -

Remington-SholesT.Co . . ?

Replogle Governor Wks..
Rhoads & Sons, J. E -

FTov- ^lassi-Fied Index of .J^dver-tiiser

RothBros.& Co xxi

Samson Cordage Wks x

Sawyer-Man EL Co xx
Schoonmaker. A. O xi

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.. .xxi

Shultz Belting Co xxi

Siemens & Halske E. Co.. ~
Sills & Co., W. H
Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works... .xi

Smith, S. Morgan x

Solar Carbon & Mfg.Co....

5ee F=>ase VI-

Standard Inc. Lamp Co.

Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. & Elec. Co. . .

Standard Underg.Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. & Son....

StilweU-Bierce A Smith-
VaileCo xiv.

Storey Motor A Tool Co .

.

Toomey, Frank
Triumph Electric Co
Union Heater Supply Co..

United EI. Imp. Co -

Utica EL Mfg. A Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co. :

Van Duzen Gas Eng. Co . . :

VauNuis,C.S
Viaduct Mfg. Co x

Vulcanized Fibre Co x

Want Advertisements ...

Weber Gas A Gaso. En. Co
,

Webster, Warren A Co... -

Wertheim, Ed -

West End St. Ry. Co
Western Electric Co
WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co . . x

Weston Electrical Ins. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. . .

.

Williams & Abbott El. Co. x

Wirt.Chas
Worcester Poly..Inst
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid -For Direct L.ish-tine:-

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents : •«• •«• •• Chicago Edison Company,

:di!

..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTING SUPPLIES..^^
(uildins, 139 /Vdams S-tree-t, OMIOA.GO, IL.1..

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

iBisIc y^ur IMI

Sample ^r wri-fc^

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY GO.
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

'H.W.J." The Season's Favorite. "H.W.J."

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

1/1 1 1 OARFQTOIM Controller Parts andV WLV^MDCO I V^lll Special Insulating Pieces. T
Wooden Tree Insulator

Miuuli^ ^mmsmm^
•For June ^a-tialcasue.

m
H. W.JOHNS MFG. CO., ^"crcar."

New York. Philadelphia.

UU
Generators for Power
Transmission or Isolated
Lighting.

CARD Generators are all

Multipolar and Slow
Speed.

AGENTS WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED
TERRITORY.

Multipolar Slow Speeo
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges and Trav-
eling Cranes.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
d Worba, Ilansaeld, Ohio.

76 K. W. GENEHATOE.

BTOBEYE
Monadnock Building, Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO-, Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.
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EddyGenerators
DIRECT CONNECTED OR BELTED

FOR

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS,

CENTRAL STATIONS,

ISOLATED LIGHTING

OR

POWER PUNTS.

EDDY MOTORS-SLOW, MEDIUM OR HIGH SPEED.

We build all necessary apparatus for the

transmission of Electrical Power through fac-

tory or other buildings.

All Our Apparatus Guaranteed

As Represented.

The Edd] Electric Manufacturing Company,
WINDSOR, CONN.

New York, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building. Elmira, S. N. Blake.

Philadelphia, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 506 Commerce St. St. Louis, Western Electrical Supply Co.

Boston, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St. Kansas City, W. T. Osborn.

Cincinnati, O. John A. Stewart,

Western Office: 305 nearboni St., Chicago, TVallace & Hine, >Vesterii Agents.
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THE WEST END STREET RAILWAY COMPANY OFFERS

F-O-R S-A-1--E
Six General Electric Multipolar 500 K. W. Generators; 4 Pole, Compound

Wound, for 500 to 600 Volts.

These Generators are complete, brass oil piping, brass fittings, marbleized slate panels, with

apparatus for complete control and protection of generator. All in first-class order.

FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES, ADDRESS

H. F. WOODS, = Purchasing Agent, = BOSTON, MASS.

MEDBERY OVERHEAD RAILWAY MATERIAL.
I economical equipment.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO.. 1 202 Fisher Building. Cor. Dearborn and Van Bu

Manufactured by The Fiberite Co.. MechanicviUt

Accuiiiulators.

Electric Applia

1 Fixture (

Elec Art Lt. Co.
Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis. C. S.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Arc Light Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Assayers.
Nat'l. Ore .t Reduction Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fisture

3 Appliance Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Pearson, F. J- Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Cc
Huehel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mec
Western Electric Co.

Belting.
ChannonCo., H.
Chicago Belting Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons. J. E.
Shultz Belling Co.

Mfg. Co.

Co.. The,

Phosphor Broi.;ioSra.Co.,Ltd.

BroHhes.
Holmes Flbro-Graphltc Co.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim, Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Compound.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporatic
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
I.lglit Plants.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation,

Schott, W.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.

Western Electric Co.

Copper.
Besly &Co., Chas 1

American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co., Chas H.
Brixey, W. R.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Western Electric Co,

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Crookes' Tahes.
LeRoy. J. A.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Arms, Pins and

t & J. M.
Brackets.
Anderson,
Brady. T. H.
Central Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

tN and Nwitclic

on Co. A
_ . „ jrul FlxtQro I

Qonoral Electric Co.

Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Cc
Dallett & Co.. Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hine&Co.. L. A.

Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Triumph Elec. Co.
Warren Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Economizers, Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
American Elec. Heat. Corp.

Electric Railways.
Bru.=h Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Mecliani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold, B. J.

Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson. Albert & J. M
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Norton. C. E.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F, J. Mfg. Co.
Rau Mfg. Co.

Electro-Plating Macli'y.

General Electric <

Engines. Gas.
Norman Co., J. J.

Engines, isltean

Chic. Electro .fc Stereo Cc

Exhaust Pipe Ucads.
Faucett, I. L.

Fan OutlltH.
Crocker-Whcoler Elec. Ci

Diehl MfR. Co.
Edison Mfg. Co.
Emer.son Elec. Mtg. Co.
Hunter Fan A Motor Co.

Western Electric t

Fuse W^ire.
Brixey, W. R
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

PeerlessRubber Mfg. Co.

Besly\t Co.. Chas. H.
NuttallCo., R. D.

General Elec. »4upplies.
Anderson. Albert &. J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.

Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Chicago Edison Co.

.Wks.
General Electric Co-
Huebel & Manger.
Manhattan Elec. Sup. Co.

I Electric Co.
Morrison Southern El. Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Norton, C. E
Ohio Electric Works.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Standard Tel. & Elec. Co.
Utica El Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Gov'nors. l-Vater Wheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gt.Co.

Grapliite Specialties.

J Co..
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing Materials.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Brixey. W. R
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.

k Works.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
FarrTel. A Const. Supply Co.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A. Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York insulated Wire C
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
OkoniteCo.. Tho.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Moore. Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Cc
Electric Appli
Ft. Wayne Elec. uorp
General Electric Co..

Sawyer-Man Elec. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

liightning Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co-
Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Magnet AVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Mechanical Machinery*
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.

sCo., E. W.
Ferracute Machi
Murray Iron Wo:

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett A Co., Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley. Jaa. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Phosphor BroiiKC.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.

Hart, C. S.
Lewis A Co.
Llndsley Bn
Morris. Tusker A Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Porrl/,0. Paul, Jr. Co.
Storllug, \V. C. A Son.
Valontlno-Clark Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup.
E-mpire C'hlna Worlts.
General Electric Co.
Imperial Porcelain \V<

,
A. L.

Northwest Engineering Co.
Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mtg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
KUpstein ACo.. A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Norton, C. E.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Storage Batteries.
American Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co
Ladd, A. W.

Tapes, Insulating.

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
Electric Appliance Co.

Standard Paint Co.

clegraph Ai
Electric Applii
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone Material.
Andrae A Sons Co., J.
Chicago Telephone Sup. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.

Richards <S

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.

Williams A Abbott El. Co.

Turbine M'heels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works (

LeCfel&Co.. Jas.
Replogle C

S tilwell-:
, S. Morgan

wiv , Itart
, Mor(

Anderson.
Besly & Ci .

Bl-Motalllc El. Trans. Co.
Brixey. W. R.
Electric Appliance C

Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
NuttallCo. R D.
OUoultoCo.The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.:|

Standard Underground C C
V Hay
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SEASON 1896.

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

...AND...

Venetian Designs.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION.

For Ca-taloso-'GS ^nd F^ric^ Lis-ts .Address

DIEHL MFG. COMPANY,
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J,lan-iss KSSKX stukkt. bostox.

Magnetic
ALWAYS READY.

ALWAYS EFFECTIVE.

Blow-Out

Lightning Arresters
For Lighting, Power, Railway and

Long Distance Transmission Circuits,

Direct or Alternating Currents.

THE ONLY ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE LIGHTNING ARRESTERS.

EXCLUSIVELY MANUFACTURED BY THE

28,000
Magnetic Blow-Out
Lightning Arresters

BENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Main Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all large cities in the I'nited States* IHagnetie Blow-Ont I^ishtninis:
Arrester for Circuits of
100 Arc I^amps or More.
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m ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It-

No Commutator.

No Brushes.

Uses Less Current than any Fan

on the Market.

OUR DIRECT CURRENT

f-i

FAN WORKS.

OurGuarantee is Good.

Only Fan having Blade Adjuster.

Air can be thrown UP or DOWN.
All Bearings SELF=OILINQ.

Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and

you will send us an order.

Fans Finished in Bronze, Nickel and Polished Brass.

We manufacture a full line of Belt Fans and Water Motors.

AGEJfTS WAITED IBT LEADIXO CITIES.

Hunter Fan Si. Motor Co.,
(Successors to Tuerk Water Meter Co.,)

F-«JI_TOI>J, IM. V.

E. B. Latham & Co, Agents, 136 Liberty Street, New York.

For Sale Cheap.
A small holding of PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engineer" of New York.

The Handsomest Fan ever offered t

For full Information and particulars address

"Stockholder," care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.

On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000

pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
F>RI<5E: INIC3NA/, ^e.oo.

Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

STORAGE BATTERIES for all purposes

INSURING GREATEST DURABILITY combined with EFFICIENCY.
ALL SIZES FOR SALE DY

Taranted
American Battery Company, Absolutely Non-lnfrlng-

= ExpoAltlon, ChlcflEo, 1893,
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The Warren Alternator,
INDUCTION TYPE 1

without Co°lec?orRinB8.«l^«#>i#ll%^l« ll-E^
I Without Brushes.

Any Voltage | :S Transformers.
STATIONARY SINGLE RING ARMATURE STATIONARY FIELD COIL.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

Efficiency the Higliest, Regulation the Closest, of any Alternating Current Generator Known.
Noiseless in Operation. Built to Earn Money With, not to Spend Money Upon.

WARREN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
M'CIKloll A JlcUll

J Yurk. A. M. Soai'les. 281 Dt^arborii St., Chicago.

t'aliforiiin Klerti'ival Wnr

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT ^ CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

L Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

NOTICE.
TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC

LIGHTING.

It you haven't vead Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work o£ Its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is ;ust the book
thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you
want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00. Paper cover,

$L00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

ARC LAMPS
OF- A.L.I_ KINI3S.

PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL,

For Direct and Alternating Current.

Write for Catalogue.

The Adams & Westlake Co.,

1 lOOntario St., CHICAGO.

^
HART FLUSH SWITCH,

Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Self-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE.

Alwa3is

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.CO,
HA.I^-rF-OF9^, COIMIM. V

NEW YORK: 2 19 Havemeyer Bldg. BOSTON: 182 Summer Street. CHICAGO: 1537 Nlonadnock Bldg.

RKIIMS DIAU S\A/ITOH.
For current of from 5 to 50 amperes, and as high as 500 volts.

Shows when current is " ON" or " OFF." Handles a street railway current for lights

.... or car heaters ....

\ Our Crookes' Tubes Take Pictures.
SEND FOR IME-WS/^ OATAI_OG«JE.

PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
MARTF-ORD, OOIMJM.
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In Preparing This New Catalogue
We have been mindful of the needs of all our customers, and our sole aim Las

been to publish that which would prove helpful and serviceable to all who

purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly say that we have

not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, handsomest

and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encyclojiedia of

all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

Send a small order and receive a copy.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,
186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

JUSTNOW^^
Îs the time to decide on the

Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our direct current motor is equal to

the hest, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries,

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

INDUCTION AND SPARK COBLS, ETC., ETC.
'^WRITE FOR CATALOGUE'^'

Momiiee Electrical ani lecliaDical Co.

MENOMINEE, MICH.

TABLET BOARDS,

SWITCHES AND

SWITCHBOARDS
of all descriptions.

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3d St., - - - Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES:
^t-tl^^K^^, Metropolitan Electric Company,

lS(i Fiftli Ave.
NEW YORK. 130 I.lberty St., Chanin & DouRlas.
LOUISVILLE, KY., No. 313 W. Main St.,

'-- "'-

Jr.,&Co.
NEW ORLEANS. LA., No. COS Customhouse
Wldmer & Spranley.

, Jas. Clark,

All Kinds

UIGL

M^.B.snxsc^

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By T. B. BADT.

226 Pages, UO Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only hook of the kind
published in the English language. 0,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Aro Knifo S\A^i'tohi.

::M

NO SPRINGS TO BREAK.
ALWAYS RELIABLE.

4>ltl>Klt 0:\'K, V4»|T WIMi Oltl>F,l{ :TI01tK. 4;KXKI{Ali ItKIMIKINO.

Incandescent and Power Knife Switches, Liglitning Arresters.

NA/i-i-te VJs. Ge-fc Our ^isooun-ts.

:,
SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE IRON-BOX FUSE BOXES.

Utica Electrical Mfg. £ Supply Co., - Utica,N. Y.
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THE PORTER STANDARD MOTOR CO.,
MiiMilKlui is..r Ih.' ..Illy -.•iiuiiir "l=C>F»-rEI^ IVIOTOR."

I wii illinilil s llnr Battery Hotors iirr M'l-uiiil hi III in w.ii-Uin:uisiii|i, lliiish ninl ni-n-

il llii 1. HI \ Every Motor Guaranteed. WC lur llip |iiiiiii'i>i' maki'i-s ul' Small Battery
riiidirs You can obtain our fVotors from any Electrical Supply House in the country.

hrM» FOIt l,ATi:ST 11,1,1 STItATKIt I'ltMl'-. I,IMT.

The Porter Standard Motor Co.,
i-e:ba.imoim, n. hh.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building,

CHICAGO. ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market/ and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

oL Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

** Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

AlVI ICAIM OAFRBOIM OO
N^bl^sv^ill^, Irtd.

LOTS OP OTHER FAN OUTFITS

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and

16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent

a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantlj?, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, you

want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

«>c^C<«3<4

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

ind Al Oor-tlarid-t St., IVJe'KA/^ Vorlc.

This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types

in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS:

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock BIdg., Chicago.

F. S. Blacl<all & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co., 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smitb, 607 Cbestnut St., Pbiladelpbia.
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FREE! FREE!! FREE!!!
distribute to the Western trade free on application.

Current indicator Reports.

Tliis is a block or tablet of Current Indicator Reports, a blank form on which can

be recorded the station record ot the number of amperes of current, as shown
by the station ammeter, every thirty minutes during the entire twenty-four

hours.

Architects' Specifications.

A complete set of Architects' Specifications for electric wiring. These specifica-

tions have been carefully prepared by a well known consulting electrical en-

gineer, and form a model set of specifications which can be profitably followed

on all contracts for electric wiring. Either or both of the above mailed free

Electric Appliance Company,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, 242 Madison St., CHICAGO,

PEERLESS SPIRAL CLr«r
PACKING

Expressly for High Speed Engines. Will Hold 400 lbs. Steam.

20 YEARS OLD AND NO EQUAL.
MaQufactureil Exi

PEERLESS RUBBER MFG. GO,

,n„„.3..«,., 16 Warren Street, NEW YORK.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . .p#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY, METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

Are You Acquainted

Sole Manuf

81-83 John St.,

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

C-8
FLUSH SWITCHES
CUTTER ELECTRICAL AND MFG. CO.

1112 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA

BI-METALLIC WIRE. A NEW CIRCULAR
COPPER AND STEEL. Describing the

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.) HOYT STATION AMMETERS AND

Bi-Metallic Electric TransfflissioiCo,
voltmeters

1204 Havemeyer Building:,
26 Cortlandt St., New Yorl

Send for descriptive immplilet.

t$eiit fi-oe on Application.
WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PENACOOK, ]V. H., IT. S. A,

REMOVAL NOTICE.
Ajax Specialties, including the well-known Switch, Lightning Ar-

rester and Arc Lamps bearing this name, will hereafter be found at 43
Cortlandt St., New York, where I have united shop and office forces.

O. S. VA.IM IMUJIS.

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICACO.

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, Direc-t Current and /M-ternat-
ing Inoandescen-t l^igl-i-ting and

Po>A^er Transmission.
a/*/*/*,*/*^^

EbTABLISHED 1881.

Colburn
Electric Mfg. Co

999 Main St., Fitchburg, Mass.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWERand

S= MACHINES
The Latest Designs.
The Highest Efficiency.

SAL AMMONIAC.
ELECTRIC BRAND.)

«cTBiypQp
Electrical Purposes.

Ktraoe ma'

SRANl^i' Quaiantcrtl 9S/99 |u-r cent, and Iilc i.f Irad an

1^ If yiiu want thr Ix'St qualit

lis brand, hiipdrtcd by

A. KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

Lundell, Menominee,

Meston, Emerson

FAN MOTORS.
For Direct and Alternating Currents.

169 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL,

Electrical Supplies and Fixtures.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
icovi»Kiv<^i:. II.

BARE AP INSULATED ELECTEIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

RauManufacturingCo.,
Russell BIdg., Randolph and Canal Sis.. Chicago, III.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

^ Clusters, Flanges,

^ ' Special Electrical Goods.

"CLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use,

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always gives perfect satisfaction.

1 teller from Ihe Inspector ol the Boston Fire Under-

Tilcrs' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect.'

The liubbcr used In Insulating our Wires and Caljles Is es-

"tlally chemically jirepared, and will not deteriorate, oxl-
llzo or crack, and will remain nexible In extreme cold
veather, and is not affected by heat.

We Kuarantse our Insulation wherever used. Aerial, Un-
lerpround or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if

lilt lower, than any other first-class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
liscounts for Quantities.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston,

BROCKTOIM
^JIWj Leather Nail Heads grmli":

FOR CLEATS, INSULATORS, ETC.

We J 1 not seuJ Nails. Write us tor Samplos nod Prints.

Brockton Electric Mfg. Co., - Brockton, Mass. LAMPS
Arc Hi Incaniescefll.

Adams-Bagnall Electric Co,,

CLEVELAND, O.
New Yorl<. 222 Havemeyer Building.

Chicago. 1664 Monadiiocli Blocli.

Pointer No. 9. \
Our engine governor i

CATALOGUES FBEE.
"A" ENGINES, "B" DYNAMOS.

J. H. McEwen Mfg. Co.,
Church, hetween Dey and

NEW YORK.

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

ISioax City Brass Works,
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing.
Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

Tliese Batteries are in use by tlie most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-
road Companies of America.

Send for descriptive circular and price list

.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MANUFACTURED BY

Tie Mon-Bmliaffl Battery Co.,

82 West Broadway, New York.

AGENCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT'L SUPPLY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.,
NEW YORK OFFICE:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I.
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WANTED POSITION,

WANTED.

lant in a town of 2,000. Have ]

nough money to install same,

are Western Electkiciax.

WANTED
An energetic business man to in-

vestigate a concern manufacturing
electric motors and dynamos where
money can be made, as the ma-
chines are the best, have been well

introduced, a large number now in

operation. They can be turned out

as cheaply as any of the others, and
all that is wanted is more capital

and a good business man Avith it,

who will take entire charge of the

management of the concern, em-
ploy his own help without interfer-

ence, become a director in the com-
pany, and look after his own invest-

S," 108 Times Bldg., New York.

ment.

FOR SALE.
100 light incandescent. Both direct current, com-

pound wound.

_. A.. IHIIME: & €30.,
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
A rare opportunity is offered to

purchase a modern factory well

equipped with a full line of machin-
ery, tools and patterns used in the

manufacture of a well known and
successful make of dynamos and
motors. The factory is located
within loo miles of Chicago, in a

thriving railroad center and manu-
facturing town of 30,000 popula-
tion. The electrical machinery
now being manufactured is simple
in construction and operation, and
has been successfully on the mar-
ket for several years.

retain part interest. Address

"WESTERN FACTORY,"
Care Western Elcclrici.in, Suite 5 1 M,irquelte BIdg.

FOR SALE.
One ISO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine with Spare
Armature.
One ICO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A I

condition.

V
ArtdrMss, "BUYKR,"

FOR SALE.
Al,300-light Fort Wayo** .ilteroating Inca

cent Dynamo, with Exciter. Second-hand, 1

perfect order. Address

THE S, FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.,

Racine, >A/is.

Bargains in IVIachinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss eDglne, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-
gine; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; tn'o 126
ii. p. BaU automatic engines; two 80 h. p. BaU
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four GO li. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 700 h. p., 160 h, p. In a pair. FHANK
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street. Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 6o-lb. relaying rails;

1,000 tons 75-lb. rela3'ing rails; 800

tons 45-lb. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacity. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

steam railroad bonds when payable

Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.

N. Y., or Knickerbocker Trust Co.

66 Broadway, N. Y. , and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company

N. Y.

A.. \A/^. l_AOD,
7 1 Market Street,

BROOKLYN. N. Y.

IVII
CANADIAN

AMBER MICA
A specialty, in any size,

shape or form, for electric
purposes, patterns or odd
shapes.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
AND QUOTATIONS.

Jr.,

2221 St, Catherine St„

MONTREAL, CAN.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286-290 Graham SI.. Brooklyn. N Y.

Stilwell's Patent swfE. Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application.

m Stiliell-Bierce & Sml-Yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Ijoeomotive IVorks, San Francisco, Cal.^ Pacific Coast Agent.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W, C, Sterling, Sr, f . C, Sterlg. Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards in Michigan.
Get prices on first Rrade poles for city construc-

tion and buy of an old reliable firm.

:. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

o. S. JHA.JKT,
WHOLESALE

Telegraph, Telephone, Electric Li^ht

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactnr d from Live Cedar p-eled. Qaiclt

Ijments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$ 1 .00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICAGO.

P
WHITE n Telephone

I
STREET T STREET A

CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R. R. f CAR \U Light, L AND L TIES. U~
Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUIVIBER COMPANY,
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

hpastirsis,
Brady, New Britain, Conn.. U. S. A..

Uannfactiirer of Mast Arma, Pole kx<;

BwlnglDs Hoods, Honse Braohtts aa6
other SpeoialtleB for Oonstrnotloa
Work. — Catalogues and Prices far-
ished on avplication.

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

[Henominee, - . ITIicliigan.

MEWOMIXEE, MICH., for prices on WHITE CEDAR POI.ES.

Preserve Your Copies
-

—

°-^ Western EiECTmciAN.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snitc^lOltlarqncttcBnilding;, .... CHICAGO.

Central Matiufacturing^ Co.,
CHATTANOOGA,

^4=«K!^ ^^^^^Hil
ELECTRICAL MOULDINGS

iJTiTr
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.
The nltention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this OEIiKBIIATEn WATEIl

IVHI^F.l. as particularly adapted to their use. on account of its rcmurbnblr alcady moiluii,
lilti;li Hpeed uud groHt cillclciicy and lurtre capacity for its diameter, Ijcinir double

panics witi

Iiiehest pc

"diameter. It

t gaaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS

J..v,.],.p30H. I'.

THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works. San Francisco, Cai.. Pacific Coast Agents.

LEROnss X-RAY FLUOROSGOPE.

FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price,

High Quality.

Complete Portable X-Ray

Outfits for Physicians

Goods Guaranteed.

Weight 6 Ounces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
^Grt<S s-l:arviF3 -for cirGulai-.

J. A. L-e: Roy, 143 e:. i3-tKi s-t., imgaa/ yotr.

IRON ARMORED CONDUIT
(CUMMINC'S PATENTS)

FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

ARMORITE - INTERIOR - CONDUIT - COMPANY,
Office and Works: 478-480 Fort St. West. Detroit. Mich.

WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTER. MASS.
FB'E COURSES OF STUDY.

Meclianical, Civil and Electrical Engii
"^''"uistry. General Scientific Course, lo^-page

alogne. shomng appoiBtments secured by
Chemistry. General Scientific Course. loS-p;
Catalogne, shomng appoiBtments securei „

graduate's, Timiledfree. Expenses low. 29th year.

. C. MENDESfHAXI/, President.

SEND FOR CIKCULAK AND PKICEj.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131sf St., N. Y.

THE GARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
WIIvI. PROTECT WHEN AEE OTHERS FAIE.

Unequaled for Durability, Reliability and Efficiency ! Our testimonials back up all of our claims. Send for them.

CARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A. .;»t,.« ,„,. „pe..

The Ohio Storage Battery Company,
Sole Manufacturers, under Exclusive License of the Ford=Washburn Storelectro Co.'s Storage

rt^

soiated PlaSPECIALTIES:

MAIN FEATURES OF THE CELL: X^

to (

The ility

is a
a ciead short circuit withOL
Tiade other types a failure.

EASTERN OFFICE: 203 Broadway,
New York City, J. A. MACHADO, Agt.

telegraph, teieptione and ptionographic uses,
pacities, weights, etc.

charge and discharge without any injury.

Thie Ohio Storage Battery Co., cLlv^^^S^.l^H'.'b^r^.A.

A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ENGINEERS AND FIREMEN NOW READY.

MODERN EXAMINATIONS OF STEAM ENGINEERS or PRACTICAL THEORY EXPLAINED and ILLUSTRATED

BY W. H. WAKEMAN.
53 Chapters.

vill be asked of any
or State License, all

Containin£^ a complete list of

Engineer when taking examina
of which are fully answered in the te.xt.

PHice. $2.00
By mail, postpaid, to any part of the world

This book while especially adapted for engineers' examinations, is also in-

tended as a practical guide to Engineers, Firemen, Boiler Makers, Machinists,
and others, in daily practice.

The author being a practical steam engineer himself, well knows the wants
of the working engineer, and has put into this work such knowledge and infor-

mation as is best adapted to their use, making it altogether the most complete
and comprehensive guide for the busy workers in the engine room, boiler works
and machine shops that has ever been published.

As one engineer who has read the book says: "I think there are few engi-

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -

aldr of all Ineers that it wo
have ever read.

The author has treated of a very great variety of subjects which are of

vital importance to all who wish to improve and extend their knowledge of
steam engineering, and has explained the rules and formulas given, in the sim-
plest manner possible, and has worked out examples by them, so that all who
can read may understand them.

The 300 questions are an important feature of the book, they are entirely
separate from the 53 chapters of reading matter, and were written after many
years of practical experience and careful research by the author.

His connection with the Boardman Manual Training High School at New
Haven. Conn., as Instructor in Steam Engineering, his 12 years of active mem-
bership in the N. A. S. E., and his position as Instructor of No. 10 of Conn., a
sturdy branch of the National Organization, makes him especially competent
in this part of the work.

The many flattering commendations which this book has already received
from competent judges and high authorities, speak well for its value.

- Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago, III.
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THE BALL
ENGINE CO.,

BUILDERS OF

BALL
AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

H NBiAZ BOOK.
N01a£ RET^DY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of whiich

45,000 copies liave been sold. Tine new bootc deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE SI.OO.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

yHcSTANLARD Incandescent (amp C«
Clinton. Wis.

Live men read the]

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?|
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SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS,

'"•'«'<»Recelvers,.*w,"!ru
Electroso Receivers.

l-plated Transmitters. .60c.

IVc Iflaiiiifuolurc

SSUELEPHONES,
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

We lurnish the Trans

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of

any Instrument now on the
market.
Indestructibility—Will Last a

Lifetime with ordinary care,

and will be as effective after 5
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for

it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

) those who may wish to replace the

makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone.
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St. and Electric Co.,
MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.

ELEPHONES an° SUPPLIED
TWe are sole manufacturers of the celebrated

KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTUKEES OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Dlstance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

Slasneto Bell provided with epeclaUy
Ing large field magnets of best quality of

steel, laminated armatures with ample wire Bpftce, and com-
qaalitiee of large quantity and high voltage; polarized bells

ally pivoted armatnrea (the patent on same having now ei-

. high co-efficient of self-induction In proportion to winding,
adapted to meet the most exacting requirements of service.

ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

umber of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

fferent windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

e of Milde Battery Transmitter In the United states. Patent granted

For simplicity, email dlmenflio^Ds, entire moiti-contact, and powerful transmis-

eqnal. No adjustrt ; required. Will not pack or get ont of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

J answer a subscriber's call, ring number wanted, and connect

compute equipment of exchanges and toll line Bystems promptly furnished.

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, WISCONSIN.

SPOONER, President. E. W. EATCHELDEK, Secretary

1. C. DODGE, QodU .Supt. H. A. TAYLOR, Treaaorer.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL
A. IMVJIVIBEIR OF- NOVEL. F-E:.AT-«JR ES.

Write for llhislniti-M ilesorlptlcin.

^A^illiams & /Vbbo-fc E^lec^i-ic Co.,
Mfrs. ot Magneto Bells and Telephone Receivers. 9.1 1 Huron Slreel. CLEVELAND. '

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

„We Mannfaotnre and Sell at Wliolesalr....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES..

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY by doing so

WALLACE BARNES,

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

SPECIALTY MFG. CO,

Rochester, N. Y.

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Scblicbt's Standard Ledger Indexes,

And a complete line of

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for printed matter.

...CHICAGO BRANCH...

9, 11 and 13 Monroe St.

.FOI

TEyPHO^NES

¥IADDcfcO™BLore.

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

THE TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK
BY

HEKBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price Sl.OO.

The only complete and practical work

of its kind on the market.

PUBLISHED BY

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cliloago,

THEFROST IS OUTOF GROUND
And no further excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.
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THE MAKQUEITE BUILDING.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, we have found it necessary to seek larger and more commodious

quarters, and therefore desire to announce that we have moved from 6 Lake-

side Building to

SUITE 510 mARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a. i. e, i

Consulting Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo Railways ood Power StatloDE

IS41 Marquette Bide-. Olilcnso.

W. II. Schott, E. E..

ICooiii tuna :floiiiuliio<-li

Forde Bain,
Electrical ard
Mechanical Engineer,

Vwigaingy
Bupervlelnff, PIqiih, epeolfloatloni and
Go DBtra oting, GeuBral Engineering.
TeiitinK. Expert la Patent Oaasea.

Virginius J. Mayo,
KloctrlciU and Mucliaiiieal Knp;lneorln(!,

Consulting, Designing, Supervisin
Contractor and Manufacturer of M
chincry for special purposes.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BIO Marqueltc BIdg.. CHICAGO.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Flumphrey, M. S.,

Turner BulldlnK, St. Louti

F'RED. J. Cross,
Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Spectflcatlona furnished.

NIAGARA FAI.LM, N. V.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Cbailes Win, 1026 Filbert, Philadelphia.

For S:ile by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Telephone Men!

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, $i.oo. . . .

Electrician Publisiiing Company,

uite 510 Marquette Bide.. Chleaso.

THE "VACUUM"

Exhaust Pipe Head
...AND...

ROOF PROTECTOR

s the Best in tlie World for Fast or Srow Speed
Engines. Exhaust is Noiseless. Sent on
Thirty Days' Trial. Write for Catalogue.

I. L. FAUCETT,
113 S. Fifth, = = = Quincy, 111.

^ M. FIFE. St. Louis, iVIo.. Southern Agent.

ELECTRICAL FORCES
ELECTRICIANS, CYCLE MAKERS

AND ENGINEERS.
Nothing better for wire soldering. Where once

used it is indispensable.

The Flames are Strong Enough to Melt

Copper.

UNION HEATER SUPPLY CO.,

STANDARD
NA/OIRI-O.

E.W.BLISSG0.,l4JohnSt.,Brooklyn,N.Y

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

A New Book-Just What You Need.

A Practical Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

PBICE, FOSTAeE PREPAID, fl.OO. _ ...
SEXD IN YOUB OBBEB NOWi

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building CHICAGO.

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.

Toledo, Detroit #Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SC

LOW RATES to PIcturesqu
Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $iS; from Toledo, $15; from Detroit,
$3-50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Con t Train

for all points East, South and Southwest and at

Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETVl'EEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay # Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet, Address

A. A. 3CHANTZ. Qn p. *.. DETROIT, MICH.

me Detiolt aqd Cleveland Steam Nav. Go.

DON'T READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW Aii/IERICAN LEADS.
Becent Improvements made In the New

their diameter, and produced greater efficiency
as evidenced by the foUowinK, copied from cert
named, and signed by A. T. Sickman, engin
hydraalic engineer.

The originalB of f -
'

' '
' : other sized -wheels

Test of a45-in. Whee'-Jn J 9, '94
|

Testofa^a-in. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head
Rev.

i!L
H.P.

Per Head
Rev. Cu. Ft.

Se"
H.P.

fin'..

WHole Gate

K ;;

119.17
122.00

llli;
i-i
"sis

|:|
149

'.OS i-i
76

'.52

Whole Gate
%

\Ti.m

120 i|

70:80

162.89
14^.40
98.85

80.50

™;6o

THE mm GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. DaytDH,0.. U.S. A.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Formation and

Removes Scale in

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CJ,

Suite 510 Maiquette Bldg., CHICAGO.

:cnviBINE SAFETY WATER TUBE BUILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Bpecially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Securing a faieh caranteed percentagre i grreat 8t«adlneBii

anced grates, affords prompt and fine regrnlatioi
*-_.. *-_j _,--_- others fail. Write for (

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U. S, A.

LaAt:^inum
For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purohased.
.KER& CO., 408-414 New Jersey
BaUroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schuster, Vlce-Pres. 1096
F.J. Welch, Secretary.

Pboto and W^ood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

Racine Automatic

HIQH SPEED

ENGINES

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

And all placeg where
hlRhspeediD connection
with economy is desired.

Porcupine 4 Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Racine Hardware Co.,
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit oJ government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
ns. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter -with a

lugherpercentaffeofuseful effect than any other
n ater-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holvoke Testing Flume.

Parties liaving power plants which are imsatisfactory. and
tho<;6 contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with me, as I am -willins to guar-
antee results ivhere others have failed, no mat-
ter what make ofturbine has been in use. STATE
REQIJIREMEKTS AMD SEKD FOR CATA-
LOGUE.

S. IVIORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete power plants and

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

, ESTEP Pn F. S. MARTIN, Supt. JOHN R. McGINLEY,

R. D. INJUXTALI- COIVIF»AIMY,
AI-I-EGHEIMY, P>A.

Are you getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form.^ This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Middle States Sales Dept.
id States Sales Dept.
:ago, III., N. W. States Sales Dept.
S.'W. Sales Dept.
States Sales Dept,..

States Sales Dept.UU', 4.1 Niagara St., Bullalu, N. Y., >
OWMAN, New Orleans Sales Dept., No. 321 Magazine St., New" Orleans,
MACHINE WORKS, Paciflo Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., Ss Francisco, Cal.



WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

=lfyouwdntany

7

f^ H-Phanndn
'ForTranmissM "UOMPANY,

WRITE TO U5.
- ^^s^j^Power^^ 2mMM51. Chicago.

I
DO YOU USE no
OWElir

All right; you need CHEAP Power. One cent per

Power per Hour Is CHEAP. Weber Qasollne

Engines ran atLijlhing. "EcOTiotny in Power" is our

noffo. For Catalogue and Testimonials addresB

WEBER QAS & QASOLINE ENGINE CO., -IM Soulhwe: ill;,:. . Kansas City, Mo.

Gasoline iiigmes
I>yiianio^(,

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CJ.,

Tlio Bc8t: and
CheapcHt Pow-
er for ilrivine

teaily l.isl»t «iif.ranteecl. Send
:or Catalogue^ i'ite.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHICAGO CAS and CASOLIME ENGINE
Used for jisklng Electric liight
power lor any purpofle required.

adapt jd for eleotrlo Ugbt In private enterprleea.

great InTentlon of this progressive age.

B-ilt in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary oi

3 almpleat power

a Samson
Has DO eqnal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINO AOBNTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 CliH Street. NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

Special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.

8 Of BrlU No. 21 Truck ivlth soUd forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.
E[[Q7P|Q|j\|^ PUBLISHING CO.

'•WWMMWWM
SELF-FEEDING BOILER

URFACE-BURNING BOILER

I DOUBLE BOILER
HEAVY-DUTY BOILER
JUNIOR BOILER
400 SERIES BOILER

THEY DO' THt WORK-
FLO F^ I DA" tPfme/Ycan ^oi7erCompany
BOOKLET^ :HEWY0RK^94CENTREST.- 84 LAKE 5T:CHICAG0

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BtJILX IN TJNIX8 OF SO TO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Specifications, drawissB and Prices fDmiabed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Aluminum
Nickel Alloy.

Manufactured by The National (

& Eeduction Co., under Letters Pat
dated Sept. 18, 1891, No. 459,494.

This alloy ii

sally used for armor plates, gun metal, pro-
jectilee, acid pans, propeller wheels, car
wheels, steel castings of any description and
general foundry castings in either gray
iron, malleable iron, brass, bronze and cop-
per castings. It is used very extensively in
puddling furnaces, open hearths, reverber-
atory furnaces and steel converters. Jts
fluidity and cleansing properties to metals,
aside from its strengthening qualities, are
attested by indisputable authorities.

ckel Alloy is reducedfrom
) FOUR CENT5 per pound

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Branch Agencies and Supply Offices:

EiCHARD Baied & Son, Ironmongers,
3amiltoo, England, and Glasgow, Scotlatjd.

Wm. Ct-endinneng & Sons, Montreal,

D. C. Caeoll Si Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

The JctdnsonMfg. Co., San Trancisco,
3al.

04fO*0*0*0*0*0* 0*0*0*0*0

Tie RemiflEtoi-Slioles Typewriter

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as are
essential to the success of ....

ANY

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTOH-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

510 Marpette Blfli,, CHICAGO.
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The Painter=Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.

gg ©^

PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of

construction with perfection of mechanism.
They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.

They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.

The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need
not be put on till all other work is done.

They are positively non-arcing.
They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.

The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.
The Switch is 10 ampere, Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ,

Sawyer-Man Electric Company,
The Board of Directors of the Sawyer-Man Electric Company have much pleasure in announcing that

the company has been reorganized and that the manufacture of the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp has been

resumed. This, no doubt, will be welcome news to every user of incandescent lamps in this country, for

the reason that for economy, long life and efficiency, the Sawyer-Man incandescent lamp never had a

superior on the market.

WRITE FOR PRICE LIST TO THE FOLLOWING OFFICES OF THE COMPANY

:

NEW YORK, 120 Broadway.
BOSTON, Exchange Building.

CHICAGO, New York Life Building.

TACOHA, WASH., 102 S. loth Street.

ALLEGHENY CITY, PA., Robinson Sreet.

May 4, 1896. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building.

^
PHILADELPHIA, Girard Building.

ST. LOUIS, American Central Building.

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 36-38 College Street.

SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building.

SAN FRANCISCO, Hills Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 F Street. N.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
F'i-t-tsburs, Pa.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric Light and Power Distribution In Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tc»«la Folyphaisie Alternating System of Electrical Tran^iniiMsion by which
Power, Incandescent and Arc Liigliting may he operated from the same circuits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

W VORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURG, Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36-38 College St.
CHICAQO. New York Life Building. TACOMA, WASH., 102 South 10th St. BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Buildini

ST. LOUIS. American Central BIdg. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building. SAN FRANCISCO, nllls Building.

For Canada adilrCHN .\heai-ii A Sopor. Ottawa. Can.

BOSTON.
PHILADELPHIA, Qirafd Building.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 1333 F St.

iffiimsos. $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BV T. O'CONNOR SUOKNe.

^- FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profiis.ly Necessary Adjuncts to every L

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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KNOWLEOGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

Alfsop, P. C—Eleotrloal Bell roDitruotioD; Treatlae on the
OoDstructtoD of Electric B«lle, Indicators, and Blmllar
pparatUB. 177 lUostratlons $1.25

Magnntitm and Electricity, with

ad rules which are reqalped by practical men,
jno Tenders. Linemen, atatlonary Bnirlneers, nnd
and operators oC all kinds ol Electric flantP. U Is

only book ol the kind pub Ished In the EngUsh
-lage. 336 pages, 110 lUnetrstions, flexible cloth

bin£^, size

4lt, Lieut.

baildlnge,

:

' Information coocernlng methods (

F. B.—Bell Hang«r8» Band-ook. Jost 11

tlons, flexible cloth binding. Type page 53^x3 Incbecd.OO

Badt, Lieut. P. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First
edition, three thousand copiee. 97 pages, 32 lUastratlonH,
27 original' '

rents; An Analytical and Graphical
denta and Engineers. Second edition. 112 lUnstrs^
tlons *2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alte^^atIng fnrrents of Elec-
tricity for the nse of Stndpnts and Engineers. Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Boaney, G. E.—E'ectro-Plater's Hand Book. A Mannal for" "*
"s on Eleotro-Metallorgy. 60

..11.26

i and Tonng
illnetrallons. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth.

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Makini? :

A Pracllctil Hand-book, vlth 48 lUnstratlons. Funrth edi-

tion- Enlargedby a chapter on the Telephone $0.60

Bottone, S. R.—The Dyns

Bottone, 5. R.-

FoBter. lUuBtrated. Second edition,

enlarged

Crosby. O. T.. and Dr. Louis Bell.—The
Theory and Practice. A Complete Ikjcwto «u »u<, vuu-
stmctlon and Operation of Electric Railways, Secondedl.

I Ballwaj 1

principles, constniction and operatiun
tora, LHmpa Indicator and Measnrlng

"

full explanation of the electrical terms naed in the work.
Fart II. Alternate Cnrrent Apparatus. Oontalnlog hn
explanation of the principles governing the generation of.

and a description of the Instruments and machinery nsed
In connection with Alternate i!.l»ctrio Onrrents. ILns-
tialed. Bevlsededmon .J?.60

Dyer. A.—Indnctlon Coils. How Made and How Used. Third
. edition. Boards $0.60

Plemins, J. A.—Short Lectures to El<»ctrlcal Artisans. A
courseof Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Aadienoe. Fonrth edition. 7i Illustrations tl.SO

Plemlns, J. A.—The Alternate Ourrent Transformer in
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Indnctioo of Electric
Currents, 600 pages, fully Illustrated and with copious
Index. Second edition $3.00
Synopsis of contents; Chapter 1. Introdoctory. 2. Elec-

tro-Magnetic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents, 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 5. Dynamical
Theory of Current InduoUon.
Vol. II. The UUlizaUon of Induced Ourrents, 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892. $5.0i)

Gore, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, Including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2. 00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-
ment, Telewraphv, Telephony, Lightning, tlectrolyslg.
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 iilustratlonB $2.00

Qrler, Thos. G.-Wiring for Motor Circalts. A handy little

pamphltft containing tables for wiring an 1 tor motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient torm for ready reference.$1.00

Haskins.C. H.—The GalTanomefer audits Uses. A Manual for
Electricians and Snidents. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.6U

Hftskins.-Traoeformprs. Their Theory, CouBtmction and
AppUcaiion Simplified. 38 i.lustrations $1.25

Hawkins, C. C. and P. WaIHs.~The Dvnamo. its Theory,
Design and Maouiaciuru. liK) Illustrations $3.00

Hering.—Practical DlrecHons for Winding Msgnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Scienj
Practical and Experimental Pbyslw", 650

Hopklnson.—OriglDal Papers on Dynamo Machinery and
Allied Subjects. lUuatrated $1.00

Hopklnson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; It'* Modern Uee
and Measurement, chiefly in its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitaller, E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
iHted from the French. With additions by C. J. Wharton.
With Illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof, E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical Wori^s,
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, re-writtan and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 662 pages, and 670 IlluBtrations

Transformation, Subdivisoa and
cal handbook. TnirdedillOQ

Kapp, Giabert.—Alternate OnrreDtMachlnery

Generation, Mea.«urement, Distribution
AuthoTlz-d American ed. With
Stanley. Jr. Illustrated ,

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Tranai

Electricity. Their
"

r'wimam

In this edition th
matter; the old mat

Kerope. H. R.
Mod

Electrical Testing?. Fiftl

8vo. cloth. Limdou,1892 ..

Is a considerable amount ol

has been thoroughly revised.

Bitles, i^ormulffi, Tableij and Pata. 32mu.
.$L75

I Electric Teleg-Lockwood,.T. D.—Electricity, Magne
raphy. A Practical Guide and HandD )oa or uenerai
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-
spectors. 376 pages, 162 Iltuatratlons $2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Coustruction and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Practical Information fw Telephonists.
. N. Y.

W. H.-The
Illustrations.,

.tLC

Electricity. 36

Martin, T. C—Inventions. Beaearches and "Writings of N'kola
Tesla. With special reference to his work in polyphase

high potential llgbtiog. 600 pp. 300 Itlnstra^

, second edllion .

Martin. T. C. and Wctzler, J—The Electric Motor and Its

AppUzatlona. Third edition. With an Appendix on the
Development of the Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr L.
Bell. 800 IllufctraUonB $3.00

riaver, and Davla, M.M.—TheQuadmpiex. With Chapters
on the Dyntimn-Electric Machine in Beiation to the Quad-
ruplex. The Practical Working of the Duplex Tele^ruph

, the Wheatstone Aatomatic Telegraph. 63
$L6C

Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
the Telephone. Phonograph, Ta-emeter.

Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveries, etc. .$1.00

NUudet. Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated Irom the French by L. M. Fishbttck. lUus.
trated $a.5o

Noll. Augustus.-Howto Wire Buildings. A manual of tbe
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1.60

Pope, Franklin Leonard.-Modem Practice of the Electric
Telegraph. A tttchnloal Utind-book for Eiectriclai)»,

Managers and Oi)erator8. 186 illustrations. 14th editioo,
rewritten and enlarged $1.50

Prlndle, H. B—A Popular Treatise on the Electric Bailway
ofto-day. Fully illnstrated $0.23

Russell, Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distribution
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $i.V5

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Installations. Vol. 1.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Band-
boob. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. With illus-

trations. 12mo,cl. London, 1893 , $1.50

Sloanc.T. O'Conner.—Electricity SimpUaed. The Practice
and Theory of Electricity, Innludiug a Popular t evievr of
the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application In every-day life. Illus-

trated.... $1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
At Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms-used la. the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 850 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
mciuding Batteries, Magnets, Motors, MlsceUaneoua Toya

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Elt^ctrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables In thfe field

of practical electrical engineering and experimenting.
Third edition, revised $1.0u

Tesla. Nikola.—Fxperiments with AltoruAte Currents of High
Potential and Uigh Jrreqnency. A lecture delivered before
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author lUua-
trated $100

Tesla, Nikola.—Lectures on the Eleotro-Magnet. lilustrnted,

Thurston, Prof. R. H.—Stationary Steam Engines, especially
adapted to Electric Lighiinu Purposes. Treating o' the
development of Steam Engines, the Principles of Con-
struction and Eaooomy. with description of Moderate and
High Speed Engines. With many folding plates $1.60

Thomson, Prof. Ellhu.—WhatisElectricityimugtrated.tO.25
Thompson, 5yivanus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery. A

Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklin L.
Pope. 16rao. Numerous illustrations, fancy boards (Van
Nostrand's Science Series, Ko. 66) |0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Polyphase Electric Cnrrents and
Alterniite-^urreat Motors. Hailed to any address In the
world on receipt of , $3.60

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Recent Progress in Dynamo-Elec-
t^lc Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric
Machinery. 16mo. (Van Nostrand's bclence Series,
No. 75) $0.50

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric Machinery.
Fourth edliioa, revised and rewritten. Numerous lUus-
trations and 29 jilates. l.OoOpEiges $6 00

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries at Home. Illus
trated $0.25

Urquhart.—Electro-Plating. A Practical Haud-book on the
Depositioo of Copper. Silver. Nickel, Gold. Aluminum.
Brass, Platinum, etc. Second edition; carefully revised,
with additions $2.00

Walker, P.—Practical Dynamo Building, f'^r Amateurs. How

16mo, boards. (Van Noatrand'aSclenoo Series, No. »8).|0.b6

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing <

Wires and Cables, lllustraied

Webb. Herbert Laws.-Te'ephone Hand-book,
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895 .; $1.00
The only complete work on the Telephone. All possible

Information for any one interested in Telephones and how
to-make andoperatethem.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
.Suite 510 Marquette Buildings Chicago.

IT - t« - Tt --iy_



AVF.STERX ELECTRICIAN.

ROTHBROS.&GO.,
30-34 Mafket Street,

CSI-IICAGO,
Maiinfaetiirersof

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AXD

Electric

Motors.

Dynamo
C^ELTING-.

3ELT CEMENT.

»t lionis, Mo., r IS A End foi:(Trcular5

BBA\0HE3 IbiSammerSf Boston 1131

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EliECTRICAI/ CSB8:

Graphife Rods of Various I^engths. from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

HELMET,

BRONZE

SRRIN&'

Mmm^

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Sha Drder. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. MDEYsVir'N^EWYOHic

OFFICE
The F-erris >A/^Heel

( nu u„ Ariil

\IEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO
320 Dearborn St Chicago

RAUFN WHITF PflRF used in some ot the largest buikVmgs in the UniV;^

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ;:;^^;:ri^:^:i^,sr?i :^!:^^

GRINISHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
MAIX OFIirF

File Works.Black

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

par re^nlar goodH are on sale in every leading Hardware
8tore in the United IStates and Canada.

6. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXIBLE FIBER IN SHEETS, RODS AND TUBING.

' / For Electrical and Jleclianical riirnoses. Kallway 1

and Packings. Patent Insulating (

allway Dust Guards, WasUers

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

WIRE FUQF ^^^^
LINKS LINKS.

SHAWMUT
FUSE WIRE COWlPAr'Y,

93 Federal St.,

BOSTON, MASS.
Morris Metcalf, Represer>i.ative,

IOC Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

ELECTRIC CO.,

tHlU'C HIlU ci4i:\ r.i AM», Oil



$3 per Annum 1 cents per Copy.

xvi[]-.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

flUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.

Simplex BlectTical Company,
75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

H. R. HIX80N,
t137 Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

MANWrAOHIBEK OF

INSUI-ATED SI.EGTRIG WIRE,
FLKXIBLE CORDH and CABLES.

•0» and IBOa North Third »«r«iet. - - PHII.APB1,FH lA. I'A.

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
ecclved onir Avrard for TrollcF* at Chicago

Al RRRT * J. M. ANDKItSON, 280-293 A St.. Boston Ma«n.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,

KXiBITB TAPES.

W.R. BRIXEY, Mfr.
J. E. HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway, New York
S. F. B. Morse,

CALIFORNIA
'" ^ '

ELECTRICAL WORKS.
San Francisco, Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO., '

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW,

Washington, D. C.

[ Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

^'L'f:

TFIADE MARK.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston. Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapol
Jmaha, Louisville, St.

... ...

LIMITED,

253 Broadway, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Oiionlte Waterproof Tape.

. Louis, San Francisco, London and S

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

( AGENTS: )

0. J. Mayer, Betz BIdg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith & Wallace, Hamilton 8t ^Boeton, Maae.
Ed P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St. , BufEalo, N. Y

.

Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Commerce Bldg,,
St. Louie, Mo.

J M. Atkinson & Co., 14a9 Monadnock Bldg.,
Chicago, m.

Kf^ger & Atwater. 214 Pine St. , San Franoisoo,
Oaiifornla.

, OhicBgo.

SOLAR CARBON: MANUFACTURING CO.,

^
^

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any Syatem, of any degree of hardnesB.

Soft Cored Carbons (not Hoi^tow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Railway OlrcnltB

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURC, PA.

WESTON Eleeteal In^tsi'iimBiit Co.
** —^i^ 114-120 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A.

Illminated Bill

liatioQ InstrameniSi

«B accurate as our regnlar
Standard Portable Direct
Oarrent Voltmeters and

larger, end the working
partH are inclosed lo a
oeatly designed dnst-proof
«RBt iron case which effect

uientB from disturbing in-

flnencee of external mag-
oetlo fleidi.

Weston Standard

Portable Direct Reading
Voltmeters and Millivolts

Circuits.

Our portable

.

are recognized
throughout the civilized

They are tl

ble, absolute
Laboratory u

STANDARD UNDERGROUND GABLE CO.,
TIIH IIOOKKKV, WICSTIXCIKIISK IM' 1 1.DIN*.!, TIMKS liCU.DINC;,

ciilcAdij. itiisi;i:ki;. .\i;w yokk.
Cable Contracts Taken Including Installation.

WIRES and CABLES, Srrrrn".^

JAMES G. BIDDLE.l™SL™U«"t''
945 Drexcl Bldg., PHILADELPHIA.

Long Distance Telephone. 1312

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1810-1914 OUts Street, ST. 1,0018.

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

55 8 Cana St

ED WERTHEIM, Chicago

I

'CAHALL

The Aullman & Taylor Mach nery Co
CATALOGUE

H E Collins & Co

mmmm'^W' nmmm

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant»
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO^,
PAINTED POST. N. V. m
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HERcDLSBAflBSES^ Peru Electric MrcCo.— Peru. Ind. ..

I4XLEPE RA^RIES^^X^

PORCElAiN [NSDIATIOM Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKin§ of

SpecAl Designs of PorcelAin

ROUND POST
by

25 ampere Slate D.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
Tall^s for l-tsel-f.

FACTORY. FRANKFORO. PA.

1.1- CO., L.«<;l.^j
station F, PHILADELPHIA.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

^^^ <**
< f=»A-rEnxe:o.)

High ghade pacj

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO,, - - Hartford, Conn.

IHJ ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS
We Guarantee it. No Commutator. No Brushes. Uses less current

than any Fan on the Market.

Our Direct Ourren-t F'an \KF&rWs.
OUR GUARANTEE IS GOOD. Only Fan having Blade Adjuster. Air cai

be thrown UP or DOWN. All Bearings SELF-OILING.
Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and you will send us an order

FANS FINISHED IN BRONZE, NICKEL AND POLISHED BRASS. We manufacture a full line of BELT

FANS AND WATER MOTORS, Agents wanted in Leading Cities.

Hunter Fan & Motor Co./
F-«JI_"rOIM, IM. Y.

Slrtn. NEW YORK....

f wm
The Triumph Electric Co.,

Oincirkna-ti, Ohio.
Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,
Direct Connected Generators,

Direct Connected Elevator Motors^
Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Office and Factory:

6IO-6I6 Baymiller Street.
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The ^'Pioneer"

Enclosed Arc Lamp

Very

Lon^ Life, for it bums 100 to

ISO hours, without change of carbons,

thus saving $is to $20 per annum on each

lamp in carbons and labor alone. It is shadowless, noiseless, steady, clean, simple and safe.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.

LOUIS B. MARKS. M. M. E.,

Chief riectrician.

687 & 68q BROADWAY, x-^^^

...New York..

Manhattan
ENCLOSED ARC LAMP

Burns 150 hours with 12 inches of carbons.

Double Enclosed Globes, no carbon rods-
length 36 Inches. 7,000 Manhattan Arcs
in service. lOO Edison Central Stations.

We have on hand 500 Incandescent Arc Lamps of all makes which we have displaced with Manhattans, which we offer at $3.00 each, complete.

753 Monadnock BIdg., CHICAGO.
44 Broad Street, NEW YORK.
61 I John Hancock BIdg., BOSTON.Manhattan General Construction Co.,

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth & Root Mf. Co.

Adams &. Westlake Co
Adams-Bagnall El. Co
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co
American Battery Co
American Boiler Co
American Carbon Co
American Elec. Works ....

Anderson, Albert* J. M..

Andrae, Sons & Co., J

Armorite Interior Con. Co.

Babcock & Wilcox Co., Th(

Baln.Foree
Baker ACo
Ball & Wood Co., The
Ball-Ball Co., Ltd

Ball Engine Co
Barnes, Wallace

Barnett Co., G. AH :

Besly &Co., Cbas. H :

Biddle, James G..

Bi-Metallic EL Trans. Co.

Bliss Co.. E. W
Bowers Bros

Brady, T. H
Brill Co., J. G
Brlxey.W. R
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co. .

.

Brown, D.. Cedar Co

Bryan & Humphrey
Buckeye Electric Co

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... xv

Card Electric Co iv

Central Mfg. Co xiv

Channon Co., H xxi

Chicago Belting, Co xxi

C.,B. &Q. R. R.....

Chicago Edison Co iv

Chicago Elec. & Stereo. Co. xx
Chic. Genl. Fixture Co.-.

Chicago Ins. Wire Co —

-

CloM brocks. B. Co xxi

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co
Collins & Co., H. E i

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co... i

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co. xxii

Conn. Tel. & Elec. Co
Cor. School of Tecbnol'y..

Cutter El. AMfg. Co

Dailey. Jas. W ,.,

Dallett, Thos. H. A Co
Dayton GlobelronWks.Co.
Det.&Clev. Steam Nav.Co.

.

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

DiehlMfg. Co
Directory, Principal Elec.

Eastern Elec. Cable Co.

,

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co
Electric Arc Light Co...

Electric Appliance Co. .

.

Electric Storage Batt. Co..

Electrical Engineering Co. :

Electric Eng. & Supply Co
Electrician Publishing Co.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co. .

.

Empire China Works x

Eyanson & Armpriester.

.

FarrTeL&Con.Sp. Co.... x

Faucett. L L -

Ferracute Mach. Co -

FiberiteCo., The
Fleming-Spence Elec'lCo. :

Forest City El. Works.... x:

For Sale Advertisemts
Ft. Wayne EL Corp
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co. . . ;

Fuel Economizer Co
Garlock Packing Co
Garton -Daniels Elec. Co. . 3

General Electric Co
Gordon-BurnhaonBt. Co... >

Goubert Mfg. Co -

Hart, C. S
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co. \

Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

-

Huebel A Manger
Hunter Fan A Motor Co ...

.

Imperial Porcelain Works.
Independent Elec. Co....

Internatl Cor. Schools...

Jewell Belting Co
Johns Mfg. Co.. H. W

Kartavert Mfg. Co..

Keystone Tele. Co.

KlipsteinACo.,A.

Leclanche Bat. Co., The..

Leffel A Co., James. .....

.

Le Roy, J. A

1 Gen'l Con

Mayo, V.J
McEwen. J. H. Mfg. Co..

Menominee EL A M. Co.

.

Metropolitan Elec. Co...

Moore. Alfred F....,

Morris, Tasker A Co
Morrison Southern El. Cc

Moyes.L. M

lonal India Rubber Co.

onal Ore A Red. Co..

York Ins. Wire Co...;

man, J. J. Co
Elec. Mfg. Co ...

.

NorthwestEngineer'gCo. .

.

NuttallCo.,R. D

Office Spec. Mfg. Co
Ohio Electric Works
Ohio Storage Battery Co.

.

Orient Electric Co., The.

.

Otto Gas Engine Wks ....

Partridge Carbon Co
Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co.. .

Perkins EL Switch Mfg. Co.

Perrizo, Paul. Jr., Cedar A
Lumber Co

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co..

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld

Pope Mfg. Co
Porter Standard Motor Co .

.

Racine Hardware Co
Rau Mfg. Co,

Reisinger, Hugo
Remington-SholesT.Co .

,

Replogle Governor Wks..
Rhoads A Sons, J. E
Richards A Meacham
Rose Polytechnic Insiitule.

Roth Bros. A Co x

Samson Cordage Wks

Schott, W.'H :

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. . .x:

Shultz Belting Co x:

Siemens A Halske E. Co.. -

Sills & Co., W.H.... -

Simplex Electrical Co..The,

Sioux City Brass Works....

-

Smith, S. Morgan
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co, ...

Standard Inc. Lamp Co. ;

Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

.

Standard Underg.Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..

Sterling, W. C. A Son....

Stilwell-Bierce A Smitb-
VaileCo xiv.

Storey Motor A Tool Co.

.

Toomey , Frank
Triumph Electric Co
United EL Imp. Co
Utica EL Mfg. A Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co :

Van Duzen Gas Eng. Co . . :

VanNuis.C. S -

Viaduct Mfg. Co x

Vulcanized Fibre Co x

Want Advertisements ...

Warren Electric Co
Washington Pat. Agency .

Weber Gas A Gaso. En. Co
Webster, Warren A Co. ,

.

Wertheim. Ed
Western Electric Co
WestlnghouseEl.AMf.Co.

.

Weston Electrical Ins. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. . .

.

AVilliams A Abbott EL Co. x

^lassi-fi^d Irkd^ac of ^Vdv^r-tisc k^rfe-ts S^^ ^af
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid -For Direct l_ie;l-i-tins.

...LAReE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General •*••••

Western Agents :••»••»• Chicago Edison Company,
DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES.

Edison Bulldins* 139 Adams St:ree-t, OHIOAGO. II-I-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

o£ a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

A.sk your NE:ARE:S-rSUP>l=>L-Y t-i^KJSE. for

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building. NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

'H.W.J." The Season's Favorite. "H.W.J.

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

ontroller Pai
Special Insulating Pieces.

Wooden Tree Insulators.

>GncJ -For June ^a-fcslos^

Z^niniiiiiMB

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., "°ch
Randolph St.

cago.
Philadelphia.

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
IVIans-Field, OHio.

Generators for Power
Transmission and Iso-

lated Lighting.

Generators are all Mul-

tipolar and Slow Speed.

V}$«nts M'mitcrt in I'liwi-fiipied T«MTitor.i

m Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges, Traveling
Cranes and Elevators,

Write for Fi!>itiiiinte»i.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

_^J2
) Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

IVc l>ulld ull ni^roHHary appuratOH for the tranMmlHHion of Electrical
X Power throuKli factory or other l»uU<liiiKM.

The Eddy Eiectric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
anrl Express Building,
e & Co., 506 Commerc
?'ederal St.

NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Ma
PHTLADELPHIA, Walter C. Mcln
BOSTON, G. M. Angler & Co., C

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS, Western Electrical Supply Co.
KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, O., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewart.
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hine, Manager:

Has been contracted for by
The Hartford Electric Light Company

140 Chloride Accumulators of

10,000 Ampere Hours Capacity.

The Eiectric Storage Battery Co.,

DREXEL BLDG., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:

06 Broadway, New York. 15 First St., San Francisco, Cal.

1543 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111. 333 Exchange Bldg., Boston, Mass.

215 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric Light and Power Distribution in Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tesla Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical Transmission by which
Power, Incandescent and Arc Iiighting may be operated from the same circuits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

PITTSBURQ. Westinghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C.NEW YORK, 120 Broadway. PITTSBURQ. Westing]
CHICAQO. New York Life Building. TACOMA, WASH,

ST. LOUIS, American Central Bldg. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building

For Canada address Ahearn & tioper, Ottawa, Cam.

. 36-38 Coll
BUFFALO, Erie County Ba

SAN FRANCISCO, nills

BOSTON, Exchange Building.
PHILADELPHIA, airard Building.

WASHINGTON. D. C, 1333 F St.
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E. E. i^S. JACK KNIFE SWITCHES.
Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double
Throw. With or without Fuse Terminals. Plain
or Polished.

These designs with back connection are .spe-

cially adapted for Switchboard use. The arm is

made in a unique and practical way, insuring
strength, good contact and handsome appearance.

Our new list on these Switches is ready for

distribution.

Switchboard Building a Special Feature.

Send us your specifications and we will

promptly furni.sh you with an estimate.

We are still making a Complete Line of

Incandescent Supplies. Street Hoods, Panel Boards,

Snap Switches. Sockets, etc.

Electric Engineering & Supply Co.,

Switch for Top Conn Switch for Back Connection.

IVI RY SNA/ITCM BEST SWITCH FOR
THE LEAST MONEY.

Handsomely Finished.Single, Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double Throw, with or without Fuse Extension.

Absolutely Reliable. Complete Stock Carried in Chicago.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, Telephone Harrison 714, I 202 Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO.
Manufactured by THE FIBERITE CO., Mechanicviile, N. Y. Hoefgen, Moxhiim & Co., 80 William St., N. Y. Joshua Hendy Machine Works, San Francisco, Cal.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accnmnlators.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Aiuiaiiciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &. Mech. C

Arc Lamps.

Ft. WayneElec. Corporation.
Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co.

Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis. C.
"

Samson Cordage >

Assayers.
Nafl. Ore .

Batteries and Jars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Pearson, P. J- Mlg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

J El. & Mech. Co.

"Western Electric Co.

Belting.

Jewell Belting Co.

Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Books, Eleetrieal.
Electrician Publishing (

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Win. Chaa.

Burelar AlarniH.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huobol & Manger.
Menominoo El. & Mech. Co.
Western Eloctric Co.

Partridge Carbon (

Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim, Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Compound.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
liigKt Plants.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Arnold, B. J.
Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Schott. W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.

Besly&Co., Chasl

Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
OkoniteCo., The.

Standard Underground C. Co.

Samson Cordage W
Crooltes' Tabes.

Brackets.
Anderson. .'

"

Brady, T. I

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance "'
" " • "ffconst. £FarrTel.&C ;. Supply Co.
FiberiteCo., The.
Mason, J. W.
Nuttall Co. R. D.

Cut-OntM and Switclios.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Ball-Ball Co., Ltd.
Chicago ]

Chicago (

Common
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

'orcelaln Works.

Crocker-Wheeler EL
Dallett&Co., Thos. :

--'7 Elec. Mfg. Co.

s.' El. & Mfg. Co.

i3-or .Alp»l-kak>e-l:i<

Ft. WayneElec. Corporatio
General Electric Co.
Hine&Co., L. A.

Triumph Elec. Co.
Warren Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

BconomJjEers. Fuel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric EaUways.
BruPh Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and lleehani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold. B. J.

Bain, Foree.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M

] Biddle. James G.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance-Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co.

Imperial Porcelain Works.

Electro-Platine Macli'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co,
General Electric Co.

Engines. Gas.
Norman Co.. J. J.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gaso. Eng. Co.
Weber Gas A. Gaso'l Eng. Co.

Engines, Steam
Ball A Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
McEwen. J. H. Mfg. Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Woston Engine Co.

Chic, Electro & Stereo Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.

Feed Water Heaters.
Goubort Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Holmes Flbrc-Graphite Co.
Kartavert Mfir. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
Barnotl Co., G. A H.

Fire Alarms.
Western Electric Co.

FuHo Wire.
Brixey. W. R
Eloctric Appliance Co.
PIborltc Co., The.

Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Besly'i Co.. Chas. H.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Oeneral Elec. Supplies.
Anderson, Albert &. J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.

Ball-Ball Co., Ltd.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W-
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Ohio Electric Works.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co.
Peru Elec. Mfg. Co.

Standard Tel. &, Elec. Co.
Utlca El Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Olassivare.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Go\"nors, ^Fater IVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Besly A Co., Chas. H.
Dison Crucible Co., Jos-
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.

Anderson, Albert A

Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.

Electric Eng. &. Supply Co.

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.

Hlne&Co.. L.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. "S

Mfg. Co.

Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—Haguet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R-

Commercial Klec. Sup. Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Ijamps, Incandescent.

Columbia Inc. Lamp C

General Electric Co.,
Orient Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.

Incan. Lamp Co.

Garton-Daniels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utica El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.

Besly A Co., Chas.
Bliss Co., E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Macdonald Jr., A. Roy.

Sills A Co.. W. H.
Hining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Hotors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
Crocker-Wheeler Elec. Co.
Dallett ACo., Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Mayo. V. J.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.

Sioux City Brass Works.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley. Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.
Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Brown, DeWItt, Cedar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Hart, C. S.
Lewis A Co.,
IJndsley Brc

Push Button
Electric Appliance Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Klipstein A Co., A.
Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co.

Speed Indicators.
Besly A Co.. Chas. H.
Biddle. James G.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitfney Elec. Inst. Co.

Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

iatterics.
Battery Co.
torage Batte

Ohio Storage Battery (

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co
Ladd. A. W^

Electrical Works.

Electric AppUance Co.
Moore. Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meacham.

General ]

" Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse El. vV Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Electric Car.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co,
Leflel& Co., Jas.
Reploglo Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.
Stilwell-BIorce St Smith
Vaile Co

liniversities.
Cor. School of Technology.
Int. Corr. Schools.
Rose Polytechnic Institute.

Water M'heels.

Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
BI-Motallio EI. Trans. Co.

Independent Electric Co.

hi li-kcJox o^ .Adveriilser
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THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.

HIGHLY FINISHED IN

Japan,

Nickel,

Polished Brass

Venetian Designs, ^^^^^sssms.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY.

IMPROVED
MECHANICAL
CONSTRUCTION.

F'or Ca-talogrues and Price L.is-fcs Address

DIEHL MFG. COMPANY,
IHCa-XA^ RC90I

5C1-503 BltOADWAV. 5JEW YOKK CITY.
las-iaH ESSEX street, bostox. ELIZABETHPORT, N. J

ALTERNATING CURRENT SELF STARTING

FAN MOTOR
tabl-e:, \a/ai-l. or ceii-iinig.

Breez:e in siny Uirection
Vertically or Horizontally.

52 Volts
60 Cycles.

104 Volts
25 Cycles.

NO BRUSHES, NO COMMUTATOR,
NO FRICTION.

12 inoh F'an, l,800 Revolu-tions.
Immediate Delivery.

General Electric Company,
Main Offices: SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

Sales Offices in all large cities of the U. S. For Canada: Address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.
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THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10.000 VOLTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINC COMPANY
F>i-t-tsiFielcl, IVIass., LJ. S. A.

THE ROYAL ELECTRIC CO., Montreal, Canada, are

sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C. 'i

System in Canada. . . . . . . .11

BRAINCHES OFFICES:
Chicago, 305 [3earfc>or-r> S-t.

CSor-tlai-id-t St.
anoisco, I06 Vlai-lce'l: S-t.

I

HART FLUSH SWITCKES.
^TeTXT ^a-ce ^la-te.

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

No. 1 Plate for S and lo Amp.
Hart Hwltchea.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Made of solid plate brass J-inch thick, with beveled edges.

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches and Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "OATALOOUE B."
**

THE HART & HEBEMAN MFG. CO., ToP of No. 1 Plate.
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High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

FOR DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS, FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS.

HUGO REISINGER, NO. 38 BEAVER STREET, NEW VORK. , ..TS 'sr'S'S".'.';;"; TV,",..

THE BEST BOOK
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

On dynamo electric machines is S. P. Thompsons'
"Dynamo Electric Machinery." Contains 1,000
pages, profusely illustrated.

THE STANDARD WORK.
r^niCE. IMONA^, ^6.00.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

Have You Heard About

Orient Lamps?
WELL, LISTEN!

They are made throughout of the very best ma-

terials obtainable.

They are made from start to finish by skilled workmen and

are mechanically perfect.

They are carefully and thoroughly tested by means of instruments

made espeoiillly for the purpose, and ONLY PERFECT
Lamps are allowed to leave the factory.

They are nniform ill efficiency, voltage and candle-

power and are fully guaranteed.

They are of HIGH EFFICIENCY and you will save money
by using them.

They are not the loivest priced lamps on the market, but

they ARE the CHEAPEST lamps obtainable, if the ra-

tio of light given oflF to the current consumed is

taken into consideration.

We want you to know about these things, and if you can find it

to 3'our advantage to deal with us, we would be pleased to

hear from you.

The Orient Electric Co.,
YO»J>IMC?STO>A/IM, O.

CHICAGO OFFICE: 1628 Monadnock, Thad S. Lane, Mgr.

ARC LAMPS
Oi=- A I- 1- KINDS.

PLAIN, ORIMAiVIENTAL,

For Direct and Alternating Current.

Write for Catalogue.

The Adams & Westlake Co.,

1 lOOntario St., CHICAGO.
EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.,

J And I 1 2 Liberty St., New York.

a NOTE THIS
Q

Current Consumption:

3'Meston" 12-inch fan, 60 to 70 watta.

" 16-inch fan., 70 watts,

ft Induction 12-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 80 to 90

a watts.~
Induction 12-inch fan, 1(

-"'te-

9
111 CHEAPEST

** Fan Motors on the f

TYPE E. I. I.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
5V T. O'CONNOR SL-OKMS.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the STUDENT.
Profusely Illustrated. Practical. Necessary Adjuncts to every Library-. Send in yc

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cliicago.
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THE PORTER STANDARD MOTOR CO.,
Manufacturers of the only genuine "fP^^TE^ IVIOT^R."

Beware of Imitations. Our Battery Hotors are second to none in workmansliip, finish and gen-

eral efficiency. Every Motor Guaranteed. We are the pioneer makers of Small Battery

riotors. You can obtain our flotors from any Electrical Supply House in the country.

SEKD FOR liATEST Ilil/l'STRATED PRICE LIST.

ned( change of addr

The Porter Standard Motor Co..
i_e:baimoini, im. h.

JUSTNOW^^^
Fan Motor you intend to handle this season. Our dir

the best, if its intrinsic merit is considered.

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

DTDrCTION AlVD SPARK COIIiS, ETC., ETC.
-•kWRITE for CATALOGUE'*'

Menoiiaee Electrical M lecliaiical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

"Eyanson" Quick Break Switch

EYANSON & ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High & Co.,

123 N. 3rd STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA. Switches

and

Switch-

boards

of all

Descrip-

tions.

Write for our new
catalogue "D."

BRANCH OFFICES:^ IH IGAK&^z Metropolitan Electric Co., 186 5th

NEW YORK: 136 Liberty St., Cliapln & Douglas.
LOUISVILLE. KY.: 313 W. Main St., James Clark, Jr. & Co.
NEW OBLEANS, LA.-. 608 Custom HouseStreet, Wldmer & Spranlej.

A Perfect Iron-Clad Fuse Box
FOR....

Motor, Arc, Incandescent

SINGLE AND DOUBLE POLE.

Order one anj you will order more.

QENBRAL REPA1R1^Q.

Disc iB^rc Cu-t-^u-fcs,
Aro K^nife S^A^itches,

L_igh-tninS Arres-ters.
WKITK IS. UtW OVK IMSCOI XTS.

UTICA,
IM. Y.DIICA ELECTRICAL IF(i.& SUPPLY CO.

DIXON'S BELT DRESSING
AND I.£ATH£R PRESERVATIVE.

Is guaranteed to prevent slipping and to preserve the leather.
It will pay you to send for circulars and testimonials.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N. J.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-

guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTMGE F=ReE.

Electrician Publishing Co.
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

IT'S ALL RIGHT.

Webb's Telephone Hand-Book. A book for the
expert as well as the novice- Price $1.00.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
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The Warren Alternator,
INDUCTION TYPE |i

tAny Voltage 2.000 Volts lltll
Transformers.

STATIONARY SINGLE RING ARMATURE-STATIONARY FIELD COIL.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

Efficrency the Highest, Regulation the Closest, of any Alternating Current Generator Known.
Noiseless in Operation. Built to Earn Money With, not to Spend Money Upon.

WARREN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
>ai_e:s AOE:i>j-rs:

California Rlerti-iral n'orka.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

oL Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

** Trust/' with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured*

TME AIVIERIOAIM CARBOIM OO
IMoblesvil Ind., \J. S. A..

LOTS OF OTHER FAN OUTFITS

Bunr 1 1

1

The C-W FAN OUTFITS have 6 BLADE, 12 and

16-INCH FANS instead of the usual

10 and 15-inch 4 Blade.

They will therefore do BIG WORK if you want it.

The Fan guard is ornamental and substantial and close enough mesh to prevent

a Fan blade from flying out should it, by chance, be broken while in operation.

The complete Fan Outfit may not address itself to your eye as pleasantly, as to design and shape, as some others,

it having been considered unwise to sacrifice stability to enhance its appearance.

If you want a Fan Outfit for this season and will want it again next season, and several following seasons, you

want the C=W. Let our Selling Agents talk to or write you.

Crocker=Wheeler Elec. Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

39 and 41 Cor-tlandt: S-t., IMgm^ Yorlc.

. W/E tell you here only about FANS.^ W This is the FAN SEASON. We
also manufacture "The Best" in Dynamos
and Motors of Standard and Special Types

in all practical sizes. If interested in these

please write us

REPRESENTATIVE SELLING AGENTS:

Sargent & Lundy, 13 Monadnock BIdg., Chicago.

F. S. Blacliall & Co., 126 Liberty St., New York.

N. E. Electric Supply Co., 49 Federal St., Boston.

New Orleans Electric Co.. 728 Qravier St., New Orleans.

Abner Doble Co., 13 and 15 Fremont St., San Francisco.

Harry S. Smitb, 607 Cbestaut St., Philadelphia.
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ITMAYBEOUR"FAN"-CY
But we believe we have the most complete and satisfactory line of

Electric Fan Motors
In the market. Our line includes

Direct Current Buzz Fans—The Acme.
Direct Current Ceiling Fans—Tlie Dayton.

Alternating Current Buzz Fans -The Meston.
Alternating Current Ceiling Fans—The Meston.

Send for circulars and prices on any or all of the above.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

242 Madison Street, Chicago.

WHY BE A FOGY?
5 in. for

UNIONS.
J in. for

HAND- HOLES.
I in. for

MAN-HOLES.

PEERLESS RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO.,

BI-METALLIC WIRE.
COPPER AND STEEL.

(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co,

I304 Havemeyer Building,

A NEW CIRCULAR
Describing the

HOn STATION AMMETERS AND
VOLTMETERS

Sent free on Applieation.

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

PEXACOOK, N. H., U.S.A.

IF YOU WANT
A first-class COMMUTATOR use Solid

Sheet Mica Insulation with B. & S.

Drop-forged Segments.

BOWERS BROTHERS, mm 19 Lake st., Chicago,

La\*t! AN ELECTIC LIGHT
For -tl-ie IMeck^ie

...$1.50...

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS,
Electric Supplies. Telephones. Ballcries, Bells, Dyna

mos. IVlotors, Lamps. Wire. Etc.

13 South Water St., CLEVELAND, O.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . .p#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

sole Manufacturers, I 86- I 88 Fifth Ave.,

81-83 John St., New York. . . . CHICAGO.

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.,
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Oar machines will operate SUS-

PEXDED from CEIL,IKG O^TER-
HEAD or BOETEB DIRECT to
SIDE WAIvli as readily as when
occupying floor space in the ordi-
nary manner. All hearings self

oiling. See onr new patented de-

vice for COXXECTIKO MOTORS
DIRECT TO EIXE SHAFT, SAV-

IKO BEETS, FUEI.EYS AKD FEOOB SPACE.

ITE
INVERSE TIME ELEMENT

C-S FLUSH SWITCHES

AUTOMATIC MAGNETIC

CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Cutter Electrical and Mfg. Co., 1112 Sansom Street

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, - BOSTON, MASS.

feilRHOADS BELT
"VOLTA DVNAKIO" Belting Is Superior

!

Write for Catalogue.

J. E. RHOADS &. SONS, 227 Orange St.. Wilmington, Del.

» Lenther It brings the nnswer. Branch. Philadelphia, Pa.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation,
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Apparatus for

Arc, direct Curren-b and /Vl-terna-t-
ing Incandescen-fc L.igh-ting and

Po'\A<'er Transmission.

THE STOREY nOTOR.

Morris, Tasker & Co.,

Manufacturers of

^iler Tubes, Wrought Iron

Pipes and Fittings.

DUST and Moisture
proof.

Specially adapted for
direct driving machin-
ery.

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

Light weight. Slow and
medium speed.

No interior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

The Storey Motor &T00I Co.. Metropolltan^lectrlc Co.

YORK &SEDCELEY AVENUE ^EW YORK OFFICE:
PHILA:J LPHIA.

i

I I 2 Liberty street,
Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
\ 11// i'it«vn>KX«i;. It. I.

'

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

Nkw YoiiK Stork. P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlaudt St.

RauManufacturingCo.,
Russell BIdg., Randolph and Canal Sts.. Chicago, III.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

^!j% Clusters, Flanges,

"^ ^ Special Electrical Goods.

TlieOnlyWater-WlieelGovernortliatGoverns.
Montague Street Railway Co.

Greenfield, Mass., Sept. 19, 1895.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL GOVERNOR CO.,
61 Hampshire Street, Boston, Mass.

Gente.kmen:—Wo have one of your Governors in use
at our iii.wrr liousr at Millers Falls, Mass., taking care ot
two watcr-wlii'rls hi prrfnction, regulating the powei'toitkin
afew Fii/lx. Wv tiiok nut one Governor and replaced it with
a LOMBARD GOVERNOR which gives perfect aatis-

faHion. Yours truly, MONTAGUE ST. RY. CO.,
(Signed) H. C. Garfield, Supl.

LOMBARD WATER-WHEEL
GOVERNOR CO.,

Sold on trial and absolutely guaran-

teed to hold wheel speed to satisfaction of

purchaser, irrespective of sudden changes

of load.

Send us a description of your water-

wheel plant.

61 HAMPSHIRE STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.

BROOKTOIM
i^pjtefj Leather Nail Heads lT<^hr.T.

FOR CLEATS, INSULATORS, ETC.

Brockton Electric Mfg. Co., - Brockton, Mass. LAMPS
Arc ailjraflesceiit.

Adams-Bagnall Electric Co.,

CLEVELAND, O.
New York. 222 Havemeyer Building.

Chicago. 1654 Monadnock Block.

THE GARTON LIGHTNING ARRESTERS
WIL,!, PROTECT WHEK AL,L, OTHERS FAIL,.

Unequaled for Durability, Reliability and Efficiency ! Our testimonials back up all of our claims. Send for them.

CARTON-DANIELS ELECTRIC CO., Keokuk, Iowa, U. S. A. miention thi^ papbb.

E
Supplies of all kinds. ^^^ Contractors for complete ^^S i^ire, Lamps, Bells, ^^ ^B
Telephones a specialty. B light afid power plants. H ^ 'Batteries, Mica, etc. WLKM

LEGTRIGAL LNGINEERING UOMPANY, III

_
Northwestern Agen ts for

Siemens & Halske Dynamos.

INNEAPOUS, MINN.

-m

,
230 -.236

Gordon Primary Battery
EXCELS IN

Long Life, Efiiciency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing.

Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
prominent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Rail-

road Companies of America.
Send tor descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MANUFACTURED BY

Tie dorflfli-Biiralaiii Battery Co.,

82(West Broadway, New York.

ELECTRIC appliance' CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

r^,, ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,
^S/ ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE: FACTORY:

39 and 41 Cortiandt St. Pawtucket R. I,
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POSITION WANTED
as superinteDdent i

liRht plnat^; first-^l

machinist. It's ecoi

years' exporiouce

WANTED.
. party t take either the control-

3 deal of aQ electric Itaht

plant in a town of 2.000. Have franchise but not

enough money to install same. Address "820,"

care Westekn Electkician.

Engineer Wanted.

trie LiMlit Plant. None but temperate, reliable

men wbo can furnish good references need ap-

ply. Address with references, stating terms.

**SIIPERIXTEXDEX,T"

FOR SALE
CHEAP.

A small holding of

PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engi-
neer" of New York.

For full information and
particulars address

"Stockholder,"
care Western Electrician,

Snite 510 Marpette Bldg,, Cliicap,

FOR SALE.
A rare opportunity is offered to

purchase a modern factory well

equipped with a full line of machin-

ery, tools and patterns used in the

manufacture of a well known and
successful make of dynamos and
motors. The factory is located

within 100 miles of Chicago, in a

thriving railroad center and manu-
facturing town of 30,000 popula-

tion. The electrical machinery
now being manufactured is simple
in construction and operation, and
has been successfully on the mar-
ket for several years.

Satisfactory reasons will be given

for selling and every opportunity
for investigation will be offered to

intending purchasers.

If desired present owners will

retain part interest. Address

"WESTERN FACTORY,"
Care Western Electrician. Suite 510 Marquette Bldg.

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-Ught Fort Waynq Alternating Incandes-

cent Dynamo, with Exciter. Second-hand, bat in

perfect order- Address

THE S. FREEMAN &, SONS MFG. CO,,

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways.
One 600 h. p. Corliss engine, one 300 h. p. Corliss

engine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en-

flne; one 250 h. p. Ball automatic engine; two 125

. p. Ball automatic engines; two 80 h. p. Ball
automatic engines; two 135 h. p. generators, 500
volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stock of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compound
boilers, 700 n, ' " '"

s Patent sSftD Water Purifier.
Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS, Catalogue on Application,

m StilweE-Bierce & Saitli-Vaile Go,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
BUdon Iron &. I^ocomotive IVoi-ks, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agent.

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 60-lb. relaying rails;

1,000 tons 75-lb. relaying rails; 800

tons 45-lb. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacity. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

steam railroad bonds when payable

at Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.,

N. Y., or Knickerbocker Trust Co.,

66 Broadway, N. Y., and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company in

N. Y.

ROLLING STOCK SOLD ON EASY
TERMS.

A. >A/. L_ADD,
1 7 1 Market Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Ml
CANADIAN

AMBER MICA
A specialty, in any size,

shape or form, for electric

purposes, patterns or odd
shapes.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
AND QUOTATIONS.

FORSALE.
One ( 50 Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine with Spare
Armature.
One 100 Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A I

cond4jnon.

Ail.lrcss, "BUYER,"
Onro Wkhtkiin ELKorniciAN, SuUo Til't M'lrfiuotlo

FOR SALE.
ne 1,000 light incandescent dynamo and one

light incandescent. Both direct current, com-

pound wound.

A.. I-IIIME & GO.,
234 E. Lake Street,

CHICAGO.

WHOLESALE

lebgraph, Telephone, Electric Li^lii

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar ;j"eled. Qulclc

shipments and best quality.

OCONTO, WIS.

INDIA AND AMBER MICA.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W. C, Sterling, Sr, W, C, SterUng, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

Six large sorting pole yards in Aliclilgan.

tion and buy of an old reliable f

W. C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

P
WHITE n^^'^p"^""^!

^^^^^^ r ^^^^^^

CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R. R- I" CAR \
U Light, L AND L TIES. U

Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich,

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUMBER COMPANY,
Ma'^inette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purchasing elsewhere.

SraP&stiis.
A. L. LEWIS & CO.

Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
FROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

KIEIKOSIINEE, SIICII., for prices on AVHITE CEDAR rOI.E!«.

Preserve Your Copies

'—2^ Western Electrician.
BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Snitc 510 Marquette Bnilding, .... CHICAGO.

Central Manufacturing Co.,
nUKEKS a.ND DKALKKS IN TKIMN.CHA-rTANOOQA,

-r~

^m^3^^m
style F.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286-290 Graham St.. Brooklyn, N,
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Victor Turbine Water Wlieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

of ELECTRIC COMPANIES Is called to tliis OEt.liBRATIi;n WATER

i(;htist per cunt of iiselvil effect giiaraiilGOd.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

1 horizontal Btiafts,

THE S^ILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdoii Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

IVIos-t Durable

11

I't-tery Oells F^rodciced.

i TESTED -^ f^ TRUSTED 05 2.

Manufactured by The Butler Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y,

IRON ARMORED CONDUIT
(CUMMINC'S PATENTS)

FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

ARMORITE - INTERIOR CONDUIT COMPANY,
Office and Works: 478-480 Fori St. West, Detroit, Mich.

"WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTEB, MASS.
FIVE COUESES OF STUDY.

Mechanical, Civil and Electrical EngineerlnR.
Chemistry, General Scientific Course. lS8-naee
Catalogue, showing appolBtments securedby
graduates, mailedfree. Expenses low. 29th year.

T. C. 9IEaiDF,lVHAI<I., President.

SEND FOR OIKCtlLAK AND PEICE3.

THE lECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
Ill to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDOLE
FOR 1896,

Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 610 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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FLUOROSGOPE,LEROrS=: X-RAY
FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price, I Complete Portable X-Ray I
Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| QutfitS for PhysiCJanS

I

Weight 6 Ounces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
S^rad ^-t^inriF' 'for cisircst-i l^kr.

J. A. 1-E ROV, 1^3 E. fS-th St., IMe>A/ Yorlc.
STEAM HEATING. STEAM HEATING.

WEBSTER VACUUM ^^^^-^^^^ STEAM HEATING,
Without back pressure upon the engines guaranteed.

^OIVIF>RISIIM^ -riHI

WARREN WEBSTER &C0,, Camden, N, J, ir/oZZ-rril"™,.

AT LAST!

Desk Set No. 29.

Automatic Intercommunicating
Switch on each Instrument.

•

RICHARDS & MEACHAM,
Sole Agents for Chicago and Northern Illinois,

84 and 86 La Salle Street, CHICAGO.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHIC?CGO.

FIVE
GOOD
BOOKS.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.
INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

Suite 510 Marquette Buildii

CHICAGO, ILL.Electrician Publishing Co.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

THE.

UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series IncandeS'

For all Systems

Current, Candle- \

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

it Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purti^ances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Wstance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COKKESrU.NDEiNCIi SOLICITEIJ. SATISFACTION OUAUANTEED-

The Electric Motor and Its Applications.

BY T. C. MARTIN AND JOSEPH WETZLER.
THIRD EDITION.

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.

Cloth, 315 large quarto pages, 353 Illustrations. Price, $3.00.

The wealth ot information contained in the three hundred and odd large
double-column pages ot this important worlv is equaled in few special technical
treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive character. More than one hundred
different motors are described and illustrated—many in great detail— and the
different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are
full page, and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully
illustrated. The treatment is simple, clear and concise, and little mathematics
is employed, the worl< being essentially of a practical and largely of a dnscriplive

character. The section on alternating motors resumes in a sim|ilr manner with-
out mathematical formulae, the principles upon which th. v arr tias.i]. and that
on thermo-magnetic motors treats this interesting class in .:;iralrr .l.iail than
can be found in any other puljliraii.m. An inlerrsl ing I'cainn' is iln> liislnrical

method of treatment, by means ni' wliicli iln' diU'ri-enl sir|is in ihr a.l\ancc of
theories and design can be clearly Iracnl, and iln' varyini;- nsulls ol' r\plurations
in many directions instructively f(ill.i\vnd,

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. Elementary Considerations.—Chapter II. Early Molors and E.\--

porimenls in Europe.—Chapter III. Early Motors and Experinmnls in America.
—Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission ot Power.—Cliapirr V. Thr Modern
Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.—Chapter VI. Tlir Mu,l,-iii Electric
Railway and Street-car Lino in American. —Chnpler Vll. Tlie fsn ,,|- Storage
Hatleries with Electric Motors for St, 1 RailHays, ('h;,|.lrr VIII, Tlie Indus-
trial Application of Electric M s in iMirnp,-. (1,.ipi.i' I.\. 'I'ln^ Industrial
Application of Electric M 's in .\unTir;,. dn.pirr X. Kleriinr Molors in

(
'I'/ii,.^ ,f l/iix or ani/ other electrical book published tiill be sent bi/ mttil,

riii-.nAiii. In mill uildressin the world, on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
Suite 510 Marquette Building:, CHICAQO.

CO.,
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VIADUCT MFB. COMPANY
Is the oldest concurn
of the kind in lliis

cimntry, with one ex-

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and otlier appliances.

It has had 18 years'
experience; 5 years as
licensed manufacturer
<if the American Bell

Telephone Company.
U has made more
Magneto Bells than all

IMS in the country. Its

standard worl< is

known by all e.xperi.

enced telephone men.

The works are lo-

cated at the Relay
Station, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, and run
by water power.

It manufactures all of i

well as brass, iron, steel and
with its output.

ything connected

IH'

Send for new catalogue and mention this paper.

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,

Bal-timore, IVId.

T
ELEPHONES an» SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

riADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANDFAOTUEEBS OF THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

magnetic
1 high voltage; polarized 1

oportion to wind

with anapl'

wltn centrally pivoted arma
pired) and high co-efflcient c

the whole adapted to meet tl

Will ring bells on rong lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

windings. Will work with any make of switchboard,

long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Licensees for sale of Mild© Battery Transmitter in the Dnited States. Patent granted

April 17th, 189-1. For simplicity, small dimenBions, entire maltl-contact, and powerful transmie-

Bion, It has no equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards

Unea. Estimates for compute equipment of eichanges and toll line systems promptly fnrniehed

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
riADISON. WISCONSIN.

. L. SPOONER, PreBldent. E. W. BAICHELDEH, Secret.ar:

H. C. DODGE, Gea'l Supt. H. A. TAYLOll, Treasurer.

We IHaiinfactnre

S;iSeTELEPHONES.
Complete Exchanges Installed.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

TELEPHONES
..OO TO THE..

VIADUCT CO,, Baltimore,

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL!
jok. iMi-fiviBEFZ OF" nove:i_ F-E,A-r«_fr e:s.

Wrllc fur llliistnitit.l cldscrlptlcin.

^A^illia-lns & iO^bbo-l:-!: Elleo-fcric Co.,
Mfrs. of Magneto Bells and Telephone Receivers. 9-1 I Huron Street, CLEVELAND, 0.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Mannfarture and Sell at Wholesale....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.-

BUY
Your Electrical Books of the Electrician

Publishing Co., Suite 510 flarquette

BIdg., Chicago. You will save TIME and

MONEY b}- doing so

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufaciurer of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices.

SPECIALTY MFG. CO,,

Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Sctilicbt's Standard Ledger Indexes,

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for primed matter.

BRANCH...

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

Grimshaw Wires and Cables,

Sockets, Switclies, Etc.

J. W. MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

On receipt of/--=-~^—_>'
10 CENTS
We will send you a

Western Electriciaa

Ifloiillit SctieWe

FOR 1896.

Every Lighting man should

have one.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 510 iWarquetle BIdg., CHICAGO.

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
Anil no further excnse for
not jilacing' your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,

Established I860.

225 West Water St., Milwaukee, Wis.

Incorporated 1895.
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NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, we have found it necessary to seek larger and more commodious
quarters, and therefore desire to announce that we have moved from 6 Lake-

IVIARQUETTE BUILDING,
side Buikling to . .

SUITE 5
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and

thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the Space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

even more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B J- Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E. 1

Consultine Electrical Engineer. 1

UPKOIil-TY; 1

154 1 Marquette Bids-. Clilcasa.

W. II. Schott, E. E.

Consulting and Contrnci

For^eBain, B,^^„<,
Mechanical Engineer.

Expert lo Patent Oaosefl.

r;7, 1608 and lOBO
ock Bullillne, CHIOACO.

Virginius J. Mayo,
Electrical and Mechanical KnulneerlnK.

Consulting, Designing, Supervising
Contractor and Manufacturer of Ma
chinery for special purposes.

TEI., MAIN 430.

ion \'. Cliiitnii Ht.. <'lil4'A<i<J

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite 510 Mariuelte Bldg.. CHICAGO.

William H. Bryan, W. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
SpeclflcHtlous, Superintendence, Tests, Pur-
ehasing. Designs of Central Stations a Spe-
cialty. Turner Building, St. I.onl8.

Fred. J. Oross,
Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Speclflca
fnrall kinds of electrical Instiillatlons; consultation, superlDtendlnf;. etc.

id all data for the complete construction of dynamo electric machinery of anyeapac
'ItiK' . XIA4;AKA FAI.I.H. X. V.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Charles Wirt, i026 Filbert, Phlladelptila.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

Telephone Men

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-

Book." Price, Si.oo. . . .

Electrician Publisliing Company,

i^aite 510 Marquette Bldg,, Chicago

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

luents. Expenses

THE FLEMIWC

ALTERNATING

I ^ J
LAMP...

Simplest-

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Market.

New
Catalogue
Just Out.

Agents Wanted in

Leading Western

Cities ;:::;::

Our Prices are

\^ Right.

F LEMING -SPENCE F LECTRiCAL QO..,

652 Hudson St., New York.

PRiO^OTIOAl-

DYNAMO BUILDING,
AVith detail drawingtii antl instrnctioiiN for nindins.
Cwiviiig correct sizes of nire, dimensions of iron. etc.
Also diagram for honse wiring .

BY 1^. C. A.T\A/^OOD,
Profnsely illastratetl. Size of page, 10x8 inches. Price, S3.

"This work is goUen up especially for amateur btiilders and non-professional
inen. All measurements and instructions tor winding are taken from machines
in .-ictual service. Particular attention has been given to every detail of construc-
tion, that they may be thoroughly understood. This work will be of great value,
not only to those who wish to build dynamos, but to superintendents, engineers
and workmen who have the care of established systems."

—

Frum Pnfan:.

Pronounced to be a practical, and cojiplete work.

STANDARD
OF THE

^A/^ORI-D.

pO!>ttpai<l < of pri

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

Price Reduced!
THE NEW EDITION OF

Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson's Book,

Dynamo Electric

Machinery,

POPE MFG. CO.,
105 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
TAKE THE-

NOW $6.00.

New Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6.00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's standard

work. It contains nearl}' 1,000 pages, and is profusel)' illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once.

Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Suite .sio Marquette Building. CHICAfiO.

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artislic
Furnishing, Decoration and Etficient Service,
insuring the highest degree of

COHFORT, SPEED AND SAFETY.

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SCO." MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

Return, including Heals and Berths. From
Cleveland, $18; from Toledo, $15 ; from Detroit,
$13.50.

EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting- at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

Sunday Trips June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=ia=Bay # Toledo

I Detroit aqdClevelaiid Steam Nav. Go.

DON'T READ
The WESTERN ELECTEICIAN vmless yoti want

to be made fvilly aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

whole to hall r iter than any othe
'oUowing, copied from certified testa made at Holyoke, Mass., on

and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer io charge of eiperimenta, and E.

as evidenced by

hydranlic engineer.
The originals of these certificates a B seen at oar office.

Test of a43-iii. Wheel-Ju y 0,'94
i
Test of aii-in. Wheel-July 14, '04

Head '£
Cu. Ft.

H. p.
CiSt.

Head
Rev.

^_
129.33

ll?:So

Cu. Ft,

134.18 199.56
120.85 18S.14
104.85 162.89
92.76 142.40
70.80 98.85

&.
Whole Gate

16 78
nl.m

Wei

127; 18

112.60

11:^

175. 7i

118 :!( 11
For Information i

THE DAYTflN GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton. 0.. U.S.A.

CLIMAX Oifreeder
Prevents Formation

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
Phllada. Bourse,

PHIUDELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? loo pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIE<G CA
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

^ ammmjm^

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Sccurlns a lilerh enaranteed percentage and gxeat steadiDesii ol

and an unprecedented hlgli velocity. Its quickly operatlns: l>al-

auced gates, aflords prompt and flue regulation by ffovemor. Satis-
faction guaranteed where others fall. Write for catalogue, and stat«

J°AmTs LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio. U. S. ft

LATINUM
_ For all Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchaeed^ = »KI;B & CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Ballroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

P
Wm. J. Alexander, Pres. Telephone. Main
Geo. T. Schuster, TIce-Pres. 1096
F. J. Welch, Secretary.

Photo and Wood Engraving,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &.

STEREOTYPE CO.
196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.

Fine I 1 Catalogue Work a Specialty.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Adapted lor

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

0ver2.500 in use.

Porcupine & Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES

Racine Hardware Co.
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit ot government of water-power is often determined by the design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans,

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. It results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOQLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOCLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

f 1 THE Mccormick
I /Hm TIIPRIIViE

mm
Din

TURBINE,
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Crives more power as to diameter Avitli a

higher percentage ofuseful effect than any other
water-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left

hand, are built from patterns perfected imder systematic tests iu
the Holvoke Testing Plume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
their interest to confer with me, as I am willins: to suar-
antee reistilts where others have fJaileu, no mat-

S. MORGAN SMITH, foA, Pa.

FUSE WIRE^ «»"««'

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

t. and Treas. F. S. MARTIN, ! JOHN R. McCINLEY, <

R. D. IMUTXALL COiVIRAIMY,
ai_i_e:gihe:imy, f»a.

Arc 3'ou Ljcttino: Gears and Pinions witli teeth of correct form.^ This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYER & ENGLUND, 1211 Bet/, Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle Stales Sales Dept,
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass.; New England States Sales Dept.
STANnARl) liAILWAY STTPPLY Co., M,.rr!uliiu,-k lilock, clii.-iign. 111., N. W. States Sales Dept.
A, s, I'AKTlMlHiK. i;:ini, .,r ( MM r... i:i.i. ,

^1 I v.. < w s.ii... n,.|,i.

Si'lLMINiao .\ M^\\^i,\^, ,. ., '.,. Hi.; , ., .; .1, ,-.,
. X.w I'lrloana, La.

Jo.slIUA llENDV MAfUl.XK Wuiavc, IViciic l\m:.,l :~..lro i>,|,i., .Nu. Jb Fivmunt St., Sau Franch
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=/fyOUWdntany Welme fumbliedRope/or

y -' / Mme of i/ie/tirgeilDrive:

I

I
infheCounlry. I

. !\ hVhanndn
[forTnnsmisswim UOMMNY

PAW/PD FROM GASOLINE?
\\J VV Civ Economical, Simple, Safe ai

YES. ws V,

and Reliable, niiil )l.

ti'iiKfili/tf Kiitjini'ii rcfi'iirf no Enginiir. His aahiry (fofs in your pocket. For
rormnlion address WEBER QAS & GASOLINE ENaiNE CO.,

150 Soill/iwrst BouUmrd. Kansas City, Ho. ""^^=^

Gasoline Engines. ^--aiuH^» *'!• for 4lri^

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE

J. J. NORMAN CO.,nfrs,

Used for making Electric !Llgli

power lov any purpose required. Specially

adapted for electric light in private enterprises.

The latest great invention of this progreasive age.

Bnilt in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

r,ortable. Is the simplest power on the market. A
dwart In size; a Samson In strength. Costa but

little to run it. Has no equal for even speed and

durabiUty. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Gas

OVER 4S.000 som

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H. P.

Electric Li^ht Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

m Otto (jas Enpe Works, lac,

PHII.ADEI.PHIA.

ELEPHANTBRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
INGOTS,CASTINGS,WIRE,RdDS,SHEETS,ETC,— DELTA METAL

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINO AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street. NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

lioRibAi

s^merican^oilerCompany^
ADAPTEDTO ALL CLIMATK
PERFECT COMBUSTION
M0KCAPt0PDU6T0RGA6
AUTOMATICALIY CONTROLLED

I

POSITIVELY 6APE

I
94 cfcMTfcR M NEW YORK^ .,

aA L^KE iT CHICAGO ffc^^J

I FACTORIES AT 5YRACU5tANDDtJR0IT.

The Glonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Manufacturers ol thi

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BrriLX IN UNITS OF so TO 1,000 H. I».

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and Ml Classes of Iron Work.

Bpeclflcatlone, drawlBKB and Frlcea fnmlslied
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

Aluminum
Nickel Alloy.

Manufactured by The Nat:

This alloy ig

sally used for

.

jectiles, acid

Sperp
Soldu

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

Branch Agencies and Supply Offices:

RiCHABD Baikd & Son, Ironmongers,
Hamilton, England, and Glasgow, Scotland.
Wm. Clendinneng & Sons, Montreal,

Can.
D. C. Cakoll h Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
The JuDNsoN Mfg. Co., San Francisco,

fO*0*0*0*

Tie Reiigoi-Slioles Typewriter

Is a recent production of the best invent-
ive skill in the country and is . . .

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as are
essential to the success of ....

ANY
writing machine. In fact, the Remikg-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO.,

147 MONROE STREET,

CHICAGO.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Me 510 Marinette Bldi,, CHICAGO.
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U* HAHDMAOt-HltNliRADE "R
We Make

Sr»!W
JheTrade

One Price

.. QUALITY

mThousand
HOURS

Guaranteed

JUST iAiHAT YOU KRE LOOKING FOR!
^=^- A New and Valuable Book '^^

Electric Lighting Plants,

W.
J.

Buckley. Wil

gives all necessary d

La

THEIR COST AIMD OPERATION.
lerous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, I2.00, postage free. Thi

the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lii

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
hting.

ips. Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
C(jst iif Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High

Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pullej's, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Ccst of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power 1 u lu rators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overlie ad. (in iilar Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, I~)\namos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Co\erln,L; Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficii-ncy of Enginis, Engines, b^|uivalent of Current in Horse Power.

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Ibirse P,,w. r ol Shafting, Incandescent ,\ic Lamps.
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections. Municipal Ownership. Natural C.is. N.1"..L..\.

Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission. Resistance of Wire, Rules I'lre lender-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Citl.s Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary W irini;. Wiring Tallies—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel, the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELECJRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published, promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

, C—Eleotrloal Belt CoDstruotlon; Treatloe on the
- "IfCtrlo Bells, Indlontora, and ainillar

$1.25

MagneUsm and Electricity, w
the Performance of Eip-iPractical

! cheap apparatus. One
1 thousand. 160 Illustrations $1.0J

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Bleotrlo Lighting.
SBventh edlcloo, fully revised, and new matter added. 104
lilastratloDS. 360 pages (1.60

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Uagoetli

*~~ - • "- - - « __..

ton, W. E.—Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
L«oturB Oourae (or First-year Htudeots of Electrical
Engineering, based

" ... -the Practical Deflnltions
Units. With numerous illustratlonBi

edition

B«dt, Lieut. P. B.—New Dynamo Hand Book. This
, much more com-

plete than the old ooe. with all the Information, Instruc-
tions and rules which are required by practical men,
as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary "EoRlneers, and
owners and operators of all binds of Electric Plants, tt is

the only book of the kind published in the English
"" pages, '" "language

binding, i

timely book containing full Illustrations for iDcandescent
wiring and complete Informatloa concerning methods of
mnning wires, location of safety devices, splices, Insula-
tion, tes'lng for faults, wire gauges, general electrical

data, cRlculatluiT sizes oi! wires,, wiring fixtures, ©levator*,
buildings, isolated acd central station plants. The only
book of the kind pablished. Type page 5Jfjx3 Inches,
flexible cloth binding, 66 pages, 36 cuts and 6 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches , $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hangars' Hand-ook. Just the book
• handling ©lec-

., 97 iUostra-

ungaged in selling, Installing

annunciators, burglar or fire alurms, electric ga« lighting
apparatus, electric heat-flpparatps. 106 ^ages ""' ^

tlons, flexible cloth binding. Type page 5jfx3

idt, Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-book. First

edition, three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 iUnstratlone,
27 original tables. *1.00

any work published to date The book contains all neces-
sary Information for Power Producers, Capitalists. Agents,
Engineers and Motor Inspeotors. With this book anybody
may make estimates on the co^t of Transmission Plants.

4eli, Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.—Alternating Cur-
rents; An Analytical and Graphloal Treatment for IStu-

denta and Engineers. Second edition. 112 Illustra-

tions . $2.50

akesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating Currents of Elec-

i. Practical Handrbook, with 48 illuBtrations. Fourth edi-

n. Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone $0.6C

le, 5. R.—The Dynamo, How Made and How Dsed. A
'

'' "" "i additional mat-

Bottone. S. R.—How t

Cloth . . .

.

Crocker. F.B.. and '

ment of Dynamos

Crosby, O.T., and Dr. Louis BelL:-Tb6 Electric Eailway i

Theory and Practice. A Complete Treatise on the Cor
etructlon and Operatl ' ' ''

"

prlaclplus, construction and operation of Dynamos, Mo
tors, Lnmps Indicator and Measuring Instruments; also t

full e.xplanatlon of the electrical terms used in the work
Part 11. Alternate Current Apparatus. OontalnlDg ai

with Alternate Electric Currents
trated. Revised edition $2.60

Dyer, A.—Induction Colls. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Praotioal
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.60

Pleminff. J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer In
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric

lly Illustrated and with copious
* $3.00

Synopsis of contents; Ohapt
tro-Magnetic Induction. 3. Th<
Currents. 1. Mutual and Self IndnotioD. 6. "Dynamical
Theory of Current Induction.

Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Onrrents, 8vo. cloth.
London, 1892 $5.00

ire, G.—The Art of Electro-Metallnrgy, including all Known

Telegraphv, Telephony, Lightning, Electrolysis,
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 iUustratioos $2.00

Qrler, Thos. G.—Wiring for. Motor Olrcalts. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wlrlngr and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for readyrelerence. $1.00

Haskln5,C. H.—The Galvanometer anditsUaes. AManaalfor
Electricians and Students. Fourth edition, revised ..$1.50

Haskins.— Traosformerp. Their Theory, Oonstructlon and
Application Simplified. 38 illustrations $1.25

Hawkins, C. C. and P. Wallis.—The Dynamo, its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 illustrations $3.00

Practical Directions for Windlncr Magnets and
Dya reprlni

Hopkins. Geo. M. — Experimental" Scieno Elementary,

Allied Subjects.' Illustrated

Hopklnson, Dr. John.—Liynamic Electricity; Iti Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in Its Application to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy $0.50

Hospitaller. E.—Domestic Electricity for Amateurs, Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by C. J, Wharton.

Electrical Words.Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Die
Terms and Phrases. Third edition, re-written and greatly
enlarged. Large 8vo. 662 pages, and 570

Kapp, Gisbert.—Electric Transmission of Energy and its
~ ' " ' Distribution. A practi-

edltlon $3.00

Onrrent Machinery Illustrated. $0.50

[Vol. QS Van Nostrand's Science Series.]

Kapp, Gisbert.— Alternating Currents of Electricity. Their

Authorized American ed. With
Stanley, Jr. Illiistrated

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynam
138 illaBtratione $4.00

Kempe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-

tion. 200 illustrations. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892 $7.25

In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
matter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised.

Kempe, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Modern Rules, tormulfe. Tables and Data. 32mo, leather

$1.76

Lockwood,,T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Studente, Operators and In-

spectors. 376 pages, 152 Illustrations .$2.60

Lockwood, T. D.—Electrical MeasurementandtheGalvaoom-
eter; its Oonstructlon and Use. Second edition... $1.50

Lockwood, T. D,— Practical Information for Telephonists.

Meadowcroft. W. H.—The of Electricity. 36

Martin, T. C—Ii

Tesla. With special reference
" high potential lightii

tions, RsBenrchea and Writings of Nikola
' ' ' "in polyphase

. 300 Illustra-

tions, second edition .' $4.00

) Electric Motor since 1888. By Dr. L.
Bell. 800 IllUbtrations $3.00

riaver, and Davla, M.M.—TheQuadruplez. With Chapters
on the Dyoumn-Eiectric Machine In Beluclon to the Qnnd-
rnplex. The PraoUoal Working of the Duplex Telegraph
Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph. G'A

illustrations tl.oc

McClure, J. B.—Edison and bis Inventions, with Full £x-
' " — • • Phonograph, Twemeter.

Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveries, etc. .$1.(

NIaudet. Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batteries.
Translated Irom the French by L. M. Fishback. IHus.
trated $a.5o

Noll, Augustus.-How t

art of interior wiring. Illustrated.

Pope, Franklin Leonard.—Modern Practice i

) Buildings. A manaal <

Electric Ballway
. oiio-aay. Fully illustrated $0.25

Russell, Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables and Distrlbntlon
of Electricity. 107 illustrations $2.25

Salomons, SirOavid.—Electric Light Installations. Vol. 1.

5loane. T. O*Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Practice
and .Theory of Electricity, including a Popular keview of
the Theory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. Illus-
trated $L0O

Sloane, T. O'Connor.-The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms used In the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations.$3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneoca Toys

,.$!.(

Dane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables Jo the fleld

of practical eleotricar engineering and experimenting.

biographical sketch <

Electro-Magnet. Illustrnted,

and Economy,
peedEngines. With many folding plates ?:

Prof. Elihu.-What is Electricity? Illustrated.

$

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery.

Pope. 16mo.
Nostrand's Science Series, No.

Thompson. Sylvanus P.—Polyp
Alternate-Current Motors. Mi
world on receipt of

Thompson, Syl
trie Machine
Machinery, ifimo.

Thompson, Sylvanus

trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages—
Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batterii

y address in the

in Dynamo-Elec-
Machines, being a Supplement to Dynamo-Electric

P.—Dyn^o - Electric Machii

Home. Illns

$0.25

g. A Practical Hand-book on the
Silver, Nickel, Gold, Aluminum,

Secotid edition; carefully revised.

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Build
to wind for aoy output. With
16mo, boards. (Van Nostrande Science Series, No. 98). $0.50

Webb, H. L.—A practical Guide to the Testing of Insulated
Wires and Cables. Illustrated ...tl.OO

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Te'ephone J

Chicago, 1895 .

Illustrated.

The

) make and operate them.
Telephones and how

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
.....Suite 5t0 Marquette Building, Chicago.



ROTH BROS. & CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

CI-IICAGO,

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos
AND

Electric

Motors.

WESTERX ELECTRICIAX.

I ROLL-DROP I

FOREST CITY ELECTRIC WORKS, = = - CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Western OfHce: 1439 Monadnock BIk., CHICAGO.
HTBESg
m, ^nniisv'k

ii
SPIRAL SCREWHl

W DRIVERS mm
BREAST DRILLS^

F^r FiMETooLs rm
\W M^TALS^ORKERS \

ijl 5»"^for;0C_J

H fi^'jKo.rr.Ji

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST^BLISHEID 1873.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBREl
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Shapes to ,order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

OFFICE
Th© F'eri-is ^A^I-leeI ^<

1 131 The rookery

Chic uo April HO ISOC.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO
320 Dearborn St Chicago III.

( ENTLEMEN —Aftfi c iretuUj ccmsid(

A\ in upon tlip m ill

u 1..U1 riMn'^\

the bnnds of
ha\e decided to

<cl

«iu uron the

GRiMSHAW WHITE {sm.A:^^:^^:^^:^:^^^.''^-^

RAVEN WHITE CORE. ^'^ »^^'^-"^-^""-"^^*"'-^"^-':

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,
iiiEi r Ki is^Mirr r co.

File Works.

Prompt attention

to special work.

Files made to

order to suit any

purpose.

Om regnlar goods are on sale in every les ding Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. k H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I

WIRE
LINKS

WIRE
LINKS.FUSE

SHAWMUT
FUSE WIRE COMPANY,

93 Federal St.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Morris Metcalf, Representative,
ICO Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

r" 1

"^'^JUmnm
iS

m'i^ m
ELECTRIC CO.,

I llitlits,2,000 oondio PDWCT,
AKenclos In all largo oUIoh.

.TlioHmnenfilMtrlcC
DohVor.Tolc

' anil WorkN. till'. Ilrl I >itxi.. CLEVELAND, OHIO.



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT. gimpiex Blecttical Company,

SIMPLEX
H.R. HIXSON,

1137 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhilt, BOSTON, MASS.

MANTTTAOTURKK 0»

INSULATED ElaEGTRIG TTITIREI,

I North Third Street. PHIKiADKIiPHIA, PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

TBIiEFHOalE,
TEI/KCiRAPH,

' and

KBBITK TAPES.

San Fr
,
Cal.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

New Orleans, La.
KENNEDY&
DUPEROW

Washington, D. C.

f
Business Managers,

THE OKONITE COMPANY, LIMITED,

*o"'^: WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

, Candee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Kansas City,

Omaha, Louisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

^. 1. r:
NATIONAL INDIA
RUBBER CO.-S

Wires # Cables.
^^^^ Factory and Offices

:

^^^^'Fkedeeiok S. MixOTT. Gen'l Mgr. BRISTOL. - R.I.

STew York Office. 487 Broadw_ay, H. L. Bnrdick, Mgr.

Cliicago, Metropolitan Electric Co., 1S6-1SS Fifth Aye.

SOLAR CARBON i MANUFACTURING CO.,
aiAIV17FAGTTJB£B8 OF

Carbon Brushes. Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
• For any System, of any degree of hardneai.

Soft Cored Carbons (not ho£.i.ow},
For Arc Lempa on Incandescent and Railway Circuits-

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG, PA.

VlfESTnN ElectMoai In^trnmeDt Co

120 William St., NEWARK, N. J, U. S. A.

Tie Weston StaiMFortalile

Voltmeters and Wattmeters

AlternatingM Direct cnrrenl Circnlts

re the only standard portabb in-

ruments oJ tlie type deserving this

lame. Write f:or circular and price

ists 3 and 4.

The NORTHERN ELECTRICAL MFG. GO,,
MADISON, WIS.

MOTORS and DYNAMOS.
Our machines will operate SXJS-
EXDEW from CEII.IXO OVER-

HEAl» or B01.TED UIRECT to

MII>E WAIil. as readily as when
occupying floor space in the ordi-

nary manner. All bearings self

oiling. See onr new patented ile-

viee for COXNECTIN<i MtKrORS
DIRECT TO I.INE SHAFT. SAV-

IJiTO BEI-TS, FVI,1,EYS AXD FL,OOB SPACE.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,

289 io 293 A Street, Boston, Hut.
Correspondence Solicited.

COLUMBU
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

1910-19U ollTe street, ST. LOOTS.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY,

CAHALL'

Cattail Sates Department,

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Estimates aad Drawings Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST. H. V.

KEPBESENTATIVES.
JtrLIANSOHOLL S CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. T. Oltr.
THEKEYNOLDS-LABOK& CO., 41 So. 7tli St., Phlla.
^OEANTON SUPPLY & MAOHT CO., - Sorantoo, Fa
lJ!10SLlL™™f&?K0S^C0.. 26 Lleht St.Baltimore, Md.

CHELL. LEWIS k 8TAVEK CO., i. Waah.

THE BALL 1^ WOOD COMPANY,
Builders of ImproTed Automatic Cut-Off Engines.
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Hercules bAtTerie
14. Clede batteries

Peru Electric MrcCo.

, Peru, \m.

PORCElAiN INSUIATION Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKIng of

SpecAl Designs of PorcelAin.

ROUND POST
Ouir Baby

> ampere T). P. Porcelain .

.

50 ampere Slate D.
.$0.45 I 25 ampere f

:» ampere Slate s. f "" '

25 ampere Slate D. P
Finely finished on Polished Slate Bases. 15 ampere porcelain back and {

connections.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
Tallcs -for l-tsel-F.
IsampereD. p. Slate J0.5fl

i
75 ampere D. P. Slate

B Al_l_- B Al-I_ CO., l-^d.,
FACTORY. FRANKFORD. PA. Station F, PHILADELPHIA.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO,, - - Hartford, Conn,

All Kinds I
V ,_x^ -,

m ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It. No Commutator. No Brushes. Uses less current

than any Fan on the Market.

Our Direct Ourren-t F'an \A/'orlcs.
OUR GUARANTEE IS GOOD. Only Fan having Blade Adjuster. Air can

be thrown UP or DOWN. All Bearings SELF-OILING.
Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and you will send us an order

FANS FINISHED IN BRONZE, NICKEL AND POLISHED BRASS. We manufacture a full line of BELT

FANS AND WATER MOTORS. Agents wanted in Leading Gties.

Hunter Fan 1^ Motor Co.,
(.Successors to Tui-rk Watc-r Meter Co..)

F-UL-TOIM, IM. V.
. E. B. LATHAn & CO., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK....

The Triumph Electric Co.,
OSncinna'tii, OHio.

Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,

Direct Connected Generators,
Direct Connected Elevator Motors,

Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.
WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Office and Factory:

610-616 Baymlller Street.
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The

'* Pioneer" Hnclosed Arc Lamp

burns loo to 150 hours. Saves $15 to |20

annually per lamp in carbons and labor.

Is a perfect spark arrester, is shadow-

less, steady, clean and safe. It has many

imitations, but prominent users of these

are now being sued by us in the

United States Circuit Court. Buy the "Pioneer" and avoid imitations.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.

Chief Electrician.

687 & 68q BROADWAY,

...New York...

MINIITTIN
MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.,

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
Burns 150 hours with 12 inches of carbons.

Double Enclosed Globes, no carbon rods-
length 36 inches. 7,000 Manhattan Arcs
in service. lOO Edison Central Stations.

We have on hand HOO Incandes
all makers which -tve have displai
tans, which we offer at ai.3.00 eac

with jHanha

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Abendroth & Eoot Mt. Co. s

Adams & Westlake Co
Adams-BagnallEl.Co x

Akron Elec. Mfg. Co .\

American Battery Co -

American Boiler Co x

American Carbon Co
American Elec. Works ....

Anderson, Albert & J. M...

Andrae, Sons & Co., J
ArmoTitc Interior Con. Co. .v

iVrnold, B. J xi

Babcock & Wilcox Co., The

Bake'r&Co xv:

Ball & Wood Co. . The
Ball-Ball Co., Ltd

Ball Engine Co x

Barnes, Wallace: x:

Barnett Co.,G. iH xs

Becker, August
Besly&Co., Chas. H xx

Biddle, James G -
Bi-Metallio El. Trans. Co.

Bliss Co.. E. W XV

Bowers Bros —
Brady, T. H xi

BriUCo., J. G xi

Brixey, W. R
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co.. .

xi

Brown. D.. Cedar Co x
Brush Electric Co xx
Bryan & Humphrey xv

Card Electric Co
Central Mfg. Co
ChannonCo., H
Chicago Belting Co
C, B. &Q. R. R
Chicago Edison Co
Chicago Elec. &. Stereo. Co x

: Co..

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
ClOBbrockS. B. Co
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co
CoUlns i Co., H. E
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co..

Commercial Elec. Sup.Co.

Conn. TeL & Elec. Co
Cor. School of Technol'y.

Cross, F. J

CutI Mfg.

Dalley, Jas. W x

Dallett, Thos. H. & Co
Dayton GlobelronWks.Co x

Det.&Clev.SteamNav.Co..:
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

DlehlMtg. Co
Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... x

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos. .

.

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Go
Edison Mfg. Co
Electric Arc Light Co

Electric Appliance Co
Electric Storage Batt. Co. .

.

Electrical Engineering Co. -

Electric Eng. & Supply Co .

Electrician Publishing Co.

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co. .

.

Empire China Works x

Eyanson & Armpriester.

.

Farr Tel. & Con.Sp. Co ...

.

Faucett. I. L '-

Ferracute Mach. Co :

FlberiteCo., The
Fleming-Spence Elec'lCo. -

Forest City El. "Works.... -

For Sale AdvertIsemts

Ft. Wayne El. Corp j

Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co. .

.

Fuel Economizer Co -

Garlock Packing Co -

Garton-DanielsElec. Co.. v

General Electric Co

GoubertMtg. Co
Hart,C.S
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Hlne A Co., L. A
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Huebel & Manger
rCo.

Imperial Porcelain Works.

^

Independent Elec. Co.... x

Internafl Cor. Schools... j

Jewell Belting Co..

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W...
Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Tele. Co
Klipstein & Co., A
LaddA. W
Leclanche Bt. Co.,The.i

LetTelACo., James
LeKoy, J. A

Llndsley Bros
Lombard Water Wh. G. Co.

Macdonald Jr., A. Roy
Manhattan Gen'lCons. Co.

Mason, J. W :

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co...

Menominee El. A M. Co . .

.

Metropolitan Elec. Co
Moore, Alfred F
Morris, Tasker A Co
Morrison Southern El. Co.
Moyes.L. M x

National India RubberCo.
National Ore A Red. Co. . s

New York Ins. Wire Co. . . s

Norman, J. J. Co
Northern Elec. Mfg. Co....

NorthwestEugineer'gCo. .

.

NuttallCo.,R. D X

Office Spec. Mfg. Co x

Ohio Storage Battery Co.. -

OkoniteCo., The
Orient ElectricCo., The.. -

Otto Gas Engine Wks ....

Partridge Carbon Co .

Pearson, F. J. Mfg. Co
Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co. . .

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co.
Perrizo, Paul, Jr., Cedar A
Lumber Co

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co..

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld :

Pope Mfg. Co X
Porter Standard Motor Co.x

Racine Hardware Co xi

Ran Mfg. Co

Remington-Sholes T.C
Replogle Governor Wli

Rhoads A Sons, J. E...

Richards & Meacham.

.

Rose Polytechnic Insti

! Wire Co..

Shultz Belting Co
Siemens A Halske E., Co.

.

SiUs&Co., W.H
Simplex Electrical Co.,Th

Sioux City Brass Works..
Smith. S.Morgan...
Solar Carbon A Mfg. Co. ...

Standard Inc. Lamp Co.

Standard Paint Co
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.

.

Standard Underg.Cable Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co..
Sterling, W. C. A Son
StilweU-Bierce A Smith-
ValleCo .xli.

Storey Motor A Tool Co .

.

Toomey, Frank
Triumph Electric Co
United EL Imp. Co -

Utlca El. Mtg. A Sup. Co..

Valentine-Clark Co
Van Duzen Gas Eng. Co.

.

VanNuls.C.S
Viaduct Mfg. Co
Vulcanized Fibre Co x

Want Advertisements ...

Warren Electric Co
Washington Pat. Agency .

Weber Gas A Gaso. En. Co :

Webster, Warren A Co... -

Wertheim. Ed ; -

Western Electric Co
WestinghouseEl.AMf.Co..
Weston Electrical Ins. Co.

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. , .

.

Willard Storage Battery Co.s

Williams A Abbott El. Co.

Wirt.Chas x

Worcester Poly. Inst .\

Wormley A Co., .Tas. C

F'or Classified Indox of JVdver-fcisemen-fes See Paee VI-
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid -for Direct L.isi-|-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents: Chicago Edison Company,
<^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LICHTING SUPPLIES..^^

Edison Building;, 139 Adams S-tree-t, OMIOA.GO, II-I-.

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Tliree Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed.

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SICNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Eaoblamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

^^sl< your IMI kREST S VJPP_'V lOUSE fow

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Traci Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET,

"H.W.J." The Season's Favorite. "H.W.J."

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

Ill 1 1 tf^ARCCTOiVi Controller Parts andwUH-rMBCO I \Jl\ Special Insulating Pieces.

Wooden Tree Insulator

s ZaiiiiiiiiiiMa

d -for- Jt.

H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
Philadelphia.

240 Randolph St.

Chicago.
Boston.

IF

you are anxious to

secure the latest

electrical books. YQll

should write to the

ElectricianPublishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,
nsfielcd, Ohio.IVIi

Generators for Power
Transmission and Iso-

lated Lighting.

Generators are all IVlui-

tipoiar and Slow Speed.

AgentH Wanted in Unoccupied Territory

UIl
Multipolar Slow Speed
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors and
Controllers for Rolling
Mills, Bridges, Traveling
Cranes and Elevators,

Write for Estimate!!).
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow. Medium or High Speed.

The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NEW YORK, H. B. Coho & Co., Mail and Express Building.
PHILADELPHIA, Walter C. Mclntire & Co., 500 Commerce St.
BOSTON, G. M. Angier & Co., 64 Federal St.

ELMIRA, 8. N. Blake.

& Hine, Manager

Electric Motors and Generators,
MANUFACTURED BY

THOS. H. DALLETT $c CO.,
York St. and Sedgley Ave.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Portable Electric Drills,

Starting Boxes and
Controllers,

Automatic Switches

Flexible Insulated Couplings.

HART FLUSH SWITCH.
Solid Face Plate,

Beveled Edges.

All Sizes of Hart Switches.

GANG PLATES FOR ANY NUMBER.

Self-Adjusting Handle.

NO BREAKAGE

Always

the Right Pressure

on Face Plate.

HART&HEGEMANMFG.CO,m
NEW YORK: 219 Havemeyer BIdg. BOSTON: 182 Summer Street. CHICAGO: 1537 Monadnock BIdg.

FRKIIMS DIAL SNA/ITOM.
For current of from 5 to 50 amperes, and as high as 500 volts.

Shows when current is " ON " or " OFF." Handles a street railway ciirrent for lights

.... or car heaters ....

!x Our Crookes' Tubes Take Pictures.
^eiMD F-^F9 IMe\A^ <Sa

PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. CO.,
•HAR-TF-ORD, COIMfM.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
Pi-b-tsburs, Pa.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric Light and Power Distribution in Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tosia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical Transmission by which
Power, Incandescent and Arc liighting may be operated from the same circnits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

PITTSBURQ, Westtnghouse Building. CHARLOTTE, N. C. 36-38 College St. BOSTON, Exchange Building,
ng. TACOMA, WASH., loi South loth St BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Building. PHILADELPHIA, Qlrard Building.
I BIdg. SYRACUSE, N. Y., Bastable Building. SAN FRANCISCO, nllls Building. WASHINGTON, D. C, 1333 P St. N
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IVI YOUR 1.AIVI
$1.50 DIRECT OR ALTERNATINQ CURRENT. ANY VOLTAGE. $l.50

For Si. 50 cash with order we will send complete apparatus for testing consumption of current of incandescent lamps.

Accurate and quick. A child can operate it. A barrel of lamps can be measured in one hour.

JAS. C. WORMLEY & CO., 529 Marquette Building,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps, 1-4 to 500 candle power, 2 to'250 volts, I to 4 watts per candle power.

CHICAGO.

BUCBETE
Monadnock Buildmg. Chicago. THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC CO,. Cleveland, O.

QUALITY
UNEQUALED.

FACTORY
PRODUCTION
TRIPLED.

IVI IRV S\A/IXCM Sr BEST SWITCH FOR^ THE LEAST MONEY.
Single, Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double Throw, with or without Fuse Extension. Handsomely Finished.

Absolutely Reliable. Complete Stock Carried in Chicago.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, Telephone Harrison 714, I 202 Fisher BIdg., CHICAGO.
MaDofactnred by THE FIBERITE C , Mechanicville, N. Y. Hnpfgep, Moxham fe Co.. 80 William S Joshua Hendy Machine Works, San Francisco, Cal.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Accaraulators.

Oliio Storage Battery Co.
Annunciators.
CMcago Gen'l Fixture Co.

! El. &. Mech. Co.
Are I^amps.
Adams-Bagnall Elec.

""

Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.
Ft. Wayn Elec. Corporatic
Manhattan Genl Cons. Co.

Westingnouse ii-i. os ivut

Arc Light Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Assayers. ^
, ^

Nafl. Ore & Reduction (

Batteries and Jars.
rCo.

Chicago Gen'l Pixti

Menominee El. & Mech. <

Northwest Engineering i

Ohio Storage Battery Cc
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co.
"Western Electric Co.

Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Western Electric Co.

BeltLng.

Jewell Belting Co.
Rhoads & Sons. J. E.
Shultz Belting Co.

Bicycles.
Adams &- Westlake Co.
Pope MIg. Co.

Abendroth & Root MIg. Co.
American Boiler Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co.. The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.
CoUins&Co.. H. E.
Freeman .t Sons Mfg. Co.

Weston Engine Co.

ItookH. Kleitrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Ifiron

Holmes Flbre-Graphlte Co.

Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.

Weatern Electric Co.

Carbonfii.PolniH«V riates.
American Cai

.1"

Partridge Carbon (

Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim. Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Compound.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and. Electric
Ijight Plants.
Akron Elec Mfg. Co.
Arnold. B. J.
Bain. Foree.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Schott. W. H.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United ElecImprovementCo.

Copper.
Besly &Co.. Chas ]

Bowers Bros.
Copper IVires.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Crookes' Tnbcs.
LeRoy. J. A.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg.Co.

Cross-Arms. Pins and
Brackets.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.

Central Mfg". Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
Mason. J. W.
Nuttall Co. R. D.

Cnt-Onts and Switches.
Anderson. Albert & J. M.
Ball-Ball Co.. Ltd.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

, gjgp g^p Q^

Electric Applia

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
Forest City Elec. Wks.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Elec. Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.

. & Mech. Co.

Shawmut Fuse
Utlca El. Mfg & Sup Co.
Wcstlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn Eloo. Mfg. Co.

Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hlne&Co., L. A.
Mayo, V. J
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mtg. Co.

.Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske 1

Toomey. Prank.
Triumph Elec. Co.
Warren E ectric Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.

Economizers, Fnel.
Fuel Economizer Co.

Electric Heaters.
Johns, H. W., Mfg. Co.

Electric Railways.
Bruph Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and illeehani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold. B. J.

Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mtg. Co.
Schott, W. H.

Electrical Instrnments.
Anderson, Albert & J. M
Biddle, James G.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec Sup. Co.

Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works

Besly & Co.,
Coiburn El. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Weber Ga
En^n

Engine Co.
McEwen. J. H. Mfg. Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey. Frrtnk.
Weston Engine Co.

Chic. Electro tt Stereo Co.

Exhaust Pipe Heads.
Faucott, I. L.

Fan Outflts. '

Dlehl Mfg. Co.*
Edison Mfg. Co.
Kmerson Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hunter Pan iSs Motor Co.
Roth Bros. A Co.
Westinghouso El. A, Mfg. Co.

Peed IVater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Fibre.
Holmes Fibro*Graphlte Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Files.
BarnottCcG'. A H.

Fire Alarms.
Western Electric Co.

FnseWlre.
Brixey. W. R
Electric Appliance Co.
Flborlte C . The.

Besly & Co.. Chas. H.
NuttallCo.. R. D.

General Elec. Napplles.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Cutter El. & Mfg. Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.

Forest CItv Elec Wks.
General Electric Co-
Huebel A Manger.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Cc
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

CrOT'nors, AVater AVheel.
LombardWaterWheel Gv.Co.

Oraphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., cnas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber IWoods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
FiberiteCo., The.

Insulators and Insulat-
ing: Haterials.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Brixey, W. R
Chicago Edison Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Eng. & Supply Co.
Empire China Works.
Eyanson A Armpriester.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Co.
FiberiteCo.. The.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hine&Co.. L. A.
Johns Mfg. Co., H.W.
Kartavert MXg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.
Utlca El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated Wires and
Cables—lUaenet Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey, W. R.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
IClectrlc Appliance Co.
Farr Tel. A Const. Supply Go.

Now York Insulated Wire Co.

OkoniteCo.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

Iiamps, Incandescent.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.

Orient Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.

Westlnghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wonnley, Jas. C. •

Garton-Danlels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utlca El. Mfg. A Sup. Co
Van Nuis, C. f

Westlnghouse i

Slagnet Wire.

Besly A Co.. Chas. H.

Ferracute Machine Co.

Macdonald Jr.

Sills A Co.. W. H.
Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Akron Klec. Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
DallettACo.,Thos. H.
Diehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Mayo, V. J.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.

Wg. Co.
Storey Motor A Tool Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints.
.Tohns. H. W., Mfg. C
Standard Paint Co.

Patent Agencies

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd.
Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Poles.
Brown, DoWItt, Cedar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Hart. C S.
Lewis A Co., A. L.
Lindsley Bros.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Perrlzo, Paul, Jr. Co.
Sterling, W. C. A Son.
Valenttne-Clark Co.

Porcelain.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Empire China Works.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co.
Northwest Engineering Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Sal Ammoniac.
Klipstein A Co., A.

Speaking Tubes.
Electric AppUance Co.

Speed Indicators.
BPslyACo., Chas. H.
Biddle. James G.
West!
Whi^ ,

Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warre

Storage Batteries.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.

Street Cars.
Brill. J. G. Co
Ladd, A. W.

Tapes. Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Brixey. W. R.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co

New York Insulated Win
OkoniteCo.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Pelegraph Apparatus
Electric AppUance Co.

Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.

Richards A Meacham.

General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westlnghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeITel & Co., Jas.
Roplogle Governor Wks.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Int. Corr. Schools
Rose Polytechnic I

Mater Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works C

Smith. S. Morgan.

Co.. has H.

Independent Electric Co
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co . R D.
Okonlte Co , The
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Standard Underground C Co.
V Ray Outfits,
LoRoy, J. A.
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In Preparing This New Catalogue
We have been mindful of the needs of .ill our customers, and our sole aim has

been to publish that which would prove helpful and serviceable to all who

purchase electrical material of any kind. Our friends kindly say that we have

not only achieved this purpose, but describe it as the "largest, handsomest

and most complete electrical supply catalogue ever issued," "an encycloiiedia of

all other catalogues," "a reference book of everything electrical."

Send a small order and receive a copy.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,
186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

DOUBLE CARBON, 14 HOUR,

ARC Tamps.
Points of Superiority over Single Large Carbon Arc Lamps:

30 Per Cent. Economy in Operation,
Greater Volume of Light,

Wo Energy Wasted in Heating Large Carbons,
}Ioi!>t Rapidly Trimmed, Lighter in Weight.

THOUSANDS OF OUR LAMPS BURNING IN ALL SORTS OF WEATHER FOR

F-IF-TEEIM YEAIR3
ARE OPERATING AS SATISFACTORILY AS WHEN FIRST INSTALLED.

This is no IMinety Day Test!
Our Double Carbon Arc Lamps start promptly, are easily adjusted, feed regularly, are not liable to get out of order, burn

steadily, operate at low cost, are durable and simple, are maintained at slight expense.

eENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
MEIMECTADV, IM. Y.

oble Carlion Plain
Sales Offices in all Laige Cities in the United States. For Canada, address Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto.

ARC LAMPS
OF- Al-I- KINDS.

PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL,

For Direct and Alternating Current, e

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

J And r I 2 Liberty St., New Yorl

01

^ NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

Write for Catalogue.

The Adams & Westlake Co.,

1 10 Ontario St., CHICACO.
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HERE YOU ARE!
What is It? What Does It Do?

It is a Zinc Holder for ase in the ordinary Porons Cnp bat-

teries.
It keeps the sr.inc rod in the spout of the jar, where it be-

longs, and prevents it from ivobbling around and leaning
against the porous t-up.

It is the most useful and the handiest little trick ever
gotten up for a battery. All you have to do is to put the rod
through the hole and bend the arms down close against the
sides of the spout. Every jar should have one. Only costs a
penny. Saves you from ten to fifty times that much.

The Leclanclie Battery Co,
into 1 17 E. 131st St., New York.

EDISON

BATTERY

FAN

OUTFITS.
Write for CatuloRue,

EDISON MFG. CO,
IIOE. 23dSt.,N.r.

Factory: Orange, N. J.

THE DLJGGAIM OL.EIA'T
\ LEADS THEM ALL.

They are corrnsated and T-
sliaped groove.
They grip like a vise.

stretcUed.
They are made of (he fliiONt

elazed porcelaiu. Ten of tlieni

used to one ofany other make.

\ DVQ(^AH
Imperial Porcelain Works,

369 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. III.

Factory, Tri'iitoii. SI. .1.

Porcelain !

IST) pages, $1.00.

An Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY T, O'CONNOR SL-OT^N©.

FOR THE BEGINNER as well as the student.
Profusely lllusl^h.,1. I'ractical. Ntc.ssary Adjuncts to every I.ibiary. S.ii.l iu your Onl. is.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY, -
'

Suite 510 Marquette Building, Cliicago.
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TheWarren Alternator
.M,aa^w. .«*.. vwnv- I

Without Mo.lnB wireB. ^^^^^»<lk.INDUCTION TYPE IstlJUSuJ^Brrhr"""" ^0tBk.

Any Voltage SSS Transformers. Jkmn
STATIONARY SINGLE RING ARMATURE STATIONARY FIELD COIL.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

Efficiency the liigliest, Regulation the Closest, of any Alternating Current Generator Known.
Noiseless in Operation. Built to Earn Money With, not to Spend Money Upon.

WARREN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
California Klertrlral Works.

EASOIM

THE NEW DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS

HIGHLY FINISHED IN i INCREASED
Japan, - i EFFICIENCY,

Nickel,
P

IMPROVED
Polished Brass

| MECHANICAL

Venetian Designs.
— ^ CONSTRUCTION.

F'or Ca-talosues and Prioe ^is'fcs Address

DIEHL MFG. COMPANY,
ELIZABETHPORT, N. J.las-l.tS KS.SEX STREKT. BO!«TOX'.

We are making the very best Carbons now on the market, and

selling them at prices that you cannot afford to remain unaware

of* Operating as we do the largest factory outside of the

** Trust/* with a daily capacity of 150,000 carbons, the prompt

execution of large orders is assured.

tme: aiviefricaim oarboim oo.,
^ IMoblesville, IncJ., KJ. S. A.
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THE SUMMER SEASON
Marks llie advent of evening life in the parks and summer gardens, roof

gardens, etc.

One of the most important features of such amusement centers is at

tractive and satisfactory illumination. Tliis can be best secured by the

PACKARD MOGUL LAMP,
Which gives the necessary amount of light without the objectionable

glare of arc lamps. One of the

LARGEST CHICAGO GARDENS
Is lighted exclusively Avith Packard Mogul Lamps with most successful

Write us for special catalogue and particulars.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, 242 MADISON ST., CHICAGO.

RAINBOW SHEET PACKING.
HAVE YOU USED IT?

PEERLESS RUBBER MFQ. CO., 16 Warren Street, New York.

PERFECT INSULATION
Can only

be Secured
by the use

of . . . p.#B
Compound,
Varnish,
Tape,
Paper.

Are You Acquainted With Them?
IF NOT, WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

The STANDARD PAINT COMPANY,

New York.

Sole Mai

81-83 John St.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,

186-t88 Fifth Ave.,

. . . CHICAGO.

c-s
FLUSH SWITCHES
CUTTER ELECTRICAL AND MFG. CO.

1112 SANSOM STREET. PHILADELPHIA

REMOVAL NOTICE.
Ajax Specialties, including the well-known Switch, Lightning Ar-

rester and Arc Lamps bearing this name, will hereafter be found at 43
Cortlandt St., New York, where I have united shop and office forces.

O. S. VA,IM IMVJIS.
Bi-METALLIC WIRE. !

WHITNEY ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.,

COPPER AND STEEL.
(JOHN A. ROEBLINGS' SONS CO., Makers.)

Bi-Metallic Electric Transmission Co.
204 Havemeyer Building,

26 Cortlandt St., New York.
Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Penacook, N. H.

MAXUFAOTUREKS OF

High Grade Electrical Instru-

ments of every description. I

CHICAGO INSULATED WIRE CO.,
153 LAKE STREET, - CHICAGO.

FAN MOTORS,
NURNBERG CARBONS,

ARC LAMPS,

Electric and Combination Fixtures.

169 Adams St., CHICAGO, ILL.

SAL AMMONIAC.
ELECTRIC BRAND.)

For Electrical Purposes.
f.^RANj^ ^M Guaranteed 98/99 per cent, and free of lead and iron.

y I ^i^H 'f y°" ^^"* *''"^ '"^** quality ask your dealiT

I^BI^Mtf^H <^* for this brand. Imported by

A. KLiPSTElN & COMPANY, 122 Pearl St., New York.

FOR
DYNAMOS
ENGINES
MOTORS ETC G>«nd*^°&iftej'
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AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
i>K<»vii>r.v<'i':.

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

YoKK Stork, r. C. Ackprnian. 10 Cortlandt St.

imoAGO Stoke, F. K. Bonolioo. Ml M.iillsuu St,

Montkeatj Branch, Eugeoo F. I'hlUlps' Electrical Works.

RauManufacturingCo.,
Russell Bldg., Randolph and Canal Sis.. Chicago. III..

MANUFACTURERS OF

Clusters, Flanges,

Special Electrical Goods.

'CLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use,

we make all sizes of Stranded and Flexible

Wire and Cables with Clark's Insulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the

public and in use for the past nine years,

and has met with universal favor. Thou-

sands of miles of this wire have been sold,

and are in use throughout the United

States and Foreign Countries, and the de-

mand for it is constantly increasing, be-

cause it always gives perfect satisfaction.

n a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

writers' Union, he states: "A Thoroughly Reliable

and Desirable Wire in every respect."

dlze or crack, and wUl remain flexible in extren
weather, and is not affected by heat.

We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aeri
derground or Submarine, and our net prices are as

not lower, than any other first-class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mall Catalogues with Ten

Discounts for Quantities.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

Switches and

Switchboards
^ -.Of all Descriptions.

Write for our new catalogue "D."

EYANSON&ARMPRIESTER,
Formerly J. Grant High &, Co.,

123 N. am STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

BRANCH OFFICES:
Metropolitan Electric Co.. ISO 5th Avenue.

NEW YORK : 136 Liberty St.. Chapin Jfi Douglas.
LOUISVILLE. KY.; 313 W. Main St., James Clark, Jr. & Co.

NEW ORLEANS, LA, ; 60S Custom House Street, WIdmer & Spranlej

A Rigid Mast Arm.

GENERAL REPAIRING.

Adapted to all conditions Arm any
Lengtti. This is the Cheapest Pole

for the money. Lightning Arresters,

Single and Double Pole Iron Box Fuse

Boxes. Get our discounts. Write us.

Utica Electrical Mfg. & Supply Co.,

UTICA, N. Y.

-^

<^cehfJBAY

30-2 36

Gordon Primary Battery

Long Life, Efficiency,

Economy, Adaptability,

It is absolutely Non-Freezing,

Labor Saving,

Free from Local Action,

Freedom from Gases and Odors.

Superior Generation of Energy.

These Batteries are in use by the most
iiiminent Telephone, Fire Alarm and Eail-

'.u\ Companies of America.
Send for descriptive circular and price list.

We guarantee all our Cells.

MAI>IUFACTURED BY

Tie Mon-Bnnliaifl
82 West Broadway, New York.

AfciBXCIES:

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PETTINGELL-ANDREWS CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

ST. LOUIS ELECT! SUPPLY CO.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

BRADFORD BELTING CO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
NEW YORK OFFICE:

39 and 41 Cortlandt St. Pawtucket R. I,
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POSITION WANTED,
To take charge of electric light

plant. Good all around man; can

also run water works. Best of

references furnished. Address
Electrician, 137 5th St., Mil-

waukee, Wis.

WANTED.
A party witli money to take either Che control-

ling interest or the whole deal of an electric licht

plant in a town of 2,000. Have franchise but not

enough money to install same. Address "230,'"

care VVestekx Electriii,\x.

Engineer Wanted.

SIPEKIXTEXDEX.T"

FOR SALE
CHEAP.

A small holding of

PREFERRED STOCK
of the "Electrical Engi-
neer" of New York.

For full information and
particulars address

'Stockholder,"
care Western Electrician,

lite 510 Marpetle Bldi,, Cliicaso,

FOR SALE.
A rare opportunity is offered to

purchase a modern factor}' well

equipped with a full line of machin-
ery', tools and patterns used in the

manufacture of a well known and
successful make of dynamos and
motors. The factory is located

within 100 miles of Chicago, in a

thriving railroad center and manu-
facturing town of 30,000 popula-
tion. The electrical machinery
now being manufactured is simple
in construction and operation, and
has been successfully on the mar-
ket for several years.

Satisfactory reasons will be given
for selling and every opportunity
for investigation will be offered to

intending purchasers.

If desired present owners will

retain part interest. Address

"WESTERN FACTORY,"
Care Western Electrician, Suite 510 Marquette BIdg.

FOR SALE.
One 1 50 Light Mather Incan
descent Machinewith Spare
Armature.
One lOO Light Mather Incan-
descent Machine.

FOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Practically new, in A I

condition.

WANTED.
A position \

nnsulting em
, f^raduate of Cornell Universitj i

Stilwell's Patent sn;^^. Water Purifier.

electric light plant Can
i

Bargains in Machinery for Street Railways
One GOO h. p. CorUss engine, one 300 h p CorUsa

mgine; one 300 h. p. Westinghouse compound en

FRANK

Ball Risdon Iron A. liocomoti
engines; two 135 h. p. generators. 500

volts; four 60 h. p. generators, 500 volts; large
stocit of automatic engines and dynamos of
every description. Also a battery of compoi"--"

'• -" h.p., 160 li. p. In a pair. FKA:

LIVE
STEAM-FEED

Removes all Impurities.

ENTIRELY PREVENTS SCALE IN STEAM

BOILERS. Catalogue on Application.

Iwell-Blerce & Smltli-Yaile Co,,

DAYTON, OHIO.
ks, San Francisco, Cal., Paciflc Coast Agent.

boilers, 700 h. p., 160 h. p. In a pal
TOOMEY, 131 N. Third Street, Phil;

FOR SALE.
1,500 tons 60-lb. relaying rails;

1,000 tons 75-lb. relaying rails; 800

tons 4S-lb. relaying rails. 30 elec-

tric cars in good order. New elec-

tric cars and new and second-hand

passenger cars. 50 box and 50

flat cars, 25 tons capacity. Spec-

ialty in negotiating electric and

»am railroad bonds when payable

Farmers' Loan and Trust Co.,

M. y., or Knickerbocker Trust Co.,

65 Broadway. N. Y., and printed

at an Ai Bank Note Company in

N. Y.

ROLLING STOCK SOLD ON EASY
TERMS.

A. ^A/. l_ADD,
1 7 1 Market Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IVII
CANADIAN

AMBER MICA
A specialty, in any size,

shape or form, for electric

purposes, patterns or odd
shapes.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
AND QUOTATIONS.

Jr.

2221 St, Catherine St„

MONTREAL, CAN.

HUEBEL & MANGER,
286-290 Graham St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

FOR SALE.
One 1,000 light inoandcscont dynom

iOO light incandescent. Both direct cur

ound t

A,. HIIIME & i

234 E. Lake Street,
CHICAGO.

FOR SALE.
A 1,300-Ught Fort Wayne Alternattng Incandes-

cent I>ynanio, with Exciter. Second-hand, but it

perfect order. Address

THE S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

W. C, Sterling, Sr. W. C, Sterlim, Jr.

Cedar Poles.
Poles for Railway, Telephone, Telegraph or

Electric Light Plants, Standard Norway
Pine, Painted Cross Arms and Oak Pins.

C. STERLING & SON, MONROE, MICH.

P
WHITE n Telephone

I
STREET T STREET A

CEDAR 1 1 Electric I R. R. f CAR \U Light, L AND L TIES. U
Write for delivered prices. LINDSLEY BROS., Menominee, Mich.

Write PAUL PERRIZO JR. CEDAR & LUIVIBER COMPANY.
Marinette, Wis. -for prices on

WHITE CEDAR POLES
before purcliasing elsewhere.

Telsgrapli, Telephone, Electrio Light

AND STREET RAILWAY POLES.
Manufactured from Live Cedar yj'-eled. Quick

shipments and best; quality.

OCONTO, 'WIS.

A. L. LEWIS & CO.,
Wholesale Producers of and

CEDAR POLES AND TIES.
PROM THE STUMP TO THE CONSUMER.

Write for Prices.

nenomlnee, - . Mtctalgan.

lHENO}II\'KU, 3IICH., for prices on WHITE CED.\R POL,ES.

No Sparking Under Varying Load,

No Wear on the Commutator.

90f PURE GRAPHITE.

Holmes Fibre=Graphite Mfg. Co.

station Z, Philadelphia.
WTIIT^'; V»K rUK'K lilST.

TENDERS WANTED
FOR TELEPHONE SERVICE

FOR THE CITIZENS OF TORONTO.

'

rui'lli's i.'iiiIim'iiii; :iri' rc'.iiilro.i 111 supiilv iii.'ii >.«ii sprriiiniiiims iinii iilans. I'urtlier liitor-

nintloii iniiv he ulitalncil iiiuni :i|.pll<'all<iii tolhc iiii<l('rO::iii'd.

lutr tlio lliformjltltm nl Ii'iiderors, tt iiiiiy itn nrcessiiry tn suito that tlie pojuUiltldll of Toronto,

(',iTviiAi,r,.TouoNTO, R.J.FLEMING,
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Victor Turbine Water Wtieel.
Cylinder or Register Gate — Close Regulation and Hie;h Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

CATUn WATEll
\ sCiiKly MIDI Ion,
'•r, L. iriK <loill>l«

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

.I.vclnp .10 II. V. under 38 Icct liead. Arranged Willi 12-iucli VVorrull Friction CouplinB iit "hl- uiid lo
Jisi iinncct pulley.

1 W'c arc now prepared to fnrnisli Victor Turbines, citlicr single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

/ THE STILWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
/ Risdon Iron & Locomotive Worl<s, San Francisco. Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

FLUOROSGOPE.LEROrS= X-RAY
FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price, 1 Complete Portable X-Ray I
Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| flutfitS for PhySJCJanS

I

Weight 6 Ounces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
^end s-tamp -for Gircular.

J. A. L-e: Roy. i-as e. isti-i St., img^a/^ Yoric.

IRON ARMORED CONDUIT
(CUMMINC'S PATENTS)

FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

ARMORITE - INTERIOR CONDUIT - COMPANY,
Office and Works: 478-480 Fort St. West, Detroit. Mich.

WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTEK, MASS.
FIVE COUESES OF STUDY.

Mechanical. CWl and Electrical Engineering.
Chemistry, General Scientific Course. laS-page.
Catalogue, showing appolatments secured by
graduates, mailed free. Expenaes low. 29th year.

T. C. ]«P,1VDEKHAL,1, President.

SEND FOR CIRCULAE AND PBIOEi.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.
in to 117 East 131st St.. N. Y.

JUSTNOW ^^

Annunciators, Medical Farradic Batteries.

MAGNETO, HAND AND POWER
...GENERATORS...

IWDIJCTIOW AlVD SPARK COLLS, ETC., ETC.
-^.WRITE FOR CATALOCUE'«'

Menomiiee Electrical and leclaiical Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WALLACE BARNES,
Mannfacturc, cf

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS
Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Win, 1026 Filbert, Ptiiiadelplila,

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave., Chicago

^^ThehiyMastte.
\ I H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U.S. J

other SpeoialHeff for OooBt

THETELEPHOMHAND-BOOK

HERBERT LAWS WEBB.

Price Sl.OO.

nly complet(

of its kind (

practical work

market.

THE ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

Suite 610 Marquette Building, ClilcaRo,

LAMPS
Arc ani IncaMescenl.

Adams-Bagnall Electric Co,,

riL

CLEVELAND, O.
k. 222 Havemeyer Building.

Central Manufacturings Co.,
CHA-TTANOOCiA.,
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SOLD ON...

THEIR MERITS.

We furnish the Transmii

In pliicing this in:

e martet we taUo
iLtinj^ that after ii S(

Simplicity in Construction;

Impossibility of Packing under
any Conditions;

Sensitiveness and Clearness
of Articulation.

Least Affected by Induction of
any Instrument now on the
market.

Indestructibility Will Last a
Lifetime with ordinary care,
and will be as effective after s
years' use as the day they were
set up.

A Test of this instru-
ment will prove every
claim we have made for
it, and we simply ask a
trial to convince the
buyer.

to those who may wish to replace the

transmitters on other makes of instruments.

For Prices and Discounts write to

Connecticut Telephone...

and Electric Co.,
CHICAGO OFFICE,

No. 195 La Salle St

MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.

T
ELEPHONES a~° SUPPLIEO
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

- WISCONSIN,

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Constructior..

Equipped with Onr New niasDCto Bell pro
powerful Generator having large field magnet
magnetio eteel, laminated armatnres with ample
binlng the qualities o( large quant I

with centrally pii ' '

pired) and high c

ality of

apted to meet tl

ill ring bells on long lines of high resistance. Will ring a large

number of bells in series on short lines. Will ring on a line

different windings. Will work with any make of switchboard.

long lines, etc., etc.

r sale of Milde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

For simplicity, small dimeneions, entire multi-contact, aud powerful transmia-

equal. No adjustment required. Will not pack or get out of order.

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
• most rapid and efficient appsrat

require where power gen-

3temB promptly furnlBhed.
. riber-8^

nplf te equipment of exchanges and toll line b;

Correspondence Solicited. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.
nADISON, WISCONSIN.

High
GradeTELEPHONES.

Complete Hxchangcs in.stalle(I.

Northwest Engineering Co.,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

TELEPJidNES

¥IADUcfco7B^™o,e.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL

!

lER OF- IMOVEI- F-EiOk-ri_(IRE:S.

'\A/^illiams & Abbo1:-t ^leotric Co.,
Mlrs. ol Magneto Bells and Telephone Receivers. 9-1 1 Huron Slrccl, CLEVELAND.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....\V<- MaiiulaidliM- and Sell at WliolCNalo....

Magneto Bells, Receivers, induction Coils.

WRITE FOR PRICES.
I

THEFROSTISOUTOFGROUND
An<l no further excniite for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,
225 West Water St„ Milwaukee, Wis.

Established I860. Incorporated 1895.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

it contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTMGE PREE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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THE BALL
ENGINE CO.,

BUILDERS OF

BALL
AUTOMATIC ENGINES.

H NBM BOOK.
NOiA£ REKDV.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.GO.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

BROOKTOIM
Leather Nail

FOR CLEATS, INSULATORS, ETC.

Brockton Electric Mfg. Co., - Brockton, Mass,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOR EI.ECTRICAI. USES:

Graphite Rods of Various lengths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Resistance
to the inch. Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Resisting Heats

of4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Answered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

JUST irt£HKT YOU KRe LOOKING FORI
A New and Valuable Book-

Electric Lighting Plants,
THEIR COST AND OPERATION.

By W. J. Buckley. With numi.'rous illustrations, diagrams, plans, tables, etc. 275 pages. Cloth. Price, $2.00, postage free. This work

gives all necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any size. The cost of Arc Lighting. The cost of Incandescent Lighting.

READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings, Boiler Efficiencies, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,

Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick

Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys, Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent

Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators.

Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks-
iron, Cost of Stacks—brick. Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of Wire, Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distri-

bution, Circuits—overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Con-

densing, Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power,

Equivalent Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors, Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps,
Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E.L.A.
Standard Rules, Oil, Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules—Fire Under-

writers, Report Com. on Data N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Trans-

formers, Transformer Curves, Wiring Tables—Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables—Secondary Wiring, Wiring Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire,

Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel. The only book of its kind in the English Language. Price, $2.00.

ELEQTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Suite 51 Marquette Building, Chicago.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A. I. E. E.

Consnlttne Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo RallwnrB Rod Power Btatloni

1S41 Ifarquette Bids., Glilcaso.

W. II. Schott, E. E.,

Consulting and Contracting En^'

ConauIllDg, SpoclQoationB, Testing, SpGciiilllc

Electric Btroot HallwiiyH. Kloo.rlo IJbIiIIi

FordeBain, E,„trf„,,,d
OoDBaitlDff, Mechanical Engineer.

HapervlfitDR, PlaoH, Rp«olflOBtloD« tiDd
Oonstrnollrg, Qen«ral EDglaeerlDg.
TestlDK. Expert! Fat«Dt Oaneea.

, CHICAGO.

Virginius J. Mayo,
ICloctrluul and Mechanical EnKloeorhiK,

Consulting, Designing, Supervising,

runtractor and Manufacturer of Ma-
chinery for special purposes.

IIM>.\. <'lliit I Ht.,

I^OME STUDY.

FOR TECHNICAL STUDENTS,

MECHANICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL

DRAWING EXERCISES.

HOME STUDY. Scr

Grlmshaw Wires and Cables,

Sockets. Switches, Etc.

L^^ J.W.MASON,

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

OFFICE

SPECIALTY MFG. CO,,

Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets—
RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Schlicbt's Standard Ledger Indexes,

And a complete line of

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for primed matter.

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

• Homes.
In the Lake regions of Wisconsin,

Northern Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa
and Dakota, there are hundreds of

charming localities pre-eminently fitted

for summer homes. Nearly all are

located on or near lakes which have not

been fished out. These resorts are easily

reached by railway and range in variety

from the "full dress for dinner" to the

fiannel-shirt costume for every meal.

Among the list are names familiar to

many of our readers as the perfection of

Northern summer resorts. Nearly all

of the Wisconsin points of interest are
within a short distance from Chicago or

Milwaukee, and none of them are so far

away from the "busy marts of civili/a

tion" that they cannot be reached in a

few hours of travel, by frequent trains,

over the finest road in the northwest

—

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail

way. A description of the principal
resorts, with list of summer hotels and
boarding houses, and rates for board
will be sent free on application to F A
Miller, Assistant General Pass. Agent,
Chicago, 111.

William H. Bryan, M. E.,

H. H. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans,
Speclflcations, Superintendence, Testa, Pur-
cfiaslng. Designs of Central Stations a Spe-
cialty. Turner Bulldlne, t^t. liOuls.

F'RED. J. OROSS,
' Bvi-ry Ijeacription.

Valuation of Electric and Steam Plants. Plans and Specllleatlons furnished.
for all kinds of electrical Installations; consultation, superintending, etc.

Plans and all data for the complete construction of dynamo electric machinery of any capacity
or voltage. KIAGAKA FAI>I,8, IV. Y.

E.W.BLISSG0.,l4JolinSt,Brooklyn,N.Y.

.0, NOTCHING PRESSES ARMATURE DISKS.

o «o«o*o*

Aluminum
Nickel Alloy.

Manufactured by The Na
& Redootion Co., under Lt
dated Sept. 18, 1891, No. 459

This alloy le

sally used for
jectiles, acid

[ plates, gun metal, pro-

aaide from ire strengtnenmg qun:ities, are *
attested by indisputable aulhoiillea. O

Alumtnum NlckelAHoy Is reduced from 2
twenty cents to FOUR CENTS per pound *
in ton or 6oo-Ib. barrel lots. Sold under 'r

strict guaranty. 5

National Ore & Reduction Co., o

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Branch Agencies and Supply OJHcee: q

RiCHABD Baird & 80N, Ironraonsers, *
Hamilton, England, and Glasgow, Scotland. O
Wm. Clendinnenq & S0N8, Mootreal, *

Can. 2
D. C. Caroll i Co., Pittsburg, Pa. *
The JuDNsoN Mfq. Co., San Francisco, "r

Tie Reminiton-Slioles Typewriter

NOT
behind any typewriter

IN
the line of such improvements as are
essential to the success of ....

ANY
writing machine. In fact, the Reming-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..

147 MONROE STREET.

CHICAGO.

THE PORTER STANDARD MOTOR CO.,
' the only genuine-

PORTER MOTOR.
Beware uf iniitutions. dur Battery Hotors are
second to none in workmanship, liniah and gen-
eral efficiency. Every flotor Guaranteed. We
are the pioneer makers of SmaH Battery Mo-
tors. You can obtain our Motors from any
electrical supply house in the country. Send

niustn '

~
for latest Illustrated Price List.

The Porter Standard Motor Co., - Lebanon, N.

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/ORI.D.

POPE MFC. CO.,
1 05 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LIINt: to MACKINAC
-}—+-TAKE THE-

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
The Greatest Perfection yet attained in Boat

Construction — Luxurious Equipment, Artisiic
Furnishing, Decoration and Elficient ^ervice,
insuring the highest degree of

COnFORT. SPEED AND SAFETY.
Four Trips per Week Between

Toledo, Detroit#Mackinac
PETOSKEY, "the SOO," MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Plcturesqui

$13.50.
EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East. South and Southwest and at

Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.

SundayTrlps June, July, August and September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay ^ Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ. a. F. ... DETROIT, MICH.

Tde Detroit aQd Olevelaml Steam Nav. Go.

DON'T READ
The WESTERN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.

Recent ImpTOTemeDta made In the New American TnrbiOb

as evidenced by the folio
named, and signed by
hydranUc engineer.

The originala of thes

F. Sickman, aeer in charge or

a of other eized wl

n.". iierthiina
t Holyobe, Mi
eiperimente,

I the power ae per^ -tDibiue.

Test of a45-iii. Whfe -Jn y 9, '94
|

Te8tofa42-'n. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head
Rev. Cu. Ft.

H.P. Per
Cent.

.... £
C!l. Ft

S^e^c:

H.P.

'imJs

14-.*

Per
Cent.

Whole date 16.(6

n:o3
16.88

119.17

iii:k

HI. 58

iiaieo
98.12

205.27 79.76

82!l8

Whole Oate

i
•;

1 ili
114.18

'92.71

For Information and Catalogue write

THE DAYTdN GLOBE IRON WORKS .. Dayton. 0.. U.S. A.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

Prevents Pormatioa and

Removes Scale in

Boilers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CD.

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

COMBINE SAFETY W/VTER TUBE BiaiLER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
Sccnrlng a hlch i aranteed percentaere great steadin

, hlgrh Telocity. Its quickly operating bal-
anced icates. affords prompt and fine regrnlati
faction Raaranteed where others fail. Wrlie for catalogue, and stats

irMEs" LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield. Ohio. U. S. A.

LATINUM

Wm. J Alexander, Pres. Telephone, Main
Geo. T. Schusler, Vice-Pres. 1096
P.J. Welcb, Secretary.

Photo and Wood Ensravlng,

CHICAGO ELECTROTYPE &
STEREOTYPE CO.

196 and 198 Clark Street, Chicago.
Fine Book and Catalodue Work a Specialty.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
From 1 to 125 H. P.

Especially Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

Racine Hardware Co.,
RACINE, WIS.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

The limit of government of water-power 13 often determined by tlie design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us if possible before completing your plans.

Witti REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
;uarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
>ower and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
HARK A. REPLOOLE. Chief Engineer. AKRON, OHIO.

THE Mccormick
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

heel heretofore i

Ijuiit from patterns perfected i

the Holyoke Testing
Parties liaving p(

tliose contemplating the
ig power plants which are imsatlsfactory.and

niake^pfturbine has been in usel STATE
confer witli me, as 1

will find
Ins to gui
e<r, Jio_i!i.

ItF.tll'IKKIUKKTS ASID SEKU FOK

S. IVIORGAN SMITH. York, Pa.
Estimates furnished for complete

iteej!"

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

F. A. ESTEP Prest. and TreaB. F. S. MARTIN, Supt. of \ JOHN R. McCINLEY, Vice-Prest.

R, D. iMUXXAi_i_ COIVIPAIMY,
AL.L.EGIHEIMV', F>A.

Ai-c 3-011 getting Gears and Pinions with teeth of correct form? This bears an im-

portant relation to the.

MAYK
CHAS
STAN I

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
1 1 Hctz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Dept.
nmcr St., Boston, Mass.; New England States Sales Dept.
III'I'LY CO., Monadnock Block, Chic "

)V MACHINE WOKl
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W/'EBER Gasoline Engine
use In any place or (or any purpose requiring power. Only a fei

utee' attention required enoh day. Guaraoteed coat of operation la

per horse power per hour. Tbe elmpleet, moat economical and best power. Address
WICUKKGAS & GASOLINE liINGlNK CO., 450 S. W. Blvd., Kanaaa Oity,Mo.

Gasoline Engines, oleaifer/p^w!
•^

4'r for driving
l>ynnmoN. steady liigUt Cruaranteed. Send

for Catalogue, Etc.

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHICAGO CAS and GASOLIN E ENGINE

J. J, NORMAN CO., Hfrs.,

Used for jiuklag Electric Light or furniehlng

power 'or any purpose required. Specially

adaptod for electric Ugbt In private enterprises.

The latest great Invention of this progreaeive age.

B^.llt in from 2 to BO horse power. Stationary or

,ortable. Is the almpleet power on the market. A
dwarf In size; a Samson In strength. Costa but

little to run it. Has no equal for even speed and

durability. Send for catalogue.

60 and 62 5. Clinton Street, CHICAQO.

•o^«">o*>^c>-«^o«^o^«">«^o« <»<»^r»^r»^r»«r»^r»^i^^r».<»^r»^=r»^r»«

Pointer No. 9. ?
Our engine governor is the ^

simplest in existence. Re= v
quires NO OIL, and will main= ^
tain a stated speed under any V
change of load. ^Seethe regulation guaran° V
tee in catalogue. ^

CATALOGUES FREE. 1
'A ENGINES, "B" DYNAMOS. ^

J. H. McEwen Mfg. Co., ?
Church, between Dey antl ^

Cortlandt Sts., Z

^ NEW YORK. 1

PHOR BRONZE SMELTINGCO.QMITED,
.yASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPKIA.

'ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"
STINGS,W1RE,R0DS,SHEETS,etc.
- DELTA METAL

CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers IN THE U.S.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SBLLINQ AQENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street. NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

i!'iGailfliiliiiii:Mkill

(MbA)

g)ILtR|

\s{merkan^oUerCompany

I
ADAPTEDTO ALLCLIMATES

PERFECT COMBUSTION
|M0E5CAPE0EDU6T0RGA5

i;SLl AUTOMATICALiy CONTROLLED
|

POSITIVELY 6APE

i^94CtNTfcR5T NLWYORKKS S
L'yan «^ ,_A^E 5T CHICAGO [*^J "

I fAOTORIES ATiYRACUStAMODtTROIT.

The Clonbrock Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BUILT IN UNITS OF 50 TO 1,000 H. I>.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speclflcatlone, drawlsffs and Prices furalBbed
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boilers.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our lOO-paije

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO., Marpette Bldg,, CHICAGO.
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The Painter-Morrison Push Button Flush Switch.
PATENTED DECEMBER 22, 1891.

This Switch is absolutely the only Flush Switch on the market combining simplicity of

construction with perfection of mechanism.
They are entirely fire and damp proof, sides and base being porcelain.

They can be wired without taking apart, saving time and labor.

The finishing plate can be made to harmonize with other decorations of the room, and need
not be put on till all other work is done.

They are positively non-arcing.

They can be placed in groups and are easily accessible in all their parts.

The buttons indicate by the touch whether on or off.

They are finished with brass, nickel or copper face plates, and all parts are interchangeable.

The Switch is lO ampere. Double Pole.

Price $2.00. A small extra charge for any special finish desired.

nORRISON SOUTHERN ELECTRIC CO.,
MANUFACTURERS,

luildirts, BA.I_-r9IVIORE, IVI D.

MOONLIGHT

SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

Send 10 cents for a copy. Liberal

discount if large quantities are

ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

S^iite 510 Marquette BIdg., Chicago.
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HEW VORK CITY. 1 1 S Broadwar. MEW ORLEANS, LA.
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ROTH BROS, a CO.,
30-34 Market Street,

Ci-IIC5A,OC3,
>::n'ii':,i(urersof

Fan

Motors,

Dyna-

mos

Electric

Motors.

Senator catalogue.

GENUINE RAWHIDE

jt lACE LEATHER.

gj'-SHULTZS PATENT

PULLEY COVER.

DRESSING

WOVEN LEATHER LiNK BELTING.- si^g^^i B£Lt'ce°MENT.

^YJ<AMO ^ _ , _ „ ;; ^ ^ ^^^foc(7rcular5
C^ELTING-. »t.l.onl8,Mo.,lT.S.A. — J ^

BRiNCHeS- 164 SnnmiBr St , Boston. 113 Ubertr St, Nsw Tork 129 North 3d 8t . FhUadalphU-

KARTAVERT.
HARD AND FLEXtBLE FIBER IN SHEETS,

'
/ / For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes. Eailwav Dust 1

and Packings. Patent Insulating Cleat:

AND TUBING.

^'asbers

THE KARTAVERT MANUFACTURING CO., Wilmington, Del.

ARDNER

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

EST-A-BLISHZED IS7 3.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Shapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prioes.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14

1

OFFICE

TKie F-ei-ris ^AAHeel ^c
1 131 THE ROOKERV.

C'EiK AGO. April Jill. 1S9U.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO..

320 Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.

GRIMSHAW WHITE CORE. I

RAVEN WHITE CORE. ^J" buildings in the Uuilieel

GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

Black Diamond File Works.

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

Ihe File Trade.

0«r regular goods are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store intbe Ilnitrd States and Canada.

6. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

pcEi^i"]^;

^J^^-B^o'^^.N.Y.

LINKS LINKS.FUSE
SHAWMUT

FUSE WIRE COMPANY,
93 Federal St., Morris Metcalf, Representative,
BOSTON, MASS. lOO Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

r
1

fiO llKlit 4,<NM> volt llnish
mo; llii^ iiiu\l!mim pot

ELECTRIC CO.,

Mo. ^u Arc Dynuno, lOii lii'iir The ItiiMull Blwlrteroiniiunj.



$3 per Annum. 1 cents per Copy.

SIMPLEX INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

flUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENT.

sifflplex BlectrfcBl Coiiipany,
H. R. HIXSON,

t13T Monadnock Block, CHICAGO. 75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFAOTHBER 0»

INSniiATED XSXiEGTRZO mrZRE,
FI^KTSJCBI^E: CORDB and CAISI^IEIS.

•M ud SOS North Tkird Street. - PHII.APBI.PHaA. PA.

INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES
Aerial,

Underground and

Submarine,
For

HSJtMXK TAPES.

W. H. BRIXEY, Mfr.
J.E.HAM, Cen'l Agt.
203 Broadway. New York
S. F. B. Morse,

CALIFORNIA
ELECTRICAL WORKS.

San Francisco. Cat.

NEW ORLEANS
ELECTRIC CO.,

KENNEDY&
DUPEROW

Washington. D. C.

WILLARD L. OANDEE,
H. DUKANT OHEEVEB, t Business Managers, GEO. T. MANSON,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

^IL'^.

LIMITED,

253 Broadway, New York.
INSULATED

WIRESandCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Use.

, Ganilee Aerial Wires.

Manson Protecting Tape,

Olionite Waterproof Tape.

OFFICE AND FACTORY, SANDUSKY 0.

O. J. Mayer, Betz Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Bmlth & Wallace, Hamilton St , Boston, Mass.
Ed. P. Sharp, 44 Niagara St.. Buffalo, N, Y.
Arthur S. Partridge, Bank of Oommeroe Bldg.

,

St. Louis, Mo.
J. M. AtklDBon & Co., 1439 Monadnock Bldg.,

Chicago, III,

B**ger & At-water, 214 Pine St., San Franolflco,
0B}lf6rhis.

Central Electric Co., 173 Adams St., Chicago.

SOLAR CARBONS MANUFACTURING CO.,
UAIKtrFACTITBEBS OF

Carbon Brushes, Battery Carbons.

Solid Electric Light Carbons,
For any System, of any degree ofhardneea.

Soft Cored Carbons ckot soiiiiow).
For Arc Lamps on Incandescent and Eatlway Circuits.

SOLAR CARBON AND MANUFACTURING CO.,
95 FIFTH AVENUE. PITTSBURG. PA.

WESTIIH ElBcMcal hmmiA Co.
** -^^^ II4-I20 William St., NEWARK, N. J., U. S. A,

We desire to call attention to a line of

cheap but excellent Switchboard Instru-

ments for Direct Current Circuits, which
we designate as

"Round Pattern," Type F.

These Instruments are particularly

suitable for Isolated Plants and Feeder
Circuits in Railway and Power Plants.

Voltmeters In ranges from 3 to 750 volts.

Ammeters in ranges from 1 to2,5C0amp.

All Weston Instruments are unsurpassed

in e-xcellence of worl<manship, in accu-

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS
RecclTod onlr Award for Trolleys at CblcaBO

J. in. ANDERSON, 289-293 A St., Boston. Mass.MaDnfactttred by AI.BERT .

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO.,
THE KOOKliUV, WESTIXIIIIOISH liUII.DING, TIMES BUlMiING,

CHICAGO. I'lTTSiliatd. KEW YOKK.
Cable Contracts Taken Including Installation.

WIRES and CABLES, S;;°rr|°4u°r

JAS. G. BIDDLE

WC^inU Instruments a Specialty. Will
ViCol UH young Induction Coils with an

Long-Distance T<

COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA INCANDESCENT LAMP CO.,

t OllTO Strsot. BT. LOUIS.

WASHINGTON PATENT AGENCY,
908 9U G SI N W Washington. D. C.

T iru St lu the w orld Advice froe. Elcotrieal
hxy rts

IMPORTED

CARBONS
FOR ARC LIGHTS.

Soft Cored and
Solid.

IE FOK Prices.

S. Canal St.,

ED. WERTHEIM,

"CAHALL*

The Aultraan & Taylor Machinery Co.
SEETD FOK CATAIiOGUE.

Cahall Sales Department,
.gents for ihe IToited
I Commerce Buildias, Pill

The Rookery. Chicago,

E Fuel Economizer Co.

OFFICE AND WORKS: MATTEAWAN, N. Y.

WESTON ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plant*.
Sstimates ana Drawingrs Submitted.

WESTON ENGINE CO.,
PAINTED POST, M. V.

REPBESENTATrCES.
1., - 126 Liberty St.. N. Y. OftT.
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Peru Electric Mro.Co.

.^^ Peru, INd. ..
Hercules BAtTerie

POaCElAlH IHSLIATION Of all Kinds
We Solicit the maKIng of

SpecAl Designs of Porcelain.

ROUND POST
Our Baby

sD.P
Finely flnlshed on Polished Slate Bases. 15 ampere porcelain t

connections.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
Tallcs for l-tself.

B A1-I-- B Al-L. CO., L.1:d.,
FACTORY. FRANKFORD. PA. Station F, PHILADELPHIA.

Jewell Pulley Covering.
(PATENTED FEB. 26, 1895.)

Cheapest and Best Covering on the Market.

PREVENTS SLIPPING OF BELTS.
Fully Guaranteed. Send for our Catalogue.

MANUFACTURED BY

JEWELL BELTING CO., - - Hartford, Conn.

r

m ALTERNATING CEILING FAN WORKS.
We Guarantee It. No Commutator. No Brushes. Uses less current

than any Fan on the Market.

Our Direc-t Ourren-t F'an \AAorlcs.
OUR GUARANTEE IS QOOD. Only Fan having Blade Adjuster. Air car,

be thrown UP or DOWN. All Bearings SELF-OILING.
., Ask for New Catalogue and Discounts, and you will send us an order

FANS FINISHED IN BRONZE, NICKEL AND POLISHED BRASS, We manufacture a full line of BELT

FANS AND WATER MOTORS. Agents wanted in Leading Cities.

Hunter Fan 1^ Motor Co.,
CSuccessors to Tuerlc Water Meter Co.,)

F"CII_TOIV, IM. Y.
^- K. B. LATHAn & CO., Agents, 136 Liberty Street, NEW YORK....

The Triumph Electric Co.,
OEncinna-ti, Ohio.

Manufacturers of

Medium and Slow Speed Electrical Machinery,

Direct Connected Generators,
Direct Connected Elevator Motors,

Direct Grip Hoists,

Motors for Special Work.^

WRITE FOR CIRCULAR M.

Agents in all large cities.
Ofrice and Factory;

610-616 Baymi Her Street.
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The

Pioneer" Enclosed Arc Lamp

burns loo to 150 hours. Saves |i5to$2o

annually per lamp in carbons and labor.

Is a perfect spark arrester, is shadow-

less, steady, clean and safe. It has many

imitations, but prominent users of these

are now being sued by us in the

United States Circuit Court. Buy the "Pioneer" and avoid imitations.

THE ELECTRIC ARC LIGHT CO.

LOUIS B. MARKS, M. M. E.

Chief Electrician.

687 & 689 BROADWAY,

...New York...

MMniN
MANHATTAN GENERAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

ENCLOSED ARC LAMP
Burns 150 hours with 1 2 inches of carbons.

Double Enclosed Globes, no carbon rods-
length 36 inches. 7,000 Manhattan Arcs
in service. lOO Edison Central Stations.

iiakoM wliioh
hand .500 InoandesceHt Arc liamps of

v-e displaced -with aianhat-
»».00 each, complete.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
1 & Root Mt. Co. X

Adams <S Westlake Co ^

Adams-Bagnall El. Co

Akron Elec. MIg. Co

American Battery Co —
American Boiler Co x

L Carbon Co
1 Elec. Works ....

, Alberts J. M...

Andrae, Sons & Co., J :

Armorite Interior Con. Co. x:

Arnold, B. J xi

Babcoek i Wilcox Co., Tbe
Bain, Force x\

Baker .& Co x>

Ball & Wood Co., The —
Ball-Ball Co., Ltd

Ball Engine Co -
Barnes, WaUace x

Barnett Co., G. & H xi

Becker, August -
Besly&Co., Chas. H x;

Blddle, James G
Bl-Metalllc El. Trans. Co.

BllssCo.. E. W -
B. &0. K. R XI

Bowers Bros —
Brady, T. H x

BriUCo., J.G X

Brixey, W. B
Brockton Elec. Mfg. Co... x

Brown, D., Cedar Co 3

Brush Electric Co xj

Bryan A Humphrey xvll

Buckeye Electric Co
Butler Hard Rubber Co . . . . xiil

Card Electric Co iv

Central Mfg. Co xii

Channon Co., H xix

Chicago Belting Co xlx

C.,B. AQ. R. R
Chicago Edison Co Iv

Chic. Genl. Fixture Co...

Chicago Ins. Wire Co
CloBbrockS. B. Co xlx

C. M. &St. P. R. R xvii

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co x

Collins & Co., H. B 1

Columbia Inc. Lamp Co... i

Commercial Elec. Sup.Co, xx

Conn. Tel. A Blec. Co
Cor. School of Technol'y..

Cross, P. J xvii

Cutter El. A Mfg. Co x

Dailey, Jas. W xxil

Dallett, Thos. H. A Co
Dayton GlobelronWks.Co xvlii

Det.& Clev. Steam Nav.Co . . xvii

Dickinson Elec. Supply Co. iv

DIehlMfg. Co Ix

Directory, Principal Elec.
and Mech. Engineers... xvii

DlxoQ Crucible Co., Jos. . . xxil

Eastern Elec. Cable Co
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co v

Edison Mfg. Co x

Electric Arc Light Co

Electric Appliance Co

Electric Storage Batt. Co.

,

Electrician Pub. Co., lv,ix

Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.

.

Empire China Works ....

Eyanson A Armpriester.

Farr Tel. A Con.Sp. Co . .

.

Paucett. L L
Mach. Co

, The..

Flemlng-Spence Elec'lCo.

Forest City El. Works ....

For Sale Advertisemts

Ft. Wayne El. Corp

Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co. .

.

PuelEconomizerCo

Garlock Packing Co
Garton-DanlelsElec. Co..

General Electric Co
Gordon-Burnham Bt. Co. ..

Hlne ACo., L. A
Holmes Pibre-Graphlte Co.-

Huebel A Manger
Hunter Fan A Motor Co ...

.

Imperial Porcelain Works.

-

Independent Elec. Co ... . x'

Internal '1 Cor. Schools...

Jewell Belting Co

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W Iv

Kartavert Mfg. Co
Keystone Tele. Co xv

Kllpsteln A Co., A

LaddA. W xl'

Lasell A Co. , Edward x

Leclanche Bt. Co xill

LeSel ACo., James xvili

Le Roy, J. A xiil

Lewis A Co., A. L xii

Lombard Water Wh. G. Co. xi

Manhattan Gen'l Cons. Co. Hi

Mason, J. W xvii

Mayo, V.J xvll

McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co. ..

Menominee El. A M. Co.. . .xiil

Metropolitan Elec. Co

Moore, Alfred P 1

Morris, Tasker A Co xll

Morrison Southern El. Co.

Moyes, L. M xvlii

Munsell ACo., Eugene.... x

National India RubberCo.
National Ore A Red. Co . . xix

New York Ins. Wire Co. . .
xxli

Norman, J. J. Co xix

Northern Elec. Mfg. Co ... . x

NorthwestEnglneer'gCo. . . xv

NuttallCo.,R. D xvlii

OfBceSpec. Mfg. Co

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

OkonlteCo.,The

For CSIassi-fieci Incjeac of .Advor-fcisomon-ts

Partridge Carbon Co. . ^. . .

.

Pearson, P. J. Mfg. Co -

Peerless Rubber Mfg.Co. . .

Perkins El. Switch Mfg. Co. -

Perrlzo, Paul, Jr., Cedar A
LumberCo

Peru Elec. Mfg. Co
Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.

.

Phosphor-BronzeS.Co.Ld s

Pope Mfg. Co X

Porter Standard Motor Oo.x

Racine Hardware Co xv

Rau Mfg. Co
Reisinger, Hugo
Remington-SholesT.Co.. x

Replogle Governor Wks . . xv

Rhoads A Sons, J. E
Richards A Meacham
Rose Polytechnic Institute :

Samson Cordage Wks
Schoonmaker. A. O
Schott, W. H X

Shawmut Fuse Wire Co. .. x

Shultz Belting Co x

Siemens A HalskeE. Co.. -

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

Sioux City Brass Works. ...-

Smith, _S. Morgan xi

Solar Carbon A Mfg.Co....

>eo |3aee VI.

standard Paint Co x

Standard Tel. A Elec. Co. . xv

Standard Underg.Cable Co. 1

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.. vili

Stilwell-Blerce A Smith-

VaileCo xii, xlii

Storey Motor A Tool Co . . vi

Toomey, Prank xii

Triumph Electric Co ii

United El. Imp. Co vili

ntlca El. Mfg. A Sup. Co.. xi

Valentine-Clark Co x 1

Van Duzen Gas Eng. Co . . xix

VanNuis.C. S

Viaduct Mfg. Co XV

Vulcanized Fibre Co xxii

Want Advertisements ... xii

Warren Electric Co vil

Washington Pat. Agency . 1

Webster. Warren A Co . .

.

xvi

Werthelm. Ed 1

Western Electric Co Iv

WestinghouscEl.AMf.Co.. v

Weston Electrical Ins. Co. 1

Weston Engine Co 1

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co. , .

.

x

Wlllard Storage Battery Co. xii

Williams A Abbott El. Co. xv

Wirt.Chas xiil

Worcester Poly. Inst xiil
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HARDTMUTH CARBONS.
Cored and Solid for Direct L.ig:ti-tins.

...LARGE IMPORTATION JUST ARRIVED...

General ••••••

Western Agents :•'••?• •«• Chicago Edison Company,
^^..DEALERS IN ELECTRIC LIGHTING SUPPLIES...^

dison Buiidins, 139 A.dams S-tree-t, OIHIOA.GO, ILL..

WESTERN ELECTRIC

FAN MOTOR.^
THE BEST ON THE MARKET.

Iron=Clad Armature, Self=Oiling Bearings,

Carbon Brushes, Perfectly Noiseless and

Sparkless. Three Speeds, and Fans in any

Finish. Slow Speed, with all the

Advantages of High Speed,

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

• • • •

Western Electric Co.,

....CHICAGO....

ELECTRIC
LAMP
SIGNS

NEW ERA IN ELECTRIC ADVERTISING.
Each lamp is a single letter, which greatly simplifies the construction

of a sign, and permits an unlimited advertising display. This sign
is low-priced, economical of operation, easily read, very conspicuous,
and may be changed in a moment from one form of words to another.
We manufacture High Grade Incandescent Lamps. Lamps of any

voltage furnished.

yoi

DICKINSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.,
High Grade Incandescent Lamps,

American Tract Society Building, NO. 150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK.

•#-
"H.W.J. " The Season's Favorite. "H.W.J."

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

I#lii OARPQTOIM Controller Parts andVUI-V/MDCO I Vyill Special Insulating Pieces.

Wooden Tree Insulators.

<E, i^M»
S^nd -For Jt~Mrt^ O^^^ I c^s*.'^*

Randolph St.,

icago.H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO., "°cr;
New York. Philadelptiia. Boston.

IF

on are anxious to

rcuro tin: latest

Icctrical books, YOU
should write to the

ElcctricianPiililishing

Co., Chicago. You CAN'T
procure too many

reliable, readable

books to READ.

THE CARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Generators for Power
Transmission and Iso-

lated Lighting.

Generators are all Mul-

tipolar and Slow Speed.

IgvntM Waiilcd in Lnuvciipicd Tcrritorj

m Multipolar Slow Speed(
Stationary Motors.
Reversible Motors anc
Controllers for Rolling

Mills, Bridges, Traveling^
Cranes and Elevators,

Write fur Kstiiiiates.
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EDDY GENERATORS.
Direct Connected or Belted for Electric Railways, Central Stations, Isolated Lighting or Power Plants.

Eddy Motors—Slow, Medium or High Speed.

W<> build all iioiM'NMury u|»|»i»'atiiK Tor tlio traiiMiiilHHlon oC Klortrh-ul
I»«\v4*r thr»iit£li ru4'4ur.v or otluT bulliliiiKH.

A The Eddy Electric Mfg. Co.,

WINDSOR, CONN.
NK.W YDIilC. H. P.. f'nhd .t CiK. Jl;.il :lii.I Kxpn-ss Building
PHILADKLPHIA, Waller C. Mrlnlin- .t (Jo., .Wli Commct
BOSTON, G. M. Angicr & Co., 04 FoUcral St.

ELMIRA, S. N. Blake.
ST. LOUIS. Western Electrical Supply Co.

KANSAS CITY, W. T. Osborn.
CINCINNATI, ()., Nevada Bldg., John A. Stewa
CHICAGO, 305 Dearborn St., Wallace & Hii

Cfllocfttc .^mimulatof

THE VALUE OF STORAGE BATTERIES IN

CENTRAL STATION PRACTICE
has been demonstrated by

The Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston.

That Company installed its FIRST battery

in March, 1894; it installed its SECOND
battery in May, 1895, and it has just con-

tracted for a THIRD battery

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES:

66 Broadway, New York.

1543 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, 111.

215 North Calvert St., Baltimore, Md.

First St., San Francisco, Cal.

3 E.\-change Bldg., Boston, Mass.

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
i-b-tsbuirS) I

MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Systems for Electric ligM and Power Distribution in Cities, Factories, Mills and Mines.

The Tesia Polyphase Alternating System of Electrical Trani^niission by which
Power, Incandescent and Arc Ijighting may be operated from the same circnits.

The Westinghouse Electric Railway System, which is the most Durable, Economical and Efficient on the Market.

NEW YORK, I20 Broadway. PITTSBURQ, Westinehouse Buildlnjc.
CHICAQO, New York Life Building. TACOMA, WASH., 102 South foth St.

gT. WOUl?, Amerlwi Central Bldg. SYRACUSE, IN. Y., Bastable Buildii

For Canada aAftrees J^llela^ & ISoper, ©ttawft, Cap,

CHARLOTTE, N. C, 3«-38 Colleee St.
BUFFALO, Erie County Bank Buildlni

SAN FRANCISCO, Hills Building,

BOSTON, Exchange Build
PHILADELPHIA, Olrard Bulldl

WASHINGTON, D. C "P'st.
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THE STOREY nOTOR.
Iron Clad. Completely
closed in.

DUST and Moisture
proof.

Specially adapted for
direct driving machin-
ery.

The application of Mo-
tors to machine tools
a specialty.

Light weight. Slow and
medium speed.

No interior magnetism.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

Metropolitan Electric Co.

YORK &SEDCELEY AVENUE new YORK OFFICE:
PHILADELPHIA. 11 2 Liberty Street,

Branch Factory, HAMILTON, CANADA.

MAIN office:

The Storey Motor &T00ICO"

XM
-Is always the cheapest.

OCR MOTTO IS :

"HOW GOOD—XOT HOW CHEAP."

New Orient Lamps
ARE SUPERIOR IN QUALITY.

WE make them—YOU need them.
YOU have the money—WE need it.

LET'S TRADE.

THE ORIENT ELECTRIC CO., Youngstown, Ohio.

Chicago Office: 1 628 Monadnook. Thad. S. Lane, Mgr.

IVIEDBERY SNA/ITOM ^ BEST SWITCH FOR^ THE LEAST MONEY.
Single, Double and Triple Pole. Single and Double Throw, with or without Fuse Extension. Handsomely Finished.

Absolutely Reliable. Complete Stock Carried in Chicago.

MASON ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT CO., Selling Agents, Telephone Harrison 714, I 202 Fisher BIdg., CHICAGO.
Maoafactured by THE FIBERITE CO.. MechanlcvHfe, N. Y. Hoefgen, Moxham & Co., 80 William St, N. Y. Joshua Hendy Machine Works, San Francisco, Cat.

CLASSIFIED INDEX OF ADVERTISEMENTS.

Westinghouse EL & Mfg. Co.

Acciunnlators.
American Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Annunciators.
Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. &. Mech. Co.

Arc I/amps.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.
Electric Arc Light Co.
Fleming-Spence Elec. Co.

Ft. "Wayn Elec. Corporation.
Manhattan Gen'I Cons Co.

Perkins Eleo. Switch Mfg. Co.

Van Nuis. C. S.

Westinghouse El
Arc liisht Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Nat'l. Ore'i Reduction Co.

Batteries and Jars.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Chicago Edison Co.

Chicago Gen'I Fixiwre Co.

Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.
Gordon-Burnham Bat. Co.

Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.

Northwest Engineering Co.

Ohio Storage Battery Co.

Pearson, F. J. Mlg. Co.

Western Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel & Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech.
Western Electric Co.

Beltlns-
Channon Co., H.
Chicago Belting Co.
Jewell Belting Co.
Khoads Si Sons. J. E.

Moyea, L. M^

Weston Engine Co.

BookM, Klectrlral.

Solar Carbou Si Mfg. Co.
Wirt, Chas.

Barslar Alannn.
Electric Appliance Co.
HuRbcl Hi Manger.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Western Electric Co,

Cablen (800 Insiil.'ifd Wires.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Relsinger, Hugo.
Solar Carbon & Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Wertheim, Ed.
Western Electric Co.

Compound.
Standard Paint Co.

Construction & Repairs.
Pt. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Richards & Meacham.

Contractors and Electric
I.isht Plants.
Akron Eleo. Mfg. Co.

Bain, Force.
Brush Electric Co.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Card Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

rayne Elec. Corporation.

Schott, W.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec ImprovementCo.

Copper.
Besly &Co., Chas H.
Bowers Bros.

Copper Wires.
American Electrical Works.
Besly & Co.. Chas H.

Fiberite Co., The.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.

Samson Cordage \V

Crookes' Tubes.

Dallett&Co., Thos. H.
Eddy Elec. MIg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hlne & Co., L. A.
Mayo, V. J
McEwen, J. H. Mfg. Co.
Northern Electl. Mfg. Co.
Roth Bros. & Co.
Siemens & Halske Eleo. Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Triumph Elec. Co.

Willard Storage Battery Co.

Klectric Railways.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Ilecliani-
cal Engineers.
Arnold. B. J.
Bain, Force.
Bryan & Humphrey.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electrical 1

Anderson, Albert & J. M
Blddle, James G.
Chicago Edison Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

NuttallCo., R. 1

Weston Electrical Inst. Co.
Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Brockton Elec Mfg. Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Imperial Porcelain Works.
Menominee El. & Mech. Co.
Pearson. F. J. Mfg. Co.
Kau Mfg. Co.

Elcctro-Flatlns Macli'y.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.

Norman Co., J. J.

Otto Gas Engine Wks.
Van Duzen Gaso. I'.ug. Co.

EuKines. f^tcam
Ball ,t Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
McEwen. J. H. Mtg. Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Toomey, Frank.
Weston Engine Co.

Exhnust Pipe llrads.
Pnucett, 1. L.

Fan OutntH.
ni.-hi Milt. Co.
lOdlson Mtg. Co.

CablcJi, Electric
latcd wires I, '

Hheet nnil Hn

Etat«rn Elect
Moore, AltrcO
Now York Inn

:*<

h Mfg. Co.
• Co.

; Mfg.' Co.

CblooffO EdUon Co.
Chicago Oonoral Fix

Al.r.m r.ler, Mtr Co.
Urusb iHloctrlc Co,
Card Eloctrlc Co.
Colburn Eloo. Mfg. Co.

I'nsc Wire.
Brlicy, W. H
Eloctrlc AppMn

Independent Electric Co.
Shawmut Fuse Wire Co.

baskets.

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Cieneral Elec. Supplies.
Anderson, Albert & J, M.
Andrae & Sons Co., J,

Ball-Ball Co., Ltd.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Chicago Edison Co.
Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Forest City Elec. Wks.
General Electric Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Johns, H.W., Mfg. Co.
Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. & Mech.
Metropolitan Electric C

LombardWaterWheelGv
Graphite Specialties.
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Holmes Fibre-Graphite Co.

Hard Rubber Ijioods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Fiberite Co., The.

Chicago Edison Co.

Klectric Appliance Co.

Ryanson A Armprlester.
Parr Tel. A Const. Supply C
Fiberite Co., The.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Mason, J. W.
Menominee El. A Mech. Co.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonlte Co.. The.

1 Insulated Wire Co.

Standard Underground C. Co.
Utica El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.

Insulated tVlrcs and
Cables—maenot Wires.
American F.loctrlcal Works.
Urlxey. W. R.

Eastern Eloctrlc Cubu

Farr Tel. A Const. Supply
General Klectric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Underground C. Co.

liamps. Incandescent.
Adams-Bagnall Elec. Co.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Chicago Edison Co.
Columbia Inc. Lamp Co.
Dickinson Elec. Supply Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co..
Orient Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Standard Incan. Lamp Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Wormley, Jas. C. & Co.

liishtnlng Arresters.
Electric Appliance Co.
Garton-Danlels Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Utlca El. Mfg. & Sup. Co.
Van Nuis, C. S.

Westinghouse El. .fe Mfg. Co.
Magnet IVire.
(See Insulated Wires.)

Slechanieal Machinery,
Besly & Co., Chas. H.
BUssCo.,E. W.
Ferracute Machine Co.

Mica.
Bowers Bros.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Jlunsell A Co., Eugene.
Schoonmaker, A. O.

Mining Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Akron Elec. Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Card Electric Co.
Colburn El. Mfg. Co.
DaUett&Co.,Thos. H.
Dlehl Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Emerson Elec. Mfg. Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mtg. Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.

Xante Plates.

Oil Feeders.
Dalley, Jas. W.

Packing.
Besly A Co. Chas. H.
Garlock Packing Co.
Johns, H. w., Mfg. Co.
Peerless Rubber Mfg. Co.

Paints.
Johns, H, W., Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Patent .\gencles.
Washington Patent Agency.

Hrown, DeWItt, Cedar Co.
Central Mfg. Co.
Hart, C. S.
Lewis A Co., A. L.

Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance
Northwest Ei '

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

KUpsteIn & Co.,

Blddle, James G.
WesUin Electrical Inst. (

Whitney Elec. Inst. Co.
Springs.
Barnes. Wallace.

Steam Heating.

Battery Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Ohio Storage Battery Co.
Willard Storage Battery Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonlte Co.. The.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones and Tele-
phone Material.
Andrae A Sons Co.. J.
Commercial Elec. Sup. Co.
Conn. Tel. & El. Co.
Electrical Eng. Co.
Farr Tel. & Const. Supply Co.
Keystone Telephone Co.
Mason. J. W.
Northwest Engineering Co.
Richards A Meacham.
Standard Tel. A Elec. Co.
Viaduct Mfg. Co.
Western Elec. Co.
Williams A Abbott El. Co.

Hfg, Co.

Chicago Gen'I Fixture Co.
Ft. Waype Eleo. Corporatlc
General Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. C
Westinghouse El. A Mff

Trolley Cord.
aamson Cordage AVks.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine "Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leltel Si Co., Jas.

Smith, S. Morgan.
Stllwell-Blerco Si

tTniversltles.
Cor. School of •:

Int. Corr. Schools.
Rose Polytechnic Institute.

Dayton Globe Iron Works
Lollol A Co , Jas.
Roplogle Governor Wks.
Smith. S. Morgan.

Wire. Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Besly Si Co., has H.

Independent Electric Co.

^oi- .^Klphaibo'tloal lnci»x o'T iO^ci'ver'tiser
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TheWarren Alternator,
INDUCTION TYPE liiSSs?™-

Any Voltage fStfS Transformers.
STATIONARY SINGLE RING ARMATURE STATIONARY FIELD COIL.

Revolvable Part a Solid Cylinder of Steel.

Efficiency the Higliest, Regulation the Closest, of any Alternating Current Generator Known.

Noiseless in Operation. Built to Earn Money With, not to Spend Money Upon.

WARREN ELECTRIC CO., CHICAGO.
SAI-ES AOEIVTS:

WeiKlcH A Jfeniiffle.

26 Corlluodt St., Ntw Y..rk. A. II. Soarlos. 2?1 Dearborn St., Chicago.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
^TeT7:r ^a-ce ^la,te-

BETTER PROPORTIONS. BETTER FINISH. MORE DURABLE.

Better Design,

Better Material,

Made of solid plate brass l^inch thick, with beveled edges.

Self-Adjusting Handle,

No Breaking,

No Binding on Face Plates,

No Loose Face Plates.

Handles, Switches ar,d Face Plates Interchangeable.

Single Plates for all sizes of Hart Switches.

Gang Plates for any number of Hart Switches.

SEND FOR "CATALOGUE B."

THE HART & HEGEMAN MFG. CO., "'P

ARC LAMPS
OF" Ai_U KINDS.

PLAIN, ORNAMENTAL,

For Direct and Alternating Current.

Write for Catalogue.

The Adams & Westlake Co.,

1 10 Ontario St., CHICAGO.

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFC. CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.,

And I I 2 Liberty St., New York.

NOTE THIS
Current Consumption:

"Meston'- 12-inch fan, 60 to 70 watts.

16-inch fan. 70 watts.

Induction 12-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 80 to 90

Induction 16-inch fan, 7,200 alts., 110 to 125

Induction 12-inch fan, 16,000 alts. ,90 to 100

CHEAPEST
Fan Motors on the market because

BEST.
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UNITED ELECTRIC

IMPROVEMENT CO.
OFFICE AND WORKS:

19th St. and Allegheny Ave., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New Discounts

Series Incandes-

For all Systems

Current, Candle-

Mi

MiWWX

on Standard

cent Lamps

and for any

Power or Base.

TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED.

Alternating Current Generators, Transformers, Motors,
Arc Lamps and Switchboard Equipment

for Central Stations.

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

Multipolar and Bipolar Direct Current Dynamos and Ap-
purtenances for Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
and Supplies.

COEKESPONDENCE SOLICITED. SATISFACTION GDAKANTEED-

THE S. K. C. SYSTEM
A COMPLETE SYSTEM FOR

Long Distance Transmission,
General Station Distribution,

Mill and Factory Equipment,
Generators will be wound and guaranteed for an E. M. F. as high as

10,000 VOL.TS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

STANLEY ELECTRIC MANUFACTURINB COMPANY,
F^i-t-ts-fiolci, IVIass., KJ

THE ROY^L ELECTRIC CO.. Montreal, Canada, are 1 J c»,io«eo,
sole licensees for the manufacture and sale of the S. K. C. 'i|

System in Canada
. . | |

S. A.
BR.WCHES OFFICES:

105 C3oarb>oi-r> S-t.

IMc^A^ Voi-l*, 3& Cof-tlandt St.
Sar> F'r-ar-.cisoo, I06 IVIaarK<

>\ndersor«, S. C
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Victor Turbine Water Wheel.
Cylinder or Register Gate -Close Regulation and High Efficiency

at Full and Partial Gate.

clly I

lOLRBItATKn WATRIt
lurkablv Mlfiudy luolloii,
its diameter, Ijciiik double

equal, producing tlic

SHA/D FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

d. Arranged V

Mthcr single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,

THE STJLWELL-BIERCE & SMITH-VAILE CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
Risdon Iron & Locomotive Works, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast Agents.

IVIos-t Durable Ba-t-tery Cells Produced.

Manufactured by The Butlcf Hard Rubber Co. 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

FLUOROSGOPE.LEROrS= X-RAY
FOUR TIMES AS SENSITIVE AS ANY YET MADE.

Low Price,
j Complete Portable X-Ray I

Goods Guaranteed.

High Quality.
| QutfltS for PhysicianS

I

Weight 6 Ounces.

AND OTHERS DESIRING AN OUTFIT FOR EXPERIMENTAL USE.
Send stamp -foi- circular.

J. A. L-e: Roy. 143 e:. 13-th s-t.. iMe^A/ Voric.

IRON ARMORED CONDUIT
(CUMMINC'S PATENTS)

FOR INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

ARNIORITE - INTERIOR - CONDUIT - COMPANY,
Office and Worl(s: 478-480 Fort St. West, Detroit. iVIich.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Fan Motors,

Annunciators, Medical

Batteries, Induction and

Spark Coils, Magneto Gen-

erators, Knife Switches,

Binding Posts, Etc., Etc.

WRITE FOR PRICES.

Menominee Elec&Mcli. Co.,

MENOMINEE, MICH.

WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE,

WORCESTEH. lIAi^S.
FIVE COURSES OF STUDY.

Mechanical. Civii and Electrical Engineering.

T. C. MEarDP.NHAM,. President.

T. H. Brady, New Britain, Conn., U. S. A.,

WIRT BRUSHES
Are made only by

Chailes Wirt, 1026 Filbert, Philadelplila.

For Sale by the Trade.

H. T. PAISTE CO.
Trade Agents: 369 Wabash Ave , Chicago

WALLACE BARNES,
Manufacture, of

FLAT, COILED AND WIRE

STEEL SPRINGS

The Electrician Publishing Co., Suite 510 Marquette

Bldg., Chicago. Headquarters for all latest Electrical

Books. Write for Catalogue.

Send sample for prices. Bristol, Conn.

....BINDERS....
FOR THE

Western Electrician
$1.00 EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUB. CO.,
CHICKCO.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries
of the World.

S1£ND FOE CIRCrLAK AND PEICE3.

THE LECLANCHE BATTERY CO.,
111 to 117 East 131st St., N. Y.

THE FLEMING

ALTERNATING

( ^ I
LAMP..

Simplest

Neatest and

Best

Working

Lamp on the

Mari^et.

New
Catalogue
Just Out.

Agents Wanted in

, Leading Western

Cities :;::;:;

Our Prices are

Right.

FLEMiNG-SPENCE F LECTBICAL CO.-

652 Hudson St., New York.
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1^ ST ir* laB! ifi:

TDE MAKQUETTE BUILDING.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
Owing to the steady and uninterrupted growth of the Western Elec-

trician, we have found it necessary to seek larger and more commodious
quarters, and therefore desire to announce that we have moved from 6 Lake-

side Building to

SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,
northwest corner Adams and Dearborn Streets, where in future all correspond-

ence should be addressed

The Marquette is the finest office building in Chicago, and is but one block

east of our old location. Our new offices are not only very handsome and
thoroughly well equipped with all modern appointments and conveniences, but

they occupy nearly twice the space of our old quarters
Visit us in our new home. You will be pleased to see your favorite journal

so handsomely housed

We take this opportunity to assure our patrons and friends that their orders

for advertisements, subscriptions or books will receive, with improved facilities

e\cn more perfect attention than in the past

Electrician Publishing Company,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING,

...CHICAGO...
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VIADUCT MFG. COMPANY

Magneto Bells,

Telephones,

District Telegraph

Messenger Boxes

and other appliances.

It has had 18 years'
ex-perienoe; 5 years as

licensed manufacturer
nt Hie American lii'U

Telephone Company.
It has made more
Magneto Bells than all

the other manufactur-
ers in the country. Its

standard work is

known by all e.-fperi.

enced telephone men.
The works are lo-

Ohio Railroad, and rur
by water power.

It manufactures al

well as brass, iron, ste

ith

' catalogue and ment

VIADUCT MFG. CO.,

2 S. HOWARD,

Oal-timore, IVId.

T
ELEPHONES an° SUPPLIED
We are sole manufacturers of the celebrated
KEYSTONE LONG-DISTANCE TELEPHONE,
an instrument which has no superior.
Write to us for Catalogue and prices.

KEYSTONE TELEPHONE CO., PITTSBURGH, PA.

HADISON - - WISCONSIN,
MANnFAOTUEEKS OP THE

Standard Loud-Speaking, Long-

Distance and Exchange

Telephone.
Perfect in Detail, of Highest Efficiency and Best Pos-

sible Electrical and Mechanical Construction.

affaetlc steel. with ample i

^H ^^ the whole adapted to meet the most eiactii^ Will ring bells on long lines of high resistance.

""^^ -^ number of bells in series on short lines. W
various makes of bells with different windings. Will work with any make

Will drop a shutter on long lines, etc., etc.

Sole Liceoeeea for eale of Milde Battery Transmitter in the United states. Patent granted

e; polarized bells

with centrally pivoted armatures (the patent on eame having now ex-

pired) and high co-efficient of self-Indaction In proportion to winding,

'ill ring a large

A'itchboard.

April 1
moJti-contact, i

adjQBtment required. WiU not pack or get o t of order.
werful

Standard Telephone Exchange Switchboards
e the most rapid BDd efficient apparatus of the bind now before

iginal features possessed by no others; require where power gen-

8^''L"Hmate8'forcom°pkt6 "equipment of exchanges and toli line systems promptly fnrniehed.

Correspondence ISoUclted. Address

THE STANDARD TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO.,
HADISON, wrsCONSIN.

We Iflaiiiif'iK'tiii

High
Grade

Complete Exchanges Installed

Northwest Engineering Co.,

TELEPHONES. TELEPHONES
-OO TO T-ME.

?:"»!,'r'^'=°- VIADUCT CO., Baltiniore.

A NEW TELEPHONE MAGNETO BELL!
JK l>tVJtVH

I Bells and Telephone Recc 9-1 1 Huron Slreel. CLEVELAND.

Farr Telephone & Const. Supply Co.,

342 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

....We Manufatlure and Sell at «liol<-»al<-..„

Magneto Bells, Receivers, Induction Coils.I
-WRITE FOR PRICES.

THEFROSTISOUTOFaROUND
Ami no further excuse for
not placing your orders for

TELEPHONES.
Write to us for our Illustrated
Catalogue and our Booklet
of Testimonials

Julius Andrae & Sons Co.,
225 West Water St„ Milwaukee, Wis.

Established 1860. Incorporated 1895.

The Electric Railway of To=day,

BY H. B. PRINDLE.

60 PACES, PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE

REDUCED TO 25 CENTS.

The author describes the ELECTRIC RAILWAY
SYSTEM in a popular manner, using such lan-
guage that the reader who is unfamiliar with
technical terms can readily understand the
construction of the apparatus and the func-
tions of various appliances used in the electri-

cal propulsion of street cars.

It contains a vast amount of useful and
valuable information for every motorman and
those interested generally in Electric Railway
work and improvement.

PRICE 25 CENTS.

POSTMGE F=REE.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
SulteSIO Marquette Building, CHICAGO.
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STEAM HEATING.

WEBSTER VACUUM SYSTEM OF
STEAM HEATING.

STEAM HEATING.
Without back pressure upon the engines guaranteed.

grealcst scope of advantages Icnown for the purpose. Effects the
adiiilion. Uinmgh one pipe at the base of each radiator or scries of radi

COIVII=>RISIIMG -rME SYSTEIVl.

WARREN WEBSTER & CO,, Camden, N, J,

j NEW YORK, 39 Cortlandt Street.

I
CHICAGO, 1504 Monadnock Building.

•END F-C9R ME^A^ F»>1MV1 F=l-1 1_ET.

Telephone Men!

Read Webb's "Telephone Hand-
Book." Price, $1.00. . . .

Electrician Publisliing Gonipany,

Suite 510 aiaranette Bldg., Chicago.

K NBW BOOK.
NOiA£ REKDY.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
Lieut. F. B, Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which

45,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's well-known
practical style with all the problems of Electric Power Transmission.

NOW READY. PRICE $1.GO.

Electrician Publishing Company, Suite 510 Marquette Building, Chicago.

iROOKTOlM
^yjWj Leather Nail Heads gr^n^ln!:

FOR CLEATS, INSULATORS, ETC.

We do uot yend Nails. Write us for Samples and Prices.

Brockton {lectric Mfg. Co., - Brockton, Mass.ALL
Live men read the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Each Week. Do You ?

DOUBLE CARBON, 14 HOUR,

ARC Tamps.
Points of Superiority over Single Large Carbon Arc Lamps:

so I'cr Cent. RcoiKMiiy in Oiteration,
(iJrcatcr Volume ofliight,

IVo Energy Wasted in Heating liarge Carbunisi,
Most Rapidly Trimmed, l.igliter in Weight.

THOUSANDS OF OUR LAMPS BURNING IN ALL SORTS OF WEATHER FOR
FIFTEEIM YEARS

ARE OPERATING AS SATISFACTORILY AS WHEN FIRST INSTALLED.
This is no Nine-ty ^av Test!

Onr Itoiilili' Carbon Arc Lamps start promptly, are easily adjusted, feed regularly, are not liable to get out of order Inun
steadily, operate at low cost, are durable and simple, are maintained at slight expense.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
SCMEIME

'.v.-cYam,,:
"""

Sales Olfices In all Largi Cities In tlie United Stales.

OTADV, IM. Y.
I

For Canada, alJress Cinadlan Gjniral Eleotrii; Co., Toronto.
''
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

B.J. Arnold, Mem. a. i. e. e.

Consnltlne Electrical Engineer.

Eleotrlo RallwiiyB ood Power BtntloDs.

1S41 Marquette Itldc.. Chicaso.

General Electrical Supplies,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

STUDENTS^
Will find that the Western
Electrician can help them
wonderfully in the study of

electricitjf. Subscribe now.
Ji3.oo per year, in advance.

Electrician Pul]lisliing Co.,

Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO

OFFICE

SPECIALTY MFG. CO.,

Rochester, N. Y.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Shannon Letter and Bill Files

and Letter File Cabinets

RAPID ROLLER COPIER,
UNIVERSAL CARD FILES,

Schlicht's Standard Ledger Indexes,

And a complete line of

METAL VAULT FURNITURE.

Send for printed matter.

BRANCH...

9, II and 13 Monroe St.

• Homes.
In the Lake regions of Wisconsin,

Nortliern Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa
and Dakota, there are hundreds of

charming localities pre-eminently fitted

for summer homes. Nearly all are

located on or near lakes which have not

been fished out. These resorts are easily

reached by railway and range in variety

from the "full dress for dinner" to the

flannel-shirt costume for every meal.

Among the list are names familiar to

many of our readers as the perfection of

Northern summer resorts. Nearly all

of the Wisconsin points of interest are

within a short distance from Chicago or

Milwaukee, and none of them are so far

away from the "busy marts of civiliza-

tion" that they cannot be reached in a

few liours of travel, by frequent trains,

over the finest road in the northwest—
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way. A description of the principal

resorts, with list of summer hotels and
boarding houses, and rates for hoard,

will be sent free on application to F. A.

Miller, Assistant General Pass. Agent,

Chicago, 111.

For^eBain, E,„,ri^,,,j
Mechanical Engineer.

itlDg, Expert I1

SaltelRKT. 1«
Mnnudnnok II

William II. Bryan, M. IC,

II. II. Humphrey, M. S.,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,

Heportfl, Estimates, Plans,
Buperlntondenco, Tests, I'ur-— "' "—*—

' .stations a Hpe-liaslnK. I)(t8lKns

Virffinius J. Mayo,
ICIi'i I Mi'i

(,onsultinf^, Jleslf^ninK, Sllpervl^

f?ontrac:tor and Manufacturer of

cllinery for special purposes,

(M>\. t'llnlilii HI.. t'llK'A

W. II. Schott, E. E.,

Consultinjj and Contracting Kng'r.

OonBultinB, SpoclflontlonB, ToBtia^, SpednUlofl.
Electric Street Ballwdya, Kleuirlo LlKlitl"B
tmd Stoftiu Plants Infltnllod Comploto. Pree-
ont propertloa looked over «nd liii|irt>vnii.

ICoom 11(25 llonndiiurk. <'ll 14 A<^0.

F'RED. J. Cross,
cHic:itinnsfuml6])0d.
ii»tT\ut*iiid]uK, etc.

ri(; iiiitcliluGry of any oapaelty

AKA FALLH, JH. V.

THE Porter Standard motor Co.,

PORTER MOTOR.

eral ertldeDcy. Every Hotor Guaranteed. Wo
are the pioneer makers of Small Battery Mo-
tors. You can obtain our Motors from any
electrical supply house in tlie country. Send

^The Porter Standard Motor Co., - Lebanon,

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By F. B. BADT.

226 Pages, UO Illustrations. FlexibleCloth Binding. Size of Type Page
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

This is, as the name indicates, a NEW BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only hook of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Suite 510 Marquette Building, CHICAGO.

Low E.xcursion Rates to Buffalo, N. V.

Via the Baltimore & Ohio R. R.

On July 5 and 6 the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets

to Buffalo, N. Y., at rate of one fare for

the round trip, plus $2.00, tor member-
ship fee, account National Educational

Association Meeting. Tickets will be

good for return until July 12, inclusive,

but are subject to an extension until

September 1, if deposited with Joint

Agent of Buffalo Terminal Lines at

Buffalo on or before July 10, 1896.

For further information call on or

address L. S, Allen, Ass't Gen'l Pass'r

Agent, Chicago, 111.

Half Rates to Washington, D. C.

Via the Baltimore & Ohio R. H.

On July 4, 5, 6 and 7 the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad will sell excursion tickets

to Washington, D. C, at a rate of one

fare for the round trip, account of

Young People's Society of Christian

Endeavor Convention.

Tickets will be good for return until

July 15, but are subject to an extension

until ,Iuly 31, provided they are depos-

ited with Joint Agent at Washington,

D. C, prior to 6 o'clock p. m., July 14.

For further information call on or

address L. S. Allen, Ass't Gen'l Pass'r

Agent, Chicago, 111.

NOTICE.

TO THOSE INTERESTED IN ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

It you haven't read Buckley's "ELECTRIC LIGHTING
PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION," you should

order a copy at once. It is the only work of its kind in print

and will prove an inseparable companion. It is "ust the book

thousands of men have been waiting for; it will be what you

want. 275 pages. Illustrated. Cloth, $2.00. Paper cover,

$1.00. Postage free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Suite 510 Marquette Bldg., Chicago.

STANDARD
OF THE

\A/ORI-D.

POPE MFG. CO.
105 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
TAKE THE I C '

CLEVELAND
MACKINAC.

2 New Steel Passenger Steamers

Toledo, Detroit #Mackinac
PETOSKEV, "the SCO," MARQUETTE,

AND DULUTH.
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and

$13.50.
EVERY EVENING

Between Detroit and Cleveland
Connecting' at Cleveland with Earliest Trains

for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Detroit for all points North and Northwest.

SundayTrips June, July, August anif September Only.

EVERY DAY BETWEEN

Cleveland, Put=in=Bay # Toledo
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address

A. A. SCHANTZ. o. F. «.. DETROIT, MICH.

Tde Detroit aqd GlevelaQd Steam Nav. Go.

DON'T READ
The WESTIjRN ELECTRICIAN unless you want

to be made fully aware of what is going on in the

electrical field. .
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Progress the Order of the Age.

THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
_ other torbioe,

copied from certifled teats made at Holyoke, Mass., on the dales
Sictman, engineer in charge of eiperlments, and K. S. Waters

hydranllo englneer-
The orlglDals of these certificates and tests of other sized whee s.a- be seen at o»r office.

Test of a45.(i.. Whrei-Ju y 9, '94.
|

Test ofa4a-in. Wheel-July 14, '94.

Head
Rev.

s,r„.

Cu. Ft.

ill
H.P. IV., Head

Rev.

Rfi'n.

Cu. Ft.

Se"
"

fin't.

Whole aate
%

1 :i
n.03
16.88

119.17 141.58
127.18

1:1?

195:1!

lis:!!

11
":52

Ill
IS:™

120:
8.|

i83:i<

11 11
For lafonnatlon and Catalogue write

THE DAYTflN GLOBE IRON WORKS CO.. Dayton, 0.. U.S.A.

Racine Automatic

HIGH SPEED

ENGINES
:ciaUy Adapted for

ELECTRIC
LIGHTING,

economy is desired.

Over2,500 in use.

Porcupine & Tubular

BOILERS.
MARINE ENGINES
AND OUTFITS.

Send for catalogne

Boiler outfit.

Racine Hardware Co.,
RACINE, WIS.

BINDERS
FOR THE

Mm Uciai

$1.00 Each.

EimiilFllLCo.,

CHICAGO.

Did You Ever
See a copy of our

latest catalogue
of Electrical

Books? 100 pages,
mailed free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING Qi
Suite 510 Marquette BIdg., CHICAGO.

e^BllvIE SAFETY WMER TUBE BOILER

WATER WHEELS
For heads of 3 feet to 2000 feet.

Specially designed and adapted to

ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHTNING PLANTS.
ilsh enaranteed percentaee iSecuring i

notion, under variab
md an unprecedented tii^h velocity. _- ,
inced grates, affords prompt and fine peffnlatio

: grreat staadiDess

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.. Springfield, Ohio. U. S. A.

WATER POWER.
GOVERNED FOR ELECTRICAL WORK.

Tlie limit of government of water-power is often determined by tlie design and con-
struction of plant. Consult us it possible before completing your plans.

With REPLOQLE'S COMPOUND REGULATORS we are prepared to undertake and
guarantee the government of water-power for all purposes, including Electric Railway,
Power and Lighting Plants. We make and sell all of Replogle's Electrical and Mechani-
cal Governors and other devices for the government of water-power. Expert advice
furnished on application. If results of your present system are not satisfactory, write
us. Address all inquiries to

HARK A. REPLOOLE, Chief Engineer.

THE REPLOGLE GOVERNOR WORKS,
AKRON, OHIO.

THEMcGORMICK
TURBINE,

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,

Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
fwives niopc power as to diameter •wltlv a

hi^fher perceutatso ofuseful elTect than any other
water-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
liand, are built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
tlie Holyoke Testing Flume.

Parties having power plants which are imsatisfactory, and
those contemplating: the improvement of powers, will find it to

aiitee results where others have failec^ no mat-
ter what make ofturhine hasheeuin use. STATE
KF^i ikk:»ikxts axi> seai» for cata-

TmORGANSMITH, York. Pa.

FUSE WIRE
AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

The Independent Electric Co.,

153 Lake St., Chicago.

F. A. ESTEP Prest. F. S. MARTIN, JOHN R. McCINLEY, VIce-Prest.

R. D. IMUXTALL COIVIPAIMY,
AUl-EGMEIMY, f=>A.

Arc j'oii setting Gears and Pinions witli teeth of correct form.? This bears an im-

portant relation to the

Life of a Gear and its Satisfactory Service.

BRANCH OFFICES:
MAYEIl & EXOIATND. 1211 Bet?. Buildini;
OUAS. N. wool). 180 Summer SI., BostoTi
STANDARD KAILWAY SUPPIA CO., j\l.i

l'liil;i.lrl|,lna. I'a,, MiiUllo States Sales Dept.
Mass.; X.« I'.n-laml SI ;ites Sales Dept.

,a.liMii-l, lll.ick, I'hicagn, III., N. W. States Sales Dept,
-,, SI. liouis, Mo., S. W. Sales Dept.
.iniiali, O., Central Stales Sales Dept.
il.., N. Y., Northern States Sales Dept.
IS Dipt., No. 331 Magazine St., New Orleans, La.
illc Coast Sales Dept., No. 38 Fremont St., San Francisco, Cal.
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3omeofIhehrgatDrim
in rhe counlrj/, 7

^ H-Phannon
ForTransmisjjori^ UOMPANY,

'

24-26MMkXHIUSO.

Gasoline Engines. ci.ea„e«.po,v
'=' er for <lriTln(

THE VAN DUZEN GASOLINE ENGINE CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHICACO CAS and GASOLINE ENGINE
Used (or jiaklDg Electric liifflit or fumiahing

power Cor any purpose required. Specially

odapt'jd for electric light In private enterprises.

The latest great invention of thig progressive age.

Brjlt in from 2 to 50 horse power. Stationary or

xirtable. Ib the simplest power on the market. A
dwarf in size; a Samson in strength. Costa but

little to run it. Has no equal for even speed and

J. J. NORMAN CO., nfrs. 60 and 62 S. Clinton Street, CHICAGO.

Gas,

GasolineTHE OTTO

ENGINES
and....

Natural Gas

OVER 45,000 SOIiD

Electric Lighting.
SIZES 1 TO 250 H.P.

Electric Light Plants in Operation

from 2 to 250 H. P.

Ttie Otto das Enpe Worts, Inc.,

PHIIiADELfPHIA.

EWKS The Phosphor Bronze Smelting Co. [imited,

2200 WASHINGTON AVE.,PHILADELPHIA.

"ELEPHANT BRAND PHOSPHOR-BRONZE"

— DELTA METAL
CASTINGS, STAMPINGS and FORCINGS
ORIGINAL AND Sole Makers iN.THE U.S.

ROOT IMPROVED WATER TUBE BOILER.

SELLINQ AGENTS:

Monadnock Block, Chicago, III.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Security Building, St. Louis, Mo.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG. CO.,

28 Cliff Street. NEW YORK.

J. C. BRILL COMPANY, - - - PHILADELPHIA,
BUILDERS OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY CARS OF ALL CLASSES.

"FLORIDA
STEAM

"heating
BOILERS,

W'Ik'ii a mil Kfix ii li»il<-r of iiiioIIkt iniiki' he iiia.v set a
ifood »ii<> and lie niuv not. Ilo runH no riNk nlM-n Uo gctH a
•Floiida." Til.- "FI.«I{|I>.V i« F.VIIOI SI.V <;OOI». Write
for oatulo);ii«-.

"WE HEAT THE WORLD."

^'Zr::,Z.,.-^^er/ca/i S^oi/erCompanj/. ^'".Waue «,.

The ClonbroGk Steam Boiler Co.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Morrin "Climax" and "Compound" Safety

Water Tube Boilers.
BrriLT IN TJNIX8 OF SO TO 1,000 U. P.

ALSO BUILDERS OF

Smoke Stacks, Tanks, Etc., and All Glasses of Iron Work.

Speciflcatlons, drawlBES and Price fDmlBhed.
on application.

Send for Catalogue of Climax and Compound Boiler*.

Aluminum
Nickel Alloy.

-Letters Patent

foundry gray

per castings. It is nsed very exlensively in
puddling furnaces, open hearths, reverber-
atory furnaces and steel converters. Its
fluidity and cleansing properties to metals,
aside from its strengthening qualities, are
attested by indisputable aulhorities.

twenty cents to FOUR CENTS per pound
in ton or 6oo-lb. barrel lots. Sold under
strict guaranty.

National Ore & Reduction Co.,

ST. LOUIS, MO.
Branch Agencies and Supply Offices:

RiCHAKD Baihd & Son, Ironmongers,
land, and Glasgow, Scotland.

Typewriter

Is a recent production of the best i

ive skill in the country and is

behind any typewr

ANY
writing machine. In fact, the Reming-
ton-Sholes

TYPEWRITER
leads all others in that

COMBINATION
of features which please the operator
and make it a pleasure instead of hard
work to run our machine.

Send for catalogue or call and examine.

REMINGTON-SHOLES TYPEWRITER CO..

147 MONROE STREET,

CHICAGO.

MECHANICAL
Engineers interested in electricity should send for our 100-page

Catalogue (mailed free to any address). Any electrical book pub-

lished sent prepaid on receipt of price.
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TJTA-r'
HANDHA0[-HlliH6RADE

rol

COMmcifiL £^£f^^i%f±-'''^h

We Make

ALt;'poWERS

PieTrade

One Price

,. QUALITY

mThousand
HOURS

Guaranteed

Cents
ALLOWED

5cVatts
6 C.m%-

|NCAHDESC'-(i„c»600rr,.^

(linton.Wis, 193-19J IaSaue ST.

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE
FOR 1896,

IMONAA READY.
Send 1 cents for a copy. Liberal discount

if large quantities are ordered.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
SUITE 510 MARQUETTE BUILDING. CHICAGO.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.
Everyone engaged in the electrical business should keep posted on the developments in

the art by reading the latest books on the subject. We are headquarters in the

West for electrical books and can fill orders for any work published^ promptly on

receipt of price. We call your special attention to the following standard books:

laop. P. C—Electrical Bell CoDBtruotlon; TreatlBo 00 the
UoaotructloD of Etfctrto Bells, Indicators, and similar

rations $1.25

.—Elements of Magofltlsm and Electricity, with
sal Instructions for the Performance of Exp-ri-
and the aoaeCructloD of cheap apparatus. One

sdth thousand. 160 lUustratlone tl.OO

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements o( Eleotrlo Lighting.
Boventh edUlon, fully revised, and new matter added. 101
HluBtr&tlone. 260 pages $1.60

Atkinson, Philip.—The Elements of Dynamic Electricity and
Mnfcnetlsm. 406 pages and 117 lltuBtratlons. Second
edition $2.00

Ayrton. W. E.—Practical Electricity; a Laboratory and
Lecture Oourse lor First-year Btndents of Electrical
EnglDeering, based on the Practical Definitions of the
Electrical' Unite. With numerous II lustrations. Sixth
edition $2.50

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—New Dynamo Tenders' Hand Boob. This
is, asfhe name Indloates, a New Book, much more com-
plete than the old one, with all the ioformatlon, instruc-
tiona and rules which are required by practical men,
sa Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Eoeineers, and
owners and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is

the only book of the kind published in the English
language. 226 pages, 140 illnstrations, flexible cloth
binding, size of type page 63^x3 Inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. ^.—Incandescent Wiring Hand-book. A
timely boob containing full illustrations for incaodescent
wiring and complete Information concerning methods of
running wires, location of safety devices, splices, insula-
tion, testlQg for faults, wire gauges, general eJecti-icai

data, caloDlatine sizes of wires, wiring fixtures, elevator*,
buildings. Isolated aud central station plants. The only
boob of the bind published. Type page 5>fex3 inches,
fiezible cloth binding, 66 pages, 35 cuts and 5 tables, 3 of
which are 12x18 inches $1.00

Badt, Lieut. F. B.—Bell Hangsrs' Hand-oob. Just the boob
for people engaged in selling, installing or handling elec-
tric batteries* electric belle, e'.evatora, hoase or hotel
annunciators, burglar or fire alarms, electrlo gas lighting
apparatus, electric heat apparatus . 106 pages, 97 iUustra-
tions, flexible cloth binding. Type page 5J313 lncheE.$1.00

Badt. Lieut. F. B.—Electric Transmission Hand-boob. Eirst
ediUon, three thousand copies. 97 pages, 22 lUuetratlonB.
27 original tables Sl.OO

Gives more Pi-acHcal information on the subject than
any work published to date The boob contains all neces-
sary Information for Power Producers, Capitalists, Agents,
Engineers and Motor Inspectors. With this boob anybody
may make estimates on the cost of Transmission Plants.

Bedell. Fred'k and Albert C. Crehore.-Alternating Car-
rents; An Analytical and Grapbical Treatment for btn-
denta and Engineers. Second edition. 112 iUnatra-
Uons $2.50

Blakesley, T. H.—Papers on Alternating Currents of Elec-
tricity for the use of Students and Engineers, Third
edition, enlarged. 12mo, cloth $1.50

Bonney. G. B.—Electro-Plater's Hand Boob. A Manual for
Amateurs and Young Students on Electro-Metallurgy. 60
illustralions. 208 pages. 12mo, cloth $1.25

Bottone, S. R.—Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs.
A P>-aotical Hand-book, with 48 illustrations. Fourth edi-

tion. Enlarged by a chapter on the Telephone $0.50

Bottone, 5. R.—The Dynamo. How Made and How Used. A
Book for Amateurs. Eighth edition, with additional mat-
ter and 39 illustcations $1.00

Bottone, S. R.—Electro-Motors. How Made and How Used.
A Handbook for Amateurs and Practical Men. Reduced to

$0.50

Bottone, S. R.—How to Manage the Dynamo. A Hand-boob
for Ship Engineers, Electric Light Engineers and Electro-

Platers $0.60

Buckley, W. J.—Electric Lighting Plants, their cost and
operation. 275 pages, many lUustraHons and diagrams
Cloth $2.00

Paper 1.00

Cox. Frank P.—Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors.
itise for Students and Engineers,

Crocker, F. B., and Wheeler, S. S.—The Practical Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors. With a special chapter by
H, A. Foster. Illustrated. Second edition, revised and
enlarged $1.00

Crosby, O. T.. and Dr. Louis Bell.—The Electric Railway in

Theory and Practice. A Complete Treatise on the Uon-
Btrnction and Operation of Electric Railways, Second edi-

tion, revised and enlarged.

prloolplea. couBtructlon aud operation of Dynamos, Mo-
torn, Lamps. Indicator and Measuring InstramentB; also a
full explanation of the electrical terms need In the work.
Part II. Alternate Current Apparatus. Containing an
explanation of the principles governing the generation of,

and a description of the instruments and machinery used
in connection with Alternate Electrlo Currents. IIIub-

trated. Revised edition $2.60

Dyer, A.—Induction OollB. How Made and How Used. Third
edition. Boards $0.50

Fleming, J. A.—Short Lectures to Electrical Artisans. A
course of Experimental Lectures delivered to a Practical
Audience. Fourth edition. 74 illustrations $1.50

Fleming, J. A.—The Alternate Current Transformer in
Theory and Practice. Vol. I. The Induction of Electric

ly illustrated and with copious

tro-Ma^netic Induction . 3. The Theory of Simple Periodic
Currents. 4. Mutual and Self Induction. 6. Dynamical
Theory of Cnrreot Induction.
Vol. II. The Utilization of Induced Onrrents. 8vo. cloth.

London, 1892 $5.00

Gore, Q.—The Art of Electro-Metallurgy, including all Known
Processes of Electro Deposition. Fourth edition $2.00

Gordon.—School Electricity. Sources, Currents, Measure-
ment, Telegraphy, Telephony, Lightning, Klectrolysis.
Induction, etc. 262 pages, with 140 illustrations $2.00

Qrier, Thos. G.—Wiring for Motor Oircuita. A handy little

pamphlet containing tables for wirinfi- and for motor serv-
ice, arranged in convenient form for ready reference. $1.00

Haskin5,C. H.—The Galvanometer anditsUses. AManualfor
Electricians aud Students. Fourth edition, revised . .$1.50

Haskins.—TraoeformerP. Their Theory, Construction and
Application Simplified. 38 illustrations $1.25

Hawkins. C. C. and F. Wallis.-The Dynamo, Its Theory,
Design and Manufacture. 190 Illustrations $3.00

Hering.—Practical Directions for Windlner Magnets and
Dynamos. 12mo. cloth, reprint without additions $1.25

Hopkins, Geo. M. — Experimental Sci6n<'e. Elementary,

Hopkin Tigin
.bjects. Illustrated

Hopkinson, Dr. John.—Dynamic Electricity; Iti Modern Use
and Measurement, chiefly in its Applicatton to Electric
Lighting and Telegraphy

,
$0.50

liospitalier, E.—Domestic Electricity for AmateurSj^ Trans-
lated from the French. With additions by 0. J. Wharton.
With illustrations $2 50

Houston, Prof. E. J.—A Dictionary of Electrical WorHs,
I Phrases. Third edition, re-written and greatly

)ages, and 570 Illustrations

$5.00
enlarged. Large

Kapp, Qisbert.—Electric Transmission
Transformation, Subdivison and Disti

cal handbook. Tbird edition $3.0

Kapp, Gisbert.—Alternate Current Machinery Illustrated.$0.5

Generation, Hea^urement, Distribution and AppUcatioi
Authoilzed American ed. With an introduction by Williai

Stanley, Jr. Illustrated $1.C

Kapp, Gisbert.—Dynamos, Alternators and Transior
.$4.00

ipe, H. R.—A Handbook of Electrical Testing. Fifth edi-

ion. 200 illuetrationB. 8vo. cloth. London, 1892 $7 25

In this edition there is a considerable amount of new
natter; the old matter has been thoroughly revised,

ipe, H. R.—The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book.
Rule . Formula, Tables ,

$1.75

Lockwood„T. D.—Electricity, Magnetism and Electric Teleg-
raphy. A Practical Guide and Handbook of General
Information for Electrical Students, Operators and In-

_ T. D.—Electrical Measurement and the Galvanom-
eter; its Construction and Use. Second edition... $1,50

Lockwood, T. D.-Practical Information for Telephonists.
12mo, cloth. N. Y $1.00

Meadowcroft, W. H.—The A. B. 0. of Electricity. 36

Illustrations $0.60

currents and high potential lighting. 600 pp. 300 Illustra-

tions, second edition $4.00

' Development o By Drric Motor Bin
Bell. 300 Illustrations

riaver, and Davis. M. M.—The Quadruplex. With Chapters
on the Dynumo-Electrlc Machine in Relation to the Quad-
ruplex. The PraoHcal Working of the Duplex Teloumph
Repeaters and the Wheatstone Automatic Telegraph, Hi
Ulnstratlons $1,6C

McClure.J. B.—Edison and his Inventions, with Full Ex-
planatione of the Telephone, Phonograph, Ta<-eaieter.
Electric Light and all his Principal Discoveries, etc, .$1.00

NIaudet, Alfred.—Elementary Treatise on Electric Batterlps.
Translated from the French by L. M. Fishbuck. IMus.
trated $2.5(,

Noll, Augustus.—How to Wire Buildings. A manual of the
art of interior wiring. Illustrated $1,60

Pope, Franklin Leonard.-ModernPractice of the Elnctric
Telegraph. • - >

-

Prindle. H. B.—A Popular Treatise on the
of to-day. Fully illustrated

Russell. Stuart A.—Electric Light Cables
ol Electricity. 107 illustrations $2.V5

Salomons, Sir David.—Electric Light Installations. Vol. 1.

The Management of Accumulators. A Practical Hand-
book. 7th edition, revised and enlarged. Wuh illus-

tralions. 12mo,cl. London, 1893 $1.50

Sloane, T. 0*Conner.—Electricity Simplified. The Prnctice
and Theory 01! Electricity, including a Popular i- eview of
theTheory of Electricity, with Analogies and Examples
of its Practical Application in every-day life. lUus-

Sloane, T. O'Connor.-The Standard Electrical Dictionary.
A Popular Dictionary of Words and Terms used in the
practice of Electrical Engineering, 350 illustrations. $3.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—Electric Toy Making for Amateurs,
including Batteries, Magnets, Motors, Miscellaneous Toys

$1.00

Sloane, T. O'Connor.—The Arithmetic of Electricity. A
Manual of Electrical Calculations by Arithmetical Methods,
including numerous rules, examples and tables in the field

of practical electrical engineering and experimentiog.
Third edition, revised $1.00

Tesla, Nikola.—Experiments with Alternate Currents of High
Potential and High Frequency. A lecture delivered before
tbe Institution of Electrical Engineers, London. With a
portrait and biographical sketch of the Author Illus-

Tesla. Nikola.—Lectures < Electro-Magnet. Illnstrnted,

Engines, especially
Bs. Treatin;
Principles •

Purposes. Treating <

Thompson, 5ylvanu5 P.—Dynamo-Electric Machinery.
Series of Lectures, with an introduction by Franklii
Pope. 16mo. Nnmerou(i illustrations, fancy boards (

Nostrand's Science Series, No. 66) $

Thompson, Sylvanus P.—Polyphase Electric Currents
AlEernate-Current Motors. Mailed to any address in
world on receipt of

, $

Thompson, Sylv
trie Machines,
Machinery. Ifimo, (Van Noetrand'e

Machines, being a Supplement

, Sylvanus P.—Dynamo - Electric
Fourth edition, revised and rewritten. Unn
trations and 29 plates. 1,000 pages

Trevert.—How to Make Electric Batteries at H

Second edition; carefully revised,
with additions $2.00

Walker, F.—Practical Dynamo Building, fir Amateurs. How
" * aoy oQtput. With

Wires and Cables. lUustra

Webb, Herbert Laws.—Telephone Hand-book, Illustrated.
12mo, cloth. Chicago, 1895 $1.00
The only complete work on the Telephone. All possible

information for any one intereated in Telephones and how
to make and operate them.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
....Suite 5JO Marquette Buildings Chicago....

<



WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

^IaATIMUM
' Forall Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platiaum Farcbaeed.
BAK£R & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

BaUioad Are., Newaj k, N. J.

CLIMAX Oif Feeder

I
Prevents Farmatioa and

Removes Scale in

Bailers.

JAS. W. DAILEY,
319 Philada. Bourse.

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Book Orders
GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Suite BtO Marquette BIdg.. CHICAGO.

SHULTZ PATENT
WOVEN LEATHER UNK BELUNG.

Dynamo """ '^

C^ELTING-.
BKASCHISS 101 Sammer 8t Boston 113 Liberty St , New Tork, 129 North £

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOK EI-ECTRICAX USES:

CSrapMte Bods of Various I^engths, from 1-S Ohm to lOO Olims Besistsnce
to the Inch. Graphite Boxes and Crnclbles, Besisting Heats

of4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Gladly Ansiv^ered.

JOS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., Jersey City, N .J.

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.

ESarj^BLISIIEID X873.
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods. Sticks, and Special Stiapes to order. Colors, Red, Black and Gray. Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. i4dey£

OFFICE

Tlie F-erris ^A/Keel Co.
1 131 THE Rookery.

C'nicAGO, April 30. 189G.

NEW YORK INSULATED WIRE CO.,

320 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

GEKTLKMf:^:—Alter carefully consider-
ing the merits of the various brands of
wire upon the market, we have decided to

u.se v-.ur 'Raven AVhite Core" exclusively
fur rewiring the Ferris Wheel.
As you are aware, the wire upon the

wheel is very much exposed and the test

will no doubt be a most severe one.
Yours very truly

THE FERRIS WHEEL CO.
By L. V. Rice. Msr.

for all Incandescent Light-
olumbiau Exposition.

of the largest buildings in the UniSeel

COMPETITION LINE WIRE. ^^^I/^Z^^^!:'^^^^^
GRIMSHAW TAPES, COMPETITION TAPES AND SPLICING COMPOUNDS.

New York Insulated Wire Company,

t<^!^f^ vor...
bkaxches.;3,„™k;a^S - -

File Works.Black

We make any

kind of File or

Rasp known to

the File Trade.

Oar regalar soods are on sale in every leading Hardware
Store in the United States and Canada.

G. & H. BARNETT COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

JFACTORY.

WIRE
LINKS

WIRE
LINKS.FUSE

SHAWMUT
FUSE WIRE COIVIPANY,

93 Federal St.,
BOSTON, MASS.

Morris Metcalf, Representative,
IOC Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Three circuits run from an

BRUSH
ELECTRIC CO.,

; JLfyuuuiu, luoilKlilii
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